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Critics
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ijboxscore
1^

Ward

is

Morehouse,

critic-drama columnist for the Sun.
It was the second consecutive sean that his reviews most accuj^tely indicated the boxoffice suc:ess. or
failure
of Broadway's
iws. He also yras in the van at
reason's midrye^r mark,

Des

-

.

'

vacations,' etc.) is conserva<tlvely estimated at over $165,000
tion,

2d Straight Year

progressively
Nitery Padlocked For
ings and the
Featuring Blue Disks and newer

Me

You Can" stanzas.
The main source' of these prizes
Thomas
proprietor,
here.
Its
j^torehouse's wimtlng margin was
wtiich make it a busiCharles Ryan and Leon Nemetz, are the firms
it&iost the satai during the past
ness of (Shanneling the giveaways
operator of a record shop, were arlilison' as a year ago. He sat in
from the manufacturer, whose only
rested.
«t 57 premieres, being incorrect
payoff is a plug for his product, to
Deputies said Ryan bought
fOly six times for a count of .895,
program'.
These go-betweensmutty records from Nemetz and the
16 pei-centagfe points better than
ers, are themselves beginning to exrecord player
•Sft47f .when
he guessed seven would play them on a
press dismay at the Frankenstein
rigged so as to be beamed to a cer'ieoja^. tttnes but t>f 58 notices.
proportions assumed by something
wstuflUy tlie number of shows cov- tain number on radio dials of cars which bad started out, from their
^ed by all critics was higher, as parked in the vicinity.
end, as a modest promotion stunt.
%<a& the total number of presentaFurther evidence that the graph
Beaver, night spot at Oakville near

.

but repertory groups were
one each, such
,»s the D'Oyly Carte and Dublin
Oate
;
troupes.

'"tions,

Countecl in units of

(

MPAA Test Suit

Virtually all critics in the box-

.

had higher percentages than
.mt year, although there was little
Jn^nge in their ratings. Robert
'SCore

Would Qallenge

•tjoleman (Mirror), who was scc'd a year ago with -833, tied for

Fdm Censorship

(Continued on page 50)

'i'

Motion Picture Assn. of Amer-

Remain Unaffected

I

By

lenge the existence of all filfn censorship and licensing boards operating in the U. S.', it's been
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Soph's 1st London Date

12 Years a B.O. Panic

years.
,

London, June

1.

Westerns

Shot Dually For
Films and Video
Hollywood, June

1.

Bill

,

-

-
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Hoffman's 'Get Tough'
Policy Via

ERP Program

A Break for the Film Biz

Administration topper, was speakArgentina.
of
ing .specifically
American Sixth companiies have revived no remittances from there,
since last August. He said he proposed to usef a "get tough" policy
on prices of food and raw materials the Argentine government
kopeks for a glass of beer. Tele apwished to sell to the European Repears to be the biggest free act on
covery Program countries, These
the island since the one"-piece bathpurchases would be financed with
ing suit was greenlighted by special
U.S. dollars.
surf patrol of the police several
Film company foreign chiefs
decades ago.
were considerably encouraged this
Steeplechase, under George and
week over Hoffman'^ firm attitude.
Frank Tilyou aegis, is a tonic in an
They had fully expected that
otherwise decaying carnival atmoS'
Marshall Plan coin would help
phere. Tilyou freres, among the
them thaw some of their frozen
shrewdest of nation's outdoor show
assets in the 16 ERP countries
men, manage to keep their mamthemselves.
Hoffman's stand on
mpth playground in hospital-clean Argentina, however, made it dear
condition and know the' pulse-beat
that the American largesse would
of the enchantment-seeking patriot.
also be used' as a lever in other
Park, as in 1947, 1$ getting 50c. for
countj^es which will profit. IndK
(Continued on page 55)
(Contintted ob page 55)

But^izOKrVideoHotNewWnnlde
By JO HANSON
.

remain at

mppy

.

Hoffman, Economic Cooperation

Brooklyn, June

The passing of the

_^5laintaining the 35e price is due
Sophie Tucker's first London
to one feeling.
Publishers date in 12 years, at the Casino,
afraid that the music-buying
resulted in one of the biggest perJjupiic, which is slim enough in
sonal triumphs yet accorded an
,,?gParison to this country's pop- American star. Miss Tucker on her
'^v^'l refuse even a nickel
(31)
was
h„„first
show Monday
"Bost for a "luxury"
.item.. Mean* obliged to sing 16 numbers, wind*(Continued on.page.S3)
...
(Continued pn page 53)
"juy

•

,

See End of Con^ as a 'Nickel Riviera

(Continued on page 16)

In

,-

'

abroad.

MPAA

This line
been held even though pubiisiiers'
operating
costs
have
jMinped over 100% during the past

.•

a Year

at 520G

Walter Winchell parts Dec. 31
with Jergens, which has spon-*
sored his ABC network program
for the .past 16 years. Association
was dissolved as., much by the
mianufacturer's refusal to pcrftime
rather
commercial
a
odorous
tagged onto. Wincheli's' time duiH
ing recent weeks, as .by vastly superior coin oifers luaclff to the columnist.
In cutting the long Jergens- tie,
Winchell is as 'iyet 'unassigned toanother spopsor.. He has signa^^
tured an, agreement .with, ABC's
prez, Mark Woods, effective Jan. 1,
via which the network guarantees
him $520,000 afanually at $10,000
.per broadcast for 52 weeks (with
seven ::weeks vaoash). This move
by ABC is simply to retain the
commentator for itself, fending off
any possibility of his going to another chain. *AB6 will sell the
show and 'in the eVeht more than
th6 $10,000 g|i|a^teed Winchell is
realized, the added coin goes to
him.
Though it was mainly the com-^
mercial which bothered Winchell
and severed the Jergens deal, the
comimentator gave the cosmetic
manufacturer an opportunity to
meet ABC's price. He's now drawing $390,000 annually from Jergens (having, been raised from
(Continued .'on page 50)

Washington, June 1.
Extent to which the Marshall
Plan may serve to free frozen U.S.'
film coin in many countries of the
world was made dear last week
at hearings before the Senate ApPaul G;
propriations committee.
Hoffmap, who'll dole out tlie
gotiations
funds, made no bones about the
with
UA
Film
and
Manufacturers continue eager to
"the
power
of
that
he'll
use
fact
Classics
some
to
-buy
back
of
his
swap wares for a free plug although by this time quite a few of old pix so that he can sell them for the purse" to ease the restrictions
imposed on American industry
(Continued on page 34)
(Continued on page 48)

officials plunked
Nat1 Inflation learned.
Music, publishing- is one of the for the step last week after hudjnajor industries whose mar^ dling with Morris L, Prnst, attor-:
ney for the American Civil Liberties Union. Latter group requested
the MPPA's cooperation, as an

repeatedly, sheet sales
«ie -prewar 35c scale.

'
'

Boyd last week started
shooting his pictures simultaneously for United Artists release
and for television. Producer-star's
screen writers- on the "Hopalong
Cassidy" series for UA henceforth
write all scripts with a tele twist.
Pix get cliif -handing endings for
every 12-and-a-half minutes of the
of the giveaway show points upward may be drawn from the fact, feature film. During production
cast
and crew take time out from
that of the 40-o(ld network comSihooting for theatres and
mercials which are slated for sum- regular
mer layoffs, not one falls within film the stuff for tiele. In this way
Boyd
gets pix suitable for telethe classification where the value
casting
as
serials over a week or
of the giveaways is of prime im-,
port to the program's pulling two-week period.
Producer has also started nepower.

te\V

set prices have not been affected
oy inflation.
Though sale prices
gtt virtually all other
staple and
.luxury" items have been boosted

sioner.

If

ica has 'decided to bring in its own
name a test suit which will chal-

%uk Publishers

commissioner and streets commis-

While the trade is wondering when to the^ daily council sessions that
the blowup will materialize, the start at 9 a.mi
pyramiding prizes show anything,

but signs of abatement. All concerned take encouragement from
favorable Hooperatquick sale of moretypes of giveaway
shows.
This
is
attested by the ease
Memphis, June 1.
with
which
ABC
and CBS obAlleged performance of bawdy
records brought a permanent tained sponsorship of their re.spective
"Stop
the
Music" and "Catch
sheriff's padlocking of Little

The winner ta Vahiety's 25th >
New York drama critics

[

Radio's "bank night" has snowMoines City Fathers
balled into a giveaway orgy -in
which $7,000,000 in cash and mer- Pinch-Hiti for DisH Jockey
chandise is being pitched at listenDes Moines,' June 1.
ers in a season's cycle.
While M. J. Bennett,' disk jockeyIf the craze continues at its pressafety commissioner, takes a two'
ent momentum, it's figured the anweeks' vacation from his 7:30 to
nual jackpot by the end of an9 a.m, show on KSO, the ()ther
other season will easily top $9,four city councilmeh will pineh-hit
000,000;
for him bn the five days a week
Currently, the giveaway of goods,
program^ They include the finance
money and services (transporta- conunissioner,
the inayoir.'the parks
^
weekly.
The yearly jackpot hitsThe councilmen will- have to
the $7,000,000 ih'ark on the basis of
44 weeks, the average annual cycle schedule their recorded music
of network and local commercial and commentary to leave the air
at 8:50 a.m. in order to make it
shows.

ehonseFins Variety' Boxscore
Of Drama

S^ ABC Contract

TO

W

R

(WroiiK);
(RIkM);
to AbltrevlfttloiM: Sit (Showi Reviewed);
<No Opiaton Clearljr E:tcpressecl); Pot. (Pereentase).

16.Yrs.,

5c.

1.

subway

fare will m§an the undoubted turning point 'Of America's favorite
"Nickel Nice" into a 7c. (or more)
St. Moritz.
New season, launched officially
.

will bring such
uplifting seaside wonders as
the 24-karat gold bathing suit and
clamp-on bra on the crowded sand
and free video at Steeplechase.
Tele at Steeplechase will afford
perspiring pilgrims an opportunity

on Memorial Day,

new

to

view

latest

scientific

without having to plunk

marvel

down 10

;
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Those

kaeTs kt F<iature Fib Due Soon,

Benefite!
up a

naturally chui'ned

The war years

series of benefit shows,

and the like, all of like pattern, wherein personalities
from all branches of show business were the lure for fund-raising,
The hangover is gtiU with us, to the degree that when Madison
and kindred arenas or theatres aren't, playing the
Garden
Square
usual attractions, they do A terrific benefit business. Certain desirable four wall!? fetch fancy fees, and the lessor can virtually pick

patriotic rallies

Plans for 'H'wooi^.«f Middle East'
First feature film to
Israel in initiation of

On

that basis, his

come out

500,000 people,

an

Cinemas Investment Corp. has pur-

of
effort to
state the

chased land for a 1,750 scaler that
"Hollywood of the Middle East,'" will be the tnost modern jn the
also" acquired,
will be released in the U. S. in country. He has
in
Its producer, Norman property for an 1,100-seat horfse
the fall.
t
*
Lourie, is a South African thea- Haifa.

make of

the

new Jewish

his nightly tenant.

The benefit type of show business has snowballed now into a neoracket. There are bound to be repercussions right down the line.
But in betweea there Is always the performer—and on top of the
talent are the handful tA backstage uifiuences who are put, in the
middle of velvet«gloving (and, in some cases, "slugging"), the talent
to show up.

.

tre circuit operator whose zest for
Zionism has led him to shift the
from
operations
his
Of
base
Johannesburg to Jerusalem.
Lourie, who's been in Palestme
Bince 1946, is virtually Israel's
«'one-man film industry." In addition to his activities as a feature
producer, he operates a distribution company in Tel Aviv which
handles United Artists and indie
Sroduct in the Middle East and
as taken the flxst steps toward prganizing an Israeli theatre circuit.
He also has a setup making

documentaries, a monthly news review and educational pictures 'in
Palestine and is still a partner with
20th-Fox in South African theatre

The interest in Zionoperation.
ism, which has him planning to
switch hi» Citizenship from South
African to Israeli, began during
the war, when he served as a correspondent with the South African
army attached to the Jewish
Brigade Group. He made several
documentari<is at that time, one
and
of which was released by
another by 20th.
Lourie's brother, Arthur, has
Just been named counsul-general
to New Ydtk for the. Provisional
Government of Israel.

:

?5 Tiiettresf'ih Palestine
There are now about 75 theatres
in Palestine, of which approxi-

"

mately 20 are first-runs in Tel
Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem, he estimated. Itt fiddition, Lourie said,
310th
a 16m setup and is buying prodeach of the farm communities has
uct from U.S. tlistribs.
"BI.AdK0iJT8 OF 1948"
There are about 10 Arab houses
Cal.
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood.
in Jaffa and other Arab towns, but
Now Playing Nationally
fightmg
all are closed since the
"BILL A]ND
began, Lourie said. The Arftb proCairo,
Winner
in
Award
based
industry,
Afcademy
duction
Special
has grown tremendously, he said,
under the spur of Arab nationalism. Latter is so great, explained
Lourie, that J. Arthur Hank,, who
spent $1,400,000 building the finest

'

And

WEEK!

if it isn't

Broadway showmen

Ulce

Bob Weitman, Leon

Leoni-

Sammy Ranch, Arthur Knorr, Marvin
Schenek, Sidney Piermont and the like, then the focal influence is
usually a columnist like Ed Sullivan or Earl Wilson. The journalistic
convincers have gone up and down the line, from Winchell to Nick
Kenny and Lee Mortimer. Winchcll's dedication to the Runyon
Cancer Fund cause, of course, is easily the No. 1 fund-raising sparkplug; only the job Sullivan has done for the Heart drive approaches it.
doff, A. J.

KEN MURRAY'S
COO"

Balaban, Zeb Epstin,

But in between are a flock of intermediary benefits, and for causes
quite worthy. .This is admitted even by the showmett who are most
bitterly opposed to the "benefit' racket," as some heatedly put it
These showmen are the most vehement in thebr opposition to the
prObleni„of staging benefit shows; they're the ones propagating for
the most practical suj^gestion a direct donation tO this; or that cause,
"but don't bother us or our current talent."

PARMERESTEDIN

INSIDE USA' MUSICAL
was fearful of
it six months ago because
Paramount is showing interest
Arab resentment. He finally in making a deal for screen righte
preeming
by
it
up
light
to
was able
to the Arthur Schwartz-Howard
with an Arab film.
,
Dietz smash Broadway musical,
„ , „

—

theatre in Cairo,

opening

•

of

Balaban, as result of the American Overse&s Aid benefit at
Madison Square Garden last week, plans to interest Spyros Skouras,
SIcouras is one of the more
his boss, and others in that platform.
generous collaborators on benefits and rallies, but Balaban holds
with Lou Walters (operator of the Latin Quarter, N.Y.), and other
showmen that after one of those gala shows, with its wealth of Hollywood, Broadway, radio and nitery talent, the customer who has paid
up to $25 and $50 a ducat Is either surfeited with any other live entertainment for days and weelcs to come, or he stays away from this
or that
because, "Aw, we saw Harry Richman <or whoever it ,was)
at the Garden the otiier night."
A.

*

Production slate of Palestine "Inside U.S.A." All the studio is
feaFilms, Inc.,- now calls for
actually interested in is the title
ture yearly, four documentafles, and some of the tunes. It teels,
the monthly news review (which however, that they'd be particular-

om

'

UA

March of
for
is something between a
ly valuable as the takeoff point
Time and a newsreel) and a series a new a id possibly highly profita-

J.

of educational films: All are made ble idea for a picture.
in English, since the limited disAs the studio sees it, film would
tribution possible in Israel makes be made in episodes, as in the
their export an economic neces- legiter, with each one localed in a
Is*
the
of
most
Joe KriiUMcOld Partnered
case,
any
In,
sity.
different region of the country.
Extra b.o. resistance values have cropped up with the new wrinkle
•The initial feature by his Pales- raeli understand English, Loune Exploitation prospects would be
of telecasting—or attempting to videocast—such gala entertainments.
tine Films, Inc., is "I Speak for explained.
„
limitless, as Par execs view it. A
Haga
the
to
And there, of course, with the sight-plus-sound values further exJordania," which*- on last word
contracted
PFI is
thin thread of story would be used
from Jerusalem, more than four nah, the Jewish Army, to produce to weld the parts together, instead
tending a benefit's gratis values, the issue now becomes one of
weeks ago ^was being edited. Part- a documentary on the war with of making it a straight revue type
economic preservation. AGVA, Equity, SAG, and AFRA, now have a
nered with Lourie in making it is the Arabs. It is also in produc- production.
stake on behalf of their talent members. And. management, which
Joseph Krumgold, an American. tion with a two-reel documentary,
Par's present effort is to * get
already has its own views on the multiplici^ of benefits, may find its
Krumgold V^as co-author of Robert sponsored by the United Jewish Schwartz and Dietz to put a price
problems automaticstlly solved by the talent Guilds.
Abel,
"The Road Is tag oh their handiwork. Since the
called
Biskin's "Magic Town" (RKO) last Appeal,
year and served as a documentary Open."
cona
.show is certain to run for
„
.
,
jear
a
for
deal
producer with the Office of War
-won't
has
flat
they
PEI
a
gi^g^able time yet and
Teleto
clips
Information during thf war.
newsreel
„f
before
provide
to
^jjg picture" released
Skelton Ordered to Rest GROOMffiG
JR.,
Lourie is in the U. S.j under a news. Inc., in the U.S. Telenews the live version has plenty of time
Hollywood, June 1.
permit from the Haganah, the has a pact w^th Columbia .Broad- to play off in New York and on
L01H)0N
Red Skelton, suffering from a
Jewish army,- to arrange for re- casting System television and also the road, the authors are in no
lease of the feature and. of his news, supplies footage to the regular hurry to do business on screen nervous condition brought on by » Jack Warner, Jr., son of proClips used in last rights. While Par's interest is hot overwork, was ordered by his duction v.p. J. L. Warner, may head
jwview. Albert Margolies is repre- newsreels.
rest
for
several
senting his outfit in the U. S.,
week's reels on the declaration of at the moment, other companies physician to
for London shorOy, where he'll be
Krumgold^ when last heard of, the Jewish state were PFI's.
are likewise in the market and will months.
'Metro is postponing the start of given on-the-scene grounding in
was working at PFI's studio in
Lourie has set up an office
bid when the price is set, it's felt.
"Neptune's
Daughter,"
Skelton's
Katamon, a suburb of Jerusalem, Manhattan. He feels that the orithe foreign aspects of the worldthat
fact
the
Another angle is
which is now in the Arab seige entation of Tel Aviv must be with Dietz is a v.p. of Metro (in charge next picture, until late autumn.
wide production, distribution and
jtrea. The American documentary- New York, as he' sees a more nat- of advertising and publicity) and
theatre organization.
maker got together with Lourie ural affinity between Is*ael and may have a desire to give his home
English trip would also be in the
when the latter decided last year the U.S. than with' London, as has lot a first crack at his handiwork.
REISSUE
that he needed U. S.-trained tech- been the tie in the pa$t.
Beanature
of a honeymoon for young
the
produced
Schwartz, who
nical help. When the situation in
trice Lfllie-Jack Haley starrer, has
flIS OLDIES Warner, who was; married in New
down somewhat,
settles
Israel
Gunther
John
an agreement with
Lloyd
is negotiating for York Sunday (30) to Barbara Ann
Harold
Lourie hopes to make attractive
permitnot
is
whereby the latter
daughter of a New
of some half-dozen of the Richman.
other American film
offers to
ted to sell the title for motion pic- reissue
he starred, the Haven attorney. In England he'll
workers in his effort to build a
tures for three years after the clos- films in which
IN
have the benefit of training under
teal Industry there.
ing of the "first class run" of the comedian disclosed in New York
Washington, June 1.
Max Milder, vet
managing diAlthough studio and technical
Show. The title is from Gunther's last week. Lloyd said the pictures
facilities are now at such a miniMarch biz at the nation's box- best-selling book, although none of would be, those made in the 1930s, rector. He is also expected to gain
mum in Palestine (there's no lab offices was slightly on the upbeat the legiter itself i& based on the after the advent of sound, and in- from contact with Arthur S. Abeles
at all) that Lourie sees the pos- but below that of March, 1947, ac- volume.
clude "Movie Crazy," "The Cat's on the sales end. Abeles is assistsibility of making only one or two cording to Bureau of Internal Rev"The Milky Way" and ant to Milder on sales.
Paw,"
features a year, he's bullish on enue tax figures just released.
others.
Warner, pere, is slated to go to
ultimate prospects of building the
The 20% admissions tax brought Unceiftmi^
Comic declared that he owns England next month to lay the
country into a production center^ in $31,146,000, about $2,300,000 berights completely to all of the groundwork for production of a
"Palestine is the- finest natural low the comparable month last
some
-he
may
make
series
of top-budgeted films annufilms.
He
said
StaHs Korda's '€enerar
studio in the world," he declared, year. However, it was almost
minor changes in them to bring ally at the Associated British stu"With a climate much like -that of $1,000,000 better than the precedUncertainty as to James Mason's them up-to-date if necessary. They dios at Elstree. The elder Warner
southern Galifornia, but better. ing month of 1948. About 80% availability is causing doubt re- got an excellent reaction in some will also join his wife,
Ann, who
There's sunshine 10 months of the of the admissions tax is estimated garding Sir Alexander Korda's protest runs recently, Lloyd explained; is in Paris. She is young Jack's
year, and any type of topography to come from film theatres.
duction plans for "The King's with at least half the audience, it stepmother.
for location shooting within a twoThe nitery bite for the month General," to be made from the was learned through questioning,
His mother, Mrs. Albert (Irma)
hour drive. Tbere are mountains, showed a definite improvement, Daphne du Maurier best-seller.
wide indicating that the nightclub busi- Picture is to go into production in never having seen him in a film Rogell, wife of the director, atforests,
desert,
plains,
i^Xfnrp
tended Jack's wedding Sunday
beaches, ocean and the remark- ness, which has been skidding for the fall,
but it isn't certain
.
.
...
„
Woyd said ,.that one of the things
with her husband. There were
able Lake of Galilee."
months', may be perking up again. whether it will be in Hollywood or
Lourie's enterprises areiall pri- The take for Uncle Sam, based on London and whether Mason will pflweacing him to reissue the pix more than 300 guests. J. L. arrived
curreirt_Suecess of 20th-Fox s in New York Ftiday and flew back
and operated. March bistro biz, was $4,682,000. star in it, as scheduled.
financed
vately
J.s
Monday (31). Harry M. Warner was
no governmental par- While this was about $200,000 beThere's
Mason can't work in C3\\iovmA "^^^^^
scheduled to return to the Coast'
ticipation or Interference.
low March, 1947, it was almost until bis present suit with David Chftpn Webb film de^^
ahead of February, 1948, Rose is- settled.
On the other the populanty of visual and Situa- yesterday (Tuesday).
Potential Markets
81,000,000
,„„„,
disti-ibution-exhibitfon
The 3rd Internal Revenue Dis- hand, he does not want to return to <^»«>n comedy as agamst the dialog
Oii the
type. which Hollywood has been
side, Lourie is even more optimis' trict of New York, which includes London. Further decision on plan?
The vast all o| the Broadway sector, netted for the future of the film will be tummr out
'tic than on production.
Ors' Chicken Pox
Immigration that is taking place to the tax collector a fat $5,767,000 discussed* in England later this
Orson Welles last week proved
Palestine, he pointed out; is cre- on general admissions, about $200,- month "when Zoltan Korda, who
his right to the label "Boy Wonating the need for much addLp 000 behind '"the previous month, will produce the film, goes there Egjrpt Curbs Film Coin
Even now, but nevertheless excellent. The for confabs with his brother.
der." He had chicken pox.
tional entertainment.
Because of Zlon
Morris Helprin, Korda's U. S.
he said, the old formula on Middle midtown Manhattan night spots
Welles was slated to leave for
Fighting in Palestine struck a
East income has shifted. For each also rang the bell in March. They rep., who was slated to leave this
England immediately upon his ar$4 the American industry got out paid $685,275 in 20% taxes on week for two weeks in England, direct blow at the American film rival in New York from' the Coast
of the territory, it was formerly their business, compared with only has pushed off his departure untU industry last week When Egypt cut Tuesday (25) ni^t. but was deabout June IS to go with Zoltan. off completely remittances to U.S. layed until Satiuday (29) by the
flgure'd that $2 came from Egypt, $1 $453,186 the previous month.
Latter is currently on the Coast companies. Qpinion that the heavy disease. He was confined to his bed
from Palestine and ft from Syria,
strain placed upon the Egyptian
working on the production plans.
Transjordan, Iraq and Lebanon
When he
Al Jolson's
economy by Arab-Jewish warfare at the Waldorf-Astoria. temperacombined. Balance now is about
planed out, he still had -a
caused the clamp on doUar exports
Al Jolson was presented the
$1.50 from Egypt and the same
to
Friars Roast A.&C.
from Cairo was expressed by Ger- ture, but was said by medicos He
1948 Major Gen. Maurice Rose
from Palestine,
stage.
Hollywood, June 1.
ald M. Mayer, director of the in- be past the contagious
"Immigrants coming in com- award at a dinner here Saturday
daughter,
Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello ternational division of the Motion caught the pox from his
(29) for his wartime entertainment
audience,"
potential
great
a
with
Erise
Christopher, Who came down
ourie explained, "since their Eu- of American soldlm. Presentation were rdasted, but gently, by half a Picture Assn. of America.
Yank firms had been receiving it at the same time.
ropean backgrounds are of a high was made at a $500-a-plate dinner dozen roastmasters at the FYiars'
Welles is going from London to
culture and they were used to the to raise funds for a hospital being clubhouse with 200 members at- 50% of theif Egyptian earnings.
the tank ex- tending.
News of the complete bottling of Rome, where he'll produce-writebest In entertainment before the built as a memorial to
killed in the war.
Roasters were led by Lou Holtz, coin was transmitted to the for- direct-act in a- version of Piranwar. They are not the backward pert who was
Gen. Courtney Hodges, under aided by Kay Kyser, Alan Reed, eign managers of the major com dello's "Henry IV" for Sir Alexanpeoples of the Arab countries."
Gen. Rose served, made the Abe Burrows, Georgei' Burns and p'anles .by 'May'er;at'.a meetipigi-.Httst der.KOrda., He hopes to wind up
jl
TeL.&'Viv, .be predicted, would whom
'
C. FUppen.
<u
Thursday (27).
| J.
in ltaly';hycSetp6mber.
metropolis of award to the singer.
i! bpcome. a! iStst-class
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rHONEY FILM BOOKKEEPINC
Metro s $25,(li Annual Pensions in

May Cue Some Execs

to Step

'49

D.Q.SEHON UA and Rank Tussling Anew on Better

Down

number of veterans among -f
A.
comMetro's top brass are seen by
Loses
Port
resigning
oany insiders as possibly
pension plan
next year wlien the
in
Flood
becomes Qperativo. At 16ast a parTed Gamble's Van Port theatre
said, in decision of
tial factor, it is
in Van Port, Ore., was swept away
some major execs to stay around a when the Oregon River flood infact
wliile longer hinges on the
undated that town, according to
eligible after
•that they'll become
word received in New York yesternext March 15 for $25,000-a-year day (Tuesday).
payoffs for the rest of their lives.
The theatre was nearly filled
Names being mentioned in this when the dikes_ broke. Despite the
category go high up and include fact that the management had less
Loew's Interv.p. J. Robert Rubin,
than 10 minutes notice, there was
M.
Loew
Arthur
President
national
no loss of life, although the last
and production exec Edward Man- person out reportedly had to swim
nix 'It's admitted, however,' that his way to safety. 'Theatre, propthe 25G handouts, compared with erty value of which was estimated
execs,
these
of
salaries
the present
at $100,000, was a complete loss.
can make the pension prospect
only a minor consideration in their
active continuance with.J;he com-

Playdates Into Latter's 2 Circuits

STyBIO 'LOSSES'

t

'.

Gamble
House

pany.

,

-/

,

Loew had been planning

to quit

but at last reports had
changed his mind. The fact that
he'll be open for the $25,000-a-year
pension in nine months is thought
certain to be at least one aspect of

Van

Oregon

House SmaD Biz

his decision to stay.

4,000 Qualify In Fund
Pension fund, which hasn't yet
already
its first payment,
Amounts to approximately $16,000,OOO, it was confirmed to Variety
by v.p.-secretary Leopold Friedmatt. Last contribution, made by
LoeVi/'s in March, added up to better than $3,500,000. About 4,000
employes at the homeoffice, in the
field in the U. S. and at the studio
are covered. .Equitable Life Assurance Co. operates the fund.
No payments can be made out of
the huge pool until next March 15,
in acordance with regulations providing that an employe must have
been With the company at least five
years after the fund was started in
order to be eligible for benefits. It
began March 15, 1944.
Those, who belong to the pension
fund for five years and earn $100,000 a year or more are limited to
maximum payments of $25,000 annually. There Is a sliding scale of

'

°

Increasing benefits up to $49,000
a year lor those who have been subJiect to the plan for a minimum of
10 years.

Recent financial statements by
major companies indicating that
their theatre circuits were respon-

Anti-Hate Racketeer Pic
Marlene Dietrich, John Garfield

while their and Henry Fonda are chipping in
production affiliates lost money, with bit roles in Tower Producare the results of "nothing but tions' film; "Jigsaw," which aimsf
phoney bookkeeping," David O. to expose racketeering in hate for
Selzniek declared in New York profit. Franchot Tone, starring in
prior to his departure for the the pic which is being shot entireCoast last week.
ly on location in Manhattan, wound
"The whole industry, as a mat- up his assignment Monday (31)
ter of fact, is built on phoney ac- and headed for the Coast to fulfill
counting," the producer added.
commitments on the RKO lot.
"Jigsaw," originally titled "Dark
Big theatre profits as against
studio losses are merely the result Memory," will be ready for editing
of a company's affiliated circuit in two weelcs after completing a
failing to be charged a fair amount six weeks shooting schedule. John
for the pictures it 'plays, Selzniek Roeburt, N. Y. radio scripter, wrote
asserted.
He recalled an incident the screenplay.
14 or 15 years ago when he was in
charge of production at RKO.
"The theatre chain was losing
money,'' he said.
"Then a new
man was brought in and placed in
diarge. Overnight the losses disappeared and the circuit began to
sible

for big

Group Loads For

End of the 75% tax impasse in
Britain has revived the hassle between United Artists and J. Ar^

Names Do Bits in Tone's

profits,

.

Better Pix

recently,

made

By HERB GOLDEN

Stem

tliur

has been endeavoring to come to
terms with the British fibn tycoon
on sale of UA's interest to him
to New Yorfe
report; to the
If he is unable

board of directors.
to present news that Rank has
either relented in finding playing
time for UA's films or has offered
what is considered a fair price for
the company's approximately 25%
interest in Odeon, possibility is
of the directorate recomUA go ahead with
plans for a legal battle. Kelly has
been huddling with London law-

seen

mending that

yers, as well as with Rank and his
circuit toppers.
Kelly planed to the Coast immediately following his arrival in

BO Dip;

-

circuit,

Kelly returned
Saturday (29) to

the U.

He's huddling there with

S.

VA

proxy Grad Sears and owners
Mary Picl^ord and Charles Gliap*

BizOinO-15%

RKO

Odeon

in the

New Trust Probe
'

difficulties

the next step.
UA had been having trouble get'
(Continued on page 14)

lin on'

To

Justice Dept. Seeks

Keep Wright ior Retrials
Washington, June 1.
Department of Justice is seeking
to keep Robert Wright, its motion
picture specialist, to handle the
anti-trust retrials in New York of
the issues remanded by the Supireme Court in its recent Big Five
motion picture verdict. Wright
has been planning to leave to go In,.

to private practice of law.

Meanwhile, Attorney General
C. Clark told a press conference last week that he plans to
push for a full court determina,

Tom

.

tion of

MacEWEN

and

points in the suit

ai\\

would not consider a consent decree from the defendant com-

"

panies.

RKO

Warners' Nix of Reagan
Guild Speaker

As News

Cues Mad-On Vs. Studio
Memphis, June
,

1.

considerable eyebrow-'
raising' among inner circles of the
worlcing press over Warner Bros.'
interference with American NewS'
paper Guild's desire to have Ro- and SIMPP.
nald 'Reagan, president of the
Screen Actors Guild, as a feature
speaker at ANG's upcoming an- Gamble's Stassen Ties
nual convention in San Francisco,
June 28-July 2.
Hookups
Gives
PresParticularly irked is
veteran
ident
Harry
Martin,
With Both Parties
amusements editor of The ComAcceptance by Ted Gamble,
mercial Appeal, who is generally
of Amerregarded as a friend of the film prexy of Theatre Owners
ica, of the convention managerindustry 'of long standing.
San Francisco session will be ship for presidential candidate
Harold P. Stassen gives TOA ties
first national convention lor Marpolitical fence.
tin as ANG president and he was on both sides of the
for
anxious to have Beagan as a Stassen, of course, is pitching
with a
speaker for the dual reason that the Republican nomination
he would lend glamor to the con- goodlv Chance of at least winning
fab and could also get the Chance the second spot. Democratic party
to do a job of go6d will for the end is represented by Gael Sullidirecpicture industry with the working van, who assumes the exec
torship of the theatre group today
press.

There's

TOA

ANG

News Guild

will

(Wed.).

be meeting on

'
:

Rain

Lifts

River,' 'Apache,' 'Grass'
Meweather for
Inclement
morial Day weekend in many key
cities is just What the exhibitors
wanted. .This plus the unveiling of
new, strong product will enable
many spots to round out the curwith'

smash

First invite in March direct to
Reagan personally brought enthusiastic response and acceptance pro-

"Fort

.

.

m
.

i» page

20)

1

best

too,

being

is

Clilcugro 1

SCO No. MlolllKJln Ave.
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.
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'49

International

Legitimate
"

Literati

1(5

New

Baltimore

Pictures

.

.

good in Chi.

Frank Scully

:

(Par),

while

good in Boston, looks mild in Chi.
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) is doing
except

in

Television
yaudeville

•

.

47
55

.

36
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Seattle

where big.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)

36
48

Music

Radio
Radio Reviews
Records

trade

12

.,

by
aided
(Mono),
band, will land sock $35,000 in
Cincy; "The Search" (M-G) shapes
Castle"

13

IJo.

INDEX

okay

mild in
"Hazard"

"Hunted"

light

Trafalgar Sq.

PI..

.... .?10

Top

week.

"Hatter's

WCS

London
i St.

currently,

an

N. Y.

ID,

4

1292 National Press Building

spotty

(Par),

is

WasliiiiBtoii

Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obituaries
...
Orchestras ...

Apache" (RKO),

winner

TOA

WB

(UA).

initial

place

President

Sia Silverrhan,

West 46th St:, New York
Hollywood 88
6811 Yucca Street

VoLm

Triumph"

runnersrup are finishing in this
order: "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G),

comparntively new, is
L.A. but fine in Philly.

Third

(20thl continues hefty to catch
vided studio clearance could be him.'
and sixth position coin.
Besides handling
arranged. Thinking that would be
Others in week's Big Ten, in ormere routine, Martin, wrote Alex Stassen, Gamble is running his
der of playdates and representaand
circuits
Evelove,
publicity head, and midwest and Oregon
ti^^ showing, are "All My Sons"
Was astounded when back
a ttegotiating to buy into Mike
came „„v„. v„...»
"Fuller, Brush Man" (Col),
(U),
Cali
note saying >9eagato would be "in Naify's- Golden State chain
(RKO), and
Express"
"Berlin
f ornia;
(Gontlnjiftd'

^

'Silver

Pace Field
of

m

Annual.

totals,

living up to its
promise in selected key
dates. "Green Grass of Wyoming"
(20th), While not measuring up to
hopes in some spots, is showing
enough strength to land fourth in
campaigning in Oregon, Gamble b.o. derby. "Sainted Sisters" (Par)
finishing fifth. "Iron Curtain"
is
with
appearances
made several

Hollywood by air. Guild leadership
figured it would be simple for Reagan to hop up the shoreline and
do a good turn for all hands.

Arch

Trade Mark EoBlstered
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"Time of Life" (UA), "Miracle of
Bells" (RKO) and "B.F.'s Daughter" (M-G).
"Time of Life," newcomer this
rent session
several keys reporting trade ahead stanza, hints future boxoffice possibilitjes, doing sock trade in two
of 1947.
initial
dates. The other new film
is
procession
the
Heading
"Homecoming" (M-G), wliich will, to show greatest potentialities is
wind up considerably ahead of its "Emperor Waltz" (Par), which is
nearest boxoffice rival, "Silver smash on L.A. preem in two theaRiver" iWB). The latter is shap- tres,
"Melody Time" (RKO) shapes
ing uniformly solid In some 13
Y. week.
cities, returns this week hinting onlv fairly nice in first N.
be
this Errol Plynn starrer is doing "Up In Central Park'' (U) will
merely good for current N. Y. sesas bettor thafi some" of his recent
sion. "Four Faces West" (UA), also
pictures.

Sullivan recently resigned
executive director of the Demoreplace Robert
cratic party to
Coyne. Gamble has no intention
of quitting his TOA spot to push
Stasson's candidacy. Exhib-poUtico arrives in Philadelphia today
Stassen
a
establish
to
(Wed.),
g.h.q. While Stassen was recently

the Coast for the first time since
1939 and may not return there
for anotlier decade. With San
Fjiancisco only a few hours from

National Boxoffice Survey

—
Memorial Day Biz 'Hoipecoming,*

.

UA

May

sliow a big profit. I naturally began to investigate. What I found
was that he had arbitrarily reduced the rentals the circuit paid
pictures to 15%."
on all
Washington, June 1.
The matter of studio overhead
The film Industry is headed for
Nation's film boxoMce is rolling
another Congressional hassle this was another target of Selznick's
He into the hot summer months on the
year. This time it is the House cTiarges of false accounting.
Small Business Committee, which declared it was entirely fallacious low end of a dipping business
plans a new probe of the anti-trust to burden all categories of films curve, with spokesmen for the maaspects of the industry, complete and all exepnditures with the same jor companies reporting biz off
from 10-15% over the same period
with hearings in Washington, prob- percentage for overhead.
last year. With a raft of what apThat 50% 'Overhead'
ably in September, and at least one
pears to be .top boxofiice product
short junket- to Hollywood itself.
Illustrating his point with a stujust going into /general release,
Outline of what is planned was dio that used a 50% overhead fighowever, the majors are fairly opdisclosed over the weekend by ure, Selzniek declared it was mistimistic that biz will see a sharp
Willis J. Ballinger, economic coun- leading its own execs. What hapupbeat within the next month or so.
sel for the committee, who foresees pened, he said, was that $250,000
(Boxoffice has already started to
the possibility of legislation to pro- was added for overhead to a $500,vide complete divorcement and to 000 filM and $1,000,000 was added climb, according to Bureau of Into. a $2,000,000 one, while actually ternal Revenue tax statistics. Figterminate blockbooking.
ures
for March, 1948, reveal biz
What the committee has in 'mind there was nothing like that dif- was slightly on the upbeat that
in the overhead cost beappears to be to re-investigate the ference
tween the two films. For instance, month, although below March,
matters upon which the Supreme
1947.
See story of^ page 2.)
he pointed out, if it was decided
Court has recently ruled. All of
(^Continued on page 14)
Slight paradoxical note in the
these should be settled when the
dipping boxoffice trend is seen in
issues in the New York anti-trust
the fact that film rentals, for the
ABROAD
suit, which were remanded to the
Walter MacEwen, co-producer most part, are up over last year.
court, are finally decided
trial
with Jesse L. Lasky on "Miracle Twentieth-Fox sales departinent,
there.
of the Bells" (RKO), flew to Lon- for example, expects to have
been
has
Committee
The House
don Saturday (29) 'for huddles broken all company booking recpromised support in its probe from
execs there on British ords for the first half of any year
with
the Allied States Exhibitors and
release of the film. He's slated to by the end of June. This would
the Society Of Independent Motion
visit his relatives in Scotland be- malce it appear that exhibitors are
Picture Producers.
carrying the brunt of the downfore returning in July.
mid-May the
Shortly before
Before MacEwen left, he and beat, since film rentals are up while
Small Business Committee sent Laslty confabbed in Washington theatre receipts are off. That facof with War Dept. toppers on "Battle- tor was also pointed up by Metro
questionnaires to thousands
businessmen, asking them to out- ground," proposed picture based sales veepee William F. Bodgers.
line their competitive problems, on the battle of Bastogne in World While a Loew's theatre official con(Continued on page 21)
and to suggest changes they feel War IL
should be made in the anti-trust
laws. So far as pictures are concerned, replies came from Allied

Rank over UA's

in getting bookings for its product
on the two Rank-controlled cii--'
cuits.
As a result,
e.\ee ViPi
Arthur W. Kelly, who lias been in
London for the past seven weekS),

(Publlfilved in'

2
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32
43
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26
45
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PICTIJBES
Agent Loses Suit For

Screen Writers Guild Sues Major

Theatre

Buy

Revolutionary Freneb Tut Process

Commissioii

Los Angeles, June

1.

Fisher, agent, lost his
$2S,000 suit against the Western
Amus. CO., theatre chain, in L.A.
superior court.
charged the circuit
Plaintiff
owed him that amount as commission for arranging the purchase of

Seymour

Fihn Cos. to Kayo 'Blacklisting'
•The Screen Writers Guild, in a4
Bignificant and far-reaching brief
yesfiled in New Yorlc fedei'fil court

Chaplin Angle in

blacklist-

negotiations with SOPEG on
grounds that the union leaders had pr6-^3ommunist symIn its statement, the
pathies.
company stated that in the
current critical international

ing of employees by the major and
indie film companies. Suit is an
outgrowth of the refusal of the
studios to employ nine writers and
a director wlio were charged with
Communist leanings by the House
Un-American Activities committee
last

situation,

market for

original

it

stocldiolders in

"It (the code) infringes and endangers their civil liberties," brief
continues, "by setting up vague

indefinite standards of social
which are
to be enforced by concerted action
of all defendants. It establishes for

the motion picture industry the unAmisrican principle of guilt by association; The judgments of this
combination are carried out by the

HeUonP.Fifan

Frarteita system, used many
years ago, also followed like
Main question,
principles.
technicians say, is whether the
Roux system has licked a persistent bug in the method.
That's the existence of color
fringes in the screen when the
four images are superimposed.

WlnteC(U^
major impact of the TaftHartley labor law on' show biz

Has Had

Bids,

His

Rep

Control Not for ^le
made by Herbert J.

and

political affiliation,

used by Thomascolor for its
Thoma.scolor
method.
color
also splits the black-and-white
images,
four
into
negative
using three for primary colons,
while the fourth is wasted.
.

UA.

Yates Says

extravagant, claims
made for the new

technicians say the principle,
as described in dispatches, is
not new, A similar system o£
filters for camera projector Js

to

and creative

tiffs.

being

New

New

French color process, industry

First

work and thus irreparably damages AldiGi^ih
and threatens to damage the plain-

and

was essential

reduce the danger of a possible Soviet "fifth column."
Charles Chaplin, who has
been a special target because
of his alleged pinko leanings,
is one of the two controlling

fall.

While
.are

lA Pressing Far

,

Guild-charges that the producers
are violating the anti-trust laws by
a "conspiracy to govern the political views and associations'' of industry workers. They have formulated a code, it states, that "impairs
«nd threatens to destroy the free

Principle Not

three film houses, the Palm, Aztec
and Broadway, In El Centre.

United Artists is the first
major company to break off

terday (Tuesday), asked for a per-

manent injunction against

UA

Denial was

BUck^White

Threatens to Kayo

unions is being felt in the New
York area as the fight for control
of homeoffice whitecoUarites shifted last week to the National Labor
Relations Board. Leaders of Local
H-63, h.o. union .of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees which claims to have
a majority of employees enrolled
at United Artists, have begun to
press the NLRB's N.Y. regional
office for an early election at
to name the union shop h.argaining agency.
Meanwhile, Screen Office and
Guild,
Employees
Professional
expired
whose contract with
Monday (31), remained adamant in
refusing to get NLRB protection by
submitting to the Taft-Hartley provision calling for the submission of

color

Paris, June 1,
film process that's

'

claimed to excel any color system
extant was unveiled here last week
to general acclaim from the French
press and film industry. System,
which employs standard black and

white film and standsord projectors, was developed*by Armand and
Lucien Roux, who refuse to disclose who bankrolled them or

whether any outsiders hold an

in-

terest in their patents.

Process, which the French claim
render black-and-white films
obsolete within the next few years,
lenses;
one
identical
involves
adapted to the standard film camera airid the other to the projector.
Camera lenses, instead of producing a single image on each frame,
produce four images, each occupying a quarter of the film strip.
will

Bach image, having gone through
one of four primary color fillers
(blue, red, yellow and green),
emerge;: with a different light intensi^^.

$2,000,000 Conversion

Yates, Republic prexy, last week
that his stock in the company is
for sale, despite repeated reports
to that effect in trade circles. .Yates
did admit that he has discussed
wittt prospective buyers the purcliase of his holdings, "but in each
and every instance I stated that
my stock in Republic Pictures
Corp. is not for sale/'
Trade reports had it that Yates
had set a price of $8 a share on his
stock which would bring him a
total of between $2,500,000 and
At an
affidavits.
$3,000,000 for his 20% (controlling) anti-Communist
interest in the company.
He de- emergency meeting last week,
"depend upon
clared, regarding this: "I have not SOPEG -voted to
have dojie
discussed with anyone the sale of our own strength as we
in the past, particularly in the
my stock for $8 per share."
Rep topper likewise declared 1946 negotiations where because
that
Serge Semenenko, Boston the membership was priepared to
banker, was not at the head of the strike, the companies at the last
syndicate with which he talked. moment gave in."
SOPEG initiated its campaign to
Semenenko was said to be financget a new contract from
by
ing the deal for the Rep buy.

UA

In

Par Notes

Stalled

Projection lenses reverse, the

ef-

camera lens, converting
through filters the four separate
images into one full-sized colored
Suit image oiT the screen. Process rcr

By

Balaban Pending

fect of the

quires little extra lighting in this
Barney Balaban; Paramount's studio and no high-powered arc
prexy, has made no move to con- Ii.mps such as required by other
combined action of its members
vert into common "stock of his com- color processes. In addition, no
a quasi-court which
sitting as
pany some $2,000,000 in Para- special makeup is needed. Process
threatens to deny to any offending
mount notes which he now holds permits screening of daily rushes
•writer an opportunity to^write for
pending determination of .four in full color, since no special lab
the screen."
stockholders' actions which attack process is entailed.
Filing the action, as co-plainthe granting of "conversion rights
As judged from a screening held
20
tiffs with the SWG, are the
Early determination of the validity for the press here, system provides
memliers of the Guild board and.
of the conversion privilege is ex- color fully as good as that of any
(Continued on page 18)
pected in court hearings.
process seen so far. Color, at times,
Suit of Hyman Horwitz in the even giws a three-dimensional ef-'
N. y. federal court was the first feet.. Artificial tints are apparent,
Cuts Quarleriy Divvy
Hoi-witz asserts in places because of the color
to be brought.
that Balaban "has been the domi- filters, but less so than in any
37ic to 25c, Joins
nating personality and factor of other process. There is no blur
Paramount" and that he and other nor overlapping, and the image is
directors and officers "planned clearly defined at all ranges.
to Conserve Capital
and schemed to obtain for BalaPending the complete furnishing
In a flurry of dividend declaraban profits, emoluments and bene- of American theatres with the
tions last week, a third major,
organizing demonstrations before fits in addition to the salary al- equipment, the Roux brothers hope
Warner Bros., slashed per-share
the Globe theatre on Broadway ready contracted,"
to be able to offer U. S. houses a
payments on common stock.
Stockholders' actions maintain special process.
where UA's release, "Arch of TriIt will involve
joined RKO and Universal, which
umph"," is showing.
Pl&cards de- that the sale '.'was unfair, improper shooting the negative as usual. Initreviously took steps to conserve
nouncing UA for engaging in and constituted waste of corporate stead of screening the resultant
ticorMlig capital by shaving diviCO.
"union-busting" activities were pa- assets.'' Rfesolution of stockholders black-and-white
film
directly
dends. Declaring a rate of 25c. per
Although Republic stockholders, raded in front of the boxoffice. which approved the transaction, through their projector attachshare, Warners effected a reducat their annual, meeting in April
Under existing labor laws, how- June 20, 1944, failed"to properly ment," however, the' color will be
tion from its prior postwar scale
voted management tb« right to sell ever, SOPEG is prevented irorti Obtain consent and approval of projected on Ansco color film,
of 37V'2C. During the same week,
the company's wholly-owned sub urging a boycottjof the filpi.
not less than two-thirds of total which can then be used in America
Metro held to its regular rate of
without a complete refurbishment
SOPEG also charged the rest of shares outstanding," it's alleged.
37^C„ while RKlO stayed -with its sid,. Consolida^d Molded Products
Corp., no deal* has been set- yet.
Minority gripe revolves about the of U: S. theatres.
major companies with sup^
diced sdale of 15c. per share.
Several nationally-known com the
porting
in its moves against, delivery of $2,000,000 in notes in
Siftce the year's beginning, total
on publicly reported dividends in panics are interested in acquiring the Guild. SOPEG contracts with Mai, 1944, to Balaban on a debt of
'Battle for the Babies'
the film industry have tapered from the plastics outfit, but none has the rest of the majors, except for the company to him. These notes
St. Louis, June I.
sub1947, the record year. For the first been willing as yet to meet the Warner Bros, and Universal, ex- are for seven years at
A fight for patronage of parents^
four months divvies have totaled $850,000 set as the minimum sale pire Sept. 27, and it's expected ject to the riglit of Paramount to
via gimmicks for their offsprings,
$18,221,000 price by the shareholders.
against
$15,685,000
that these companies' will also re- anticipate them at an earlier date.
Rep directors discussed the of- fuse to bargain with SOPEG unOriginally, they were convertible betwee" Fred Wehrenberg, owner
doled out for the same period of
'47.
While May's figure is yet fers at their regularly monthly con- less it conforms to the Taft-Hart" at $25 per share; That figure was of a Drive-In on U. S. Highway 66,
reduced to $12.50 when the com? and the Midwest Drive-ln in Desto be tabulatedi the April' sum clave in New York la-st Thursday ley law.
P.eres, Mo., both St. Louis county,
two-for-one.
amounted to $3,941,000 compared <27). It was agreed at that time to
Organizers of Local ;H^3 say pany split the stock,
has been dubbed the "Battle for
go on witii negotiations now afoot
With $5,469,000 in the '47 span.
they have no inteiition of carryBabies" by Film Row here.
April skid stemmed from the in an effort to raise the ante to the ing on an industry-wide raiding
Firm theRivalry
Bill Jaffe in
began when DesPeres
halving of the RKO melon and $850,000. It will take another vote campaign against SOPEG despito
William Jaffe, New York thea- Prlve-In advertised free pony rides
passing of a dividend this year bv by the stockholders to accept less the latter's charges.
However, trical- and film attorney, has joined for all teen-agers accompanied by
yjan that figure.
Stanley Co. of Philadelphia,
they plan to move into any com- tjie firm of Wiseman & Grant, their parents.
Wehrenberg coun-^
Consolidated operates a molded
subsid. Total for the quarter will
pany where the employees express which henceforth will be Wiseman, tered with pony ridei? for the kidshow a considerable decline be- plastics plant in Scranton, Pa. Rep a pro-IATSE sentiment or take
Grant and Jaffe.
dies and playgrounds, with atcause of the slashing of divvies has owned it since 1936. Now, be- steps to organize a new local.
Partner Arnold Grant said Jaffe tendants.
cause it is entirely foreign to the
by HKO, U and Warners.
would continue to specialize in moMetro's quarterly is payable film biz and would take a lot more
H-63 Opens
tion picture Jaw and corporate fiTalks
June 20 tt stockholders of record, working capital to be placed in a
L. A. to N. Y.
Contract negotiations covering nance work, as in the past. JaSe
June 11. Warners' is due July 6. strong competitive situation in the
Mischa Auer
time associated with
Common stockholders of RKO will plastics industry. Rep desires to 700 home office employees at War- was at one
Barney Balaban
ner
Bros,
opened
pick up their, quarterly payment sell it.
yesterday the late Nathan Burkan, top inr
A.
Pam
Blumenthal
(Tues.) between Local H-63 and dustry attorney, and has been on
July 1
stock
'

,

UA

.

WB

From

RKO.U

.

UA

WB

Rmsmmns
FUSTICS

FMtSAU

,

UA

'

2%%

.

Law

WB

'

WB

on
recorded June 15.
Republic has also declared a dividend of 25c. per share for pre^-

For

STANLEY KRAMER SETS

NEW

FINANCING IN

rive in

NX

ting arrangements in New York
week for financing productions

last

unit. Screen Plays, Inc.
closed a deal by which
money, completion bonds

«f his indie

Kramer

from the comprany.

will be
provided for a series ot films. Pix
probably will be made for United

Local H-63's previous pact with
expired May 31. Contract neWednesday (9) for Hollywood,
where he'll do four weeks of loca- gotiations with Universal and several smaller companies are slated
tion shooting on "Under Capriby the local within a couple of
corn." Accompanying him will be weeks;
Victor Peers, production manager
for the Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein
Golding Exits
Transatlantic indie unit, which reLondon, June 1.
leases through Warner Bros.
David
Golding has resigned
The producer-director has been
in England the past couple months, from the press staff of Sir Alexpreparing "Capricorn." Major part ander Korda's London Film Proof the shooting, including all of ductions. He wound up his duties
the interiors, will be done there. as of yesterday (Monday). His fuWhen Hitchcock and Peers return ture plans are unsettled.
to London at the end of June
Golding served as representative
they'll be accompanied by Ingrid at the studio of Morris Helprin,
Bergman, who'll star in the film.
Korda's American rep. He servCalifornia locations were decided iced the British correspondents of
on for the exteriors because they U. S. publications and provided
resemble the topography of Aus- publicity for releai;e in this countralia, which is the locale of the try through Helprin's office.
yarn;
Hitchcock originall to use
Korda is not replacing Golding,
the Associated British studios, but who was formerly managing editor
will switch to the
plant, it's of the Mediterranean. ediUon of
reported.
Stars and Stripes.
'

Artists release.
Sci-een Plays topper also huddled

Marguerite Chapman
Cyd Charisse
Arnette DeLattre

:

Ernest Charles
Ann Corio
Tom F.adden
Arthur W. Kelly

Herman

Alex Evelove
Bob Falkenburg
William Gargan
Gaston Glass
John te Groen
William J. Heineman
F. Hugh Herbert
Fred Herbert

Mankiewicz
Brock Pemberton
Milt Rosner
Kent Smith
Sol Tepper
Michael Todd
Franchot. Tone
J.

Geoffrey Homes
Milt Kr£(sne
Miller

•

Art

Murvyn Vye
Harry M. Warner
Jack L. Warner
Bob Williams

Nugent
Frank Palumbo
Jane Powell

Elliot

William Powell
Jack Schlaifer

N. Y. to Eiirope

Frank Seltzer

:

'

j

'

MGM

.

'.

,!

H. William Auten
Bonnie Cashin
Lucia Chjise
Carl Dreyer

Vincent Sherman
Eussell Spencer
S. A. G. Swenson
Lucille Wall

Jack Feeney
Jean Hersholt
Dorothy Holloway
Walter MacEwen
Dr. Harry Martin
Louella O. Parsons

•

Orson Welles
Yoimgstein

Max

Europe to N. Y.
Alfred Hitchcock
Gertrude Lawrence

i.MaxWall
Elizabeth, iVyin^toq.

,

Stuart Dunlap
John Emery
Sam Engel

N. Y. to L. A.
Joan Blondell

He's slated to plane next

Korda

and necessary guarantees

with George J. Schaefer and Fred
/Polangin, of Enterprise, on release
plans -for his "So This Is New
York," which he made under the
Ent banner. He likewise confabbed
with Paul Lazarus. Jr., U.'V pub-ad
c'hie^, on plans for the preem in
Republican
during
jphiladclphia
convention week later this month.
Kramer's partner in SP, George
Glass, is due in New York within
tl;e. next few diys to work with UA
jbd £9t oh details of the openmg.

(6)

and increased vacation time based
on a sliding scale of service with

WB

Kramer returned to the
weekend after set-

Coast- over the

isecond

New York Sunday

London.

.loan Caulfield

•

Alfred Hitchcock is slated to ar-

Stahley

Flo Brown
Lois Butler

company execs following a week of his own since.
Not affected by the change is the
informal discussion. Union chieftains are asking for a general wage firm's Coast aMliate, Prinzmetal &.
Grant.
'Cauricom' Scenes tilt of about 15%, a 35-hour week

Hitchcock Back in U.S.

ferred stockholders, payable July
1 on shares recorded June 10.

,

i...

.

Oliver W.. NicoU,
Victor Pecfii...

.

•

.

.

..

PICTVttBS

Rank's Woolf Says British Films

Gained

No

[XHiBS

mm

U.S. Serves Notice

Advantage Via Tax

Any and

on Big 5 to Freeze

All Theatre Transactions

gained no 4

British film industry
its Amernoticeable advantage over
England durJcan competitors in
months' lite of the
Ihg the nine
John C.
British ad valorem tax,
Teddy Carr
Woolf, co-director with
of J, Arthur Rank's
told
Distributors,

General Film

Varietv

As a matter of

week.

fact,

this

Woolf

the tax bite hurt all
around—affecting British filmites
Yanks.
as badly as it did the
declared,

^
Airline Exec

Named New

MPAA Foreign DepL Aide
James Murphy, former ass't to
Wjlllam Paterson, prexy of United
Airlines, has been taken on by the
Motion Picture Assn. of America
as an ass't to Gerald Mayer, head
international
of
t h e
division.
Murphy, now living in San Francisco, handled Coast operations for

Continued success of reissues is
seen as pushing down the grosses
of low-budget films. Exhibs have
discovered that they usually do

-

MPAA

ican

films

didnit

.

fully

compete
was made

during that period but it
loss of Unlversal's
All in all, we were no
pr6duct.
better off and we felt the tax was
concerned."
everyone
for
Dad

up for by the

More Reissues
Woolf ticked

o{(

another adverse

factor to British producers and
theatres during the tax stretch.
Because of the large scale bookings
of reissues, necessary to pad out
program requirements,
theatres'
the public began failing to distin-

guish between old and new product. This failure, he thinks, is a
harmful development which the
lifting of the tax should rectify.
Business is currently oil some

(Continued on page 21)

Pact Formalized
London, June 1.
Anglo-American film settlement,
published here today, provides no
Actually, howgreat surprises.
ever; the" document is only an interim- one since discussions are
still progressing on interpretation
of certain clauses/ Those talks are
being handled by Fayette W. Allport, London rep for the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, and John
McCarthy, ass't to the chief of the
international division, who
,made the crossing for the purpose.

Late Chas. Stern's Spot

Org

In Loew's, Inc.,
Former New York License Cominisioner Benjamin Fielding, who
resigned that position last week to
I

join Loew's, Inc., is expected to
enter the company's homeoffice financial department.
He'll take over, in the main, the
duties of the late Charles K. Stern,
who was assistant treasurer until
his recent death. As such, he'll
work under the direct supervision

of Loew's veepee-treasurer Charles
C, Moskowitz, although without the
title held by Stern. His appointment to the title would require a
special vote of the Loew's directorate.

In announcing Fielding's resignation from the city post he's
held since January, 1946, Mayor
O'Dwyer gave no reason for the
move. Fielding last year was'
named to O'Dwyer's exec adminis-

,

trative

committee and became one

of the administration's chief advisers and trouble-shooters. His
chief conflict with the film industry during his tenure in office was

when he threatened to revoke the
license

of any theatre playing
Hughes' "Outlaw." His
(Continued on page 18)

Howard

new quickies are in competition for playdates with their own
reissues.
And exhibs, if they can
get the: reissues, will grab them in
preference to the shaky B's.
There's been a constant expectation in all quarters that the reissue
rage would wear off and the market stabilize on the pre-war basis.
If for no other reason, this was anticipated because distribs would
finally find their vaults void of suit-

able product for sending through
the mill for repeat runs. So far

As
hasn't happened, however.
as the companies go to
the storage boxes, they come but
with something that exhibs and
public snap up. Most of the distribs are surprised themselves at
the seemingly inexhaustible supplies of acceptable old films they

it

many times

find.

Reissues, compete for rentals
The settlement, incorporated
With top-budget new pix, too, of
operation on June 14 with three course, but on a much smaller
Some of the re-releases
published schedules, First, What scale.
American distribs can charge for play important first-run situations*
but generally they go to lesser
administration and advertising exduring that part of the
Second, where they can houses
penses.
week that might ordinarily be
invest frozen coin. Third, a schedtaken by B's or "lazy A's." There's
ule of temporary uses for surplus
usually enough demand for product
money.
so that the better-grade films can
Investments in hotels, as in thea- find scr centime despite the reissue
tres and other realty, are included competition.
in the published bill as a slot for
blocked funds. It was originally
included but later denied, and now FC INCREASING
again okayed. In the third bracket,
investment in British government
BUDGETS;
funds is permitted.
Film Classics, which went into
AUport-McCarthy talks are takthe distribution of new filmp last
ing place with the British Board
year after specializing in reissues
of Trade.
since Its founding in 1943, is virdoubling the production
tually
It will
budgets on its product/.
make no more pix in the $125,000
Shifting Ownerships
category; but Will turn them out
in Cinecolor, instead, at a cost of
Pix Stall UA's
Of
about $225,000 each.
Move is being made on the adCut of Export Corp. Coin vice of the major circuits, which
United Artists is yet to share in have informed FC topper Joseph
the $2,000,000 profits earned by Bernhard that the more expensive
the Motion Picture Export Assn. pictures in color would be in a
during the past two years. MPEA, much better competitive situation.
which has divvied earnings among Theatre men have informed FC
the other member companies, is that returns on the tinters will far
holding out UA's share believed exceed the added cost.
That suits the disti-ib fine, since
to be around $125,000—until it
and
gets a list giving specifically the it is a subsidiary of Cinecolor
ownership of each of the indie pix thus has easy access to the rainwhich the distributing company bowing process. About four films
has turned over to the Export in the new category are now in the
FC doesn't
production works.
Assn. for release abroad.
into a Parliamentary bill, goes into
,

PROD.

ADD COLOR

Some

—

.

RANKSEniNGUPU.S.
EXHIB JUNKET TO ENG.
:

Following a trek to Washington by Robert Benjamin, prexy of
J. Arthur Rank's U. S. org, and
Jock Lawrence, exec veepee, to
huddle with Abram F. Myers,
board chairman of National Allied,
suggestions from the latter as to
the makeup of Yank exhibs who'll
Junket to Britain at Rank's invitation is expected within two weeks.
Rank officials 'explained the idea
}n more detail to Myers and asked
him to consider a plan under
Which the trip could be made this
.

summer.

Number

of exhibs has yet to be
fixed hut probably will run into a

The delay is the second one suffered by UA in getting the MPEA
Initial holdup, and the
moolah.
one out of which the present one
has developed, was the result of a
comedy of errors which has since
been straightened out.
It started with the sale to Jacques Grinieff, foreign distribution
broker, of rights to 39 UA films.
A short time later, apparently unmindful of the sale to Grinieff, UA
Export Assn. and
the
joined
turned over to it the rights to the
same

films.

MPEA, eventually learning of
so. Invitation was first
by Rank when he the dual ownership, refused to
boarded ship to return home after turn over to the distrib any of its
his recent U. S. visit. Myers is earnings until the Grinieff matter
Tliat'4ook
being consulted as a representative Was squared away.
oi indie theatre men.
(Continued 'OH' p&ge 14)'

dozen or

announced

'48

.

pares with '58c. per share earned
in the first quarter of last year.
Provision for estimated income
taxes runs to $1,019,000 against
$1,596,000 in 1947.

the

Anglo-Uii. Film

MPAA's

See Ben Fielding In

Profit

RKO

.

Ml

RKO's $1,345,327

For First Quarter of
better with re-releases than with
new minor quality B's. Result is
announced yesterday
that distributors are finding a sales (Tues.)
first-quarter
profits
of
resistance to the smaller pix that $1,345,327 for the period ended
is serving to hold down rentals. April 3, Take represents considerShould the situation continue, able dip from 1947'j5 opening
it may well serve to bring abqut a
stanza net of $2,270,683. At the
reversal of the recent trend toward same time, it means a strong adincreasing numbers of low-budget- vance over the last three months
ers.
Major companies, which had of '47 when writeoff and reserves
dropped or severely cut the num- pushed the company into the loss
ber of minor pix they were making colunm.
during the lush war years, have
Equivalent earnings on 3,889,914
been going back to them in the shares of common outstanding
past 12 months to meet what they come to 34c. per share. It com-

OFD. he said, scored little or no
increases on rentals for pix in England during the tax period despite the airline.
the refusal of American distribs to
New
aide will stick
send new films into the country,
Company knows the box score since around New York for tWo months
films in and then sail for England to work
it handles all of Hanl^'s
with Fayette W. AUport, MPAA's
the United Kingdom and supervises
their distribution in the western London rep, on the ad valorem tax thought was exhib demand.
accord. When he arrives. Murphy
hemisphere.
In virtually all cases the low"We had nothing to gain," he will relieve John McCarthy, an- budgeters have proved profitable,
added, "because Rank's films get other Mayer aide, so that the latter since, among other things, they
bookings in England anyway, can again pick up the threads at serve to keep studios busy and
homeoffice.
there may have been some small the
thus hold down overhead. But the
increase in returns because Amermajor companies have found that

MPAA

6*$

DERATES

REISSUE BALLOON

Hoblitzelle-Par

Talk Chain

Apparently opposed to any prehearing attempt by members of
the Big Five to open closed situa-r
tions by the transfer of theatres,
the Government has served notice
that it will seek a drastic freeze
on all theatre transactions.
The
application tty the Dept. of Justice, mailed, to defense attorneys,
would halt both buyin|; or selling
of theatre interests.. It's even more
of a restrictive measure than the
original decree provision, which
merely barred "expansion" of theatre holdings.

In effect, the Government wants
a preservation of the status quo
during the probably protracted period in which the Federal statutory court will take up individual
theatre interests. This is thought
to be the Government's answer to
the recent flock of rumors that cer^
tain majors, including RKO, Paramount and Warner Bros, were moving towards partial divestment of
theatre holdings. Paramount, for
instance, is reliably reported active
in breaking up partnership holdings, while Howard Hughes, controlling
stockholder, is said
to be interested in selling the en-

RKO

tire

circuit.

Split

3-Way Injunction
Actually, D. of J. has notified defendants In the anti-trust suit that
it will, pitch for a three-point inon between Karl Hoblitzelle and junction. It wants a restraining orParamount toppers which look to- der against discrimination in favor
ward the breakup of partnership of affiliates in licensing pix. It
holdings in the Interstate' circuit, also asks a stay on the making or
it is reported here. Indications are
enforcing of franchises covering
that Par and Hoblitzelle would di(Continued on page 20)
vide the theatres in the chain
rather than make a pact which
would involve the transfer of any
s
large cash sums. Dickerings are a
result of the recent U. S. Supreme
Extended
Duties fle'fl
Court decision which ruled most
partnership arrangements invalid.
Still Buy the Pix for
Paramount seems deterihined to
G. S. Eyssell will continue to buy
open a large number of closed situations by a dissolution of partner- and book films for Radio City Music
ship holdings. It ^is not known Hall, N. Y., despite his appointment
whether the Government applica- last week as executive manager of
tion for a freeze on all Big Five the entire Rockefeller Center optheatre transactions will kibosh eration. While he remains as manany Interstate deal. Lawyers here aging director of the Music Hall
say that Par is free to maneuver and the live-entertainment Center
until a court order is actually theatre, niany of his administrative
handed down. Meantime, the talks duties Under the new setup will dewhich were inCepted prior to the volve on Russell Y. Downing.
Downing has been upped to the
latest Government move (see story
herewith)' are understood continu- post of exec v.p, of the Radio City
Music Hall Corp., of which Eyssell
ing.
Paramount has a 50% interest is prexy. Downing, who came to
in 146 theatj-es of Interstate and a the M. H. staff in 1933 after serving
25% piece of four more. Chain as treasurer of the Prudence Corp.,
financial organization, formerly was
brankets Texas and New Mexico.
v.p. and treasurer of the Ilall.
James Gould, assistant treasurer,
Dallas,

June

1.

Negotiations have been carried

;

RX.

MH

Cinecolor's

Yen

for Brit.

Plant Stymied by a No.

'

has been promoted to treasurer^
Eyssell said that he expected his
new duties, which bring under his
jurisdiction the managem'ent of 15
buildings on 12 acres of Manliat-

tan's choicest midtown property, to
Of Bldg. Restrictions take
up considerable of his time.
Investigation is presently being He will continue, however, he
of the feasibility of erecting stated, to supervise the selection
a Cinecolor plant in England, with and dating of films for the M. H.
financing provided by a top Amer- and to keep close watch on the poliican indie producer out of his coin cies of the 6,200-seat showcasei^ and
Report is expected the Center theatre.
frozen there.
back shortly on the plan from a
Eyssell will replace in the new
Cinecolor rep recently sent to post Hugh S. Robertson, who is reLondon for confabs.
(Continued on page 20)

made

of

Construction of such a lab is one
the methods provided in the

new Anglo-U.S.

films

agreement

MONO CONTEMPLATES
SOME BOARD CHANGES

for thawing coin which can't be remitted.
However, controls on
building materials are so strinWith the idea of hypoing public
gent because of the shortage of
produce them itself, but finances housing and vital plants that it is confidence in the company and
have
that
breaking
deadlocks
indie filmmakers,
almost impossible to obtain a per- cropped up in the board of direcCompany has just invested al- mit for anything else.
tors from time-to-time, Monogram
most $200,000 in having British
This is one of the problems con- is contemplating a partial change
Technicolor make up prints of Sir
Alexander Korda's "Drums" and fronting American companies in in the composition of its board.
their un- Plan presently being pushed by
''Four Feathers," which it is re- their efforts to get out
FC wanted to have them remittable assets. The agreement prexy Steve Broidy is to have one
issuing.
printed in Cinecolor, but Korda re- provides 27 methods of thawing management and one franchisethem, but almost every one is so holding director resign.
Broidy
fused to give the necessary okay.
surrounded by other restrictions in would substitute two new board
Britain's Stringent economy that members
drafted from outside
FC Inks New Indie
the Yank firms are finding it a stockholder interests,
been
it's
Hollywood, June 1.
learned.
New indie production outfit, tough problem to crack.
Board as it now stands consists
M.R.S. Pictures, Inc., closed a reof 10 members equally divided beleasing deal with Film Classics
$2,500,000 GOAI
tween management and franchiseCalling for delivery of three feaIn the former group is
Hollywood, June 1.
holders.
tures before June 1, 1949.
Film industry starts its annual Broidy, W. Ray Johnston, chairCompany was organized by Richard B. Morros, son of Boris Mor- drive tomorrow for the United man; George D. Burrows, exec
Edward Moreyi v.eeps«(i
rog, and Samuel Rheiner, produc- Jewish Welfare Fund with a goal veepiee;
(Continued on page 18)
lof $2,500,000.
tion manager for Federal Films.
•
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In
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first six

months

GENTLEMArS AGREEMENT

of the

current season, 20th Century-Fox
pictures

made the

of

Motion

Picture Herald Boxoffice

Cham-

list

f

npiecc dented in business u*!U

arrltiim' Gregory Peck, Ihrothy

Mfituire, John (iarfield ir
thi

iidemy

\

Ditiited by

pions a total of

I

EIGHT times! This

dm I'd

I'

Award

fihn'

ha kalian

I't

by Dartyi F. Zanio
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m
m

record for consistency in boxoffice

achievement

is

THE QKMi CURTAIN

matched only by

I
<1

the record

number

of

Makini:

awards and

fi>

news

iidIiHf

unti

hoxof/ni' htstnry aeruss ihr

Dana Indrews, (inu

honors heaped upon the company's

nation!

attractions during the past year,

A. liellman. Producid bv

SW

C, Sietr'

climaxed by the

Academy Award

"GENTLEMAN^S AGREEMENT" as "The Best Picture."^

to
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In Product, Prestige and

Box m

the tradition of
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office— the three essentials for any
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PICTURE GROSSES

Whs Boost LA;

Ooudy %ies,

'Apache'

Wow

8G,

Omaha

Omaha, June

1.

"Fort Apache" looks standout but
outdoor season may hurt
some, May hold. "Black Bart" looks
next best. Parks, baseball and
open-air amusements are starting

M

of Strflies Tilts Det.; 'River

start of

Wampum 66G, Hlfaltz'

'Apache'

Silvery

$27,m'Dai^er

Hot 63G,

June

1.0S Angeles,

1.

Estimates for This

Not So Green

'Grass'

Week

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)—"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G).
Okay $11,000. Last week, "Three

Legion" (Rep) and "I,
Daring Daughters," (M-G), $10,000.
Jane Doe" (Rep) (2d wk), $4,100.
'^Gallant

Cloudy skies and the long holiday weekend arc contributing to
upped Srstrun grosses here this
stanza. Smash trade is being registered by two bills. "Fort Apache"

Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000? 16-65)
(RKO) (2,890;
60-80)—"Ft Apache" (RKO). Wow —"Black Bart" (U). Fair $11,500.
$35,000. Last week, "Miracle BeUs" Last week, "Buck Privates" (U)
(RKO) and "Wreck Hesperus" (Col) (reissue), oke $5,000 in 3 days, be-

sighting a terrific $66,000 in two
theatres while "Emperor Waltz"
will hit a huge $63,000, also in two

My

is

situations.

"Green Grass of Wyoming"

Star.

Hillstrcet

Key

theatres, chiefly, first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.}
Total Gtum Same
':

—

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)— (WB) and "Campus Sleuth" (Mono)
All My Sons" 'U) and "Arthur $8,800.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
Takes Over" (20th) (2d wk). Fair
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Mary
$3,500. Last week, okay $5,000.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60- Lou" (Col). Nice $8,000 and hold$1)—"AH 1^ Sons" <U) and "As- over. Last week, "Berlin Express"
thur Takes Over" (20th) (2d wk). (RKO) and "Dog Rusty" (Col),
Mild $9,500. Last week, nice $15,- $6,500.

—

City Grosses

'
Estimated Total Gross
$2,471,000
This Week
(Based on 18 cities, 170

ing pulled for legiter.
(2d wk). $10,500^
"All
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)
Sons" (U) and "Arthur Takes —"Secret Beyond Door" (U) and
Over" (20th) (2d wk). Near $7,000. "Heading for Heaven" (EL). Mild
Last week, "To Victor"
$9,500.
looks Last week, good $8,900.

only medium $50,000 in four houses
while "Lost One," foreign-made, is
heading for fine $8,500 at small

Four

RKO

Fat 19G

Detroit,

to cut in here,

Week

Last Year ..... .$3.2Z4.e«0
(Based on 22 cities, 211 theOi-

l,

Stageshow headed by Hai-monicats
and Ella Fitzgerald at the Broadway-Capitol will boost "Woman In
White" to smart session.
"B. F.'s Daughter" at United
Artists looks stout "Fort Apache"
at the Downtown is hangup while
"Silver River" is heading for big
Michigan week.
'

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
State of Union" (M-G) (5th wk).
Mild $4,500 after $6,000 in fourth.

tres)

'GnKs'

June

Settlement Qf industrial strife
and new socko product are tilting
boxofflce takes here this weeki

been I8G,

Art Cinema (Marten) (459; 60-90)
—"Nicholas Nickleby" fU) and

Among the holdovers only "Sil'Johnny Frenchman" (U). Good
ver River" continues strong, the
$4,500. Last week, "Furia" (Indie).
holiday upbeat helping it to near
Fast $4,000.
45,000 in second frame, three
Broadway-Capitol
(United-DeState (Goldberg) (865: 16-65)
t ouses. Stays three weeks. "Raw 400.
troit) (3,300; 70-95)
"Woman In
"High Wall" (M-G). Opens today
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)
Kansas City, June 1.
Deal" is holding over for second
White" (WB) with stage unit
Holiday weekend is helping pix headed by Ella Fitzgerald, Francis
Week in five theatres, mostly small "Grass Wyoming" (20th) and (Tues.). Last week, "Alias GentleCounterfeiters" (20tb>.
Modest man" (M-G), good $4,500.
biz via full day of holiday prices.
spots.
Craig; Harmonicats, others. Smart
"Green Grass of Wyoming" at the $28,000. Last week, "Tarzan Mer$9,000. Last vreek, "Iron <3urtain"
Estimates for This Week
Tower-Uptown-Fairway combo and maids" (RKO) and "So Well
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— (23th) and "Best Man Wins" (Col)
Re"Homecoming" at Midland are out membered" (RKO), good
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned to (2d wk-9 days), $6,300.
$12,000..
VOEUe (FWC) (885; 60-85)—"Raw
in front, latter making best showDanger" (EL) (2d wk). Slow $2,Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 70Deal" (EL) and "Assigned Danger"
ing "Fort Apache" in second week
000. Last week, $4,300.
95)—
"Fort
Apache"
(RKO).
Bangcontinues to. give the Orpheum
Beverly HUIs Music HaU (G&S- (EL) (2d wk). Slow $3,500. Last
solid business. Other spots are up $16,000. Last week, "Bishop's
"Four week, $4i500.
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)
Wife" (RKO) (3d wk), $6,000.
WUshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)
mild.
Faces West" -tUA) (2d wk). Light
"B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5;100; 70$2,000. Last week, $3,800.
95)—
45Esquire
Dull
middling
(Fox
Midwest)
"Iron
(820;
Curtain" (20th) (2d wk).
$6,500. Last week;
Garihay arcle (FWC) (1,518; 6065)— ,'Under
California
Stais" Fair $17,000 after sock $35,000
$1)—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and $10,600.
Providence, June 1.
(Rep) and "Last Round-^Up" (Col). opener.
WOtera (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)
"Best Man Wins" (Col) (3d wk>.
Rainy holiday weekend kept
Micliigan (U-D) (4.039; 70-95)—
Thin $3,500. Last week, slow $5,- "Silver River" (WB) (2d wk). Brisk most people in tovm and boosted Good $4,000. Last week, "Bride
Frankenstein"
Last
week,
Silver
River"
$13,000.
$15,000.
(U)
and
"Son
Frank(WB) and "Mister
100.
attendance all around. Standout is enstein" (U) (reissues), $3,500.
(PRC). Big $27,000. Last
Chinese {Grauman-WO (2,048;
RKO Albee's "Fort Apache" with Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65) Recldess"
week, "Hazard" (Par) and "Who
eo-$l)
"Green Grass Wyoming"
smash session.
"Homecoming"
(M-G).
Solid Killed 'Doc' Rolibitt" (UA), oke
(20th) and "Counterfeiters" (20th).
Estimates for This Week
$18,000. Last week "Bride Goes $18,000.
Mild $12,000. Last week, "Iron
Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95V-.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— Wild" (M-G) and "Port.Sald" (Col),
Curtain" f20th) and "Best Man
Fuller Brush Maii" (Col) and "My
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Slippy $16,000.
Wins" (Col) (2d wk-9 days), $9,60*.
Ori^cnm (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— Dog Rusty" (Col). Very good $17.Culver (nVC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
McGee" (RKO). Smash $20,000.
Last week, "Berlin Express" (RKO) "Fort Apache" (RKO) and "That*s 000 after surprisingly strong $24,"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned
natural 000 in first stanza.
and "Blonde Savage" (RKO) (2d My Gal" (Rep) (2d wk).
Danger" (EL) (2d wk), Nesy $3,000,
for this territory, big $11,000. Last
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 70wk), sweet $14,000.
Last week, oke $4,700.
"B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G).
Downtomi (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)
Cincinnati, June 1.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— week, great $15,000, one of best 95)
Satisfactory $19,000. Last week:.
weeks bouse has had in months.
"Silver River" (WB) (2d wk). Brisk
new
Lots
of
product, a stage show "Scudda Hoo" (20th) and "Arthur
Paramount (Par) (L900; 45-65)
"Hatter's Castle" (Par) and."Argyle
$18,000 or near. Last week, [^,300, and holiday
all are helping add up Takes Over" (20th) :(2d run), Nice
Downtown Music HaU (Blumenr to a feast for downtown houses gen- $6,500. Last we^,-'"Iron Curtain" 'Saigon" (Par). Moderately good Secrets" (FC), $20,000.
"Four Faces
feld) (872; 60-$l)
and "Lefs Live Again" $12,000. Last week, "Sainted Siserally. Vaughn Monroe band with (20th)
ters" (Par). $11,000.
West" (UA) (2d wk). Modest $5,000. "Hunted" is -^ing
the big Albee (20th), $6,800.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
Last week, $6,800.
a field-day figure to top the town.
Fay's
44-65)— Adventures of Casanova" (EL)
(Fay)
(1,400;
Bops HbI^
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
"HomecoRung" is smash to lead "Rocky" (Rep) and vaude on stage. and "The Cobra Strikes" (EL).
"B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G) (2d wk).
straight-films at Capitol; "Grass of Neat $7,500. Last week, "Farmer's
Mild $4,000. Last week, "The 'Brkle' Not So Wild At
Fair $7,000. Last week, $9,800.
Wyoming" also looks okay at Pal- Daughter" (RKO) (reissue) and Freak" (ladie), $3,000.
El Rey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)—
vaude, $6,500:
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Assigned ace.
$34,500/Rivef' Slow
Estimates for This Week
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)~ Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Danger" (EL) (2d wk). Down to
Albee (RKO> (3,100; 60-94)— "Silver River" fWB) and "Inside —"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th).
Boston, June 1.
Last .week, oke
$2,500 or close.
Long weekend and- the first
"Hunted" (Mono), plus Vaughn Story" (WB>. Xrim $15,000. Last Sturdy $18,000, and possible hold$4,300.
Esquire (Bosener) (685; 85-$1.20) Monroe orch on stage. Sock ^5,- week, "Scudda Hbo" (20th) and over. Last week, "Letter Unknown stretch of good weather is resulting
—"Hungry Hill" (U). Okay J^,50O. 000. Last week, "Berlin Express" "Arthur Ta&es Over" (20tb). $14,- Woman" (U), $8,500 and lowest in in a general exodus of film patrons,
many weelcs.
with 'biz taking it on the- chin.
Last week, "Eternal Return" (In- (RKO) at 50-75C scale, mild $10,500. 000.
Capitol (^tKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Bride Goes Wild" at State and
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
die) (2d wk-9 days), $2,200.
"Homecoming" (M-G).
Orpheum looks nice. Met is off
Four Star (TJA-WC) (900; 60-$l) 000. Holds. Last week, Giant $18,- "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and
"Big City" "Who Killed 'Doc' Robin" (UA).
with "Silver River," "Fort Apache"
—"Lost One" (Col). Fine $8,500, (M'G), slow $7,000.
Toller'
Brushes
Clean
shapes okay in seeond
Boston
Fairly good $17,000.
Last week,
Last week, "Letter Unknown Wo50-75)—
Grand
(RKO)
week.
"Arch of Triumph" (UA), big
man" (U) and "13 Lead Soldiers" "Summer Holiday"(1,400;
(M-G). So-so $22,000.
Ib Seattle, B^i $12,000
(20th) (m.o.) (9 days), $3,200.
Eatinutes for This Week
$7,500. Last week, "Sainted SisStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—"AU ters" (Par), $9,«00.
Seattle, June 1.
Astor
(Jaycox) (1,300; 40-80)
My Sons" (U) and "Arthur Takes Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75) "Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and Showmen got a break over the "Sign of Ram" (Col) and "Heart of
Over" (20th) (2d wk). Light $3,000. -"Letter From Unknown Woman" "Blondie's Reward" (Col). Strong holiday when the weather turned Virginia" (Rep)
(2d wk). Very thin
Last week, "Sainted Sin- cool and it rauied. This hatted some
Last week, $4300.
(U).
Average
May 'liold. $16,000.(Par)
ahd "Speed to Spare' weekend trips. "Homecoming" and $3,000 after, sad opening at $5,900.
HawaU (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106; Last week, "Are$7,000.
You With It?" (U), ners"
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40(Par) (2d wk), neat $8,500.
"Fuller Brush Man" look town's
60-$l)—"Four Faces West" (UA) $6,500.
80)—
"Fort
Apache"
(RKO) and
aces.
(2d wk). Thin $2,500. Last week,
"Green
Grass
of Wyoming"
Lyrie (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
'Blond Ice" (FC) (2nd wk). Ckmd
$4,100.
shapes mild.
"Fort Apache" (RKO) (m.o.) (2d
$22,000 after strong $28,000 opener.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)— Wk).
Estimates for This Week
Solid $6,000 trailing last
Speedy 16,000,
Holds again.
"Silver River" (WB) (2d wk). Near week's
$7,500.
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
sharp $14,000.
Last week, good
Esquire (M-P) (1,000; 90-$lJ»)—
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Hazard" (Par) and "Port Said"
$16,600 but not up to hopes.
D.C.; Lana-GaUe Torrid
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th).
(Col) (m.o.). Okay $4,000 or near. "Paradine Case" (SRO) (3d wk).
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- Satisfactory $11,500, "aided by p.a.
Last week, "Noose" (EL) and Mild $5,000 after good $7,000 last
feld) (475; 60-85)— "Faces Weist"
Week.','
of Charles Cobum, Peggy Cum"Devil
Ship"
26G/RiYer'
(Col) (2d wk-9 days),
Smooth 18G
(UA) (2d wk). Finales at $2,000. mins and Martha Stewart opening
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)
$3,800.
.
Last week, medium $3,900.
Washington, June 1.
day. -Last week, "Fuller Brush
"Fanny" (Indie). Okay $6,000.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)
60-85)— "All
Iris <FWC) (828;
Holiday weekend/is giving a lift
(Col), great $19,000.
—"All My Sons" (U) and "Assigned Last week, "Smugglers" (EL) and
My Sons" (U) and "Arthur Takes Man"
Shutiert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75>— to biz along the main stem, flurry to
"Know
Where I'm going" tU) (2d
Danger"
(EL).
Good $9,000.
Over" (20th) (2d wk). Slow $3,500. "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) .(m.o.)V of new arrivals helping. "Homeweek),
$4,000.
Last
week,
"Hazard"
(Par) And
Last week, $4,500.
Slick $8,000. Last week, "Iron Cur- coming,"' at Loew's Palace, is
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)
Laurel (Bosener) (890; 85)~ tatai" (20th) (m.0.), okay $5,000'.
standout but "Berlin Express" is' "Port Said" (Col), fair $7,700.
"Hatter's
CasUe" (Par) and "Water"The Idiot" (Indie) (2d wk). Nice
almost as strong comparatively at
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
Keith's.
$3,000.
Last week, $3,400.
"Green Grass of Wyo- "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and "Sil- front at Midnight" (Par). Okay
Locw's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
ming," bolstered by stageshow, at verado" (Col). Great $12,000. Last $7,000. Last week, "Hazard" (Par)
Capitol, looks to land a smart week, 8 days of "Lady from Shang- and "Angel Alley" (Mono), $5,500.
60-$l)— "Green Grass Wyoming"
$29,000
session.
(20th) and "Counterfeiters" (20th).
"Silver River" also is hai" (Col) and "Best Man Wins"
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Medium $20,000. Last week, "Iron
fine at the Warner.
(Col), $7,200.
"Another Part of Forest" (U).
IN
FRISCO
Curtain" (20th) and "Best Man
Opened fairly strong. Last week,
Estim.ttcs tor TIds Week
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
San Francisco^ June 1.
Wins" (Col) (2d wlc-9 days) 817,600.
"Iron
"Letter
Curtam"
From Unknown Woman"
(20th)
and
"Arthur
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
Memorial Day weekend is perkLos Anseles (D'town-W*T/ (2,097;
Takes Over" (20th) (m.Q.). Big $4,- (U) and "Money Madness" (FC),
60-$!)—"B. F.'s Daughters" (M-G) ing biz generally all over town. "Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) 000 in 5 days. Last
week, "Sutter's trim $16,000, in 5 days of seOond
plus vaude. Smart $25,000. Last
(2d wk). Dull $9,500. La-st week, "Homecoming" and "Fuller Brush
;
Gold"
(EL)
week.'
ahd
"Seven
Sinners"
week,
"Iron
Curtain" (20th) (2d
Man" teed off strongly, latter playabove hopes at light $15,700.
(EL) (reissues), $2,300 in 6 days.
wk) with vaude, so-so $16,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) r4!367; 40-80)
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— ing in two spots with big talcings
Music HaU (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Silver River" (WB) and "13
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
"Green Wyoming"
(20th)
and in sight. "Homecoming" shapes as
-"Unconquered" (Par) (2d run). "Homecoming" (M-G). Big $15,000. Lead Soldiers" (20th). Offish $18,"Counterfeiters"
(20tji).
Good a torrid entry at the giant Fox theLast
week,
"Casanova"
000.
Last week, "Iron Curtain"
(EL)
and
Sluggish
$6,000. Last week, "Mark
"Time of- Life" looks sock
$9,000 or over. Last week, "Iron atre.
"Smugglers"
(EL).
Slow
(20th)
and "Rocky" (Indie), okay
$3,800.
of
Zorro"
(20th) (reissue),' fine
Curtain" (20th) and "Best Man at tlie small United Artists. "Green
Or»heam (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
$11,700 in second week.
Wins" (Col) (2d wk-9 d'avs), $7,500. Grass of Wyoming" and "Sainted $9,000.
'•SUver River" (WB) and "Kings of
Orphenm
Orphemn (D'town-WC) (2,210; Sisters" also shape up nicely.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
(Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
Olympics" (UA), Solid $11,000. ''Bride
e0-$l)—"Haw Deal" (EL) and "AsEstimates for This Week
"Berlin Express" (RKO).
Goes Wild" (M-G) and
Sturdy Last week, "Fighting 69th" (WB)
"Port Said" (Col). Nice $21,000.
Golden Cate iRKO) (2,844; 65- $16,000. Last week, "Fort Apache" and
signed Danger" (EL) (2d wk). Oke
"Valley of Giants" (WB) (re$1)—"Fort Apache" (RKO) (3d (RKO) (2d wk), $11,000.
Last week, "Arch of Triumph*
$9,000. Last week, nifty $18,000.
issues), fair $7,300,
(UA)
Panta«res (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— wk). Down to $13,000. Last week,
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
and
"Here
Comes Trouble"
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
(UA), $20,000.
—"Fighting 69th" (WB) (reissue). —"State
"Ft. Apache" (RKO). Smash $31,- fine $18,000.
of Union" (M-G) (5th wk).
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— Satisfactory $7,500.
000.
Last week, "Miracle Bells"
Last week, Nice $6,000. Last week, fairish
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)
$5,(RKO) and "Wreck Hesperus" (Col) "Homecoming" (M-G). Torrid $37,- 'Old Los Angeles" (Rep), better
"Hatter's Castle"
and
(Par)
000 looms. Last Week, "Iron Cur- than expected at $6,500 in 5 days.
(2d wk), $9,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— "Waterfront at Midnight" (Par).
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— "Green Grass
Paramonnt (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) tain" (20th) I2d wk», mild $11,000.
Wyoming" (20th) Good $15,000. Last week, "Hazard"
—"Emperor Waltz" (Par). Great " Warfieid (FWC) (2,656: 60'85)— "Homecoming" (M-G). Tops hi and "Meet Meof at
Dawn" (20th). (Par) and "Angel Alley" (Mono).
$36,000.
Last
week,
"Gallant "Green Grass Wyoming" (20th). town with hefty $26,000.
Last Mild $8,000. Last week, "Iron Cur- $13,000.
Legion" (Rep) (1st wk) and "I, Fine $17,500. Last week, "Fighting week, "Duel in Sun" (SRO), dis- tain" (20th) and
"Arthur takes
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)
Jane Doe," (Rep) (2d wk) (8 days), 69th" (WB) and "Valley of Giants" appointing $15,000 at pop prices.
Over" (20th) (2d wk), $5,800.
"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and
(WB) (reissues), $12,000,
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
$8,300,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80) "Port Said" (Col). Good $13,500.
Paramonat (Par) (2,646; 60-85^ "Sliver River" (WB). Fine $18,000.
^Paramount HoUyweod (F & M)
I..ast
week, "Arch ef Triumph"
"Emperor Waltz"! "Sainted Sisters" (Par). Nice $18,- Ji?*^
(1,451; 60-$l)
"Mating, of MUlie"
'¥.wk).
Big
^^^P^
(UA)
3*^*^4
$5,and "Here Coynes Trouble"
(Continued on page 20)
(Col),* $17,500.
(Par) Sock $27,000.
Last week,
000. Last week, $5,700.
(UA), $13,000.
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PICTURE CROSSES
'HOMECOMING' LOUD

New Pix Fail to Give Chi Big Tilt;

$17,000, L'ViLLE
Odd

taec(Hniiig'-Jordaii Giant $75,000,

te'-PowellOi[e33G,'BeUs'30G
June 1. 4
only two
Although there were
Loop, most of
holdove ^ in the
on weak
shape»„«P
product
caiicago,

n?

v

Broadway Grosses

Biggest thing
session.
with
is "Homecoming"
Jordan band on stage a

S

Sde this
^nwntovm

Estimated Total Grosst
Tliis

great
to\vard
soaring
"Miracle of Bells/ hypoed
preview, should land the
•f,v ctoity
Chicago's
Pfli-i^e a fine $30,000.
kiver" may catch sturdy

Week

(Based on 16
Last Year
(Based on 18

hrlental

MS 000.

$646,500
theatres)
$647,000
theatres)

Jane Powell ^Pand "Sainted Sis-

With

Mary Anderson

Pittsburgh, June

RUz (Loew's) (800; 44-76)—"B.
White" (WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
State-l.<ake (B&K)' (2,500; 98)— F.'s Daughter" (M-G) (m.o.). Won't
"Sainted Sisters" (Par) with Jane do much, being a little short of
"Arch
of
Last
week,
Powell in person.
Nice $33,000. .$3,000.
Last week, "Caged Fury" (Par) Triumph" (UA) (m.o.), about same.
plus Sammy Kaye orch, $29,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98) "Seven Sinners" (EL) and "Sutters
—"Hazard" (Par) (2d wk). Lean Gold" (EL) (reissues). Mild $3,000.
$11,000. Last week, $14,000.
Last week, "To Ends of Earth"
(Coll, (m.o,), $3,500.

(WB)

(3,800;

44-76)—

"Silver- River" (WB). Errol Flynn's
a"nd picture's doing better than .some of
his more recent ones. Heading for
$17,000, considerably above this

back in his element again

Louis Spotty Albeit

W

lana-Gable Hot 22G;
Tall at

$18,000

St. Louis, June 1.
With no major league baseball
lure out-of-towners here on
Memorial Day and natives making
an exodus to nearby summer re-

to

sorts for the three-day holiday, biz
at the Arstruns Is on the; spotty

— "Silver

.$6,000.

National (Standard)
"Lost Horizon"

Is

—

Stanley

(People's) (1,100;

River" (WB).
Healthy $8,000. Last week,
"Woman in White" (WB), moderate

65)

1.

—

(2,400;
(Col)
and
(Col) (re-

"Adam Had Four Sons"
Mild $5,000.

Last week,

"Butch Minds Baby"

(Indie) and
(Indie) (reis-

issues).

(WB) (2d

runs), thin

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
—"Hazard" (Par) and King Cole
Trio, Ray Anthony orch,, Pat Henning, Kay Starr comprising stageshow. Opens today (Wed.). Second week of "Sainted Sisters" (Par)
with' Buddy Moreno orch, Henny
Youngman, Wiere Bros., Llna
Romay on stagebill finished same

'

better than recent newcomers.
Heavy rain all day Sunday (30)

as first vnih $60,000, okay for first

fellers)

and damp, cloudy weather Monday <M-G)

again.

the total.
Of the

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-$1.20)—
new pictures, "Melody
Time" and "Time of Life" are out- "WiU It Happen Again?" (FC) (3d

wk). Still gai'nerlng plenty of eoln
Latter, at the Mayfair,
standing.
at $9,000, with, grind policy conlooks big $45,000 in fii'st week.
tinuing after toiTld $12,000 for
Disney's new feature, "Time" is
second.
First was new record at
better,
45-65)— giving the Astor $28,000 or
Rialto
(FA)
(3,400;
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20thl and fine In view of lowered scale and .$21,000.
Rivoll
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 60Lead Soldiers" (2()tli). Fairi-sh special prices for kids.
$1.25)— "Another Part of Forest"
Last
week,
"I
Remember
$12,000.
"Up in Central Park" is only (U) (3d wk). Second frame ended
Mama" (RKO). Healthv ."613,000.
fairly good at $27,000 for first last (Tues.) night was
$18,500, not
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)— week at Criterion, strong weekend
'Homecoming" (M-G). Looking for helping to land this figure: since, it bad, in view of first week's modest
$23,000.
solid $17,000. Last week, "Arch of opened
"Noose Hangs
mildly.
Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.50) -—
Triumph" (UA) and "Who Killed High" shapes to $22,500 at firstrun "Iron
Curtain" (2()(h) with Ed Sul'Doc' Robin" (UA), slow $11,000.
State, disappointing for Decora45-65)— tion Day week. Palace found that livan and "Dawn Patrol" revue
Strand (FA)
(1,000;
heading stagebill (4th-final wk)i
"Albuquerque" (Parj and "Big the
"Gentleman's
of
longrun
Third round held up to sturdy
Town After Dark" (Parj. Brisk $7,- Agreement" at Mayfair did It no $84,000,
being helped by holidays,
"Love From good since getting very thin $7,000
500.
Last week,
after $85,000 for second. "Green
Stranger" (EL) and "Heading For playing this film second-run with
Grass Wyoming" (20th) with Harry
Heaven" (EL), slow $4,500.
"Citizen
Again."
Live
"Let's
Bh^manf Chandra-Kaly dancers, i>
Saint" looks great $11;000 In Srst due in
next, likely June 9.
week at reopened Bijou.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)-.
"The Pirate" soared to sock "Noose Hangs Eiigh" (EL).
For
$143,000 on second week at Music initial
ending tomorrow
Hall, which is sizeably ahead of
(Thurs.),
this Abbott-Costello comthree
Hall had
first stanza's total.
edy
likeiy will get fairly nice
in
both
history
biggest days In
$22,300, not strong for Memorial
coin and attendance last Saturday,
Day week. Holds, In ahead, "FulSunday and Monday, Capltol also ler Brush Man" (Col)
(2d wk), was
bested Its first round's iigure at
good $19,000.
"Homecoming"
with
strong
$88,000
Philadelphia, June 1.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
heading
band
Cugat
Xavler
and
Rain cut down the usual holiday
"Silver River" (WB) and Eddy
stagebill.
exodus to the. seashore over
Paramount equalled its opemng Duchin orch heading stageshow (2d
mortal Day weekend, and this is
For initial holdover stanza,
week total with $60,000, with wk).
giving business a real lift gener
Buddy Moreno this combo looks to hold up stoutly
Strongest entry is "All My "Sainted Sisters,"
ally.
and Henny Youngman, at $57,000, comparatively better
Sons;" smash at the Earle. "Silver band
week, being than first week's $58,000. Holds a
River" shapes as good at the Mast- others, on second
"Arch third.
baum. But "Green Grass of Wy- helped by holiday throngs.
Victoria (City Inv.) (720; 70sixth
$17,500
oming" loolcs on disappointing of Triumph," with topped
"Beriin Express" (RKO)
its fifth $1.50)
frame at Globe,
side at the Fox.
week. Roxy, with "Iron Gurtaui" (2d wk). Staying up near first
level with fine $18,000 for
Estimates for This Week
week's
"Dawn
and Ed Sullivan plus his
ending
session
today .(Wed.). First
50-94)
thu-d
in
Aldine (WB) (1,303;
Patrol" revue, hit $84,000
Electra" stanza only $1,000 off from second round garnered a big $22,000. Stays
"Mourning"
(RKO) (3d wki. Strong $13,000 or round. Strand, with "Silver River" one week, more, witii "Design For
Death"
opening June 10.
(RKO)
was
also
band,
Duchin
near. Last week, nice $15,500.
Eddy
"and
might have stayed longArcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)
just $1,000 below Its previous "Express"
"Big Clock" (Par). Above average week, getting $57,000 in second er but house did not want to con-r
tinue with film now dayrdating Fox
at $5,500. Last week, "Winter Meet- stanza.
"Little Tough Guy"
sues), .about -same.

,

.

week

'Sons'

Wham 3%
Me

-

m

—

—

Becomes

—

ing" (WB), $4,000.
house's recent average. Last week,
(WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Arch
"Woman In White" (WB) and "WiU of Boyd
Triumph" (DA) (4th wk). Down
It Happen Again?" (FC), very thin
to $16,000 but okay for this stage
$9,000.
of run. Last week, $19,700.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)-^
Earie (WB) (2,700; 50-94)— "All
"Remember Mama" (RKO) (2d wk). My Sons" (U). Smash $32,000 or
shdwing surprising better. Last week, "Ends of Earth"
This
one's
strength at solid $10,500 after big (Col), mild $16,000.
•
$13,500 opener,
.Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "Green

Brooklyn.
Estimates for This Week
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Astor (Citv lnv.) (1,300; 55-$l. 50) $1.20)—"River Lady" (U) (2d-final
with only
pickings

—"Melody Time" (RKO). Looks to wk). Slim
hit nice $28,000 in first week end- $11,000 in
Ninth

sight

after

first

hit

ing today (Wed.). Holds.
modest $16,000. Holding with "Bad
week of "Mr. Blandings" (SRO) Sister" (U) due in shortiy.
was thin $11,000. "Time," new Disney feature, getting strong play
from klds» with juvenile scale 55House has a new scale, too, Fresh Pix Boost Balto;
Not so 80c. this
opus of $1.25 on weekday
for

Grass Wyoming" (20th).
green at $16,000. Last week, "Iron
Curtain"

Rain Sloughs Denver;

"Homecoming" wiir grab the
heaviest sugar, and is «ock at
Loew's, "Green Grass of Wyoming"
at the Ambassador loolcs tali.

(20th)

(2d

wk),

$15,000.

side.

liUie' Very Dim $11,000

Denver, June 1.
Saturday till Monday, exodus of people to country is
)Estifflates for This Week
clipping biz generally this week.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50- "Mating of Millie" was hurt worst,
75)—"Green Grass of Wyoming" with very dim week in two spots.
(20th)
and
"Campus Sleuth"
Estimates for This Week
(Mono). Tall $18,000. Last week,
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and
"Sliver River" (WB) and "Trapped
Heart of Virginia" (Rep), $14,500.
by Blackle" (Col) (m.o.). Slow $2,Fox
(F&M)
50-75)— .500. Last week, "Iron Curtain"
(5,000;
Noose Hangs High" (EL) and (20th) and "Lead Soldiers" (20th)
Man From Texas" (RL). Modest (m.o.), very thin $2,000.
$17,000. Last week, "Silver River"
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
<WB) and "Blondie's Reward" (Col), —"Outlaw" (UA) (3d wk). Big $12,$18,000.
500. Last week, about same.
Deiiham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Homecoming" (M-G). Sock $22,- —"Hazard" (Par) (2d wk). Mild .$9,000 for Tumer-Gable opus. Last 500. Last week, $10,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
week, "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G)
and
Whistler Returns"
(Col), "Lady from Shanghai" (Col) and
"Heart of Virginia" (Rep), day-date
Webber. Thin $12,000. Last
with
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
and
Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Lady week, "Silver River" (WB)
(Col),
Blackle"
by
From Shanghai" (Col) (m.o.). Nice "Trapped
$13,000.
,
$15,000.
Last
week,
"Sitting
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "MatPmty" (20th) and "Mating of
"Madonna
Milhe" iCol) (m.o.) (3d wk), $7,000. ing of Millie" (Col) and
of Desert" (Rep), day-date with
-.„'*.'»l»*nn» (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— Paramount. Dull $2,000. Last week,
Bride ,Goes Wild" (M-G) and "Silver River" (WB) and "Trapped
Whistler Returns" (Col) (m.o.).
Blackle" (Col), ditto.
Oke $7,000. Last week, "Arch of byOrplicum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
rnumph" (UA) (m.o.), $8,000.
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and
Shuhert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)-^ "Burning Cross" (SG). Very mod_,Adam Had Four Sons" (Col) and erate $13,000 or near. Last week,
Lost Horizon" (Col)
(reissues). "Alias a Gentleman" (M-G) and
Good $5,000. Last week, "Fighting "10th Ave. Angel" (M-G), $12,000.
I'atliev Dunne" (RKO) and "FurParamount (Fox) (2,200; 85-74)-r.
nace Creek" (20tli), $4,000.
(Continued on page 20)
De.tjpite rain

Goldman (Goldman)

(1.000;

94)_"State of Union" (M-G)

fine
"'I'ljou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)
"Citizen Saint" (Indie). Great
50$11,000 in first week ending today
(5th
(Wed.), and naturally stays over.

Nice $13,000 or near. Last Last week, house shuttered.
wk).
week, $16,000.
Capltol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$2.20)
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
"H o m e c o m I n g" (M-G) with
—"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) (3d Xavier Cugat orch, Harvey Stone,
Wk). Dropped sharply to $9,500. Rose Murphy on stagebill (5th-flnal
Last week, strong $14,000.
wk). Doing okay In blowoff session
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94). with strong $88,000 after modest
—"Remember Mama" (RKO). Okay $77,500 for fourth. "Bride Goes
$5,500 in 5 days. Last week, "Sit- Wild" (M-G) and Woody Herman
ting Pretty" (20th), big $9,500.
orch open tomorrow (Thurs.).
^
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60"Silver River" (WB). Good $28,500. $1.80)— "Up In Central Park" (U).
Last week, "Casbah" (U), $15,300.
week ended yesterday
Initial
Plx (Cumtnlns) (500; 50-94)
(Tues.) was good $27,000. Holds.
"Henry V" (UA). Strong $6,000 for Final four days of second week for
return visit. Last week, "Parmer's "Big City" (M-G) was dim $6,500.
Daughter" (RKO), $4,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.8())
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50^94)
-^"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (7th
"Homecoming" (M-G) (3d wk). Wk), Sixth round ended last MonGreat $24,500. Last week. $26,700. dav (31) night climbed to strong
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)
$17,500 being helped by Memorial
"Four Faces West" (UA). Nice $10,- bay holiday weekend; fifth was off
000 or near. Last week, "Adven-

—

,

,

•

,

Express' Swift $15,000,

BerIeUpsW21G
Baltimore, June 1.
Good bills are helping to lift the
current list out of recent doldrums
Milton Berle
experienced here.
heading stage layout will boost
"French Leave" to sock total at
"Homecoming at
Hippodrome.

Loew's Century shape&.^lid While
the Town's "Berlin Express" looks
great.

,

—

,

—

—

tures Ca.sanova" (EL), $8,500.

rousing

Estimates

Are Net

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from tlje various key cities, are net, i.e„
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figiu-es are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

(1 ,736; 70-$1.50)
of Your Life" (UA). Off to
with big .$45,000
start

May'f ait (Brandt)

—"Time

'

,

pictures is furnishing, added flavor
to the already rich boxoifice setup.
Five new films teed off in the last
seven days, several doing much

"Girl Tisa"
$6,000.

holdover round.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Pirate"
and stageshow (2d wk).
(31) held thousands of New York- Soaring to great $143,000, and
ers In town, spelling added trade ahead of first week, pickup being,
at firstruns. This coupled with in- traceable to Decoration Day week45- flux of out-of-towners helped swell end. First hit nice $136,000. Holds

Daughters" (M-G) and
"Prince of Thieves" (Col), $2,800.

providing a sour note at the box^
office here, taking too many people
out of town. "Homecoming" got
Estimates for This Week
away to a big start before the exo98)— dus, which will insure enough to
(1,400;
(B&K)
Apollo
Mild get the Gable-Turner picture a
(Par).
Castle"
"Hatter's
Last week, "Song of My second week at the Penn. Else$8,000.
Heart" (Mono) {2d wk). $5,000.
where biz is only fair, with "All
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98)— My Sons" at Fulton and "Silver
"Silver Kivcr" (WB). Sturdy $33,- River" at Stanley doing the best.
Last week, "Iron Curtain" Holdover of "I Remember Mama"
OOa
is stout at Warner.
(20th) (2d wk), $25,000.
K.stimates tor This Week
Crand (RKO) (1,500; 67-98)—
"Dear Murderer" (U). Fair $10,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)— "All
Last week, "River Lady" (U) (2d My Sons" (U), Evenings okay but
wk), $7,500.
mats off. Looks trim $11,000, and
Monroe (Indie (1,000; 70-98)— may hold. Last week, second of
Good $17,000. "Iron Curtain''. (20th), was $7,000.
"Search" (M-G).
Last week, "Furnace Creek" (20th)
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
(2d wk), $10,000.
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th).
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 08)— This type pic seldom does well
"Homecoming" (M-G) with Louis here. Won't get $10,000, very mild.
Jordan orch topping stageshow La.st week, "Mating of Millie"
Great $75,000. Last week, "Crim- (Col), .$9,000.
son Key" (20th) with Horace Heidt
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
orch on stage, $69,000.
"Homecoming" (M-G). Got a
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 67-98)—
Loud couple of good days under the belt
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO).
Last week, "Berlin Ex- before crowds stai-ted to file out of
$30,000.
town for the holiday. Very good
press" (RKO) (2d wk), $11,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 98)— $23,000 but under expectations.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Excellent Holds another session. Last week,
Last week, "Woman in "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G), $15,500.
$20,000.

-St.

Padk' 27G, 'I%ate' Smash 143G, 2d

"Daring

$23,000, Pitt

Long Decoration Day weekend

Tmie'FastmieIody'Nice28G

downtown

houses with Westei'n type films,
leaves the field fairly clear to
Loew's State with "Homecoming,"
and that house is catching most of
b.o".
attention.
"Albuquerque" at
the Strand looks good as does
"Silver River" at Mary Anderson.
Helped by a rainy Memorial Day
"Green Grass Wyoming" at Rialto weekend, Broadway firstrun theshapes as light.
atres currently are soaring to best
levels for many weeks. Many deEstimates for Tliis Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; luxers reported business this ses45-65)— "Remember Mama" (RKO) sion as easily topping that of Deco(m.o.).
Light $3,500. Last week, ration Day week last year. Total
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (3d wk), fine for 16 houses will likely be better
than $656,000. Fresh crop of new
$6,000.

45-65)

British import, "Dear Murderer,"
equally weak
at the Grand, seems
"Duel in Sun," at pop
at $10,000.
an
scale, will give the Roosevelt
"Hazard" in
excellent $20,000.
Artists
United
at
Bccond week
$11,000.
looks minor at

Rain lifts N.Y. Memorial Day Week;

1.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30(Par) and "To Victor" (WB). Nice $3,000. Last week,

Lana-Gable Whee

" with $33,000 loorning.
ters
•'Hatter's Castle," at the Apollo,
Other
has mild $8,000 In view.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
"State of Union" (M-G) (4th wk).
Strong $19,000. Last week, same.

ACE

June

40)—"Saigon"

-Silver

*^Sta*te-Lake has
blng stage layout

Louisville,
situation of three

9

Estimates for This

Century (Loew's-UA)

60)—"Homecoming"

Kcitli's

"Green

man's

Agreement"
okay
Still

length of run.
Palace (RKO)

(20th)

Happen Again"

New

(FC).

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
Grass Wyoming" (20th),

was Strongly sold

considering

for stout $11,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)-—
"Sliver River" (WB). Drawing best
trade here in weeks, sturdy $17,000.
Last week, "Four Faces West"
(UA). $8,600.
^
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—"Berlin Express" (RKO), Great
$15,000 or near. Last week, "Fort
Apache" (RKO) (3d wk),'held welt

40-85)"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th)
(2d run) and "Let's Live Again"
(20th) (1st run). First week ending
today (Wed.) looks Very mild
$7,000, being hurt by record run at
nearby Mayfair. Won't hold. In
ahead. "Sitting Pretty" (WB) and at $8,900.
(1,700;

It

after
(Tues.)
today
Opening
"Hazard" (Par) bullf to aU ri^t

Naturally is holding Indef. Final
9 days in 28th week of "Gentle.$6,000,

Solid

(Schanberger) (2.460; 20-

60)—"Will
$11,000.

week ending

(3,000; 20-

acts on stage. Comic getting most
of credit for socko $21,000. Last
week, "Casanova" (EL), with local
disk jockeys on stage, nice $17,300.

today.

likely in first

Week

(M-G).

week, "Homecoming" (M G). okay $14,700.
Hippoarome (Rappaport) (2,240:
20-70)— 'French Leave" (Mono)
plus Milton Berle and supporting
Last

$18,000.
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YOU DON'T NEED
'

THAT FOUR
LEAF CLOVER!

You're

LUCKY
when

you've
ybodyf

got

VITAMIN
M-G-M!

WeAntadiVf Jane 2, l!Mlt'

u

LUCKY!

LUCKY!

about "THE PIRATE"

about "HOMECOMING It
Clark J

JuJg

"State of the

Carland

Blazing across

Following Fedtik Capra's joyous

is

Fred

Gabk

Carland

City

LUCKY!
about "EASTER PARADE"

Union" at Radio

Music Hali/The Pirate"

Big in 3rd week! (new

the nation.

Sensational

everywhere.

lowing

record

five

Capitol,

N.

Fol-

weeks at

You hear it everywhere.
Berlin's "Easter

record for

first

Trenton,

4 days

of opening week!) Second big

it's

week in Moncc^!

opening!

Irving

Parade"

musical

greatest

in

is

the

screen

Y., tremendous in
history.

M-G-M

Astairt

fabulous

in

Get a load of those

Philly,

generating steam in every

trade paper reviews.

They spell

M-O-N-E-YI

LUCKY ABOUT JULIA MISBEHAVESr'
[Read

this

telegram)

"Audience reaction at sneak preview of ^ulia

Misbehaves' assures another smash hit to add to Vitamin

Spring and

Summer

line-up!

M-G-M's

Rousing- applause for reunion of

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon.
Hilarious

comedy situations had audience

howling from

first

scene to last with

tremendous burst of applause at end-

Movie -goers want comedy and

them

rolling in aisles.

this

had

Great cast also

includes Peter Lawford, Elizabeth Taylor,

Gesar Ronxero^

Jack Ckfim
I

Robert

Risjkin,

turned out a

have

0i:0m

attrsUrtionli

EXTRA! "SUMMER HOLIDAY" CONTINUES TECHNICOLORIFIC BIZ IN

AU

TEST CITIESI

NATCH! M-G-M GREAT IN

'48!
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REVIEWS

Gtty Intruilers
Hollywood, May 29.

.

.

.

.Jliii

Bi'rnev

Hnn-y l.nHter
ltyn Williams

"The Gay Intruders" (20lh).
Broad comedy on domestic
bickerings of legit star te^m.
Mildly amusing for supporting
market.
"The Counterfeiters" (20th)
Good melodrama for supporting positions, well put together.
"Carson City Ealders" (Rep).
Good Allan "Rocky" Lsne
$Bg«1;>rush.

western to pleasfr
fans.

,

lower rung dualer. "The
Guv Intruders" will serve its pur
pose. It's a broadly farced domes

As

a

"Daybreak? (GFD).
ited at b.o.

.

"The
Tepid

Nisht"

Fatal

(Col).

mild

thriller;

British

draw.

.,

"The Calendar" tGFD). Modyam,

erate British horse-race
limited in draw.

of opportunity for scenery-chewing
and John Emei-y and Tamara Geva
miss no bets under broad alrection
by Ray McCarey. There's no subtlety to the unfoldment and plenty
of points are stretched in obvious
try for giggles.
,
The Frances Swann script, based
on her original written with director McCarey, has thespians' -agent

Uunning
Lane

'48.

"Marius" (Siritzky). StandFrench pic starring the
late Raimu.
"They Are Not Aug e I s"
(French). War Film has melodi-amatic ingredients for genout

eral U. S.

lime, «0

.Susan

.Steve. Maltory )
Dan Heflfern J ,1, ,,.
f)tto DagolJ..,,. ......
):iaura Redtern, , , t • .
.

llenry Wttzel,

Henny Deerlng.',
Herman.
Al

,

Bridges
George Kucco

.Tiloyd

,

,

. , ,

Stqrey

...Juno
Trevor Bardette
...John Kellogg
.Jack Ovormart
,

.

,

.

T?ui'l£. ,,.

JUNn.
Lynne Roberts

, .

.

,

,

,

Roy "J3ttrcrol't

.Douglas Bvans
M ilton Parsons
.JamcH Flavin
.Tommy Ivo
.BMm Mi'Daniel
,1 ,.
I'orter
Billy Benedict
;;r'MS5rv;«^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•MVueV^^u^^^^^

Inspector tlreUnn..*.,

HlUer.

.

.

Police Inspectpv.,,
Tcdily Ijane

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Market

An okay melodrama, Republic s

Investigator
Service
"Secret
emerges as solid program fare tor
the duals. In most cases the footage should satisfy the action fans
for there's fisticufes aplenty along
with occasional mayhem.
WJiile scripter John K. Butler
has commendably peppered the
yarn with several unusual story
twists, the average iilmgoer won't
find it too difficult in figuring out
the finale well in advance, A counterfeiting tale, the story revolves

quency; should be more than
iiappy with the theatre group's
the
to
contribution
cause, a IX-mlnute documentary labelled "Report for AcThis pic, which RKOtion."
Pathe turned out at cost, is

crlsply.and expertly done. It s
intended for the non-theatrical purpose of briefing local
committees on handling juve
problems, and it's well molded

Cane,

"Report" wastes no footage
in outlining the steps necessary for staging local conferences on juvenile delinquency,

tfse of diagrams and animated
charts help to delineate the
critical first steps and the hurdles to be cleared. Acting on
location^ by non-professionals
convincitag ' and
natural,
is

Camera work

compares favorably with the
best in documentaries.
Prints of "Report" *are being
It's
distributed by 20th-Fox.
planned to hold theatre screen-'
jion-operating
during
ings
hours for community officials.

around

TO A

AH

pledged

(BRITISH)
London, May

6.
Columbia rolenso of Anglolllm production.
Stars Ijoster Ferguson. Directed by Mario
Bullci-,
Scroenpiny
by Gerald
iSumpi.
adnptctl by Kathleen Connors (rom..stovy

by

Michael Ai'len; editor, (JlulKi J!nt;i|il;
Stanley Block; camera, Cedrlo Wll-

mvisic,

liu'ms. At Hammer, London, May
Running time, oa MINSi

I'uce
Cieraldino

for the job.

jobless ex-G.I. Lloyd
Bridges, who's hired for an impersonation stint by several crooks
posing as Secret Service men.
wise to the thieves
gets
he
Later

members

their

1948

The Fatal Night

initial

without hokum.

2,

Voung, Paula iTalenska and
Flemyng, play it for all it's worth.
There is little distinction about
Gordon Parry's direction but he
His handicap
is hardly to blame.
was an undistinguished script.
sode,

Pic

The Dept. of Justice, with
%vhich the Theatre Owners of.
America is forking on a joint
drive against juvenile delin-

,

-

"Bond Street" (British)

taining.
,
Plot deals with an agmg theatri^
cal pair who, on stage, are romau'
tic lovers but, off stage as husband
and wife, are. a {earn of temperamental bickerers. Boles offer plenty

MacBurnte; editor, AvUiur Unlicrts; muNi'-.
.Mort (Jllckinan. Tradcshown N. Tf, >w>y

,

Roland Young plus
(Pathe).
cast, unknown to
all-British
U.S.; dim chances in America.

to spring its chuckles from frahtic
antics. Results are mildly enter,

Disap-

.

pointing British, tlwHIer; lim-

tic comedy of the ppvate lives of
a legit star team, generously hoked

gator
ncpublln release oC Sidney Plclicr produc'''"yd
RolwrU,
I.ynno
Features
ni
Bridges, George «ui>i:ft, June htoroy.
Original
reeled by R. G. Spvlngsleen.
John
screenplay, John K, Uuller; cam.-ra,
tion.

. . .

"Secret Service Investigator" (Rep). Good action melodrama for the duals.

TOA's Juvc

Secret Service ImvesM-

have

theatres for
Wit.

, .

Cyril
JUlla

Tony
Yokel

,

....

..Leslie Armstrong
Brcnaii Itogan

,

. . .

;

Mncneo

Patrick

»,..

.,..«.....

, .

'18.

B,

LoHter Ferguson
.Jean Ktiort

.-. ,

...f^....

.

.

...

.Aubrey

Alallalleu

Made on a small budget
000), this may find a place

($56,-

as a
curtain raiser for family audiences.

Whether the producers can make a
profit that way is doubtful, as exhibs are unlikely to pay much for
it since it can't be a boxoffice attraction

on

own.

its

Story sticks'fairly closely to the
Arlen original. Dared to spend a
night in an alleged haunted house
by two Englishmen, an American
settles down with a gun and a
grisly thriller about two' Victorian
sisters.
He dreams about the sisters and awakes to see a phantom

He fires at it and
in his room.
then collapses in a faint. Seven
The Englishmen
years elapse.
a Danish seaman, op- meet the American, tell him how
portunities to force his attention they tricked him by'loading the
coming bickerei's like their patients
Bridges does well enough with on Frankie.
gun with blanks; "When suddenly
after moving in to give home study
fails to make
Returning unexpectedly from a the American goes berserk. He is
trying to recover and destroy evi- his role, but someho#
1^ the cases'.
dence so she can save her father. it as colorful as it Should be. trip the_husband findiS the couple strangling one of them when wardLeif EricksoH and Virginia Gregg
George Zucco, head of a bogus in a compromising situation, fights
Teaming for comedy are Lon coin syndicate, contribs a neat Olaf and is knocked overboard. The ers from a nearby asylum arrive.
are okay as the mental medicos, as
The American has been a homi-.
Si Chaney as strong-backed and w.eak- Characterization as the picture's seaman is charged with murder, cidal maniac for seven years.
is Roy Roberts as the agent.
Wills and Sar^ Bemer are the cou- minded henchman for Beaumont, top heavy. Lynne Roberts is so-so Frankie commits suicide, but unOperatic tenor Lester Ferguson
who
sharpie
O'Hanlon,
George
and
ple's quarrelsome servants.
as the heart interest while June known to the police Eddie has plays the American and warbles
racket.
Douginto
the
wants
to
get
production
suFrank N. S'eltzer's
Storey capably portrays a frowzy dragged himself ashore and sub- "Rigoletto'' at the top of his voice
pervision has decked light story las Blackley is convincing as a T- gunmoll;^ Supporting performances sequently is called upon to of flciate
in the dead of night when every
With suitable framework for re- Man, working with Don Harvey and are acceptable.
at Olaf's hanging.
At the last precaution was taken to enter the
lease intentions, aided by Hugh. Fred Goby to round up the crooks,
Producer Sidney Picker handed minute revulsion sets. in and Eddie house on tiptoe. He keeps repeat^
King, associate producer. Lensiilgj, and others in the cast are capable; the
production- reveals he is- the man Oylaf is ac- ing "It's a lot of hooey.^' Maybe
adequate
film
art direction and other factors are
Peter Stewart directed the Mau- mountings.
R. G. Springsteen cused of murdering. "Story is told he's right.
Cone.
Brpg.- rice H. Conn production with an
standard.
in
flashback,
leaving
the finale of
came through with a brisk direcable style to keep development of
torial lob while Arthur Roberts Eddie hanging in his barber" shop.
the Fred My ton-Barbara Worth
Ann' Todd and JEric Portman try
CoiiuterfeUers
edited the pic down to a trim
(BRITISH)
script on the move. Conn did the
hard to bring their characters to
time.
Camerawork
hour's
running
Hollywood, May 29.
London, May 26.
original story. There are a number
of John MacBumie is refreshing life. Maxwell Reed makes his Dane
GFD release of J. Arthur Rank.Gainsbor2OU1-F0X release ot Maurice H. Conn (Hc- of good production touches that
and* Mort Glickman's musical di- a musClebound, adenoidal sissy. ough production. Star.s Greta Gynt, John
Stars Jolin
llanec Pictures) .production.
display expert use of budget coin.
print Only the minor characters like McCallum. Directed by Arthur Crabtree.'
Button, l>orl8 MCrrlcit, Hugh Boaumont;
lensing rectTon helps give the overall
Hcreenplay, Geoffrey Kerr, from play by
features tion Chaney, -George -O'Hanlon, Backgrounds are good, the
Edward Rigby, Bill Owen and Jane Edgar
•
lift.
«
Gilb.
Wallace.
Camera,
Reg Wyer. Cyril
PI"
technical
aids
Douglns Blacltley, Herbert Kavtllnson.
excellent and other
Hvltbn give credibility to the yam. ,T; Knowles, At Odeon, London,
May iH,
reoted by I'eter Stewart. Screenplay, Vi-ei well valued.
Brog.
Direction doesn't enhance reputa- •48. Running time, 79 MINS.
Myton/ Barlmra Worth; "original by Mnu..Greta Gynt
tion of Compton Bennet ("The Sev- Wcnda...
rice II, Conn: camera, .(ames S. Brown,
Garry. .............
.John XcCallum
(BRITISH)
Jr.; editor, Martitt Ci. Cpno, At Grauman'a
enth Veil") but there again the Willie
City
.
..... Riiymona T>ov«ll
Chinese, HoUyWpod, May 28, '-IS. Running
London,
18.;
May
censor may have been to blame.
Mullle
.Sonia Holm
.
Ttepubllo release ot Gordpn Kay productime, 73.'.S«N8. •• v.
Hlllcott
Leslie Dwyer
features
GFD release Of J. Arthur Rank-Sydney
Cane.
......John Sutton tion. Stars Allan "Roclty," Lane;
Jeff MacAllister.
.John Dory.
...Charles Victor
Frank Retchcr. Beverly Jons', Box production. Stars Ann Todd, Eric Port.PorlB Merrick Kddy Waller,
Margo
r..ord Forllngham,...
Felix Ayimcr
Steve Darrell. Divected by man; features M.txwell Reed. Directed by
Hugh Boaumont Hal London,
Philip Di-alte
Tony
.Sydney KInir
Karle .Sivetl; Oompton
Bennett.
Original.
Monelctgn
Ion Clianoy Yakima Canutt. Screenplay,
Street
Xoule. ...............
Lawyer.
Noel Hewlett
Bradford; editor, Tony Hoffe; screenplay, Muriel and Sydney Box.
WlUlaih
camera;
G'Hunlon
.George
3Prai!ilii'6, .................
(BRITISH)
Sir John Garth.
.Barry Jonea
Previewed In Htfllywood. May lildltore, Heign Craneton,' Peter Price; camMartinelll.
..... ... .Douglas BlacKley
fl?oiiyj..v.
Inspond.
Claude Bailey
'48.
Reginald H. Wyer.
At Leicester
Bunnlng time, 00 MlJiS.
era.
HcrlJort Rawllnson 24,
Norman Talbott. ....
London, May 12.
.Desmond Roberts
"Rocky" Uine Square, I.*ndon, May J8,' '48. Running
Rainby
.Pierre Watltins Allan "Rocky" Ivano., Allan
Carter
BUiok .Tack time, 81 MINS.
Pathe release of Associated British Pic.Don Harvey His Stallion
Dan Tapgart.
Kddy Waller ISddie.
.Eric Fortman
ture Corp.-World Screenplays production.
......Prcd Coby Nugget Clark
Piper..
Remake of Edgar Wallace's 19Belcher
.Frank
.Ann
Todd
Franltie.,..
Stars
Roland
Young,
Pool
Jean
"Razor"
Kent.
Directed
..i,Ioyce lansing
Art Modfl.
Maxwell Reed by Gordon P.irry. Screenplay; Anatole do year-old racing play (screened as
,Beverly Jons Olat.
Drew,
Jerry MoGee ................ .Gerard Gilbert Mildred
.Hat Ltthdon Bill Shackle. ................Edward Rigby Grunwald.' from original Idea by J. G. "Bachelor's Folly" In 1932, with
J Immy Davis.
iSteve Darrell Ron
.1)111 Owen
Brown. Editor, Gerald Turney-Sjnlth; camVim Drew.
.Jane Hylton era. Otto Heller, Brian Langley. At War- Herbert Mai!;shall, Edna Best, Gor........... Harold Goodwin Doris.
....
As a cops<andrrobbers melodrama Starkey
-Kale Van Slcli?l Mr. Bigley.
EUot Makeham ner, London, May 12, '48. Running time, don Harker and Nigel Bruce) is
Brennun,
Margaret Withers 109 MINS.
.
dealing with bogus money trade, John David....;..... ......Tom Chatterton Mrs. Btgley.v......
moderate entertainment. Stars and
-Cobb
...ludnlund
.Tohn
Turnbull Ricki Mcrrltt.
.•;...^';..*
Superintendent.
Shevlft..
...
en"The Counterfeiters' 'is a good
Jean Kent Wallace's reputation may get it
.Maurice Denbam George
Joe ... .,:....>..........•->- .Holly Bane InElpeclor. ... .. .........
Chestec<.Barralt,
Roland Young some, business here, but its only
Its
market.
sec6ndary
try for the
Bob Wllke Governor. .......'.:......... .Milton Rof^mer Mrs. Brawn.,;
Ed Noble.,....-..
, ^Kathleen Harrison
Lyn Evana ,Toe Marsh.
...
melodramatics liave been given
Waterman.
i.
... ......
Derek farr chance in the U. S. is as a dualer.
neat production framing, the pace
Julia
(Ihester-Barratt
adds
up
Haisel
Court
Raiders"
City
When first made it had novelty of
"Carson
.. ...... .Ronald Hoivard
Recent government edict abol- Steve 'Winter.
is excellent, and playing measures to snappy film fare for the western
horse-racing scenes, but these have
Blsa
.Paula Valcnska
up to all demands of supporting market. It has fast pace, strong ishing capital punishment' should Frank.
.Robert Flemyng now become commonplace, and the
bills.
.Patricia Plunltett melodrama
heroics and stunts to catch the have provided some topical interest Mary
strikes
an artificial
Mrs. Tavcrncr.
A.di^ianuo Allen
*Plot deals with an' international fancy of Saturday matinee ticket- but, according to producer Sydney Len PUipps
....Kenneth Griffith note. More should have been made
Production and direction Box; the film has been mutilated by .\unt Lottie..
counterfeit ring, with the Treasury buyers.
.Marian Spencer of the comedy angles.
fames AlcKechnle
Department and Scotland Yard have condensed a lot of action the British censor, accounting for Yarrow.
Golddigger Wenda' jilts raceSionnctt
Mary Jerrold horse owner Garry when he loses
joining forces to run down the vil- into 60 minutes, and the plot tells the anaemic condition of the story. Afiss
Head Waiter
.Charles Goldner
lains.
International angles are a lively, if standard,, oater story. Box iprotests that his best scenes Norma
She marries
Joan Dowling most of his money.
.-.Leslie Dwyer
rung in production-wise with openAllan "Rocky" Lane, makes a have been bowlerized, and even a Barman.
Willie whose sister Mollie trains
ing montages and then action stalwart hero, not afraid to inject quotation from a Parliament deGarry's horses. While drunk Garry
switches to the west coast where some flamboyance into his tight- bate, which appeared, in every naSupposed to be 24 hours in Bond falls in with the suggestion of his
the cops and the bogus experts ma- lipped heroics, a factor that pays tional newspaper, has been snipped. Street, this could just as easily be ex-burglar valet- to "pull" his horse
neuver for possession of U.S. $20 off in the action field. This time,'
Based on Monckton Holfe's play, a day and night on Main Street entered for an important race in
plates and X^glish pound notes.
he's an express company agent rid- "Grim Fairy Tale," made a couple anywhere.
few location shots order to get a better pric6 for its
Hugh Beaumont heads up the ing into Carson City to put a gang of years ago and ran into plenty of don't justify the title. Fashioned next running. Burglary and forCrooks bother in addition to censor to the "Grand Hotel" formula, there gery by the valet enable Gari'y to
counterfeiters as chief pusher of of outlaws behind bars.
control
of
a
are
trying
to
grab
tough
rough,
a
trouble.
Stars may draw some are four separate episodes linked get out of bis jam, and all ends well
makes
the queer and
villain. John Sutton is his chief wagon freight outfit and blacken patronage, but word-of4mouth can by a slender framework. Three of with his liorse winning and Garry
antagonist, appearing as the Scot the name of a sheriff who at one hardly be encouraging. Unrelieved the stories are old-fashioned and ip landing Mollie.
It's mostly old-fashioned meloland Yard man who adopts crook's time had been an outlawi Ready gloom, for 81 minutes, mostly con- novel form, the fourth is adult and
role'to-get his man. Another mejm- and accurate sixguns, potent fists versational-^due, no doubt, to cen- amusing. There is much trashy drama which rarely rings true. For
lier of the gang who is not what and wit bring Lane out on top.
sorial cuts—isn't likely to bring joy stuff before the iinal episode, which some inexplicable reason valet's
Black Jack, to the boxoffice. It isn't the best could have been expanded to a full burglary is done off screen, a situLane's
stallion,
she appears is Doris Merrick,
daughter of the plate-maker Who is which draws star billing in the Box vintage. Prospects here are length film. And it redeems the ation that could have provided
series, gets 'in action 'Scene in this not bright, and there is little hope picture from boredom and gives it thrills and fun. Racing scenes are
one when he saves his master from for it on tJ. S. screens.
some boxoffice' chaUce.v Some of
(Continued on page 14)
ambush
another neat stunt for
Eddie, ostensibly a barber and cast has a little pull hercy but with
Executioner the western trade. Steve Darrell,
then barge owner, is actually the the exception of Roland Young
"Mine Own Executioner," a
the reformed sheriff; Eddy Waller
they can mean nothing to U. S.
Sister
production
films
and Hal Landon are among those public- hangman. Meeting Frankie, audiences. Film has a slim future
attractive waif, in a saloon bar,
e d in
aiding Lane establish law and an
(Korda) was re v i
(The White Unicom)
he marries her. Intends to quit his thereorder. Heading up the dirty work
Variety from London Nov, 26;
Wedding of Hazel Court is the
"Bad Sister," Universal reare Frank Reicher, as town bar- hanging job and, while waiting for connecting link, her dress, her
1947. Picture is being released
lease
of a J. Arthur Ranka successor,- he absents himself
ber; -Harold: Goodwin and Dale
in the U.S. by 20th-Pox and
John Coefield production, is
fairly regularly "on business," and pearls, her veil and her flowers beVan Sickel.
tradeshown in New York today
ing the basis of the four stories.
being tradeshown in New York
Gordon's Kay's production gives
Variety's London re(2).
The wedding dress lends itself to
Friday (4). Originally tilted
the Earle Sn^Il script proper backviewer Cane felt that the pican episode in a fashion establish"The White Unicorn," it was
ing to please the outdoor fan, and
Fric Frac
ture^ would "appeal mostly to
ment where on* of the •workers
reviewed in Variety from LonYakima Canutt's direction is albetter class audiences in U.S."
(nicely played by Kathleen Harri"Fric
Frac,"
pre-war
a
don by Cane Nov. 12, 1947.
ways packed with action. Lensing
He described it as being anFrench film, produced by
son) expecting a grandchild, beCast headed by Margaret Lockby William Bradford and other
other "in a long list of films
Maurice Lehman, and, starring
comes wrongly incensed against a
wood and Ian Hunter present
technical aids give okay mounting.
dealing with psychoanalysis,
Fernandel, Michel Simon and
customer and ruins her frock.
a romantic melodrama that folBros.
but in this instance, a serious,
Arletty, opened at the Golden,
Since the customer only wants it
,lows a "Love Conquers All"
thoughtful, adult contribution."
New York, May 28. Picture, beto greet a war-blind son who has
formula.
Make Wrather Pic in Texas
Yarn takes on a new twist in
ing released in the U. S. by
regained his sight, all the workReview found the stofy to be
Tyler, Texas, June 1.
showing how a doctor someOxford .Films was reviewed in
women volunteer to tepair the
a "tearjerker" with "a poShooting has started here on the
times experiences mental un1939. Variety's reviewer dedamaged gown.
tent mixture
ham and
of
Jack
Wrather
film,
"Strike
It
Rich,"
rest in the course of analysing
scribed pic as a "highly amusBlackmailers, t>earls, other fachokum
for the women." Film's
the
East
Texas
story
oilfields
of
ing comedy of the Paris undera patient. Production, directors figure in subsequent episodes,
b o. take will depend mostly
which his father helped develop,
tiott and acting were all conworld, with scenes and lanfinal one having to jlo with an
on f e
e patronage, but
Bonlta Granville, Wrather's wife, is
sidered "first rate," with Burguage familiar to the trueescaped prisoner-of-war, and the
Variety's reviewer felt that
the star. Don Castle has the male
bred Parisian only. It's desgess Meredith, KieroA Moore
girl who befriended him.
She
"Margaret Lockwood's name
lead.
tined for home .consumption,
and Dulcie. Gray giving* fine
co^es.to En«lan4ji<Jay he'js .l,gi. b<i
.might ,gjye pjj? , a «hanpe in
'."
Herbert Leeds is. director.
exclusively."
perfornuinces.
'^r^. '•/mamed. The principals in this ecu...
iU'S."

recommending
ment for their

"Clandestine "

French-made film dealing with
For arty
the .underground.

treatp'sychiatric
ti'oubles, but this

only results in the psychiatrists

(Indie).^

situations only.

be-,

showings.

rounding them up
with the aid of bona fide Treasury gives Olaf

and succeeds

in
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Ghostly Retakes

Japan Pix Houses

Hit

2JiFilm

With

Tokyo, May 18.
picJapan now has 2,053 motion
according to a nature theatres,
Jljl Press just
tTonal survey by
approximately
completed. This is

Prewar Peak

Outlets in Country

•

GENEVA WSTROSTIE';
SWISS GO FOR 'TRAMPS'

in operation
the number that were
slsabte Inbefore the war, and is a
Mease over the 800 which remained
existence

in

the

at

Pacific conflict.

.

.

Zurich,

,

May

20.

Paula Wessely and Attial Hoerw.k. Viennese couple, are

end of the

biger,

touring Switzerland with a comedy
by Juliane Kay, "Vagabunden"
("Tramps").

,

Counting provisional filmhouses
and com(nublic halls and the like)
about
bination theatre - cinemas,
are
2 700 motion picture outlets
now Junetioning in the country,

Play is a big success everywhere,
with generally favorable press
comments. Direction is by Walter
Fimer, Austrian author, whose
comedy, "Das Kuckucksei" ("The
Coocoo Egg"), is a_smash in Vienna and will start in Zurich this
week with Viennese' comedienne
Annie Rosar in the lead.
Theatre de Poche (Pocket The-

the survey shows.
Chiema constiuction went on at
the first
a feverish tempo during
year of the Occupation, "in sharp
contrast with the public housing
program," Jiji Press reported.
Building has largely subsided now,
although some Japanese prefectures have more picture theatres
now than before the war.
One interesting feature of Nipponese <am bi? is that there are no
indepeadent houses in Japan. All
theatres are cither owned by chain
operators pr uijder contract to one

London, June

1.

Ghost of "Hamlet," the only
part of the
Sir Laurence
Olivier filmization of Shakespeare to take critical raps, is
undergoing its third voice surgery. Film is being redubbed
in the scenes where the ghost
appears to rid the apparition's
speech of a blurry and indistinct quality,
tit was a suggestion,

incidentally

the third crack at the
problem because Olivier, first
used his own voice in that part
and then tossed it out as unsatisfactory. He" brought in a
pinch- hitter for the ver.sion
It's

to

London

crix.

Now,

the same voice is being used
in a new try at making it distinct while retaining the ghostly timbre.

British Indies

founded recently by young
actress Fabienne Faby at Geneva,
presented Jean-Paul Sartre's "Respectful Prostitute"
with Mile.
Faby in the leading role, supportatre)

ed by Andre Faure, Michel Simon,
Jr.,
and Alexander Blanc. Play

of Japan's major studios, Toho
Studio and Theatrical Corp., for
instance, owns 72. theatres and has
862 under exclusive contract.
Shockiku owns and operates 80
houses and has 804. under contract.
Daiei Studio has «77 contract outlets, and Central Motion Picture
XMchange, whldt handles all American films, has 800.
Another nice feature of Jap pix
biz is the sock b.o. that most
houses report week after week, regardless of the bill. Long queues
of waiting patcdna are- a conunon
sight in front of most theatres, and
the sac sign is usually out. Admission prices, however, are frozen
at 20 and 30 yen (40c and 60c),
with some road show performances
upped to a maximum of 50 yen ($1).
This price Includes a whacking 150
percent federal amusement tax.
For each 50 yen road show admission, 20 yen goes to the exhibitor
and 30 yen to the government

was a great

success.

Theatre, as

May Get Tax Cut
London, June

1.

British exhibitors, at least the
small indiesv may be given a tax

IN

UNDERCOVER BATTLE
MontWidco, May

•

all rumored now more or
under government-influenced
ownership.
Belgrano and Rades
networks have fallen under control
of Senora de Peron's associates,
while Mundo is controlled from
Central .Bank and Economic Coun-

works,
less

.

cil circles.

expressed in its name, is tinier break by the Government, acthan any stage ever seen here.
Homemade Or
cording to present indications. Sir
Stafford Cripps, Britain's ChanFrench
cellor of the Elxcbequor, met a
Pix
deputation from the Exhibitors'
on
Renters Trade Union this week
Market
Rc|f»ging
and informed it that his advisers
Paris, May 22.
will hold confabsWith the CineThe French are recovering their
matic Exhibitors Assn. to decide on
own pix market since the war. Tolong term policies concerniijcg a rein Paris
adjustment of the entertainment tal number of releases
Tokyo, May 15.,
(where most firstruns take place
tax.'
The month-long dispute of the
from July 1, '46, to Dec.
The Cripps move follows com- in France)
Toho Motion Picture and Theatri- plaints from some small exhibs 1, '47, were 436 IVench-speaking
cal Co., which began in April when
(Frenchmades or dubhgd),
who say they've been operating at pictures
the firm announced it would fire
as against 269 foreignmades shown
a loss for months because of a
approximately 1,000 employees in
in original version with subtitles.
drop in attenidance. Cripps exTo the end of 1946 figures for
a gigantic retrenchment program
pressed sympathy for them but not
aimed at getting the company out
American pix are 77 shown in subfor the circuits.
o£ the red, has taken a novel twist
titled versions. Of these 67 were
with the workers adopting a sort
also shown dubbed. For 1947 these
of .strike-in-reverse technique.
figures show that dubbing has proTride' Looks Primed
gressed apace since the original
Toho management ordered its
versions are only 152 against 178
Studios closed and work suspended
For Aussie
shown dubbed. During 1947, of
on April 30, but the employees have
this number, 26 originals and 55
Sydney, May 19.
refused to vacate the lot and are
continuing production of four films.
Jane Austen's "Pride and Preju- dubbed were released by indies,
Company officials cant lock the dice," presented by Whitehall Pro- leaving 126 originals for the eight
studios because -the Workers have ductions at the Minerva, looks like majors and 123 dubbed <in French.
From July 1, '46, to Jan. 1, '47,'
the keys.
a click. Show is one of the best
Meanwhile, nearly 500 employees staged by the Kathleen Robinson^ the French released only 33
Walton-Richard Parry Frenchmades against 67 Americanin the Tokyo area hava been dis- Roland
dubbed, four English, two Italian,
charged and several hundred more combo.
For
.Tessica Noad and John Sykes five Swedish and one Swiss.
in district offices throughout Japan
have received their notices. The offer brilliant performances, as- 1947, out of a total of 324 Frenchcompany claims all those laid off sisted ably by Hilda Dorrington, speaking offerings, 86 were Frenchmades,
against
178
Americanare surplus and must be weeded Carmel Sexton and William Redmond. John Sykes produced. He's dubbed, one Argentine, four Belout in the interests of efficiency.
gian, one Czech, two Danish, 23
Both sides have appealed to the from London.
English, 16 Italian, two Mexican,
Tokyo District Court. May 7 the
three Russian, seven Swedish and
Motion
local
of
tlie
Japan
Toho
Rabinovitch's Taust'
one Swiss. Also the number of

sentative, Weinberger Publishing
Co., stated bi-ieBy that Kalman
I

had written he "wasn't interested
in piling pp Austrian schillings on
separate account of which I never Picture and Theatrical Workers
can dispose." Decision, however, Union (NCIO) asked for an injunc-

doesn't refer "to permits already
given. Stadt theatre, doing "Sylva,"
and Raimund theatre, with "Circus
Princess,"i can go on, but they
might close down any moment
ever.

.•:

tion against the studio closing
order. Three days later the company petitioned the same court
for a provisional disposition of its
studio which would uphold the
to lowest b,o. receipts firm's right to close it. The court
is studying both motions.

newspaper Neues Oesterreich
The union has also filed an
declares that while this act by
Labor
Kaltnan doesn't mean that his mu- appeal with the Metropolitan
Relations Board in Tokyo which
sic can't be played in bars, dance
conducted hearings in the case,
halls, and on broadcasts, it would
verdict.
be a good idea for Austilan musi- then retired to consider its
Union officials have threatened
cians to "reciprocate" by^ a cold
general theatrical strike, in
boycott. Newspaper comments that a
Kalman owes his fame to Vienna, protest against the Toho- action, but
but he seems to have forgotten no spontaneous walkouts have occurred yet among sympathizing
that.
groups. The Toho union itself has
not maintained a solid front.
15r Year-Old India Speaks' Eighty members of the Nichigeki
dance team, a modern dance troupe
Fitudly
in Britain under Toho management, seceded
Banned from exhibition in' Lon- from the union this week, charging
don the past 15 years, Walter Put- that the organization "puts too
ter's 80-minute documentary "In- much emphasis on the labor movedia Speaks" is now being booked ment."
there following issuance
of a
license by the London County
Council. Producer, who arrived in
Paris Studia Strike
New York last week after a 2%month trip to England, said -the
Snafus Production
Pic was submitted to the LCC
Paris, May 22.
alter the censor refused to conStudio personnel has gone on
sider it.
strike at Studios Francoeur and
"India Speaks," which BKO re(Pathe)
and St. Maurice
Joinville
leased
the U. S., is in the naAverage
ture of a travelog with narration ( formerly Paramount ) .
oy the late Richard Hallibufton. pay of employees is about $4S) per
insist on an inthey
month
and
Keeent withdrawal of Britain from
crease
of
$5.
India IS understood to have been a
Strike comes at a time when
London greenlight.

Ord

.

m

While abroad

Jfutter studied

uon
no

possible

partlcipa-

m BriUsh prpduction but made

deals.

Faith

Domersne,

Hollywood

joined Argentine husband
Fregonese in Biienos Aires,
act
in
ftiiJL Jlisappearance"
Belem,

Vnf

Bt*di, wheirf tdKeh
plane voyage.
'

Slf^'on
,

studio activity is so low that several studios have already closed.
In Joinville, Georges Clouzot had
to stop filming "Manon 48"; same
goes for Jean Boyer in St. Maurice
where he was prepping a picture

with Ray Ventura and DuvaUes,
while at Francoeur Jean Gocteau
"PariifiHtS
abpAl' to Shad*

W*'

Tei*iMes.*'.''

>

20.

Despite the boom in all enter-!'
tainment grosses, the 1948 season
has been marked by two unexpected flops. Italian film ^ctor Aldo
Fabrizzi
("Open City") opened
with high hopes April 6 at the
Astral theatre with an Italian comedy company.
High admission
scales;
and sowsq; performances^
operated against the success of the
show, which closed after one
month,
Far more spectacular as a flop
was what happened at. the Casino

"

Skw

L^t Run

20.

May

,

_

Vienna, May
^
Emmerich ^Salman's refusal to
allow productions of his one-time

Aires,

Scarcity of legit theatres this
season, with only 23 available, has
been so acute that the Authors Society has appealed to the government for support in getting build"
ing materials and appropriations
"
of land for new theatres.

As administrator of posts and
telegraphs, Oscar Nicolini wants
all three networks placed under
his (extra-official) rule, while the
new Secretary of Education, for- theatre, where the cast of the mu*
mer Argentine Ambassador to the sical revue, "Boite Busa," went on
U. S. Oscar Ivanissevich, claims strike April 24 as the result of
that radio is closely related to non-payment of salaries, causing
educational matters and. should be shuttering of house.
handed over to his department for
Of the shows preemed so far in
supervision.
Buenos Aires, two are musicals,
one at the Nacional, with Gloria
Guzman starred. This is a musicalversion of Anita Loos' "Happy
Increase in
Birthday," translated and adapted

'

anyway due

20.

An undercover battle is raging
on the Argentine radio front for
control of the three major net-

Own

favorite operettas here, has aroused
bitter comment. His local repre-

kg. Leg&;
Buenos

ARC RADIO IS MRLED

Mbed

.

^

Surprises

Spanish Influence Irb Natives

which

Variety made when reviewing
the ^ic from here.l

shown

Fabrbi Flop

Way in Rome

by Pondal Rios and C. Olivari. The
Aldo Fabrizzi company at the
Astral has been followed by a mu.

"Will You Come at Midnight?", with a book by the same
writing team as "Happy Birthday,"
and starring Enrique Serrano, who
has just completed 40 years in the
theatre.
This is a sock hit and.
and sold out. for weeks to come.
Casino theatre, has been reopened,, with owners Coll and DeFJore taking over as impresarios of
"Boite Rusa." The show's Bolivian
sical,

producer skipped

to^

and the
.

theatre owners took over as part

payment

of four months' rent.
Argentine press is squawking
over the fact that of the 23 the-

atres currently available in Buenos
Aires, only six are occupied with,
Argentine shows. Most theatres are
showing musicals or Spanisb. "sainete" companies, with a couple. df
Italian shows for ^ood measure.
At the PoUteama theatre, an operetta company is headed by Mapy
Cortes, who hails from Porto Bieo.
Nationalists find this situation galling and are urging th^t something be done about it in gov- :

ernment

circles.

U.S. Pix Held

Back As

Argentine Exchai^e
Situation

Worsens

foreign-speaking subtitles decreasMontevideo, May 22.
es for the second period, being 80
foreign subtitled against 122 for
The exchange situation ip ArGounod's "Faust," third
the latter half ,of 1946, while for gentina shows a tendency to wbrsGregor
opera to b'e produced by
1947 the figures are only 189 for- en instead of improve, with the
Rabinovitch for Columbia release, eign pix with subtitles, against 325 consequence that U. S. film imporSoundtrack French and dubbed pictures.
has gone into work.
tations have stopped altogether
has befen registered, while sets are
and most distributors are holding .
set up at Titanus studios. Onelia
back release of the few good pix
Fineschi, Gmo Mattera, Italo Tajo
already in the country, or in the
and a 60-voice choir sang, concustoms, to avoid being left withducted by Ettore Capuano.
out anything at all for exhibition
Foreign
Distrib
Setups
"Faust" is diiected by Carmine
in July/ August, at the top of the
Gallone, Who also did RabinoHelsinki, May 21.
season.
,
vitch's "The Lost One" and "EterAn agreement were recently
U. S. distributors are notMmnal Melodies."
signed between Continental Filmi porting any newsreels, saving their
here and Discina in Paris, for dis- exchange permits for the long-reel
tribution of latter's films in Fin- features, and fllmgoers in Argenland. Another agreement of the tina are viewing only local news
Current London Shows
same type were also recently shots.
London, June 1.
signed between Astor Filmi here
Censorship trouble is also snaand Republic Pictures in the U. S. fuing showing of foreign newsreels
(Figure sIioujs weeks oj run)
Finnish production is active. and feature films, A United Na"Anna Lucasta," Majesty's (31>.
Filmi is preparing "RosvO tions inspired documentary on the
"Annie Get Gun," .Col's'm (52). Adams
Roope," directed by Hannu Lem- fate of Europe's millions ol DPs
"Barretts," Garrick (5i.
inen and starring Tauno Palo. was forbidden for release, when
"Bless -the Bride," Adelphi (58).
Fenno Filmi has "Keittiokaval- submitted by RKO. Italian pic
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (4).
jeerit," starring Sirkka Sipila and distributors have not yet been able
"Calypso," Playhouse (2).
Esko Vettenranta, directed by Yrjo to have "Shoe Shine" approved.
"Carissima," Palace (12).
Norta. Finnish SP (Suomen Filpii"Chiltern Hundreds," Vaude (40).
teoUisuus) announces " L a u 1 a v a
"Edward My Son," Lyric (53).
.Sydan," directed by Edvin I,aine
"Four, Five, Six," Yorks (12).
and starring Tauno Pajo and
"Frenzv," St. Mart (6).
Mirjami Kuosmanen. Suomi Filmi
"Happiest Days," Apollo (10).
has a comedy, "Hormoonit HalU
"Hellzapoppini" Princes (8).
itsevat," directed by Orvo Saar-*
Tokyo, May 22.
"Life With Father," Savoy (52).
ikivi, and starring Hilkka Helina,
"Linden Tree," Duchess (42).
"Three Men On a Horse,"
Joel Rinne and Beino Valkama.
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (8).
George 'Abbott comedy success,
"Maid to Measure.'^ Camb. (2).
opened an Allied run in Tokyo this
week at the Army's Ernie Pyle the"Master Builder," Westm'ter (3).
Dates
Baker's
atre.
An Eighth Army production
/'Mountain Air," Comedy (18>.
Mexico City, June 2.
directed by Al Sauberan, the show
''Never Can Tell," Wynd. (35).
Josephine Baker's skedded re- is scheduled for five evening per"Oft' Record," Piccadilly (481.
turn dates here, set for mid-June formances in Tokyo, then will go
"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (57).
in the Teatro Lirico, vaude house, on the road for short runs at Yo^
"Outrageous," W. Garden (57).
"Paragon," Fortune (4).
must wait as she has inked for six 'kohama and Kyoto plus several
"Present Laughter," H'ymkt (59). weeks in Belgium and two in one-nighters at camps near Tokyo.
Irwin
(18).
plays
Phoenix
Prank
Jensen
"Relapse,"
Spain, Chanteuse probably will get
Trowbridge, the greeting card
here in the early fall.
"Starlight Boof," Hipp. (30).
She was outstanding here last poet. Helen Gregory appears
"Together Agahi." ViC. Pal. (50).
as
Bschiimar
Dorothy
year, garnering $600 daily by trip- Audrey;
"Ttippence," 'Globe (34).
"Worm's View," Whitehall (57). ling on stage, niteries and radio. Mabel, and AI DiSarro lis Pdt$y.

Gets Under

Rome, May

26.
fllm-
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and

Wallis' 'Evil'

Ms Tscape' Key

2, 1.948

Citizen Saint
"Citizen Saint," indie production by Clyde Elliott, which

Tests of Anglo-U. S. Film Productions
S. producers, who ar^ f
production aqtivities in
England as a means Of Oia\ying out
IN |8,800
tljeir frozen, coih; are now watchfully awaiting the box office fate, of
MPLS.
first two iilms to be turned out in
Minneapolis, June 1.
British studios by: the American
An 18-year-old usher is being
majors during the freeze era.
Guinea pig pix are "So Evil My held by police in connection with
Love," a Hal Wallis production tor the theft of $8,800 in weekend
Paramount, and "Escape," a Wil- receipts from the Radio City theliam- Perlberg production for 20th- atre, here. Four bags of cash were
Fox, both of which are due for carried lut of the theatre, indicatearly release in the U. S. iharket. ing to police that robbery was an
Made under conditions that'll be inside job.
duplicated for other companies in
The. suspect was picked up after
England, these two films are likely an assistant manager told^ police
to shape the future of the British that he saw the usher coming out
production experiment. If reaction of the main floor office, where the
of American fllmgoers is positive, safe is located. Safe had been unthe stampede to U. K. studios may locked, but in a way that would
be turned on_with more seriousness cause it to lock" if any attempt
than casual ' flack handouts have were made- to tamper with it.
indicated thus far. But if the con- Whoever toofe the money, accordtrary proves to be the case, then int to the police, was familiar with
skeptical producers are likely to the safe's automatic features.
stay ensconied on this side of the

Film Reviews

was previewed in New York
f24), was reviewed
Variety from Hollywood, Nov.
About 20 minutes of
5, 1947.
the current film were re-shot.
Irt his review, Brog stated the
story of the life and miracles

m

Monday

Major U.

mulling

Continued from page 12

Mother CabrinI is "sketchy
and the appeal limited for
Best
commercial showings.
selling will come through tieups M'ith "religious groups."
of

USHER HELD

THEATRE THEH

ences.

New

Williamson

handled

The Calendar
good, and additional interest is
given by the documentary touch of
the King and Queen arriving on the
Ascot race course.
Acting of the principals calls for
little comment. The minor players
give a good account of themselves,
Title of picture; refei-ring to the
racing calendar, is unexplained and
will be misleading to most audi•

Clem.

.

Chief

wttit straight realistic

ef..

fectiveness.

Second half of the film, which
concerns the combat action against
the Germans after the" paratroop-

were lan'ded in Britt&ny,

ers

is

ui

the more hokey vein of melodramatic heroics. Menace of the
enemy has not been delineated
with suflicent actuality to provide
a background of tension for this
section of the yarn.
The French

bommandos, moreover, engage

in

of bravado actions that

scries

a

generate excitement but lack conThis is a theatrical, not
viction.
a real war.
SU-llzky rcleaso oc Marcel PiisiKil )u-ii(liii>
SKu'h lialmu,
Ca.st includes a flock of new
wrIUPn liy I'neiiol,
After Flexer Resigns llon.
IMet-re- Fiesnay, Chiii'|)lii, Oi-iuie IJi'iiiimlH.
French actors who deliver with
PivecleU by- AlextmdPi- JCordu. MuHio. VinMemphis, J.une 1.
verve and .competence.
The vet
ScoHo; HtiBUish' HtlPS, Vfcnvum, c),
Dave Flexer is out as president cent
actor, Pierre Blanchar, gives a
Al' Kiyur-e. N, X., Sliij II, '-Is.
Wi'iiibiTK.
'^
of Memphis Variety Tent No. .-20. liunning time, 1.87 JltNS.:
finely etched performance as the
.Rnlniii
tU*Kar ...... ..
Flexer resigned after continuing Mni'ius.
paratroopers' captain, although this
l?levi-e Fi-i>»miy
role is not dominant.
flurry of squawks from directors Kinlsse'
Raymond
;.',..,'.>
.... iCltBrplii
.Oi-iine DemuzlM
Bussieres, Nic Vogel and Pierre
who felt he was away from Mem- Fanny
Allild HoiiiTo
Honoi-ino
as
rank-and-filers,
Louis,
conphis too much of time.
Rfitiett ViVttmr
Ml'. Bi-un...,
tribute most to the film's violence
-MU-haclcsco
I'lOUfioisol
Successor is Ed Williamson,
and occasional humor. Group of
bi-anch manager, who was unaniEnglish thespers, in bit parts,
(In French; English Titles)
mously elected.
This Marcel Pagnor -production neatly underplay their lines in a
Meantime,
Flexer
announced
documentary style.
sale of his two new drive-in thea- was first shown in the U, S; without
Technically, film is marked by
tres in Minneapolis and St. Louis EngUsh titles in 1933 at the 5th excellent lensing of the paratroopAtlantic for good.
acquisition of the new 650-car Avenue Playhouse, N. "S?., where it ers' descent in mass formation.
and
Both "So Evil My Love" and
died after a week. But the market
Drive-In; nearing comTwenty-Two
"Escape" are held to be legitimate
for foreign pix has changed consid- Background music, however, has a
pletion
at Fort Smith, Ark,
test cases because they represent
erably since then. Fifteen years florid patriotic theme that doesn't
Gontinned trofm page 3
ago, ^ VARiETlf's
reviewer, Kauf; add to the .film's genuineness.
top coin efforts by both Paramount
Herm.
and 20th. Both pix are studded ting playing timfe on the Odeon Open Two Denton, Texas, Drive-ins said that "Mariu$" ,was "the finest
vDenton, Texas.
French film to come over," but
with prominent Anglo-American and Gaumont-British chains prior
'
Two new Driverlns have been then paradoxically declared that
Clandestine
stars such as Ray Millahd and Ann to the passage of the 75% tax bill
Tfidd in the'fonrier, ano^Hex Harri- last August and the resultant em- opened here and work starts soon "it's hopeless for U. S. consump(I^es Clandestlns)
Colonial tion." Currently, it's slated for
sbo and Peggy Cummins 'in the bariio on shipntejnt^. tp;Englan.d by on downtown deluxer.
(FBENCH-MADE)
Drive-In, costing $7,500 was opened solid biz in the «rt houses.
latter. In addition; other, ijroduc- American
companies. Following
II. Hoitberg i'dctoe of P'H"! T"nviia)t
For its revival, "Marius" has Ul'OclMction.
Fdaiwve.''. Susiy Cafvioi-.
U'lici^estion values are. consideredjto meas- the .embiirgo,; distrib found itself by George' Frapklin pf El FasO, on'
English
Worth
Lester.
Ijolli- been
refurbished
with
plrof'ff'<i
tiy
Fort
highway.
,'Jloilln,
Saniaan F-ivlnsill^^i'ure up to the standards sit for in a favored "position, since it had
son is owiier of the' El Rancho titling "and 25 minutes have been Andre. K. ('hotlu,- Soroenplny, TMon'e
Hollywood big-budgeters.
a flock; pf pictures in Britain that Drive-In which opened' on 'Gaiiie^ added to the Original running time .Sii'lnt'Uej'; 0(HU)r.«WaUpr KI'p; iiiumi'. .tmn
v..
May
At Stanley thTOli'C.
But top film execs are wonder- hadn't. i)een released and weren't ville road. Interstate theatres plans in the U. S. of '^103 minutes. Initial Paqiift,
'48.
BnnnlnB tlnie, TO MINS.
ing if these two. films will escape subject to the tax. They will have to build a 1,250-seater.
part of Pagnol's trilogy on Mar- .'Y'voiine.
.S'.iv.y C'nn-ier
.-;>
..
./...•,•. ....,.*..,... ..Altarii
Ui-.vli;m
the ".iinx" on British pix. which been practically all played off by
seilles life,
film is full of the .T'ean,
.fcJamHon I'-uiii.'^iH)*'!Ncitet'.'^.
warmth -and humor that typified .Dr.
has dampened American wicket the time. the, new Ahgl6-U.£i. filijis
New $^00,000 House foC Dallas
Jlotlln
Tittui'on t
^ ... ,
. .GoorppH
,
"Fahi^y"-Mlie -second part of the
response to. most of the .top XT. K. agifement becoines effective' June
.Oonstiint Rcniy
Dallas.
4,
6ul|)»uriie De Hor
modem theatre is planned 'for trilogy %hich Siritzky, for some I.,an(11oi-()
offerings. Over the past coUiple of 14;
Western Dak CUfE by Robb & Row- reason,': releaised first. The pic's
UA J^acK ^Where. It .Wasi
srears, U. S.: fllmgoers have not cotage is detectable only in occasional
(III French; English titles)
toned tp the so-called "British
With .a- surfeit of product from- ley Circuit. The old Bison thepace", and they have shown a posi- all companies available to the Itahk atre is being demolished and the scratchiness :of the sound track and
Lacking fresh and 'original treatslightly faded celluloid. In quality,
tive' distaste fOr the inaudible or theatres, UA^ .lias .been placed in site cleared for the. new 'house.
however, it -ranks among the top ment, this story of the French ununintelligible type of British dia- the same- position '.as before last New $200,000 house will seat 1,000.
derground
is .lust another advenforeign offerings of the last few
lect. Both of the above piX,- how- August,
ture yarn.
Picture's saleability
It claims it is getting
years.
$390,000 Cht DriVe^In Opens
Will be: limited to houses catering
ever, were produced under, super- slqughed.-.oif on playing;; time, -dc-^
Yarrt concerns a waterfront love
Chicago.
to lingual pix.vision- of. AJnericiail «xe<Ss ;wfio tod spite the sizeable block o£ :stbck 'lt
aifair
between
Pierre
Fresnay,
a.
The 66 Drive-ln, costing $250,eyes peeled'" ob iJi*.- American ojvns in pdeon.l' Rank, .holds, ttie 000
"Clandestine"
shows Nazi brub'^rtei^der's
son
with
a
for
the
yen
and. with' .1,000-car capacity,
;
ihar]s:et,
sea; and Oranc I^emazis, a fish- tality in its most elementary vein.
majority^ interest in the circuitopened here last week.
i
monger's daughter.
One of his, Picture starts at a fast pace, with
Final word^'ott the films .will be"
Since- -its minority .holdings, are N. Y. Upstate City. Gets 35m Pix'
best, though least known achieve- the Nazi capture of an undergiven by.U. S. exhibs who' will be obviously ..i>f no . help tb it in ^g^tAlbany.
Schaghticoke,
in
Washington ments, [now Sir] Alexander Korda ground newspaper and continues
faced with- the job of selling them ting bbi^bg», UA-has beejti conwith the Germans liquidating hosdirectly' to their customers. De- sideritig for some months 'selling County, 20 miles north of Troy, directed 'this- story with a simple
tages and torturihg those who will
pending on the return's, exhibs will them and .getting out. of the British now has 35m pictures for the first' apd conipeUing honesty wlthoat not diviilge information.' In short,
Town Hall has been con- the slightest taint of hokum.
either brush off /or welcome future theatre picture altogether. It:^made time.
Headed by the late Raimu, the just another rehash.
films made by
S. "companies in its initial move in that- direction verted into a theatre by Charles
Performances of fafrly good''ca!Orr, operator of Fair Haven the-' cast of standout French thespers
the U. K.
last December, when it sold an inimparl an earthy quality to their ibre are turned in by Georges Holatre,. Fair Haven, Vt.
terest in an Odeon affiliate for
performances. Once again, Raimu, lin, as leader of the Maquis; Suzy
$700,000,
Vancouver's 449-Seat Arty House as the' bartender, blends a pro- Carrier, as the love interest for
found pathos, and a vigorous sense RoUin, and Andre Reyba.s as a re' UA's current holdings in
Odeon
Vancouver.
have a' book-value' of about $8,000,r
A 449-seat toty theatre is .being of humor into a powerfully human cruit in the movement. The most
continued trom page 3
000.
Rank is linderstood to have constructed here -by Nat- Taylor portrait Panisse, as an elderly rounded enactment is by Samson
matches Raimu in style and Fainsilber, as the Jewish medico
offered between $3;000,Q00 and and Associates, Toroijto.
House suitor,
Miss Demazis, while captured by the Nazis. Constant
to bolster the big film with an ex- $4,000;000 for- them
when Kelly wiU be first of kind, \vest of To- competence.
not
by Hollywood stand- Remy, as the priest who attempts
tra star at $200,000, that added an was in London last
'winter,
Sum ronto. Expected that Taylor will ards,a islooker
a sensitive actress With a to rescue hostages, also does well.
additional $100,000 to the picture's was turned down by Miss Pickford
spot to showcase his English
tragic appeal. Fresnay is too theait
Actually,
overhead charge.
product
Andre E. Chotin's' direction ac.^
from'
International
Film
and Chaplin as "unreasonable
trical but is checked by the film's cents rapidity
didn't' cost the studio an extra cent Whether the British film
Distributors.
at the expense of
chieftain
overall quiet and leisurely mood, characterization. Rest of the proin overhead.
has increased his offer in the new
Hem.
Niew
duction
comprises adequate .sets
Cucamonga,
Calif.,
Houses
Result is,' Selznick declared, that negotiations hasn't. been disclosed.
and
a
good
musical
score by Jean
when the two films go into distriIn any ease, the proceeds of the
Cucamonga. a town of 3,000, will
Paquet. The English subtitles fill
Not Angels
ibution, the phoney bookkeeping sale couldn^t
be directly converted have theatres seating 1,300, with
the language gap.
Jose.
(FRENCH)
(makes' the $750,000 one appear to to
dollars.
Funds might be used completion of two 500-seaterS by SU-itzky International rt'lcnse ol' Frcm-h
show a profit, while the $3,000,000 to finance production in England Jay Rodriguez and Louis Torres.
Patlw iJrortuctlOD. Stai-fl Pleri-e! Bluni-luir.
First
Film
production appears to suffer a or for investment in other British New houses will augment the Lux. Directed by AlcxanilJ-e .Hjjivay. .Screc'iiplay,
Joseph Kosssel;

Meiithis' Variety Tent

(FRENCH)
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They Are

,

Opera

'

loss.

-

(

belief that

it

costs

more

in dollars

and cents to sell the $3,000,000
loaded with stars, than it does
the $750,000 one with no itames

fllmi

ia.it.

-

"That's preposterous," Selznick
declared.
"Anyone familiar with
sales can tell you that it probably
lot less time and elfort to
the big one than it did the

took a
sell
little

one.

The

$3,000,000 film

may

well have sold itseM, while thee
time of the salesman, the branch
manager and even the district
manager or the homeoffice may
have been consumed in seeing that
the $750,000 picture got sufficient
Jind profitable playdates."
'

camera,

a 300-seater.

securities.

may not

be true
at all," Selsiitiicfc jpoiftt out. "Nevertheless, seeing the;- Hgures, the
boys in the front office decide that
what they need is more $750,000
films. The result is that they have
completely misled themselves."
Producer declared there were
many other methods of studio cost
accounting possible to give a more
accurate picture of where, overhead charges should be made.
Striking out on still another
front against the "phoney bookKeeping^" Selznick asserted that
major companies were also kidding
themselves on the distribution'
charges they place against their
films.
They sock the same per-*
centage against a big picture as a
small one, he said, indicating their'
"Actually, that

muair,

Maurice

Nicolas liuver;
Kngllsh titlps,

Tliieriet;

$300,000 House for No. Jersey
Charlea Olemcnt. At Ambasparlor, X Y.,
Partners in Odeon
Adam A. Adams, operator of four ifay ai, '^s. Running time. liH auxh,
Won* Blanehnv
Rank and XJA each own 50% houses in northern. New Jersey, Ferane,
Paname^ i,
Waymond il.lunsler'ca
of the Odeon- Cinema Holdings started a $300,000 theatre and 'store lien Sasscin
Jean Wall
(^hcWtlan Berlola
Co., the major asset of which is development at Brookdale, N. J. r.t. do Cari'izx..,.
Baptistc
Hone Lpri'vro
something over 2,000,000 shares The 1,200-seater will include a Berthe Scrvnis
Joanne Criapin
(controlling interest)
of Odeon television lounge.
PfuM
I'icrre Um\s
r.e Oorlllc
ChorlcH Moulin
Theatres, Ltd., the circuit operatJje Oanaque....,
Jlouliiuilji
ing company. UA's British subsid
Bouvlcr
.IJpnvi Nn.s.sii't
Vevan
,
.vif.
v<i|,'fl
,
owned 83,000 shares of the latter,
Hrweux
Anai'Ieax
which it sold on the market over a
Jnnij.
.....
iDaplme (.'ourt.ne;y
Willy
twO'Week period last year for an
.joiin How.ird
Continued from page 5
Molly.. .... ..
.Pamela Sterllrte
average of about 40 shillings ($8)
.Marc intyre.
.Charles Rplfe
a share. Stock was bought up by some negotiating, but was finally
the Eagle Star Insurance Co., arranged with UA buying back the
an French; EngUsh Titles)
which, along with Rank, owns rights from the broker.
He re"They Are Not Angels," one of
most,. of the. other shares.
tained U.S. reissue rights to the the few war films to come out of
Background of Rank's alleged films, incidentally.
They were France since 1945, is slated frr a
refdsal to cooperate With UA on sold by. him to Harris-Broder, good reception in the- U. S. ScOry
bookings involvc(S, among other which in turn gave them to Mas- of a group of French paratroopers
things, it is said.'^a personality con- terpiece Productions.
is narrated in a punchy, masculine
flict.
Rank also stated when in
With
the
Grinieff ' business style with plenty of familiar Holthe U.S. last spring that he books righted, UA discovered the MPEA lywood melodramatics that cues it
"the pictures which make the most legalities were still wary about for general distribution here. Pic's
money for us."
handing over the coin, inasmuch quality and b.o. potential could be
Also involved in the legalistic as there was some doubt as to considerably improved by judicious slicing of about 25 minutes
side of Kelly's negotiations is basic ownership of the films.
This from, its current two-hour running
Rank's consolidation of his Gen- had to be determined in each case,
time.
eral Cinema Finance Corp, last since approval for
their release
Yarn's background is split bewinter into the Odeon chafn. abroad had to be obtained from tween
England and
There was some objection from this party, UA being only an agent liberal sprinkling France with a
of English ac20th-Fox as well as trotti VA. Fox in the transaction. As things
stand tors and dialog in the film. Initial
holds an interest in the Gaumont- now, UA is trying to get
the' list half covers the training preparaBritish circuit, which was a sub- together
and
having trouble tion for a group of 400 partroop„„,,
,
Sid of GCF,
UA and 20th were with some producers in getting ers who are designated to spearired, because, they claimed, they to the bottom of
present Owner- head the invasion of the Nazi-held
continent. The toughening-up procwere given no opportunity to dis- ship, since the corporations
which ess, the
cuss the advisability of consolida- made the pictures some
attempts to integrate
years ago
tion with Rapk before It was fait have transferred and retrahsferred some raw recruits into a group of
'.wets,
ttie ^redotia;and:.fmxiety bcaccompli.
assets in several cases;
f<*re battfe-iall tttese" facets are
.

50%
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Stars

'I'ito

<lol)I)i,

IHt-h<'!to

Elmo. T>li'e<:te(l by jjl. (lanecUiovi. .MtLsic
by La Scala Opera Conjpany; I'lnKlish ffnrrailnn,
N. Y.,

Olin

May

"First

Downe.t,

at),

'48.

.'Vt

I.

Uunning

Mile rarncKle,
llmc. Kit M1>',S.

Opera Film Festival"

is a

compilation
standard
of
four
operas in abbreviated versions
which will have some appeal for
the longhair music devotees: Except for the deletions^ film presents
the operas as they would be seen
on the stage with no attempt to
use the added scope of the camera
for action and background.
As a
result,
this importation is pic.

and depends entirely
upon the music to sustain interest.
Film could probably be put to good
use. for sshoolroom music apprecia-

torially static

tion courses.

High
Tell,"

"William
of
"Marriage

.spots of Rossini's

Mozart';S

Donizetti's
"Don Pasquale" and Bizet's "Carmen" are
covered in this cinematic album.
A group of thespers handle the
various operatic roles in pantomime with members of the La
Scala Opera Co. dubbing their
voices.
Dubbing technique is slipshod but there's' compensation in
a good soundlsrack. Photography,
however, is not adequately lighted.
Olin Downes, N. Y. Times music
critic, explains the action in a nar^
ration that kids the corny operatic
plots.
At several points, his voice
is .superimposed on the singing in
a ..manner that doesn't add to the
Jfferm.
pleasure of the music.

Figaro,"

*Wednesdaf,

UTHtATl

16
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thO various supporting characters
aren't readily identifiable; and although the author apparently did
considerable researcji, his picture
of the radio business is riddled
with inaccuracies. As a novel,
* i
» » «»»:
"Something!s Got to Give" seems
Frank Scully «
tains a lively pace throughout. shallow, immature and at times
Ladies Home lourtial Gives In
Kinsey Comers, June 1.
Ladies Home Journal, the only Turns out that nearly 800 legit either snide. ()fr. saccharine. It even
major national, magazine that has attractions have hit the Hub in the contains some -Wtkkemah-like baby
Had to lay off working on that Psychlafeic Dictionary despite insistent
tliem'
'
consistently refused stories on Hol- 10»year period, about halt of
Kobe.
talk.
pleas for more installments, as the thing was driving me'cra^. Began
lywood or its people, has broken tryouts.
dreaming I was Mad Man Muntz, the used-car kingt who is back to
Seems that thq. Hub crix don't
down in part in the current (June)
Chinese 'Reservation' Irks
advertising himself in the costume and posture of Napoleon. So you
differ very oftw- .with the Broad'issue.".
The Senate Foreign Relations
see I was in a bad way.
Mag has a Action yarn by Vir- way aisle-sitterSV tStfUgh occasion- committee last weelj^-aikproved and canFinal
crackup was only days away when I picked up a copjr of the
ginia Oakey about an assistant ally they'll hanil-otlt a rave and sent- to the Seh^r, the Chinese
relict by reading Virginia
drama critic whose life is changed get nowhere, Ir^SiSae; in point was treaty, fatit witb, a 'Teseri'ation" on L. A. Daily News hoping to find some
by his secret yen for Ingrid Berg- "Our Town," whitih flopped here the copyright claiise -which has Wright, Frank Eng and Marie Mesmer and, Mildred Norton, who cover
man.
on tryout, not -because the crix aroused opposition of author and show biz for the paper; But on the second page I was stopped by a still
of a clinked mhdame who was hiding her higb-|kFM!ed ptai behind a
didn't like it, but be^^e town just publisher organizations.
she was ufiing fpr concealment was adverProlific Geoi«e tVazier
wouldn't go for- it.: 1%- has been
Tfte State. Dept.i which nega- newspaper. The newspaper
idea ho.w far they
George ^Frazier has Bed Book veiy rare, however, when the crix tlated the treaty; has been urging tising "Complete Bed Sets," wHiCh gives 'ydU
pieces due on Joan Caulfield and have thumbed- down a show here approval, on the inraund that it carry tleups in Hollywood.
Heniy Fonda, yams in Coronet on and it made the grade in N.Y.
would not be ieasible to reopen
So far, okay, but then on the Ijack page #£ the very same paper I
Mickey Rooncy and Jolm Ringling
One of tlie ^most valuable aspects negotiations to- correct the- copy-"- saw the full page ad itself. What was left of my old cool mind began
•North, an article in .'True on Georg of the book is the' complete appen- right phase. The Senate Is expected going down, down, down. How.^the old mind wanted to know, did the
Brunis, and one in Esquire on dix of Hub legits with their produc- to approve the bill in toto.
news photographer manage to- snap a picture of the newspaper after
Sherman Billingsley.
tion credits and casts in fuU.
'
it was printed and get his picture printed on page 2 of the same paper?
Frazier is being considered by
CHATTER
I called up Matt, Welnstocfc, author of "BJy Jj.A." He acts as sort of
CBS to script a summer xeplace- Crack Down on Gory Comic Books
David Low, British cartoonist and m.e, after 1ft gets out his daily column, or maybe before. He. gave me,
feadied
a
being
as
series
ment
Midwestern cities are cracking caricaturist, in N.Y. from London. and subsequently his readers, an explanation. of sorts, but it took me
nightly strip to star Benny Good- down on the sale of comic books
Bob Dana and Bill Pause in Holman. He's also a possibility as nar- that feature murder and mayhem. lywood to gander night clubs- for a week to reassentble the parts of my Sadly split personalit]^. By now,
however, I feel well enou^ to go on with the Hollywood Psychiatric
rator of "Columbia Record Siiop'- Working
together,
IndianapoUs the NY Wortd-Telegram.
next season.
George H. Lovltt, of Prentice« Word Book. So enter smiling on the letter:.'
magazine distributors, city officials,
D
and civic groups have banned 35' Hall's publicity department, has re<
Larkin Edits ScMen Writer
Daotyloeic Syndrome. Derived from- the fingermen of the gangster
signed
handle
publicity
to
for Jol^l
groups so 'far. Detroit police have
John Larkin was appointed banned 36 comics from the stands Wiley & Sons, publishers of scien- era. Communication made by signs with fingers and hands-^the O of
chairman of a 10-man committee on advice of censors.
thumb and index finger of yes-men and sound-'ndxers, the V of people
Hillsdale, tific and technical bookS;
to edit The Screen Writer, ofiicial Mich.,
Frank Norris, ex-Time and Lifer, who think victory is a matter of finger exercises, theiistof people who
following Detroit action
magazine of the Screen Writers
covers "The, Ballyhoo Boys" (Carl think victory is a matter of shaking same at other people, the thumb up
the same thrillers
Guild.
Mag will continue as banning
Other towns are considering sim- Byoir, Edward L. Bemays, Benja- or down indicatin^g approval or disapproval. ActoQS who resort to
a monthly, with all the editoiial
min Sonnenberg and Earl Newsom) shoulder gestures when ordered to put their hands in their pocketS;
ilar newsstand withdrawals.
work in the Itand$ of a volunteer
Incidentally, Sonnenberg
in '48.
Dancing Mania. -A mental disorder characterized by choromanac
staff.
New {Mjliiar urill say^ be^
offs to Europe' in July.
tendencies. Producers who say "Let's sign Astaire or Kelly and turn
Rybria Editing
tween $15,000 andi '$20,000 yearly.
Louis Zara, exec editor of Ziff- 'Mourning Becomes Electra' into a backstage musical and hire George
Editing and publishing condensed
Committee, in addition to IisrDavis' book division.'named veepee Jessel to shin for it."
•
kin, consists of Marvin Borowsky, pocket mugs in Britain is a prein charge of the firm's book operaDaymare. An anxiety seizure during waking hours. Probably dePaul Gangelin, James Gunn, JEd- carious-means of livelihood, acr tions.
Maher, who switched rived from
mund Hartmann, Lionel Houser, cording to George K. Jeannette, from Thomas
childhood reading of "Shoe the Wild Mare." Producers
Doubleday, has become gen$loan Mbley, Leonard Spigelgass, proprietor and editor of The Mupersistently bet :on fillies because of the sex factor and can't sleep
-who
sical' Digest, a London quarterly. eral sales manager of Z-D's book
tJeorge Wells and James Webb.
days y/'orrying bow tfa(iy finished^
He points out that he still has to division.
Death-Felgninr> The pleasure actors derive from playing scheintod
Siegfried Kracauer has an artiwork as a musician because the
Grasset Ijosm French .'Rigiiti
one day and-watching their simulated agonies the next day in the proBernard Grasset, Paris book pub- periodical's profits "will not keep cle about "Those Movies with a jection room. Belief of pi:odwcers; that no such scene can ^.bore audi-*
Message" in the forthctiiBing (June)
lisher, was sentenced by diifault a cat in milk—if you could get the
ehces
no matter how long it's dral^ out. Cause of the couiiter-excla-'
of
The
issue
issue
Harper's.
same
to loss for life.Af'-^ i^il rights, milk."
Jeanette, who's plied his musical also carries another of the Mr. mation, "Drop deadl"
years prohibition to live in
Debauchery. 'Usually applied to excessive drinking; actually a psyParis and confiscation of all his trade for some 28 years, of which Harper "After Hours" pieces, this
Disney.
one
on
Walt
chotic
symptom.. applicable to any inoral degradation.' Producers who
14 were with Aihbrose and three
property.
George- T. Sweetser, veepee and continually save bad shows by patriotic piti&es.
Grasset, once the leading French with Carroll Gibbons, is also readyDefense Reflex. A suddent primitive body movement elicltated from
book publisher, during the war at- ing' another mag—Theatre Digest ad director of Esquire,, was named
publisher and lifted to the board an unexpected stimulus. Western stars who reach for the sky when
tempted to keep his business going
of directors. Move was made to
Neil VandlerbUt's Quest(ion)
by printing boolu Jfor. the Petain
a champagne cork pops in a nitery.
divorce David Snu^ froin Esquire
regime.
Since the war, the firm
Deferred Characteristlo. An instinct derived ,frofh inheritance but
"Hitler's philosophy still lives; so
had been placed in \chaitcery and. why shouldn't he, too?" points out activities so that he may-'give more not manifested till -some time after birth. Barrymore babies who turn
administered un^er government- roving newsman Cornelius Vander- time to Coronet Filnis.
comes Into the nursery.
Now that his autobiographical on their sides when, a photographer syndrome
supervision,- ...going
very static. bilt, Jr. In an elfort to track down
DeUrium. Actually a psychotic
of short duration charLast notewortliar>in<Qve was the- sale the lair of the one-time Fuehrer,' series in Collier's is through, titled
"Men, Money and Mikes," wMch acterized by disorientation, illusions and hallucinations. .^Common in
to Paul Graetz oM3ie smeO. lights he'll start a European trip early
in M. H. (Deac) Aylesworth wrote in actors who are signed for seven years, with options,, and. are droppediat
to Raymond ' Radlguet's iiovel, July which will ultimately cover
'
.
"Diable au Corps;"- for k. reported some 12 countries before it winds collaboration with N; Y. Nfews radio the first option.
editor Ben Gross, Collier's wants - Delusion. A false belief, i.e., that a dirty bestseller can be cleaned
$1,500,
in the fall.
former NBC proxy, to do an- up enon^-tomake a top boxoffice grosseir by a laodnd dirtier than the
Thoi^ Girasset was in Paris upVanderbilt
make his conti- the
<
other piece. If son Television, and original author's.
when judgment came, he declined nental junket will
,
in a jeep-towed, spe^
early
its future.
Slated for an
to appear, even when the*' court cially
DeiueinMa-n'acoox..- A common pigychosis betwe(£n. ages of 15 and 30
constructed alj^-metal trailer.
was, suspended ior two hones to Accompanying
characterized by introversion, repressed affects, 'grandiose delusions
him " on the trip .issue.
Heavy complement of scribes
fiv^ his lawyer time to try and will
be
trailer
manufacturer scheduled to sail today '(Wed.) from and hidden Interest. Producers who order dirty scenes included, then
ring him along.
The prosecutor Wally Byam.
cut from the completed picture and run them at home for other paraPair left Los Anthen insisted that the maximum geles
New. York aboard the America; nolacs. In middle years more commonly called schizophrenia.
last week In their "land
sentence be passed? forthwith.
head of
Depersonalization. Loss of the feeling of personaMdentlty. Ghostyacht," and it's due to be shipped Listed are A. L. Bradford,
from Baltimore about June I5» UP's European staff; R. H. Shack- writers. People who have been fingered out of the- picture industry
Guild Must Open Files
ford,
UP
London
correspondent;tour will be lensed
mid have to work under the naines of ottters with less brains but mAre
The Authors Guild has been or- Forthcoming
by photographs and portions of Harvey Hudson, AP foreign corre- charin. Non-pro spouses of stars.
spondent.
bdoldng
dirtsion in the itinerary is
Others
jpassage'
schedided to be
Depolarization. Discharge and rebalance of ionic layers on either
Npw^Vn^^w^
are Arthur G. Altschul, N: Y. Times
ioreign correspondent;' Gayle Tal- side of a membrane. Behind the ionic curtain.
Depth Criteria. -Actors Who stare past the camera at distant hills
ing
addi-esses.
The decision,
bot, AP sports reporter; Betty
banded down last week by the
Beale, Washington Evening Star to indicate they are being stirred by emotions too deep for audiences
Van
Druten
Seattle
Speaker
court, reaffirms the opinion of the
society writer; and Muriel Caswell, to share A psychotic symptom of manic depressives also,
John van Druten, Granville women's page editor and feature
lower court and is in line with the
Dereistlc. "The Secret Life of Walter Mltty" as a psychiatrist views
recent ruling of the court of ap^ Hicks, William' Carlos Williams and writer with the Boston Sunday It. Day-dreaming.'
peals, which returned the Case to Katherine Anne Porter will be Post.
.^DermograpUa. Petqile who get under your skin.
daily speakers at the annu^ Pacific
the appellate division.
•Detenninlsm. Doctrine that nothing in life is accidental, that even
The action was brought more Northwest Writers' conference, to
if you get hit while in a safety zone by Mad Man Muntz driving a hot
than a year ago by Nancy Davids, bp held July 19-24 In Guggenheim
rod, you really .willed it.
a member of the dissident Com- hall, Univ. of Washington,. Seattle.
Diana Complex. Girls Wishing they Were boys. Often satisfied by
Suit
Harold J. Alford. is Secretary of
mittee for Action. The Guild had
Shakespeare, as in Portia in "The Merchant of Venice." Not to be
already acceded to the plaintiff's the conference and Prof. Grant
Continned from pace 1
confused with men wanthig to play "Charley's Aunt," though I don't
other demand, that she have access Bedford chairman of the planning
aftermath of the U. S. Supreme know why not.
to the minutes of the Guild's coun- committee.
cil meetings.
Diplopia. Double vision. Common to drinkers of double-Scotchc
Court decision in the anti-trust acEach side was or*
Nacel to Open N.Y. Office
dered to pay its oWn legal costs.
and projectionists sentenced to houses specializing in double-features,
tion.
Under tentative arrangements, both westerns.
Louis
Nagel,
publisher
of
Nat'l Press Clab Admits Gabbers France's leading authors and play- it's probable that the two organiDisorientation. Inability to estimate ,correctly1(i) time, (2) location,
-National Presi* Club has voted to wrights, will come to the U.S. in zations will^ join in one action. (3) persons. Almost any Hollywciod dame and a
date.
recognize radio by admitting radio September in time for the Broad- ACLU had already declared that
Divining Rod. A magic wand, staff or rod used for indicating loca-»
newsmen to ranks of club's active way preem of Jean-Paul Sartre's it planned to sue alone if the tion of objects or substances. Directors who
use riding crops to find
members.. Amendment to consti- play, "Main Sales." Besides Sartre, MPAA decided against the litiga- audiences, for "originals"
their wives whipped up.
tution of c^b makes active mem- Nagel's writing stable includes tion. Civil liberties,
group, howDix Dorothea. Famous in 19th century as founder of hospitals for
Genet,
bership, open to "those Whose prin- Pierre
Maurice Clavel, ever, first requested the
MPAA to mentally ill. Not to be confused with 'lovelorn adviser.
cipal work involves gathering, writ- Malsparte and about 45 other
take up the gauntlet on its own.
Donder's Law. Principle of visual fixation. Sea depth perception
ing or editing news for dissemina- authors.
Both outfits are now on the and double take. Also called the Cooper stupor.
He's planning to open a publishtion by radio, television or facHarmless psychoneurotic reaction of actors who didn't
ing- office in New York but Paris search for a film which has no sex
simile."
overtones so tbat-a dlean case can get it the first time. Highly amusing to audiences that
did.
Estimate is that there are 3ff-36 will remain Nagel's headquarters.
be presented against censorship.
Dotaphobia. Morbid aversion to touching fur or hair of animals.
men made eligible by the change.
Reportedly, they're studying the fc.ee Trichophobla. Can be easily cured by urging the
New Hargrove Novel Mild
Heretofore the radio group was adpatient to try on
,
Marion Hargrove's first novel, possibilities of using Alexander a mmk coat.
mitted only to non-voting ^classifiDromomania. Wanderlust, Directortt who huHt out stories with
"Something's Got to Give" (Sloane; Hamid's "Life of a Caf'-as the acid
cations.
$3), may have mild interest in the test against licensing prerequisites. African settmgs and then put in a perpetual pitch to shoot
the picture
Film is a 16m documentary on the exact locations. It usually has to
trade, chiefly because of its based10 Years of Drama in Hiib
be remade \A a Hollywood
"Passing Through to Broadway," on-truth aspects. It's a story of two which has been denied a license by jungle on the back lot before being fit for the shelf.
Dual Persottality. A condition of disordered consciousness in which
a book of review and criticism of young whodunit writer neighbors the New York State censorship
the legit fheatre'^ In the Hub from in a village near New York, and beard: Application for a state seal Oie patient leads two llves-^hls own and the producer's.
Actors ad1936 to 19^8 by EUnor Hughes, what happens when their wives was nixed because the pic shows dicted to duelling scenes.
drama critic of the Boston Herald, concoct a five - mornings - a - week the birth of a litter of kittens.
Dynamic Psychology. Theory which stresses the element of energy
radio series called "Airing Our Bringing
is out this week.
an action In New York as mherent
Published by
mental
Children."
systems.
Actually;
the author of would have the advantage of
A disease of film-salesmen which inWaverly House, a firm specializing
per®? occupaUonal psychosis because of the Supreme
In the New England 'scene, book is "See Here, Private Hargrove" did mitting both orgs' home talent to '^^^^^^ ™.
Court decision divorcing production from theatre
have such a program, which he handle all
piiced at $3.75.
operations.
steps personally.
offered around the agencies about
*'»Pej*ect pronunciation, stammering, blowing up of
Basis of action will be the SuBook is largely « discussion of a year ago, through the William
*«**''»'«'>ed behavior pattern.
the plays tried out here in the last Morris office. It was to have fea- preme Court statement that pix
Aim called Parson's
10 years, how they fared in the Hub tured Mrs. Hargrove and Mrs. "like newspapers and radio, are in- Msease
and what their jjltimate fate was Alan Anderson, whose husband, a cluded' in the pi:ess, whose freeMental weariness. Difficulty in thinking and giving aton Broadway. Miss Hughes pep- Broadway stage manager, was to dom is guaranteed by the Firijt t«P«™""5,"
story
«
conference
where their orig?™ being "adapted."
pers the book with reminiscences have been business manager, with Amendment." ACLU contends that fn-u
inals are
of interviews witht the stars of the Hargrove the scripter. The Har- if you don't have to license news^^^n^ni/hed sensibility to pain. Broadway dramatists
shows, adds a lot of backstage in- grovea and Andersons live in New papers or books, then no provision «t?hf*ii^"i"\
conferences.
Usually followed by sensations of pins
formation on the process of ready- .City, TS..,Y,.,.
requiring licensing of iUnis is «mi nP»Hl^ i**"^
'
^^
. .
the gaging a show for Broadway, and maih-l
.
book's Jfeal-life basis, valid.^hiShMfriflf^^
vw-L« Who
jierrters,
haw beeil W^ught In tateistSft life toonthemeeting
now dead script.
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and breathtaking as THE SATURDAY EVENING POST stoiy
COLOMBIA PICTORES presents

msmi

™

starring
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scrwnpny by

Kenneiii Garnet
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•
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m

EILERS

•

edmi BUCHANAN

Adapted- from the novel "Coroner Cteek" by Luke Short

RAY ENillGHT
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Produced
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of the
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Film Execs

M.

TV New«

Where the accent is on Pictures-Television, those stories

BitmIiM

are departmentalized on this
page. .
Attention is also drawn to
other special TV stories in the
Radio Dept. P. 26-27.

Inroad as 'hcondyve

"Interesting but inconclusive"— tele figure is 28%. For those going
once every
reaction of film industry "infrequently," or about
four -months the before tele figure
toppers to results of a survey is 3%, where the after tele figure
'.. X
printed in Vahiety last week show- is 29%.
Even though th^ dumber, of peoing tSiat television is already nickfilmerjes in the
ing film grosses for over $3,000,000 ple attending
overall scene t&u^ms the same,
ennually. Film execs declared the
the trend away fronj.f^cpient a(J«
findings were certainly too intendance is '^een- ift the' decrease
definite to panic the industry at
in the number Of tickets 'actually
this time.
^,
sold.
FC&B researchers have
Survey, conducted among 270 taken an average attendance of
families
by Dr. two-and-a-half times weekly foi
Island
'faong
Thomas E. Coffin, head of the Hof- the "every few days" bracket
stra College psychology depart- Taking 120 people as 57% of the
ment, in association with the Foote, 211 families polled and multiplyCone & Beldiag ad agency, re- ing that by 2^^ tickets bought
vealed a dropoff in Him attenaance weekly, the number of tickets beof. 12 for every 100 members of fore television is 300.
But taking
television families, amounting to nine people as 4% of the 211
20%. Projecting this decline to a families polled and multiplying by
national level at average boxoifice the same HVz, the number of tickets
prices, Dr. Coffin declared that TV sold after television is reduced to
had cost the film, industry $68,000 only 27.
in the week of his survey, which
.would amount to $3,400,000 for the
fliat's tlie

(Monty
^^^^

Legal?

:

In a move, tfiiiat may have widespread liegalriimificaitions for both

,

,

with

the reaction
from film execs. Dr. Coffin agreed
that they were right in terming th6
findings incotfclusive. While averring that the survey might not

Confronted

the television and film industries,
the TV broadcasters cooperating in
the pool airings of the political

to

TV

Sales

ContinueA fxom

i

,

10 members of the council of the constitutional and illegal" methods
Authors League of America. Latter refer to? Does it mean methods
include Oscar Hammerstein, II, already determined by the coui ts
.John Hersey, Russel Crouse, Moss to be illegal or methods which may
Hart, Howard Lindsay, Richard in the future be d^ided to be
illegal?
Rodgers and Rex Stout.
Brief lists at length the credits
Defendants are the Motion Picture Assn. of America, the Motion of each of the m^bers of the
Producers Assn., Eric SWG tioard. It winds up with apPicture
John.ston, president of the two Otr pendices containing the resolution
ganizations, the Society of Inde-, passed by industry toppers in Now
pendent MotioA Picture Producers, York last Nov. 25 pledging not to
Paramount, Metro, RKO, employ any of "The 10" until tlicy
plus
Warner Bros., 20th-Fox, Columbia purge themselves, and excerpts
from the testimony before the
and Universal.
Thurman Arnold, former chief Thomas Committee last October by
of the Justice Dept.'s anti-trust diJ Jack Moffltt, Jack Warner,. Johnsvision, filed the action for the ton, Adojph Menjou and Rupert
Hughes.
SWG.
In a significant parai^aph of the
brief, it is stated: "AH. of the plain.

tiffs

in this action publicly allege

that they are not now or never
conventions this month voted last have been members of the Communist pa»i;y. They do not, in this
proceeding, seek to raise constitutional questions as to the right of
Congress to inquire into their pOr

week to ban any pickup of the
sion charge is to be ntade." (See
other teteidsion - *ant>entt<m story
iii
the
Petffe

lA

litical

in

Crackdbwn

Oii

:

?ideo

Fifans

affiliations."

Hollywood, June 1.
Guild thus makes it clear that
Movinc' into a mushrooming field
bud it is not fighting directly the case
;any plans that might have been of the 10 HoUywoodites who were of producers, International Allicontemplated by Paramount or one indicted in Washington for refusal ance of Theatrical Stage Employ:
of the other film companies to to reveal their political affiliations ees has launched a crackdown on
throw convention highlights on to the Thomas committee. After television pix. Union is ready .to
27).

R^€^ Korda Fix
Doe

Sues Producers

.

.

year.

SW6

-'^-.r'

Ban iminediately

nips in

tiie

!

is happening at this
their theatre screens via theatre long wrangles' within the SWG, it take all steps to assure a union
time, he stuck to his guns with the
television.
Only step remaining was decided that the organization label on video films.
Hollywood, June 1.
assertion that the findings "give a
Due to terrific upsurge of videoto them would be to send would fight only the general danFirst in the expected string of oP^n
very rough hint as to what might
their
own TV camera crews to gers, present and future, of the film production, lA has been unagainst
happen."
The results represent complaihts from exhibitors
Philadelphia
able to keep tabs on all 16m work.
to pick up the con- btficklist.
of
the sale to television stations
"nolf quite a wild guess," he' deventions.
Smce
However,
the
Roy Brewer, lA's Coast
camera
Breen
Code
posi24 Sir Alexander Korda oldies
clared.
Coast last tions, already assigned, don't proPossible far-reaching effect of rep, warned he's now on the lookAccording "to film spokesmen, came through on Uie
five-house Aca-jvide for the film companies and the suit is seen by attorneys in that out for use of non-union crews in
the survey was not deep enough wfeek, When the
smce
American
the
field.
Telephone
ne\
Besides putting a
Teledeit might serve to seriously weaken
chain
to get the "constant" required for demies-of-Proven-Hits
graph has made no provision for
crimp into processing of nonany conclusive findings. It polled clared it would boycott completely them to share in use of the coaxial the entire Production Code Admin- union made films. Brewer said lA
istration setup. Although the" brief
cnly 270 families for a period of all Korda films.
cables
will
between
strive
to
prevent
the release
Philly
and
New
asks no relief on the point, it offers
Television deal was made directone week, they pointed out, which
London Film Produc- York during time of the conven- a lengthy outline of the worldngs of films v/ithout the lA stamp.
"was too minute a sample to project ly by Korda's
*"
tions, the possibiUty of their get- of the Breen office.
Brewer said that .telepix can be
to the national level. If a similar tions with WPIX, the N. Y. Daily ting
Cheaper
in
if lA techthe
long
run
any
direct
TV
coverage
is
PCA's standard 6i censjorsbip is
survey had been- conducted among News' forthcoming video outlet,
considered
nicians are used. While, special
more families in TV cities through which obtained exclusive TV rights this time. extremely remote• at imposed in a desire to placate rates have
been aIlow$id for some
special interest groups which might
the country, with a foUowup poll to 24 reissues for a reported
producers,
larger,
Broadcasters'
move
is
percentage,
howlooked
on
arouse criticism, Arnold states.
to ^cheek the findings severd^, $130,00&. News, in turn, is sellin the trade as the first direct an- He admits, however, that
un- ever, have union crews working
, .
months later, then the results ing the films tci some 16 other sta- swer-to
the threat that, theatre cir- like the present conspiracy . , the' under same rates as in 35m proExmight have
flie lit.4ustsy tloits' ttuwughout the country.
duction.
cuits,
by
outbidding
them,
mig^t
methods of exercising censorship
hibition rights to. Korda reissues
something to> wozx|: aboiftt.Jerry Fairbanks, who recently
Because df tl»fe very small are held by Film Classics, which sew up rights in the future for ex- are not via binding agreement.
"Instead," it's stated, "feuch pic- wound up a 26-week series for
sample, one film tOPper pointed claims that the 24 sold to TV in- clusive tele coverage of major
Since tures as meet the standards of ap- NBC, used a union crew at an estiout, any rfisearch errois would cludes only those which have al- sports and publle events.
mated
cost .of $1,000 daily, Bellthe
ban,, in effect,
that peasement set by the Johnston
liav« been Hiagnifiediar out of pro- ready been played out in theatres.
According to an WC spokesman, broadc^st^ have grouped to- office are given a seal. The ab- Iiiternational reported that an JtA
portion, which woiuld negate the
no tele station wiU pI:^ any Korda gether to deny the theatres a share sence of such a seal is aa invitation group, 22 strong, walked in and
entire surv^f
demanded
a contract be siigned,
film until it's beett in reissue at in convention coverage, the step to local groups to attack the picStill Jduotber Survey
least a year. He pointed out that was greeted, immediately by film ture as indecent or immoral or im- with talk of picket line if an agreeAnother survey conducted by
FP'has just sunk over 4100.000 spokesmen-vvith the claim that the proper to be
This leads, ment is not reached. B-I execs also
FC&B's research department, into new Technicolor prints for broadcasters were leaving them- brief exp|lains,'shown."
stated they were forced to put on
to difficulties in getMieanwhUe^ pointed up the fact "Drums" and
"Foiir Feathers," de- selves wide .open to legal actipn ting financing and thus the pro- a second assistant cameraman by
that, amimg N. y. audiences anyclarity these wouldn't be made under antitrust regulations. Broad- ducers "impose strangling limita- lA as there were only two workwayj families owning tele sets are
available to tele stations until casters, on the other handj claimed tions upon the treatment of serious ing.
attending filmeries far less freIA.'S notice to .the televi-^iori field
they'd been played out as reissues that they own the pool and thiit subjects which are today freely
quently than they did before they
in theatres.
He conceded, how- there are no _antitrust regulations presented in our best novels and follows thh line adopted by other
bought the sets. Survey, conducted ever,
theatrical unions.
American Fedthat PC owris neither tele consequently involved,
stage plays."
among 211 families, reveals\that nor 16m
eration
of Radio Artists, American
Broadcastiers pointed out that
rights to any Korda
Asks Permanent Injunction
whereas 57% formerly attended
Guild of Variety Artists and
the wording Of their ban doesn't
product.
pictures "every few days," only
a
permanent
injuncfsks
Screen
Actors
Guild
have already
Academy heads James Nicholson apply to theatres specifically but
go that often now that th«y and Joseph Moritz, meanwhile, de- includes all place's where "an ad- tion be granted against:
notified members not to work behave video in their homes. There's clared on the Coast their inten- mission charge is to be made." Nix
1. MPAA,
MPPA, SIMPP or low guild scales. Unions also have
been a corresponding increase in
the
companies
themselves
meeting,
insisted
that
would
also
be
effect,
therefore,
all
in
contracts signed
tion Of boycotting all Korda films
the number of attendees going less
communica;ting or otherwise takihg by memhers. include a clause proafter learning that Paramonnt's against any bar, tavern or other
frequently, with 33% reporting
KTLA ( Los Angeles ) would tele- public place owning a video set collective action respectmg the hir- viding for bargaining immediately
they formerly went once a week,
upon setting up of video wage and
24 oldies in the neaar that attempted to charge admission ing or firing of employes
where 39% go that often after buy- vise theFive
2. The
producers
taking
any
working
^pots
of
the
conthe
high
conditions
during
by the Assofuture.
Academy houses have
ing seti For those going every
According to a tele concerted action in refusing to ciated Actors imd Artistes Of Amerventions.
two or three weeks, the before tele been the L. A. reissue outlet for
Korda pix for the last two years. spokesman, the ban is no different buy plays, scenarios or other ica.
figure was 7%, where the after
literary
properties
from
any
perrun
nightly
over
trailers
according
who
from
the
to
Nicholson,
claimed that the chain accounted the majority of TV stations, which son because that person holds a
hi
any particular
for 50% of the revenue of those 'in efSect prohibits the use of any membership
films in L. A.
TV show for ottier than home -re- group;
,
3. The
Btianl
producers resorting to
He declared that several of the ception. And, according to one inContinnca from paEe 5
pix sold to 'JV have not yet played dustry spokestiaatt, stations were collective miction to restrict, elimContinued fi'oni page S
off in the chain, which would com- running that announcement when inate or discourage the use of any ruling has since been upheld by
*
J Nor:ton
XT
i
T,-i X,
and
V. Ritchey,
head of the pietely nullify
their
boxoffice theatre tele was still only a glim- type of material, subject matter or the State Court qf Appeals, which
toreign dept. franchise interests value.
characters on the ba.«iis of any so- okayed
According to Nicholson, mer in the distant future.
the license commissioner's
are repped by Herman Rifkin. -if he (Korda) is^ so interested
cial, economic or political criteria.
in
pbwePto bar a film despite a state
Howard Stubbins, Charles Trampe, supplying pictures for television,
If injunctions are not granted in
licen.se.
William Hurlbut and Arthur C. why doesn't he produce special
the above matters,
asks as an
Fielding officially joined Loew's
Bromberg.
$250,000
alternative
"that
In
television
films
order
as
so
many
to
people
deter- yesterday (Tuesday). In announci.
^.
,
i
,
With that
setup, questions af-;in Hollywood are
mine the nature and extent of the ing his affiliation with the comdoing?"
feeling relations of company to
threat against the plaintiffs" inBUDCiET
pany, Loew's declared that his
franchise interests frequently wind
vestigation be ordered as to the duties
would "involve various deTelevision medium will get its
up in a Mexican standoff. It's figintent
and
purpose
of
the
defend- partments in which his training
a i
oM I I Y^-.»
.
u
first official Federal boost in an a„ts
ured that two outside directors
in discharging screen writers
and experience in finance, ecowould swing the weight one way
ambitious video prograni-on-film by collective action. This inycstiganomics and administration wilt be
EirS
or the other and avoid draws.
t'oi
would
be
to learn
now being planned by the U. S.
valuable."
Thought is also that the public,
Bryin Foy, former production
1. What individuals in the inor at least that 'portion holding veepCe for Eagle Lion and now an War Dept. Video is to be used in dustry will
determine
Monogram stock, should have a indie producer on the EL lot, ar- a series of 52 lO-minute pix, tele- writer is to be barred;whether any
Stern's Estate
voice in internal affairs.
Stern left an estate of .$126,rives
in
New York tomorrow cast weekly,
"Re,„„
„ under the tagline
How
2.
the evidence will be col667.73 when he died March 26, all
Meanwhile, company reported ai (Thurs.) for a .series of homeoffice nnr* tn'ihJ Mafirin" «jhi«>ii i<mi.irt lected
^^^'^
loss before taxes of .$29!5 646 for confabs.
Foy will also meet with;'"'.''''
/
"viU writers be confronted of which goes to his widow, Helen
current
W. Stern, according to an inthe 39 weeks ended March 27. It Norbert Gagen who wrote the "^'^95.
*"f,
with charges and by whom?
heritance tax appraisal of his
compares with a profit of $414,042 mag article, "These Were My activities of the U. S. Arm.v. It's
4. Will
for the same stretch last year. Loss Orders," which the producer will contemplated that the program
^ired nationally on video
comes to .$353,.548 after taxes make a semi-documentary on the
scattered
through the
against net profit of .$260,991 in '47. atomic
bomb
and
counterGross for 39-week stretch is up to espionage
work.
During
the country.
'^'^^
overthrow of the government by 3°"^
Several film companies have al force?
$6,590,540 compared with .$5,743i» week, he'll aLso trek to Washington
^'^glio
340 during the same period of the to huddle with the Atomic Energy ready been approached by Army
6. Does the term "groups"
used
Commis-sion.
ofiicials on the question of price. by
previous semester.
Par's Central Division Meet
defendants include social asisoFoy trains in from Toronto, Estimated cost of the films alone ciatrons''
Operating losses, it is pointed
Chicago, June 1.
cut, will permit Monogram a re- where he.looked over the Canadian would run into .'P250,000.
),00().
That s
That's
.Paramount's
division
Paramount's
Central
7. What con.stitutes
fund on taxes paid in previous site with reference to a film which without payment of .station time. ia these "groups" and Ifmembersliin
meeting here lasit week took
a so ri"llf>H
years due to the loss carry-back he intends to shoot thiere. On his Whether the Army expects
pects to fork iia-,\,Tienc;m position
keynote of Barney Balaban,
is lakrh
u..
provision of the income tax laws. way back to the Coast, filmmaker up coin tor time or put .u„
the bee on
that operations
mu.st "'-w-nung
dissenting momrnom^'^''",r'=''""y
would go on as usual In spite of
Amount of credit is estimated at will visit both Oak Ridge, Tenn., stations for cuft'o telecafiting as a hers re.siBnV
recent court decrees.
No plans
some $290,000 which would cut the and Los Alamos, N. M., for further public service hasn't been disR wtiaf Afto,
t
"'^^'='1
oyer-; for new selling methods to comply
closed.
data on atomic activities.
Bel loss to $63,548.
thrrtw of
«f the government
throw
by "un-lwith the decisions wei-e discussed.
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chase of

Allied Pliffls to Invade

llie

laller's

1948

unable

theatre. Parties have been
to
to agree on terras which were
include a trade of two Paramount
Paul neighborhood houses to

St Louis

2,

Alvln, loop

Picture Grosses

St.

Mann

Oh Kg Scale;
St.

Other Xchange

Hub's Beacon Clicks on Sd-run

SAN FRANCISCO

(Continued from page 8)
Boston.
Beacon theatre, long domant 000. Last week, "Duel in Sun"
street is open (SRO), $18,500.
lopped off the payroll In three house on Tremont
secschedule of
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
weeks. Others were John Strauss, again with a new
indie owned
Triumph" (UA) (2d wk),
Chip Cleary and Don Boutyette, ond-runs. House, an has recently "Arch of
Last week, boff
Strong $12,500.
Further firing W9S .indicated by B. by Benjamin WiUiams,
'Black
films
as
such
$17,500.
been playing
B. Kahane, Columbia veepee,
on
Gloss"
"Upturned
(Blumenfeld) (2,448;
Orphemn
Narcissus,"
,
rrrf-Tli/'V'
with nice results. It S5-85)—-"Fuller Brush Man" (Col),
second-run
Penman's Ntev^ ^pet ^
will get first subsequent-run on Trim $17,000. Last week, "AU My
Wilmington, O.
"Miracle of the Bells" this week. Sons" (U) (2d wk), oke $11,000.
Harold Perlman, formerly in Works on the 28 day clearance polUnited Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,charge of RItO theatre advertising icy of subuirbail and outlying city 207; 55-85)—"Time of Life" (UA).
in New Orleans, now with Hy^ houses and recentljr tnaugUrtAed Sock $20,000 or near. Last week,
gtenic Productions' pub-ad dept. display
promotion in Hub "Will It Happen Again" (FC) and
ad
for its,

Louis.

Andy Dietz, manager of Cooperative, buying-booking agency
for exhibs, confirmed reports that
Allied States is ready to launch an
invasion of St. I^uis trade terrilory, long the stronghold of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners.
Two weeks ago Dietz resigned as

Holiday Hits Mpls. But
'Apache' Bright 16^G;

'Duer Not So Big lOiG
Minneapolis, June 1.
Business has been brutal here
and it wasn't aided much by weekend Memorial Day holiday which
drained the city of much of its
population
Mass exodus sta rtcd

•

,

MPTOA

regional
field man for
organization.
Dietz said he will organize this
territory along the lines of the
Allied affiliated organizations such

'

Item

for the Alvin.

as the Rocky Mountain IndependHe recently reent Theatres.
turned from a Denver pow-wow
where plans were made for the St.
In bowing out of
Louis move.
has established
Dietz
MPTOA,
quarters with Screen Guild exchange and International TheatriIn recent
cal Television Corp.
months, Dietz closed pacts with a
Aozen outlying film theatres to
1)00k and buy for them.

Company
sexer,
S.

is

"Mom

known

best

'n'

Dad."

K. Barry Quits Interstate

Sylvan K. Barry,

San Antonio.
who has been

with Interstate Theatres for 14
years, resigned to operate his own

house. Barry bought Ritz, which
has been shuttered for about four
years and has reopened it.

.

.

as

early

as

Thursday

last

record-breaking

reached

.

.

.

Rosenblatt Mono's

Jack Jackson Joins Sack
Sack Amusement, indie distrlbu

St,

Loo Mgr.
St.

Louis.

Rubin Rosenblatt upped to Sti
and in Atlanta, at Louis branch topper lor Monogram
tempting a buUdup of foreign films Pictures and Allied Artists, sucin its two southern exchange areas. ceeding Barney Rosenthal, who
As of Monday (31) veteran distrib died several- weeks ago. Rosen-^
exec Jack Jackson joined the firm blalt had been a southern Ilhnois
to assume charge of its foreign salesman for Paramount before his
tion outfit here

,

division.

Sack long has released new job.

XfegtiQ films

and other indie

uct throughout

&e

prod-

.

,

.

W. L. Cates, Peona, 111., leased
the Elder Building, Kinmundy, III.,
which he will convert into a 300-

south.

Joe Minsky's Added Scope
Reopening of Lyric, 400-seater in
Joseph Minsky, Eagle Lion's dis
manager for Philadelpliia, Farina, 111., recently damaged by
Pittsburgh and Washington, is also fire, will be delayed until air. condiEL's tioning is Installed. '
of
supervision
kssuniiog
,
Maurice Davis, manager of Will
branches in iiSadnnati and Cleve
Rogers, St. Louis, has recovered
land. He'n continue to headquar
from a major operation performed
'ter at the Philadelphia exchange.
in Boston.
.
,
Joseph F. Woodward mstalled as
Elliott's C^Eary Post
Arthur Ellibttt Xonner salesman manager of St. Louis exchange for
William Feld,
at KKO's Montreal branchy boosted Eagle Lion; succeeds
to the post of exchange manager resigned. Woodward formerly was
in BRO's Calgaty, Canada, branch. Milwaukee exchange manager for
Elliott succeeds Reg Doddridge 20th-Fox.
Maurice Schweitzer, recently rewho resigned.
signed as manager of. Paramount';^
exchange here, hosted by 150 exReade's Staff Shuffles
hibs; attended on a cane because
Asbury Park, N. J.
Personnel shuffles at Asfaury of fractured left foot.
trict

-

Park houses' of Walter Reade Theatres have resulted in the switch of

Joseph Sonimers from x^aging
the St. James to a similar post at
the PsiramouQt.

He replaces Jerry

Segal who moves to the Lyric as
manager. William Malone remains
at latter house -as assistant manager. James Brennan, Jr., formerly
assistant manager at the St. James,
moves into Sommers'. 'dld^ Spot
.

there.
'

Another CoL Flack Dropped

,

Hollywood..
the
Publicists Guild increased
u.lnten^ty ^tb tfacf discharge of
ftadk Oaughetty, the fourth Sack
.

War between Columbia and

6mm

Myls: Allied Eyes Clearance
«
Minneapolis.
Allied- dkvctors in-

North Centritt

structed Presid«it

Bomie. Berger

to appoint a committee to study
Minneapolis clearance with the
view of having it made "more reasonable" for 'local independent
neighborhood and -suburban .houses.
Berger said it's obvious that not
all Minfeapolis clearance now is
"reasonable" in the sense that the
Supreme Court decree case decision has ordered it to be.
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount
circuit) has broken off negotiations
with Ted Mann, indesendent cir^
cult owner^ looking toward the puTr
.

could demolish the building as unsafe. Action-of the court' in denying the city the riglit to raze the
building will enable the owners to
make alterations to conform witU
safety measures.

Theatre Freeze
-

Continued fronk

$

«a

theatres affiliated with one or
of the defendants.

more

Big Five attorneys will oppose
the application, at least partially,
It comes up for hearing late
Theatre freeze request
in June.
will probably take the greatest
slugging. In addition, theiquestion
of whether the vacancy| in the
three-judge statutory court must

when

i

JUI

«^/IRn£i»UiNj
B-iOS.

I

»M.

"The Bride CmOU'LEMY
Goes Willi"

'

OPENS 9:30 AM iw«T4»

GENE TIERHEV

"Tl« IRON CURTAIN"
A

'20lh

Cantmy-fox Pidlun

PLUS OH STAGE

ED SittLntMl

WB DAWN VAmOL

'

branch and district managers, held
a two-day sales meeting here at the
hotel. May 30-31. Main topic
of discussion was special treatment
slated for company's "Babe Ruth

Drake

Story" and "Dude Goes West."

$8j000 in 8 days.

'

"Silver

WB-Reagan

(Indie).

KLAdSHIFS

IAS MWELES
,

11 hour«, 10 minute*

Very dim

CNICJMW

week, "Strawberry
Roan" (Col) and "Wi-eck Hesperus"
$6,000.

Last

(Col), thin $7,000.

Webber. (Pox) (750;
"Lady from Shanghai"

35-74)—

(Col) and
"Heart of Virginia" (Rep), also
Denver. Very slow $2,000. Last

week,

LUttS

Queen"

nVi-STAII

"Silver

River"

"Trapped by Blackie"

(WB) and

(Col), $2,000.

Continued from page 3

production" at the time and could
fine Eyseell
not be spared. Martin took it up
ConUDDcd from ikieC 5
direct with Jack Warner, and was
considerably embarrassed when he tirmg. Nelson A- Rockefeller,
who
ir&XIOirAL,
INDIE
had to report to Guild's Interna was president of
Rockefeller
Hollywood, June 1.
tional Executive Board in recent Center, Inc., until 1940, will
resume
New indie outfit. National Pic- New York sessions that Warner the presidency left
vacant by the
tures, Inc., headed by Lester Cut- nixed the proposition, asserting death
on May 11 of Barton P. Tumler, moved into Motion Picture Reagan couldn't be spared for a bulL
Center to start its first picture, day.
Eyssell, 46, started in the film
"House of Cards;" based on a yam
Brushoff brought Guild prexy to business at 16 as assistant
to the
by Clarence Budington Kelland.
a slow boil, with indications the manager of a Kansas
City house.
Second on the new company's pix will get the complete go-by He later was an exec
of Paramountshooting scliedule is "Hope of from this and future ANG sessions. Publix and joined
the exec staff of
Earth," fllqilzation of a bestseller
Newsmen add it up to "Well, if the M. H. (Eftur. gtonth.'^ t^ter it
was
Mai*g^«t Lee Rui>&e<itc«!" opened
H^HywOfl^iiBan. do without us
in 1$33,

Mono HAvoMoyor A-SO0O
•r yowr. trawl, naMi
Tidcef (Mrcati Airltntt

^20

enoacfyvoy t

Hotel

TarmM
St.

Georga

aukrican

;

B£W

HEVUB

—

«ADIO Cmr MUSK HAU—
RaobefeUer Center
^
JUDY GARLAND • 9Btt KEUY^

"THE PIRATE"
POBXKR
A

Last week, "State of Union" (M-G) action picture hurt by adverse conand "Heart of Virginia" (Rep) (3d ditions here but. still big at $16,wk) (5 days), big $6,900.
500. Last week, "Berlin Express"

Under the D. of .J. aPPiieation,
majors would list name- of mnocent investor, address and busi(Continued from page 9)
ness, if any. Within 30 days of receipt of both the proposed 'find- "Mating of Millie" (Col) and "Maings, and the list, objections could donna Desert" (Rep), also Esquire.
be filed, Ihdading those instances Dim $9,000. Last Week, "To Victor"
(WB) and "For You I Die" (FC),
of joint ownership which the Gov$6,000.
ernment proposes to contest.
35-74)— "Iron
Bialto (Fox)
Order sought by the Government Curtain" (20th)(878;
and "Lead Solwould also vacate paragraphs 5, 8 diers" (20th) (m.o,). Vfty mild
$2,and 9 of section II of the decree, 000. Last week, "Tarzan's Secret
along with paragraphs S and 6 of Adventure" (M-G) and "Tarzan's
section IIL Par. 5 invalidates aU N. Y. Adventure" (M-G) (reissues),
franchises; 8 covers competitive $2 500
selling; while 9 restrains a distrib
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)— "Forfrom arbitrarily refusing to grant eign Correspondent" (Indie) and

'

*

Week

Estimates for This

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85) Pretty" <20th), $12,000,...
—"All My Sons" (U) and "Where
RKO-Ocpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50North Begins" (SG). Good $9,000. 70)—"Fort Apache" (RKO).
Big

CU

have been knocked out or changed
by the Supreme Court ruling.

DANA ANMEWS

Radio City (Par) (4,400: 50-70)—
"Daring Daughters" (M-G). Very
mild $14,000. Last week, "Sitting

shapeswell.

investmmt" by an outsider who is days). Trim $2,000. Last week,
.not un actual or potential theatre big $2,900.
VnitAd Artists (Parker) (895; 50operator. The high court held
85)—"Winter Meeting" (WB). Very
only this type of partnership arrangement valid because it did not mild $4,500, or near. Last week,
mean a combination to cut com- "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G), okay

a run. As for section III, par.
refers to 95%-5% joint holdings,
and par. 6 is the freeze on theatre
expansion.
All these provisions

GO0DARD

mm

Portland, Ore., June 1.
An- overdose of sport and traveling stageshows are cutting deeply
into down^^wn pix receipts this
week. "Miracle of Bells" at Orpheum and Oriental looks tops.
"AU My Sons" at Broadway also light $4,000.

DENVER

M

JOHNSON WOODY HEftMi
Ml III Ottl.
JBNEALLYSQN
ANDMSOaCHtSTRAl

(2d

Discouraging initial results
attending efforts to put this house
on map as first-runner. Nice $4,500
sighted following sad $4,000 first
week.
50-70)—
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
(m.o.).
Sisters"
(Par)
"Sainted
Grabbing tepid $4,500. Last week,
"Iron Curtain" (20th) HA. .wk),
wk).

modified findings within 60 days Good $6,000. Last week, sock $9.- $1,800.
of the order. -Included would-be a 800.
Mono Regional In
statement by each major of their
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85>—
Chicago.
joint ownerships, of theatres, which "Unconquered"
(Par) and "Mr.Monogram franchise holders,
Reckless" (Par) (2d wk) (m o.) (6
it is claimed, involves an "innocent

petition.

m

70)—"Summer Holiday" (M-G)

Ms' Lusty $11,000 Port.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85) (RKOl, $8,000.
—"Ruthless" (EL) and "AdvenBKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
tures Silverado" (Col) (8 days). "River Lady" (U).
light $6,500
Okay $4,000.
Last week, legit about all.
Last week, "Tarzan
be filled before further hearings show.
Mermaids"
(RKO), $5,000.
will first arise.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Duel
That spot has been open since 'Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and in Sun" (SRO).
at
Fiicsl. time
Judge John Bright died in the In- 'Port Said" (Col), day-date with regular scale. Modest $10,500 is
Fine $3,500 or near. 'likely. Last week, "Sainted
terim between the lower court's Orpheum.
Sisruling and the Supreme Court Last week, "Iron Curtain" (20th) ters" (Par), $9j000.
and "Arthur Takes Over" (20th)
modification. It is the Government
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)
big $4,900.
contention that Circuit Judge AuOrpheum (H-E) (1.750; 50-85)— "Scudda Hoo"^ (20th). First habe
gustus Hand and District Judge
Miracle of BeUs" (RKO) and showing. Moderate $3,500. Last
Henry W. Goddard have the power "Port Said" (Col), also Oriental week, "Gentleman's Agreement"
to renew hearings. Defense claims Excellent $7,500. Last week, ''Lost (20th), $4,000.
World. (Mann) (350; 50-85)—
no further proceedings are permis- Horizon" (Col) and "Adam Had
sable without a third judge.
Four Sons" (Col) (reissues), okay "Years Between" (U). Even at this
sure-seater most British pictures
$6,000,
'Innocent' InTcstors
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85) have rough going and this no expush
also
motioA
will
D. of J.
—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Ar- ception. JFair $2,500. Last week,
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (3d wk),
for the cross-service of new and thur Takes Over" (20th) (2d wk)

.

MH

and

propor-

Such standouts as "Throe
Daring Daughters," "Fort Apache"
papers.
"Argyle Secrets" (FC), thin $6,000.
and "Duel in the Sun" at regular
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— admissions as well as lesser offer"Die Fledermaus" (Indie) (3d wk). ings are suffering.
St. Loo House Allowed to Reopen
"Duel" and
St. liouis.
Big $2,700, Last ^eek, $2,900.
"Apache" look best bets.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149;
Missouri state supreme court has
Estimates for This Week
slammed the doors of Robin thea- 60-85)—"Ideal Husband" (20th) (2d
Century. (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
Sturdy $4,000. Last week,
tre, north indie nahe operated by wk).
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) (m.o.). Good
Arthur F. D. Kalbfell and Marie K. $5,500.
Last week,
"Ruthless"
CTsquire (Blumenfeld) (955; 55-85) $7,000.
Winderly here. It's been shuttered
since April 6 last year, when city —"Fuller Brush Man" (Col). Smash (EL), $4,000,
Last week, "Are You
Goj^or (Par) (1,000; 44)-—"Belle
officials ordered it closed because $12,000.
Light
(20th)
(reissue).
Starr"
the building constituted a fire With It" (U), $9,500.
60-85)—
"Los $3,000. Last week, "Sea Spoilers"
State (Par) (2,133;
hazard. One crumb of satisfaction
was obtahied by the exhibitors Angeles" (Rep) and "Inside Story" (Indie) and "Magnificent Brute"
when the high tribunal reversed a (Rep). Fancy $9,000. Last Week, (Indie) (reissues), $2,500.
city
50the
(1.900;'
that
decision
(Schreiher)
Woman
in
White"
Lyceum
court
(WB).
$8,200.
lower
tions.

Souks by COT.X!
Color by XKcnNICOIiOK
Metro^Goiawyn-Mayer Picture

#

OUTDOOB

Now Speciaihing]

PEFRESH'.'E

CONCESS'0'.iiRES
from 00,lit g l,085t
over
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Selznick's No-Fan Mi^i

Inside Stii-I^ctures
outfits in the
One of Oie lesser touted, but most active liumanitarian
the Volunteer Film Assn, of St. Louis, was given a twofilm industry,
boost in the isr.Y. Times Sunday (30) by Dr. Howard Busk. Or-

column

private individuals, the Volunteer Film
ganized in 1939 by a group of
in lifting the morale of shut-ins arid hospitalby the showing of motion pictures.. Last year,
given with the audience consisting of only one
1 670 screenings were
Starting out with only a single
or two persons in many Instances.
currently has 10 projectors
projector' and two films, the organization
Assn. has been engaged
adults
ized children and

Traileirizes 'Blandings'

perhaps, eventually, on a regular
basis."

Slick-paper 64-page

its

experiences and suggestions as a guide for organizations in other cities
to embark on similar projects. The first widespread use of
military hospitals during World War
films in hospitals was begun in
Ijoth entertainment and educational
II with the Bed Cross supplying
supplied equipfilms for patients. The Veterans Administration has

At Most Hollywood Studios

Paul MacNamara, it is proposed to
get it out "from time to time and

mag

(in

a

Life format) is going to be sold
Dr, Busk, "one of the difficuland a large film Ubrary. According to
in theatres in advance of showingencounter is in obtainink a sufficient S.upply of Selznick's "Mr. Blandings
ties such organizations
Builds
picture
companies
unmotion
'are
major
the
of
some
His Dream House," according to
of good films, as
such showings."
willing to release their films for
MacNamara. There's also a pos'
The Volunteer Film Assn. is currently preparing an outline of its sibility, he said, of

who want

SimmKr Prodnction Stepped Up

Selznick studio this week issued
the first edition of its own fan mag,
Close-Up. According to flack chief

being oiiered

for sale, on newsstands,

Cover photo and most of the
pictures and text inside concerns

Hollywood, June

Summer

1,

production, usually car-

2Dth's General Upbeat

ried on at a slow pace in Hollywood, will be stepped up by most
(Sales and Prod.) Theme of the major lots, with programs
running well into autumn.
Of Andy Smith Dinner Four pictures go into work at
Metro during June and July, startPointing up the rise in film rent- ing with "The Bribe."
Others are
als, revealed to 20th-Fox stock"Little Women," "Take Me Out to
holders recently by prexy Spyros the Ball
Game" and a Judy GarSkouras, 20th division managers land-Fred Astaire musical, still
unreported to Skouras at the Andy titled.
,^
Smith testimonial dinner WednesSeven pictures are currently in
day (26) night that their branches
work at Warners, with two biggies,
have rolled up more revenue dur"Happy Times'" and "The Fountaining the first five months this

year:
head," slated
"Blandings." Mag also carries ads than during the first six months in month.
1947.
At the same time, they reSelznick films and

to

start

late

this

for 'other

for
On the summer program at 20thRKO's "Fort Apache," plus an edi- vealed that more theatres in June
ment for all its hospitals, and during a single month, about 10 films torial
by Ted Gamble, president of would be playing 20th product Pox are "The Fan," "Sweet Sue,"
per patient in all hospitals arc shown. Harold Russell, Academy Award
Theatre Owners of America, giving than in any previous month in the "A Letter to Three Wives" and
winner in "Best Years of Our Lives," was selected for the role after
"Chicken Every Sunday."

a list of films from other studios
VA training film for handicapped vets.
to which, he says, exiiibs and public can look forward.
-Deal continues to be ofiEered by Metro to take screen rights to the
Carrying industry public relanovel, "This Side of Innocence," off the hands of Armand Deutsch if he tions cudgels, Gamble has also
put
can arrange with United Artists to release him from a commitment to iiis name to an article in the mag
Grad Sears, UA defending
niake the film for distribution by that company.
"Hollywood Opulence."
pi;exy,' is understood to want a wad of coin for letting Deutsch out of Unsigned piece
labeled "Hollywood
deal.
the
After Dark" likewise subtly pushes
Bights to the Taylor Caldwell noyel were bought for $100,000 more industry public relations, promotthan two years ago by. Story Productions, in which Deutsch was part- ing the idea that the film capital
nered with Hal Home and Stanley Kramer. Difficulties in whipping the isn't the big, bad city it's painted.
picture
it
the
shelf
until
casting
the
held
on
shape
and
into
script
Kramer got out of the setup and Home later followed him. Expenses
attaching to the picture in the meantime amounted to about $600,000.
Serkowich's Pic Bally'
M-6 is understood willing to pay Deutsch that much if he can clear
it with UA.
Universa.1 has retained the reDeutsch is now an associate producer on the RKO lot. Kramer and cently organized firm of Benjamin
Miss Caldwell are rooting for a deal to be made, since they hold a H. Serkowich Associates to direct
participation in the picture, which would have to be paid off by either a special promotion campaign for
Deutsch or Metro were the film to be produced. Deutsch bought Hornets the forthcoming Monty Shaffrfglits. out completely when they decided to abandon their partnership. Frank
P.
Rosenberg production
"Man Eaters of Kumaon." SerkoAlthough Warners play most of the Eagle Lion product in its theatre wich will build bally for key-city
circuit, they won't touch "Repeat Performance" with a 10-foot pole openings of "Man Eaters" with the
and actress are still at odds aid of a special field staff. Film is
because it has Joan Leslie in it.
over recent court decision which Warners won and star is contesting. set to hit first-runs around July 1.
Serkowich was most recently
As a result picture, which also features Louis Hay ward and Richard
Basehart, has been gathering dust on the E-L exchange shelves. It witli Columbia as ad-pub chief.
was, that is, until last week when James Hendel, E-L manager in Special type of promotional activPittsburgh, closed a deal with a nabe house, the Beacon, in Squirrel ity planned for U's pic is one of
Hill, to plat it first-run providing theatre gave "Bepeat" a full week's the phases of Serkowich's new inrati. 'Management agreed and col!f]fiEr(S( ^Sa signed for pic to go into dustry consultants' and' public rela'
tions firm.
Beacon week of June 16.

appearing in a

.

WB

'

.

Better Fix
Continued from pace 3
firmed the downish trend, Rodgers
declared that biz "is not seriously
Oft, from a rentals standpoint."
Chief optimistic note at this time
was voiced by one affiliated circuit topper, who averred that his
company's receipts were already
starting to climb; While conceding
that biz is oif from 10-12% over
this period in 1947, he declared
that the worst spell was felt early
in May. He attributed the sharp
slump then to the usual nick in the
boxofilice taken by the first rainy
weather of thejseason.
Other C«inpetitlon
Majority of the industry spokesmen attributed the offish theatre
grosses to the increasing competition for the public's dollar. This
competition holds not only for the
'

amusement business, in which
summer sports are hurting, but to
practically every field, since many
manufacturers have-, only recently

been able

to

throw on the market
were

in quantities the products that

held up during the war. Higher
cost of living, which hit a new peak
during the last several months, is
also considered an important contributing factor, with the white
collar worker especially hard hit
in this connection because of his
fixed salary.
is

As always, however, bad weather
making itself felt. Broadway

houses, for example, are suffering
their worst biz since the war's end
and mqgt of this is blamed on the

heavy rainfall which hit New York
during the last month. Besides
keeping suburbanites at home, the
near-record fall also cut into the

number of tourists that usually
Broadway in the spring, thereby nicking the Main Stem deluxevs

visit

for heavy slumps in biz.
One factor that's figured to contribute to the anticipated rise jn
biz Is the recent reduction in Federal income taxes. This gift from
the Government is expected to react especially favorably among the
aforementioned white coUarites,
who will have that much more to

spend on amusements. And, wilh
new blood being injected into

the

most companies by the promise of
top-quality product coming up, industry offloiais, remain optimistic
that better biz is in
the offing.

Now
.

$howiitg loeoHy
.

"

»

company's history.
In addition to "Every Girl
Dinner was tendei-ed Smith at
Should Be Married," currently in
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., by the
work, BKO will start '^Baltimore
division managers to celebrate his
Escapade," "Bed of Roses" and
•

'

annivei'sary as sales chief. In
a wire from the Coast, production
chief Darryl F. Zanuck complimented Smith on his sales record,
declaring that the studio is prepared to maintain its present production schedule on the basis of,
20th's sales.
He revealed that all
pictures scheduled for release during the remainder of the year have
been completed with the exception of "Yellow Sky," 'which rolls
this
wfeek.
In addition, both
"Snake Pit" and "That Wohderfiil
Urge," although not earmarked for
release until 1949; have been finished.
Zanuck said that seven
more films for '49 release would
roll at the 20th lot within the next
first

.

:

.

two months.

"Interference."
Similar activity for June, and
July has been announced at Paramount, Columbia, Universal-Intepr.
national and Republic.

Rank's Woolf
SS

Continued from pasB S sss

15% on top British films playing
own bailiwick, according

their

Woolf.

Slough-off in

returns

in
to

on

mediocre films is even sharper, he
said, "probably because there are
more mediocre films lately." Public
is growing tired of the flock of
murder pix recently hitting the
theatres and are going in heavily
for comedies and musicals.

Skouras served as toastmaster
Woolf, in the U.S*. on a short
the dinner,.- introing various visit, shoved off thi» week with
company execs who lauded Smith William A. Scully, Universal's disfor his first-year's efforts. About tribution veepee, for a tour of U'a
120 attended. Division sales chiefs exchanges.
He headed first for
returned to their headquarters over Canada and then
will, swing
the weekend to launch ihe Andy through the midwest. GFD topper
Smith anniversary month sales Wants to quiz both exchange mandrive, schedided for iMay SO^une agers and salesmen on how British
at

'.

26.

films are going in the U, S.

—

22

CSveaWay Paic Sfrs

Ikm in Face Of

Nation's

MB s 'ThraSiialt Not Buy' listeners

Projeeted CoB^e-M-Kilocydes
"The professors are

There's speculation, in the wake 4
o£ adoption ot the new NAB code
Sinatra Set lor '4S-'49
of practices, tliat the networks,
Hollywood, June 1.
who plumped so bigh-mlndedly for
the document, may be the first to
American Tobacco picked Up the
thro^vn
at
have one of its clauses
tab for 'Frank Sinatra Thursday
them. The clause is paragraph one (27) for another season on the
"Contests"
under the heading of
Lucky- Strike "Hit Parade."

and denounces programs designed

nothing worse than peddling a
carious

thrill, ta

listeners,

vi-

who

«ottld imagine themselves in the
shoes of winning contestants, toting t>if tnickloads of loot
But now, these critics argue, the
listener himself has been rung in,
by long-distance phone or hy being
invited to mail in questions, an-

solutions to riddles, etc.,
his incentive for- tuning, la
largely hinges^ on his hope of copying some of the booty.
JChe networks, natiu-ally, aren't
Without an answer, albeit one obviously wide open to debate. The
giveaway shovre, the webs flatly

swers,

and

(underccntend, are primarily
lined) entertauunent, because tiie
quizzes give listen^ a cbano? to
test tehr general store «f knowt
ed^ or ta play a g<aine.
ActiiaUy ttie code neither pro-

nor vigorously- condemns
buying audiences, but merely looks
down -its. nose at them. The clause

hibits!

in question rteads: "Any broadcasting designed to tniy' the radio
-andienee, liy requitcing it to listen
.

-

The Voice's current pact runs
Sept. 28. Deal was set by
O.

Tides

ELUOT WAGER

Or^ffial

&

Foiimts

scramble to climb
abroad the giveaway gravywagon,
the networks areivt bothering their
heads too much about such matters
as copying each other's forraats*-^^
and even title ideas. A lot of'
exec head-wagging is going ca,
particularly, over the latest development in what seems to be
shaping into an ABC-CBS race to
knoeh; off sponsors wholl go for a
fling at giveaway bankrolling.
Having whipped up a "Stop the
Music" sequence called "Sing It
Again," CBS now bas come forth
with still another caish-offer stanza,
closely resembling a recently announced, upcoming ABC show.
CBS' is called "Who-Dun-It?";
ABC's is
Did It?" (Cueing a
crack by. one oltserver that some
web ou^t to coo^ up a "Who Due
It?" and peddle it to Ptecter 9^
Gamble.) Both stanzas are mystery
dvamas and pay off listeners, called,
long distance, for guessing
vijft
clues and identifying the culprit.
Both of the shows borrow a
formula tried -out last year on
In

Carrying a background of department store advertising and
free lance national scripting into
his job. Wager is a member of
KLZ's top writing staff.

KLZ, DENVER.

their

Rdb Wifters Set
FwS^Sbikeb
*

,

"mo

Agency Stalemate
the failure of the
U. S. Conciliation Service to settle differences between the Badio
Writers Guild and the ad agencies,
relations between the two groups
are now completely disrupted.
With no overt move indicated by
either side toward getting togetheij,
the Guild is proceeding with plans
for a strike some time in Septem-

I

.

ia Htqie of reward, rather tins for
Mutual in a show titled "Calling
entertainment,
quality
of
Uie
All Detectives."
That show, in'should be. avoided.-"
cidentally, was nixed after a short
This paragraph, the oritics beef,
run because of a flaw in<.conce{rt;
is a prize example of Qie genexec chuciles,
which,
one
MBS
erally watered-down, "should be"
ami "ought not" consistency of the ABC and CBS "vrill find out about
soon enough."
cede. Fee the networks, code or na

Following

'

The phone-a-listener device, recode, manifestly jaren't going to'
"avoid" cashing in.'to the limit, so vived from '"Pot o' Gold'.' days,
was recently annexed by ABC?s
long as their Bank Night lasts.
"Break the Bank," adding that
show to a new special category of
the giveaway-quiz field which already has such entries as ABC's
"Stop the Music," CBS' "Try and
Stop Me" and Mutual's "Meet Your
Luclcy Partners."
Aside from the phone angle and
the mountainous proportions of
jackpots on current "dish night"
NBC wasn't the only major net- shows, most of them, however, are
Work caught in the middle of an only variations on such oldies as
«IifibarrassiDg slipup last week." But
In"Dr. IQ" and "Prof. Quiz."
the Congressional storm
over cluded in this garden-variety ^veNBC's shortwave gab took most of away bracket are^such latecomers
the play away from Mutual's flub as Mutual's "Take a Number" and.
in booking Joseph Maddy's Nation- "True or False," ABC's "Go for a
al Music Camp -concerts for a- six- House,"
and CBS' "Everybody
broadcast spread.
Wins" and "Strike It Rich."
Mutual didn't mind losing the
As for titles, latter CBS show Is
spotlight. The web never, had any almost certain to be confused with
Intention whatever of "defying" a "Get Bich Quick"^ cross-theJames Caesar 3PetrUlo. whose board idea prepped by ABC as posAmerican Federation of Musicians sible replacement for Paul Whiter
has
had Maddy's Interlochen, man's disk show.
MicA., under a broadcast ban for
Mutual gandered a "Stop the
six years. The web, which on May Clock" sequence, but probably
21 booked Maddy's series for Mon- won't book it not because of its
days, 10:30-11 p.m., July 5 through title resemblance to ABC's Sunday
Aug. 16, .four days later quietly nighter, but because of format
issued a cancellation order.
similarity to "Take a Number."
The booking, according to net
But general network resistance
prexy Edgar Kobak, grew out of to sameness of format has probaldy
a Mutual exec's misunderstanding hit an; all4ime low.
of Petrillo's recent easing of the
union's curbs on school musicians^
When Maddy jumped into print
STILL
across the country with the triumphant comment that he was "glad
Mutual gives more importance to
the law than to the dictates of
With less than a month to go
PetriUo,'* the web woke up to the
before the washup of current backfact that the Interlochen maestro rolling
of Paul Whiteman's crosswas still on AFHTs "unfiur" list, the-board disk jockey show, ABC is
and jiost no time yanking the book- still undecided on plans for pluging.
ging the 3:30-4:30 p.m. strip. It
Simultaneously, the net snapped develops
now, however, that
a hot wire at Maddy informing him "Second Honeymoon," an audience
the web wasn't going to be dragged participationer popular on Newark
Into bis pejcsonal feud, with Pe- indie WAAT, is a contender for 30
tdllo.
minutes of the hour segment
The other nets are keeping Mutual is known also to have
Itands off Interlochen, too.
gander^ tfiat show.
ABC'ers haven't given up entirely the hope of snagging renewed
Weenolsen's S&M Exit
bankrolling for t h e Whiteman
Bobert Wcenolsen, radio director stanza, pointing out that it has reof tlie. Sherman.
Marquette cently gained a little Hooper
agency, has resigned csffective ground in the face of generally
June 30.
lowering ratings.
However, the
He was formerly an ticecntive in web also is showcasing an hour*
long "Get Bich Quick" idea, just
the radio department 6f Young
Bubieam and before (jut was a In case sponsors might be more interested in a giveaway show.
producer with ABC.

Mutual In &0iit'

On

jnteriochen

.

-

'

—

<

UNDECIDED
ABC
ON WHITEMAN DII^K

&

.

calls

mneymoonOver'

from

ville.

of

now

develops also thai part

NBC's concept of the

project

non<commercial

educa-

for

tional stations possibly being permitted to repeat the web's "University of -the Air" broadcasts under
certain^ restrictions yet to be de-

fined.

As a result of the inquiries,
Sterling Fisher, NBC public affairs
and education director, has mapped
out a July tour to discuss the
home-study blueprint with leading
schools which have expressed interest in exploring the idea. Those
Regarding their membership in
expects at this time to visit inAFRA, Hubbard said, "It's up to he
clude Purdue Univ., the Univ. of
the boys." His staff' voted not to
'
Indiana, Univ^ of Wisconsin, Boston
affiliate.
Univ, and the Univ. of Louisville.
Speaking off the cuff, Hubbard
Louisville's Mayor Charles P.
began to talk about "radio on the
Famsley, however, can't wait until
farm," but changed tack when
of 0. of
listeners
demanded "let's talk July. As a former trustee
Minneapolis, June 1.
Stanley E. Hubbard, owner of
KSTP, was speaker at regional
meeting of AFRA, although his
station personnel are not members
of the group.

,

.

He discussed history of radio in
Minneapolis, then said, "as far as
wages are concerned, the honeymoon

is

When wages

over.

in^

crease costs, advertising rates must
also he increased.
"TSiose who made a killing ia
radio," he said, "are now out of

make

any

claim

on

OOTwrm

lOST' LOSES

Taylor, he's Xxea advocating such a
project locally for months. In fact,
he. almost had one started last fall.
Actual classroom lectures were
statranscribed for airing on
tion WBXW. Shortly before the
project was to start, the university
took it to anothier station because
of greater power. There it died.
When Mayor Famsley saw the
recent Vahiexy story, accoi-ding to
the Louisville Courier-Journal, he
yelled: "Get me that man long distance!" On the phone, he assured
Fisher that Louisville had the
and already - set - up
machinery to put the NBC plan
into immediate operation.
"You
said you planned a 'controlled ex'

:

FM

money

said.

DUE TO RATING
Co.

has

di«hi't you,?" Farnsley
"Well, we're ready to roll,
(Continuea on page 33)

perinjtent,'

cancelled

tion.

"Land of the Lost," which spaas
At the second meeting the ad
group, with Leonard Bush the ll:30-noon period on ABC
chief Saturdays, effective June 26, Bear(6ompton
agency)
as
spokesman, reiterated that they son for quitting is strictly the rathad no .st^gestions as to an accept- ing. It tias to compete with
able bargaining unit or basis of "Junior
Miss" (CBS), which has
negotiationsi
The session there- been averaging 6, and Ed, McOonupon ended, with the Government nell (NBC), which has drawn an
conciliator indicating willingness
average five, while "Lost" has
to call another meeting in case
fluctuated around two.
either group should modify its
Earlier in the season CBS had
'

present position.
Meanwhilev the GuilST has written- to all the agencies active in
radio, outlining the present situation, explaining the Guild stand
and inquiring if each agency would
be willing to negotiate separately
or concurs with the general agencSr
policy.
Concurrent^, the Guild's

offered to cut

mum

down on the mini-

stations requirement

if

Bosco

Cities Service, will shift its

Dramatic

Sbw

Yei

prudential is giving up not only
Bise Stevens, but the entire muMcal format of its CBS "Family
Hour," starting next fall, in favor
of a dramatic show to originate
from Hollywood with different film
stars featured each Sunday. Title,
not as yet definite, may tie "Fam-

ily

.

Hour of

Benton

&:

Players."

Bowles veepee Walter

FM Battle

Ob DodUe Airings
Boston, June

With virtually all Hub
now beaming all programs

1.

stations

AM

FM simuUaneottsly, WBZ
WBZA are beginning to feel
'

and

and
the

the Westinghouse ruling

result of

to tliat

committee is now actively
working out strike plans. The organization's constitution has already been amended to permit a
fat Fan Switch to ABC?
strike call by a two-thirds majority
There's a strong possibility
of 'the ballots poUed, rather than
NBC's oldest continuous client.
twothirds tkf the eligible vote^

Cieii to Pmdeiitial

Hub's

prohibiting any of its six stations
network's Sat. a.m. schedule but from picking up FM from the NBC
the account elected to stay pat, net. Both sides are prepping for a
figuring it had a strong preceedec showdown.
Squabble between Westinghouse
in the Abbott & Costell kid show.
and NBC springs from the fact the

would move the show over

strategy-

Stevens' Henr' Biiwoat

"Hi^

ways iu Melody" show to ABC this
faU.
Whil^e nobod:!^s talking openly
about, ifyet, it's known that NBC

former will not accept the latter's
policy that net outlets can't pick
FM airing but have
use everything or nothing,

and choose for
to

Westlngliouse maintains this is a
violation of the FCC ruling that a
net cant dictate policy to its outlets.

Result is that Westinghouse is
gettuig hit hard in N. E., where a
large majority of stations announce
their
call with evei-y station
execs have' been gently pressuring break. All Mutual- Yankee net stathe gasoline outfit to pep up its tions do this, as does WHDH, AtFriday night stanza, feeling being lantic Sports net key station, and
that it occupies a segment which plenty of indies, including WBMS,
ought to -pull a much better Hub classical music outlet
Hooper. A little high-octane proWBZ, however, is forced by its
gramming would give "Highways" policy to stay with
the old style
more than its current 4.8, it's felt. double airings, running
only
Cities Service
summer show, seven hours a day and tlien mostly
"Show Band of America," tees off with
transcriptions and news. The
this week (4).
It might replace
Westinghouse stations want to pick
"Highways" as the fall stanza.
on such musical programs
ABC has offered the gas and oil up
as the Telephone Hour, etc., but
company several different time retain
their- 30% local time for
periods.
themselves. Net insists on a full
18-hour broadcasting day for simultaneous
and FM, but won't
E.J.
to N.Y. allow a pick and choose policy on
Edward J. De Gray is checking the part of its outlets.
out as assistant general manager
of WBT, Charlotte, and secretarytreasurer of the Jefferson Standi
Drake
Auditioned
Broadcasting Co., which operates
New dramatic show, "The Wanthe station, to return to New York
and CBS as assistant to J. Kelly derer," packaged by Charles Lev in
and
the
Wm.
Morris
agency, was
Smith, veepee over station adminauditioned last night (Tues.) in
istration.
He'll succeed William
N. Y. for ABC network. It'll be an
Hylan, who transferred 8 month
offshoot approach to famous stories,
ago to television sales.
vrith a loose format to permit for
De Gray first joined CBS In 1937 musical interpretation as well. Al'
as an accountant. He moved to fred
Drake will star..
while it was still a ColumbiaPlan is to use Broadway talent in

FM

FM

FM

Craig scotched the report from the
Coast last week that Miss Stevens
is ankling the show rather than
lake a pay cut. No question of pay
was involved, he said. Bather, the
Gray
sponsor felt that the time had come
to switch to a format which could
pay off better In the Hoopers than
was possible for a musical.
Miss Stevens appreciates the
reasons for the formula switch,
Craig said, and there's been no
friction between her and the bankroller and agency.
In fact, the
B & B exec disclosed he has designed a show especially for her,
caUed "Rise Stevens" Notebook,"
witlch her husband and manager,
Walter Surovy, wiU showcase for
fall sponsorship.
Ah audition of WBT
th6 stanza will be cut shortly.
owned station.

De

:

working with prexy John W.

about radio."

representatives to agree to a bar- properly
gaining until setup as « preliml' profits."
nary ^o negotiations. The concilia*
tor thereupon recessed the confabs
and advised the admen to try to
work out some bargaining unit setfiOSCO
up that would be acceptable to
them, as a basis for further mediaThe Bosco

,

&

Hubbard Re Raio:

it.
Those who now own stations,
at higher prices, are finding, it lUfbwj
The meetings were iield by the ficult to get a return on their iiir
Government conciliator with the vestment.
"The element of business hazard
admen and Guilders. At the first,
now must be considered. Nobody
the principal issue was outlined
the refusal -of the agency-sponsor who doesnt share in the riaA: can

,

it" in-

quiries
universities and
others. One result may be launching of a "controlled experiment"
as early as this summer in cooperation mth tiie University of LouisIt

KLZ SCRIPT CHIEF

Waitd:

excited

in
availabilities
varioius markets in behalf of Metropolitan I-ife Insurance.
It's an expansion of a schedule
that's been in operation tor some
time.

news\. program

ou,t

B B D &

all

about NBC's coUege-via-radio proMet Life Waits News
posal, as defined in 'V^ariety three
Young & Bubicam was inquiring weeks ago. The web has received
among station reps last week about a flurry of "tell us all about

'

to "buy" audiences.
In the view of some industry
observers, the nets fvvith the possible exception of NBC) right off
the bat are ignoring the code
through their multiple airing of
qiuz shows whose main attraction
Is their stockpiles, of grveavrays. So
long as the prizes were dcded out
to studio participants, it's felt, the
quiz stanzas, if not actually entertaining, were guilty at least of

Pedi^oi^ Hop on NBCs

Back

AM

Show

supporting roles.

\

'
'
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SPONSORS TELL OFF AGENCIES
Varsity Drag

IMd

CBS Pr^Eraio SUfts

T

of Colbee Restaurant masteminds last week hashed over
exec swltchingB in the N.Y. CBS program dept. They kidded
about w)io'$ wbQ in a lineup that changes faster than, the Notee
Dame baekfidd. As a gag a football team was drawn up:

To

Bunch

latest

William

quarterback

S. Paley,

TO

tl[lliS

iLL

Irving Mansfield, left end
Robert Heller, right end
Goodman Ace, right tackle
Lester Gottlieb, left tackle
James Seward, right guard

Many an agency

is

on the

spot.

The multiple activity in recent
weeks resulting in accounts going
to rival agencies and exodus of key

Zack Becker, left guard
Arthur Godfrey, Alma Mater.

agency personnel is directly atmost cases to client

tributed in
beefs,

iiotff^ Rons mtfr SpoBsor

(b

TrdUe

Additknai Tnie Sales

For the second time in recent
weeks Arthur Godfrey appears to
be running into sponsor trouble be-

..

cause of his and CBS' bid to wrap
VP additional commercial time for
him.

develops that negotiatious
It
have beai under way £or National
and Goldseed Co.
Biscuit Co<
(Glass Wax) to pick up the tab for
a mommg halfriiour of Godfrey.
That would be in addition to the
cross-the-board morning
show which Chesterfield already
sponsors. The ciggte company reportedly can't see eye to eye with
the network on plans for expanding
its No. 1 personality, figuring that
With the kind o£~coin tt'» plunking
down for Godfrey, it's entitled to
hi^ ajn, services on an exclusive
basis, even though there are no
rival products' involved.
Similar situation cropped up a
couple months back when CBS was
all set to spring Godfrey into a
11-11:30

.

NAB

Code: Chapter

I
Wliat some agencies will
find themselves up' against
when the
code goes into
effect was illustrated by a deal
that one of them handling a
weight-reducing account tried
to malce last week. "After finding out from a station rep that,
a 50-kilowatter on his list was
agreeable to taking the busi-

NAB

the agency ordered an
early a.m. lO-minute strip and
sent over the copy.
ness,

The commercial ran 1,200
The rep advised the

words.

agency that the new code limited the blurbing to two minutes and 10 seconds, or 315
words, for a 10-minnte program. The agency rejoined
that it couldn't tell the sales
stoiy in that few words and
withdrew the order.

half-houi' nighttime segment,
but Upton Tea, which sponsors the

new

deal fell through.
National
Biscuit Co. is left
dangling somewhere in midair over
the CBS stalemate. Client is dropping the Paul Whiteman afternoon
ABC show and was negotiating for
a new stanza on ABC' when the

—

off

Faye show

NBC

billings); Listerine

Abe Burrows

for budgetary reasons; DeSota dealers
scratching "Christopher Wells" because of poor ratings and buj^ing
CBS-Godfrey overtures cropped up,
the CBS giveaway, "Catch Me If
leaving ABC out in the cold again.
You Can"; Sealtest calling it quits
It's estimated .^Godfrey pockets
favor of a more
Latest murmur encasing an indie on Jack Carson in
In excess of- $400,000 a year on his
moderately-'budgeted s4iow; NoxLiptott Tea and Chesterfield spon- producer's peeve against a network
zema washing up "Mayor of the
sorships.
which has been going the rounds Town" and turning in tlie ABC
of the ad agencies the past week time because of unsettled condi-

dropping

'

NBCN^IUster
a Facetft
NBC's nighttime

programming

roster gets a full-iledged facelift in

the

fall, in

the

wake of a multiple

sequencing of cancellations and
shifts. If the succe^ion of checkerboaM moves goes through as
blueprinted, it will mean salvaging
"Ford Theatre" with Its $2,000,000
billings, .staving oft the proposed
cancellation because of the client's
Inability

to

move

tlie

show from

Sunday afternoon Into a nighttime
segment.
Here's how the proposed setup
shapes up:
With Raleigh dropping Red Skelton. the ciggie outfit will move its
'People

Are Funny" show from

(Continued on page

34t)

NEW FORMAT DUE
WHILE

MRE'S HOPE

In the face of declining Hoopers
season which has found his
luesday night NBC show barely
crashing the Top 10 ranks, Bob
this

nope

is reported propping a comnew format for bis 1948-'49
Pepsodent ilde.
Hope, in the postwar years, has
adhered pretty closely to the same

ef HfeHs'

was made.
Postscript to the

murmur: Rein-

heimer was considering directing a
protest to the FCC.

Hooper

Ed Murrow's Album

during the war, but
inereasmg trade and lay comment
has supported the view that it's
time Hope abandoned
the Jfomat
tor something new*
broadcasts.
slot

>

Munow

will do a
Edward R.
series of reminiscences of his experiences and observations as a
war correspondent, as an album
for Columbia records.
The pieces will all be new, with
no dub-ins from his ovei-seas

.

,

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

the

,

.

Web s

No. 2 Spot

In the latest of a succession of
executive realignments in the CBS
program department, Robert P.
Heller, chief of the network's
widely-kudosed Documentary Unit,
has been appointed to the post of
executive producer as the No. 2

programming man. He succeeds
Harry Ackerman, who taices over
Ernie Martin's job as"tnJS' top
program man on the Coast.
The latest shift has cued specu"
lation in Now York radio circles on

.

.

Stnatiea?

significance

of the realignDopesters wondered if the

ment.

.

•

,

series of transfers should be interpreted as simply results ci.
Martin resigning his Hollywood
program directorship or Whether:
the steps taken by boiard chair-

man

S. Paley meant more.
of talk played up the
on the '-agency" versus "network" situation within CBS. Transfer to the west of Ackerman only
five monUiB after be joined CB£t
in the specially«ereated job as'
executive producer and iirhexitance

William

One Une

effect

Im,

of Uiat
timer,

plum by Heller, a CBS
was commented upon.

oldIt

was known that this meant, a notable and - deserving promotion for
Heller, who has been chi^ of tJie
Documentary Unit ior two years;
and before that for five year» •
producer. Heller is also considered a protege of the program
department's
general
manager,
William Fineshriber.
Heller now ranks as second In
staff

•

command

in

programming under

Hubbell Robinson.
Against this
meaningful fact, that dopesters
pointed to growing importance of
Hollywood as a sustaining, .origl"
nation point and took the xeceiit
shift there of Ackerman and Guy
della Cioppa as first and second'
in command as strengthening the

touched oft' anew—<in the light of
parallel
Hoopers the perennial
debate
over who's-rating-do-yaread, and why? It'.s the first time,
in the Nielsen stakes, that one
Coast, not mscessaril.y weakening
ba'nkroller's stable of ,^ows iias
the "agency" group of Mecutives
copped .win-place4ind^sh(MV.
It's
the 'fli'st time CBS has- bad all the of which Ackerman, from Young

—

.

>

:

the first time NBC Rubicam, was a key figure.
In view of Heller's added rfi.sponAnd
hasn't been in the money.
it's the first time two house-built sibilities it's considered a foregone
shows ("Irma and "Scouts") have conclusion that he'll step out as
chief of the Doeument^i^ Unit^
cashed in.
Chesterfield which will probably be masterGodfi-ey,
whose
minded by the Dave Taylor-Gerald
stint has been in and out of NielJPttblic Affairs I^pt. unsen's No. 1 daytime spot
(cur- Maulsby
time that a sMccess(»' is
rently fifth
closed from sixth to til such
winners.

It's

-

)

,

take the runnemp bracket behind named.
"Lux theatre" in the evening list,
while "Irma" jumped to tliird from
14th.

Sunday

night quiz,
"Catch Me," it Included a DeSoto
car as one of the giveaways, and
that the, gesture had its purported
effect on Byron's client and a sale
its

'

y

.

OndSBoard

plete

lorraula that found his program
Piactically entrenched in the No.

tions.

count of the giveaway quizer,
"Catch Me If You Can." Byron admitted yesterday (Tuesday) that he
had been conferring with his lawyer, Howard Reinheimer, about the
matter, but said he was under
wraps until his counsel decided
Mrs. Barbara Cushing. Paley,
what action was to be taken and wife of William S. Paley, CBS
what was to be said.
board chairman, is reported set for
As the murmur goes, CBS re- a place on the CBS directorate, and
acted to a complaint by DeSoto it's been indicated tliat she may
several months ago about the rat- project hei-self as a big wheel in
ing of "Wells" by doing a Stan- programming affairs at 485 Maditon-Lazarsfeld test on one. of the son avenue, N. Y.
latter's installments and showing
Paley, it's said, has been saving
the analysis to the account; Byron a spot on the board for Jber as a
countered by engaging Horace Class B director and in view of her
Schwerin to do a test of the same fashion magarine background, it's
program and Schwerin is supposeci expected that she'll take an active
to have come up with results com- hand in the network's TV propletely opposite to the S-L finding. gi'amming.
Mrs. Paley became a mother sevThe sequel, as imparted by tlie
murmur, was that when CBS put eral months ago.
together

.

move from Roche, ^Williams & April.
Sock payoff of the combo set a
Cleary and be divided up between
J. Walter Thompson and Needham, flock of firsts, set some industry
Louis & Brorby; N. W. Ayer scram quarters back on their heels, and

000 dent in

involves the cancellation by DeSoto of Ed Byron's "The Adventures of Christopher Wells" and
the sale by CBS to the same ac-

21.0
20.8
19.3
18.1
17.9
Amos 'n' Andy
17,7
CharUe McCarthy
17.4
Bob Hope. ..
... i. .16.9
Fred Allen
16.3
,
Truth or Consequences
15.9
Bandwagon
15.8
Godfrey's Talent Scouts. 15.8
Music Hall
13J2
Red Skelton
13,2
King Crosby
12.8
,

—

from Fitch; the axing of "Waltz
Time" by Sterling Drugs (a $1,000,-

Nsi^

Ikiw Hoeper Rates 'En
(June 1)
Jack Benny.
Walter Wincheli .....
Radio Theatre
My Friend Irma
Fibber & Molly

Gotfreyand'faiiia'

the Phil Harris-Alice

Actioiiiii&eSotos

to
f

Its 1-2-3 fff

methods employed in grabbing

.

l^ped

budgeted ($17,500) CBS musical,
which fades this season. SimUarly,
the flock of Ruthrauff & Ryan departures, including Sam Pierce, its
Coast radio veepee; Pete Baimim,
co-director of the R & R radio
dept. in New York, and Knowles
ISntrikin, script supervisor, can be
laid at various 'doors, including sag
in billings and the "retiring of the
Lever Bros.' Monday night CBS.
Auto-Life account because of man- "Lux Theatre"—Godfrey "Talent
euvering wi-apping up the "Sus- Scouts" "My Friend Irma" twopense" show.
jiour sequence crashed through the
Nielsen Index for a 1-2^ sweep of
Comings and Goinss
The past few weeks has seen the the top brackets of rating released
Rayve and Hedy Wave accounts Monday (31) for the last half of

the Rexall account in protest over
the Jimmy Durante blackout and

Monday
up a squawk and the

high-rated "Talent Scouts"
nights, put

Lots of bankrollers are demanding a new deal for next season,
with a "deliver or else" ultimatum to agencies. It's strictly a
competitive era, as far as they're
concerned, and they're evaluating
their network programming on a
dollar-for-dollar return basis.
Bowout of such stalwarts as
Mann Holiner from Lennen &
Mitchell, despite the fact that he
had a big piece of the business, is
seen stemming from Old Gold's
unhappy experience with its high-

vs. 'Network'

Hefler

Bankrollers are doing
plenty of yapping, unhappy over
the Hooper phyoffs.
son's high.

William Fineahrlber, fullback
Hubbell Bobinson, riight half
Davidson Taylor, left half

Again

'Agency

Sponsor unrest has bit a new sea-

Frank Stanton, roving center

Studio Audience

Laughs

b Wrong Places; Ik^'
Orders Doors Be Bolted
Chicago, June

1.

Fred Allen, meantime, fell back
from fifth to 13th, and Bob Hope
from seventh to 21st.
Walter Wincheli, however, is
Always well up front
in the Hoopers, he-hasn't fared as
Any cliance of Music Corp. of
well in Nielsen's index (apparently
due to less pull in rural areas than America being able to deliver
Amos 'n' Andy to a new client be(Continued on page 35)
fore the end of the 1948-49 season
has been dissipated by I.ever Bros.*
action in picking up its option on
Toni CanceHing Out
the final lap of the black&ice
As Barry.
team's radio, services.
Ryari prez,
Ryan, Ruthrauff
'B'fast
summed up the situation yesterday
Chicago, June 1.
(Tues.), Lever has elected to go
Toni Co. drops out as bankroUer through with its rights imder the
of the first quarter-hour of "Break- contract. and Amos 'n' Andy are
fast Club" June 25, two days, after
(Continued on page 34)
Don McNeill marks his 15th annl
as emcee of the ABC show. Hairwaver is paring" dovm the radio
budget to offset added outlays for
black and white. Twenty-two net
IN
programs per week currently can-y
Henry Morgan's renewal by
the Toni tag.
ABC already has had a bid for Rayve shampoo (now owned ' bar
Ton! time, but the offeif was nixed Lever Bros.) appears in doubt.
because of product conflict with Deadline for notification of
Co. Meat-packing firm, that his show is being picked np
Swift
sponsoring a half-hour of "Break- for the fall or canceled is tomorfast Club," has a heavy array of row (Thux-s.) at 5 p.m. Up to yes-

BaiksiyiABeid

moving up.

On ABC

PRGANiyENEWEBY
RAM Smi DOBT

ABC

&

sidelines

that

limits

the

Meeks,"

NBC

series

labeled

(Tues.) the network had
heard no word from Needham,
Louis & Brorby, which took over
the account a couple of weeks ago
from the Roche, Williams & Cleary

the field of terday

Saturday potential bankrollers.
Philco, sponsor of B.C.'s final 15
by
minutes, has shown no interest in
Swift & Co., hereafter will bolt the
expanding its time.
door against studio audiences.
Situation comedy airer has been
Toni Renews 'Give & Take*
drawing pewsful of double-crosToni, Inc., has renewed for the
sing smallfry who yock at the
wrong places but fail to come "Give and Take" quiz on CBS
through with payoff laughs, All of Saturday matinees.
New 13-week cycle takes effect
which has thrown off the actors and
June 25.
bewildered the scripter,

"Meet
morning

&

Onb'

agency,

Morgan is scheduled to exit th«
airwaves for the summer on June
It had been expected that a
24.
summer replacement
sponsored
would be set, but. n<«e
to have been signed.

is

known
'

.'

"

!

.

24

Farmer Bromfield Sought

Major Showdown for
Is

Due

in

AFRA Control

Next Weeks Sections

The major showdown for control -f
of the American Federation of Kadio Artists, both nationally and in
the New -York local, will take place
next week. It will be a two-fold
struggle, consisting of elections of
Toronto, June 1.
national board members and deleTeeing off four original one-hour
gates to the national convention.
In addition, a number of proposed musical comedies for the Canadian
amendments Broadcasting Corp., "The Gallant
constitutional
local
will be up for referendum.
Greenhorn" will replace Andrew
The opposing forces, at least in Allan's "Stage 48" Sunday (6) at
Kew York, will again be The In- 10 p.m., EDT. The series will be
dependent, a loosely-knit mod- carried by the trans-Canada neterate liberal group, and the Artists work of the CBC.
Committee, tlie well-organized conDealing with the early Canadian
servative faction. The former now west, the music and lyrics of "Galcontrol the New Yoi'k chapter, lant Greenhorn" are by Ray Darby
having swept the local election last and Morris Surdin; book by Harry
November. However, the Artists Boyle, and Kimball Mcllroy, ToCommittee is still in tlie saddle ronto writers.
Other musical
nationally, with an overwhelming comedies in the series include "The
voting edge in the national board, Rookie," dealing with a baseball
both in its New York representa- background;. ."The Fever and the
tion and because of its alliance Glory," a story of prospectors and
with the conservatives in the Los Canadian bush pilots.
AH are
Angeles chapter.
Darby - Surdin - Boyle-Mcllroy colThe New York elections for rep- laborations -and will be CBC-proresentat'"-es to the national board
duced in Toronto by ^se Ljungh.
and delegates to the national copReport: is- that "Gallant Greenvention will follow a local mem- horn"- will
be, made as a film in

mENHORN' TEES OFF

CANADIAN MUSICALS

.

.

.

bership meeting June 10 at the
Capitol hotel, N.Y. The deadline
for mailed ballots will be JuAe 15.
Nine representatives on the national board and 104 delegates to
the annual convention '.are to be

»»

There's a lot of pioneering
going on in connection
with the "RFD America" farm

From

spirit

quiz show which moves into
the Sunday 2 p.m. slot on
starting next Sunday (6).
With Ed. Bottcher, a real

'^

^

Wedneeday, June
^

'

1948

2,

* *

...

* * t

I

»»

the PhMhiclion Centres

NBC

down-to-earth farmer with no
previous radio experience, set
to take over the. emcee role,
Lou Cowan, wlio owns the
package, is now planning to
pact Louis Bromfield to alternate on eraceeing the program.
Bromfield, who parlays writing with farming, will also be
•

new

to radio.

Duplicati(m Of

m mW

Pro Names Nixed
A

rule forbidding duplicatl:on of

names of radio performers, recommended by the last
national convention of the Ameri-

can Federation of Radio
has been adopted by the
national
board.
Other
groups, notably Equity and
Actors Guild, have similar

Artists,

union's
talent

Screen
regula-

.

,

,

.

—

,

professional

YORK CITY

Won't be any immediate replacement of Martin Jones as radio direcBuchanan. Bill Smith, media buyer, is in charge meantime.
Shutter Candy is ducking off ABC for the summer, but will revive
.Mitchell Grayson took over directorial
"David Harding" Sept. 2.
chores Monday (31) on CBS' "Big Sister," succeeding Ted Huston, who
James M.
went to McCann-Erickson to produce the Swift tele show
Seward, CBS veepee in charge of opoiation, has been out the past two'
Nash-Kelvinator toying with, the tab on that
weeks with jaundice
John B. Kennedy being pacted
8:15 segment of "Stop the Music"
by Serutan to sub two months for Victor Lindlahr on Mutual.
Nelson Case will narrate "Criminal Casebook," which preems tomorrow night (Thurs.) on ABC. He and his wife, actress Nondas Metcalf,
are concentrating on keeping their three cats from killing their new pet
Sylvia Berger scripted the Armstrong "Theatre" show Satsquirrel
urday (29), the "Eternal Light" stanza Sunday (30) and is adapting Sidney Howard's "The Late Christopher Bean" for an undated "Ford TheLucille Wall, completely recovered from skull fracture,
atre" airing
due back this week from California vacation to resume leads on "Portia
Faces Life" and "Loreftza Jones" daytlmers.
They're wondering around Mutual how much air attention the locale
of the Zale-Graziano fight will" get on the Ballantine-bankrolled pickup
Don Gillis, NBC
next Wed. (9)—setting being Ruppert Stadium
composer and production director, hops down to Texas Christian Univ.
(where he formerly taught) next Sunday (6) to hear an entire concert of
It's a baby boy, Mark
his music and accept a doctor of music degree
Robert, for the Sid Eigeses, born Friday (28) morning at Lying-In HosrMary Martha Briney, soprano on
Weighed in at 8V^ lbs.
pital.
"Your Song and Mine," commuting from her Pittsburgh home each
week for the air stint .... Akiba Emanuel, actor-artist-husband of Dorothy Collins, NBC fashion editor, opens his fourth one-man show at the
Not generally known that
Artists' Gallery, 57th street, Saturday (5)

tor at

.

.

,

.

.

^

.

Canada this summer by Beacon tions.
The new ruling stipulates that
Film Productions, this reputedly
the first time that a musical com- new members may not use the Fletcher Markel's given name is William.
edy, written especially for radio, same professional name' as any
has been chosen for film produclis
present AFRA member, but it
tion.
elected.
Loren Rowell back at Young & Rubicam after talking things over
would not apply to any existing
Ben Duffy, BBD&O pre.xy,
Eighteen candidates (a -19th has
with his Bireley's account bosses in Texas
name
duplications among menobers.
withdrawn) have been nominated
in to address Southern California chapter of the Four A's at the BiltHenceforth,
member admissions more
for the nine national board posts
Hollywood Ad Club's new officers are Burt Oliver of F-C-B,
.will be subject to revocation in
(under- the AFKA system of nomiprexy; Ernie Belt and Homer Boelter, veepees; Helen Murray Wall,
to
case
the
new
applicant
is discovnation by petition of 20 members
secretary, and C. P. McGregor, treasurer. Tom Lewis, retiring prexy,
ered to have the same professional
In good standing, rather than by
was gifted with a leather traveling case, and Danny. Thomas entertained
name as an incumbent member. In at
jiominating committee selection of
the installation
Crew Chiefs Quartet signed as supporting lineup
all cases the new member would
an official slate). Deadline* for
with Ray Noble's orch and llene Woods on National Dairy's .summer
the
one
be
required
to
'make
the
nominations' for delegates to th^
Chartocreplacement for Jack Carson, July 15 through Sept. 9
change.,
convention was yesterday (,Tues.),
Colman's "Bulldog Drummond" started a 26-week ride on KECA SaN
NBC
is completing an unpreceand the list of nominees will probCorhy Jackson to San Francisco
urd&y nights for Thrifty Drugs
dented survey, conducted for the
ably be announced today (Wed.).
to attend unveiling of the 1949 Ford, which J Walter Thompson Agency
web
by
a commercial. analysis firm'
Independent Nominees'
is staging for dealers from 11 western states.
.Don Barr and Walter
at "Considerable" cost, tabulating Hub One of Heaviest
"
Th.e Independent nominees are
Bunker dished out $25 government bonds to Y&R's Hollywood- staffers
general information about some
Nelson Case, Ben .Grauer, Eugene
.Bev Palmer resigned as head engineer for
-the agency'6 annv gift.
400 organizations in the
S: which
Populated Radio Towns
Lowenthalj John Neher, /ted OsABC Coast -division, reportedly over differences of opinion with web
have occasion from time to timie to
born, Vu'ginia fayne incumbent
toppers on operations .... Evelyn Knight planes' to -New York June 9
In U.S,, with 10th Station for a spot of air with Jack Smith. .Don Sharpe packaging "Simon
Kenneth Roberts incumbent and make use of radio. Overall obKarL Swenson. The Artists Com- jective is to pave the way for im..LeW Frost, acting head of NBC-Coast, toBoston, June 1.
Lash," to star Sonny Tufts.
proved public service programming
mittee, candidates »re Kenneth
New station is due to hit the air Missoula, Mont., June 4, for Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Conference
eliminating, as much as possible,
by
.Banghart, Alan Bunce
(incum- the
Milt Samuel to New York for annual session at Y&R homebane of having to slap on the June 13 in Brookline, Hub suburb huddles
bent), Clayton CoUyer (incumChet Brouwer of N. W. Ayer to Honolulu on three-week vacaair programs of no general inter- almost completely surrounded by office
bents, Vinton Hayworth, House
est in response to ll-^hour organ- the" city. Station is WVOM, a 5,000 tion. .. .Roger Price, Sid Fields, Johnny Murray and Leonard Stem;
Jameson, Gene Rayburn, Sydney izational
waiter on the top of the dial at hitching their wagons to a couple of stars who were once scripters like
demands.
Smith, Margaret Speaks (incumProgram veepee Ken Dyke set 1600 kc, and the first New England themselves^ i.e., Ed -Gardner and Abe Burrows-T-in Sy Fischer's "Combent), and Ned Wever- (incumairer to operate on a 24-hour a day edy Writers' Show," which goes into ABC's Wednesday night lineup
bent). Running as an unaffiliated up the sun'iey last October. Result
June 9. They toil regularly for Bob Hope/ Eddie Cantor/ Red Skelton
policy.
is
the
publie
that
web's
affairs
and
candidate is*Minerva t>ious (inAlthough designed to blanket the and Abbott and Costello.
education department, headed by
(Continued on page 34)
Rudy Vallee is sending out an SOS for members of the DeForest
Sterling Fisher, bas been provided rich Brookline - Newton - Wellesley
with a. card index of the officers, suburbs, the indie will make the club, composed of radioites with 20 years or more in the racket, to
convention and conference sched-^ 10th important addition to Boston's start attending Tuesday night meetings or call the whole thing off.
ules, objectives and special projects radio dials, others being WEEI Bill Gargan and Ted .Hediger, his radio scripter, to New York to tubBroadcasters Guild, New
of virtually every national organ- (CBS),
WHDH, WORL, WBZ thump for Eronel Productions' "The Argyle Secrets." Gargan's air(NBC), WLAW
(ABC), WBMS, show, "Ross Dolan, Detective," will emanate from the.^st for two
£T Group, Setting Shows ization of any consequence.
,
weeks.
'
-
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With Top Coast Talent
Hollywood, June

1.

Country's tqp local radio talent
being raided by Broadcasters'
Guild, local electrical transcription
outfit, with the
aid of. C. E.
Hooper. Campaign, laid out along
the lines of W. R. Hearst's oldtime swoops on ace newspaper tal'
ent for his own stable', gives talent
national exploitation.
Hooper was signed last week to
make a study of tl^e five highestrated locally produced shows in 10
"Hooper cities."
They include
newscasts, quiz and audience-par-

Is

>

ticipation shows,

and

First
instance of the- advantageous use to which the. info
was put was demonstrated recently. Anticipating several weeks
ago
that
the Portland,
Ore,,
convention on this date of the General Federation of Women's Clubs
would call for a network pickup,
NSC went to the organisation with
a suggestion tiiat a special program be arranged. It turned out
to be an interview with one of the
convention speakers. Dr. Stephen
Penrose, T prexy. of the American
Univ. at Bierut, Lebanon, regarding the current headline situation
in the Middle East.

local irnusical

layouts with an audience-bttilding

New CBS Show

Stops

WCOP

(ABC),

WNAC (MUTUAL)

.

.

and WMEX, thus making the city
one of the hieaviest populated ra- fjv
dio towns as well as the top newsNate Rudicki Manhattan radio and promotion man, in town last week
paper town—nine dailies.
to produce new leg in the "Labor Speaks" series
Ed Hart, indie
Indie, which indicates it's got radio -productions,- en route to Los Angeles to prep for second 26-week
good net prospects, lists as prexy series of Marine Corps recruiting shows
Ben Strouse, WWDC manJohn C. Pappas,- judge in the Glou- ager, first radio man to head the Washington Ad' club as result of
cester court and board chairman of balloting last week
Acting boss of the Senate Commerce Committee,
Suffolk Downs. Max Hoffman, of Senator Charles Tobey recessing his probe of RCA for a 12-day honeyDoubleware Overalls, is treasurer; moon with his ex-school teacher bride .... Evelyn Freyman, radio actress
Ben Bartzoff, v.p. and general man- and part owner of Olney theatre, reelected prexy of the local AFRA. ...
ager.
Other officials are Rubin Radio Manufacturers Ass'n announcing annual convention June 14-17
Morrison of Morrison and Schiff; at Chicago
NAB and RMA joint winners of the American Public
Abraham Weisberg, biz manager of Relations Ass'n trophy for radio-tele achievement. .Commentator
the .Jewish Advocate; and Saul Drew Pearson named "father of the year" by the same outfit
George

WASHimroN ...

—

—

.

Gurvitz, assistant attorney general
of Massachusetts.
Staff of 35 so far includes Ken

.

Hartford leaving WINX for sales staff of WTOP but 1:o work for th*
same boss, once FCC approves WINX's 55% purchase of the CBS
outlet
Local gagsters saying Post had to buy WTOP to get a decent
ball team, CBS has won all and WINX lost all games to date in the
all-radio handicap league here.
.Board of Trade sponsoring National
Symphony concerts on WTOP, starting July 4. .WTOP's Hazel Markel
launching new "People In Town" interview stanza, 3:55-4 p.m., Tues.

Wheeler, former Yankee net program manager in same capacity;
Fred Cusick, former WCOP announcer on sports; Gretchen Mer
rill,
national
amateur skating and Thurs., preeming June 3
WTC's director of women's activities
champ on women's stuff; Olive Nancy Osgood assigned to NBC television staff covering the major
Haines, ionher WEEI on house- political conventions,
hold, and Steve Alison, former
show
after
he
tees
.off
his
new
co(Continued on pagie 33)
op stanza on CBS next month. But WLAW disk jock, in a similar spot. fiV
it would: mean a time switch for
Nabs Another
Singer Bob Morris, last heard in the Blackamoor Room at Miami
"Stop Me," since its Saturday
Beach, now on WBBM's staff
Lucille Whittal off on leave of abPruehauf night spot immediately precedes Joan Davis Negotiating
sence after 21 years as secretary to Ralph Atlass, mgr. of WIND.
ABC's flair for selling news the CBS segment Amsterdam will
South Suburban Broadcasting Co. has FCC-applied for Operation of a
occupy, and Mutual has decided to
shows to network newcomers
For Return to Sealtest new PM'er in suburban Blue Island
Warren Middleton rejoins WLS
stand pat.
,
(Brotherhood of Railway Trainpromotion, following a year as salesman-announcer at KTUC
Jean
Hollywood, June 1
Presumably, although there's no
men, Tucker Corp., etc.) paid off
Jack Owens,- "Breakfast Club"
Joan Davis is negotiating for the Lewis added to Mutual's flack section
again last week in the pacting of time conflict, the comic also will
cruising crooner, has inked a song writing contract with Bregman,
depart
Sealtest
spot
most
recently
"Stop
held
Me's"
Friday
night
Fruehauf Trailers to bankroll a 15Vocco
Conn
&
Commentator
Alex
Dreier
Delta
kudosed
Sigma
by
Jack
tele session on NBC.
by
Carson
and
previous
to
Other reguminute weekly commentary by
Chi for "distinguished service in American journalism".
Cole Millthat by herself.
Harrison Wood on 75 stations for lars in the show's panel are Cal
Tinney, Lew Lehr and Roger
Comedienne, whose cooperative ing Co. renewing "Ernie Lee's Omega Slum" on 60 Mutual stations,
52 weeks. Stanza preems June 20
.Wilford Lahman, NBC"engineer since 1933, leavBower.
program over CBS proved a flop starting Sept. 26.
In the 3 p.m. Sunday slot being vahas
this year, is being .offered by Wil- ing to join Peerless Level and Tool Co. as a veepee.
.WMAQ
cated by "Lassie,'' which Red
liam Morris Agency fOr something hired a helicopter for traffic Observation on Mertiorial Day, July 4 and
Toby David Back on
Hea^t dog food is moving to NBC.
much less than her previous set- Labor Day. Idea is to advise homeward-bound motorists on highway
Detroit, June 1.
Wood, who's been on a Miami
up, a' fabulous deal that included congestion and the best routes .... Lorenzen & Thompson resigning as
Toby David, former platter
station since last December, is an
rep of WXGl..,,Roy Fisher, 22-year-old pedagog of Nathalie, Va.,
complete say over scripts.
ex-newspaper and radio foreign spinner, i-eturned to the air over
named Best Teacher of '48 in the "Quiz Kids" contest. .. .Harvey
correspondent.
He's
currently WWJ Sunday (30) with a program
New York Lee Copley, video Struthers, formerly of WCCO, has signed on with CBS Radio Sales.
penning a book titled "Stalin- of adventure for youngsters based director for McCann-Erickson,
left Bev Dean, WBBM producer, set as instructor of scripting and producon science and the classics.
Man of Masks."
for Hollywood Friday (28) and will tion at the five-day Northern Baptist Radio Workshop, Green Lake,
Show was placed via Zimmer-i Ue lias approval of church, board be gone until June 15. It's mainly WIS
Hoberg Paper Mills bankrolling an 11-station test of new chirp
Keller sgeaey, Detroit. ..
of education and police officials.
in quest of film product.
commercials by the Honey Dreamers.

gimmick.

Following the - study. Guild will
Amsterdam on/Stop Me'
negotiate with program originatoris
for scripts or production manuals
Morey Amsterdam will have to'
«f the shows. Idea is to secure for vacate his spot on "Stop Me If
transcriptions a group of proven You've Heard This," after all. He'd
radio properties that are now the hoped to stay with the Mutual
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Ready for the

$2,600,000

Ki

Ed

D. C.

Borroif

Res^ ABC dii Post,

NBC

are pretty well resigned to the fact that
Both CBS and
State D.ept,'s parceling out to them of shortwave broadcasting has
come-to an end^ Contracts come up for renewal on June 30 and
foregone conclusion that, in the wake •£ the
it's cdnStdered.,a
current fullrblown investigation of the NBC shows beamed to South
America, Con'gress won't hold still for any- further appropriations.
Both NBC and CBS receive $1,300,000 a year for taking over the
shortwave broadcast assignments, with two-thirds of that earmarked
for programming and the remainder for facilities.
Actually, the networks arc much less disturbed about losing the
assignment as they are over "Congress going after radio," as one-

Questions Status vs. Accoi^plishnent
+•

Washington, June 1.
Slash in the $27,000,000 pending
P&G's 'Riley' Renewal
appropriation for the State Dept.'s
Procter & Gamble has picked up
entire overseas informnlion program next year appears in the the option on NBC's "Life of
cards, as the "Voice of America" Riley" show for another 54 weeks
continues to take it on the chin on starting Aug. 28.
Irving Brecher, head of Brecher
three fronts. Recommendations of
angry House and Senate solons run Production on the Coast, scripts
the gamut of complete silencing of and owns the airer,

put it. The webs made no money out of taking over
"Voice of America," since it entailed expanded personnel, faciliWhat they
ties and actually pouring their own coin in the venture.
resent most is Ihe fact that they took it on as a patriotic gesture
and Congress is now licking its chops^for the kill. >

web

official

the "Voice" to temporary suspension of all overseas propaganda efforts
and/or confining government's shortwave output entirely

€0P flmiger for Job Feefflmg likely To

news and commentaries.
The storm is still raging full
on Capitol Hill against the
ill-fated
"Know Youv America"
blast

Cue Mbreviated Tenure for
Washington, June 1.
if the Federal Comfirst
Commission's
will have to settle
appointfor a six-months' interim
ment pending outcome of the poIt looks as
munications

What
fic

November.
in
campaiffli
6en. Bobert A. Taft's Republican
litical

Committee

reporjtcd

is

Traffic Will Bear

There's an L.A.-to-N.y. trafin gags deleted from NBC
"comedy shows.
Once a month the web's
Coast tensors bundle up the
blue-p(inciled quips and ship
them to N.Y. so that when

femme member

jPolicy

Hennod

to

shows come

-east their script-

CBS

tenure at the radio agency.

ill

Middle

Auto-lite Acct.

GOP

expected to follow the Republican in radio billings alone. R. & R.
JPoUcy Committee's injunction to scrammed the "account under cirlet the nomination die with this cum.stances which found CBS in
'Congress.
the middle of an embarrassing
However, both PCC'ers and Com- situation as the result of Automerce Committee members indi- Lite buying the CBS-packaged
cated over the weekend they are "Suspense" show as replacement
by no means unhappy over Tru- for Dick Haymes.
man's selection of the energetic
Royce Martin, prexy of Autoand attractive Miss Hennock. She Lite, has long subscribed to the
Will be on the FCC bench for the philosophy ttat an agency should
September hearing on ultra-high not be paid a commission on a
frequency tele and may participate show bought outside the agency,
in all radio decisions on which R. & R. couldn't see it that way.
oral argument has not been held
But the word that got around
prior to June 30.
in
the trade represented CBS
Meanwhile; Richard Hull, man- board chairman William S. Paley
ager of WOI, Des Moines and prexy as having made the "Suspense"
of the National Assn. of Edu(Continued on page 34)
cational Broadcasters, is continuing
to be mentioned as a possible
GOP selection in 1949. Hull, whose
|

;

school

broadcasters,

is

in

Net Airily

ownership of the character of
"Senator Ciaghorn" on the Fred
Allen program and the "Average
Radio Listener" on the Danny
Kaye show of two seasons ago has
been upheld by an arbitration
panel of the American Arbitration
An application will be
Assn.
made by Delmar's attorney, Jacob
Gerstein, for a N. Y. Supreme
Court order confirming the decision. Dayton Allen was plaintiff.

Court

Washington, June

The unanimous award was
made by a panel including George
Emlen Roosevelt, appointed by the
AAA, and Torrey Stearns and
Philo Higley, named by the Di-ama-

1.

be
will
called on to decide whether the
Federal. Communications Commission may discriminate against a
station which airs nothing but net-

work

programs,

WADC, Akron,
An appeal on
filed

attorneys

Case had previously
gone through extensive litigation
up to the Cour of Appeals, which
ordered it decided by arbitration,
tists

for

said here last week.

the ruling will be
with the high court within 90

Guild.

as specified in the original agreethe parties.

days.

ment between

U. S. district court of appeals
last week upheld FCC's right to
deny
a boost in power to
50 kw on this ground. Irony of the
situation is that the 50 kw grant,
and with it a CBS contract, was
awarded instead to G. A. (Dick)
Richards' WGAR, Cleveland, which
FCC now has on the mat for a'-

WADC

(Continued on page 35)

—

•

Wrapup

A

consideration."

Col.

book on radio's role in
After testifying, Allen planed to
IL "Star.-Spangled New -York to confer with Walter
Ed Kirby and Lt. Lemmon, prexy of World Wide.
Jack Harris, who headec! up Exactly^ what they expected to dis-

the

War

First

War

World

Radio," by Col.

wartime

Dept's mobilizatiop of cuss wasn't disclosed.
activities,
broadcasting

the bookstalls
a» comprehensive,

hit

-

this

week.

It's

chronologically
highly readable account of
the American
contribution
the
broadcasting industry made toward victory, The publisher is
Price $3.50, and well
Ziff-Davis,

Upheld in Arbitration
Kenny Delmar's claim to sole worth

.

•

ToSli^ltOnt

'

*

Supreme Court

i

|

alliance
with radio
dates back to the late 20's when he
worked as a salesman for KYW,
Chicago. He joined NBC in 1930
and was a sales exec with the red
(now NBC) link when he was put
in charge of the Blue Network's(now ABC) Chi division in 1942.

'

To Ciaghorn Character

U

Hi^

To
The

Compete WiA Nets

WOR

told,

middle thirties, hails from Iowa
and is reported to have the support
Of his senators for the job. It's
still far too early, however, to conjecture on the GOP cosjter of hopefuls for any top government jobs
here.

getting.
Borrofl's

Package Firms To

privilege of lambasting the "Voice"
program 'and at least two House
committees, appropriations and exWashington, June 1.
penditures) also wanted in on the
Probable pattern for ''Voice of
act.
Biggest investigatory spliirge
in recent ^Congressional history America"^ ^ortwave programming
r;gached its climax last. Friday (26) next year, as disclosed today (1)
when President Truman chimed in by Assistant Secretary of State
witl;i a "me toot" announcement of a
George Vi Allen, opens the door
White House probe.
for any radio packaging outfit or
Two committees
a joint Senat
Expenditures Foreign Rela- recording company to compete
NBC and CBS will engage in an
tions subconunittee and a House with the networks in contracting unusual battle for audience attento produce entertainment airers.
Expenditurees subcommittee
tion on Thanksgiving Day and
Allen, appearing before a joint
competed for witnesses today, (1)
Christmas Day of this year when,
with simultaneous hearings on the Senate Expenditures-Foreign Re- for the first time in the^ history of
committee hearing, adSen. lations
debacle.
Latin-American
the business, the two webs will
Homer Capehart (R., Ind.), who of- mitted the" State Department bit have two hours of big-name- talent
fered the first resolution to probe off more than it could chew in DX going out over the air at the same
the broadcasts, would have liked programming last yean In new time. P. K. Wrigiey Co. is slated
contracts upcoming for next year,
his commerce committee to walk
to close with CBS a deal for the 4
Allen indicated State would make
off with the plum.
to 6 p.m. stretch on the two holia pitch to prepare all news and
The House took the play away editorial roundups,, then have days, which is directly opposite to.
the stretch that Elgin Watch has
Senatorial
colleagues
by
from its
private outfits translate and voice
contracted on NBC foY its perenwith
the
grabbing the headlines
tifese newscasts.
nial Thanksgiving - Christmas
Headed
first hearing last Friday.
The major block of feature and splurge.
Chenoweth,
(R.,
by Hep. Edgar
entertainment programs would be
By this move CBS escapes being
Col.), the solons made it crystal ^prepared by private
companies.
some These licensees would record the frozen out of an extraordinary con"there's" gonna be
clear
clave that it'had held exclusively
changes made."
stanzas, then ship them to State
for over 10 years under Elgin's
Swift Development
for audition. Once cleared,- the
sponsorsliip. The deal, handled by
These were tlie developments at e.tr's could he aired by networks Leslie Atlass, CBS' midwest v.p.,
the House Expenditures sessions: or by the State Dept. itself. In and a close friend of the gum magr
either case, State would retain e.t.
1. The solons argued variously
nate,
involves
an
expenditure
to shift "Voices" operation to rights and would get more tread around $100,000 for the two days,
out of the platters by shipping
(Continued on page set)
$54,000 for broadcast, facilities and
them overseas for local airing.
the rest for talent. Elgin's show
Proposal opens the way for; such
bill averaged $20,000 per holiday.
outfits as World Wide Broadcast-^
Just which of the Wrigiey agen»Kirby-Harris Book Gives
ing, Frederic Ziv' and Lou Cowan
cies will do the booking of the tal-^
to bid for certain contracts.
ent has not been disclosed, but
Charles' R. Denny, Jr., chief
Radio's Wartime Contrib
the chances are that the assign-'
NBC counsel, hailed the proposed ment will be turned over to Ruthnew setup as "worth plenty of rauff & Ryan, which pilots the
Star-Spangled

Kenny Delmar's Claim

his

charge of

.

As RM. Scrams

candidacy was pushed by farm and

in

headquarters in
resigned, effective
Borroll* had for some

has

,

The GOP ukase will hit courtind other Demo nominations below the cabinet level. Move follows Senate Commerce Committee
action last week naming a threeman subcommittee to consider the
kennock appointment. Group includes Sen. Owen Brewster (R.,
RutbraulT & Ry.an agency has
Maine), chairman, Homer Cape- resigned the Auto^Lite account,
liart (H., Ind.) and Edwin Johnson
members are representing more than $1,000,000

The

NBC

.

As a resuU, New York attorney Frieda Hennock may have
to be satisfied with an abbreviated
jfah. 1.

(D., Col.).

:

v.p.

midwest
15,

time been disturbed over what he
thought a disparity between the
sales record of his division and the
administrative
importance
accorded his job and what brought
his dissatisfaction to a head were
some salary figures contained in
an ABC prospectus issued in connection with the network's refinancing plana. The data showed what
some of the other ABC v.p.'s were

—

can't slip through gags
axed in Hollywood.
They try, it has been found.

ers

Truman's nominees and leave
the door open for the G.O.P; to put
Its men in top government posts
when the new Congress convenes
dfent

which

produced and
beamed to Latin America. Three
Senate committees vied for the

series

Borroff,

Chicago,

Wrigiey,

—

have passed the word around to
Senate committees last Saturday
(29) to block confirmation of Presi-

Voice' to Invite

to

Ed
ABC's
June

Allen had claimed that the
Ciaghorn and Average Listener
characters were taken from a play
called "It's a Gift," which he and
Delmar
Delmar wrote in 1843.
denied flie charge, and among his
supporting witnesses were Fred
Allen and Goodman Ace, the lat^er the head writer on the Kaye
program.

j

Finds

To

In

it.

It

Tough

Sell Fulton

Lewis

an Election Year

Despite the fact he's got more
sponsors (well over 300) than; any
co-op program on the iirj Fulton
Lewis, Jr., for some reason has
trouble getting and keeping; b^nk-

Perhaps the most striking fact
brought otit by the tome is the
state of U. S. radio's unpreparedness at the time of Pearl Harbor.
of this, the monumenIn the light
^
informing and entertain
ing ultimately accomplished is all

rollers

on

his

New York

outlet,

WOR, Last week a trade ad revealed the gabber again was on the
,
the more impressive,
-u-?:?y._ station's availability list. Truth is,
Sarnoff, pi-exy and board chairman it's said, Lewis, because of his
America,
Corp.
of
Radio
the
of
strongly slanted stands on issues of
remarks in the book's foreword:
the day, is especially hard to sell
"Considering that there existed in an election year.
no' precedent for the radio job that
has been running in spots
was to be done, the accomplish- on Lewis' 7 p.m.' cross-the-board
ments recorded in 'Star-Spangled stanza, but his last N, Y. sponsor.
Pertussin cold remedy, weund up
(Continued on page 34)
its seasonal tab last March.
Day after the trade ad broke last
week, the station snared a Wall
Street investment firm, Harris Upr
ham & Co., as a two-a-week banknight (1).
last
effective
roller,
Helen Hayes has been pacted by Order is for 13 weeks.
.

!

.

WOR

HELEN HAYES SET FOR
ELECTRIC COSJN FALL

the Klectric Companies, via Ayer
agency, to star in a new "Electric
Theatre" on CBS in the fall. Halfhour dramatic show will replace
this sponsor's longtime "Hour of
Charm." Time slot for the show,
however, hasn't been set.

Gene Autry series.' J. Walter
Thompson has handled the redruiting of talent for the Elgin events
ever since their inception and as a
rule starts lining up the bills three
or four months in advance. The
parallel alignment of the special
shows by the'two Chicago accounts
suggests quite a competition for
name talent, particularly in HoV
lywood, with prices, accordingly
affected.

In making the pitch to Wrigiey
the network submitted, among other

an audience study showing
on Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas Day matinees from 30 to
of
all home sets are in use.
35%
Broadly speaking, this represents
about
12,000,000.
It
was also
pointed out that these two afternoons there is not only a high set
use but that the audience composition per set is comparable to evening status.

data,
that

Mullen, Siebert Elected
,To

WJR

Directorate

Detroit,

President

G.

A.

June

Richards

1.

an-«

nounced Thursday (27) that direct*
tors of WJR have voted a regular
quarterly dividend of 15 cents a
share to be paid Wednesday (2) to
shareholders of record at the close
of business Monday (1).

Frank E. Mullen and William G.
Siebert were elected :di.rector5,
with the latter as present treasurer
Detroit, June 1.
of
WJR assuming the duties of secFM
broadregular
WJR started
casting Sunday (30), using the pro- retary of the corporation. Seibert
station from ? has been with the station since
grams of the
1929. Other directors include
July,
a. m. to midnight.
There's no additional charge to Harry Wismer, Q. S. .RiCh^Vd^
BankroUer has Frankie Carle on
Francis S. Richards.
advertisers.
for the summer.

WJB PBEEMS FU

AM

,

VcdncBday^ June

CBS Monopolizes

fe, People AM-TVPreemAnowed
To
The

Set

telecast

No Precedents in Talent Pay
of

last

night's

(Tues.) "We, the People" radio
program went on only after a
"week's hassle between the pertomer unions and the sponsor and

ATS

Elects

Durban

Durban, U.S. Rubber
assistant advertising chief, was
j|td agency organizations, with Gulf
American
elected
unanimously
Oil and Young & Rubicam unhapprez at the
Society
Television
contending
pily In the middle. The
eighth annual elections
groups were both concerned over group's
(27).
Thursday
precethe possibility of setting a
Other officers include Halsey V.
the all-important fear in
dent
Barrett, DuMont stations relations
video circles at present.
Emerson Yorke,
Under a compromise agreement, manager, veepee;
film producer, secretary, and
indie
the show 'was finally dojie oft the
Arch Braunfeld, accountant, treasunderstanding that the professionboard includes
New
ATS
urer.
al talent would be paid extra for
Don McClure, Eddie Sobo^, Paul
the telecast (with the amount left
Moskovics,
George
ppen to individual negotiation). Mowrey,
Shupert, Charles Alicoate
George
There was an added stipulation
and Warren' Caro.
that this would involve no precedent a$ to fees and that the telecasters (whether networks, sponsors, agencies, package producers,
Still
etc.) would request no more simultaneous broadcast-telecasts until a
combination rate is agreed upon.
Whether this meant no further
telecasts of the "We, the People"
radio series or applied merely to
other programs was apparently unCharles

J.

—

United Airlines pacted for a 13week series of one-minute spots
over Paramount stations WBKB,
Chicago, and KTLA, Los Angeles.
Spots will plug the airline's new
direct service between N. Y. and
L. A. N. W. Ayer is the agency,
Garolene Products (Milnot) has
signed for Thursday participation
on "At Home with Barbara Barkley" on WGN-TV, Chicago, beginning May 27. Firm is the first to
pin a label on the five-a-week
series which originates at Goldblatt's

Duplication'

A 4A's Problem

certain yesterday afternoon.
indicated the. Gulf

Y&R

video on a regular

basis' hereafter,

(as stated in large display ads in
yesterday's dailies). However, officials of the Associated' Actors &
Artistes of America Said the compromise agreement covered only a
one-shot telecast of "People."
Meanwhile, sparked by the "Peo,
ple" situation, the 4A's video com-

mittee

In Hurdling

airer

would be done simultaneausly on

met yesterday with

tele-

caster representatives in an «ffort
to work out at least a temporary
basis for simultaneous radio-tele

shows. Such an agreement would
liresumably remain in effect merely until the 4A's and the telecasters complete negotions for a. full
video code. Bargaining on such a
pact has been in progress several

weeks (see

TV

With negotiations due to be
resumed soon by the television
companies and the performer
unions, one of the principal immediate issues is still completely in
air, 'with neither side rea<^ to
:

the

make the

Agency

WABD

.

Dry

is

Taft

week, on June

Video Station

Awards Near

Champagne on WABD (Du
Mont, N. Y.), Agency is Wiley,
Frazee & Davenport.
"Tello-Test," quiz program, first
venture into radio of Lane Bryant
Department Stores since Detroit
Washington, June 1.
opening, went out over WJBK
Number of tele stations authorfrom 7 to 7:15 p.m., Monday
through Friday, starting Monday ized neared the 100 mark as the
quizmaster
CommisFederal
Communications
is
Ruppel
(31). Larry
with Stuart Strand handling com sion handed out four new permits
last
Friday (28).
ActOal franmercials.
chises
for
commercial
operation
Plastray Corp. inked for series
New grantees
of one-minute spots over WWJ-TV, now number 97.
Detroit, to plug ife "Jiffy" ice are WMBR, channel A; JacksonCommercials are to be ville; WKAL, channel 13, Rome
cubes.

perator

Hundred Mark

TV

4

That
code

and the Utica Observer-Dispatch,
channel 3, Utica, N. Y., and WOAI,
chaiinel 4, San Antonio.
At the same time, the Commission okayed ABC's new site for its
New York tele operation on the
Hotel Pierre.
Net was formerly
prepared to activate a lesser powered station on the GE Building in

.

WNHC-TV, which

plans DuMont afwas given until Oct. 28
to go on the air; WSPD-TV, Toledo,
to Sept. 9; WHAS-TY Louisville, 'to
Oct. 1. KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City,
won FCC okay to shift from chanatd Ltt"^^^^^ nel 2 to channel 4 and to hike
uled for a continuance hearing power to 14;5kw.
On the Coast, the Commission
Washington
in
(Tues.)
today
KOMO, KJR and KIRG—NBC nixed Dpn Lee's request to use call
ABC and CBS outlets respeo of KTSL for experimental tele
station
W6XAO in Los Angeles,
tively—-have filed for the other
three channels and 20th-Fox has which holds a 90-day authorization
incorporated in this state for the to sell time. FCC explained it has
never
approved
a commercial call
purpose of operating radio and
for an experimental station unless
television statlops.
So far 20th has not fllM for a the licensee also 'holds, a franchise
for
commercial
operatioh in the
tele license, but In view .of tKe
company's interest in video as same town.
Earlier in the week, FCC exshown by its strong bid for a tele
tended license of WO^^AO and Don
station in San Francisco, chances
KHJ
Lee's
and
KHJ-FM to Sept.
are it will be a vigorous contender
when channels come up fop alloca- 1 only, pending a decision on govwith possibility that other ernment charges the net violated
filiation,

Sc«o^

«<

,

pointed out that AFRA has no rule- tactical move for bargaining
puragainst simultaneous telecasting of poses.
yadio sho^s. However, when raThe proposed code is to cover tion,
dio' performers inquire of AFRA
FCC's anti-monopoly regulations.
only the New York area, including outfits will also be interested when
Crop of new TV bidders knocking
on the matter they are advised that
and if hearings are called.
(Continued on page 35)
at FCC's door last week included;
a double fee should be a fair rate
WFMZ, Gl-owned FM outlet, and
for the bl-medium performance.

t'

t«

City of Cieve.

Demands

Cleveland, June

1.

The City of Cleveland wants to
get its cut in the reported $70,000
Video contract which WEWS signed
with the Cleveland Indians for
home games sponsored by General
Electric.

Mayor Thomas Burke sent a letter to Benjamin Fiery, ball club
attorney, calling off tentative agreements on a new lease to the Stadium, which the club Uses, and
suggesting that discussions start
from scratch with provisions for a
split of television' receipts.
The current eontract, expiring in
October, 1949, was signed a year
ago before video was considered a
possibility. The club then received
exclusive radio rights and club officials are said to be prepared to
ajfgue that video is part of radio
and falls under the "exclusive"
rights.

Stassen today, sitting on
of a desk and easily achieving an Diego; KARM, channel 7, Fresno;
intimacy with his audience.
KROY, channel 3, Sacramento, and
While the initial program could Matta Broadcasting Co. (WLOA),
have stood improvement^ namely channel 10. Pittsburgh.
»
because of reels that frequently
There is no doubt that television blurred in their unfolding to illuscan play an influential part in the trate Stassen's stand, there is no
campaigning of political candi- question the basic idea had its RCA'S
The human element is indates, and tills is based on the talk value.
given last iweek over CBS' New evitably governed far more by draYork outlet by Harold E. Stassen, matic impprt than mere use of the
former governor of Minnesota and printed or spoken word. Kahn.
Hollywood, June 1.
now a candidate for the RepubliRCA is conducting schools for
can nomination for president. THE TELEPHONE
engineers in every community
Stassen is the first of a series of Producer: Rojier Englander
where there is a potential telepresidential candidates who will Director; Paul Miokell
vision market.
avail themselves of the CBS video settings: W. C. Smith
RCA runs the schools on the cuff
medium to project their platforms With David Daniels, Barbara Cooppurpose of acquainting
er, Mariearol Bansoni accompa- for the
in a program labeled "Presidentechnicians with their video equipnist
tial Timber."
ment and thereby create a demand
Stassen was a fortunate choice Sustaining:
when the TV plunge is taken in
to start the series. He revealed a WPTZ. PWlly
Gian-Carlo Menotti's "The Tele- the respective cities.
casual, pleasant personality that
Walter Lawrence and Ennis
must certainly have impressed vis- phone," the amusing one-act opera
ual audiences whatever their po- which served as a curtain raiser Bean, RCA staffers, are currently
sentiments.
In informal for the same composer's dramatic presiding over firms' mobile telelitical
style, he spoke for about 25 min- work "The Medium" on the Broad- school.
utes last Thursday night on his way stage season before last, was
aims and purposes, and his talk given its television premiere over
was dramatized through the use of the NBC tele network Wednesday
(28).
stock newsreels and other shots.
Herbuveaux's Tele Shift
WPTZ presented the work Which
Stassen himself appeared only
Chicago, June l.
briefly for the tele camera, the 25- proved highly entertaining and
Jules llerbuveaux, program manminuter mostly comprising a pic- readily adaptable to the TV meThe musical tells ab6ut a ager of NBC's central division
torial definition of his views as he dium.
There were shots, at the suitor who wants to propose to his smce 1943, vacated the post last
spoke.
opening, of Stassen's early Minne- girl, but can't because she is al- week to put in full time as the
sota farm life, tracing his child- ways talking on the phone.
It web's midwestem tele chief.
Art
hood, schooling, etc., with- a com- requires only two characters and Jacobsoii). former productionirman(Continued on page 30)
mentary by Mtlo Boulton. Then
ager, replaces as pfograwi ftead.25 Mins.; Thurs. 9 p.m.
Snstaining
CBS-TV, N. Y.

'

CUFFO SCHOOL

FOR TELE ENGINEERS

'

Some comments on city's request
put proposals of half of television
contract going to city treasury.
Incidentally, attendance' at

home

games here has gone over the halfmillion mark with video apparently
stimulating attendance. Recently,
Tribe. President Bill 'Veecfc de*49R<f4 hfi. was J'doubtful" if video

tUffixm^V-

PRESIDENTIAL TIMBER
With Harold E. Stassen
Director: David Rich

..

.'.."> <y.

TV

veepee Adrian Mur-

and

toned;

CBS

exhibit

was so

word-logged* that

airtight

and

Murphy was only

intermittently baited. But when he
slipped in a few glowing adjectives
of CBS' accomplishments, he drew
a round of objections and a rebuke
from Blume to refrain from- use of

hyperbole and superlatives.
What's A Documentary
•Vincent
Welch, wide - awake
counsel for 20th-Fox, took as much
as he could of Murphy's high selfpraise of the net's documentaries
to inquire the -definition of a docu-mentary.
Murphy replied, "It
bears some resemblance to what
the films call a documentary, or
vice versa,"
Grinning over his
shoulder to the brothers Skouras,
namely, Spyros and Charles, Judge
(Continued on page 35)

Test Pattern Slfows

WPIX Not ykely To

Tri-City
Telecasters
(WHOL),
both for channel 8 in Allentown,
Indicating that WPIX, the N.Y.
Pa.; KSL, channel 5, Salt Lake
City; Leland Holzer, used-car deal- Daily News' upcoming television
who dropped out of the station, will not be subject to the
er
same
reception difficulty that has
the edge Frisco race,
channel
San
10,

Television Reviews

Cut on f 70,000 Video

Lodge and

phy. The two Columbians monopolized the holiday session. There
were enough CBS witnesses left
over to continue testimony in
Washington. The Frisco also-rans
and Washington upfronters were
Donald W. Thornburgh, Coast topper; and Harry Witt, latter being
groomed to shape the chain's video
destiny on the western terminal.
It was apparent before the Monday noon recess that the four other
claimants for the pair of S. F.
channels would be on the receiving
end of a plethora of CBS exhibits.
Before Murphy was called to the
stand by Judge Samuel Hosenman,
the web's chief counsel, exhibits
were carted in by groaning attaches. .jThe exhibits must hav^
weighed' in at around five pounds
per exhibit, exclusive of morning
presentations by the net's technical ball carrier Lodge.
Back from the 3 p.m. recesK,
Blume, somewhat wearied like the
others from the maze of exhaustive

comprehensive details, in'fWe hope to be finished
with this witness before today's
adjournment." By that time Murphy was only half through his 36section Exhibit
16 and going
Manhattan.
Several other permittees got re- strong. Cross-examining counsel
prieves on construction deadlines. was straining for a. go at him.

.

Xpwigbt Wfiist and Dan Seymour)
that wtfuld have involved relativeMost of the performer union dely little added expense.
mands being colisidered by the
However, when word of the plan video companies were reported^ in
got around in the trade, the tele detail in Vabiety last Feb.
11, and
Vision companies, other sponsors four additional
proposed general
and other agencies let out a loud conditions" were reported three
yelp of protest, for fear the ar weeks ago, at the start
of negotiarangement would be used by the tions, Also, the unions haye stated
4A's as justiilcation of its tele tode that their demands
are subject to
demands. Considerable pressure change, and that addiUonal
dewas brought to bear on Gulf and mands may be made during negoY&R. Finally the one-shot com- tiations. This, like the refusal
to
promise was reached.
specify terms for telecasting of raDuring the week's uproar it was dio programs, is regarded as a

1.

CBS has pencilled in a special tivities, and horn., tooting for the
web's
proud
accomplishments.
(Taft June 18, subject to
What loomed as an explosive innthe letter's acceptance.' As a result,
ing, however, petered out into a
film shorts will occupy the halfday
of
friendly
baiting.
show
the
hour slot scheduled for
Web teed olf its all-out bid with
tomorrow, with California Gov.
day of testimony by two key witEarl Warren taking over the next a
nesses,
chief engineer William
10.-

'

iseparate story).
tional services" not specified.
Gulf first decided to tele-, clause has been part
of the

Francisco, June

Show Off

show for

Im-

Seattle, June 1.
Situation on television licenses
since the original AFRA-network
applications here indicate that
deal in ,1938. Although it relates to and
hearings will be necessary before
the telecasting of radio shows, "it
the four available, channels are
was
not
framed
particularly
At preiient KRSG,
Since there are only two regular with that idea, but
merely with the allocated.
_>
„„]„ eaa^
professional actors on the show intgon of
covering ^-(oreseeqj

When

Hearii^; 20th Conies Off Well
San

Henri, Hurst & McDonald.
Francis I. DuPont brokerage
house inked for a series of one(Duminute spots over
Mont, N. Y.). Agency is French &
Preston.
Nash-Kelvinator signed for series
of one-minute film spots preceding
and following Chicago Cubs' games
over WBKB, Chicago, and three
nights weekly over KTLiA, Los
Angeles. Agency is Geyer, Newell
& Ganger.
Robinson-Lloyds inked for series
of one-minute spots for

Frisco Holiday

By JACK HELLMAN

first move. The <moot
the terms to apply to the
simultaneous telecast of radio programs. Despite requests by the radio networks, the performer unions spotted before and after sports
have thus far refused to specify events.
any proposed scales or terms for
such; shows.
Under the network code of the
American Federation of Radio Art- Interest in Seattle
ists, no simultaneous telecast of
Picture in Sharp
air programs is permitted. This is
stipulated in a clause stating that
the agreement covers no "addiUpbeat for Channels

point

vise the "People" broadcasts it in^
dicated willingness to pay an extra
fee (equal to the regular AFRA
ttte) for the video duplication.
.

store.

1948

Battle for Frisco's two remaining, unasslgned television channels
Sen. Robert A. Taft, scheduled
went into its second week yesterto appear on CBS television's, "Pres(Mon.) before FCC Examiner
day
tomorrow
idential Timber" show
Jack Paul Blume with CBS rolling
(Thursday) night, has been forced
out its big guns, loaded for bear
to postpone his speech to TV viewwith
technical exhibits, massive
an
ers because of a conflict with
data on the net's aural and TV acearlier-scheduled appearance.

is

i

execs

department

FOG

2,

hampered WATV (Bremer Broadcasting's tele outlet .in Newark),
setowners throughout metropolitan
New York reported over the weekend from poor to excellent recepof the WPIX test pattern,
Pattern went on the air Saturday
(29) for the first time, in preparation
for the
opening
station's
tion

June

15.

It had originally been thought
that both WPIX and WATV, operating on channels 11 and 13 respectively, would require special an^
tenna adjustment to equip sets for
reception of higher frequency signals. It's now believed^ however,
that the chief difficulty lies either
in the sets themselves or in the
transmitter site location. Since the
WPIX transmitter is located atop
the Daily News Building in midtown Manhattan, its signal has been
found more easily received than
that of. WATV, whose transmitter
is located across the Hudson river
in New Jersey.
chief engineer Frank

WATV

Bremer, meanwhile, declared that

bad reception of his
ings was the fault of

station's airsets and not

of the test pattern. He revealed
that a survey taken of. a number oi
sets in the same general location
disclosed ,that 30% received the
signfll.va^!n.ost.,Ber^ecWy„ .while the

'
,
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SPORTS TAKE THE TV COUNT
New

Frankenstein?

in science, which have created uniwhether such advancements are a bane or
a boon, have pointed up a parallel in a milder form of electronics. The new development of show business—Television—
already is starting to plague the s^musement industry.

The atomic progressions

5L0n[!l

i.

CBS

4

h Sweeping Stand to Permit

versal concern oTer

Television and its sundry rights now call for an Immediate
testing of the issues. Any number of tele' aspects have cropped
up to bewilder* telecasters and audienceis alike. If the courts
are necessary to settle these issues, then it's for the courts
to decide;

<

Theatre Authority nixed a Madison Square Garden benefit's pickup in New York last week. In Hollywood the opposition
i^udios to Paramount dittoed when it tabued its stars dobig a
lobby video ballyhoo attendant to the "Emperor Waltz" premiere. Talent ag^&ts on both coasts, and in between, now instruot^theii; acts to steer clear of the video lens for fear it may.
present then! in a negtitive light and defeat guest shots,
'

There- are other values which must be adjudicated, particuas theatre telecasting is concerned. These are
simpler because contractual provisions now limit videocasts of
Important news events, a big fight for instance, to places
"wfiere no admission is chai"ged," And even there, the implied
boxoflice for the t&vem trade is a technical puzzler which, too.
will be clarified In time.
larly so far

Television

here

lt*8

it*s

.is

no longer

ifjust

around the comer." Mow that
show business to expecUte

to the best interests of

AbeZ.

.wrinkles.

these

liwestSpskmdwninCoiiTeBA^

Covers as Poded F3m Setup Flops
stations not di--f
tectly connected with east coast
outleU win Ifave to depend for fUm

All televisipn

jCmtsam ot the foctiiGoming po^ta&ad «on«entioia on either their
.networks or make some
QHier deal lor material." Plans to
provide for pooled film coverage

fdl thirough last week when it was
discovered that not enough midwestern and western stations were
-Interested to pay 'for the costs of
the pool. (See other television'

convention story on Page 18.)
Prior to the breakdown of the
pool, provisions for four film camera potions at PhUadelptiia^s
Convention Hall had already been
made for TV broadcasters by both
tlie

Republican and

Democratic

national committees. Those positions are now to go to NBC, CBS
and ABC, who will film the convention IiigfaUghts daily for their

non-interconnected affiliates,
by IVPIX, who wiU film the
ceedings for sale to the Juidle
tions not connected to> the

and

^ Mi

Hooper

E.

oiganization,

it's

In a sweeping reversal of policy

Amateurs

re-

'

Amateur

PR^ UDMAN IN

QeTe.S(piawkOH

east

Grant to WTiyffi

last's coaxial cable.

Broadcasters' amvention committee also decided that all east
Cleveland, June 1.
.
coast stations must cut in on the
joint protest by three Clevelive pool pickups, paying a pro- land companies has been liled with
rated share of the costs. Any of the FCC to revoke video license
tliese stations wishing to record the granted to NBC's WTAM.
Protestors, WGAR, WJW, and
(Continued on page 33)

A

.

.

.

.

Variety
20,3%
Educational
20.1%
Travel ............... 19.1%

NBC

research chief
was quick to
point out that Hooper doesn^t rate
Seville, Jr.,

Women's

all programs now on tiie air, which
would make average figures rather
inconclusive, he i^phasiSied that

9.4%

K Per Horn-

averages are "iscUcative of
audience tjrpe preferences." Most
of the hidustry, moreover, agrees
with the averages. Figures prove,
they claim, that video' audiences
are now interested more in pro-

tlie

ilate

standard

broadcasting operation,
has decided to go' out on a
limb and permit dramatization of

CBS

political

on

issues

SetkWIZ-TV

variety than in a sole diet of
sports, indicating that TV audi-

its

television

network.
Further, the network will gradually swing over into its new concept as far as radio is concerned
on the basis that "a democracy can
only thrive -with an uncensored,
free flow of information."

The CBS stand rej^sents the
major mo.ve' to invest television with a hard-punching code
on standards, to prevent the

first

TV

medium from becoming shackled
by the same "inhibitions, frustrations and prohibitions that long
made radio a- sterile medium," as
one of the top CBS execs put it.
Last week's launching of the
'Presidential Timber" «eries on
CBS-TV, which found Presidential
aspirant Harold £. Stassen inaugurating the "TV stnmphig" through

,

the introduction of

new

patterns

which permitted him to document
liis

case, is onfy"the

beginmng for

WJZ-TV, ABC's New York key CBS in evolving new dramatization
techniques. "Primarily," said one
tele station scheduled to hit the
air in August, is prepping a rate CBS chieftain, "we are anxious not

ences have "grown up^' along with
CHI
the medium.
Average ratings are. believed to
hold true only for metropolitan
Chicago, June 1.^
Local video screens will- carry N.Y., where the surveys were
first
live frames
of
a taken. In that regard, it's pointed
their
Chief E^cecutive in action when out, they point up the findings of
recent
survey
which
President Truman's speech from ahother
the Chi Stadium is telecast by showed that, wliile most of the tele
WGN- TV Friday (4). Speech is sets in a citi' will be concentrated
part of a tlu-ee-hour show climax- in -bars and taverns as long as TV
ing nationwide observance of the is still new in the city, as soon asthe novelty haS; worn oiST and more
Swedish Pioneer Centennial.
Others set for lensing are Prince stations take thie air, the number
Bertil of Sweden^ Gloria Swanson, of home sets increases over that in
Set Swanholm, operatic tenor, bars. In most other TV cities, conCarl Sandlnirg, Karl Swenson, sequently, it woiild probably be
found true that most sets are conactor, Marta Toren, actress, and
the Sofia girl gymnasts of Sweden. centrated in taverns and that
sports programming is still upperroost.
By the same token, however, sports will probably be relegated to the background in most

sta-

.

.

card fixmg the basic hour charge to tie the hand of tele isehind it.
of $1,000 and stucBo rehearsal fees Television must have a free flow
of information, so that the citizen
at $200 an hour.
can make up his own mind."
Concurrently,, it's also learned,
But CBS is convinced that it has
the network is establisUng, for its
video web operation as well as its to I>e translated into an effective
owned-and-operated stations, a sig- presentation through flie .Introducnificant departure in statiourbreak tion of new patterns In order' to
time.
Whereas CBS, NBC and win an audience and^et away from
others allow only 35 seconds for the straight speaking formula that
station breaks, permitting only tends toward dullness and tuneout.
As such the CBS "tlunking," it's
station identification and possibly
a ti.me signal, ABC will program conceded, adds up to a new leaf in
minute and a quarter station television's book, as well as CBS'.
Expectations are that NBC and
breaks, permitting full nunute.
others must eventually fall in witli
spots.
f
Half-hour network programs will tlie new CBS concept on permitting
sign oif at 28:40, allowing five dramatization of poUticail broadseconds for web identification, 60 casts as a healthy innovation in
seconds for a commercial, courtesy discarding outmoded tabmu

VIDEO PICKUP FRL (4)

pro-

that for yeai's has applied to its

Lead

..... ..
36.8%
Dramatic .......v..:. 28.0%
Children's
.
.... .... 26.0%
Sports
23.3%
News
,
22.1%

get tlie fitfh place -nod.

Although

m

computed by the NBC research departments Averages
are based on a compilation of
NBC surveys with those of G.
E. Hooper. NBC's findings are
the results of coincidental
phone calls made during all
of 1947 and 1948 to date, while
Hooper's include two monthly
reports early this year.

vealed that amateur shows now
stand first with audienceS in the
Greater N. Y. viewing area. Both
dramatic shows and children's programs, moreover, are ahead of
sports, which holds down the No.
4 position, and ttten it's only 1.2
points ahead of news shows, which

Hugh M.

to Prevent ISterile Medium^

Following are the average
ratings by types of programs

gram

'

.jgiirent

Dramatization of Political B'casts
Sports events, after carrying the
ball for television practically single-handed since the medium went
bigtime after the war's end, have
now taken a back seat with both
viewers and sponsors. Latest audience surveys reveal that three
other program types top sports in
audience preference.
On the basis of average ratings
computed by the NBC research department from a compilation of its
own surveys with those of the O,

,

;

spot or program trailer, and 15
seconds for station identification.

of the, newer TV cities, once
they've had access to the medium
as long as have N.Y. audiences.

The 80-second break is designed,
^plained, particularly to assist affiliates in augmenting their
revenue through local sale of oneminute spots. ABC's spot sales de-

it'a<

Priority for Studio Shows
Also pointing up the way other
program types have superseded
sports in preference among N.Y.
audienees is the fact that NBC,

RCA

(hmg

hm\m Tele

partment, incidentally, in addition
to reppittg the web's o-and-o tele

whenever a commercial studio outlets, will offer representation
Washington, June 1.
show conflir*s with the pickup of a for affiliates.
RCA climbed on the upstairs*
baseball game, will give preferStation-break policy already is video bandwagon last week with an
Cleveland Broadcasting Co., main- ence to the studio show. WNBT, paying off in advance sales for experimental tele station here on
the web's N.Y. flagship station^ WJZ-TV, five spot schedules havtain license should be revoked
510 megacycles. Company, which
has, of course, set its program log ing already been announced by
since NBC has not put video in
has recently been defending its
that the ball games have a clear Murray Grabhom, ABC veepee
operation here. Earlier, a similar so
tele policies before the Senate
Several and manager of the web's o-and-o
ride in the afternoons.
protest filed by above three plus
Commerce Committee, can now
night games have already been operations.
First to sign was claim to be pursuing rainbow tele
and DuMont was filed against pushed off the air, however,
by B. Meier &: Son, eastern sales reps
another license holder, Empire
actively as its long-time critic,
such studio shows as. the "Kraft for food products (in this case, as
Coil Co., of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
Dr^ Edwin Armstrong. FM invenTelevision Theatre" and the "Swift Broadcast
Corned Beef Hash). tor Armstrong, who has charged
on similar charges.
Show." Takeover of the Tuesday
At present, WGAR, WJW, Cleve- night 8 to 9. slot next week by the Firm bought three evening spots RCA wjth efforts to shut off high*
band video, holds FCC olray for a
land Broadcasting, WHK and Du- "Texaco Star Theatre" is expected per week.
In the past week, Peter Paul ultra high frequency tele operation
Mont are all vying for one remain-^ to aggravate the grievances held
signed for seven spots weekly. Old at Alpine, N. J.
ing video channel.
by N.Y. Giant fans against NBC.
Dutch Coffee for five. Beam ProdRCA's new video outlet will be
Third of three channels granted
Chief reason for the No. 1 spot ucts (silver cleaner) for three installed
at the Wardman Park
this area has gone to WEWS, now
held down by amateur programs (using one-minute film shorts), and
hotel, site of its commercial staon air With l>oth video and FM.
is that "Major Bowes Show," aired F&M Schaeffer Brewing for five.
tion WNBWj Simultaneous operaSunday nights on the DuMont
tion of both the high and low-band
web. In two separate monthly surPIX
tele stations, RCA veepeie C. B.
OFFICIAL
veys. Hooper gave the program the WPIX(N.Y.) To Televise
Jolliffe points out, will give engisame high rating of 4&.8. (Figneers an opportunity to compare
TRAILERS ure
means that 46.'8% of all tele
All Shttbert Openings the two services in all respects.
Philadelphia, June I.
homes called during the period
Station will be activated around
Pointing up the conviction of
Horse race films taken at Dela- Hooper was taking its survey ror
Sept. 1, three weeks before FCC
ware Park by track stewards to ported they were watcliing tiiat legit toppers that television will opens hearings on upstah'S Video
serve as a good trailer for their
catch fouls and rough riding have show).
Shuberts last prospects.
the
productions,
been turned into commercial teleweek- assigned exclusive rights to
trailers at WCAU-TV to hypo inPix-Video
televise their opening night activterest in the track's 1948 meeting,
ities to WPIX, N. Y. Daily News'' 'LIVING'.
Because of the growing inwhich began Monday (31).
forthcoming station.
relationship
terlocking
beAction films shot during the
Pact marks the first active intween Pictures and Television,
running of last year's "Polly DrumRIGHTS
in video by the Shuberts and
called
terest
is
to
the
backattention
a
with
Handicap"
mond
Hollywood, June 1.
Will furnish WPIX with a regular
special Films-TV page in this
ground voice telling about this
Al Simon has inked a deal with
of Broadway opening
schedule
18.
on
P.
issue
the
plug
season's main events
Plans
call for the Mutual Don-Lee to air his "It's a
airings.
night
stories
will
be
TV
Other
track opening.
program, which carries
station's remote cameras to pick iLiving"
spotlighted in various sections
The commercial's entertairfment
up the arrival of first-night celebs will now be held for Don Lee
as they occur, such as the Hopvalues are so strong that WCAtJ"Living" is one of KTLA's, Parand anything else of interest outalong Cassidy dual pix-tele
TV officials look for auto race pro1948amount
tele
station, first shows but
during
the
theatres
side
the
the
actors
and
1
P.
on
story
and
football,
baseball,
moters,
'49 season. Title and exact format will now '.be held for
DomLee
union';' attitude toward free
baslretball, circuses, etc., to follow
though not put in use immediately.
'are to be announced lat^r.:
video appearances on P. 46.
.

Par Wants

Riiliiig

WHK

On DuMont Status
^

.

Wasliington, June

1.

Paramount Pictures, Inc., has
called on the Federal Communications Commission for a final ruling
on Its alleged control of the Allen
B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., before video hearings open in Boston

and Cleveland/

Commission

originally intended to defer action

on the Par-Du Mont ownership issue until windup of tele hearings
ui all towns where either is applymg.

As it now stands, unless FCC recants on its charge of duopoly conneither Piar nor Du Mont may
pick up additional tele properties.
iJu Mont has three video franchises
(N.Y., Washington and Pittsburgh)
and Par, two (Chi and Los Angeles). FCC sources see little hope
that Par and Du Mont Will succeed
trol,

•

in

changing the
Commission's
'""J<J on the ownership issue.
,

.

Tlie pix

mey want
mere

is

company attorneys said
to know now whether

anything to be gained by

continuing to" plug for more stations.
Par's New England Theawes is bidding in Boston and DuMont has a hearing upcoming on
.

-
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RAGNG
MAKE OK

ON MUTUAL
WITH TEE

.

•

'

'

the- format.

I
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STORY OF A

m^NNIAL

name

many

applied to

varieties

Th. carnation-a
of the cloveVpink— has

been cultivated for more than 2,000
flower's pink
fifty

years.

hue had long symbolized

years ago

officials

Because the

glo^ving health,

of a newly organized evaporated

milk business adopted the name, Caniation
Cjompany.

In January, 1932, the Gamation
rated the Carnation Contented

Company

Hour on

Network. The program was designed

to

inaugu-

the

NBC

be "a musical

presentation of die widest popular appeal."

For many years the Carnation Contented Program
^opened with the leaving of cows and the clanging
cowbells.

To

this

greatly modernized, remains

Home,'' sung to fame
inusical

Now
the

IS

"Wait

by Fred

Till the

Cows Come

Stone in

comedy "jack O'Lanterh,"
in its

kme

Hour

of

day the theme melody, although

time

17th year on^^^^^

Monday

its

16tli

year

outstanding proof of the value of constancy

advertismg.

Through

at

night, the Carnation Contented

its

long service on the same

AM ERICA 'S

JVO:

in

net-

I XE'lWOnK

f

work

at

the

same hour each Monday

Carnation Contented

Hour has becojne

night,

the

a liousehold

word and Carnatioii Evaporated Milk has As-elcomed
3

'

m

entire

new

;';;eoast-to -coast.

American hoines J^'om

generation in

''>'

Today

in

the

Ho^v
hour

Heiid the best of

p()pul;ir nuisic,

thi^ iuusical liomogeiiizal ion

is

new and

accomplished

by Ted Dale j^oiiductOroFthe GarnatioiV Orchestra and

to build a contented audience?

solid witli the kind

keep it

vip

of the

NBG

Radio
Cortwiallen nj America
snrice. of

Pack a half

of music everybody

to date. Let it flow

o\'er the

Network. Tiuie

great programs heard on
vast

NBC

audience.

millions of listeners

music, song

likes

powerful

The

it

in the

NBC. Let the
result:

and

facilities

midst of other
listeners

be the

a half hour that leads

along Monday's Milky

and entertainment,

the National Broadcasting
A

Clark, a top-ranking vocalist,

.

its\50di Anniversary, the Carnaiion Contented Hour

old.

fills

Buddy

lyrics.

.

This year \vhile the Gariiation (?onTpany celebrates

coiitiiuies to

a brilliant arranger.

Company

Way

of

'

TfiliBVISIQN *

80

Strotz,

Bkkburn

,

;

^cdnCBdity, Jnng 2, 1948

RADIO
Hotel Sets

Deal Cues Tafli

industry speculation that the web
plans both to incorporate more
film-making techniques into TV
programming and to move the bulk
of its progi-amming eventually to
NBC has been the
the Coast.
acknowledged leader for a mass
exodus of TV production to Holly-,
wood, idmilar to that which took
place in the sound broadcasting industry.

some years has been
veepee in charge of NBC's western
division. He was brought to N. Y.
several months ago to study the
web's tele operation and following
Strotz for

the recent resignation of exec veepee Frank E. Mullen, -was moved to
the top of the web's tele department. Blackburn, now NBC's national programing chief, was previously Coast veepee of the J. Walter Thompson ad iigency. Prior to
that, he "was associated with Walt
Disney Productions in Hollywood
and so has a thmough back^roui^d
of experience in the .film industry.
Both Blackburn and Strotz are
known to favor the Coast over N. Y.
as the. eventual centre of TV pro•
gramming.
Ftim TecbniQiies
Whatever flm.tediniques are to.
be incorporated into NBC's tele
programming would probably result from the signing on Ot additional film personnel, both creative
and technicaL Wave f&c such a step
has «rowQ. sliesdily-dmrltig the lait
several - numthsi wMfr numy tele
spokesmen averring that tele- is
more closely. iQlied to motion pictures than to any other form of
show biz. Hence, for the new me.

What AD

Sponsors on Coas^

MCA

Again of Eventual TV Switch to Coast
Assumption by Sidney Strotz >
and Norman Blackburn, both Hollywoodites, of two of the top spots in
NBC's television setup, lias keyed

Own Tele

Hollywood, June 1.
Musi? Corp. of America has
been eased out' of a deal whereby
Expawb Personnel the Hollywood "Roosevelt hotel wiU'
once-weekly, one hour
Rounding out its programming telecast a
show over KTLA. As deal was
its
preparation
for

WPIX

.

experimental W2XJT (Ja- will probably earmark $400 'for
maica, L.I.). is floor manager, and major slice erf plugetng. That will
Albert T. Knudsen, assistant man- get the Cine^riU off the hook, for
ager of ABC's literary rights divi- KTLA pickup and beaming costs
sion until now, has been named will be $600. Other sponsors atcopyright chief.
tracted will help pay talent costs.

jStill's

dium to get tliat required shot in
arm programwise will necessitate the webs' making a. concerted
pitch for Hollywood writers, directhe

tors,

producers, cameramen, Ught-

ittg.and

Such

makeup experts, etc.
a step. It's .tho^efht;-.

is|

closely alisned. with the move of
production activities from; N.
to
tl^e Coast.' Once the production experts from Hollywood are brou^t
programming
onto the TV scene,
will improve sufficientiy to attract
and pay for (the top talent that's
been lacking in tele to date. And,

,

%

.

.

.
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Narrator:

".

.

.

,.*

,

In Utah everyone

...
suppose a

state, in perpetuity."

is

10%

obliged to give

to the

asssr"

^

Voice:
And
Morman decides imrio continue giving up one-tenth'?"
:Jr
Narratof^ "Ah, this sect has a little army, called the Avenging
Angels."
Voice II: "Which assume the task of convincing those who do not
".

.

.

pay?''"-''

'

Narrator: "Naturally."
Voice II: "In what manner?"
Narrator: "With convincing arguments."
Voice: "Made of rubber or wood?" (Laughter.)

,

,

«

Narrator (over Birmingham, Ala.); "We are at Birmingham, the
Pittsburgh of the south and the most important city in Alabama.
It has a population of '300,000 and its principal industries are iron

and

steel."-

Voice:

'

.

"And

this' city is like

those two metals, hard and poorly

made."
Narrator: "That is true. It was constructed in a hurry and they
have not had time to improve it"
Voice II: "Alabama is not a st&te of stupendous cities of brilliant
history, but

it h^is the importance of being the darkest of all."
Voice I: "The darkest? What are you referring to?"
Narrator: "In no other part of the U. S. has the colored race
struggled and suffered so much as here.'- . . . "Since slavery was
more intense here, it Is only logical that liberty should also be
more intense despite certain absurd laws ttuit bave not been elim.

-

• *

.'
.

-*'

-

-..

Voice: (In Montgomery, jjaa.): "mwt yas holding up the traffic?"
Voice. II: "An oxcart."
Narrator: "That is a sym^l of the spirit of Montgon^ery."

Conttimed from page zc

-

-

*

*

Voice: "Oh, this is Utah. That's where men have as many wivlBi|
as they can support?"
Narrator: "So far, nobody has succeeded in dislodging the Mormon dynasty in Utah,
80% of 'the population is Mormon and the
Governor, Senators, Representatives, etc., belong to the sect."
Voice: "So Utah is a kind of oyster?"

inated."

Reviews

Televtsiofli

.

*

,

named

director-producer. aid.
Peggy Gannon; instructor in adult
KTLA meanwhile, got restless
education for International Busi- and told hotel if the program was
ness Machines, has been signed cm not an actuality by June 3, time
as assistaiit director. Louis B. slot would be allocated to someAmes, forme): music copyright spe- one else. As presently set up,
cialist for NBC, is new music li- Howard Auto and Beckman Furs
brarian. Frederic H. Stange, who wUl each kick in $150 for plugs
broke into TV via shows at Bill on each program, and Acme Bee!r

.

.

.

.

MCA

been

About

Washington, June 1.
These were some of the plums In the "Know Your Ameinca"
"voice" airers which raised the blood pressure of the State-proud
solons: (Two Latinos Are traveling through the U. S. exchanging
tidbits 'of information about the country en route,)
Narrator: "Nevada has no interest in itseU; it's a land of cow<
boys and its two principal cities are in competition. In Las Vegas,
people get married and in Reno they get divorced."
Voice: "Yes, but you are forgetting Nevada is the only state
where you can play roulette."

Left Out in Cold

setup
in
would
originally mapped out,
launching June 15, WPIX, the
have produced. It is understood
N.Y. Daily News' television outiet,
that Jtiotel is proceeding independlast week added eight members to
ently because it felt agency was
its staff.
slow in lining up sponsors.
Jack Martin, former managing
Program was initially designed
editor of True Detective mag, and to plug hotel's Cine-Grill niterj-.
Harcia Drennen,' until now staffer Then hostelry got idea of picldng
in the United Press TV depart- up a number of sponsors and letment, were named writer-editors. ting them pay costs, thus insuring
Florence Greene, former produc- spot of video plugs at little cost.
er-director for Larry Finley pro^ MCA was to have solicited ad acductions on the Coast and prior to counts and received a cut of that
that associated with CBS tele and biz as well as commission on talent
Music Corp. of America, is new spotted on program. Before agency
casting director.
bobbed up with any accounts, hotel
Clark R. Jones, production su- got txvo on its own and promise of
pervisor for WRGB (General Elec- another, hence spot now feels it
tric, Schenectady) heretofore, has can handle show without dgency

the Shootings

(f

i

gives the designer practically carte- then went into a few statistics
blanche in the way of stage set- about the current league standings
In the telecast, the setting, before giving out with the comting.
like that of.the stage play, was ul- mereial.
And ihat was the show.

tra-modem.
Producer Roger Engl'ander engaged two students from the Curtis

Institute

of

Gartii
tiie

cy,

Montgomery, producer for
& Eckhardt ad igen-

Kenyon

tinned ihe

.

show with

Music—baritone production mountings

.good'

in all points

David Daniels and soprano Bar- but \mting. Credits list both Arbara Cooper. Both were trained vo- thur Miller and Paul Gardner as
calists and negotiated Menotti's scripters, but what tiiey had to do
none-tooreasy music vntb profes-^ witjh thiis. outside of tiie Borden's

stonvT assurance. The boy was es- pliig, is difficult to detennine. Set,
pecially impressive,, and the enun- representing a miniature ballpark,
ciation ol boQi was remarkably- was well designed and the single
clear.
plug
was well presented by
The4elecast was skillfully staged. Schacht. NBC staflF director HowBlnglander
and
director
Paul ard Cordeiy!5 camera work was
Mickell used recordings to cue in .okay.
stal.
For
according -to the. sponsors ttf such the opera and for the finale.
the song stretches, Mariearol Hana move, the video industry will find, son played piano accompaniments.
just as did xadiOj, that the greatest W. C. Smith, the designer, 'pre-

Narrator (in Texas): "Texas is the state of miracles. An American writer has. made the, statement New England was founded by
hypocrisy aiD4 Texm
hy ito."
*
*
*
Narrator: "Texas, individual in ev«:»thing, was not tonquered
,

,

.

.

.

-

by soldiers nor by priests."Voice I: "By whom then?"
Narrator: "By 600 cows with their respective buUs."( Relates how
Don Juan de Onate arrived in El Paso in 1598 with a large entourage and herd of cattle). ... "In less than 80. years the cows,
with the help of the bulls, of course, tf^isformed Texas into the
.

.

center of the cattle industry."

—

'

wealth of sitch'tsdeut is t«f be found
on the Coast.
development of such film recording devices as' NBC's kinescope recorder and DulVIont's tele-transcriber, moreover, Indicates that
the N. Y. to L. A. trek will not
necessarily have to wait for the
opening up of coast-to-coast networking facilities. Through use of
the recorders, any studio show
staged in Hollywood could be
copied on film and then shipped to
stations in N. Y. and other parts
of th^ country.

tele Foflow-Up

sented th^ credits with great, in-

*

genuity, employing a melange of

telephone pole^, wires and billboards to state the production'
«

facts.

-

In the opera finale, the situation
the harassed young man
to go outside and ring up his lady
on the phone to get an answer to
his proposal.
This last segment
calls for

would have been more effective
had it been arranged with a double exposure effect, showing the
in the booth and the girl on
the- other end of the line.
As it
was the duet is sung largely with
only one person in view. In the
last few seconds the director at
tempts this device but it could have
been tried earlier in the sequence.

man

LEO FITZPATRICK'S

DETROIT TELE POST AL SCHACHT SHOW
With Al Schacht

Detroit, June 1.
United Detroit Theatres Sunday
(31) named Leo Fitzpatrick as director of tele research. Former
president of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters, he is also president
Of the Detroit Civic Light Opera

Producer: Garth Montgomery
Director: Howard Cordery
Writers: Arthur Miller, Paul

NBC's airing of "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblles" Sunday (30)
night marked dne of the first times
that a repeat performance of a
show stood up in every detail as
well as the initial presentation.
Since the fuUrlength play must
have been liked equally as well by
those who had seen it before as
those who were seeing it for the
first time, the success of Sunday
night's broadcast points up television oficials' contention that they'll
be able to "reissue" much programming from time to time, so
long as it's good.
Scripted by Nelson Bond and David Kent, "Lobblies" was staged
originally on NBC Sept. 22, 1947,
under co-sponsorship of the web
and the Dramatists Guild. Play
was subsequently bought for fihns
,

by

S. Sylvan Simon's Radio Cinema
Theatres Corp. Simon reportedly
Gardner
had a screen treatment worked out
S Mins.; preceding N. T. Giants' but has yet to produce it. On the
baseball games
basis of the repeat performance,
BORDEN'S
•Lobblies" still looks a good bet
Assn.
WNBT-NBC. N. Y.
for pictures
with the starring
Fitzpatrick left for Hollywood
role, ineidentially, still looking as
(Kenyan & Hckhardt)
this week to spend six weeks in
though
One of the pioneer top^spending Kaye. it were grooved for Danny
California- studying TV on the
Coast and becoming acquainted television advertisers,, Borden's has
NBC staffer Fred Goe repeated
.with his new duties at the home .come back to the medium after a as producer-director this time
and,
office of Paramount, of which the hiatus of almost a year, with this working with most of
the original
Detroit
ganization is a subsidiary. five-minute
spot, preceding
all cast, kept the proceedings letterhome games of the N. Y. Giants perfect; Special fantasy effects
televised by WNBT.
It's too bad were
and the suson Closed Circuit the food firm didn't pick a better pense, well-handled
especially at the second act
curtain, was fine. Cast was standPlug Tele for Kiwanis number
^^.^hi^^f^'ri^nt"?/
of Giant fans assures a out, with Vinton Hayworth, Vaughn
Hollywood, June 1.
sizable audience, the program cer- Taylor, John Mcl^uade and tlie
NBC'S television station, KNBH, tainly can't be considered good others all rating a deep bow for
not yet in operation, will, present a entertainment.
their effofts.
closed circuit video showing to .B,Al Schacbt, known as the
000 members of the Kiwanis Inter- "Clown Prince of Baseball," carLucky Strike's "iJarney Blakenational Tuesday, June 8, at the ries the five ""minutes all by him- Police Reporter" Thursday night
«self-^along
with
a
Borden's
comNBC tele show continues to sock
Shrine Auditorium.
On the day caught (27)^ across the whodunit formula >ia
will show kinescope pic- mercial.
five minutes for TV.
it.
didn't
take
The arresting aspect of this
tures of commercial shows new on
- NBC's operating network. " Two Schacht to demonstrate that hts Wynn Wright production is that it
brand of clowning, although it ma^ succeeds
minute segments of the Chester- be funny in a baseball stadium, achieving week in and week out in
a full dimensional qualfield, Camel and Kraft programs isn't
very amusing for the intimacy ity, despite the fact that it's seldom
will be viewed to acquaint the of a small-screen video set. After more than a succession
of close
Kiwanians with the type of shows a supposedly nostalgic anecdote range, intimate camera shots. Yet
Lbeing-tolooast.'.StatioA^U-also.puL. about -Big -Jim Thorpe, which the story continuity flows and it
'Wss*ea"ffie poi'nt entirely, Schaiihf all makes 'good tele sense.

—

•

ENBH

.

To

[

'

*

KNBH

,

,

:

'Voice of Amertea'
Contlnned from page 25

Commerce

Dept. or "soipe other independent agency."
Chenowetg
and Rep. Carter Manasco (D.t Ala.)
made a pitch to lop the entire

program

;

State can only check and doublenews material and its own
airers to the Iron 'Curtain coun-

ehecli;

tries.

:

3. Both NBC and the bureaucrats made much of the fact that
the State the "Know Your America" series
Dept. in business to entertain represented less than one-tenth of
people axjyway?"
The Congress- 1% of their entire shortwave outman reminded that the "Know put.

until it

tuted on a

can be reconsti-

new basis. Chenoweth's

final blast was:

"Why

is

Your America"

airers were classed
"light,
educational-entertainfare, sent Asst. Secretary of
State George Allen home with the
injunction to concentrate on newscasts to Iron Curtain countries and
forget everything else.
2. Spme plain and fancy buckpassing Highlighted testimony by
State and NBC officials. Most refreshing admission was NBC general counsel Charles R. Denny's
statement that his net assumed full
responsibility
for
the blunder.

as

ment"

What

didn't

make

tlie

headlines,

however, 'Vere earlier statements
by NBC officials that thev had assumed all along that the State
Dept. was spot-checking the net's
entire shortwave output:
George Allen and aide, Charles
Thayer, tried to shift part of the
blame onto Congress itself for paring State's funds and ordering 70%
of the programming farmed out to
NBC and CBS. Thayer said he
would have to have over 20 more
employees in the N. Y. office in
order to serpen the nets' scripts at
an annual cost- around $179,000.
NBC rubbed the solons indirectly by claiming the net had had to
fire translators who were to
have
put all foreign scripts into English before they went on the air.
The coin which the State Dept.
pays it to produce 283 shortwave
airers
doesn't add even small
change to NBC's kitty, Denny said.
The net stanzas go out in nine different languages wiUi no on-theair

monitoring.

"1^*^^ ^ ^'S play to regain
100% control of the program operation, with officials plainly
evinc-

ing chagrin that private companies
were in on the act. In its present
pUrse-poot toMditioft, Allen ssid

4. Ugly
question, of employee
loyalty also entered the- hearing.
Borgia, scripter of the unfortunate broadcasts, wrote the
committee he had objected to and
"hated" writing that type of shoW^
Added "NBC is to blame for everything" and "if I worked at NBC
it is because I am poor and have
a
family."
Alberto Gandero, Borgia's superior, who supervised production, is now in Cuban radio.

Rene

Both were dropped by NBC foUowmg complamts by Hep. John Taber
(R., NT. Y.) last March.

Finley Inks Stock Co.

For Tele Productions
_

Hollywood, June 1.
Larry Finley Productions has

i,

signed some of its top name talent
to do a 16m film series for television on a set AGVA scale basis
plus & percentage of the film and
has also formed a television stock
company for the production of
filmed TV series.
«.
Rami^ey Ames, Bob Ecton, Roberta Lee, Dorothy Porter, Frankie
Hyers and Marquerette Padula
have been inlced for stock company work by the producer. Com-

pany

will work in
legit stock.

Smith

&

Dale

same manner

TV

as

Package
New television comedy series
featuring Joe Smith and Charlie
Dale has been packaged by indie
producer Roger White and is now
being peddled around the networks and ad agencies.
Titled the "Smith & Dale Sketch'
book," the. show was written, fby
Mbrt' Oreen arid'^orge Foster^"

Third Annual

niETY
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Special Editorial Features

By Top Showmen
Will Accent

WHAT'S ON THE
TELEVISION HORIZON

SHOW

KING IT AGAIN
With Alan
Howard,

•

,

Dale, Patti Clayton,
The Riddlers,

Block's orch;

Bob
Ray

Dan Seymour, em-

TfVriters: Hy Zaret, Bernle Haiiiffhcn, Albert Stillmtin, BUI Stein
Producer: Lester Gottlieb
Director: Rocco Tito
60 Mins,; Sat., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from New 'York ,
Now that the nation's radio lisieners have gone refrigerator-

happy and the ^medium's giyeaway
craze is at fever pitch, CBS apparently is out to deliver the "bigHaving
gest and the mostest.'-'
wrapped up the DeSoto sponsorsiiip of

phone

the get-rich-quicli-via-tele"Catch Me If You Can,"

•which the

web preemed only a few

CBS last Saturday (29)
launched its full hour "Sing It
Again" which, but for some minor
variations, is an exact carbon-copy

•w'eeks baclc,

of

REXALL SXJMMER
leader," took it unto itself to estabWith Pat O'Brien, Virginia Bruce.
lish new patterns in provocative
Francis X. Bushman, Roy Bargy,
and cerebral-slanted prograrammg.
conductor; Bill Forman, Barbara
"Stop
the
"borrowed"
Having
Eiler; announcer
pephas
CBS
format,
Music"
the
Writer: True Boardman
ot
brand
own
its
with
it
pered
Director: Glenhall Taylor
sliowmanship fillips, hiring a quar- 30 Mins.; Sun., 1:30 p.m., EDT
tet 61 professional songwriters to REXAL.L
refurbish the lyrics of standard pop NBC, from Hollywood
and oldtim^ tunes and elimmatmg
(iV. W. Aj*er)
merchandise awards in favor of
Rexall is back again with this
For the
"cash only'" giveaways.
Pat O'Brien-Virginia Bruce dragiant jackpot, which started at matic series as its summer fran$1,000 ind is now up to $1,200, it chise holder—this time in the 7:30borrowed from Ralph Edwards 8 p.m. spot Sundays on NBC, as a
"Truth or Consequences," intro- consequence of the drug firm's reducing 1 recorded phantom voice cent buy of Fitch and its prize netwhi'ch the contestant must identity
work time spot. The choice of a
through the inevitable rhyming continuing story about a smallclues.
town druggist is understandable lor
The $100 bills are passed out at the sponsor.
Also the O'Brienan appropriately dizzy pace to Bruce combo seems okay for audithose wl.o identify the personality, ence draw.
But that doesn't explace or thing described in tlie re- plain such a sentimental yarn as
vocals
of
furbished lyrics, with the
the vehicle. Sounds as if the pillAlan Dale, Patti Clayton, Bob pusher might have upset a syrup
Howard and The Riddlers quintet jug on the script.

ABC's fabulous Sunday night

"Stop the Music" show. (The selfsame "Stop the Music," incidentally, which the CBS programming
boys had rejected prior to its ABC
affiliation and which subsequently
set the pace for the wholesale revival of
*

WelIn(i«liil)rt^June

RADIO BfiVIEWS

82

Bank Night

in radio.)

As the place "where 99,000,000
beople gather weekly," CBS is obviously out to hit the 100,000,000
jackpot by patterning its modus
9perandi to the listeners' taste. If
it is phone call
lic wants,

giveaways the pub-

who

CBS

is

to refuse

them

sandwiched in between

at respect-

able intervals, and Dan Seymour
doing a glib emcee job. All has
been whipped together into .a 60minute production, under the capable helm of Lester Gottlieb, calculated to give CBS its share of
the nighttime giveaway audience.
Since comparisons with "Stop
the Music" are inevitable, the CBS
"cash only" decision as against
"Music's" giant multiple merchandise handout may loom as a strong
factor in favor of the ABC show.
At this stage of ihe giveaway game,
the average listener has become
pretty much inured to a mere $100
payoff, or even $1,000 for that "big
moment." In contrast, there's an
almost breathless (and even comic)
quality to the reeling ojl of those
fabulous' gifts with a $15,000-$20,*
000 valuation that contributes

—

their favorite dish? -There are
disturbing
alarming,
definitely
overtones to this, new concept in
thinking, for there are some seg*
ments of the listening public who
lire all too mindful of the days
usi
mo*
when a venturesome Bill Paley & toward heightening ''Music's"
Aose.
Co., far from playing "foUow-the- ments.

The season's opening episode,
Sunday (30) was a soap-opera tear-

how a

youngt. mother,
killed in a
railroad crossing acident, insists on

jerker about

whose husband has been

giving up her newborn daughter
for adoption. With an assist from
the doctor and the local judge, the
druggist and his devoted sweetheart, sign tiie necessary papers.
But to no one's surprise, natch, the
real mottier presently regains her

proper maternal feelings, where-

upon the adoption turns out

to

have been merely a pretense.
All of which didn't seem quite
twice

as

long as the run-of-thedaytime serial, but was

wringer
otherwise no less suffocating. The
story, was similar, the characters
were equally o»e-(^mensional, fla^
vor was likewise solely heartttirobby and tlie tempo was slowmotion. Th«-onepjime difference,
star names, seemed progressively
'

less notable.

series will hold
token share of the regu-

Possibly such
at least a
lar audience

NOW AVAILABLE
COMEDY,

TELEVISION,

RADIO, DRAMATIC STOCK,

MOTION

for the

time

spot.

Somehow, though, a writer-direc^
True Boardman,

Pe1«r Lawford, Walter Pldgeon,
Peggy Lee, Kathryn Grayson,
Johnnie Johnston, Esther Williams, Ben Gage, Margaret
O'Brien, Betty Garrett, Andre
Previn, Mary Jane Smith, Carey
Wilson,

NIGHT CLUB PRESENTATION

30 Mina,} Sim., 4:30 p.m.,

CBS, from New York

n

now appears that no quarter
of radio entertainment is outside

the, bounds of the giveaway craze,.
Time was when a mystery addict
Mayor Fletcher BOwron, could tune in on bis favorite, fare
'

Lassie, others.
Director: Billy Wilgus
Writers: Carey Wilson, George
Wells, Lcs Petersen, Billy Wilgus, others.
330 Mins., Thurs. (27). 3:30-9:00
p.m.
Sustaining

KMGM-FM,

for the sheer enjoyment of a little
vicarious mayhem or of privately
trying to anticipate the disclosure
of cock robin's executioner. Those
days could b*e over.
What with
radio being the chain-reaction that
it is in appropriating the other fellow's stunt, it is easy to foresee a
rush among the current crop of

Hollywood

er's teeofE

program.

•

The infant was KMGM, Metro's
new Coast FM station. Jt was bawl-

.

all),

where

WMGM's

baby

sister

is!

now holding forth, early in the
afternoon. They came on platters
and they came live. Matinee layout
consisted of Margaret O'Brien (who
was reprised for the big evening
show), Lassie and a bunch of
clowns. They entertained 100 kids
from local orphanges, as well as
set-siders, for an -hour.
From 4:30 to 7 Jerry Lawrence
held sway, emceeing a trtickload of
platters from BCA-Victor, Columjia, Decca, Capitol and M-G-Jil Rec-

Overseac.

• Producer, Directed, Revised and Cast Over JO
Complete Musical Comedies from Aug. 1944 to
Nov. 1947.-

though the sum at that point was
but $300, it was announced that the
second installment of "Who-Dun-^
It" would tee off with $500 in the
pot for this mystery "clue."

The

theme

^

—

feature on the acting
end is a,, "guest detective," some
one who plays the lead role on an
established radio mystery show/
On. this occasion the guest was
Stats

West 40th

Camp

Street,

25 years'exper'ience before
ville,

New

this

embarrassment and
can be avoided.

York City.

Presentation Dramatic Stock, Musical

some experience managing

etc., pjus

in

Comedy,

theatres, Pub-

KRIVIT

235 West 102nd Street,

New

Settell technique is based on a
^it is fast-moving and informed but that throattightening quality is still there,
particularly in the nostalgic signoff to the orchestra's playing of
"Memories." That, however, is the
only sobering spot ia an excellent
and highly listenable 30 - minute
segment.
McStay.

—
—

melancholy theme

I

York

Gdec,

a wonderfully

funny stint in which
.iimmy was occasionally startled-^
but

good—to
man

straight

find himself plavinjr
"
for Van.

It may have been true, as
Skelton pointed out pointedly, that only
Metro execs were listening, because
only ones who can afr-i FMtJue
lord
sets, but anyone else who
accidentally or otherwise stumbled
the line of the coffee-pot's beam
certainly got an earful of
good
show If Leo Intends to keep this
up, It 11 be EM'S biggest boost to

™

Mifec.

1

Grayson

Vaude-

licity, etc.

HARRY

discomfitui-e

Society"

full-toned>and lively but the whole Danny Thomas gave out with the
show is commendably centered one about the paisan who had
around Settell with his picturing troubles getting his' baby cliristof by-gone decades from news in ened, Pidgeon and Wilson
got inthe then current headlines to his volved in a weak script hinged on
personal reminiscences of great the phophecies of Nostradamus—
sports events he and many of his the show's one weak spot.
older listeners witnessed.
Peggy Lee thrushed "Why Don't
Evolving around his homely and You Do Right?" Keenan Wynn
and
philosophical scripting, plus a dis- Peter Lawford
slammed over a
arming and "untrained" delivery comedy routine from the
Gus Sun
and mannerisms in whicli he is just Time, Kathryn
and
himself, the program's swift popu- Johnnie Johnston
did a Pons-KOslarity on both sides of the border
telanetz on "Tales of the Vienna
is easy to understand. Not that the
Woods," Johnston sang "That

^
-

8

producing

who does -thd
"Casey,
Crime

thing that made itself quite
apparent during the initial installation of "Who-Dun-It" is that It
would be wise for the m.c. to treat
the thing purely as a guessing
game and not press the contestant
for an explanation of how the culprit was identified.
In that way

.

and LawShows,

in

One

and "Ok'l Baby Dok'l."
Edward Arnold did a takeoff on his
yesterday sung by George Murray "Mr. President" ether stanza. Maror -the Gay Blades (quartet). The garet O'Brien told about -her recent
musical and vocal background is visit to Ireland and" the Continent.

'"rence Phillips, Executive Vice Pres-

U. S. O.

role

Photographer" (CBS).

m

thanks for the opportunity to
Lastfogel, President,

Cottsworth,

name

and up self was off somewhere listening to
Not only- the show, it was announced, as was

riods; it also applies to the choice
of vocal numbers and the hits of

ident,

jackpot

An added

.

My

the

the banknight kite.
Bob Dixon
does a gracious job at emceeing
and Santos Ortega registers almost
"faceless" as the "Inspector Slade'*
from whose casebook the four mysteries presented on each program
are supposed to have been culled.

through the Roaring '20's.
has it an appeal for old-timers, Justin Dart of Rexall. Messages of
but also those .onetime cutups of greetings from them were read.
the '20's now entering middle age. Mayer's was a promi.s-e. also, to put
This nostalgic mood is also en- a lot of worthwhile stuff on the air
hanced by the arrangements of from now on in. Wilson and Walter.
Russ Gerow, who directs his 18- Pidgeon read. the wires.
piece orchestra in the musical
Betty Cfarrett tossed her torso "ate.
styles contemporary with their^e- and tonsils to '.'There Ought to Be a

I

• Produced over 150 Variety Revues from January
1946 FoNov^ 1947.

Abe

of

As for the entertainment impact
of the show, it's strictly a tail to

i

'90's

handling

ing.

•

Gay

Ckld

Black Magic," and the pair dueted
"The Song Is You." Red Skelton
did his "Widdle Kid" routine, explaining that the reason
is
located in a drugstore is "in case
the commercials make you sick."
Andre Preven drew sparks out
of the Steinway with the Khatcha.^

KMGM

»

turian
Soul."

Toccatji

and

"Body

::

"JINGLES
THAT DON'T

and

Esther Williams and Ben
Gage delved into the home life 6f
Raleigh
Howard W. Masch- a radio announcer. Mary Jane
meiev,- announcer 'on WRAL, was Smith
sang "Kiss Me Again."
appointed program r-'-inager for Jimmy Durante and Van Johnson
WPTE, Albany, N, Y.
wound it all up with "Chiddabee."

—

:

question seemed to be off beam.
At no time during the program was
it made clear what or whom the
clue was supposed to identify, although advance publicity on the
show explained that it would be
specially sliced tune- "based on a famous crime of fact
all
ords,
tributes from Margaret Whiting, or fiction."
It could have been
Dinah Shore, Hoagy Carmichael, merely due to' a bad case of script'

Glenhall Taylor and Pat O'BrienVirginia Bruce suggests something
with more distinction; something Evelyn Knight, Abe Burrows, Beryl
more listenable, something at least Davis, Betty Jane Rhodes, Johnny.
slightly memorable.
Mercer, Buddy Clark, Bob Crosby,
Possibly in recognition of the Les Brown^ Mel Torme, Lorry
premiere ocasion, the Rexall com- Ralne, Jim and Mildred Mulcay
mercials were cut to a minimum,' Frankie Masters and Jerry Gray
With little more than a sponsor New York legit and radio names,
identification at the opener and a emceed by Ted Husing, sent their
brief blurb at the close. RKO and disk regards
and those of Loew's
Paramount got plugs for the ap^
and WMGM, New York
pearanccs of O'Brien and Miss from 7 to 7:30.
Bruce, and there was q sign-oi!f
All this was merely the preview
appeal for food for starving chil^ to the preview.
The typically
Hobe.
Hollywoodian stufit ran from 7:30
dren of Europe.
Searchlights rocketed as
to 9.
CLARY'S GAZETTE
Devons, Jaguars, Sunbeam Talbots,
With Clary SeteU, Buss Gerow M-Gs and Flying Standards unGay loaded their autograpli pifey in the
,Orcta»
George* Murray,
Blades (quartet), Bin Bessey> drugstore's -plaza,
announcer
Bill MacCrystall, KMGM's gen^
Producer: Richard Gluns
eral manager, and Herb Pettey,
Writer: Clary Settell
who scrammed his post as Loew's
30 Mins.: Sun., 10:30 p.m.
radio director in New York temSustaining
porarily for the event, were only a
CBC, from Toronto
minute late getting the show going,
On the Dominion network of the but once it was off it was a powerCanadian Broadcasting Corp. and a house. Credit for that is due Les
Mutual exchange program, this Petersen, who produced, and Billy
summer sustainer revolves around Wilgus of J. Walter Thompson, an
the warm personality of Clary Set- old hand at keeping the annual
tell, veteran sports commentator, Elgin airshow in line, who directed.
already known to Canadian listenCarey Wilson emceed. Mayor
ers for many years for his Mon.- Fletcher Bowron welcomed the new
Sat. "Old Obeserver" series. His station and then sidelined to tallc
"Clary's Gazette," however, is a things over with Ida Koverman,
full musical production, based on Mayer's exec assistant. Mayer himthe

!

with $100 and remained unclaimed
at the program's- fadeout.
Even

'

• Production Head Musical Comedy and Vqriefy
Revue Departments for U. S. O. Camp Showi

"Who-Dun-It," which bowed in
weekend (30), is an amalagam

last

divers charade
of
contrivances
ing its first baby cries into the al- tried elsewhere and found efl'ecready overloaded ozone of Greater tive. The accent, as has been nOr
Los Angeles, where peanut-whistle table about other CBS-launchcd
stations are already a dime a dozen, quizzers recently, is on the giveas Papa Louis B. Mayer paced away motif.
As formats go, this one is quite
anxiously in the corridor. All his
other kids were on hand—-execs, simple. A capsule mystery case is
producers, stars, directors—to enacted and the right guess of the
brace him up. And the kids saw to culprit pays $100. The premium
it that never ever was there such for a good guess is a crack at the
a sendoff as this for an FMer, and "jackpot clue," composed in the
For every case
that it's hardly likely ever to be form of a jingle.
•
which is missed out by a student
repeated.
Stars started gathering for the contestant there is $100 added to
five-and-a-half hour show in "Tlie the prize of the "jackpot clue.''
World's Biggest Drugstore" (Rex- This added incentive started oft

.

HARRY KRIVtT

.

Here was one for the books. A mystery shows to clutter up their.
million dollars worth of talent and proceedings "with quiz and giveIf this CBS bankonly a handful of listeners. Top away devices,
network and film,- stars beating nightcr clicks, as it well might,
their brains out for a 10,000-watt- such a trend could be inescapable.

WHN

PICTURES, OPERETTA,

1948

With Red SkeUoni Jimmy Purante, With Bob Dixon, Santos Ortegat
Jack Miller, musical director
Danny Thomas, Edward Arnold,
Van Johnson, Keenau Wynn, Direotor; Edward Ray Downcs

tor-star setup like

for

MUSICAL

a'

%

CAVALCADE OF STARS

JANGLE"
tLANNY AND GINGER GREY

'

Radio Programs and Jinglet
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Televlsion-Radto

New

Inside TelevisioB
iUhouBh the Harold Stassen television show Thursday night (27) on
rBS-TV "Presidential Timber" series was produced by Young &
nifwram staff members In a private capacity, the project had the posiMw. mdowement of the agency's president, Sigurd Larmon. Latter is'
wnorted an ardent Stassen supporter,
Show was written and produced by David Levy, directed by Wes
WpKee" with William Forbes as liaison with Stasseh's headquarters.
publicity head, assisted Forbes ahd pressagented
Harold' Smith,' Y&R
Film inserts for the stanza were produced by Jerry
thP telecast.
such work for NBC. .Paramount filmed
Fairbanks, whO' regularly does
ill

the orthicou tube, for subsequelnt aitlhg over video
the telecast off
Cities.
stations in othtet

Members of the Badio Directors Guild (shortly to become the Radio
are flocking to the Astor, N. Y,, these
and Television" Directors Guild)
Monday nights to' bone up on video techniques. Guild-sponsored seminars—this week's (31) was the third— will continue through June
David Lewis, free14, which is Guild meeting night).
(except on
lance tele director formerly with the Caples agency, spoke last week
on dramatic serials. This week's session took up variety shows, with
Balph Levy of CBS, presiding. Max Fleischer, the film cartoon producer, is expected to talk to an upcoming session. Seminars are being
chairmanned by Charles Polacheck of CBS, tele rep on RDG's N. Y.

Lifesize Tele
Hollywood, June

Midwest Spots

1.

Anfo Television has developed a
direct projection television set for
use. Set casts a six by eight
foot image.
William Anderson, chief technician for Anfo, said that set is
ready for distribution and will be
put on the market shortly.

Continned (ram

home

pickups on film for transmission later in the day will be

itase i%

t

interviews with the political
bigwigs, and the third for regular
.commercial business. Fifteen stations along the eastern seaboard
from Richmond to Boston are already connected to the cables and
will have access to the pooled
material.

live

aa-

to do so at no extra [cost. Any
stations not connected to the cable
wishing to buy film transcriptions

aUe

of the live pool pickups are required to pay one-tenth of the prorated pool cost. It's believed each
station in the latter category will
Total .costs for the live pool, inbe charged S5,000-$6,000 for its cluding cable chai'ges, manpower,
SiContinucU from page 24
share of the pool.
etc., is estimated at $78,000 for
most popular programs in their reboth conventions. Pool is to operPar's First Contract
spective communities.
ate eight hours a day during the
WPIX, N. Y. Daily News' forth- scheduled five days
Guild produces the shows.
It
for each parly's
also markets them exclusively to coming Mation, has already closed confab,
<^
one station in a market. Produc- a deal for Paramount to transcribe
ers arc Gil Ralston of Procter and enough of the daily proceedings on
one-reel
refilm
to
provide
for
Gamble; Don Sharpe of ABC; Jack
a
Wilcher of Badger, Browning & hash each "night. Contract is the
llershey agency's radio depart- first Par has signed for commercial
film
transcription
ment, and C. C. Tucker, producer use
of
its
Continued from page ZX
of the Holland Engle show.
method, which is the same system
and we'll guarantee its success^
Guild gives broadcasting station it uses for its theatre TV. NBC
members a SO-day option on «ach has also announced that it will We'll even cast bronze medals to
property announced for produc- press its kinescope recorder into commemorate it!"
tion.
Six being peddled now are use for the first time at the coUf
At Farnslcy's u»ging, Fisher
the Cliff Edwards show, 260 quar- ventions to provide material to its
(Who is a mayor himself, of Tan"yter-hour programs for a five-a- affiliates not connected to the
town, N.Y.) flew to Louisville last
week basis for a year; "Joseph Cot- cable.
ten Co.," 26 half-hour shows; "New
Bids for the film pool had origi- week to spend two days talking it
Adventures of Michael Shayne," 52 nally been taken from five different over. Yesterday (Tues.), Farnsley
half-hours, with Jeff Chandler in outfits, which included one of the
flew into N. Y. to further arrangelead role; "Road to Gold," 260 ma,ior theatrical newsreel firms.
ments with Fisher and Ken Dylce,
quarter-hour
After lengthy

B'casters Guild

s

'

.

board.

Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, one of the first big schools to
programming laboratory, has received a $5,000
grant from the Rockefeller Foundation to extend its TV work in the
Institute a ^television

graduate school.

Grant will be used to provide fellowships of

.$1,800

each to two stu-

dents, who are to find scripts suitable for TV and adapt them to the
medium as part of their work toward a master's degree. Duo will also

and direct plays at WBWS, Scripps-Howard tele outlet in
Cleveland, with Which the school has been working in close cooperation
design sets

since the station took the air last year.

The Cleveland-Akron and Cincinnati areas were omitted from an
Item in the May 19 issue showing the number of tele sets, as reported
by the Radio Manufacturers Association, shipped in 1947. The
tabulation gave 2,828 as the number of sets shipped to the Cleve-Akron
area and reported 2,160 receivers for Cincinnati.

RMA

KUOM's

Brewer Splashing Chi
Chicago, June

'

Splash

set

by

Canadian

1.

Ace

Brewing Co. for the bow of the
transcribed "Guy Lombardo Show"
surpasses the drumbeatiifg for any
Other comparable show in local
radio annals, Show starts on
Thursday (3) for 13 weeks through
Louis Weitzman Advertising/ Los
Angeles.
Teeoff promotion includes three
days of airplane trailerizing, hundreds of two-sheet posters, car
cards, bumper cards, strips on
motor coach buses.

WGN

:

Full-Hour
Dramatization Series

featuring

Guild member-stations price the
shows themselves, in line with fees
Minneapolis, June 1.
University of Minnesota they know they can get from their
However, producers of
station, Saturday (5) will reinaugu- sponsors.
rate popular summer feature, Sat- each show have the option of nixurday night hour-long dramatiza- ing a station's suggested price, if
he
feels
the
price is too low in that
tions of American novels.
First Offering will be "Prime particular market for his type of
Leaf," novel by ttpbert Penn War- show.
ren,
univ*sity faculty member
Guild now has 124 radio station
and Pulitzer prize winner with his members throughout the country,
play "All the King's Men." Scripts with every type of station, from
are written and produced by staff ,250-watt local indie to 50,000-watt
members of
and Univer- cleai'-channel network affiliate.
of
members indicate
sity Radio Guild, and are sched- Reactions
uled for nine weeks, 7 p. m. Satur- probable acceptance of program
by listeners, stations and sponsors.
d.'iys.
,

For Lombardo Show

stanzas

consideration,

the

Marvin Miller spinning treasure field was finally narrowed down to
hunt yarns; the Engle show, 260 Telenews and Emerson Yorke.
quarter hours; and "Music by Telenews' bid has not been made
Muir,"
two-piano
layout;
260 known but Yorke is believed to
quarter hours.
have offered a complete daily 'film
Membership fee is station's one- package of, the convention proceedhour Class A national rate as pub- ings at a single price to the induslished in Standard Rate and Data. try of $68,000. Because most of the

KUOM,

KUOM

'

stations not connected to the east
coast cable are already affiliated to
one of the webs, which will feed
them film directly, it was found
impossible to split up the cost

equitably among the few remaining stationi^ Plans for the film
pool,
consequently, were abau'^
doned.
American Telephone & » Telegraph, meanwhile, has announced
that three cables will be available
for TV broadcasters during the
convention. One is to be used for
the pool, one for any outside convention shows that a station or
network may wish to pick up, 'such

'

program veepee. On arrival, however, Farnsley fell ill and was
rusned to Mt. Sinai hospital. The
parley was postponed.
In addition to already named
schools, those who've asked for
info include the Univ. of Alabama
and the State College of Washington, Pullman, which operates 5000watt KWSC. International Correspondence. Schools and the Saturday Review of Literature also have
asked about the possibilities of
tie-ins.
Magazine has suggested
publishing supplemental material
for the, NBC-aired courses.

Laredo, Tex..r—Howard W. Davis

and Mr. and Mrs. J. K; Beretta
have applied to the FCC for ap-»
proval to sell their stock in the
Laredo Broadcasting Co. to Mark
Perkins for a consideration of $80,000.
The group operates KPAB
and holds a construction permit for
KAin-FM here.

JERRY

WAYNE
Ko.

Booked hy

\AAAf

'.^m
/ytt%

1.

Best Stttlftrs On Jukes--Variety
'You Can't B« True Dtar" (JERRY

WAYNE)

Most Playtd Juko Box Records—Tho Billboord
No. 1. "You Con't Be True Dear" (JERRY WAYNEl
Best Sellers— Daily

News

"You Can't Be True Dear" (JERRY WAYNE)
"Dickey-Bird Song" (JERRY WAYNE)

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
personol m0t.

WARREN

H. PEARL

.

Vedac>d»y, June

S4

Ben Park's Health Series
Continued from pace 24

Ben Park, who
kudo-winning

exists
cumbent), (Miss Payne was elect, nance), a curious situation
chapter. The Independents,
ed frtm Chicago, Hut has since in this
divergence of
transferred to "the New York chap- comprising a wide
political views, control the local
board and hold all local elective
Besides the seven Incumbents
offices. But on the national board
up for reelection as New York rep- (including the New York delegaresentatives, there are nine other
tion) the AC still holds the heavy
not
terms
do
incumbents whose
voting majority it won at the electhis
Of
year.
expire until next
tion last spring, before the national
group, six are Artists Committee convention
and the consequent propartisans, one Is an unaffiliated
test uprising,
liberal, and the other two have no
Of the various proposed local
known general voting policy and constitutional amendments to be
Artists
attend few meetings. The
voted on at next week's New York
Committee holdovers are William membership meeting, only two are
P. Adams, Jack Arthur, Staats
important. One would revise tlie
Cotsworth, Carl Frank, Frank Galsystem of local board elections to
lop and Jay Jostyn. Robert Donley
provide for staggered terms for
Is unaffiliated, and James Melton
hoard
meubers. Since alternate
(though sympathetic to AC) and
have been, advanced for
proposals
Lawence Tibbett rarely attend two-year and
three-year terms, the
meetings.
membership may vote either one,
The New York-Los Angeles al- or to retain the present one-year
liance is particularly powerful be- setup.
cause board meetings are £ield in
The other major amendment
New York, witti ttie Coast section would change the requirements for
meeting in Hollywood, so repre- voting membership in the local.
sentatives- firom other locals are The present rule that anyone who
unable to attend. Even when the has been a member for a year
other locals can attend meetings, must appear on 30 broadcasts or
or on the rare occasions the ses- play 10 principal parts to have the
sions are held in other cities the right to vote would be revised to
N.Y.-Ii.A. combine-holds a big vot- require merely the
30 broadcasts,
ing margin because of the bi-sec- on the ground that the definition
of
tional setup. The same conditions "principal part'*

New

,

Radio's Bmik

{

gations."

Action on the option sets at rest
Buzz Aston's Accident a rumor, that had been going the
Pittsburgh, June 1.
rounds that Charles Luckman. No.
Buzz Aston, featured singer on 1 Lever man, had become so disKDKA 'Staff, came within a split turbed over A & A insistence of
second of lQ»ng Ms eyesigSht last going ahead next season with tiieir
week when furnace "bl Ms new $30,000 radio-tele deal, linking
Bethel Township home explodied' both rights in a single package,
while he was examining it. Tem- that he was on the verge of dropporarily Minded) Aston was rushed, ping the program forthwith. As a
to the hospital where quick action result of the l.ever move the team
is credited witb^ saving him from has no choice now but to shelve
its video ambitions until the latter
blindness.
As it is, he'U have- to undergo part of '49,
MCA had been pitching the team
regular treatments, for months befor several weeks, with the talk
fore his vision retiKns-to normal.

ss
of

students
,

taUng over "Catch Me."
All but $6,000 of the $90,000
given away in merchandise and
services on the networks weekly is
accounted for by 18 programs.

•

including a suggesstion that the
Cambridge manufacturer might be
induced to surrender the final segment of its contract should a successor client, amenable to the radior-video proposition,

ed in taking over as of

be

Broken down by giveaway
aways figures as follows^;
Network merchandise
$90,000
shows
Lo c a merchandise
..
30,000
shows ......

fall '49.

As

far as the trade knows, the talent
organization hasn't received a single bite to date.
The talent organization's Coast
toppfers are reported to have ex-

.

.

.

mcmey

give-

inoney

^give-

NetWOlic

aways ............

availability angle, but this in-itacolumn.
tion now seems to have been re-

solved by the option pickup.
Ever since
put the team
on the block the trade has been
looking askance at the formula- devised by A &
for their radiotele showcasing, since they're planning an .Al .TolsonTLarry Parks
technique whereby a blackface pair
will do the TV standin while only
the
& voices will be heard.

MCA

summer
roundup -The' roundup

ready for the big

(o

A

bring their large au-

dience direct, to your sales

A

room. The Texas Rangers

A

have a wid^ selection of

NBG

favorite tunes, transcribed

for top quality.

Hieir

s Continued from page

hundreds of selections are

23

s

Friday niglil at 9 .into Tuesday
night at 10:30.
Colgate is moving its Friday
night 8:30 "Can You Top This?"
show into the Saturday night Judy
Canova spot, dropping the latteK
With .Sterluig
Drug's
"Waltz

as flexible. as live talent.

You can

Nighttime

spot your sales

messages to your own
needs. In shorty you are
adding the Texas Rangers

,

N
D
D
N

20,000
$165,000.

The $8,000

easily repreother shows, like
"Quiz Kids," "Juvenile Jury" and
"Information, Please," which give
away radios, typewriters, encyclopedias, etc. This tally, however,
does not include those shows that
run occasional contests with merchandise as the lure.
While the distribution of cash
on network stanzas hasn't maintained the- mounting pace of the
merdbandise giveaway, the money
sh»w is still potent, conservatively
esthnated at $25,000 a week. A
litewise conservative estimate of
the weekly ca.sh giveaways on the
hundreds of local telephone quizzes throughout the (tonntry puts
that phase of listener cozening at
around $20,000 weekly.

sents the

N

N
D
N
N
N
N
D

...

M.
Armour

Philip

CBS

.......

Quakcr-Tont

CBS

Co-op

Sustaining

.

&W

Brown

.

, .

ABC
MBS
NBC
MBS
ABC
MBS
NBC
ABC

...

Mlles-P. Morris

.

.

.

.

.

.

Speldel-Smith B
U. S. Tobacco
Procter & Gamble
.

.

,

.

... ...

.

Amer. Kkpress
.

.

.

.

1,500
6,500
1,500
2,500
4,000
3,000
2,600
2,^00
5,500
2,300
20,000
0,900
2.000
2,500
3,000
5,000

$84,000

ing happy results for the millions Radio Committee, it formulated a
great policy on packaging on television
of protagonists In life's
shows, also extended into radio,
drama."
The authors, however, express establishing gross prices for its

fervent hope that U. S. radio will network-packaged shows to permit
be better prepared in the future. inclusion of the agency's 19% commission. Usu^ practice is to set a
Summing up, they state:
net price, with the agency fre"American radio was lucky. It quently embarrassed
adding its
ad-libbed its way through the first 15%.
wai- and without government conAutb-Lite is currently mulling a
trol.
\ There is scant comfort in new agency affiliation. Latter in
the fact that when the ilaps all probability will have to subbombed Pearl Harbor no plan ex- scribe to Martin's feelings about
isted for the use of radio as an in- outside package
shows.
strument of either defense or of"Suspense" preems for Aulo^
fense, or for anything else, for that Lite on July 8.
For that oversight both
matter.
government and the radio industry,
City James E. Burke,
may be criticized. Furthermore, Jr.,Kansas
is the ne\ir director of special
as long as no M-Day plan for radio
features for stations KMBC-KFRM.
for the future exists, so long will' He fills
the spot vacated by John S.
the public welfare be impelled." McDermott, who recently became
Kirby and Harris suggest that, promotion director for the two sta-,
as a first step, regular liaison tions.
should be established between the
armed forces, the State Department, the Federal Communications
Commission and the radio uidustiy.
The mechanism is at han'd in
Washington. The National Assn.
of Broadcasters is well-geared to

—

—
.

—
.

.

—

enced by
an ad.ioining

listed in

MBS

D

D
D

,

Everybody who was anybody in
wartime radio gets a nod in the
tome. Show 'business' vast contributions are documei^ted. And the
pages are sprinkled with now-itcan-be-told anecdotes of the "triiumphs, flubs and escajies*' experi-

25,000

aways
Local

Total
some embarrassment
from the persistence of the New
York office In stressing, the '48 which are

Texas Rangers,
AmeAca's foremost singers of Western tunc?, are

.

.

With full co-operation on
every hand a truly superlative job
might have been done."

.

perienced

Tlife

.

PayoCr
(S.OOO
5,000

Borden's
PhUlp Morris.
Gen. Elec
Tonl
Sustaining.......

ation.

1'

interest-

i

Clieiit

Sterling
DcSotft

handle sudi an Important assignment." In World War 11, "while
the overall radio results were generally satisfactory^" the authors
conclude, "they were achieved only
after endless bickering and negoti-

BteaJEdown of Prizes
type and broadcast source, radio's weekly carnival of give-

,

,

Weeklf

Web
ABC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
ABC

Total

the higher-rating nighttime shows,
and to give but secondary thought
to.dtortime programs. This disdain
for the daytime outlet is expected
to mount as network commercials
go oflE for the summer and giveaway sessions move in as replacements:
This weighing of comparative
audiences also takes in local giveaway programs. About the only
article that isn't stUl on lap for a
giveaway show is the automobile.
They can be had only for cash on
The prize conthe barrelhead;
tacteers claim that the networks
themselves ruined this phase of the
swap orgy by buying the cars in
order to show such prospective
auto manufacturers the sort of
merchandising a program of this
type could do for them. They cite
as support for this interpretation
CBS' snccess in selling DeSoto on

,

D

N

Vox-Pop
Winner Take All

Hooper reports and are instructtng
their contacts to concentrate on

"expected to live up to their obli-

.

.....

D

Hint Hunt
Ladies Be Seated
Lucky Partner
People Are Funny
Queen, for Day
Stop the Music
Take a Number
Truth-Consequences

N^M

Continued from page 1

them have become

Lever-A&A

,

.

Heart's Desire
led

WBBM finally

izatlon."

<

Nlghttme

Everybody Wins
House Party
Give and Take
Go for the House

to Park's exit
was ahred May
12 after a quick about-face by execs
who earlier badcluurgecl "editorlal-

Script that

as

tiarw

1

,

Show

agencies.

from

Fpre

list

ttie

Bride and Groom,
Catch Me If Can
County Fair

mentary series about community
Series will be aired in cooperation with the Chi Board of
Health and 29 health and medical

is too. loose.

Continued from page 23

Uncen-

health.

i

Curioas N. Y. Situation
\
Becaas? {Of the upsurge of the
liberal coa^tion in New York last
fall (in revolt against AC domi-

"Report

away shows on

sored," following suppression of a
on restrictive covenants,
script
last week was signed by the Chicago Industrial Health Assn. for
scripting chores on a new docu-'

ter.o)

Paydfs

of the major merchandise and tervicet give
networks, with the estimated averoffs weekly
retail value of their priztif plus ot^ier info:
FoIUtwinff is a

WBBM's

of

writer-producer

as

;

existed, with pred'sely fhe same
result, at the last national convenYork.
tion, last August to

HowAe

Chicago, June 1.
recently resigned

AFRA Showdown

1948.

.

many

those-

who headed up the

radio effort.

Book rates a must, label in the
reading of anyone even remotely
associated with radio. It holds Interest right up to its back-page
"iionor r611s."
Doan.

CBS
IS

In

Middle

Continued from page 25

pitch to Martin direct In
to bypass the agency.

an

effort

maintains that Martin's
"thinking" on divorcing agency
commissions from outside packages pre-dates negotiations for
"Suspense" and in fact offers documentary evidence in support. Similarly, when Martin sought to deal
direct with CBS on the "Suspense"
deal, the network took the position
Few Buy Th^r Prizes
Few are
commercial pro- that for obvious reasons it couldn't
grams on the networks that buy become involved.
It's recalled, too, that when CBS
their own giveaways. An outright
execs sat down with the Four A's
'exception is "County Fair" ( CBS

Time" (9:30-10) and Molle "Mystery Theatre" (10-10:30) switching over to CBS, It clears the full "Vox Pop" (ABC) also buys most
two-hour 8:30-10:30 Friday night of its prizes, but also makes deals.
segment on IVBC for the new pro^
As for the netwoi'k money givegram look.
aways,
the
bigtimers
include
Procter & Gamble, which has "Truth and Consequence," which
bouglrt Skelton (it becomes a Rus- distributes an average of $2,500
sel Seeds account, since Skdton along with mercliandise and servis a Seeds "exclusive"), moves into ices; "Strike It Bich," which walks
the Friday at nine slot. Pabst, the ghost for a similar amount on
spon.sor.<!
of Eddie Cantor; now CBS Saturday nights; "Break the
heard Thursdays 10:30, gets the Bank" (ABC), which passes out
nod for Friday at 8:30 for a move- an average of $2,000, and "Sing It
over of the Cantor show. And the Again," CBS su.stainer, which also
9:30 to 10:30 strip, under present supports a 2G nierry-go-round.
plans, wUl go to "Ford Theatre,"
wliich has threatened to scram unless NBC can find a night spot for
the dramatic stanza.
Kirby-Harris
The Friday at 8 NBC "Highways
Continucil from page
over

UJyiTJCD HEXAM, nKtlCI CO.
Vr««M*ter, NBC, lOr.SS »:M., H.II.N.T.
IU-C-Mt->Oa tkc InlrnMi With Von"
"THIS TIME FOR KEErt"
Mit.: LOU CLAVraH

CBS

•

DO YOU WANT TO
A

rtttlut

[ilnnil

rttreat

K ALONE?

btlvMn

Fratiiort

vtA

iMwt B«tih, « acre*, ovir soo ft. tulkinwii.
ImlsMM' atwer garden. Ramli typo archltMturt with oomnUta wivaiy ta axqiilsita
awlniMlaf pool, atona *ra iilaoe, S b(idroBfl»
aNil 5 aliawert,
urvka ^uartcri, boat houso
witli Car Wood 1047 aaoad boat.
Total co>t
$75,000.

WILL «ELL FOR $22.0(!0 iDinalote
FRED C. WARE, 10 W. Slin-

with

(urnltllro.

rlao

Hwy., Fraopart.

1

Pliana Frooport 9-3221.

)

to

your

sales force.

The
your

is

scaled to

fit

marlcet

and your

station.

price

You'll be highly pleased
in

songs

and in

..and miisic

. . ..

sales.

Wir^t Write or

hr Complete

Phone

Details

/

in

Melody" may move
to
in the fall, which would mean
i-e-bracketing of the proposed

ABC
AKTHUK

CHURCH PRODUCTION
KANMi CITT<kMa
ft.

a

Friday

schedule
"Ford Theatre"
showcasing.

and
for

WfPiONEERsl
BLUE SHADOWS FROM

New TICHfllCOMR MUSICAL

,/

Z.'i

Radio' seem truly astonishing
.
Here is a book which proves that
moving up the American way in radio, as in
an earlier democracy generally, serves better
.

.

than *ny other system in achiev-

RELCAMOSY

KKO'Mi»Kchirm

"

:

AABIO
Bearing

Friseo

TV Hearing

Continutd from past 26

Bosenman quipped
like

thing

92nd

:

20th-Fox's

'House

Blume

aware of

his exliibit with

its

announced

before

economic im-

Down

the

usually

austere

WQXR, N.Y. Times station
which plays heavy classical
music almost exclusively, apparently has a sense of humor.

music last Tuesday i25) night,
the announcer declared: "That
was Moussorgsky's 'Night on
Bare Mountain.' And to the
person who phoned in, we
don't mean the one up the
Hudson."

pact on aural broadcasting.
today.'
Counsel John Hearn for
Besides CBS, KROW, Fox and
pounced on Lodge at the morning Pauley's outfit, remaining bidder is
Session when the net's chief engi- Paramount Television Productions.
neer told of staffing its proposed
Frisco TV station with 42 trained
There had been intechnicians.
direct insinuations of KROW's in-

KROW

WPIX Test
Coiuiiuied from page 26

Monitorii^ die Forago Countries
Washington, June

1,

:

U. S,

wanted later evening programs beGovernment.)
cause of the institution of daylight
An arrangement has saving
time. Under the new schedule many popular programs will

Poland:

been made for carrying out a Polish-FrcFich cultural convention by
way of radio. The French and

be rebroadcast. The> national network now has 46 stations, the most
recently installe|i being at Saga.

Poles will regularly exchange radio
programs, including concerts and
other broadcasts.
Fiifland: Hella Vuolijoki, director general of the Fmnish Broadcasting Co., is in Moscow confer-

;

continued from page Z6

New York
side

realigning sets. Besides that, there's

nothing

WATV can

much

Bremer

tlie situation,

do about

said.

from. 13th to ninth.
.

What made

The pro-

studios.

local

mands now include the following

1

in violation of the
radio act. They cited the Supreme
CBS quoted its total cost of tele Court's decision on the network
operation in Frisco for the first anti'-monopoly rules to sustain their
as
against finding that FCC may make de$685,541,
year at
$170,000 operating cost cisions on other than engineering
matters. Judge Wilbur. K. Miller,
ifoA $380,000 for construction.

the

posed agreement is for one year.
scales
Besides
the proposed
listed last February, the union de-

CBS Jackpot

operation.

studio orginations, re-

motes released by New York outlets and New York pickups out-

Net

worked on color television for
CBS: the men you'lL.reIy on to
«ive San Francisco the service you
promise?" Hearn jabbed away at
"The Grandiose Plan of CBS" to
win sympathy for his own modest

lengthens the time of its nationwide network by one hour, effective today ( 1 ) f Decision was made
following a poll of listeners who

f

(FoUomvcj IS news of radio in
various nation^ as monitored from
their official broadcasts };iy the

remaining 70% could get no pic- ring with Soviet authorities'
on
ture. He pointed out. however, that technical matters
affecting the Finmost antennas would require orien- nish broadcasting system.
tation to the higher band, citing
Airing
Japan: Japan Broadcasting Corp.
that a number of radio sets enContinued trom page ZS
countered the same difficulty when
Icged attempts to editorialize the the first AM stations opened on the
higher radio band.
news.
To overcome the difficulty,
Two of the th^ee appeals judges
Continued {roiu page 23
agreed with FCC that its denial of WATV toppers are holding meet-:
WADG on the program count was ings With several manufacturers to cities). This time he climbed
ascertain what can be done about
not censorship

adequate personnel and Hearn met
the innuendo with, "Are these the
came type of technicians who

35

.

a Bit

Following the playing of a
particular selection during an
hour of transcribed symphony

the

day's session opened that. he was
taking a plane to Washington,
Thursday afternoon, and unfinished testimony would be taken in
the Capital. Odds and ends will
be disposed of before Blume bops
east.
Edwin Pauley and liis TeleCal crowd were due to testify

CBS' total
a balance sheet showing
May 1, 1948, to be
$39432,809, He said the network
believes television will be the
natural extension of broadcasting,
is

•

Brenner.

On

assets as of

and

,

"Maybe some- Blume and FCC Counsel Joseph

Street.'

Murphy opened

Even

announcer and sportscaster fees:
Salary of $125 for a 40-hour,
week for staff announcers,

:

five-day

renewed rating with extra pay for sports events,
arguments was a comparison of m.c. assignments, acting, sin^ng
Nielsen's
latest
lineup
with and commercial announcements.
Hooper's for the same period. Lat- Fees of $200 for play-by-play and
for

,

Knows

ter

Par Wants

gave

top

billings

to

Fibber $85 for color reporting of

auto

McGee, "Lux Theatre," "Winchell, races, baseball, football and tennis;
Jack Benny and "Bandwagon," in and $150 for play-by-play and $85

The Skouras contingent was out however, thought WADC was
Conliniied from pai;fi 7.7
numbering 14 New York within its rights in airing only net
that order, with "Irma" coming in
grant to the its request* for Cleveland. Hearand Coast officials, and barring the stanzas but opposed
ninth and Godfrey trailing in 13th
station because it would deprive ings have already been held on
Par's
Television
Productions, Inc:» place.
an existing Ohio licensee of the
What hiked eyebrows still
in
Frisco
Detroit
Theand
United
right to use this radio channel.
atres, Inc., another subsidiary, in higher this week was a full fiveWADC attorneys landed with Detroit.
Another Far affiliate has point nosedive by Godfrey in the
both feet on FCG's Blue Book in recently challenged the five-sta- Hoopers, just released, for May
Kahn, A. H, "Dim" Morton, Rich- their briefs opposing the decision
tion-to-a-customer rule with a sixth 15-21. In the Top 15 sweepstakes,
Heeder, £arl and hoped to make it a test of the
ard Spear^ Fay
he was down from third place to
bid in Tampa, Fla.
Sponable,. Otta Koegel and Herman controversial program report. The
Benny was again on top, for
If FCC itself cannot act now, 12th.
WoMber, There -"iVere two others court, however, steered clear of any
the Commission was requested- to the first time in weeks, but barely
being kept under wraps as ob- mention of the Blue Book in its
order a report from examiner Jack two-tenths of a point ahead of
opinion.
WinchelL
Blume who sat on arguments on
Counsel Welch was credited with
the PSr-Du Mont combo earlier
a smart maneuver by taking the
Edinburgf. Tex.— Allan Dale, for- this month.
Des Moines ^Don V. Shoemaker,
.

j

in force,

tor color of basketball, boxing,
track, horse and harness I'aclng,
hockey, regattas, swimming and

restless Spyros, were raptly attenFlanking their
tive all the way.
big bosses were Charles Bertei-o,
Harry Cox, Lem Jones, Jim Dillon, R.
H. McCuUough, Irving

wrestlings

Since the submission of tiie performer demands, the telecaster
spokesmen have been meeting to
work out an "industry position,"
which is to be revealed when the
grohps meet again next week. The
talent unions, induding AFRA,
Equity, Screen Actors GuQd, Amer-

I

i

'

'

ican Guild of Musical Artists,
American Guild of Variety Artists/
are represented by a joint committee
of the parent organization,
director of promotion for KSO,
the
Associated Actors & Artistes of
Des Moines, has resigned to beAmericafi.
George Heller is chaircome director of advertising and
promotion for KFAB Broadcasting man of tbis 4A's coHunittee, and
'

.

day of

hearing, allowing
20th>Fox to avoid mistakes of those
preceding it and giving it more
time to prepare its case in line
ii>itli
questioning of ^Examiner
last

tlie

—

merly with KFH, Wichita, has been
appointed
general
manager of

KURV

and

KURV-FM

ceeding L«uis Aiken,

here,

Jr.,

who

—

Boston Marie Houlihan, flackery director of WEEI, elected
has prexy of New England Press Wom-

suc-

resigned.

en's Association.

Co.,

Henry

Omaha.

Jaffe is attorney.

No wonder WBBM has been Chicago's
most sponsored station for 22 years!

WBBM gets resubs you can bank on
Like this TOeboIdt's-leading Chicago department

After three years of sponsorship, Wieboldt's told

Btore — wanted to

the

:

move more merchandise. They
turned out "Melody
Lane."*And"MelodyLane"tumed out these results
turned to

I

WBBM. WBBM

NRDGA:

" 'Melody Lane' is not merely spo«-

eored by Wieboldt's ... it IS Wieboldt's. It

splendid

medium

SALESS

$li,000 'Worth of hose in September!,

Investments in public relations and good

$6,000 worth of men's jackets in October! $9,000

November! $i,600 worth of
four-^y peiiod in December!

worth of coats
blouses in

A

(t

total of $33,600

in

worth of

WBBM-sM

special

items in three typical vionthsj

.AUREIiS: First place in the National Retail Dnj
Goods Association contest for the most

mvard by

Like

all

meas2irable results

22 years. That's
That's

is

why

a

WBBM habit. Has been for

advertisei"s place

more busi-

WBBM thun on any other Chicago staiAm,
why YOU

belong on

WBBM.

the Chicago Federated Advertising Club

WBBM

orches*Stylos in modern melody are modeled by the
tra, vocaliatii and guest stars.Stylea in clothes arebriUiantly
described by Wieboldt's fashion expert, as modelts parade
studio audience.
the tallicd-about fashions before a

WBBM

Chicago's SJiowmanship Station
S0,000 watts

Radio Sfotians R«pKf«nlattv*, CUi

•will."

WBBM-built programs, "Melody

effect ive

for the best local nighttime variety show!

Sales

a

Lane'' delivers high returns at low cost. Scoring

ness on

large-store radio advertising in the nation! First

IUpreMnte«l by

is

for selling specific items of

merchandise, as well as being one of our best

r

•

WBBM

Columbia Owned

:

•
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'DISH NIGHT' AS DISK SALES

m

Paine Replacement Written Off
There Isn't Ukely to be any more tails of a general manager for
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, to
replace the late John G. Paine. Subject of digging up a personplace came up again at last week's (27) monthly
ality to take Paine*8

Some lop

p

TEST DOE

meeting of the ASCAP board, and was shouted down,
Gene Buck, member of the writer faction of the board, proposed
that the Society snag someone conversant with its affairs to coordinate and help the four paid executives who jointly assumed
His proposal was shunted aside by
Paine's administrative duties.
board members who had been instrumental in electing Fred Ahlert

Stare

:

»7

HYPO

lon^

Receriffi^^

II

!N

The dish night angle of salesmanship is making its bow in the

.

record retailing business

Columbia

ASCAP's presidency. These men feel that Ahlert, in the few
weeks since he took office, has demonstrated he's qualified to
handle a major portion of the work that a general manager might
te called upon to perform. They expected Ahlert to more or less
become a working president even though it is not demanded that
the president of the Society do more than be a figurehead.

AFM

Jobless Slated for
One

of the

issues expected

arise during the American
tion pf Musicians annual
tion, starting June 7 in

Park,

is

Asbury

the "travelling" band

Parley

Talb

ti!)-*

Federaconven-

Dave Rose

sit-

Deal

in
E.

H.

Morris

AFM locals are up in arms. which is agreed upon but not yet
They want something done to dis- signed, is undisclosedv

ber of
*

'

In fact, a number
of locals have already' made the
path pretty bumpy for visitors.
It's claimed by AFM men thai
some locals along the eastern seaboard and from the midwest, have
to
introduce
banded
together
tlirough one of their number, a
resolution controlling the circulacourage them.

name bands through their
means of protect-

tion of

territories as a

ing, jobs of their

members.

rcrsoiution, it's said, will

demand

This
include a

that travelling bands be

barred from any given local jurisdiction six months out of every
year, leaving the field to the local
footers for the remaining six.
•

This situation has long been a
Bore spot.
But due to the in-

creased use of travelling bands by
nitery owners seeking to stimulate
lagging gro.sses with name performers, the situation is much
Wore acute this year.
The coffers of each local within
Whose jurisdiction a travelling
band may perform are benefited
by the visitor, but. that makes no
difference any longer.
A trammelling leader pays 10% of his salary
•

.Rose formerly was connected
with Bregman-Vocco-Conn, which
has his "Holiday for Strings" and
other items. B-V-Cj of course, retains them.

Ys.

Judgment

EnAassy Rest, N.Y.

AKM's $7tiO

.

Take

in 1947

AKM

Sets

ciety of Composers,
Publishers.

/..rnV*"'

111 Dance at Your Wedding");
Crawford ("Made for Each Other,"
September Song" and "Je Vous
Aime"); Shapiro - Bernstein ("And
Mimi
and Morris ("Papa Won't
«ou Dance with Me''). Filed several months ago against
the E. 57th
Amus. Corp., corporate opoi«or of the Embassy, suit charged
mtrmgements took place Feb. 7,
I

(

'1

Authors and

General manager Emil Oswald
reminded members that it was 50

ForHhLeipt,

i

tion possible. Members get what
Musicians union
is due to them.
gets a piece as reward to its members for filling out programs.

Revenues

from

provinces

But Not for Pub
Mickey Goldsen, operator of the
Barbour-Lee catalog for Peggy Lee
and Dave -Barbour, completed a
unique deal last week for the song,
"Manana," written by the latter
pair. Goldsen made a deal with
'English legit producer Leigh Stafford under which the hit is being
used in the show "Maid to Measure," headlining Jes.se Matthews
and Lew Parker. Show opened at
the Cambridge. London, last week
(24), the deal for tlie tune being

made at the last minute.
What makes the arrangements

strange is that Goldsen has not
made any deal with a British pubr
by Usher to handle the tune. And he
doesn't expect, to make any even
News of Rudolf Schanzer's if it becomes as big a hit in Engtragic death in a German concen- land as it was here, as a result of
tration csiinp In
1944 was an- its use in the show;
nounced. /This had not been known
Goldsen figures he's better off
up to now. Schanzer was one of taking the weekly sum he'll collect
the most successful librettists be- on this side from the show's profore the second world war.
ducer for the song's use, plus collast

two-thirds.

I

ENGLISH JAZZ CLUBS

1946.

BAND TO FORM
Pub Sues

FED.

lecting record royalties direct and
performance royalties
receiving
from the British Performing Rights
Society through the American Society of

Composers, Authors and

Publishers. He figures he'll wind
London, June 1.
'Sfcalin' Toons*
Claiming $5,000 damages, I. PolNational F^ederation of Jazz up with more coin by handling the
song's English career in this manlock filed suit in N.Y.
federal court Organizations of Great Britain has
week against Hilyer Allen De bben formed. Federation is to hold ner.
Bois whose Skatin'
Goldfipn believes" that as English
Toons allegedly an inaugural meeting of club delepirated the plaintiff's
song, "The gates from all over the country sheet .sales are off, the best income
Toy Violin."
he can hope for from the u.sual
here June 5.
J^Uock, according to the comAim of the organization is to help lOC'f) of the English selling price,
Piainl, wrote the
unpublished nura- and advise member clubs on mat'^ is less than $1,000. If he made a
''^""^ Harris prior 'to July ters relating to jam sessions, rec- deal with a British pub, the latter
o *in!o'^
w,
1942. He charges De Bois lifted ord recitals, and effect liaison with would also cut in on the recording
,

A

last

Tax

either started by indies or
majors before Jan. 1.

SPA,

nfPA Agree

On New

Contract

After some 20-months of negotiation, the Songwriters Protective
Assn. and the Music Publishers
Protective Assn. have ari-ived at a
tentative agreement for the settlement of terms of a new contract.
Ideas of: both sides were finally
resolved in meeting; last Friday
(28) in New Yorfc As fan as publishers are concerned, the terms
arc okay, but before they can lead
to a formal contract-signing, the
SPA Council must rubber-stamp
the deal made by its negotiating
eommitte. This isn't likely: for a
couple weeks since some members
of the Council are out of town.
Last two stumbling blocks to a
settlement were the SPA's demand

made by

Perry Como, for example, flatly
refused RCA-Victor's plea to cut
"Nature Boy" some weeks back.
Como felt that Nat (King) Cole's
market lead on the tune was too
great to overcome, plus which the
public had shown preference for.
Cole's interpretation. Como could
not see the wisdom of trying to top
Cole on something the latter himself had caused- to become a hit.
Other- singers have refused fftr
other reasons. Some are members
of the American Federation of
Musicians and do not want to risk
penalties that might be applied' in
the event they disregard the ban,
even though they are not musicians
in the true sense of the " word.
Frank Sinatra is one of the few
who have recorded in face of the

I

j

ban.
Y
Last week, Frankie Laine Hatly
refused to record for Mercury for
a different reason. He explained
he would not make disks without
the 88'ing of his accompanist and
partner, Ciwl Fischer, and the
latter cannot work, of course, since
he's a wforking

AFM

member, Mer*

cury had asked Laine to put vocals
backgrounds recorded for the

to

company

in

.

England and pipped

here.

Whiteman's

New Book

On Records

Is

More

Than a Disk Anthology

•I

Paul Whiteman's new book,
"Records for Millions" (Hermitage;
$3.50) is misnomered, at least in
part, as being "a guide to record

.

Was devaluated November
Inc.

Isle

i

pig." Platter was plugged via transcription in stationbreak time at
frequent intervals during, a single
day.
The rjesult of the concentrated splurge was the sale of
Vienna, May 20.
By handing in a report of a close to 6,000 copies of the' etching
within the period of a week.
record revenue surpassing 7,000,According to,some of the major
000 Schilling ($700,000), board of
(Austrian Society
directors of
(Continued on page 51)
of Authors, Composers and Music
Publi.shers) won hands-down approval of general assembly. Slice
of this is reserved for international
accounting with the American So-

cludes not less than $250 for each they please, but fail to forward de'
publisher plus attorney fees and tailed progi-ams.
costs, was granted the plainLosses during period of currency
wis in N.Y. supreme court last reform were heavy. Cash money

George Simon,

Waives Glen

Me

One of the radio tests took place
Worcester, Mass. Kay Kyser's
recording of "Woody Woodpecker"
was singled out as the "guinea

Embassy Restaurant, New York, doubled those of the capital. Disfailed to answer the complaint of appointing item was revenue from
four music publishers for alleged broadcasting stations, due to coninfringement of six of copyrighted fusion caused by zoning system.
numbers via public performance Some broadcasters Tyrol Just throw
for profit without a license. De- demands for accounting into wastefault judgment of $1,630, which in- basket.
Others, remit whatever

week.

panies are having" difficuity with
top stars over post-ba^ recording.
In varying ways, artists are re-":
fusing to make disks with which
their employers seek to coiqpefe
in the market with post-ban hits:

Rochelle Local

in

—

hfriiigeiiKiit

Some major and minor com*

New

Though the. New Rochelle, N. Y.,
counters, Columbia launched yes- local of the American Federation
terday (Tuesday) an ad campaign of Musicians r,eGently. instituted a
per man broadcast tax for rein the New York dailies offering $3
mote band programs. Glen Island
free premiums with the purchase Casino in New Rochelle is
not payof a batch of any six records from ing the levy. Glen Isle debuted for
its catalog. Premium consists of a the season last Thursday (27) with
Columbia sapphire needle and an Gene Krupa, the tax rule being in
effect
but not being applied to
album with six pockets. Package is
being advertised as "a $6.75 value: broadcasts by Krupa. Spot's manfor $4.50." It makes perhaps the agement made other arrangements:
involving employment of local men
first time in the history of the
business that records are being for banquets, parties, etc., which
sold like soap and drugs. ithe way satisfied the basic idea of the local
theatre-admissions
were
pulled —to give localites jobs.
At the same time that the local
years ago. The special package will
put the $3 tax into effect, it boostbe limited to .lune 30.
With the retailing end of the ed scales for the area to $103.50
per man for travelling bands workindustry down to its lowest level
ing' two sessions. Glen
solved
since the depression, Columbia has
this high cost by instituting new
intensified consumer research, prohours for Krupa and bands to folmotion and advertising activities,
low. They'll work only 9 p.m. to
seeking to find ways of stimulating
2 a.m. for which the scale is only
fresh interest in record buying.
As an important facet -of this drive $83 weekly. Formerly Glen Isle s
bands worked from 7 p.m.
it has been paking tests, in New
England with different types of
newspaper ads and. radio commercials.

years aRo this month that the late
Josef Weinberger founded AKM.
Austria's "point system" of obto the local within whose jurisdiction he works. The idea is to get ligatory programs
(170,000 were
jobs for the local members.
scrutinized during 1947, registering
30,000 compositions) a considerable
part of U. S. origin give complete
Four
returns and make a just distribu$1,630

hh WiD

week.
an

New York

i

With

In recent months, a numuation.
Dave Rose has concluded a deal
ber of clubs and dance spots in
various key cities have been in- with Edwin II. Morris via which
duced to instaU travelling name- the latter company will publish his
band policies in preference to the compositions' for the next few
use of local orchestras, and a num-- years. Exact term of the deal,
:

tlvis

out such

-its

dealers.

Tbt Keep Locafites

Bands

trying

As part of a multi-pronged drive
to lure people back to the platter

:;fs

Traveiliiui

is

approach through

to

collecting."
It's really a highly
entertaining and informative book,
with an authoriative, first-hand

knowledge of diskting which makes
to "restrict foreign copyright grips for some good reading. The record
on U. S. songs to the same 28-year collecting guide thus becomes sec-

period that exists in the U. S., despite the fact that English copyright law allows a 50-year beyond
death of authors hold. And the
splitting of costs to financially sustain the office of Harry Fox, collector of mechanical and synchronization fees for pubs. The 28-year
idea was settled amicably (space
doesn't permit details) and as for
Fox's fees, it was agreed that the
21/^% he collects will be underwritten equally by writers and
publishers. Formerly, the writers
had .asked that the cut of sums Fox
and
collects be jumped. to
the extra 114% be given to the
SPA treasury. This was flatly rejected by the pubs, who couldn't
see contributing to a union fund
that might eventually be used,
against them. Later, the writers
then demanded that the pubs carry
the entire 2Vj.% cut to Fox. This
the pubs rejected. Finally, ithe
SPA'ites agreed to the even split.

ondary, despltev the fact it comprises two-thirds of -the.' haoki
liDavid A; Stein gets iMlling as
"editor," and whether he- assisted
in ghosting for "Pops" or organizing the text, fact is the book

:

3%%

sounds like Whiteman and nobody
Thus, while basically an anelse.thology of recordings, by groupings and style, it's not dull because
Whiteman's introductory text has
made it breezy and informative.
He runs the gamut from such diverse subjects as "Little Joe,"
archivist of record rarities, .to

to

Whiteman's iormula for an
of jukebox payto the diskeries and disk art-

ASCAP method
ment
ists;

from- "jazzing

the

classics,"

which he pioneered, and how and
why "Song of India," for example,
subsequently sold more and better
in their orthodox "cla.ssic" ver-

Whiteman orchespopularized Cesar CJuI
and Rimsky-Korsakoff.
ALLEN'S 'SHANTY'
Unfortunately the book comes
out at a period when the record-:
ing business is at its nadir. HowWitmark music has advised ever, because it is such a great
Apollo Records that it is preparing trailer for all recording companies,
to enjoin it from further manufac- who probably will and should get
turing or marketing, of a Red Allen behind .this book, it will doubtparody of "Shanty in Old Shanty lessly get support perenrkially.
Town."
Deems 'Taylor did the foreword, a
Publishing firm daims; that the chatty ihtro in keeping with the
arrangement represents not only a goneral informality of the entir*
misuse of license but serious dam- book.
Abei.
age to the value of the number.
sions after the
tra

first

RED

NO BOON TO WITMARK

Tommy Dorsey leased his 96-foQt
Blue Barton's orchestra goes
into the Jones Beach, N. Y. main yacht. The Sentimentalist, to beer
restaurant July 3 for four weeks nianufaciurer George Trommer for
lune by using it for a recording the Musicians' Union, Board of and performance royalties. By not and may be followed by Skinny the summer. On the road with his
»or skating rinks.
An accotmting, Trade, local authorities and other making such a deal, Goldsen figures Ennis. Two GAG bands oTIglRSW'rbitoa.'Dbreey'Woirt'tje'aHe to us^
etc., Is also
it, anyway.
were tliought to have been set.
he'll come out ahead.
asked.
official bodies.
ms

:

Crosby; from the reason why symphony musicians make the best
popular or dansapation dispensers

:

4hl^pll^Vll^^ r.'l^l»s^»Wlw^^^W^1^'tf^
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DAVID ROSE

STRINGOPATION
PUPPETS SERENADE
AND

,

SERENADE TO A LEMONADE
EDWIN
NEW YORK

H,

MORRIS & COMPANY, INC
CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

...

DISKW

WILL

MIS

Sra^ witbl^^ Ralo AuilieDce

There won't be a recording comin attendance
mnv representative Federation
of
American
at the
Musicians convention, whicli opens
N. J. Monday (7).
at ASbury Park.
And the dislc execs who have. been
meeting for weehs in the hopes of
devising an idea that might appeal
Petrillo and his exto James C.
expect that
ecutive board, do not
the uniott will devote more than
cursory attention to the dislc ban.
happens they'll
If. anything else
be plenty surprised.
Though the Industry Committee,
made up of execs of the major
companies,

have

been

The top 30 sotifirs 0/ the wecfc" based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Suirvcy of 'Popular Mjtsic Broadcdst Over
Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
John G. Peof men. Director.
Survey Week of
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Remick
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Me
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.
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There's a
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about rushing ta the presses, since
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Laurel
C. K. Harris
:WordshMusic
What'U I Do
..,...........,.V.,.....Berlin
Woody Woodpecker
..
Leeds
You Can't Be True, Dear
Biltmore
You Were Meant For Me t"YoU Were Meant" i. Miller
You're Too Dangerous Cherie ....
.Harms
.

.

.

.

.

.

......
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Goodbye
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.
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BMI TSf-^S)^
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.

ever,.;,-

.
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Tell Me a Story
Toolie Oolie Doolie
We Just Couldn't Say

.

theirs.

!

'.

I

;

.

.

until

Music publishers rarely print
Tune is based on the Walter
more than a few hundred copies of Lantz film cartoons of the same
a tune before a demand is created. title, but is tiot included in one of
And today they're warier than ever the films. It will be soon, how-

.

.

rush of acquiring son<;s to record,
and promptly forgot sbout it; his
N.Y. office didn't know almost
the time Columbia issued
Kyser's record that the song was

N.Y. jobbers relayed orders
Leeds for over 15.000 copies of
the tune before the first batches
were off the presses. Same thing
happened 'two months ago witli
"Boy."
to

Advanced

...

Nature of the current music bus- sheet sales are below norm. But,
is such that hits explode al- as a rule, they can feel the reactioh
most overnight, catching publish- to a tune soon enough to be ready
with copies when it "breaks." Not
off' guard and without sufficient
so today.
Hits skyrocket so sudcopies available to satisfy the ini- denly that they're well on their way
tial demand. And it's an axiom of before pubs can catch up.
the biz that sheet sales lost are
"Woodpecker"" was set rolling by
never recovered.
one recording—Kay Kyser's CoLast week Leeds Music got lumbia disk.
Tune was cut by
caught sh^rt with its "Woody Kyser on th'e Coast just before the
Woodpecker," which promises to disk ban. Lou Levy, Leeds head,
parallel the sudden rise if "Nature took the song for his firm in the
Boy."

Williamson
Leeds
'

May Be Wrong
Went Down To

—

Warren
Melrose

Heart—"""Inside USA"

Leeds Short on 'Woodpecker' Demand
iness

>

Robbins

,

Hits That Explode Oireniiiiit' Catches
{

ers

It's Magic
"Romance On High Seas"
Witmark
Laroo Laroo Lilli Bolero
Shapiro-B
Little White Lies
........
BVC
Long After Tonight ......,..„.......'.....,..... BMI
May I Never Love Again...,.....,....,
...... Lutz
Nature Boy
... ... ...
...
Burke- VH
...
Now Is the Hour
..... Leeds
Pecos Bill— "Melody Time
...
... .Santly-Joy
Put 'Em In a Box, Tie 'Em With Ribbon
Remick
Sabre Dance
Leeds

AMt

.

—

.

.

.

.

HIT TVISES FOR
The remaining 21 sorigs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Awdicnce Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music ^roadcoit
Over Radio Netioorks. Published bj/ Itie Office of Research, Ine.,
Dr. John Gj Peatwon, Director.
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A Bed Of Roses
A Fella With An Umbrella— -f"Easter
A Tree In a Meadow
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Feathery Feelin'
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Caret Komero, Prof. Mgr.
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Guitar
Sin

Spring

.
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Rhode Island
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.
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Famous For You

.

.

.

.

.

Came

.

.

.

Out With My Baby
What Do I Have To Do— i"Are You With It"
You Don't Have Know Language—t "Road to Rio"
Yours

,

-

.

....

•

;

LDREAM peddler,
Harry

.

•

Legit Musical,

=THE REAL

t

AM

I

j

Burke-VH

.Marks

EASY

WHEN YOU KNOW

McCOY=

I

WANT TO CRY

iWWor)

Chris Cross—Sterling 4004
«flv£. Dinah yVashinglon—Mercury

LONG

*

One ORIGINAL

S082

Hit

BEST SELLER

'Kate

Smith-MGM 10157

Rhodes— Vic 20-2737
Yvette—Vitacoustit 919

'

LOVE

FUN

IS

^SERENADE

MY HAPPINESS

,

•
•

Andy Russell-Cap. 15055
Snooky Unson--M«rc 5093

*

Russ Tilws— Musicona '14

(Ghcoc)
•

24382

Mills Brothers-Dec.

ll

Savanna CburchiH— Manor 1129
* Phil Reed^Dance-Tone 214

AFTER TONIGHT (Bmd

Betty

Smash

Three Swns-^Vit. 24-2599

(Music Pl«ycd OH a HcarMrilH|) fDaeliM*)

Buddy Clark-Ray Noble-Col, 38091 • Jan Gcirber-^ap. 15043
Bob Eberly-Russ Morgan— Dec. 24376 • Jerry Wald— Com. 7503
John laurenz— Merc. 5099

SOMEONE CARES

(Campb.11-P.r9M
*
lund-M6M 10170
Vaughn Mbnroe-Vic 20-2671

Sq

Carle-Col.

Frankie

M

•

38130

SPRING CAME

:

Mills

JON and SONDRA STEELE

m
!|8i

New

a Class by

IS

A MAN

(R.9«iti

Voughan—Music. 533

Sarah

'

.•

20-2386

Hall Sistersr.LVic

•
Maty Ann McCalt-Col,. 38131
Martha Davis-Dec 24383
*
Ginny Powell—Atlantic ,860
Peggy Lce-^ap.*

Itself

WHO PUT THAT DREAM

'

IN

YOUR

EYEStsniorti

Mark Warnow- Coast 8026 * Ray Carfefr-Rep, 122
Jack Mctean— Coast 8015 * Chuck Faster— Merc 512$

iDror HaH-Milliai

S«M

OURS

Near

Benny

(Mwks)
•

Xavier Cogat-Vic. 26384

There's a

20-2886

0-11133

^

In

TROUBLE
'

Brothers-Dec 34409

(R.p»biici

Sammy Kaye— Vic,

DAMON RECORD

HOWtPenora)

John Paris— Vic. 26-9027 • Joan Edwards—Vita. 932
Buddy Clark-Xavier Cugot—CoL 38135 * Blue Barren— MGM 101 8S
Eddie Ballantine—Tower *

Filmusicol.

^,, .„.^

TJiere's Only

& RangcMuhial)

(Hill

Erskine. Hawkinf«.-Vic.

BVC
•

Hal Derwin— Cap. 481

Snooky Lonton— Merc 5124
Del Courtney— Vita.*

*

Dinah Shore— Col. 37952 • Sammy Kaye-Vic. 20-2601
Georgia Gibbi-Maj. 12013 • Billy Ecksline-HWM 10097
20>2470 • , Brooks Brot|wn—D«ie. 48049
Dinah Washington—Merc 8050 * Gladys Palmer—Miracle 104
The Ravens— Nat. 904O

"

BerUn
.

(i>e«r)

*
•

Roy— London 225

FOOL THAT

Goldmine
Crawford
Republic

TFHE

Frankie Carle— Col. 38036
'20-2652

IT'S

faddle

20-2737

iM«iii»>

Sammy Kaye—Vic.

Barboinr-L

.Bourne
Chappell

Steppin'

fiddle

Denny Dennis— london T42

{Peggy Mann«E<Mie Hey wood— Vic. 20-2839 * let Brown— Col,*
• Art Mooncy- MGM*
Four Tunex— Manor 1087

Famous
Paramount

.

.

.

*

Day— Vic.

OHIO

[CHILLICOTHE,

Burke- VH
.

.

.

(John^tone-Montci)

20-2601

KISSES (Potmo
Dennit

Chappell
Santly-Joy

.

.

Old Ferris Wheel .......

Hit!

.

.

.

ROSES

Sammy Koye—Vic.

A FEW MORE

Crawford
.

.

Tdmorr^s
a crush On You

A BED OF
i

[

Feist

.

Shapiro-B

—

I'd Give
I've Got

JlJJSE

(Qi! Reeerds)

Johnstone-M
Parade"

Best Things In Life Are Free t"Good News"
Beyond the Sea
Blue Shadows On the Trail ^t"Melody Time"
But Beautiful— r'Road to Bio"
Dream Girl— ^'Dream Girl"

PAW"

liHlraMalal

.

.

Heartbreaker

AFM

N«w

21-27. 1948

Bloom

Man

Every

J'or

come

has been well known since
last fall that the diskers were endeavoring to blueprint a plan to
get around the Taft-Hartley act
the
and continue paying the
coin it wants (cited by Variety
last August), but in their search,
the diskers realize, they must exThey were told
ercise caution.
during last fall's investigation into
Petrillb, by Hartley himself, that
they weren't showing enough spirit
in the fight against Petrillo and
that if the companies as a group
flouted the T-H Act in laying out
a method of by-passing the law's
anti-union-fund clause, he would
more trouble than
give them
Petrillo ever could devise for them.
3'"or Uiat reason they're very wary.

Amtrica'*

.

.

Betty Blue
Dickey-Bird
Don't Blame

It

ISTC

.

.

up with a plan to settle the disk
fight, nothing concrete has been
determinedj Their meetings with
counsel,
Milton Diamond,
have turned up nothing.

»I09 San8«t Blvd.
IfbHjrwood 4e, Qsl.
CIUltTleir l-tSS*

May

At a Sidewalk Penny Arcade ..........
Baby Don't Be Mad At Me. ....
:
Baby Face
Beg Your Pardon
... , .

meeting

fairly consistently, trying. to

.

.

Distribnlor

Goodman— Col.

364S67

Andy Russell-Cop. 10112
Nat Brandwynne— Dec. 3913
E.

DEMAND THE ORHHHAL

LeBaron-Dec. 25205
3005
&
Libre Six— Coda 5004

G. Carter— D

Cuba

W

Jimmy Dorsey— Dec 25121
Eddy Howard— Col. 37995
Tito Guizor—Vic. 27410
Phil Reed— Dance-Tone T7
•
^en Light —Tempo 598
•
Roy Smeck— Dec. 3790
<
R. Armengod— Dec 18159
<

<

Vaughn Monroe— Vic'
*S«on Te 8« Reieassd.

DAMON RECORDING
1221 Baltimore Ave.

STUDIOS,

Inc.

Kansas City

6,

Mo.
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NO RCA DECISION ON

Court Warns hxf Grove

OBERSTEIN

To Lay Off Miss Church

SUCCE^R

Izzy Grove, former pro fighter
RiiA-Victor has made no deciand for the past 18 yeacs or so a sion jon a replacement for i<U Oberone«night band promoter in the stein, who pulled out as of last
New York area, was Warned last Friday (28), as head of Artists and
.
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Survey of 'retail sheet vmsic
based 0)1 reports obtained

from leading stores in. 12 cities,
and shoiDlng comparative- sales
rating for this
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Supply
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'^Wow 1« tWeTtear'' (Leeds)
"IMckey Bird Song" (Robbins) ....
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and race recordings.
whether the
certain
It's
not
will select a replacement
from within or outside the com^
pany. It may be, .however, that an

re-

tor's hillbilly

markS'to her.
Miss Church was put under the
protection of the court, which
means that if Grove, repeats his
performance he's liable to penalty.
There's been a feuld between the

company

individual will not get the post.
RCA has ideas of a committee of

two for some time*

employees.
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in N. Y, magistrate's court to repertoire.
stop annoying Frances Church,
Walter Heebner, Coast rep for
assistant to Joe Glaser. Grove was the company, is in the east and has
hailed into court on charges of been talked of for the post along
disorderly conduct after he had with Steve Sholes, who heads Vic-
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sales,

WCOP

disk jock-

only rooftop bistro in town, Friday
(28).

Gal way Bay
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Near You.

.
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.
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,
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.

.

Time May Change

of Olwen
Reflections Water

Wishing Waltz

.Morris
.Morris
Connelly

Wright

L.
.

.

.

Achin' Heart
Tell Me a Story
Kissing Her

area for such a long road

Maurice
Connelly
N. Gray

WATCH!' WAITI
-

POUU

Connelly

Dash
Feldman

by MeBV

Chappell
-Dash
. . > ....
Morris
Make Up
After All ... .... Cinephonic
F. D. & H.
Cousin Louella
.F. Dl & H.
Old Postman
.
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trip.

Griffin.

'
.

Martin, currently at the St,
Franci$co,
hotel,' San
Francis
leaves there Sunday (6) for onfrnigliters across country until Aug.
12. He does four weeks at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., then
three weeks at the Strand theatre,
N. Y., and three or four theatre

Wood

You Do

Laroo Laroo,

il>B

In making his cuts, Martin sliced
individual salaries from $175 |o
$130. He has been using two pianos,
but will now get along with one,
tickled by Roger Spiker. Stuart
Wade, one of the band's vocal
group, also leaves, being replaced

Cinephonic
.Darewski

Wintertime
Sweet 16
How Soon

(LEEPS LEAPS
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:

Second 12
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y. Mkrw Yorii

lANIMftL

...

Dream
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Unit

Wood
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.

,

A Million
16lf

.

Civilization

Yitsfcrday)

.

to pare the overall payroll of his
band from $4,700 weekly to $3,000.
As a result, 10 sidemen are leaving
the band prior to its teeoff from
here for about 19 weeks of eastern
contributing factor to the
dales.
loss of the 10 men is their reluC'
tance to leave their homes in this

Leeds

.

Tomoxtows
Om

%\m

to 3G Weekly
»
Hollywood, June 1.
Freddy Martin' has been forced

Cox

Victoria

Serenade of Bells.
Tree in Meadow

Jut

&

Box

.\
Teresa
.
Solver Wedding Waltz

rd Give
(For

Martin Payroll Cut

Best British Sheet Sellers
i.Week endiva May 27)
London, May 28.

and one of Boston's top maesopened at the Sheraton Roof,

tros,

.

I'll

.

weeks

thereafter.

ftwa the Walter Lantz Cartoon ChartKfer
Recorded by KAY KYSER (Columbia)
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MY HAPPINESS
Lyric

BORNEY BERGANTINE

Music by

by BETTY PETERSON
Itif

roduced by

JON and SONDRA STEELE
On Damon

Now

Record No. 0-11133

Pasi the Half-Million

Mark

Other Recordings by

Bandwagon->A. and J. NELSON
Bmcor—SIMITH and AYRE
Bull«fu-R. DEAUVILLE
Capitol—PIED PIPERS
Colmnbia—MARLIN SISTERS
Contintntol^cKAY TRIO

Dana—VINCENT and LASKOWSKI
Decca— ELLA FITZGERALD
M«rcury—J. LAURENZ
Palda— P. SHERIDAN
Signaturo—ALAN DALE
Victor—SOON TO BE RELEASED
.

All Material Available

BLASCO MUSIC,
LOUIS BLASCO.

1221 Baitimoro Ave.

ft«corc(«d by
(Maiestic)
FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Columbia) • EDDY HOWARD
SHELTON BROS. (Decea) • DICK STABILE (DecCa)

4^ it% <U«M^ time i(n.. ."SABRE DANCE"

Inc.

Pres.

Kansas City

6,

Mo,
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Loesser Sues

2.

Gwirlz Over

4.

LITTLE WHITE LIES (13) (BVC)
MY HAPPINESS (3) (Blascoy.

5.

TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE

3.

Song Rights

treasury

is

unique.

made

a

9.

Publications

.

(Chas. K. Harris)

would market
tunesi Schwartz

LAROO

Perry Como
Woody Herman

Freddy Martin

(

.

.

.

,

.

Ov^r 'Because'

Victor
Colninbio
Victor

.

Peer-International, one of the
Ralph Peer companies, began suit
last week, in N.Y. federal court
^gainst Leeds Music ov«r the song

London

Grocic Fields
Bing Crosby
Art Moortey

Decca

"Just Because."

Gordon Jenkins,
Freddy Martin
(Larry Clinton
Kaye.
J Sammy
V

LILLI

BOLERO

(

Ames

Bros, ...
King Cole.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.Decca

(Columbia), of it,
followed by
others.
Aiid Peer claims Leeds'
song Is an Infringement- on a copyright held by P-I under the same

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

HEARTBBEAKER

.

Victor

.

HAUNTED HEART

(Williamson)

I'VE GOT CRUSH ON YOU (New World)
THAT AIN'T RIGHT (Am. Academy)
WALTZ (Chas. Hani$en)

.

.... .\ ....
,

.

I

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frankie Laine

Ken Griffin
a) vteks song has been in the

...

nvmber

.

,

Hubert Nelson and James Touchstone.
Melodies of both songs
diifer completely, but the lyrics are
almost identical.

Decca

.

.

J^alda

Victor
Capitol
.Victor

Leeds, however, has been publishing its version of the song, unaware of the Peer tune, virtually
since it bought Jenldns. And Peer
did nothing about it until the

....... .Cohtmbia

Franlc Sinatra:
i

,

•fcUCJKOO

{Figures in pav&nthesea indicate

\Jo Stafford
Tex Bencke.
Frank Sinatra.

,

Leeds bought "Because" as part
of the Jenkins catalog, when Lou
Levy, Leeds head, purchased that
firm in 1939. It was written by Joe
and Bob Shelton and copyrighted
in 1935. Peer's tunft of the same
title was copyrighted in 1930 by

Capitol
Victor

I

ST, LOUIS BLUES MARCH (W.'C. Handy)
WE JUST COULDN'T SAY GOODBYE (W&M)

Decca
Victor
.iDecca

.Capitol

.

Perry Como
Andreujs Sisters, ....
( Ferlto Stri7t0 Band.
Como
3 Perry

(Leeds).

title.

iVictor

.

Tony Mortin
{Peggy Lee

(Shapiro)

.Columbia
".

,

.

Yankovic recording began moving
and the tune started selling sheet
music. Then it got out its own
song, followed up by the suit

Mercury
Rondo

Top iOJ

against Leeds.

Demand^

Chicago,

June

recently be-

gan reaching some success due to
the Frankie Yankovic recording

v..
.

Tune

Cdlumhia

M-G-M

Kay Kyser

'.

:

1.

Burl IveSi.currentlsr fln a concert
tour, Is being sought f«r a cafe date
.

within the next couple of weeks at
the Mayflower here. He is afready
tentatively set for a run at the
same Eipot next fall, and may go to
Europe the following spring." All
his next season plans are more or
less in abeyance, however, pending
further talks for the singer to star
as' Falstaff'in a musical based on
Shakespeare's "Henry IV"* on

Broadway next

J

(Leeds)

TELL ME A STORY (Laurel)
r
PUT 'EM IN BOX (Remick) ....
FOB EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)

.

in

,

\
i

(Leeds)

.

1948

In Infringement

'
Decca
Dick Haymes.
Damon
Jon Sc Sandm Steele
Decca
[Andrews Sisters
Continental
Van Norton
(

.

(1)

,,K, Griffin
Capifol

Jerry Wayrte
King Cole

.

2,

Peer SiKS Leeds

Coming Dp

later sold Saunders to Gwirtz, but
the Loesser. tunes were not included in the deal. Gwirtz, however,
went ahead and acted as if the
songs were part of his purchase,
sold copies of them, accepted mechanical fees, et'c.
Loesser wants an accounting of
the mpnies accepted. Illegally, by
Gwirtz and wants him stopped,
from representing Sunders as
owner of fhe tunes.

Burllves

.

MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (BVC)
DICKEY BIRD SONG (Bobbins) ....

is

Some years ago, Loesser
deal with Art Schwartz,

some of the writer's

NOW IS THE HOUR (18)
WOODY WOODPECKER
BABY FACE (2) (Harms)

8.

10.

formerly with maestro Freddy
Martin, via which Schwartz's Saunders

.

7.

blank.

Argument between the two

(6)

(Biltmore)

BECAUSE (4) (Chappell)
SABRE DANCE (14) (Leeds)

6.

Ffank Loesser launched suit last
week'in N.Y. federal court against
Irving Gwirtz over a group of
pongs written by Loesser to which
Gvi-irtz allegedly claimed he had
publication rights. Action is against
Gwirtz personally* rather than
against Saunders Publications,
Inc., one of Gvi^irtz's music firms,
due to the fact that the lattefs

Cwn-MacMnes J!!!^^^

Best Sellers on

YOU CAN'T BE TRUE DEAK <8)
NATURE BOY (7) (Burke- VH)

1.

.

VeJneBday, June

ORCHKSTRAS-MlJSICij
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Sherman-Clay's

Ad

Oscar

San Francisco, June 1.
Sherman-Clay took first prize in
'.for the most

Aptizich in Business

Pals Pot Martin's Mdsic

Pittsburgh, June 1.
Part-time trade started by Morry
in tin; Red
Aptizsch,
saxman with Tommy
Hollyv^rood,' June 1.
effective adv^rtiseineitit tying in'
Freddy Martin has' closed his Carlyn's band; has' expanded -so
with National Music Week.
music shop in the Ambassador rapidly that he is quitting orchesContest, sponsored' by Targ. & hotel after two years, and ab- tra to devote all his enei-gie^ to
it.. Aptizscb began some time ago
Dinner, Chicago musical instriu- sorbed a loss of $40,000.
Martin was too good to his making braces for crippled chilment distributing firm, was open
friends to make any. money. 'Maes- dren,, and the sideline has grown

Decca Halving PiTvy
Decca Records has cut

i

'

Shop $40,000

a national contest
;

in lagging disk sales. Cut, efCective
with the next quarterly payment,
will reduce the per share earning
to. 12V^c, but has nothing to do, of
tro got hit continually for dis- soi that a small \vorkshop is now course, with the annual profits
small
factory.
a
dividend.
counts or wholesale prices on
merchandise and free installation
Aptizsch turned in, his notice to
Decca lists 776,650 shareholders
to boot. All of which didn't work Carlyn last week. He will be re- of its capital 'stock. Last year, it
out with the till.
placed by Eddie Myers.
went through a two-for-onc switch.
•

to all piano, radio, record, general

winter..

and

stores

department

:

'

,

.

<

.

Catherine Bancroft is advertisrecords when his present' contract
ing manager of Sherman-Clay Co.
with Decea expires.

m

Miller Music Parade Of Hits
A

Grraf

N«w

Fram M-G'M%'Big

Score

by Edward H9Yman and Noc/o Hifxh Brawn
Muucat, "On An l»ktnd W^th

Alt Sfar Technicolor

Yav**^

Takin' Miss Mary to the
Soe4 ^eeofuU

7&e(A
HELEN CARROLL and SATISFIERS

Victor

KAY KYSER

Columbia

Ba

^

JACK SMITH with EARL SHELDON ORCfl
THE SQUADRONAIRES

Capitol

London

On An Island With You
XAVIER CUGAT

Columbia

'.

THE SQUADRONAIRES

'..'

HAL MclNTYRE
:

j.

m-G-M

.

"\

London

.'«

If I

quar-

the company .for the coming summer months, which are not expected to turn up any improvement

.

music
apMeaivvil'lidpiei.'- Ives has he^n
proached io switch to Columbia stores.

its

terly 25c dividend to Istockholders
in half, a move designed to gird

Were Yoii

JIMMY DORSEY

M-G-M

ANDY RUSSEU

fftEDDY MARTIN

.Vrctor

Capitol

.

^

MflLLCfS MiyiillC C@[S^@iATIi©l

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19

Norman

Foley, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

'

.

oacnESTBAs-AfirjSic

'
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Tops of the Tops

Jocks^ Jukes and Disks
By Ben Bodec
Freddy Martin— "Girt
Peru," "It

From

(Victor);

Who Came

in Havana"
steadily is in-

Began

The rumba

a popular Amertrenching
"Peru," as cooked
ican dance form.
with infecuo by Martin, sizzles
warms the ear
and
tious rhythm
with a fanciful melody. Barclay
swirl
it
added
gives
Allen's piano
and dash, and the Martin Men
Backing,
peddle- a a swell vocal.
what with Allen's flashy counterpoint- and Stuart Wade's suave
premium.
lyric makes a solid
Even with the disk biz being where
should go.
It is, this one
Dinah Shore— "Baby, Don't Be
itself as

works, Band's treatment enhances
the enchanting flavor of the Italian
melody.
Jack Hunter's lyrical
pipes do commendably by the
song's mood and sentiment,
Blue
sage ditty on the other side woti't
add a notch to Lawrence's rep, but
it's pleasantly bouncy and draws a
brightly-phrased vocal from Rosalind Patton.

Helen Carroll and the Satisfiers
a Uttli> Faster, Talk a
Little Faster," "Takin' Miss Mary
to the Ball" (Victor).
There's the
makings of a little clickeroo in
especially

as carried off by this groJip. Russ
Mad at Me," "May I Still Hold Case's background rocks with an
You" Columbia). Miss Shore plies apt assortment of rhythm. Outside
each with characteristic cadence of the deft jogging elTect injected
and charm; "Baby" holds the edge into it, the attached "Miss Mary"
on sales appeal. Included in the is of minor impo'rt.
"Baby" package are the Four Hits
Ink Spots "Don't Leave Now,"
"Ring Telephone Ring" (Decca).
Spots have a surefire toarjerker in
Favorite Five
"Leave," wi-itten by Ex-Gov. Jimmy
Ted Scott
Davis. It's an ingratiating melody
KTMS, Santa ItifSka, Calif.
worked at a varying tempo. "Telephone" is of similar genre but
"Temptation" (Perry Como)
I

—

My

,

"LGet Started" (B. Berrigan)
"Misbehavin' " (Fats Waller)
"01c Man River" (F. Sinatra)
"Moonlight Ser." (G. Miller)
and a fine orchestral dressing by
Sonny Burke
Mischa Russell.
contributes much to the soft, romantic canvas contrived out of the
coupled composition.
Perry Como "It Only Happens
When I Dance With You," "Better

—

Liick

Next

Tim<

(Victor).

"Hap-

sounds like a best seller. It's
perhaps the best version of the
penis"-

"Easter' Parade" ballad; anyway,
the best of those released to date.
'Como's at his maximum of caressing .ease and melodic lilt. Rhythmic
mate, though capably projected,
figures as just a tagger-along,- al-

can "happen," tooi
"EUioti Lawrence Orch---"Donna
Bella," "At the Flying 'W'" (Columbia).
For skillful tone blendthough

lacks the mu;5ical brightness of

companion:

Johnny

IVfercer

—

"The

its

First

Game/'

Baseball

"Sweetie Pie"
(Capitol). Some jocks in Cleveland

were reluctant to air "Deck Of
Cards" because of its Biblical imMercer's baseball ditty

plications.

may

incur a similar reaction since
ties In Biblical characters with
plays in the national sport. Song
is not especially funny, but there
is a crack piece of novelty pitching
in the Mercer-Pied Pipers' treatment of "Pie." It's frothy with
rhythm and a natural for the
jukes.
it

-

'

Danny Kaye

— "Dena's

Lullaby,'!
"Mplly - Malone" (Decca).
Kaye
turns in quite a job on these folkballads,- particularly -the not-easy-

to-chant "Malone." It's a sympathetic and artful reading of the
old English lament. A choir backs
him up on "Lullaby."
ing and ooloring, "Bella" rates
Ella Mae Mo^se—"A Little
sQioAg the young ntaestro's choicest
(Continued on page 44)

.
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-
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"Nature Boy"
Music Seller
"Nature Boy"
"Most Requested" Disk
"Nature Boy"
Seller on Coin Machines
"You Can't bo True. Dear"

From England

KHAN'S CODNSE, EUS,

"Galway Bay"

as

Ellis,

Mohamed K. Khan,

Over 200 Symphs

Company-

I

is

filing

is

continuing

week received

a
batch of masters inscribed with
unidentified new tunes to which
vocals will be added by artists tied
to the Mercury label.' And, according to the
manufacturer's
executives, the alien backgrounds
will keep coming as long as they're
needed.
Mercury used its first tailored

for

an

.last

application with the N, Y, federal
court to reverse a report of a
special master in Khan's suit for
infringement of "Rum and Coca
Cola" against Leo Feist, Inc. The
master, Percy E. Williamson, Jr., accompaniment .several weeks back
had held that protection to a copy- as a means of marketing a version
To; a master
right owiier commences not from of "Nature Boy."
the date 'of first publication but made in England John Laurenz
rather from the date of ad interim, fitted the lyric of the hit tune, and
or temporary, copyright. Ellis seeks the disk was marketed within 10
to have this point of finding over- .days.
Almost without exception, >the
ruled.

Ready for Marketing

New CRC

counsel

Vod Dnblm^

Mercury Records

to bring into this country musical
backgrounds recorded in England."

I

SEEKS 'COKE' REVERSAL
Emil K.

Via

U^.

for

t

British Best Seller

—"Walk

Dave Franklin's novelty,

Merc Continnes to Import Bac^oimds

Retail Disk Seller
Retail Sheet

Process

Columbia Records Corp. has a
considerable catalog of recordings
made under its new recording and
pressing process which will allow
one 12-inch disk to carry as much
as 30 minutes of music. Company
has over 200 full symphonies ready
to dump on the market in addition
It is Ellis' contention that \he
to numerous single recordings and entire spirit and purpose of the
copyright act, as far as giving prokiddie material.
All disks were made before tlie tection to foreign writers, would be
first of the year, a tribute to the completely destroyed if protection
company's ability to keep its objec- were denied between the date of
tives secret Until six weeks or so first publication abroad and ad in4go. Many tradesmen knew about terim copyright in this country.
Such a,, ruling, Ellis further holds
it at that time, but, due to the
fact they wei'e also aware Columbia would permit deliberate piracy imwas endeavoring to make the an- mediately after the date of first
nouncement a highlight of its sec- piracy, and it is his contention that
ond annual convention, at Atlantic such a possibility was not within
the intention of Congress in enact-,
City, June 21-22, it Was kept under
ing the copyright law.
cover.
Ellis also contests the interpretaNow that the story is out. Column tion
given the master's report by
bia has scheduled a press and trade
Feist counsel, to the efl'ect that the
demonstration of the new disks for
June 18 at the Hotel Waldorf- total damages of thej infringement
will because of this finding amount
Astoria, N. Y.
to less than $1Q0. Ellis calls attenColumbia
made expected tion to a! line in the master's re^
changes in its personnel during the port which has him suggesting- that
week, cited in last week's Variety. the litigants ask the court to inPaul Apf elder, head of the kiddie- struct him as to darhages since this
disk department was given notice question of law has never been
Wednesday (26). Josef Ziniinich, settled by the courts.
head of the foreign department,
It is Khan's claim that the .coalso is on notice but may be re- defendant, Morey Amsterdam, ap-7
tained in another capacity. Other propriated "Rum and Coca Cola"
minor people were let go also',
while the latter was touring Trini-^

complete recordings and musical
backgrounds
that
have
been
brought here are excellently done
from a technical viewpoint. Many
questions have been raised as to the
,

j

I

I

.

;

reasons for their obvious superi-*
ority over U. S; recordings. Tech*
nicians familiar with'^rocesses on
both sides have been busy explain^'
ing.

In the first place, it's pointed
out, foreign disks are not made on
the production-line basis of many
thousands daily by one, machine
operator, as is done here.
Since
the demand is smaller, the workmen who do the pressing, polishing, etc., are actually craftsmen at
their trade. In this country, techniques have been reduced by' demand to the point where mariu-"
facturing labor has little or no
i

knowledge of recording-procelssing,

that
is,
machine-K>perating and'
polishing.
Another reason, and-iti' all prob-";
ability the main reason for-the iq-,
ferior .quality of. current .U'.t! S."
dii^ks, is their lack of shellac. Eng-^.
land has easy access to the^ihain"
source of the ingredient—India—
and, of course, its disk concerns
dad with a
troupe. The num- are; able to use large percentages
ber was -contained in a booklet of the vital matjeriaL U. S, disks
which I^hah published and CQpy-, use only:niininmm .^mounts, tnainrighted in the colonial possession ly because the c<9st to tbeqi, is now
in ld43.
so high (about 76c a j^0iiiit4)>
i
-

>

.

.

•

.

,

,

;

:

Apf elder's duties will be performed by Ben Selyin, now assistant to Manie Sachs, bead of artists
and repertoire, while Sachs, 'himself wiU take up Ziminich's cpbrei^.

USO

,

,

lERRY

WAYNE
Stprting

JUNE 7

THE JERRY WAYNE SHOW

MONDAY
7:30

thru

P.M.

FRIDAY
EDST

CBS
Booked by

cOAST

WIUIAM nSSwS agency

P*'*o-' -9'-

fo

COAST

^^^R^^

H.

PEARL
^

'

..

;.,44'

i

"

'

Coven'

Wcelw
Bii*<l

Colenum*.
Lawrence.
.

Elliott

Waldorf

. .
.

.

Played

.Hotel
(400; $2)

...
(400; $1-$1.50) ....

.

east

2,500

76,725

1

1,(300

5,975
5,050
73,250
16,075
1,850
7,400

,250

4
81

1

11

1.600
1.900
3,075

. . .

2

2

.

825

j

last

Co.)

Mus.
[Sherman-day)

&

tn
Music

Kresge

WSCk

National

Enilflff

B

1

wk.

wk.

KING COIiE
1

(Capitol)

rv

Kansas

t
1

1

Seattle

Boston

2

2

''
.

'1

A

'

K. GRIFFIN-J.
o

o
..

4

Marty Goutd (Chez Pare6; 300; S3.50 min.), Willie Shore, aided by
vL^ting celebs Frank Sinatra, Robert Alda, Jatdcie Miles and Baiiny
,
,
'
Kaye,! raised to terrif 5,100 covers,
Gay Ctaridee (Blackbawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Big 2,(XI0 first week.
Henry King (Aragon, $1-$1.15 adm!). Swell. 17^00.'
Teddy PhiniiK (Trianon; $l-$1.15 adm.). Exited, with bri^t 17,3^0.
Griff Williams in Tuesday (1) for two weelcs.
f

5

4

6

n

7

6

B

2

1

1

i

2

2

ft

t

*

ft

t

1

'1

1

ers tried to siga up the string'
band$.
But Local 77, American
Federation of Musidans,^ balked cm'
the giroimd that tfaby would take
jobs from union tooters.

Pii%lliiiiiiiier.Baiid

Masif»m Jounng AFM
June

Phttadelphia,

1.

Mummers string bands have
'b6en an institution in PhiUy for
more than bait a cmtury, but nobody ever thoui^t <4 hiring them
commeiciaily.
Qnljr times the
bands came (tut were on New
Year's Day
Htme neighborhood

Pressure has become so great
that the executive board of LocaL
77 has announced that string
band musicians are now eligible to
Already a numbei:' "^of
join up.
musicians have signed up. As soon
as a band is 100% union,- it wiQ
be able to woric and there are
many lucrative jobs waiting.
However, these string outfits are
all from 25 to 50 pieces and to hire
one, at
rates, would require
the kind of coin- that most hand
buyers ciiBt affoM.

m

function.

Came

the' recording

of

w^). DrfeaiyJS,100.

"Tm

Lotddng.Over a Four Leaf Clover"
and "Heartbreaker" by the Ferko
band, and string, outfit: platters became ibe lage Jbece. Kiteiies, cafes,
taverns, and. many club date book-

AFM

8

10

1

4

G8

3

^ •

4

...

35

5

.,

3

24-

5

22

10

5

• •

20

(Col)

3

"Love SometMtdy"

12

10

•

14

•

*

BING CROSBY

(Decca)

S

6

0

13

TEK BENEKE
9B

"St

5

(Victor)
Louis Klues. March"

ART MOONEY
10

7

• «

5

si:-

PEGGY LEE

13

7

:t,,

S

12

(Capitol)

S

IIA

KAY KXSER

•

10

•-

11

,

(Columbia)

'V

3

IIB

VEANK SIMAXKA
12A

7

(M-G-M)

11

(Columbia)

'nspt Beantifal"

.

GORDON JENKINS

7

"Maybe Yetfll Be There". .

12C

"Yon Can't Be True. Dear"

SPORTSMEN
.

.

(Capitol)

FRANK SINATRA

2

9

(Columtda)

3

13A

STAN KENTON

8

(Capitol)

s

S

13B

WOODY HERMAN

8

(Columbia)

4

10

13C
"For Every

9

(Decca)

12B 13

TONY MARTIN
Ikoudfy PMsenfs

6

*«

4'

13D 11

GBORQE SiMONrlNC,

85

•'it'

(Capitol)

DORIS DAY-B. CLARK
9A

Sfli

113

'in
XV:-

JON-SONDRA STEELE (Damon)

(Los Angeles)

Hol^ood,

6

1

«
A

S

(Victor)

"Haunted- Heart"

.

Bf,

.

•

9

JO STAFFORD

1

•S
3^

2

V

3

"Toolie Oolie Doolie"

5

N
T

(Rondo)

"You Can't Be True, Dear
ANDREWS SISTERS (Decca)

it

FREDDY MARTIN

LocatioD Jobs, Not in Hotels

gaUadium
;-".."*..-

WAYNE

2

Y

0

fi
Omaha

San

J

P

A
a
m

Cleveland

DICK HAYMES

(Decca)
"Uttie White Lies"

1
"3

—

"S
O'

.

1

.

—

—

—

1

Detroit

A
w

&

Francisco

(Schmoller

(Wiu:

M

(Boston

"3

City—

w

Artist, Label. Title

I«

—

io
u

e
>*

"'ThiS'Xast.'

,

(Chicago)

An

X

(Sherman-Glay)

CO

(Grinne

i

MY 29

"-"^

Carl Brisson best draw since Kay Thompson; swell 3,600.
Orrin Tucker (Marine Room; Edgewater Beach; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Frankie Carle (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Poor 2,300 tabs.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Good 2,650 covers.

arson)

Pk

A

O

(Je

-I

o

snel's

srty
—

Chicaero

Los Angeles

;

Utzer's)

nkins

week.

1

Sm

stay; still fine 3,400.

Mueller)

Co.)

Music
Music

parative sales rating lot this

M

Mealing end of

1948

2,

Shop)

Yorker:

Chuck Foster (Boulevard Boom, Stevens; 650; $3.50 Tmn.-$1 cover).
Super-Market delegates (5,000) quartered here hiked to 4,600.
at Philharmonic (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $3.50 min.). Helen
Humes and Norman Granz group lured crew-cuts for fair 3,700.
Ray Morton (Majrfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

ham

Co.y

Shop)

Survey oj rctoil disk beat
based on reports obttdned frwn leadinff stores in
12 cities, and showing copt-

sellers,

and

New

DonalA,Rkihards at Waldorf; Ice Show at

.

'

BETAIL DISI BEST SELLEBS
i

Total

COTer»

.

Week OaVatr

34

Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).

Bay Eberle* ....... New Yorker
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington 1300; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Wclk....ftoosevRlt (400; $1-$1.50)
ConjiHodore (400; $1-$1.50)
BoydRaeburn
Carmen Cavallaro. Astor (700; $1-$1.50)
,

'

WjedloM^t

OltCMEgflt^llilJSlC

•

Bands at Hotel B.O/s
Etnfl

'

Man

(Victor)
a Woman"

ELLA FITZGERALD

8

3

,

8

(Decca)

3

iAe

FRANKIE LAINE

8

(Mercury)

6

13F 16

8

8

SAMMY KAYK (Victor)
'

13G

.

3

at

FIVE TOP

PROCRBSION
JAZZ

jby

ALBUMS

ALLAN ROBERTS and LESTER LEE

Stan KantM

SONG Mils OF
due TIMB

tUSr FIN6E«
ThrM Sam

Decca

l^uior

Capitol

KING COLE

VeWm*

mo

No.

8

lOMBARDOlAND

3^-

Decca

Capitol

'it«cords already released hcliide:

ANDREWS $ISTeRS(Deeea) KAY KYSER (Celiimbia)
TONY MARTIN rViefior)
biNNING SISTERS fCap.l
ART MOONEY (M-G^MI
JERRY SHELTON fMtrcwy)
'Cnrrenf Cafolog:

"18STARRIL"
from fb« SoffluelGoldwyn ProdacfiM *Tb» lishop's WHe*

"MLOVEUNESSDFYOU"
fcy

TED ^MOSSMAN and IIU

ANSON

fa Preparation:

"SWEETIE PIE" and "LUtil BELLE"
(frvm flw

Cohmbia

Picture 'LULU BELLE'}

AFOLtO WBCS8 BESS HEBMAN

iloeks and

Mes

Mrs. Bess

Herman was named

president of Apollo Records last
week in New York. She recently

SaSSSSSS Contiiiaea from page 43 SSSSSSSS

purchased the holdings of ex-piez
further Down the Road a Piece." Cleveland. Names attached to the
"Bombo B. Bailey" (Capitol). Miss (diaracters bear much similarity to Hy Siegel and Sam Schneider.
Morse, who recently came out of Carroll's but there's much more
Election took place at an Apollo
retirement, doesn't seem to be hit- patter preceedfng the tune in the
board meeting. *
ting the bull's-eye with her choice Bandwagon routine.
of numbers. "Road" is an inelleetLawrence Welk Orch—"Kenual bit of bucolic narrative, while
tucky Waltz," "Bubbles in the
"Bailey" attemp^ts to make humor
Gay, infectuous
out of the antics of a fat man. Wine" (Decca).
25TH ANNIWR5ARY
lilt of "Kentucky" and the suave
'Tain't cute; especially for radio.
dueting
of Bobby Beers and Joan
Dave Cavanaugh's music makes Up
Mowery should find this side quite
for the deficiency.
a favorite in more sedate juke
Dave Franhlin and IBS Frdnk- placements and with radio listenlinsteins— "Just a <3irl That Men ers who enjoy a good waltz. Welk's
Forget," "I'm a Cheer Leader" theme song, .the source of that
(Capitol).
Something above par "champagne music" angle, balmay come from Franklin's old-time ances the platter perfectly.
vaudeville treatment of ^'Girl," but
Kay Kyser Orch—"Little Girl
the lively VLeader" fails to bear "Takin' Miss Mary
to the Ball"
out its comic intent.
(Columbia). Two polished samples
si
. .
Joe Alexander—"Blue Holiday," of sweet instrumentation and a
"If I Should Lose You" (Capitol). pleasant projection of the "Girl"
Babbitt. Perhaps a
This westcoaster with the sturdy lyric by
baritone could ring the bell with little oversngared.
Bay Noble Orch.—"It's a Most
the right song. .The resonance, a
Jolsonesque way with a song and Unusual Day," "Judaline" (Columa fine 'flair for a romantic ballad bia). Crack example of recording
production. It may not seU in quanate there,
Larry Stewart—"Heart's Win. tity but there's plenty of quality in
You Lose," "I'm Making Believe 1 the treatment of the Harold AdamDon't Care" (Bandwagon). Backed son-Jimmy McHugh ditty (Anita
by a quartet, Stewart puts his bari- Gordon on the vocal), and the pictone through a backroom routine nic of strings which features the
on both sentimental pieces. It's waltz on the other side.
no better and no worse than the
rest of those brought on by the
sudden pop-up of "Hearts" as a
WALTER WiNCHEU-S

MJBNE
PUY A

McHUGH TUNE

Mif c by

JIMMY MeHVGU

^ry

[froiM>fllV:GoMMl Prodnetira oMfct

same Mule)

AND
The

oric|iiial

score,

by D«r Raye and Gene De Paul, of
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favorite in Philly.

Original Woodland Serenaders—
"Baby Face," "When You're Smiling" (BandWagon). A carbon copy
the ''"^ftfiiW 'Record" Concept
developed By Gene CaixbU ui
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AGVA Conv.Opens N.Y. Tomorrow (3);

Jolson's Cuffo Stint

On

Chi's2SGSMIAShow

New By-Laws

Elect Officers, Draft

fdl

The first convention of the 4
American Guild of Variety Artists,
nnening tomorrow

(3)

Park

at the

devote the

Ohio Liquor Bd. Agents
Convicted on Bribery Rap

Central hotel, N.Y., will
major portion of opening session
Youngstown, June X.
proposed constito setting up its
Two Inspectors for the Ohio
already tieen
tution. Document has
yet been Liquor Department were found
drafted, but has not as
guilty by a three-judge court last
submitted to the membership.
week
(25) on charges of soliciting
However, it's been learned that a bribe from Paul
Aivino, operator
provisions call for the election of of the
R-Villa Club, near Youngscomprise 45
a board of directors to
town,
will meet every
Board will also be
three months.
empowered to select an executive
board which wiU meet, more fre-

members which
*

....

quently.

Already -written into the constitution for presentation to the delegates is the-formation of a branch
setup with all governing powers to
be vested in the national office.

inasmuch as branches in
many towns will seek to handle
their own affairs completely so
long as it does not interfere with
the by-laws and constitution of
the parent organization.
It's felt, however, that branch office proponents will be able to
strength to
marshall sufficient
carry that provision^
Stiffest fight is expected to come
up in the constitutional clause
which forbids subversive elements

They were indicted on charges
of demanding $2,500 from Aivino
after they purchased liquor at the
nightclub on a Sunday, in violation
of a .state liquor law.

Seeb B'way Spot
For Two-a-Day
A new

attempt to revive two-a-

Spitz plans to spot top talent,
One
is the amendment barring from of- with each program to run a month,
#ce anyone holding membership in scaled at $1.75 top for matinees
to bring delegate opposition.

political subversive parties,
(Continued on page 48)

HARRY AOLER AGENCY
pm«hts

produced

SPOTS
WMk

Club ChArlM,

laitlmer*. Md.
of JuM 14thi CdroHMl;

nfftbwgh. Pa.'
2S, GImii RMdMvoui,
Nawport, Ky.

W««k June

sought stating that the plaintiff is
owner of the titles, "The Vikings"
or "Ben Yost's Vikings."
Yost claims Collins who was "a

AVAILAILE AFTER July 10

BARTON BROS.
"Three

member

Liitiaiict"

NOW APKAItlNG Tli«

ALAN KING
Younq

Refresh/fig

of his organization beforoi

1947 quit and allegedly took certain musical arrangements with
him. According to the complaint
the Berles contracted with Yost
for his harmony group between
1942 and 1947. But upon termination of the pact they hired Collins.'.
An injunction and an accounting is also sought.

Chaitticfcer,

olrlmort, Md.
Juna 3rd, Latin Carina.
Philaddphla, Pa.
AVAILABLE after Jun* 19tii

OKNING

"New,

Comedian"
Pa.,

Toledo, June 1.
Ohio nitery operators who try to
stimulate trade with bawdy floorshows were -warned here last week
they'd better "keep them clean."
attorney
Charles
Schnur,
asst.
general of Ohio, told members of
the Lucas County Tavern Keepers
Assn. that recent court decisions
have granted wider regulatory
powers to the Board of Liquor

"The Gsntleman of Song"
HELD OVER— LATIN CASINO

^

TANYA and BIAGI
"Sophisticates of
Avallabl.

On*

Dance"

NIghtar* Only

ADELINE NEICE

Control.
He said two recent cases now before the Court of Appeals in Franklin County; at Columbus indicated
that the Board can revoke liquor
licenses "in the interests of public
decency, sobriety and good order,"
as well as for specified violations.
j

"Half Pint of Song"
Available Ona Nightert Only
Aiioelation— DUDLEY GILBERT
165 W. 4ith St.. New York 19. N. Y.

PLOM
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AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP
m

RCA
VICTOR
FAVORITES

Opening Juna 4

CLUB
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TORONTO,

CANADA
AH Mojor
Xhentrca
V. Bi

,
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.

Netwo^bii,

dna
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BOYS

Florida or fiQods in the midwest^
the pattern is always the same; the
first alarm is for the Red Cross
and other people of mercy—for
first-aid

.

.

The second alarm

is

.

.

That was the keynote speech of
thanks by Walter Winchell at LeDirectoire,
N. Y. nitery,
class
which was the scene of an unusual
gala on behalf of the Damon Hunyon Cancer Fund. Winchell, sparkplug of the drive which has already
realized $2,000,000, took this oc^
casion to kudose all of show business following a rather unusual
nitery revue wherein Ethel Merman personated Kay Thompson
and Miss Thompson did a MermsAi
(with reverse blonde and brunet
wigs), aided by a small but sock
Latter comprised Henry
show.
Morgan (in an operatic travesty),
wherein he was abetted by the Williams Bros., who normally work
with Miss Thompson; Henry Fonda
doing the Noel Coward nonsense
with Miss Thompson; Nancy Walker in a short but whammo excerpt
from her "Look Ma" musical; and
the undeniable Nicholas Bros, who
wowed 'em with their legmania.
It was a well knit and well integrated j-evuette, showmanly and
caref ully'wrapped up in one bright,
little
tight
package via Miss
.

execs and special service offiArmed Forces in New
last week.
It's been
found, according to
speakers at the seminar, that a

York

complete recreational program encompassing live entertainment,
films, sports-shows, succeed in fur--

of last year;

thering the. patient's desire to return to a normal pattern of Uving,
as well as offsetting the effects of
confinement.

lexaco Vaudeos

E. A. Liebman, director of VA
special services in New York, declared at the seminar that the live
shows provided by Veterans Hospital Camp Shows give patients
contact with the outside world and
assurance that they haven't been

2d Show Lineup
Booked for the second Texaco
Star theatre show over NBC June
15 are Bill Robinson, Gordon's
Dogs, the Vikings and Costello
Twins. Milton Berle continues as
emcees. Others still .to be set.
Series tees off June 8 with Berle,
Al Kelly, Stan Fisher, Andrea
Dancers, Rosario & Antonio, Senor
Wences, Pearl Bailey and the Four
MoroccanSi
Billy K. Wells will write sketches
for the first show.

forgotten.

Liebman said: "In line with tHie
V^'s policy of putting emphasis on
active participation, hospitals are
l|taking these shows out of the pure»
ly passive form. Some make them
springboards for development of
local patient participation shows.
Chief of special services encourage
their patients to meet and mix
with the performers, to develop, a
theatre-mindedness and an interest in what's going on outside hospital walls.. Other recreational di*
rectors encourage others to develop their writing talents by do*
ing a review of these shows."
The" VHCS shows have also provided the stimulus by which paJulius Monk, entertainment di- tients have organized their own
rector at Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y., theatrical units. In the N.Y. state
which closes June 15, is slated to area alone, a total of 2,704 patient
take over the operation of the performances have entertained 70,Atlantic
House, - Provincetown, 000 veterans in 186 performances
Mass., starting around July 1.
Patient shows
of
119 shows.
;

MONK TO RUN NITERY

ATPROVINCET'NJASS.

Among

those tentatively slated

appear at Atlantic House are
Imogene Coca, Hugh Shannon,
Connie Sawyer, Delora Bueno and
Fletcher and Shiedy. Monk will reto

turn to the N. Y. cafe in the

fall.

ranged from

made

shows to homeThe shows

legit

variety layouts.

said to be instrumental in'
curbing the defeatist attitude of
many patients and have, helped get

are

some on

their feet*

$50-per-person benefit for the Cancer Fund, it was the management's
and Miss Thompson's appropriate
payoff for the terrific trailerlzing
job the columnist has been doing
this past year on behalf of the new
comedienne from the
singing
Coast. Result was a sizable gross,
still incomplete in its calculation
because of the fancy supplementary contributions, such as a lastminute at-the-door donor of $5,000
"providing I can get in." Winchell
happened to pass the door and observed thiat for $5,000 "you can
.

my

»Opg RKtf n^diaiBC. ttm Tork
20, U.
rJu wiiiiiUiiijiMBiilix ^ jj^^^
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CHICO

TO:

seat, sir."

MARX EXTENDS

AUSSIE VAUDE STAY
Melbourne,

May

25.

Cliico Marx has extended his
Australian stay and will open in
the Tivoli circuit presentation of

"Vive La Venus." Show has already played three weeks in Melbourne and it's hoped that Marx
will be able to stay for a similar
period during the Sydney run.
Length of Marx's stay will be
dependent upon whether he'll be
needed for the new Marx Bros,
film, "Hearts and Diamonds."
In Melbourne, the business with
Chico was so big that it was necessary to do five additional performances. Sydney advance sale is re?
ported heavy.
.

Cliele 0-9368

j

i

..„.i

'i.'

..m

and

FRANK HELSING

for

THE HOLDOVERS AT HELSIHG'S

and to columnists

GENE MORGAN, WILL DAVIDSON
and DALE HARRISON...
Naval Air

N. Y. Copa Aug. 12
Morton Downey is* set for the
Copacabana, N. Y., starting Aug. 12.
Downey's previous N. Y. engagements have been at the Persian

Monica Lewis, replaces. Lisa Kirk
in current bi% tomorrow (5>..,
,

n.

TWEET HOGAN

Morton Downey Into

15.

PerBonal Direction— ED KIKIKIEin
^

.

for the people of show business
(the stage, screen and radio) who
always respond first—as the first
"
aid to tlie first aiders
<

of the Plaza hotel and the
Frances LangWaldorf-Astoria.
ford will top show at the spot, July

and Canada

i

VA

cers of the

Shew

Broadeasting Ce.

Reserve

• Vitaceustic Recerds

• Televlsien

Room

CInbii.

'

Toward Cancer Fund

Ohio Niteries Warned

SONNY KING
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

N. Y.,

;

Show People for Efforts
"Whether it is an explosion at
Texas City; a cave-in at the coal
mines in Kentucky; a hurricane in

The value of entertainment in
treatijftg longterm patients in Veterans |Administration and Army and

Navy hospitals was pointed up in
The water shows at the Flushing discussions at the seminar held by

Meadows Park Ampitheatre,
will

December

have

LATIN CASINO. Philadelphia.
UNTIL Junt 2nd

At Flushing Park, N. Y.

—

N. Y.

M,

f

Murphy Aquashows Again

Ben Yost filed a $10,000 damage
suit last week in N.Y. federal cOurt
ag^iinst Milton Berle, Frank Berle Thompson's special scripting in
and Jack Collins charging the itself a novelty-^hence a refreshdefendants with unfair competition ing departure from the usual clamby allegedly lifting the name, "The bake idea of "benefits'' wherein
Vikings," which Yost,long'had used acts either do too much or macb
as aliag on one of his vocal groups. of the same pattern.
A declaratory judgment is also Long heralded by Winchell as a

Tawb -CmlK*.

31 ft,

•iiffale,

series,

YOST SLAPS lOG SUIT ON
BERLE IN 'VIKINGS' ROW

Te/fer"

May

cf

"Priorities"

at regular legit tariffs,

with eight performances weekly.

MYRON COHEN

Wttk *f JaM

his

were scaled

"Amwlca'% Grcofesf S#ory

WMh

and $2.50 evenings.
There have been no attempts in
recent years to revive two-a-day
vaude. However, such type revues
enjoyed some popularity several
years ago when Clifford C. Fischer

and Paul Small produced "Laugh
Time," "Show Time," etc. These

TOPS for

Brass for Aid in Cheering Disabled

:

trial..

day vaude shows on Broadway will
be attempted by Arthur Spitz in
the fall.
Spitz, who headed a
chain of 30 variety houses in European countries and was last rejlfrom holding office.' While no resented on Broadway with the lefight is expected on the barring of git musical "Yours is My Heart,"
Communists or Fascists, several is currently negotiating for a
additions to that plank are likely house for vaude.

any

is said to have cost $25,000, plus a
free act thrown in through the
courtesy of the Kraft Co.
Danny Kaye headed the lineup,
which
included
Jackie
Miles,

HospitalCampShowsKudosedbyAnny

be resumed June 29 by Elliott
Murphy, who's been running them
Frankie "Sugar Chile". Robinson, for the past five years.
Mimi Benzell with Met Opera
'Already booked are Louis Basil's
chorus,; Jayne & Adam Di Gatano. band for the entire season, and
last Aug. 10. Joseph Holland, Free
act was Al Jolson.
Salici's Puppets, who work on the
Cleveland, and Leonard Strauss,
initial layout. Basil maestroed the
Middletown, were released under
orchestra at Loew's State Theatre,
bond pending motion for a new Winchell
N. Y., until stageshows exited in
Accolades

Delegates throughout the country
are expected to squawk on this
provision,

Chicago, June 1.
Largest outlay for talent in an
institutional buildup was doled out
for the affair given for the Super
Market Institute of America at the
Stevens hotel, May 27, Pacted by
Abner Greshler, N. Y. agent, .show

48
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Personal

ART

Management

WARD

Direction

M.

A.

.

;
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VAVWKSVMJLMM
Miied AnKlo-0. Vaude

Hies^e AuthprHy's 'No Pay' TV 1%
H^hfights
of

Many Perfofmer

CBS

Issues

morrow
telecast

appearances will aid vaude per-

"Command Performance" bene-

into » the name brackets.
If an act clicks on tele, it's likely
that his value in vaudeville houses
and cafes will be increased appreciably.
It's also felt tl\at vauders
and niteries can use more draws

Cancellation of the

for ^imerican Overseas Aid for
Children at Madison Square Gar-

fit

den, N. Y., Tuesday (25) has opened
the argument of how much
television will aid certain categories of vaudeville acts.
Telecast was called off a few

up

formei's

even

if

developed through

tele-

vision.

At any

rate, there's little argu-

hours before cameras were ready ment
among perfonners and many
to roll by Theatre Authority execuagents that TA acted correctly in
tive secretary Alag. Corelli on the
banning the '.'Command Performground that TA clearance covered ance"
telecast unless performers
only the entertainers' personal apwere paid.
Throwing all argupearances.
Performers, must be
ments, on the desirability of repaid if seen or heard on any other
peated' video shots aside, vaude-

medium.

villians declare that many turns
There's one school of thought appearing as they did at the Garthat feels the TA action will prove
(Continued on page 48)
beneficial to performers inasmuch
as many acts will have worn out
their usefulness on that medium

EERLE AT PALUMBO'S

with several telecasts. It's argued
that a novelty actj for example,
will have shown the major portions
CONVENTION.
of ^ his turn in one video appeai-Philadelphia, June 1.
ance, and repetitions thereof will
Milton Berle has been booked
make his act a stiile item.
into Paiumbo's Restaurant for the
Comic will have: to get fcequent weefc of the Republican
national
and fairly expensive changes of convention. Booking
into the local
material if he's to remain a. tele cafe chain's
downtown spot makes
act Lilce radio, some feel that the the second star
name Paiumbo's
upcoming medium will burn up has sfit for the
week of the big
material and acts at a faster rate show.
than it can be replaced.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra
However, other school of thought are scheduled to go on in the Click,
maintains that any strong act can and Paiumbo's is trying to bring
stand well-spaced repetition. They Frank Sinatra in for a couple
feel that an initial appearance of a days.
The Palumbo interests, in
«omic, acrobat or singer will hiring high-priced talent for the
merely whet %e appetite _Df the convention week, are virtually reviewer for subsequent appearances. versing the field on the rest of the
With only slight changes, a vaude- cafe men here, who figure the spots
idlle turn can use his basic act will be crowded anyway.
many times in that medium.
Paiumbo's feels that it would be
What's more, it's felt, frequent better to snoot the works that week
to make a lasting impression- on
the thousands of visitors the GOP
gabfest will bring here irom all
over the country.

FOR GOP

.

JUDYIiiGEE
_

Jo Stafford Volunteers

Paaio-jftfimlcry

For Vet Hospital Tour
Currcnily

c/^hnival
MINNfAPOUS
Mgt-.

WILMAM MORRIS XSiSSStSi

at Palladium 21st

pill
Glass Hat of the Belmont Plaza
hotel, N. y., reverting to multiple
headliners with show starting tOr

Sammy

(Thurs.).

London, June

"

.

AGVA Wants TA

X,

To Keep

The heaviest^ concentration of
Walsh, American Negro performers on a
London variety bill will be
at the Palladium starting June

Bcltv Jane Smith and Margaret single
Phelan comprise the new layout seen
there.

21, witli layout including Duke
Ellington, Pearl" Bailey and the
Nicholas Bros. Colored entertainers will probably be -used in one
half of the bill with ofay artists
working the other segment.
According to present Vaudeville
Frank Libuse has been signed
for the Beverly Hills
Country Artists Federation rules not more
Club, Newport, Ky., starting July 9. than 50% of the acts on any one
bill may be imported from Another
country. Consequently, it was necessary to limit the Negro imports.
The Minutes Count
Fred Sanborn, also on that layout,
will l?e used to strengthen the
Hershfield Is
native' half of the session.
ElUngton is appearing solo sans
Toastd at Dinner band since British Musicians Union
Dinner given Harry Hershfield forbids importation of musicians.
by the Williamsburgh Settlement
Housen at the Wa^orf-Astoria,
N. Y,, last week, might as well have
SFTTLES
been tendered by the Lambs Club.
Virtually- every speaker, with the
DET.
SUIT VS.
exception of Mayor O'D wyer, Louis
Nizer and Judge Ferdinand Pecora
Detroit, June 1.
were recruited from the Lambs'
Belle Baker, songstress, has setmembership.
Speakers included tled her $50,000 damage suit
former Gov.i Harold G. Hoffman- of against Frank Barbaro and The
New Jersey! Hube Goldberg, Joe Bowery Club, Inc., for $1,500. She
Laurie, Jr., Senator Ford, Peter sued in Federal Court Friday (28)
Donald and Earl Wilson. Lat- claiming she was injureci when she
ter is up for membership in the slipped and fell., on the club floor

Clover Club, Miami Beach, lay(Wed.) is
out starting tonight
Ireaded by Kay Vernon, Teddy and
Phyllis
Rodriguez and Barbara
Blains.
Bobby Breen into the Casino
Royale, New Orleans, starting tonight (Wed.).

As

'

BELLE BAKER

BOWERY,

Lamijs.

Laurie paid tribute- to the number of benefits 'that Hershfield has
played during his career.
"So
what happens?" Laurie asked.
"You give him a medal. .Say it is
a gold medal (which I doubt very
much). Don't you realize we live
in 'an age where every moron that
opens his mouth on a quiz show
gets a refrigerator?
Governor
Dewey, who hasn't played half as
many. benefits as Hershfield, was
given the whole state of Oregon
the other day.'*
Rube Goldberg was given three
minutes to tell about Hershfield as
a cartoonist.
His first draft resulted in 5^ minutes. He said he
cut it down to
and spent an
entire day paddiocf it to conie out
three minutes.
.

'

in 1946.

Benefit'

OK s at Minimun
Representatives of performer
un
ions have ordered a drastic
cut n
the number of benefit shows
Meeting of the Theatre Authority
board
held last week asked Alan Corelli
Theatre Authority exeg secretary"
,

to

number

minimize

of

benefits

okayed.

There have been previous
of reducing the

number

of

tallcs

such

but little has been done
about it, This time, it's felt, the
performer unions mean business.
Veiled threats had previously been
made, especially from American
Guild of Variety ArtistSr reps, tiiat
affairs,

unless drastic action was taken lo
reduce the number of benefits,
AGVA would veto over all gratis
performances.
Last week's meeting, attended by
representatives of most of the
Associated Actors and Artistes
component unions, brought forth
the allegations that free shows
have increased considerably during
the past few years. It was declared
that some N. Y. newspaper columnists had been pressuring acts to
appear and that many organizations, which in the past had bought
talent for annual shows, were now
getting performers gratis.

Further action, is still to be
incidentally, was retaken. A more detailed study of the
situation is being prepared f&r disthe same day where he had
cussion at a later meet.
been treated for injuries sustained
Original
Barbaro,

leased from a Lebanon, Mo., hos-

pital

demand

for benefit re-

/
in a highway accident.
duction came from AGVA, whose
Barbaro suffered a severe cut members are
most frequently'^aslwd,
on the head. His wife, Dorothy, was to contribute services.
'

not-injured.

BUIy Vine, comedian, has been
,
signed for the film, "Lucliy Stiff,"
to be produced by Hne-Thomas.

Saranaclake
By. Happy Ben-way
Saranac Lake, N. Y... June i:
Isabelle Rook, former pianist
who mastered the thoracoplasty
operation, upped for one meal

daily
port.

and

flashing
Miller,

IBVtuik

good

clinic re^

foimerly

with

Charlie Spivak's band, put his sax
of in camphor to open a novelty shop

Jo Stafford has. volunteered for a
Wilson was ai^signed to tell,
tour ,on Veterans Hospital Camp Hershfield as
a columnist.
He here.
Shows circuit. She will begin her ^polce unly one minutes.
Helen Pelechowicz up for one'
meal, pictures and visiting.
stint June 8 at the Walter Reed
Alice Dudley, dancer, off to LexJiospital, Washington, and will play
ington, Ky., on a 10-day furlough.
others in New .York, Michigan,
George Fee, vet musician who
Indiana, Pennsylvania and- Massaplayed with Sousa's, Pryor's and
chusettes.
Goldman's bands, drew an. aU-clear
Miss Stafford, who wooad up her
Grouped as
clinic and!' okay to resume work in
season vOith the "Chesterfield SupThe idea of grouping single per- the fall.
per Club" on NBC, will play .some
Frank (Par) Hynes cheered via
vaude dates during her summer formers into one big act is making
headway. Singer Del Casino, comic an imptoved medical clinic that
hiatus from radio.
Steve Murray and singer Chri$ ups him for all meals with mUd

Now

HELENEand HOWARD
'Comeiir Baaice Amice*

.

ADAMS, NEWARK

Team

Olr.t

'

MATTY ROSEN

.

'

NICK lUCAS
Now

AppMiriii(|

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948";

.

Kerrigan comprise the latest team.
This trio were booked individually
Dinah's London Date
Dinah Shore has been signed to at the Famous Door, Miami Beach,
play the Palladium, London, start last winter where they played fot
three months. During the interval
•
ing Aug. 30.
,
Contract, however, has an escape they devised trio routines, and have
clause which permits Miss Shore been continuing as a unit ever
to

El

Caplton Thraira

Hdllywoed, Cal.

bow out 'if

a radio deal crops up,

['

Ira Sidelle has been added to tile
cafe dept. of General Artists Corp.
He'U assist Harry Kilby and Buddy

Howe. He was previously in
band publicity dept.

GAC

since.

<t?mm

exercise.

Thanks to George Moran and Pie
Sadler (Two Black Crows) and Ray
Co6%^, manager of Capitol theatre,
Oakland, Cal., for reading matter
sent to gang, ditto Joe McCarthy,
T.P.U. executive of N.Y.C.

Lucille

Raymond Bowman, Councilman

They're current at the Chateau from Mauden, Mass., in to chat with
Bill Chase (& LaTour), who is reCrillon,
Philadelphia, and have
cuping from thorikcoplasty operabeen set for the Town Cashio, tion.
'
Buffalo, starting June 14.
Old
sanatorium is no more.

Practice of teaming singles is an
old trick, but it's been given new
impetus by the click of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. Buddy Lester
and Steve Condos were paired for a
while; but have since dissolved.

ailing performers has been converted into an

apartment house by Alfredo Gan-

&

galez, .exec of- the Study
Art
Guild.
-Sophia Medes (Warner Bros) off
to Utica, N. Y., to visit her motlier,
:

N

is

very Ul.
to those

Write

J.
The Casino, West End, N. J., has
been taken over by Edward Luntz,
Y. talent agent,

»

who are

Rosen Added to

ARA Bd.

Artists Representatives Assn. has
named Matty Rosen, agent, to the

with initialer having Fisher & will only file a statement stating
White, comedian-songsters; Marilyn date and place of employment of
& Martinez, ballroomologisls, and performer.s.
Blackie Schachell, harmonicist.

Bandits Get Slim Haul

nitei-y last

week.

William Miller,

the managei-, was shuttering the
place when the men entered the
place, grabbed the bag from Miller

°
and fled.
The Glass Hat

is

owned by

Bill

Walkei''tt 'former pitchetr for the
New York Giants.

COMEDY PAHER
For Ail IrcMcliM of TliMrtricaU

ill.

and Herman
Wedel, with opening set for June board of governors, replacing the
late Harry Moss.
26.
ARA also ruled that members
Spot, which will be managed by
Luntz, has set Harold Kahn orch need not file copies of contracts
and Marita rhumba band. It will with the American Guild of Vaalso use three acts on weekends, riety Artists.
Members hereafter

St. Louis, June 1.
A pair of masked and armed
bandits who were satisfied with a
canvas bag containing $22.85 are
.still at large after the holdup
of
the Glass Hat, an East St. Louis

HOTEL PIERRE

NVA

Former H5me of the

who

Luntz, Wedel Take Over
Casino» West End, N.

ana Ead.e

FUN-MASTER
"The Show

Id Gog

File"

22 at $1.00 ea.
10 PARODIES for $10.00

Nos.

to

1

"How

to B* an Emccc"

$3.00 Including 2 Gatf Filei
Brnd for list of niM'SielKl^ parod'cs,
nniies, minatrel bits—bladcr

comedy

onto, iklti, etc.
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,

NO CO.D'a
PAULA SMITH
SItli 6t., New York
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CURRENTLY
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Night Club Reviews

new act; most of the stuff topping
anything they've done here before.
Format is basically the same, with
satire on radio, masters of ceremonies, and rewrite of "Sam, You
Made the Pants Too Long," anent
the "New Look." All of it is funny
and though at times inclined to the
blue, gets the yocks and palming.
Trio has developed a better sense
of timing and work with ease and

who with
Poris,

•

K

•»««te
newe produced
"

fS«
Won

Mov

Pierre

brother Sy, operates the
Wilshire "Boulevard nitery.
It's
his second stab at all-out big time
booking and it's a smash for complementing Miss Home is the sensational Jack Cole Dance troupe,

29.

Louw

Chore-

Fr(^day.

Ardcn; assisted

MiW

cal orranoe-

Variety

iBills

WEEK OF JUNK
Mnmeralf

wlMi

In connection

tetter In parentheses Imllptttcs

Z

blllR betoiv IndKnta
full or atilit week.

opening day of fliow

.

whrl her

itircwiti (I)

Independent:

(li)

(P) Pnramount; (It) UKO; (S) Stoll; (W) Warner; <WH)
Jean Gruyer, held over from the previous show, confidence.
Rene and ventriloquist Paul Winchell
Miss Dawn is a definitely im-'
Piene Landraw; lyrics
who rounds out the bill very
CASIBISJ*
Jri.i Sadler
yOBK CITY
^J'^lU costumes. Fast and Bob neatly.
proved thrush.
That twinkling JSKW
ToneiH (I) l-fl
Balliol & Merton
Capitol (T.) »
MnLTFcoturing Chciz Chase. Miss Home depends more on her personality is utilized for full Woody
Herman O
Hiini Rhyder
llrantlon
Gill Burke
wiiei'Ki Diiijois
5f'hX«Ses (5). Ben Yost Sing- own rhythm trio (Lutlier Hender- values in her intelligently blended Lowory & Rae
lial LeRoy
llarl'iwon
JRny
Georges & Dorlna
£.f7|?Thorlii^els (3). Josette son, piano; Charley Drayton, viol; stint of song selling.
Has
also .fi'an CaiToU
Wolverhampton
Alan Hloiie
(2). Arthur Lmchanged her material from her last AI.u:iic Hull (I) 3 3 Ben4ons
Hippodrome (M) 31
mJe -tohtom
Chico
Hamilton,
than
and
drums),
II & M Lamar
Frea Mccormick, de froimf on Dick Stabile's orch for back- appearance here (fall-'47) at the Putiiola Bowman
,('JlIt'AG<»
Arnley & Gloria
Kiidoli: Kroeller
Sftiic-l.irkr <l") «
tffiiihprs Bluebell Girls, Lido grounding and the results, in a Copa for top results. Opens with Tonl
Bob Murray
Grunschlag
>tarie .'fV)M'(ill
Loves Me'' in fast Hobert Hayden
J oyoe Goldlne
is used free- "Somebody
town
the
word
where
J'roi:
I^atiUvvard?
Rwmba
Kreijer

S

+2

'

b?

Fletcher,

bi/

BPiie Lermtar,

.T

f^'

S;

3and.

Band.

are colossal.
The easy delivery and subtle
phrasing she employs to sock her
numbers over bring table-pounding
No nitery
demands for more.
audience has ever accorded any
singer the hush which greets her

ly,
^

This revue, in two acts, is fully
For the tourup to usull standard.
a must, and has
Vst trade, it's
lor ;soUd
everything that makes
colentertainment; talent, speed,
excellent muorful costumes and
Pierre Louis Gut^in,
sic Opei:ator
FraRene
who sent his producer,
before
months
day, to N. Y. two
the latest
to Bet proper slant on
tunes and knowhow in floorshows,
divertissehas cooked up a pleasing

ment which competitors will find

and opening night, when
the mike went dead, the crowd was
so quiet that she was clearly audiFor
ble even in the far corners.
those who had forgotten since
her last date in tpwn, Miss Horne
offerings

all that she
a great niteclub attraction.

proved once and for
is

Technical difficulties prevented
difficulty in topping.
Jack Cole from introducing new
Show's music is mostly Ameri- routines at this show, bu| the audirebeen
has
not,
is
didn't care. Even his familiar
ence
what
can, and
vamped to catch the American ear. numbers still excite and the
The show opens with the de Fro- troupe's two appearances at each
ment's 20 fiddlers, and then pro- show end in a beg off. There's
ceeds at a tempo [quite unusual plenty of zip in each routine and
here, the blackouts j'lasting only a each is delivered with a showfew seconds and being hardly no- manly wallop. And although the

The show

I'latbusli
'

'

I

'

Los Angeles, May

'

26.

I

« solid

after a long stay in Hawaii, is an-

Latin Casino, Pliilly
Ph.ilodelphia,

hit.

May

26.

,

.

.

Clover Club, »j[iami
Miami, May 26.
Angeles, May 27.
Tiie Hucksters (3), Dolly Dawn.
»,
r
tJf^'^l.^orne, Jack Cole Dancers Niles
& Foss. Rochc-Carlyle
Winchell
Lopez Orch;
Tony
and
(6),
Jerry
Dancers
Mnu
Mahoney.
Dick Stabile Orch (12); minimum $2.50.
$3.50' weekdays, $4 weekOnly nitery in the area with a
>,

S™"^

fuUscale show compared to "in^orne has been too long season" format, this Clover Club inf
from
this neck of the woods. stallation adds up as a more than
fffy
«ci last date here was
something satisfactory payoff for the crowds
ago.

Since that,
she's been merely a voice on
a disk or a face on the screen to'
most of the younger generation of
southern California. Now they're
nndmg out what she's like in

fl
time,

y^^'^'s

I

person.

Her booking can be regarded

as

a real coup for Charley Devore,

that fill the spot, even during the
-supposed olf weeks
"^""'f""-''— the
"
t'^"
Hucksters
and
Topliner.s
Dolly Dawn ^fill their niche in
Hucksters (known
solid fashion.
here as the Radio Aces as recently
as last season, when they played
this spot as well as the Copa) re-

——

turn

with

an

almost completely

M
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Bcaeli

Orrln Tucker Oro.
a Ray TerriU
Johnson & Owep
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Duray SiB
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Willie

Shore

Leo Diamond
DiGatanos
Moore & Lessy
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•
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Wayne

IJiJl
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l.ca Johnson
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.

Edmund Hall Ora
China Boll
Katharino Chan^
Jack Soo
Laurie Long
3 Cantons
Matt Tuck
Noro Moralea
J Fraae
Copacalinnn
Martin & Lewia
Monica Lewis
Betty Bonnie

Una

,

Paris

Julius Atonk

.

Jackson

'
.
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Normann

Ti'nmie Rogers
Mildred Bailey

KlOrKKOKn
nklace
''FestJ\'a.I

Rutii

King

Gene Rodgers
Cliff

Donn Arden Line,
Kuban Bli-u
Bright
Udum 4
Muriel Gaijiea.'
Delora Hueno-.
Patricia

I

Cnfc Jamcfl.
Cafe Soclet}

'

Willis

Ralp\i

.

.
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Larkln

(Uowntown)

The Duanos

Tlie .TannoH

other ready click.
She has some
material stuff that she
Her take-

new special
whams

over with ease.
Harry Dobbs Orch (10), Jose off on Hildegarde is a definite
The Charlivels, who do music,
Wally Wanger
iiinging, dancing and acrobatics, Pilladi Orch (5),
Cohen, Grabie crowd-pleaser and she scores with
were in the last show and have Girls (5), Myron
Miriom Lo- a nostalgia-packed medley that
been held over. They are unques- Barrie. Bill Shirley,
has the older patrons, especially,
ttonably the most sensational local velle; no cover or minimum.
clamoring for more.
act seen here in a long time.
Gil Maison's now-familiar ani'
Appropriately titled "Leap Year mal routines draw added attention
The show Is strong on male acts,
ofwith each viewing.
Running gag
with only Josette Dayde, local Revue," Jack Lynch's current
femme, billed in it. She is mostly fering is heavy on song and com- with a monk is neatly-handled but
used to lead the line who, with edy, a little light on dancing, but not milked and is a sure laughplease a catcher.
Pooches are, of course,
the Bluebell Girls and the manne- sufficiently balanced to
was re- beautifully trained and Maison
ijuins, supply all the femme charm sock house when the show
garners more than the ordinary
that's required to make the show viewed.
,
„
Headliners Myron Cohen and sympathy for any exhibition of
jnteresting for the male audience.
There is no complete nudity, even Gracie Barrie do their best to give animal training.
Closing spot is held by the De
though some of the costumes are the customers laughs, and mittsans bras. All the girls are beauts, pounding kept them on the floor Marios, an exceptionally fine dance
with the. Bluebells doing the dance long enough to give producer duo.;
Billed as "story-tellers of
numbers and mannequins the pa- Lynch some anxious timing mo- the dance," they more than live
rades. All wear lavish cbstumes, ments.
up to it in a series of routines that
Cohen, the erstwhile silk sales- are eye-arresting.
One number
nicely designed and colorful.
the
in
artist
an
became
carries the plaintive accompaniOnly other dansapation is ^that man who
keeps the locale of ment of an unbilled singer who
ot the Colstons, whose ballroom dialect story,
most of his gags centered on New sits quietly at ringside during most
wiping is a huge success.
industry and us of the turn. Numbers are standout
garment
York's
Though no props are used, there
assorted characters. There must and vocalist is good.
Act rates
IS a scene of the Nice
Carnival
salesmen high and provides a wallop.
and Plcwer Battle in which a cou- have been an overflow, of
since the crowd
Jan Garber orch, now becoming
ple of mLJature floats are brought in the house,
were boft.
a fixture here, handles showbackon stage, drawn by white, wooden thought his stories
The Barrie lass has real person- ing chore neatly with Garber actl^fns. and in which papier-mache
repertory of intimate ing as emcee.
"Idol of the Airfantastic masks, such as used in ality. A fine
events win lanes" stilll knows how to di.sh out
mce, are paraded, showing Laurel songs based on current
of applause, especially her interesting arrangements and med& Hardy, Mistinguet and Maurice plenty
the "New Look," and leys to keep terpatrons, from the
Chevalier. Latter, who attended parodies on
"When a. Republican Loves a Dem- prom set to visiting elder tourists,
.opening, was photographed
Her sock number is happy.
r,i»
ocrat."
Kap.
P*^nty^
together with hiis grotesque
"Galitzianer Rhumha."
The show is capably emceed by
Zimmerman's, X. ¥.
supplied by a combina- baritone Bill Shirley, who.se 'It
Olga
Ray
Dayon,
Scott,
^^^^
Jane
Leroux
jazz
band,
good.:
plenty
is
?}J'^'^
Isn't Love"
the Krever
rumba band, and the This
Miriam Lavelle's solo dancing and Pavlova, Sinclair & Alda, Beld
f^tJ'°J^^^^ Fiddlers, making a gyrations and a pair of production Zsiga, Shandor Gypsy Orch, Gene
musikers working in numbers by the Wally Wanger Kardos Orch; $1.75 minimum.
groups and full ensemble. It
gives girls also are crowd pleasers.
me Show very effective support.
..v.Shal.
In the same pattern of its pre•
Maxi.
vious shows, Ziinmerm&n's con-

&
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Skating BarodaB

l^uke

FL'edarry.M

tappings to tee off- proceedings, a 1j simpuin-q
Spins in the routinirtgs add to Eddv"'?3"Jciun *o?c
overall effect.
Line, staged by Artie Cann
Roche-Carlyle,
is
brightly
cos- I' Franitfi & Janyce
turned and handle their grouping
*-»
w,.id?OT
well.
Tony Lopez orch backs in Yorke & Pierce
top fashion and keep floor crowded Grace prysdaie
between shows with its soft ilaioL & ^h.iron
rhythmed dance tunes.
urookmn
Lary.

is

group clicks nicely in their harmonies.
They are spotted three
times during the revue, and are

Keye

.

i

produced on act is actually more concert-hall
Marjorie Garretson, Boy Fay,
the danceiioor, which has been me- than nightclub style, no concert The DeMarlos (3), Gil Moison,
turn Jan Garber. Orch (14); Co»er $1
chanized so as to reach the level audience could give the
Well-paced and weekdays, $1.50 weekends.
of supper tables, making easy visi- stronger returns.
costumed, and with routines that
bility from all places.
turns
^his layout hits the jackpot
Chaz Chase, who besides his- bring the new look in dance
it s an act that .^^^^^ fj,p. manager Joe Faber, cornusual act of fire-eating, appears in to a nitery floor,
repeating at n,i„i„g
tj,g elements necessary
three other spots, as a musketeer, can, and does, keep
as the king of the Riviera festival, all spots played.
u -n'to appeal to the diversified cUenWinchell
In such company, Paul
drawn to this downtown hotel
and later as a jungle king keeps
But his room. All demands are met, more
audience highly amused with his is understandably nervous.
returns
earn
hefty
glib routines
than adequately, in an hour-long
comedy.
prove he's not just a offering that should reap diviThe Debonnaires have a style and readily
fillout. Technically, he's one of the dends.
which is entirely new here, and
top voice-throwers and Jie's butBoy Foy, juggler who performs
their imitations of machinery in
that talent with clever difficult feats on a unicycle, protressed
opeiiration is also new here. The
lines,
a tongue-in-the-cheek ap- vides a smash opener. He has a
tails and white gloves worn by
some excellent imitathem make it doubly effective, proach and through the mouth of pair of the one-wheelers, a tiny
tioas done
one
and a six-foot model atop
since the gloves against the backdummy Jerry Mahoney.
which he perches for some trick
{p-ound permit them to give the
Show runs just under an hour, effects that would be difficult on
phantom machinery the humorous
which gives the cash customers solid ground. Foy works smoothly
twist which Charlie Chaplin brings
plenty of time to take advantage and with a professional flourish
into his films.
of the terpleasing style of Dick that earns good returns.
As 'a quartet, the .Ben Yost Stabile's orch.
Kop.
Majorie Garretson, back in town
ticeable.

:

tempo, eases with sock rendition Rudy Cardenas'
Kudeils
of "But Beautiful" and winds into UocUettes
new lyric version of "Shine" to Corps do Ballet
get the encoire milting. Takes up
f^l^^
hand mike for aud participash with i>'urum<nint (P)
ringsiders,
that
interweaves
a r Anthony bd
smart comedy reaction.
Comes Pat'''ii^nninB
back for her standard "Sorrento" Evans if'amuy
and finales with "Nature Boy" to i^»y„*^"^" -t^ .
Rox.v (I) »
II ntf
a ho
DCg
a
oil.
Ed Sullivan
Niles and Foss make for a good Evelyn Tyner
terp duo.
Youngsters look fresh
^J'"'''
and turn in soine neatly devised at Keiiy

Wnlter Kcnde

Tommy

.!

t^'

B«

I.o«w! (M> !U»a«i

Hotel Rherinnn
.Ta!!-.i
Philh'm'ic

Helen Humes

O

Carl Marx
Hotel SteVep*
Chuck' PoHlor Oro

Rudy Richards
The PKBtons (2)
Jea 0 Ai'lon
Siiclman
:Mn,i;aii

Skating

Blvdoara

I'almer House
ttflt-ry .Sinclair
tinues to offer one of the top enDorothy Mild Rlldcgarde
N'l<-nle(te Koeg
Eddie Oliver Ore
Kmpire <M) 31
Dancers (12)
tertainment bargains for the popuNO'l'TINiillAM
Craclterjack
lar-priced nitery trade. It's a big .rack .Kadcilfte
Fiinplre (.M) 31
'i'h;)Til.!^ Memory
one-hour layout containing a group Hen ToMt Co
(i
51 Elliott
of acts who have appeared in this T\f('rvyn Saunders
Gerfie tTliruia
.t^aula Gray
Jerry Wayne, Dunninger
spot previously.
.iJellic "SViiiltlce
Helen Norman
Klla Shields
Ray Dayon, romantic baritone, .Facttuelyu DUnbar
Uand(d|ih Sulton
is the top item with an offering of Davo .laohley
T 'O'Farrell
Pact With Morris Agcy.
Tj Preston
V
&
ballads in half-a-dozen languages. Uoy Allen
fiiliy Danvei's-,
.To^vas
2
Singer Jerry Wayne an.d DunBesides having a well-controlled 13 .Itarleta
PuonoM
set of pipes, Dayon has an appeal- I'lNSBHRY rARK
KHKI'FIKI.D
ninger, mentalist, have signed, with
ISnipire (M) 31
sell
31
F.inpirting personality with which to
.Soldiers in Skirls
Sasha. / the William Morris Agency.
B Viclii
his numbers. However,, he tripped •Ibo Stein
Donald Peers
(.'arnle
Wayne transferred from the
over his rendition of "Nature Boy," Max
.To.hn.'fon CUii'l<;
ICord & Slieenan
.limmy .lame.-* Co
which doesn't fit his style; Other Ronnie Stexyai't
Miles Ingalls agency, while DunTbmoiy .lover Co
GLASHOW
vocalist on this bill is Olga PavMoke & JlfiUe
ninger was booked at various timet
Empire (.M) 31
lova, an operatic soprano who's a Madhatters 1948
«
Ginham
MeD'n'd
.SfllOI'Il'KU.S Bl'SH
by Consolidated Radio Artists.
steady standby in this cafe.
Syd Seymour's Bd
1<lmpli><* (S) 31
In the terping division, Jane Karle & Oscar
;jaaifili;.%iithjLl]L,f^^
Meixy *lac.s
2 JIaxwella
Scott delivers a nice brand of .jazz Roberto Chiesa-Ctt' t:fl'o'nnid t'liwney
'
Aj'.>iW)J»n
Con.<)Ui.n&e Bvuna
(Continued on page 48>
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wows '-m with "A Man Can B«

|lip|*4>ilr«m«, Knlto,

Wonderful Thing." "Nature Boy,"
Baltimore, Juno 1.
"How High the Mwn." Encores
Milton Bcrle with 4 Moroccans, with her i^d standby, "A Tisket, A
Marian Colby, Stan Fisher, The Tasket."
.
House
Cavaliers tJJ), J« Lombardt
Joe Gentile, platter spuuior from
Lcaue"
"Frencli
(12);
Orch
CKLW, winds show with the Har(Mono),
wlio really cook on
inonicats,
"Sabre Dance," "Harmonica BooThis is ol course all Milton Berle gie," "Peg O' My Heart,": "Kitty
and all yock comedy from (iuttain icnt
Pnlka" and "Peggy O'Neill
Kat Polka"
Working
a

,

"

all over the
to curtain.
place, in and out of every act, plus
extended, spots on his own, comic
takes possession with a continuous
sesh of swift gagging, all-around
clowning and never a dull moment.
Comedy trailer precedes the doings and Berie's first entrance for
fast comedy after which the Four

Stan.

for sock closer.

OricntJiK

to now. Deal with Autiy would -be
a natural for PhiUp K. Wrigley,
Ina Ray HuUori Band <10) unth
the gum company's fai^flung
Danny Biccrtrdt; Julia Lee (2), 4 iicad of
because it would tie in
Step Bros., Beth & Martin, Apiis interests,
George mit- with the cowboy star's Sunday
Estrelita,

Brooks,

"Bi# Town Aper Dark" afternoon airer on web^ which
Wrigley sponsors. It's understood
that Autry affd his partner, Armand
There are few ofay bands that Schaefer, are getting set to go into
can disli out the jive and jump production of video films pronto.
coltunes to the satisfaction o£ the
Purchase of some o£ Auti-y's oldies
ored clientele at the Apollo in from Republic, his last studio beHarlem. Ina Ray Button's combo,
Columbia, is also
current stanza, is fore moving to

shire;

(Par).

headlining for

iJni

Chicago, May 27.
Louis Jordan and Tympany Fwe
with Patty Thomas, Gene Sheldon
with LoretUt Fisher, Albins U),
Shirley, Sharon & Wanda, Carl
out with strong Sands' House Orch; "Howiecomtwfli

not among the favored few. It's a a
two-way mystery to both house operator and Miss Button, since the
blonde batoneer has a solid crew, a

possibility,

KEN

19IS

AAltRir

Comedy
20 Minutes

Clnb Kavalcos, Wariiineton
Ken Barry Is an act waiting to be
discovered, polished up, and moved
into the big-time, where his easy
comedy and comfortable way of

'

km Conv. 1

favorable .selectipn of tunes and
other requisites to bring happy returns in most stands.
Although she and her youthful
aggregation of tootlers give, their
best, reception was apathetic at the
Friday (28) night session, Dannf
Riccardi's pleasant baritone also
had them sitting on their hands.
He's with the band.
Despite lethargy of audience,
Miss Button and her lads turn in
a slick job on their tune session
as well as providing neat backing

2,

handling a night club audience
should click. Barry has an exten«
sive routine for a young comedian,
and can stretch his act over what*
ever time is necessary to fill a spot.

At Kavakos he also works as emcee.

He offers a varied line of patter
Si Coatimied trom page 4$
which can be blued up enough for
with the AGVA board baving the the late bistro trade and isapolioed
organizaLouis Jordan's vigorous brand
if
any
determine
the afternoon ladies' set as he
for
to
right
plus his flair for
tion can be construed a political had demonstrated during several
scat singer, for .groovey vocals of of showmanship
tunes that score as
"It's a Good Day," "That's How turning out
subdivision, of those factions. Many weeks of appearances in various
his
spots;
Washington
bar
can
Rhumba Was Born" and "Jack, race record faves have made
board
the
virill argue that
heaviest grosser
One neat gag is a comic- Hindu
Jack, Jack." A real looker, she cocktail combo the
any office holder who joins an
standpoint of
proves a perfect foil for- extended in its class. From the
outfit such as the Liberal Party, fakir stunt in which a doth and
comedy bit alid-d parody by Berle, annual take the seven-man Tymcobra
rises out of a basket
wire
Progressive
American Labor Party,
symphony
card that a member ot the
who also ties into Stan Fisher's pany Five could keep acupcakes.
Citizens of America, or a group with the
harmonica interlude that follows. orch well stocked with
to considerable
committed to the election of audience selects
Nice appearing lad gives out with
Bill opens with Carl Sands' orch
by
Barry. Another is the
clowning
comacts;
Combo,
surrounding
Henry Wallace. Another debatable
some real legit music on the on stage to back the aero terping for
whlcli two
prising three rhythm, four saxes, part of that amendment will be sleight-of-hand trick in
mouthorgan, including strong ar- of Shirley, Sharon & Wanda.
trum- the power of the AGVA board to hollow tubes are moved around
three
trombones
and
two
rangements of "Roumanian Rhap- Femmes come on as slave girls,
with glasses and bottle appearing,
pets, -are plenty solid on "Just
declare any oi*ganization, after a disappearing and changing places
sody," "Night and .Day" and "Hora with ankles shackled togettier for
Comer,"
"I Get the
the
Around
Stocca,ta/' all bellringers and good neat coordination in unison turns,
hearing, to be working against the under them. The comic corns this
Blues," "Angry Ina," "What Makes
for. ample applause.
Unchained, they draw applause via
interests of the union, Some up to add laughs to the mystificaRuii" and "Three Little best
The Cavaliers, quintet of elab- solo flips, then finish strong, bound- Sammy with
or tion, Another gag has him breakMiss ButtonvocaUng feel that this will prevent any
Bears,"
orately uniformed male singers, ing over a kingsize jump rope.
hip-weaving through some and ganixed opposition to the faction ing eggs over a hat borrowed from
and
offer the usual musical comedy
The Albin's comic terping has ducting with Riccardi on others. tliat attains power.
a woman in the audience.
songs
in
dicko
harmony.
'marching
the diminutive femme scrambling
However, Actors Equity and
got much less response
In between he woiks a little terpThey -also provide a .perfect" setup- around the frame of her tall, Overall
other performer unions have simi- ing and some brief singing. Most
low bushy-headed partner when his than deserved.
for Berle. to come -on in
Julia Lee (New Acts), rotund lar provisions. Equity, for example of the act, however, is comic patter,
comedy vig.and- makeuip for-a sock ballroom routines go awry. In a
recording artict, playing her first had to put that provision into its with Bawy showing himself very
finish. It's paying off at the b.o., choice bit she clings desperately to
N. Y. theatre date, also gives a by-laws when groups of the ex- adept at ad llbbing to meet chang<
'
Bnrm.
too.
liis Goattails while he twirls with slick performance;
But the coland the extreme right ing audience situations and occaSteady mishaps ored singer also failed to get her treme left
languid grace.
organized to give a political com^ sionally dashing over to tables to
bring ready yocks. topped off by a full measure of returns from the
Capitol, 'W«fiilii
„
plexion to the union. Some delft- kid with the customers.
overhead
from
an
pratfall
duo
Washington, May 29.
lackadaisical aud»nce.
Bis first big audience opportunity
gates will feel that while these
hold.
'(2),
dance
Uuanos
Show,
stealers
<are
the
vet
The
Eileen. -Barton,
used tp- will probably be, at the Capitol theGaudsmith Bros., Sxtss-tt LaSHeTre,
Gene Sheldon's mute clowning is team. Four Step Bros., who finally amendments may never be
organiza- atre here this summer, where Gene
5am' Sack Kaufman Souse Orch, -well received. Comedian leaves off woke 'em up "with a cavalcade .of stifle opposition in the
booked him. His act can
tion, nonetheless, they provide: a Ford has
vnlhi. Samtny Can-; "Green, Orass the byplay on his banjo for re^ nifty hoofing, ranging from taps
use a Ultle tightening up, and he
warding straight goes at "Four to acrobatics. Bouse comic Apus gateway for perpetual dmnination might heighten his comic effects
of Wyoming^' {20th).
Leaf Clover", and "It'a Been a Brooks, Estrelita and George Wilt- by a single faction.
like a businessSpearhead of the leadership is by dressing more
.HoIida]('i!aood,.'|)lus a -juye audi- Long, Long Time." Brought back shire revive the old- burley skit;
man and less like a "personality."
ence attracted ny the screen fea- by prime response, he does shy- "Seeing Nellie Borne," for_miId expected to be provided by Dewey
Lowe. \''
ture, helps ^ve- this Capitol bill guy .and panto stuff while Loretta returns, while Beth and Martin, Barto at the bead of the N. Y; delean all-out reception. Boasting no E'Jsher tries to coax him, into a colored mixed team, do okiiy in gattion. .Latter has already had
(2)
sock marquee name, it still -adds Speech. For closer he stitches his their hoofing stanza.
several caucuses and has a fairly JVlAA
»
Biz considerably below par at good idea of what to go after. It Sonss:
up to ~ well rounded, diverting fingers together.
show.'
Edba.
Jordan fronts on sax, with .a show caught;
has 12 delegates, or approximately IZ.MtnS.
ApoUo, N. Y.
Toeing, off with Sam Jack Kauf- sideman on the same instrument
one-fifth of the delegates elected
man house orch 'is banjoist'iSammy to fill while he tosses off vocals in
Colore'd songstress has built up
t6 attend confab.
State-Lake,
Chi
Carr, cnrrently a tele click in'N.-Y. strident form. Crew, wearing red
rep via her diskings of "If It's
Jonc Powell, Keye Luke, ProCarr's strumming is top drawer in jackets and. green slacks, tees off
Good," 'Torter's Love Song" and
a brace -of well chosen iast.^mun- with a novelty in which the fessor Bacfcwards, Fredarrss (3),
"Snap and Grab It," and is makmg
bers. Iioud mid long mitt action maestro mugs the lyrics for lirst- Henry Brandon Orch; "Sainted
her N. Y. theatre bowhere, reprisuig
Sisters" (Par).
pulls htm &om- overture -status to rate results.
ffitery fiefievs
these jukebox faves as nucleus of
Calypso-like "Early
part of '.the show.
her stage offering. For good mea.sin the Moming'.'l has him. hipCoBtiBucd> trittm' page -41
What might have l>een an exRousing welcome was given at jerking in for the vocal -and an
ure she throws in "King-Sized
ceUent layout makes only mild
show caught to inanities of' Frank effective sax break.
.»s,-N. Y.
Papa" and "That's What I Like"
impresaon. It was only when Jane
Ross .and 'ihis blonde .itssistanti La
Joined by trim Patty Thomas, Powell came on that tbiugs started ballet. She builds her {ict into a for top returns.
Pierre, -Billed as "one man juke
Miss Lee handles her own acthe group rocks' "Real Gone. Guy" moving.
good finish by a series of welT- comp.s on piano, flanked by an unb..~:," omnic'S'Chief -stint '.consists of
quavers
while
the
sepian'songstress
Show opens with the Fredarrys, executed acrobatic twirls. Ball- billed drummer, and is equally
takeoffs on band insttmnents, with
gal doing, straight "wacbUag, Best a la Nellie Lutcher. In a. punchy cyclists, who aiisv an uncertain room team of Sinclair and Alda
in both song and pianoing.
adept
earnest
finger
closer
Jordan,
with
vastart, get off some sure-fire atten- also flash neat routines in a
bet it; Ross'-,501o.of"the "Pop Eye"
salesmanshaking, warns femme seathdidcirs tion getters.
Trio do some fast riety of dance modes ranging from She has personality and
animated short.
serve her well in
Eileen Barton, from the Frank against -the wiles of maidind. changes on one bike at iast speed, the straight waltz to fancy rhum- ship that shoidd
subsequent vaude or nltery dates.
Sinatra airer,-gets a ilitttering re- Quick curtain put damper on mounting to a three-high stand for bas.
~
Edba.
encores.
Baxt.
Orch backs the
sock
Moroccans flasli
tumbling and pyramid building,
aided by Berle for a sock getaway.
Deuce is allotted to Marian Colby,

(jr.-G).
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ception of wolf calls, and appreciation for her.sultry way with a
Oly«|ila,'
songi Her appeal lies largely in
her «tyle and hep presentation. A
Miami, Mav29.
looker to begin with, .she makes
Little Jock Little, Frank Marthe most of her natural- advantages lowe, Will & Gladys Aheorn, The
with a genuine display of sliow- Colls, Dot & Dellaii's Boxing Cots,
manship. Opens with "Night and Lcs Rhode House- Orch; "Hijih

Miami

finale.

Keye Luke, from films, contribs
a mystery playlet, he taking detective roles ala Colman, Barrymore, late Warner Oland, and
Bis vocal takeoffs
Peter Lorre.
are sharp but bogged down by absurd lines.' iFor encore he sings
"Night and Day" and "Irish Lullaby."

Shandor Gypsy
show competently with Bela Zsiga,
vu-tuoso of the Bungarian vibraharp,

:

,

,

llroa«iwayi>€i»|^tol. Dot.
Detroit,

May

30.

bring him solid returns. There's sport tailings.
plenty of confident sawy in his
Miss Powell has a well-trained
handling of the. songs and ivory voice and charming stage presaccomps. Own compositions, nota- ence. Tees off -with "Donkey
bly "Only a Shanty in Old Shanty Serenade" and- follows with "My
Town," "Jealous" and "Hold Me" Curly-Beaded Baby." From her
fit nicely into' the turn, what with
film,
"Boliday in Mexico," she
the revivals -of hits from the same does a semi-operatic -aria, "Maid
era.
Tops with his version of of Cadiz," aiHd goes through sevplayer-piano that broke down, not eral long, high passages, which
newi but: handled smartly.
bring strong applause.
For her
:

Jerry Murad's Harmonicats, Ella

.

Comic Frank Marlowe

belts tliem

Lc Mon- with his walkon to pit-fall for an
Tu-Tones, Larry Paige Orch, immediate howl. Sustains the comJohnny Slagle, Fran Pettaj/, Van edy to keep the laugh meter hitDouglas and Joe Gentile; "The ting the top. Satirical stuff is clean
and funny. There's a goodly interWoman in White'< (WB>.
mixture of corn and familiar (via
Current highly-touted disk jock such bits as the one with the orch
show is
Id compared to Stan on a gangster takeoff with the inKenton's unit - here a few weeks evitable line at the drummer
ago, but overall appears okay as anent forgetting the rimshot "I'll
stab instead") but overall adds up
far as biz is concerned.
Larry Paige's unit tees off with to hilarious impact.
"Disk Jockey Jump" to bring on
Supporting lineup also okay.
WXYZ's Johnny Slagle with a few There's Will and Gladys Ahearn
mild gag4 to introduce Francis with their eiarefuliy worked out
Craig.
Pianist-composer
scores rope-twirling and hoofery.
with solid selling of' "Near You,"
The matinee trade is the obvious
"Beg YourPArdon" and "PooUn'," target of Dot and Dcllan's boxing
assisted by blind vocalist Bob cats. A bit too much of the cute
Lamm, who also does masterful is interwoven for the evening regujob with "Margie" on trumpet.
lars, but effect is pleasant, with
Slagle brings! on WJH's Fran the gal refereeing and Dellan proPettay, who takes over emcee slot viding the commentary on the two
to intro Monti's Tu^ones. guitar, leather-pushing felines in the min• two accordions
and bass for. nifty iature ring.
workout on "Chinatown," "Mickey"
Terp slot has the Colls. Purvey
-and other tunes. Bigh spot is Ma- some fairly imaginative ballroomrio Lozier's impresh of Bose Mur- adagio routines with climaxer the
phy doing "I Can't Give You Any- boy's violining to spins with his
porther to garner nice response.
thing But Cbl
Les Rhode. house -orch handles
WJBK's Van •Douglas takes over
Lary.
to tntroduce EOn Fitzgerald; Who backgrounding capably.
Fitzgerald, Francis Craig,

singer,
does
time" for boff returns.
closer,

"SummerZabe.
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.
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'Hoppy* HVesterns
Continued from page
It's

Autry Telepix for CBS
A la Fairbanks-NBC
Chicago, June I.
Les Atlass, major dome in Wrigley operations for CBS, is now on
the Coast to spearhead the web's
entry into use of films in television,
Plans are to set up a deal with
Gene Autry Productions for filmmaking on the order of NBC's setup with Jerry Fairbanks Productions. Latter rules the roost picwise for NBC.
Atlass, who's CBS veepee in
charge, of the Midwest Division, has
stayed off the tele bandwagon up

Gene

Tkeiftre Authority
Continued from v^B* 4<

den

benefit,

would have registered

negatively on the home telescreens and would have hurt their
"Mrs. Bottomly's Bustle," Leo bid for subsequent dates.
Morris' production, wit/i Marie
Percenters declare that an act
Cord, Scott & Dougilast RtMS Marito be prepared specifically for
has
no, Floradora Dears (4), Singing
medium. Comedy, for example,
Woiters Quartet; dances,- Pepper that
will
have to have some movement.
Rttssell; musical direction, Scotty
Slightly indigo lines, harmless in
Holmes; $2 Minimum.
a spot Uke the Garden, are ruled
Also an act,
First book show to turn up in out Over the ether.
a Hub nitery for some time, "Mrs. rushing from a theatre or cafe,
Bottomly's Bustle" .is a musical re- may need a re-grooming and a
vue with 13 numbers, burlesques change of clothing. These defects
of the new look, the Kinsey report, would show up terrifically on the
etc., put. together by Lee Morris, tele-screens
and would consewho did lyrics and music of "If I quently mark the act negatively
Only Had a Match."
for subsequent appearances.
Besides Marie Cord, former burAnother factor that agencies say
lesqueen, cast consists of a male
telecast
quartet of singing waiters,, a quar- made the TA ban on the
a
tet of gal dancers known as the beneficial is the fact that it's
Floradora Dears, ballroom terp difficult decision whether the enteam of Scott and Douglas, and tertamers will play to tlie live
Buss Marino as m.c. Starts with audience or the cameras. If they
a take-off on the Harvard Hasty don't concentrate on the audience,
Pudding club, with musical and the act will lay an egg for the
dance numbers following, each kid- Garden patronage, upon which it
ding the "new look."
must depend for timing and reMiss Cord does four numbers,
ceptivity.
If they turn away from
"Let's Sing a Song About Fashaudiences
ion," "Take Me Back to Minsky's," the cameras, then home
"The Texas Report" and "Bring won't get the full projection.
In small studio shows, the choice
Back the Old Shows,'' handling the
lyrics nicely and adding a burley is naturally, the cameras^ The pertouch with a few bumps on a run^ former playing in a comparatively
way. Scott and Douglass click in a small hall, can get across the full
standard ballroom routine, and the projection of the act to the crowd
male quartet works out okay in the even though concentration is on
Gay 90s tradition.
the camera.
Show is sprightly and catchy
ThfcTA cancellation of the Garenough, only trouble being that
den telecast is in keeping with a
the lyrics are sometimes a little
Associated Actoo subtle for the audience, which rule adopted by the
dein this place is not particularly tors and Artistes of America,
extends
.sophisticated.
Nice
production, claring tliat TA authority
however, and a good attempt to only to personal appearances, acsharpen up the usual nitery rou- cording <o a 4A spokesman. The
tine. Good, house when caught, this 4A television committee is stiU
belng abont the only nitery in town working on a performer sc?ilc and
that does biz consistently.
Elie.
conditions for the television.
'

1

expected that Commodore Productions, which produces and distributes Boyd's transcribed radio shows, will also distribute his video output.
video.

a solo.

<*ay NiHeticN, BoNton
Boston. May 29.

Day," goes on to "Nature Boy" and Woll" (M-G).
"Manana," and comes back with
Professor Backwards
(Jimmy
a new ditty, "'Srsuflcupuk."
Little Jack Littjte Still packs a
Gaudsmith Bros, get plenty nostalgic wallop f<^r tbe oldsters, Edmundson), garbed in cap and
laughs with theu- combo of dog am! I^s soft appi'oach to ballads gown, scores with rapid spelling of
act and neat .aero- "tricks. Accom- plus his pianoing'/ hits well enough long words in reverse and gathers
pany the routine with a running with the youngei' generation to yocks vnth his dry asides on local
patter «£ dialect .gags, brothers
play stooges to their pair of French
poodles,
who have been well
trained in implicit disobedience.
Rounding ..out bill are the Duanos,
who^raise the curtain with a ballroom terp act that has novelty and
good hoofing.
Lowe.

contributing

Kardos Orch alternates on the
bandstand for other dance tunes.
..Hem.

I

-

"

mm TY
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MONEY SHOWS
1947-48

mwm

Recap

HITS (New Shows)
''AlleKro"
"Angel in the

"Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'

Wings"

In some respects the Broadway
season

"Pinafore"
"Pirates of Penzance"

.

"Patience"

Again revivals were important

"The Respectful Prostitute"

FLOPS

"An

"Power

"Caribbean Carnival"
"Dear Judas"

"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The
"The

of Glory"
"Seeds In the Wind"
Cup of Trembling"
Druid Circle"
Gentleman From Athens''
Hallams"
I^st Dance"
Linden Tree"
Magic Touch"

"Dr. Social"

Wonder"

"I Gotta Get Out"

"Kathleen"
"Laura"

My

Men We Marry"
Old Lady Says No" (Gate)
Rats of Norway"
Survivors"
Vigil"

"This Time Tomorrow"

"Louisiana Lady"

Honeymoon"
"Under the Counter"
"Where the Stars Walk"

He»rt"

"Ti'ial

"Open House"
"Oar Lan'

and there

slightly more money attractions, although the general run of
grosses saw lower levels.

"Skipper Next to God"
"Strange Bedfellows"

"Duet for Two Hands"
"Eastward in Eden"
"Harvest of Years"
"Hold It"
"Hope's the Thing"

productively

were

MODERATES

Inspector Calls"
"Ballet Ballads"

active

1947-48, just terminated,
that of '46-47. It was more

ol'

topped
!

"The Gondoliers"
"The Play's the Thing"
"Yeoman of the Guard"

"For Love or Money"
"Joy to the World"
"Me and Molly"

"Music in

-

By JACK PULASKI

REVIVAX, inTS

"Medea"
"Mikado"

I

In Equity After Annual

"Mister Roberts"

"The Heiress"
"The Winslow Boy"

"Antony & Cleopatra"
t
"lolanthe"
••Man & Superman"

"How

TOPS Multiple Ideas Bdng Sfted by Cbi^

'J

"Make Mine Manhattan"^

"A Streetcar Named Desire"
"Command Decision"

"Higii Button Shoes"
••Inside U.S.A.': v

IN

factors, two of the strongest dramas
in a decade were presented among
the 15 straight-play successes, and
three revues scored among seven
winning musicals. There was an
upsurge in experimental showings,
which; however, were productive of
little regular or commercial value.
Seasonal product introduced 22
successes. Of which six were moderates, leaving 16 undisputed clicks
(including revivals), a much better
showing than '46-47. Tabulation
was based on 66 shows but several
groups or repertories were counted
in units of one each, such as the
British D'Oyly Cartes with seven
Gilbe^ and Sullivan operettas and
the Dublin Gate players with three
plays, all flops.' Some of the G. & S.
musicals were not as virell patronized as others but the visitors had
a highly profitable season anyway.
Not conn t i n g four foreignlanguage dramas (Hebrew) by the
Habimah troupe from Palestine,
but adding two "Tonight at 8:30"
revivals, a duo of- Ibsen dramas, the

Mpis.' Hefty

Smnmer Sked

60-day notice

to Secretary of State Marshall, the

renunciation of his U, S. citizen1.
I.i.
r>.
^
«
ship
Garry
appears to
be
by
Davis
ofEicial

and

According to

finals

reports from Paris, Davis, 26-year-

old Broadway musical comedy ac,

and former

tor

.

.

Army bomber
.

.,.

TRirOUT FLOPS
"The Big People"
"The Legend of Lou"
"The Stars Weep"

"All Gaul Is Divided"

"Bonanza Bound"
"Paris Sings Again"
"The Benchwarmer"

'

"We Love

"BaUet Ballada"

"

'

a Lassie"

"Galileo"
"Bope's.tbe Thing"
'.'Skipper

Next to God"

NEW STAGES

"A Lamp

at Midnight"
"The Respectful Prostitute"

"To Tell the Truth"

HABIMAH
"David's

Crown"

'

"Oedipus Rex''

"The Dybbuk"
"The Golem"

CITY CENTER
"Angel Street"
Chekhov Plays
'^.S.

Glencaim"

_

'

"The Alchemist"
"The Insect Comedy"
"Volpone"

RUDY VALLEE FOLLOWS
DUNN IN N.Y. 'HARVEY'

Cleveland Playhouse
In Expansion Plans

James Dunn took over the lead

Donation of two acres of land to
the Cleveland Playhouse, which
has been suffering from growing
pains, is enabling the town's No.
1 community repertory group to
lay plans for a new and larger the-

to "Harvey" on Broadway (48th
Street) last Friday (28), replacing

the English star, Jack Buchanan,
who appeared in the comedy for
nearly five weeks, ttien sailed back
to luondon Saturday (29).
Rudy
Vallee is slated to be the next
name to play the comic imbiber in
Mary Coyle Chase's laugh, play, replacing Dunn next month.
Half a dozen names have tentatively accepted an invitation t<f| appear in "Harvey," but all stipulated they first be given a chance
it* give performances out of tiwn.
For that yeason Vallee is taking
over from Joe E. Brown in San
Fi-andsco next week.

Theatre shows, nor others of like tive of world government."
young Davis was quoted 'from
classiflcation.
Past -season witnessed eight shows being ditched Paris as saying that with the world
tryout as against last year's rec- in a state of international anarchy
in which sovereign nations are
or|d24.
The number of new show flops moving toward war, "I no longer
was 35, to which were added 10 iind it compatible with my inner
revival failures, tlie latter being convictions to contribute to this
counted in groups in each rep in- anarchy, and thus be a party to
stance, where the ventm'es were the inevitable annihilation of our
red operations. Number of pro- civilization, \fs remaining solely
these states."
ductions that ended on the wrong loyal to one
The ex-flyer said that he hoped
side of the ledger during the past
season was less than either of the to go to Germany to help rebuild
two previous seasons, and clear in- the country, explaining, "After all,
dications were that the (juality of I'm responsible for some of the
However, it apthe '47-48 product was better than damage there."
peared he might have difficulty
heretofore.
Outstandins- Dramas
getting to (Jermany, since he no
The outstanding dramas were the longer has a U. S. passport. Durmultiple-prize winning "A Street- ing the war, Davis was shot down
car Named Desire" and"Mister over Germany and Sent to a prison
Roberts," with "Command Deci- camp, but later escaped.
sion" and "The Heiress" also highly
The elder Davis, upset over the
rated. "Streetcar" and "Roberts" incident, said he'd had dinner With
'48are sufe things to run through
his son in New York a few days
'49 and beyond, but the others, previously, and that the young, acwhile some may span the summer, tor had given no intimation of
will go to the road during autumn. plans for such action. Young Davis
The season's musicals are hardly left for Europe a day or so later,
up to the standard of last season, after phoning bis mother in Pl:^lasong- delphia.
are
hits
six
although
and-dance shows. Currently leadwhile
Virginia,
Davis' sister,
ing Broadway is "Inside U. S. A.," doubting the effectiveness of her
regarded
Shoes"
Button
with "High
in
renouncing.
brother's action
as the most substantial among the U. S. citizenship, expressed symlike
a
started
"Allegro"
others.
reasons that
pathy
with
the
smash but tapered, Same going for prompted his action. Miss Davis
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'." Three declared, "If a government with
revues are among the standouts, supreme jurisdiction for maintain(Continued on page 50)
ing peace is not established, we
shall be destroyed by war." She observed that "voluntary leagues such
Weill Folk Opera In
as the United Nations, members of
at,

EXPERmi^NTAL THEATRE
"A Long Way From Home
"A Temporary Island"

Cleveland, June

1.

Building is expected to start
within the next two years.
Land was donated by Mrs. Warren J. Henderson and Helen Warner, heirs to the estate of Warner
Sc
Swa-sey, tool - manufacturing
magnates, "in tribute to the important community part the Playhouse plays in Cleveland."
atre.

A

gift of $25,000 was simultane.given to the theatre last
the Rockefeller Foundation to aid its reiiabilitation pro-

ously

week by

Foundation donated ^8,gram.
July 19 Indiana U. Bow
000 in. 1936 to further its general
Pemberton Vice Brown
Indianapolis. June 1.
education program launched by
Premiere of "Down in Valley,"
San Francisco, June 1.
Brock Pemherton is due here Frederic McGonneli, general di- new folk opera by Kurt Weill, will
.

Vm

midweek

to play the lead in

rector of Playhouse.

flarvey" at the Geary, producer
Of the play to appear in both SatSkulnik's Mpls. Date
wrday (5) performances, as Joe E.
Minneapolis, June 1.
Brown, who's been starring in the
role, will leave for Los Angeles to
Menasha Skulnik and his New
attend his daugliter's graduation York Yiddish legit company, which
ftom college on that date.
played a one-nighter last season at
Next week Rudy Vallee will take the Lyceum here, expand their loover in preparation for his appear- cal engagement this season to two
ance In the Broadway company. nights and a matinee, June 12 and
Harvey's" road dates terminate 13. They'll offer "The Baby Sitnere Saturday (12) next week.
ter" and "My Wedding Night."

be held at Indiana University,
Marian
Bloomington, July 19.
6ell of "Brigadoon" will sing feminine lead and Weill will supervise.

Performance will be conducted by
Ernst Hoffman, former director of
Houston symphony orchestra, who

has been at Bloomington as visiting conductor of Indiana University

orchestra

this

year.

Hans

Busch, visiting director from Royal
Opera House, Stockhobn, will
stage....'"

"Valley," with story by Arnold
For the second time engagement
will be under the sponsorship Sundgaard, Is based on Kentucky
It involves
this season, and of Harry Hirsch, veteran impre- mountain folk tunes.
not Richard Coogan, as erratuitted. sario.
three principals and large chorus.

ton

Gilbert
"^/gent prize

won the Clarence here

i

|

1

i

pilot,

•

Rainbow"

of such

intention.

Fails to Sway Garry Davis Although complying. Equity does
Despite an appeal by his father not recognize the Taft-Hartley act

-

"fInian'B

Fri-.

'

downtown

FROM

% Y.

was without fireworks, but the sesMinneapolis, June 1.
sion was unusual because of the
Spoken drama will get lieavier plethora of ideas
and suggestions
than usual play here tliis summer.
In addition to the Old Log, straw- from members. Proposals included
some
dealing with changes in the
hatter opening its annual season
next week with "The Glass Men- contract with the managers. The
agerie," the University of Minne- suggestions numbered over 125,
sota Theatre has an elaborate stun- and were turned over to a council
mer season scheduled, and Edyth committee for sifting.
Bush Little Theatre will be active.
Basic pact with the managers
expures Aug, 15, having been limited to one year by the Taft-Hartley law, which stipulates that reRenouncing Citizenship
newal of iSiich a^feements may hot
be negotiated unless the Natiotaai
looks Final' as Father
Labor Relations Board be glveni

formally renounced his American
REVIVAL FLOPS
citizenship there to become a "citi^
"The Ctadle Will Hock"
zen of the world."
"Crime & Punishment"
vThe First Mrs. Fraser"
"Ghosts" (Le Gallienne)
Besides asking Marshall to delay
"Tonight at 8:30" (two sliows)
"Hedda Gabler" (Le GaUiene)
official confirmation of his son's ac"Topaze"
"John BuU's Other Island" (Gate)
tion to give him time to recon"You Never Can Tell"
"5Iacbeth"
G. Sc S. and Dublin groups and sider, legit producer - orchestra
^sms"
ti^ree
plays (New leader Meyw Davis cabled the
HOLDOVERS
PREVIOUS SEASONS
Stages), plus the tryout flops, the youth "earnestly advising" him to
"Happy Birthday" (.closed)
"AU My Sons" (closed)
actual total number of' productions: change his mind. The message
"Annie Get Your Gun"
"Harvey"
was .90, which was less than last urged, "you are, no doubt, attempt1948"
(closed)
"A Young Man's Fancy" (closed) "Icetime of
year's Inclusive total because there ing to dramatize the critical world:
"John Loves Mary" (closed)
"Bom Yesterday"
were considerably fewer out-of- situation, but I believe tliis will de"Oklahoma!" (closed)
"Brigadoon"
town failui'es which did not essay feat your purpose and nullify
•'Burlesque" (closed)
"The Medium" (closed)
Broadway. Not included either whatever ascfulness you may have
"Call Me Mister" (closed)
"The Voice of the Turtle" (closed) were the half dozen Experimental for the attainment of your objectGate)

Meet ui

Equity's aluiual meeting last

;,day (28) at'tte.Sdtet'Astbi.I*,^

as applying to its organization.
Miost of the numerous ideas for
wntraet revision from actors and
the chorus were under consideration by the committee before last
week's meeting. Qne
proposal

^"l^

"^^f
»60 to $100,

.yie
if

minimum
|

minimum ft»m

not higher. If the

is raised it would include
newcomers as well as recognized

actors, a point that Equity leaders
are mulling. One warning that was
sounded if the rate is tilted, "the
minimum may become the maximum," because managers would
probably reduce the pay of players getting $150 or more to equalize operating expenses.

Meeting was only fairly well attended. 750 being present.
The
regular ticket, mostly consisting
of council nominees, was elected,
but there was quite a number of
vwit&'in votes; mostly, mailed, total
number Ojf regulac ballots cast being 934.
Basil Bathbone was

named third vice-jpcesident, iiUing
the post of the late lHidley Digges.
Among those named or re-electedto the council

were Ei-in^ O'Brien
Moore, who topped the ticket with
780 votes, the others named being
Eddie Nugent, Barbara Bobbins,
Clay Clement, Ann Thomas, Bill
Edith Meiser, Edith At water.
Loring Snuth and Sidney Blaefcr
mer. Eight non-nominees received
write-in votes namely, 166 going
to William Gaxton, but the number
was not nearly enough.
There was some considerationof a show business survey (the
Robert Nathan report)
virhich
would enlist all show business
unions and groups, plus managers,
to n nance a dozen proposed projects for the betterment of the
stage. Other organizations will
be
asked to participate, that being
the only way the estimated required $360,000 could be raised

Aithou^ Monte Proser and
Joseph Kipness (and the Shuberts)
are preparing to pay Mary.
Hunter
the money she was awarded
for
her breach-of-contract claim in
connection with
"High Button
Shoes," they're still fighting the
case legally. The producers and
the Shuberts, who are backers in
the show and have a major voice
in decisions regarding it, have set
aside a special fund to cover payments to Hiss Hunter, but have a^
which individually retain the right
pealed the arbitration award, whicb
of veto, the right to manufacture
has already been afitirmed by the
ai-ms and to declare war, cannot
N. Y. supreme court, to the appelkeep the peace."
late division.
Another son, Meyer, Jr., was
Besides depositing in escrow the
killed in action in the Mediterranean during the recent war while weekly share of the boxoffice gross
Daugh- which Miss Hunter's original conserving with the Navy.
tract specified and which the arbiter, Virginia, a singer. Is to sing
"The Star Spangled Banner" at the trators awarded in full, the produforthcoming Republican National cers have also put up enough coin
Convention in Philadelphia, for to .cover all the week$ since
which her father is chairman of "Shoes" opened. Now that the secthe entertainment committee. Mrs. ond company has opened in Chicago, the amount is said to be runiDavis is a former concert pianists
GaiTy Davis' last stage appear- ning more than $400 a weefc
Meanwhile, there have been variance on Broadway was as singer
and comedian in the revue, "Three ous other suits filed against the
He previously show, including one by Mack Sento Make lleady."
drew attention in a featured spot nett, in connection with tlie alleged
in "Let's Face li" starring Danny unauthorized use of his name in a
ballet number.
.

;

.

Vedm^lBjay, June 2,

LKGlVniiAiW-COIVCBnT
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Mnimize Those Hazards
When a revival like "Sally" costs $95,000 to unfold and needs
$23,000 weekly to break even, jfalling to float on its pretty good
$16,000 weekly gross; when legit ?musicols like "Annie Get Your Gun"
and "Inside USA" need $250;opo-$300,000 production investments,
tlnere is something wrong with the economic setup of the Broadway
,

theatre.

That's a common conclusion among showmen who realize that the
theatre, if it's to flourish, must minimize these hazards. The war years
glossed over these factors, for obvious reasons, but with angel money
clipped and more rational investment hazards preferred, tlie theatre
must gear itself accordingly.
,

Shows that must run a year bejore they start to pay off is nit good
Show business. Legit must reappraise its setup accordiligly. Capital
is a necessary adjunct to show business, but it is not good business to
chase that capital away by some of the "inside" deals, such as doUarfor-doUar investors, staggering "office" overheads which are grayytrains for selfish managements or pi-omotersj and some of the other
sharp angles which have cropped up in recent years.

ProlHOg Mgr. Compttee Stresses

Tariety Boxscore Winners

More Money Shows
B Continucl trom page 49_ss

S, A.,"

'U.

"Make Mine Manhat-

as "Annie Get Your Gun," (still
flourishing), "Carousel," "Bloomer

"Brigadoori; "Finian's Rainbow" and, of course, "Oklahoma!,"
which started the ballet vogue
<jirl,"

along Broadway.

Key: SR, Shows Reviewed; B, Right; W, Wrong; O, No Opinion.
SR. R.
W. O. Pot.
'..78
53
19
•23-'24—CRAIG (Mail)
6
.677
•24-'25-iPOLLOCK (Brooklyn Eagle).... 97
73
24
0
.753
109
90
18
'25-'26— GABRIEL (Sun)
.826
105
90
15
»26-'27~GABRIEL (Sun)
.857
94
81
12
'27-'28— ATKINSON (Times)
.862
16
89 .72
'28-'29—LITTLE (Post)
79
88
9
•29-'30—BROWN (Post)
104
18
8?
'30-'3l-'BROWN (Post)
.817
109 100
8
'31-'3a— GABRIEL (American) ...
.917
'32-'33—QABRIEL (American)
103
89
13
.864
V.
98
89
8
33-'34—BROWN (Post)
.908
'34-'35—-BROWN (Post)
77
12
90
.855
90
82
8
'35-'36— GABRIEL (American)
.920
82
76
5
'36-'37— COLEiMAN (Mirror)
62
.914
58
4
'37-'38—BROWN (Post)
.935
62
11
'38-'39— ANDERSON (Journal-American) 73
.849
65
73
8
'39-'40—LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
.890
60
57
3
'40.'41—WATTS (Herald Tribune)
.950
65
60
'41.'42_KRONENBERGEB (PM)
6
.923
32 '29
3
'42-'43—LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
.906
63
6
69
'43.'44—NICHOLS (Times)
.913
'.81
72
9
.889
'44.'45_jCRONGNBERGER (PM)
5
59' 54
'45,'46_NICHOLS (Times)
.915
51
58
7
0
'46-'47—MOREHOUSE (Sun)
.879,
57
51
6
0
.895
'47-'48— MOREIIOITSE (Sun)
...

indicating that type of musical is
on the way back to popularity.

tan" and "Angel in The Wings"
comprise the revwfe scorers. In recent seasons the smash musicals
were nearly all book .shows, such

iMg

'

,

'

i

'

•

.

The revivals brought forth such ,
sturdy grossers as "Man and Superman," "Antony and Cleopatra" and "JMedea" (fresh version of
a Greek classic), the G. &,S. musicals and the more recent, promising "The Play's the Thing." The
D'Oyly Cartes' top bill was "The
in
operettas,
the
Mikado,"
cycles of seven, each having been
When the season was
repeated.
extended several weeks "Mikado"
was again put on, but.it evidently
had used up its audiences, takings
for the latter weeks being considerably under those of the first two
Niesen for Musicaj
showings. "Pirates of Penzance,"
"lolanthe" and "Pinafore" were
Los Angeles, June 1.
"best among the other operettas.
Gertrude Niesen agreed to play
'Oklahoma's!' Record
the femme lead in "And So to
in

,

'

,

I

Scene Desigiung's Hlfasteful Practices'
Controversy "arose during the -tpast season about rising production

and a managerial committee
headed, by Lawrence Langner of
the Theatre Guild issued its findings last week.
Scenic contractors had earlier
declared that the jump in production costs was hardly their fault.
costs,

Dr. Gert

Lawrence

Gertrude Lawrence arrived
New York by air Monday (31) from
London. She came to the U. S. to
receive an honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts -from Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y., next Saturalso
day (5).

"Oklahoma!"

finally

ended

its

record run on Broadway last Saturday, having played 268 weeks, or
Final
and two months.
week was excellently attended,
business going up over $5,000 for
The report upheld them but it
Number of performthe finale.
points out that "wasteful practices"
Actress said she may make some
have "crept into the profession," summer stock appearances at hus- ances played was 2,202,' or 36 times
because of "easy money" financing band Richai|-d Aldrich's strawhat, fewer than the' world's record
by the unmentioned limited-part- the Capo Playhouse, Dennis, Mass. claimed for "Chu Cliin Chow" in
Con<:
nership method. It's claimed that She's not sure whether she'll ac- London over 30 years ago.
tended, however, that "Oklahoma"
kind of backing is disappearing.
cept an oft'eif to do a play in XonScenic designers are blamed don in the fall, or stick to Broad- actually played more performances at the St. James than' the
principally f<jr the jump in producway.,
-I
English spectacle-musical, because
tion costs.- It's claimed they are
there were an additional 46 show^
often wasteful and unmindful of
ings, most of which were Tuesday
A conthe producers' outlays.
matinees for servicemen during
tractor is never in a position to
the war at reduced prices.
And
complain about the wastefulness of
.

,

five years

Wed," new musical by Eddie Davis
and Howard Liss, slated for fall
production on Broadway.
Either Johnnie Johnston or Donald O'Connor may be signed for
the top

a designer for he's liable to lose
tffe business of the designer, it's
Then, too, some constressed.
tractus cover up the 'mistakes of
the artist, it's alleged.
Ballet Theatre has Ibeen apBeport suggests that a coopera-tive producers warehouse be used proached with two ideas for teleand from that source elements for vision programs, each dissimilar..
new shows may be obtaiheil. A Milton Maier of RKO, on behalf
4oGk of cp-related suggestions was
made, the plan of a general store- of the William Morris agency, is
house being one of the committee's working on a project called "Ballet
Theatre Television Auditions," patmain Ideas.
along lines of the Metopera
When legit production was much terned
auditions. It will be a 52-week promore expansive than in recent sea- gram
to begin in midsummer, on
sons, leading managers had their
sustaining basis (although a sponcv!n storehouses, which became
is reported already interested).
jammed with settings and costumes sW
Two dancers who emerge as winthat were rarely used.
Most of- ners (one male,
bi^e femme) will
those places have been abandoned.
get a season's contract with Ballet
The. Shuberts are among the few Theatre."
showmen with tiieir own shops.
BT.has also been approached by
In addition to Langner, the com'mitteemen were Kermit Bloomgar- another agency to televise a series
den, Louis Lotito, Gilbert Miller of six ballets,, including "Swan
Lake," "Fancy Free," "Les Patiand Lee Shubert.
neiirs" and "Theme and Variations." These would be staged
rather than actual performances,
with outdoor sequences tor some.
Italian Opera Stars
Deal is so far advanced that the

In TV

Programs

if

two charity performances were
added to the/ "official" total,
,

also

the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical,
which took the Theatre
Guild out of the doldrums and
sent it on the way to renewed
prosperity, should be rated as having established a longevity record.
As for Experimental Theatre,
its second season aroused considerable excitement among certain
show
channels,
although
not
'

among commercial showmen. Out
attractions by ET, three
were switched to Broadway, only
one of whicli drew public support'
("Skipper Next to, God") principally because it had a film name
starring (John Garfield). When he
of

six

the
show
stopped,
"Hope's the Thing" was a fast flop,
and the chances of "Ballet Bal-

withdlrew

role.

I

Continued from pace

Richard Watts, Jr. (Post), retained the number four slot but
greatly improved his record of a

BelascoBad

year

being tabbed

ago,

at

.820,

which was 70 percentage points
He nosed out Robert Gar(Journal-American), whose
score was .810, or 64 points higher
higher.

As

.

Ballet theatre

male

Morehouse Wins
Wins
"place" with Louis Kronenberger
(PM), both registering with ..857.
Coleman was wrong eight times
in 56 opinions, while Kronenberger
called iem incorrectly in nine instance^, but he covered 63 productions, whereas: the Mirror's oracle
caught seven less shows.

D.C. Legrter

Washington, June

1.

The

Belasco theatre will be
leased by the Government as a
legit house on the basis of bids on
hand July 1,1 it was announced today (Tues.) by Maj. Gen. Philip B.
Fleming of the Federal Works Administration. Lease will be for 10
years, with the Government having
the right to cancel on one year's
notice. Amount, of rental will be
contained in the bids, but the
lessee must put up two months'
rent on deposit.
The Government wUl withhold
from the deal the entire fifth floor
and part of the fourth floor and
basement of the building, presumably for, continued use for the
storage gf Treasury Dept. files.
Alteration or' renovation of the
premises may be done only with
Government permission and at the
lessee's
expense.
Including the
cost of reconversion, it's figured
this would run about $200,000.
Deal would become effective next
i

land

'46-47.
Howard Barnes
than
climbed in
Tribune)
(Herald
standing and percentage, and although he gave no definite opinions about two shows, his showing
of .803 was 120 percentage points
better than last year. William

Hawkins

(

World-Telegram

)

,

wlio

ran last a year ago, climbed with
a percentage of .794, was 127 points
better.
He was new among the
flrstnighters
a year ago, and
passed up expressing an opinion
five times, but this past season he
gave a definite yes or no in all his.
notices.

In addition to the aisle-sitters
being more accurate, they were
definite, the chart indicating
that there was only a quintet of
no-opinions ( which are counted as
wrongs), as compared to last sea'^
son's eight vacuums.

more

Variety's crop of reviewers
climbed in the combined standing
lads" are distinctly in doubt, busito .953, which was better than last
ness for the first two weeks havyear by 122 percentage points,
ing been much under expectations.
they having been wrong only three
Indications are that experimental Sept. 1.
times 'out of (53 reviews.
shows looked better than they
If the theatre relights as a legit
really were, audiences apparently house iV will replace the UBObeing aware that professional pro- booked TS^ational, which reverts
duction standards were Hardly Aug. 1 to a film policy rather
Strawhat
than
possible.
abandon its t-acial segregation rule
New Stages, a group of actors, in respon.se to Actors Equity reguWitliGaxton'BaldpateV
experimenting in a down- lation. According to report
last
toForeinU»S.ViaCelra precise schedule, to commence tried
town
little
theatre and came up week, the National
about Aug. 2, will be worked out
Theatre
Others Also Tune
with agency ofCicials on return with "The Respectful Prostitute," Academy hopes to lease*the Belasco
Disks; 'Requiem' Latest from
England of Lucia Chase, BT's which, while not a smash, is mak- and book it from New York. GilBoston, June 1.
Interesting siddition to the long- co-director. Latter sails ior quickie ing money uptown, easily topping bert Miller has said he
would like
Boston's strawhat season gets unhair recording field, since the war's vacation to England today (Wed ). the other oiT-Broadway tries. Two to act as manager.
der way June 21 at the Boston
other attempts by the same group
end made Italian disks available
Tribute to Miss Chase's manageSummer Theatre (air-conditioned
did
not get across.
and the present recording ban ment is also seen
New England Mutual Hall). Six of
in Ballet TheaCity Center repertory company
heiglitened its'appeal, has been the tre s road tour
the 11 productions have already
for next season.
two .limited engagements at
Cstra releases of the past year and
been skcdded.
Now solidly booked from Oct. 4 had
the
a half.
city-owned
theatre,
doing
through the following March 23,
Initial play will be "Seven Keys
much better in the fall than the
Company has just released an with fully 6,5% of the
i Continued from page 1 s
to Baldpate" with William Gaxton,
dates out- current
ei.2fht-record
album of Mozart's right guarantees,
showing, which is due to
to be followed by Jackie Cooper in
"Requiem" with Ferrucio Taglia- most promising tour looms as the end next week. It's intended to $260,000) for 46 weeks (at the rate "John Loves Mary." Kay Francis
in the organizaof
$7,500
per
show,
with
six
weeks
present revivals there seasonally.
Vini and Pia Tassinari (both of the
Last
tion's 10 year history. Fifty-six
off).
Jergens offered $390,000 for is booked to follow in "The
N. Y. Met), Kbe Stignani and Italo
the fourth
cities will be played, engagements
a flat 39 weeks, or $10,000 a broad- of Mrs. Cheney" with
Tajo ^both due to tour the U. S. varying
week to be filled by Canada Lee in
from one night to two Hazel Scott to
cast and regretfully advised Winnext season), and orchestra and
Malce
"Othello."
Bert Wheeler will apweeks (fortnight run is in Chicago)
chell it would go no higher.
chorus -under Victor de Sabata. and
pear in "Without Rhyme or ReaIn Beethoven at Stadium
total of $102,500 guaranteed
This oiler faced one by KaiserFuture releases include the comson" the fifth week. Season will
engagements have been sold.
Hazel Scott will make her first Frazer of $620,000 for 39 weeks, close out week of Aug. 30 with Edplete recording of Verdi's "Forza
but was rejected for several unex- ward Everett Horton in "SpringBallet Theatre Foundation, non- appearance June 19 at
deJ Destino," with Maria Caniglia
Lewisohn plained
reasons.
profit
organization
Another
bid
time
formed to foster Stadium, N. Y., as soloist with
of
for Henry."
(former Met soprano) and Galliano
Masini, and Vivaldi's "The Four ballet in general and eventually the N., Y. Philharmonic under $520,000 annually' was made by
Over in Cambridge the CamChesterfield, but would have en- bridge Summer Playhouse, under
Seasons," arranged and conducted lake over Ballet Theatre, is alsto Walter Hendi.
She'll play the
announced
management,
by Bernardino Molinari, onetime progressing. Membership now to- Beethoven First Piano Concerto. tailed Winchell's moving to CBS, new
which
he
didn't
tals
want
400,
with
to
do.
contributions amount- She'll also do a group of her own
opener as Julie Haydon in "Shad''
guest-conductor of the N. Y. PhilWinchell stays with Jergens of ow and Substance," June 29.
ing to $61,000.
harmonic.
piano specialties as solos.
course
through
this
Skcdded
are
plays
as 'Androyear. He goes
such
Company has two labels, the
Concert will be the first of thi
oif for six weeks this summer, then cles and the Lion," "The Circle,
Cetra direct imports and the CetraStadium's
Saturday night po,
returns In the fall until the year's "The Rivals," "Boy Meets Girl,
125e FT.
THEATRE series, devoted to lighter
Soiia label, latter being pressings
classics.
"Rope."
"The
Devil's
Disciple"
and
end.
in this country from matrices imFort Wayne, Ind., June 1.
Paul Lavalle will conduct the secGuest stars will be announced later.
ported from Cetra, Italian, recordContracts have been awarded for ond Saturday program, June 26,
Long a hotbox, .Brattle Hall, the
'HORIZON' POR GILES UNIT
ing firm. Raxor Corp., of which the construction of an $125,000 out- with Vivian .della Chiesa
and Mac
just
has
home
of
the
Playhouse,
Dario Soria, of the D'Arcy agency, door theatre, with seating capacity Morgan as soloists.
"Lost Horizon," adapted by Anne
Season, the
air-conditioned, which should
is prez, reps both labels.
Com- of 2,500 in Franke Park, the city Stadium's 31st, will open Jiine 14, Coulter Martens and Christopher been
help business in this crowded Harpany's catalog, in addition to the board of park commissioners an- with Fritz Reiner
conducting and Sergei fron^ James Hilton's novel, vard Sq. area; New management
above-mentioned artists, includes nounced. Arena was made possible Erica Morini as soloist.
will be presented June 11 in Union
has Jerry Kilty and Thayer David,
City, N. J., as the closing producCloe Elmo (now at tlie Met), Lina by a gift of $100,000 to the city by
actors, with Robert Fletcher, aclor
tion of th 18th season of the Giles
Pagliuglii, Francesco Albanese and Helene Foellinger, publisher of the
doubling as general mgr. Albert
Nancy Davids and Walter Hart Players.
otliers. Company tries to maintain I o c a 1
News-Sentinel, afternoon are collaborating on
Marre wil direct and Robert
the
adaptation
Alvitt Brandt, of the ANTA staff
an Italian "personality" to its cat- daily.
Martin
O'Hearn the scenery.
of Roland Mitchell's novel, "Dan and president
of the Giles Players, Shwartz is the p.a.
alogs
distributing
music .TyJUeji ., ,.Struct!Xi-e,.,wili; ,be, suitable for Owen and the
House i^
Angel
Joe,"
fantasy is producing, and Herman BIschoif
Italian arfists ate best known' for. musical, "dramatic and
Equity.
Season will run for 11
operatic With a Welsh background.
is staging.
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marietta' 40G, Frisco;

Busily Along;
Chi Biz Bdzziiig
•Shoes' 38G, 'Mary' 19G,
Chicago, June 1.
signs of gorhi lefilt Bhows no
dol1
„ inii the usual pre-summer
Ave,
Four. anS possibly
S?.ffls
the
through
wiil play
more
several
is
which

stmrnlr

"ign nut
?han previous years.
out for weeks
toS Shoes" Is sold
like to get into the
a"„d would
but the
gross,
larger
a
Ihubert for
for the return
theatre is committed
"Annie Get Your Gun" July 5
also have a piece ot

S

'The

Shuberts

worse.
"Shoes" which makes things
John Loves Mary" will stay for
there are
the hot season although
Richard Derr
several cast changes.
Richard
?epUices Bill Prince; J.
DonJones goes in for Tom Ewell;
Harnngton
for
MacBrlde
ald
Lyle
Smith, and Dort Clark for
Mrs. Fraser"
"First
lettiger.
three
closed May 29 after a weak
will
weeks, and "Blossom Time"
probably follow in one or two
Jnore.

Estimates for Last Week
"Blossom Time." Studebaker (Ist
wk) a,24?; $3.71). Profitable $12,;boo for first week.
"First Mrs. Fraser,"

wk)

(1,000; $4.33).

Time'

in 3d
San Francisco, June 1.
"Annie Get .Your Gun," with

IZi/zG

Selwyn (3rd
May 28

Closed

with poor $8,500.

"High Button Shoes," Great
Northern (2nd wk) (1,500; $6.18).
iSmaller house limits the take here
with all seats sold weeks ahead.
Fancy $38,000.
"John I^ves Mary," Harris (16th
wk) (1,000; $3.71). Completing four
months of excellent business. Neat
|119,000.

"On Approval," Selwyn (1,000;
Opens tomorrow (Wed.)
with light advance sale.
"Show Boat." Shubert (I3th wk)
(2,100; $4.94). Went off to $28,000
but will probably stick around until "Annie Get Your Gun" returns

$3.71).

Julys,

'Ballads

Mary Martin,

the second in ninth
Light Opera season seriesj
at the Opera House yester"
dc(y (Mon.) for a three-week stanza.

Droopy 8G,

Civic

-

Etions

B way Slips After Early-Week Spurt;

'Harve/ $15,500

opened

Quick Folds;

College Play$

W

*Seeds,' 7igfl,'

Red ISa ¥146

"Naughty Marietta," first of the
Civic Light Opera set, did $40,000
at the Curran, which now shutters
Early last week business along at moderately okay takings for
for the season.
"Harvey." at the Broadway was fairly good. Then play of its t.vpe; nearly $11,000.
llarhi^or of
Geary," did $15,500 in its third the end-of-the-season slide set in
"Mister Roberts." Alvin (15th
(VALE
DlGPT.)
again.
Managers welcomed the wk) (CD-1,357; $4:80). There are
week.
New Haven, May 26.
forecast of a rainy Saturday (29), audience dissenters even in inYnle Di'ji 11)11 D«M>t, j)i-othiotioii of drama
with start of the three-day Memo* stances of solid hits but none ever
DiIn three nets l;y lltjwiii'tl .B. MarahitU.
rial Day weekend, but sunshine heard about this one; $34,500; over
rected hy ['^i-Hiik MftMullflth; Het.ting, Betty
started a heavy out-of-town ruslw $500 in standee money.
t!oB Arni-strohKl .<*OBtumes^ FeUciLy Robinmn; llKhHiijf, I'l-aiu-ia MidittUHkafl. AX Uniaway from theatres. Usually the
"Seeds in the Wind," Empire.
Mfi.
verwity iHealre.-N'-iw Hf^ven, Kfiy
holiday is attended by a visitor in- Another experimental play mistake
Wefilpy Luu, Mai'delte Edwar*"!*,'
rtist:
flux but it only moderately mate- when tried commercially; played
C'harU^H Wt'i'tier Mooi'tp, OUvo Atkinejon, .Toe
rialized this time.
Most of those seven times and then out.
"Sleepy Hollow," St. .Tam^s (Mfrom out-of-town, holiday bent,
This final major production on
seek moderate-priced tickets at the 1,505; $4.80). Presented by Lortlie sdiedule of Eli's play incubaboxofflce, yet quite a few shows raine Lester; music by George
Boston, June 1,
tor is an interesting climax to a
drew heavy attendance, and Sun- Lessfter; book and lyrics by Rus"Burlesque,"
only
addition
to
the
widely varied tryout program that
day's rain helped performances on sell Maloney and Miriam Battista;
had its beginning last fall. Current dwindling legit season here last that day. Some shows entering the opens Thursday (3) with Gil Lamb
production presents CK-GI ipostwar week, coming into the Shubert, got summer pei-iod,' which dates from in lead part.
problems laid against a university good notices and nice biz. "Okla- this week on, are using two-for"Strange Bedfellows," Morosco
homa," back again for a three
background.
ones with fair to middling results. (20th wk) (C-935; $4.80). Eased otf
Primarily the theme revolves week session at the Opera House
again after picking up with bargain
It was expected that the highly
around mental readjustment of a at pop prices ($3.60 top), opened touted "Ballet Ballads" would perk tickets; rated around $11,500.
"Streetcar
Desire,"
vet bomber pilot, Joe Kirkwood, last night (31) and seems to be but improvement in takings was
who has never been exactly sure of the final entry of the season.
(2eth
wk) (1>:1,064;
rather slight. Only new play last Barrymore
Estimates for Last Week
his responsibility in a 1943 "missPrizewinning drama sells
$4.80),
"Burlesque," Shubert (1st wk) week, "Seeds in the Wind," was its allowed quota of standees all
episode
involving
Ing-in^action"
deemed
hopeless,
so
was
taken
oft.
one of his crew when their plane (1,570; $3.60). Came i'fi lor a fort- "The Vigil," imported from the performances; $27,500.
"The Heiress," Biltmore (35th
was shot down o\a;r Germany. The night as of May 24 and clicked Coast, also expired; it got the
Incident bears down on him as of nicely to get an estimated $23,000 year's lowest gross.
This Thurs- wk) (Dr920; $4.20). Beatrice
the play's time, which is 1946 at a on eight. Show favorably received day (3) .sees the arrival of "Sleepy •Straight jhas f o 1 1 0 w e d Wendy
university where he Is studying un- in press and Bert Lahr's strong Hollow.'' the fourth of the spring Hiller, and co-featured with Basil
der the GI Bill, and the pressure is following here a big factor in do- musicals, also a revival of "The Rathbone and Patricia Colllnge;
a contributing factor to his flunks ing biz when the town' is stUl way Insect Comedy," in repertoiy; that eased to $18,000.
"The Respectful Prostitute" and
ing the course. Another disturbing off.
about washes up June so far as
"On Approval," Plymouth (2d new shows are concerned.
"The Happy Journey," Cort (11th
element is a housing situation
Wk) (C-1,064; $4.20). Doesn't cost
which has Joe and his bride Sally wk) (l-,200; $3.60). Despite plenty
Estimates for Last Week
much to operate and is making
sharing quarters with Brenda, Joe's of press enthusiasm and) a strong
(Comedy),
D
Keys:
C
(.Drama),
wealthy
milquenever
money
with moderately okay grossa
faded
and
opening, this one
former flame, and
toast husband she has acquired began to conted. Kstimatbd $8,000 CD {Gomedy-Dramn), R (Revue), es; rated around $11,500.
(Musical), O (Operetta).
"The Vigil," Ro,yale. Closed- Satafter Joe passed her up.
second week after .$9,000 first.
is Moved out to Gin with hope of
"Allegro," Majestic (33d wk) urday (29) after week and a half;
Joe's impending expulsion
heading his marital ship for the staying the summer, going into (M'1,695; $6).. Attractions' that very small money estimated at unheld their pace of the previous dir $750.
rocks when, unexpectedly, Nick N.Y. early in fall season.
Caronne, his former co-pilot, ar"Sleepy HoUow," Maje.stic f2d week were regai'ded having done
REVIVALS
rives with his wife to take up legal Wk) (1,500; $4.80). Built a little well enough; this one dipped under
Habimah, Broadway '<4th wk).
training at the college. Subsequent on second week to estimated $18,- $30,000.
(1,900; $4.80). Acting troupe from
events bring out the fact that Nick 000, not good enough. Show got a
"Angel in the Wings," Coronet Palestine, playing in Hebrew, rewas responsible for abandoning the mixed reaction, but good enough (25th wk) (R-998; $4.80). Slightly pesting with "The Dybbuk;" has
crew member in the tail of the to have expected more than this. better here and. slated into July, one more week, "The Golem" to be
burning plane.
dependent on business this month finale play.
Play is very well cast. Direction
"Man and Superman," Hudson
for intimate revue; $18,000.
follows a consistent, though someCurrent
"Annie Get Yaut Gnuj" Imperial (34th wk) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Fairly
what repetitious, thread. This charWill good at this period of engagement:
(107th wk) (M-1,472; $6,60).
31
12)
-June
(May
acteristic of retreading the same
comedy estimated at
play well into fall period; easUy Shavian
ground is a major fault in the writ"Anna Lucasta"— Rajah, Read- topping most of the other run around $16,500.
ing, too, certain passages giving the ing (7-8); Lyric, AUentown (9-10); musicals
"Sally," Beck (4th wk) (M-1,214;
at $36,000.
Impression of a jammed needle on State, Elmira (11-12).
$5.40). Among spring's disappoint"Ballet
Ballads,"
Music
Box
(2d
setting
Opera
exceptional
Gun"—
An
Your
disk.
play
"Annie
Get
a
ments; last week estimated at
wk) (M-977; $4.80). Another ex- around $15,000; loses money at that
of living quarters is not only at- Hse., Frisco (31-12).
El Capi- perimental play disappointmcmt; pace even with reduced operation
tractive but its diagonal slanting
"Blackouts of 1948"
rated arotmd ^,000 in flist full nnt,
across stage affords unusual playr- tan, L.A. (31-12),
Bone^
ing surface.
"Blossom Time" ^ Studebaker, we^; needs its share of $14,000 to
"The Insect Comedy," City Cenbreak even; provisional closing no- ter (1,650; $2.40). Third repertory
Chi. (31-12).
PhUharmonic, tice posted.
"Brieadoon"
offering by City Center Theatre
'*Born Yesterday," Lyceum (121st players; C a p e k fantasy opens
L. A. (7-12).
(UNIV. OF UTAH)
"Burlesque" rr- Shubert, Bost. wk) (C-993; $4.80). John Alexander Thursday (3).
Salt Lake City, May 28.
has replaced Paul Douglas; busi(31-12).
"The Play's the Thing," Booth
"Carousel"—Davidson, Mil. (31- ness went off, and the gross ap- (5th wk) (CD-712; $4.80). ComT'i)ivcrait,.v Thealre pvoilufdou of musical
111
twu (K'tB (11 m-iMiP.a) by Phil Gelb, Driu 5); Lyric, Mpls. (7-12).
proximated $12,500.
mands good enough patronage to
Mijaic,
Allen
Sum
UOKwn.
ami
Hainger
others
"First Mrs. Fraser" Blackstone,
"Bxigadoon," Ziegfeld (64th wk) provide profits wedtly;
VraliU. .lutii-'iih Kaym(in<l and Kenly Whitelock; (liihceH by aalDli I'amion. Oirected by- Chi. (31-5).
(M-1,628; $4.80). Like other stay- slipped but this orae wen- up, $15,-
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labels, what has' aggravated the
slump on the distributing end is
the fact that companies have been
dumping wares on the market at
cutrates to dealers. They also retorted in no few instances to furnishing
coinmachine
operators
with gratis batches of records.
These recording company officials
point out that as a result of this
unloading the dealers' shelves and
stockrooms are crammed with
mostly unsaleable product and it
Is felt that it will take some time
before trade channels will resume
a normal and natural flow;
Big companies are now admitting, and ruefully, that hits can't
be regulated any more than public
tastes, and they have reconciled
themselves to taking substantial
losses from the hundreds of mas^
ters they stockpiled prior to the
APM recording ban. One thing
that has been sharply driven home
to them is that the recording buslJiess, like any other phase of music,
must at all times be in a flexible
position so as to be able to meet
shifts In public tastes and the upcropping of types of compositions
that fit in with any such changes.
Discounted in these quarters is
the theory that perhaps the public
has become surfeited with records
and that \t is now turning to television as the new source of Its
home tentertainment. Analytical
opinion takes the position that,
while the industry has reached Its
'

sales

peak

and

is

through

—

—

ness to a healthy leveL

cue Bliirbs

Benefit All Cos,

Chicago, June 1.
Midwest disk jockeys who have
programs sponsored by Columbia
Records are under instructions
from that quarter to concentrate
on plugging new records, regard-

The CHC blurbs, In
essence, are to be phrased with
the primary objective of assuring
buyers that the industry is still
turning out new records in large
quantities and to urge them to

Jess of label.

^

make record buying a habit.
Brlpfing of the jocks is in line
with the company's drive to correct
a mislmpresslon
common
among consumers that the records
now coming out are not new recordings. but reissues.
.
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Young Ifan wUli a Halo

)

—

den),

Kenneth Jensen and I.*o Dnlby William Campbell. At

K(iM*.ii.

cofilunieH
Hall,

toii;

Kliisbiiiv

MH;

liil.lMI

(\ist:

Alan
lier,

salt

City,

l;,Kke

I'^aiUlis.

28,

Florence Mai-le Gatefi,

Ken

.Icn«en, Bill (Mrtis,
.lolinnte Belle Holley, .Foe

Howard AmieiBon, Kit

Roaen,

May

liip.

l><')

I'"riinK,

.THcobsen,

f'ranlc Willtinnon

and

Prank

JatltBon,
othenr.

(SlasSilin

and
Aalnger
Gelb
Writers
Rosen have come up with an Idea
that has potentialities for a laughpacked professional musical. The
fact that they haven't quite hit the
bell doesn't detract from the fact
that their basic plot is good.

now going

the process of settling
to a normal turnover,
say
'
nn,.„„^
/au,000,000
records a year Instead
of last year's 400,000,000, a series
of smash records Could drastically
turn the tide and return the busi-

down

o<:n

•

-

Road Shows

I
I

"Young Man" is built around the
idea of a campus character, who's
on the patsy side. When he comes
up with a real halo, lost from
heaven, the fireworks start. Waldo,
the boy with the halo, is immediatelv taken in tow by a fast-talking, sharp-shooting sidekick, played
with plenty of assurance by Alan
Frank. The efforts at getting some
fast bucks out of the situation carry
the show the rest of the way.
On the credit side are a novel
Idea, good dancing, some tunes that
Can bt^l built Into clicks and a cast
that brings enthusiasm and talent
to the show. Weak points are staging and a tendency at letting the
action slow down. Also, the writers
didn't pack the necessary punch
into the second act, and by the time
it's half over, the seams begin to
spread.
Del Faddis does a nice job as the
Florence
Waldo,
halo-wearing
Marie Gales is a refreshingly good
She's
Judy, Waldo's girlfriend.
self-possessed, and handles her
skill.
and
assurance
with
vocals
slick
the
well
by
does
Frank
Alan
chiseler. In a more or less minor
role, Hill Curtis, as a racket boss,
looks ready for professional roles.
The rest o£ the cast does well, and
prdbably would do better on the
singing end if the orchestra backed
them up better. Costumes are slick.
On the musical side, "Lost My
Love," "1 Want to Share With You,"
"Young Man With a Halo" and "It's
Easier to Be a Pal" are right up
there with professional class
.

.

.

i

Berl

"Harvey"-Nat'I, Wash. (31-12).
ers inclement weather may have
"Harvey"—Geary, Frisco (31-12). helped last week, when gross was
"High

—

Shoes"

Button

Gt.

500.

estimated around $25,000.

%G

Northern, Chi. (31-12).

"Command Decision," Fulton
"John Loves Mary^^Hairis, Chi. (34th wk) (D-968; $4,80). Among, 'ANNIE' RECORD
(31-12).
shows that are using two-for-one
"Lady Windermere's Fan"
tickets; went up slightly and rated
Temple, Tacoma (31); Aud., Oak- around $15,000.
Los Angeles, June }..
land (2); Aud San Jose (3); Aud.,
"Annie Get Your Gun" set hew
"Finian's- Rainbow," 46th Street
San Diego (5); Aud., Long Beach
house record in its final frame. at
Aud., Pasadena (8); Aud., (72d wk) (M-1,339; $4.80). Depend(7);
Philharmonic last week with a
Aud., Sacramento ing on visitors to span summer; the
Fre-sno (9-10)
RodgerS'-Hammerbusiness comparatively fair; around wow $58,500.(11-12).

—

INLJl;220G1N4WK$.

,

;

"Life with

Mother"—Cass,

—Opera Hse., Bost.
"Oklahoma!" — Biltmore, LA.
"On Approval" — Selwyn, Chi.

'^Oklahoma!"
(31-12).

^

(31-12).

'

(31-12).

"Show Boat"

—

'

bert.

"Harvey," 48th

.

"Private Lives'^-^urran, Frisco
(31-12).

stein musical, first attraction of the
"For Love or Money," Miller L. A. Civic Light Opera season,
(30th wk) (C-940; $4.20). Went off pulled a record $222,000 for its
"Naughty Marias did most others, and last week's four-week stand.
count .approximated $9,000; June etta" bowed in last night (31) as the
Lockhart replaced by Diana Her- second Civic offeiing to a healthy

$26,000.

Det.

(7-12)

Shubert, Chi.

St.

(188th

Wk)

advance sale.
Estimates for Last

Week

:

"Annie Get Your Gun." PhilharJames Dunn replaced Jack Buchanan In lead part; monic Aud (4th wk) (2,670; $4.80).
business off lately, with takings Hous^ record of $58,500 on finale.
(C-902; $4.20).

•
"Blackouts of 194«," El Capitan
claimed around $10,000.
"Winslow Boy"—-Cass, Det. (31"High Button Shoes," Shubert (310th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Notched
Grand, London, Ont. (7-8);
5);
(34th wk) (M-1,387; $6). One of the up slightly to $16,200.
Savoy, Hamilton, Ont. (9>; Erlan- season's standouts, and hardly af"Macbeth," Las Palmas (2d Wk)
only fair
ger. Buff. (10-12).
fected; takings again approached (388; $3). First full. frame
Finaled with mild $7,050
$4,250.
$38,000.
two weekSi
for
271/2G,
'Harvey'
"Hold It," Naitiohal (4th wk) (MBiltmore (3d wk)
"Oklahoma!"
Washington, June 1.
Sellout theatre parties
1,164; $6).
Mild drop to still
(1,636; $4.20).
Second stanza of "Harvey" at accoimted for an' improvement in very profitable $33,000 on nine perthe National rang up a smash gross but It^s a distinct red opera- formances.
$27,500, bettering Lts initial weeks tion; musical got under $14,000.
"Separate Rooms," New Beaux
plays
Fay
Frank
take by $2,000.
"Inside V. S. A.," Century (4th Arts (2d wk) (560; $3).
Steady
lead.
wk) (R-1,670; $6). Sellout parties $6,300, okay conSidermg competi,
House is scaled at $3.60.
in this instance an integral factor
tion.
^
in the gross, which tops everything
"The Survivors," Coronet (1st
on Broadway; $47,000.
'Carousel' 27G,
wk) (255; $3). Only $2,500 on seven
"Joy to the World," Plymouth days.
Omaha. .Tune 1.
"Carousel" grossed $27,000 in (11th wkV(CD-l,063; $4.80). Quesfour shows at the Orpheum last tionable if Hollywood comedy will 'Winslow' lOG, Toronto
span summer; business moderate,
week.
Toronto, June 1.
with last week estimated at $10,500.
Top was $4.20.
"The Winslow Boy" grossed a,
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'," AdelRoyal
phi (17th wk) (R-1,160; $6). Among tepid $10,000 here, with the
TODD'S MUSICAL
the musicals expected to span the Alexandra (1,525) .scaled at $3
Mike Todd and Joan Blondell summer; dipped to; $24,000 but Is top. But end-of-week draw was so
good that Ernest M. Rawley, Royal
(Mrs. Todd) fly to the Coast to- money maker.
night (Wed.) where Todd will
"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- manager, is negotiating for a re
to open his new
initiate plans for production of a hurst (20ih wk) (R-1,160; $6). Felt turn engagement,
the offish going but great pace not season.
musical.
current^
"Winslow,,, Boy','
He will confer with songsmiths materially affected: nearly ,$34,00(). b(}ljke,d.,On
ifito .Septemr
thq
Adamson and .' Jimmy !"<'Mi''and'' Mmy}' 'BelaScp (l4th
Harold
*
(31-12).

D.C

.

'

,

Omaha

.

.

McHugh on

the' score.

-

>

•'•

vrk) (Ol',077; $4.80)'.

'

Making money

fcieh

.

,

.

«

-

.

;
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Ti<i«>^s find
Hollywood, May 25.

Wind

Street Settlement Playhouse. "GH" is affiliated with the usual deHai'ald Bi'omloj'
€nl.ri»tiO
fects of an experimental play that
duclioii of drama in twp act.s (two- HcenPH)
London, May 25.
by AvOmr Goodman. aiaKea by Arthin- toys with serious ideas. This piece
Mifroy Ciny presentation of mnsloul in two
Ti'IlH'; sftllngs dPslgn' a by Kalpb Alswanir.
Hennefeld wanted acta (nino scenes) created, aeslgnea ano
OlK'ned at ISmpli'C, N. Y., ilay UB, '.ISj IMi.OO by Edmund B.
to be a, parable about the moral auccled by UeflU'5' Briggs. Music anil lyrics
tm<.
by Ronnie Hill, Jghu Mougens, Alvin Ijaw.Xonlo SelvvnTt
,fciui!an JakubGc.
disease of modern civilization. Its son,
booli
by Roilnny Hobson.
Lmnet
JoHCph
Shnw;
Sidney
'Tonya. ..... ......
final result, however, is strained Ballet Aioslc by Gavin Cordon; dances and
.i. ,,, ,..,Auby Bonlnie
Muvta.
Jenw Stone and artificial with a quality of pulp cnacm'bloa by .Tnhn Oranlio, At I'layhotise,
Jni^el', ....
... «• >.

the

ill

pcCi"

.

.

.

,
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.
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.

,

. .

*

.

.

....... ..IVddy

roiiii

'tidJichu. ....
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.
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•

Donald Rnae
.Kennoth letry
.Tiratny Duit^n
........ .David Burte
.

.

.Tnnl

.

Oni'K,.

.

. ..('.

'.Michael

'I'viluz.

NiKoH....,
EulfH
ICntcrin.

.

.>....

i'

.

.V.

i

1

,

....

.

iEeta

Ijlnclen

.ti'innie-Mae Martin
. .Lee draham
,

riiiiiipa .....s.iv.
.

Oltvo.

.Bobby Nick
.Stanley Martin
..Mtat Stronsln
....

.

.

.

.

..V ...

.Miiminkoo;

Bose

.....Richard Keniiy

•

Vladl....i...
riic

.
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Drama, mostlyplayed by youngsters,

small

with

deals

escapees

from the town of Lidice, Czech
town Wiped out by the Nazis.
"Seeds" is sermonistic and definitely not diversion. The Lidice younglings have an intense hatred of

war, blaming

grownups for the

all

Morlo.

by the Nazis which

disin-

disastrous' last world conflict. Tonya
Is their embittered leader and tells
Stefan, a man who stumbles upon

,

a long dream sequence,

is

courted

Harvey

[,

(FOLLOWUP)

.

,

.

^.'.G-ii

as

.

.

.

. .

.

is

funny as ever. Laurence Hayes
playing the part of Judge
having replaced John

now

Gafl'ney,

Kirk,

who

died

recently.

Allan

,

Tower does okay by

Constance
,
Ruth Ulienthal
Katherine Carl".
.Joanette CUtt
Dr. Thomas Brdman
Herman Freedman
Elsa Erdman.
.Jennie Brelnca
Dr. John Hallfett......... ...... Ken Sutton
Dr. Prederiok Carr........;...He,my Hiirt
Peatl Primus' Dancers'
t

Dr.'

,

...

.

.

.BUI Kerr
Saniptori.'..'.
Sally. ..... ... ........ ..... Norma Amstton,
i.th'efta Qvttyson
T.oin'.

Gerald

.

life and death. As
the fever increases, the playwright's
sense of fantasy and his yen for
idealistic cliches melt into a gummy, infantile substance.
Sole merit of the production lies
in the dancing- ay Pearl Primus'
troupe, which runs amofe during
the dreamy second act. Miss Primus, who appeared only for the
opening night (27>, led the dancers
in a wild exhibition of shimmying
to the accompaniment of tomtoms
and some .extravagant lighting
tricks.
Tiie cast Of young players,
however, is unable to contend with
the burden of their lines Hem.^'

.

Asao'tiated Playwrights,' Inc., production
drama in three acts by Edmiand B.
Henjietcld.
Staged and. designed by BdIt, Mitchell; ohoreography by Pearl
Primus. At HfniY Street Playhouse", N. y.,
law 21,: '48; Jl.ao top.

.James Browne

.

.

.

.

ward

.... ...

. . ...

1

oC

.

. ,

over admitting Nazi and Jap

.

.

.

James Bunn stepped into the
lead of "Harvey" last Friday (28)
at the 48th Street, N. Y., and cre.'kids*.-:ated a favorable impression as imStefan is tried for war-monger bibing Elwood Pi Dowd. Dunn is
ing. he typifying all adults. He's one of four or five names Invited
then freed, and it's assumed he goes by producer Brock Pemberton to
forth to hang himself. Play ends take over the part originated by
there, without any further plans of Prank Fay, and he will remain a
-the youngsters to organize the month or so.
world.
As the latest pleasant stew, Dunn
-I
Author is adroit in one respect,
is doing all right, looking the part
indicating through the dialog the
of a smalltown convivial. He dug
immaturity of the juvenile mind.
one of the hickiest suits for the
up
His general idea seems fantastic
part, that detail beinft important to
but there are certain relevant the part.
truths 'uttered by the tagged orAiding considerably in the laugh
phans.
Count is Frances Lawrence, who reOutside of Tonio Selwart, who placed Josephine Hull. Both the
plays the part of the a.k. soldier "girls" are modeled along the same
well enough, the only player of vot- lines, and putting in Miss Lawrence
who
Lumet,
ing age is Sidney
was something of a casting stunt
is Tonya, leader of the kids. Em- by Pemberton. She appeared in the
bittered over war and the death of Kansas University showing of "Harhis parents who were killed off be- vey" this spring, the producer then
cause they were collaborationists, playing the lead. Miss Lawrence's
his is .an okay job. Abby Bonime diction is ,exqellent,. and well it
plays Marta, the only feminine in- should be; she's speech instructor
fluence, who wants to wed Tonya al- at KU.
though she's only 16. Jerry Stone
Ethel Britten, widow of Frank
does okay by the counsellor for the McCoy, took over the part of Betty
little people and prosecutor at the Chumley during the season and is
trial,
Ibec.
okay. Jesse White, who origmally
Ciosed
Saturday
(29)
after played the tough attendant in the
seven petftjimances.
nut hospital, then wanted to rest,
rejoined during the season and is
bit

.

Miss Dennl'nsfton.
Pincher.

tegrates the will-to-live as well as X,ofty
... ..../>..i..s.. •Bin Diiyne
Goaney
the physical tissues. A limp dra- DuBtv ....... .. .„. ..... . .Barry Shackell
....... ....... JolHi
matic conflict emerges in the yarn Nobliy.
Jamrilno Dee
Caroline.
i, i.'..,
.Mabel Leo
as the wife of a ruthless medi- Amanda.
.... .. .^
iKdward Baxter
co is stricken, by the malady and> in Peter Brandon.

their hideout, that he's not wanted.
The little band has plans for ^
world organization of children, or
a nation of tliem, but they quarrel

a

'18.

...
... ..... . .Kvtilyn Dovo
... i. ........ j .Kdrio Connov
.... .....i.. .Moya NUuent

.........

. .

Play's title refers to a fatal virus Napoleon..,;

by the forces of

Final play of Broadway's regular
season -may just as well have
skippecl the transmutation from its
original experimental status.
"Seeds in the Wind" hasn't a
chance.

May H.

liondon,

fiction.

let loose

Chumley.
ibee.

Ohio Showboat in June 1 Bow
Gallipolis, O., June 1.
The Majestic, mobile showboat

with seating capacity for 400 persons, will open its season at the
Staged by the Associated Play- river landing' here June 7, with
WBighls at the lower east side Homy "10 Nights in a Barroom."

Joan

.

.Gwenila

..-)...[.

Aunc. ......... .......
I

.

.

Graya.dii

Mullen

...... .Joan

An

amateurish production that
disarms criticism. Almost plotless,
it carries a certain leisurely charm
and provides a colored miniature of
life in the West Indies within the
confined limits of this small stage.
Chances abroad are nil.
Popular radio singers Edric Connor and Evelyn Dove have main
roles of two servants in a house in
Port of Spain to which an unsophisticated maiden returns after four
years' absence at school. She falls
for a visiting sailor; auntie, the inadequate chaperone, does likewise
—all to the wiggle of hips and
beat of drums supplied by the colored half of the company.
Mabel Lee, who scored with her
specialty at the Palladium last year
in "Here, There and Everywhere,"
makes the very most of ,,her cafeau-lait charms, her roguish eye and
odd voice to score a genuiiie personal success. Bill Kerr, a recruit

Olmrlps Komleiiit production ot
S«ol(l

Forrest

drama

In

scenes) anil epilog by Berand Fovi wl 'rucUcr, Fentuves
and ("larencn Muse. Btngcrt

three ocis
imrrt

'J.'ucher

Itoraoshne
by Bernard tfaold. Opened at
theatre, North Hollywood, May 25, '18;
$LSO top.
I*o Bayard
Charley (Happy)
Oordon Miller
'J'he Profeasor...
Ilondeau
.('Iwrh-H
The Make (Irwln).
.Forrest Tucker
i .....
Danny.
Delflre Jloore ............ IrgUiiii, Bolmon t
.
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.

.
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,

.

i

.

i

.

;

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

'
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Pletro Joranelli.
Martha ConniU', ...
First CWlil,.

Sciond ('laid.
Third CUIld,

.

Jerry HlKKiti

..liiiiiele:

,

Frunklyn

Anne Mlrea
.. .i .Jai'Rle UHffc
r.ZoBlimiSre Metier
..,l,ou

...

. .

,

The Babe
The Boy Friend.

,

.
,

..s.

.

...

.

.

.:

.

Alison O'C'onnell
Henry Ilopa

Obviously trying to be kind, the
distinguished-looking gentleman in
the lobby after the premiere groped
for something to say. Eventually
he found it; he smiled happily as
he pontificated— "it's a little too
long."

—

^

,

He was right by some two-andone-half hours.
There's a touch of "Time of Your;
Life" and "Here Comes Mr. Jor-j
dan" and others ihat are haunt-i
ingly familiar but fortunately noti
easily brought to mind. It wan^
ders through its six scenes and ani
epilog with some of sthe duUesti
dialog ever concocted. Save for
certain passages of questionable!
taste that evoke irritation, the
script

generate any

to

fails

in-i

Bernard' Szold's direction does

.

Hollywood,

May

13.

Horseshoe Theatre production ot drama In
three act» (five si-encs) by Marjory Stone-

man

DouglaM. Staged by Opa.l I'liiard. At
Rorseshne theatre, Morth Hollywood, Cal.;

tl.80

10.
Zurich,
production 'oC tragedy by
Directed by Pinkas

^itlitsdhiiisky.

;

1

This

a tragedy of J«wish reagainst the Nazis in the

is

sistance

-

top.

:

fa.ttle. ...

May

,

PefBz-Verein

Abrascha

Ghetto of Warsaw in 1943. Play
might have U. S. chances, appeal-

.......

. .

,

.

.

.

Mortehaen
Oracp Praglln.
M.ti nrlce
Cnrr

.Mai'ilyn

iiesale.

ManaHsau
Solomau.

....

.

.

.J.,eon

,

Uoodwlu

George McDevitl, as a child. .Barry Kandell
.Tames MoDevltt. ........... .Rudy PlaakoH
Mrs. Brotvn
.Gertrude .Graner
Sarah McDevJlt. .............. .OpalaSluard
Joe M.'-Deviit
. ..,....k.,,.Cial» Qabbiird
Eosie Dawes.
.Mary Ivy
Georpo MoDeviit.
.Marshall Reed
.'Rlcbard (iardner
Sam Dawes.....
Hiram Dawes.. ........Setli Kden Teasdale
O'Conncr.'. ...........
.Enill D. Enper
,l>ati-lck Whyte
Sands.
Dun:....
David Hpeer
i
Thompson. ........... .William Van Geldcr
Workman. ................. .Gordon Miller
.

.

.

.

ing to -audiences interested in this
tragic, heroic chapter. It is tense
and gripping, has several dramatic
highlights and, despite its obvious
Marjory Stoneman D o u g 1 a s,
treatment, is a real true-to-life book editor of the Miami Herald,
tragedy,
short story writer and lecturer at
The players though con^sting the University of Miami, penned
entirely of amateurs, show some "The Gallows Gate'' some time ago
remarkable performances, espe- as a one-act play. She should have
cially the lead actors, Mottel Sakh- left it that way.
nowsky, Simon Gruenberg, Max
The original one acti apparently,
Fischer. Hillel Schwarz and Mar- was the third. In it, Mrs.
Douglas
tin Weizer.
Direction by young skilfully provided the background
Pinkas Braun is v.ery good, under and feeling of the play
and led it
the supervision of Leopold Lindt- to a logical conclusion. .Even
as
berg. director of Swiss film suc- a one-acter, it was not
a- great
cesses "Marie Louise" and "The play, but the addition
of the first
Last Chance."
Meao.
two acts, each having two
.

scenes,

FROM THE

unnecessarily forces the audience
to sit througli dull dialog and trite

The Pairagon
London,

York Post

May

7th,

AND ABOVE

situations.

now drags through the

Story

elements.
Story of "Tit-Coq" is the one of
an illegitimate child who knows

of his start in life.
He is in a
training camp of the Canadian
Army, and when his buddy inadvertently calls him "a little bastard" in a club, there is a fight and
both are paraded before their com-

manding

The

officer.

militaiTr

Padre has asked for special consideration in view of Tit-Coq's right
to protest, and the CO. offe/o to
the latter's buddy the solution to
both their military sentences
taking Tit-Coq into his family tot
the Christmas Holidays.
Fridolin's talent for drawing a
heav'y laugh, or a tear and a smile
at the same time, is often evident.
Except for two scenes (no. 2 aihd
3 in the second act) which sjightly
slow down the action, his three
acts are fast and consistent. Both
the latter-mentioned scenes could
be eliminated. His direction, done
in collaboration with veteran Fred
Barry, is inspired and original.

—

•

,

Gelinas brings to the
brilliant talent.

He

is

title part a
at all times

impressive.
As always in his
shows, he's surrounded himself
with the top French-Canadian artists there are, and all parts, except
for two minor ones,- are played hy
regular stars of his "Fridolinens"
revues. Olivette Thibault plays his
girlfriend. Already an established
comedienne in operetta, light sentimental comedies and clfessics, she

exploits with intelligent restraint
all the polished facilities of her
proven technique.
Albert Duquesne makes' an excellent padre,
while Barry is a superb Papa Desilets.
Clement Latour is amusing
as the buddy, while the others all
bring to their well caricatured
roles a well directed sense of acting.
Sets and lighting are also
>
very good.
"Tit-Coq" is a play which caneasily be translated in English
and, when it is, American audiences should love it. It will go on
tour this summer and open again
in Montreal in autumn.
Marc.

Separate nooms
(Beaux Arts, Los Angreles)

'

(FOLLOWUP)
Los Angeles, May

For

22.

bow

as a legit producer
here, Nicholas W. Russo picked the
his

Joseph

Carole-Alari
Dinehart
which clicked in New York
and Chicago, with Dinehart, Lyle
Talbot and Glenda Farrell starred.
Save for little theatre or private
performances, "Rooms" hasn't been
done here before.
Russo intends to take the farce
on the road again, with Chicago in
view and another assault on Broadway a possibility. Indications arc,
however, that it won't be too soon.
farce,

saga of a mother who brings up Laughs have been added in script
her two sons after her gambler- revisions by Carole, and a fairly
husband decides honest life is too long run here seefhs in prospect.
There's a» lot of crisp humor in
tough. When he returns years
.N.'in
colEarl of Clando.n....,,..,. .Arthur Wontner later, the kids turn crooked with this yapn about a Broadway
Sir Robf rt Jiawley,
Walter Pitzgei-ald him)
Play is based on an actual umnist who tries to manage his
Angela.
.;.>..,.;,
.BlizabetU Kentish family
brother's
marriage, and a wella
n
which
g
g
terrorized
Maxwell Oliver. ....... .Anthony Marlowe
chosen cast smacks across the lines
Unknown Mau..i^............:&ugh Burden Florida in the early 1900s.
Ada. ,,
Cast is generally credible though with gusto under Barry Bernard's
.Lola Duncan
Delivery Man..'
......Tony Thawnton not standout.
Standouts are Sydney
Staging by Opal direction.
Eu^lrd, in the combination conven'^ Melton, in the meaty role of the
This play by Roland Pertwee is tional and central
staging tech- butler, whose keen delivery and
the first in collaboration with his nique employed
at the Horseshoe sense of timing make the lines
son and they've done- a neat job^. theatre, bogs down from
the too- sparkle, and Maxine Semon, whP
It's definitely good theatre, and is
obvious device of using half-light virtually stops the third act with a
already under way as a film, titled on two of the scenes.
Thesps have devastating characterization of a
"Silent Dust." Of topical interest a tendency to
match their voices to Good Housekeeping reporter. Waland with tense, dramatic situa- the lighting, the result being someter Coy is efficient as the snoop;
tions, it should hold interest any- thmg a psychiatrist
rather than a Blanche Gladstone effective as the
where,
i
play producer might envy, Kop.
femme in question, and Michael
A self-made man, blind for
Road does a solid job as the
many years, mourns the loss of an
brother.
Sammie Hill's Girl FriTU-« Off
idolized only son in battle.
Comday is okay, and (Jotdon Mills and
(Little Rooster)
memorating his sacrifice for his
Tommy Noonan round out the cast
Montreal, May 27.
country, the father is on the eve
Gratien OflliHiB- /)radCi).tl<m nt drama in nicely.
of presenting a magnificent sports three ac(9 hy O.-liuai,. fiinfteH
by Gelinas
Russo has given the production
pavilion and field, perpetuating and Ired Barry. Hclling.s and lighting fine trappings, incluc(iing an excelPellelieri coalunics, .Triune Tabaha
the boy's prowess as a cricketer: Jacques
At Monumenl .Vaiioiiai-, Montreal, from lent penthouse set. When "Rooms
General feeling 'is that it is bad May 22 to May
'48; ,$2,40 top
finally takes oft for the road there
taste to glorify just one Soldier Oommanding Officer
Geovgo Alexander should be a neat profit all around.
Albert Duqueane
.

Rice

May

London,

10,

'48.

i|

Rachel

.loan......
Jes.sica.

ing of the big

11.

Alec I.. Rea & K. P, Clifl presentation,
with Linnit & Dunfee, o( drama In two
acta by Roland and Michael Pertwee. Directed by Noi'raan Marshall. At Fortune,

1948
4-1

By Vernon

May

success locally, but this is also a
play that could play Broadway In

.

.

Artistic adviser, Leopold UndtBraun.
here. Tcchnicai direction, .Simon Gruenberg.
Stadttheater,
At Schauaplelbaus. Zmioh
Lucerne stadttheater. Basle, and others.

directions.

.,Rncl<y

....

.

'

(And the Sun Was ShinlinK)
(YIDDISH)

and national

"Tit-Coq" ("Little Rooster")

"Tit-Coq," Gelinas has magnified
one of his last revue's sketches into
Lanzo
Abe, ....................... .ClacencO Muse a full-length drama in which his
.Stan .lolley flair for effective theatre is always
'fhe Keeper (t'ai'aon). .... w
While
...i.IOlalna
Husan.
present.
He mixes humor and
Boh Hcott
....... .. ,^1 -.
Bob
June Fortier comedy with the seriousness of liis
Anne IJalilwell.
.'Wiinl Blackburn
basic theme, and the result is a
Stephan-Ciildivi,'ll, ..
;,Karl "Butch" Jone.s play which has all the
Aitlo.,
successful
Grace Pra(flln
jlarla .Toranell). ..... .%
.

;-.

IJn Die Sun.llot

^In

Gelmas has come up not only with
what promises to be a tremendous

.Opal ISuard

^

Sliort-L'rolcb.

.

•

lilical

.

Ma

from Australia, makes the most of nothing for the "action" save in
his few opportunities as a reluctant a park-bench love scene well hanRomeo. Moya Nugent gives a sea- dled by' Alison O'Connell and
soned brightness tb the role of the Henry Hope. Rest of the cast genEdwaird Baxter has a erally deserve the lines handed
pursuer.
pleasant voice and easy confidence them although Clarence.Muse rates
as the boy friend.
praise, and June Fortier and Stan
But it's all too simple, in.plot and JoUey almost make their parts
construction, to be taken very seri- credible.
K<t2>«
ously and is an overloaded gamble
Clem.
these days.
The liiallmvii C«atc
'1 :'
,

Canada's leading stage personalitv
did so vmting annual revues
hi
which his Gallic humor, typitallS
French-Canadian, darted in all

He

.

New

Town

Plays Out of

Plays on Broadway
SiHMls

2, 194ft

ALL, the magnificent stag-

dance and musical numbers of

,

; . . . .

.

.

,

.

,

. .

. .

Kemlison
Braanton

;

. .

.

.

.

catching

what must have been the Ziegfeld
own."

touch, but adding touches of his

'

;

"SALLY"

III

when

MARTIN BECK THEATRE

New
(Now— donee

director

York, N.

and staging

Opera summer season)

for St. Louis

so

many

others gave their

lives.

Y.

Muni

In reality the son was no hero,
but a spoiled wastrel who made
his young wife wretched.
Peace
and harmony are shattered by the
return of the "hero," on the run
as a deserter. .Fearful of the shock
to her husband, the young stepmother tries to bribe the boy to
(Continued on pagfe 53)
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VInet

Barclay

Gratien Gelinas, under the pen
and stage name ot "Fridolin," has
in the last 10 years achieved national fame in Canada as French
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while, music sales are between
60% and 75% off, the lowest in 15
years, plus which recording, synchronization, and all other incomes
have been reduced due. to sales

Policy widi
By

Bow

ARTHUR BRONSON

|

i

2,202d performance on Broadway, esHammerstein smash, with
tablishing an alltime long-run record, was subject for widespread
prime accent on the sentiment and the
-sU'aight news stories, with
cavalcade of "Okla!" alumni who went on to the heights after starting
its

.

Broadway entry

in that musical.
For the final

and 268th week "Oklahoma!'' drew its be.st gross in
months, takings being $24,500, or more than $5,000 the previous week.
"Oklahoma!" opened a tour in
Final night had a packed house.
Boston Monday (31) but its producer, the Theatre Guild, intends
bringing the show back to Broadway, probably seasonally, for limited
engagements. There were 42 standees final night.

pub at

new

if

That prompted decision to

ord;

repeat

it in ?48,

Only one of nine summer operas
at Pitt stadium won't be staged by
Robert H. Gordon. That's "Rosalinda," which will be directed by

m

Paul Kerby, who did productions
Johann Strauss show both
New York and Los Angeles.
Principals have been set for the
season.
Opener, "Show Boat,"
which gets series going Thursday
Olney engagement was to show up (3) and will run for nine performthis policy. The eight-day engage- ances, has Carol Bruce, Joan Robment will be Miss Haye-s' only erts, Lawrence Brooks, Kenneth
strawhat appearance this summer, Spencer, Nina Olivette, Helen Bayas she sails immediately thereafter mond, Ralph Dumke and Tim Her"Bloomer Girl." June 14,
for London to play the lead in the bert.
British production of "The Glass will have Joan McCracken, Mar^
Smart,
Menagerie," in the Laurette Taylor guerite Piazza, Richard
Olive Reeves-Smith, Richard Huey,
part.
Matt Briggs and Mabel Taliaferro.
In an overflow audience Friday
Miss Piazza and Smart stay over
comprised of Washington and Baltimore society, press and plain the- for ''Bed Mill" June 21, along with
atregoers^he complete eight-day Gloria Hamilton, Goley Worth,
engagement was a sellout two Jack Albertson and Sara Ann Mc-weeks before opening night—^were Gabe. Wilbur Evans and William
a dozen or more Negroes, seated' Lynn are engaged for "Of Thee I
among other playgoers without any Sing,". June 28; Irene Manning,
resultant incident or hullabaloo, to Evans, Oscar Karlweis and Eric
point up the weakness of the Na- Brotherson for "Rosalinda," .Tuly
5; Margaret Spencer, Jack Geode
tion's position.
and Ernest McChesney for "New
The National, because of Equity's Moon," July 12; Jackie Gleason ahd
refusal to permit performances in
.Toy Hodges for "Rosalie,"^ July 19;
a segregated house, and the Na- Maureen
Cannon and Sammy
tional's own determination not to
Walsh for "Hit the Deck," July 26,
admit Negroes because it runs and-SteUa Andeilson, Tim Herbert
counter to D.C. general policy, is and Marcia James for the finale,

costs

the

fulfilled
clicks.

W.Ymetal is bringing back Jackie
Gleason and Joy Hodges for the
leads in "Rosalie." They played it
here last year, but show got in only
three performances on account of
inclement weather just when it
looked headed for the season rec-

'

I

at Olney Hayloft

on contract being

Olney, Md., June 1.
slumps;
Only source of income
A quiet lesson in tolerance was
that is increasing is that from the taught
last
weekend
Helen
American Society of Composers, Hayes, Richard Skinner by
and assoAuthors and Publishers.
And ciates tothe residents of Washingrarely does a substantial increa.se ton and vicinity
in general and the
in ASCAP revenue mean much to management
of the National thethe individual publisher.
atre in particular. Occasion was
Another angle contributing to the season's opening Friday (28) of
holding the retail price is that the the rebuilt Olney theatre here, 15
per-sheet profit on sales of a hit '"ii*'s from Washington, with the
a
song are still fairly substantial, P'"^sentation of Miss Hayes
even though the per-sheet cost of IF^^'Y^^' 9^. •'•„M- Barrie's "AUce-Sita flop is far higher than two years ^y"'"®'*""^
Miss Hayes, a Washingtonian
ago.
It's; estimated that a publisher geared to a .$30,000 monthly originally herself, was one of the
operating nut pays as much as si stars who a year ago refused to
a copy to market a dud tune. That play the National again because of
is, every copy sold on a song tliat its segregation policy, and one of
her sitated reasons for taking the
doesn't reach hit proportions

—

>

Helen Hayes Defetes D.C. Xdd Crow

Music Pubs

L=a

Y Daily News, which has editorialized in the past on almost
business, and generally in a pro-industry slant,
;irv aspect of show
human Switch last week with an editorial on "RoVP it a warm and
f„„„(.e_-Amerlcan Style," The occasion was the announcemeift hy the
of Mary Ellin Berlin to Dennis Sheedy
engagement
the
Berlins^f
TrvitiK
Yorlt and Newport, whom the News termed "a young
tiiirden. of New
Thesis was that it could only
social as they come."
eent who is as
"on
her
father's side, the prospective bride
where,
America
hattnen in
Kranddaughter of Babbi Moses Lipkin Baline, and the daughter of
l«i a
Berlin,
who
made
a name for himself by comIrving
the world-famed
popular and if you ask us some of the most
"Dosing some of the most
who arrived in this country
beautiful—of this generation's songs
he
parents
when
was
years old."
his
five
from Russia with
"
The tabloid likewise devoted its entire editorial page to 'Oklahoma!'
and then set out to answer it by explaining
^ffY^y Such a Success?,'*
message,
no
just
good American entertainsocial slgnificittnce,
it had no
boxoffice.
at
the
The
finale of the Rodgers &
ment hence, prospered
The

least a dollar^

of this
in

,

'

'

John Chapman,

critic for the N. Y.

Daily News,

lists his
,

MorelknaDazen

selections

custom of the late
Burns Mantle, whom he succeeded. It is part of Chapman's assignment
in taking over editorship of the annual theatrical yearbooks started by
of the season's 10 'best shows, following the annual

I

Chapman says there is nothing official in his best 10—
"anybody can make one and a great many people frequently do." And,
As they
as Mantle used to say, the selections are open to argument.
appear in Sunday's (30) News, his choices are: "A Streetcar Named
Desire" (Barry more), "Command Decision" (Fulton), "Mister Roberts^
(Alvin), "The Heiress" (Biltmore), "Allegro" (Majestic), "The Winslow
Boy" (on tour), "Eastward in Eden" (closed), "Skipper Next to God"
(closed), "An* Inspector Calls" (closed) and "Me and Molly" (Belasco).
Of these the first five drew big grosses. "Eden" flopped out fast, but
the reviewer thought it should have survived. "Inspector" did, but
mildly; "Skipper" fared well enough for a time, and "Molly" is entering
his predecessor.

1st Cfass

summer

Chicago.

I

Editor; Vmcieiy:

f

.

A prominent showman (one who
should know better) claims there
were never "a dozen first class
reps touring." Well, I said there was
and so, for the record, here they

,

the

Rep Cos.

Just for good mea.sure I've

are.

even added

period.

to them.

Here

is

my

proof:

Joseph Jefferson: "Rip Van Win-

July issue of Esquire carries an article by Sidney Carroll headed
kle," "The Rivals," ."Crieket on
"Mister Genius," subject being Elia Kazan, who scored during the past
the Hearth," "Lend Me Five Shill-;
season as director of "Gentlemen's Agreement" i20th) and the Broadings."'''way stager of "A Streetcar Named Desire," Pulitzer prizewinner and
E. S. Willard: "The Professor's
judged the best play of the season by the N.Y. critics. Latter drama
introduced Irene Selznick as a inducer. After mentioning several Love Story," "The Middleman,"
others who "spent a good part of their lives on transcontinental trains," "Tom'Pinch," "The Cardinal."
E. H. Sothern and Julia Mar.intensely friendly, intensely curious,
Carroll says: "This Kazan is.
"Taming of the Shrew,"
intensely humorous a shbrt, dark fellow wha behaves more like a lowe:
human being than a genius." Kazan also directed such stage hits as "Hamlet," "Romeo and Juliet,"
"One Touch of Venus," "The Skin of Our, Teeth," Harriet," Jacob- "Much Ado About Nothing."
owsky and the Colonel," "Deep Are the Roots" and "AH My Sons,"
Fritz Leiber: "Richelieu," "Hamwhile other standout films directed by him were "A Tree Grows in let," "Merchant of Venice," "Julius
Brooklyn" and "Boomerang." He started as an actor with the Group Caesar," "Richard 111."
Theatre. Tennessee Williams, author of "Streetcar," said of Kazan:
Robert B. Mantell: "'The Corsi"I learned more about the theatre from him than I ever knew before." can Brothers," "Hamlet," "Richard
111,"
"Richelieu,"
"A Winter's
"Seeds in the Wind," drama by Arthur Goodman that was done ]Tale."
experimeptally under auspices of the American National Theatre and
Henry Irving .and Ellen Terry:
Academy, was presented commercially last week on Broadway at the "Robespierre," "Nance Oldfield,"
Empire by Eunice Healey and Harold Bromley. It was taken off Satur- "The Lyons Mail," "The Bells,"
day (29) after seven performances, although the house was guaranteed "Caesar and Cleopatra.".
three weeks, $9,000 being reputedly put up for that purpose by Herbert
JRichard Mansfield: "Beau BrumFreezer, show's principal backer. Latter was also an investor in "Gentle"A Parisian Romance," "Dr.
man From Athens" by Emmet Lavery, a drama that lasted less than mel,"
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Prince
a week at the Mansfield last winter. That play was presented by Karl, "Monsieur Beaucaire," "Old
Martin Gosch in association with Miss Healey. Freezer, shirt manu- Heidelberg."
facturer, heads a coterie which will erect a new Broadway building on
Sara Bernhardt and M. Coquelin:
the block between 32nd and 53rd streets. New structure's plans in"La Dame Aux Camelias," "La
'
clude a theatre, cafe and a roof garden.
"Cyrano 'de Bergerac,"
Cast of ''Seeds" comprised mostly kids, one, billed under the name of Tosca,"
David Burke, being the son of Ben Epstein, baseball writer for the "L'Aiglon."
Mrs. Patrick Campbell: "MariN.Y. Mirror.
ana," "Second Mrs. Tanqueray,"
I

«•:

,

—

closing down as a legiter in August
to become a filmhouse. The theatre, which is air-conditioned, nor
mally runs through the sumniei- to

"Babes in Toyland," Au"g. 2.
Wallace Rooney has been signed
C:!lay Flagg and Carl Low to
summer stock season
capacity attendance, thus eliminat
White Bam theatre. He was
at
ing powerful competition for the
here
a year ago with Gonrad Nagel
Olney strawhatter.

.

Skinner's 25th Anni

•

I

I

i

I

.

"

'

Recent Lambs Gambol at the Hotel Waldorf- Astoria was one of the
financially successful events in the history of the club; net receipts are stated to have battered $24,000. Souvenir program for the
^vent had ads which brought in $14,300 but that was not a net item.
Proceeds will be devoted to the Lambs welfare fund and to improvements in the clubhouse., including a cooling system. It was the first
Gambol to which the public was invited since Dec. 7, 1941, the night of

most

,

Pearl Harbor.

;

The Paragon

La

Jlolla

Me

Five
'

Amelia Bingham: "The Clim"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson,"

bers,"

"Camille."
Frederick

Warde

and

Louis

An Eve Arden

young widow announces she has

starrer,

to

Soph*$ London

.

.

,

'

Ml*,

Mrs,

and Mrs; Kendal: "Second
Tanqueray," "Lady Clan-

"The Ironmaster."
Smith Russell: "A BacheRomance," '.'A Poor Relation,"

Sol

"The

Spitfire,!'

'

"Mr.

Valentine's

Christmas."
Otis Skinner:
the Shrew," "The
Scandal," "Lady of

Ada Rehan and
"Taming

of

School for
Lyons."

John Hare and Irene Van Brugh;
"The Gay Lord Quex," "A Pair of
Spectacles."
And the famed repertory tours
of E: L. Davenport and J. W. Wallack,

Perry,

Mayo

Frank
Robert

Tabor

and Agnes
and Julia

the musicals; Castle
I

i

manager and

bit

player.
Rooney replaces Robert
Emhardt, who had been engaged
by Flagg and Low, but withdrew
when he had a' chance to go Into
the cast of "Life With Mother."
White Bam season opens June
19 with "Made In Heaven,-*' and
winds up week of Aug. 30 with
"But No't Goodbye." Between those
dates, shows scheduled, arc "George
Washington Slept Here," "Two
Mrs. Carrolls," "Apple of His Eye,"

-

*

"Theatre," "Apron Strings," "Barretts of

Wimpole Street," "3 Men

On a Horse," "It's a Wise Child"
and "Love From a Stranger."
285G St Louis Adv.ince
St. Louis, June 1.
With an advance sale of $285j000,
the largest in its 30 years, tlie Mur
nicipal Theatre Assn,, sp&nsor. fA
al fresco entertainment in the enlarged Forest Park playhouse, tees
its 1948 season Thursday (3)
with an 11-night run of the world
preem of "Auld Lang Syne," by
Hugh Abercrombie, the librettist,

off

and Henry

Sullivan, composer,

,

Cast will be headed by Brian
Sullivan, long a fave here, and
Gloria Hamilton. Other principals
include Lucille Cummings, Sydna
'

Hayes gave Scott, James McColl, Edwin Stoffe,
an inspired performance as Amy Jerome 'Thor, Byron Russell and
Gi-ey, the mother, in Barrie's amus- Elizabeth Seott. Comedy roles will
ing old chromo of a play, in what be played l^ Bobtqr Jarvis-, Louise
seemed one of the best perform- Kirtland and Walter Burke. All
ances of her career. An adept sup- are new faces here except Sullivan,
porting cast included John Wil- Miss Hamilton, Jarvis and Stoffe.
liams as Amy's husband and Donald Mprphy 'as the naive young
Provincetown Tryotti
Mary MacArthur, Miss
friend.
Provincetown, June 1.
Hayes' real-life, "Act of God"
"Chastity Street," adapted by
daughter, who will remain with
Olney 's resident company most of Bernard Ev-slin from the Henry
"The Bostonians/' will
novel,
James
the season, played Amy's daughter
at the
with great charm. Elfrida Der- be tried out during August
which
playhouse,
went, sister of Equity prez Clar- Provineetown
Pettet and Cath'
Thoms
Virginia
as
ence Derwent, had a small' role
will reopen June
Huntington
arine
the nurse.
Day.
through
Labor
operate
28
and
with
15
weeks,
run
Season will
Mady Christians in "Papa Is AU" as The opening bill, always a Eugene
will be "Anna Chrisnext attraction. Peggy Murrey is O'Nell play,
later offering will be
a
tie,"
and
stage
as
addition
recent staff
Jones,"
manager. Shows runs Tuesdays The Emperor
Also on the schedule is a revised
through Sundays.
edition of "Eastward in Eden," the
Dorothy Gardiner drama which was
Pitt's Gil Lamb Snarl
presented last Winter on Broadway.
Pittsburgh, June 1.
Although summer opera com- Keith Chalmers will be production
pany here has Gil Lamb slated and director of the playhouse.
advertised for the lead in "Hit the
'Twinkle' Opens Laguna
Deck" week of July 26, William
Los Angeles, June 1.
Wymelal, managing director, will
Aben Kandel's new legiter. "You
have to look for another star if
"Sleepy Hollow" goes over this Twinkle Only Once," will open the
week on Broadway. Musical opens Laguna Players' summer stock
Thursday night i3), with Lamb as season at the Laguna Beach Playwith J.
cast topper, but deal for "Deck" house, starting June 29*
had been set months ago before Carrol NaifJh, Nancy Kelly and
there seemed to be any chance that Jane Darwell heading the cast.
Play will head for Broadway |i
Lamb would go tato "Hollow." Not
,

Forrest.

And among

Square Opera Co., Alice Niel-son
Opera Co. (she played "The Fortune Teller" and "Robin Hood"),
The Bostoniajns (they played "The
Serenade,"
"The
Gondoliers,"
"Maid of Plymouth" and "Robin
Hood"),
Ralph T. Kettcrinfl.

production of "State of the Union"

as assistant stage

1

Marlowe Tabor, Maggie Mitchell,
James H. Hackett (father of James
K.), Lawrence Barrett and Ed-

mund

tlnie

direct their

footlights as well. Miss

carty,"
lor's

is

Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, the past four summers. Miss
Freyman and Allen are Washington radio people. Trio is being
angeled by an anonymous Washington businessman who spent $35,r000 this winter to rebuild the 10year-old theatre.
Sidewalls were pushed out to increase the seating capacity from
400 to 596. A new concrete floor
was laid, with the floor in the rear
raised and new seats put in. Backstage was all rebuilt. The stage is
now 122 feet wide from wall to
wall, to make it the largest strawhat stage in the country. Theatre
has three stages on casters, each
34x14 fe"et, which permits three
sets to be ready at one time for
instantaneous use. Sets are rolled
on .stage on tracks. Depth of stage
is 35 feet.
Opening night Friday (28) wa.^
a gala event, with the enthusiasm
communicating itself behind the

Scandal."
.

"Road

remarried while serving with the Rome," previously announced' as
Control Commission of Germany. the season's opener, will follow
"Lady.':
It's
impossible to conceal the
truth from the blind man.
His
keen senses detect the strained atmosphere and with several conClick
necting links finally confronts his
son, for a dramatic climax.
Continued from page 1
Hugh Burden has never been
better as the pathetic, tragic play- ing up with the sentimental "Yidboy.
Walter Fitzgerald handles dishe Mama."
magnificently the
role
of the
Miss Tucker wa.s obliged to bow
stricken father and Arthur Wontner turns in a delightful cameo as for 15 minutes while her longtime
accompanist, Ted Shapiro, was
the local laird.
Rachel Kempson
(Mrs. Michael Redgrave) is happily kept busy taking baskets) of flowcast as the stepmother and Eliza- ers and bouquets from the audibeth Kentish and Anthony Marlow ence.
make a nice pair of newly weds.
Other U. S. acts on the biU
Play is forthright and excel- scored heavily. Instrumentalist Vic
lently directed and stands every
Hyde and Cabot & Dresden, dance
chance, despite its lack of marteam, went into the big-hit class
quee names, of making the grade.
on this bill.
Clem.
William Moi-ris, Jr., head of the
William Morris agency, and Mrs.
Cancel Toledo Ovcrettas
William Morris, widow of the
Toledo, June L
rims for a six-week season of agency's founder, were at the
They flew in last
light opera in the Walbridge park opening -show.
w>o amphitheatre this summer have week to continue a tradition startbeen cancelled.
ed by the late agency head.

first

as the strawhat's co-producers.
Skinner, celebrating h'is 25th year
in strawhats this season, was assistant to Theron Bamberger at the

Opener

hat season of the
leave the father with his illusions,
and complications arise when the at La JoUa, June 29.

.

"Lend

James: "Macbeth," "Julius Caesar,"
"Richard 111," "A Winter's Tale,"
"Two Gentlemen of Verona."
And for good measure let me
add Edwin Booth and Helena
Los Angeles, June 1.1
Modjeska in "Much Ado About
Sylvia Sidney will star in "Kind
Nothing;" "Taming of the Shrew,"
Lady," revival opening the straW'
"School for
Actors Company "As You Like It,"

'Lady'

Plays Abroad
Continued from page 52

"Magda."
Nat e, Goodwin: "In Mizzouri,"
"A Gilded Fpol," "David Garrick," "Ambition,"
Shillings."

being run this year tor
by Richard Skinner
as general manager, with Skinner,
Bedge Allen and Evelyn Preyman

Olney

the

by

,e3CBiest«atl.,th9il;

.Wymetsrt ,wiU. insist.!
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Wedrosathy^

foreign division prexy, became engaged to Phyllis Kent, 20, on May
22. Due to graduate N, Y. U, next
By Hal Cohen
Look readying a story on Peter February, the boy is currently
Donald.
Local syndicate has bought Club
working in United World Pictures'
636 from f mnkie GUa.
Dr. Leo Michel in Mt. Sinai for television department.
Laura Wells >in town, drum-beatobservation.
,
,
Journal
has
American
Bar
Assn.
Disk jockey Art Ford shot a 16m advised against the use of ball pens ing Eagle Lion's "Ruthless,"
Connee Boswell set for two
short on recent visit to Paris.
in signing checks, contracts or im- weeks
at the Cai-ousel in July,
Katharine Hepburn in from the
portant documents, Because of the
The Jimmy Totmans bought a
Coast, prior to sailing for London.
uneven features of ball points, the home in the Point Breeze section.
Bert Kulick, head of Bell Picearfrequent
uneven
hesitancy,
a
Phil Doyle reelected business
tures, left for the Coast last week
mark
forgers
when
using
ordi- agent
of
for stagehands local- for 19th
for a six-week stay.
The George Frazlers' three^year- nary pens, cannot be detected year.
when the "under-water" inkers are
"Singer Eva Herbert's parents
old son broke his right leg for the
^ ^
used.
celebrated golden wedding anni
third time in siK months.
Hilda Growald, ex-Sid Kent sec- last week.
Arthur Franz back in "Command
Al Cheeco to the Coast for the
Decision" (Fulton) after a four- retary, now aide to Robby Lantz,
N. Y. manager of the Berg-AUen- Charlie Gaynor revue Bill Eythe
week studio stint in Hollywood.
Bill Stern to Hollywood -before berg agency's new eastern ofllce. is producing.
Newscaster Jac^ Swift's wife
leaving for overseas to NBC the John Gibbs continues as the B-A
Olympics this summer from Bri- radio contact and Anne Watkins, afid family speno^^a month in
Inc., as literary agency affiliate, St. Petersburg.
tain.Mrs, Charles (Virginia) Lederer but Lantz will act as liaison among
Joan McCracken set for original
and Mrs. Bennett (Phyllis) Cerf all on behalf of the Hollywood role in second summer opera,
collaborating on a screenplay in agency.
"Bloomer Girl."
N. Y.
r Nell Farnol wife of Cilold wyn
Archie Pineman, indie circuit
The Jack Kapps' daughter, Myra, p.a, Lynn Famol, currently finds operator, and his wife off to Caliwill do a cross-country hiking trek herself doing exploitation for Selz- fornia for vacation.
with school chums as her summer nick. As chairman df the women's
Carousel forgot about negotiar
vacation.
division of the Heart Assn., she's in tions with Jeriy Colonna when he
The Frank Welches (she's calen- charge of the staff of the "Bland- asked ,$6,000 a >yeek,
dar gal Jewel Flowers) opened ings Dream House," erected as a
announcer Rege Cordic
Club Ali Baba, a downtown east plug stunt by the Selznick flackery, spending vacation boning up for;
side eatery.
with gate proceeds going to the final exams at Pitt U.
Freddie Brisson to England and Heart Assn.
Kras Malno, first viola with
the Norse countries, sans his wife
Pittsburgh Symphony, marrying
Rosalind Russell, next week on the
Janice Rogal June 10. =
Queen Mary.
Dolly Barr, iroller-skating acroIda and Eddie Cantor to Norway
bat, into Cincy's Beverly Hills
and Sweden this summer for a
By Russell Splane
;
Club with Ted Lewis show.
quick holiday.
Probably won't
Maxiine Sullivan coming back to
Russell Brines, AP bureau chief
stop oif in London or Paris.
in Tokyo, back in Japan after a the old hometown June 28 for a
Mark Wlndheim, who played flying trip to N. Y.' for annual AP week at Mercur's Music Bar,
the peddler in the London "Okla- mfeting.
Newscaster Paul Long and his
homa!" then joined the N. Y. cast,
wife, Elaine Kinder, the singer,
Army Motion Picture Service, vacationing
leaving the show, now in Boston.
with Long's parents 'in
Eddie Dowling will stage "Heav- will use Hibiya Hall for Occupa- Texas.
tion premiere's of feature films.
en on Earth," new musical which
Lucy Seiber out of
From
Andrew S. Youngman, member Wyoming" at Playhouse"Girl
Monte Proser and Ned C. Litwack
with strep
will put into rehearsal next month. of the Society of American Magi- •throat and Nancy Wible subbing
German-made "Maedchen in cians and until recently head of for her,
Uniform" (Girls in Uniform), fore- Japan's Momoto Magic Society, has
Joe Rubo, ex-waiter at Copa,
runner of the foreign-language film returned to the U. S.
and Mike Catalano have taken Over
successes In the. U. S., to be reManipulators of Bunraku pup- Villa De ESte and calling it Villa
issuiedi'''
pets, ancient Japanese drama form Catalano.
Annual, golf tournament staged from which, live kabuki drama ° Mrs. Ifvan Ditmars back to Hollyfor the industry by the Fabian cir- sprang, are caught in the squeeze wood and her maestro-husband
afcuit is set for the Preakness Hills between
traditionally poor, pay ter spending a month here with
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ver, where they attended national
.Allied States' directors meeting.
Max Shulman flew iA from Westport, Conn,, to put finishing touches
on McCarthy-Farrell act at Hotel

Nicollet Minnesota Terrace, which
he autt\ored, prior to Its N. Y. en-

June
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Hollywood

^ Kirk

boiiglas laid

up with

vlrui

^""''^ ^"""^

vo?ced!"^'*

gagement.

^^"^

vofc^t

Minevitch

^
di,

Eddie Mannix to Honolulu n»
" "«
•
vacation.
Cole Porter in tovra auditioninn
Frances Day left for a South
"*
young
singers,
African tour May 28,
Paula
Stone
home
from the hos.
Katherine Dunham comes to the
Prince of Wales' Junfr 3 for a pital with her new baby.
Kenny Baker to Dallas for twn
limited season with "Caribbean
musicals at the State Fair
Rhapsody."
Tex Ritter east for personal anNoel Coward's "Present Laughter" has passed its 450th perform- pearances in Pennsylvania.
William K, Howard to St. Marv'u
ance.
Peter Gray is to play the

lead when the comedy is staged in Ohio, for his father's fumaiaL!! '
Mary Pickford
Australia in the fall,
London Daily Express is spon TBuddy Rogers wiimm
soring.' a Film Tribunal for All Na- June 23.
Jean
Bartel
former
tions,
Awards for best actress, ac"Miss
tor and director will be $4,000; for America," signed by Nat Goldstone
the best unproduced film script, for pix.
Mrs. Pat O'Brien touring Arizona
$4,000,
'
Phyllis Calvert has left the J, cities for National Crusade for
Arthur Rank banner, failing to Children,
Dick
Powell fl^w
in
come to agreement over choice of
from
films, and will appear in a comedy Wichita, Kas,, wher^ he bought a
for John Staff ojrd's Independent new piano

^

Film Productions.

Joe E.
\vn became a member
of the
aornia State Athletic
Commission.
Bob Hope goes back home June
19 to emcee the Cleveland Press
Photographers annual ball.
Patricia
Medina broke ankle
playing tennis with her husband,
Richard Greene.
Tom Drake lost his wardrobe
and was slightly singed by a fire
in his apartment,
Leigh Harline back on the job
after breaking two ribs in an accident on the beach.
•

Donald O'Connor to

here

visit

in August.

Gwen

Frangcon-Davies,

actress

prominent in legit in South Africa,
leaving for England.
Next attraction at His Majesty's,
Johannesburg, will be ballet presentation, opening June 14.
"Oklahoma!" skedded to open at
His .Majesty's, Johannesburg as
Valli awarded the "Silver RibChristmas season attraction.
bon" by the National Syndicate of
After successful run in Johannes- Italian Journalists.
burg and Pretoria, annual season
Tyrone Power to Florida to acof grand opera opened in Cape cept an honorary degree at the
!

Town

.

University of Tampa.
Bob Hope presented with a
plaque by the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Assn.
David O. Selznick awarded *
scroll of thanks by the Paralyzed
Veterans Assn. of America.

Mervyn LeRoy will produce ail
all-star show for the Greater Los
Angeles Press Club's anni ball.
Fortunio Bonanovi signed as a
guest star at the Bei.. shire Summer
II, S. visit.
home here when he was called
<
iia
Festival In New England, July 31,
Alice, Jihie-year-old sprout of
back to coast from N.Y. for added
Howard
Morns Kinzler, Kayton-Spiero ad
G. Mayer slated to hanBy
Jerry
Gairhan
By Raul Quattrocchi
"Musketeers;' scenes.
dle press agentry for another year
agency exec on the 20th-Fox acDrf^^ Casino heads new show at
Paul Muni in.
count, made her show biz debut
on Academy of Motion Picture Arts
the Chateau CrlUon,
Metro's "Mrs. Parkington" closed
last week with a piano recital,
and Sciences,
Pearl
Bailey
into
Casway's
CelebThe Arthur Schwartzes summer- at the Rivoli after a 10 week run.
Montreal
rity Room.
ing hi West Hampton, having
Michelme Presle in to star in
Leon Leopold, manager of WalBy Marc Thibeault
rented, Guy Bolton's shack. Latter Umversalia's "The Last Days of
nut theatre, seriously ill.
Imogene Coca lield over at SamCleyeland '
In London working on the dra- Pompeii."
Erskine (Tuxedo Junction) But~* iS^u''^*'"'?. Somerset Maugham's 'Argentine diplomat—film direc- ovar.
terfield pianoing at Club 13.
By Glenn C. Pulien
Jos Settano Trio a hit at Latin
•'Theatre."
tor Luis Cesar Amadori" here with
Harry Vogt, promotion manager
Jan
August
back at Vogue Room.
Quarter.
Delight Evans resigned as editor wife, screen
for Atlantic
actress ZuUy Moreno.
Ralph Melendez's Latin Orch
Alys Robi missed five of her resigned, » City's Steel Pier, has
of Screenland Mag. Wife of Herb
in Golden Dragon's new Rumbana
Paramount's "For Whom the weekly broadcasts,
Crooker, Metro homeof&ce pubdue to illness.
Murray Arnold, WIP program di- Room for four weeks.
Bell Tolls" now in its 13th week
licity manager, she'll take
Olivette
Thibault
chosen
for lead rector, will act as chairman
a few
Play Rouse repertory group tourof the
months' vacation before affiliating at the Fontana di Trevl, brealdng role with Fridolin in latter's new
board of judges for the 1948 "Miss ing revival of Shaw's "Getting Marall records here.
play, "Ti-C6q," now running.
With another mag.
Philadelphia" contest.
ried" to Kent State University.
French actor Georges Flamant
Wentworth P. Johnson" who, as
George Hetber, branch manager
Rube and Gladys Yocum, proNewspaper Guild and local Press
v.p. of the Irving Trust Co. for 18 here for a lead role in Edi Film's for United Artists here, won the
11 uomini e un pallone" ("11 Men Grad Sears Gold Cup foe 1947-48 ducers of the Hotel Ben Franklin Club already making entertainment
years, handled film loans for the
ice shows, are back from Paris, plans for its Page
and a Ball"), football story. Giorgio last week. Heiber Was cited for
One Ball in auout- where they produced rhik
v?'lr' S?^ become a partner in the
shows tumn,
N. Y.. Stock Exchange firm of Neu- Simonelli is directing.
standing sales achievement.
for Jack Hilton,
Lenny ("Chick") Chaiken, formerberger & Berman.
Local niteries and pic houses
Lux Film's capital to be inly With Dave Ennis unit, opened his
Parsons, Bonnie Cashin, creased from 250,000,000 to 1,000- rejoicing over Federal Governnnfj"??^^^
new
band at Chuck Marusic's
20th-Fox dress designer; Joseph 000,000 lire ($2,000,000), despite ments decision to erase 25%
Zephyr Club,
Buxton, British exhibitor, and worsening film crisis, Xux
becomes amusement tax. All' expecting
Manila
Buster West Forced to postpone
radio singer Jack Feeney sched- second Italian outfit with
that capl smash toUriSt and local trade as
gesture, Japan and appearance at Alpine Village when
result,
8^*1 for Europe today tal, Universalia being the other.
iu^^^x.???'***^^'"
Hl?".
(Wed.) aboard the America.
Hon. Louis St-Laurenf Canadian the Phihppme Republic will ex- "Red Mill" kept him on road anCross-country junkets from the
Minister of Foreign Afi:airs, visited change documentary films of the other fortnight.
Warner Bros. Burbank lot brought
Ernie Benedict's radio Range
Quebec Productions Studios at St- funeral rites of the late President
Portland
Riders an^ Polkateers, co-owners
Alex Evelove, studio publicity
"yacmthe, giving emphasis to re- Manuel A. Roxas.
chiet, and director Vincent SherRadio Ramblers opened two- ported Government Interest in new _ Manila dramatist Mrs, Jean C of nevv Harmony Ranch Park, openman to N. Y. Latter just finished week, date at Clover Club.
t^anadian motion picture industry Jidades will be in charge of plays ing its season Saturday,
and play production at Arellano
"The Adventures of Don Juan."
Tommy McGinty's swank Mounds
Freddy Martin follows Leighton
Univ. in Manila eflfective with
Following the successful debut Noble into
the Club, from which gunmen hijacked
Jantzen Beach Ballroom.
opening classes in June,
Of Stamiord, Conn., as a film locale
over $500,000 last year, given a
Eugene Ormandy and Philadellast year for 20th-Fox's "BoomerC'"^PS training solid reopening by Ted Lewis' orfii^-^'.^/r"''",^^2"^J
By
phia
Les
Symphony Orchestra in conItees
film,
"Miracle of Living," was chestra and revue.
ang," 20th sent another crew there
holding over George shown at a special preview presthis week to shoot scenes for its cert»at civic auditorium Saturday. Q.Curly's
entation to officials of the U,s:
forthcoming "Letter to Three
George Murphy in town to speak
an<l
Leo Dody, WB office manager, Philippine Health Services.
Wives."
before American Federation of
vacationing.
Malaya"
Mexico City
which took LVN PicClaude Marehant awarded women before special showing of
"Doc" Evans and his Dixie Five tures^a whole year to produce, had
$1,000 by a City Court jury for be- "Melody Time."
By D, L. Grahame
premiere at the Boulevard theatre
ing torred from using passenger
Eddie (Rochester) Anderson into in concert here.
Pic actress iMarta Elba topping
Shep Fields into Prom Ballroom A serious drama featuring Mila
elevators
the Tudor City apart- the Cave, Vancouver, B, C, for two
del oast of "Chopin," French vaudebol, who also wrote the story,
ment development because of race weeks. Lena Home just finished for one-nighter.
uic ville, at the
Teatio Ideal.
Sol Francis, Monogram district IS i>resently drawing big
He s an instructor in the Katherine two capacity weeks.
crowds
Fernando Wagner directing semanager, m town.
Currently being produced at the
Dunham dance School.
_ Cal-Ore, nite spot on Californiaries of German plays at the Palace
Randy Brooks into Prom Ball- bampaguita Studios are "Ulilana
Jeannine and Htarry Novak—he's Oregon border, starts floor shows
of Fine Arts (National Theatre).
Kalapati" ("Orphan Dove"),
European sales head for Universal- this week. Harry Carroll and Polly room for one-nighter.
starManny Reiner, recovered from
Neighborhood houses giving Reis- ring Tita Duran and Fred Montilla;
International—just arrived from Baker headline for first month.
grippe, and' preparing for opening
sued "Bambi" big play.
Paris by way of a 15-day boat ride
^'"^^^ Church
here, June 30, of the "The Paradine
Gus Baehr, Bralnerd, Minn., cir- of "^fn'if.n^
to Buenos Aires where he was forParaluman
«L
cuit owner, at Mayo Clinic.
and Fred J®''*.V"ng
merly stationed for U. The Novalcs
Montilla, and "Dala- Case."
Pic actress Raquel Rojas (Janet
Cardmi and Lucile Gilman into wampu't Apat" ("Twenty-Pour'')
Shanghai
to France June 16 on the
Reisenfeld) busy doubling English
Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Queen Elizabeth.
By Hal P. Mills
^^^^"^ pix
to Spanish at the Churubusco
indie circuit owner, Morem
The Mack Millars preceded the
Pomping Vila, organist, prepar- •o^alwomia on
studios.
Tony Mai-tins (Cyd Charisse) by ing to leave for
business trip.
America, Vila
Old Log, -strawhatter, opening
Rodolfo Loewenthal inked Liberboat to London where Martin playis^at
the swank Mandarin Club.
tad
Lamarque,
with
Argentinian actress,
9
"Glass Menagerie."
opens Ji^e 7 at the Palladium
"Crash Dive" packing them in at
Miami Beach
for his next pic which he's readyHotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace
Smger waited on his bride to com- Urand
Theatre, in second week. holding over
ing for production here. Cast inMcCarthy & Farrell
By Larry Solloway
Pjete a ;chore on "Words and Reissue of "Mutiny
on the Bounty "
cludes Armando Calvo, Spanish ac<-i"o,Carnival
has
Music" at Metro, and both clip- IS doing well
Johnny
Lone
Carlos Ramirez set for
u
at Roxy Theatre,
band,
this tor.
Elsa
Waldo and Judy Mc- month at Clover
pered over instead;
Jack Vidumsky, takes over man- Gee,
Club.
Paid public amusements hold
Screen Synopsis Service, re- agerial reins
.Every act in town skedded
at the Nanking TheaJoe Loeffler, Republic branch
to third place in the local city govcently-formed to provide film stu- tre. He was beaten
up rec'ently by manager, back from
Palestine fund ernment's income. Amusements in
dios and producers with complete Chinese
Clevelend
?hnw
^^.''^''''f
show
June 5 at Flamingo Park,
hooligans, while ...anager where he attended
1947 yielded $2,537,154 in taxes,
father's funeral.'
coverage of new books and plays, of the Majestic
Bucky
Gray, MUrdi Gras op, will cinemas
Theatre,
W. R. Frank, independent circuit run
contributing close to 80%
has closed up shop because of the
cocktail lounge and
Eric Lazarus, currently band- owner
terrace of it.
and Hollywood producer
seasonal slump in publishing busi- leader at the
Palace Hotel grill- opening elaborate
^'^P^^^ ""''^^^^
Everett Hoagland, Texas bandrestaurant in his
^^1^ jaeaded up by Gerald Burns room, will leave soon for
built!'^
Cali- Boulevard, local nabe house.
man who introduced U. S. swing to
and Hilda Slautterdack.
fornia, with Mrs, Lazarus. She's „Bennle
recently to Milton
Berger and S, D. Kane, Kafka
when he opened at Giro's
K^fb^'uJ''^^
Robert l§eidelraian, ?l,-yearrold •known, professionally as Miss;
and associates, closed May Mexico
Stella North Central Allied
here in 1942, readying a twopresident and
son of Joe SeWelnwP, .Xiiawwal's and IS ehixspiag tot the
for renovations. Reopening
baud.
execuUve director, back ftom Den- 30
is months tour of Mexico, after which
planned for this winter.
he plans to tak« his band to Paris.
1
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South Africa
By Joe Hanson

yesterday (1).
"Brighton Rock," British pic,
banned by South African Board of
Censors on grounds of "offensive
presentation of crime."
Talent lined up for South African'
Country Clutof Wayne, n; J., and mounting inflation.
They her father.
yis(t in
tfie
next 'few months
June 24.
With Casino closed Lois lams, include
threaten to abandon their profesFrancis Day, Joso llwbl
Joe Joel, who recently resigned sion, and.let the art die unless de- Jeannette Leffer, Dot McFair
and
and
Jeannette MacDonald.
as Columbia Pictures' pub-ad di- mands for a pay raise are
Tom Vickers have shifted to the
met.
rector in Australia, due to Clipper
Roxy in Cleveland.
in early this month for a three or
Gene Kellys had to pass up visit
.
fourrnionth

*=•
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stader Minstrels.
Managers Ass'n, and general manAfter several years in vaude, he ager of "Ice Capades," died In
opened a studio, where he con- Cleveland, May 21.
'Nickel Nice'
ducted his dancing school and
booking agency until he became
Brother, 54, of Hume Cronyn,
Contbiued (t^om page 1
ill.
actor, (|lied in London, Ontario, on
Included among his pupils over May 21 after a heart attack.
six rides, and 12 rides for $1. Tele
is on the house.
fractured, was manager of "Look a period of years were Ginger
Rogers, Billy Daniel, dance direcMa, I'm Dancing."
Aware of the' tremendous draw/
Fatli)5r of William, Kurtz, treasCharles and Lewis Harris, re- tor at Paramount Studios in Holly- urer c^f the Rialto theatre, N. Y., ing power of television, Tilyous
spectively
general \manager for wood; Tish Hayes, Tony and Renee died, in New York Monday (24).
have placed three large RCA reDeMarco.
,
George Abbott and treasurer of the
ceivers in their vast ballroom, as
his
Survived
by
wife,
the
former
Biltmore ("The Heiress"), were
Father, 61, of Phil Abrahams, well as a fourth machine in the
cousins, but their mothers were Maydelle Pollard.
head of Warners print department, swimming pool. Response to in*
died in New York, May 18.
wed to brothers, the family therestallations has been nothing sh6rt
PERCY HEILIGER
fore being closely knit.
of great with juveniles
adults
Percy
Heiliger,
66, attorney in
Harris is survived by his wife,
Widow of Walter Montgomery scorning rides fpr a freeand
gander at
Gertrude, two daughters and t the Legal Department of 20th-Pox, Cox, foiiner theatrical manager, all the sight-and-sound
shows.
died
at
his
home
in
Ridgewood,
died
in New York, May 30.
brother, Harry Harris, who is a
Tilyous' Exclusive
N.
J.,
May
30.
stock broker. Latter was a profesBesides installing tele receivera
After several years in private
Charles Hardy, for many years
sional boxer in his youth. He was
^vhat is^now dubbed '•Revision
iraciiiie he entesed tl)&l^|Lflj!fik^or
in t^gLjJ^uiUling
in shojur business faiu tjMe, ijit^!:

J

DAME MAY WHITTY
Whitty.

Dame May
caiwr

as

82,

whose

an actress spanned more

died in
than three generations, suryived
She
Hollywood, May 29
year: her
bv a little more than a
also a
husband, Ben Webster
Engistincu shed actor on the
and American stage, who died

lish

In February, 1947.

For more than 62 years, Dame
an. important theand ranked as one

Mav Whitty was
atrical figure

"

-

fi?st

ladies of the

British

m

^he made her stage debut when
15 at the Court theatre in Liverr
pool in "The Mountain Sylph," an
ballet
"Les
adaptation of the
On April 22, 1882,
Sylphides."
she made her London debut as
Fillippa in "Boccaccio" at the Com-

t&s theatre.
At the age of 20 she toured with
a repertory company, playing as
many as 12 parts in two weeks,

how

'amis'as'Sociate3^tfi^aeThen'"

to box.

Film Corp.

home in Cincinnati, May 26. motion picture cases. He was. ad- son (Professor Backwards), died
He was the, .son of Rudolph Wur- mitted to practice before 'the Jacksonville, Fla., May 28.
litzer, founder of the instrument Supreme
Court of the United
company bearing that name, lo- States ui 1934..
his

cated in
N.Y.

the

Wurlitzer- Building,

Survived by wife and two daughters.'

The younger Wurlit/er had been
chairman of the company's board
until 1942, when he retired to devote his time to war work. He was
exec secretary of the Hamilton
County (Ohio) Conservation Commission and a coordinator of the

War

Production Board.
In addition to business interests,
Wurlitzer had been a collector of
rare violins. Ixi 1929 he bought 64
violins, 'cellos and other stringed
instruments for $650,000.
They
had been part of the Rodman Wanamaker collection and included
Stradivarius and
other famous
makes.

MARRIAGES

•

ALFRED

Beverly: Mitchell
to
William
Crane, Las Vegas, May 26. Bride
a screen actress; he's a restau-

Cr,ASTNER

is

who

78,
had
been harpist with the Los Angeles rateur.

Alfred

Kastner,

DM

theatre in that

•

affairs

for

film

BIRTHS

clients,

among whom were Pine-Thomas,
Gene Lockhart and Rawlolph
Scott.

'Get Tough'

Cohan

theatx-e (razed)

and when in that

taken ill, first through a fall in the
lobby of the Adelphi,. his hip being

city.

May

24.

.

Mother, 86, of
executive

case.

.

of

.

.

.

.

proposed to use ERP funds to finance about $800,000,000 in European purchases of food and raw
materials in Argentina. Bridges
wanted written into the appropriations bill assurances that American firms would be protected, or
else there'd be no buying from the
"Peron corporation," as he termed

also, there's a
Coney fare .
Howard Johnson's on Surf avenue
Ravenhall Bathing Park is clicking nicely and buying series of
.

.

.

.

WHN

plenty of night
spots over
illumination on boardwalk is caus.
.
ing young swains to grumble
Park Commissioner Moses' Staff
.

.

.

.

keeping beach and boardwalk spotSea Gate, once the elite of
less
it.
Objecting to the proposal, IIofE- society gathering place, now adverman said it would prove embatras' tising in the dailies, a robust sign
common man and his frau
the
sing. He declared: "The power of that
.

.

.

Frcseott, •i-the'purbe •»$ moi<e'eff<5ctiveilf <mt •teve-'taken dvet-'idili^tiiflfe: sedjjt*
'
<'>'
"
watorhig place. •
the' Arend formaii«ed."~'

Norman

director

Vandals

,

,
.

He entered show busine.ss in
1906 as a dancer with the Dock-

^

;

,

™

M

.

.

'ivr^

Snyder-Gray murder

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Davis, son, broke into the waxworks repair
Hollywood, May 26.
Father is a Shopj-eceatly and smashed a John
Barrymore he<id, which means that
screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Crozier, son, the aotor will not be represented in
"Hall of Fame"
this
Pittsburgh, May 17. Father is sax- Musee's
ist
with Walter Gable's band; semester. Meers regards Joe Louis
mother's, the former Sally Hughes, as.' hot draw and will place the fight
nitery' singer.
champ in niche formerly occupied
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Gates, daugh- by. The Profile.
ter, recently, Dallas.. Father is conUnderneath resort's amalgam of
ductor of the "Smile Program" on tinsel and papier-mache, an earnest
WFAA, Dallas.
eifort is being made by more repuMr. and Mrs. James McGraw, table of' Coney's operators to imson, Salt Lake City, May 24. Father
prove facilities of the island.'
is engineer at KDYL.
Chamber solons are yelling for
Mr. and Mrs. Monty Shaif
prompt construction of muchdaughter^ Hollywood, May
24.
discussed Oeeanarium on boardFather 's an indie producer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Golitzen, walk side with admission fee sufson, Burbank, Cal., May 26. Father ficient to make projpct self-supportis asst. production manager at Uni- ing; additional first-aid stations at
eastern end of island; city acversal-International.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cross, son, quisition, of th^ Luna Park site for
Hollywood, May 26.
Mother is use as public parking space; repair
Peggy Ryan, film actress; father is of Steeplechase Pier and resumpan actor.
tion of excursion steamer serviee;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burton, wideningmain avenues of approach
daughter, May 24, in New York. and rezoning of seaside area to perFather is attorney for Broadcast mit construction of "spectacular"
Music, Inc.
signs similar to those at Times
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ross, daughSquare.
ter, N. v.. May 30.
Father is a
Flesh -Shows
Broadway stage manager, recently
This year's flesh shows on strand
elected to council of Equity.
include Tirza's Wine Bath on Sm-f
avenue and a new variety review on
Stillwell avenue between Surf and ^
Bowery . Buxbaum Bros.' Shamfrock Irish House, destroyed by fire
Continued fiom page 1
last season, replaced with new firePleasurelandj
,
.
rectly through sales to the Mar- proof structure
new building on site of last seashall Plan nations.
ECA head's attitude was made son's conflagrated World's Greatest
known after committee chairman Side Show, features concessions
Styles Bridges noted that it was and is 'several notches above usual
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Among her roles in this country
CAROLINE MURPHY
in Pinero's "The EnCaroline Murphy, 45, former
chanted Cottage," Channing Pol- and the Gollmar- Patterson and
vaudeville performer, died May 28
"The Fool," Barrie's "Dear Gentry Bros. Circus.
in Hollywood.
As- a; member of
Brutus,"
John
van
Druteh's
lie began in show business when the team of Carrie and Eddie she
'There's Always Juliet," Granville- a youth, with a carousel. He later
had played the top vaude circuits.
Barker's "The Voysey Inheritance" added a Ferris wheel and five eleSurviving is her husband. Senaand Ronald MacKenzie's "The phants, to make up his first traveltor Murphy, also well known on
Maitlands."
ing circus. In 1900 he joined with the stage. "They were preparing to
In 1935, she scored one of her
R. H. Brainerd to make a bigger celebrate th eir 18th wedding anni
•greatest triumphs as Mrs. Bram- carnival venture, and eventually
June 5.
son in Emlyn Williams' "Night bought out Brainerd.
Must Pall." In New York in 1936,
His largest operation came
Mervyn Gall, assistant branch
the play and her performance were
1917 after he bought out the circus manager in New South Wales for
critically acclaimed.
Of Gollmar Brothers, Baraboo, Wis.
The next year she played the Four years later he added the RKO, was killed by a subway train
same role in the motion-picture Gentry Bros. Circus to his outfit. in Sydney last week. He had been
with RKO 22 years.
adiaptation of the play.
Wife and three children survive.
Among tlie more recent pictures
AL KAUH
in which Dame May was seen
Al Rauh. 65. vet vaude perr
Mother, 87, of Russell Janney
on New Yoflc screens were ''Green
at
operation
an
after
died
former,
died at her home in Chillicothe, O.,
Dolphin Street," "This Time for
his home in Pontiac, Mich., May May 28. He is the former legit proKeeps," "If Winter Comes," and
At lime of death he was man- ducer and author of "The Miracle
Ihe Sign of the Ram." In Jan- 25.
ager of a radio station in that city.
the Bells."
uary she was assigned to one of
Rauh started his career in mu- of
the principal roles in "Julia Missical stock and later had been feaEthel Meyer, cashier at the Capbehaves," but a month later withbaritone in operettas prodrew on account of ill health and tured by the late Henry W. Sav- itol theatre, N. Y., died in New
duced
was succeed by Lucille Watson.
York, May 28. She had been emage. Later, teamed with his wife,
Survived by her daughter, Mar- Olive Broscoe, who liad formerly ployed at the theatre for past 17
garet
Webster,
Shakespearean done a singing single prior to her years.
actress and stage director.
marriage, he appeared in a number
Mother of the late Joe Cunningof vaude skits with music, which
actor and creator of the
SIDNEY HARRIS
,
had be'en a featured act on the ham, film
-.Sidney (Sid) Harris, 61, died at bigtime circuits for years. Prob- comic strip "Rufus McGoofus,"
Mt. Smal hospital, N. Y., Friday ably best k lown among them was died May 19 in Philadelphia. SurU8), several days after a second "The Brave Coward," which they vived by a daughter.
operation. He was a legit theatre had done prior to retu:ement.
ana company manager on BroadHis wife survives.
Ben.Tamin F. Williams, 77, memway for many years, and one of the
ber of tlie Columbian Trio of blind
best liked in the field.
HARRY BROWN
men who traveled extensively as
Harris started in show business
Harry Brown, 55, former vaude musicians 38 years ago, died May
in the office of
the late C. B. Dill- performer and recently a booking 16 at West Salem, near Wooster, O.
manager of the George agent in Fort Worth, Texas, died
were those

-

.

I

financial

practically all concessions, new- features being a goK couirse and miniature railway. Feltman's hot dog,
as in the past, continues to command Iiigh prices, 15c., a claim no

other Coney boniface can make,
Down the street, Nathan's, however, wears the crown for serviiig
up the most Coney Island chicken
at a dime a dog. But the manageMetro exchange in that city.
Betty Brodel to Joseph Fran- ment should do someUiing drasticzalia,'
Beverly Hills, May TA. about keeping its front clean and
orderly. There's litUe excuse for
Bride's an actress:
Jaequa Lynn to Ben Bard, Las the littered sidewalk and suffocat.
VegaSj May 22; Bride's an actress; ing, scenti
he's a drama coach.
Surf Avenue frontage of charred
Janet Dickson Wead to Willard Luna Park is a dismal eyesore and
Swire, New Yorlc, May 29. He's in disgrace to welfare of tlie knublecast of "The Respectful. Prostitute" wurst and knishe kingdom.
Sign
(Cort. N. YJ.
on Luna Park's badly scarred propElizaheth. Ann Sherman to Peter erty
indicates it is up for sale or
Gram Swing, Sudbury, MasS:, Iilay lease.
Several major league proHe's son of IbQimond Gram
27.
moters recently gandered the land
Swing, radio news' analyst.
Barbara Ann Ricbinan to Jack with an eye to opening it. as a track
liGlton Warner. New' York, May for trotters but came away with
30. He's son of €!oL Jade L. War- feeling it was too small for such
ner, veepee in charge of produc- an enterprise.
Brown Bomber Vice The Profile
tion of Warner Bros. Pictures and
Fred Meers contunues^at helm Of
an exec with ^ame company.
Rebecca Anna Loiu Melson to Eden Musee, Coney's leading waxWilliam Kajpeli, Chicago, May 17. works .tai>emacle. Top billing is
He's a concert pianist.
given to rubbish collector Langley
Co) Iyer, holdover from last year.
Other featured tableau is the gory

.

James Patterson, 88, circus and
carnival operator for 60 years, died
in Paola, Kans., May 25. He retired seven years ago to make his
home in Paola, the winter quarters
for his shows. He operated the
Great Patterson Shows, a carnival,

city.

given concerts both here
Diarfa Garrett to Earl (Madman)
and abroad. At various times he Muntz, Las Vegas, May 28. Bride is
served on the faculties of Univ. of a screen actress.
Southern California and Poniona
Vonne Godfrey to Aleon BenCollege.
nett, Hollywood, May 27. Bride is
His wife died .four years ago. an actress: he's a radio scripter.
Survived by a' son and three
Helen Lacho to Othmer Miller,
'
daughters.
Pittsburgh, May "22. Bride is With

R WINN

Amelia Madras in "The Madras
House," Mrs.
Sharp in "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back"
and Mrs. Ebley in "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney."

quarters at park, include the
Scrambler, Kiddie Carousel, Kiddie
Whip and Kiddie Yacht.
Feltman's establishment, built on
the renowned hot dog tradition,
still is the top mass eatery at spa.
For the third consecutive year,
vast place has been managed by
Kenneth Borke for trio of knowledgeable operators, Alvin E. KaU-

asst.

He had

mCND

EDWARD

new

Anne Sweel to Chris DeFelippo,
Red Bank, N. J., May 30. He's man, Harry SocoloJf and Benne
manager of Reade's Carlton Bechhold. They've rented out

Pliiiiiarmonic Orchestra for. 25
years, died in Hollywood, May 24.
He was also well-lmown as a concert artist, composer and teacher.

i

'

in

:

with one rehearsal for each, 'plus
old melodramas and a farce
or two. She appeared with Richard Mansfield in "Prince Karl" and
Educated in G{ncinnati> Wnjv
with Kate Vaugh.an in "She Stoops litzer received an honorary
HERMAN ARMAND
Pb.D.
"School for
to Conquer" and
Herman Armand, 79, Hungariandegree from, the University of
In June. 1895, she
bom vaude performer, died in New
Scandal."
Berlin!
joined the Lyceiun Company of Sir
York, May 21.
He had retired
some years ago.
Henry Irving and Ellen Terry, then
JACQUES FEYDER
After having appeared in theaJacques Feyder, 54, noted French tres of his native Budapest, he
film producer, died in Switzerland later came to the U. S., where he
IN FOND MEMOKY OF
recently, according to a Teport re- had appeared mostly in vaudeville,
MY DEAR
leased by the French Agency in in sketches which he also proParis last week.
duced.
His last' project was the
Born in Belgium, he became a staging of "The City of Yesterday"
Who
Jaa* TaA, f947
French citizen in |1928. and pro- pageamt for the Rochester, N. Y.,
JERRY V06EIJ duced a number of successful Centennial in 1935.
French films. He also on several
occasions made trips to Hollywood,
GENE RANDOW
of the
greats of the English stage. Later where be directed "Son
Gene Randow, 62, featured clown
that year she came to New York. Rajah," Ramon Navarro starrer, with the Polack Bros. Shrine CirDuring the first World War, the and also the French and German cus, died May 28 in Amarillo,
of "Anna Christie," with Texas, just before he was schedlate King George
V decorated versions
Dame May with the silver star and Greta Garbo; "Father's Day" and uled to go on stage at the Municipal
"Olympia."
Auditorium.
fold cross of the Order of the
Among his outstanding French
Randow appeared with several
I'itish Empir|e,
conferring ui»on
her the title of Dame Commander productions were "Carmen," "Shad- circuses, including Ringling Bros.,
of the Order (equal in rank to ows of Fear," "Mother Mine" and B^mum & Bailey, before joining
Knight Commander). This was in "Faces Of Children."
the Polack Bros. 12 years ago.^.
Mimosas?'
1936 "Pension
In
Survived by son.
recognition of her war services to
which he wrote and produced, was
Britain:
The list of her appearances shown In N.Y. Also his "Carnival
PETER N. STEVENS
in plays and motion pictures is of Flanders." His last production,
Peter
N. Stevens; 55^ personal
starring
Woman,"
a
of
voluminous.^
In
London,
she "Portrait
business manager for film names
played the roles of Lady Teazle, his actress-wife, Francoise Rosay, and long associated with the HollyLittle
the
at
run
successful
had
a
Kate Hardcastle, Lydia Languish,
wood Pantages theatre, died May
N.Y.
theatre,
Carnegie
Comtesse ZicW In "Diplomacy,"
27 in Hollywood after a long illIrene in "The Profligate," Susan
ness.
Throssel
JAMES PATTERSON
in
"Quality
Street,"
For 15 years he had handled

some

^

_"

,!adV'iiB^;m;'tVaBpngpR7(;
:hat crty,Traay 24.
Fm- 20 years I!? veitera"B!PWi|^!i^^lanei|Bl^ll^^
was secretary of the Theatre and Sea Cruise, an eight-car ride On unHeiliger in his early years with Amus. Janitors Union, arid the past dulating i^unners, said to cost about
RUDOLPH H. WURLITZER
the film company, specialized in 11 years president of the Building $15,000. Sea Cruise is exclusive
Rudolph H. Wurlitzer, 74, manu- copyright law and later handled Service Employees Union.
with Tilyous at the island for life
facturer of musical instruments distribution problems. He actively
of the ride. Other flat and gravityand an expert on violins, died at participated in many of the early
Father, 74, of Jimmy Edmund- rides, either new or moved to

nira

staee hail her time and again, but
reviewers of motion pictures also
praised her often. It was at the age
if 72 that she first appeared in
films In record time she achieved
a reputation also in this medium.
It was her association with the
•legitimate stage that gave her such
the thea distinguished place
She had appeared
atrical world.
with the top stars of the English
stage, including Ellen Terry and
Sir Henry Irving, with whom she
made her first appearance in America in 1895.
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111 GOING OUT
'

HOMES

On

TO

TV
HOMES

RADIO
Lux Theatre

11.0
11.0

Hit Parade

Jack Benny
lO.O
Truth or Consequences. .10.0
9.0
Walter Winchell
9.0
Screen Guild
8.0
pUfe of Riley
My Friend Irma
7.0
Fibber McGee & Molly. 6.0
Amazing Dr. Malone
6.0

AM

.

June

Cliicago,

8.

Fan dancer Faith B^con last
week filled suit in lUickford, 111.,
federal circuit court Against her
carnival boss for $4Q,049i alleging
he scattered tacks on the platfoirm
before her dance in Peoria. She
dances barefooted.
Her suit charges that the John*
R. Ward Shows owes her $6,Q40
back pay and $38,000 for the rest
of the season.

Rap

FM

TV

Tele, Don't

audience mak-

certain that candidates will
have to depend on their photogenic
qualities for a good share of their
votes, the Demos are expected to
be in an advantageous spot. They'll
(Continued on page 54)

ing

it

Wd
3

it'

Angel Paying

Million for Theatre

own

that will

remove them
to production

On top of an estimated $350,00ff ideas of people not familiar with
the band business. These leaders
already expended on keeping alive
(Continued on page 54)
the musical comedy, "Hold It. at
Anthony
the National, N.
Y.,
"

Brady

f'arrell,

of the show,

industrialist-backer

is

spending another

$3,000,000 to buy the Warner theatre on Broadway to provitie a
permanent spot for the legiter. it's
an outright purchase from Warner
Bros.
In announcing the deal, Farrell
revealed that he will close "Hold
It" •next Saturday night (12i at the
National and, after re-rehearsal,
tvilt

reopen

It Itt

September at the
which he will

1,^00-seat Warner,

rename the Brayfar. Under

his

contract with the National he

may

(Continued on page

1&)

Bedridden Vet Turns

Chicago, June

OF SCIENTIST CHURCH
Boston, June 8.
Unique twist to a show biz career
was marked this week by election

Harry C. Browne, former legit
actor, and radioitc, to presidency
of the First Church of Christ
Scientist, Mother Church of Christian Science, at yesterday's (Mon.)
of

To Chi Disk-Jocking

WFMF

EX-ACTOR MADE HEAD

8.

here is using a unique
Browne was a
annual meeting.
jockey. He's Lou Zonka
bedridden vet at a local hospital. leading man in stock companies
He's a former musician, last with about 29 years ago and later beRay McKiniey's orchestra, and to came an announcer for the Columtranscribes his ad bia Brcadcasting system.
air him
Browne combined his show biz
lib comments and commercials and
disk

—

WFMF

'em at the turntable to the prescribed disks.
Show occupies a 15-minute spot
station once weekly.
on the
fits

FM

and

ecclesiastic abilities in

head-

ing the radio, transcription and
publ.c speaking bureaus of his
church.

MPAA

'

ticular.

.

,

U. S. film

,.

,r'

;

men have

privately

list

"

'

>

'

Some

cloak-and-suit

firms

ai'e

Wanna

from being subject

be drawn at

•

-

their

To Hold Up Red-Inker

resolutloft will

that time 'for presentation io theM
British Board of Trade by
reps in Xondon, demanding that
the government live up. to its
agreement in' princij^Ke arid in par-

To Get New Look

To

bandleaders
managers, who see in television a
of the story, and had suilered
new medium that could eventually heavily in other theatres throughpush them into a new high level of
out Canada. This had forced 20th
popularity, are being very careful
to pull the picture, Tass said,
in their approach to video.
Lead(Continued on page 54)
ers with foresight are endeavoring
to develop techniques and ideas of

Situation is set to get a thorou^
rakhig-over at a meeting -of
board of the Motion ficture An$»'
of America In New York Friday
(11). It is expected that a strongly-

of more than a
half-dozen clauses la the pact on
which they claim the British have
either reneged or hedged. Virtually every move so far niade by an
New York's vast garment indus(Continued on page S4) '
try is going in increasingly for
show business .methods in showing
new modes. Dramatic presentation
of the latest in femme garb, it's Frisco Station Flayed
;
been found, mates for a heartier
jingle of the cash registers than a
TFor Airing 30 Murders
crew of crack sMesmeh.

Repeat Pic Duds
Name

^^ssn^

ture GOffipanleff.
^Itteraess and.'
disillusionment o'ver. the British::
attitude wos being widely, expressed in the industry, so ameh. so
that there was talk qf "pulling Out
of the agi-e^ment altogether i£ tax ,
alternative w^re available.-

drawn up a

.

FM

With the mass

SL

'

Show Biz Methods

spending increasingly more on exhibitions of styles by producing
In a complete refutation of the shows that have a nut as large
Soviet Tass agency's report that as that of some intimate musicals.
"progi-essive organizatians" had.
Dress manufacturer Sam Friedforced "Iron Curtain" out of U.S. lander, cousin of Emil Friedlander,
and Canadian theatres, 20th-Fox chairman o£ the board of Dazian's,
declared this week that the film the theatricak fabric house, with
was doing better biz in Canada a considerable showbusincss backthan in the U.S. Tass had errone- ground in, producing films and
ously "quoted" Variety as the staging a show at La iVTartinique,
source of its infoi-mation. Actually N. Y., -nitery,"is applying his theVartety has consistently reported atrical "ba(3iground to the garment
that "Curtain" was a good grosser. industry.
According to the Soviet news
He's
pioneering in dramatic
service, the film had played to only
(Continued on page 94)
and -their
a half-filled theatre in Ottawa, site

Maestri Look

i^i...MiiiiTili.l»

Britain is> failing to live up to
either the- letter or spirit of the.

worded

Garmenteers Use

Public Via 21 Stations

T.
Ingles, chief of the Repub
party's AM-TV department, "every
country store will be in range of
Convention Hall in Philadelphia."
Special facilities have also been
set up for
broadcasters. Conweb,
tinental network, eastern
will teed to member stations.

I-

1
1.

Strews Stage With Tacks; new Anglo-U. S. films agreeijaentT'^/
was .charged this wj(isii(<fiy top
Gets Stuck With 40G Suit it
ejcecs of the majoE,<4<perican pic-4

Video to Bring GOP, Dan CoavoitHNis

To 38% of

Aver U.

Pact,
^

By ABEL GKEEN

commercial
successful
Since
radio has paid for television to
date, and will so continue for several years, the relative upbeat of
TV and the alleged downbeat of
broadcasting is more theoretiNone the less,
cal than real.
there is ttnahimity that television
Sealtest Village
17.0
longer
"is around the comer."
no
Charlie McCarthy
16.3
It has arrived.
And with its arGodfrey's Talent Scouts 16.3
rival, the programming end of TV
Fitch Bandwagon
6.0
is taking new stock of the situation.
Since the show's the thing in
video as it is_ in radio or a tent
show, showmen are now sighting
none too distant horizons so far as
entertainment values in the television idiom are concerned. Where
will the stars come fi'om?
And
when? And why haven't any arrived by now?
Presidential candidates at the-f
The whole pattern somehow reforthcoming political conventions
volves around the several marked
will be playing to the biggest TV U. of Minii. Stndes Sell
forward steps in TV history, this
audience In history, with at least
BI<k>d for Strawhat Coin year. For one thing, the "Texaco
38% of the U.S. population sitting
St. Paul, June 8.
Star Theatre" premiere last night
in directly on both the Repub and
Group of U. of Minnesota stu- (Tuesday) over NBC's video may
Demo conclaves via video.
dents operating the Plantation prove io be an historic milestone
Eighteen stations are to be tied
(Continued on page 54)
playhouse, sixawhatter at White
Into the TV pool along the east
Bear Lake, outside St. Paul, is
coast, with 3 other stations exdonating its own 1>lood plasma and
pected, to get daily coverage via
soliciting such donations from outfilmed newsreeh Radio listeners
Soviet
Misquotes
too will be flooded with convention siders to help raise funds to peiN
news. In addition to shows origi- mit its operation.
Variety' in
The blood is sold to hospitals
nating from the four major nets, at
least 85 indie stations will cover and the proceeds go to the playAt 'Iron Curtain'
the meets. According to Edward house.

Lux Theatre
25.3
Jack Benny..
24.7
Walter Winchell
..20.3
Break the Bank
19.3
Fied Allen
.19.3
Kraft Music Hall. ...... 18.3
Fitch Bandw^agon
17.3

li'

Ifo^ Cmg Yank a Hotfoot

Top 19 Ra£o Shows m 1Y Hemes
Amount and popularity of competitive TV offerings have a
direct effect on radio program ratings in TV homes. Only four
of the evening programs making the "Top Ten" list in the Pulse
May radio report also made the list for radio 'programs in TV
hollies.

Hi

OF

.

M

MlTOP^Di^

YORK.-

1
.
,

'

Down From Wartime Bodm
Entertainment
world's
outer
fringes are being riddled by a
slump in revenues far greater than
that currently making inroads into
the film take.
Hard hit at the
present time are such marginal entertainment devices as roller skating rinks, bowling alleys and the

In

7 Hr$. of Kid

Shn^f

San Francisco, June 8.
With the avowed purpose of analyzing and criticizing radio pro»:
grams in this area, a new organization, Radio Listeners of Northern
California, hasr been formitlly con*
stituted,
Mrs. Walter Fell, a former president of the San Francisco
Bay branch of the American Assn.
of University

Women,

is pi-esfdent.

Mrs. Larry Fanning, heading
children's

made

programs

tlie

commifix»<»,

public the i-esults of a sur-

vey of the programs broadcast locally during the hours of 5 to 6
p.m. "On one station, ABC-KGO,"
reported Mrs. Fanning, ''during
seven days of listening during that
hour there were 30 murders-actual,
attempted of contemplated. In 21
(Continued on page 94)

GROVERWHALENAS

WNEW

DISK JOCKEY

Grover Whalen, the former

offi-

cial greater of New York City and
decline of theahead of the N. Y, World's Fair,
tre boxoifices is a gentle downone-nighter as a disk jockey
grade compared to the 90% hole in does a
tomorro-fv (Thurs.) over
profits which Inflation and other
Yprk.
As chairman of the
factors have dug into these com- New
like.

The 8-10%

WNEW.

Mayor's committee for the New
peting amusements.
„ ,
The rinks are oflC 50% from last '}'^^!^ golden jubilee celebration,
year. despite no boost in admission he'll do the between-records gab
charges, while alleys have suffered on a program saluting the city's
a slightly less slough-ofC.
Signifi- 50th anniversary.
Besides giving the background of
cant to all forms of entertainment,
America On Wheels, outfit which such New York songs as "East Side,
operates a dozen or so rinks, has West Sida." "Chinatown, My Chinapolled 3,000 slfflters and found that town," "The Bowery," "In Old Nev?
over 90% of them are attending York," etc., Whalen will relate
local anecdota, color and jso on.
(Continued on page 54)
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PICTURES

S^adous

VedricgJqy, Jnne 9, 19411

Selfing Best B.O.

%A

SCULLY'S

For Foreip LangiHge Fdms in

»M>

»*
^

Widely ballied for the past few*
as a coming competitive
Hollywood's output, the
Fire Levels Hillcrest C.C.
foreign-language film has gone into
Hollywood, June 8.
Exa recent boxofRce declinie.
A gas explosion ripped the Hillperience of' the past year has
demonstrated,' the experts say, that crest Country Club at 8 a.m. today
unless the' overseas import has a (8), starting a fire that sp>read
strong sex hook on which to hang through the place, destroying, it.
some razzle-dazzle exploitation or Large numl)ers of filmites are
some' other extraneous angle which among Hillcrest members.
Seven people were injured, acmakes it topical and atypical, the
foreign-lingo film won't do much cording to first reports, presumabl.y all employees.
better ttian in pre-war daySi
The club four years ago was also
Despite belief that the foreign
pix have made sharp inroads in destroyed by fire.
U. S. theatres, bookings of criticsApproved films with an appeal confined to longhair patrons can now Film Industry Execs
garner no more than 200-300 playPledge Support
dates, it is maintained. The average good film will gross about
$7S,000 for its distrib, considered
Will Rogers San
high. Which means some $30,000
Film industry decided to make
for the overseas producer and the
the 20-year old Will Rogers Mebalajicerto the distrib for costs and
morial hospital at Saranac its o-wn
profit
personal concern at a meeting held
"Open City" a Freak
Accounting for the recent rash yesterday (Tues.) at the Hotel Asof s.a. ads for foreign films is the tor, N. Y. With the hospital wobfact that tliji biological lure is the bling towards new non-showbiz constrongest pulling force outside of trol because of financial troubles,
the coterie of regular patrons. Im- top-rankijti'g distrib heads of ISm
ports with that endowment such as companies agreed to launch a fund"Panique," "Canneri,'' "Open City" raising drive to save<the institution.
Meeting.. attended
by Robert
'and the current package of "Passionelle" and "Torment" will gar- Mochrie. (RKO); Abe Montague
ner between $150,000 and $200,000 (CdluihbiaV; Andy W~. Smith (20th"Open City," Pox); William F. Rodgers (Metro);
fof" their distribs.
the pacemaker and something of a J. J.' Unger (United Artists); and
fMaJc; hit the alltimer high* of Edmund R. Grainger (Republic) reand 3,500 bookings, sulted in a pledge of $1,000
$1,200,000:
monthly from each company until
never before approached.
"Passionelle"— "Torment" com- November. At that time, it is ex^
bo, should be good for several pected that funds from the drive
thousand bookings while "Panique" will meet expenses. Hospital reis expected to hit 500 or more. quires $170,000 yearly to carry on.
"Carmen," however, is figured to
Mochrie- is acting as chairman of
be the' best grosser next to "Open the committee and Grainger as
City." Few foreign films have yet treasurer.
Distrib heads turned
cir- over actual collection chores to
.-to>',bifeali; in to. the affiliated
exgenit
is
cuits and when tbey do,
change managers in various cities.
erally because they have more than These branch heads will plan local
nods:
critical
drives and enlist theatre participaHow naughty a film can become tion in them.
without going overboard is still an
In fixing plans for the campaign
tCobtinued on pjlge IS)
which tees off immediately, distrib
biggies were advised of tlie success
of the variety
of Boston in
raising $60,000 for its own charities
on
investment.
$15,000
*48 Washingtona club obtained $40,000
PIC
and Philadelphia, $45,000. Similar
liOndon, June 8.
System of alternating British fund-raising tactics'are planned:.
Walter Vincent, head of the Actand American films annually as a
choice for the Royal Command ors Fund of America, told llie press
Performance has been made the and filmites at the meet that show
Official policy by a decision of the business had forgotten itself in
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent handling a multitude of outside
Fund. The ruling confirmed a pre- benefits. Rogers hospital hasn't revious course of action which had ceived any coin since last October
the British "A Matter of Life or and now has only $25,000 cash on
Death" (titled "Stairway to Heav- hand. No new patients have been
en" for U. S. release) as the first accepted and the 90-100 bed cachoice, two years ago, and the pacity now has only 48 patients.
Yank "Best Years" in the 1947
ttireat to

.-
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'

'

EXPECT

'COMMAND'

TO BE
FOR

prize role.
This year's starter will be Britifih, with the general belief that
"Scott of the Antarctic," Ealing
studios' production, starring John
Mills,
will
grab the accolade.
Mills, incidentally, topped the popularity poll here. British Film Producers Assn. has been invited to
organize the stage presentation of
Britain's top picture event.'

Pix, Radio Get Small
Coin in Govt. Budgets
Washington, June

8.

Moderate sums for films and
radio were included in the $6,500,000,000 Army^ Air Forces appropriations bill and the $3,686,000,000
Navy bill which the House passed
Isst^ wggIc
'

'

'

...

'

The Army bill included $3,940,000 for photographic work, a large
part of which

is

for the

96 reels of training

'

making of
Another

films.

:

^

'

ROACH'S $2,000,090 BR.

FOR COMBO PIX-VMO
A $2,000,000 fund Out of which
both his feature output and his
video briefies would be financed is
being sought by Hal Roach. Producer has a deal with Metro for six
features and is hoping to use the
fund, derived from sources interested primarily in the television
production, to help finance the the,

^since has

Putting up part of the money, it
is
reported, may be American
Broadcasting Co. and Edwin C.
Pauley, California oil .man, who
has' an application in for a San
Francisco TV outlet. In return for
their coin, they get rights to the
shorts, which Roach hopes to put
out on a mass production basis.
Metro's agreement with Roach
calls for straight distribution of the
pictures, which must be budgeted
at a minimum of $300,000 each.

Success, Cal., June. 5.

any

beea able to leap against the current and

fisb

live to

count his take.
Accepting this clockwise whirl of the cosmos, pictures, though made
east and subsein the west, have always been released first in the
quently allowed to tick their way back to the point of their origin.
Now and then a show like "Song of Norway" or "Abie's Irish Rose"
originates in Los Angeles, furtively backs its way into New York and
then flies westward again, breathlessly exclaiming itself a Broadway hit.
The latest attempt to counter-punch this march of progress from

311th WiBEKI

a Graeco-Roman character named George Zaharolf, alias
George Wanger, alias Gorgeous George. Failing to make any marked
success in the field of fulcrum and leverage as practiced since Odysseus
tried to throw Ajax in the 23rd book of the "Iliad-," George went unNow Playing Nationally
derground, in 1943, changed his name, his cpiffure, his colormg and
"BILL AND COO"
his style of wrestling. From a sport in which two persons strive to
special Academy Award Winner
throw each other to the mat, George selected whatever was worth salvaging from the arts of modem war to the more profitable pursuits of
From embalming^ he learned cosmetology, from the compeace.
mandos he learned how to choke a rival without being seen by rival
Itdj's No, 1 Director,
or referee, and elsewhere he leam'Sd the art of hair-puUingi bleaching
and permanent-waving.
From the same established sources he learned the art of dressing
and undressing. He now has 84 dressing gowns to add to his allure.
Old Man Atom Helps
Rome, June- 8.
Roberto Rossellini, Italian direcFrom the higher sciences he learned about atomic fiission and how
From M. Chattel he learned
tor of "Paisan" and "Open City," to spray opponents into acquiescence.
won't ever make a professional pil- about No. 5 and sub$et|ueatly;.passed his secret on to tbeB. O. Flentys
grimage to Hollywood because "the in the audience.
great organizations there are too
after 15 years he could
gruntician,
where
j.g.,
Thus from the role of
much for me." Scotcidng .persist- not earn mbre than $100 a match (and ohe match a month), he?now is
ent reports of his imminent de- screeching against a government that jpennits him to Jceep only $20,000
parture for the U. S., Rossellini in- of every $100,000 he makes.
dicated he has nixed offers to do
Today everyone' is more or less familisir with his wrestling. Routine.
films in American studios in the
still enters the arena after a butler has'.pteceded him and has flitted
fear that Hollywood would put a He
the ringi press seats and referee, laid down a prayer rug and otherwise:
clamp on his "improvisations."

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

east to west is
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E! Capitan Theatre, Hollywoodi

Cal.

(Rossellini is now negotiating
with Dicvid O. SelzuiclE for the
production of a series of films in
Reportedly one of HosselItaly.
lini's conditions is that he be given
a free hand. Three pix envisaged
would include Anna Magnanl in
one and the D. O. S. star, Jennifer

Jones, in two others.)
"I could not work, in the U.S.
the way I do here," he said. "I
could not improvise there in surroundings so dilferent from those
And, besides, the great
I know.'
Hollywood organizations are too
much for me. I simpl^. could not

compete with them."
mentioning

improvisations,
Rossellini was referring to his unorthodox casual way of putting a
film together.
His scripts, have
wide open spaces which are filled
in on scene and he- generally, worics
with only a skeleton cast of priofessionals, using amateurs where^

In

cleared the area of peasant odors.
With -cops flanking him and to the blare of a gladiator maxch, he
slowly strides down the aisle. He looks like Bill Bendix in build, and
But he is wearing a dressing gown that would look better on
Lana Turner on one of her wedding niglits. And cro'wning all this
insolence he wears woman's crowning glory—^a blondined job, curled and
marcelled as to look like a Westmore wig for Barbara Stanwyck.' He
dyed it blue for his bout with the Angel.

size.

.

'
.

:

.Some .Nice Breaks;-

Tliese.

The robe conceals an elbow once fractured in three places, a cracked
collarbone, a mangled wrist, three badly healed fractures of ribs,
healed fractures of knees, ankles and both big toes. The blond coifiTure
conceals the knots which cover his skull like a relief map of .the
Rockies, the cosmetic makeup conceals the scars of earlier gougings
honestly earned before he and his kind changed wrestling from a dead
*
sport to a live show.

New York

accepts this perfumed pulman, two things are in: Gorgeous George and television. He may then return to the west, where
his popularity as the Nance O'NeiU of our manliest sport was waning,
and command fantastic prices. He
even be signed to remake
"Henry VIII" and add a great deal of plausibility to the monarch's
fame as a wrestler who tossed out papal bulls as if they "were in the
If

may

arena strictly xmder arrangement.
Much of Gorgeous George's success in the metropolitan areas of
ever possible.
"We set our camera in the open the east will depend on how completely people have forgotten a preand people will come around to vious Gorgeous Georges (nee Carpentier), who Was built up.by the late
see," Italian filmmaker said. "It is Tex Rickard to stratospheric ^heights for the "Battle of the Century,"
easy to find in a crowd the right and dropped.like a dead spairow by Jack Dempsey in four melancholy
people that we need. Not actors, rounds back in lSt20 or so. That smell may have long been replaced
by woiise ones under the Hague dynasty of Jersey City, whereHie fight
just simple, plain country folk."
For "Paisan," he used six pro- was :staged.'

They FoUow Script?
fessional thespians and padded his
pic with amateurs.
"Open City"
If the memory of man is that short the current Gorgeous George
which broke all records for a for- can't fail. I am assuming, of course, that he is bringing his scripteign film in the U.S., had only writers with him and that their scenarios are
as full of delightful
Anna Magnaniand a few other pic- surprises in the east as they have been in the west.
ture vets.
I first ran into the literary character of these contests during the
Rossellini develops his script as
he goes along. Wherever he wants depth of the depression about 12 years ago. John Ford, the director,
seeking to lighten to the wounds of living, took me to one of the.se
a realistic touch, he explains the
situation to the actors involved and things. The arena manager on learning that I, the Long John Silver of
the party suggested to Ford that he purchase tickets
then ask them what they would the literati, was
on the right of the arena rather than the left.
say.
"That guy Scully can't jump, around very fast," explained the entrepraieur, "and the falls are going to be on the left side of the ring

m

•

,

:•

Show People Head For

atrical pictures.

$200,000 is for a stafii to program
radio shows to Army hospitals.
Funds arQ provided also for the Company is putting up no financArmy Motion Picture Service, ing. Roach thus is facing the same
which books entertainment pix for difficulties stymieing most other
Army post theatres; attd money is indies, in the banks and secondprovided for soldier shows at the money lenders are loath to provide
jposts.
production coin. He hopes to get
The Navy plans considerable use around this impasse by going into
of radio and pictures in its public the video field and tapping sources
relations and recruiting activities, of money new to pictures.
asking nearly $1,500,000 for the
overall public relations job. Navy «
Roach's TV Studio Plans
people said they plan to use paid
Hollywood, June 8.
talent on 52 transcribed 15-minute
Hal Roach is making plans to
programs which will be sent to create a television production cen2,000 radio stations. It would spend ter out of his studios for some. 60
$180,000 on talent and pressings.
telefilm-producing outfits already
The Navy asked about $4,000,000 in operation. Roach lot execs
fot photographic activities, includ- have b«en quietly streamlining
ing its pteparatiqn of training technical crews- geared to telefilms.
production needs.
.

:

dub

i

Scully

.

Ever since Buddha and Confucius lost top billmg to Aristotle and
Corse Payton, the tide of culture has flowed from, east to west. Rarely

years

To

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

tonight."
It

London; Other Siulmgs

-

.

was a courtesy that has ever since

left

a warm spot

in

the petrified

forest I use for a heart.

They Went Ttaata Way!
Heading for liondon on the
Queen Mary today (Wed.) are
Unemployed scenario writers manage^ to grub a living out of the
playwright Charles MacArthur and thing till the war and a shortage of manpower reabsorbed mint of
his wile, actress Helen Hayes; Jock them around 1942. But a year ago When a
new wave of unemployment
Lawrence, pub-ad vice»-prexy for J. swept over the picture industry, and witch-hunting, added
to the number
Arthur Rank organization; colum- of unemployed and unemployable writers, many
went underground
nist Elsa Maxwell; Sir Ernest Fisk, and, by an odd coincidence,
the wrestling industry began
to boom like
"
managing director of the Electric mad. The creatures were even taught dialog.
and Musical Industries, Ltd.; Abel
In fact, so far had plofs developed that by the time Gorgeous George
Gr-een, editor of Vahiety, and Mrs.
was ready to move like a lavendered Lochinvar out of the west, you
Green; Penelope March, Ifi^year couldn't
tell a televised version of a wrestling match from a PRC
old daughter of the Fredrie
western, except that the wrestling scripts were more exciting.
Marches (Florence Eldridgc), who's
joining her parents abroad.
Arriving in New York on the
same liner Monday (7) were Joseph Gov.
A. McConville,' Columbia Pictures'
International prexy; Claude Rains,
Fihn Thesp at Par
Irving Pichel, Sir Ralph RichardHollywood, June 8.
son and his wife, and novelist
Earl Warren, governor of CaliRebecca West. Scheduled to leave
next Thursday (17) for London on fornia, took his first fling as a film
the Queen EUzabeth &re William thesp on the Paramount lot, starGoetz, prez of Universal-Interna- ring in a two-reeler titled "Calitional, and his wife; Noel Coward, fornia's Golden Beginnings." Film
Charles
Boyer,
Bob Goldstein, will be distributed among schools,
Universal eastern studio rep; Jo- historical associations and civic
seph Friedman, Columbia Pictures groups to plug the 100th anniverchief in Britain, and Mrs. Lyman sary of California's statehood.
Munson, wife of Gen. Lyman IMEunThe governor played himself in
son, head of 20th-:i^ox production an interview with two newspaperactivities in Britain.
men.

Warren Bows

As

SAYO TO RTAKE

OWN

FH.M BiOC IN ITALY
Hollywood, June 8.
Jimmy Savo and Perry Charles
have formed Savo Productions to
film the comic's life story, "Little
World, Hello." Picture will be
made in Italy with Savo starring,

Charles

producing

Wrangel

directing.

and

Has i I

Aside from Savo, the film will
have an Italian cast, with a $200,000 budget. Shooting is .slated to
start Aug. 1 in the Italian town
Of PoggiD.

.

Wednvflday, June
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FIGHT CURBS ON THEATRE SALES
Some 1,100 Bush League Hieatre Ops

Fmd Biz NSG Postwar; MosdyEx-GI
Exhibition wing of the film busi^'
ness has exercised a fatal fascination on tyros and Johnny-GomeTaplinger, Ent Part
latelies In. the aknost three years
Hollywood, June 8.
since the war ended. Over 1,100
Robert S. Taplinger has resigned
email operators have been forced
out the theatre end* either through as v.p. of Enterprise in charge of
outright failure, or the' sale of advertising and publicity. William
flickeries because bf sparse re- BlowitZi publicity chief under Taplinger, will head up the department
turns.
A private survey by one film com- under the new. setup by which the
pany reveals that while these fail- indie unit moves to Metro to make
ures and transfers have occurred, four pictures.
It is understood the v.p. title
thei-e has been no lessening of the
total number of houses operating will be abolished. Taplinger joined
throughout the U. S. On the con- Ent in 1946 after setting with a
traryv they have grown by many number, of other film, companies.
hundreds because of large-scale He was in the Navy during the war.
building operations and an influx He has not discosed future plans.
,

'

Of dtlve-inSi
At the same time; the survey
shows that no real theatreman has
been hurt by the uncertain conditions of the past couple of years.
In the main, those who took a licking were ex-GIs who fell for the
fables of big profits and glamor
Ivithout any knowledge of the highly complicated business of running

Allied.

TOA Set

For All-Out Duel

set plans for a drive to blanket the
country with new regional theatre
units. As a first step in the campaign, Robert H. Poole, head of the
Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-

situations in larger centers.
less in the south

(Continued on page 22)

pendent Theatre Owners, has been
approached by Allied emissaries
for a merger of the two groups.

Who Won't

Write (Even Between

Allied and FCCITO are Qow only
loosely tied as co-mfembers of the
Conference of Independent Exhibitor Assns.
Poole is weighing that step or
some other action wJiich would
bring the two units closer together.
Meanwhile, Allied^s flve
regional veepees were instructed
at the recent Allied board meet
in Denver to explore the potential
for new units in their territories,
it's been learned,
These regional
healis, cun-ently working on the
drive, are Meyer Leventhal, eastem- division chief;
W.
Finkel,
mid-states;
Leo Jones,
Great Lakes; John M. Wolf berg.
Western, and W. A. Prewitt, Jr.,
southern.

Pix)'IrI^DoreSchary
Hollywood, June 8.
"Writers who won't write" are
Irking Dore Schary. RKO production chief is impatient with scriveners who are bewailing the present lack of employment in Hollywood, but won't use th^ir enforced

freedom
Dals.

hands

to try their

360G Yrly. Dmit on C. Skouras Bonus
^

company attorneys
clared they would

Film Employment

Up

Sacramento, June

D

theatres or breakup of partnership
ties on the ground that there
should be no limits placed on cor-

Employment

8.

in the film indus-

showed a slight
increase over that of March but
moves which any company was still 22% lower than that .of

rective
seelcs to take.

Filmites believe this declaration

try during April

April, 1947, according to the California Labor Statistics Bulletin.'

Average weekly paychecks were
accompanied, as it is,
by reports that several of the $96.69, compared with $95.55 for
majors are already talking deals to March.
clear sonie of the closed situations
considered most vulnerable to
Sherman Act attack. Mentioned as

significant

particularly active in surveying the
possibilities of sale and partnership dissolutions are Paramount,
-and Warner Bros.
"This application by the Government is a case of blowing hot
and cold at the same time," according to one industry lawyer.
"Naturally, we intend to oppose it
emphatically.
If the Government
thinks we hold some or all of our
theatres illegally, it should not
block our legalizing a situation. If
theatre ownership is bad, why fight
an attempt to rectify it?'^
Paradoxically enough, film at(Continued on page 18)

::

Sehary's successful picturcrmakpolicy at RKO has hinged
largely on the production of films
Moms
from original stories for the screen.
He won't go all out in expressing
preference for them over books
feelhis
strong
in
and plays, but is
ing that Hollywood's typewriter
Every open situation will be
artists are missing a lively chance
canvassed and explored during
by their refusal to write originals
(Continued on page 6)
because such work is on specula*tion and not guaranteed of sale.
(The Screen Writer, pubUcation
of the Screen Writers' Guild,
points out in an editorial in the
current (May) issue that unemTHIS
ployed scripters apparently arc
Hollywood.^ June 8.
turning to writing originals. Mag
Successor to Donald Nelson as
states it has a report from a
mimeographing; office that 80% of president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
its wOi-k currently Is on original
screenplays, while it was only 15% will be selected by a committee
consisting of James Mulvcy, Grada year ago.)
"The Hollywood intellectuals," well Sears, Milton Kramer and Bill
he asserted, "are perpetually cry- Levy.
New prexy will be announced by
ing that the screen sufl:ers by having 'no literature of its own.' Yet July 1. With distribution a heavy
they won't create such a literature. factor in SIMPP, he will be exThe truth is that what we need is perienced in that end of the busimore writing by people, who know ness and will make his headquarthe screer Many of the writers ters in New York.
Two candidates are under connow without permanent jobs are
excellent film craftsmen. Thoy sideration.
ought to be at their .typewriters."
Stressing his feeling that a writ-

ing

SIMPP TO NAME NELSON

SUCCESSOR

MONTH

I

Average Pic Now

RKO

D.C. Decision Coofs

Par's

Heavy Buy-Ins

Of Own Common Stock
Paramount has called a halt to
its
tremendous stock-purchasing
program which in 18 Inonths
brought 769,110 shares of company
common stock to the treasury at an
estimated

cost

of

$20,000,000.

While no official comment on the
sudden stoppage was forthcoming,
believed that the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in the Government

it is

anti-trust suit is behind the move.
That ruling tossed out the privilege
of a major to buy out its theatre
partner and made divestiture of

jointly held properties a subject
for the lower court.
As- of the end of May, Par held
a total of 577,433 shares of its own
stock. An additional 191,677,

bought on the open market, were
expended in acquiring Liberty
Films and Rainbow Productions.
At the current exchange prices, its
(Continued on page 6)

Protracted

in

negotiations

14 RGns.

Shnter

pending against 20th-Fox and National
Theatres toppers ended
yesterday (Tiies.) with a settlement
which will bring 20th a tnlnimum
of $3,350,000 in cash and future
benefits. The proposals, now sub^
ject to court approval and an okay
from 20Ui's board of directors,
calls for a refund of $1,800,000
from four' NT execs and the fixing
of a ceiling on earnings of Charles
Skouras, NT head, which, Is estito save 20th a total of $1,750,000 for the. next seven years.
Under the agreement's terms,
bonuses paid to Skouras on per--

centage compensation cannot exceed $360,000 in any one year for
the next seven years. At current
earnings and tax levels, it is figured
that the damp, on Skouras' pay-^
checks will mean an -additional

$1,750,000 to the company during
Hollywood, June 8.
the seven-year stretch.
Skouras
Prodded by exhibitor squawks, has been averaging $650,000 antrends toward shorter films are de- nually in bonuses in addition to fail
(Continued on page 20)
veloping in Hollywood. Average
has been chopped from 97 minutes
in 1947 to 83 minutes this year,
Nixes Fi-encli,
Exhibs claim longer pix cut into
turnover, keeping customers in
Coin Offer, Alt Sends
theatr,es
longer
and wrecking
operating schedules.
MjQfertoKeilegotiJtfe
Studio execs feel move cuts
costs and tightens up dramatic
Offer by the French governvalues of pix.- Only exceptions are ment to liquidate approxinkately
films like "Best Years," which ran $8,000,000 in, frozen film coin by
170 minutes, and still clicked.
payments over a three-year period
Variety survey of pix between to American companies was reJune 1, 1947, and June 1, 1948, jected yesterday (Tues/) at a Moshows Metro still making the long- tion Picture Assn. of America meet
Studio's average is now of forMgn managers. The proposal
est pix.
101 minutes against 113 last year. was nixed because of what were
considered certain objectionable
features incorporated in it, particularly a proviso which would
Would Nip
freeze all French revenues for fhe
'
next four years.
Non-Citizen Actors
Instead, it was decided that
Gerald Mayer, head of the MPAA's
Hollywood, June, 8.
foreign wing, will head for France
Some Screen Actors Guild mem(Continued on page 16)
bers are stirring up a move to
prohibit hiring of foreign-born

MPAA

;

SAG Move

actors

who

stood drive

aren't citizens. Underresult of reports that

is

Hollywood producers are
planning to use foreign actors, particularly British, who can be paid
off with frozen coin.
It's indicated the whole pattern
will' be brought bgfore the SAG
board of directors in the near fu-

some

Trade «Marlc I!«s!Htered

rOtrWDBD BY SIMK,SII'VISRMAN
by VARIKTY, Inc.

1'nhUfilird .Vpelcly

Prealdent

aia .Silvorman,

Weat 4«th

104

ture.'
1292

St.."

New

Yoi-1!

I

ought to write, just for his own
satisfaction, whether he's paid for
it or not, Schary recalled his own
(Continued on page 16)

"er

Sail June 23
Mary Pickford and her husband,
Buddy Rogers, will leave New York
for England on the S.S. America
June 23. They'll be gone until fall,
visiting Paris, Rome, SwitzeflandT
and periiaps other countries.

Mary, Buddy

NO RKO CHANGES DUE,
SCHARY ASSURES HELP
Hollywood, June

8.

Assuring studio personnel that

no changes were being mapped by

new boss, Howard Hughes,
production
Scliary,
chief, issued a statement today
(Tues.) aimed to dispel all such
rumors. "I have had a number of
their

Dore

RKO

with Mr. Howard Hughes."
Schary said, "and we are in complete agreement on present policy
and on the projeeteu program for

I

!
'

Pair will look into possibility of
pi'oduction abroad, but main purpose of the trip is to be with
G Wynne Ornstein, Miss Pickford's
niece, daring her birth of a child
month.
Switzerland
next;
Mother-to-be is wife of George
Ornstein, United Artists rep in
in

Rome.

talks

I

RKO.
"We have

II
big schedule

of pica
tures planned and all^f us at RKO
must now stop listenin{i! to rumors
and bend all of our energies to
making as many good \picturcs as
we possibly canii"

MFBF

ITRIVE MISSES GOAL

Hollywood, June
Motion Picture Relief Eund

8.

Sil-

N. V.

11>.

fion,vwo<>ii iis
6311 Yi'rea Swet
WllSllillE^tOll 4
Niitlonnl Pres."! Bulldtng

„
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National Boxoffice Survey
Warmer Weather

—'Homecoming,'

Melts Biz

River,' 'Apache,' 'Pirate,' 'Bride'

New

t

'Silver

Big Six

.
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Bi'cak in the weather which sent
millions scurrying out into the

order of showing, are "Iron Curtain" (20th), "All My Sons" (U),
"Ruthles.?" (EL), "Duel in Sun"
(SRO) and "Green Grass of Wyoming" (20th). On disappointing side
in- most cities currently are ''Fur-r
naee Creek" (20th) and "Another
Part of Forest" (U). "Fugitive"!
(RKO) also is doing mildly this
"Homecoming" (M-G) is pacing round.
Same applies on .several
the field for second week in a row,
dates for "Duel in Sun" (SRO),
being far ahead of nearest comalthough okay in Montreal and
petitor in actual money. Turnergood
in Providence.
Gable opus Is plffying in some 14
"Anna Karenina" (20th), which
key cities covered b.y VAniETY but
has not been around much since
has tapered off to fair biz or merely
its mild N. Y. preem, is showing up
okay takings in some localities.
with an okay week in Boston but
In second place is "Fort Apache" is mild to fair elsewhere. Few of
(RKO), with many big to fine ses- newcomers shape up big this frame.
sions in nine keys. Third is "Silver "Coroner Creek" appears best of
River" (WB), in more playdates but the lot with fairly nice ses.s:on in
chalking ui) many mild or sluggish Denver and a good one in Los
sessions on holdover.
"Hazard" Angeles. "Summer Holiday" (M-G),
(Par) is copping fourth money. also new, hints small promise on
Fifth place goes to "Pirate" (M-G), showing this week.
"Wallflower"
which is showing surprising fWB), due into N. Y, this week,
strength on initial dates.
Final shapes slim in Washington and
moneymaker in Big Six is "Bride fairly nice in Buffalo.
Goes Wild" (M-G), which came to
"Remember Mama (RKO), With
fore via some additional bookings new bookings, looks fat in St.
this stanza.
Louis, is best newcomer in Seattle
Remainder of field is badly split and five in Portland. "Naked City"

country or to ball games i.s taking
a heavy toll at leading theatres this
week. These factors plus tlie usual
letdown after Memorial Day week
give the' national boxoffice a spotty
appearance.
.

'

—

'

ver, Jubilee Campaign wound up
with 24,710 subscriptions, about
8% Short of the 27,000 goal.
Post-campaign pledges are ex- up, -with none of pictures jeven (U) is doing nicely in Omaha.
(Complete Boxoffvic Resorts on
pected to go over the top within reaching $100,000 in session. Best
of these runner-up pictures, in Pages 8-9)
the next few weeks.
'

,

:;

mated

I

i

the

six consolidated stockholder actions

anti-trust action.
Major
this week dafight the
of
J's attempt to smother the sale of

ernment

.

at origi-

.

U. S. Dept. of Justice is facing
a hard court battle in its effort tO:
gain a total freeze against theatre
transactions by the Big Five pending final determination of the Gov-

:

The damage' was

'Writers

Stockholder Action;
'TOm FREE' By Settlement of

'

Prefacing what may turn out to
be an all-out duel witli tlie Thea theatre.
Great mass of losses were taken atre Owners of America for exhib
in the smaller towns and the small membership, I^ational Allied has

nabe

JO Benefits Assured to ZOth

$3,550
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Union/ Iron Curtainr lomeconmig'
Generated Most B.O. Steam in

Hollywood, June 8.
New indie production outfit.
Franklin Films, Ihc, was formed
by Jack Bcekman and Danny Winkler to make four pictures, starting
With "Dark Sun," based on a novel
by Aben Kandel.
Film will be shot entirely in New
York, with Teddy B. Sills directing.

May

Despite uniformly great strength"

on opening weeks, "Iron Curtain"
was completely outdis(20th)
tanced by "State of Union" (M-G)

May's Mighty Dozen
1.

for national boxofnce: honors in
May, according to reports received
from Variety correspondents in
some 22 key exchange cities. In-

2.

to hold up stoutly in holdagainst
militated
sessions
"Curtain." Both pictures finished
first twice during the five weeks
listed for la.st month's gross business but "Union" also wound up
second nationwide in a third stanza
aqd did okay on a fourth week: in

6.

3.

4.
5.

libllity

over

7.

8.

"State of Union" (M-G).
"Iron Curtain" (20th).

"Homecoming" (M-G).
"Fort Apache" (BKO).
"Silver River" (WB).
"Miracle of Bells" (BKO).
"Arch of Triumph" (UA),

Aug.

"Lady

U

"Sitting Pretty" i20th).

12. "All

My

RKO's Zale-Graziano

8.

disputed points in its demands for
a new labor contract. Meanwhile,
a meeting between player and producer representatives is expected

24-Hr. Service Despite

ered by Variety during the month.
While the picture was helped by
playing the N. Y. Music liall during its two biggest weeks, the .fine
to sock .sessions rolled up In some
59 cities really brought the film
its high' aggregate coin total.
"Curtain," which was easy second place winner last month, started out in most keys like a champ
racehorse being aided by picketing
of film in several cities and the
widespread news stories and phoT
tos of the fighting pickets in N. Y,
Initial week of picture's launching
In more than 20 keys brought more
than $506,000. Picture rode on its

June

Screen Actors Guild voted to
drop the current interim agrees
ment with the producers by Aug. 1
and to continue its fight for seven

TV

United States may at the end of
year lose its strongest propa-

this
•

No

Cuffo

Skimmer

ganda arm abroad. Newsreel companies, losing money heavily on
their overseas operations, have
quietly informed the State Dept.
that they plan to abandon ai good

Revoli.tion or no revolution,
the State Dept. is buying no
new hat for J ack Connolly, its
Connolly
newsreel contact.
lost his fedora during the up^
rising in Bogota,. 'Colombia,
while the Inter-American conference was in session there
He was forced to
recently.
a

•

deal of their foreign distribution as
of Dec. 31.
Information officers in State are
highly disturbed at the prospect
and hope possibly to save the day
via one or both of two channels
for getting coin to the reels. However, the Government dfficials have
made no rescuing move as yet, pren
ferring to await further develops
ments.
They feel that the present individual distribution by five differ^
ent companies is wasteful and extravagant. They favor rcestablishment of one cooperative reel on
the order of the wartime United
Newsreel^ which was abandoned as
of June 30k 1946. It is figured that
the prospect of a co-op venture

snappy getaway

the capital pressroom
the rebels arrived, the

from

when

headpiece was left beliind.
When he returned it was gone.
Corsidering it a justifiable
item, he put on his expense
account $10 for the missing
bonnet. Last week the swindle-sheet arrived back on Connolly's desk in New York.
"Ho go," said the auditors
from a safe spot in Washington. "He should have: taken
his hat with him."
.

Competish this week, In conformity with the
of
Taft-Hartley law.
PKO-Pathe, despite the fact that
Seven points, which the producit's; not faced with television's competition this time, plans to follow ers turned down emphatically last
through on its 24-hour service for April are:
fight films by having pictures of
Reasonable restrictions on rethe Rocky Graziano-Tony Zale mid- issues to curb increasing unem^
dleweight championship bout in all ployment among actors.
to Help Unfreeze
theatres in greater N. Y. to^
Temporary "stopgap" clause to
morrow (Thur.sday), less than a bar the use in television of films
U. S. Coin Snrrifes
day after the fight takes place made for theatre exhibition, until
tonight (Wednesday) in Newark, an agreement is reached that will
Laslnng
N. J.
enable actors as well as producers
(DuMont television had been to share in additional revenue from
Washingttm, June 8.
granted tele rights to the fight but this medium.
$10,000,000 fund to help unonly if there M'as a sellout crowd.
freeze .,.<Mime of the coin of films,
No loanouts of contract players newspapers and magazines in forwave of popularity to first spot na- Because, there are still seats avail-,
tionally the following week al^ able for the bout, the telecast was without the actor's consent.
eign countries survived a hot atReduction in the length of term
though gross total slipped around called off by the promoters. See
tack in the House last Friday (4)
$200,000.
contracts.
story in Television Section.)
Third best boxoffice bet was
Reform of the option system to and was still in the Foreign Aid
RKO-Pathe teed off its 24-hour
appropriations bill' as the chamber
"Homecoming" (M-G), which real- service in. June, 1946, when
correct its abuses and to make op-'
sent it to the Senate.
ly got going only in the last two television aired the Joe I>6i"s-BiUy tions more equitable for the actor.
The amount provided originally
weeks of May. Sock trade rung Conn heavyweight fight, and reRight of the actor to perform in
final
session
of
mouth
indiup in
peated last December with the other branches of the entertain- was $15,000,000 but tbe House
cated the Turner - Gable
opus Louis'J "sey Joe Walcott bought, ment industry, such as radio and Appropriations Committee cut this
one-third. There is hope here
by
would Stay high on the list for when
video again servcfd as a television, and retdin fees earned
that the Senate may restore some
weeks to come.
major competitive threat to the for such services.
'Apache' Actioner
Ban on* pressure brought to of the money. The money was
official fight pictures. Despite the
"Fort Apache" <HKO) finished more than 5,000,0000 people esti- bear on a contract player by forc^ originally to last one year, but the
a strong fourth, this actioner com- mated to have seen the latter fight, ing him into obviously inferior Appropriations Committee changed
(Continued on page 16)
the period to 15 months.
It is
RKO-Pathe claimed to have done roles.
To date, the producers have not hoped that the Senate will correct
as good business with its films
relented in their opposition to the this also.
a^ with any fight in the past.
"no"
since
said
Such
Zale-Graziano .pictures, as usual, seven points
they
red hots as John E. Rankin
are to be offered to theatres a year ago, before the interim (D., Miss.), Clare Hoffman (R.,
throughout the country via. the agreement went into effect. At a Mich.), Forest A. Harness (R., Ind.),

Lack

abroad may appear more attracnewsreel outfits a&time
goes on. State is also desirous of
seeing more informational material in the reels and less cheesetive to the

Fund

RKO

cake.

,

Two sources of coin .1^ which
State might .taelp are its own apt.propriation for films and the
Smith-Mundt bill, which provides
$10,000,000 for aiding informa-

Hot House
'

;

A

media to distribute overseas.
Out of $28,000,000 appropriated
tional

starting July 1 for State's own information program, only about $2,000,000 is eamuurlEed for films,
most of the rest going to "The
Voice of America^"

NBC

r

16m Docomentanr Funds

NBC

j

i

'STRANGE BEDFELLOWS'

HNDSMPAA WAVERING

RKO

exchanges, as soon ^fter the recent meeting the SAG board of
Broadway producer Philip A. fight as prints can be transported directors considered two possibiliWaxman leaves New York for the to the various branches,
ties for taking strike measures.
Coast Friday (11) to ofjen a hassle
One calls for a vote to authorize a
with 20th-Fox over rights to the
strike by Aug. 1 if a new contract
title "Strijnge Bedfellows"
which
has not been signed by that time.
the Johnston oMce. may well deny B.O., FOREIGN
The other calls for a vote on strike
to both of them. Waxman is proauthorization,: without a definite
ducer of the play of that name,
NIP DISNEY
date but ready for use at the most
currently -in its fifth month at the
Tapering boxoffice returns and opportune time.
Moroseo. N. Y. He's .set to take
the decline of" foreign revenues
tlf»H:'^'^label of a Oana d'ove clo^vn the net of Walt Disney
as the tentative
pr„dupti„„,
jag f,,^ the first
Andrews-starrer set to go into work 27 weeks of
INTO
1948, statement of the
later this month.
,i outfit discloses. Gross revenues of
Motion
Picture
Disney
also
fell
off
to $2.S43J286
.
i. won t say
,
America
title bureau
^ 1947 f^^^^^ „f $2,984,097.
Palace theatre on Broadway,
yes and won I say no as to the ac-tj^gj compares to
$264,383 in the which RKO had .been considering:
eeptabil.ly of the moniker
It a 1
jeorresponding period last year,
either closinig Or sellirig- will redepends, according to the bureau s
^yhile anticipating an improve- main alight under a new policy, it
,
topper, Margaret Ann Young, on
^^^^oaA
1"^^^
was announced by Sol Schwartz,
the script on which it's hung. If it half
of 48 Roy O. Disney, prexy
„£ t,,p kKO Theatre circuit
is strictly a political story ("Politics of the unit, declared that
m) mamakes strange bedfellows"), it will terial improvement can be expect yesterday (Tuesday)
House will play double features
possibly be okayed. If there is any ed until "international currency
other connotation in the .story, it difficulties become less severe." day-and-date with the 10 key
houses in the RKO Manhattan
definitely will not be.
Blocked funds have been discountWaxman has bought the film ed heavily "as a matter of cau- chain, Schwartz said.
rights to the Florence Ryerson- tion," Disney explained, although
Colin Clements comedy in associa- he hoped a substantial chunk of
tion with. a. group of New York this frozen coin would ultimately
Compromise
flnanciersr headed by film attorney be recovered.
Emil K. Ellis. Producer's Coast
Disney hailed the U. S. Supreme
Help Film Companies
trip is partially an effort to line up Court ruling in the Government
Washington^ June 8.
players.
Negotiations have been anti-trust case as probably opening
Possibility of a congressional
started with Robert Cummings for the way to indie producers for betcompromise
on the Economic Rethe top spot. Waxman hopes to ge) ter playing time and rentals. The
bill loomed today
covery
Program
opinion, he said, "will undoubtedly
it under way this summer.
although Senator Arthur H. Vanresult in changes in certain selling
denbcrg
(R., Mich.) intends to hold
practices which had worked to the
out Cor restoration of the full
'
disadvantage" of the indie.
N.Y. Aster Cots Prices,
amount.
A compromise would
After allowing for dividends on
probably mean more money availpreferred stock, equivalent earnable to help the film companies,
Music Hall Goes Up ings come to
8c. per share on comwhich
have
frozen coin overseas.
Revisions in Broadway film the- mon against :i8c. in '47. Disney
The house bill cut from $15,000,atre boxoft'ice scales are underway suffered its biggest dropoff in fea000 to $10,000,000 the amount of
but there's no upward or downward tures, with the producer's share the fund available for aiding the
trend discernible. Astor theatre amountitig to $1,238,593, compared information media, and also
has moved to slice .its admissions to $1,8' 7,279 in the 2G-week stretched
the period of its use from
from a $1.80 to to $1.25 on week- .stretch of 1947. Shorts showed a 12 to 15 months.
days and $1..^0 on weekends with a rise to $722,494 from $545,284.
55c tab for kids in the afternoons. Proceeds on comic strips, publicaAdmission cuts have been made for tions, etc., also climbed to $982,PLAQUE FOR HOPE
children according to Astor's man- 199 from $524,261.
Hollywood, June 8.
agement, but only for the run of
Bob .Hope was presented with a
Walt Disney's pic, "Melody Time."
bronze plaque in acknowled[gment
Heading the other way. Radio Nichols'
Longtermer o{ his humanitarian activities by
City Music Hall has upped its scales
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
Hollywood, June 8.
for the first time in several years
RKO has inked Dudley Nichols Independent Motion Picture Profrom $1.25 to a new top of $1.40 to a longterm pix>ducer-di rector- ducers Assn*
with some mat prices going from writer pact railing for one film
Plaque' was the third awarded
95c to $1. Increases were due to yearly.
by IMPPA in its histoi-y covering
lipped operating costs, according to
Fir-st will be "Story X," an orig- 25 years. Joei'E. Brown was the reRusseU Downing, Music Hall's «xcc inal by columnist Samuel Grafton, cipient in 1942 and Jtua Hcxshrit
I
'

—

LAGS

I

PROFITS

I

t

BROADWAY PALACE
DAY-DATE DUAL POUCY

'

.

.

,

.s

|

.

,

nd Eugene E. Cox (D., Ga.), led
the fight to kill the fund entirely,
arguing that it was nothing htit a
subsidy to outfits which had supported the Marshall Plan.
The

'

viee-prexy..

due

to .start late this year.

in 1845.

:

':

j

|

1

i

1

'

was gotten across to
the House that nobody was giving
Finally,

it

The

anything.
money is to buy a
very limited portion of blocked foreign exchange from the mMia so
they can get some dollars. In exchange, the Government gets the
foreign fund.s which can be spent
abroad toward the support of our
embassies and for other purposes.

Measure provides for conversion
dollars of some of; the coin
abroad.
It would do no,.,

into

frozen

more than return to film distribs
and newspaper and mag publishers
in the future their actual cost of
distribution' in certain countries in
which State desires them to con,

tinue operation.

Should the bill pass, newsreels
would be among the first media to
be

|

RKO

i

i

L. A. toN. Y.
Auer

i

WouU

\

Since State har- an ovei-seas 16m
documentary program, for which,
the $2,000,000 is planned, it is
hoped it won't have to dip into
the fund to help out the newsreels.
If necessary, however, it would use
this money to subsidize the losses
in. certain countries of a single coop reeL It feels that the ncwsreels,
playing theatres, are much more
impoitant than the Im project.
Real hope is, however, that the
Smith-Mundt bill will survive at-'
tacks on it in Congress. Story
which, according to State Dept and
film
industry execs, completely
misrepresented the nature of the
bill, was printed by the Chicago

whole argument was that it was a Tribune last week resulting in 'atsubsidy or gift from the Govern- tacks by Rep. John Rankin.
As
ment and was limited to "interna- a result, the original $15,000,000
tfonalist" publications
and film appropriation requested was cut by
companies.
one-third and may die altogether.

I

ERP

Iky

May Drop Cosdy Overseas INstrfli

make such
Holl3'\vood,

/

Sons" (U).

May.

Some idea of the extensive popularity of "Union" at the wickets
can be had from the $1,310,000
grossed in the principal keys cov-

Deadline

On SAG Contract

"Sainted Sisters" (Par).
(Col).
Shanghai"
"Big Clock" (Par).

9.
10.

1

Newreek Advise State DqiL

Myrt Blum
.loiieph T. Brcen
Melvyn Douglas
Dan Duryea

It desired to
some overseas
countries at the end of this month,
but was persuaded by State to continue untU Dec. 31. It will not go
on 'beyond that time, however, unless losses are reduced.
.

Frank Freeman
Bryan Foy
George Gla.ss
Alan Gundelfinger
Karl Herzog
George Hickey
Jack Karp
Arthur Kelly
Otto Koegel
Y.

,

J>J.

since their losses are

years, it reported.
stop service to
;

Jerry Fairbanks

Paul

aided,

'among the heaviest. Metro, for instance, has dropped $500,000 a year
on its foreign reel for the past two

.lohn H.

N. Y. to L.

A.

Harry. Ackeroian
Hazel Boyd
,

Lazarus, Jr.

Jane Burke
HaroH Conrad
Alfred Hitchcock

Barbara Barondes-s McLean

Arthur Homblow
Al Horwits
Francetta Malloy Ladd
David A..Lipton
Louis Mandel
Frank Rpsenbei:^
Frank Seltzer

Gail Patrick

Pat Patter.son

John Payne
Harold Perry

.

N. Peter Rathvon

Cesar Romero
Gradwell Sears
Sidney Sheldon
Charles P. Skouras
Robert Sterling

Vincent Shcnnan

Wyman
N. Y. to Europe

Jane

Edgar Bergen

Harry Stem

Cyd Charisse

William L. Taub
J. J.

Abel Green
Ronald Gow
Helen Hayes
Frances Heflin

Unger
Van Dvke

Philip

Edwin

L. Weisl

Wendy

Europe to N. Y.
,

Irving Fichel

Claude Sains
Sir Ralph BidiatdaMi
Rebecca West

Hiller

Georges Huisman

Irene Manning

Joseph A. McConvill*

'

Edward Lachman
Jock Lawrence
Tony Martin
Charles

Mac

Artlior

Pamela March
Spyros F. Skouras

{

.

'

Wednesday, June

9,

',
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SQUEEZE STIRS DISTRIBS
New lUSrAngk) Agrennent May Cost

¥km Almost $30,0i,000 Yearly

Yank

American film companies, which ^
mounting restrictionshave fared surprisingly well during Film Industry Raises

— despite

UJW

the

past year in garnering coin
from abroad, will begin to feel the
real pinch next Monday (14). New
Anglo-U. S. films agreement goes
into eflfect that date, ending the
100% remittance of earnings from
Britain by Yank firms. It Will cost
them almost $30,000,000' a year unless they get a lot more money
than now appears likely out of
films they'll make or buy in England with frozen dollars. ,
Chetk of major film companies
and disclosure of foreign income
by Eric /Johnston, prez of Motion
picture Assn. of America, in
Washington last week reveals that
the past 12 months have not been
Johnston
as tough as imagined.
said' the take from abroad was $90,000,000.
That's some $30,000,009,
less than the peak year of^lMiS,
but mighty goo^./-«ei»Barea with
.

'

$1,418,890 for
Holly woodr June

.

Yanks Can

Get

majoF (except UA 'and Gbl) and
six from Eagle Lion.
Clampdown on U.S. product has
hadvmajor company toppers on a
shuttle to England to register their

fu-

Frozen Brit. Coin
Britain has added

another

still

restriction to the numerous hedges
placed around efforts of American
companies to get out of England

new

coin frozen there under the

Johnston-Wilson films pact. It is
refusing to allow Yank producers

boiTow against sterling which

to

they expect to accrue from the exhibition of their films in England.,

in proportion of -total gross

Result

is

that the American com-

they received on their films from panies cannot immediately go

iinto

overseas.
production
there,
unless
they
It has been generally figured in choose to leave money in London
the past that the foreign market which they can remit to New Yprk
(Continued on page 20)
before the new Anglo-U.S. agreement comes into force next Monday (14). Some distribs have ;left
J. G. McCarthy Set
money there to begin production,
but most prefer the bird in,' the

hand

to the prospect of profits on
made in England.
Opi)osition of the British Board
Trade to banks giving advances

pix

Rep on Pact

Control

John G.' McCarthy, associate
manager of the international division of the Motion Picture Assn. of
American, has been temporarily
named as tlie second U. S. rep on
the control commission which will
administer the new Anglo-Ameri-

can film agreement when it becomes effective nejct Monday (14).

McCarthy will serve with Fayette
W. Allpofrt, MPAA I'ep in London
and permanent member of the
commission.
It was agreed by the American
companies to name McCarthy temporarily, since he is now in London and there has been no time
to appoint a permanent second
'

being

j

MPAA

Temporarily as U.S.

restrictions

placed by J. Arthur Rank on playhis
Film industry leaders', pledged ing time for U.S. pictures on
two circuits in England, British
$1,418,890 in one night to the
film tycoon accordin g to foreign
tjnited Jewish Welfare Fund. Goal
chiefs returning to New York from
of the campaign is $2,500,000.
London, will not allow more than
Dinner, with Dore Shary as
approximately 25 Hollywood picchairman, was attended by 300 in- tures on his Gaumont-British and
dustry toppers. While individual Odeon circuits for the rest of 1948
pledges were not announced for and about 75 for the entire year
publication, at least 25 contribu* of 1949.
tions were for more than $10,000
With United Artists and Columeach.
bia left out of his plans completely,'
Rank is reportedly allowing each
major company four playdates and
Eagle Lion two playdates for the
rest of 1948. Schedule for 1949
t
calls for 12 pictures from each

ture.

prexy prophesied that
the $90,000,000 might drop to $50,000,000 within the next 12-month
period.
How well on the whole,
however, foreign remittances stood
up during the past 12 months Was
evidenced from statistics gathered
from tlie major companies. They
showed tliat distribs which had a
fair amount of new product in England when the 75% taxi became ef^fectlve last August slid less than

"arbitrary"

of

!

American producers, nfieans
that the Yanks must wait-until income from their pix in England

to the

acrues in sufficient quantity to
start production.
Otherwis^; they
could have .started at once and repaid advances from the brinks as
the money came in. Thus! they'd
have a considerable number of
films made by the time ,the pact
expires in two years.
;
Several American banks have
been active in trying t6 line up
producers who want this type of
.>

,

'

ter preceding.

RKO

theatre chlain grossed $45,087,661 111 admissions, report reveals, while film rentals amounted
$73,463,0&7.
Other income
brought the grand total to $123,109,047.
The 1947 theatre take
slightly off from the $46,673,S40 which the circuit garnered in
'46.
Despite the loss in distributo

was

tion, the

basic gross rentals

cbnsidernbly

up from the

were
194<!

trtai of $46,070,210.
With divestiture of partnership
theatre 'moldings threatened in the

Government

anti-trust suit, profits
.

taken by the company from jointly
held hojses are significant. Their
came to $577,466 for the year.
Biggest chunk was derived from
RKO's 50% interest in TrentonNew Brunswick Theatres, amounting to $150,000. SKE Operating.
Ltd., brought in $107,000 and Colorado Orpheum Co., $45,000.
Top paid exec among officerdirectors of the parent org was
Ned E. Depinet, executive veepee,
who copped $107,550 for the year.
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy, was
close behind with $107,070, trailed
by Malcolm Kingsberg, theatre
(Continued on page 22)

total

.

Major company

presideri|ts

and

other top echelon execs will play
host at luncheon next Monday (14)
to Donald Gordon, deputy governor of the Banlc of Canada.
It's
strictly

a

.

•

MPAA

13 Indie Pictures

will turn out during the same
20th and UA Do a Burn
Skouras and Kelly are particular- period, pointing up the new inclinly incensed since 20th owns a ation among major distributors to
chunk of the Gaumont - British bolster their release schedules with
chain and UA a sizeable share of outside product, rather than step
Odeon. They figure that should up honie lot production.
Reason, according to Metro ofgive their companies (Certain vested
rights in playing time. Rank, as ficials, is strictly an economic one.
majority stockholder, doesn't see Because the boxofi'Ice potential is
lower than it was several years ago,
it that way.
UA and 20th have also previous- it's been found that it's less of a
ly protested a pooling arrangement risk to boost the release slate with
for the two chains, although the indie product. Since the production investment by the majors in
(Continued on page 6)
indie films is seldom more than
50%, the gamble is reduced conFilm Execs' Protocol
siderably, Metro, in fact, has no
production money invested in any
of its outside product but will opLuncheonslo
erate on a straight distribution fee.
And French Officials In addition to the four Enter-

LENSING

Push

By EL

on

end of a major com«

distribution

,

Ent s 4 Gives M4i

For '4849 Distrib

ON ANTI-COMMIE

ON MPAA AGENDA

First disclosure of a loss siqc^t^
the, war's end by the production'

Itldie Prods. pany was made this week by RICO
in a report filed with tlie SecuriHollywood, June 8.
ties & Exchange Commission. In
Republic is talking deals with
1947, RKO's picture subsid dipped
two more indie producers Howard into the
red for
Welch and Sam Coslow, to move 140 on domestic a total of $3,556,distribution, it isi
their filming operations into the
disclosed. At the same time, the
valley studio. Deals call for Welch theatre wing
brought in profits' of
to make "Montana Belle" in Tru- $7,023,134.
color and for Coslow to film "Music
Remarkable rally staged by the
City."
distribution outfit during the early
Understood the arrangements months of the current year is highare similar to those accorded Hunt lighted by the SEC report.
Of tlie
Stromberg, who recently estab- first:quarter net totaling $1,345,lished quarters on -the Republic 327,
RKO distributing crashed
lot to produce "Too Late for Tears" through the red with a net
profit
for United Artists release.
of $500,000. It represents _an upswing' Ehi "distrib net" reveriue'" ol'"
$1,000,000, or more, ovet the quioH

2 More

UA

MPAA

My

Rep, Talking Deals With

protests. Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox
chief, is slated to leave New York
by air today (Wednesday) for
huddles with the British film boss.
Murray Silverstone, foreign dept.
veepee, is flying with Skouras.
Deal signed- last ^we^k -for Metro
Arthur W. Kelly,
exesr -v".p7, to "releas^ four Enterprise pictures
returned to the U.S. last week and gives M-G a total of 13 independJoseph McConville, Col foreign ently-produced films for distribuchief, returned Monday (7) after tion during the next year. Figure
protestations which have so far represents more than half as many
proved to be in vain.
as the 24 that the Metro studios

friendly
get-together
marking a visit of the northjofMoney would be advanced the-border
loan.
financier to New York.
by the banks' London branches.
Film companies have recently been
They've virtually all been swatted
cooperating with Canada in atdown, however. Only such loans
member before the pact goes into allowed, as far as can be learned, tempting to reduce its dollar outforce.
McCarthy is expected to are two very minor ones by the lay for pictures by sending crews
up there for location shooting.
headquarters in Guaranty Trust Co.; New York.
return to
Another foreign visitor was
New York by the end of this
guest of honor at a Motion Picture
month, however, before which time
Assn. of America luncheon in New
the other permanent rep will be M-G'S BRIT.
York Monday ( 7 ) He is Georges
named.
Huisman,
chairman of the French
Plan is to appoint as the secPIC Committee on Motion Pictures
for
ond man the London rep of one
He is also
Latest in the growing list of 'anti- the United Nations.
of the big American banks. It is
chief
of
French film censor
Communist
the
pictures
slated
for
profigured tills will lend prestige to
the delegation and also provide duction is '/Conspirator," which office and councillor of state.
Huisman
came
Metro
will
to
the
lens
at
its
British
U.
S.
two
someone highly familiar witli the
intricacies of foreign exchange Elstrec studios in the fall. Arthur weeks ago to huddle with Jean
Control commission Hornblovv. Jr., will produce, with Benoit-Levy, director of films and
transactions.
visual information for the UN( on
consists of two Americans and two Robert Taylor starring.
Film is to be adapted from the services the French motion picone representing the
Britons,
Board of Trade and the other the British novel of the same title, ture industry can render the world
organization.
He sails for home
penned
by
Humphrey
Slater,
which
Treasury.
deals with an English guardsman today ( Wednesday )
who becomes a Communist It's
expected to follow at Elstree "Ed- Special Ballyhoo
Son," now in production,
ward,
'
for
and ''Queen Bess," scheduled to
go on the floor in late summer.
Top British films of J. Arthur
Results of current negotiations
Rank which have been tagged for
in England on finalization of the
distribution
through Eagle
U.
S.
Bergson
Pic Trust
Britisli films pact will be a major
Lion will be handled by a special
Washington, June 8.
item on the agenda of the Motion
When the remanded phases of corps of £L publicists under a plan
Picture Assn. of America board
Max
adopted by
E. Youngstein,
when It meets in New York, Friday the Big Five Motion .picture anti- company's ad-pub veepee. First
trust suit are argued again in New
(111.
step in creating the new group of
Flock of other items, rangmg York, the government's end will flacks has been taken by Youngfrom a progress report of a cur- be under new management. Herr stein with the hiring of Marie Van
rent survey being made by the bert A. Bergson has been named Slyke, formerly with Universal,
to
on television, to hearing to bead the Anti-Trust Division, push ballyhoo on "Oliver Twist"
appeals from a title arbitration, succeeding John F. Sonnett, who and "Red Shoes."
Session resigned recently to resume; the'
are also on the slate.
Scheme is similar to one adopted
promises to be a long one, going practice of law in New York.
Bergson has been a special as- last year by Paramount and subseinto gear at 10 a.m.
quently dropped.
Kach newlyprexy, si.stant to Attorney General Tom
Erie Johnston,

BRITISH NEGOTIATIONS

RKO First to Report Postwar Distrib
LossinUl;lnRed$miifor'47

T
American company tdppers are
openly angered by what they term

8.

:

5wi-4^fbat-"eatr"lii«^^ieSEp

10%

LIMITS r.S. PIX

Top Rank Pix

U.S.

Product Deals

Force Korda to Sign

prise pix, M-G will release 11 other
indie features during the next year*

For 3d

These

include
six
Hal Roach
streamline comedies, first of which
has been earmarked for October;
"Three Godfathers," to be turned
out by Argosy Pictures (John FordMerian Cooper), and two featurelength documentaries. Latter, both
in color, are "Tale of'the Navajos,"

Britisli

Studio

London, June

8.

Pressed to boost his production
capacity because of a number of
joint picture deals with American
companies, Sir Alexander Korda is.
closing a longterm lease for the
British National studios at Boreham
Wood. Completion of the deal will
and give the head of British
Lion thre^

produced by John Haesler,
"The Secret Land," comprising lots for his film-making activities.
footage shot on the 1937 Byrd Ant- Korda already operates Shepperarctic
expedition. .("Discovery," ton and Isleworth studios.
now being released by Film ClasKorda is dealing with the direcsics, is based on .an earlier Byrd torate of British
National,
consist-

junket.)

ing of Sir Henry Richardson, Lady
Besides these, Metro will release and G. M. Yule, Recently,
Herbert
two features made by Louis, de Wilcox dickered for the lot but
Rochement, but the company has that project iEell through.
a co-production deal on them. First
Korda needs the space because
one, "Lost Boundaries," has already of his commitments to David
O.
started rolling on location in New Selznick for four co-produced
films
Hampshire.
and to Samuel Goldwyin for on^.
He is also tied to 20th-Fox on a

GOLDWYN CONSIDERS
MORE LONDON PROD.

straight distribution ticket with the
handling U, S. release of .an
indeterminate, number of Korda'a

latter
pix.

Samuel Goldwyn, who recently
inked a 'pact with Sir Alexander

Korda

COLUMBIA TO PRODUCE

for joint production-distribution of "The Scariet PimperIN
nel," is considering deals for furIf they
ther London production.
Joseph Friedman, Columbia Picare made, however, they will prob- tures chief in England, deferred
ably be in partnership with an his return to London to huddle in
indie British producer or director, New York with Joseph A. McCon^
and call for a greater budget than ville, Columbia International itrez,

ANOTHER

BRITAIN

does the Korda film.
on Anglo-American financial afDeal with Korda provides for fairs and British production plans.
Goldwyn out of Col execs have agreed to turn out
financing by
blocked funds and ownership by another film in England, although
him of American rights to the film. Story; and cast are not set as yet.

Arrangements now being contem-

Initial film

produced in England,

plated also call for financing with "The First Gentleman," is slated
blocked currency, but would give for fall release in the U. S, I»ic
Goldwyn worldwide distribution was directed by Cavalcanti, and
stars JeaniPierre Aumont, John
rights.
Goldwyn has been studying sev- Hopkins and Cecil Parker. It was
hired EL drumbeater will be as- eral package possibilities for the adapted from Norman Ginsbuiy's
and his staff will come up from C. Clark and has been with the signed om! or two pix far in
ad- London production. They'd prob- play in which Robert Morley
Washington for the board con- Justice Department for the past
vance of actual release.
starred.
ably include story and players.
12 years.
y

MPAA

•

.

Clave.

.

'

'
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We«Ine8tlay,

Rudung Prints for June 14 AngIo-U.S.
Deadline, Plus
Pix, Creates
Film Industry

is

More Army Training

New Raw Fdm Shortage

again bedeviled-

Raibonm

Address N.J.

to

Under

Paul Ralboura, Paramount veepee who supervises company's teleamong other
activities
viision
chores, has accepted an invitation
to speak before the annual convenJersey
Allied in Deal
New
tion of
Raibourn's subject will
.lune 28.
be the effect of television on small
theatres.

scarcity of raw stock.
Number of other film biggies
Aide to Talk
print materials wliich O'Dwyer
will attend the confab which, runs
cropped up intermittently during
from June 28-30.
Eastern Prod, at
—
immediateperiod
the
war
and
the
Judge Edward C. Maguire, coly following has now grown to ordinator of Mayor William K.
the point where major film com- O'Dwycr's .film committee, will be

by an acute

The pinch on

AMPA

,

'

(

.

panies have been forced to cut
the number of 35m prints. Scarcity
Is even worse on 16m stock, with
company officials describing the
situation as "murderous."

the gue.>t speaker at the 3Znd annual installation luncheon for officers of the Assn. of Motion PicAdvertisers at the Hotel
ture
Astor, N. Y., June 17. Max K.

SPG's

.

,

%owdown

..

Cant Pace With 'Dream
House' Bldg. Ballyhoo
Selznick Releasing Organization's
erecting
of
stunt
exploitation
to plug "Mr, Bland-

fing their bill envelopes with plugs
for their exhibitions in the houses

(and, incidentally, for the film).
Stunt is undoubtedly one of the
largest of its kind ever pulled oil.
There were houses going up in 62
Most of them
cities at last count.
Washington, June 8.
The month ending April 10 saw are being raffled off for local characcounts for additional
a fair amount of insider transac- ities, which
Builders bear
newspaper space.
tions in motion picture stocks,
only
topped by buys of Herbert J. Yates, the whole cost of erection,
being organiimaccording to the report released by charge on SRO
Exchange Com- tional overhead.

YATES' REP. BUY TOPS

INSIDER TRANSACTIONS

the Secmities and
mission last week'.
Y a t e s Republic president,
bought 22,387 shares of the com,

pany's .50c par common, to boost
his holdings to 73,687. The report
disclosed also that in February he
had purchased an additional 12,89.5
Shares of Associated Motion Picture Industries, Inc.i lifting his total in that firm to 20,885.

Theatre Mgrs. Guild Fil^
Vs.

RKO

in

Pact Tiff

Hartley law.

As a

result,

it

will

be denied protection of the Na-

J. Whitney Peterson bought 500, and now has 2,000.
Wilfred J. Eadie, who had held
exactly one share -of 20th-Fox no
par common, bought another 100
during the month. Donald A.
Henderson also bought 100, giving
him 110 shares of 20th.
A transaction of last February
in which Austin 0. Keough sold
1,000 shares of Paramount $1 common was also repoi-ted during the
month. Keough kept only 500
shares. In a series of three transactions; Norton y. Hitchey sold
1,800 shares of his Monogram
common^ but retained' 5,984 shares.
Loew's, Inc., steadily buying in on
Loew's Boston Theatre, managed
to pick up another 71 shares in
the month. It now owns 123.104
shares of the corporation.
Jack
Cohn unloaded 500 shares of Columbia common which he had held
through a trust. Abraham Montague sold 30O shares «f his common stock holdings in the company.

,

'

visory personnel, were no longer
eligible for union organization. "The
guild's previous two'year pact with
expired April 15.

RKO

Par's Buy-lBS
Continued from page S

;

holdings

are

worth

s

$14,-

500,000.

Stock-buys suddenly dropped to
zero following the May 3 high
court ukase. In all of May, Par
picked up a total of 8,700 shares
against an average of 50,000 for
the preceding months.
Avowed purpose of the stock
acquisitions was to enable Par to
offer its shares in return for the
atre interests of its partners.

the

fendants

that.

clanns

m

^
de-

rented

.shift

in

Eagle

biifies
Lion'.s pro-

I

,

rule of the statutory court,

it
held that any joint holdings
which violated monopoly laws
must be dissolved by sale of the
major company's interest

Russ-Made Pic

in

film

m

son in f-rondon for Sir Alexander
Korda, will be British press contact for Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney
Bernstein's
'transatlantic
indie
unit. Transatlantic will send "Under Capricorn," Ingrfd Bergmanstarrer, before the cameras in England this summer.
Liaison with
the American press for the unit
will be named in New York within
the next few days.
Hitchcock, who arrived in the
S. over the weekend, planes
New York to the Coast today
(Wednesday). Hie'Ii be there about
two or three weeks, shooting backgrounds for "Capricorn" and making a trailer for "Rope," which he
U.

from

recently completed
Bros, release. Miss

for Warner
Bergman will

When accompany him when he returns to

Supreme Court nixed the 95%

—5%

Charged with criminal infringement of copyrights on lour films,
Henry -L. Brook and Joseph Albino this week entered a not guilty
plea in Brooklyn Federal district
court before Judge Harold M. KenIndictment of Brook and
nedy.
Albino was handed down May 27
currently
as a result of the drive
being conducted by the FBI aeainst

UA

with

stock

Pair Plead Not
In 'Bootleg' 16in Dates

I).

S. distribution tieups similar to that
now existing between EL and

became Walter Wanger.

Another anti-Soviet
tional Labor Relations Board durof court litigation lust
ing new pact talks with the ma- the subject
when Artkino Pictures, disjors slated to open next month, week
of Russian-made films in- the
trib
conold
prior to expiration of the
filed action in the N. Y.
S.,
U,
tracts on Sept. 27.
:,
supreme court to restrain Film
The film companies, as fore- Classics from distributing "Will It
shadowed by UA's plicy, are tak- Happen Again?" Artkuio claims
ing a flat stand against negotiating
that the pic unauthorizedly includes
with any union failing to comply insertions of newsi-eel
footage
with Government regulations. With
made in the Soviet Union.
both SPG and SOPEG remaining
Gist of the complaint is that
adamant in their positions, a show- Artkino is sole distiib in the II. S.
down between the guilds and man- for all Russian-made footage and
agement is held to be a certain dethat no scenes shot there can be
velopment during the next couple
No
inserted without its consent.
of "months. Preliminary skirmishmoney damages are sought.
es have already taken place in the
the
at
currently
"Happen,"
form of SOPEG picket lines at the Rlalto; N. Y., is a compilation of
Globe and Mayfair theatres on
newsreels and captui-ed German
releases are
Broadway where
footage revolving afound the homebeing shown.
life of Adolf Hitler with a lastMeanwhile, white eoUarite Lo- real slap at tlie Soviets.
'The
cal H'-63, Internationa! Alliance of Iron Curtain," 20th-Fox's leadoffi
Theatrical Stage Emplcyees, which anti-Russe opus, is also on the removed into UA over SOPEG's jur- ceiving end of litigation based on
isdiction, is continuing to press for the claim that its music was boran early union shop election un-' rowed '""from
composers
Soviet
der NL^B auspices. Preliminary without their okay.
talks between Local H-63, UA
Attempt of the four Russ comexecs and NLRB officer Arthur posers to block "Curtain" took a
Younger are set for tomorrow setback this 'week when N. Y. suiThui-s.).
Cun-ently, neither union preme court justice Edward R.
has legal status at UA,
Koch denied the quartet's applicaOperating under its present tion for a temporary injunction.
contract, SPG is continuing to Court declared the music is in the
press for siilary Inci-eases for its public domain and enjoys no copymembers. Under a wage reopening right protection. He al.so nixed
clause, wage tilts ranging from the contention that 20th was vio$5.50 to $20 were awarded to 50 lating authors' moral rights.
Warner Bros, publicists by an arD i t r i Shostakovich, Aram
bitration board on Monday (7). Khatchaturian,
Serge Prokofieff
Similar arbitrations between SPG and Nicolai Miaskovsky are inand Paramount and RKO are now volved in the action. Decision is
under way.
not expected to foreclose Artkino
since that outfit claims contractual
rights in the U. S.
Columbia, SPG Settle Up

Hollywood, June 8.
Charging RKO Theatres Corp.
War between Goltmibia and tlie
refusal to negotiate a new
Screen Publicists Guild ended with
union contract, Motion Picture
invitations to tour discharged flacks
Theatre Operating Managers' &
to return to work. Two of them,
Ass't Managers Guild filed formal
There was an unusual amount of charges against the company yes- Frank Daugherty and Don Boutytrading in Trans-Lux Corp dollar terday (Tues.) before the New ette, accepted the invitation; two
par common during the period. York State Labor Relations Board, more, John Strauss and Chip
Norman Elson bought 2,000 sharesv George Dunn, managers guild prez. Clearly, refused to go back.
upping his total to 2,900. A. D. alleged the company Mjfis using the
Studio also agreed not to fire any
Erickson purchased 800 shares to Taft-Hartley law improperly in more publicists until the expiration
go to a total of 1,400. Emit Fried- trying to duck out or signing a of the current SPG contracts After
lander sold 500, dropping to 2,000. new pact covering 130 managers that, there may be more warfare.
and Percival E. Furber purchased in the circuit's 42 theatres in- the
1,000, giving him 2,800 shares at New York city and Westchester
Transatlantic Sets
the end of the period. Aguila Giles county area.
bought 700 shares, giving him 900
RKO broke off talks with the
Golding as Press Aide
altogether, while Edwin G. Lau- guild
several months
ago on
David Golding, who resigned
der, Jr., unloaded 5,000, but still grounds that managers, as superlast week as American press liairetained 5,000.

Major

duction program, which would see
he junking of all low-budget pix
that fall to scale the $500,000
marker, is a probable as a result
of recent studio huddles.
The
switch is tentatively set to take effet't at the beginning of the year.
It includes within it plans lor a
strf)ng drive to increase sub.stiintially the number of top indie pro'
a'ltcers releasing tlirough the compaiW.
Blueprint would have EL concentrate on exploitation pix, ranging from S500.000-$750,000, while
films running into bigger figures
would be farmed out to indies
working on the lot EL has been
highly successful with pix such as

An

'Biandings' Playdating

Ings Builds His Dream House" has
mushroomed so unexpectedly that
it's Creating a considerable problem in booking the film. SRO's
aim is to take advantage of the
publicity by dating the pic a week
or so after the "dream house"
Because of
opens' in each city.
building difficulties making it frequently impossible to predict exactly when a house will be finished,
sales department is finding it hard
to tell when to take dates.
"Dream house" idea has even
surprised SRO flacks in the amount
of free plugging it has accounted
Ford Motor Car Co., for infor.
stance, is posting 24-sheets ticing
up with the film in large areas for
the~ privilege of having its new
model in "dream house'' garages.
was first felt two months ago. Likewise, electric power and tele-,
Since then, it's grown increasingly phone companies have been stufacute.

E Busheroo; Seek Top
Guilty

the U. S.
Prosecution

WonU

Pix

Columbia's
"Gilda," 20th-Fox's "Leave Her to
Heaven," Metro's "Bad Bascomb* "Red
Stallion"
and
"T-Men,"
and Republic's "Murder in the which fall within the first bracket.
Music Hall."
Arthur Krim, EL prexy, and his
chief
production
aide,
Aubrey
Schenck, Avouid supervise both
homemade films and those handled
Artkino Sues to Halt
by outsiders.
homeoffices.
.iors'
Number
indie
of
ace
Reedited
film-makers
Allegedly
SPG has refused to file anti-Comhave approached the company on
munist affidavits under the Taft-

tS^^^^ d^n^i'-S

model homes

Get

unauthorized 16m fihn showing

With N.Y. Majors

One company which ordiniarily Youngstein, Eagle Lion pub-ad
consumes 1,000^00 feet of raw chieftain, who was recently elected
Screen Publicists Guild of New
Stock weekly has been cut by 50% AMPA pre\y, will head the roster
York, taking a cue from the curBoth
requirements..
35m requuemems,.,
its aam
on Its
-,ffi,.p,.c i„ toe installed.
rent scuirife between the Screen
plans to outline his Office & Professional Employees
Maguire Vu^nl
promoting
committee's progress in
Guild and United- Artists over a
considerably in the past couple eastern film produttion, and will
new union contract, is getting set
of months. On narrow-gauge stock give a detailed report on studio
for a life-or-death battle to stay as
the labs are allocating a certain f nllties in the New York, area.
rep for the 450 flacks in the mafootage to each company.
Like SOPEG,

Terrific boost in print require^
ments of companies pushing product into Britain is believed to be
the big reason for the latest shortnge. With a June 14 deadline set
by the Anglo-American peace accord as the date when Yank pix
can move freely into England, all
companies have been building up
large backlogs of prints for shipment'there.
"
Ordinarily; print requirements
for the British market would be
filled in England after the negaHow'tive was shipped overseas.
ever, cu .rent facilites in Britain,
already faxed by the demands of
native Slmmakers, are fnsufficient
to meet the sudden accelerated demand. Hence, American distribs
are doing their printing here.
Stockpiling by the Government
is said to be a second factor. With
the armed services planning a tremendous production of training
films and other branches of the
healthy
requiring
Government
chunks of rawstock, Federal buying of rawstock has hit a peacetime peak.
Company execs say the pinch

M-Budget

Exhibs on Theatre Tele

Britain.

Hitchcock disclosed in New York
would make "Capricorn'
with much 'the same technique as
"Rope," hy "Which lengthy sequences are shot without cuts.
that he

Plan, as now envisaged, calls for deals only where
EL is able to acquire a piece of the
6)
through either bankrolling or
the granting of studio facilities.
In the latter instance, company
wants to carry studio overhead and
print costs in lieu of actual cash

:

.

m

advances.

The changeover would be a
drastic one for EL since it is currently turning out a sizable block
of low-budgeters along with more
expensive product It inherited a
program of cheapies when it absorbed the, PRC production unit
last year.
The swing to higherpriced product is being hypoed \ts
a strong lineup of British releases
which the company is obtaining
from

J. Arthur Rank.
Of the 25 films now completed
but unreleascd or in work,
are
ventures with indie

U

partnci'ship

These include five
which Wanger plans to make within the year.
Otliers are "Twelve
Against the Underworld," "Let's
Live a Little," "Hollow Triumph,"
"Northwest Stampede," "The Big
Cat" and "These Were Mv Order.s."

producers.

Rank's Curbs
Continncd from page 5 :

,

Fox board

finally

gave

its

approval

to the setup after a personal appearance before it by Rank earlier
this spring. Skouras reportedly will
Rank's exhibition
huddle

with

execs on the working put of thisarrangement.
Cut in playing time allotted U.S.
films by Rank is thought by Yank
distribs to be tied up with the
exhibitor quota law now pending
in Britain. It has been reported
that the figure to be fixed will
ftllied-TOA
provide that theatres must play
Continued from page 3 ss
domestic product as much as 45%
1948, an Allied official indicated. or 50% Of the available screen
"No one is being sandbagged," it's time.
Quota is now 17',4%. with more
said, but a raft of inquiries in unorganized sectors have been for- than a quarter of all exhibs in dewarded to the rcgionals for action. fault on it, according to latest
.statistics,
bc^cause there weren't
Expansion Move
'With 18 theatre groups now af- enough British pix to fill the time.
filiated with National Allied, im- However, although there are no
mediate goal has been set at 21 signs of it yet, it is apparently
units.
First campaigns are plan- hoped by the British that (hey caii
ned in the northwest and tilie up production to meet the new
Georgia and South Carolina areas. quota. The alternatives arc to
Wherever the PCCITO isn't active shade down the figure, overlook
in the west. Allied intends to move the defaults (as has been done in
the past) or go big for domestic
in.
Allied drive is regarded as in- reissues, which is hardly profitable,
ftoeked 6 Months Ahead
evitably leading to a struggle with
TOA which is also hot after mem- Scarcity of playdates allotted by
bers. Fh-st battle of that kind re- Rank for the rest of 1948 is said
cently flared in St. LoufS where due to the fact that, under the
Andy Dietz, former .secretary Of British system of booking six
TOA in St. Louis, has been taken months ahead, most ol the screen
on by Allied to break ground for time is filled.
that org.
Playing" time designations for
Bietz is invading the
home territory of Fred Wehren- next year wiU permit distribution
berg, board chairman of TOA and of only about one-fourth of the.
head of the Missouri Theatre Own- American pix released in England
in the past.
ers Assn.
Ordinarily, Yank
Tied to the fight is the yet Un- distribs send over everything they
charted results of the Government have.
anti-trust action.
As it is, in addition to the two
Allied claims
credit for persuading the Dept of Bank circuits, the only outlet for.
Justice to bring the initial action American films is the Associated
and is the strongest proponent of British Cirouit, which uses. Metro
theatre divorcement. TOA, on the and Warner Bros, product.
,
other hand, doesn't favor judicial
The lockout by Rank is, w
axing of theatres and entered the course, very serious to UA and Col.
suit only to oppose competitive They formerly got moro than 20 /e
from
bidding.
rentals
of
If the decree's results
their total fihn
are favorable to indie exhibs, Al- Britain and, if unable to jimmy
lied stands to gain. If it doesn't, open a crack in Rank's dsbestos
TOA will gain the political capital. curtain, will suffer, heavily.
.•

WedncBtlajr,
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FILM BIZ CH ASED TO SUBURBS
Compromise by Reducing Rentals
1

Way to

Confronted

with

Liquidate Pix

growing

CUES

on Shelves

Prod. Unit in Bid for Leadership

ex-

high fiim
rentals in a period of slumping
boxoff ice grosses, most of the

liibitor resistance against

Paul White Into Shorts

'

Paul White, former European
major distibs have begun to reduce their rental demands. The representative for Selznick Releasmajors liave found that deference ing Organization, has gone into

Theatre audiences are "decenHalted by the war, the
trend away from midtown housesin favor of those in outlying areas

has picked up again at an alarming

rate, according to major circuit
demands for lower ren- shorts prodnction in New York. execs. Similar move from city to
tals is the only way to liquidate He has set up headquarters at the suburbs is
a notable current phebookings on the super-budgeters Movietone News studios under the nomenon not only in films,' but of
tag Of Paul White Productions,
still on their shelves.
Inc.

Fight between theatre operators;
and distribs over rentals, which
has always been an integral part
of the industry, reached its peak
during the last several months,
With production costs still high
and the foreign market still
snafued despite settlement of the
British tax problem, the majors be-

the entire retail business.

.

by July. Charles R. Senf, formeron the Selznick technical staff,

ly
is

supervising film editor.

Central aTFasTsTiinost cities have
become so congested with
and so troublesome to get
to that the natural tendency of the
potential patron is to aim the
other way. As a result, he headsfor a nearby house to which he can
walk; or the suburban theatre
which offers parking space; or a
trafl'ic

Mass Sales Meets

Bow

to Regionals

Unauthorized

TV

Theatres Would

its

fight

authorized theatre television picktechnological development inher- ups of its T'V programs, NBC alent in the growth of cities and one ready has selected a radio precethat can't be stayed. It's a trend, dent to back its claims that such
Mass sales meetings of the ma- however, they declare, that must pickups would represent "piracy"
jor film companies have appar- be met with new thinking on the if the situation is ever brought to
ently become victims of the indus- relationships of theatres, runs and court.
try's retrenchment policy. Unwill- bookings.
If it's» not butted headIn his first press intervievit taking to foot the expense of round- on this year, it will certainly have ing over as the web's tele chief,
ing up their total sales forces for to be met next year or the year NBC veepee Sidney N. Strotz rethe once-standard week-long shin- after, they say. as the automobile called last week that a competing
dig, the majors have now em- population grows.
station in Pittsburgh once had
barked on a policy of holding reattempted' to pick up and rebroadHigh Admissions Factor Also
gional meets periodically throughThe trend away from center-city cast baseball games aired by NBC's
out the country. In that way only
Web. claiming the other
theatres has reached its peak in KDKA,
the sales manager and one of two
New York, one exhib topper de- station had invqded its copyright,
of his homeoffice assistants do the
clared, but the downbeat of Broad- took the case to court, where it
traveling.
\
way business compared with that was decided in NBC's favor.
Survey of the major distribs re- of the nabes in the territory is reStrotz_ predicted
"tremendous
veals that the only occasion for a
flected to a lesser extent in first- possibilities" for theatre tele but
mass sales meet in the immediate
runs throughout the country. He declared that ''nobody will televise
future will be a final briefing to
added that high admission prices a fight or the conventions or any
all staffers on the Supreme Court's
in the downtown houses were prob- NBC shows into theatres ^without
anti-trust decision. Since the nuably a contributing factor to the our express permission." To date,
ances of the decision have not yet
he said, no theatre operators have
"decentralization" move.
been sufficiently clarified by any
He resought that permission.
Trend to the community theaof the companies' legalites, such
vealed that NBC has granted an
ala meet isn't looked for until late tre and drive-in, it is said, has
okay to Paramount to transcribe
ready reached worrisome proporfall or winter. Even then, the poiilive' shows on its film
the
web's
mid-city houses
sibility that the statutory court, tions for owners of
recording system.
That's been
to which the decree has been re- and threatens, within a couple done only for test purposes,, he
turned,
might institute further years, to become alarming.. What's said, and Par has no permission
changes in sales procedures is ex- kept the development from getting to transmit the resultant films onto
more attention is the multiplicity its theatre screens.
(Continued on page 22)
of other problems faced by the

In

sales

Alley."

With the drive now only a week
the company has already
old,
chalked up more bookings for this
month than for any previous June

Economy Move

AM

Much of the success of the drive is believed directly attributable to the fact that 20th
rental demand.
its
trimmed
has
in its history.

Slidirig Scales

Survey of the major sales chiefs
reveals that the establishment o£
a sliding Scale may be the only
reduced rentals.
to
alternative

Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers has laid constant stress
scale selling, claiming such a
lets each picture stand or

system

on .its own merits and so is
most equitable to all concerned.

fall

a result, Metro's rentals have
continued strong, despite the general dip in theatre receipts.
Distrib toppers report they'll
continue to exact rentals as high
from
•as 50% on their top product
time to time. Unlike the practice
of last year, however, when such
demands went out to the field in
blanket orders from the homewill
office, top rentals henceforth
be determined only after each pic*
ture is given test engagements. In

.

As

house operators, who are, in many
cases, the major companies. Faced
with the bigger headache of a
CITIZEN
Supreme Court decision whicli
might cause them to lose their
VIDEO BID
Second- thought department has theatres altogeUien they haven't
Letter has gone out from 20th»
apparently already begun to take had time to worry abotit lesser
that 'i'ay. the sales chiefs feel, their
Fox to all company stockholders to
hold in the rash of enthusiasm by trends.
field men will have definite results
determine
whether
they
are Amerfilm interests'to get into television..
The flock of anti-trust suits, ican citizens. Seems that the Fedwith which to back up their pitch
Initial instance of a backing away major
and minor, in the past
to exhibs.
from the lusty infaht of show biz, couple years, has also contributed eral Communications Commission
grant
television
perrefuses,
to
a
after making a lunge at it, is the to a ducking of the "decentralizawithdrawal by the Interstate Cir- tion" problem by the major com- mit to any corporation unless at
least 7o% of the stockholders are
$10,000,000 IN FIX
cuit, of Texas, of its plans for a panies.
Since meeting the trend
citizens.
applying
for
With
20th
TV station in Dallas.
of patronage away- from the downU-I
Bob O'Donnell, Interstate top- town filmeries involves shortening tele grants in San Francisco, Boston and Seattle, it requested its
per, is understood to have taken first-runs, higher rentals in the
Hollywood, June 8.
shareholders
answers
to
to
mail
in
With four pix now lensing and a second look at the cost sheet for naljes and many other problems the query immediately.
tliree more due to start by next erection and operation of a station which are almost automatically beIn a letter signed by prexy
Tuesday (151, Universal-Interna- and decided "not yet." O'Donnell's ing taken care of by the anti-trust Spyros Skouras accompanying the
the "decentralization"
tional will have $10,000,000 worth enthusiasm cooled when he fig-, decisions,
ured it would set back the circuit activity is actually only getting question, 20th, pointed out that
of fdms before the cameras.
"Family at least $500,000 for the .original secondary attention from major "your company has no doubt that
of
quarter
Current
this is so (that 75% ^re U. S. citiHoneymoon," "Countess of Monte installation, plus upwards ttf $100,- execs.
zens) because less than 1% of the
Cristo," "The O'Flynn" and "You 000 a yearr—for an indeterminate
Midtown runs still account, of stockholders live abroad, but the
Gotta Stay Happy" will be joined .number of years—for operation,
course, for' the largest portion of FCC procedures require more posby "Mexican Hayride," "Black; Interstate exec, it is understood, overall film rentals. New. trend is itive proof." Letter stressed that
"
"
"
feels that the prospect of a payoff noticeable, however, in that the i-aVelvet" and "Griss Gross."
"failure to reply may deprive your
on the huge investment is so far in tio of' income
from outlying company of opportunities in the
the futuri! that the chain cduld bet- houses, including the drive-ins, is
television broadcast field."
ter put the money to use elsewhere. building in proportion to that from
Five Exhib-Cbiseling
Another factor in the withdrawal the first-runs.
The center-city
Suits Dropped in ProV. of Use application, it is thought, dates also, it is figured, will al- PinerThomas to Make
from
anthe
howeyer, may result
ways retain their advertising and
Providence, B. I., June 8.
nounced intention of the Federal publicity value, so that even if the
3 A's Yearly for Par
Five separate perceniage-chisel(Continued on page 22)
runs are getting shorter and less
Hollywood, June 8.
ing suits involving 'five majors and
profitable at the b.o. they retain a
Pine-Thomas will keep on makfour New England theatres have
great deal of importance for other ing pictures for Paramount, but not
A.C.'s Tele Theatre
been ended in federal court here
reasons.
the modest-budgeters they have
Atlantic City, June 8.
upon filing of stipulations in each
been turning out for eight years,
A television theatre is planned
case that the defendant exhibitors
numbering 52 in all. Their new
paid up all amounts due. The for this summer at the Steel Pier's
contract calls for three "A" proplaintiff distributors moved that Ocean theatre, formerly devpted to
Other
ductions annually,, starting with
motion pictures.
the cases be dismissed.
Where the accent is on Pic"El Paso," in color.
It will have a screen comparable
Companies bringing the actions
tures-Television, those stories
The two Bills still have one lowwere Paramount, Loew's, 20th-Fox, in size to the average pic-house
are department<alized on this
budgeter to deliver under the old
also call for a simRKO and Warners. Defendants in screen.. Plans Ilamid's
page.
pact. Their decision to go in for
pier, which
the suits were the Palace, Gem and ilar setuji on
Attention is also dravm to
"A" productions exclusively was
will be the site of an International
Thornton theatres in Arctic, R.
other special T'V stories in the
the result of their success with
and Weymouth theatre in Wey- Exposition scheduled to open
Radio Dept., pages 28-29.
"Albuquerque," filmed la$t year.
June 29.
mouth, ]VIa$s.

INTERSTATE STALLING

,

BEFORE

20TH WANTS

ON DALLAS TELE BID

,

PROOF ON

CAMERAS

basis.

Since the
business
of

company
making

in the
pictures,"

"is

to ban un- Livathes

Exhi]jition execs view this as a

itself

Out to take the lead among nia^
jor film companies in television
activities, 20th-Fox is preparing to
enter a new phase of the business
with the establishment of a special
film production unit for TV work
exclusively at the Fox Movietone
studios, N. Y.
Unit will be prepared to make any kind of film
for tele on assignment from broads
casters, rr ad agencies, according
to 20 teie production director Peter
Levathes.
Entry into production of filnts
especially for tele gives 20th a 'toehold in four separate phases of the
industry and-points up the bullish
opinion regarding TV of prexy
Spyros Skouras, The first and only
one of the major companies to produce a daily newsreel for video,
20th also now has three tele station permits pending before the
Federal Communications Commission and is currently working to
put its theatre tele system on a
commercial

Be Tiracy : Strotz
Continuing

drive-in.

with several unliquidated pix on
its hands, including such heavybudgeters as "Captain from Cas-

on

can park the family conveyance conveniently close-by and
they

for free.

now

Heading into the

'

:

Is

.

"Nightmare

8.

—

peoples of the Pacific titled "This

Exhibs, on the other
vestments.
band, have complained vociferously that, with the boxoffice in a
slump, they can't pay the same
terms they did in recent years.
That a reduction in rental demands may eventually pay olT
even for distribs has already been
supported by the recent sales rec-

and

Hollywood, June

Plans for 52 video features of
27-minutc length each, to be released on basis of one a week, are
announced by video producer Ben
Initialler rolls Aug. 1,
Finney.
with Finney planning to make two,
pix weekly for following 26 weeks.

Back of the shift, it's said, is the
for current seasons calls
First 26 will include 13 Robert
human interest briefies on automobile a point made igvident LoUis Stevenson narratives. Finby
the
present
mushrooming ney will produce on Hal Roach lot.
Your World." William Winter growth of the drive-in. Aside from No sponsor is set.
It is ex- actual auto theatres, however, audiwill direct and narrate.
pected to have the first three ready ences are favoring those' where
Slate
for 13

lieve they're entitled to top rentals
as the only way to recoup their in*

tile""

Finney's Video Pix

tralizing,"

to exhib

ord of 20th-Fox.
Andy Smith anniversary
drive' last month, 20th found

^-Fox Preps Siiedai TV Fib

said, the tele film unit
will serve basically as an adjunct
to 20th's regular functions.
He
declined to estimate production
costs of such pix, declaring that
.

would depend obviously on the
type of show wanted, how much
of the footage could be recruited
from the Movietone film library
and how much had to be lensed
fresh, as well as the caliber of talent used. He added, however, that*
20th hopes to work out an arrangethe usual

ment

different
plus basis.

from

cost-

Twentieth expects to retain full
most of the TV pix, Le-

rights to

vathes said, and will license them
for use by broadcasters, same as
the company books and distributes
its
regular
theatrical
product.
There's no way of determining yet
how much of the production cost
will be passed on to the sponsor
or broadcaster if 20th retains aU
rights. That, according to Levathes,
is something that must be worked
out through negotiation as well as
experience.
On certain assignments, he pointed out, it's obvious
that 20th will turn over all rights,
to the purchaser of the films.

Company

is

also prepared joint-

ly to tackle programming ideas
with ad agencies or clients, Levathes declared, and already has
a prepared list of program ideas
for submission to agencies.
He
claimed that 20th's film library is
the largest in the world, which
would make the company especially well-equipped to turn out inexpensive tele film packages. Levathes emphasized, however, that
both broadcasters and agencies
still had to revise upwards
their
thinking on program costs before
20th could afford to enter the business on a paying basis.

KAHN INTO FULLTIME

I

FOX

!

-

,

TEE

OPERATION

Twentieth-Fox took

its first

step

in preparation for television station operation this week with the
assignment of Irving B. Kalm,

heretofore
ager, to

radio

work

full

publicity

time in

man-

tele.

Under present plans, the company's station operations will be
supervised by Alfred E. ("Doc")
Morton,
recently
named
TV
operations director.
Kahn will
work
tions

under him as TV staand programming manager,

directly

although

the

title

definitely set yet.

hasn't

been

Peter Levathes,

shorts subjects sales manager, will
continue as chief of 20th's tele pro-

duction department.
Kahn's successor in

the

radio

publicity department hasn't yet
been- determined, according to adSchlaifer.

pub chief Charles

I

|

(

TV News

$450,000 LOSS in 2 Texas Fires
Long view, Texas, June 8.

Texas theatre here destroyed by
in the biggest blaze in local
with damage of $350,000.
At Cameron, the Milam also was
destroyed in a blaze that did an
estimated $100,000 damage to business section.
fire

histox-y

—

——

.
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Los Angeles, June 8. Major attention this week is going to "Homecoming," which kicked

Bet

"Are You With

It,"

will

lifceij'

Warm

$14,000, 'Furnace

Cool

22G, 'Hofiday' Slow lOG

In six houses, mostly smaU-seaters.
tions,

Dqis; 'Casbah'

in five Jocapassably

Detroit,

l>e oiily

June

8.

WitJi only three new films in
"Staad-In" and "Foreign Con*- town this week, biz is failing to
C^ndent," reissue combo, vAll hit stage any big pickup. Big nosemedium but profitable $19,500 ia dive of all groases remains unexfour small houses.
plained.
Fox with "Fuiy at Fur-

'

"Fort Apache" and "Emperor nace Creek" looks fairly good but
Waltt" are leading the holdovers, "Casbah shapes better at Broadbeing strong (or post-holiday week, way-iCapitol.
each in two spots. £aeh picture wiU
Bstimates for This Week
land near 540,000 in second frames.
Adams (Balaban) 0,740; 70-95)—
"SUver River" is down to $24,000
Holiday" (M-G). ModerIn third session for three atua- "Summer
ate $10,000. Last week, "State ot
tions.
Union" (M-G) (5th wk), oke $4,500.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway-Capitol (United - De'

'

Belmont <FWC)
"Coroner Creek"

Summer DoUnmis Hit Hub; 'Amia' Oke

FAIR 11€

Buifalo, June 8.
Takings are mild currently, with
holdovers Burling. Best new film
looks to be "Silver Riyer" at thfe
Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
Builalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)-"Homecoming" (M-G) l2d wk).
Down to $12,000 after smash $20,-

mm,
Key

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
—"Silver River" (WB) and "Arthur
Takes Over" (20th). Okay $14,000,
Last week, "Unconquered" (Par),
$13,000.
(2,100;
(Shea)
llipp
'^Wallflower" (WB) and

and Woman" (WB)

1% "Noose' High 236

&osses

Boston, June 8,
With good weather holding up
here and too many holdovei>s. it
looks as though sununer doldrums have really arrived. Several
smaller houses have come up with

City

theatres, chiefly first runs, tncluding N. Y.)
„, ,

Total Gross Same Week
$2,841,000
.
Last Year
(Based o« 20 citic!, 199 fico.

40-70)—
"Country
Do-

trcs)

irci.«sue).

ing nicely at $8,500 or near. Last
week, "Woman in White" (WB) and
"Argyle Secret" (FC), $7,500.
Teck <Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"UnconqiJered" (Par) (m.o.). Oke $4,500
Last week, "Summer
or Close.
Holiday" (M-G) and "Counterfeiter" (M-G) (m.o.), .$3,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"All My Sons" (U) and "For You I
Die" (FC). Modest $11,000 or over.
"Fuller Brush Man"
I.«ist week,

'Forest'

Estimated Total Gross
$2,497,000
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 211

000 last week.

Paramount and Fenway

firstruns.

with "Anna Karenina" and "Counterfeiters." "Noose Hangs High" at
Met. looks solid. "Another Part of
Forest" is oke at Memorial.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,300; 40-80)—
"Sign of Ram" (Col) and "Heart
of Virginia" (Rep) (3d wk). Okay
$5,000 after $6,000 last stanza.

'?mm'

(Col) and "Wreck Hesperus" (Ctol)
(2d wk) fine $11,000.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;

60-$l)—

if. 532;

$14,000,

BUFF.; 'SONS'

fSlOW; 'CtNToier' Ri^gd al $^,000,

«ff to a strong opening. Looks big
jpS$,000 in three theatres for this
"Coroner
Turner-Gable starrer.
Ci«ek", sbmpes to do good $37,000

OKAY

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Blonde
Ice" (FC) (3d wk). Holding up
fairly well at $18,0,00 after okay

Torrid
in

PI

Philadelphia, June

Esquire (M-P) (1,000; 90-$1.25)—
"Paradine Case" (SRO) (4th final
wk).

8.

.

$20,500 second.

last.

So-so $4,000 alter $5,500 for
/'
,

,

,

weekend in more than
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-iBO)—
a month took crowds away from "Anna Karenina" (20th) and "Coundowntown sector and remaining terfeiters" (20th). Okay $7,000.
film Shoppers were cagey. Of new
First clear

Last week, "Hatter's Ciastle" (Par)
troit) (3,300; 70-95)— "Casbah" (U)
40-70)— Ruthless" (EL) and "As- entries, "Furnace Creek" at the
iCol) and "My
and "Waterfront Midnight" (Par),
and "Dear Murderer" (iJ). Very
Bog Husty" <Col). Nice $4,000. Last good $14,000. Last week, "Woman Signed to Danger" (EL). Fairly Fox alohe shapes sock. "Walloffish 4.900.
week. "Raw Deai" <EL) and "As- in White" tWB) with stage unit good $10,000 or thereabouts. Last flower" looks only moderate at the
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)—
si^cd to Danger" (&U i,2d wk-6 headed by Ella Fitzgerald and Har- \Veek, "Fort Apache" (RKO) and Boyd. "All My Sons" continues to "Fanny"
(Indie)
wk).
days), $2,300.
Be»eHf Hills

Music Hall tG&SBlumenleld) (826; 65-$!)—"StandIn" <lndic) and "Foreign Comespondcnt" (Indie) ^reissues). Oke
Last week, "Pour Faces
$3,500.
West" (UA) iZd wk), $2,200.
Carthay Ciwle (FWC) <i,5l8;
4HJ.$lj—"AU My Sons" <U) and "Arthur Takes Over" i20Ui) im.o.).
Light S3.O00 on 6 days. Last week,
"Itoa Curtain" <20th) and "Best
3VIan Wins" (Col) i3d wk), $3,7W).
Chinese (Graumau-WC) <2,G4S;
€0^1)—"Green Grass Wyoming'
(20th)

and ."Counterfeitere" (20tJh)
Down to $5^00 in 4 days,

<2d wk).

last week, mUd $12,400.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$!)—
"Coroner Creek" (Col) and "My

Dog

Rustj'"

Good

(Col).

$5,000.

week, "Baw Deal" (EL) and
"Danger"' (EL) (2d wk-« days), $2,ILast

700.
Downliffffin (WB5 41.800; 60-$!)—
"Silver River" (WB) i3d wk). Oke
$9,000. Last week, $3.3,4SO.

'Doamtan Musie Rail (Blumeaeo-$i)—-"Stand-tB" <Indiei and "Foreign Conrespondent"
<li»die> <reissues>. Pleasing $9,500.
last week, 'Tour Faces West"
(UA) (2d w-k), light S5M0.
Egyptian (FWC) (1^33; 60-$ll—

'ieid? <8T2;

"Homecoming" (M-G). Big

$17,000.
Jjast XNtiek, "B. F.'s Daughter''.
(M-O) (2d wk), fair $7,400.

Key (FWC) (061; G0-$1>—
fia
"Coraner Creek" (Col) and "My
Okay $3,500.
.'Dog Rusty" (ColV
Last week, "Baw Deal" <EL) and
"Danger" (EU iSa wk-« daj-s),
$2,700.
(835; 85-$1.20)

monicats, smart $26,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; TODS)—"Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk).
Okay $12,000 after bang-up $16,000
first

"Smart Politics" (Mono) i2d wk), pack plenty
okay $9,000.
round at the

"River' Sihrery

round.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100;
—"Furnace Creek" i:20th).

70-95)

Fairly

good $22,000. Last week, "Iron
Curtain" (20th) (2d wk) (6 days),

$13,(1 in

Fbed SkHigb

^dy

A

(Boseser)
—Esdoire
^V) <2d wk). Near —
"Hangiy
Last week, good
60-$l»
Four Saar (TJA-WC)
—'TPbe
(2d wk).
One"
Hfill"

$2,700.
(900;
(Col)
iveck, tiini

$2,008.-

Lt)st

Nice

$7,000.
<S«ttM

(968; S0-$1)— "Are
You With It" (U) and "Dear MurLast
iU».
Mild $4,600.
<flerer"
Sons" (U) and
week, "AH
"Arthur Taufccs Over" <20th) <2d
Wfc). light $3,000.

My

iG&S - Blumenfeld)
flawaii
$1,106; «)-$i)—"Stand-In" (Indie)
«nd

Li^t

(reissues),

week,

BMIymod <WB) (2,756; 80-$!)
—"Silver Hiver" tWB) <3d wk).
Last week; above'
Neat ^,000.
Hall (Blumen-

Olusic
feld) <475; 6B-8S)—"^tand-to" <Iadie) and "Foreign Coirespondent*
Okaty $3,080.
(Indie) (reSssuss).

Xast week, "Four Faces W«st" <UA>

'

$2,000.
AMIrkswk),t(FWC)
S828;,

:

,

You With

It" i.V)

ett-'^?—"SAre

ami "Dear Mur-

Last
Fair $4,500.
derer" (U).
week, "All My Sons" tU) and
"Arthur Takes Over" (20th) (2d
wk), slow $3,3(M).
-Xawrel (Bosener) (890; SS)— "The
Idiot" (Indie) (3d wk). Finales at
$1,500. Last week. $2JB0O.

oke

lioew's State (Loews-WC) (2,-404;
fiO-$l)—"Green Grass Wyoming"

—

'

awd '"Coiraterleiters" C20thi» Victor" (WB) (m.o.). So so $1,500
OSd vik). Slow $7,000 in 4 days. or over.
Last ~week, "UnconLast week, $19,800.
quered" (Par) and "Mr. Beckless"
Angele«.'<(irtown-WC). (2,097; -(Par) (2d vk) <m.o.) (8 days) same.
(awii)

tm

— "Oomeoom&ne"
m
Gnat
or
.

C0-$1)

$32,000

"B.F.'s
$9,100.

el<M*,

I>ast itreek,

$1,800.

VmUnA

Arilafa (Pariner) (89S; 50-

Daughter" (M-G) (2d wk), 85)—"Bride

Imyola <FWC}

"Green

- G).

Gi^ass

(1,248;

Goes WUd" <M-G).
Brisk $9,000 or an&at. Last week,
Meeting'' (WB) very thin

60^1)— "Winter

Wywning"

(20th>

$4,700.

"Couateai^ters" (20th) (2d
Guild (Parker) (427; 50-85)-^"AU
wk>. liiice $5,000 in 4 days. Last My Sons" (U> and "Where North
week, $10,200.
Begins" (SG) (m.o.). Fair $1,000.
OivlicmBi iJitamhWC) (2,210: Last week, "Retaecca" <SRO) atad
4041)—"Ooinaec C^edk" <CoU and "Seventh V«il" KUD (reissues)
(Coatinaed oa page 20)
$i^oa
«iDd

Earle (WB)

or

"Money Madness" (FC)

nice $14,-

500 in 5 days.

(20th), $21,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). First time at
pop prices. Fau" $19,000. Last
week, "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G)
and "Port

Said;'

(gol),

$19,000

fancy $23,000.

Paramount (M-P) (17,000; 40-80)
"Anna Karenina" (20th) and
Goldman (Goldman) (1.000; 50- "Counterfeiters"
Good $16,94)—"State of Union" (M-G) (61h 000. Last week, (20th).
"Hatter's Castle"
Wk). Staying up well at $13,000. (Par) and "Waterfront Midnight"
(20th), dull $16,000.

—

Last^eek, $16,000.
(Pur), okay $12,500.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; .'50-94)
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)—
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) (4th "Duel in Sun" (SRO>. Okay $15.wk). Down to $11,500. Last week, 000. Last wedc, "Bride Goes Wild"
$13,000.
(M-G) and "Port Said" (Col), good
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) $16,500.

—

—"Iron
000.

Curtain" (20th).
Last week,

Mama"

Fair $6,-

"Remember

(RKO),

$4.,'500.

Mastbanm (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— 'Hazard'
"Silver.River" (WB) (2d wk). Mild
at $18,500. Last week, good

Nke

$19,000,

.i;29,700.

17iG

Fix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)
"Henrj' V" (UA) (2d wk). Oke $5,San Francisco, June 8.
Biz is generally dull this session,
000. Last week, solid $6,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— b.o. reflecting conditions on the
"Homecoming" (M-G) (4th wk). street. Biggest exception to offish
Still solid at $20,000 or near. Last trend is "Time of Life" which conweek, $24,000,
tinues strong in second week at
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— United Artists. Best newcomer is
"Tarzan and Mermaids" (RKO). "Hazard," which is in for a nice
Hefty $11,500. Last week, "Four stanza at the Paramount.
Faces West" (UA), $9,500.
Estimates for This Week

0€

H^'erage at $11,000.

.Hollywoad

good $14,500.
(2,700; 50-94)— "All
Sons" (U) (2d wk). Fast $25,000
near after great $34,500 last
week.
Fox (20th) (2,250; .50-94)—"Furnace Creek" (20th). Sock $24,000.
Last week, "Green Grass Wyoming"
(4th Wk),

My

'

West"

"'Four Faces
(UA) (2d wk). $2,200.

Last

5,000

first.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Another Part of Forest" (U) and
"Main Stieet Kid" (Rep). Fairly
good $19,000. Last week, "Letters
From Unknown Woman" (U) and

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367: 40-80)
—"Noose Hangs High" (EL) and
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Wall- "Adventures of Casanova" (EL).
flower" (WB). Modest $17,000. Last Solid $23,000. Last week, "Silver
week, "Aich of Triumph" (UA) Riv(!r" iWB) and "Lead Soldiers"

l^i^wer"

$3,600.

after $7,0Q0,

$5,500.

'

CSomespondent"

"Foreign

(Indie)

'

'

.

(WC5

Oke

(2d

second

week
Music Box (fl-E) (1.000; 50-^)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and
Another Part of Forest" (U). Mild
"Port Said" (Col) (m.o.).
Fair
$2,500 or near last week, "Lost $9,500. Last week, "Green Grass Bette Davb Fancy At
Horizon" (Col) and "Adam Four AVyoming" (20th), average $11,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
S(>ns" (Col) (reissues) ni.o.), $1,900,
$18,000, Prov. Standout
"Fuller Brush Man" (Ctol) (m.o.) (2d
Mayfair (Paricer) (1,500; 50-85)
Providence, June 8.
"Seven Sinners" (EL) and "Sut- wk). Solid $8,000 in wake of socko
Bette Davis is landing Ma.iestic
ter's
Gold" <ELt (Reissues) (5 $10,000 opener.
into the top spot with "Winter
Fine $3,500. Last week,
days).
Meeting.
Cut felt all around
"Ruthless" (EL) and "Adventure
Sunday with first summery SabSbrfflking7
Silverado" (Col) l8 days), okay
bath.
Loew's fairly gooci with
$3,800.
"Duel in the Sun" at
scale.
Oricsntal (H-E) (2,000; ^85)—
$13,000 in D.C; Tirate' "Lady Frxim Shanghai" pop
is solid at
'Itemembcr Mama" (RKO) and
Strand.
"Return Wliistler" (Col). (6-days)
286,
Estimates for This Week
Hep
'RiYer Lady'
day-date vith Orpheum. Excellent
Albee
(RKO)
44-65)—
(2,200;
Last week, "Miracle of
$4,500.
Washington, June 8.
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Slippy
Bells" (RKO) and "Port Said
Business is oS from Memorial
(Col), fine $3,200.
Day holiday week, but still click- McGee" (RKO) (2d wk). Strong
First week was wow
OrpfaeuM (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)- ing fairly nice despite a weekend $15,500.
"Bemember Mama" (RKO) and of good weather which kept many $20,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Return WhisHer" (Col), also Ori out doors. Town's best bet is "The
Silver River" (WB) and "Inside
entaL Okay $6,500. Last week. Pirate" which, backed by a strong
"Miracle of Bells" <RKO) and stage bill, looks very solid $28,000. Story" (WB) (2d run). Fair $4,500.
"Port Said" (Col), excellent $7,200. Second week of "Homecoming" I^ast week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th)
Paramount (H-E) <3.400; 30-^5) looks good, as does "Mill on the and "Arthur Takes Over" (20th)
(2d run), snappv $6,500.
^"Grefln Grass Wyoming" (20lh) Floss"
at small-scater Dupont.
Fay's (Fay)
(1,400;
44 - 65)—
and "Docks of New Orleans";
Estimates for This Week
"Thrill of Romance" (M-G) and
(Mono). Good $7,000 or close. Last
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)— vaude on stage.
Fairly good $6,500.
week, "Iron Curtain" (2G1,h) and
"Pirate" (M-G) with vaude. Very Last week, "Rocky" (Rep)
"Arthur Tafees Over" (20th) (2d
and
good $28,000. Last week, "Green vaude on stage, nice $7,500.
wk), good $6,100.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
PlaylMnse *H-E) (1,200; 50-85)— Grass Wyoming" CZOth) with vaude,
"Winter
Meeting"
—"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "To $22,000.
(WB)
and
•'

Last

^,000.

Gncy

disappointing $17,000.
Michisran (U-D) 4.039; 70-95)—
Cincinnati, June 8.
"Silver River" (WB) and "Mister
Overall count for major houses
Reckless" (EL) (2d wk). Satisfac- this stanza is modei-ate and way
tory $16,000 after big $27,000 first under last week's holiday splurge.
'.stanza.
"Silver River'' Is steeaming ahead
Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)— of the three other firstruns to top
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and "Dog the town. "Hora&oming," a hefty
Busty" (Col) <3d wk). Sad $10,000 holdover, is not far behind. Other
after very strong $17,000 second newcomers include "Another Part
week.of Forest," mild; "Panhandle," fair,
United Artiste <U-D) (2,976; 70- and "Adventures of Casanova,"
95)—"B. F.-s Daughter" <M-G). only so-so.
Mid $11,000 after okay $19,000
Estimates for This Week
initial round.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; ."10-75)— "Silver River" (WB). Satisfactory $13,000. Last week. "Hunted" (Mono)
plus Vaughn Monroe orch on. stage
Port;
ie0-94c scale), big $31,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50^75)—
'Anil'
19,500 "Homecoming" (M-G) (2d wk).
Stiong
$1 1,000 folliBwing great
Portland^ Ore., June 8.
$18,000 preem. Holds.
flo|»d of new bills accompanied
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
the overflowing Columbia River,
Panhandle" (Mono). Fairish $7,hot weather, and dayUght saving 500. Last week, "Sununer. Holiday"
time into tlie Poitland area, taking IM-G), $7,000.
a real toll of biz. "I Remember
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,342; 50-75)
Mama," "Arch of Triumph,"
"Adventures Casanova" (EL). So^•Bride Goes Wild" and "Green
sp $6,000. Last week, "Letter UnGrass of Wyoming" are the new known Woman" (U), about same.
filnis doing business.
50-75)—
Lyric (RKO)
(1.400;
l£stuuates for This Week
"Fort Apache" (RKO) (m.o.) 13d
Broadway (Parker) < 1,832; 50-^) wk), three days, and "Bride Frank"Arch of Triumph" <UA); Sturdy enstein" (U) and "Son Franken$9,500. Last week, "All My Sons" stein" (U) (reissues), four days.
lU) and "Where North Begins" Okay $5,500. Last week, "Apache"
did $6,000 on third downtown
(SG>, ^3m.

of wallop in
Earle.

Estimates for This Week
50-94)—
(1,303;
Aldine (WB)
"Hazard" (Par). Above par $14,500.
Last week, "Mourning Becomes
Electra" (RKO), good $11,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO). Mild $4,500.
Last week, "Big Clock" (Par), oke

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 6S-$1)
—-"Fort Apache" (RKO) (4th wk).
Mild $12,000. Last week. $13,000.
60-95)—
Fox (FWC)
(4,651;
"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d Wk). Way
off to $16,500. Last week, big $37,500.

Warfield

(FWC)

(2,656;

"Summer Holiday"

60-85)—

(M-G).

Okay

Last week, "Green Grass
(20th), same.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Hazard" (Par). Nice $19,000. Last
week, "Sainted Sisters" (Par), $18,-

$17,500.

Wyoming"

000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
"Areh of Triumph" (UA) (3d wk).
Nice $13,000. Last week, big $17,000.
Orphedm (Blumenfeld) (2,448:

55-85)-^"Fuller Brush Man" (Col)
(2d wk). Fancy $14,000. Last week,
$17,000.

ViMed' Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207; .55-85)—"Time of Life" (UA)
(2d wk). Hefty $15,000. Last week,
sock $20j000.
CUy (Roesner)' (400; 65-85)—
Trim
Father's House" (Indie).
$2,800. Last week, "Live in Peace
(Indie) (4th wk), $2,600.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)-(Indie) (4th wk).
Fledcrmaus"
"Die
Colombia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70) "Campus Honeymoon" (Rep).
Nitty Fine $2,S00. Last week, $2,700.
^"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) $18,000 for Bette
Davis pic. Last
Vnited Nattwns (FWC) (1,149; 60(m.o.)
Solid $6,000. Last week, week, "Silver River"
(WB) and 85)—"Anna Karenina" (20th). Mild
"Unconquered" (Par) (2d run), so- "Inside Story" (WB), good $15,000.
$5,500. Last week, "Ideal Husband
so $7,000 alter being weU milked
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— (20th) (2d wk), good $4,000.
on the first run.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). First time
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (955; 55-85)
DnpoBt <F. W. BSann) (400; 50pop prices. Good $17,000 or over. —"The Hunted" (Mono) and "In
85)—"Mill on Floss" (Indie) (2d at
Last week, "Bride Goes Wild" Fast Company" (Mono). Fair $7,wk). Strong $4,000 at this small- (M-G)
and "Who Kjlled 'Doc' 000. Last week, "Fuller Brush
seatcr. Last week, $5,500.
Robin" (UA), same.
Man" (Col), hefty $12,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
Strand (SUverman) (2,200; 44-65)
State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)—"En"River Lady" (U). Disappm;nting
"Hasard" (Par) and "Mr. Beck- chanted Valley" (EL) and "Under
$9,000. Last week, "Berlin Ex- less" (Par).
Opened Monday (7). California Stars" (Rep). Modest
press" (RKO). nice $14,000.
Last week, "Lady From Shanghai" $6,500. Last week, "Old Los AnMcto^^IitaB (WB) (1,163; 44-70) (Col) and "Blondie's Bevmrd" geles" (Rep) a&d "Inside Story"
(Continued on page 20)
(Gol)^ saappy $16,000.
(Bep), $9,000.

—

—

•

—

—
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Wednesday, June; 9,

'Bride'

Far from

WiUwidiSim

Prices

Me, Wow 121000

(H; Laim^Qile Phis Jonhn Great
inZitmcoiipireirOKlllG
Chicago. June 8.
In contrast to last week, Chicago
Loop film houses had only one new
picture this session plus the showing of "Unconquered" at pop
prices. In most cases, biz continues
on the weak side, notable exceptions being "Homecoming" backed
by Louis .Jordan combo on stage
al Oriental, which looks like great
$60,000 for second week.
The new entry, "Bride Goes
Wild," at United Artist, appears
doomed to weak $13,500. Figure of
$10,000 for "tfnconquered" at regtilar scale, is all right at Garrick.
Another good holdover is "Duel
in Sun," neat $15,000 for second
week at Roosevelt. Chicago shapes
neat $28,000 for second stanza of
"Silver River."

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gras*
This Week
$482,0
(Based (m 16 theatres )
Last Year
$658,0
{Based on 18 theatres):
,

:

.

.

.

.

RutUess' $15^11
Balto's Best

Bet

Baltimore, June 8.
Trade continues just fair here

;

—

Klesh getting credit for solid

.$19,-

"Foreign Correspondent" (UAi and 000. Last week, "French Leave"
''Trade
Winds" (UA) (reis.sue,s). (Mono) leaning entirely on p.a. oi
Weak $.10,000. La.st week, "Dear Milton Berle and supporting acts,

Murderer"
•

$20,000.

(U), $9,000.

—

Kcitli's (Sclianberger) (2,460; 2070-98i—
"Letter from Unknown Wom'Soavch" (M-G) (2d wk). Perked CQJ
(U). Started today (Tues.) after
up under word-of-mouth comment. an"
of "Will It Happen Again"
Good .'514.000. Last week, $16,000. week
(FC) at uneventful $8,500. In ahead,
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)— "Hazard" (Par), okay $10,600.
"Homecoming" (M-G) with Louis
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)—
Jordan oi'ch topping stage, bill 2d "The Hunted" (Mono). Average slot
wk
Great $60,000 with Turner- $4,000. Last week, "I've Always
Gable starrer a real draw^ I<ast Loved Yqu" (Rep) (reissue), $4,200.
W«ek, big $69,500.
New (Mechanic) (li800; 20-60)—
"Anna Karenina" (20th). Fairish
Palaee (RKO) (2,500; T6-98)
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (2d wk). $9,000. Last week, "Green Grass
Oke $20,000. Last week solid Wyoming" (20th), nice $9,700.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
$25,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,700; 98) -— "Siifer River" (WB) (2d wk). Main"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk). Ex- taining good pace at $14,000 after
trim $18,400 opener.
cellent $15,000. Last week, $19,000.
Toivn (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-65)
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98i
"Ruthle.ss" (EL). Stout $15,000.
"Sainted Sisters" (Far) witli Jane Last week, "Berlin Express" (RKO),
Powell heading stagebUl (2d wk). $13,600.
Moderate $28,000. Last week.

JVIom-oe

(indie)

(l.OOO;

1

I .

—

—

$34,000.

United Artist (B&K) (1,700; 98)—
"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G). Mild

Biz

Woods

(Essaness)

(1,073;

.

98i

1

—
—

"Fatlier's House" (Indie) (2d wk).
Tewific $4,500. Last week, $5,250.

Holdovers Slow
'Lady'

Pitt;

NSHat$ll,'

in Mpls.;

Minneapolis, June 8.
Grosses hei-e continue near rock
bottom. Sole important newcomers
are "The Bride Goes Wild," "Fury

Furnace Creek" and "The Pearl"
and they don't seem to be helped
by the fact that the public has few

at

pictures to pick from. All three
are slow but "Bride" is mildest of
Although held over, "Sitting
lot.
Pretty" and "Port Apache" look
best of holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Pittsburgh, June 8.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
currently is weiglied down
with holdovers and reissues, but "Sitting Pretty" (20th) (3d wk).
even most of newcomers are not Fair $6,000 after fairly good $7,000
faring well. "Lady From Shang- in preceding canto.
hai," at Ilan-is, and "Berlin ExGoplier (Par) (1,000; 44)—-"Seven
press," at Warner, both look mild. Sinners" (EL) and "Suttei 's Gold"
Best holdover is "Homecoming" at (EL) (reissues). Light $2.,500. Last
Penn but it also is oft sharply from week. "Belle Star" (20th) (reissue),
week.
big first
$2,600.
Gsiimatcs for This Week
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Duel
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 44-7C)— in Sun" (SRO) (2d ma) (2d wk).
"All My Sons" (U) (2d wk). Down Moved here from State where it
$10,000
trim
after
to
$6,500
didn't fare too well for initial reguopener.
„
lar scale run. Light $5,000. Last
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)— week, "Sainted Sisters" (Par) (2d
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col). wk), $4,000.
Modest $11,000. Last week, "Green
.Radio Cjty (Par) (4.400; 50-70)—
Grass Wyoming" (20th), very thm "Bride Goes Wild" (M-G). Mode-st
$8,000.
„„ $14,000. Last week, "Three Daring
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76) Daughters" (M-G), $14,000.
—"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d wk),
RKO-Orphenm (RKO) (2,800)—
Off sharply to $15,000, but okay,
"Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk). Has
after nice $24,000 opener.
Rita (Loew's) (800; 44-76—"Buck been top boxoffice performer of recent
weeks here. Fair $8,000 after
of
"South
(U)
and
Privates"
T^Jiiti" (U) (reissues). Mild $2,500. big $16,000 first week.

Town

:

on Bottom

Me^ Meek at $14,000

$13,300. Last week, "Hazard" (Pari
(2d wki, $8,.500.

"State of Union" (M-G) (5th wk).
Fair $16,000. Last week, $18,000.
World (Indie) (587; 77

•

Last week, ;*B. F.'s Daughter"
(M-Gi (m.o.), $2,200.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)-"Ghost Frankenstein" (Indie) and
"Son of Dracula" (Indie) (reisLast week,
sues). Thin $3,000.
"Seven Sinners" (EL) and "Sutter's Gold" (EL) (reissues), same.
Stanley (WB) ( 3,800; 44-76)-"Silver River" (WB) (2d wk). Slipping to modest $10,000 after solid
$16,000 opener.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)—
"Berlin Express" (RKO). Looks
mild S9.000. Last week, "Remember avama" (RKO) (2d wk), sturdy
$10,500.

Business is not too forte this
week, with few new films.
Eit-^

'Bride'-Herman Ordestra Fair

Cok Ups laziffd' to

runner-up with fairly good $12,000.
Broadway firstrun business is off
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; shai'ply this week, witti first ideal45-65)—"Green Grass Wyoming" weather Sunday (6) in weeks ob(20Ui) and "Lead Soldiers" (20th) viously being responsible tut &
(m.o.).
Light $3,500. Last week, good jtart of decline. Outdoor trek
"Remember Mama" (RKO) (m.o.), took more titan a million to the
beaches, many more took to the
about same,
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; road via arito and other thousands
45-651- "Silver River" (WB) {2d attended baseball games that day.
wk). Medium $5,000. Last week, A portion of dip, however, was &

B.O.;

Iwd Off, 306

(M-G) and stageshow (3d wk). Slid
somewhat but very good at
$125,000 and enough to hold for
fourth stanza; second was great
$141,000. .which Was a bit below exoft

pectations.

BiaU* (Mage)

(534; 44-$lJ20>—

"Will It Happen 'Again?" (FC)
(4th wk). Cun-etnt frame looks like
sag to $7,000 while third tyas trim

natural reaction from Memorial $9,000. May hold another <5tB)'
45- Day peak trade.
week, with "Tower of London"
Despite the warm-weather com- (FCt and "Man Who Reclaimed
"DeHealthy petition, deluxers got somewhat of Head" (FC) (reissues) due in next.
BivoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 6»$6,500. Last week, "Lost Horizon' a bre;^ froin last Saturday's raiiqr
(Col) and "Adam Had Four Sons' condition.
abruptly some $1.25>—"Another Part of Forest"
(Col) (reissues), fair $5,000.
grosses fell off is indicated by the (U) (4th wk). Third round ended
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 45-65)—"Un- numiier of new biUs (8f being last (Tues.) night was down to $1S,conquered" (Par).
At regular brought in for unveiling this week. 000, tliin; second wais eScay $ld.O0O.
prices^ looks socko $21,000.
Last Strand. Roxy, Victoria, Winter Holds again.
week, "Green Grass Wyoming" Garden, Palace. Criterion, State
Kexy .(20th) (5.886; 8(^1.50>—
(20th) and "Lead Soldiers" (20th), and likely the Bialto will launcli "Green Grass Wyomingf' (2»tb)
fair $12,000,
new pictures before next Saturday. with Harry Bichman. Chandra
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)—
Neither "Haisard" nor "Bride Kaly dancers. Ming & Ling on
"Homecoming" (M-G) .(2d wk). Goes Wild," the two new pictures stageshow. Opens today (Wed.).
Holding to moderate $12,000 after opened during the past week, is Fourth week of "Iron Curtain"
last week's big $19,000.
proving socko. Latter, with Woody (20tb) and Ed Sullivan with his
Strand
(FA) (1,000; 45-65)— Herman band heading stagesliow, "Dawn Fatxvl"' revue, on stage was
"Albuquerque" (Pai') and "Big wUl give the Capitol a barely
alter stout $85,otaic^ way off at
Town After Dark" (Par) (2d wk). $66,000 or le^. "Hazard," whidh
is 000 for third.
Moderate $5,000 aftet- last week's getting a real lift from ICuig Cole
State (Loew's) (3.450; 55-$1.25)—
brisk $7,500.
Trio and -stage layout headed 'by "Noose Hangs High" (EL) (1st run)
Ray Anthony band and Pat Hen- (2d wk>. Looks to dip- down to
niog, will hit fairly good $53,000 mild $H,0G8 or Bear for initial
at Paramount.
holdover zound ending tomonrow
Of the holdovers, "The Mrate"* (Thurs.)/ after fauty nice $Z2>M1
'Haffla
at Music Hall loidES standout. It opener. "Summer Holiday" CH*G)
wlU be a very good $125,000 for (1st run) opens Friday (11).
third week, insuring a fourth
Strand (WB) (2.756; 70-$1.50>—
stanza.
Hail has realigned its "Silver River" (WB) and Eddy
St.
scale since the end of March. Main Duchin orch heading stagebill (3dchange is that the vast theatre now Cnal wk). Third stanxa is skidding
St. Louis, June 8.
is getting $1.40 at night instead of abrupUy to $36,000, thin, after fine
With the enlarged Municipal thea- $1.25, with new price proving $54,000 for second. "WaUfloweIr"
tre in Forest Park operating turn- successful in two-month test period. (WB) with Ed "Archie" Gardner
stile, activity at main stem cinemas House has not altered its minimum and "Duff's Tbvem" radio group,
has slowed down considerably. starting scale nor top price Jtor Jane RusseU, Matty Alaluedc ordi
"Ruthless" is leader in coin but loge reserved seats.
opens Friday (11).
much .stronger is "I Remember
"Time of Life" is down abruptly
Victoria (aty Inv.) caO; 70Mama" at the smaller Ambas- at $30,000 in second week at May- $1.50)—
Berlm Express" (RKO)
sador. "Homecoming" is still a fair while "Melody Time" looks (3d-final
wk>. Final round looks to
lusty draw in second w<^ek.
about same category with good get fairly good $11,500 after nice
Estimates for Tliis Week
$23,000 or better in sight on initial $18,000 in second.
"Dcslga for
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50- Astor holdover week.
Death"
(RKO) opens tomorrow
75)— "Remember Mama" (RKO)
"Fypical of heavy business decline (Thurs.).
and "Madonna of the Desert" IS "Up In Central Park," which is
Winter Gslrdka (UA) (1312; 55(Rep).. Fat $19,000.
Last week, caUing it a day after two weeks at
$1.25)—
"River
Lady"
(U) (3d-final
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th> Criterion, being down to very thin
and "Campus Sleuth" (Mono), $I5,0(XI in second session ended wk), Down to very thin $8,CKI0
after $10J)00 on second. "Bad Sis$13,500.
last (Tues.) night.
"Lady From ter" (U)
opens
iarnmrn
(Tbnnt;,),
(F&M)
50-75)—
Fox
(5,000;
Shanghai" replaces. In the same
"Ruthless" (EL) and "Adventures fix is "Silver River" with Eddy
Casanova" (ED.. Good $20,000. Duchin band, which is sagging to
Last week, "Noose Hangs High" slow $36,000 in third Strand stanza, IiM^.SfillMlBiil
(EL) and "Man from Texas" (EL), "Wallfiower." with £d Gardner and
listers' Fancy $12,000
only $17,000.
his "Qu^'s Tavern" radio group,
Indianapolis, Jhne 8.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; .50-75)— plus Jane Russell, come in next
"Homecoming" (M-Gi. (2d wk), Friday (ID.
Biz sUll is sluggiidbi at ffanstruns
Blg $18,000 after $23,000 initial
here this week. Big attendance at
Estimates for Ihis Week
long homestand of first place ball
Aistor (City Inv.) (1.300; 70-$1.50) dub has hurl. "Sainted Sisten^"
Mlssourr (F&M) (3,.500; .50-75)—
"Iron Curtain" (20th) and "Lady —"Melody Time" (RKO) (2d wk). at Circle, is stama's top grossei-.
from Shanghai" (Col) (ni.o.) (3d Continues at fairly nice gait but off Silver River" is just fair at Inwk). Okay %Q.5m following neat from opening week, with about diana. "Homecoming" ditto in sec$14,000 first session.
$23,000 in sight for week ending to- ond week at Loew's.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)
day (Wed.); first was fine $30,000, a
Estimates for This Week
"Seven Sinners" (EL) and "Sut- bit over hopes. Stays on.
(Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44ter's Gold" (ED. (rei.ssues). Trim
Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50>— 65)—"Sainted Sisters" (Par) and
$7,000. Last week, "Bride Goes "Citizen Samt" (Indie) (2d wk). Sec- "Water Front at Midnight"
(Par).
Wild" (M-G) and "Whistler Re- ond stanza ending today (Wed.) Nice $12,000. Last week, "Green
turns" (Col) (m.o.), $9,500.
shapes' up to tfain $4,500 or near Grass Wyoming" (20th) and "13
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)— after strong $9,000 opener. Holds Lead Soldiers" (20th), oke
$11,000.
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) again.
Indiana (G-D) (3^00; 44-65)—
and "Silver River" (WB) (m.o.).
Capitot (Loew's) (4,820; S0-$1.50> "SUver River" (WB) and
"Aigyle
Oke $6,500. Last week, "Adam —"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) with Secrets" (FC). Slow $10,000.
I.*3t
Had Four Sons" (Col) and "Lost Woody Herman orch heading stage- week. "Bemember Mama"
(RKO),
Horizon" (Col) (reLssues)^ $7,000.
show. Disappointing but okay $^,- $12,(NMI
000. Holds. Last week, fifth of
Kcith'a (G-D)
44-65)—"Re"Homecoming" (M-G) and Xavier member Mama" (130;
(KKO> (m.o.).
so GREEN
Cugat orch topping stagebill was $4,500. Last week, "Shaggy" Mild
(Par)
fine $84,000, below hopes.
and "Close-up" (EL), meagre
Xati'onal

•

67-98>

Good Weather Snarls Broadway

8.

(Standard)
(Col)

(2,400;

and

stroyer" (Col) (reissues).

!

(1,500;

June

ception is Riajto, where "Unconquered," on pop scale showinf^;
looks smash.
State, with h.o. of
"Homecoming," looks like the

65)—"Sahara"

"Search" at Monroe is getting with best response being recorded
verbal plugs and in second week by "Wreck of the Hesperus" at
combo Hippodrome, which is doing
look,*! good 814,000.
solid session
because of Louis
l.'-''-.vn,*.rs For Last Week
Prima band on stage. "Ruthless"
Apollo (B&K) (1.400; SBWHat- is also doing well at the Town.
ter'.s Casitio" (Par) (2d wk). Light "Anna Karenlna" shapes slow at
New.
$6,000. Last week, $8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Clilcafto (B&K) (3,900; 98i— "SilCentury (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20ver llivt-i" (WB) (2d wki. Neat CO)—
-"Homecoming" (M-G) (2dwk).
$28,000. LaiSt week, $34,000.
Holding very well at $14,000 after
Garrick (B&K) (900; 37-98i— big ,f 19,300 opener.
"Unconquered" (Par). Okay $10,000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
for first showing at pop prices for 20-70)— "Wreck Hesperus"
(Col)
this Gary\ Cooper opus.
plu.s Louis Prima orch on stage.

Grand (RKO)

Louisville,

How

Smsm

Roudng

m

Loo

'

'

mSS'

NOT

18G, 3

DENVER SPOTS

Denver, June 8.
Several theatres report a slight
pickup in biz currently over last
week, but ideal outdoor weather is
hurting trade generally. "Three
Daring Daughters" looks top new
entry.
"Coroner Creek-:^ also is
fairly good.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35'74)

Criterion

(Loew's)

$1^85)—"Lady

Prom

(1,700;

70-

^

$3,000.

Shanghai"
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
(Col).
Opens today (Wed.). Sec- "Homecoming" (M-G)
(2d.wlc): Fldr
ond week of "Up in Central Park" $9,000 after big
$18,000 opener.
(U) slid off abruptly to $15,000 after
Lyric
(G-D)
good $28,000 opener, both being "Fugitive" (RKO) (1,600; 44-65)—
and
"Madtmna
disappointments.
Desert" (Rep). So-so $5,500. Last
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.80)
week, "Panhandle" maoo) «nd
—"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (8th "Rocky"
(Mono), par $6,000.
wk). Seventh wedi ended Monday
(7) night was down to $13,000 after

olcay $17,500 lor sixth. Continues.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 0O-$1.80) 'Duel'
$15,000,
of MiUie" (Col) and "Ma—"Time of Life" (UA) (2d wfc>.
of Desert" (Rep) (m.o).
Montreal, June 8.
Fair $30,000 after big $45,000 initial
Fair $3,000.
Last week, "Silver
Cool weekend is helping biz
River" (WB) and "Trapped by round. Third week of indef. run here. "Sittuig
Pretty" and "Duel
Boston Blackie" (Col) (m.o.),' $2,- starts tomorrow (Thurs.).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 4(^95)— in Sun" look best bets.
500.
Estimates for "Cbis Week
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35- "Winter Meeting" (WB> and "To
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 34-45-64)—
74)—"OuUavC" (UA) (14th wk). Victor" (WB) (2d run). In week "Iron
Curtain"
ending today (Wed.), looks to land
(20th) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 20)
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
mild $6,000. in ahead "Gentle- Mildish $13,000 after good opening
"The Pearl" (RKO). Slowly paced
man's Agreement" (20th) (2d mn> week at $17,500.
Capitol (C.T.) (2.412; 30-42-57)—
at $7,000. Last week, "River Lady"
and "Let's Live Again" (20th) (1st
Estimates
Net
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Okay $15.(U); thin $6,000.
run), $7,000.
Film gro.ss estimates, as reParamount (Par) (3,664; 53-$l.!i0) 000. Last week,"Sierra Madre"
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Fur"Hazard" (Par) witlj King Cole (WB) $14,000.
ported herewith from the varinace Creek" f20tli). Struggling for
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 30-42-57)—
Trio, Ray Anthony orch, Pat Hennous key cities, are net, i.e.,
light $7,000. Last week, "Duel in
ing. Four Evans, Kay Starr on "Sitting Pretty" (20th). Nice $17,without the 20% tax. DistribuSun" (SRO) (2d run), fair $10,500.
.stage (2d wk). First session ended 000. Last week, "Higli Wall" (M-G)
tor.*! share on net take, when
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 44-60)—
yesterday (Tues.) landed fairly very th'u $7,500.
playing percentage, hence the
'Naked City" (U).
First nabe
PrineesK (C.T.) (2,205; 26-34-45)
good $63,000. Previous week, secestimated figures are net inshowing. Good $4,500. Last week,
ond stanza for "Sainted Sisters" —"10th Ave. Angel" (M^-G) and
'Come.' ,
"Scudda Hoo" (20th), $3,500.
(Par) and Buddy Moreno orch, "Return
Whistler"
(Col).
Thin
The parenthetic admission
World (Mann) (350; 50-85)—
Henny Youngman, Wiere Bros, top- $7,000. Last week, "Alias a
prices, however, as indicated,
"Furia"
(Indie).
Nice
$3,000
ping stageshow, was nice $60,000. Gentleman"
(M-G) and "Jiggs,
include the U. S. amusement
sighted.
Last week, "Years BeRadio City Music UaR (Rocke- Maggie in Society" (Mono), dull
tween" (XJ), $2,000.
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Pirate"

"MaUng
donna

Are

Oke

MoitT

.

SAVSn

ALTOGETHER TERRIFIC

. .

AN ALL-OUT TREAT FOR
ANY TYPE OF AUDIENCE.
-M.
''Belongs

category

strictly
.

.

in

the

HERALD

P.

'can't-miss'

Will have great therq;

.

peutic value for whatever

that's

Is

it

ailing the boxofFice."

-DAILY VARIETY
"Skedded for top biz
certain to
please every audience strata and
send them away happy,"
.

.

.

-FILM DAILY

"A formidable boxofFice magnet
every member of the family will want
,

,

.

to see it."

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
''High-spirited musical blend of fun

and fantasy
ail

.

.

.

ages,"

"Should

meat

for

-M.P. DAILY
wide appeal

strike

for all

Assured appeal

.

.

,

,

.

There's

,

Rates top credit."

-VARIETY
"Unreservedly recommended
Will
deal out full satisfaction to every
.

segment

,

,

of the audience."

-INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL
"Probably the best musical variety

show Disney has made, and should
so record itself at the turnstiles."

-BOXOFFICE
"Should find olentv of nnmilnr nn.

w/fli

ROY ROGERS

these great box

DENNIS DAY

FREDDY MARTIN ETHEL SMITH
THE PIONEERS THE DINNING
•

•

•
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New TECHNICOLOR Song and Star Show

0

.J

Wonderful new Disney
"Little

Toot/'

ond

others

world of laughter, melody, beauty and

office

names

"Johnny Appleseed/'

stars like ''Pecos Bill/'

"Sluefoot Sue/'

singing

. .

.

in Disney^t

gayest

color.

and playing

M SONG

HITS!

ANDREWS SISTERS FRANCES LANGFORD
SONS OF
BUDDY CLARK FRED WARING
SISTERS JACK FIN A luana patten and bobby driscoll

•

THE

•

•

*

m

•

"

'

.

.Seas,.

"Romance

Hollywood, June
Warner

release

Bros,

Seas"

3.

Gay

Aiox

ttuttlleb
ilirw'twl by,

o£

Oiirtlz)

ness.

"Coroner Cre'ek" (Color)

Fehr; inuhlc, .lule styn'-,
18.
TrartoBhown June 1,
Kunnlns time, »« MINB.
,
„ , „n
Jyk,. Ca<f
Peter- VlrslI
^aise
Klvira Kent
..J<">J«
dell: editor, Ru'li

Sammy

Cahn.

Mlc-hael

Kent

• (Col). Rough, tough western
in Cinecolor. Strong action
highlighted by one of best
fights yet screened.
"My Dog Rusty" (Col). Sentimental entry in Columbia's
series of kid-dog supporting

,

Ddn Ua lore

Georgia Garrett
O.war Farrar
Uncle l-azlo
PI In Id
Bhip'B Dector
Jlio Hotel Clerit

,

. . . .

•

»

BS?t«^n,Ve?

,1?"^

I-.p™"'

^

^'•>'"'"

William Bal!™*)!
..... .Johnny BiTBes

.

i

Kenneth Brltton

Avon

JirfiOK

,

sjr Tjancelot
Th(j Sambti JCtnBff—

.

Pago CavanaWKhV^rlo;

t

"Romance on the High Seas"

tear-jerker.

ing. In

.

tions.

is

"Blind

Desire"
(French)
Jean-Louis Barrault,
Feuillere in disappointing love story about a
temperamental musician-corn^
poser; mild returns indicated,

slotted for wide popular acceptIt's gay, slightly giddy, loaded With tunes, laughs and nonsense.
Sturdy entertainment ingredients
are displayed against a colorful
production background aptly fitted

(Indie):

ance.

Edwige

to show off musical numbers and
light story. Cast names are sturdy, musical touches, blending ably with
auguring well for top bookings the comedy.
through all situatloiis.
O'Connor goes to town on his
Score has eight tunes by Sammy solo number to the tune of "Me and
Cahn and Jule Styne. Several al- My Shadow," Terping is sharp and
reac^ are catching radio popularity. has several moments that will bring
sellstrong
Pop numbers are given
gasps for unanticipated agility.
ing by Doris Day, erstwhile orch Second dance piece is shared with
chirp with Sock film personality. Penny Edwards and is pro,iected for
Miss Day has five tunes, "I'm in pleasurable watching as team goes
Love," "It's You or No One," "It's through vocals and footwork to
Magic," "Put It in a Box" and "Two "S'posin'." Third tune, the title
Lovers Met in the Night." In addi- number, is used at opening and
tion to easy listening, Miss Day closing for film, with the Sportsclicks in her .story character and man Quartet handling the vocals.
should draw nifty fan response.
O'Connor is seen as traveling
Plot is a fluffy one about a wife salesman for nostrums who is unWho suspects Her husband of being fortunate enough to demonstrate
a wolf. She arranges a South Amer- his fleet-footedness during a stopican cruise, but sends another girl over in the town of Rimrock. Vilunder her name while she stays in- lage is readying for its annual footcognito in New York to do some do- race with a rival town and lacks a
mestic spying. The husband mis- runner. O'Connor is kidnapped and
trusts her and sends a private de- all the craft and wiles of the viltective on the cruise to watch out lagers turned loose to force him to
for two-timing. The, pseudo-wife give his all for Rimrock, The D. D.
and the dick fall in love and com- Beauchamp script, from his own
plications that result rate beaucoup story, gives everything a slapbappy
touch that makes for strong laughs
laughs.
'Michael Curtiz' direction whips as directed by George "Sherman.
the story along swiftly, combining Latter's guidance is fast and exthe chuckles and musical moments cellently valued to point up the
into fast-paced entertainment. The chuckles.
O'Connor makes an advantageous
Epsteins! script is marked by breezy
working, .hard .-and
dialog and a number^ of Jiilariqus appearance,
Edwards does an
'"iBiBqttencfes/'ohe isliar scene where- pleasing. "Penny
chore as the romantic interest.
okay
Levant
Oscar
and
Garson
in Jack
become highly Intoxicated without Two solid characterizations are in
the seasoned hands of Miss Main,
t'aking a drink,
:

home his
who falls

scenes as the detective
for pseudo-wife Doris

The everrloving couple

Day.

from

inteipretation

solid

gets
Janis

Paige and Don De Fore, Levant
rates some strong giggles as a quipmaking pianist in love with Miss
Day, and S. Z. Sakall is iri for comedy as Miss Paige's uncle. Also
showing up well are Fortunio Bonanova, Eric Blore, Franklin Pangborn, liCslie Brooks and Johnny
There's plenty doing in the dance

numbers by Busby Berkeley, with
top nod going to Avon Long's specialty on "The Tourist Trade"
against Cuban market place background. Sir Lancelot calypsos "In
Trinidad," and Carson wraps up
"Run, Run, Run," also a calypso.
Alex Gottlieb's production guid-

ance gives showy presentation that
favors eye appeal. Misses Paige and
Day have been gorgeously gowned
and make a beautiful appearance in
Technicolor. Elwood Bredell's tinted lensing obtains the best from

Anton qrot'S striking art direction
and the set "decorations by Howard
Winterbottom; Ray Heindorf or-

Hollywood, June
.Stari!)

,

Matthews.
Sharkey Dolan

.......

Rtiauncey

Bmoi'y Tuttle..

v

Doo

i.

Overholt: ......

— ,Penny KdwardS

.Joe Bqsser
.Harry Shannon'
Fred Kohlcr, Jr.
.Howland Chamberlln

Edmund Cnbh
Bt«e« Driver...,
StABiB Passenger, ............ ..Toel Frledkln
'

Guard...

•

I. .Stanford Jolley

"

"Feudin', Fussin- and A-Fightin'
is gay film fare that springs its
laughs easily, making lor' lively,
pleasant entertainment in general
situations, The doings are sparked

by Donald O'Connor, Marjorie
Main and Percy Kilbride with
blcoad playing suited to slaphappy
Stoi^. Three familiar tunes and two

ace dance numbers furnish the

.M',>no B-'rrlc

Mr. Tucker

Kane

.Wliltfoid

,Jlmmy Lluyd

Rodney Vyle..
Mayor Fulderwilder

.

. .

,

.

.t^ewis L.

Ru.ssell

.Harry Harvey

Hobble

Frank

I^'olcy.

. .

Wonlfii
Gerald Hcbble
Bill

..Otin 'Tfowlin
.FciTia Taylor

Mickey McOulre

.Dwayne HIcUman

Nip WordeP
Tuck Worden
Saucaky Foley

D'avid Acklcs
.......Teddy IntuUr
.Minta Duitae Arlmckle
.....Flame

Mrs. Foley,.,
Rusty,

fails to register

melodramatics.

The underwater sequences were
filmed in Rainbow Springs, Fla„
and Marineland Studios at St.
Augustine, Fla.
Menace, outside
of human villainry, is supplied by
deep-water denizens such as sharks
and giant dams.
Underwater
shots have beauty but don't match
supposed 16 fathoms deep location
of action.
Lon Chaney, Jr., portrays the
dealer
whose
crooked
sponge
henchmen try to best the new boat
crew. Arthur Lake is in for broad
comedy as camera-snapping tourist.
Eric Feldary makes an adequate boat owner-diver and shares
romance with Tanis Chandler,
Bridges shows best, along with
'John Qualen, Dickie Moore and
Harry Cheshire.
Film is presented as an Arthur
Lake production for Monogram release.
Irving Allen's direction
would have brought off the melodramatics with more interest had
the pace been sharpened.
Jack
Greenhalgh did the good color
lensing and other credits are standard.
Brog.

(iSermnnia

Anno Zero

.

,

,

,

. ,

. . , .
. .

,

Sherirt ^)'Hea,
AbblC Miles.,.,
,

,

George Stacready

,

.

.

.... . Edffar

,

,

,

.......Sally
,

Christ

Eilers

16 Fnthoms Weep

Buchanan

.Barbara Heed
.Wallace Ford

..

Hollywood, June
Monogram

release of

5.

Arthur Lake producS. Burkett and

produced by James.

tion,

Irving Allen; directed by Allen. Stars Lon
Cihnney, Jr., Arthur Lake, Ijloyd Bridges,
Erie Feldary; Tanis Chandler: features
.Tohn
.Qualen,
MacDonald,
Dickie
Ian
Moore, Harry Cheshire.
Screenplay, Max
Trell: adaptation, -FoiTest .Tudd: from: story,
,

'

Fathoms

by Kustace L.
(Ansco), Jack Greenhalgh;

tTnder,^*

Adams: camera
editor,

Charles

Running

'18,

Dimltri.

.,

Previewed June

(Jratt,

MINS.

?8

time,

,.

.

Peto',

.

Douglas,
Alex
^iim
Athns,
Nick.

.

^

.....

V

. .

.

3,

•

.Lon Cfhaney
Arthur Lake

.Lloyd

Bridges.

Feldary
.Tanis Chandler
.John Qualen
.Eric

..

.Ian MacDonald
(jeorge
, . . , ...
.Dickie Moore
Cheshlrd
Mikl. i
. . . . ... . .Hari-y
i
Captain Brlacoii,. .......,>..., .John BlciCnr
,

.

,loe,

,

. .

,

,

,

:..

..

.

,

.Grant Monris

.

weren't

as

at

born,

since

if

they

to kill Him again. Therefore, don't seek traces of our civilization in this film.
They've dis-

wanted

(COLOR)

,

'Columbia has a ^mighty solid
western entry in "Coroner Creek."
The stress is on deadly gunfighter
action and it's rough, tough example of straight western fare that
The melospares no punches.
dramatic lieroics have- been given
a Cinecolor garb that adds appeal
and the general worth of this one
for the outdoor trade has been
heightened by some knock-down,
drag-out fisticuffs that have rarely
been matched on the screen.
Forthright direction, by Ray Enright gives strong guidance to the
Luke Short novel from which this
one was adapted. Plotting follows
the somewhat cryptic Short writing
style but it all adds up in the end
and Enright keeps it hitting hard
throughout.
Script by Kenneth
Gamet is excellent, depicting the
relentless pursuit of avenging gunman, Randolph Scott, as he tracks
down the ma^ behind an Indian

,

now

,

Younger Miles.

..

.

.

..

. . . .
,

,

John Oonatoci

,,. Allen

a

uniform sincerity. Meschke is the.
most impressive of the lot, delivering a poignant, believable portrayal as the young disgraced hero.
Photography by Robert Julliard

keeps a constant balance between
location
shootings
and studio,
scenes, latter being made extreme^
ly authentic by Piero Filippone's

Score by Renzo RosscUini
always helps activate the drama.

sets.

Quat.

Blind Desire
(La Part de L'Ombre)

(FRENCH)
Difidna International Films releaso ot
Safra-Andre Paulve production.
Stars Jean-Louis Barrault. ICdwigo Feuillere.
Directed by Jean Deilanoy. Screenplay, Charles Spaak, Jean Dcllanoy; oam<.r.'i,
Roger Hubert: music, (Jeoi'go Auric;
i'lnglish titles, Bernard Friend.
Freviewed
in N. Y., June 4, '48.
Running time, 88.
.MINS.
.MIclicl Kiemer.
.Jean-Louis Barrault
Agnos Nnblet ............ .Kiiw'ige I'^euiliere
.
liobcrt Ancejot,
Jean Wall
Pierre Morih.
Raphael I*a|ornl
. .,
Line Noro
Madame Berthe...

^lichel

.

.

.

. .

.

Helene

I'^iinny

V'ervors

.y ves Dcrtiaud

Auguste,

3^an ^onnel

Jerome Noblet..

(In French; English

Title."!)

"Blind Desire" has two strikes

on

for the U.S. Picture,

it

firstly,

too strongly wrapped up with
careeer of a temperamental
musician-composer, few foreignmakes of this ilk having done big
biz.
Second handicap is lack of
iiction and humor. Hence, this looks
to do only moderately well at arty
is

houses.

Exhibitors have Edwige Feuillere
and Jean-Louis Barrault for name
value, but that won't be enough.
Story is of a violinist-composer
who is thwarted in an early ambition, and it's not told particularly
well. Jean Dellanoy, who directed,
had a hand in scripting. Barrault,
a musician with a touch, of genius,
.

depicted running away from the
of Miss
easy-to-take attentions
Feuillere, daughter of a noted
musician. Ten years later she again
plans to run off with him but the
musician's mistress then interferes.
Final meeting, 20 years after the
first spat, finds Barrault's landlady,
apparently his new sweetie, cutting
off a final chance for the two to
find happiness.
Miss Feuillere lends considerable
beauty to the pic. Helene Vercors
•is especially fine as the mistress^
while Line Noro makes a forceful
landlady. Barrault gets too much
is

apoeared."
Film opens with this foreword.
Not the slightest sign of comedy
lightens the pic, being out of place
in such a dark story. The film offers repulsive characters and episodes, too, because they're needed
by the film's nature itself. Having resolved to mirror a world
which has lost every moral rule,
producer - director - writer Roberto footage.
Nice production values, excellent
Rossellini has done it without una
derscorings, in an extremely ob- music by George Auric and
staged concerthall sejective, cold manner, turning out superbly
more document than documentary quence are some of the film's
.

Wear.

-—a film unique in motion picture merits.
history.

Comparison is impossible beMathews tween this and previous Rossellini
films.
What "Open City" and
"16 Fathoms Deep" is a mUdly "Paisan" had of heart and hudeveloped story of sponge fishing manity is entirely gone here—-at
in the Gulf of Mexico, Chief in- least for three-quarters of the
terest lies in background and fact footage.
In his denial of all the
that it is the first feature film to screen is supposed to call for,
be released in the new Ansco- color Rossellini has gone to extremes.
process. Hues compare with other
Film deals with some objectiontint mediums and have a natural- able material for U. S. standards.
ness, easy on the eye.
If censors don't frown, it will have
Story is tied together with nar- surefire returns in art situations,
ration and spins oft a fuU hour be- even if larger exploitation seems
fore any excitement is generated. hampered by the kind of story and
This, coupled with slowly paced lacs of commercial entertainment

.Tohnny. ,..

Bus Driver

—

it's

the

^

Delia Harms..

game

Now

game.

'

.

^"lo

.

Ann Dovnn

. . ;

inter-

Lloyd Bridges does the nar-

rating, portraying ex-Navy diver
who hits the beach , at Tarpon
Springs in try to get on a sponge
boat.
He .ioins with a new boat
owner and crow in the highly competitive industry and the doings
follow a formula line in try for

,

..;T'hll Schumakor
Bill Arnold.,
Bay inlanders. ...v.. ...... -Warren Jackson

Vetey Kllbrltle; features Penny
SlSwards,' Joe Beeaer. Directed by GeorKe
Bhei'man.
Screenplay. D. D. Boauohamp
from hie Collier's inag story; camera, Irvine
OlaBsborg; editor, liKlward Curtlss;' inu.'iic,
Xeitb Stevens, Trndeshown,. Juno 4, '48.
Bunnlne time, TS MINR.
"Wilbur MeMurtry...,
Diinald O'Connor
Mnribol Matthews
Marjovle Main
...Vcrcy XCilbrlde
Billy Caswell......
ZLflbby

M

Ted Donaldson

5.

Oohlptein
O'Connor, Mar-

of. .Jjeonard

D'onald

,

This wandering, which leads to
death,' is handled like a
sinister," moving

stone the boy picks up and casts
away, then it's a ball he throws
back to other boys, now it's sliding
for fun on a bombed roof-side, and
finally it's his voluntary jump into
the void and death. This .episode,
intensely breathtaking aiid done
with superb artistry, is the best of
the film and one of the best ever
turned out.
Pic isn't acted but "lived." Pro
and non-pro. cast play it with

as the bad boy but the combina(Germany the Year Naught)
tion of kid and dog, in the latter
(ITALIAN)
instance the handsome Flame, is
Rome, May 30,
always good for certain type of
L'nivcrsaliii-CinB
release
'reverlllm
of
(Roberto
Litel
and
RoH.scHini) production,. Direction
family
audience.
John
Hollywood, May 29;
and original story b.\' Ro.'^sellint; screenplo>'.
father
Ann
the
Doran
are
okay
as
Columbia release of ilarry .Toe Brown
Bossollini and Max Colpflt,. C'arnera, Robcvf
(Producers Actorsl production. Stars Ran- and mother, a,<i are Mona Barrie Julliard: editor, Kratdo Da Roma,
Predoipli Scott, Marguerite Chapman; reaiures and Whitford Kane, a blind man.
viewed" Roine,» May 30, '48, Running time,
Kdgar
Sally. Kilers,
-» .VUJJS.
Georse Macready,
Lew Landers' direction over- i'Mmund.
liay
KnriBht.
Directed
by
Buchanan.
... .Rdmund jieschUe
Screenplay, Kenneth Garnet; adai>ted from comes, to some extent, the weak IQdmund's: Father,
.Krnat Bittschau
novel by Luke Short; camera criaecolor), script.
.ingetraud Hln^C
Producer Wallace Mac- Kva
...
score,
Rudy
Jr.;
Fred H, Jackman.
Karl-Heina
...... ..Franz Grueger
Donald has haped the physical Schoblteacher.
Schrager: editor, Harvey aianuer. * Pre,
.Eric Guchnc
'18.
ICunnlnt; time, Sflf budget
values in okay fashion.
viewed OMay
Technical: credits are standard.
"Germany has backtracked 1948
.Randolph Scott
Cliria Dannins,
Brog.
.Murgiaerite (^itiapm,tn
Kate HardiBOn.
years. It's
naughts

,

(SONGS)
tJnlvorsal release
produi^tlon,
jorla Main,

Knne, Jimmy HoyO, Lewis X.. Uussell, Directed by Lew Landers, ,Screeni)lay, Brenda
William B. .Sackheim,
AVeLsbers: atorj
ilronda %A'oislier.i?; based upon characters by
Al Martin; C'dmcra, Vincent I'\avrar; ediAt the Xosue, Hollytor, Jerome Thorns.
MIXS;
wood, June 3. 'IS. Running time,
Umny illtclwU
. .Ted D-mnldson
John Utel
HiiKh Mitchell...

makes for spotty

.

right pitch.

(COLOR)

,Forrcst Tucker
I.iiach ''onovcri. .. . .. ..... .Wllllain Blsliop
Joe Sawyer
F'l-ank'TOrdy; . .,
Walt Ilardisdn. ......... ,.,Busgell Simpson
Douglas Fowlcy
fitcw Shallis.
................
..Leo Bennett
Tip Hcnrv.
Vovrcat Taylor
JicCune .".

and

Features Ted Donaldson, John
Doran, Moua Barrie, Whitford

Mrs, Mitchell
Dr. Ton! t^ordell. ....

Relating the efforts of
tary.
the Chinese to restore their
ruined farms and villages following the Nip incursion, pic
focuses on one family and
how the Christian church
played an important role in its
Central character of
life.
Han, won over finally to Christianity, is soundly portrayed
by a Chinese peasant. Other
roles are nicely sketched. Wit,

est.

5,

Wallace MncDonald

of

.

Coroner Creek

,

Fcuilin% Fiissin'
A-Fighiiu'

Ann

liitcl,

release

'

direction,
.,

Hollywood, Juiie
Columbia

Edmund

little

Meschke, after having poisoned his
meets the school teacher
who suggested the crime to him
and tells him about his deed, the
man chases him, horrified. The
boy can't understand why, but he
realizes that something monstrous
has happened. 'He walks' along the
ravaged stre^ets of the city, made
wretched by an inner conflict
which the camera masterfully
catches in every nuance at the

said.
„
Only marring factor in the
is
a tendency towards,
and wooden language
dotting the running commen-

Brog.

lu'oduction.

,

When

poetry.
father,

stilted

Lee Bennett and William
Bishop are among the others who
add capable performances.
Production supervision by Harry
Joe Brown is expertly valued to
make this one pay off. Scenic settings and other worthwhile dressings, have been given ace lensing
by Fred H. Jackman, Jr., and the
editing by Harvey Manger is con-

Rnst,y

out Berlin, where phantom-like
people ar^ living as they can, o^e
selling black market goods which he
immediately steals again,^,another
playing for the- Allies' enjoyment
the. record of one. of Hitler's
speeches among the ruins of the
Chancery.
Film has a sequence of great

film

"My Dog Rusty" is another of
Columbia's sentimental little sagas
dealing with a child and his dog,
It will fare no better no rworse
than other entries in the series in
mayor of Rimrock, and Percy Kil- the secondary bookings for which
Joe it is slated.
bfide, livery stable owner,
All the to-do in the Brenda
Besser, comic sheriff, Harry Shannon and Fred Kohler, Jr,, rival Waisberg script deals with a kid
town heavies, Rowland Chamberlin, whose habit of lying ruins his
father's
c.aippaign for mayor. None
Joel
Friedkin,
I.
Edmund Cobb,
Stanford Jolley and others come of the plotting is particularly believeable and treads a' saccharine
through capably.
The kid's meddling that
Leonard Goldstein's production path.
has given this sturdy mounting on a brings temporary disgrace on the
medium budget, assuring good re- father, the parent's attitilde toward
turns. The lensing by Irving Glass- an unruly son and the lack of reaberg, editing, score and other tech- son for the son's disobedience
makes for dull doings.
nical factors are good assists.

chestrated and conducted the music Andy West.
Ernie CQmbs
Brog.

by Styne and Cahn.

man

ley,

My Dog

—

15, with churches mainly playing the part of the exhibitor.
The commission, however* js
also plugging for theatrical
distribution and with thi.s in
mind has talked up the idea
With several majors. They ve
responded with interest in the
proposal, commission spokes-

staging guaranteed to sate
brute in the action seeker.
characterization
stresses
cast delivers. In addition
to Scott's strong work. Marguerite
Chapman appears, to advantage in
the femme lead. George Macready
makes a menacing villain. Sally
Eilers does well by a character
not too clearly established and
Edgar Buchanan's shdriff is topnotch. " Barbara Reed, a femme
souse; Wallace Ford, exceptionally
good as a ranch character; Forrest
Tucker, .loe Sawyer, Douglas Fow-

—

mit suicide. There" are girls but
Tlicrc
they're prostitutes.
are
school teachers but they're of
perverted natures. All this, on the
terrifying background of bombed-

"Han" preems non-theatrically in some 100 cities, June

Film
and the

Film deals with terrifying doboys in it who
and then com-

There are
ings.
kill their parents

minutes, was photographed on
the Chinese scepe by Julian
fnm
International
Bryan's
Foundation. Its acting is expert though non-professional
is slick
While its camera work
"
and sharply etched.

alistic

cise.

thenticity.
\

for Christian missionary work
in China. The film, running 27

tlie

.

ever
Cast runs^hrough the roles with
evident enjoyment. Carson slaps

•

bloody heads and broken- fists,
leaving them crippled throughout
the rest of the footage. It's a re-

German

dialog also won't help, at least
with Italian-language trade, although it adds to the film's au-

Second religious film to- be
turned out by the Protestant
Film Commission, "My Name
Is Han," documents with restraint and good taste the case

•

the accepted sense.

in

Protettant's Pic

raid on a stagecoach and theft of
rich payroll loot.
,
Setting is the town of Coroner
Creek, where the villain has es^
tablished himself as a respected
citizen through use of his stolen
gold, Scott's efforts to smoke him
out into the open lead to many
scenes of deadly menace that will
satisfy the most bloodthirsty fan.
One of the peak moments of excitement is reached when Scott
and Forrest Tucker, henchman of
the villain, come together in a
ends with
physical cla.sh that

"16 Fathoms Deep" (Color)
(Mono). Story of sponge fishgood color but slowly
paced and only mildly exciting.
"Germania Anno Zero." Italian pic on German degradation, is surefire for art ,situa^

^}"'°^5

.•:,-.T''»"«

Modest

features.

'

,V ''i'.'''
Vangborn
Fianklln

Travrl Agent
. ,

•

Foftunio Bonanoya

.

MfdwU*

The Dnink

•

Omn-

(Musical-Color) (WB).
tunefilm. carrying high

quota of entertainment.
"Feudin", Fussin' and AFightin' " (U) (Songs). Spritely
comedy for good outlook busi-

proauctlon,
Btorn Jii* Cnrnon, Janis Paige,Fore, Doris Day; features OfiCar Levant, S. Z. 'Saliall. Scrtenplay, Julius J.,and
CPblllp 6. BjJjsteln; a'l/i'^ii iiiaiog, i. A. L.
DiwrnonS! "tory, S. Ponclal Klos, (.'arlos A.
Ollvarli camera (Terhnlcoior). Blwood Brc-

(Michael

OurtlK.

Dun De

^
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Miniatnre Reviews
On the High

•

(COLOR—MUSICAL)

ir'sa

a

.
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Romaivee on the High

.

,

Glass

Maps

Pic Bally

George Glass; v.p. of Screen
Plays, Inc., indie production unit,
arrived in New York Monday (7)
from the Coast to work out plans
for preem of the indie unit's inipicture, "So This Is New
tial
York," in Philadelphia during the
Republican convention later this
month.
Film's star, Henry Morgan, will
make personal appearances in
Philly in an exploitation campaign
built to satirize the political goings-on.

'

.

—

'

Bt,

Mi»rtl»'»

Phttv, TraCnlKar

hvtebnahostai.

tfqnan

Rb No Longer the Latinos' Mecca;
Entertainment Center Moves South
Rio de Janiero, May 25.
Rio de Janeiro , is no longer
South America's mecca of entertainment, as she was before General Dutra's regime nixed gamhlirig

¥

in the city's night spots. Tourists
still flock to Rio, but if they're
looking for gay night entertainment, Uiey must now go south to
Buenos Aires for it., Minus the
gambling to foot the bill, Rio's
night life is practically non'^xist.ent.

Formerly the enormous turnover
from the Da Urea, Casablanca and

RKO-Hoyts

in

Longterm

served.

is

to be the Casablanca'

now

a deluxe nitery. The

.

Copabana Palace

the

hotel, the
decorated of the
night spots is the Golden

most

tastefully

city's

The

Room.

casino-

Paris,

June

1.

Frantic ettoi;!ts are currently being made by. Frank McCartliy, Motion Picture Assn. continental rep,
to marshal opposition against the
intended cinema bill to - be voted
upon by the National Assembly
within a month. This bill, if voted,
would not only create in practice a
levy on Ameiioan grosses :f«fc the
single benefit of i'rench industry,
but might be also construed as a
first step towards socialization of

Paris

Tempo

Falters

Rome, May

26.

Rome looks like a branch of the
French cinema these days. While
Paris studios are empty, Rome's
are crowded and resounding—^with
Gallic faces and talk.
Four French stars are working
now

at Universalia
—"Fabiola"
'Micfaele Morgan, Michel

in
studios

Simon,

and

Salou

Louis

Henri

Vidal.
Miss Morgan is returning
to Pari^^ but will be back, in October for the title role in another
'

4

Universalia pic, "Eurydice," under

Marcel Game's direction.
Inked also by Universalia is
Micheline Presle.
She'll star in
"The Last Days of Pompeii," with
a French director. Marcel L'Herbier, and French lenser, Roger
Hubert.

Rene

Glair also lias to
make one pic here for Bniversalia.
Other current French imports are

CALLS OUTSIDE FIXERS
While Austrian studio faoilities
have been more or less passed up
by French, British and American
producers in recent months, there's
a strong possibility that Viennese
picture plants will be utilized by
outside filmmakers in the near
future, according to Eugen Sharin,"
former chief films officer with the
U. S. Army's Austrian occupation
forces. Returned to N. Y.. from a
seven-week European junket,' he
said that Austrian production costs
are only a foufth of that required
to turn out an equivalent pic in
the U. S.
Failure of producers in the past,
to make pictures in Austria, Sharin
felt/ was due to the fact that the
Austrian schilling fluctuated wildly
and, furthermore, nearby Italian
studios were more attractive. But
the situation has changed now, he
declared. The schilling is relatively stabilized and Italian film
ftnancing is becoming tighter. In
addition,' production costs in Italy
are spiraling. At present, he said,
a picture can be made in ttm}.
country only 50% cheaper than in
Hollywood, compared to a much
higher Italian economy ratio some
months ago.
The Austrian film industry,
dealt a bard blow in the do^ng
days of the war when the Russians
carted .off quantities of technical
equipment, has been restored to a
great extent, Sharin said, and
small' stages are operating in the
Americail and BKtish zones as well
»s in the large Rosenhuegel plant
in tlie Russian sector.

To

RKO

and

its

Mexican

associate,

'

.

ort

.

May ^ihe Com'I Radio
Johannesbiirgi June

Change of government, with
General Smuts' United Party deby the Nationalist Party
under Dr. Malan, has interesting
'

,

feated

implications on tiie radio setup.
General feeling is that the new

government will be even less likely
tiian the United Party to accept the
recommendations of the recent
Broadcasting Commission regarding commercial radio in this country,
in any case, in view of the
government change and the many
pressing problems that will have
to be dealt with by a party with a
'

bare woriking majority, it's not expected that the matter 'will reach
the discussion stage for :many
moinths to, come.
If commercial radio is introduced
into this country it will apparently
be at least two to three years before any station or stations will be
operating. In 'view of the change
in the political situation^ it might

On nbns in Portugal never happen.
Lisbon,' June 2.
Authorities have notified dis- Guitry Continue
tributors that film importation restrictions, hitherto

unknown

in this

may be introduced. For
have to declare
the amount of U. S, dollars they
spent in the last three years for
import; (2) the exact dates when
these transfers were made; (3) the
respective bankers who effected
the transfers.
Communication asks for urgent
replies to reach a decision as soon
as possible, since import-licenses
won't be granted before the new
regulations are introduced. Paramount and Metro are known to
have all stock for aeiA season here
in vaults.
country,

this reason they
(1)

2.

8.

"Annie Get Gian,"
"Barretts,^'

ColVm

Garrick

XS3).

(6).

"Bless the Bride." Adelphi <59).
Your Uncle," Sav. (5).
"Calypso," Playhouse (3).
"Caribbean Rhap.. Wales (1)
"Carlssima,'' Palace (13).

^•Bob's

(41).

My Son," Lyric (54).
"Four, Five. Six," Yorks (13).
"Giaconda Smile," New (1)
"Happiest Days," Apollo (11).
"Hellzapoppin." Princes (9).
"Edward

Flounder in Hot Water
'

London, June

(Figure shows weeks of run)
"All My Boas," Lyric (1)
"Anna Lucasta/' Majesty's (32).

Paris,

June

3.

Sacha Guitty continues to find
himself in hot water these days.
During a motor* trip with friends
in the center of France, he was
kidnapped, by
some hotheaded
youths who disapproved of his
Petain regime record, and compelled him to make obeisance hcr
fore a Resistance monument.
On his return to Paris, he had to
appear in court where he is being
sued by actress Helene Perdriere
for allegedly defaming her. character in his book, *'Four Years of
Occupation."

"Life With Father," Savoy (53).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (43).
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (9).
"Maid to Measure," Camb. (3).
"Mountain Air," Comedy (19).
"Never Can Tell," Wynd. (36).

"Oil Record," Piccadilly

"Oklahoma!" Drury

(49).
Lane (58).

"Outrageous," W. Garden (30).
"Paragon," Fortune (5).
"Present Lauehter,«-H'ymkt (60).
"Relapse," Phoenix (19).
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (31).

sharp differences between the studios and actors, chiefly over wages.
Studios claim, production costs
have jumped to tmncb Oii^y cannot
pay the higher wa'ges demanded by
the stars. The boxofficc has been
hard hit. with the public not nearly
so loose with its coin- as last year.
HUNGARY: All matters relating
to motion pictures have been centralized under the control of a
newly established Motion Picture
Bureau^ worJEing under the Prime
Minister. This ties In with the government program for more intensive, control over production, im.

ports,

distribution

and exhibition
•

of pictures.

PARAGUAY POTS NIX

ON ALL SOVIET
Buenos Aires, May

.

PIX
28.

The Paraguayan government has

now

followed the Argentine in refusing permits for exhibition of
Russian pix. In Paraguay the order
was given via a circular sent by
the Chief of the Asuncion Police
to all, pix theatres in the country.
The order also applies to any "pictures which' directly or indirectly

tot the Union of
Republics," from

propagandize

Push Sale of Aspirin

Socialist

Soviet

Whatever country they may come.
In Argentina there has been no
European censors are increasing- direct order prohibiting the Russ
ly suffering from itching of the
pix entertainment but any theatre
scissors. Trend was shown here by
attempting to exhibit them is
the recent screening of "Cloch- promptly tipped off by telephone
emerle"
by government func- that exliibition must be witildrawn
Paris,

June

2.

.

"CUltem Hundreds," Vaude

To

European Pix Censors

New Austrian film version of tionaries to try protect the cloth,
"Lysistrata/' Greek classic comedy
the army and most of all the
by Aristophanes, has been acquired
politicos from the pic's razzing.
for U. S. release by Distinguished
Films. Film was completed in Vi- Also the parleys which resulted
enna early this year with approvid in Georges Clouzot altering' the
ending of the script of his
of U.S. occupation forces.
.
"Manouche."
In Portugal, it seems that the
censors are making use of their
Currtnt London Shows

.

Mex

'

Studios have signed Antonio Leonviola, Italian director who has
worked with Roberto Rosellini.
Aldo Fabrizzi has wound up Iiis
personal appearances and is starting work on "The Immigrant," his
first picture in an Argentine stu^cUo,

next tvvo months. The commission
includes an engineer, paiijter, playwright, the owner of Montevideo

Mayer & Burstyn own U.

,

South African Elections

(8).

Report disclosed that a comtnis-r
Sion of five has been appointed by
the Uruguayan jainistry of Industries and Labor which is to draft
the necessary legislation within the

Reports on other countries:
Pic, at the World, N. Y.f
rights.
ALGERIA: Censorship of all
currently Broadway's long-run
newsreels has been in effect since
record-holder.
April, and apparently will continue.
Theatres in Algiers and Tunis were
not permitted to show; any reels
Chsrubusco Studios
touching on the aissassihation and
funeral of Mahatma Gandhi. CritiFold Under Pay Load, cism of American fll^s remains th6
same—that they are "either too
too psychological in
They Tell Federal Board subtle or
theme. In addition, pix with war
Mexico City, June 8.
themes are getting the nix at the
studios,
Mexico's leading pic
boxoifice.
those at Churubusco, local suburb,
FINLAND: Domestic industry is
established three years ago by threatened with paralysis due to

Productores Asociados Mexicanos,
Jacques Somas
and Georges arje on the skids and will go under
Flamant. Semas, is on his ttiird unless the operators can cut
The bill, which has been now Italian film, "The MiU on the Po." salaries.
okayed by the film commission, and produced by Lux. Flamant, -who
That'.s what they told the federal
is loiown as the Gerraud-Jouve bill made "Angelica" here .in 1939 at" board 6f conciliation and arbitra(Jouve is the head of the Press and Scalera studios, is working in tion in asking its okay for a genCinema committee in the National Edi's "11 Men and a Ball."
eral 40% pay cut and drastic reAssembly), provides for the folSummer will bring a new ar- duction of several costly employee
lowing:
rival of French filmers' — among benefits. They told the board that
1. An
additional tax of five others Rene Clement and Jean from Nov. 1, 1945, to June 1, '48,
francs on each, admission from 35 Gabin, "former as director and lat- studios ran $500,000 in the red,
to 65 francs; 10 francs on admis- ter as co-star, with Isa Miranda, with loss of $175,000 between last
sion from 65 to 90 francs, and 20 of "Three Days of Love," now in Nov. 1 'and March 25. From Nov.
francs on admissions from 9& to preparation at Titanus studios. 1, 1945, to June 1, '48, $1,200,000
120 francs. This is expected to Also expected is Viviane Romance, was taken in against $1,700,000 outprovide about 1,000,000,000 francs due for i^e fourth time at Roman go.
Coiitpany is capitalized for
yearly to be used for the benefit of studios to star in a historical pic. $2,000,000.
French production, and is to be in
Case is complicated by the deforce for three years.
Italian Dent in B, A.
mand of the National Cinemato2. A tax to be paid by the dis'.
graphic Industry Workers Union
Buenos Aires, May 15.
tribs, this, distribution tax to be
Studio production continues (STIC), controller of the Churufrom 80 to' 100 francs per meter for apace in Buenos Aires, with Italian busco studios help, for a work conoriginal versions 'with French sub- talent now muscling
into the local tract revision featuring a 60% pay
titles, and of from 800 to 1,000
scenes
Studios' chiefs told the
hike.
francs per meter on all French and
AAA has been putting the finish- board this demand is ridiculous in
dubbed-in
French
films.
This ing touches to "Street Cry" ("La view of the progressive biz losses.
would be in force for 10 years and Calle Grita") which was dela_j?ed
Charles Woram is the studios'
would be applied to the improve- due to illness of Enrique Muino.
'head.:
ment of exhibition facilities.
.A.AA has signed up Carlos Rinaldi
for directing chores with Angel

Magana as star.
At the same timei San Miguel

today

is

*•

mSTRY

AUSTRIAN

8.

A nationalized Him production
industry is to be created in Uruguay, probably the most democratic
of all the Latin-American states,
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the motion picture-photographic brahcb
of the Dept. of Commerce, disclosed

deal, plan now is to offer the pic*
Films, and the director of the Servture for sale to distribs territoriFotocinematbgrafico of the
Rene Outman, who's asso* icio
ally.
Ministry of Puldic Instruction.
ciated with SCC in release of the
Whether this would swallow up exfilm, is now preparing Spanish and
isting private production, or merely
Portuguese versions.
cleat;
S. supplement it, is. not

Atlantico
the cen- the French industry.

further out from
ter of Rio city, has been shrouded
since the gambling ban, and is
currently being converted to a
cabaret, with taxi-girls skedded for
the terrace floors and a restaurant
operating on the ground floor.
still

•Washington, June

Coin Curbs Stymie Loew*s

.

;

What used

land.

Newsreel CeiisMs String id y^eria

But Interna, Forst claims, de^
Latino Deal for Taisan'
livered Gevaert raw film material,
Deal by which the Italian' film,
good. After
RKO and Hoyts, major cinema which wasn't any
"Palsjm," was to have been booked
gave Swiss rights
loop, have made a new 10 years' preem here, Forst
into all Loew's houses in Latin
to another Zurich company, Judge
contract. " Renewal was handled by
America has failed through. It
Ernest TurnbuU, Hoyts' chief, and postponed hearings.
stumbled over failure of the theaRalph Doyle, RKO's local topper.
tre circuit and the distribs of the
RKO will be up .with the leaders
picture to agree on manner of paythis year on earnings^ hitting the
ment in. nations where currency
jackpot with "Best Years," cur-:
reniittances are snagged.
rently winding up a Sydney run of.
Latino rights are owned by the
Italian Pix Studios As
35 weeks and set for second-reStates Commercial Corp., N. Y.
lease. Danny Kay pix likewise are
With the dropping of the Loew

mum

nearby Casino "da Urea has been
shuttered since the gambling ban,
but there are plans to open up another nitracy there when the tourist season proper comes into force
in June and July.
Fuither along Rio's beaches, at

Swiss Interna Film Co. is suing
Forst Films for $25,000 damages,
An agreement called for delivery
of U. S. Kodak film material for
production of "Hofrat Gciger."
Forst Films in return promised
Interna the pix rights for Switzer-

Aussie Pact Renewal
Sydney, May 26.

Atlantico casinos allowed the Rio
nitery operators to put on deluxe
shows, mostly U. S. or European top grossers in all situations here.
Imported, charging only very mini- Signing of contract renewal gives
cover charges.
RKO playdates in around. 156 key
There are only three first-class and urban cinemas.
niteries- operating at present in
Hto.
Night and Day, operated by
the Hotel Serrador, the city's newest hotel, in the city center known U^. Exbibs to Feel Brant
AS Cinelandia, which concentrates
most filmhouses. Night and Day
Of Intended French Pix
operates as the hotel's diningTOom, with only a la carte meals
Bin Increasing Taxes

casino

25G

Snit
Vienna, June I.

Forst's Swiss

power not only

to

eliminate of-

fending parts of pix, but also to
try and restrict imports by banning them so as to prevent too

many

dollars leaving the country.
also ogling sotne tieup
with Spain in that direction. In
Holland the English pic, "Brighton
Rock," based on Graham Greene's
novel,
has lieen .banned, considered a danger to public morals
because of numerous crime ep«

They are

isodes.

The Rank Organization' in London is protesting the action of
the Breen office scissoring "Blue
Lagoon" and "Mrs. Polly's Story"
and insisting on changes in the
script of Sidney Box's "Bad Lord
Byron."

Praesen's Anni Pic
Zurich,

June

of

Gottfried

•

Stirs

Keller's

CbvL Action

Call

Mexico City June 1.
Charging boycotting and discrimination against Mexican pix in
Argentina, the National Cinematographic Commission has asked
the Mexican government to take
diplomatic action to correct the
i

situation. Mexican pix,- because of
this hamstringing, get only a mini-

mum

in
the Argentine,
Argentinian pix get a

yield

whereas

juicy return in Mexico,
sion says.

Commis-

Commission Isn't in accord with
some in the Megdcan film trade

who demand

retaliatibn against
pix in Mexico. It
di^omatic action is the
to handler the case.

Argentinian
thiidis that

only

way

Graenstein's 1st Film
Chosen for Festival
"Annie,"

8.

Praesens
Films,
of
makers
"Marie-Louise," "The Last Chance"
and "The Search," will be celebrating its 25th anniversary next year.
Company, is planning for its an<
niversary pic the first Swiss film

version

'or else."

Argentme'sMexPixNix

Vienna, May 25.
a Styria-Berna Wicn

output, has been picked, prior to
its preem, to represent Austria at
the forthcoming Locarno Festival;
Pic stars Elfie Mayrhofer and Siegfried Breuer, and was directed 1^
Max Neufeld. Robert Stolz and

Peter

Wehle wrote the musieal

score.

Pic marks first postwar produce
"Travellers' Joy," Crit. (1).
"Kleider machen Leute," if pos"Together Again," Vic. Pal. (51). sible (for the first time in Swiss tion of Moritz Gruenstein, who i-etumed to Vienna as a U. S. citizen*
"Worm'js View." WhitehaU (58).
fllm-histoiy) in color.
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Metro Fmis

New

Despite the growing inclinatloa
exhibitors to favor reissues
over minor-budgeted B 'films,, the
goldmine expecJfced to be- found by
the majors in reviving tlieir oldies
has already started to pt^er out.
Metro, which started the reissue
ball rolling with optimistic predictions of the top grosses they would
ring up, has found biz so disappointing on MOtsBH of the most
promising olcUleff tjiat it's pjflled
them out of release. Company,
consequently; bw' deteraained not
to reissue any mare product wifliout subjecting it first t<r the same
test run enagements given top new
features. Other major.distribs are
expected to follow M.-G's example.
Metro has found fitat tossing the
.

Ueolor's

Herbert T. Kalmus- declared last
week' that the lErencbr system

which
tectaidQttes
incorporates
Techni tossed out years iigo as
inadequate.
Basing his statements on a repw-t from Kay Harrison, ','echni
managing director in London,. Kalmus declared that some of the
earliest Techni pictunes used ad
additive color process similar to
that reported used by the Roux
brothers, who developed the nev/
French system. Because of "difficulties," howe-frer, Tschni "abandoned this method in favor of a
subtract! ve. system." He also declared that the sysUxa 4A indsms
and .fdters necessary for the Boux
process "is in-adapted to meet the
practical :requirements of -the motion picture industigr/'

,

and accrasories we«f ordered, thereby coistiiig Metro about
$150,0D0-$200;O0O «ach.
From now pn, consequently, M-O
expects 'to ije very careful' with
»ts reissue s\iate, j^lving each Oldie
«t least .Six 't«rt Tons in varioussized cities before putting it into
general release. Lists of potential
reissues, heretofore submitted to
the hoKieoffic* sales. department by
branch managersoa tKe-xecoramendation of exhlbs;.is-i»s ba checked
nnd reehec&ed. IgrfsSue department chief .WlItisiu Bi ZoeUner, in
fact, is curf^Wy! checking these
lists on hia iSwlng thrciugh the
•

•

.

.

.

Metro exchanges..;
its

run policy. In Varioas- JiEpv/
houses^ l^igbt.'.ut the
:Bros,), .."Good
,

.

Earth," "Womelii'* aJid "Go£fdbye,
Mr. Chips" are all now playing
either on Broadway or in various
first run art houses. Metro is convinced that acceptance of reissues
in art houses only won't pay.^fl, so
will test the pix in other siQi$tions
To date, "Eage la \aBaiVfen"
too.
and "Gone With the WJ«d" .haye.
reissue,
been the heaviest
grossers.

Chicago, June

S;

Settlement of the anti-trust suit
brought here by the Calumet theatre, Hammond,.Ind., agaioiit .major
circuits and distiibs carries mrlth It
no cash payments but in^cov^the
run of the house consififlabTy. Under the terms of the compi-omise.
Calumet which previously followed
first-runs by 60 days has had the
time-lag cut to 35 days, Itnowivlll
get produat seven days after seconds-run in Hammond but. in no
event, can that period exceed 35

days from

first-run.

was settled after nine
Suit
Seymour
jnonths of litigation.
Simon repped for the plaintiff
while frontmg for the majors were
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ColumCenter

theatre, of ;Centreville, Md., last
week against je«ramount,.20th-jEox,
RKO, Colunibia, Charles Wirigfield,
a Columlda M«siBait. and F. B.

.

'

.

.

'
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atres. Corp., JBoston.
This., is .the second b.o. hypo: 'be-

Chicago, Jime 8
processing and. develop- ing employed by operators' of al
will be set up here by fresca houses in this area. Fred
a newly-formed SuBsld. of DeLUxe Welu^nberg's huge .drive-in house
Laboratories in the near future. at nearby Sappington iises .a cuffo
While specUb;- details are still Jack- admish . policy for youngsters in
ing, it's known tlUitHthe new outfit addition to' a playgrounds, etc>
1?olicy now encourages parents to
has just tieppt.iovto^ in Delaware
under the'
j^j^escent ¥ilm bring. Mong tbeir youngsters, thus
'
eliminating baby sitters^ Meanlime,
Laboi'ato];ieSj.:'Xae.-''
operators in tiie city are Unding
rDcLuse which is. a wholly-owned apjQosish from five 'drive-in spots in
subsid of 20th-Fox has acquired' all the metrppolttan area, and film
of the A common voting stock of row hears that more will
be
Crescent for a $5,000 cash pay- erected.
ment. There 'are. still 50 shares of
Kerasotes Bros. Circuit; SpringB common non-voting j^<ik,to. be field, HI., is readying its new 1,000
issued.
car drive-in theatre near Decatur,
111., for an early opening!
.Feature
of the $200,000 plant is seats for
Recover $S,S€0 Stolen
200 per.<!ons who prefer to sit in
rather than in cars.
Mpls. Theatre Usher ctuurs
Two new drive-in theatres are
;
Minneapolis, June 8.
;
being constructed in the area near
The entire $8,800 stolen from the Herrin, HI.
Egyptian Theatre
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount Corp., headed by Harold E. Greer,
and Wayne L.
circuit) Radio City Theatre safe Hazen Coleman
was recovered when a -IT-ycar- Smith,^ all of Herrin, is building'-.a
600
c&t
house and John .Marlow
old usher <;onfessed to the theft,
after a iieNietector test, and led has a 1,000 'cav house underway.
J. D. Graliam, Queen City, Mo.,
police to. the money's hiding place.
Harry B". Trench, ^Minnesota Amus. purchased the Park, a 180-seater in
Clayton, 111., from L. C. Peterson.
president, isaid he wouldn't proseH'ouse will be completely, -face
cute the youth, -who has been in lifted.
the theatre's employ for nearly
three years and was trusted and
Many New N. C. Projects
well-liked. The youth's name, beCharlotte, N. C.
cause of his age, was undisclosed.
Willis Williams, of Kannapolis.
Carrying off the money bags N. C, will build a Drive-ln. for
when he was sent to the circuit's Negroes on York road near Char-;
main office with the theatre's re- lotte city limits at cost of $40ifi00,
ports, the usher hid them in a bus- witli a capacity (rf ;390 cars. Bedepot public locker.
ing constructed by BEDokftde Xheatre Corp.
Two theatres are going up m.
Stanley, N. C, the Stanley to open
this month. Will be operated by
i.

Film

.

-

"Children's Bepublic," two-reeler produced In France Jby (Madeleme) Carroll Films, will be released in theS. fay A. F. I'ilms;,.bi&,
indie distrib outfit. In addition, the firm bap {acquired ei^t Viaxk'
.

'

shorts.

-

"Republic," narrated by Miss. Carroll, is. tbe story of her woric viith
French moppets- during ahd after the war. /Whether it .will' receive
theatrical distribution oui<:idc- the art hmis(:S is yet- to be determined.

.

n^e

By

.'

.

Fmeft Freeze
COHtlmied from puge 3

Lewis Ballard, of Stanley, and C.

M. Lowe, of

Charlotte. A. E. MilLineolnton, N. C, vrill operate the other. Whitaker-HaB theatre opened in McCoU, S. C, June
?, bdag the second fflm bouse in
ler, of

today (Wed.) to act as technical
adviser to the U. S. embassy in renegotiations of the Blum-Byrnes
accord affecting films. Foreign
also agreed that £ric
dept.
Johnston,
pteXy, woifld
later trek to. teance if it iJidliU
prove necessary.
French government, in accordance with the terras of the BlumByrnes pact, have served a sixm^nth notice that it wants a renegotiation 0t ter&is. Qrii^naliy,

McCoU.

.

$1?0,000 teWe dianMige antitrust- amd injunction suit was in-

,

For Drive-h Biz

ment plant

es^

A

.

,

,

,

'

.

4

m

-

Miles Seeley, Vincent O'Brien and

Edward

One aspect of the contracts between the film .companies and «ie
the possible strike of the gween
individual players may he a factor
is that there i«
Actors Guild against the Hollywood studios. That
nothing in the SAG production code that protects the players agamst
damage suits or at least contract cancellation in case of a walkout in
of certain contract playviolation of their individual pacts. In the case
cancellation, would be a setan. Move west has been pushed
ers with non-opUon deals at high salaries,
oflr until fall and will probably be
rious matter imder present retrenchment policies at the studios. With
oa- a eonsiderably smaller scale most other talent' unions, there is a covering clause in the production
thin was originally anticipatea.
codes to protect the union and/or the indivisdual artist ^gainst damage
distribuIt is now expected that
suits or contract cancellation in case of a strike:
,
_
tion topper. Neil Agnew and some
However ic the case of tl»e Equity strike agamst the Broadway manof l3is staff may switch g.li,q. to
agers one of the terms of settlement was stipulation that all suits for
Hollywood, but the bulk of the
breach of contract would be nullified. Similarly, in AFRA's ori^al
salesmansales organization under
strike threat against the networlts and agencies in 1938, even though
ager Milton Kuaell will probably
there was no existing code and thus no legal protection against breach
remain east: Accounting and some
of contract suits, the union and the' leading performers proceeded on
other suiisldiary departments may
the theory that a basic condition of settlement would be the cancella<r
into
a
Coast
the
shifted
to
"fie
tion of such suits.
.
..
,.
,
building Selznick owns out there.
figured the SAG leaders are foUowmg a similar Ime of reasoning
New office space added on a in It's
their^ plans for a possible strike against the studios. In that i:ase,
month-to-month basis is in the Hohowever, the terms of settlement of such a strike would also have to
tel Marguery, Park avenue and
Include the withdrawal by the studios of all cancellations of individual
47th street. It will house the acWithout such an agreement, a number of prominent SAG
counting department. This makes contracts.
might be seriously hurt profesaonally.
the third building among which members
the faomesoffioe staff is divided.
Color, as a means of emphasiang the dialog and expressiiig the
story line was introduced by Boub«i MamouUan in the filndng tjf."Summer Holiday" at Metro. Ojae scene shows Mickey Rooney bending.
an elbow ia a drab barroom as Marilyn MaxweU walks in with frowsy
hair and a dirty pihk dress. After a couple of drinks down Rooniey'a
gullet, she becomes a glamor gal in a sod-active crimson gown, and
the sordid tavern takes on a golden hue. When the gal walks out
with a gob, the golden hue turns to a dark brown and the crimson
gown turns to a dirty pink as Rooney's romance- is dissolved in two
bits worth of redeye.
St Louis.
W^estem heroes don't spend all their time gatloi&tg: thataway to save
Cuffo pony rides, plus a playground -for the kiddies as a b.o. the old randm. At times they cBmh off fbeir liclsses' for a bit of mer>
.
Jure for ©.t>,wttups,..are being*, em- chandising.
ployed in this area -by tte- manageBill Boyd, Ml-. Hopalong Cassidy himself, has organized Hopalong
ment, of the 1,000 car driVe-in Cassidy Enterprises to' promote, the sale of wild West paraphernalia
'theatre jat Des Peres, Mo., con- among young western fans. MeaBwIiile, Boy Bosgers is plugging a new
trolled Ihv Midwest Dtive-Ia"' The- brand of ridhig pants for kids.
'i
..

'

HAMM0!tem;WNSNO
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Kom Bm.

In the first reaction from any
U. S. Sim color outfit to news of
Blench
recently -acclaimed
the
process. Technicolor' prexy Dr.

and "Kin6t<aslta^ '.were jOJ withdrawn ftom' xe1le»se after new

Opera"

hdiie Stii-Pietares

We^

-

.

York

ICalmiis

Claims by

into tJie release hopper
without iirst testing them can be
extremely costly. If the pix fail
boxoWice or are turned
the
«t
down by exhibs, all the money
Bunk into new .printji and ad accessories goes fffit-W^t, VCaptams
Couragebus," ."JPliBadelphia Story"

Company ha* .already, stated

Favars

Biit

Qves Brush to Fr^nclt

«ldies

prints

NX %a€e

Selznick Beleasing Organization,
which had announced plans for
moving its-headquarters from New
York to the Coast this spring, has
added new office space in Manhat-

(My

ie,

Piffflts,

among

test

S^cl'si Kevr

it

MPAA

commited

itself io

pay

New Mini!. Brive-Kn
Mbineapolis.
Opening of the Minnesota Entextainmeat Enterprises'-new $200,000
Drive-In midway between Minneapolis

4QD,fOO accumulated since before

and

St. Paul, is sdiechiled
It wiB aecoUanoiState

for June 15.

This is only tlie second
such operation in territoQr. The
was opened in a Minneapolis
suburb by Dave Flexer a year a^.
The MEE also plans to start to
build two more Drive-In theatines
in the Twin Qty area this year or

fi50 autos.

off $11,- other

B.O.

Champs

CoBtisncd from pace 4

i

ing to the fore -sharply in the final by Monogram, enj<ved several
three- weeks of May. "Silver Hiver" prosperous weeks in May,
Prob.^hly the major disappoint(WB) copped fifth position, latest
EiTol Flyjin starrer proving much ment of the month was- "Winter
stronger than recent ones he's Meeting" (WB), with a surprisingdone.
Also he undoubtedly was ly large number of fair to thin

Ann Sheridan playdates. "Anna Karenina-".
(20th), aftw only a very modest
"Mkacle of Bells" (BKO) and launching in N. Y;, has virtually
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) foUght disappeared boxoffice-wise. "Casit out for sixth money right down bah" (U), also failed to measure
to end of the month, with "BeBs" up to initial promise, although not
again winding up in sixth for sec- doipg badly currently in many
ond, month in a row. "Arch" was neighborhood sitiiations.
helped by co-star
boxoffice-wise.

virtually even- with "Bells" in actual gross take but encountered
fair or lukewarm weeks than
the RKO-Lasky entry. The^ UAEnterprise picture, too, had to
weather some rather harsh goings-,
over from crix in many localities.
Strong selling undoubtedly, contributed to the ability of "Anah"
to wind, up in seventh slot.
"Sainted Sisters" (Par), which
was out on release five weeks during the month, slid into eighth
place mainly on its steady if un-

more

"Bemember

Mama"

(RKO),

which was'b.o. champ in AprB. waa;.
out in the keys a majority of the
weeks during May, Coming through
with numerou& big sessions. "Naked City" (U) also rolled up additional coin last month, this being
second-ylace wbmer' for April.

Wr^ers
Continued from pace 3
start at keyrpounding.

He

said

it

"Lady From was for the Newark Sunday CaB
Shanghai"
(Col)
copped ninth and he woriied—on spe©—at $4 a
spot while "Big Clock" (Par), story.
That lookejl to -him then
third place winner in April, had bigger than the liefty paychecks
enough stamina to land 10th he now receives,' he reminisced.
money. "Sitting Pretty" (2eth), His iwint, however, he said, was
winch finished fourth in April, that he was imtBeUed to write,
wound up in llHi and "AU IVfer whether he sold bis Uttle feature
Sons" (U), ended in I2tii groove. stories or not, and be doesn't see
I^t-named gained i place in this how other writers can. feel awGolden Dozen largely becau^ of tbing. but the same way His gets
a spurt of strength in ilnal two dubimis about any scripter, he deweeks.
clared, who'll spend months be-*
Runners-ITppere
moaning Ms fate, but won't spend
Heading runners - up were a few hours at his typewriter.
As for new, youi% writers, the
"Woman in White" „(WB), "Green
he'd hire none
Grass of Wyoming"" (20th), "Fifl- BKO bossman
ler Brush Man" (Col), "Noose of ttuan unlets he bad ia definite
Iftngs Highf' (EL> and "BerUn slot f<w them. He asserted he
Express" (BKO) in that <»rd«. wouldn't Udbg a bunch of kids to
"Express" and "Green Grass" boOi the s'tu^ and break their hearts
were just gaining momenium" as by keeping them on the payroll
for six months or a year with
the month ended.
"The Pirate" (M-6), which only nothing to do. "It's no good far
showed in a couple of playdates in them or for the studio," he deMay, hinted sonie promise. "Time
Greater output by wi-iters ol
of Life" (UA), another promisscreen stories is also
ing newcomer. Indicated real coin- original
yenned by Metro. It's encouraging
getting possibilities on two opensuch work by handing ?5,000 or

sensational

trade.

Po« Mesmffia, Wingfield the war by the end of 1947. JFrench
and Klein i^so ^isate iHieatreB in paid 25% of :|^t sum but the
in Vitaeh
Church 1-lilI andt^estertowm, Md. balance lis still held
.««
next.
The suit «2iia!aes that the de- banks..
MPAA has no power to dicker
fendants CMiSpired to give Elein
0.pen 3 UiKState Brive-Xns
the
French
its.pwn
since
with
on
theatres
a
monopand Wingfield's
'whole
affair
the
ntattar
is
beim
in
Marythe
oly of firstrun product
Mbany.
Vail Mills Drive-In, first in Amland eastern shore territory. It is tween iUie U. S. tmA Vmiuii gov- Gloversville
sterdam
"Hazard" (Par), also
ernments.
Hett^e;
ivhile
ii^^r
territory, ing dates.
1^
Mesnij^ are
also charge4 tb«t%
$6,000 to yarn-spinners with an
assigned to the «sJstem shote and will tell the embas^ that the origi- opened May' 29 by Harry Lament. a new entry, had not weighed in appropriate idea. That takes the
Theatre
began
with
feature with enough to show big potentialsingle
is
nal
offer
unsatisfactory,
will
he
traislr'in
gettiiig
the
had an inside
project out of tibe complete specupolicy.
Ted
Rosen,
vet
of
Italian
ities.
not
be
in
a
position
personally
to
distributor defendwts to give them
latioa ilass, btit leaves the writisf

Klein, a

for the theatres which they make- a couttter-proposition.
operate. The suit points out dear
Yank distribs are balking at the
ance, percentage and playing time proposal because it means dperatdiscriminations.
ing» at a loss in France for the
The Centreville Amus. Cqrp. is next four years. They would prob&
xepregented by Isseks^ Meyers
ably take remittance la Instidl1rerd(9tii» of New Yorfe, and Bobert ments if the ^um included current
as W0ir as back i^aj»rme»ts.
Sfter, «f Washington, D.
flrstj-un

.

C

'

campaign, appointed manager.
"Raw Deal" (EL) did nicely on
Moonlight Drive-In, built by.
Los Angeles openings. "B.P.'s
Papavanakos Brothers, near Pots- five
dam, has started its new season, Daughter" (M-G) Continued with
mostly modest returns. "Duel in
beiak the first one in that area.
Fabian-Hellman intespeats will Sun" (SRO) chipped in with s^e
build an 800-car Drive-In on Al- fresh booktogs and still did excelbaay-Tr-oy Boad.
Hope to start lent biit at poii scale, "Hunted"
and 'Smart Wottian'' both released
operations this ye«r.

plenty of Ificentive. If the stttry
developed for the $5,000-$6,000
'

dqwn payment proves interesting
to the studio, tbe writer gets $50,000 or ^60,000 more to do a treatis guaranteed a place on
the payroB to do a screenplay If
the tmtment is cfkay.

ment and

-,

Wanna Sure bet ??
Then

bet

comedy

on Paulette — in the gay, gambHng

which the trade press

to

is

dealing

out every high card of praise in the deck:

"Top Entry Jammed With

Laughs." -DAILY

Belly

VARIETY

"Spells Boxoffice In Large Letters." -FILM

—

''Happy Booking Experience For

DAILY

Any Showman.''
-BOXOFFICE

''Entertainment To Please The Entire Family."
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

,

^

And

it

wins

Month from
Cosmop oH a n
t

wicked and

a ('itat ion

Louclla
.\ I

a ga z

full of

i

-

ol

-

1

lu-

Parsons

ne

as "u

i

in
r t

>

sus[)ensc."

FRED CLARK

STANLEY CLEMENTS
FRANK FAYLEN
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
Pfodaced by

MEL EPSTEIN
It'll

Warm Up Your

for that

Boxoffice

Summer Hit Wave from

PARAMOUNT

Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL
Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman
and Roy Chanslor

humor to tiring tana
sterebtypeid. cli»K.

Wwemmmwrntii N.T.

he could have kept them happy

out «f the

Woody Herman Orch

King Cole Trio, Ray Anthonj)
Pace setters are Maia and
K/ay Start, 4 Evans,
Orch.
Maurice with a fair set of adagiopat H«twiinfii; ^'uamrA" (Par), re- balhcoom routines. Closers, the
viewed i» ViOBHSTV Moral 17. '48. TlireB HoBey Biwtiiers tdcay with
comedy bits.
their tamhling
Paramount's new itage show Look 'good and routines ai-e
takes advantage of the aesrt aiat's smoothly eliective.
lieatlliaing
Xes Bhode house orch does nice
on "Nature Boy*'
it
King Cole, whose tecoraing «tf
supplied the impetas that atiot Itoe
tune lilgli. It's a good Show, enter¥.
Jk|i»lli>,

am

md

New

'

feon

Bay

start to finish.

Budd/y Mich Orch (17), Johnny
J^d itoe acts sur- Moore's* 5 Btasrs, Derbj/ Wilson,
rounding it and Cole cover the Spick &; Si^n, 33olly Pemhrooke,
gamut twin fcrps to vocals. As a Apus Btoolcs, EstreUto, George
whole, ti^ Staj^r fflovcs a iat slow* wmsMrel "faiwMSIc IWl" iWth)

Anthony's orchestra sets up ex-

cellent music,

ly, but it doesn't lessen the overall impat*.
King Cote closes, of eoMse. His
trio tees off witli liWi iieW I^t 'M^m
past a
In it Box,f goeis 'Sjito
bit witli ''Wmtm 1 »0," then

moves
"Got

into the {utUre again with

A Way

With Women." "Nn-

W

tm-o" closes. It's a IsieSer Mt
the groap than auditors tni^ expect. It doesn't satisftr, allSiough
Cole might he' vets' wise
leaving
'em wanting -inDre. Anirtha; thtng;
the trio worlcs with Anthony's
drummer,'
sets up a staffer
beat- 4i»n Cwfe^scdti^
4a his
recording, soii wsts not good.
Anthony's crew, which lately has
been starting taUc among bands-

&

^o

an-l bnjieris, has been ai'ound
since -Qie «ml of. the war. Composed ^f six hrass> five sax, and
four" rhythm, led toy Anthony's
trumpet, the combo proves excellent even though* it gets only one
real musical opportunity beyond
the lively "SWeet Georgia Brown."
whicJi opens. That one shot is *»
arrangement of "Yesterdays," an

unusual,

^teful

tailoring. Follow-

ing "Brown," ,flie crew does
off

on various 9 name

St

take-

jconibos

such

,-,

•

rhythm,
laasxes

five

three

saxes,

ni'3g val -es.

Herman has a good, selection of
sidemen, including a group well
qualified for the highly mobile
musicafes associated with Herman's Woodehoppei^. Instrumenta'
tion consists of five sax, eight brass
and a <iuartet of rhythms, which
ttie leader keeps under Soil co»trol so that there's no bl)^sM^<
greater concentration on melodic
values. There's a reprise of *Caldonia" to recall the kind oX musicians^il^ dished cut toy Herman
during previous appearances. -For
contrast, there's the maestro's vocal rendition of "But Beautiful."
:

into

one of the sockiest layouts here
in some time.
Mch's <a«w, comprising three

men

trom-

and three trumpets, makes The Woodehoppers, consisting of

with jivey

«cr4;aiigeflieJ3its

to capture

the band's rhy&m secUon, a pair
of reeds, trumpet and. Herman's

avulience appreciation from start
to finish. Band lees offioWlth torrid
item, "Dateless Brown," to- set
things for Spick fc Span, mixed
team, iM sUmes* tapsi^^ng -routines for. plemfy tesponSe.
House comics Apus Brooks,
Wiltshire
Estrelita and George
take over in aiext slot for tte comedy blackout, this time a inirleytinged ikit, "TIms Honeymooners,"
whit^, despite corny, joiotif , is
worked up- for howls. iSolly Pern-'
brooke:, °9ersona]>le lass, follows

clary, get their musical inhibitions
The
off its chest with "Fan It"
hand also has a fuU- play in the

"Peaches and Cream."',
On the vocal side, Marianne Mcwitibi the band, is given little
opportunity because of the femme
singing that must come off in later
acts.
She does a quick medley of
"I May Be Wroi^g" and ' "More
Than You Kiiow," and is OS to a
good hand.
The comedy aspects are taken
care of by Jeaa Carroll, on a re^
turn trip here. She's one of the
few femme comics who can give
vigor to a funny line as well as
tioss off material with ca^ualness.
Her track description Still remains
the highlight of her act, atthough
thereJs plenty- good stuff surrounding it. She earns an encore, and
could stay longer.
The whistling aitd song tisam of
Fred Lowery and Dorothy' Eae repeat the similarly good impressions, made here "with Lowery's,.
pucker solos. Miss Rae in one
number also shows up, well.
Hal Lb Roy's hoofing is another
familiar item. He's got an amiable
line of taps punctuated with some
Jose.
pleasant humor.
fiaale,

'

Call,

as Glenn Mlleir, Harry James,
Stan Kenton, Ouy £<omibardo and
Tommy Oorsey. Bit is aimed for
laughs and gets them via giggle- vAYh jB<a'o«(»iliortion dance JQiat's
"
«
breales inserted aU j^long the line. solid.
la 41iein and
AntbiAiS'
Eich and lads give out satisproves to -Ihe a inuch-mai« aiai-' factorily on "A Man- Can Be a
mated and poU^hed maestro Ulan WonfletM thing," with maestro
when he first apjiaaijed ia New; taking iti!* vocal. THiree Blazers folYork. At that time he was ibeiug low and practically steal the show
sbecanse ctf Ms With their instrumentals and votaliced abo^
resemMance to Cary Grant' than oals. W:th Johnny Moore pacing
for Ibis musical 'ability:.
things at the piano, flanked by
Antoony doesn't use vocansfs-on guitar and bass, trio gives on some
this Show. Ttoit's due to the fact of their past diskings, "Money Is
that Kay Statx,, a Capitol Records Getting Cheaper," "Scratch Sheet"
newcomer, was slipped in with and "Drafty Blues," to the loud-<
Cole, iChe gal's good, but to say est palm-whacking of tbe session.
why is difficult. Slie's got a hard Moore's scat vocalja^ also sells
*
voice, w^ll-controUed, and her ap- for tops»
proach is anything but modern.
Derby Wilson is runnerup for
She .sings wi& plenty xrf expres- showstopping honors with his exSi6n and warmith :idespite the hardtapstering, softshoe "terping,*
ness, however, and she goes over interlarded with comedy gab. His
.

Wes^Ut

'

=,

-

.

.

Perhaps it's that there's a Bill Robinson imprcsh is socko,
nostalgic quality in her suaging. and his encore precision tap with
She clings to oldies, too, stsu-ting Bich sews things up lor more acoff with "Them IShere l!yes," then colades for both.
"Don't Woixy "Bout, Me" and
Bich and band wind things, with
"Lonesomest Gal in Toswu." For the leader taking over for a torrid
a deserved encore she doss "Ain't session on the skins for "Kix With
Misbehavin*."
Stix" as fitting finale.
iBdba.
.Two remaining acts are the Four
Evans and Pat Hennitig. Evans
Quartet consists of "son and
Washington, June 5.
solidly.

daughter and father and mother."
Act has been around a long time
and the time doesn't lessen its effectiveness. Group turns out a fastmovihg terp routine, doing rhythm
taps,

shoe, etc., in
combinations Of the four.
soft

libss & stone, Jerry
Cooppr,
Thinkia-Iiriiik Boffnmi The Workmans f2), Sflm JojA Kaufmin
House Orch, with Kay De Witt;

"The P'rate'" ^I'G).

various

/'

fMsino, IL(»n«l«n

London, June 1.
Sophie Tucker, with ted SluipiBerry Bros. (2), Hal Monty,
Cabot & Dresden, Vic Hyde, Erikson, George Kirby, Al Burnett,
Paul Kafka & Co. i3), 'Cynthia &
Gladys, Java Bros., Hafold Collins

To;
I

j

.

Orch.

slightly,

return to the London stage .after
12 years, making the occasion a
triumph for tlie American songstress-comedienne. Soph is a grand
trouper and the packed house vociferously displayed how they felt
about her. She sang around 16
numbers, with the audience supplying some of the well-remembered lines. After careful vetoing
by Hannen Swaffer (continuing
his clean-up chore) of her repertoire she included "Last of the

Miami

m*^"

,

1
'

•

peared previously around New Gold^ theatre. Min started slow
York, gets an excellent showcasing at $4,000 for' the fit^ y^eek and
at the Glass H&t. Miss Phelan, a picked up to $8i206 in the second.
looker, who displays good vocal
On most foreign films, it Is .said,
control, phrasing and diction, im- distrib's take is mainly determined
presses as being a good bet for on the New York first-run and that
musicals.
of 15 other first-runs in art houses
One <»f ttoe bettCT pohits in Miss throughout the country. "That's
Phelan's jerojection is her ability
where the gravy is," bhe distrib
iajbandlei a wide range and make
expenseis of
various registers said. "From, then on,
transitibitis
to
distribution and -prints iMKxtme sA
without difficulty.
Her choice of tunes is also good big that it's hardly worthwhiiie to
book."
She Starts with Bizet's "Serenade
lE^pagnoI" and continues in the
After two years of hard plugpop vein with "You Go to My ging, 60% of the revenues on forHead," "Wonderful World" and eign pix still come from New York
"Man Can Be a Wonderful Thing." on average product while the r;'-r
she
production
the
However,
of the U. S. makes up the other
makes out of "Uncle Remus Said" 40%. Sexacious pix or those with a
doesn't seem worth the effort. The
angle garner
material isn't essentially clever good exploitation
and the baland, if anything, slows up her act. 25% from Gotham
On
ance from thiS hinterlands.
Jose.
Hollywood product. New York gen-

erally supplies some 10% of the
domestic^ gross.
30 Mins.
Wilshire Ebell, L. A.
Current weekly stints with a
Yiddish -vaude bill are in the nait'
ture of a break-in for new act
Conttanied trora page 1
which Mickey Katz is pyepping for
Accent
nitery and vaude dates.
not reopen this shoW at any othef
here, of course, is on Hebraic huwithin eight
theatre
Broadwiiy
mor, but Katz, formerly featured
with Spike Jones, has other aces weeks.
The Warner has long been a
up his sleeve.
There's nothing subtle about the financial headache to its previous
Katz brand of comedy. It's broad owner, Warner Bros., having been
and fast and calculated to produce used sporadic^y as a picture
He's backed house and occasionally for legits,
guffaws, not titters.
by & four-piece combo and the mu- ballet, etc. It was built in 1931.

MICKEY KATZ
Comedy, Songs

!MoM

.

mwemw,

mi

Angel

i

'

.

.

sic is good.
Comedy lines follow
Farrell, Who made his theatrical
the zany trend and little is left to
the imagination. Reprising Victor start with "Hold It;" is from
disk hits takes up a portion of the Albany, \rt»ere his grandfather
was a traction and power magnate.
Stint and is well received.
Katz stacks up as first-class- for He is reputed' to have become asnitery or theatre dates.
sociated
Kop.
with "Hold It" after
meeting the producer, Sammy
PIEIlBGt1% DORE
Lambert, at the races. Lambert
Songs
wias formerly a stage manager.
10 Mins.
Last week,- "Hold It" was estiCopacabana, Montreal
Here is another French Ca- mated to have grossed approxinadian ballad singer who could de- mately $7,000, between $10,000
velop into a
new personality. and $1.5,000 in ijiie red. At that
Bilingual but with French charm rate, Farrell was already on his
helping, she does a smart job on way to lopping the angel record
typical realistic French songs such of the late Edgar B. Davis, wlio
as "Mon Amant De La Coloniale" spent about $2,000,000 trying to
and "Je m'en fous pas mal."
popularize the flop, "The Ladder,"
Blonde, possessed with sentimen- nearly 20 years ago.
tal Understanding of the meaning
of her songs and a low, different
voice varying between a mezzosoprano and a mer^o-contralto, she
registers well.
Quite at, ease on,
Contlnned from page t
floor, she captures attention. Tees
off with "Cost bon I'accordeon" in
believe
an injunction
French, follows with "You've Got tomeys
to Be Loved to Be Healthy" in against theatre transactions would
EngUsh, and "Je suLs jitterbug," have no real weight anyway. With
major
in French jazz tempo, for lively- or iwithout a freeze, no
would undertake transfgr of thebegoff.
Mafc.'
atre interests, it is Said, before obtaining judicial sanetion to the
PEGGY LLOYitt ,
transaction.
Songs
Even if the Govern10 ASns.
ment wins its Injunction, lawyers
£1 Morocco, Montreal
believe there would be nothing to
New in the nitery field, after bar a major, from applying for a
some experience as band singer, modification of the stay to permit
Peggy Lloyd has bright possibili- a specific theatre sale,
ties. With intelligent feeling of
"Undoubtedly, the court would
what she sings, she achieves rare
grant such
..

.

.

I

;

!

A really good supporting bill
surrounds Sophie fticker (or her

Go over
This is a pleasing .show with
plenty 'Var^ty to amuse customers,
Henning has changed his act but
Beo Ross and Maxine Stone reand he still gets a hatful turn witn an act very little changed
of laughs, a tribute to his perform- from their previous Wsit, but hit
ance. Starts with a few l»ew gags, as successfully as before.
Boss
the»„tiiei« are the apings of Bette handles comedy for nice returns,
Da^S, -Charles Boyer, etc. Bit of spacing his gags with vocals of
"Swallowing a Laugh" is good, and "Eosie" and ""As Time Goes By,"
precedes standard items. He gets plus occasional brief snatches of Red Hot Mammas," "Nobody Loves
off wiilii plenty to spare:
Wood.
other numbers. Miss Stone, dead- a Fat Girl," "Life Begins at 40,"
pan platinum blonde with slow "Some of These Days," "Me and
motion delivery, remains plenty Myself," "Never Let the. Same
/iBnympia.^
Dog," "The Older They Get,"
hilarious.
Miami, lime. 5.
Vocalist of the bill is Jerry "Man I Love," "Strike," and, inPeggy Mmn, Lou Vogle, 3
Cooper, with an easy manner, who evitably, winding with "Yiddishe,
Hoflej/ Bros.. Bobby Winters, Mara
out plenty for the audience, Momma" (in English and Yid& Maurice, hes Rhode. House Orch; pours
delivering more songs than one dish) bringing tears for terrif cU"Rmer
a?-G).
normally gets from the solo vocal- max. La Tucker, always a solid
&is house. Working in a performer, offed to an ovation and
Diverfang summer fare on tap ist in
casual, "almost offhand manner. an avalanche of floral tributes.
here this week, with results fair
Show opens with Cynthia &
Cooper gives with "Dickey Bird
for aud receptiyity.
Song," "But BeauUf ul," "Beg Your Gladys, clever balancing and handTopiiner is Peggy Mann, Lucky ; Pardon;" "Temptation," "Nature spinning act, followed by Erikson
Strite Hit Parade songsti-ess, who Boy," and a medley based on with his sprightly patter and dexturns in a pleasant enough sesh "Great Day for the Irish," which terous sleight-of-hand.
of .ballading. Handles sentimental he winds with a slide trombone
Berry Bros;, held over from prelyrics to good effect, with "But solo. He also gags some with Boss vious bill, capture audience with
Beautiful" getting good resi>onse. and Sttme.
an easy assurance with their pol"What'H 1 Do" and a medley of
Think-a-Drink Hoffman has not ished hoofing.
Hal Monty, back
torchants round out stint.
changed his act at all—^but then from Australia, turns in an amusKfUmic Lou Vogle, local fave, why should he? His fasst mixology ing character study of a London
emcees ejfei^vcly and in own routine goes as well as ever, with barrow boy with topical wisespot, after & slow tee off, "gets the audience calling for the drinks cracks to win
good reception.
them with vocal takeoffs on Cros- and Hoffman supplying them all,
George Kirby, colored imsersonby, Kate Smith, and sock Vaughn including milk shakes and choco- ator, gets deserved
applause with
Monroe, ringing the applause late ,ice cream sod^s for the junior his imitations of Hollywood stars.
meier. Bit on news oommentators tipplers.
Cabot & Dresden close the first
and anylyses pro^^ams is a laugh
Curtain raiser is Two Workmans half to terrific applause on their
getter. Also tosse* in his now in neat bell-ringing act, also tunes first appearance
here with thehc
standard Churchill bit, for happy on the rims of wii» glasses. The graeeful danee routines.
returns^
act follows standard routine for
Paul Kafka & Co., with outstandSu^rting acts are average, such numbers.
ing feats on the slack wire, pace
outside »f juffil«r Bobby Winters.
Coming more and jnote to the the second hatf, followed by ttSrd
Perso»'M» lad hrtikp- ®itep» and attention of Capitol theatw fans American
Vic Hym.
nntte wish his wowfe on Indian is Kay £te wm; isoloi^ -witli the who received
* tumultuous reee'p^
clatosi tenms IfeaJis, twaibowriaes; imam hmd, who has
developed a tiiMi With his socko comedy lastnstJuggKag is done with finesse- smd :iiiice, ssehajaaa' slykr which should masdal act. Audiextce
imtuediatdiy
laice^te' to M^e«^ things, li&m.
tw* t9 hi8 geainl iiex^nali)^
with

A€t»

,

and Derby WUson,

classy hoofer, the bill jells

^

-

Moore's Three Blazers, instSrumeat'- vocal trio,

Foreign Fix

—

'

Buddy Kii^j'S oanch, playing a
quick repeait at this colored
vaudef, should spark things for
happy retonte. The skia-beaWng
maestro flayed the Apollo a couple of weeks ago and dW slick
business to warrant the quick return. His is one of the few ofay
outfits that can dish out the brand,
of hep Stuff demanded by the Har'
lem patrons. Buttressed by Johnny

Me

Al Burnett, standard local act,
goes over splendidly with his usual

CoatinaeA ttom ini;« 2
ftad of patter and impressions garnered from his nightclub activities. open question. "Fric Frac,"
preJava Bros, though billed were
crowded out with Soph i-unmng 20 war Clallic pic which recently
opened
in New York* divided the
show.
overtiite
opening
minutes
crix
heavy
Clew.
with
a)iae
assaults
from
theabsent
Woody Kferroan,
made on it for bawdlness. On that
atres for a comparatively long
ground the DaUy News went to the
time, la ks the opportunity of disgiving
no
extreme
of
stars.
playing a full sampling on this
News announced this week a cleanbill because of a larger-than-usual
up policy in which it would reject
number of vaude acts on the session. Itf may not be prime fodd^
all lurid copy.
for band-followers, but the .tsyout MABGAKET PBHEIAN
Anent the question, backers of
makes for good theatre. There's no Songs
" Fric JTrac" maintain that the -News
overloading in any department 15 Mins.
review and other critic fingerwith the result that thereV com- Glass Hat, N. Y.
pointing
zodnied its b.o. at the
ap»
Margaret Phelan, who has
pactness, pace and appiauscwm-

:

taining

far beyond his allotted time.

(IV) tcith

Woodchoppers, M«rian?ie McCaU,
Jean Carroll, Hal- Le Roy, Fred
Ufwery & Dorothy Roe; "The Bride
Goes Wild" (M-G), reviewed *»
Vabiety Feb. 28, '48,

,

.

•

Theatre Sales

'

,

communicative
She seems

delivery*.

to
prefer peppy
tunes
such
.as
"Sing
You
Sinners," 'Beale Street," "Barrel
House Bessie," but is actually at her best in. ballads. Does
neat turns on "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love," "The Man I
Love" and "These Foolish Things."
As a sentimental diseuse, she escapes the usual run-of-the-mill
torch singer.
Mafc,

MONIQUE LEYRAC
Songs
10 .Mins.

a request if convinced
that the sale would further Open,
competitive conditions and lessen

a monopoly," a company legalite
opined.
"And if it wasn't convinced of that effect, it wouMn't
permit the deal, stay or no stay,"
Application by the Government
for an order requiring the Big Five
to list those theatre holdings which
they_elaim {(re free from monopoly
will aUio be hotly fought, it's said.
Defendant are going to try to put
the shoe on the other foot. They'll
counter-move for an order directing the D of J to set forth the holdings which it contends violate Uie

Golden Pheasant, Montreal
This young Frencfj-Canadian gal
is the latest local discovery and is anti-trust laws.
jrttractins.attention. With pleasant
"What the Government wants is
enough voice and beauty that cap- opposed to all concepts of law," is
tivates her audience, she shOvrs the way It is .put.
"There is no
pi«mise but has still to gain more- finding that* any specific
theatn:' is
experience.
held contrary to the monopoly
She is best
romantic ballads. laws. It's up to the Gbvernnleht
Does "La Vie En Rose" and "C'est
to
name
particular
theatres
or
Touiours
La Meme Histoire"
from Edith Plaf's repertory. Tren- chains and set forth proof before
e»St-iiSerenade Portugaise."
Also we're required to defeisd our hold.

,

m

'iBhumba,

Rhumba"

ings."

.

"Oaipiita?' tm nSioe returns.
Hearing on the motion is- tentaSfif-^has « sellii^ «*dity that tively set ior Jhine- IS befwrr the
malem up twe iaexpexi^ce.
^aMtwy contt INstioneaneiiits,
Uaec
la^eeted.
however,

and

u«

Vedneeday, June

9,

1948
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HAS MORE PICTURES

20th CENTURY- FOX

PLAYING AAORE DATES

IN

MORE THEATRES

DURING JUNE THAN ANY MONTH

IN

HISTORY!

MEANS

«™ THESE «nPi,„lS,,
Gentleman's Agreement

w Give My Regards To Broadway
Ml^

Captain From Castile

The Street With No

TECHN/COIOR

Call Northside

777

Name

Escape

The Walls of Jericho

Sitting Pretty

The

reCHNICOtOR

Deep Waters

Iron Curtain

Scudda-Hool Scudda-Hay!

The Shamrock Touch

reCHNfCOlOR

Martin

Fury At Furnace Creek

Anna Karenina

•

That Lady

Rome
In

Ermine

TECHNICOLOR

Green Grass of Wyoming
TECHNICOLOR

The Snake

.

Pit

'
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NoMatterHowYouSikieltltLoob
like Anodier F^id

Day

for

Lawym

industry, hopping on-^^
the hot seat of interminable legal
Early Settlement
battles for the past decade, is headperiod
of intense civil
into
a
Y.
ing
Amsterdam,
war in the courts,
Revamping of the New AmsterThe next couple of months will
nice an epidemic of legal hit-and- dam theatre, N. Y., run is likely as
take which is expected to break up result of negotiations currently for
whatever united fronts have heresettlement, of- the $1,800,000 tripletofore weathered the feuding. The
Max
«ld battle of exib vs. distrib and damaga action brought by
vice versa is now spreading into Cohen, theatre;s operator, against
a number of directiobs which in- RKO, 20th-Pox and Warner Bros.
dicate a scrambling of the battle
Reportedly, the settlement would

The

film

On

See

New

N.

lines.

For one, there are strong reports
that several indie producers are

entail

'

etock options, cotiverSion rights and
similar complaints, Securities Exchange Act is supplying a new
for court hassles. That is the SEC
proviso against an officer or director dealing in stocks of his own
company within a sixmonth period.
number of actions are ^einmmg

mi

-

Eagle Lion's "Canon City," story
of the jailbreak which, took place
in that Colorado town, hiis-becn set
for 200 date^and-date bookings in
this
five western states the end of
month, less than six months after

the event took place. Former EL
exec producer Bryan Foy handled
the job.
Jerry Pickman, EL s bomeofllicc
publicity manager, flies to Denver
tomorrow (Thui-sday) to line up the
openings in Fox Intermountain
theatres. He'll be joined there by
Sara Israel, the company's studio
publicity chief. Duo has already
worked out a promotion tiein on
"City" with the Denver Post, which
broke the first story of the prison
break. Pickman will be back early

no payment, of damages by next week.

LOS ANGELES

nice $9,600.
Palace (D'town) (1,226; 60-$l)—
My
•'Coroner Creek" (Col) and

Dog

AbboU-CosteBoBack
At U-I After Layoff
to

Money Snag

Hollywood, June 8.
Abbott and Costello are back on
the job after a brief interval during which tliey told oft UniversalInternaf ional. Tire two comics were
suspended May 28 after an argument about a revision of their 1947
contract. Understood they wanted
$25,000 extra apiece for each picture. Details of the armistice are
still

$5,000.

Last week, subsequent-run.

secret.

M

holding up fairly well
a surge of sultry
weather. Leader is "All My Sons"
is

despite

Tower-Uptown-Fairway

side.

(F&M)

Hollywood

60-$! )— "Emperor Waltz"
Strong $18,500.
(Par) (2d wk).
Last week, new house record of
$25,800.
MiUstreet (RKO) (2,890; 6080)—"Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk).
Brisk $22,000. Last week, smash
$37,000.
Ritz {FV.'C) (1.370; 60-$l) "A-re
(1,451;

RKO

—

Eiitimatcs for This Week
Esquire (Pox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)— "Green

GrassT Wyoming"

i2Qth! (m. o.).
may hold. Last

Strong $5,000 and
week, "Under Cali-

fornia Stars" (Rep) and "The Last

Round-Up"
Midland

(Col), $4,000.
(Loew's) (3,500;

45-65)—

"Homecoming" (M-G)

(2cl wk). Fine
$11,000. Last week, got heavy play
over holiday for solid $10,000.

and "Dear Mur-

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
Berlin Express" (RKO) and 'Aland ways Together" (WB). Mild $10,000.
(2d Last week, "Port Apache" diKO)
wk), $6,900.
and "That's My Gal" iRep) (2d
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)— wk), big .-tlLOOO.
Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-6,'5)—
"Are You With It" (U) and "Dear
Murderer" (U^. Medi.um $4,000. Hazard" (Par). Nicked by reviews
lightweight with $11,000. Uist
and
and
Last week, "All My Sons" (U)
"Arthur Takes Over" (20th) (2d week, "Saigon" (Par), $12,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 4.5-65)—
wk), $3,300.
•"Palooka
Knockout" (Mono) and
f2,100;
60United Artists (UA)
$1)— "Are You With It" iU) and "Jiggs, Maggie in Society" (Mono).
"Dear Murderer" (U). Fair $11,- Only fair $3,500. Last week, "AdCasanova"
(EL)
and
Last week, "All My Sons" ventures
000.
(EL), $4,000.
(U)
and "Arthur Taltes Over" "Cobra Strikes"
iFox
Tower - Uptown - Fairway
(20th) (2d Wk), okay $10,400.
Midwest)- (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)— —"All My Sons" (U). Nice $15,000,
"Green Grass Wyoming" l20th) and but may not hold. Last week,
"Counterfeiters" (20th) (2d wk). "Green Grass Wyoming" (20lh),
Slim $3,500 in 4 days. Last week, strong $18,000 in 8 days.

You With

It" (U)

derer" lU).
week, "All

Light $7,000.

My Sons"
"Arthur Takes Over"

(FWC)

"Coroner Creek"

See Litigation at End

l£ Biz

'Berlin'
So Fast lOG
Kansas City, June 8.
Biz

hei-e

at

Vogue

share.

Melts

But 'Sons' Tall |15,0W;

combo
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)--but does not loot strong enough
"Forl Apache" (RKO) (2d wk).
hold. "Berlin Express" at ()rGood $18,000. Last week, socko to
pheum does not look big. ''Hazard"
$29,900.
at Paramount was boosted .soineParamount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) what by sneak previews Thursday
—"Emperor Waltz" (Par) i2d wk). and Friday but also is on light
Pleasing $21,500. Last week, great

The studio announced that the
boys would return to the slapstick
battlefield under the old treaty,
without change. Bud Abbott anAs a third condition, the three nounces that both sides gave in a
top execs of 20th have agre*ed to little. Meanwhile, the boys about
give the company a call on 18,500 Hollywood and Vine are making
Some say the
shares of common stock now held various guesses.
by them and which they obtained budget on "Mexican Hayridc" will
through tbe exercise of stock be cut from $950,000 to $900,000 to
options. At any time before Dec. allow an extra $50,000 to the
Some say the 50 grand $8,300.
31, 1949, the company may pick comics.
up the stock by paying $22,50 per will be made up in percentages.

The $i;800,000 is to be refunded
to the company by Charles Skouras,
F. H. (Rick) Ricketson, Jr., Elmer
G. Bhoden and Harold J. Fitzgerald. It presumably comes oiit
of a profit of $6;850,000 which they
stock
chiseling netted, through sale of
continu- to the pai'ent organization.

Okay

(Col).

Ruisty"

Paramount

Doe

Weatkr

(Continued from page 8)
Rusty" (Col). Good $1d,-Last week, "Raw Deal' lEL)
and "Danger" (EL) i2d wk-6 days),

"My Dog
000.

$36,500.

thejnajors.

prepping anti-trust suits which will
Cohen brought suit several weeks
be slapped against theatre chains, back in behalf of bis 42d street
both indie and affiUate. The small
Hlmmaker'S gripe is that all genre house claiming it had been reletheatres have been discrimmat- gated to play bebind the RKO Pal"
Ing against them on both playdates ace and 23d street theatres. Comsnd terms. U.S. Supreme Com-t plaint followed booking of 20thruling on the Government anliuse Pox's "Sitting Pretty" to the Paltr.ist action, which nixed the
ace instead of the New Amsterdam.
of any sort of circuit buying power
It contended that licensing agreein hooking films, is said to be the
ments barred rin^ng in a new subbasis of this new-type litigation.
The Sherman anti-trust cauldron sequent lun ahead of the 42d street
house.
bc.t;an bubbling last week when the
Stroen Writers Guild filed a conspiracy action against the majors
and the Motion Picture As.sn. of
America. Legalites think this is
only a starter. Exhibs all over the
Conttmiell from pag« 3
country are beginning to wind up,
ready to toss other anti-trust suits regular compensation which remains unaffected.
against the distribs.

More Stookkolders' Suits
To add to the industry's difficulties, there has been a noticeable
Increase in stockholders' actions
latelv. Besides current suits pending and Bearing trial against 20th-'
Fox, Paramount and Universal over

EL's *Canon* Set For
200 Day-Date Ojpenings

Dog Rusty"
Last week,

(Col).

Last

(U)
(20th)

<885:
(Col)

60-85)—

and "My
Okay $4,500.

Heat Slougtis

Seattle;

"Raw Deal" (EL) and

"Danger" (EL) (2d wk-6 days),
'Mama' Fairish ?S^O0
in F&M, Par Snarl $3,200.
Seattle, June 8.
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; 60-$l)—
Hollywood, June 8.
Terrific heat wave is sloughing
"Homecoming" (M-G). Big $17,000.
•End of litigation for repossession Last week, "B. F.'s Daughter" biz here currently. Daylight time
from that stricture.
NT
by Paramount of the Downtown (M-G) (2d wk), dull $6,300.
an'd night baseball also are hurting.
A raft "of percentage
theatre, L. A., from
Paramount
are
Wiltern
(WB)
60-.$!)—
Only
"Remember
Mama" at Fifth
distributors
(2,300;
by
actions
Skouras Bonuses Fixed
Fanchon & Marco's Partmar Corp. "Silver River" (WB) (3d wk). Near Avenue is doing half way fair trade.
ing to be filed in large numbers.
Under employment contracts is seen in Paramount theatre's -re- $7,000. Last week, fair $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Those suits involve over $20,000,000
postponement of the trial
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
in claimed film revenues. ' They with the theatre unit, the Skouras quest for
control. Action
'All My Sons" (U) and "Assigned
will continue to be brought in the bonuses are fixed at 5% for the over the theatre's
Danger" (EL) (m.o.). Slow
near future, it's said, because first $4,000,000 earned by the cir- suspends case pending since the 'Gty' Fat
$12 J[»00, Omaha, to
$3,000. Last week, "Hazard" (Par)
probes are being pushed through- cuit and 61/^% for all sums exceed- final decision in Government's anand "Port Said" (CoD, (2d wk),
ing it. The settlement will not titrust suit against the film indusout the country.
Despite Truman Visit $2,300.
try.
change
these
percentages
but
merethe
is
class
that
in
Bracketed
F&M attorney Russell Hardy
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45Omaha, June 8.
private war being waged between ly fix a $360,000 ceiUng for any reported that the Supreme Court's
80)
"Remember Mama' (RKO)
J-..
oi, 1*+ "Naked City" at the Paramount
Par^ount and circuit operator one year,
decision handed dovm May 3 heir jg doing okay despite the President and "Dog Rusty". (Col). Fair $8,Presentation of formal proof on
Harry Brandt; With Par seeking
that the original decree from the Truman parade. " "Hazard" at the 500. Last week, "All My Sons" (U)
Brandt
for
against
the
settlement
is
tentatively
damages
schedheavy
New York Federal district court Orpheum is not shaping as a heavy and "Assigned Danger" (EL), $7,alleged phoney returns on percent- uled for today (Wed.) before N. Y. had no application to franchises draw.
500.
,age films, it is now reported that supreme court justice Ferdmand with independent theatres. Para.Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
Estimates for Thi.s Week
BDandt is preparing to strike back Pecora. Stockholders ai-e to re- mount Theatres had asked the
"Fugitive" (RKO) and "Perilous
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800: 16- Waters" (Mono). Mild $3,500, Last
with an anti-trttst action against ceive notice of the proposals. Court Federal court in L. A. for return
"Naked City" (U).
Nice week, "Iron Curtain" (20th) and
the company la behalf of himself will probably set the matter dowra of the Downtown theatre because 65)
for future hearings and to allow the N. Y. court had btitlawed $12,000. Last week, "Bride Goes "Arthur Takes Over" (20th) (2d
and theatre associates.
Wild" (M-G), $10,800.
stockholders to have their say.
wk-5 days), $2,600.
franchise agreements.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Suits were initially brought in
F&M still has on file a counter- "Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Mary "Homecoming"
(M-G) (2d wk) and
1846 naming all directors and ofl'i- suit for $4,500,000 treble dam- Lou" (Col)V
Trim (2d wk). Okay "Wouldn't Be in Shoes" (Mono).
i-rs of 20th besides the four NT ages, charging compulsory booking $6,000. First week, $8,200.
Okay
Last week, former
officials. In them, Spyros Skouras terms. Counter action also charges
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- solo Mt$7,000.
Continnea fiom page s
gre^t $14,500.
65)—
"Hazard"
(Par) and "Whis
was charged with having "absolute that even if the franchise agreeOrpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
provided 35% to 40% of a film's control and domination of 20th- ments were outlawed, F&M has a pering City" (EL). Fair $10,000 or
"Silver River" (WB) and "Kings of
For at least three f'oX" at least from July, 1943, when valid lease for operation of the over. Last week, "Black Bart" U
total income.
Olympics" (UA) (2d wk). Sad $4,of the major companies this pro- the company reactiuired 58% of theatre and should be continued in ,$11,200.
000 after getting okay $9,000
State (Goldberg) (865: 16-651portion for the past year has NT's .stock from Chase National control.
Par suit asserted lease
opener..
dropped only to 30%-35%. Some Bank for $13,000,000.
was conditioned on product fran- "High Wall" (M-G) and "Angel's
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 45-80)
Alley" (Mono) (2d wk).
distribs caught with a small backOn reacquiring the stock, com- •ehlse and therefore was invalid. $3,200. First w6ek was $4,800.Okay —"State of Union" (M-G) (6th wk).
log in England last August felt a plaints alleged, it
Mild $4,500. Last week, okay $6,reclassified NT Property is ovmed by Paramount
Omaha (Tristates) (2.100; 16-65) 300.
greater drop.
Theatres
under
but
has
been
lease
sliares into 2,000 A shares of
—"Doctor Takes a Wife" (Col) and
The handsome British returns 1,600 were issued to 20th. which
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
Board by F&M's Partmar Corp. since the "More Than a Secr'^tary" (Col) (reare all over now, however. Amer- then approved transfer of
"Miracle- of Bells" (RKO) and
early 1930's.
issues).
Nice $9,000. Last week,
40 B
"Western Heritage" (RKO). Very
ican companies will be restricted
shares to the four NT toppers at a
"Secret Beyond Door" (U) and
thin $5,000. Last week, "Green
to the terms of the new agreement,
"Heading for Heaven" (EL), $9,500.
price of $565,000 with the right to
Settle Ind. Clearance
Grass Wyoming" (20th) and "Meet
which guarantees only $17,000,000 convert to 400 A shares
on payChicago, June 8.
Me Dawn" (20tb), $6,000.
to be split among them, plus an
Calumet theatre, Hammond, Ind.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; ,45-80)
amount equal to the eaniings of ment of $5,085,000. Ji the foursome
was made a bonafide offer by out» suit against the major distributors,
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) and
(Continued from page 9)
British pictures in the U. S.' Hollyside interest for the stock, 20th had except Loow's, and Balaban & Katz Good
Good
$8,000.
Holds fifth.
wood films took about $50,000,000 to
Last "Exposed" (Rep) <3d wk).
be given an opportunity to meet and Warner Theatre chains was week, big $12,000.
Last week, very nice
$4,000,
out of England during the past 12
the price.
settled out of court last week. Scy>
Dcnham (Coclcrill) (1,750; 35-70) $5,200.
months.
Subsequently, Transamerica mour Simon, attorney for the -"Hatters' Castle" (Par). Modest
Second half of 1848 will also
Last week,
Corp. offered $12,500,000 and 20th plaintiir, and Myles Seeley, repre- $10,000.
"Hazard"
suffer, when the final statistics are
senting
Fairly nice
defendants, agreed to (Par) (2d wk), good $9,500.
die's Reward" (Col).
drawn up, in that the Argentine met that ofter with stockholder ap- moveup the
Itenver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— $10,500.
playing position
Last week, "Mating of
100% freeze and Australian 50% proval. It thereupon bought the from 59 Calumet
days after first run, to "Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) and Millie" (Col) and "Madonna Desfreeze will be felt full force. These stock back from the four with a
"King
Gamblers" .(Rep), day-date ert" (Rep), $9,000.
position rumored about half that
were only effective during part of resultant profit of $6,850,000 to time.
35-74)—
"Silwith
Esquire,
Webber.
Fair $13,RiaKo (Fox) (878;
the past 12'-month period, so didn't them.
Last week. "Lady From ver River" (WB) and "Trapped by
Suit asked for no damages, just 000.
Suits also attacked bonuses, salmake too deep a dent.
Shangliai" (Col) and "Heart of Blackie" (Col) (m.o.). Thin $1,700.
improved release showings.
Virginia" (Rep), $12,000.
Johnston disclosed that the aries and stock options to certain
Last week, "Iron Curtain" (20th)
Esquire
(Fox)
American industry currently has 20th execs. Named in this regard
(742;
35-74)
and "Lead Soldiers" (20th) im.o ),
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) and .$2,000.
about $50,000,000 blocked abroad. were Charles and Spyros Skouras,
3.5-74)—
"King Gamblers" (Rep), also Den(Continued from page 8)
Tabor (Fox)
(1,967;
Of this, approximately $lff,000,000 20th proxy, and Darryl F. Zanuck,
—"So Weil Remembered" (RKO) ver, Webber. Moderate $2,500, "Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley
is in France aad'$3,000,000 in Italy. production veepee.
Milton Pollack represents the (reissue). Nice $7,500. Last week, Last week, "Mating of Millie" of the Giants" (WB) (reissues).
"Fighting 69th" (WB) (reis.sue), (Col) and "Madonna DcserfMReo), Fair $8,000. Last week, "Foreign
complaining stockholders,
The
$6,200 Ohio Safe-Cracking
$2,000.
Corirespondent" (Indie) and "Silfour NT managers are repped by $8,000.
Girard, C, June 8.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— ver Queen" (Indie), $6,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Secretary of War Robert P.
Burglars, who worked the com- former
"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d wk). "Daring Daughters" (M-G) and
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
bination, stole $6,200 from the safe Patterson and the directors of 20th Fine $19,000 after sock $28,000 "Upturned Glass" (U), Good $15,- "Green Grass Wyoming" (20th)
NT
former
and
by
Judge
Samuel
New
Mock
theatre here, inIn the
opening session.
500. Last week, "Summer Holiday" and "King Gamblers" (Rep), also
clwding $1,000 in small Cbange, I. Rosenman. Pollack conducted
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— (M-G) &ad "Burning Cross" (SG), Denver, Esquire.
Mild $2,50().
Peter M. wellman, owner, reported extensive examlbations before trial "Wallflower" (WB). SUm $13,000. about same.
Last week, "Lady From Shanghai^
bandied negotiations in behalf Last week, "Silver River" (WB),
to police. Loss is parOy covered
Pat«moU]tt (F<flt) (2,200; aS-W)— (Col) and "Heart of Vb-ginia"
of dissidebt iltocIdioMeji*,
by insurance.
trim $$16,000. ^
"CorofliM' Creefe'' i<M) and "Blott- (Rep), $2,000.^
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Martin, amu.sements editor of CoroT
mercial Appeal and Vahjety mugg,
for faithful and continued cooperation with the council since its inception 16 years ago; and Edwin
Howard, Press-Scimitar critic, for
coverage of approved children's
matinees with special stories. First
include Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas,
distribution for local Better
York
head of Allied Theatre Owners of such
Filmers.
InRambusch,
Truman
T.
Texas;
First annual convention of the
h
e a t r e
T
dianapolis,
Associated
New Jersey wing of the Theatre Owners of Indiana, prexy; and John
America
will
be staged
Owners of
Minneapolis
Wolfberg, Denver,' head of Allied
»t the Berkeley-Carteret hotel,
North Central Allied is not so,
Asbui-y Park, June 17.
Maury Theatres. Mountain Independent
Miller, prexy of the unit, will
that it wants lower
E. French Gallagher, resident certain now
chairman the meet with over 100 manager for Fox Midwest theatres rea-sonable clearance for its MinJersey cxhibs expected to put in in Centralia, Mo., resigned to enter
neapolis neighborhood and subui-an appearance.
Succeeded by
business on own.
Robert Coyne, retiring exec di- Glen Boner, manager of circuit's ban exhibitors as ordered by the
rector of TO A; Gael Sullivan, his Globe, Christopher, 111.
Earl K. supreme court in its consent decree
succesor; Herman Levy, general Mitchell, assistant at Plaza, Marion, case decision. There's the matter
of possible boosted film rentals
counsel, and Stanley Prenosil, ass't
replaced Boner.

Clips

from Fdm Row

New

Rocky

'

JU.,

D. B. Stout, owner of film houses that undoubtedly would accompany
clearance and that's
in Kentucky and Illinois, took over [the reduced

to Sullivan, have been invited.

Metro

western

have

their eyes on the Rialto.

Bush-Leaguers

Paramount, which has been booking product through its own BalaKatz, also bound by the JP
decree, may also use the house for

ban

&

moveover.
Eddie Davis, formerly with the
Davis theatre, resigned to join
Filmack Trailer sales dept.
bought
Theatres
Telenews
ground for second Chi house. It
will be located on the northside.
Ted Tod back as SRO flack after
hospital stay caused by back; injury.
Louis Berman, Chicago, and Jack
Bannon, Milwaukee, branch" managers for Universal, switched posi-

ConUaned from putt t
and southwest than the rest of the
country.
Worst sector was the
northwest, survey discloses.

Oregon-Washington Sector
Oregon - Washington
confines
proved the roughest sector because
of the tremendous activity there
during the war in shipbuilding and
plane factories.
Tyros went for
;

the theatre bonaipza in the north"
west but a major reallocation, of
population
and industries did
them dirt.
Hence, the largest
district
Classics
Film
Roth,
Max
manager, in Michael Reese hospital group of' failures derive from that

tions;..

sector.

for rest.

Irwin Joseph, Eagle Lion branch
return

,

division

RKO and Universal

location.

Inflated theatre rentals are believed to be only a minor

sales
factor in
sales manager, resigned to
manager George A..Hickey arrived lease of the "Arly In Arlington, Ky., ithe fly in the ointment atommittee to exhibition.
the scheme of things. That's beat the bottieoffice this week for a dropped by R. L. Harwood, who has named to study the matter and
Film Council of America will cause the survey shows that the
devise a revised schedule reported
month's visit, in line with sales moved to Mississippi.
novitiates
mainly
stuck
to
smaller
conference
annual
first
hold its
chief William. F. Rodgers' plan to
Mrs. R. Steinberg, operator of to President Bennic Berger. Latter
towns and situations.
In those
August 8 and 9.
have top field supervisors visit the the Madison, 111., has purchased the now says that before making detheatre
rentals
haven't
Dennis R. Williams named v,p. areas,
h.o., giving division chiefs a chance U City theatre from Goldman-To- )mands "we'll see what happens in
.'

'

~

,

i

bin Circuit.
Charles Brechner, owner of the
Premier, a 250-scater, Grayville,
111., recently destroyed by fire at a
$20,000 loss, will rebuild.
H. J. Shelby, Toledo, O., opened
225 car drive-in theatre near Kevil,

to get acquainted with the company's sales policy on 4 national
scale. Hickey will be followed by
John S. Allen, as.<:i.stant to southern
chief Rudy Berger on h.o. visits.
Herman Beiersdorf boosted to
Southern Division sales chief for
Eagle Lion. Beiersdorf most recently served as southwestern district manager after joining EL as
Dallas exchange manager. He will
h.q. in Dallas and patrol 12 branches under his supervision.
Abraham Bernstein, until recently New England promotion rep for
Columbia, joined Benjamin Serko-

^ich

As.sociates to

.

Andy Dietz, recently chosen
fleldman for Allied States Assn. of
Motion Picture Exhibitors has invited 600 theatre ovirners in St.
Louis area to attend a meeting
here this week. Principal speakers

Five-STAR

11 hours, 10 minutes

3^
l*hon»

hours

Ti'clef Off/cesi

Memphis

Better Films Council
passed out its own Oscars.
Group presented statuettes to the
RKO-Radio branch here, as most
cooperative exchange with the
council; Augustine Ciancioia, of
Rosemary theatre, as- the most co-

has

.

AMERKAN
AIRLim

.

New York
shOin i^Bmr
9*'^t*tiQ

operative exhibitor;- Central^ High
School Photoplay Club for successful polling of students to determine
film tastes of adolescents; Harry

i

|
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Commission

Communications

to

withhold approval until a decision
is made on the relationship of
-

Paramount to DttMont Interstate
is a Paramount partner.
Under an FCC rule, no single licensee can own more than five stations.
FCC maintains that Par
controls DuMont, which Par is
denying. If that's proved so, liowever, the Dallas station would make
the sixth for the combination.

Actually,
O'Donnell had not
planned to erect the station in
DallaSi but between that city and
nearby Ft. Worth, so that he could
cover both areas. Dallas Times-

Herald has already been granted a
City. Reagan opened a
construction permit in the territhree-day western meet Monday at
tory and a number of otber apSan Francisco. Universal is folplications are pmduig.
lowing the same policy, with a
western division confab slated for
this week in San Francisco, follow0 / = !?NIGnT to
ing huddles with the eastern sales
chiefs last week at the homeoffice.
RKO, which had a week-long
meejt of the entire sales force last
year in N. Y., has also decided to
cut down to regional sessions, but
sales chief Robert A. Mochrie
now building.
hasn't decided yet When they'll
Robert Hayward became new as- start. Metro division
managers consistant to Nick Sonday, manager
fabbed with sales veepee WiUiam
ptwfaa.
«
Uptown here.
F. Rodgers several months ago on
Fox-Midwest theatres has ac- the Coast and Metro currently has
COWFORT WITH ECONOMy^
quired the Gillioz in Springfield, no other meets planned.
TwentiethMo. Circuit has taken title to the Fox division
heads huddled two
auditorium and an assignment of
weeks ago with 20th distrib topper
the lease on the lobby through MoAstniydr
fox Realty Corp., subsid recently Andy W. Smith, Jr., and assistant

Paramount sales regional from
four states met here June 3-5.
Charles Reagan^ sales chief; Ted
O'Shea and Al Schwalberg, his assistants, came on from New York.
Fox Midwest Theatres constructing new 1,000-seater in Beatrice,
Neb. to replace its Eivoli there.
Tagged the Fox, theatre slated to
preem next fall. Chain's district
manager Ed Haas said the circuit
is readying a late summer openmg
for its new Atchison, Kms. house,

Kansas

FLY

/

SkyCmch
.

manager William C. Gehring
organized in Missouri.
is now on a tour of exchanges to
Authorized capital of Mofox is follow through
on the Smith an400 shares of common at $5 par
niversary sales drive.
value which Fox Midwest, in turn
Warners held a district meet last
a National Theatres subsid, purmonth and expects to start a series
chased for $2,000.
of regional meets at the end of
the current .sales drive.
sales

Fox West Coast will reopen its
l,iOO-seat Mesa theatre this week
after a complete rejuvenation, in-

OPENS 9:30 AM twMr 4?* f

I

open^^ flickeries.

Irrtgutar Air Corrlcn

TELEPHONE CIRCLE 6-3001
fecMfvanon Oltic«

Open

10

1 1

p.

M.

H.Y.OIIia:IKnU UHC0tit,tHiAVi.4MSr.

Los Angeles

Theatres
Ptm Cunimlnt - Chan, C«kiim> nrtt Arthur
'GREEN GRASS of WYOMING'

'^"'^ KtS ORCHESTRA

amrf ARTIE

Sales Meets

^^^^^

agmt

A/r/mes Term/na/

KockeMler Center • Hotel New Yorker
IX) Broadway • Hotel SI. George

.

Independent Theatre Owners of
Montana convention here resolved
to follow current literary trends,
using regional material, as a means
of bolstering the boxotfice. It also
requested producers to utilize state
stories as well as state historical
events and scenery in productions.
Idea has Montana Chamber of
Commerce support. The ITOM
reelected C. J. Severson prexy for
third term.

HAvemey«r 6-5000

or your iroval

RKO

'

.

FLAGSHIPS

have their first twin

,

St Louis

LOS ANGEUS

will

RKO

field.

ic-6

umbia

in charge of distribution for En- climbed nearly asi sharply as in the
cyclopaedia Britannica Films; suc- urban spots.
ceeds H, R; Lissack, who resigned
GI's are going in strong for
to go into private business.
drive-ins, according to the survey/
Explanation for that is that they
learned what a bulldozer could do
during the war and figure the terrain can be flattened fast and comparatively cheaply for lower-priced
Continuea from page 7

City runs in Minnesota Amuse. ~Co.
top houses instead of the
Theatres spots. "Mating of Millie"
has been set into the State here,
one of Minnesota Amus. ace
houses. "Lady of Shanghai" is set
for the St. Paul Paramount. - Selling away from
Theatres to
to postpone the calling of
Amus. represents no pected
A cooperative ad program is be- Minnesota
mass sales confabs Indefinitely.
break between Columbia and the any
ing tested for 30 days by 17 indie
Majority of the distrib firms,
former, according to Hy Chapman,
nabe houses here, with copy ap- local
have stepped up the
consequently,
Columbia branch manager.
pearing in both local dailies. Plan
of their regional meets, at
Reel Fellows club here (filM pace
is sponsored by recently-organized
and sales managers) Which they both discuss their new
Exhibitors salesmen
Dallas
Independent
huddle
on the decision
product
and
Assn. The idea is to sell the pub- elected Eddie Burke president to
Columbia
Latter was as much as possible.
lic on the quality of product of- succeed Milt Lipsncr.
teed off a five-day meet Monday
chosen vice-president.
fered by indie houses.
(7) at the Hotel Warwick, N. Y.,
Ray Beall, publicist in general
only
comprising
with
delegates
offices here of Publix and Interhomeoffice execs and district and
state Theatre circuit for the last
Kansas City
branch managers from the eastern
-19 years, quit to become an exchief
exchange
centers.
Col
sales
Stewai't
resigned
Jack
as
genecutive of Manley Popcorn Co.
New drive-in under management eral manager of Allied Independ- A. Montague presides at another
of Underwood and Ezell is the ent Theatre Owners of Kansas and such meet for the western region
Missouri on May 27. He had been next week In Chicago.
Buckner Boulevard Drive-In.
W. H. McLemore, Jr., of Dallas, manager since last February when
Parites Hit the Road
has purchased the Melrose theatre. the group set up its permanent orParamount sates veepee Charles
House formerly operated by Annie ganization. Stewart said he was
resigning because receiving other M. Reagan, on the other hand, is
Louise and Tom R. Coleman.
Hilliard T. Hightower resigned offers and wanted to be free for taking his division confabs to the
as publicity director ior Corpus new position. Had been with Al- road. After huddles with the eastChristi
Theatres
with
Harold lied of Michigan for 14 years be- ern division managers in N. Y.
and the central division chiefs in
fore coming here.
Gassaway replacing.

work on "Man

Eater of Kumaoii" in

other sections of the country."
For the first time in years Col-

RKO

First

CAnttnued from pagfe 5
cluding the latest equipment.
Fox-West Coast appointed Leslie head, who took $79,660. Floyd B.
Whittmore manager of the Egyp- Odium, board chairman, was
paid
tian theatre to succeed Marty
$53,900, and J. Miller Walker, secSchwartz, who resigned. Bob Mar- retary,
$31,535. Total payment to
seilles was shifted from the Filall officers hit $665,195.
marte to take over Whittmore's old
As of the year's end, Rathvon
job as manager of the Iris.
and Depinet had exercised stock
options on 35,000 shares apiece of
RKO common. Each had 15,000
Charlotte
more, which can be taken up at
Criterion theatre, Greensboro, $8 per share before Aug. 3, 1950.
shuttered several weeks for $20,- During 1947, estate of Charles
000 facelift. Operated by S. W. Koerner, former production head
Craver and F. H. Beddingfield, acquired 45,000 shares
at $8.
house will be renamed the Elm
Salaries and wages showed
a
upon completion renovations.
continued climb during '47, reachWilliam Henderson resigned as ing $17,060,077 against
$15,624,707
20th-Fox head booker to join Selzthe year prior. Film service exnick Releasing Org, wiiich is open- penses totaled
$14,896,437; stage
ing new branch here.
attractions,
$1,629,606;
amortiza-

THE SflOWMM'S FRIEND

;

m

tion of film costs, $32,769,524;
royalties and participations,
$29,148584; film selling and general exIndications are that Rialto thea- penses, $3,248,025; and other extre. Loop film house, will switch
'''''
to a moveover policy. At present
Sum of $1,896,950 on advances
house is showing "Naked City" on
moveover from Palace,
house. to outside producers was written
Palace is limited to two-week run oif because proceeds on pix were
due to the Jackson Park decree. estimated to be insufficient to per^
Rialto is not affected by the decree, mit recovery of these loans. Adbut has found a firstrun policy un««,P'«»uccr» totaled
successful du« to lower downtown

™5<?8lT'''

RKO

?6M

•

.

SOO

m.

Modem

Rooms

with both and radio
"Everything New but the Nome*'

.

AlEXANMIIjl HOTEL
Fifth at Spring • Lot Angeles
FRANK WALKER. General Manager

Formerly at Olmsted, Cleveland, O.

MOTION PICTURE
STUDIQ BUILDING
FOB miSB
Suitable TeleTiHion - Motion Ftctare KIwtrio Besearch nnd AlUed TJnce.
Fully Bqulpt In WorktoK Onirr
Ixmited N.Y.O. Fosseselon Amtniccd

G. Hlicltoa,

ItW

Broodwttr, Stsvr York

CH.
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°
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'JGala screen musical... bouncing
, .

.

de%Htr'

beaudfiul • * . a

—Howard Barnes, N« Y. HeraM Tribune

''Musical of the year! Kelly

super-human . • . Garland
jewel!"

is tike

is

a

—Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

'

^JUDY
(yVRLAND

"Best big-time musical show

%y

presented

the

is

on

screen or

m years:

runaway

on

stage

-^Cecelia Ag«r,

PM

bride!
4(

GENE
ELLY

Eye-filllttg

stage

entertainment the

can never match!"
—Alton

Coolt,

the bold

"Big package

pirate!

tainment... loaded with prospec-

THE
M-G-M's

exciting

Musical

new

COLE PORTER
songs
•

WALTER
SLEZAK
GLADYS COOPER
REGINALD OWEN
Screen Play by Albert Hackctt and
Frances Goodrich • Based on the Play
by S. N. Bclirman. Dance Direction
by Robert Alton and Gene Kelly
Directed ty

Produced by

.

VINCENTE MINNELU. ARTHUR FRKED

«It*S

SO

good
what
ails

him!

for

fun and enters

•^LeeMortimer, Daily Mirror

TECHNICOLOR
featuring

* . *

tive juke 'box hits!"

f^IRATE

(tec

N. Y, WwWTelegram

m
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E?)d of the 1947-'48 broadcasting cycle finds the folloioing boxkilocycles available, for the iipconvmg
office attractions on the
'48-'49 season, with likelihood of an expanded list. before June is

11-Year Reign; Feels There's More
'

Significance in
After blowing hot and cold for*
niany months, the Columbia Broad'^
casting System has finally "decided
not to go on for an 18th year with
its educational series^ "School of
the Air." Instead,. CBS will "concentrate on public service features
of more up to date character." CBS
defines the latter as including the
Documentary Unit's intermittent
specials. "You Are There," "Invitation to Learning," "Doorway to
Life" and various talks, symposiums and debate shows.^
Meantime, th:e Arnold Perl "The

Thompsons of America," which had
been auditioned by Werner Michel
and eannarlced for the 1948-'49
"School Of the Air" to occupy the
quai-ter-hour daily segment,
be held in abeyance for possible conversion into a once-weeldy
half-hour program. This series has
excited considerable in - company
enthusiasm as a likely tonic for the
lagging "School of the Air." With
first

>B>ill

the sudden decision to

call it quits

after 17 years, CBS has called off
a meeting of its National Board of
Educational Consultants which had
set for this week in New York.

Documentary Unit
AFRA

Balloting. Starts

.Balloting
in
the
NLRB
election to determine the bargaining unit of radio performers under the
contract
with the networks, advertisers
'

p.m.
Actors,
njuinccrs and

singers,
ansound effects

Reporter.

as,<3ist-

Farm

„
DENVER.
'

KLZ,

AFRA

election of
members of the national board
and delegates to the national
convention, voting will be by
mail.
Ballots must be postmarked not later than midnight June 23, or received in
the
Office by noon June

the

Joan Davis: Her CBS co-op a flop, she's currently negotiating for
a return to the Thursday night Sealtest show on NBC.
Jimmy Durante: Dropped by Rexall when latter grabbed off
the Phil Harris-Alice Faye show from Fitch. Another case where
the price ($13,500) is stymying a new bankroUer deal.
Dick Haymes: Star of Auto-Lite CBS show canceled, with client
buying "Suspense" as new season's replacement.
"Information, Please": Mutual co-op show winds up this month.
Dan Golenpaul is offering it as a two-way tele-radio package for
$12,500.

"Mayor of the Town'': Lionel Barrymore ABC airer just canceled by Noxema In a budget reshuffle.
Tony Martin: Missing from the air since Texaco switched personalities a couple of months back.
JackxPaar: Although his asking price, $8(500; is exactly half of
what American Tobacco was paying him last year, Paar still has

CBS' Simimer

no

takers.

"Vox Pop": Parks Johnson
payroll.

quizzer off the
Available for next season.

:

Sked Taking

AFRA

5S»"

Real Shape

News

In Deal

or

WLIB

CBS' summer schedule is finally
crystalizing itself and taking definite shape. Hubbell Robinson and
Harry Ackerman, No. 1 and 2 men,
respectively, of the web's program-

Mutual Strikes Bonanza in Co-ops
This Year Despite General Slump

operation, left for the Coast
* Despite a souring on co-op shows
over the weekend for a two-three
<amongwtheu>ther>.netwoEkSrJM[utual
week stay and it is expected that
has struck ja.. coin, booanza.ttus sea-. .\
Monicker
within 10 days or so the final loose
son with its co-op program list.
the
will
be
to
WOR, N. Y., has applied
ends of the Hiatus Time
The payoff for the MBS net and
the
(Ackerman soon FCC for permission to change
tied together,
its affiliates has more than tripled
to
modufrequency
call letters. of its
moves to the Coast penmanently
since last year, when the co-op
Present
operation:
WOR-FM.
lation arm to
take over the program
sweepstakes field was thrown wide
Ernie
WHAM.
call letters are
for Columbia as successor to
open. As of June 1 this year, co-op
the
plan
is
FCC
gives
nod,
Martin.)
If
shows
are traveling at a^per anJune
switch
over
on
13.
More than a score of shows have to
num clip of a $1,700,000 gi-pss for
been in preparation for weeks and
talent and a $6,000,000 gro^Svior
here's how the picture currently
time, as against the same dateJFast
shapes up:
bracket:
year, when the talent
"Cabin B-13" dramatic series,
cleared only $500,000 and time
originating from New York, goes
charges totaled $1,750,000.
into the Monday night 8:30-9 pein
Solid
faith
execs
of
Hutual's
riod being vacated by Lipton Tea's
the co-op idea, despite a few re"Godfrey Talent Scouts," beginverses, is indicated by their latest
ning July 5. The full-hour Lux
Heatdecision
Gabriel
to
put
a
new
Radio theatre 9 to 10 period will
N. W. Ayer has been named the
be occupied by the Arthur Train new agency for piloting the radio ter show up for local sponsorship,
"Mr. Tutt" series (efforts will be end of the Sealtest account^ effec- Show, titled "Gabriel Heatter's
made by Robinson to pact Lionel tive in September, McKee & Al- Mail Bag," is set to tee off Aug. 30
Barrymore for the title role). The bright, which has handled Seal- as an early afternoon 15-minute.
airer across-the-board. Although a
other half-hour will probably go test's Thursday night
half-hour on
to the "Our Miss Brooks" comedy NBC for eight years, steps out of daytime offering,' web chiefs hope,
it'll plug the billings gap left by
series, although CBS is still looking
the picture at the expiration of the the exit of "Information Plea.se,"
for a femme lead for the show, eight-week run
of the account's as a result of the net's tangle with;
for
Shirley
originally designed
summer
show, namely, Ray Noble, Dan Golenpaul.
Booth. Camel's Vaughn Monroe
Ilene Wood and choral group.
Dies Claims 'Sabotage'
Tipoff on the other networks'
show, summer subbing for Screen
Reassignment of agencies foldiminishing zest for co-ops is the
Guild Players, will be moved up a
Sealtest's decision not to
Greets His half-hour to the 10-10:30 slot and lowed
comedown of the high-flying Abr
As Texas
take up the second year's option
bott & CostellO' airer on ABC.
a dramatic program yet to be filled on the services of Jack Carson
and
Candidacy With Silence will go in 10:30 to 11.
Eve Arden. Ayer already has the Whereas A&C were leading ABC's
mag promotion phase of the Seal- co-op pack only two months ago
No Hiatus Problem
Lufkin, Tex., June 8.
with a total of 85 local bankroUersj
Tuesday and Wednesday nights test business.
Martin Dies, announced himself
Joan Davis' manager had recent- currently the show has 31 sponsors
present
the
no
hiatus
problem
to
in 38 markets.
conditionally as a. candidate for
web. On Thursday, the Procter & ly been talking to McK-A about a
the U. S. Senate here in a radio Gamble FBI show at 8 checks off deal that would return her to the
Fulton Lewis, Jr., Paces
broadcast scheduled for a regional for summer and it will be replaced spot •which gave her the radio
Among Mutual's long roster of
rep.
co-ops, Fulton Lewis, Jr., is way
web of 20 outlets, but which actu- by the George Herman Coxe series
"The
Doctor
Says
Murder."
Audout
in
front with current billings
ally went out over only one starey Christie will star in this one.
on 304 stations. Kate Smith, after
tion. Just what caused the failure
On Friday, the two half hours Chi City
a spectacular getaway last fall, is
Bureau
of the 20 station weh was not de- from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. still have to
in siicond place with approximately
be filled and the web will cull from
termined immediately.
Breaks Precedent, Invites 250 outlets, while Cedric Foster
follows with 160 and John Nesbitt
Richman Lewin, manager of the flock of comedy programs being auditioned, including the Judy
with 140,
KTRE, from which Dies spoke Holliday and Nancy Walker 'shows
Tele, Radio Membership
Mutual's grand 'total on its co-op
here, stated that technicians were and the "Life and Times of Albert"
Chicago, June 8.
shows currently figures up to 1,359
of the opinion that "technical dif- series, which may star Arnold
City News
Bureau, so-called program sales on its outlets with
ficulties caused by the weather" Stang.
"little AP" maintained by the four
1,800 participating -bankrollers. On
were to blame.
Saturday night schedule finds the dailies here for cooperative cover- the other hand, ABC has slightly
Lewin quoted Dies as saying "I •Pet Milk Serenade stanza being age of local news, last week offered
better than 700 co-op program
consider the interruption deliber- moved up to 7:30, with "Sing It its service to Chicago
radio and sales, while NBC and CBS total
It is sabotage."
ate.
Again" already entrenched in the tele stations. Move marks the first around 300 apiecer
In Dallas, Clyde Melville, of the 8 to 9 segment and Morey Amster- time a major metropolitan news
Taylor-Howe-Snowden Radio Sales dam going into the 9 to 9:30 period. agency has given the green light
representing the Lone Star Net- The 9:30-10 slot from which Pet to broadcasters.
work, which handled the broadcast, Milk is moving, is yet to be filled.
'Musicemedy' Vice Ozzie
News will be supplied via telesaid, "As far as we can determine,
Only switch on Sunday involves type at weekly rates scaled to the
The summer replacement, startit comes under the classification of the new "Who-Dun-It" show, which
air time of each client.
Stations ing
18, for Ozzie and Harriet
an act of God. The telephone com- preemed as an afternoon series but on the air more than 134 hours per on June
CBS for International Silver
pany reports a very serious storm. which moves into 9 p.m. slot.
week will- pay $150; those broad- will be "Musicomedy," a series of
We do not think the broadcast got
casting less than 134 but more than short story adaptations witli musito Houston."
Houston was the
101 hours will pay $112.50; stations cal interludes supplied by Raymond
central point of distribution for
airmg less than 101 hom-s will pay Paiges This Is virtually a musical
Renews 'Benlah'
the broadcast over telephone com^'
$75.
edition of the same 'client's perenpany wires.
Hollywood, June 8.
CNB isn't setting Up special nial hiatus entry, "Silver TheaPlugs on "The Beulah Show" services for
Melville said a new broadcast
broadcasters;
but tre."
would be arranged as soon as pos- will be Procter & Gamble's again merely extending its present serv"Musicomedy" will originate in
sible,
probably some time this next season. Soap company picked ice to include radio and
up the tab Thursday (39). Ken clients. Service will be cithertele New York, not Cincinnati, as preweek.
by
contemplated. Initial ott'erA further investigation of the Dolan package goes off its flvca- contract or through associate mem- viously
ing will be Piitterson McNutt's
network failure is being made. It week CBS segment for a seven- berships, depending on further ac"Slightly Terrific," with Julie Conhas been reported that there were week vacation early in July, re- tion by CNB's board of directors,
way, Johnny Desmond and Kenny
numerous thundershowers in East suming latter part of August.
.Each station will get approximately Bowers as leads.
Lindsay MaeTexas on the night of the broadDancer -Fitzgerald -Sample set 25,000 words per day, written in Harrie will direct for Young &
cast.
deal for P&G.
standard news stjrle.
Rubloam agency.

ming

WOR's FM

Ayier Grahs Off

,

Sealtest Acct.

'

The now-dropped plan for '48would have included "The
Thohipsons of America" a.s a

*49

quarter-hour strip at 5 p.m. with
a daily-change high school quiz on
current events filling the remain-

der

of the time.

From

accounts

CBS was

influ-

'enced by the kudos and impact of

"You Are There" "Doorway

to

Life" and the big gun documentaries in contrast to the failure
cf its innovation, "Liberty Road,"
to get far on last year's "School of
the Air." Latter show was germi-

nated under the Edward R. Murrow
regime and was produced by Leon
Levine, Although trade-rated exceptional in concept, and execution,
this series got scant publicity
recognition, further proof that
"School" \V£is not up to CBS' own
standards of snappy programming
which pays off: either in ratings or
prestige.

Don Cope Gets lost'
With Cyjr il Armbrister resigning
as director of ABC's "Land of the
Lost" to return to Hollywood to
produce Mutual's n c w co-op
"Chandu the Magician" show, Don
Cope takes over "Land" chore for
McCann-ErlCkson agency.
"Land," currently sponsored by

Bosco on Saturday mornings,

will,

according to present indications,
a 13-week liiatus following
the July 3 broadcast. Future dis^
position of Bosco's tieup with tlie

.take

show

confined to the internal councils of McCann-£ricksQn,
since the Bosco contract doesn't
require any renewal action until
Sept. L
is still

Agency stated

la.st

week

that

there were no -indications at the
the client's decision

moment what

would be for the

fall.

American Express

Phil Spitalny: Sponsored- by the. Electric Companies this season
oh CBS, the All-Girl orch; envisions a bright future before the TV
cameras, but meanwhile is still being peddled for radio.
Christopher Wells: Ed Byron's package canceUed by DeSoto
(with litigation pending as a result). Can be had for $5,000.

24.

Passaic

.;

;

are eligible to vote.

"School of the Air" began back
In 1931. Originally it consisted
partly of straight talks or interviews on educational subject matter- Gradually dramatic techniques
f
were introduced and these were
expanded through the years. TypiDespite recent claims by Hercally there were five half-hours man Bes§, who manages WLIB,.
weekly. Each day specialized in a N. Y., for Dorothy Thackrey, that
given academic subject and the the station is not for sale, atseries ran fSoim October through torneys for ,Mrs. Thrackrey were
April. The original thinking was engaged
in
huddles yesterday
linked to classroom pickup and used (Tues.) afternoon with lawyers
in school hours of the actual representing the; Passaic (N. J.)
broadcasts. In recent years this News.
was altered, "School of the Air"
Negotiations for the Jersey daily
moving into the 5-5:30 p.m. niche. to purchase the indie station have
This took it outside classroom been on for the past couple of
hours.
weeks and indications yesterday
Consistent Prizewinner
were that the deal looks hot. Sale
First and last "School of the Air" would take Mrs. Thackrey out of
has been a consistent winner of the radio picture, since she disprizes and awards for CBS but of posed of her Coast operations in
late the company has felt that the Los Angeles and San Francisco to
successes of the Dociunentary Unit Warner Bros, (subject to FCC apWLIB has reportedly
were more significant both as good proval).
programming and as a sounder been, a losing proposition ever
educational use of network radio. since the New York Post publisher
Variety has. from time to time acquired the station, although Bess
published estimates as to the maintains that since he stepped in
budget of the series. This has run and revamped the format a couple
around $150,000 annually for actual months back the billings have
etudio. production (scripts, actors, taken a jump.
supervision) but the value of the
}ialf-hour strip is something else.

Jtai-tin edits KLZ's Saturday night
"Sptirts 'KXtraV and, in addition, is

a top announcer, heard daily
ing Lowell Watts, KLZ's

employed on network
programs during last— March,

been

-

KLZ SPORTS EDITOR

GLEN MARTIN

men

In

,

"^Fannie Brice; Dropped by General Foods, (which picked up
"Mr Ace & Jane" as replacement); her $14,000 price tag may find
the sledding tough in wrapping up new sponsorship.
Abe Burrows: Dropped by Listerine, but CBS feels his resale
in an expanded half-hour lonnat is a "sure thing."
Bob Burns: Missing from the airwaves this season but still
being peddled for '48-'49.
Jack Carson: Contract with. Sealtest washed up and he's now
"available."

AFRA

and transeripticfn firms, begins
today (Wed.) and continues
through next Wednesday (16)
except Sunday (13). In New
York, the polling place is
Room 619 at NBC, and the
voting hours are 10 a.m. to 8

& Vacancies

Dept. of Sales

CBShScrapping 'School of Air' After

Web

News

MG

.

'

'

.

..

.

,

.

-
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RADIO TAKES
What Price Masterminds?
There are neglected aspects of the recent Congressional headlinemaking at the expense of NBC and the State Department. Nobody
seems to Iwe raised the fairly obvious point that until now it was
never a sin inside or outside the U. S. to spoof Texas or New England
or any particular region of the country. Indeed, American humor
until now has been marked by just this same
sort of waggery which suddenly be&mes so dreadful that members
of Congress profess -an indignation-more incredible than convincing.
EleeUon year does not altogether explain the weird incident. It
goes deeper.

In the confusion and anxieties of our times people have the scapegoat complex bad. The most obvious examples of the scapegoat
thing are racial and need not be repeated here. There is also the
scapegoat dear to the hearts of all small towners and provincials-^^
the big city. It used to be Wall Street. Today it is the big city amuse.ments, the New York and Hollywood influences.
,

:

'

Theoretical? All the evidence builds up the reality of the witchhunt menance for radio. Radio is not immune. Hollywood was not
immune. Hollywood was private business 100%, whereas radio is
private business operating on a Government license. The present

confusion in the film colony, while not exclusively related to the
witchhunt, is surely linked. Comes now the radio industry, trembling
in its boots, pleading "guilty" only of the crime of making a few
CO mical remarks about Texas the most comical remark-producing
state in the Union.
,

Radio is quick to feel hurt when unjustly accused (and it often is),
who can have any respect for leadership which: prostrates Itself
and asks to be walked upon?

but

"

~

TiST
By

8.

Tighter State Department con-

This

gret.

tation in radio circles of a

As shrewd observers of radio
point out, the most remarkable
aspect is not the criticism by Congressional kibitzers, but the abject
apologies, the failure to talk back
and the offer to quit, under fire,
the whole shortwave field.- Said
one radio executive last week:
"Such a display of timidity and
fear is almost cei-tain to bring
more of the same fram members
of Congress,"
'

Broadcasters have been afraid,
with cause, of a gathering psychology in Washington favorable

geose-pimples,. tlie chief
counsel for NBC endorsed an identical plan so far as shortwave is
casters

concerned (see accompanying editorial) and inferentially conceded
that private enterprise could not
do.the job.

|

itself,

listeners.

\.

Entertainment and special features such as the Spanish series to
Latin America which backfired so
badly, will be contracted for individually. Each series will be tailored to official specifications and
carefully reviewed, the same as
sponsors and advertising agencies

go over domestic network shows.
Hence, according to Assistant
Secretary of State George V. Allen,
there will be virtually no chance
(Continued on page 34)

F.

Shouse, president of the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.

will

panded staff, all official new^s and
commentary beamed to foreign

& A. Hummert

Mutual Capsules

No

Relief For

taking

m

U

tery

Inviting the

WOR-^and a flock of other stations on the Mutual network find
tliemselves on the horn of a five-

—

Camel In

Not lost upon trade
the role of Charles

into the tent."

dopesters

WOR's Headache

is

Denny, yesterday chairman of the
FCC, today the spokesman I'or

NBC

in urging Government operation of
radio. "A bit confusing," is the consensus on this

DX

maneuver.
Trade comment by those who
read the political tea-leaves looks
til
cuing
plenty
of
With Bill Henry preeming his five- ahead to 1949 and the possibility
minute (9:55-10 p.m.) news pror of a whole new setup in Washinggram for the network June 28 <it ton. They sec the small town
runs sustaining until August, when mentality in the saddle with its
Johns-Manville resumes bankroll- native dislike of big city amusepeople.
The censorshiping), Mutual will have two night- ment
time capsule shows running cross-^ minded elements will move if given
the-board. The other is Billy Bose, half a chance, and radio may get
a drubbing which will paralyze
heard 8:55-9 p.m.

minute dilemma which

is

currently
thinking.

m

WOR it presents a
where 10 half-hour shows

terms of

situation

Dancer, Fitzgerald & preceding the two five-minute proover the "Molle grams Monday through Friday, will
Mvstei-y Theatre" SterUng Drug have to shave down to 25 minutes.
And just how that will rest with
account from Young & Bubicam
the drug company's radio reshiuile, the sponsors of the 30-minute prothe whodunit program will, effec- grams is another headache that
tive July 20, be produced by Frank will have to be remedied.
In effect, the two fiver-nunuta
and Ann Hummert. (Show switches
over from NBC to CBS stating programs alone, going out over sev-'
July 29). As in the case of other era! hundred stations, is expected
Hummert shows, Air Features will to open up a whole new market for
handle administration of 'Mystery 2.'5-minute transcription shows. The
Alan Ladd transcribed show, "Box
Theatre."
,
Move further accents the projecr 13," for example, is presently heard
the big- 9:30 to 10 p.m. on WOB. With
tion of the Hummerts into
time night program operation. A Henry going in at 9:55, the show
over will have to be sliced to 25 minutes
couple months back they took
Your and the whole format revised so
production of the Borden
that the show Will still be comSong and Mine" show, which repreof plete. At the same time' the prosented one of the first instances
& gram, which is sold locally to staa-toigtime radio agency (Kenyon
Eckhardt) "farming out" produc- tions, must still be peddled as a
half-hour program.
tion of a show.
Same situation cropped up when
With acquisition of "Mystery
Theatre" (Molle will be dropped WOR picked up Billy Rose, resultDrug ing in the preceding half-hour
in favor of another Sterling
19 "Boston Blackie" program going
product), Hummerts will have
riding the coast-to-coast tlirough the 25-minute trimming
sho\(s
day- routine. This was' accomplished by
These include
kiloevcles.
musi- WOR using the show live, whereas
time "serials, five nighttime
Mys- other stations buy it tranjscribed in
cals, plus "Mr. Keen" and
the 30-minute form.
Theatre."

With

.

.

"There's a contradiction In
broadcaster's arguments," to quote
another Official in New York. "On
the one hand management goesi before the FCC and tries to have the
Mayflower Decision of 1940 knocked
out on the grounds of unwarranted
Government regulation. Then the
same t>eople, or some of them,
turn around and invite the camel

.

A Major Industry
Sample

number

of recent events, most conspicuously the blasting of NBC and the
State
Department on Spanishlanguage shortwave broadcasts.

decide for itself thereafter what sort of programs it produces. Nearly all the leading representatives of management foresee this trend and jret hardly anything is being done to forestall it,
or educate the better type Congi-essmen to the :sitoat!on:
its ability to

tf

^ Re^aces hfgm

brealcs are-

now

getting a summer format.
Florida Citrus Assn.,

via

Even chain

throughout the counti-y, using
a girl and two harmonicists to
extol the V i r t u e s of good
health.
.

Starting in July, the "sum-

mer replacement'' goes in, with
the girt to be accompanied by
"two musical glasses filled with
iced orange juice."

Samoff

at

''To

Spoff

prez,.

may

of giving the

Ms new policy
quality or pulling

power of a show precedence over
the

obligation to the advertiser.

Reports have' emanated out of
Standard Brands that the company
has about come to the conclusion
that no one or any combination
of its brands can any longer suppart the JBdgar B«rgen-CItai:lie MeCarthy sboW.
-

The Bersen

stanza rates ts'

aam

most expensive in the busi15% agency
commission whieh goes to J. Walter Thompson, there's a talent
budget of $25,000, and the cost„of
time runs in excess- of $10,000 a
week. Standard Brands'' has occupied this Sunday evening period
of the

ness. Exclusive of the

(8*8:30) since Sept. 9, 1928, ranking that account In longevity just
behind the oldest of them all on
the NBC list. Cities Service.
An implication linked with the
SB. report is that the food packager ha& every int^txon of retaining the period but. sicting on
Prank Mullen, who resigned as business expediency^ it win reexec veepee of NBC to take over place the Bergen show, when the
the G. A. (Dick) Rickard.sr three- letter's contract expires, witll a
station operation as president, of- far cheaper prograiii.
A, Standficially went off the payroll as of ard Brands executive revealed the
Originally his thinking that wa& going on within
Friday (4),
last
resignation was scheduled to go his own organization durt^ a reinto effect July 1.
cent discusiiiion with trade acMullen stepped up his checkout quaintances onr the tendency of its
in order to plunge into 'the multiple competitor. General Foods, to uuRichards operation. However, he
(Contiinued on pttgfe 34)
won't move out to the Coast until
the fall and during the summer
months will be located in Manhattan in the Richards bdqs., Hotel

As Mullen Vamps

•

Ahead of Schedirib

.

Chatham.
Last Friday's (4) NBC managemeeting at the WaldorfY„ was in the form of

RadKhTek'sM

ment

Astoria, N.
a top level

management

Convoifi

sendoff to

Mullen, with the occasion marked
It's estimated that th# week
by the appearance of David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman and of the Republican Convention in
prexy.
It
was Saruofi"s initial Philadelphia this month will add
participation in the web's manage- up to a $300,000 expense account
ment powwow, cued to the official for the radio-television networks
Mullen sendoff. Latter was pres- and stations. This amount, of
sented with a wrist watch and, as course, is exclusive of the regular
a gag fare-thee-well, a bottle of salaries of staffers ajSisigaed to the
invisible ink (inference being, if GOP powwow and if the caAceUed"
there are any more of those hot- out commercial lime segments
seat memos, at least nobody'll see were added the Hunttet would approximate somettSng closer to
them).
The entire NBC personnel will $400,000.
NBC alone, it's said, wilt have a
toss Mullen a farewell dinner this
total of nearly 200 at the Philly
Friday (11).
convottion for its radio-telA setup,
with the- other three networks
'

Bill

(ABC, CBS, Mutuaiy adding an
IKS
additional 200. .The/estimated 300G
Henry had made a deal figure is based on such items as
summer hotels and room space, food, Uquor,

with CBS to cover the
Olympics' id* Europe. But

now

that transportation, lines,

engineedng,

he's moving his Johns-ManviUe private phoaes, air conditioning
news iprogram over' to Mutual, he's, units, teletype and news prmters.
taking on the Olympics coverage Plus the overtime tab for per-

as an

MBS

assignment.

sonnel.

Henry leaves July 25 on the
Queen Elizabeth and he'll be back
in time for the Aug. 20 preem
of J'ohns-Manville as a Mutual
client.
The Henry news strip'
starts sustaining on Mutual this
month, moving over from^ CBS.
'

End All Giveaways 99

climbing aboard the
full-hour telephonic musical giveaway bandwagon with an ambitious production designed to "end
all giveaways," following in the
footsteps of ABC's Sunday night
"Stop the Music" (already threequarters sold out) and the Saturday night CBS "Sing It Again"
show.
Mutual stanza, scheduled for a
June 26 getaway, is also due for a
Saturday night showcasing, but in
the hour (9 to 10) following the
CBS "Sing" program.
That gives all the networks but
NBC a 60-minute ride on the giveis

NBC

in the not too distant future be
put to the test Of exercising on
the network's second oldest client.

Standard Brands,

Benton & Bowles agency, has
been using a 15-second singing commercial in markets

MutuaVs 50G Giveaway
Mutual

Niles Trammel},

-

Chain Breaks' Brake

a growing interpre-

is

,

j

Add

it

B'casts

—

The' Department,

"taking

is

.ioy thisi

whooping it up over the "Know address at the Cincinnati College
North- America" series DX'ed to of Music occasioned a double-barLatin America via NBC.
rel salute for the FCC chairman.
Congress has apparently been
The {;ollege conferred honorary
convinced that merely farming out degree cf doctor of music and eduto the work which was ordered cation upon him after, execs of aU
by Congress in the law it passed Cincy stations and the local press
last year— will not work, and that saluted him socially at a cocktail
there must be properly centralized party in the home of James D.

write and control through an ex-

radio

Now

trol over the "Voice of America"
broadcasts is one benefit to come
out of the Congressional probes
which bowed out last week after

control in the State Department.
In the contracts currently being
renegotiated with "NBC and CBS
one State official explained:

GEOKGG ROSEN

American

lying down," with the possibility
of future consequences it may re-

and the fiVjal media, newspapers and magazines, in shortsighted malice against radio, can
probably be depended upon to help
"Voice'
the radio grilling along. Only last
month tlie Ladies Home Journal
featured an article advocating the
adoption of a Canadian-type radio
Dr. Coy
It's
system in the U. S, with the Government operating facilities in its
Cincinnati, June 8.
Visit here Thursday (3) of Wayne own name. In a matter of weeks
Coy to deliver the commencement after this proposal gave broad-

State DepL Control on

Ni^ the GkBt, That Coiuits') May Get

i

to extending the Hollywood witch»;
hunt into the radio business. There
are Congressmci^ who would, en-

'Spanish Inquisition' Brings fighter

Washington, June

New TrammeB ?fky (If s the Show,

COPIES FILMS'

irom Revolutionary days

DOWN

LYING

IT

away

train. Latter

Lux

PhUly.

The show, incidentally, has for
the second time within a year
rated No. 1 on both Hooper and
Nielsen, something tliat no other
network stanza has been able to
snag even once.

web has decided CarpeBter

to "sit it out," content that in its

"Truth or Consequences'' show it
has the biggest Hooper puller in
the giveaway business.
Mutual is aiming at bigtime
splurge with a "cash only" format,
instead of merchandise, similar to
CBS' "Sing." It will permit for an
accumulated jackpot of $50,000 at
the end of the year, with the format based strictly on chance.
Bud Collyer will emcee. Mark
Warnow's orch will background the
show; Mary Small and Russ Emery
will sing and there will be a quartet.
Show will be tabbed "Tbrce
for the Money."

Cancellattou

Lux Radio Theatre'i June 21
program has been cancelled by
to make' way for « pickup
from the RepttbUcatt convention in

CBS

H^ds West

On Moore 'Breakfast'

Stint

Torn Carpenter, assistant radio

&

director of Kenyon
Eckfiardt
agency, left for the Coast. Monday
(7) for huddles with Garry Moore,
the emcee job on
"Breakfast in
Hollywood," cosponsored by Kellogg, a IC & E account, and Procter
Gamble.
Purixise is to complete the transition of "Breakfast" into a strictly
Moore routine, dropping the format inherited from, the iaiit Tom.
Breneman^ yAum lanxre ineceeded.

who now does

&

—

WcdncBflay, June 9, 1949
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BAND

OF COCA-COLA SUMMER SHOW

WHArS MY NAME? ^

SUMMER FAMILY HOUR

.
With Arlcne Francis, Ward Wilson With Earl Wrightson, Ray Charles,
With Roper Pryor, Charles LMJter Producer: John Gibbs
chorus, orch; Dudley King, conAMERICA
With 32-voice mixed choir; KenOrch, Nesto* Chayres, Ltf» ran- Director: Perry Lafferty
ductor; Frank Gallup, announcWith Paul Lavalle liand; M. H.
neth Banghart, annauncer
ches
Ayles^rarth, Dr. tidwin Franko
er; Dorothy Samoff, guest
Producer: Ezra Mcintosh;
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.ffl.
Goldmsn, KUests; Ford Bond, an- Producer: Paul Lewis
Director: Ken Burton
ELECTRIC LAMPS
30 Mins., Sun., S p.m.
GENERAL
Sunday
p.m..
7:30
nouncer
30 Mins.:
Writer: Robert Bach
STANDARD BRANDS
ABC, from New York
CO.
Haupt
James
Producer-director:
COCA-COLA
30 Mins.; Sun., 6 p.m.
{BBD&O)
l^flC .ttom New York
York
New
Fri., 8 p.m.
Mins.i
from
30
CBS;
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
(J.' Walter i:h<mpson )
General Electric previewed this CBS, from New York
(D'/lrcj/)
CITIES SERVICE
Departing from its custom of the
yorh
^^^^
Coca-Cola's summer replacement quiz. Which had been gathering
(Benton ii Bowles)
(.Ellington &, Co.)
for the Percy Faith-Jane Froman dust for years, before a batch of
past several seasons of spotting
As the summer replacement for
the w-ntertime
Edison Electrical its regular "Family Hour" series
Cities Service has gone back show is merely
to
the
Alec Templeton in the 8-8:30 Sundelegates
That Relast with. Rise Stevens, Prudential
'90s for its odition of the "Pause
City
Gay
practically
to
the
Atlantic
in
summer
convetition
is
as
stretch
day night NBC
summer replacement for the "High- freshes" with a multitude of fornight (3). And if subse- presenting a lighter version starreplacement for its Edgar Bergen- ways in Melody" show. New offer- eign accents. The same basic val- Thursday
quent programs can churn halt tne ring Earl Wrightson, with Dudley
Charlie McCarthy show. Standard ing is a half-hour of band music ues of good music paced by .ac- lively raillery and punchy pace King conducting the ox^ihestra and
lush
singers and the
Brands this year has come up with of the kind that could be heard in complished predominantly strmg which marked that broadcast, the chorus, and a policy of semi-name
square of any city 30 or music of the
series should pay off substantially. guests.
The budget is probably
something of an innovation 'in the public
40 years ago and which since has orchestra, is retained. Conseauent- Outside of that special shot, GE
$5,000, or about half that of
major client bankrolling; S-B has retained a certain following in a ly the high melodic value of this starts picking up the ABC time tab about
the winter stanza. At that rate it
With little essenChorale
offering
number of small towns. Gasoline literate
Blotted the Robert Shaw
on a regular basis this Saturday seems a satisfactory buy, which
evidttnt,
is
difference
enough
build
a
high
tial
For warmup purposes ABQ should hold a respectable share of
(12).
of 32 mixed voices for the June- outfit hopes to
Hooper to keep the show as a perPart of the CoCa-Cola diplomacy put the Show on last Saturday (5) the established audience.
July- August semester. The stanza manent feature next fall and winin alipn countries is the broadcast- in GE's contracted 9:30-10 p.m.
The idea of the summer edition
preemed last Sunday (6) and it ter, but whether the audience for ing of musical shows over stations groove gratis, thereby balancing
obviously to provide pleasant encame off as a refreshing interlude such music is large enough to sus- in Latin America, Europe and out the client's "Itickin for the spe- is
tertainment with no effort involved
tain it even during the summer elsewhere. The summertime format cial airing.
In summertime programming.
Wrightson, with
for the listener.
is questionable.
months
of the musampling
a
merely
(and
.execs
is
that
S-B
that
reported
Name?"
It's
The "What's My
ample experience in radio and
Paul Lavalle,. who has recruited sical cultures in the countries in bowed in before the .convention
thair agency, J. Walter Thompson)
legit, handles both the singing and
48-piece band for the show which it does enough business to delegates was pretty much of a
made the venturesome and cer- the
m.c. assignments nicely and Dud^
talent.
tainly off-the-beaten-track program from among the top band musi- warrant expensive radio
streamlined affair, not so much in ley King's music rightly stresses
Teeoff in the vacation series format as in borrowing the give- uncomplicated melody.
move on the premise that, as more cians in the country, apparently
For the
and more radio personalities be- recognized that a straight menu of demonstrated the music of the away and jackpot angles that have opening show, Dorothy Samoff
Nestor apparently become "musts" with
come established in television, this the kind of music usually allotted to good-neighbor territory.
audience Chayres, the Mexican singer and the current tribe of quiz sessions. teamed well with Wrightson, and
is the type program for which bands wouldn't hold an
there was a good change-of-pace
there will always be a spot in the for a full half-hour. As a result, Los Panchos instrumental and The old "Name" used $15 as its solo by chorus singer Ray Charles
radio picture, so why not ex- on the preem show (4), he mixed song trio, backed by the Charles top bait for answers to the charade (who thereby followed the preceplore such strictlyaudio program the standard, band numberis with Liciiter band provided a full- personality; now, the payoff on the dent set by Jack Smith on the same
techniques with a tongrange view such selections as Wagner's intro bodied exDosition of the more fa- initial clue is $100, the second clue, series).
to the third act of "Lohengrin." miliar and highly melodic numtoward the future?
$50, and the final try, $25, with a
Without the sweep of stringed in-,
As usual with musical programs
Whatever the thinking, the show- struments, however, such music' bers of the chile-country. Chayres crossbuck as a consolation prize.
tfie continuity pushes just a bit
casing of the Robert Shaw Chorale emerged as just more band tunes, for example provided hearty renAs an added hook, "Name," be- too wordily in striving for atmosin the prime Sunday time offers sounding two-dimensional despite ditions of "Estrallta," "Solamente ing no less shy than other recent phere, particularly in the folksy
the
highly
"Jalisco"
and
Ve'z,"
Una
some pleasurable moments, cer- the interesting arrangement.
impresarios in the audience parHe's been ticipation field, has adopted the "gather around the piano" appopular "Granada."
tainly a welcome respite from the
proach of the final medley routine.
In short, such music probably around. Gringo cafes and vauders
multiplyirfg list of giveaways domHush" thing. In this instance Prudential's copy is still "restrainwon't hold the interest of the aver- in New York and is conversant on "Mr.
inating Uie summer kilocycles. age listener
it's a scrambled recording of the
ed," with two announcements usto tuning U, S. tastes in Mex music.
Shaw and his trained vocalists will his radio intoaccustomed
voice of what is purported
speaking
voices to plug inbands or symThe Lichter crew instrumentaled to be a wellknown personality. ing professional
command but a limited audience phony orchs. dance
a widow's protection
Lavalle's combo,
in the same Latin vein to provide With amazing originality, the jack- surance as
pull and will undoubtedly have
under
his
capable
direction,
creating an "estate," Frank
tough competition from "Stop the sounded like a good band, and that's a smooth musical continuity for pot twist is described as the "Mys- and as
Gallup continues to read the "sell"
Music" in the 8 to 9 ABC bracket, all. Such, music would be appre- the session.
tery Voice." Winners of the reguHobe.
with suitable reverence.
but once established in the spot, ciated much more in its rightful
Roger Pryor continues as the lar name queries are given a craclc
the group, through the virtuosity place in high school auditoriums or program's conferencier, and the at identifying the recorded voice,
of its performance, will invite a public squares or the Central Pack Coca-Cola plugs, as usual, are brief with the privilege of phoning some COMEDY WRITERS SHOW
repeat tune-in.
one in the contestant's hometown With Johnny Murray, Sid Fields,
Jose.
Mall in N. Y. Cities Service male and in good taste.'
Stem;
Leonard
Price,
Roger
for help. The correct answer nets
For its opening program, the quartet tossed a couple of Carrie
Ben Brady, moderator; Paul
each $250, or half of whatever is
Shaw Chorale "offered a varied pro- Jacobs Bond tunes into the middle
Mastcrson, announcer.
in the pot.
That kitty starts off
gram including some Rodgers- of the show to break the instru- SUPERSTITION
Cooper
Producer:
Frank
Hammer'stein melodies from "Car- mental onslaught, but didn't count With Ralph Bell; Xarry Haines, with a grand this Saturday (12).
Director: Sy Fischer
Amzie Strickland, Frank Berhousel" (the arrangement of "When for much:
No small contributing factor to
rens,
Jackson
Beck;
Bcrnie the sock impression made by the iJO Mins., Sun. 10 p.m.
I Marry Mr. Jones" was a particuAs a special feature for the
Green, conductor; Jimmy Blaine, preview broadcast were the cir- Sustaining
larly charming thing to listen to); debut, onetime NBC prez
M. H.
ABC, from Hollywood
announcer
"Liebeslieder
cumstances that surrounded the
a group of Brahms'
Aylesworth, reminisced about how
This one probably sounded very
origination.
Here were partici- god on paper. Why not, it "was
Waltzes"; some Stephen Foster, an much good music Cities Service Producer-Writer: Robert Sloane
pants who were not only several figured, show how the scripters of
early folk tune, "He's Gone Away," has brought to listeners since .it Director: Leonard Blair
30 Mins.; Sun., S p.m., £DT
cuts
culturally,
above
the
general
and the first of a series»of "choral bowed
as one of NBC's first Sustaining
comedy shows sit
radio's
tojp
run
of
quiz
contestants
but
playing
profiles,"
with music by Gail sponsors.
He soiinded Uke a ABC, from New York
around the conference table and
to a roomful of acquaintances. It
Kubic. A relaxing half-hour.
good
case
of
mike
fright,
whip a 30'minute program into
Behind the window dressing
Ken Banghart does the an- even when introducing Dr. Edwin about shibboleths, .this is a promr was a, studio audience out for a shape? Which may all sound good,
nouncing and Standard Brands has Franko Goldman, who pitched for ising melodrama series with a good time and the glib rejoinders strictly as a one-shot novelty, but
of tbe contestants needed little enswitched from Chase & Sanborn to a return of band music on a na- clever story gimmick.
on the basis of the initial presenWhether
Tenderleaf (iced) Tea and Royal tional scale. Aside from the Cities such - and - such superstition is couragement.
tation Sunday ( 6 ) the idea could
And in there to put 'em quickly run pretty thin before you could
puddings.
Commercial copy was Service mention via the band's based on logic or fallacy is someat their ease and prod the cross- even say "BobJHope's-gonna-have'
title, the commercial was confined
easy to take.
Rose.
thing for people with time, for abfire was perhaps one of the warm- a-new-format."
to a single, short plug three-quarstractions.
But a series of yarns est and most
engaging personaliters of the way through.
It was
on familiar fetishes should
With Ben Brady as moderator,
GILBERT
SULLIVAN SERIES neat]^^ handled by announcer Ford based
have a natural audience hook. ties that has emerged from radio's the preem brought together John(Yeomen of tlie'4»nard>
Bond.
Stal.
With that as a basis, everything welter of parlor game playing
ny Murray, who writes for Red
IVith Jean Haigr, Edmund HockShe Skelton; Sid Fields (Eddie Candepends on the writing and pres- namely, Arlene Francis.
ridge, William Morton, Nellie
proved
as smooth as ever in pitchentation.
tor ); Roger Price (Bob Hope) and.
ing the subtle
Smith, Eric Tredwell, Margraret TALENT JACKPOT
with the male Leonard Stern (Abbott & GostelOn the basis of the Sunday (6) line at the mikewoo
Evans, Geoffrey Waddington's With John Reed King, emcee
as well the clues
lo). For the edification of the
preem, "Superstition" is a cap- Ward Wilson also
orch and chorus, Rupert Lucas, Director: Jack Rubin'
administered a listening audience, it was decided
able hokum job. With Ralph Bell suave routine in
narrator; Larry Henderson, an- Producer: Ed Wolfe Associates
handling the dis- (on suggestion of Jimmy Stewart)
in the permanent role of Voice of taff side.
nouncer
25 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
to blueprint a program based on
Superstition (and functioning as
Writer: Howard Mountain
Sustaining
The
program
runs
anything
but the Bob Hope format, with the innarrator, confidant, adviser and
Producer: Ernest Morsran
MBS from New York
.short of GE .lamp merchandising.
evitable monolog as a starter,
supernatural power) it told a modDirector: Geoffrey Waddington
Dialers who are currently keepBestowed
on
each
winner
is
a
then the man-cHasing dame (Vera
erately
absorbing yarn about a
60 Mins.; Tue$. 8:30 Pim.
ing glued to their sets in hope of daredevil
package of bulbs with all attend- Vague) episode and the gueststar
flyer whose wife tries to
Sustaining
ing assurances of their virtues and
winning a fortune in cash and/or argue
kickaround ( "let's suppose it's a
him
out
of
his
trust
in
a the twin m.c.'s
CBC, from Toronto
merchandise may be misled by the "lucky"
take time out oh British pix personality").
four-leaf clover. Although
divers occasions to interpolate the
Ernest Morgan, former Savoyard title of this new Mutual show. It the
An effort was made to give the
plot and
pro singer and now senior music is going to be a shock when they the romantic dialog (particularly usual stuff from copypaper. One whole thing a spontaneity by makscenes)
were
hackof these blurbs seemed to
producer for the Canadian Broad- find out that this program dishes neyed, the
do a ing it all .sound adlib, but what
effect was redeemed by
fazzle.
Corp., has made a happy up nothing but good entertainment artful
1 casting
It was the moralizing oh the
boys came up with sounded
production and, to a lesser
bulb-snatching, Thg thing soun*ded like a collection of leftover gags
choice in scheduling 13 Gilbert & for listeners.' The coin disbursed extent,
performance.
pretty hackneyed.
Sullivan operas for summer listen- is going, for a change, into the
from the A&C-Hope-Skelton-CanOn the whole, "Superstition"
ers.
These will appeal not only pockets of deserving amateur and
Odec.
tor, etc. nighttime comedy roster,
to the loyal oldsters who belong professional peffornftrs who are seem? a fairly likely summer
without benefit of the surefire
starter, with
a fair chance of
to G-&- S societies that still meet given' a break>on,this show.
deliyery that the stars can at least
registering enough for winter sur- CALL THE POLICE
regulatly, but it is evident that the
In format, "Talent Jackpot" deWith Georee Petrie, Amzie Stricfc provide.
Hobc.
musicianly gifts of Sullivan and scends/from a long ' line of pro- vival.
It added up to an uninspiring
the clever dialog and lyrics of Gil- grams sired by "Major Bowes
half-hour of can-you-top-this-one.
Producer-director: John Cole
bert see no signs of waning, as each Amateur: JHovw" .and, more recent- IT'S A
on a^given themei but "Can You
LIVING
Writer: Peter Barry
new generation comes along.
ly, by "Arthur Godfrey's "Talent With Ben Alexander,
Top This?" does it a lot better.
moderator
Morgan is using top singers in Scouts." Each week, the show Writer: Al Simon
Rose.
LEVER BROS.
the principal roles plus a mixed will introduce four or five variety Director: J. C. Lewis
NBC, from New York
chorus of 16 voices for background acts with, a grand payoff for the 30 Mbi8.,'Siin., 9:30 p.ni.
THE JERRY WAYNE SHOW
<fi'i*'i™Mff-R3/an)
ensembles; Waddington has 26 men top act in the form of a $500 first Sustaining
With Jerry Wayne, AIvy West's
«n
1,
Call
the
Pphce"
.
returned to the
In the orchestra. Of the 13 operas prize plus a one-week's booking at Mutual, from Hollywood
Band, Lisa Kirk (guest)
air as a summer sub
Tuesday (1) Producer: Lester Gottlieb
In the CBC series, six are in the the Broadway Strand.
The win"It's a Living," sustainer which
public domain; royalties are being ner gets the chance of returning bowed in Sunday night (6) on Mu"Amos
:Anios n Andy."
Andt^'P Last nieht (M Director: Oliver Daniel
paid on the others in the standard the following week and, if he tual, is lively, well-paced, light enSustaining
jpepertory.
Series is being carried clicks again, wins $1,000 plus a tertainment. Show is written in a
Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m.
by 38 stations on the CBC's Domin- two-weeks engagement. The rest pleasant, easy-to-listen-to vein by in at
"^""^^ CBS from New York
9
ion network.
of the acts can win up to $250 ac- Al Simon and handled very deftly
This sustainer, filling in during
"Police" is still a lively
.
Manifestly, it ts impossible to cording to studio audience reaction by moderator Ben Alexander.
who- the Campbell Soup "Club 15"
dunit.
Incorporate the dialog in a one- as measured on an applause metei^
Program is built around an Un- It makesBuilt along familiai- lines hiatus, is in the nature of a radio
up in smart dialog and comeback for Jerry Wayne, who
hour broadcast and some of the
Qn the kickoff stanza (3), four usual occupation format, interview- swift
pace for its run-of-the-minp has been around the networks for
music has to be cut but this sur- crackerjack items combined for a ing persons who earn their livings
dialog occlsionaHy some years on
prisingly little.
(In "Yeomen of snappy, varied session of music
various* major
other than conventional ways. is
is^a'lUtlea little flippant,
fl^^"
the Guard," for instance, the music and comedy. The Youman Bros. Initialer
but this bright- shows. And the opening program
introduced
interesting
only runs 80 minutes normally). & Frances, an instrumental trio personalities with a vivid interest ens up the program. Performances was a pleasant 15-minuter that
are
good; sound effects are
Despite the involved plot of "Yeo- doing takeoffs on big name bands, in their work and equipped with
s"rik- made no pretensions of being anying,
and
the music bridges fine
men," Rupert Lucas^ as narrator, copped first prize with a virtuoso the flair to capture listener attenthing more than just a straight
Intelligently sets the scene and display of musical mimcry. A boff tion. Personalities explained' just
interlude paced nicely by
^^".^^
with musical
carries the thread of the story in slice of comedy was provided by how they happened to get into their "ti?e^p",«»"«f"lt
missing marrow Wayne's own baritone and includpleasant style, though the sum- Jack Carter who appeared in the odd occupations and related anec- hfufp
bone, a familiar yarn
of a man ing .also Alvy West's seven-piece
mary necessarily is swift.
legit musical, "Gall Me Mister." dotes about the work.
murdered after winning at
cS^ds band and Lisa Kirk as the show's
n
a
For "Yeomen," all principals And solid vocals were rendered by
questionable
opening
guest.
Alexander interviewed a worm
gami, and thi
were in excellent form and the Dixie-aires, a male quartet, cultivator, piano mu.sic-roll maker,
Wayfle, whose recording of "You
the crimi^aY The card
^^.S'^'
ebullient when this was called for; and Gloria Villar.
lady bug farmer, whip lasher, and nal.
game set a quick Can't Be True, Dear" (with Ken
the choruses attacked with spirited
John Reed King handles the gorilla impersonator.
opening, which effect was Griffin) on the Rondo label is
^i^^u^A
but well-disciplined vigor and were emcee chores in ebullient style,
"Living" has the spontaneity that
^"Iden more responsible than any 'other
particularly enjoyable in the pat- selling the acts like a circus spieler. makes for
t]*® '^'.nso commercial, single factor in pushing him to the
enjoyable listening. swi?ch^?„^^""lf
ihen i°
the dramat-narration
ter-backgrounds.
Whole produc- His introes, however, are kept Script and production of Simon tT«^
went fore once again, has a nice barition was marked by zest and brief and he lets the talent have carried through for good radio en on from there in swift, suspense- tone that he projects easily. His
aparkle,
full sway.
ful style.
McStay.
tertainment.
Hertn.
(Continued on page 36)
Bron.
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SWAP AN AM FOR
Talent

Wakes to Fdcli-Hiiiib

Several movements are afoot in Manhattan to vitalize old organizations in opposition to censorship on radio and in other media. The
American Civil Liberties Union has been much concerned at the
witch-hunt menace iand its probable spread. All media are seen
as potential victims of intimidation from the small town-anti-intellectual-and-race-prejudiced groups who' seem to unite in instinctive dislike for writers, artists, actors and others connected with
the creation and dissemination of ideas.
So far not much progress is reported, although a number of
newspaper splashes have been achieved by various committees
linked to such sources as the Authors' League, the Civil Liberties
Union, and its affiliate. National Committee for Freedom from
Censorship, of which Elmer Rice is Chairman.
"

(Mby s Tape Soceess Seen SporriiK;

mmm

Gear Sunmer Decks for CSveaways;

Sane Stws .fiHoy Abort
^
Wasliington, June 8.
Standard broadcasters are now
interwilling to sacrifice their
ests in return for even a fighting
chance to get, in the television pic-

AM

The Federal CommunicaCommission is currently

ture.
tions

wrestling with the tough problem
of preventing hawking ,of video
permits and licenses.

The Commission is well aware
mere possession of a TV peris now worth its weight in
uranium and has the effect of
that

mit

Ifetworks to

Mwe

Hollywood, June

Up

8.

boosting prices of accompanying

Recorded Shows AM

4

smoke with Bing Crosby's

in

summer

which started last
week, goes the last remaining argument of NBC and CBS that transcribed shows aren't acceptable to
listeners. Aside from copping honors with a 14.6 in the last Hooperating—two points higher than his
nearest competitor
mechanical
hiatus,

Light Co, Fades Carle
Hollywood, June

8.

Electric Light and Power pulls
the plug on Frankie Carle July 11.
Sunday afternoon slot that Carle
took over from Phil Spitalny May
9 goes sponsorless through to fall.
Helen Hayes comes on for the
perfection 6f the Groaner's taperecorded shows has disproved net- utilities company with her Elecwork arguments that transcriptions tric Theatre on Oct. 3.
aren't as good as live shows.
Tape has in the past year com-"
pletely altered not only the operation on top ABC shows but has
changed the thinking of the entire
industry regarding recorded programs.
When the Crosby show
first went on ABC two years ago, it
was strictly a transcription job of
editing and re-editing, and re-dubbing and re-editing, often requiring as many as foiur days after a
show was originally cut on platters
CBS is giving serious thought to
before it was whipped into broadmoving in on C. H. Hooper's wide
casting shape.
Then tape was used. At iirst it circularizing of his latest research
was transferred to platters for development, projectable ratings,
broadcast because equipment had with a counteracting job of its own.
not been perfected for broadcast- The indications are that it will be
ing directly from tape. This meth- an analysis directed at picking the
od was still better than the previ- alleged loopholes in Hooper's
ous year's because there was only method of mixing Hoopercity
one transfer instead of six or phonecalls and diary reports from
seven, With consequent loss of listeners outside these precincts
to arrive at what he terms a "U.S.
quality in each step.
Hooperating."
Two Hours for Editinsr
A sidelight of the findings which
Time necessary for editing the has caused much eyebrow lifting
show to its final broadcast form within CBS research and sales
was reduced to a mere three or circles concerns the "Ma Perkins"
four hours when tape was first programs. The CBS broadcast of
us6d last fall, following a summer the serial has topped the daytime
of intensive experimenting by both Hooperatings for a long time. That
ABC and the Crosby office. Con- same CBS origination is not even
tinuity editors, operating in the included in the first 10 of the initial
same manner as film editors, have release of Hooper's crossection of
now reached tlie point where they all U.S. homes. It does show up
can wrap up , the show in two as first still in the 36-city ratings
*
hours,
and the Hooper measurement of
Program edited on the origmal towns of over 50,000 population.
tape is now being aired. It retains
Hooper this week is mailing out
the' original broadcast quality. It 1,200 copies of his projectable
demontB so good that in a recent
study to agencies:
stration for engineers from SouthproMve
California stations a
gram was recorded simultaneously
an tape, and the experts weren't Convention Coverage'
able to tell which was tape and
which was live as the control-booth
In Italian Set by
engineer switched from live pickup to tape pickup.
'Mass Civics Course'
Since Crosby went, recorded two
N.Y. bilingual station, has
WOV,
other shows have followed
come up with a novel plan for covnet-wisfr—Groucho Marx and the erage of the Republican and DemA
Abbott & Costello layout.,
ocratic conventions in Philadelphia.
number of others that' did live re- Coverage will be in the Italian
peats two years ago are now re- language (marking the first time
It is expected
corded repeats.
on the that a national convention has been
there'll be more top shows
directly covered by a radio station
fall as a ree.t. gravy train in the
in any language but Eiiglish)>

W Ml

Cues

CBS-Hooper

Tif

On TrojectaUes

•

•

:

em

WOY

As

mm

____
WGFS mEWSRBEL' SLUFF
•

But of more signifiicance, WOV
has blueprinted the project as a
"mass civics course" for the Italian8.
population served by the
American
June
Chicago,
broadcast will be
Mutual's sustaining "Newsreel" station. Initial
via the mdie, Monday, June 21, the opening day
is being heard in Chi

-suit./.-.

stratospheric sales tickets stalitTis
commanded during the war. Some
FCC'ers are posing the $64 question "Will the Commission seek tofix price ceilings on TV franchises,
particularly on permits where no
actional video construction has be^
:

considered but never
followed through on a similar prosales in the war
posal covering

AM

years.

And smce most
is still

'

.

,

.

to

WOV

FM

WG

Ellington Co., which has had the
publication end of the account, Is

handling Celanese Corp.s
radio budget.
.
.
i
For tfee time being this lnvj>lves
the continuance of a spot caidpaign.

Sow

.

a

New

works with a view of recommending it for a client when
occurred to him to add. up
the time devoted on the program to crediting the giveit

away

products.
He discovered that, according to the time allotted commercials in a half-hour net-

work program under the new
NAB code, the time consumed
by these giveaway credits was
30 seconds over the code's Um- .
it. In other words, the client
supporting the program would
be irozen out of his own com-

throw open all video permits on
which no construction has taken
place and to forbad transfer of tlie
type FCC is
ambitious
and FM operators
Who are bailing out of radio by
selling their permits at. figures
representing "orgaaizatioitai expenses" only. In tde, it appears,
majority of the industry is ready to
concede tiie spectrum belongs to
the public and, short of plant investments, should not be bought

approving tor over-

AM

and sold.
While some of the

AM-FH neophytes are disposing of their paper
permits at an actual toss, Commission is aware the pattern will be
reversed in tele and is anxious to
fix policy to prevent hawking of
these franchises.
'

,

Warner-Tbackrey Dilemma
romancing of the film

Insistent

companies with tele permittees
particularly

Warner

—

Bros.' deal to

Dorothy Thackrey's
over
(Continued on page 38)

trade is how wilt the top name programs fare rating-wise when they
return to the airlines after their
vacations?
During the summer
months, the raft of giveaway shows
that hit the air during the last
couple of months ''will' continua
without opposition from the just-l

i

;

plan

-

entertainment

-

programs.

New listening habits will be
farmed in 'this period and there's
a widespread fear tbat the hi^priced, talent i^ws inay not' be
ableto recoup-their fbUbwing-next
tall.

...

,

The giveaway airers have already given substantial proof of,
their ability to cut deeply into the
ratings of the opposition ranks.
€uch program Idngpins as Fred
'

Allen and Edgar Bergen have been
taken dowtt several notches by the

Carim Due For

;

growing appetite for radio's show3f the giveaway shows
blossomed in face of the Hooper

er of gold.

"Snipse Party
ftiHis25diAmii

gods, then, Ifs figured, they «U1
zoom during .the summer along s
cleared program highway.
There's a feeling of hope that by

fall the giveaway Frankenstein will
A coast-to-coaM "surprise" bir^li- have' died either from boredom or
day party celebrating the 25th anni exhaustion. In that case, the big
in radio for Phillips Carlin, Mu- name shoWs will be welcomed like
tual vice-prexy over programs, is a fresh breeze' on the arid airlanes.
being cooked up for Nov. 23, the The giveaway cr^e can't laSt fordate he joined WEAF, now WNBC, ever, some network execs declare,
as announcer in 1923.
Idea was but others frankly admit they can't
^
sparked by a group of radio stars, foresee the end.
led by Dinah Shore, who were
Analysts of the giveaway shows
btiilt into toplin^ under' Carlin's predict their demise only when the
tutelage during his> reign as pro- amount of the prizes begin to hit
gram chief at NBC and imS for a plateau. Once the jackpot stops
about 20 years.
increasing, the excitement will be
While plans for the occasion are over and dialers will revert back to
"Giveaway shows have
still in the nebulous stage, Mutual normal.
execs are nursing a notion -to stage turned the whole industry into a
a special program on Nov, 23 with gigantic "Double or Nothing," one
coast-tp-coast pickups of greetings exec said, "and we have to keep
to Carlin from various cities. Be- doubling the ante to keep the lissides Miss Shore, other name per- teners coining. But how lotng can
formers whom Carlin either start- we keep doubling?"
ed or helped to develop include the
late Tom Breneman, Arthur Godfrey, Harry James, Johnny Olsen,
Radio-Less Virgin Is.
Dick Himber,
Gertrude
Berg,
Henry J. Taylor; the Three Suns,
Get 1st Station
Phil Lord and severalf' others.
'

.

•

NBC

Fit Facelift

At Mutual, Carlin

'

is

credited

with initiating the current give-

Riu^Into^s

away "craz6-wiih "Queen for a Day"
and mapping the formatg on "Meet
the Press" and "Leave
Girls."

Odd

It

to the

facet of Carlin's ca-

FCt Okays New

If

The

Bid

Washington, Jnnie- ft.
Virgin Islands

radio-less

may have

itsr-first—local-station if

the FederaJr-Commimtcafioinis-Cemmission oliays an application filed
by consulting engineer WUliam N.
Greer. .
Greer, who is in Puerto Rico
radio, urged amendment of FCC's
rules so tliat he could personally
build a pint-sized 50-watt fulltime
station at Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas. The Islands now receive
only Spanish-language airers from
Soaiis, Crime Airers ^ip
two Puerto Rican Stations.
St. Louis, June 8.
By building the station himself,
Soap operas and crime stories Greer hopes to get it on the
air
finished behind musical and educa- for
under $4,000. He would move
tional programs in a recent poll
to the Virgins and, FCC willing,
conducted by the Melville High personally
supervise work Of third
School Y-Teen Club in St. Louis class radio
operators in rumdng
County. Even Frank Sinatra fail- the station..
By selling the natives
ed to pick up a first place in the radio sets at cost,
he .expects to
voting.
One of the femmes did get by with an estimated
yearly
give the crooner the second spot revenue of
$21,370. Class
time
in her voting;
would be sold for $10 an hour, with
After an intensive study of the a half-minute spot
during the same
programs on the air locally the hours going for
SOc.
Greer said
students defined as educational he has asked
CBS for permission
programs those about science, his- to rebroadca.st its shows
by traU'tory, music and art and tho.sc that scription
but has not yet gotten
describe the lives of great persons. an answer from
the web.
The fave music programs were have a population around Islands
11,000.
listed in this sequence: disk jocks,
Only hitch in Greer's plans is
semirclassical programs, symphofact that FCC's present rules renies and the Metropolitan Opera.
Drama >and educational programs quire power of at least 250-watts,
were given as the second favorite with 100-watts minimum permissible in unusual circumstances.
type of entertainment.

Apparently NBC isn't finding the reer, uncovered in NBC's archives,
going so easy in trying to give a is that he invented the net's stacomedy facelift to its Friday night tion-break chimes.
roster next fall. As blueprinted,
the plan was to move the Pabst
Eddie Cantor show from Thursday
night into the 8:30 Friday niche, 'Nicer' &icees Wanted
preceding the Bed Skelton Show,
Gamble has
which l^octer

&

bought.

However, it's reported that Canand his sponsor aren't enthu.siastic about thef;, 8;30 period, pretor

ferring to follow Skeltoii rather

than precede him^

With the likelihood of the Cities
8 o'clock Friday show
ABC in the fall and
with 9 to 10 Friday night also
dpening up, it's likely that the
whole roster will get a new shuffle
in a bid to please all the clients.
It's considered a certainty that
Ford will get the nod for a favorable 60-minute stretch for a switchover of "Ford Theatre" from its
current Sunday afternoon time.

•

Service

moving over to

ZACHARIAS' MISSION'
SET TO PREEM ON

WOR

:

—

"

A

'

WOR, N. Y. has booked a new
half-hour show of a semi-documentary character, based oh oiSir
The elimination of serials and
cial records of Admiral Ellis Zach- mysteries "that are too serious for
PLATES CaeXSK SPOTS
arias and his intelligence activities^ the up and coming generation" was
Platex, femme garments, is reShow will be called "Secret recommended and the suggestion
anything
be vising its spot announcement staAPEA Eenew* With
Mission" and is being slotted in "that something
tion list
The American Federation of Ba- the half-hour segment currently done about those childish between- markets. but with an expansion of
dio Artists has renewed its con- occupied by "The Shadow." It program commercials." Also that
Foote^ Gime
Belding is fbrn
tract with WEV0, New York, ef- preems on June 27. Boger Bower emcees try to be a "little nicer
agency.will direct.
and a little less impudent."
fective May 19.

WPVD

:

-

mercials.

of the industry

GOP

clear of the
powwow, with the staWAIT,
outlet, tion using WHAT, Philly, facilities
time over the regular net
for the relay. There will be regular
WGN.
.
plus special dayprograms,
evening
Latter broadcast the series for time features.
crew will be
teeoff
several weeks after the
rele- headed by Tom Morgan, and inearlier this year, but then
Sergio,
who will do the
Lisa
clude
NB.
arm,
gated it to the
actual broadcasting in Italian, and
George Padovani, chief of WOV's
ItaUan news desk.
Ellington on Celanese

following failure

of

on the outside looking in on

television, there's plenty of pressure being exerted to have FCC

take

director

FCC

gun?"

;

...

properties to the level of the

Deep Freeze
.Radio

York ad agency was listening
to an aircheck of a giveaway
show now on one of the net-

FaO

dffi

Growing still bigger with each
passing week, the giveaway bug is
now casting d long shadow over fhe
fall programming scene,*
Dominating question before' the

—

&

•

,

'

'

Wednesday, June
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Y&R

Strotz Peek Full AM-TV Dnping N^.G.;

Sees
NBC

m

J)ept. Into Radio Setup
an administrative realignment, the video department of
Young & Rubicam has lost its
identity as such and is now part
of the radio-television department
under Sylvester J. (Pat) Weaver,
v,p. and director of radio, and his
lieutenants, Everard Meade {Ind
Joseph A. Moran.
Under the new setup William
Forbes is no longer director of
In

National Network
may be

television

1953

till

in for^

Bevoral major programming policy;
changes following the appointment
«£ veepee Sidney N. Strotz as the
web's tele topper following the recent resignation of exec veepee
Already reFrank E. Mullen.
ported to be planning the incorporation of certain fllramaking
techniques into TV production,
Strotz last week broke away from
one of MulLen's pet programming
ideas when he declared that duplishows into tele
cation of
V'ould be good for "only certain
types" of programs.
Mullen had been one of the first
video oificials to see the possibility

Go West, TV
Hollywood, June

press interview since he recent appointment, saw value in
audience
duplicating certain
participation shows. -He declared
would pitch, to both talent
to dupliright
the
and sponsors for
cate some of the web's top radio
-comedy shows in the fall, but
the first
after
that,
fear
the
voiced
four or five weeks of watching such

AM

NBC

shows on TV, .the novelty might
He
Off for video viewers.
implied, consequently^ that full
duplication might be n.d.g.
Mullen,
from
In another break
Strotz pushed back three years the
estimated completion of the coastto-coast coaxial cable link, predicting there would be no nationwide

wear

first

concrete

8.

evi-

NBC

television, but now a member of
the radio-tele department.

programming centre,

vision

has assigned

Ed

Sobol,

one of its top N. Y, producers,
to head up production here.
Now a,staff producer at WNBT,
'the web's key N, Y. flagship

MBSlhelveTTV

Sobol will come out in
September, about a month before NBC's KNBH takes the

station,

air.'

Web

•

He's expected to form the
nucleus of the web.'s Coast

cf an AM-TV "sister act," predicting that duplication would eventually lead to the expected mergef
of the two media. Strotz, in his
first

the

.In

dence that, Hollywood might
soon replace N. Y. as the tele-

AM

network

•

programming department
which it hopes will take the
TV lead here. With the wealth
of talent available on the

is

•

until at least 1953 to pick up network shows, he advised the establishment first of regional nets,

MBS

Non-GTs Into

Wing'sTVLab
American Theatre Wing, for the

tees off July

5.

Move

is

part of a

special concession granted to the

%adio Writers Guild and Radio
which could be linked some time
Directors Guild, pointing up their
later into a nationwide web'Terrific Investment' in

Tele

stations now under construction in Cleveland, Chicago
and Hollywood will be on the air
"by mid-October, which will give
the web its full complement of five
owrtedTand-operated outlets, Strotz

NBC

rapidly-mounting interest in video.
According to Wing director Winston O'Keefe, the experimental
lab will give members of unions

and guilds a chance to work together in all major component
parts of tele acting, writing and
Directors and writers
directing.
are to be divided into two produc-

—

deelared. He played down the posof NBC's opposing the
rcc's ruling against any single
ing units, .each responsible for
outfit possessing more than five
complete shows on alternate
c.&o. stations, citing the "terrific two

sibility

AH studio jobs are to
investment" necessary to operate weeks.
so that students can get a
in TV. It costs the web over $300,- i-otate
000 yearly merely for personnel thorough backgrounding in all
Actors are refor its N. Y. outlet, which mean.^ phases of tele.
talent
the five stations will have a salary cruited from the Wing's
-

,

—

cost of $1,500,(100 and that's before production even gets under

pool.

For the new lab course, which
runs July 5 to Sept. 10, major
way.
Pending completion of the coast- stress will be laid on directing and
to-eoast co-ax link,

NBC .w;ill

serv-

ice its non-interconnected affiliates
with shows transcribed via the
web's kinescope recorder, as well
as with other films. Web hopes to
full-scale film distribusystem to service both af-

tion

a-

filiates and indie outlets with recorded shpws and pix made especially for TV by Jerry Fairbanks

arid other indie producers. Stortz
declared that NBC has been approached by practically "everybody in Hollywood" with offers to
make films especially for tele, but
declared it's impossible to talk
business until the film producers
cut their costs.
As for the recorder, he declared
that NBC could transcribe a halfhour show at a total cost of $180
for the negative and $60 for each

Figure is about one-fourth
print.
that charged by Paramount,
which until ^now had offered the
lowest-priced transcription service.

of

MUTUAL'S 'GIRLS' TO
BE SPONSORED ON TV
Hollywood, June
"

8.

"Leave It to the Girls" will be
televised starling July- 1, with
Mutual iilming the abrshow." It'll

be sponsored on the Jon Lee TV
skein by the same company that
'

Writers, limited to eight
for each 10-week course, are to
write original scripts, with criticisms from tele industry oificials
scheduled to follow each show.
NBC writer-director Fred Coe has
already agreed to head the discusAH shows will
sions on writing.
be produced on a closed circuit
over W2XJT, Bill Still's experimental video station in Jamaica,
writing.

.

L..I.

¥ces for the non-Gl's taking the
course include $35 for writers and
$125 for directors, which represent only the actual lab costs. With
the durectors' guild currently providing a tele seminar at its regular meetings, the writers will be
ui-ged to enroll in the Wing's seminar course for an intro to the nontechnical phases of the medium.
According to O'Keefe, the move
to take in non-GI's for the first
time represents a step further
towards making the Wing school, a
professional training program on
and ''adult educational leveL'V
Among the top writers already enrolled are Phila Higley, Pete Lyons
and Howard Rodman.'while the list
of dii'ectors includes Basil Loughrane, Perry Lafferty, Al Ward and

Wylie Adams. Byron McKinney
the Wing's tele supervisor.

'World's LeUers'

Uan

In' addition to Allen
sonalities.
and the King Cole Trio, (with Nat
Cole also doing some lines), there
were Eden Ahbez, composer of
"Nature Boy;" Mrs. Spencer Tracy,
who described the work she is doGULF
„ ,
inK on behalf of deaf children;
CBS-TV, ffom New York
"Evil-Eye Ben Finkle,'' who can
(Young & Rubicam).
hex ball teams, champs,: etc., Maury
notably
networks
major
The
Dreicer, billed as a gourmet in a
NBC and CBS—have made much
ot search for "the perfect steak," and
of the fact that the duphcation
of thesps from the'
standard broadcasting shows on a couple
Theatre Adventures "Covered
television will play an important
Wagon" group, Martha Greenhouse
role in the future TV programming
Waring, who made a
pattern. CBS last week scored a and Joe
simul- couple of good foils for Allen.
"first" in premiering the
The only "compromise" attaneous broadcasting (on a regular
was in trying to subrosa
basis) of the Tuesday night Gulf- tempted
sponsored "We, the People" show. the script reading, with the cameras purposely trained on the backs
attended
If the video program that
the seated participants or on
of
answer
ultimate
the occasion is the
longrange
views. An attempt was
the
television,
to "duplication" on
boys had better get busy right now made/to ."pictorialize" the Dreicer
devising new formulas and tech- sequence, with a platter steak
niques for integrating AM shows brought on, but here again the
necessity of keeping eyes glued to
into the TV medium,
What the tele viewers saw last a .script resulted in a sorry fumble.
The bearded Eden Ahbez supweek was precisely the same program the studios audiences have plied the show with its "freakish"
been witnessing for years, for it element (he memorized his lines,
was nothing more or less than working without a script) but even
taking the cameras into the Em- here the desired spontaneity and

Waring, Oscar Bradley orch;
Seymour, annoiincet
Producer: Rodney Erickson
Director: Ace Ochs
30 Mins., Tues., 9 P.m.

.

^

•

.

on Broadway and
on the "We, the

lift

was lacking.

Prior to the regular program, a
10-minute ceremony was televised,
with TTrank Stanton, CBS prexy;
Sigurd Larmon, prez of .Young &
Rubicam (which handles the Gulf
of national network costs on local for studio applause, and non-pros account), and Clement M. Gile, adexpenditures."
Check of each of wrestling with their scripts.
sales veepee of Gulf, establishing
Mutual's stockholders reveals that,
In terms of 'depicting for home their "first" "In the-'-'dupUcation"
Rose.
with the exception of Detroit, the viewers how a radio show is run of "People"' on T V.
outlets are hip-deep in off, it could probably be Classed as
key
Mutual's De- a success. But to call it a television
the video current.
ALAN DALE
station,
CKLW, is being show is a complete misnomer. With
troit
Alan
Dale,
Janie
Ford;
Morey
stymied by a jurisdictional dispute With the single exception of a
Amsterdam, guest
with the Canadian government on visual commercial midway in the Producers: George Sheck and hon
program, no attempt was made at
video frequencies.
Dablman
all to give the radio show a much
Mutual's board has no fear that
Director: Jim Caddigan
Look.
needed
the net will lose out in the comIf anything, it pointed up one Writer: Sandy; Howard
petitive scramble for markets bething that scripts eventually must Tech. directoi^: Fj-ank Bunetta
cause of a failure to form a na- go. Particularly in a show of this IS Mins.; Tues., 7 p.ni.
This viewpoint type that brings to the mike and 'Sustaining
tional video web.
-DUMON'T, N. Y.
is conditioned by a belief that no cameras unseasoned non-pros who,
Here's a show that could be built
other network, despite all talk, is at best, tend to bog down the proin position to project full-time ceedings through the dull recital up into 19 minutes of solid entervideo operations in the near future of their scripted lines. As such tainment with a better writing job
Stanza has
due to lack of telephone lines. the show cried out for a spon- backgrounding it.
Secondly, MBS is protected in the taneity that was forthcoming on plenty of good music and youth
in the voices and personalities of
12 key markets by the stockholder but two occasions when Fred
Dale and Janie Ford, plus
TV stations which, at some date in Allen took over the spotlight and Alan
comedy
from
a
weekly
guestar.
when
the King Cole Trio relaxed
the .indefinite future, are likely to
Entire program lacks the requisite
combine on a basis similar to their into their "Nature Boy" routine. sparkle and verve for such musical
(Allen, for one, demonstrated he
operations.
could be a natural for tele, for he offerings, however, because the
Danger is recognized, however, parlayed
more showmanship in his performers, without a good script
that many of the MBS affiliates few briew moments,
(Continued on page 34)
using the
may link up with other TV nets if
no national blueprint is forthcoming. To date, 30 MBS outlets
AU-Out
Sports Pitch
are in one stage or another of
video operations. MBS execs anticipate that many of these stations
Newspaper Copy
In
will have dual affiliations for video
Washington, June 8.
until the national network picture
Agencies
The Federal Communications
Irking
clears up.
Commission yesterday (7) postAd agencies who are directly inponed indefinitely a number of terested in sports programs are
consolidated TV' hearings throutV;- looking askance at the pitch being
Bell Winds First 2
out the country. The delay is due used by some of the video receiver
Hollywood, June 8;
to the Washington hearings, which
Pictures open next Monday (14) to decide manufacturers in newspaper copy.
Bell - International
wound up first two 16m "Retribu- whether to lower televisipn 'chan- These agencies, recalling John
over a retion" films for television after nine nels from 13 to 12 and' to real- Ringling North's blowup
ceiver ad by Macy's department
days of shooting, at an estimated locate them.
store involving the Ringling Bgps.cost of $11,000. B-I, headed by Jack
The Commission will not hold Barnum & Bailey circus, think the
Gilson, used IS studio sets and hearings in Miami -June -24; -Dal"manufacturers can impede video
spent one day on location for the las, June 27; Charlotte, June
30; seriously by continuing to hightwo 20 minute pics.
Kansas City, July 5; Fall River
"attending
Credits list Gilson as production and Ne v Bedford, June 21; At- light the sales angle of
sports events with all the comforts

AM

SHOW

TV

.

—

WARD—

"

.

—

AM

SEVERAL TV HEARINGS

POSTPONED BY FCC

TV

Ad

supervisor; Leonard Lawrence, ex- lanta, June 28; and St.
Louis,
ecutive producer; Walter Kohner, July 12.
producer and Joe May, director.
Cast includes Robert Dane, Marta
Mitrovitch, Marjorie Woodworth, 'Fashions' to
Go on With
Helen Stanley and John Lawrence,
Series was written by Dwight
Different Bankrolling
Howser.
"Television
Fa.shions
on Pa-

'Video Town, U.S.A.'
The

first

television's

typical

been

U".

detailed study of

upon a
community has

impact
S.

completed

by the re-

search department of NewellEmraett ad agency.
Called
"video
town,"
anonymous
locality in the New
York
metropolitan area was used as
framework 'for the
study

Mapped

which

be used
commercial

will

video's

to gauge

efficacy.
Results of the survey will be

-unveiled

.

:

script merely as a take-it-or-leave*
WE, THE PEOPLE
prop, than the rest of the stanza
With Dwight Weist, emcee; Mrs. it
combined.)
Spencer IVacy, King Cole Ino,
Eden
For the TV preem, "We, the
Ficd Allen, Maury Drciccr, Joe People" showcased a variety of perAhhez, Martha Greenhouse,

As one Mutual exec phrased it, People" characters lined up for
the directors "prefer losing their last week's radio program. All remoney in television in their own mained intact, as it has for years
way without the superimposition
announcers, cue throwers, signal

is

bankroll the radio version.
New television series based on
Sponsor deal is expected to be
inked within two weeks. Net has dramatizations of Simon & Schubeen building the star-heavy stanza jster's "World's Great Letters" is
for dual sponsorship for the past being wortoed out by the recentlyformed Padula Productions. Book
several months.
Show stars Constance Bennett,. has been on the bestseller lists for
Sylvia
Sidney,
Binnie Barnes, several months and has been seBobin Chaiidler and Mike Franko- lected as a Book-of'the-Month
vich. Martha Roundtree package club dividend.
will be shot on' a once-weekly basis
Padula is headed up by Edward
at Mutual's new Vine Street stu- Padula and Thelriia A; Prescott,
dio, with John Wright, who directs both of whom worked as produthe air 'show, "Ua directing the cers-dfa^ectors oh the first NBC tel>
video layout:
evision shows before tdhe war.
will

Plans for a Mutual Broadcasting System video network were
shelved once again at the networks board of directors conclave
in San Francisco two weeks ago.
Brushing off talks of a national

1948

9,

Television Reviews

television hookup as impractical,
at least for the next three or tout
directors decided in
years,
favor of developing their: video
pire theatre
plans on a local and regional basis.'
training them

opened.

Be-

until at least 1953.

Despite Fear

of Afffliate Loss

Coast, plufe other factors, it is
believed that other webs will
follow the NBC example in
order to be all ready for the
mass westward trek as soon as
the coast-to-coast coaitial cable

first time in its history, will throw
cause of the long crosscountry its doors open to non^GI's when
hauls west of Texas on the cable's
laboratory
route, which will have no stations the new ATW television

.establish

Integrates Tele

*

'

today

(Wed.)

by

George F. Foley, Jr., television director of the agency.
Agency plans to repeat the
survey in the same town at
regular intervals to graph the
influence of the TV medium.
Points covered by the survey
include video's, effect upon
radio listening, theatregoing
and general entertainment
habits of set owners.

rade," half-hour show now aired
Friday nights over, the DuMont
web, will continue, through the

summer but with

a different bankrolling setup. Instead of a single
retail store acting as "program
series,

host" for the
it's to go
cooperative with segments available to any fashion designer or

manufacturer.

Because of the "host"
eral

potential

sponsors

idea, sev-

couldn't

of

home."

This approach is described by
the perturbed agency men as unnecessary for the spurring of set
sales and obviously a slovenly substitute for adroit copywriting. They
point out that the manufacturers
have a greater stake than any other
interest in audience-building proit's up to them to
avoid anything that might incur
the disfavor of contributing pro*
gram sources.

gramming and

,

The Macy ad had underscored
the comfort angle and Ringling announced that the circus never
again would permit video to pick
up a full performance, even though
the season's stand at Madison
Square Garden had broken the at-

buy into the show because their traction's N. Y. bbxoffice records.
merchandise was not sold at the
particular store. Already lined up
TV Razor Reels Cut
for forthcoming shows are MarChicago, June 8.
vella Pearls,
Samuel Chapman
Dresses, J. & J. Chambart Dresses
Six film commercials to be used
and David Crystal Sportswear.
by Gillette Razor on the June 23
telecast of the Louis-Walcott fight
are being rushed to completion
OLDS iDHOPS TV NEWS
here by Television Advertising
Oldsmobile has dropped its Sun- Productions. Order was inked Friday.night news review from NBC's day (4) through Maxon, Inc.
video web and is looking around
Bob Stanton, wBo'll give the
for something as a replacement in video
blow-by-blow, planed in
the medium.
yesterday (7) for his role in the
The reel is a lO^mlnuter.
razor reels.
'

-

.
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AGCYS WANT % HIKE ON TV BIZ
Industry-Wide Group to Huddle

F[jtR

iilE

Puke Survey S3iows TV Outnumbers

lY

hh

On Improved Prc^anuning Setups
Television

programming,

receive
analyze and solve
In an eitort to
programming probthe current

an industry-wide committee
all preshas been formed among
stations.
Y.
N.
ently-operating
After intense investigation of the
is
to precommittee
the
problems,
the
industry
to
findings
sent its
with a recommendation that they

lems

be accepted.
Gommittee,

conceived by

Paul

manager

program
(Newark) is believed

Belanger,

WATV

of
to

represent the first cooperative venture of any part of show biz to
better its ultimate presentation to
the consumer, Each member has
been sft'ected on the basis of his
length of experience and progressive attitude towards vitleo. They
hope to seek and apply new programming methods in their own
nroduction'work and thus to guide
the future development of the medium as far as possible.
Committee represents each phase
of programming. In addition to
""fidanger, who'll speak for ballet
and'^musical shows, it comprises
Pred Coe, one of the top producers
of dramatic shows for NBC; Philip

Goetz, of the CBS-TV studio
gineering department; Jim

en-

Mc-

Naughton, ABC-TV's national art

Don Hallmann, former

diiector;

"

studio manager, and now
remote director for WATV; Paul
Eshleman, exec assistant to Du-

CBS-TV

veepee Leonard Cramer,
represent the manufacturand Rudy Bretz, assistant
news and special events chief for

Mont

'

who'll
ers,

.

WPIX.

33 to 1 on Baseball Audience

gen-

conceded to be one of the
industry
weakest phases of the
may finally
riesoite its importance,
that much-needed hypo.
prally

First meet is to be held in early
July, with confabs scheduled twice
a month throughout .the summer.
Committee exjSects to .invite top

network and agency officials to address the group and kick around
programming ideas. Exhaustive
minutes are' to be taken at each

Major advertising agencies, gen-

Kellycastmg
Philadelphia, .Tune 8.
Kelly,
WCAU-TV
flack, has come up with a new
headache for the semanticists.
Henceforth
the
WCAU-TV

Chick

publicity department will refer to joint
and TV pro-

AM

gram
verb

as"simulcasts."

The

tra- sftive' will b^ "simul-

cast.''

Other expressions stray too
wide of the general meaning
and Kelly feels that "simulcast"

has it all over "simultaneous broadcast."

ABC

Sets Rates

For 10-Station

Web

Television

have been, given
gander at a television

Advertisers
their first

network

x-ate

card

as

ABC

un-

can start earning them a
the agencies are reported
cooking up a plan to up the commission on any TV account from
the standard 15% to 20-25%.
If the plan, which would be
formulated on an Industry-wide
basis, goes through, the increased
agency costs would be passed on
to the sponsor. With tele already
figuring to be one of the most
costly advertising media yet devised, it is believed the agencies'
move may frighten many potential
tele bankroHers away from the me-:
dium before they even get started.
Programming, consequently, would
be held to a standstill, which in
turn would undoubtedly cut' tn&:
sale of sets tremendously.
Top agency execs claim they're
forced to up their commissions,
since any tele work they do today
invariably leaves them with a dollars-and-cents loss. Many of them
have assigned their top-salaried
production men to work in TV and,
because ot the long rehearsal time
required 'for practically any tele
show, these producers have no.
Chance to do anything else, Where
the agencies were able to operate
profitably at a straight 15% in
press, radio and magazines, consequently, it's impossible to do so
until

New

York, Philadelphia and Washington outlets will be connected by
coaxial cable or radio relay. As a
result,
advertisers ordering the
complete web will have to arrange
for airing their programs pn the
Special
stations
via films.
other
charges will be fixed for the use

Minor league baseball teams,
confronted with the threat of
big league game telecasts cutting into their gate receiptSi
have appealed to the major
league prexies for protection.
Besides the minor leaguers in
Newark and Jersey City suffering because they're within
video range of the N.Y. broadcasters, -it's also believed that
projected coast-to-coast airings

it

profit,

veiled a time card schedule for its
projected 10-station video web.
Basic hour charge, before discounts and special charges, is set
at $3,830 for an all-station evening
hookup with rates running up to
40% lower for afternoon and late
evening times.
After all 10 stations begin operations around Jan. 1, 1949, only the in TV.

Tele officials, on the other hand,
label the agencies' thinking as
extremely short-sighted, They point
out that nobody is making any

money

in tele at this stage of

development but they're

all

its

will-

Answer to whether television is
cutting into the gate receipts of
big league baseball games may 'be
still too early to determine, but
it's definitely taking a hefty chunk
out of the radio audience for the

Minors Ask Protection

erally expected to be among the
chief beneficiaries of the expanding television business, may paradoxically throw one of the largest
stumbling blocks into video's path.
Unwilling to string along with tele

same games.
In a survey taken for VAiHEnr
by PulsC, Inc., it's revealed that
the TV audience outnumbered the
radio audience by almos| 33-1
when the same games were aired

simultaneously on both media. In

called for July

where the
tfie

TV

,

of

big leagues and Trautman's
will kick around the idea
protection.

According

'

to

Sporting News, baseball trade
papelv-~this

meet

will

be

'

fol*

lowed by a. joint, session the
following da^- where specific
regulations will be laid dovind.

M-Fox

:

w

Fdes

For Station

h

ing

radio- sets

only Is comparatively
small would tend, further to bear
out this assumption.
To obtain its results. Pulse
scanned 11 games aired on either
Its
or TV, four of which were
aired competitively. Highest rating
Washington, June 8.
achieved by radio was ,a 5.0 for a
20th-Fox filed for a third tele- N. Y. Yankees-Boston
R^d -^x
vision station yesterday (7) with game on a
Sunday afternoon,
the Federal Communications Com- which was not telecast.
lAv/^st
mission. The firm, listed as 20th-' TV rating, on the
other hand, Was
Century-Fox of Washington, Inc., a 7.5 racked up for a Yankces-St.
asked for a commecciaJ- station on Louis Browns game on a
Tuesday
channel 11, at Seattle. They have afternoon, thp radio version
of
two more applications in th6 which was 3.5 in homies
Without
"
works, which will be filed shortly. TV sets.
f
applied
20th
has
previously
Five games were aired on radio

3d AM

Seattle,

'

along with the
string
until it begins paying off.
Since the agencies have so much
of films at each station.
special discount for TV net- to benefit from TV in the future,
they believe, any retrenchment at
(Continued on page 37)
this time would represent just the
"penny wise-pound foolish" idea. for Boston and Frisco. Boston peti-,
tlon pointed out that a change'
If the agencies decide to go
from 13 to 12 channels wiU dethrough with their plan, it is beto
Pbilly's
prive Massachusetts of channels.
lieved they would work it through
Massachusetts will be the only
'of Advertising
Assn.
American
the
Pix
-Walcott
Louis
state suffering under the new proAgencies, since none of them
step posal, all the others gaining chantaking
the
could
risk
Invited Audience single-handedly. DeSfcite persistent nels. Hearings on their San Francisco application will be held June
Philadelphia, June 8.
rumors in the trade that such a
The Fox theatre will show the plan was in the works, 4A's prexy 22 in Washington.
W. Harry Johnson as Mid-South
Loui.s-M'alcott fight pix June 21. Fred Gamble declared that, "to my
Velevision Broadcasting Co., apThe performance will mark the first knowledge, no organized opinion
plied for a station at Jackson,
direct screening of fight films to regarding increased commissions
Miss., on channel 7, and stated he
be shown in a major house. Hhe on television has been expressed at
was filing simultaneously for tele
previous Paramount (N.Y.) tele- this time." He refused to say, howstations at Memphis, Oklahoma
show was. made from a filming of ever, whether any of the agencies City,
Little Rock, and Shreveport,
have approached the 4A's regardthe actual telecast.
(Continued on page 38)
The equipment to be used is ing the idea.
experimental and has been developed by RCA-Victor working in
'

AM

;

In St. Louis
committees of

•11

group
""-

homes possessing both radio and
video sets, the telecasts abhiev^d
a 23.8 rating on four games aired
competitively, whereas the rkdio
rating in those homes was only .7'.
In radio homes alone, the
broadcasts chalked up a 3.7 rating.
Results are believed t» offer
conclusive proof that the « indie
radio stations in the N.' Y. metropolitan area specializing in sports
are in for considerable trouble
when TV achieves wider circulation.
Trade observers point out
that spo;)sors. will obviously pull
out of^radio broadcasting to so
small an audience, when they can
:i'eaeli_A,.jmu!Ch.-^i4ei^ number 'of
listejiers by bankrolUng>telecasts.
It has already beeri estimated, *in
fact, that at least 10 of the Sflf-^iMI
stations now feeding signals irt^o
Greater N. Y. may buckle under
within- the next 10 years. Fact that
the radio audience in hotties with
'

major league games from
N,Y. would seriously hurt the
smaller leagues on the Coast.
Following an appeal from
National Assn. prez George M.
Trautman, meet has -been
of

to

medium

A

(Continued on page 37)

.

meeting, which will eventually
serve as the basis of a printed
text for consultation by all pro-

grammers.
Committee also hopes to get the
consumer's viewpoint by inviting
a tele critic from one of the N. Y.
daily newspapers.

Hub'sWBZ-TV

AU

Set

To Go

Boston, June

After

8.

many postponements, due

Fox

Show

To

conjunction with 20th.. which has
rough weather conditions, WBZ- an exclusive tieup on RCA's large
officially hits the air tomorserepn equipment and processes.
The films will be shown on a screen
For the past several weeks, 15 by 20 feet. Eventually there
WBZ-TV ha.s been sending out test will be an 18 by 24 foot screen,
patterns, with reception being re- but no tube is, available for the
ported in Concord, N. H.; Hartford larger .size screen.
and Bourne on Cape Cod, while
IVo tickets will be sold for the
some downtown Hub locations have performance and the theatre will
had trouble picking up patterns. shutter to the public that night,
This is a little puzzling as Boston except for a special invitation audiis not noted for its tall buildings. ence invited to the tele-screening.
Dedication ceremonies will be
attended by many prominent rer
ligious, government and WestingN.1 SITE
house officials with Mayor James
Curley officially welcoming Video
to

TV

Wash. Hearings Hold Fate of Five

Tpvi (Wed.).

TO

WOR BUYS

BEAT SERIES DEADLINE

'

to Boston.

First telecast will undoubtedly
have many "lookers" with all
Sheraton Hotel cocktail lounges
equipped and majority of bars and
taverns all set to go. Another indlciition of interest is

70%
are

of

the

already

the fact that
scheduled programs
commercially spon-

sored.

In addition to lOCal Sport and
newscasts, WBZ-TV will carry NBC
.

network shows.

DEEP PREEZE 'PEEK^

Apglicants for 2 Frisco Tele Bands

is

Leo

Biiniett» Inc.

HELLMAN

,

KROW,

:

PM

WOR
AM

and

DuMoAt

WABD

tween them.
Such deals would become effective immediately and extend to

San Francisco. June 8.
Close
shuffle off to Washington counsel

.

Agency

outlet,

IS
offering it§ current
bptch of sustainers at a 50% markfor the summer months, "the
top management, reacting to' a
plaint of its salesmen that these
show are priced too high,- espeemUy for hot-spell sponsorship,
has advised agencies and'pltospective clients that these programsall live and studio produced-^an
be had on the basis of the sponsor
and
splitting the cost its

Sept. 4. The reduction would not
toward influencing the FCC's de- apply to anything but the program,
with the client paying the card
termination on the two grants.
rate on rehearsal time and faciliobservers and seasoned
ties.
However, the bargain buyer
It's
at these hearings are at
for the five applicants dueling for variance on their opinions which would be protected on a rate rise
the two available television chan- way the grants will blow but spme should he elect to continue on with
nels in the Frisco area. Concluding fairly plausible guesses -would put the show in the fall, picking Up,
10 days of preliminary testimony CBS' plea well out in front, with of course, the fuU prograih tab at
here ]a.st Thursday (3), the more the other band pretty much a toss- that time.
If these marked down sustaining
important phases of the FCC hear- up between the .Oakland indie,
shows fail to sell duling the suming into the fitness and fiscal caand

By JAC^

the rest of the field.
pacity of the contending quintet Latter has a decided edge, being
Racing to beat the baseball have been docketed for June 21 to the lone local entry with homeWorld Series deadline in early fall, 25. Ccoss-examining of the main owned, operated and staffed outfit.
WOR, N.Y., has obtained a televi- witnesses is expected to turn up If it can raise the coin necessary
sion transmitter site in North Ber- the data which will go a long way to constru<ition, operation and first
gen, N.J., directly across the Hudyear's losses in keeping- with FCC
son from Manhattan. Construction
minimum requirements its chances
is going ahead with okays from the
are far better than Paramount,
Pix-Video
Civil Aeronautics Authority and
20th-Fox or Edwin Pauley's TeleBecause of the growing inthe FCC. Price for the site, which
vision California, say the experts.
berelationship
station,
terlocking
will also house WOB's
Paramount's case was weakened
tween Pictures and Television,
was $30,000.
by the absence of its main witness,
the
called to
is
attention
is anxious to cash in on the
Paul Raibourn, prexy, who was
special Films-TV. page in this
Mutual network's rights for TV
"detained"
in Wa.shington, and the
issue on page 7.
world series coverage for
and
long session on the witness stand
Other TV stories will be
a big pushofE to its video operaby Klaus Landsbcrg, who was qualspotlighted in various sections
Mutual has "Rrst refusal"
tions.
ified
as
expert
on engineering, proas they occui such as the Rerights for the series until 19.51.
gramming and other segments of
Tjublican and Democratic conLast year, video coverage of the
the operation. Harried, by Ju4ge
ventions coverage stony on

Deep Freeze division of Motor
Products Corp. inked for 20-minute
"Peek .ind Tell" on WBKB, Chicago, Mondays, beginning June 14. series was pooled among NBC,

York

WABD,

down

,

CBS

page

U

(Continued on page 38)

mer

it is

the Intention of

to replace thein with,
in the fall.

DuMont

another batch

BABRtWTOTElEWmi

WO MEN AND A GIRL'
Jack Barry, owner and emcee of
the lucrative "Juvenile Jury" show
on Mutual,
vision

is

going into the tele^

package business, too. Hi*
is a show tabbed "Two

initialer

Men and a

Girl," featuring Beverly
Paterno, nitery singer, with Barry

and Dan McCullough, WOR producer and announcer, as the end«
men.

Plan Is to emanate the tho«r
from a N,Y. night club.
.

Wednesday, June 9, 1948

musvisiON

30

Oi»l Demands
Washington, June 8. ^
Teslevision's most heated battle
to date is shaping up for the Fed-

CommisCommunications
scheduled June 29 hearing
on a now allocation of video chan1948

9,

"

nels.

YOUtAN NOW PUCE

Dick

McDonagh

Ken MacQregor
1

Bob Adams

!

I

Jim McEdwctrds

lobn Goldwater

I

Smith

L.

I

stations, instead of the six it

HcdRorke

would

have under the realickcation plan.
Becent matt has induded the
following demands from tele cos-

Andy Hewitt

tenders. Mercer Broadcasting. Co.
objected to Newark winning a tele
channel at the expense of Trenton,

-Reed Johnston

J..

able to

watch the horses

dally.

WATV, Bremer

Broadcasting's outlet in Newark, N. J., has signed to
air the feature race at the Monmouth Park (N. J.) track daily,
starting with the season's opener
June 21. Horace Wade, of the
track's jockey dub, will call the
races.

property.
Donnell,-

AM

Gillette Safety Razor.

Glem Mc-

Zale-Graziano^Mig^
In Lasl-liniiite Hassle

star

of

NBC

Michigan U. Prodncing
in

Cooperation

WWm,

Hovfcerd Mortiii

BillPisher

Bobi&istiDgs

Alice YoiumtaL

Arthuf Kohl

Mann

Gloria

Rogeaaory

^GMIESr FAYS OFF

Ricet

•

Doe Dickson

•

'

Aggie Horin©

Gsorge Wright,
>

..
.

,

and whoever
.

mimeo
those

it is

in

that rushes
late

scripts

through;

A million
;

thanks to you on

anniversary of

this third

i

"Ait^e: Artdrews" for the
thre^ happiest years of
sdEiptitig^ I've (Bsrer

'

it

is

had.

abled us io bust
-for

that

all

records

Saturday morning

spot on NBC, put us

among

the top three Sattirdcty day-

peak, brings in those

a week, keeps

2,000 letters

.obligated to get five sponsors, sub'ject to her acceptances. It- will be

an.evening show.
E'tsmme gahber's regular noontime radio series for multiple spon-

time shows, gave us our
.7.5

Maiy Margaret McBride has
been signed by the Newell-Emmett
agency for a weekly 50-minute television seiies on WNBT, New York,
starting in September. She'll get
.$2,500 per show, and the agency is

sorship-continues across the 'tioard
on WNBC, New York.

our audiences rocking and
rolling,

and

Company

,

keeps. Swift

picking

up

&

those

options.

GF

Spreads on

WNBT

General Foods has expanded its
obUgation on WNBT. N. Y., Thursday nigiits tO> a full hour. Starting July 7 the hottr following "The
Aothor Meets; the Critic" (S«.-30)
win foe occupied by another GE*
.

stanza,
I certainly

done

my

couldn't have

job without your

.

"Try and

Young

agency

&

on

Do

It,"

ButHcam

will

be the

"Try."

wm-TV

SPOT
CAHAlf'S
Philadelphia, June 8.
George M. Cahan, former memof WFIL's production staff
and master of ceremonies on sev.

ber
'

Sincerely,

.CARI,

JAMPEL

eral of WFIluvrV's audience participation shows, has

heen nabied

DuMont

the trade as the first important
step by NBC to set up a nationwide film distrib service, something
which has been periodically
alluded to by various NBC video
officials. Establishment of the TV
is

believed to point

'

television

KENTON BOWL CONCERT
TO BE AIRED BY KTSL
Hollywood, June

8.

COAST BANK BUYMG
CARTOONS FOR TELE
iBfoUywood, June 8.
Foote, Cone & Belding is packaging a series of two-and-one-half
minute cartoons for the Security
First National iMnk to
Vl^ed over KTI»A.
'

be

tele^

Cartoons deal with the comiheFdepartment of the bank and
are being made up in a humorous
vein in an effort to humanize the
bank in the eyes of the public.
Reels, being made by Ray Pattin,
are the first bank commercials In
cial

Stan Kenton makes his telethis territory.
vision debut over Don Lee's KTSL
June 12 when his concert at the

Hollywood Bowl will be telecast.
Sought for
Don Lee made a direct pitch to
Kenton to telecast concert with no
cost to the maestro and a guar'Crocker' Lead on Fihn
antee that the televising would in
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample
is
no way interfere with presentation
holding auditions for a woman to
at the Bowl, after Kenton had
take over the "Betty Crocker" perfluffed KTLA which approached
him indirectly and on the basis of sonality in the tele version of this
General Mills standby which the
a 50-50 split for cost of videocast.
agency is auditioning on film. It's
Kenton, it's known, has a soft to be a 20-minute evening program.
spot for the Mutual network which
The spot will likely be Sunday
broadcast his band as a sustainer
p.m. on WCBS-TV, New York.
for years before the orch leader hit 8
the top. Don Lee may again air NBC's key outlet won't take it beKenton on sustaining time in July. cause the period has been designated for a video network show

CM

Femme

exclusively.

CBS

punction because

hasn't that
it

com-

won't have the

Chick Chandler Emcees

coaxial cable at that hour.
The audition film when completed will be relayed to General
Reel Telequiz
ABlls' headquarters in Minneapolis
Hollywood, June 8.
and if Sho\(f is accepted the fllni
"I.
U.,"
first
Q.
of
a
series
of
meanwhile,
remoment. Bodne,
win probably do service as the
ported ticket sales going "very video quiz shows on film, went first program of the series. Otherbefore the cameras at Motion Picwell" and predicted a sellout.
ture Center Studio Monday (7). wise it is to be live. Indications
Century Television, headed by are that Wyn Elliott will do the
Allen Miner, is producing the 20- vis-a-vis to "Crocker."
minute layouts. One-reelers will
be sold to tele stations and sponsors at the rate of one a week
starting July 1.
Chic Chandler,
In the first attempt of any N. Y. Screen Actors
Guild card holder,
television outlet to air a weekly emcees the shorts.
religious program, WPIX, the N. Y.
Format
consists
of
Chandler
Daily News' forthcoming station,
quizzing tele viewers on various"
will launch such a series June 20,
subjects, with production numbers
five days after it takes the air.
filling in the waits while set-siders
Before
Set
Half-hour show titled "Television
guess
the
answers.
Sample of
Chapel," it Will be broadcast each
radio's qtiiz deal as adapted to tele
Sunday from S to 5:30 pjn.
IS a filmed camera stroll'
[Your Radio Schedule
down
In line with announcement of Hollywood Boulevard,
accompanied
the show, it's recalled that Daily by hints from
Chandler about
_^
for 1948-49
News' prez, F. M, Flynn, charged landmarks
along "one of America's
the industry several months ago best-known thoroughfares,"
Stawith failing to perform an ade- tions^ will be able to
out. about
offer prizes
quate public service by neglecting tor first calls received
from viewreligious programs. 'In a speech
concept
the
before the Americant Television
Society, Flynn promised at the
time that WPIX would come up
.
Service
in
Fry' Bails Sponsor
with such a series as soon as It
took to the air.
DuMont network's "Small Fry
to the Advertiser
First 'three programs are to pre- Uub picked up its first sponsor
sent Protestant, Catholic and Jew- tills week when General Foods pactish clergymen, giving brief visual ed to banliroll the show on Thursexplanations of various rites. Sc- days only over WABD, N. Y' Conries, intended as a continuing pub- tract, running 52 weeks, tees off
lic service, is to be produced in
the press
Bookiet
B^S? ^t' Pl»f«lnK Post Cereals.
cooperation with the Federal Coun- Benton & Bowles is the agency.
cil of Churches v/t Christ in Amerair since
°»
MF™?^in2«
Write
tUe

One

¥im

WPiX SETS WEEKLY
SERIES ON REUGION

STOP
You

pnd

U

produGtiou lAanager of WFIL-TV.
He «c(ua formerly in i^cogtam
produetioft la HoUywooctand pro- ica,
National Council <if Cathgram director for EHBC in olic Men, and the ADdfirican JewHawttii.

NBC

feature service

however, claimed they had

first

only our sensational

family spirit that has en-

seats are sold."
officials,

,a si^ed contract giving them permission to televise the event, but
only in case of a sellout. Because'
payoff to talent ap- of the"nO television" ads carried
on
ABC television's in most of the N. Y. daily news"Hollywood Screen Test" show. papers last week, DuMont was
Bits Colton, model and .cx-Copa- doubtful" that it would cover the
cabana (N. Y.) dancer, has been figh^ even if granted permission.
signed to a screen contract by Hal
DuMont reportedly inked the
WaUis Productions on the basis 6f contract with the syndicate two
her work on the show May 30.
weeks ago. Ballantine's Brewery
Tyro actress Olive Stacey, meanbought sponsorship rights for $30,while, who played the ingenue lead
000, taking radio rigiits in order to
in the Theatre Guild's presentation
get the TV bankrolling privilege.
of "Our town" over the NBC web
Sunday (6) night, was offered a Following appearance of the conscreen test by 20th-Fox on the basis tradictory ads, however, Ballantine's
bowed out of the video coverof hei' performance. She had never
had more than a bit. part on age, believii^ that the ads would
cut too deeply into the potential
Broadway previously.
Syndicate then offered
audience.
"Test" packaged by Indie producer Lester Lewis, spotlights two to give DuMont the fight gratis, but
tyro actors weekly in short dra- again, only "in case of a selloat at
matic skits, in which they appear the stadium.
opposite established film or legit
According to DuMont, the syndithesps.
Miss Colton acted in a cate was warned not to take the
short' skit opitosite Dean Jagger. ads. Web now believes that if it
Show ori^nates in the studios of covers the fight, it will be taking a
WFIL-TV (ABC, Philadelphia^ and part in misrepresentation to the
is aired on the ABC video web pul^c. Decision oh whether to teleSunday nights from 6:30 to 7 pju. vise the bout, consequently, will
probably not be made until the last

In the
pearing

tele feature service. He's to
direct the distribution and sale of
affiliates,
film featwes to
as well as the sale of live sustaining shows that are not handled by
NBC's national sales department.
Johnston's move is looked on in

all

-i

Over Newspaper Ad Me^

WFTH FBLM CONTRACT

;

Bob Sherry

moves over to NBC television July
1 to head up the newly-formed

NBC

Detroit up the probability that the nia.ior
tele webs plan to depend mainly

.

Harlan Stone

NBC

Buss Johnston, radio veepee of
the McCann-Erlckson ad agency,

Arbor, June 8.
on films for their networking acMichigan Univ. speech depart- tivities, at least for the next fivement has started production of a 10 years,
JohnstOn^s fiarat duties will be to
television series in cooperation
serve as liaison between NBC and
with WWJ-TV, Detroit. Two shows
the Jerry Fairbanks organization,
•have been presented, with a third
now
producing special TV pix for
-collegians
slated for July 24. The
supply .scripts, actors and off- the web. Jle'll eventually handle
the sale of all NBC sustaining
cam#a idirectioB, wiUi the station shows
to affiliate stations, includand
rehears^il
handling the studio
ing those fed via coaxial cable,
"
"
telecasfi
microwave relay or kinescope i4:eOpening show, May 16, \-ffis "Mr. cordings.
Under present' arrangeP}ummertion-^:jnds the Truth," a ments, all
NBC commercial shows
farce by Hobert-^Efeuke, and the are handled
by the web's national
second, done May 30, was "Blood sales
department, but any sustainer
on the Land," a drama by Vance is available for
sponsorship' locally.

Ann

Tony Zale squares off against
which lost channel 1. Jersey has
Rocky Graziano for the world's
only two video slots, while N. Y.
middleweight title in Newark's
has 29 and Pennsylvania -24. MerRuppert Stadium tonight (Wed.) Simonds and Pat Merritt.
The
cer said it plans to apply in Treabut as of late as last night (Tues.) July 24 stanza will remote from
tott along? with WTTM.
Massachusetts Broadcasting Co., the possibility that the fight would the Michigan campus.
Garnet Garrison, former NBC
Boston, a tele contender, com- be covered by television looked exproducer who heads radio at the
plained bitterly of the inadequacy tremely remote.
Conflicting reports on the fight's college, arranged the series with
of the four channels provided the
Hub City, Maumee Valley Broad- TV coverage continued to be heard Mel Wissman, WWJ-TV program,
Tom Riley is directing
casting Co. of Toledo protested until late last night. According to director.
FCC's channel allocation there and Ben Bodne, prez of the Totonii- the shows for the station. Dr.
f allure to earmark a slot ftar Stea- ment
of
Champions, syndicate Hugh Norton directed the first for
benviUe, O.
whidb is promotbag the bout, "there the college and Garrison handled
will be no television e'ven if all the second and wUI do the thirtb

Maury Holland

In Switch to

tele's

ceding the show, CBS hailed
Miss MacDonnell as a "new
television star" and a "teleWeb even
vision ingenue.''
coined a new word for her,
labeling her a "televisionary."

With

iluS& jODuSlOB

competing web's
It was Kyle Mac-

(Tues.) over CBS.
In daily press releases pre-

Series

television, meanwhile, will
Belmont Stakes exclusively
and TV from Belmont Park
Saturday (12) under sponsorship of

on

a

sustaining "For Your Pleasure," who guested on the
simultaneous AM-TV airing of
"We, the People" last night

CBS

air the

proposed reallocations, Chi would Carthy is to call the turf classic
lose that channel. WB, however, for radio, with Bryan Field handhas protested, claiming that Chi is ling the tiele commentary.
an important enough marlcet area
to possess the maximum of seven

Louis Silberkleit

Bejmard

BETS AT FIRESIDE
N. Y. racetrack fans will soon be

•

(Hearings were originally scheduled for Monday (14t but the FCC
decided to postpone them until
June 29 because of the tremendous
amount of mjiterial pouring in
from interested parties throughout
the couDtix Original deadline of
May 28 for filing material, roeanwhile, has been postponed to June
This, however, includes only
18.
additions to present proposals. No
new proposals are to be accepted.)
Latest squawk came from Warners Pictures, which has filed for
channel 13 in Chicago. Under the

Tom McGray

Decir

came up with one of the first
instances on record of one web

For Scheduled FCC s June 29 Hearing

Y.

eral
sion's

June

Firework

plugging

CARL JAMPEL
FOREST HILLS. N.

Spell

Doffing the Hat
CBS television last week

ish Conunittett*

new

Network

on

broadcast

BoxJlIL
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(AVAILABLE

MEW YORK

in

WJZ lllS'ltiO

on

MONDAY THROUGH

FRIDAY

AMERICA'S MOST DISTINGUISHED,

MOST RESPECTED NEWS ANALYST

NOW-IN

TIME FOR BOTH POLITICAL CONVENTIONS -you can

Elmer Davis

sponsor

the Peabody

Davis

an

is

Award

in the

New York

for his brilliant

area.

Winner of

news commentary, Elmer

astute, unbiased political analyst.

In his past two years in

the same time spot on WJZ, his outstanding reporting has

him

won

a large, loyal following. In this critical election year

when

all

tation

of the

eyes are on Washington,
political scene will

news programs

New York
complete

WJZ, or

details, write,

WJZ

The price

area and elsewhere

ABC

if

in radio.

Spot

Sales,

Mr.

is

Davis's

keen interpre-

be one of the most important
for sponsorship in the

surprisingly low.

For

wire or phone today to

30 Rockefeller Plaza.

NEW YORK'S first

you are Interested

in

markets, call your nearest

STATION

sponsoring Elmer Davis

ABC Spot

in

other

Sales ofFice at once.

/I
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'
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.
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Wedneaday;, Jane 9,

$2

Pompton Lakes, N. J
Bill Shirer taking off for six weeks' vacation
June 27 ... Bob Considine will cover the Olympic games for ABC and
International News Service in July while Bill Henry and Arthur Mann
will handle Mutual's coverage .... John Sylvester set for lead on ABC's
"Suspicion" stanza Sunday (15).
Jack Tyler, CBS production staffer,
added to the faculty of NYU's Summer Radio Workshop in place of
Ted Huston, who resigned to take over the Swift television show.
Baby girl born yesterday (Tiies.) m Beth Israel hosp to Rosalie Allen
(Mrs. Malcolm McGlaffan), WOV's Prairie disk jockey
A one-time
Atlanta, June 8.
half-hour sports show on ABC slotted right before the Louis-Walcott
Sept. 26 will be moving day for
the Sherman & Mar- fight on June 23 has been picked up by Longine-Witnauer Watch Co. 'two networks, Columbia and MuN. Y. Sun starts a Ted Husing will emcee interviews with Grantland Rice and Frank Gra- tual, in Atlanta. On that date CBS
.Mark Woods sold his ham. Session will also feature transcribed highlights of previous will switch from WGST, Georgia:

Moving Day

.

.

In Atlanta

NEW YORK

lis

CITY ...

Joe Rines named director of radio and tele of
quette agency, succeeding Robert Weenolsen
•weekly tele column June 17 by Dan Anderson.
Sliort Hills (N".J.) home and took a Parle avenue apartment to have
Martin Andrews wUl direct the first
more time for ABC prexying
week's three stanzas of the new ABC series; "The: Sea Hound," which
WU14iave a staggered schedule of thrice and twice weekly airings alJohn Tillman narrating 26 recorded tolerance shows
ternate weeks.
for institute for Democratic Education, with Harold Franklin producing .... Lillian Schoen, "Grand Slam'' scripter, has 'unshuttered her.
Bucks county farm, .. .Tom Taggart, former scripter of "Tennessee
Jed," "Dr. Christian," "Grime Photog," etc., has put together a tele
ser'es which Blanche Gaines 1^ peddling .... Joseph Field, assistant
press rep of the Cdmpton agency, planed to Hollywood to plot fall radio
publicity.
Due bade in 10 days.*. ..John McCaffrey's eross-board
'WNBC."Room 416" show introduced a new feature last week, a "Second
lighter" series devoted to criticisms of Broadway legiters by secondnight audiences, usually answering comments of critics in' the dailies.
First one, wire-recorded in lobby, followed the "Sleepy Hollow" open.

.

ing.

.

.

.

.

.

,,

.

,

.

;

.

Hinda Bamett, back from Canadian motor trip .... Florence
Warner, formerly with CBS and the Biow agency, has recovered from
extended illness and is assistant radio director of the Republican national committee .... Henry M. Neeley and Helen Shields joined the
cast of "Lorenzo Jones," James Goss into the cast of "David Harum" and
Curtis Aiaall, Alice Youngman and Jay Meredith with "Lora Lawton"
violinist

.Percy Gofl, 17; Bovina (Miss.) high school stude, won the $1,000
"Keeping Up With the Wiggleworths" scholarship contest for his letter on "How I Earned My First Dollar" .... George H. Clautice has
been appointed account exec with Sindlinger research
Lyricist
Hazel Boyd went to the Coast this week.
Joe. Louis guesting on lionel Hampton's Mutual show June 12 from
.

heavyweight championship bouts.

.

liV

HOLLYWOOD ...

Jack Benny and crew left on Super Chief Sunday (6) night. Call
board: June 10, Detroit's Fox theatre; June 18, Cleveland's Palace;
June 27, sail for London and the Palladium.
Ludens renewed "Strike
It Rich" for another season on CBS, starting Aug. 29, with Prank
Cooper package staying on as a s'ustainer for the summer, starting
June 27
Moffat Beef picked up the tab on Frank Graham's "Chuckwagon Tales" on CBS's 2 p.m. Sunday niche starting June '20
Melvyn Douglas narrates on NBC's "We, the Living" on behalf of
.

.

On

.

.

Three-man
longstanding

between WAIT, Chi

Over

scale.

M

those prevailing
other secondary stations. WAIT argues tliat
•other secondary stations" refers

CLEVELAND
announcement

tele-

-of

to

WEWS

is

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
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CfevtfamI litdiam

"It is Bisnificant that television
liore . . . is set UB to give better

,

.

m

Rgbtrf S. Sitphaa
Radio Editor
Til* Clavtland Plain Dttitt

*Spontor*d by

GENERAL ELECTRIC
though

Batfcn, Barton

Osborn

THE SCRIPPS..HOWARD
RADIO STATIONS
•

VyiTO'a
Televlalon
Olevolind Olil*

• wrpo,

— WEWS-rjt.

ClnelDnatl.
ImlldlM; TeleYlatoBj

•

WKOX, KnmlUe,

OUo

(Nan

Tenn.

Iho* StaHont
RtprtMnWd by

All

.

.

CHICAGO ...

.

.

.

.

WLS

.

.

wS«L*"
WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

World War II transcribes his
Ben <>r4mfln «f ^.f
hand sh^kln^ «m ^

'^^

Vc-North weste?ruKs%

sSmm^^^^
^
111
Yankee Belt-PoU Talk former Miss Queen of Ridgewood (Queens, N.
Y) is set for
trilltog on Mutual's "Career
Portland, Me., June 8.
Performance" Saturday (12)
Charles W. Curtin, who has man- Quinn, scripter of Fibber
Molly, here while his wifJ .'.n^;.?*"^

WMTW

aged Yankee net's o. & o.
In
here since its inception two years on
ago, resigned Friday (4) to accept
radio directorship of John C. Dowd
agency, Boston. No successor has
as yet been named.
WMTW's recent deep budget
euts were taken locally as symptomatic of an upcoming net-wide re-

trenchment. This rumor was somewhat allayed two weeks ago by
news item out of Boston to effect
that Yankee was only momentarily
going into low grear to prepare itself for an ambitious ascent to new
tele and FM heights.
Now Curtin's suddeq eiat has 'em wondering again.

.

The Branham Co.

Wrm

.

di.t^T*^"'^.'',?-'^'^"'?.
disk
show at Hines Veterans Hospital ...
"Ozzie and Harriet" script staff, back in town
.. .Registration for the
Institute will be held June 25 at Evanston,

Curtin Exit ReTiying
'

TORME AUDITION DISK

r
me

SpoT"- .
bpot.

.

n™

.WMfe'M-weTk'"S
'^uJt.^'''''
.Chic Showerman, veepee in charcfv i»f wnr-'^^^ ^ i
'""^'^

•

•

.

BALDERSON UPPED TO

POSTOFPHDLCOPREXY
Phildelphia,
of

KW

&

June

8.

WAAB-AFRA
ivT
Nevr

X

in Pact

Boston, June

contract

8.

signed by the
Federation of Radio
with WAAB, Worcester

Artists

William Balderson, exec Veepee
contains a provision that
the staPhilco Corp., was

Hollywood, June 8.
tinue as a member of the directors'
John Brown and Ben Pierson
board'
show
James H. Carmine, vice-prexy
Support included Brown, Janet Waldo oyer distribution, was appointed to
and Sidney Miller.
the finance conunittee to. handle
Stempel-Olenick Agettcjr Is ped- the company's plans for expanding
its facilities.

NAB

Favor

>

Instead

Boston, June
of

8.

Third annual conference of Assn.
Women Broadcasters, New Eng-

land district, called for the end
of the national setup of the
in favor of district jurisdiction,
under the NAB.
Radio gais want a director of
women's activities, which they
have now, as part of NAB, but
want to do away witli national offices, officers and the red tape this

AWB

.structure
they say,

involves.

Works

Out,

that tlie national ofrepresent
small indie stations, have to foot
own bills to conventions,' conferences, district meetings, etc.; and
that this puts a needless load on
them.
Resolution to the board of directors of the
was only biz
transacted at the conference, held
in the Hub. Sixty-five out of a
possible 80 turned up for the affair. Rest Of the two-day huddle
offered various ,roundtables on
such matters as. women as time
salesmen, etc., with the main talk
givep by James L. Caddigan of
ficers, especially if tliey

DuMont.
Reports
Clark,
district

WCSH,

were

FCC

Berth

Washington, June 8.
_
Bernard Koteen has resigned as
chief of the FCC law department

broadcast review section to join
the Washington radio law firm of
Cohen & Marks. Koteen goes over
to the law office Monday (14)

Parker Hancock succeeds.

offered

by

WBRY,

Fay

Waterbury, first
chairman; Agnes Gibbs,
Portland,

and
Dorothy Fuller, WBET, Brockton,
treasurer. Others taking part in
the meetings, which outlined a
program to get several gal-less
N.,
E.
stations
lined
up with
AWBers, were Mildred Bailey,
WCOP; Marie Houlihan, WEEI;
Phyllis Doherty, WNAC; Aloyse
Parker Bioeg, WEEI; Una King,
WTIC; Mrs: Howard Wood, WJAR;
Helen Hope, WHYN; Julie Blake,
WMUR, and Dorothy Campbell.
secretary,

WGAN.

WAIT
AND INVESTIGATE
New Booklet
gives important

American

upped to tion will negotiate an
agreement
prexy post at' the board directors' covering tele and FM if
and when
meeting Thursday (3).
He suc- It starts operation in those fields
The renewal calls for staff
ceeds John Ballantyne, who was
increases for the staff.
RohPrt
named chairman of the board after Segal handled it
for APRa.
Larry E. Gubb declined reelection
because of Illness. Gubb will con- Koteen Exits

sliced a half-hour audition
starring Mel Torme last weeli;.

dling the package.

offi-

"month-to-

AWB

Bob Elson subbing for Ernie Simon while the WJJD disk
jock gives
chords a three-week rest
National Barn Dance
originates from the Limestone Centennial at
Bedford, Ind., June 19
Sheriff Elmer Walsh so impressed by WMAQ's
use of a helicopter
in controlling Chi's holiday traffic that
he plans to ask for Cook
air-to-ground traffic regulation
Jack
^^i"*^
^r""}^^ director,
Sexton,
production
rehearsing "Jeeter's" lines for the
Shady Lane Players' production of "Tobacco Road" at
Marengo lU
Aug. 11-15 ... ABC flackers moaning low
because
his vocal

WFMF

coverasB of the Indians' home
-Tamea than is AM radio.''

&

.

™^

.

Durstittt

.

stand at the Broadway Paramount starting July 15.
,A1 Jolson, Lou
Bring, tal Kuhl, Manny Manheim, Charlie Isaacs, Martin
Fried and
Ken Carpenter back after a month on the road with Kraft Music Hall
° Gail Jackson east to line up Elgin's Thanksgiving and
*
Christmas shows with JWT's Henry Stanton.
Kenneth Kaylo? and
Robert Stone added to KTSL's tele technical staff, with
Don Hine
named assistant program coordinator
Walter Bunker Of Y&R to
New York Saturday (12) for tele brushup; he'll be joined later
summer by Tony Stanford of "Duffy's Tavern" and Sam FuUer in the
of the
Danny Thomas show.
.

S

Vwcfc

a

Ask End of AWB Setup,

.

.

WCFL

for the technical details
of the baseball
telecasts ia Cleveland.'*
tion

and excellence

as

Hnb Fenime Blasters

.

WCFL

"For .those,
not
fortunate
enough to attsnd the gnmea. I
can nay from my own observaWEWS brinsa you a

tion that

described

.

.

ajileniild show. The station certainly Is entitled to commenda-

some

carry

programs on what station

cials

.

Alene Butcher back on the job at F-C-B after six .weeks in the hospital.
ArUiur Q. Bryan, "Doc Gamble" on Fibber McGee and Molly, planed,
east for juest shots and vacation.
.Vick Knight wound scripting stint
Comedy Writing" for the Max Wylie college textbook.
??„
Writing for Radio".
Charlie Correll's new image, Richard, made his
camera debut for the wire services
George Marks cutting platter of
Discovery Ranch," described as a "Western Major Bowes" program.
With Jimmy Wakely as emcee,
Janet Waldo back on the "Ozzie and
Harriet' show after Honolulu siesta
Dutch Ellis of Newell-Emmett,
N. Y., huddling with Jim Hawthorne, Pasadena platter spinner, on
a
Chesterfields
Bill Larimer, former spot sales manager for
5!«fi
ABC's
§ales staff, replacing Byron Nelson.
J*>™^^
^'ti^ii
Billy
Wilgus back at J. Walter Thompson after lend-lease to
for teeoff of Metro's FM station
Zuma Palmer of the Hollywood
Citizen-News to Chicago and New York for three-week lookSee.
Jo
btafford eastod for month's tour of vet hospitals, to be followed
by

veS

Andanah

tion will continue to

MBS

.

of Electrical Workers recently rcpacted at $92.50. NABET
thrpresfnartv
""^'"^
contends that "other secondary sta'^^''^
Norton and ex^
tions" includes WCFL where IBEW Robert Kintner came off at the same time as President Truman's
pre^ conference here Friday (4)
engineers get $105.
Commentator Alex DreierTSg
at
the
North
and
South
Dakota Banker's convention in Minneanoh!
WAIT argues that
is an
Eddie Hubbard voted favorite disk jock
exception because it's owned and
b?th1
^^^Jt^^^fKoperated by the Chicago Federa- Teen-Market Surveys section of Chi" Junior Achievement
Mars
tion of Labor (AFL). NABET in- -'Inc. (candy) renewing "Curtain Time" on NBC, effective Ju v'
Fairfax
Cone,
of
Foote,
Cone & fielding, still reaches for a Luckie
sists that regardless of ownership
When
he
craves
nicotine
is a self-supporting secondsalesman Stan Levey hooked
a
35-pound
muskie
at
Lake
Vieux de Desert, Wis., last week
ary station deriving revenue from
Pd
Humphreys teed off a new series of dramatic narrationrnn"
commercial broadcasts.
"Breakfast Club" broadcast on
Panel that will decide the issue Monday (7)
22 comes from
is composed of Ralph Atlass, man- the Wmnetka, 111., home of Don McNeill, who marks
his 15th anni
ager of WIND; AJ Linenthal, emcee of the show the following day .
Canadian Ace
h«6
NABET counsel, and a third to be put Its label oa the recorded "Easy Aces" over WIND Brewfn^
BeeT maker
also IS sponsoring Lou Zonka's platter
named by the oOier two.
sessions on
Zonka who

Radio Editor
TA« Clevland Pn$t

Til*

and WIND, where mem-

hood

tremendous forwatcl atvp tov

KM

WJJD

bers of the International Brother-

a

relevision in Cleveland.'^

PmtUtnt

.
.

Dispute hinges on interpretation
of NABET's agreement not to establish wage scales higher than

castlngr of all Cleveland IndlaiiM

Stanley

indie,

active to October, 1947, but NABET
wants $105, or $22.50 above the. old

wEwa
'

8.

panel

and the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians. WAIT is
offering $92.50 per week, retro-

TELECASTS*

ffamea by

arbitration

week to settle
wage disagreement

Although Miitual contract with
exiJires 'June 17 that sta-

WATL

.

.

.

meets here this

BASEBALL

hom&

Snarl

Chicago, June

for the Qualily
OF"

**The

WAIT

expires

WAGA. CBS

.

.

Chi

owned by

WGST

with

contract
Sept. 25.

United Jewish Appeal Thursday (10). .. Dinah Shore and George month" basis until the time that
Montgomery cooking up a Mr. and Mrs. Tele deal to emanate from the web switches to WGST. After
their Encino ranch
Bob Crosby, the Andrews Sisters and Margaret that WATL will be netless.
Affiliation with CBS in the fall
Whitmg take their "Club 15" to Camden; N. J., June 22, to entertain
at Campbell Soup's convention
Ted Bliss took over supervision on will end a 10-month period of op';GE House Party" for three weeks, while Young & Rubicam's CharUe eration as an independent for
WAGA. Station gave up its ABC
Henry vacations.
L. A. Times' Bill Henry starts five-minute news shots on Mutual-Don tieup at expiration of contract Dec.
15, 1947, and it was grabbed up by
Lee for 52 weeks starting Aug. 23, with Johns-ManVille sponsoring
NBC Coast listeners didn't hear "The Life of Riley" Saturday night. WCON, Atlanta, Constitution's new
WAGA had signed witli
Special broadcast of President Truman's speech before his old outfit, station.
the 35th Division', canceled the Coast repeat..
QBS,
but WGST sought recourse in
Hal Pearv to New
York for stint on "We, the People". .. James Hilton tees off "Hall- the courts and a compromise remark Playhouse" on CBS Thursday (10) with "The Devil and Daniel sulted in the Georgia Tech station
Webster
Hollywood Star Records shopping for a half-hour audi- holding the net for one more year.
ence participation show.
Fran van Hardesveldt, producer of "Junior
Miss" and "Great Gildersleeve," to French Clinic for tonsillectomy

KMGM

WIDE
ACCLAIM

will switch from WATL,
Woodruff interests, to

.

.

.

Panel To Meet

station, to WAGA, Fort Industry Go. outlet here, while MBS

tech

.

.

^-

Script agent Ronald Dawson,- continuing his acting by taking on a
Tunning part last week in VFront Page Farrell," marks his 21st year
in radio next Friday (10). ... Stanley Halpem shifted from transportation department to radio*tele at the William Morris agency
Florence
Schwartz has exited Laurence Hammond's -production office. Future
plans'' indefinite. . .Composer Curtis Biever and his wife, ABC staff

.
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WEEI locolly-originated programs— sign-on to midnight, seven days a
average a

50%

larger siiare of audience than the local programs

on any other Boston station

. . .

g 144%

larger shore

of dudience thaii the average of ALL local programs

on the other seven Boston stations combined.

(Puise. March-April,

To buy one of the best local programs in Boston,
contoct Radio Sales or

WEEI -Boston's best buy.

1948)

week—

.

wumm
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Lenviog an Opening

'Spnish
for

any more

of

the

"sin

Washington, June 8.
Foreign nations, which laid
back and warily watched the
Congressional hullabaloo over
the "Voice of America" broadcasts during the first few days
of the excitement, are now
tjeginning to comment on the
situati<m, according to foreign
broadcasts monitored here by

liipisitioi'

Continued from page

its

and view of the

broadcjists whicli had
Congress ready to blow a gaslcet.

fact that

Robeson had

recently refused to tell a Senate
Committee whether he was a Communist and hence is currentiy on
the Capitol Hill n.g. list, this broadcast brought forth another round
of Congressional objections

hypocrisy"

In the fiscal year ending, NBC and
CBS have been handling about
70%i of the State Depftrtment's
overseas programs and received
about $760,000 apiece; It is expected that the new contracts wUl
not only scale down the- work of
the webs but also their take home
pay on the deal.

this monopoly situation is
likely to be broken up. I am confident that under the abl6 administration of Assistant Secretary of
State George Allen, this monopoly
situation will be reviewed and
remedied, so that the resources of
our pioneering and experienced organiisatibn can be utilized."
At the time that Congress was
convinced it had gone too far in
ordering the "Voice" money to be

Qnarters

,

broadcasters,
spent by private
Leixunon made the pitch that private operation was okay, and that
there Should be more of it, with
his company getting a larger share.
Other "Voice" developments of
the week:
Senator H. Alexander Smith
(R., N. J.), chairman of the Senate
Investigating committee, suspended his hearings last Friday., after
issuing a statement ih which he
declared he was satisfied there was
no evil intent, communism or
sabotage back of the "sin aad hypocrisy" series of broadcasts. What
was brought out, he added, wj^s
tiiat both State Department and
NBC had failed to live up to their
responsibilities in connection with
the broadcasts.
At one session of the House
hearings, Rep. J. Edgar Cheoowith
(R., Colo.), the committee chairman, read aloud a program about
'

•

New York

which one charactei'
said; "Two blocks from here lives
Paul Robeson, the eminent singer
in whose home the artistocrats of
talent. Wood and money meet." In
in

m

cluded

of

this:

"The true state of freedom
the United States can best
be judged by recent broadin

casts of the 'Voice of

Amer-

on

various
Ameris
of these broadinstance, confirms
that nowhere in the world were
colored' people suffering so
much as in the state of Alabama.
In
connection
with
these broadcasts a group of
reactionary Senators has raised
the question of the reliability
of NBC and has asked for a
special investigation of this
company. All tiiese activities
are mainly directed at diverting the attention of the American public from important
problems concerning American internal life."
ica'

states.
casts,

8.

Westinghouse owned-andoperated NBC outlet here, and

WPTZ. Philco outlet here, are
sharing the same building, and also
the station and location identifica-

^

tions.

—

—

KYW,

j

members

l)y other nations to give an
unl)alanced picture of life in
the U, S, ^is apparently com-'
ing true. For instance,
a
Radio Moscow broadcast, to
Czechoslovakia last week in-

PMliy

Philadelphia, June

many

What

Congress have feared that
some of the weird "Voice"
programs would be picked up

Share Identificatioa

tiiat

government monitors.

official

NBC volunteered to get out of
the business of programming the
overseas shows and to lease the
State Department its three shortwave transmitters at $1 a year.
Xenunon Charges Monopoly
Charles R. Denny. NBC veepee
Likely to crash through in a very and general counsel, urged that
substantial way for the iirst time the "Voice" programs should be
will be' Walter S. Lemmon's World centralized in a government conWide Broadcasting Foundation, trolled foundation. He asserted
operator of the DX WRUL. Item- tliat the divided responsibility beman turned up at the House probe tween the State Department and
last Thursday before it terminated the webs was responsible for the
to charge that the State Depart- blunders which had occurred. Conment had been fostering *a monop- gress must choose between complctod govei'niTieiit or complete
private operation, he said.
trado between NBC and CBS.
'M regret to say," he commented,
"that tliis monopolistic tendency in
the awarding oi program contracts Westinghouse, Pbiico
has persisted, and only' at a very
recent date has it been indicated

Announcers now say: "This is
Westinghouse-Philco
Radio and Television Center." The Call on
WPTZ gabbers switch it to "This
is
WPTZ-ryour Philco-WestingFor
house Television and Radio Center.
WPTZ, formerly located in the

One

for

KYW — Your

recently moved
Bldg. at 1619 Walnut street. So far the WPTZ crowd
is using the radio station's Studio
B, have converted it to video and
are doing all their studio shows
there. Two unfinished floors in the
Architects
into the

Bldg.,

KYW

Indiana lini?.

Radio Persanndl

Far Exceeds Siqiply

Bloomington, Ind.. June 8.
Indiana Univ.'s radio department is doing a landoffice biz of
job placement these days. If situation is general throughout the

Television Reviews
Gontimied from page 2S

'

George Able

TianiiiLeil Poliey
Continued f rom mge !!S s-

K

load expensive programs for the
cheaper packages such as "Talent
Scouts," and "Easy Aces."

KYW

m

KYW

HOBEEG'S WESTEEN SPOTS
Itlilwaukee, June 8.
Hoberg Paper MiUs^ maker of
Charmin tissues, after a test on
WTAQ, Green Bay, is placing a
minute transcription campaign on

age

BOSTifwiraTRY

Jnroduecr-Director: Ted Westcolt
Writer: David Sicvers
45 Mins., Tliurs. 9 pan.

WESTHGIlUFJt AD
KSD-TV, St. Louis

AGENCY

St. Louis' first tele quizzer

was

both good and mediocre, but after
it has potentialities to make it attractive to
a banki oller; Ad agency that bore
Daddy of Star Builders
the entii-e cost of the initialer as
Like the whilom Rudy Vallee a test believes there are enough
show, controlled -by the same food sets in the area covered by the
combine, the Standard Brands station's range to make it profitSunday night slot, which until last able to a time buyer. Visual reseason, spanned a full hour, has ception was good, sound excellent
been responsible for the introduc- and improvements in tele broadtion to radio of more stars than casting at this station, which hapany other sponsored inning in the pens to be the only one here to
business. , The Standard Brands furnish this kind of entertaimnent,
exec during the aforesaid conver- are a decided improvement over
sation pointed out the trend im- those shown several months ago.
Format of the initialer and
pressed .^him as sti-ictly a natural
corollary to the economic law of others to follow has the giveaway
diminishing returns; costs have ex- tinge with those failing to score
receiving
some sort of gratuity^
panded, the margin of profit has
Gn-ls and hoys from ^wo local coldiminished and business practice
leges engaged in a quiz again.st a
is to seek a readjustment of one
sunulated baseball pai-k and the
factor to the other.
gals finished a poor second. Series
Although when Trantmell laid also features a jigsaw jackpot to
down NBC's new -policy last month identify some individual with clues
the iinmediate targets of the rule furnished by the station.
were two choice spots (Sunday,
Jack Norwine clicked in adlib7:30-8 p.m. and Tuesday, 10: so- bing with the gals and boys, his
il p.m.), the trade di"ew the in- stuff closely resembling that of
ference that all this logically^would Groucho Marx.
Students apparhave to apply also to super-choice ently were too self-conscious beperiods wherein the incumbent fore the. cameras and those who
client sought to substitute for its flopped in the studio would nev^r
have
done
so
in
a
classroom. Some
big name a cheaper one or one of
of the queries were tough and
less stel?ar Import.
others would have heen a pushover
This impression in matty agency for
a grammar-school pupil.
quarters became a confirmed one little prepping
of tlie conte.stants
when the report got around that before the program would help re'
Standard Brands had approached move the ainateurish display.
NBC with a theoretical question
Sohit.
involving Bergen's services.
SB
wanted to know, according to the
report, whether, if Bergen could
be disposed of to another account
for the remaining year of his
Standard Brands contract and the
successor sponsor was agreeable to

country, as it would seem to be,
colleges must rapidly step up their
output of grads trained for Isroad^
ultimately house the teleontfit
The welding of the two stations casting.
Mushrooming growth of small
brought to life rumors clrcidated
six or eight months ago that the stations has brought so many calls
Westinghouse people had bought on lU for personnel that, a month
into WPTZ. Tlie rumors, however, before graduation, the radio departmen': has all but ran out of
have never been confirmed.
The seven-story
building students to recommend. As a rewas put up under NBC supervision sult. Dr. H. J. Skornia, depai-tment
1938 at a cost of $650,000. At head, has broadcast a request for
that time NBC operated and pro- graduates in other depstrtiheiits
grammed KYW, althought West- who have radio training Or exinghouse owned the station.
In perience to consider taMng jobs
1940 Westinghouse took over com- in this field.
Three new Stations have asked
plete operation.
At the time the structure seemed the university to fiumish them
too large for
and through the complete staffs. Others have asked
decade the' fifth and sixth floor for prospective announcers, conhave remained bare with unfin- tinuity writers, program salesmen,
ished
and
unplastered
walls. music littt-arians and persons familEvents of recept months, however, iar with records, transcriptions,
with WPTZ settliig up sliop in the sheet music, music clearance and
accepting some other spot, would
building, have proved how far- program building.
Employment inquiries have come NBC cooperate in the transaction.
siglited NBC was at the time of
from Ohio and Illinois as well as The network's rejoinder, the reconstruction.
port goes, was such as to discourfrom throughout this st^te.

KYW Bldg., the fifth and sixth, wiU

{

bulwark thera, lack the adlib seemed .completely at home. An
touch necessarj' to carry off the attractive femme whose physical
attributes are accented by the
interlude dialog.
Provision of a small, live musi- camera' and her gowns, she
cal combo to back Dale in his tlirushed her single tune neatly
songs, moreover, would lend con- and showed sufficient personality
siderable punch. On the night in the dialog bits.
Hit of the show caught, though,
caugjit''(25). Dale's offerings were
confined exclusively to his Signa- was comedian Morey Amsterdam,
ture recordings, with his lips dub- who came on as guest In a lastbing the lyrics already recorded minute bid and adiibbed his way
on wax. He handled the dubbing througli a boisterous couple of
job okay but hep viewers, after minutes, completely stealing the
watching similar shows done with thunder ft om both Dale and Miss
iive musicians on other station.s, Ford. Fonnat of the show is basicare going to wonder Where Dale ally okay, comprising a record shop
gets the invisible full orchestral run by the two young singers,
which gives them a chance to give
background.
One of the younger popular out with their tunes. Direction
name singers. Dale impressed as a work, under the capable touch of
nice kid with a good voice.
His James Caddigan, is good in all deV
manner and delivery before the partments.,
stai^
cameras were offhanded, but witliout the ease given such delivery by
A Hit
more experienced performers. IT'S
Miss Ford, on the other hand, With Jack Nomine, AI Chotin,
to

SB from

a thorough polishing job

A

',

WORKING
oa youe
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Radio Schedule?

starting anything in

that direction.

In This Case, Too
in enunciating NBC's new policy
on the theme Trammell stated at
the time, "If, in our opinion the
Boston, June 8.
.Blocking squawks concei-ning the show is suited to the time, our delowbrow quality of local radio, cision will be based on that prem11 Wisconsin and Minnesota sta- WCOP,
ABC's Boston outlet, is set- ise rather than give precedence to
tions.
They will run at the rate ting aside Monday nights for a long-time advertisers or agencies
serious-minded program fling. Sta- with top billing."
of seven to 15 e week.
The question
tion will tee ofl' next week with now advanced by' trade quarters
Cuamer-Krasselt is the agency.
transcriptions of> the BBC's 90- acquainted
with the Standard
minute "World Theatre" program Brands situation is whether NBC
which will be aired in the cream will arbitrarily assign the period
8-9:30 p.m. time.
to the account buying Bergen or
BBC is currently cutting special permit SB to hold on with another
promotional plugs for WCOP. program.
Among the standout shows of the
In tliis particular instance the
series will be Laurence Olivier's network
will be up against the
air production of "Hamlet," which most ticklish
quandary of perhaps
was taken from the film sound- all time as far as
client dealing is
track. Two other highbrow shows ecmcerned,
since here's a spot into
to be featured Monday nights will which
Standard Brands has poured
be a United Nations roundtable millions of
-dollars and developed
discussion and a Lowell Institute a franchise
which is still of untold
forum.
value to it as a merchandising
is also cooperating on a channel

Then you need
tlie latest

-

data

on a
successful {philosophy

of network coverage
and a new concept
of Network Service
^^^^

for Booklet (on press)

WCOP

project, sparked by Massachusetts
of Technology students, to bring 80
European students to the U. S.
Station is sponsoring the trip of
one English student and will air
Fort Worth, June 8.
his impressions of this country at
Don GiUis, NBC Composer and
the start and end of his stay.
production director, retm-ned to
his native state to receive a
degree
EKGIKEEES TO BALLOT of doctor of music, conferred upon
Iiim by Texas Christian Univ.
Chicago, June 8.

WOWO

"O.K! OiKI You guya «nt Wfwaties ... I'm convinced.*'

Engineers at WOWO, Westinghouse station at Ft. Wayne, will
ballot In an NRLB election by mail
later this month.
Station's
12 engineers signed
With NABBT early in April.

Sunday (6).
Occasion was also marked at the
university by a concert made un

entirely of Gillls' works.
a former instructor here
school.

He was
at the

NBC. WSSO VM., K.».8.'e.
M-<S-M—"On the IsUni] WHb Vea"

»Vedne8|«a};,

•THIS TIWE FOR KEERS"
MU,: LWI CWVTOH

Ve€ln«M^r» Jntt«

%
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Th^^ curtain

up on

GREATEST SHOW
A Ml

hour of AU-Star

every Tuesday
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held to a tninimum, is mistake," it wallowed in very tired
likewise handled nicely and in- crime situations, characters and
dialog,' Romance, but only by the
formally.
Miss Kirk, who has a key part sheerest of intimations, gets into
in "Allegro," the Rodgers and the setup via a girl police reporter.
musical
hit
on Her relationship tO' the captain is
Hammerstein
Broadway, does . the inevitable kept pretty much on 'tenterhooks,
"Gentleman Is a Dope" from that something akin to the tradition in
show; it's a number she has helped film westerns which bars the fadeThe West band like' out clinch. V Says the police repopularize.
wise has one number and thus poi'ter to the police captain, "Do
points up why it's being increas- you mind, if I kiss you?" "I won't,"
ingly referred to as "the musician's returns the captain, "if you don't
band." Wayne 'does "Dickey Bird set any lipstick on me; you know
Song," another recent good disk- tlie boys around here would kid me
seller for him, as his opener, then if you did."
"Nature Boy," ducting with Miss
Joe DeSantis, as the captain,
KaUn.
Kirk as the clincher.
reads an expert line but never
seems to make the character threedimensional or impressive. MarUNDER AERGST
garet
Draper sounds quite engagWith Joe DeSaniis, Margaret
Draper,
James Bowles. Roc ing in the role of the reporter. The
RngerSi Jackie Grimes, jWo't direction, wliile not noteworthy,
Lawrence; Milton Kaye, organ; showed a capable hand at pacing.
Of dubious effectiveness is the
Ralph Paul, announcer
combination of voice and sound efProducer-director: Wynn Wright
fect which introduces and takes off
Writer: William K. Welles, Jr.
the- show.
This trademark opens
30 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
with a voice shouting, "Into your
Sustaining
cells!" A series of clanking sounds
MBS, from New York
Even though it offfers nothing follows and the same voice cries,
novel as to format or character- "All prisoners accounted for!" The
Odec.
izations, "under Arrest" can lay whole thing is fuzzy.
claim to the distinction, minor as
that may be, of being the regular THE LASSIE SHOW
chatter,

once and then twice as its sign of
approval on the three delicious
flavors which the announcer admitted are available in Red Heart
dog food. Program should interest
lovers of dogs if the constant hammering for the product can be
toned down. Maybe it will anyway
since nicely produced by Frank
Ferrin and scripted okay by Hobai-t Donovan.
Special Red Heart award of week
went to Buster, a terrier,- who
pulled a child from the harbor ice
at Buffalo, N. Y. Award consisted
a heart-shaped gadget to be
attached to the dog's collar.

of

Wear,

,

:;

"The
for
pinchhitter
It is the third time
Shadow."
around for this exchange of places
between a dilletante who cornei's
'em with drugs and mirrors and a

summer

harness bull who does it in the oldfashioned way.
There are also other differences
between the two crime chasers.

The

protagonist of a police captain
In "Under Arrest" is not only a
college grad but he sprinkles his
sifting of clues and i-eactions to
the case at hand with plenty of
sociological observations and com^
ments on the' cop's responsibilities

and awareness of his job.
In the program which took the
series out of mothballs last Sunday (6) the young captain was quite
eloquent on the subject of why a
cop should not go after a criminal
with hate, even if that criminal had
just killed the cop's best buddy on
the force. When that initial script
wasn't teeing off with occupational,
discursions or such platitudes as
every crook makes at lea'st one

WHAT MAKES YOU

TICK?

With John K. M. McCaffrey, Dr.
Leon Arons, Dr, Sidney Roslow;
Cy llarrice, announcer
Producer-Director; Addison Smith
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m. ^

HELBROS WATCH CO,
Mutual, from New York,

(William- H. Weintrattb Co.)

As summer replacement for the
"Quick As°a Flash" sleuthing quiz.
Mutual has come up with another
novel quiz airer based on popular
'

psychology.

"What

Makes You

Tick" also has a giveaway angle,
natch. However, the modest prizes
are limited to studio guests which,

of Helbros watches.

The

name was dragged

in

Sponsor's

over two
dozen times before and aft of each
individual quiz besides the conventional and longer plugs.Herm.

Comment
**«** ** ***

and Jane," debuting in

spot Fridays as the
Jello replacement for the Fanny
Writer: David Karp
Brice show, hasn't suffered anyProducer: George Wallach
thing author-star Goodman Ace
Transcribed
and the Young & Rubicam agency
55 Mins.; Thurs., 8-8:5S p.m.
can't cure. It remains one of the
WNYC, N. Y.
In its quest for something differ- choice items on the air—original^
ent in the way of radio fare suf- imaginative, skillful, plausible and
ficiently potent to snare the adult very funny. The sponsor-premiere
listeners, N. Y.'s nJuny station has again got steady laughs (as usual
latched on to this new series, on this series, the studio audience
"Radio X," which will be a regular reacted to the more obvious jokes,
weekly feature in the Thursday but,, apparently missed the wittier
ones), at the expense of the radionight 8-8:55 slot.
For teeoff stanza last Thursday advertising business, Including _£ui
amusing jibe at the 'Variety radio
(3), program comprised two plattered shows, borrowed from French editor, and even worked a chuckle
and British sources. After an in- into the commercial integration.
telligent intro to set motif of what Apparently someone thought that
was to follow, there came the Brit- because the series was in a new
ish Broadcasting . Corp. disk of time spot everything should be exMichael MacLiammoir in Richard plainer^ to the listeners, so the
"Apollo
in opening .scene-setting sledgehamRowley's
fantasy,
Mourne," dramatizing the mythical mered the character and situation
banishment of Apollo from Olym- plants. Thanks to the integration,
pus to Ireland. It's a flavorsome thei commercials were relatively
yarn about an Irish lad who picks acceptable, but it's about time
up the exile, takes him home and somebody got a pardon, or at least
nearly loses his gal to the Greek a writ of habeas corpus for that
Also, it
god. Both star and his supporters "locked-in" Jello flavor.
brought fine performances to a sounded like dubious economy to
trite skit that made for good listen- use only two singers for the Jello
ing.
signature jingle.
its

from the dialers viewpoint, malces
the loot secondary to the laughs
this show can generate.
Second platter, from French
Quiz participants first try to
rate themselves on specific person- sources, was a salute to the Paris
ality traits along a graph running at the turn of the century, titled
With "Lassie," Rudd Weatherwax from zero to 100 after which they "Rendezvous in Paris." Enlisting
Producer: Frank Ferrin
are plied with questions designed a group of French artists, includWriter: Hobart Donovan
to reveal their actual rating. The ing Jacques Elion orch, Henri Le
IS Mins., Sat, 5:15 p.iu.
contestant evaluating himself most Guet, Nadine Centraux and Roger
JOHN MORRELL & CO.
accurately in the opinion of a cou- Treville, it faithfully reprised the
NBC. firm New York
ple' of psychologists wins $50 be- gayety of the Parisian music halls
iUenri, Hurst & McDonald)
sides a bankvoUer's watch which is in the era when the famous La
Opening yarn in this NBC series also given awa^; as a consolation Scala nitery was the spawning
about dogs, which is to star to the iosers;
ground of many French stars.
"Lassie," gave a quickie recital of
It worked out neatly as an enterLike all shows of this type, it
how the Metro canine star landed banks heavily on emcee John Mc- taining, nostalgic documentary.
in pictures at $1,000 per week. Be- Caffery's talent to loosen up the
Sdba.
cause of nationwide interest in participants.
On the preem (6),
"Lassie," story carried more than results were spotty despite the
passing interest. It likely will sell hysteria of laughter in the studio.
Luckies
Skeds
Spots
more Red Heart dog food than sub-: Quizees were rated on the extent
sequent soap operas since the series of their pealousy, love of moneys
seems headed in that direction, parental instinct, etc., with virtuDrive in 30 Markets
both on minimum of story, max- ally all of them showing profound
Lucky Strike is putting out a
imum of plugs for product and ignorance of themselves. In sev- new
spot announcement campaign
special awards (which also rings eral cases, the two psychologists
in
some 30 markets, through
the product).
on the board of experts were at BBD&O.
The Series will be booked
Plot pointed up how "Lassie." odds in judging the participants.
then known as "Pal," won out be- That's bad listener psychology and mostly into chainbreaks.
Agency is also looking around
cause of his intelligent, photogenic threw the validity of the whole
for a local woman's prbgram to
qualities.
Perhaps a hew low in show into doubt:
Plug-wise, the session was filled include in the latest Lucky splurge.
sales palaver 'was reached when the
purported voice of "Lassie" barked \yith a continuous dii| at meiittons It will all start airouud July 1.
'

:

why
They

listen

of home and security. Ed Murrow
handled the narration with quiet

Program was horri-

indignation.

—but

necessary.

fying

'SAINT' SOPPING
Hollywood, June 8.
Lever Bros, drops "The Saint"
June 30.
Firm has quit making Trim, hair
tonic plugged, on the CBS Vincent
Price starrer.

million listen?

because e«ery program heard over

KNX is of nelivork

KNX's /ocai programs get the samclelter-perfect production

as the 30 transcontinental shows

It

new time

United Nations Appeal for the
International Children's Emergency Fund presented a heartrending
show over CBS last Sunday (30)
titled "Between the Dark and the
Daylight.'!
Written, by Allan
Sloane, who toured Europe recently with a wire-recorder, the halfhour session was composed of interviews with the famished; diseased and shattered kids of Italy,
Greece, Czechoslovakia, Germany
and Austria. The kids, in their own
words, told of' their plights. One
orphan related how he was forced
by the Nazis to hang his own
brother; another told of his dreams

dJo these five

calibier.

-

:Follow-up

*»»***
Ace
"Mr.

"RADIO X"

means belter

listening

KNX originates for CBS.

around the clock ... belter listening

r

for over 5 jOOO.OOO Westerners everytveeki

It

means

better selling, too

advertisers have
tlie

known

.

for

6

.

years,

-

as Southern California's leading

for years.

Ranchos has had the same

Merry-Go-Round

"."".!

.

That's -why 7{om«nce o/

local sponsor for

9

years,

Backgrounds for Living

Midnieht

for

8

ytdLTSfJnglewood Park Melodies for 10 years.
!%-

Only programs lhat
.41

The

sell

mere goods or services

9

Year after year,
dollars

.1

on

stay sponsored,

record shows that Southern California merchants have

alway preferred KNX. In fact

local business

...

men spend more

KNX than on any other Southern

advertising

California station.

KNX
Los Angeles

•

50,000 Watts

COLUMBIA OWHiD

nepctwnica by RADIO SALES, R«li« Suiiuw iht«»cnl.tiw... ADivisim .1 CBS - Ntw York, ChicMo,

U, Antrfcs. Dmoii, S«. Frincico, Memfkl*.

-

DALLAS MULLED FOR

Inade Stnff-Ralo

THEATRE

MonitoriDg the Foreign Countries

AIRING

GUILD
Markle and Pranchot Tone are currently co-dirccling Jig
Dallas, June 8.
gaw," a doeumentaiy-type film being made on the streets of New York.
Theatre Guild of the Air broadThe scenario is a collaboration of Vincent McConnor and Markle and
Washington, June 8.
the film is budgeted around $100,000. It is expected to bie shooting till cast, sponsored over the ABC netsummer, with Markle devoting two days a week to the CBS "Studio work l).v U. S. Steel, probably will " (Following is news of radio in
INDONESIA: In order to olimi-"
Oiie" show, and tlie balance to the aim. Markle received $4^000 for
originate
here next November. various nations as monitored from nate infringements of the truce
his end, McConnor $1,000. It is an ice-breaker for both radio men in
broadcast propaganthe film end. Another CBS personage i.]ust resigned!, Emie Martm, Guild oflicials and the sponsors are their official broadcasts by the U.S. agreement on
da in the East lnditf$, the Indois branching out as a legit producer, for the upcoming Jtay Bolger discussing the possibility of pre- Government.)
irietclier

'

musical, "Charley's Aunt."

senting

Counterpart to the Kinsey report, a detailed study of the rising and

New York

adults made for WOR, N. Y., reveals tiiat
and go to bed later than women ^at least during
weekdays. On weekends, both sexes tend to remain in bed for longer
For midnisht disk jockeys, the imperiods, the survey discloses.
portant fact is that over 20% of all men and women are up at midnight
throughout the week and have no specifted retiring time, A complete
cro.ss-.section of all income groups in the metropolitan area was covered in tiie Pulse-conducted survey.
rettring habits of
men get up earlier

—

version

of
in

aetois from

New

or both.

glad hand of friendship and fellowship went out to WIIB in
Kansas City last week from ail other of the town's stations. Occasion
was WUB's long awaited shift from daytime-only to full time operation, and other stations seized the opportunity to spread some good
will in the name of radio. KCMO, ABC affiliate, pulled all the stops
and produced a live half-hour variety show with Gene Moore and
his staff orch, vocalists Connie Collins a^id John Wagaman, emcee

Gunther and producer Ken Heady. Moe" Hartenbower, KCMO
was on hand to" extend personal congratulations and Don Davis,
and John Schilling, general manager, also appeared in

Bill

a

Dallas for the (irst time by Theatre
'48.
Margo Jones, director of the
Dallas group, is meeting with the
ofTicials concerning the broadcast.
Production would be cast with

WHB

president,
person.

nesian delegation proposed that a
Uncontrolled use joint monitoring board bp estabbroadcasts
has been lished to check the '
made by both parties.

COliOMBIA:
of

i-adio

broadcasting

stopped in Colombia due to the nature of broadcasts during the recent uprisings, April 9.' Broadi;as.tYork, Hollywood ing remains under the control of
the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs with the following changes:

Gulf Spray to 'Sitout'

the owner

is

directly responsible

for his station

The

g.ra..

condensed

some new play being offered

Open-End

Wax

Splurge

Gulf Oil Co. has tabooed the
idea of resorting to open-end waxings for Its perennial Gulf Spray
cami)aign, because Of the American •''ederation of Musicians' recording ban. The account prefers
to sit it out this season unless the
union should call off the ban in
time for the campaign to get in

KCKISr, Capper station which formerly carried WHB's share of some good summer weeks.
Mutual at night, saluted its rival with a half-hour record show on
Sunday night (30), day of the WIIB shift. WDAF, the Kansas City
Star station and NBC affiliate, threw a dinner last, Monday (7) for
WHB, execs and. invited execs of other local stations. It was a big
Rates

and personnel; no

broadcasts may be made that work
against the morals or security of
the country each station has 60
minutes daily for newscasts, distributed in maximum periods of 30
minutes; newscasts can only be
broadcast over the longwave band
from 530 to 1600 kilocycles for the
time being; and technical requirements to comply with international
agreements must be met.
;

INDO-CHINA:

week for radio
day

locally,

including

WHB's own

cocktail party

Satur-

OWN

•TALENT HUNT'
"'Detroit,

SHOW

June

8.

"Talent Hunt," a new program,
Saturday
preemed over
(5) as a weekly feature from the
stage of the Lincoln Theatre,
Broadcast
by
Show is packaged
Productions and sponsor^;d hy
Farris Bsos. Furniture Co, Prizes
of merchandise, plus cash awards,
are given to outstanding amateurs
with an opportunity to nieet a talent scout.

WHKM

•.

Program is emceed by Toby Daproduced by Arjthur E.

vid and
Sutton.-

Saigon
broadcast that it is owned and operated under official contji;ol with
Slitvey
average broadcasts on the air three
times daily. The radio announced
Cvnlinued from page 29
Contlnnfed from pag«^ sss
they had two new transmitters on
work advertisers, who at the same order to operate the 16 and 19- on the same day when other games
time use the ABC radio facilities, meter bands with output power of were aired on tele. Radio games
is set at a maximum of 2
for
achieved a 2.2 rating in. tele homes
AM ani^ual gross billings of $1,- 23 kilowatts.
and a 3.8 rating in radia homes.
500,000 or more.
Advertisers usFRANCE: The French radio has Two games aired on radio without
ing all available outlets in tlie started a series of weekly sponta- any TV competition received a l.fi
video web for a minimum of one- neous broadcasts in English. The rating in TV homes,, as campiucd
hour weekly will receive a 10% cut Jdrst, in which many American visi- to 3.8 in radio homies. Latter
in the basic hour charges.
An tors took part, was broadcast from figure bears -out another factor
annual rebate of H'2% of the the Cafe de la Paix and relayed by usually accepted by fhe tele ingross billing is also» allowed on 500 American stations. Similar dustiy that
people with both
each station -used for 52 consecu- broadcasts are planned for other radio and tele .sets use their radios
tive weeks during the fiscal year.
less even during times when there
countries.
is no tele station on the air.
If film is used in conjunction
SPAIN: Spain will buy some of
Games telecast on weekends
with a live program, there are additional
rehearsal
flat
charges the most modern radio monmetcrs achieved far higher ratings than
ranging from $75 in New York to for installation in its principal air- midweek games.
Pulse pointed
$60 in Los Angeles for use of the dromes from Great Britain. Two out, -however, that it is too soon
raidometers and to determine whether this will be
film studios. Basic rehearsal fees high-frequency
vary at each outlet with WJZ-TV other Britii^ equipment will be consistently true» or whether the
charging the maximum of $200 per installed in the airdromes of Mii- attractions- of spec|fi<^ g^mfat will
drid, Barcelona; Seinllc and Wh> cause fliictua^Q8 in ndUnc^
hour.
Iladio

ABC

,

DETROIT AIRS

Pulse

j

(5),

,

<

Althougli stations that won kudos in the recent Chicago Federated
Club's radio awards competition are understandably pointing with

Ad

pride, those in the know regard the contest as just so much 'eyewash.
this view is that entries in some categories were so few
that the probleni oC judging them was reduced to eenie, meenie, minie,

Reason for
mo.

Choice example of what tlie judges had to pick from^ is evident in
the musical programs division. Entries consisted of three sbows^
singing canaries, a choral group, and a symphony orch. Judges settled
on the orch for first place and gave an honorable mention to the choral
group. The canaries got the bird.
Dearth of entries is attributed to apathy, failure to publicize the
contest fully, divided responsibility of agency and station in making
entries, and the
entry fee.

„

—

'

—

Cleveland—^Because it's carrying
Boston Jan Mitcliell into contlie Cleveland baseball games, WJW tinuity
department of •WCOP
drops two ABC accounts. Drew. (ABC) as assistant to Edward SulPearson and Monday morning head- livan.
She comes from WENT,
lines moving over to WSBS, indie'. Glovcrsville, N. Y.

no cuts, no lather,
no deadline
NICE THING ABOUT WOR is the Way you can plunge right in..
And that's what counts in summer^selling.
No publication deadlines to stymie your last-minute
advertising plans. No cuts, no proofs, no closed issues
to

put you in a lather.

-^ Suppose you decide to drop the price on your product.
Vbu hop on

WOR and tell people in

Suppose the competition

YOUR

Suppose dealers

in

who can

sales.

brand.

hear

or Pennsylvania or Virginia

Maine

need a nudge. You aim your
people

18 states about it

running away with the

WOR and get folks in 430 counties

Vou bounce right on

steamed up about

is

WOR

. .

sales

message at the 34,057,161
iiNifiial

.

and dealers

practically

pant for your goods.

The point is this:

there's

no waiting around at WOR.

We can get you on the air now — at an extraordinarily
low price. Better touch base with us today.
LOngacre 4-8000 and ask for Sales.

Call

'h69rd by fAe most peopf«

¥thw9

file

most people

m

WOR

RMIIO

SB
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Glas9 House Crix

Wanna Swap an

AM

Continued from pare 27

PriscQ and Los Angeles video permits via a package purchase of her
properties also has the FCC
on the horns of a dilemma,

—

AM

.

Some FCC'ers are saying Warners will, probably never get by
with the Thackrey deal if it becomes apparent they intend to resell KLAC and retain KFWB.
Fact that Riverside Broadcasting
Co. has a bid on file for Thackrey's

Newspaper and mag

for TV?

Commission's

mit.

AVCO

Upped

Kfl To

vii-tually
ads
double
the
weekly amount of $165,000
poured out by radio programs.
Soap and auto manufacturers are the chief source of the
giveaway ads.
"

—

rule

WHDH PACTS HANCOCK
FOR TOWER, BUILDING

AM-FM-TV

—

KOMA

Frisco Tele Fight
Continued from

A

L.A. channel is especially embarrassing.
This pioneer tele Outfit
lost its No. 1 slot in the new FCC
reallocation. Big question here is^
whether the agency will let Warners in the tele picture at the expense of other tele-hungry bidders
who cannot afford to buy AM-FM
stations in order to acquire a per-

permitting open bidding on stations up for sale— does not solve
this dilemma.
Tyler
Unless' new rules are on the
by
books, FCC'ers point out, a tele
Program Post permittee could contract to sell his
Hollywood, June 8.
paper permit at a fancy figure.
Haan J. Tyler will take over Other bidders would have to meet
Charlie Brown's desk at KFI, NBC the original sales ticket under the
outlet here, as program director AVCO rule.
Any such deals, of course, would
of KFI, KFI-FM and KFI-TV, and
Kevin Sweeney steps into sales cause an uproar in tele circles.
Applicants are already pounding at
jna^ager spot vacated by Tyler.
FCC's
door in Boston, Detroit, Dalr
Tyler has been with the Earle C.
Antbony station as sales manager las, Chi and elsewhere to vacate
for the past two years while permits where the owners have
made
little
or no progress in going
Sweeney has handled publicity for
over ^ year. Brown resigned to on the aiR But the biggest probtake over post as general manager lem of all will be fixing FCC policy
on package deals where AM-FM
of Video Broadcasting Co. ,
and TV properties are being sold,
since the Commission has techniOklahoma City
Webster L. cally abdicated authority to fix
Benham, Jr., Commercial Manager price ceilings and it mdy be diffilor
since May, 1947, has cult to tell just how big a slice of
{wen elected president of the the sales ticket is actually going
Oklahoma City Advertising Club for a TV permit.

critics

of radio who are becoming irritated by the giveaway mania
may find th<? facts snapping
back in their faces.
current sui'vey of leading national
publications reveals that giveaway prizes offered in printed

;

Boston, June 8.
hearings still in the
two available video
channels in the Hub (with nine
bidding for them),
has
signed with John Hancock Mutual
Life Ins. Co,, for the first crack at

FCC

With

offing for the

WHUH

its 525^foot building, now under
construction, as its video tOWer/

Building won't be ready before
spring of 1949 though it's steel and
masonry work is all but completed.
Tower atop the building dominates

Hub

the

skyline,

building itself
being the second tallest in New
England.
studio, if it gets

WHDH

TV,
in

will remain in. its new studios
the Paine building in nearby
Square, only r e c e n 1 1 y

Park

finished.

p.-iee

Z9

;

Samuel Rosenman,., chief counsel same as
for CBS and one-time crony of the He gave
late

his oil drilling operations.
his net worth in excess of
President Roosevelt; Vincent $1,000,000 and annual income more

Welch, bright young barrister in than $600,000.
The brothers, Skouras, Spyros
the first line of defense for 20thFox; Andy Haley for Tele Cal.. and arid Charles, led off for 20th-Fox
Johnny Hearn for KROW, Lands- and made no attempt to disguise
their
unfamiliarity with television.
the
berg proved a sitting duck for
legal buckshot once he moved off Their testimony was .impressive
his home grounds of engineering and sincere, following the line of
questioning
by Counsel Welch'
into less familiar territory.
without the slightest deviation.
Partners Didn't Help
They gave a light touch to the
Pauley proved a good witness for sombre proceedings by occasionhis setup, but his case suffered ally injecting flippancies to the defrom til* tepid testimony of his light of FCC Examiner Jack Paul
partners in the project, none too Blume despite the flouting of comhep on the subject matter, G, L. mission protocol. Applicant corMcCarthy, one of the tliree mi- poration, set up as 20th-rox of Calnority stock holders and to be gen- ifornia, will be directed (with the
eral manager of the station should big IF) by officials of Fox-West
a grant come its way, may retrieve Coast and 20th-Fox Film Corp.
some of the lost ground at the This phase of the operation was.
Washington hearings, Pauley re- assailed by Judge Rosenman' and
vealed in his exhibit that he may FCC Counsel Joseph Brenner^
become a partner with. Hal Roach
Conflict of Interests
in the production of pictures exHarry Cox, v.p. and treasurei: of
clusively for video. He said he had
National I'heatres, was so bebeen approached by Roach and is leaguered by opposing counsel
making a study of the proposal. that he was forced to admit a conObservers were agreed that Pauley
flict exists within the directorship
proved one of the "most honest if between television and theatres.
evasive" witnesses and didn't hurt
Cox said there would be a re-aphis cause any during his grilling on
praisal of the situation should
He
the stand.
indicated what oththere be a sharp difl'erence of
ers have avoided, that he is in teleprofits between tele and the thea^
visioiv to make money much the
tres, with the bulge on video's siide.
•

Brenner attempted to intei^pret
this" to mean that in the event of
such a contingency 20th-Fox would
withdraw from television but drew
a firm negative. This phase of the
testimony was held to be damaging
to Fox's case, according to day-l)yday observers, Herman Wobber,
western division head of sales and
distribution for 20th-Fox, testified
that picture companies, which suf>
vived radio, had little to fear from
television. In reply to Judge Kosenman's poser, "would 20th-Fox
make such a picture as 'Gentleman's Agreement' available for
television?" Wobbler replied that
television couldn't afford such pictures at this time.
Legal bill for the applicants wilt
also run into staggering figures. An
ofl'side guess would peg the aggregate payoff in excess of $50,000 for
the five applicants. This would include daily fee and expenses. Top
coin, to be sure, went to Judge
Samuel -Rosenman, who was said to
draw $2,000 a day plus expenses as
chief counsel for CBS. Vincent
Welch for 20th-FoX, Karl Smith,

Paramount, and Andrew Haley for

Edwin Pauley's Television Califorand John Hearn for KROW are
quoted from $350 to $500 a day

nia,

plus expenses.

Cost of preparing

ejihibits and presentations will run
deep into five figures.

20th-Seattle
Continued tiom /p»ge 29
La,

i

Hoiner W. Snowden as Okla-

homa

City Television CO. applied
for channel 9 in Oklahoma City,

saying he was filing simultaneously
for Wichita, Denver, and Midland,

Tex,

Other applications tendered were
from KMYB Broadcasting Co. of
Denver, for channel 4; King Broadcasting Co, of Seattle for channel
7; and the Troy Record Co., Troy,
N, Y,, for channel 11.

Commercial television applica-

J^ew

LOOK

tions accepted for filing by the
during the week were: Leland Holzer of San Francisco,
channel 11; Daniels and Fisher
Stores Co., Denver, channel 4;
KLZ Broadcasting Co:, Englewoodi
channel 7; Central Broadcasting
Co., Davenport, channel 5; Dispatch, Inc, Erie; KMTR Radio
Corp., Los Angeles; llarmco. Inc.,
Sacramento, channel 3; Empire

FCC

in Boston

WBHV
From

Boston's

new Radio and

fOO-s^uare-mtli area.

WflZ-TV

is

.

all

Television Ceiiter comes this

new Westinghouse

of metropolitan Boston, and far beyond.

th« easterti anchor of the

NBC Television

,

service, Video for

n

more than 3,000,000 people!

Network.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
•

Coil

4'^

Inc

Inc.,

of

Parma,

Yankee

Network,

Inc.,

Boston

area.

WOWb
WkZA

KOKA

WBZ

NATIONAL RIPBESENTATIVES. NBC SfOT SALES-EXCEPT FOR KEX

Company,

Ohio; Penn-AUen Broadcasting Co;,
Allentown, Pa„ channel 8; T»-iCity Telecasters, Inc., Allentown.
channel 8; Radio Service Corp. of
Utah, Salt Lake City, channel 5.
FCC accepted for filing two applications for experimental television
relay broadcast stations,
\yGN, Inc., Chicago area, and the

•

KiX
*

•

Km

WBZ-TV

FOR KEX. FREE « PETiEM

Pittsburgh—Bernie Armstrong's
bmgmg Stnngs show, sponsored bv
Duquesne Light Co. on KDKA
every Wednesday night, has just
placed third m annual competition
among programs in U.S. and Canada bankrolled by public utilitie*
outnts.

1

.

^

WgdacBday, June 9, l9iS

AFM

MMMRSTBAS-JiilTSif?

Bares Books

Asbury Parki June 8.
convention were given an accounting vcsDelegates to the
terday (Monday), via the president's annual report of the record
royalty fund. Federation collected $1,787,623, representing a 1%
royalty from a gross sale in 1947 of $172,920,716, or a total of 225,436.822 pressings. Latter figures are obviously incomplete for 1947
count ends Dec, 1947, and licensees aren't required
since the
accounting until six months after.
to make an
The amount earned in '47 by recording leaders and sideman,
according to the report, was $3,104,728, representing an employment once or more of 9,072 men. Union Spent $1,500,000 of the
royalties to provide 11,000 free concerts, dance sind, other musica;.
services in 514 U. S. and Canadian communities.
As for musician income from radio, the report was a year behind,
the figures dealing witli the period of Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1946. These
figures showed radio network and station staff employment in the
U. S. accounting for $15,503,302, network and local commercial
work contributing another $9,492,135.
in the U; S. and Canada at the end of
Membership of the
March; 1947, was 232,371, an increase of 16,507 over the previous
year. The surplus in the general fund was $2,388,642 as of April
30; or an increase of $144,914 over the year before. The recording
and transcription fund has a balance of $3,061,070, of which $1,700,000 has b een assiened-for free .musical performances this year.

AFM

AFM

'

AFM

DiskersNotSnrprisefl

Peatman Performance Sheet Issue

publishing houses ^are for the idea
of getting along without a sheet.
But the ones who disagree are
among the more powerful, and
therein lies the opportunity for a
battle. One major has stated flatly
that the Peatman sheet will continue and so will the Accurate Reporting sheet (which logs performances out of N. Y. and which eontributes info to the Peatman national picture) if he has to finance
He has
both ventures himself.
m.Tny supporters, but on the other
hand there are firms such as the
Warner Bros, group, perhaps the
most powerful combine in the field,
'which are on record as favoring
the elimination
all
of
sheets.
Santly-Joy and Bregman, Vocco,
Conn are in the agaiast category,

ASCAPTeesUp
Industrial Pacts

verge of starting collections for'the
use of its copyrighted mu-sic from
industrial plants, majority of which
use wired systems. Since early in
the war, ASCAP has been licensing
sucli pljnts to use its material on
a $1 a year basis, merely to establi.sh its right to license the music,
but it is now laimching on a campaign to begin full-scale collections.

Herm.m Greenberg, of ASCAP's
now in this
in favor of the New York office, is
burning the Music Pub- town discussing terms- with the InEmployees, whose dustrial Recreation Assn., which is
convention.
reigning heads are bitter about the holding its annual
a
opposition to the no-shcet plan. About a year ago, ASCAP set up
/They expound sharply upon the tentative rate schedule and the
theory that radio broadcasters, via IRA took violent exception to it.
of ASCAP's
their refusal to schedule a song for Org then took a survey
itperformance unless it appears charge.s in all other fields and
among the "most-played" tunes self compiled a rate structure it
thought applicable to the situation.
logged by Peatman, are "ruining
by
the music business. They assert This is what's being discussed
that radio producers are in a po- Greenberg.
This

attitude'

is

lishers Contact

"

.

sition wherein they have become
.dictators of the 'music business.

A

small publisher cannot achieve
sheet rating unless he achieves

performances by h i gh -H oo pe r
broadcasts. At the same time he
London Gramaphone last; week
cannot get attention from the pro- unveiled for American prospects a
ducers of these show.s unless his transcription library for servicing
song shows on the sheet.
and wired ^ music
of industrial
operation as well as; radio stations: Imported catalog is startiiig
off with

Plans to Use

The

250 disks.

library got its start during

war when the BBC used
"Music While You Work"-

the recent

'Natare Boy' in Film

it-

for its

Piili! programs, It's made up of 10-inch
1 UU piatters (78 rpm) with a frequency
with its range of from 30 to 14,000 cycles,

DAenifA ^nil
Vc
Vca|(ue
iJlIll f a.

fairly strong bargaining posi-

unusually

but

tion,

RKO

with

tliey fire in

position

will

things being
disk sales that
drastically

It

it is

quite possible that^

would decide that the
of the recoi-d busi-

st.ate

ness didn't make a settlement
worthvvhole.

Meanwhile, the diskers are
in plenty of trouble.

Much

of

the material they stashed away
prior to the ban is being
proven too weak to carry sales
totals required to maintain a
reasonably safe margin of production. If Petrillo isn't going
to settle, it seems obvious that
the
-.nanufacturers will
increasingly be forced in the
direction of working around
the ban, with backgrounds

BuvS
From

1

.

Deal To

in

further steps to be taken in the
joust with canned music. He made
it plain that at this moment the

It

this country. They must have
hits to stay alive. It's pointed

that even companies that
seem to be solidly entrenched
in the business will be in dire
straits this summer if they do

not get sustenance in the form
of sales, which means hits.

WiDie Feinherg

Seen as N.Y.
Pres.

Dark Horse

Willie Feinberg, former secretary of New York Local 802 gf
the American' Federation of Musicians, is being rumored around
N« Y. as a dark-horse entry in tlie
local's
December elections. It'.s
said by persons close to the exunionite, who's now a labor consultant, that he will run for the
presidency of 802 on an inde'

pendent ticket.
Feinberg was secretary of 802
for years as a Blue ticket man,
the party which still controls the
local's affairs. He had been very
popular with. 802's members durbut in
the past year or so it's claimed
this
popularity has diminished,
due to his labor work for NBC.
Local 802'.s elections are always
hot and bitter, and full of recriminatory raps by and against all
parties.
For over 12 years the
Blues have managed to stave off
competition from the Unity party
and various independents.
This
year the election is expected- to
be just as hotl'y contested and
contain the u.sual amount of mud-

ing, his reign as secretary,

AFM

,

.-

,

I

'

GAC

in England, etc'
wouldn't be surprising to
see some spread activities in
;

,

resumed, but smce Rambow has
bought the di:^ which brought the
Beat Blue has been signed for 10
song to its attention, and intends weeks on the Tivoli circuit, Austramarketing it immediately,' that lia, starting in Sydney, June 14.
He planed out last week.
stance-may change.
is

bother buying tickets beforehand; all organized labor is heade^ for
they figure the 20,000 seats can further setbacks.
accommodate them, no matter how
For the 'first time siiiee he tp^k
late they arrive.
over the AFM leadership Petrillo
With a scale graduated from failed to suggest a blueprint for
$3.60 to 90C„ a sellout would soar
gross to astronomical $40,000 or
In any event, the
thereabouts.
See Petrillo Reelected.
date is sure to top the $11,000-,
Asbury Park* June 8.
plus Kenton drew last winter at
James C. ' Petrillo ^md all
Chicago Civic Opera House, a take
incumbent members Of the
generally regarded as the top gross
American Federation of Musiof any jazz concert. Most optimiscians executive board are extic view is that the b.o. will reap
pectc-1 to be reelected to their
around $30,000.
posts at the current AFM' conKFWB disk jockey. Gene Nor- vention here. There "Is no seman, is promoting. His deal with
rious opposition to « another
Kenton calls for pair to split exterm for president PtttrtUo,
penses and Kenton to get 70% of
and the board members who
remainder.
conducted the brief battle with
radio and the Still existing
fight with recordings.
EleG''ons occur the final day
of the convention^ Friday ( 11 )

made

'

lodged by Kammen.
ter charges that "Boy" is an inft-ingement on a tuije titled "Be
Calm My Heart," written "tin Herman Yablokoif for his- "Papiros
sen," Yiddish operetta, years ago.

AFM

figure for Bowl
Most natives don't

.

— —

i

year's stewardship. Petrillo frankly
admitted to the 1,071 delegates, the
largest ever to attend an
event, that he had been badly
licked in his latest attempt to increase employment in radio and
warned that not only his union but

hefty

bookings.

be

was also suggested
by this source that even some
workable method for directing
a cut from sales into the
AFM's Coffers were meanwhile
low

Asbury Park, June 8.
Annual convention of the An»erican Fedet'ation of Muslcians<«pene4
yesterday (Monday) under a heavy
pall of defeatism spread by president .lames C. Petrillo himself in
a two-hour discussion on his past

RO. Mark

was prepared to talk
manufacturers would be in a
Petrillo

slinging by all sides.
is joing through
use of the song, "Nature Boy"]
For example, at a membership
jo.seph H. -Hards, who recently
in the fihn,"The Boy With Green game Over to London from the meeting next week, certain oppoHair," regardless of the infringe- /^vorId Broadcasting System, is the sition groups will demand that the
ment suit filed against the song'-s manager of the division.
current Blue regime relinquish to
publishers by J. J. Kammcn, New
^
a membership committee tlie task
York publisher of Jewish meloallocating
recording
of
fund
dies. Film company last week for'Between monies. Local recently drew $88,i^inllOj^
warded a check for $10,000 to'
000 from the parent
as its
Acorn
Master
Morris Music, selling agent for the
share of royalties received from
tune,
synchronization
for
the
Rainlww Records last week recording companies on the deal,
rigbts. Morris immediately stashed
bought the master of the song "Be- which was barred by the 1'af -Hartthe chtck in a separate account
And the men
ley Act last fall.
,,
.«i<i
pending disposiUon of the suit. tween You and Me, from the mid- who will oppose the Blues for reNo royalties of .any kind are being western Acorn label. It's one of election want to be certain that
paid until it is adjudicated.
the few times an indie has bought the reigning party will not disMeanwhile, New York attorney
tribute the coin in a
manner
^ smaller indie.
^^^^^^ ^
J-ee Eastman IS preparing and m» W,^ in guaranteed to help them at the
tends to file this week answers to
H*?' »Yh ' »^ff
rii^rrfinJ polls nekt December.
recording
the suit
Lat- tended holding it until

'

Jazz

In Stan Kenton Date

out by experienced recording

Akron, June 8.
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is on the

New

Hollywood, June 8.
Stan Kenton's jazz concert in (lie
Hollywood Bowl, Saturday (12)
night can set a new b.o. record for
such an event. As of last weekend,
the advance sale topped $8,000, an

One of the management
execs noted ruefully that the
indusrry had hoped that when

men

too.

sheets

See

after Labor Day when Petrillo
and the record industry will
gel clown to discussing a plan.

what

Convention

Roni^ Uniw Road; Continues Ban

for an early solution of the
recording, ban.
They seemed
to be of the like opinion that
the impasse will drag along
diirins the summer and that it
might not be until some time

Petrillo

Question of Avhether it would or>
would not be wise to drop Dr* John
music - performance Art Mooney Slated
Peatman's
"sheet" may become a cause celeFor Coast PaOadiimi
bre in the music business. At the_
Art Mooney's orchestra will go
moment it seems that major and
to the Coast for the first time next
minor publishers are both lining -fall. Band has been signed for five
up for and against the idea of weeks at the Palladium bftllroom,
conducting a music business with- Hollywood,' opening Sept. 14.
uiut the aid Of a measuring sheet to
Mooney, who had l>ecn out of
tell them and users of their ma- action a month due to an appenterial what songs are being per- dectomy, is now at the Biltmore
formed on radio and which are not. hotel. New York.
It seems the majority of minor
and a fair portion of the larger

AFM

Under Pall of Glomn; Foresees

Park as one that didn't allow'

devised

Plugger Camps Further

Opens

Petrillo

Officials of a couple major
recording companies were yesterday (Tuesday) inclined to
accept James
C.
Petrillo's
opening speech before the
AFM convention in Asbury,

altere'l.

Splits

:.

Acquire Mus-Art

ban is to be cumUnued, However,
the rumor persists ittbunid the convention iobby that he will ask the
year
ago
by delegates to authorize the national
Agency, formed ©vera
executive board, if it deems fit, to
ex-Music
a group composed of
lift the ban in so far as it affects
a
Such
men.
Corp. of America
There
possibility has long Ijeen rumored commercial transcriptions.
was strong belief in some higher
not
within the band business, but
AFM
quarters that if such action
conanything
until recently was
consideration
would
in
were
taken
crete done.
Russ' Facchine, Mus-Art prez, due course be given to working out
Howard Christensen, its Chicago some solution of' the recording tie*
Nolhing,
u|X
according
to
these
'office head, and Lyle Thayer, its
Hollywood branch head, have been .sources, has been advanced so far
in New Yprk with .lack Whitte- upon wfiich a solution could hebased.
An inkling that Petrillo«
nrtore, N. Y. head, since last Thursday meeting with Tom Rockwell, himself was disposed toward findGAC prra, and Ijis associates. Dis- ing a way out of the recording
maze
was
giveii when during his
cussion.? have not gone far enough
to say definitely that there is a speech he cracked, "We may be
deal, As a matter of fact it may able to do sometliinjg^ if we could
get
our
lawyers
^we got four sets
hold over until Rockwell" gets to
Hollywood (he left last night of them now—to agree."
. "rhe Petrillo that presided at this
(Tuesday) for his Coast home),
In the event GAC and Mus-Art gathering was not the defiant and
do complete an arrangement under buoyant exhort*r of AFM convenwhich the former will absorb the tions of recent years. He started
newer agency, there's no indica- his address with a complaint that
tion as to the dispo.iition of Mus- he wasn't feeling well and an ad-,
Art's
manpower.
Whether the vance apology for anything that he
deal would call for them to join might say which would reflect unup with GAC or go their own way favorably on the administration of
bis predecessor, Joseph N. 'Weber
is undetermined.
Who at the moment was seated on
the platform). Such comments, he
quickly :idd,ed, would be merely for
the purpcee of illustrating how his
failures with radio were not cxaclly new with the union since
2-SPEED
General Artists Corp. is discussing a deal to take over the Mus-Art

—

(

RCA ANNOUNCES

PLAYER

Weber had likewise failed in his
RCA-"Victor drew attention last
canned music battle with the picweek by announcing the market- ture theatre interests.
ing of a tworspeed portable record
player. New set^ equipped with
two motors, one spinning disks
at the conventional speed of 78
_„j »i,i.^j.ti«.«
other at ooii was

After devoting over ail. hour of
(Continued on page 44)

Touring Maestros

'^P"" *

331^,
spotlighted only 10 days after

!

it

Bum

became known Columbia Records
planned to market symphonic and
kiddie disks that will carry up to

.

BCA's new

Increase

Pay Scales

Bandleaders who contemplate
bookings in Atlantic City this summer are burning over the new scale
boo.st laid down by the re.wrt city's
American Federation of Musicians

30 minutes of music, stories, et al,
on a 10-inch plaiter spinning at
33 V&.
at $166, will

at

In A.C.

set, which wiil retail
compete with a large

marketing. Phiico, local. Per man price for travelling
building the bands was hopped last week from
It will have
will -'ell on $112 to $127 weekly.
which its new long-playing di.sks a fairly sharp effect on deals allean be played. These units are ready consummated for the Steel
made to be attached to conven- Pier and other spots, which were
maestros at overall
tiona]
radio
record-player closed by
or
prices based on the then existing
speakers.
Only hitch in the two ventures scale.
Agencies and bandleaders look
is that Coluiribia's marathon di.sks
cannot be played on the RCA- upon the action of the A. C. local
Victor portable. Grooves of Co- as -another instance wherein ex-

i

,

j

one Philco

is

incidentally, is also
$30 units Columbia

.

|

{

i

:

lumbia's platters require a microscopic piclcup needle, since they
are impressed on' thtt disks- so
clo.sely' together.
It may be possible to interchange needles, however, to allow the play>«%g of them
on a Victor set.

AFM

ecutives of
locals all over the
country are deliberately kicking
up travelling-band scales. It's de-.
signed as. a means of discouraging
inroa<ls

i

by such combos upon work

opportunities which would otherwise fall to local tooters.

Wednesday, June 9, 1948
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Reject Pub Buy of Tone
Songwriters Alex Krameip and

and Dish

Jocks,

Joan Whitney have rejected bids
by major companies to buy their
tune, "Love Somebody." TUn^ is
Ben Bodec
being kept within the pair's own
Kramer- Whitney firm and Ed
"Minuet" the group. Other side's oldie also McCasker has been hired to plug
Jose Melis— "EU EU,"
the song, which came to attention
(Mercury)'. Bumba tr0ateaeiit of registers with a wallop.
the brilUant
Ted Heath Orch—"Tabu," "Sabre via the Doris Day-Buddy Clark Coihe Hebrew melody by
Dance
Boogie"' (London). Platter lumbia Recording of it.
48ing of Melis may turn dut well
population centers. gets in a little too late to siphon
Pair feel that since the recordin the larger
repetition. Not quite as off some of the excitement on ing launched the tune and is pushIt stands
"Sabre Dance" but that Heath ver- ing it they need no help from a
exhilirating but still containing
sion
of
"Tabu," brilliantly instru- major pub.
is the Latinlots of spark and dash
mented
and loaded with unusual
American saanting of Padetewski's jazz
liaraionies,
will be played
"Minuet."

By

aplenty by the jocks.
Buddy Clark— "Where the Apple
Noro Morales Sextet "Perfume
Blossoms Fall," "I'm a Slave to De Gardenas,"
"Silencio" (Coda).
You" (Columbia). "Blossoms" is a Morales' charm hits a high level 'on

—

My

Favorite Five

can out of his full orchestra.
Alzn Dale
'^My Happiness,"
"Tea Leaves" (Signature). The click
potential here is "Leaves," even
though this comer among the
young crooners will have compe-

—

Miller).
tlie Blue of the Evening"
(Tomniy Dorsey).
"What Makes the Sunset"

"In

(Frank Sinatra).

(Harry

Blues"

tition f

om

Ella Fitzgerald (Decca)

and Jack Smith

James).

who are

(Capitol),
also out in the .fiela with

Choc - Choo"

"Chattanooga
(Glenn MUler).

harmon-

ica-backed quickies

Platter Points
rushout, with an organ ace, to
meet whatever trade there may
ensue from a.gliminer of interest
aroused by a vagrant recording of
tbe tune in Toledo. Clark intones
this simpl« little bittersweet melody and dUtty, curiously of almost
the same theme as "You Can't Be
True, Dear" and "Hearts Win, You
Lose," with a broad accent on the
"Slave," unUke "BlostremolOi
some was cut prior to the
ban and is of minor merit.
Frankie Laine ^"Baby, Don't Be
Mad at Me," "Put 'Em in a Box,
Tie 'Em Up with a Ribbon" (Merr
cury). Even with- tlie strong competlsh facing him on the tune,
Laifie should get himseU a substantial chunk of sales and juke
plays with his perky variations on
"Mad." Coupled rhythm tune fares
quite well under the Laine style of
.

.

AFM

—

lyric propulsion.

Frankie Carle

Orch—"On

a Lit-

Pee Wee Hunt debuts on the
Capitol label with a spicy mixture
of Dixieland via "Twelfth Street
Hag." Other side's "Somebody
Eilse,.

Not Me" should have been
under the accumulated

left to rest

dust of the years.

Pled Pipers
crowd lots of smooth harmonizing into "Judaline," but the
string embellishments run away
with the reverse side, "Smiles."
.
Freddy Martin Orch (Victor)
shakes up an enticing quality of
Latin-American rhythm with "Caramba! It's the Samba" and is conventionally sweet on the theme of
"If I Were You."
Janetie Davis
(Columbia) tries hard to invest
"Put the Blame on Mame" and
"Just a Shade on the Blue Side"
with a personalized style of the
Arthur Godfrey stripe but it just
.

.

.

(Capitol)

.

'

.

.

.

.

seem to strike fire,
The Four Blues (Apollo) demonstrate a fairly good style of hardoesn't

.

.

.

A

(Victor).

For Clark 'Blossoms'

larly different is

Buffalo rhythmic effect .with which
"Sweetheart"'is plied. "Walk" contains a staccato lilt with a catchy
potential, a solid bit of brassy backing and a punchy lyric by Stuart
Foster.
Desi Arnaz Orch-"Little Romero," "Jipi Japa" (Victor). It's
hard to imagine either of these
making an impression outside the
precincts of the Spanish-American
trade. However, "Romero" stacks
up as a likeable rumba.

Alvino

—"Bye

Key Orch

5.

(13)

\

8.
».

10.

.

BECAUSE (5) (Chappell) ....
BABY FACE (3) (Harms) ....
SABRE DANCE (IS) (Leeds)

,

"PriencKfer
Jilountains"
(Capitol). Anotlier instance of num-

>s

good but pace

is

much

too

draggy.
Beale Street Boy»^"Baby, Don't
Be Mad at Me," "Wedding Bells"
(M-G-M-). With the Mils Bros, as
competition,
of
this
grooving
"Mad" won't get the breaks it desoryes.

Harmonizing

is

snazjy,

with Tenor Bob Davis leading

off

.

CUCKOO WALTZ

(Chais.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

Capitol

.

:

TELL

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

Ken

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rondo

Griffin

Torti/

Martin

Victor

King Cole.
....... ..Capitol
Gordmt Jenkins . . .... Decca
Martin
Victor
S Freddy
Decca
(LoTTtf Clinton,..
Victor
Kaye
\ Sammy
Ames Bros.
Decco
(
Copitol
Lee
i P^gy
.Victor
{Perry Como..
..
( Andrews Sisters,
Decca
,
(Ferko String Band
Palda
{Jo Staffcerd
...Copttoi
.

.

.

.

.

;

'.

(Shapiro)

i

HEARTBREAKEl^

(WUUamson)

;

(

WE JUST COULDN'T SAY GOODBYE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Leeds)

HAUNTED HEART

were

.

laid off-

panies,

(W*eM)

GOT CRUSH ON YOU (New World)
HEARTS WIN (Miller)
LOVE SOMEBODY (Kramer-W.)
BLUE SHADOWS (Santly-Joy)
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN' (Mayfair)
(Fifiwres in parentheses i?»dicate

Pemj

Coino

.

.

.

.....

Victor

Frank Sinatra ........ Columbia
Frank Sinatra.
.Columbia

I'VE

i

"

'

Petty Trio.
Day Clark

...
..

,

.

...... .Universal

.....

.

.

.Coliimbio

Bing Crosby ............ Decca
Al I'race
........
.Regent
number of vteekt song hoi been in ihe fop 10.]
.

Sdivin,

Ayres Status

,

.

Clarified by CGlontbia
Columbia Records officially cited
chore changes for Ben Selvin and
Mitch Ayres last week. However,
the company apparently chaitged
its mind to some extent since the
week before.
Selvfn, who is Director of Pop
Artists
and Repertoire under
Manie Sachs, retains that chore- in
addition to heading the kiddie
division formerly presided over by
Paul Apfelder. Ayres, Pop Music

Director, in addition takes over as
head of the Foreign Department,

vacated by Jo.sef Zimanich.
will be under Sachs.

Both

.

.

ME A STORY (Lantel)

LAROO LILLI BOLERO

-

its
comparatlveljf
sew
King's Mill, O., pressing, plant.
Some 600 people were Involved in
the King's Mill operation, and all

folding

Columbto

Jon & Sandra Steele.
.Damon
Perry Conw. ......... ...Victor
Art Mooney
.
.MfG-M
.
(Wood!/ Herman. .. ..t.CoIUTnbia
(Freddy Martin
Victor

Hansen)

FOR EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)
PUT 'EM IN BOX (Remicfc)
MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (BVC) ..
DICKEY BIRO $ONG (RobMns)
.

:

effect and readjusting, itself to a
sales flow comparable to the one
that prevailed prior to tire 'war it
can go along and,,make/a profit.
Columbia went a long way toward drastic reductions- in costs by

K. Griffin

... ...

.

Coming Up

bers slapped together back-to-back

—

.

(BVC)

(BlascO)

Blues,"

Modemaires
"M-M-M-Good,"
Pennies from H«aven" (Columbia).
First stacks up as aces for
the .lukes. Loaded v^th Vocal and
uistrumental drive and that Lou
Bring background explodes in all
duectlons. aiarmony on "Heav*n"

\
.

(

Bye

without rhyme or reason. "Bye"
horns in on the momentary fad for
the knoeked-out style of banjo interpolation, but vrithout any distinctive
impressions^ While the
'Mountains"
excerpt from the
Kmperor's Waltz" score plays
around with a Sonovox effect and
. muddies up what might have been
a delightful melody.

K. HarrU)

King Cole
Kay Kyser

(

(4)

Columbia management iqdicj&teA

as possible.

Wayne

*

yesterday (Tuesday) that 'tt^^- has
about completed its blueprint for _
economic and operating ..adjustment.
No other drasUc steps
toward plant curtailing, it was
said, are planned.
The company
feels confident that by scrappimt
away all uncssentialS'in production
and promotion while tlie dip. is in

Jme

on C(Hn-Maclnnes

:

shouM'-.8aiI*C'

show signs of picking up in the
savings into 'wJial>'
ever newer ways of selling that
have been developed by an-ej^peri*
ment in the meantime:

.

Spike .Jones ........... .Victor
Andrews Stitars
Oecca
Van Horton
Gowtinentol
Dick Haymes
^
Decca
Tommy Dorsey
Victo**

LITTLE WHITE LIES

summer months and

:

fall -direct these

m

WM. TELL OVERTURE (1) (P. D.)
TOOLIE OOUE DOOLIE (7) (Chas.

MY HAPPINESS

disk advertising in print.
While the Masterworks •phase pf
CRC has also been sharply shaken
by the slump, the tendency for. the
present is not to curtail advertising in that division to an appreciable degree. Company^s general
policy is to conserve as miuch pop
ad funds as postdible during th^^

'

Jtrry

6.

week ordered its ad agency,
McCann-Erlckson, to cancel CRC'«
entire pop disk jockey lineup. This
involves around 170 jockeys tatd
an expenditure of close to ^70,000
a week, Order also, affects pop
last

Columbia, like othermajor' comhad been led into an overexpansion program by the wartime
and postwar disk sales boom,
which burst so suddenly soon after
(
the Jan. J ban against recording b^
'
Men are listed as G. E. Bobbitt, American Federation of- Musibians.
O. S. $launwhite, Calvin Zimmer- Columbia' recently put up a jnew
man, W, C. Savage, Joel B. Mar- plant in Hollywood and, with its
home plant at Bridgeport, it was
tin, George A. Iseley and Ossie
R. Williams. They were named in claimed that the company had 9Q0
tiiA:
proceedings entered in Wake' Su- machines available, l75
perior Court as the underwriters Coast, 225 at King's Mill aUd. $0I»
They represented
of a $5,000 note signed by DoweU, at Bridgeport.
who used the loan to help finance treUiendous. production capacity
which now isn't half needed.
a postwar band.
Columbia made -ug^lts mind to
Bank's complaint states that
Dowell borrowed the money in' close the midwestern plant only a
March,' 1947, and went bankrupt; we'ek'. ago. Closing eUcited from
in December.
The seven had A. A. Wooley, its' manager, comsigned a written guarantee to back ment Ito the- effect it had to be done
because "the sale of records has so
him up on his payments^
fallen off in recent \Veeks."
His
popoff burned homeoffice execs
Week of
5 who would rather have completed,
the folding with as little fanfare

YOU CAN'T BE TRUE DEAR (9) (Biltmore)
NATURE BOY (8) (Burke-VH>
WOODY WOODPECKER (2) (Leeds) ......

7.

amounts to almost a complete
freeze on its pop disk advertitdng
budget. As a further move toward
tightening up its operating "Costs
while riding out the wholeiiale
slump in the business, company

•

10 Best Sdlers

the shufiBe-off-to-

Pan Puzzled

,

combination

and more eiitergrade of waxed
been released under the
Dorsey tag for months. Particu-

Im

Has

New .York music biz circles have
been trying unsuccessfully to de^
termine the source of the organ
accompaniment for Buddy 'Clark's
Columbia recording of "Where the
Apple Blossoms Fall." Columbia
has variously stated that the organ
Victor's plans on the tune, background was made in England
land.
which was started by Kay Kyser's and that it was made before the
Columbia recording, are undis- ban.
Tune, owned by Morris Music,
closed.
Capitol, incidentally, is using the was only taken by that company m
first of the musical backgrounds it ijnonth or so ago, after it began
was expected to make in England, showing up strongly in the Toledo
on a Margaret Whiting recording. area on a territorial label. All
Jim Conkling, Cap's musical direc- that's known about the Clark
tor, has been overseas for weeks, disk is that the accompaniment
and while the company hasn't ad- was made first and he later 6tted
mitted that he went abroad to pre- the lyric to it in Hollywood.
pare musical accompaniments with
foreign musicians, it had been susSoutbemors Sued
pected. Miss Whiting's background 7
on "Tree in a Meadow" will be inFor Doidl's Debts
strumental, and it's understood the
music was cut abroad by C!onkling.
Baleigb, June 8.
Mercury Records will also have
Seven Raleigh businessmen are
a version of "Tree" made in the defenda ts in a suit by the First
same way.
Citizens Bank and Trust Co. to
recover $1,428. This is the unpaid
balance of a loan to Horace Ktrby
composer
of
Saxie )
Dowell,
Unbreakable Vinyiite
"Three Little Fishies.'"

saucier

taining than the

"Nature Boy"

,

missed before the start of the disk
ban or others which have come into
popularity since.
Decca, for exr
ample, last week climbed aboard
the hit, "Woody Woodpecker." It
made a disk in Hollywood with the
Andrews Sisters and Danny Kaye,
with harmonica background.
Capitol also is doing "Woodpecker,"
while
M-G-M, which
hasn't made a masters of any kind
in this country since the ban began, is having a side made in Eng-

:

slightly

Retail Disk Seller

British Best Seller
"Gijlwav B.iv"

little

stuff that's

Tops

of the

Betaii Sheet Music Seller

'Woodpecker

Else's Picture" (Columbia). Pretty

heart"

Columbia Records has put what

Tops

"Nature Boy"
"Most Requested" Disk
"Nature Boy"
Seller on Coin Machines
"You Can't be True Dear"

Green," "Somebody moniiiing of the Ink Spots school
in "Honey Child," with Tenor CarKey to Cap. Kid Sales
melodies and pleasant dansa- roll Jones in the lead.
Capital Records has started to
pation but undistinguished stuff.
market all of its kiddie disk output
Lynne Stevens fills "Somebody"
on vinyiite as of this week. Idea,
vocal far more ingratiatingly than
Sweet Spinner
of course, is to attract sales on the
Gregg Lawrence does in the case
Fort' Worth, Tex,, June «.
basis of the unbreakable angle of
of "Village."
Paige Thomp.son, KXOL, is one that material.
Woody Herman Orch—"I've Got
Surveys by Cap and other comNews for You," "Keen and Peachy" Df the few, if not the only girl disk
iColumbia). A race blues that is jockey in Texas. This is the daim panies in recent mouths have provnot especially bright or amusing of KXOL where Miss Thompson en that parents purchasing recordand a Ralph Bums uninspired set spins platters, sings' and makes ings for youngsters are now making selections on the basis of disk
of notes that's converted Into an with chatter.
Miss Thompson is one of lO iinal- durability. And that seems to be
even less inspired swing session.
Tommy Dorsey Orch—"Walk It ists in a nationwide "most glamor- commensurate with disk-:buying in
all categories.
Off," "Let Me CaU You Sweet- ous disk jock^ poll."
Village

tle

Adrerti^ FoUs WkieA P1»A

coupled rumba mixes a sparkling
melody with a quickening rhythm.
Recording companies continue to
Oddly, Morales can reap more excitement out of a sextet than he cut masters of songs they either

Fred Jackson

"Trumpet

To Meet Slump; Cancels Ksk Jfldis,

Decca Aboard

this platter. First, a bolero, is just
as exotic as its title, while the

WVVEZ, New Orleans
"Serenade in Blue" (Glenn

.

CdumlHa DrastkaD^ Cuts Costs

Britisher Billy Reid
Setting London Co.
English songwriter Billy Reid
up his own publishing company in London as soon as he gets
back to England. He sailed Friday
(4) morning. Firm will be called
Billy Reid, Ltd., and goes into operation with a song called "Everywill set

thing I Dream Is Possible," assigned in the U.S. to Tommy Valdano's
Laurel Music.
Reid is the writer of the current
"Tree In a Meadow," published in
England by the Connelly firm, and
in the U. S. by Shapiro^Bcrnstein,
"Gyp-sy," Leeds hit of last year,
He had
"I'll Close My Eyes," etc.

been in New, York more than a
month, disposing of new tunes to
be mark" ted fay his new firm.

)

.
.
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Inside Orchestras-Music

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Akin to the saga of ''Symphonie'^by AIstone, whichi> sprang to popu^
larity while the songsmith was in hiding from the Nazis in the Alpesr
Maritimes in the south of France, Michel Emer's song, "De I'autre
Cote de la rue," when it first was waxed, likewise had a phoney author'*
I

Survey of retail sheet musle
based on reports obtained

I

sales,

I

j

from leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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and Publisher
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Can't Be True" (Biltmore)
"Now Is the Hour" (Leeds) ...
"Baby Face" (Bemick)
"Toolie Oolie Doolie" (C.K.Harris),
"Dickey, Bird Song" (Hobbins)
f'My Happiness" (Blasco)
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9

Title

I

"Yon

5

7
8
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O

June 5

This Last
wk. wk.

2

L

Week Ending

Katins

10

.

"Laroo LUli Bolero" (Shapiro-B)
"Little White Lies" (BVC). .....
"Haunted Heart" (Williamson).
.

1

1
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2

2

1

1
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3
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5
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9
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5
8
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3
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2

4
9

9

3

7
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11

8
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10

10
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George Grim, Minneapolis Tribune columnist, told a story recently
about an amateur disk jockey who upset WXLT, Ely, Minn., a short
time back and how FCC sleuths tracked him down. WXLT is alone in;
Ely and it was constantly losing listeners to Croatian music, which
came up "out of thin air." Since many Ely area listeners have Croatian
backgrounds, the music found favor, to WXLT's dismay. Apparently
somebody had a complete collection of rare disks.
FCC sleuths were called in and they tracked down a guy broadcasting
the music from, a closet in his home. "We've been listening to your
music," they told him, "and we'd li^e to see .how you do it." Flattered,
the guy showed them a wireless record player with antenna attached.
He didn't know about his audience and WXLT's bufn, and was unaware
of any wrongdoing.
•
WXLT now has the Ely air to itself,
Jack Kapp's accidental tune-in on the giant Zionist rally at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y,, several weeks ago—which turned away some YS,"
000 people and accommodated nearly 20,000 within—rtouched off the
Decca proxy's decision to wax "Hatikvah" by Al Jolson. When he noticed
a spontaneous choral chant of the Hebrew anthem he was hit with the
idea that if another Decca star, Bing Crosby, can sing in Latin there's
no reason why Jolson can't sing in Hebrew. Crosby's "Adesta Fidelis"
and "Silent Night" are among his top sellers. Jolson at first pondered
whether a popular singer should essay such an ancient tongue. Six
rabbis assisted
'

him

*

phonetically.

The back-up "Israel" (which Bourne is publishing) was- a fortuitous
happenstance. It's based on a traditional Yiddish iolk melody which
Jolson and Bennee Russell moderated into a spirited marching song;

3

a Story" (Laurel)

I

Margaret Monnot assumed pseudo-authorship while Elmer
was working with the underground. Song is being brought out in
America by Chappell soon under the title of "Just Across the Street."
Emer, who has just returned to Paris, following a six-month visit in
America, wi'ote a number of songs with Sammy' Gallop, including
"La, La, La, La" for Harms, which Bing Crosby waxed just before the
ban; "The Moon Is. Your Pillow" for Danny Kaye, also a Decca artist;
and "Arm In Arm," with Al Siegel's lyric, which Monica Lewis and
Dennis Day recorded under .the Petrillo: wire. Edith Plaf brought over
several of Emer's songs for her U. S. tour, including "L'Aceordioniste."

-

'Deck of Cards' Cited

Ex-Waring Tooter Sues

Best British Sheet SeDers
(

As Infringement On

—

London, June 4.
Galway Bay
Box & Cox
Golden Earrings
..Vict9ria
Leeds
Near You
Wood
.

Poeni;^Tex Tyler Sued

Maestro for 'Extra'

Weefc ending June 3
.

,

.

.

Fred Waring was named defendant in a suit filed by Glen Moore,
former cometist with his band, in

.

Teresa

.

Phoenix, June 8.
Suit against T. Texas Tyler, bandleader and sagebrush singer, was
filed in federal court here yfednes'
day (2) by Gordon H, Taggard, local
jpoet.
He charges copyright in'
fringement of a poem tagged "The
Gambler's Bible," and seeks an in^
junction and $1 for each allegedly
infringed copy.
According to Taggard, he copyrighted his work in March, 1946,
and that Tyler lifted much of the
verse and worked it into the current "Deck of Cards." Additional
beef is that Tyler was responsible
for copies of the number Being reproduced on large scale, sans copyright notice, leading to a series of
piratical reproductions without re-

gard for

plaintiff's rights.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

New York

;

Silver Wedding Waltz.
.Unit
Civilization .......... .Morris
.

by Moore for Waring in
1945 beyond his job as a musician.
According to the complaint,
Moore charges that Waring agreed
to pay extra for his services as a
Vocalist and also for writing lyrics
for his theme, bond and college
services

Achin' Heart .... Connelly
Serenade of Bells
Morris
Tree in Meadow
C6nnelly
Reflections Water.
.Maurice
Time May Change . Connelly
t>reain of Olwen
L. Wright
.

Second 12
Heartbreaker

Miranda

Leeds

.Kassner
After All
Cinephonic
Wishing Waltz
Gay
Laroo Lili Bolero
..Dash
Who's Kissing Her. .Feldman
Once Wintertime Cinephonic
You Do. ......
Chappell
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

,

.

Laughing Samba
L. Wright
You Can't be True
Chappell
Cousin Louella
P. D. & H.
Old Postman ...... P. D. & H.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KDKA

.

AMERICA!
PICKS

D-11133

JON and SONDRA

STEELE

NO sussnruTE

Oemaiid. DAMON 0-11133

Plugs;

:

CITY,

anti-song plugging agreement between the British Broadcasting Corp. and music publishers, the first complaint has been
received by the publishers themselves.
They accuse the BBC of
violiiting the agreement by giving
less time on the air to new dance
tunes. Under the agreement, say
the pubs, BBC guaranteed a good
hearing for new numbers and new

MO.

The Alan McPaisc Trio finished
U-month run. at Hotel Warwick's
Raleigh Room, N. Y., Saturday (5)
and opened Monday (7) at the
Island Club, in the Severn river,
Severn, Md., for two-weeks^witlk*
options.

ON AN

arrangements.

ISLAND WITH YQU

Now, with the prices of arrange^
ments, which may cost as much as
pegged at the utility level
maximum, bandleaders can't
new arrangements and the
BBC is adhering to the scale laid
down.
Result has been a large
scale revival of old tunes and Old
arrangements.
$120,
of $40
afford

Opposition
to
the
"outside
broadcast'' ban on dance bands,
following the dispute between the
fees,

RECORDING STUDIOS, iNC
KANSAS

New Tune

BBC, Musicians union and the
Dance Band Directors Assn. over
is
coming from provincial

DOUatYOURSAltS

1221 BALTIMORE,

Pact on

of the

MY HAPPINESS
DAMON

outside broadcasts from their own
dance halls, and are not, like the
London bands, always within easy
reach of a broadcasting studio.
They also complain that the BBC
'Outside' Ban Stirs Stix has not been over generous at any
time with studio Itroadcasts for
London, June 1.
thosfi who are in a' position to make
Within a month of the signing them.

Pubs Claim BBC Slights

ORIGINAL

THERtis

With Paul Whiteman's book, "Records For Millions," hitting the stalls
under the Hermitage Press imprint, Columbia Records
has arranged with the publisher to market an album of disks selected
by the maestro which will bear the same jacket design and title. They're
set for distribution before Jun^ 15. Tome is a guide to record collecting and has an introduction by Deems Taylor. It's to be
translated
recently

into several languages for overseas editions.

the

DAMON RECORD

Leeds Music, which has been coming up with hit songs like clockin the past six months, is currently grabbing off about 25% of
the plugs logged by Peatman. Last week, for example, the firm had
five tunes within the first 25 listed by the log, headed. by "Woody
Woodpecker," the new novelty hit; and followed by "Now Is the Hour,'^
"Just Becauise," "Heartbreaker" and "Sabre Dance."
Though music sales are way down, "Hour" has reached a total sale
of approximately 800,000 copies, which "is a wartime figure. Columbia
Records, incidentally, is pointing up a new Leeds tune that was recorded nine years a'go by Tom Harper. It's called "Candid Store Blues."

work

Listeners to Marvin Ellin's WCAO, Baltimore, disk show selected
"Smile, Darn Ya, Smile" as the coupling for Columbia Record's reissue
of "You Darlin',", both by orchestras under the direction of Ben Selvin,
Columbia exec, Ellin a few weeks ago put Selvin's "Darlin' " ort the air
as a gag to show how bad were some oldtime disks. And the side, made
Columbia, planning to resongs. Moore claims that the extra- by Selvin in the '20s, became a local hit.
work was done between May and issue it, sought a new backing and Selvin took six other old Columbia
October, 1945, and that Waring sides to Baltimore, played them on the program and asked listeners to
select the choice.
"Smile," incidentally, has a vocal by Joe Mooney,
only paid him $100.
current accordion trio leader, and a clarinet solo by Benny Goodman.
Complaint further charges that
certain of Moore's ideas were copysong Bill Brant, disk jockey at KDKA, Pittsburgh, wrote 10 years
righted for the benefit of both, but ago, while only 17 and
still a high school student, will be issued by
that Waring published "Early In Mercury label in another
week or so. Brant's tune had been kicking
the Morning," for which Moore around locally for some time, getting
lots of attention in Pittsburgh but
wrote the lyrics and also "Dig-Dig- nowhere else, until near the waxing ban deadline.
It was then plattered
Dig," and two bond songs, without by Jerry Shelton Trio, Billy Beach on
vocal. Leach, incidentally, is a
his consent or knowledge.
alumnus, now a staffer at WBBM, Chicago.

.

.

,

federal court. Action
damages for extra

seeks $24,900

.
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—

Work
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ship credit.
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National
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dance bandleaders.
Leaders ot bands in the north,
Scotland and northern Ireland are
discussing what they describe as
a "serious threat" to their livelihood. The decision on outside
broadcasts was taken in London,
they say, without reference to
them or their special problems.
Many of them depend on regular
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Can. Theatre Ops

BETAIL DISK BEST SEUEBS

Eye CAPAC Boost

Pi

sellers,

New Canadian rates may
be based on the ASCAP scale,
which would jump the tariff some
..^&%, but exhibitors are strenuously
opposing this; they're willing to
accept a possible 25% overall tilt.

With reorganization of CAPAC
late in 1947, which is placing Low
at the helm, music ORG and Cana-

and

rates

existing

CAPAC

stand,

to

In Europe to attend the Inteiv
national Copyright Convention in
Brussells, Low will also huddle
with the British Performing Rights
Society before homing to Toronto

Existing Canadian royalty tariff
1,600 seats and over, 15c; 801 to
1,599, 12c; 800 seats and under, 10c.

CAPAC

ASCAP

would

levy.,

like

2

3

o

9

Palumbo Disappointed

A

Philadelphia, June 8.
Frank Palumbo, operator of the

with -Benny

WAVNE

here,

Goodman

for
rebate
of the coin paid the leader for a
at the spot, which ended
S,aturday (5).
Goodman, it's said,
drew $4,500 for his sextet and
business didn't warrant that kind
of coin.
a

.

,

,

.

.TON-SONDRA STEBLE (Damon)
"Mv H.inniness"
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"Baby Face"
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6

9

1
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2

4
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3
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4
10

PERRY COMO

(Victor)

BING CROSBY

(Decca)

4

9

1

1

3

92

2

7

1

84

chronization fees.
Foreign-rights stymie

6

.4-

4

3

35

after U. S. publishers agreed, that
they would not assign a Avriter'$

••

9

31

•

••

6
••

••

2

9

8

..

25

23

6
10

U. S, writer wanted to move his
song from one U. S. publisher to
another for the term of his. second
28 years of copyright, he couldn't
bring to the second pub the foreign
rights, which had already been assigned by the first pub for that 50
years beyond death.

22
••

9
5

20

7

18

6

13

9

7

..

15

12

16A

13

16B

..

"Now

Is the

(London)
Hour".

"Maybe

.

You'll

However, in agreeing to the
writer's
U»-S, pubs
couldn't change the foreign copyright law. So they decided that in
the event a writer took his song to
a second pubUshw lor Jbii$ sc^cond
term of copyright, all income from

demands,

12
11

.

8

.

(Decca)

10

8

(Deccat

5

8

(Victor)

4

"By the Beautiful Sea".

7

TONY. iWARTIN,<Victor)
17B 13

.

PEGGY LEE
17C

11

17D

.,

(Capitol)

7
J.

SMITH-CLARK.SIS.

.

FRANK SINATKA

..

30, 1950.

(Columbia)

5

FRANKIE LAINE

'

6
6

(M-G-M)
6

FEBKO STRING BAND

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

(Palda)

S

SONG HITS OF
OUR TIMES
Decca

As. for the Fox deductions for
collecting^, it. was agreed by both
Would split costs. At
one time writers, sought to get pubs
to pay the entire costs, but the latter flatly rrefused, Fox's VMi% on
mechanicals, 10% on transcriptions
and 10% on synchronization (up to
a maximum of $150) would remain
as is and he borne evenly by both
sides that they

(Mercury)
S

BLUE BARRON

Mercury R^ords will market its
first classical release this week of
an album of Aram Khachaturian^s
"Violin Concerto" cut on five 12- Majestic
inch records.
Unusual aspect of

''7

4

ISA 13

..

^7'.

9

10

(C Japitol)

PROGRESSION
JAZZ

.

3

4

MUSIC FOR

INSIDE U.S.A.

ROMANCING

Slan Kenton

Paul Wctton

Capitol

Capitol

Records Prez
Mercury Signs New
Goes Over to Bendix
Singers; Dubs Voices
Majestic Records lost, its presi-

Orig.

Cml

Victor

6

',»...
MIUER

-

sides.

MASTERPIECES
Glann Millar

Victor

AFM Board Lifts Permit
Of Foch Allen in Dispute

the company's initial venture into
the longhair field is that it will put
the album on counters in a fancy dent, Parker Erickson, to Bendix
pseudo-leather album (padded) to last week. Erickson, a v.p. of Ma^
jestic Radio &. Television, and head
sell at $7.50.

Sister Rosetta Tharpe's difficulties with her former husband and
On Brit. Backgrounds manager, Foch Allen, were temChicago, June 8.
porarily settled recently. Ameriof the recording division, resigned
Mercury Records last week can Federation of Musicians Boaird
to become director of sales for
vocalists and a singing
the Bendix outfit, which has its signed two
decided to dismiss Allen's claim
All are putting out spequintet.
homeoffice in Elkhart, Ind.
for $6,400 in back commissions.
cial releases this week or next.
Majestic is still involved in its
Vocalists are Anne Vincent and Board also voted to revoke his
Cnapter II of tlie Chandler Act Tommy Ryan.
Quintet is the AFM license.
difficulties.
Ryan also recr
Honeydreamers.
Difficulties between Miss Tharpe
ords with Chuck Foster orchestra. and Allen started a little over a
All are being backed by British year ago when the couple were
Jerry Johnson, Peer Prof, mgr.,
divorced.
cut accompanimwt.
bought a farm in Clinton, N. J.
'
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There are many other changes,
including the clibice to^a writer of
a flat of sliding scale of royalties
on sheet sales, but none is bothered
by the retroactive' terms of the
contract, which is for 10 years beginning Jan. Ir 1947, when Jthfe old
agreement expired.
'

-

.

'mm* mFRmaED,

SUN j^UES
Charging that the tune, 'I'll
Never Smile Again," was publicly
performed for profit without a
•

.

proper

license,

Sun Musics

D.

Published by PEER

TOUCHSTONE
Solt Selling

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY,
1619

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

19,

N^ Y.

Inc

filed

Lily,

Action see^ an injitnction re«
straining further itifrlngement; pliis
damages. Song allegedly vrds used
April

1,

1948 and various other

times.

INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Agent

.

in New York federal court
against a N. Y. restaurant operated
by Barbara Kelly called the Tiger

suit

JUST BECAUSE
Words and Mnsic by HUIERT'A. NELSON and JAS.

•

the forelgit deal made by the initial
pub of his song, would accrue di;
rectly to the writer.
This settlement was stymied,
however, by bulk deals some U. S.
pubs have with foreign firms,'
These deals couldn't i>e changed. It
was agreed by the writers, and l)ubs
that all foreign rights to U. S. songs
sold beyond April 30 last would be
under the terms that return the
income from foreign rights to the
U. S. writer after 28 years. 'And
no bulk deal can be in exij^tence
under the old termsi beyond April

9

9

..

.10

4;;::

•
4:'-:

SPIKE JONES
17A

.

(Decca)

Be There"

occurred

song to a forei||n publisher for
more than 28 years, the length of
the initial term of a U. S. copyright.
England's copyright law
calls for 50 years beyond the death
of an author, This meant that if a

GRACIE FIELDS
14

final
toionths.

1

6

6

several

3

6

10

up the

things' held

2

(M-G-M)
10

.

Two

One stemmed from the foreign*
rights aspect of writerrpubllsher
negotiations and the other from the
percentage of deductions made toy
Harry Fox, publisher trustee, from
mechanical, transcription and syn-

(Victor)

March"

i

agreement for

(Victor)

3

I

3

3

5

,

...

"St. Louis Blues

mi

''2

Thursday

new

tiating

A

a)

g,

u

a-

put Us offlcl^' bkay

(3) on the ternj*; of
deal the organization's Negocommittee worked out Wth
the Music Publishers Protective
Assn. after' 20 mbpths of wrangling.
All that remains, is for the atlorneys of both factions to complete
the drafting of a contract' form ih<r
corporating the final terms and|foi^
both sides to sigtt.
.1

a

-I

a

(Capitol)

ART MOONEY

18D

substitute.
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TEX BENEKE

18C

even fair-sized amounts. RCA-Victor, for example, uses a plastic
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"Dickey Bird Song"

JO STAFFORD

Click used.
He gets two
nightly on local outlets.

Mercury claims that the disks
are unique among current U. S.
pressings in another way— they
contain 22% shellac, which, if true,
is considerably more than the average U. S. pop disk is made with
at the moment.
The stuff is too
expensive for profitable use in

O

tm

(Columbia)

"Woody Woodpecker Song"

two weeks. Armstrong has taken
over some of the air time the

Khachaturian Album

in
^v^
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o.

"William Tell Overture"
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Mercury Marketing

01

.o
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to

(Decca)

"TooJie Oolie Doolie"

1

Meanwhile, Palumbo's Giro's a
few blocks from the Clicks has
been doing biz witli Louis Armstrong, who opened" June 1 for

shots
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(Kondo)
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"Little White Lies" ....
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"You Can't Be True, Dear"
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ELLA FITZGERALD
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"Nature Boy"
K. GRIFFIN-J.
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KING COLE
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which

39b, 10c.

Click
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This Last
wk. wk.
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introduce

to

Canada, is; 1,500 seats and
Wer, 25c; 800 to 1,499, 20c; 500 to
799, 15c; 400 to 499, 12^26; up. to

Goodman

yi

w
o

June 5

into
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m
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is;

The present

last

Weck

National

.

the first week in July. Meanwhile,
the Motion Picture Tlieatres Assn.
preliminary meetings
is holding
and preparing their brief. In event
of disagreement, the matter will
be submitted by both groups to the
Canadian government's Copyright
Appeal Board which, after, hearing
all pros and cons, will determine
the royalty rates.

u
'm

l1

dian exhibitors agreed to permit

promising no increased tariff in
1948 but it definitely CQUld be expected in 1949.

O

o

parative sales rating for this

for 1949.,
,

X!

3

MPPADeal

1

6

O
Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities, and showing com-

Toronto, June 8.
to
return
next
month from England of William S.
Low, general manager of Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn.
of Canada, film exhibitors are lining up in expectation of CAPAC
increasing its theatre rat> schedule

Preliminary

.
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Songs

:

'
[

•

J

n^ Lioiest Rala Anfienee

The top 35 soffgs of the uceek based on the cojmrighted AudU
ence Coverage Index Simey of Popular Music Broodcast Over
Radio NctiBorks. Published by the Offlee SI Research,. Inc., Dr.
Joint-; G. Peatman. Direetor.
Survey Week of May za-June 3, 1948
Feist
A Fella With An UnilMrena^i "Easter Parade"

A

Tree In a Meadow

.

.

Betty Blue
Beyond the Sea

.

.

......

.

GW

.

.

You Or No One

we might

Advanced

On

Witniark

High Seas"

.

1

'.

.

. .

.

i

BVC

;

Burke- VII

.

Leeds
Now Is the Hour
.Goldmine
Old Ferris Wheel
.Remick
Put 'Em In a Bc.x— fRomance on High Seas"
.Oawford
Rhode Island Is Famous' For You
........ Leeds
Sabre DanceDachess
Serenade fMitsic Played On a Heartstring>
Berlin
Baby
Steq?pin' OHt With
,

1

•

i^aorel

.

C. K. Harris
.Words-Music

.

.

Goodbye

Do—4^"Are You With

BVC

It"

Woody Woodpecker
You Can't Be True, Dear
You Were Meant For Me t"Y.ou Were Meant"
You're Too Dangenms Cheri&.

Biltmore

—

.

Harms

:

..

DelDsih ....................

Dream Peddler
For' Every

Man

... ....

Thiere's

.

.

j...

i

;'.

..

.

.

.

—
..

.

Highway t» Love
Hooray Fior Love— 1 "Casliidi,''
I Went Down. To Virsinla
•

Martin

.....*.

Melrose

.

BiMfl

Melrose

;

Jeffersoit

rd Give

a MilliMi! Tmmtl6i/ifs
rn Always Be In Love With Yon
l*m Lootdng Over a Four Leaf Clover

Oidy Happens

I

Oxford
Shapiro-B

1

Remick
Dance With You— f'Easter Parade" Berlin

BMI

Long After Tmiigbt
Love OI My Life
tSy Fair Lady

,

T. B. Harms
....... United

My

Gal Is Mine Once More ...............
.
BSy Guitar
Sat. Night Central Park—*"Make Mine Manhattan"
Takm' Miss Mary To the Ball. :
Trouble Is a Man :
Worry; Worry, Worry
You Turned the Tables On Me

Ci-awford

.

wiiich

Boiime
Harms
MiHer

.

Location

.

Regent
Robert
Fox

.

CLos ATiffcIes)

locals

Les Biemi (Palladium

BERNIE CUMSHNS OKCH

out

first

Dkk

—

standard

to the monickcs' of "two-four king"

janaeA on htm by

rival raaes^
tros. It's entirely danceabite. and
-

.

about what' goes with dinner.

Leader jDiises it up somewhat,

toss-

Bumber now anct
Finding ool vritb a novelty
Latin

or two.
Instcumentatioa <tf four reeds,
three brass itiid four rhythm follows the Cummins pattern of the
pgisty fourth rhythm being guitar
of brother Waltex Cummins. Arranging brmgs the assemblage- out
on the sweet side, though swing
^ts a fail?' share o£ the. pU^ and
other rhythms occasionaRy add
variety.

In

tfete

vocal depacbodent

male voesis and his

PLAY

ft

MeHUGV

fieau,

a
on

it's

fanaiiy afEur. Brother Walter

IN

Jcmne

Seuaeit, the fenune. assigiunentsi
Cthis is not for Icmg, however, the
two are retiring to look after theCUnmuns' bakery interests in Columbus, O.L Bemie cfaairts a novelty lyric- now
is mtoce oriels

aad tktea, but that
a faataiStg. Qma.

Jockey

callers.

Saginaw,' Mich.

when

.

I

New York
Tom

Rockwell, General Artists
Hollywood yesterday
(Tuesday) for six to eight weeks
Jack Hallstrom, RCA-'Victor exee
His sallies were greeted by the will handle the Artists and Reperspectator-dcdegates with frequent toire- chores Of the company untU
huirsts of laug&ter and approval. Victor makes up its mind whether
The- reel appeared to reduce to an individual or a committee will
some degree the pall of glotHOB that replace BU Oberstein; Hallstrom
the speaker had left behind.
was Oberstein's immediate boss
Milton Diamond, general coun- Charles Delaunay's new Hot Disesel to the AFM, is slated to report ography, being published by Crito the convention today (Wednesr terion Books, will be out July IS
day) on the phone^aph record
Morey Feld, former Bemiy
situation. There was no general Goodman, et al,
drummer, formed
session today (Tuesday), aR the own eight-piece band.
activity being cenfiaed to commitJohn Schulman, nmsic attorney,
tee work. DiamoBd has been meet- to Brussels
for International Copying in. recent weeks' with members right
Convention
as
rep
of
of the recardiog industry. There UNESCO. Barclay
Allen band
were reports around the conven- signed by Capitol
Records; he's
tion that Diamond had on tap a
former pianist with Freddy Marcrystallized proposition from the tin. .Jack
Richmond took over as
phonograph recm^ segment bf the head of Joe Davis
music staff..
liLdustry, bat this was discounted Joe Glaser
of Associated Booking,
as "too (Qithnistie'' by an AFM back from
Coast o.o. of situation inhoard mcaoab^,
volving establishment of HollyAlstt on today's (WeAiesday)
wood ABC office. . .Columbia Recagenda is a speech by Sen. Wayne ords signed .Jerry Wayne, who had
Morse
(R--Ore.).
Wayne Coy, recorded before the ban with
chairman of the Federal Commu- CRC's DeU Trio.
Bications Conmiissibn, wiR talk at
prez,

to

.

.

,

.

fii-st

CHOICE MUSIC.
Bomero, Fraf.

fiuret

SIG0 Sunset BtTd.

IMlrwoad

Cat.

INC.
Bfsr.

Tm« Btvadway
New STwIt, N. V.

l-dM COimta*

GKertvSev

ft.7*Stt

TJke ffeffoB's

.

.

'ER

Siggcsf Request Song

rd Give

A Million
Tomorrows
{For Just

On* Yesterday)

.

OXRMB

MUSIC CORPORATION

Ulf.Breadwoy. New York

.

;

front) and they said they're going
tof

be

fair."

The

rtxaaaHs.

;

Eastwood Gardens.

Italy in

.

took over for
week... Eric Correa bows out of
Steel's

May.

Tucker

at Walled Lake's -Casino for two
weeks starthig Friday (11) foUow">S Skinnay Ennis. . .When Freddy

Bogec

120 bus*, 8 (t^.
model.
Bought in
Baraaln. Coll ENdimit

ConKnial

unit current at
.Orrin

fanHli^ London Chop House Tuesday
(8)
to go to Wflshingtoui's Mayflower;

cm « roar of laa&det add snMtnise
from, the delegates..

FOR SALE
PMNO ACCORDION
Salttm* Saprani,
lat«>t

Detroit
Ray McKinley's

awffer bowed out of Jefferson
Beach Ballroom Sunday (6) Bobby
press table down Sherwood's
orchestra

(polluting to tJie

iff

its

DOWN AeiN,
PAW"

.

'

Soflf*

getting

.

Music

Br«adw«yv

was

jazz

"SUP

I

,

MAMA
REMEMBER
USO

p.m., also handles a
Saturday afternoon disk-matinee,
"Krell's Karnival." This show is
formated in quarter and lialf-hour
segments, the -most popular of
which has been "The Record Collector." Saginaw is filled with
scores of former topnotch bandsmen, sidemen and baton benders
who rode for big time years ago

is just

:

JiMMTM^SVGH

TiAbdk

and 5:15-6

few comments on a disk jockey their old records,

Jr.,

Maeatr* Heyer Davis has turned Friday's (11) closing
session.
Of
songwriter' for the -RepublicaB
ifa^»« •
special significance at the teeoil
Party with a 1948 campaign song,
"Date In '48," published by Cam- event was record press attendance.
It
marked
the
time.
fisst
ttOit spe£aigp. Musie Co.
cial provisions, and arrangements
were made for coverage of an
Thanks ANDREWS SISTERS for your wonderful' rendition ond
AFM meet. As PetriUo cracked in
the early phase of his speech, "We
repeat within one week on Club IS (CBS Network) of our
igot
the newspaper boys here
No. 1 tong.'-'
'V:^.

TQIty MUSIC com*.

8300

Vabiety:
boost. KreR has built a tremena note to pass along dous foRowing in these men, and
by' his weekly
review' in the May 19 issue of 30-minute sessions with them- on
Vakeety.
Under the heading of the Saturday "Karnival."
It may be new and novel to Kan"The; Old CoRector," your reviewer
goes into quite a rhapsody over a sas City and KCMO but it's, just
new idea being tried out in Kansas another local success story to
City, Mo. In it your pen-pusher WSAM.
credits Glen Elroy's KCMO stint
Sincerely yours.
with a novel twist in featuring a
Saginaw Broadcasting Qo.,
hatlf-houF shot with Ernie Johnson
Jack D. Parker^
as a record cbllector. We think the
Program Director.
„
show is swell, too
. we've been
doing it since last January!
WSAM's jockey, Freddy Ki-eU,
who does dadly stints from 7-9. a.m.
This

a

bor, with Rep. Fred A. Hartley,
presiding. DocunMBtary was
adroitly edited, revealing PetriUo
at his wittiest and resourceful best
in treating with such subjects as
democracy in the AFM, mnsician
unemployment, foreign broadcasts,
eonting atmosphere, 'wth business contracts
with the picture' industry;
moderately good though not big.
television and FM, amateur orCinoatins goe^: in mostly for
chestras and the recording ban.
cEainee' rby tixms,. living- up

25TH ANHIYEItSAItr

1st wk.). Fair

jEditor,

with the union.

ance in January befcnre the House
Committee on Education and La-

(12)

With Jeanne Bennutt
MoeKlebach Hotel. Kansas City
Annual date by Bemie Cummins'
crew is becoming a must at the
Terrace Grill. Perennial visit this
spring stacks up as have most
visits in the past^ a sort of home-

then.

HoUywood,

(With the foUowing letter VaRiEiY inaugurates a comer devoted,
to disk jockey affairs, loith the accent on the roundtabU angle. It
tirill be an avenue for the exchange
of ideas, memorabilia, personal
observatiains loith a trade slant,
etc. In brie/, a bullctiii-boord for
iockejf cofTCspowdence.

Fre^dent Truman and mem-

convention was treated
to a 55-minate newsreel dealing
with the federation prejiy's appear-

»

B.,

AFM

tions, the

ing in

Holds

Henry King (Aragon; $1-$1. 15 adm.). Minor heat wave hit b.o..
Fair 14,000.
Grill Williams (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). First week also hurt by
temperatures. Fair 15,000.

As a sort of antidote to Petrillo's
crestfallen report and dire predic-

jufit

in

(Chico.oo)

;

Legit Musical- t Filmiiisical.

ojuit!

Job, Not

Gay Claridge (Blackh»wk;°^ 500; $2.50 min.). Local fave did better
second week. Excellent 2,700.
Macty Gould (Chez Patee; 500; $3.50 min.). Final week of revue
headed by Willie Sh«wre, sock 5.500..

bers of Congress had been invited.
Petrillo's anger was based on the
fact that the NAAC7P took its gripe
to the press instead of talking it

T. B.

.

*

Stevens;. 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

Fraakie Carie (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Deathly 1,900 tabs.
•Jan Garber (Biltmore; 800; $1-$1.50). Poor 2,300 covere.

prez said that he was sorry hecould not oiler' anj^. "ray of sunshine." To him the future of the
union looked dark^ "Industry is
n^ow running "the show," he continued, "and the Republican candidates I see look like one brother
to the other. I knew you wanted
the trutli, and' I've, given it to
you."
At only one point did Petrillo
give with an oldtime exhibit of
his bitter invective.
The taigeC
was an official of the National
Assn. for the Advancement of' Colored People, who had protested
against the AFM's use of Constitution Hall, Washington, D. C, for
the staging of a free concert to

'Patnuur

;

. . .

realized

In his closing remarks the

.......... .Encore
.'.
.Southern

« WomanT-<t"Casb(^"

.

.

locals' behalf.

remaining! 22 songs of the week, based on the copjirighted
Audience Co«Jcr«ge Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Oner Radio Networks. Piiblished bu the Ogice oj Research. Inc..
2>r. John G. Peotrrum, Dcriector.

More Kisses
CaranAa lfs the Samba

.

Chicago

were willing to sacrifice much in the smaUer

The

Fe»r

.

Richards at Waldorf; Ice STiow ot JTew YorJcer.

Los Angeles

and Los Angeles

Miner

.

.

.

.

Jazz at Philhai-monic (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $3.50 min.). Squares
don't tumble to Helen Humes and jazz group. Poor 2,000.
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 300; $3.50 min.-^l ''cover).
Carl Brissott continues to draw. Fine 3,000.
Orrtn Tucker (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach, 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Exams cut into attend-ance here. Fair 2,800.

.

Leeds

,•,

.

Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room,
Doing nicely with 3,900.

AFM

,

Tell Me a Story
TaolieOoiicBooIiie'
We Just Couldn't Say
What DM* r Have To

.

« Doiuild

.

.

.

Garmen Cavallaro

Petrillo, charging that the Lea
and Talt-IIartley Acts made it impossible lor the union to fight without getting i.ts "brains beat out,"
advised the delegates when they
got back home to tell their fellow
members that there no longer was
.a "free labor movement" and predicted that if the
did survive
the~present political trend it would
be because it was too pawerbil to
crush. He apologized to the small
locals for not being able to do anything for them in his settlement
with the networks and assured
them that the New York, Chicago

Shapiro-B

.

.

Jofaimy Pineapple

vision."

Remick

.

.

We

.

Ray Eberle*

that it would be wrong to try to
recoup the $541,000 we had lost
from local stations, and so after
holding out as lung as we could wa
made it deal on radio and tele-

Williamson
Leeds

_

Laroo Laroo LilU Bolero
Little White Lies
Nature Boy
...
,

lose that.

B.O/s

Covers
Total
Coven
I'ast
fVeekn
Hotel
Played Weelt Oi) Pfitv
75,100
.
35
2^,375
C400r $2)
7,625
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). .-. 2
1,650
6,600
New yorker (400; $1-$1.50) . . . 5
1,550
Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
82
800 74,050
.
Roosevplt (400; $1-$1.50)
1,625 " 17,700
12
Gomiuodore (400; $1-$1.50) . . . . 3
900
2,750
11,125
Aster (700; $1-$1.50) .......... 3
3,725
'

Idwrcnee WeUc.
Boyd Raeburn

We

Monaco
Warren
Famous

MoM

at

Waldorf

Emil Coleman*
Elliott Lawrence.

which, he admitted, he emerged
"The
with a Mexican standoff.
c^rds," he went xm, "were stacked
had $26,000,000 in
against us.
wages tied up in radio and we were
afraid that if we held' out too long

Miller

.

,

—

It's

history of his strategems, conflicts

and. negotiations hi attempting to
gain added employment, from 'radio,
the AFM chief reprised his last encounter with broadcasters, from

Santly-Joy

;

.

Ueai'tbrcaksr
I May Be Wiong
^{-"Romanee
It's MasJc

t
^

Feist

.

eimutt

^

.Bloom
.ChappeD

...

Blue Shadows Ofn the Trail—f "Melody Time"
Crying For Joy ........
Don't Blame Me
,
Dream Girl—f'Dreain
Encore Cherie
,
Haunted Heart—"Inside USA"

I"

,

.-.ifk

.

Continued (torn jtAge 39

his speech to reviewing the entire

-

.Bobbins

.

Baods

Petriiro
2

:

Shapiit>-B

.... ........

i

At a Sidewalk Penny Arcade
Baby Face
;
Better Luck Next Time—f'Easter Parade"

A

"VedheaJay, Jnne 9,

'

combo move* in.

America's

New

iMlrwmiifali

fiddle

faddlc

Mt!

W^ednesday, June 9, 194S

AGVA

mm

1

FULL AUTONOMY

Court Battle Set to Test Contract

AGVA to Mabl^^^fi^JfliJpDiit

& Bubbles

Of Nazarro with Buck
Legal battle to determine the
validity of Nat Nazarro's contract

under question runs for two years
from March 14, 1947, with five one-

with Buck

year renewal options granted to
Nazarro only.
Ernest Mahler of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Lawler represents
Buck. Charles B. Scanlon is the
attorney for Nazarro, v^hile Bernard A. Grossman fronts fojr
Bubbles.

& Bubbles, comedy team,

broke in the N. Y. supreme court
this week when Bubbles (John WSUblett) slapped Nazarro with an
action to declare the pact void and
the latter countered with a suit
against Buck (Ford Lee washington) to restrain a breach of the
Tied to the suits is the
ticket.
question of whether the pact is one
of management or agency.
Noting that the contract calls for
payment of 30% of the team's earnings. Bubbles is pressing for a decision holding it invalid as against
the general business law of the
state. Nazarro, on the other hand,
points to the pact as defining their

employer and em-

relationship of
ployee.

COHEN

After a nine-year history snarled
Robbeiy
DoD
with some of the worst bickering
Chicago, June 8.
ever encountered in a show busiRag Doll bistro was robbed early
ness trade union, the American
Guild of Variety Artists is on its Sunday (6) and thiefs escaped with
way to self-government. The three over $2,000. Four gUnmen tied two
day convention which ended Satur- female employees and ransacked a
day (5) at the Park Central hotel, safe.
N.Y., adopted a constitution, the
Cab Calloway orch, present band,
first ever to be' ratified by AGVA was not playing when robbery ocdelegates, nominated its first set of curred.
officers, and established self-government of a variety actors union
by variety performers.
INKED
Probably the most potent accomplishment of the meet is the iron15
ing out of sectional diiferences. It
was an open secret prior to the
Harry Richman has been signed
meeting that the skids were for the Texaco Star Theatre video
greased for perpetuation of the show bver the NBC network, for
one-man control that existed dur- the June. 15 session. He'll be on
ing the greater part of the union's the layout with Bill Robinson, Jack
turbulent history.
However, in Collins' Cavaliers, Three Swifts.
open discussion highlighted by the Costello Twins, Al Gordon's Dogs

2G

Rag

•

.

LA. Mlon Dollar

RICHMAN

Resumii^ Vaude
Los Angeles, June

Town

is

8.

going to get a fairly

steady diet of vaude again, after

Nazarro, under the contract,
guarantees the duo 2S weeks at
$100 weekly. This consideration,
Buck & Bubbles maintain, is "in*
Significant and illusory" in view of
the professional standing of the
team. They point to a statement by
Nazarro in his suit that Buck is
•'one of the greatest colored entertainers that ever lived." The guarantee, it is argued, is to disguise
and distort the basic fact that the
pact created an agency under which
Nazarro would' be entitled to a ceilr
tag of 10%.

For Skaters CanceDed by Paris

BUTTLE
By JOE

having been on straight pix since
Million Dollar theatre dropped
acts last autumn and instituted
policy
of
second-run duals, a
policy which didn't pay off for
Sherrill Corwin, operator of the
house.

JUNE

m

date.

package show of three acts
and Joe Liggins' orchestra is set
for June 16, at a flat $4,500, followed by "Circo Flamante," a

;

AGVA Nominates

south-of-the-border. circus curi-ently on tent-time in Arizona. The
Ravens, who have come in from
primarily for a fortnight stand
at Cricket Club at $2,000 weekly,

TEXACO SHOW

BOB EVANS

;,

A

AGVA

an American ice show booked at,.
TheLes Ambassadeurs, Paris.
skaters, Florence Siler' and Dolores
Jackson, were cancelled after the
opening show, and they claim eight
weeks' salary at $100 weekly is due
.them under the contract. Opera*:tors offered to settle for two weeks,

but the girls preferred to stand on
They claim that
their contract.
they were given 4,oao ($201 franc»
and were promised $220 each upon'
their arrival in New York.
They accepted these terms when
it became evident to them thai they
could get nowhere with the man-'
agement. They claiin they refused
to sign waivers for tliie rest of their
lack of smoke-filled backroom con- and Valerie Bettis.
coin. They also said that they ob^
ferences, the 56 delegates arrived
The June 22 show is Still to be tained second class transportation
at decisions that bespoke a sincere set. Three Swifts have
been booked instead" «yf top shipping accommofeeling for the union's welfare for that layout and negotiations
are dations.
despite the accumulating differ- on for Carmen Cavallaro
Fox declared that ivhlle the girls
to vtotk
ences.
sans band.
(Continued on page 49)
The going was admittedly difficult at first, but once the sincerity

Corwin, in relighting on June
16, will book spot himself and
play shows through summer. If
bloom on the biz and
if he can manage to round up of all the delegates
got across,
enough attractions, he'll retain: going was considerably smoother.
policy into next' season. One of
There was trouble at the outset
Corwin's big headaqhes in past has with the first order of business,
Application for a temporary in- been to secure suitable attractions.
adoption of t h e constitution's
junction will be heard in the su- Site caters primarily to Negro and
p r e a b 1 e which
preme court Friday (11). Contract Mexican clientelle and there's such whether AGVA would determined
be ruled on
a paucity of playing time in the
(Continued on page 46)
Far West, acts cannot be brought
out here just for a Million Dollar
there's any

FOR

The first test of the recently completed pact between the American
Guild of Variety Artists and the
French government is slated to'
come shortly when Dave Fox, head
office, wlU
of the New York
process for back pay for tw» Ne©f0
skaters who were cancelled out- ot

and JERRY O'LEARY

Officer^ Board

Move to elect permanent officers
of the American Guild of Variety
bunch together three other Artists by delegates was defeated
make a June 30 stand, at the AGVA convention last week.
50% cut of gross after Move was voted down after Hy
Faine, head of lha AGVA national
first $2,500.
Corwin has bought Nellie committee and Jonas T. SilverLutcher for a flat $1,750 and will stone, AGVA attorney; took the
drape trio of acts around her July floor to brand the plan a move to
7 stanza. Roy Milton package fol- defeat the Union's democratic purlows, and Dizzy Gillespie unit is poses.
Both declared,, the membership
set for July 20. There's an open
frame, then on Aug. 3 Lionel in pre-convention meetings had
Hampton is penciled in at straight been promised an opportunity of
voting
for their own officers. As a
50% of gross for week, followed
by King Cole Trio, Aug. 10, on result measure was voted down.
Nominated for president are
•same terms. More open time, then
Alan
Gale,
Gus Van, Frank
in
for
Frankie Laine unit, also

NY

will

JOHNSON
'Ameriea*a

Foremost
Marimbist

turnS and
getting a

50-50

diwy of

the receipts.

Yaconelli,
Eddie
Rio,
Geargie
Price and Harry Richman.

700G

are Jack Gwynne, Ralph Morgan,
Will Aubrey, Bill Robinsbn, Joe
Wallace,
HoUywooil,

GEORGE

First vice-presidential

Adler Pays

GUEST
COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branchat of Thcatricoh

FUN-MASTER
'7ho ORIGINAL Show-Bix Gog
No(. 1 to 22
$t .00 each

File"

@

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 in oach book) $10 por book

FltEE COl'V OF "lUIMOIt BIJ8IMSSS." The Show-Biz CilaKazine witii

ruch ¥3.00

minimum

Send

for Ugtg of other <'rtmedy

.lOc

ordelr.

material, 8onK8, iMwodies,
patter, bla«k<'UUtEi, etc.

NO

minstrel

'

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH

300 Vf. Stth Street.

Now Tork

M

For Cal-Neva Lodge
Las Vegas, June 8.
Sanford D. Adler, operator of El
Rancho Vegas Hotel, bought the
Cal-Neva Lodge at Lake Tahoe for
$700,000 and will reopen it June
18 with Tom Miles as manager and
Jan Savitt's otch providing music.
Lodge is half in California and
half in Nevada. Gambling Is legal
on the Nevada side.

Now

many nominated at the convention will most likely go off the
Some are expected to delist.
cline, others

MCA
New York

who have been nomi-

nated for several posts will be
asked which position they prefer
to run for. and some may be dropped if not in good standing.
The convention nominated 156
for the 45 positions on the national
board.

Boekingi:
Yorii

Swift, Billy Meagher, Duke Stern,
Gene Sheldon and Benny Fields.

his election is virtually assured
While other names are likely to
be added to the list of nominees,

"Valdo and Princess Pat Startia"

BIdg.,

Frank Evers, Bob Ellsworth, Myron
Cohen, Maxine Gates, George

nitery date at the Park Plaza hotel, Charles Brett.
St. Louis, June 18.
Sole nominee for treasurer is
at the Henry Dunn, who chairmanned the
Although there may
convention.
be other nominations by petition,

Perianal Representatives:

RKO

sec-

She'U be accompanied
piano by Jerry Bressler.

WALTER WINCHELL SAYS:

ROBBINS BROS.

Walker,

For

ond veepee, selections are Jack
Edwards, Willie Shore, Gene Sheldon, Arthur Ward, Jack Baker,
Harry Lewis, Joe Page, and Adam
Di Gatano. Third v.p. candidates
are Rajah Raboid, Larry Kent,

Recording secretary nominations
Coate, Bea Haven,
are. Margie
Evelyn lies, Benny Fields, Ben
Vivienne Segal, musical comedy Haskell, Phil Foster, Dorothy Carsongstress, will play her initial roll,
Betty Cox, Tom Auburn,

VALDO and PRINCESS PAT

Phono: CIkIo »-2I44

Georgie Price, Buddy
Wally Lane, Alan Cross.

Viv Segal's Nitery Bow

WORLD FAMOUS MENTAUSTS

Suit* 309,

nominees

Jimmy

•

Deadline for petitions will be
June 20. and the election machinery is set to start shortly after
that date»

I.

Just Concluded

4 Weeks

(Behind "The Iron CurtainV)

ROXY
NEW YORK
Opening June 11th

GLENN RENDEVOUS
NEWPORT, KENTUCKY
EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

;
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ber without formal application to ficers, further nonUnaUoiu by pebe approved by the board or execu- titions of 206\members.
tive ^mmittefi.
9.
All committ.e;es, except exec
"'77 Government by 45 board committee, to be idppointed by the
members with authority to au- president.
thorize contracts, designate mem10. Initiation fee and dues to be
bers of the board to represent the fixed by the moard.
union; hire and fire employees and
11: Members shall not deal with
fix compensation, select an execu- or work with non-union members
tive committee subject to author- or unfranchised agents. Members
ity of the board. Election of presi- shaU i-espect unfair lists.
12. Board to creatt bylaws condent to serve no more than five
consecutive one-year terms,, three sistent with terms of the, consti-

AGVA Regains Autonomy

'

continoed from pac* <S;

a local or branch basis. ITelegates
from Philadelphia, Boston and
Pittsburgh put up a strong fight
for locals. They felt that the
union's autonomy should be dis-

to be certain that all geographical
sections would be represented in
AGVA's top governing board. Move
was defeated once, reconsidered
and finally defeated a second time.
tributed down the line with each' Rule will, be that the 45 getting
city having the right to maintain the most number o£ votes will
veepees, secretary, treasurer, all tution.
its
own governing apparatus, comprise the board.
make its own laws and collect its
to
serve without compensation.
13. Members shall file addresses
Non-Commie Clause
.own dues with a percentage going
Board to meet every four months; with Jooard.
There was minor debate on the select national executive secretary
to the national ofEice. However, the
14. No member shall be given
dealing
constitution
majority felt that since AGVA is section of the
who will be an employee of the title t6 realty owned by the union.
There
with
political
affiliations.
a transitory union, individual locals
15.
No affiliations other than
board.
might vote to keep out members of was no argument barring propo8. Method of aominating. o(f icers those approved by board.
other locals and make it extremely nents of any political idealogy-*- and board members. Board is to
16. Union cannot fix maximum
including communists or fascists.
difficult for operators to import
consist of 45 members, 15 of which compensations of 'members. This
dealing
with
And
the
section
aets;... The branch idea won by a
will be elected for three years, 13 article cannot be amended.
three to one vote. The branch set- the board's right to declare any for two years, 15 for one year. ConDetermination of conduct
17.
up is distinct from a local one in group within the union to be inimi- vention delegates to-iHMBuiate of- prejudicial tn .members. Hearing
the
that the national office controls cal to the
Hy
membership
was
voted
down.
the entire governing machinery.
Faine,
chairman
the
Associated
of
Other major stumbling block
came with tlie amendment appor" Actors and Artistes of Americationing the 45-naan national board. created National Board now govwide section of delegates wanted erning AGVA, spoke against latter
motion, declaring that its adoption
The shadow of ousted national administrator Matt Shelvey hovwould give the board the right to
The constitution contains an amendment
JB red over the confab.
outlaw any opposition. Jonas T.
declaring that the books, documents and funds of the union shall
Silvcrston'e (& Mortimer S. Rosenall times be the property of the union and shall not be
that)
AGVA attorney, also sup- at
premises
without express consent of the board.
taken off the
ported Faine's contention. There
This was adopted to prevent any recujntence of the Shelvey inwere some cries of "Communist"
cident in which he took records oiit of the office, which finally
by one N.Y. delegate and members
as
court
evidence.
wound up
th Aggies,..
of the Cincy and Boston factions,
but apologies came later.
Marty Barrett, elected a delegate from New York, found that
By the second day of convention,
he couldn't get out of the Chi company of "High Button Shoes"
delegates were a day behind schedto attend the meet. Withdrawal ended a stiff fight. Some felt that
ule.
Consequently, the meeting
runnerup Arthur Waters should be seated. Barrett wanted to
lasted until Saturday morning so
hand his proxy to Dewey Barto. However, Waters was given
that nominations could start on
the nodSaturday.
During the early morning meet,
Henry Dunn, elected permanent chairman of the meet, according
the delegates passed the 29 conTH£ ^tf.
to observers, improved as he went along. No parliamentarian, he
stitution articles of preamble which
picked up the rudiments of gavel pounding while presiding. At
AUCnONBR
include ties to the American, Fedone stage of the session, he was so emphatic in making a point that
eration of Labor, the 4A's and
he brought his hand down with such violence that he shattered
branch setup.
a water-tumbler. Dewey Barto suggested replacing with a gavel
New Constitution
that would explode under violent pounding.
,

:
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Convention
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The

BENSON

2.

BEN GRIEFER
MICKEY ALDRICH
tm « m«t

AMMS

fleasant enaaniiuat tt

THEAtRC.

NEWARK

DirActlon of'

CHARLES
14.1 I-itilt

Ave.

Ifcw •Satk Clly

New York.
.Turi'sdiction over the variety
including vaude houses, cirPrincipal office in

cuses, cafes, carnivals, etc.
i. Membership classification into
active principal members, active
chorus members, and non'^resident
members (latter consisting of performers in Canada, Cuba, or of
resident aliens in the U. S.). Honorary members consisting of persons in sympathy with the union's
purposes. Banning of government
employes as
members. This
amendment was adopted at the
insistence of the Boston delegation

AGVA

which declared that Massachusetts
state and municipal employees had
joined

AGVA

for vote geting purposes.
5. Holding of annual convention,
calling of special conventions upon
application
of
1,000
members;

dELENEandHOWARD
'Comedy Dance Antics'

MADISON

SQ.

GAKOEX

FASHIO!( SHOW
Xhanks to Iiconldoff
Dir.: HATTY ROSEIi

meetings in each geographical area
for nominations to national convention. Apportionment of delegates
with proportional voting each 50
members in any branch or fraction
to receive V4 vote. Convention procedure, to accredit delegates. Election on a national scale to be conducted by national office. Quorum
to consist of %: of the elected
delegates.,
6.

No peison

to beccnne a

mem-

'

mem,

.

%

jority.
20. Members

may

process claims

against the union.

,

21. Board members or officers
can be recalled by petition of 2,000
me<hbers with board members to
vote.
accept recall on
22. All referendum votes to be

%

taken in secret

ballot.

Board may appoint special
committee to make recommendations to, be submitted at conven23.

tion.
24.

Definitions of terms used in
constitution.
25. Constitution may be amended
vote of delegates.
by

%

Officers cannot be members
Fascist parties or
subdivision tliereof.
because;
of race, color or political belief.
27. Constitution subject to ratiConstitution to
fication of 4A's.
take effect as of date of adoption
26.

Communist or

of

any

political

Members cannot be barred

by

by referendum or ratification
4A's, whiclievcr is later.

SOCIAL DIRECtORS

!

Dont

I

got cuuxlit wltl« your tawa

PUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Six Gaa Hi*"
In tin anHwer to your
lioinedy material prmleim
$1.00 Mch
1 to 22
Markonto |S3K per Val.

@

3 A'Alnmcs nt
lor
A

MVHT

ewrs

Sorial DlrcK'tur!

Books of

Paroilirs $10 .per boolc
(10 in rat-li liOnk)
Special roinpUntlon of mnterinl for
(tmngut, parodlps,
tleU'iHli
audieni>p»
FecltatioMH, leaKH, etc.), ^150.00.
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AGVA

if

bers' conduct is prejudicial, e»cept in cases wher6 member is -de^
linquent in paying dues.
18. Board is deemed to have
powers not expressly taken from it
by constiution or by-laws.
Union may be dissolved in
19.
maspecial convention by a

amendments

label.
3.

Thanks to:

constitutional

adopted are as follows:
1.
Acceptance of the

field

Sidelights^

must be held to determine

Dick Jones, head of the Pliiladelphia local, who's been fighting
the Associated Actors and Artists of America over his status, came
to the confab prepared to picket. He was dissuaded from doing
so by Chairman Dunn until the matter of whether he could be
heard would be determined by the delegates. First morning's
session voted to hear him, but by the time he got up to talk,
ground was cut out from under Jones, when the convention moved
to adopt a branch setup instead of locals. Jones had previously
refused to surrender his status as executive secretary of the
Philly local and never recognized that the Philly group Was a
branch of AGVA.

W. CMh

.Strtirl,

iicol

I

I

ana

LociUe

Lawrence Tibbett, prexy of the American Guild of Musical
Artists, at the AGVA convention luncheon Friday (4) frankly
declared that the 4A'si weren't acting until deadline time on prov
posed one-union deal.

Nnv York IS

-

E«S---

4,h Return

HOTEL
(Until

There are many delegates that aren't too pleased with thfc
proviso that officers and board members shall have had 10 years'
experience in the variety field. Chorus members must have had
four years' experience before election. They fel that som young,
vigorous and progressive brains will-be lost to union councils because of that clause.

AGVA

1€K

luncheon, the 4A's committee
start of the
affairs,
discovered that they had failed
to invite Alan Corelli, Theatre Authority head. Purely an oversight. Corelli was hurriedly invited by phone, just in time to get
in on the fireworks of Lou Walters' denunciation of benefits.
Corelli, however, tossed it right back into the lap of the 4A's,
which set up modus operandi of T A.

At the
handling
•

AGVA

Now

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948"

The 4A's appear pleased at the convention. George Heller,
American Federation of Kadio Artists head, Florence Marston,
heading the eastern Screen Actors Guilds and Hy Faine, AGMA
exec sec on loan to AGVA, declared that it was one of the most
democratic of conventions. No smoke-filled back room conferences,
no under-cover work— everything was discussed out in the open
and decisions were openly arrived at after ample discussions.
And how actors can talk.
Milton Berle^ invited to toastmaster the luncheon, couldn't show
coldk Berle was booed when it was announced he
couldnt appear and the comics Peered lustily when Dunn said
he was sick.

up because of a

little

time to pass the multitude of resolutions

CapHM TbMH*
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and

Delegates had

topical

frra,

starts

Gamp

on the Veterans
Shows circuit

ist,

and Lew Fennard,

Jm*

Mary,"
Topeka,

NORMAN

latest,

tw>

new

^

27«

West 43rd Stnal. Htm Yark City

WANTED
SMALL CARNIVAL FOR JULY 4 AT
SPRINGFIELD,

ILLINOIS.
ILLINOIS FEDERATION OF
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REPLY
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SPORTSMAN
CHARUS SIRBEr,

lU.

RCA
r VICTOR
rAVORITES

4

TORONTO,

CANADA

Bobby

Juggler.,

plus

rfr

OptMiHg

CLUB

Doreen,

m Ihs

Orrier all

AMERICA'S TOP HCADUNE SIMeflW GROUr

for the

magicians; The Brooksi acro teanji;
Three Hearts," dancers; Jerry
Bragin, pianist; Marietta Reynolds,
songstress; Nellie Jay, accordion-

my fma

tht

All •riglaal

flis.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED

CHAMPAIGN,

Capers,"
Hospital

Mntaln

fMm*n.

• nndlM

frt

mm«la|s.

CLUB,

June 28 as a replacement
legit show, "John Loves
Kew package will open in
and will work way east.
Talent includes connc
Gilbert, Jay Palmer &

PUNCH LINES
tail

per

sufficient talent.

*Capers* Unit Set
For Vet Hospital Tour
A variety unit, "Spotlight

a

Prlta. 0nly $1

committee had prepared. Okayed are those against the TaftHartley law, repeal of the 20% amusement tax, asking a general
membership meeting once monthly, a clean-up of the club-date
JSeld, condemning discrimination agauist Negro performers, and
adopted a vote of confidence in the stewardship by the 4A's during
its takeover of AGVA.
Convention also adopted a resolution urging abolition of mixing
and condemning B gals. A lasf minute addition was the passage of
a resolution urging Howard Hughes, controlling RKO, to open more
vaudeville playing time. ' Union guaranteed him he would have

New
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4T
Walters Back From Paris,

MIAMIBCH.COPA

Martin Palladium Click

Saw Little Worth Importing
There's little in Paris
worth importing to the U. S., according
to
Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin
Quarter, N. Y., who returned

DESTROYED

Benefit Abuses Blastedat

V
London, June 8.
Tony Martin is the latest U. S.
act to click at the Palladium here.
Smger opened to a packed house
which was apparently satisfied
after he did nine numbers.
At
the second show, Martin did 65
'

Corelii

AGVALun^

Asks 4A s for Tougher R

• An' unexpected bombshell e
from
During his slay minutes, getting an exit hand that
ploded at the Amedcan .<fuild
the French capitol,
Wallers almost equalled that which Danny Mild Advance Sale For
Variety Artists convention lunch->
Kaye got. The band had to play
Miami Beach, June 8.
found only two acts suitable
eon, Friday (4) which is expected
for
God Save the King" to clear the
Tivft early yesterday (7) demol- U, S. cafes.
They are the Cerneys, theatre.
'Holiday^ in Salt Lake to result in stricter control of the
ished the swank Copacabana nitery, terp team, already
benefit situation.
The fuse was
signed
Layout
for a
Salt Lake City, June 8.
headed by Duke Ellingwith just the walls left standing.
lighted by Lou Walters, -operator
summer date at the Palmer House, ton is slated to follow Martin.
"Holiday On lee," slated to open of the Latin Qtiartei:, N. y.. who
An explosion of vmdetermined
Other U. S. acts on that bill are
origin, shortly after the club closed Chicago, and the Charlevils, an
a 10 day run at the Coliseum, is in ^ an address to the delegates
Nicholas Bros., Pearl Bailey and
at 3:30 ayem Monday, spread a aero group.
However, Walters at Fred Sanborn.
running from 10% to 15% belovV pitched for abolition of free shows.
rapid blaze that was:uncontrollable yet has made no
He declared they hurt cafe and
deals for either
last year's figures on 4he advance
by the time firemen arrived. Dam- act.
theatre business and put unwar-;
,
sale. Playing the Centennial Expo ranted
age is estimated at $200,000.
hardships on performers.
While abroad Walters started
last year, "Holiday" was the hot-r
Murray Weinger, owner, had left negotiations
Walters stated that at nionster
with Paul Toscano,
test attraction ever to hit town, benefits where the hall gets paid
for New York on talent-booking fiddler at
the Drap d'Or fot his
for the four walls, th6 musicians,
trip for the summer Sunday evebroke
and
records,
despite
almost
proposed restatintnt in
he now
.stagehands and caterers also get
ning, and returned immediately building being
constant rain during the ma.
completed at 58th
their slice, it was- unfair to" ha.O'e-"
upon learning of the Bre. Insur- street and Fifth avenue,
1st
Since that time the show biz
N. Y.
the perfor.mers donate services.
ance is understood to be substan- However, deal is
being held up
honeymoon ended here, and grosses He denounced the Theatre Autial though not covering the full
due to Walters in decision on the
are down everywhere.- Chances thority for permitting such conAmount.
operation of their spot.
ditiotts to exist, urging a complete;
Tflt
are
the
will
icer
do
all
right at the
Weinser announced

BY FIRE

France

last

week.

in

'

;

SaltLakeSiidwiiien

<

i.

Win

Round In

.

I

with fair

rebuilding
start immediately.
Hildegarde had been booked to open the

would
.

main room June 3.0. Barry Gray
of, late has been the only talent
there, with his disk-.iockeying stint
la both the main room and the
lounge. He will continue via studio WKAT on his contract with
Weinger, who gjiarantees him $500
weekly.
Practically every night
spot and restaurant in town offered
him a setup upon leartmig of the
Copa, which will be rebuilt this
time to hold 700 and is expected to
be ready by winter season.

Weinger had just turned down
an offer of $200,000.

Heller is upping budget
at his Carousel and booking in
the strongest hot weather lineup
of names he?s ever played. Bill
(Bojangles)
Robinson closed
Saturday night (5) and Lenny
Kent's there now, with Myron
Cohen, Jan Murray and Beatrice
Kay each following for a week.
Connee Boswell has been spotted
at Carousel for a fortnight in July
Jackie

I

and Joey Adams-Mark Plant-Tony
Canzoneri act comes back at 'end

WALTER WiNCHELL
Says:

"Orchids to Dorothy Blaine
who sings like Lauren Bocall
and looks like her too . .

DOROTHY
BUINE

M

Lake City, June 8.
The amusement industry *nere
won a doubtful first round victory
over the state ,Fair Board last
week, when Grover S, Giles, attorPittsburghj June 8.
ney general, issued an opinion that
Instead of usual retrenchment the
board was" violating
Salt

STRONG NAME LINEUP
FOR CAROUSEL, PITT.

of pi'esent Latin Quarter, N. Y.,
Heller himself, of
engagement.
course, is on the bill with all of
them, singing and m.c.'ing the lay-

He's dropped out-of-town
bookings to concentrate on his
out.

nitery.

Saranac Lake

the state
constitution in working a percentage deal with "Holiday On Ice."

Three

lawyers representing
theatres and dance spots had protested risking /state money on a
private enterprise, and appealed to
Giles for action. His statement resulted in rewriting the contract
with "Holiday," and setting iip a
flat rental fee for the Coliseum.
Actually the entertainment spots
in town are trying to get the" board
to quit bringing in shows to play
at the tax free.- Fair Grounds,
claiming it ofl'ers unfair competition
to
tax paying businesses.
Giles' ruling, while backing up the
businessment in their legal contention, did nothing to prevent the
board from running shows at ihe
Fair Grounds. It simply means
new contractual arrangements,
with percentage deals out,

.

SOPH'S LONDON RUN

EXTENDED 2 WEEKS
London, June

8.

Sophie Tucker's engagement at
the Casinp has been extended for
an additional two weeks.
She'll
wind up July 10 after a six-week
total.
Business during Miss Tucker's engagement is a selloutSoph is still to decide whether
she'll play additional dates in England after London rurt.

6

Colonna's Nitery Stint
Jerry Colonna is slated to mak«
his first cafe appearance in some
years at Andrea's, Syracuse, N. Y.,
starting June 21.
Other dates to
follow.

Colonna is expected to alternate
between cafes and vaude houses
Harry Bomra

during the summer.

office is handling bookings.

th SENSATIONAL
WEEK!

BILTMORE BOWL
Bf'/tmore Hote\, Los

&

Mack

Sisters.

Arthur Slattery, on first furlbugh
out-of-the-san, is dividing it between N; Y. G, and Greenwich,
Proffitt,

lake.

Angeles

8.

The holiday influx of visitors to
the colony was best in years! The
only nitery cashing in on entertainment was Durgan's, which spotted
Ralph Fisher Orch, Mikhj»ilo

Conn,
Arthur

end of free shovifs,
Alan Corelii, exec secretary of'
TA, declared that benefits would
be eliminated as soon as he got
approval of such a ban from the
(Continued on page 53)

but nothing near last year's

b.o.,

•

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y. June

Tanya, dance teamr and the

I

theatrical tech-

Reading (Pa.) Bicentennial
Sets

25G Budget for Talent;

Sign Cantor,

A

Sizable

budget

for
Bicentennial

HaymesrO&J

The New

part of the $100,000
the Reading " (Pa.)
celebration
slated

.

•
.

MARJORIE

for early August will be expended
on top name entertainment.

Already booked are Eddie Canupped for one meal daily.
Frank (RKO) Scheedel in from tor, Olsen & Johnson, and Dick
N. Y. C. to bedside Ann Rowe, who Haymes. Others are still to be

.

DYNAMIC

nician,

beat recent thoracoplasty operation

and now upped for meals.

Opening June 17

CAPITOL
Washington, D. C,
•

Opening June 24

Benito CoUadas in for vacation.
Dan (Par) Hynes and frau in
from N. Y. C. to visit son, Frank
Hynes, who is flashing good clinic

Baltimore
ftewn* by: Kathryv Kuhii
Prtu: Hall ft Stiltmon

D!rMti«n

SEMIA

GAMSA
New

York

GIANT GAG FILE
*>>'> Cladsineil. Nn«v lirtiiK
nnd takine on1«r8 for a
niiinber only.

coiniiileil

lliniicd

$SQ0.00 (but pri»l«tsl
A Cflld-NuKKet for iirrformerfi, writers,
M'^HKers, vominvntiitorii, didc-Jwvki^jfi,
and otliw*.

>i>«lnl dir«ct»rii

im w.

PAULA SMITH
filth

Stmet,

New

llork I»

signed. Cantor is slated to start
Aug. 27 for two days, Olson &
Johnson are down for three days
beginning Aug. 15, while Haymes'

date

is

contingent

GARRETSdN

upon windup

with ALEX STUDER at the Piano

-

tre, Philly.

HIPPODROME

1i97 Iroadway.

1948 Official Baseball Guide
donated to our library by J. G.
Taylor Spink, of the Sporting
News, St. Louis.
Lillian Slotlow and Frank G.
Harrie in to visit Moe Gould, who's
due for go-home papers in the fall.
Robert Pasquale, who took two
years to beat the rap, given okay
to resume work. He was formerly
manager of Warner's Felton thea-

of his Roxy, N. Y., date.

Reading

appearance

will

be

Cantor's sole personal while in the
European vacation shortly afterward.
It's expected the William Morris agency, handling the Bicentennial booking, will spend about
$25,000 for the entertainment. Sol
Shapiro is negotiating with other
top names for appearances thex'e.
east. Hi'll sail for

Convention

In
Richard,
Elinor
and Lillian Magicos
Curry Shot in to help Tom (lATSE)
Atlantic City, June 11
Curry celebrate his birthday.
City, June 8.
A new nitery will be opened The 20thAtlantic
annual convention of
here by Tuff LaTour, former Bobthe American Society of Magicians
sled champ.
will get un 'er way at Hotel TrayEileen Grotte resting comfortably afttu' undergoing^major oper- more Friday (11) and continue for
three days. It will

draw

1,500

mem-

bers and their wives.
Top event will be a show in
Convention hall for the benefit of
The Sportsmen, comedy singing the Betty Bacharach home < polio)
quartet on the Jack Benny radio Saturday night (12).
Nine acts
program, have been signed for the will appear.

(Write to those

who

are

ill.)

Oriental theatre, Chicago, starting
Final session will be the election
July 1.
of officers for ensuing year.

PLUS

RADIO: Sundays.

3-3:15 P.M..

WNEW

work
both

fast night of
its

June 22 to keep

sponsors happy.

Group

is

in Atlantic City and Camden,
N. J., 60 miles away, the same
night for parties, the first by Co-

due

lumbia Records, which is holding
its second annual convention, and
the second an employee party given by Campbell Soup. They'll do
one early and race to make the
-

other.

Personal Management:

JOE MARSOLAIS

Modernaires replace, the Pied
on Campbell's Club 15
(CBS) Aug. 2.

Pipers

GREAT

Sbowfflantbip and Pendnality

"With Mar|orie Garretson as the headliner, the Biltmore Bowl is offering an entertaining four act revue.
Miss Garretson Is showing flashy, new material and
a style of work that will definitely move her into the
smarter bistros."
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER.

"Marjorie Gorretson

is

a big

hit

at

the

Biltmore

HEDDA HOPPER

Bowl."
Modernaires quartet will have to

CURRENTLY
PENT HOUSE CLUB Indefinitely, New York

Music and PresentaUoii

MATERIAL BY AAAURADA

Modernaires' on Bike

SULLIVAN

SPECIAL SONGS!
The Same

reports.

ation.

NtW

"Marjorie Garretson

is

special moteriol that she

o solid

She has new

click.

whams over

with ease." ....

VARIETY.
For Booking-Wire

•

Phone

-

Write

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Fred Elswit

Hollywooii

Wednesday, Jnne 9, 1948
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some months ago condng out ot
the mouth of Jerry Lester and it
was much better then.
Package might draw slightly in
hinterland niteries where the White
interspersed
are
name can be publicized enough to

Variety Qills

dance ("Okla")
WEEK OC JUNE 9
with other effective sequences.
entice the tourists for a spell. In
Lucille and Eddie Roberts are a
T»c
wUh bini below ImUcnto opening di»y of diow
its present form it's a complete bust
1«niueMli
to MB^^
JacJctc MUea,, ffs'ocle.Bftrric,
"
surefire comedy-magico team. She's
fuU or B|illl week..
wliHIier
and there's
mahonSs (4), Corpl- King. Jocy a personable front-runner for the for a New Yorkit spot
as a theatre offor
¥«i><>rf, rwi/ BotBOrtr, Walla Won- team, getting over the small-talk little hoi>e
Kap.
fering.
•^{"l!™.!;".'"; (It) «K0: <S) Stoll; <W) Wanwr; (WK) Wttlte> B*iid«
pcr Girls, WtfWci- Wl/e"* O^J'to large results; viz., "the only cou-nmi$3.50
lirto's RHttmba Band;
ple in show business without their
.>VtAM'MKSTKK
Ceeilia College
llanny Yoiniirjiian
own breakfast show," etc. He does
NKW Y«BK CITS I-^ul
K. Y.
IIi|>|Hi<1n>me
(H) 7
Glass
Sydell
<^Hl>Mol (I.) 10
ciggic and kindred magico hut the
& Beclie G & li Bernard
.Kinplra (M> 7
(BELM0NT-PLAS5A HOTEL)
Woody Iletmaii O Rochello
"^atHsti Miles' and Gracie Barrie bofEo payoff is their corking mindICath4eon Aloody
(irleiit^l (J> (0
Soldiers in Skirti
I,o\vM*y. & Kae
Phelan,
commodities
Margaret
Sanders
Walsh,
Scott
business
Sammy
Tym
6
.(ordail
assured
Stein
I,
|*e"
reading. Whatever the code, they
Hal IioKoy
W Keppel & Betty .Toe
t>ene .Sheldon
Max t'arr>le
for anv tjiipically metropolitan work well and she's rarely caught Bettv Jane STftitU, Eddie Stone ,lwin OiirroU
Haelcfora & Doyle
Allllns
Ford & Shcenan
HttH <I) 1»
.Mni»l<r
'.reinelln
Cor
cafe and with thi- Vagabonds as off-stride.
They're fast and not Orch, Castellanos Wiumba Band; Patricia
&
Shirley, Sharon
Itonnie Stewart
:Bowman
fodder lacking in- comedy values, all com- $2.50 ?rtinirjwwi,Olga Varona
SVaiida
-=additidhal entertainment
j|ii(ii>l« Kroeller
SilKMI'KDS lUI.SH
Ki2!iua & ..Karen
Carl SuiHlB: Ore
-roni (Jrun-scblwa
filnipirw
(SI 7'
-?fiie^- isn't likely to bfr much dif- bining into a surefire cafe act.
(P» n
itflBiii
" .Beter Broufjli
The Glass Hat's return to mul- Hi,l«Tl Uayrtf
dtawing 'em over the
Empire (M) 7
ficulty
Reader, per usual, is a compeBilly Kc.llstine
KiKli- t'iiT<leiias
M ('oUei^no Co
BaneinK Years
George Washington bridge from tent conferencier as well as the tiple headliners may not work out RuOcUs
Siihby Lewis MJ.
iti.sie rioM-pr
Wincdair
JfH,rry
l.Hlin I.pe
NeiViYork to Bjll Miller's Kiviera No. 1 dausapation dispenser, al- as well boxollicewise as a single Kdclti'ltoa .
F iiamberKer
.N'ioolplte Roes
Wii-ion
J!
<f»rner
compen- CorPH tI,B Ballet
'Pox
tiiKfilni
K«)T'tW<»4t.*.M
atoft'iJJtw Jersey.'s Paliaades. The ternating with Van Smith's Latin strong name, but there's
.-k.thins
t'oles &
<'lub
"Doyle Kills
ICintHre (M) 7
sation in the fact that with several crife
'/tn'oductl^ nnmbers and tUe sup- tempos.
Abel,
Syni Ore ...
KIWiHTON
Bahu Rao
Tlianks Memory
performers there's a better chance
rnrnniount <1') v
«•»».¥ (WK) ti-ia t; .M miiott
narting talent remain holdovers
I'erCy Rii-h « KVn.
XI A«M,ony K<V
^ -feijm "4;he- sc&son's opening Eho\'':
Beis IJOva
of catering to individual tastes.
tlrriit' liiiitiia
"3
:Kiilt' Cole
Kuipire (S) 7
Bndrty T,ewi.s
polold
the
.Nellie
Wallace
return
to
idiffcrent.
Teeoff
in
are
headUners
.only the>JU'iiiUng
Morris & Ksan
Alonle Hey
(HOTEL WALDOBF-ASTOBIA) icy makes for a pleasing bit of di- JNit
Klla Shields
Kvan.'i l-'anhly
lane
On paper this bill reads like one
I.anr Sr
Avril Angers
Bandolph Sutttm
taith version.
Xaoier Cuaat Orch (22
There's nice balance in Kiiv Ktarr
Litliari Banieif.limmy .lames :C0
T O'Fanell
of the Eiviera's better -shows. UnK<»y (I) »
t'iayboya
" fortunately, it doesn.'t" quite play Jose Montero, Norma, AladdiTi; the performer collection compris- Hai-i-y
iVII.VMI
Billy Danvpi's
Rlcbnian
•
Va lors
Towns
«!y:::ii:a (!)
that iWaji. To the iinsinitiaied, per- Mischa Borr Ore.'!.- S2 cover after ing Sammy Walsh, Betty Jane rr)UldO.CfcS
Sutnui-I & MarvellB
Uoyiil
(M)
7
Fo».se
Niles &
Smith and Maigaret Phelan (New MlUK * WHB
Vernon Sis.
Kevoe"
"lee
haps, Jackie Miles is one of the .10 p.-iii.
tlrjice .ToTinpton
Italy
Bu«.^on
.Tiniiny
Acts), each of whom makes a dent Chn
funniest comics afiound, with a
Bob HherH'
Cugat as a personality, and on the diners.
Diift'y'a Taveriv
sei-ies of routines woven sharply
Pedro & Durand
Walsh, who hasn't exhibited Kil (Jarilne)*
around "the paUietic character that Cugat the maestro-^these are unCliaM.
Cantoi*
around New York for some time, ICddie
Atliimf) (1) 10
Greme
Jhe constantly hxiilds. And he is, deniably mirrored in the boxofCiCe
Cabaret
T,i)uiH Vrinia -Ore
to0. But there'is the age-old plaint i-eceipts of any metropolitan hotel makes an impression that gets him i-'Iorcnce Halop
Bert
Ore
MalTietk
Ban
M
amian
has
pair
of
encores.
He
a
material.- Xo'b much of it has in which he plays.
Kehry ,T.t'rorie Ore- Bann .Merryinan
able line of chatter and pleasing .lane
A personality any personality
been heard too often around these
RumhcII
l>lllI..\IIKI.l'lil:.V
highlighted
bits
material,
latter
to
of
boites
seek
years,
Florida
may.
through
the
the
parts and in
<<arn>nii (I) 10
YORK CITY
Wimlwr (I)
Rtffoletto .Bros &
during the.' past couple of years, find boxoffice comfort in his al- by his gleeclub takeoff, with cap- Kranklln
Twins
Aiuiee- Sis
and thelidEtiviera patronage to a ready establisTied name, but with able assistance from Eddie Stone's liouis & Ollvoi- Sis Barney
Tony Bavaur
Cii-ant
Blue Ansel
He doesn't band. He also displays a bit on Allen & Noble
Joey, Gilbert
considerable degree are constant Cugie it's different.
KatP .Murtah
Josopliiue Vremice
Kelly
Toiii
He's the art of dunking and the lament Yeoman Hrtis &
* T Nip
AJary McCurry
habitii^s of the cafes. New York depend just on his name.
Frances
Donii Arden IJn«
isiau 'Wyiin
He's good
ri..tiNi<ii>:(.ft
or Etofida, Miles is getting around still giving 'em danceable, color- of a shoe salesman.
iCHOUKI.YN
ffUibun lllen
EiHa JLariiin t
O.Yrord mio 8
natbuNli (I> 11-18
ralrieia Bri^lU
at those prices ful Latin rhythms and a band that tourist fodder.
ilal CooUfe
$4.(|[d9> per, and
only
Km^: Odnni 4
Miss Smith is one of the more Edward Bros
l*hJl Word on
he'!<:got to replenish Ms comedy is highly listenahle, too.
Ben Bova
I'ercy
RfUy
Muriel
Gaiwa
The first of the maestros to make accomplished hoofers. This petite R & n tMclcert
Buddy Lewis
Cafe Society
more often.
llelora 'tfueno
Morris & Ryan
I^oruiann Parfi t
He's still doing the Florida re- Americans highly conscious of the tapster shows a prime collection KUtl. Sweeney
„
Miklrea Bailey
T..i.iie & Claire
tJl'KKNS
Julius Monlt
gin-rummy, racetrack and Latin-American rhythms, Cugat is of spins and excellent projection. luninira
Liillian Barnes
sort,
(1) t-Xi
expert
bands
at
Stone's
band
provides
of
the
two
JaL'kfton
the
headliner
Cliff
Tlie Madcaps
Gene Autry bit?, among oth<!r
Kiijali (II lll-t«
KdiiiUria Hull Or«
C CavalTaro Ovo
Castellanos' Sonny Sl>arlta
while
familiars, and all done mth an iii^ the Starlight Roof, and lack of a showbacking,
Tjonny Herman Oro
fjillespie
Ore
1>
I.ane * Small
China OuH
Hotel Jsew Vorhev
souciance and flair that must cerr supporting show is barely discern- rhumba band does okay on the
2 Zephyrs
Tiroolifi
Katharine Clianff
Jose.
Iliiy
(The other band is Miseha relief.
Kberlft Oro
Slim &- Sweets
ttanly bring bellylaffs to the niost ible.
KrMOkin.^ & Van
.Tai'U Soo
lee Ii(ivue.
.laekie Petty
It's the Latin rhythms they
l*^r*'(!(lip
l.ane
it
they haven't .Borr
Laurie lionft
fro-'.en 'isser.'!
-Kluriel Baelt
Doris Abbott
come to dance and listen to, and
3 Cantons
he-ard it before.
I'akiee (J) 10
llofrl lViinN.vlvnnfm
ElHa Gri-enwel!
CApaeabanai.
V.
"Oddities of 1!H»" aiftlt Tuck
Miles probably is the top young Gugie certainly is still monarch of
.Kim Co
ja rry
C n ton Oro
Koi'o Jlorales
Beiiniii A- Davleiie
ATI,.\>'rl(' CITY
(FOLLOWUPJ
comic to come up in recent years this type of instrumentation.
Hotel rierti'
Al Baull Co
Hteel I'ler (I) 13
1. &. K llobertH
There are others that have 'acMonica Lewis has replaced Lisa .layloii
CoiHX'niMinfl
from the borscht circuit, you
Hilton Sis
l>ancers
AJoIjtTie & Butler
& .T'Cwl*
JStartiii
tiladys Hale
should excUee the exprefssion, and quired considerable stature as Kirk in the current Copa show )< crai'lell & liuse
Vail Smith Ore
Billie
Btirke
he has fit himself into a pattern rhumba-samba dance outfits, and for the bill's only change; it's WilU-io St Dare
Chaa Boader Orr
Betty Bonnie
SI>4^iS
-HI tM.JavtfA' nnfae S.-\K.\TO(JA
Hotel
KooH«v«lt
that is undeniably original. He's the argument might even be ex- probably her most important book- Al HtpveilH
I'oinrrcBs (WK) IS WtirtV Donovan
I;»a.W'i'ence WeJk Oro
R«y MaJone
only
constantly the- pathetic little fel- Icndcd to include one or two that ing:, to date. Unfortunately, Miss
K.\l/riM0IUll
H<»icl HI Alorits
M Burso Oro
Ben Tiov'a
llllilioiiraine (I) 10
low rebuffed in whatever be does. eclipse even Cugie for the hoofing Lewis doesn't do as well as she Tile
MeiieoDt Oro
AlvareH On*,
.SenHationaliats Buddy .Lewis
combination
rhythms.
But
for
the
Betty GenrKe
are
razormight.
li<krtieKlioe
timing
and
pace
Dlamonil
His
Morris & Bjan
Ix'e Koljle
Hotel HI ReglB
Mata & Hnrl
I.ane & Oalre
Blonde young singer is a cute 'riio Tuny.'snien
sharp. But like most young come- of dancing and listening, there can
Hal Saunders Oro
C'linral Octet
liiltlai)
Bui'nes
dians; he's apt to become careless be no doubt that he's still the king. looker who- fails to project suffi- I'hil Foater
Francei^ Maddux
n SanOler Ore
HPRisormi.i)
Mute (I) 1«-1»
It's a big band, and the triclcy ciently, though vocally she does
LuhkIo & J'ei'ito
on maiterial. It's jaeen. said befcjO'e.
flottrt H(i <l)
lO-lS AlveroK Mora
Munro & Adams
.luonKcii' Ballet Line 'Miit Shaw Ore
•Phyllis Willis
and- there can't be too great an arrangements are still among the well enough. But these ave times Oleorgp "Winston
Pepito Arvello Oro
Khony
Oeorge Davey
Some- when a singer needs to be more Peter riian
emphasis on' it, that- only Berle outfit's notable features.
Ifotel SuToy
C'liaiidteera
Wilfred.
Mae
»
The Bentons
PiittM-aon & .TftcU3*n Franklin & JM ooro
probably .can do 'Old^stuiT and get times they're a little too intricate than just a singer she's got to
Hliy Melville
l.t-lO
IrviriR: Conn Oi o
M Malone & Sharon IVetty Mays Ore
away with it. But that's because for dance purposes, but for listen- be a performer as well. Miss Lewis (1 & n Ros.1
Hotel Tnft
Til*. Mu.vines
ing they're highly beguiling.
divides her tunes between rhythms .MarGTie Coatee
there's only one Berle;
Vincent IjOpex Oro
Jack T-opoz Ore
W.,»>iIlIS<i'CON
Sully &. Tlioinas
The accent is on the medium and ballads, doing such numbers B
Cliarlio t>rc«'
Miss Barrie is.stUl a fine young
OupUftI (I.) 10
Marco
ft
Hotel Wiirwlvb
Pcrnaiula Crciipa
Boy Foy
<!AMOKN
rhythm singer, and ithere certainly rhumbas. Of course, for the Wal- as "Lucky in Love" for a starter
Alan McT^aif^o i
CoTiile Luis
Karion
.Kranc-ia
Cugie
wise
to
11-18
dorf
customers,
is
'i'i>n-ei>N
(1)
isn't a classier-looking one in the
and adding others like "Mood
locland
Victoria Barcelo
.lacU Leonard
The For Love," "Man I Love," "Of Baddy & Pat
Barry Hose
business. That goes both for looks eschew the faster tempos.
Tiira &. lioxJno
r>
B.iAnjfeio &
H:orl)io Sells
Ben Ribblo Ore
liOa Pancho*
Vaiiya
Uind tasteful grooming. But Miss trick is to get some of the oldsters Thee I Sing," and then the num- lilias Miller Co
Jack ICipley LItio
Unrein
llnvvnrd fl) II
Barrie- is making a mistake, too. onto that floor and Cugat gets ber she does best, "Gentleman Is Ralph Fielder Co
mv/. Bros
Lrntln Qiinrter
Tlio BLiKers
Along- with the youngsters, Dope," created, incidentally, by The .ranideya
In going in for over-arranged song 'em.
Betty Bellly
lua Bay Hulton Or
Buddy Rich Ore
Kahn,
liauriMie
Olymas Willid Shore
.tohii Mason Co
Sl!tt<>-I.«he;(l') »
novelties.
Miss Kirk in "Allegro."
At the show caught, too.
AlexlH Uotov
Danny UlecardJ
Derby Wilsoii
Rest of the show comprises, of Rose Alurpliy
for instance, she didn't do a single
Al .morgan
course, the sock Dean Martin and
number straight all -of tliera were]V1
Leifjrhton
(Tontello Twins
Eiorentine Ciardvns
BSITAIN
Bla(;K7iian Ore
I^atricin Adair
of the heavily arranged type.
Jerry Lewis comedy team; Ray
iforoivana
4
Kl6hara£i-Adaii' Ocr
(HOLITWOOD)
BIIUIINtat.liti
4 !riiini('a.ne9
Which points -ap that Miss Barrie
Malone, with his wham tapsterJohn Klliot
M Frk'hfltte
gave con.9iderable preparation to
HoIJ-j/icoott. June 4.
ing; Betty Bonney and Warde Don- UllMindruxie (lU) 1 4 }'a(;ol!iH
ll»v»n?]--Mlii(lrfil
I*upi <)ampo Ore
Marianne T.ilu-idn
tlood Evans
Wiji Bochri
Bon VivnntP
her routining, because it certainly
1948 edition of "Scandals," pro- ovan, the production singers, plus, Norman I'lvana
Jaek Franeois
3>ori.s Myrich
B Harlow Ore
requires greater effort to dish up duced and directed by George of course, the Copa Girls and Mike F & I' Klnft
(II..tH0OW
Jose Duval
Ijflon Si VaUUc^u
Ray
Kadeliffe
&
Kmplre (Ml 7
,Ti«.l]th li'oni. Ore
a routine of the type she's doing White. Dances by Frances Grant. Durso's orch, the latter, incidentalEddie Da via
(Jray.
.Tackle
iMnchJlrt
Over
Art Waner Oro
ly,
than something of more standai'd Music, Sainmy Fain; lyrics, Jack
pMylng a neat show and also AuaUn * worth
Martli.-i Kays
HotH Kelnrt-Vlnr.n Sherry Britton
nature:
Yellen;
additional
musics Dan for the customer dancing.
Kwau & Leligh
JiOrraiiie
Sunnily Wftlsli
Boyd BcHth
Jilarir«rlte &
Jackie
Hunter
The Vagabonds, instrumental- Dougherty; costumes, Max Weldy
iUu'KarM
Vht'Ian
Rita
Mayo
Kohn.
Ch«rlisii.^._
Fred. T.iovel1e
Betty
^tmith
.Beverly Bc<fker
song male quartet,' are clicks, from designs by Janice Wallace and
BRIOH'TOIS"
BillinES £ yiana
Kdilib 3toi>«> Ore
Wills Si»
though they indicate they're more Max Weldy.
Orchestra (12
di
HlpiMHlronie (M> 7 Rtehardo (*o
CastellanoR Ore
Shepard Tjlne
Boom
Ba
Rah
ISIIy & Joan
of a theatre .act than for niteries. rected. by Emil Baffa.
Features
Ta
Hnfrl Diltmnrii
'X>I(1
RoiimRntHM
Signs Ice
irranhie Howard
Art Mooney Ore
They have a varied routine of Beverly & Helen Dennis, JocqttenACKNJ-lV
Slid la BnnkH
Adrieniie & Leslie
HaroUl NaRol Ore
Kniplre <S) 7
Toronto, June 8.
comedy songs and instrumentals, line Fontaine, Barbara Long, Gloria
Rapids
Iloti'I
Coniiiiodorr Bella Sinaro
U S 1) "Waters
Joe LaPorte Oro
Hurrying up from N. Y. to ink Morgren & Boris
all punctuated, by ^a iieat.sen$e 'bf LeRoy, Alma Maiben, Lois EckB Rai^ljurii Ore
ArnauL Bros
D'Aciniltt
Ore
Girwootl
hardt, Jack E. Green, Larry Mar- the deal, Morris Schrier, Music Xrving &
Stan KavauafCh
values.
KK.vnroiii)
Albert "Whelan
Alvy "WeHl Ore
^iizy Solidar
Holdovers from the first sliow tin. Bill Shirley, Johnny Dugan, Corp. of America, has signed BarAlhainbni (??) 7
.Peggy Mortimer
Bnclily Oio('o 3
Bob Grant Oro
comprise Carol King, cute little, Milton Frame, Lew Hearn, Jess bara Ann Scott to a contract, with IJal Mack Co
Johnson (.'lark
MfUi Avf
No
I'anelilio Ore
Opened June 3, '48, $7.50 20-year-old winner of the world. Afrique
effective ballerina; Joey Gilbertf Mack.
3 Shades
Tony Craig
Villuf^e Kurn
Tony "Walsh
3 X'erreets
TTjifiel
WebKier
who clicks on the taps; Tony per person opening night. Regu- North A m e r i c a and Olympics
Phil Wayne Ore ;;
Phyllis Robins
Uownoy & FnnvDI*^ Piute Pete
Bavaar, the production singer, ahd lar minimum, $3.S0.
ICmpire
figure-skating t i 1 1 e s voluntarily Dc't.roy Bros &
.T(>lmri.y llorrifi O
iViitlionsfl Club
M 7
.Tean
the
attractive
Wally
Wanger
Tlooper Sis
Bourbon & Ifano
Xfaxine Hulllvnn
George White's return to show turning over, a percentage of her Marquis Honri
J-t Minevitch
Pat (lrowlt»y
.girls. Walter, Nye's orch plays a
Oi^rnr '^'alzer
J' ». M
Donald B Stusrt
Melody Riders
neat show, and^ also for the danc^ biz with a new "Scandals" revue subsequent earnings to the St. Arthur "Woraley
Raymond $|iiilth
WH'l(1orr->>AHtorin
Kivl**ra
Ing,.
while
Cataliso's
MelvJIlc * Rokiii
rhumba tur.is out to be a heavy disappoint- Lawrence Foundation, a charitable J «t M Kinson
Donald BicliardH
JfM'liie ftliles
TTarry Bailey
Emil Golemnn Orq
rhythms always keep the flooi? ment. Edition unveiled in Holly- trust for Canadian crippled chilVnKal>i>n<t«
New <S) 1
Keofe Bros &
ABfloha Borr Oro
GraeSe Barrie
wood is a lack-lustre affair which dren.
crowded.
^.«^Mv
Bonn
Kah%,
-Annette
B Kendal
is only fair in its best moments
Up. till now, photogenic young- T
La i'etHo Poiijiee
Kemble
Bros
The White talent for pacing is ster had shied from turning pro, P Whitely Co
CHICAGO
TiKICKHTlPiK
sadly missing, and,.a number of me- despite offers from the major
l'«tilllon
I^lnee <S) 7
IV. V.
film Peterson Bros*
C'livan O'ConiunFrancaiiaa
diocre acts are marshalled on stage studios
BiHi'kliiiwk
DanPors (12)
(HOTEL PIEBBE)
and ice shows.
Sliivris & fowlfv
.faeli Kelly Co
in a hodge-podge array that leaves
Mlria^H Fedelo
Ciay ('JaridtTo Ore
Arnley * Gloria
CHISWICK
McLerie k Butter, Lucille & much to be desired. There isn't
Tlielma Gracen
rii<»s l*»reo
Mltham
*
Sliai'iie
itliiiliire.
<K> 7
Sherman Bros
Eddie Roberts, Oias. Reader Orch a show-stopping act or
,loe W TiPwiH
.lat-l!
Bdge
.llmiuy O'Dea Co
routine in
AUMtIn Alack
itoiel
Bliu'kNtniie
fealuring
J'irates
Stanley
Worth,
.Smith .Bros
Van the lot and the nearest thing to it
Park
& Clifford
Karlo
&
Babel
Peter <tavanKh
Smith's Latin Combo; $3 avd $4
Ray Morion Ore
is a production-number finale that
Jane ITarvey
Aloke
&
I'oke
BriHRon
Carl
I<IVKItl>OOI,
miiiimwn, no convert.
Dorben I>ers (10)
generates a ray of interest.
Al Gorman
Kinptrt^ (M) 7
Hotel UlHrnurli
Continued' from page 4S
ReK Salmon Co
llMel Slinrmno
.laek Muldoon A
Only Jack E. Green and Lew
Rllly BiahoV> Ore
n Silver * M Day Merry Maes
Ja?,/.
Philh'niMc O
Bright, tight little show at the
Aliee Mann
Hearn of the cast have been around had not as yet filed their claim, the Dorothy t4ray Co .loiioa & 'l.'h«iiia,s
Pierre's Cotillion Room this semFlor'nee &' Fred'rk Helen Hmncs
much before and Hearn doesn't
IH«UHY
Carl Jhlarji
Donald Beers
ester.
Both acts ass standard and have, much to do. Green is spotted girls were owed all the salary
HclHinc*
Mrand (S) 7
Arohie KIray Co
Ifotel BtcvcfiB
called for in the contract. He said Kldvs & Wrones
fluM Van
both returners, and their past in several of the scenes
Riley «• Heller
of the two- that
Chuck Foster
Balph Cook
IrfitlBjsa
Sirdani
click justified maestro'impresario
the/contract in effect with the 3Krnie
Kudy Hlehniidn
Bill Cliandler Ore
'I'oiapHttna,
act revue, pleasing most when he's
Freddie Bliiek
Charles Reader booUng them back. doing some okay imitations of
French govemnent calls for use of Konnp Conn
PrOHLojm (2)
H l<:(1f;ewnter Bmrli Tlie
w.k.
Je:in Arlen
The Allyne McLerifr.John But- stars of previous "Scandals." NewIlipiiftiinnnr <si) 7 OvrU} Tneker Ore
the AGVA standard pact, which 3 Cubaljeros
Maiinif SrtolmHn
Oene Batlon
Vie Oliver
G I^iiy TerriH
ler terp team is an imaginative
SkatiUK Blvdcara
comers fail to impress, none of stipulates complete payment for Lewis KliiK
I'«t KIrkwood
Jolmnon & Owen'
combo, blending balletmania with them being more than
Olrls
Fi-fd Kniney
Piroalta
rainier Hoobo
routine the entire term of the paper despite Cttillivi-r
IfJIINBVIUill
novelty toutinings. They bespeak
MelachHpo Ore
]>ijray Sis
BJUIepardft
nightclub calibre. Best of the lot cancellation.
Kinpire (M) .7
Marilyn TJiKhiower D or 0 t U y n
d Kddip Olh'er Ore
their musicomedy background and
are the Dennis Sisters, singers
Once the act opens, he declared, Craclcerjaelc
Mlehatd BcuUiif
sn all-around competent class Johnny Dugan and Bill Shirley
Radi'lifre
.Tuljo Andrews
f**
and the spot is liable for payment, and Jack
team
Ben Tost Co
They have appeared in shows acrodancer Gloria LeRoy.
Jean Gar.sou
bookers of the act (in this instance, Atorvyn Saunders
AUTRY'S
CHI
DATE
Santliro Bd
°"
Town."
"One Touch
The only music that stands out
Paula Gray
I*
ir
.t^®
PuUurtlulii
(M)
7
of Venus'
and "Oklahoma!" and is the reprised stuff from earlier Billy Shaw of the Gale Agency) is Ifeleu Norman
Tony Martin
Gene Autry heading Jus own
.laeqnelyn Bunbar
no longer on the hook, for salary.
Mend conceits and conceptions White
Jack liura.nt.
hits and the humor is on a
Vltl
Dave .TaeUley
unit, is slated for tlie Oriental theBusier Shaver Co
Ordinarily,
Fox
dectered,
'
terpsichorean
AGVA
**P'«»P
low
level.
Most
of
F
the
&
l>
skits are
I'rcaton
;m
Terry Thomas
act that runs a socko 10
atre, Chicalio, July 22.
Billy Ru.sseB
minutes dragged out interminably to reach has no jurisdiction over foreign Hoy Allen
to consistently good returns.
Starlets
Tonimy Jtiver Co
Their a feeble punchline and the best of cafes, but the French treaty gives 18
Film cowboy recently completed
riNKHIJCV PAUK Myrons
.impression of the yesteryear Gas- them draw
only smiles, not yocks. the union authority over. French
ISniplrv (M) 7
Kdnn S Brown
a stand at the Hippodrome, Baltittes and a Siiturday night barn
Ptceailills- tta.vrtde
tan'y Martin routine was seen here spots while using American acts,
more.
Sophie Tucker
II
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ism

ProAicmHudclleoiiFcik'TaxMowsl ^^i?*?'*'!^
M. Charlocks who specialized

M

To

S.

ks^ ParbKrslttiK

limited

Contention of the Internal Rev- +
«nue Bureau as to the status of
limited partnerships for tax purposes will vitally affect legit pro-

Hayes Pacts $360,000

Bookings in 1st Season
upheld by the courts.
Washington, June 8.
Matter has finally aroused the
A'newcomer to concert manager
managers, a number of whom have
ranks,
Patrick Hays has just comabout
the
situation
been advised
duction

if

pleted his first season of bookihgis
by attorneys specializing in show
in Washington and nearby locabusiness, and producers will hudtions.
His gross for the semester
dle this week on the setup. It is

the inside talk on

Broadway that

is

estimated

nearly $300,000,

at

have been conferring at which enabled him to wind up in
the black, an almost unprecedented
the suggestion of clients, many of accomplishment for:
an initiial' atwiiom are not directly in legit but tempt,
legaiites

are proiiflc investors in shows.
Federal tax officials who precipitated the situation claim that
should be
limited partnerships
classified as corporations despite
the fact that no stock is issued.
of
financing
prinsystem
It's ai
cipally used in legit, the actual
producers being general partners
(angels)
backers
having
tlie
and
limited
to
the
responsibility
amount of their investments.
'

If such projects are classified as
corporations, investors would be
affected vitally in two directions.
Firstly,

the corporate tax

is

As

general

manager

of

the

Hayes Concert Bureau here, he
booked 1.5 dates in Washington and
Including all towns,
he handled eight appearances of
Fred Waring, five of Spike Jones,
five of Jose Iturbi and seven with
Phil Spitalny. He is already setting schedules for next fall and
Baltimore.

winter.

New Theatre for Denver;

38%,

participation in

possible
,|>roflts would be reduced to 62%.
Secondly, in the case of show
failures, investors' shares would
be regarded as capital losses and,
ttierefore, would be entitled to
so

that

in Gilbert and Sullivan operettas
several years ago, has resumed

.similar activitips.

He

presented a

tiiree days at the
Globe, Atlantic City, last week. Attraction, booked independently, is
current at the Academy of Music,
Philadelphia for a week, going to
the Lyric, Baltimore,: for three
days next week. Further time
isn't

Tommy Labrum, PhiUy
is

filed.

Buildmg plans
spring of 1950.
must wait until a church, now on
the site, can build a new building.
Coincident with the new theatre
announcement it was disclosed
that George Sonunes, liusband of
MisS BoBflls, would not return to
Elitch

because "Miss" was a solid hit,
but. there may have been additional taxes.
recent technical
assessment of more thai $100,000
was filed, and until that claim is
off,

'

A

upheld or denied attorneys have
advised clients that this is not an
opportune time to invest in show
business.
For that reason legit
production for 1948-'49 may be
greatly hinde»sd, just when financial setups ai« being made for a
iminber of musicals with considerable budgets.
It's reported that the Commissioner of Intemiil Bevenue ordered
the filing of the assessment in
Washington
whereas previously
tax agents in New York handled
the case, since
production is

stock as director,

ger, to direct the
27.

10-week season,

opening June

will get an extra eightweeks of summer stock, four nights
a week, with the company going to
Colorado Springs for two nights a
.

In the instance cited it was not
a matter of losses being charged

summer

where he has directed for 11 years.
Norris Houghton has' been signed
by Arnold Gurtler, theatre manaDenver

week. Producers will be Jus Addis
and Hayden Korke, with Philip
Tonge, as director. Hollywood and
Broadway stars to appear will in-

Baton Dallas

Sympli

^nsor
Dallas,

Concert
June

8.

is

'

.

"

Kathcriae Danliam's skill
and \personality and the brilliant
technique of her Negro dancr performers. Show should draw well,
"The Giaconda Smile," at the
New June 3, adapted by Aldous
Huxley from his own short story,
Seasonal repertory on Broadway has a sombre murder theme, and
is a posSbility, despite the dis- stars
Clive
Splendidly
Brook,
astrous attempts of the American acted, it was warmly welcomed.
Repertory Theatre last season. The Prospects are good for a- run.
way has been opened for the N. Y.
City Center Co., which was offered
and accepted the International at
Columbus Circle, ren1>free for a Mayor's School 'Circoit'
trial period up to the end of DeIdea in N.Y. in Donbt;
cember. It is the. same theatre
used by ART but the. Center out-

Seen Possiule

over

week its date will be lengthened,
otherwise the show will close
Saturday (12). The first rep period
at the
Center grossed around
$86,000, the production costs and
actors' salaries amounting to over
$78,000, leaving an approximate
profit of $7,500. It requires better
than $12,000 to break even at $2.40
top but indications are that pace
has not been maintained during
the second period. Unless "Insect"
fares exceptionally well, the loss
may reach $25,000.
Offer of the International was
made by the Marquis George de
Cuevas, who is married into the
Rockefeller family. His principal,
.

sctibers.

all

new

seats,

including

wUl

aaJCiSly

aceord-

fctbber,
itibns.

'

.

t.

:«.:
.-;,.:::•

:,.-."-:^

:,fO'r

iS

coming season

among them

|«5WcaJft:
out of eiglit Jteii,
dated for autanin''%MB|^»^'e^s|:There are appmxiinHRlBB
plays and musicals l^m^/gflsn^^'
"'"^
'
season but announce*

totals have never bi
and the pi-obablHtie*
more than 40% of £tieab

the boards.

New showmen

pre again.

present as sponsors of anticipated, pi
highschool tions but it's evident that
auditoriums by Equitjr Libraiy the managers and authors
players next season has the en- were dormant last season are
dorsement of Mayor O'Dwycr, who turning to action. Tiiat .tnki^
strongly recommended the pro- the .Flaywrti^ts .Co>: «?it}» lOu,,
posal to the Board of Education, probables, and in addition to tb^
there seems to be some doubt author-manager combination, otttor
whether the school "circuit" will dramatists are among the writers
eventuate. If shows are given in of shows due dui'ing the new seathe schools an admission fee of son.
Theatre Guild, which was active
25c. or 50c. would be charged, as
the actors would be compensated, last season, lias a larger scbcdulo
but should craft unions (stage- of productions tlian ev«r, there
hands, etc.) step in as they usually being more than a dozen possibiiido when admissions are paid, it ties although the Cruild is only
may not be practical to establish- committed to subscribers for ^uc
new- attractions annually, 'Max
the "circuit."
The mayor okayed the school Gordon, who couldn't dig up a
plan after seeing "Turn To The script last season,! has scheduled
Right," a former John Golden hit, lour shows, three «f -which haveplayed by Equityites in a scho<>« already been slated £or late» sumThe mayor has not mer tryout.
.auditorium.
indicated whether he wotdd- underMusicals that should be among
write the school presentations ^nd, the fall entrants include: "Love
although be financed the ET activi- Life" (Cheryl Crawford), "Magties
for the' past two seasons, delena" 'Edwin C. Lester, Hemei'
Golden has yet to state whether Curran and Theatre Guild). "Tales
he will continue- to da so next sea- of The South Pacific" ^Rodgers.
son. He recently expressed satis." Kammer^tein, Hayward 'and Lofaction over more than 80 actors gan), "Heaven on Eaiifa" ' (Monte
getting regular stage engagements Proser and Nat C. Litwack), "The
on the strength of their EL show- Happiest Days" .(Ned Warren and

plan

to

New York

in

-

'

I

W.

ings,:--

B.

"Kls8<^Me Kate"

Stern),

Players in' ET shows are not (Lemuel Ayers and Arnold Saint
compen.s8tcd but the performers' Subber), "Small Wonder'' and
are regarded as showcases for "Fifth Avenue."
producers.
"Magdelen'a" is being readied on
the Ck>ast, and from there a revival
of "Naughty Marietta"* may come

Hanunerstein Can't See

A

house."

crack as ingenious as

this frequently gets wide circulation and can l>ecome accepted as
truth by that vast army of .stum-

ble-bums whose opinions are based
on catch phrases rather than on
facts

and

figures.

I rush in to block this threat
by submitting these simple facts;
The musical plays for ^ which
Miss de Mille has produced dances
since she entered this field in 1943
are "Oklahoma!", "One Touch of
Venus", "Bloomer Girl", "Carousel", "Brigadoon" and "Allegro".
This is probably the longest stretch
of
uninterrupted
success
ever
achieved by a choreographer in
the history of the theatre. "Ovcrde-MilI«" seems to be a very long
and slow route to the storehouse.
The crack is neither 'wise nor
fair.
If you think I lack a sen.se
of humor about things 'like this,

you're right.
O.'icar

HoMimerstein 2d,

'Cradle' for Frisco
Los Angeles, June 8.
Baltimore performances due to the same type seats in the peanut galHoward 'Da Silva and Dan Marlocal National Theatre's legit exit. lery as downstairs.
tin will stage a revival of the Marc
reopen
along
last
will
of
Academy
run
longer
This would lead to a
Blitzstein musical, "The Cradle
for
PhilaSepteml)er,
to
in
these
week
Lyric,
the
Guild plays at
Will Rock," in San Francisco this
accommodate Washingtonians who delphia Orchestra's 4&tli season. fall.
Virtually every open date next
would trek to Baltimore.
Da Silva put it on in New York
The part-time Washington office year has already been signed up last winter with AUred Drake starseason, will open in Edinburgh
the
advance
rush
in
for
or
spoken
sui>local
prior to a tnid'AuSU&t ^o'^^*'''* would be maintained lor
ring.
of bookings for the Acad^.
install

i|{|t49

Howe'ver,
number of shi

Golden's Plans a Factor
Although the

plays

'Over-de^llfille' Crack
managements, the only show rated
New York.
a success there being "Hamlet"
Editor, VAfiiETy:
(Maurice Evans), presented by
In Vamety's roundup of critical
Mike Todd. However, the house has
comments
I was shocked
by a
financial
headotherwise caused
phrase which you used tor a subaches. De Cuevas rented the thea.
head: "Over - de - Mille - to - Store tre under a term lease which has

C

preem.

planned
so the se;
get startci
ing to prcsi

Via N.Y. Deal

ter for the summer June 19, after
Washington, June 8.
the Cosmopolitan Opera Co.'s proThere are reports that the Thea- duction of "Carmen." Music hall
Washington
offer
will employ the layoff season to
tre Guild may

subscribers season tickets to their

.

Sea^Rep

Due

Irene Manning is due in by
plane today (Wed.) fi-om Lon^fon.
Actress is to fill a two-week engagement in "Rosalinda" July 5
in the Pittsburgh summer operetta series, their plane back to London for rehearsals in "Serenade."
Latter, a Swedish .success of last

_

.

::

'

Summer Sked

.

London, June 8?

publicist,

several years to run,
Jose Iturbi will conduct and play
Whereas ART paid around
with the Dallas Symphony Orches- $5,000 weekly for rent of the Inconcert
sponsor
a
ternational, the Center will have
centered in the"metropolis. It's tra next fall in
generally believed that if the offered {jO members free of charge. only the operating expense to
figure in addition to the cost of
ruling is adverse to show business. No others will be admitted.
operating "the shows presented.
It nrill be contested to the Supreme
gave Stanley Marcus, Arrangement's to take over the
Iturbi
Court,
i
president of the Dallas Symphony house were made with de Cuevas
Society, permission to announce by Morton Baum, chairman of the
his appearance although some un- Center's executive committee. Cencertainties in his plans Still exist. ter is a non-profit organization
's Respite
He felt confident, he said, that he which pays a modest rental for the
Toronto, June 8.
to fulfill the engage- City Center theatre to the city of
Because of increased rates and would be able
will receive New York., which acquired posconditions sought by the unions in- ment; if not, sponsors
in- session of the property through
volved, the Royal Alexandra (1,525) another such concert of equal
will not go into summer theatre
tax foreclosure^
this season, breaking an eight-year
The State Fair of Texas wants to
rule which saw the house operating present Iturbi with the Dallas
Philly Academy of Music
SI weeks in the year.
Symphony in a concert open to the
The last legit attraction this sea- public. This also probably will be
for Renovations
son will be a repeat engagement done.
Philadelphia, June 8.
of "Anna Lucasta," which opens
The Academy of Masic, venerThursday, June 17, and plays
auditorium,
will shutable concert
tbroiigb the following week.
Concesli?
Guild's D.

Manning's

,

'

SareW

it

interest is ballet, which he established in the house several years
ago after spending a fortune fixing
clude Brian Aheme, Sylvia Sydup the theatre, but the venture
ney, Edmund Lowe and Jane Cowl.
The Denver shows will be in the terminated at an estimated loss of
Phipps auditorium, city park, with $900,000. In recent seasons the
the two days In Colorado Springs International was used for legit
being given in the city auditorium. on several occasions under various

Ittarbi to

Look Like

roadshow

legit

Paul Groll

Closing of "SdJlj;," ai
Saturday i5) pr^lt*****''*.
of Broadway'^ .Ust iriE attis
that is certain" to occur during^
The. number t>f siirvivors by
.among the current crop,, is

PreeM

Three openings this week,
being his
mc^rMitn. "HoW It" to\66 Sa!|
.':
''.:;.,.
assignment. enthusiastically received, looH; likor
,;iI2>i'
company manager.
sure hits. 'iTravellers' Joy," openness was- i<6tle<- for
ing at the Criterion Wednesday
last week principally
topical
scintillating
a
is
(2),
caul
the hoiidsy (McKioruJ
„
comedy of British tourists and DapJ sit entrant,
for the balantr''*!
their currency problems abroad.
•h U
Iffie.^SiSil
of tl
Mr. Jise.V:
"HoviPdy^ Mr
ithi
Is "UnveAv.
"Caribbean Rhapsody," at the new
revue slated to «a>en
Wales Timrsday (3), received an at th<
3vne 24. No. S&OwSt:!
ovation, with the press in eulogies are ex;
Juiliy, Se|)te«i}>eZ''s

ageiiting the show,

first

London Trio of

definite.

As Elitch's Director fit has a far less costly setup.
International can be used by the
Denver, June 8.
Center group for ballet and musicGeorge
(Mrs.
Helen Bonfils
al presentations but repertory apSomnes), publisher and principal pears to have the caU, based on
charge off on tax returns not more owner of the Denver Post, will the ti'oupe's two six-week periods
ttan $1,000 in any one year.
build a new COO-seat theatre for during the past season, the second
probably winding up this week.
Legal Viewpoint
the University of Denver Civic
Theatrical attorneys contend that Theatre group. Up to just recent- Three shows were presented during both engagements, each playthe current partnership status is
ly it had been planned for her to ing two weeks. The cuiTent "The
logical, and investors in shows
of the Insect Comedy" is the sixth and
properly enter into loan agree- build the theatre as a part
Contest downtown campus of the Univer- final show on the schedule. In
ments with producers.
over whether the setups are cor- sity of Denver, but the location between the rep periods, the Cenporations or partnerships arose picked is about two miles uptown. ter presented its pop grand opera
also
early in the season, differences The site cost $70,000, with the and symphony engagements,
some outside attractions.
arising particularly over "Junior probable cost of the theatre not yet
If "Insect" draws profitably this
Miss," but the case never reached settled.
It will be ready in the
the tax court. Tbe Government
Witiidrew its claim of $750,000 after
conferences -with theatrical at?
tomeys but recently the tax men
said they may have been in error,
so have reopened the case. "Miss"
dates from the season of 1941-'42
and because of the tax statute of
limitations for "Miss" and other
attractions similarly financed* tax
agents have been'^seeking waivers
from Investors in the event that
additional tax
assessments are

SdiedulHi lor

G.&S. troupe lor

Another revival listed is
"Forly ESve Minutes From Broadway" (Milton .Baron).
Proijables. among, the fall's new
straight plays: "Edward My Son,"
imported from Eng^nd (Gilbert
Miller and Henry Sherek); "Life
With Mother," trying out in Detroit
east.

,

currently (Oscar Serlin); "Bravo,"

"The Leading Lady" and "Town
House" (all by Max Gordon);
"Speak to Me Of Love," "Jane,"
"The Silver Whistle" (all by Theatre Guild); "Anni of a Thousand
Days"; "Cry, The Belo'ved Country"v (both by the Playwrights);
"Summer and Smoke'' (Margo
Jones); "The Woman With Red
Hair'f
(Leonard Field); "Honest
John" (Bonfils and Somnes).
'

10 stars Lined

L.A. Al

Up

For

Fr^co Season

Los Angeles, June

8.-

Third season of light opera at

Greek theatre in Griffith Park
opens July 5 with 10 stars and nine
featured' players lined up thus far
by Gene Mann, producer. Summer program starts with "The
Merry Widow" and includes such
musicals as "The Vagabond King,"
"The Student Prmce," "Music in
the Air" and "Anything Goes."
the

On the star roster are Ann JefDorothy Sandlin, Lawrence
Folyna Stoska, Charles
Fredericks, Jan Clayton, Gertrude
Niesen, Budy Vallee, Felix Knight
and Alan Mowbray. On the featured list are Raymond Walbum,
Roger Dann, Paul. Valentine, Lionel
Stander, Ian Keith, Walter Kingsford, Buster West, Frances Mc^
freys,

Brooks,

Cann and BUly

Giiffitb.

so

Minnian Actor
'

For 6 way, Road on

Pix-to-Legit Shutde

Epty Agenda

definite- that legit

It's virtually

actors will

-.

W

'

demand increased mmi-

Cincinnati, June 8.
Harry K. McWilliams, exploitation manager for Columbia Pictures, is again serving as public
relations director of the Cincy
Summer Opera Assn., which opens
a six-week season at the Zoo June
27.

McWilliams has held the post

intermittently since 1937.
jnuiTis, probably .from the present
W. K. Clark's Collab
As last year, he commutes on
?60 tof'$75 weekly in New York and
William Kendall Clark, whose weekends from his New York
$l^Q on the i-oad, adding to the inby
scheduled
feel
is
some
oft'ice.
which
Daughter"
spiral
"The
flaiawiary.'
the
•
during
on
production
production
etirtail
fall
coaM
Paul Str>ger for
Just what the
fiSiitg season.
Broadway, is collaborating on aniJctors will seek in contract changes other play with Manuel J. Rosen4!^:\vith the managers will likely be
comedy, "The General
;

,

.

'indicated

second

''^
'

Friday

(11),-

It's a
when the berg.
Came Home," about a smalltown
annual
merchant who returns from the

City

BaOet

section, pf Equity's

nteeting will ta/held at the Hotel
Astor, N-Y. Meeting held May 28
was not completed within the
the
hotel's 5:30 p.m. deadline, and
additional session was found to bo
necessary for the first time.

That Equity should ask

for in-

UaWe
criLised rates, which is held
jobs
to reduce the number of stage
considerat this time when it is
increase
to
ing ways and means
considerdrew
actor employment,

The same tilt isLast
planned for Chorus Equity.
an inseason the chorus was given
able comment.

being put at
crease, the minimcffli
sfeOUequalling Equity's minimum)

Beoh Broadway and $65 on tour. fig-cause-of the latter boost it was
ot
ured that it was just a mattersuit.
followed
actors
the
•time until
However, a fair percentage ot

ensemble paople,, especially
dancers

showgirls,

and

ballet

received

pay higher than the scale minimum in N.Y. and also on tour.
Criticism of increased

minimums

ground that
is principally on the
newcomers to the stage will benefit
with
ps much as professionals
€xperiehce. The anticipated boost

and is prevented by his admiring neighbors
from resuming his old easygoing
life. Idea was suggested by Rosenberg, who hopes to produce it next

war

a

hero-general,

winter.

Clark's

"The Daughter"

deals

Looming In
Center Setup

with events in the career of Mary
A resident New York City ballet
He has also writ- company, as complement to the
ten a third play localed in a board- New York City Opera Co. and New
ing house for mothers and chil- York City Symphony, is evolving
dren. He is regularly a member as result of recent movaij, by Linof the CBS script staff.
coln Kirstein, president of Ballet
Society. Latter group; a non-profit
organization 'with a'bout 600 subscription members, gave its first

Todd Lincoln.

Berlin Goes Longhair

Two New Shows Set for

Tryout; Other Strawhat Jottings
tryouts,

'

m

Roderich Winchell and Ted AUegretti.
Paul McGuire is back as
Jack Fitzpatrick will
be stage manager.
.dance group before paying N.Y,
Performances will run Tuesday
Carnegie Hall Concert audiences, and gauge its pull as a through Sunday, with matinees
Sunday.
Although Irving Berlin will be regular commercial outfit.
Encouraged by the results. Balthe first to deny it, he went long- let Society is. now tieing itself up
Memphis' CE Permits
hair Saturday (5) night. Occasion with the City Center. Troupe will
Memphis, June 8.
Was the closing night in the Car- furnish dancers for the Center's
For the first time in the 11 years
requir- of its history, .the Memphis Open
negie Pops Orchestra season at opera season, for all operas
ing ballet.' In addition, the organ- Air Theater is taking out Chorus
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., and Berlin ization will offer f ijill evenings of
Equity working permits for the 50
joined those immortals like Tchai- ballet on Monday and Tuesday
ensemble singers and dancers it is
and

As He FinaUy Makes

public, commercial performances
at City Center, N.Y., for four days
this spring. Idea was to test the

set designer;

kovsky,

•.

,

•

'

—

'

;

;

,

•

'

—

'

.

operatic sopranos who sing off key,
certainly were out of place Saturday night. Too often they got
completely in the way of the music.

On

Theatre.
'Criminals' L. I. Tryout
Ballet Society, which' has been
Smithtown Branch, L. I., June 8.
New play, "The Criminals," fouroperating on an annual $150,000
budget, thinks it can carry on at character meller by Harry Granick,
City Center. With the Center pay- will be ti-iefd out at the Old Town
ing for the 12 or 14 dancers theatre here opening Aug. 31.
It will be the closing bill of the
needed in opera performances, the
ballet company believes it can season.
break even or do better on its two
Hillbara's 'Gynt' Opener
ballet nights. At a $3 top, it can
San Francisco, June 8.
gross .$5,000 a night, and estimated
Hillbarn summer theatre's Openco.st a night is $4,000.
ing seasonal production will be
Ibsen's 'Peer Gynt," July 2.
It
will run three weekends.
Show
Lee After
Angels
will have 38 scenes and a cast of
Canada Lee planed to Detroit 75. Tha cast almost equals audilast week in search of Negro finan- ence capacity of HiUbam's playcial backers for "The Widow's house, which is located on El

the other hand, it was interesting to note the continued appeal
ot old spngs like "All By Myself"
and "Lady of the Eveningj" especially when sung as well as Tony
Craig did.
Charles Fredericks,
who was an indifferent emcee,
made up for it by a Sterling rendition of "Gir; That I Marry" and
"Pretty Girl Is' Like a Melody."
Scott,
for Turtle'
Vera Barton did a neat job with
Santa Barbara, June 8.
Martha Scott and Wendell Corey "How Deep Is tlie Ocean." Rest of
talent varied. But it was Berlin
jvill play two Of the three
roles in
'.The Voice of the Turtle," to be who lifted a lukewarm affair into a
Camino Real in San Mateo.
Btaged as a strawhatter at the vivid one, to take its proper place Walk," legit play in which he
owns
On July 23 the Hillbarnites will
liObero theatre, opening June 15... in Carnegie Hall history. And after an interest,
^ -do -Noel Coward's "Home
Company is negotiating with Saturday night's experience, one
Chat," to
He's also slated for a two-Week
run for two weekends; third and
Glenda Farrell, currently in New expects a concerto to pop out
of engagement in "Othello" in a final
York, for the third role.
production is to be "Spring
his pocket any day now. Brort.
Massachusetts strawhat.
Deceit," based on the medieval

Corey

Del

,

Saratoga

legend of Francesca Da Rimini, the
Saratoga, N. Y., June 8.
an intimate revue, work of David MacMakin. It will
beginning
two
weekends
"Without Rhyme or Reason, star- run
ring Bert Wheeler, and a comedy, Aug. 6.
Hillbarn will be directed by Rob"Miss Dilly Says No," featuring
Peggy Wood, will highlight John ert . Braiins, with Sam Rolph in
settings
and
costumes.
charge
of
the
Huntington's second season at
Spa Summer Theatre. The curHayes-" Alice" 15G at Olncy
tain will be lifted the night of July
Olney, Md., June 8.
3 with "Rhyme or Reason,'' and
"Olney theatre here; opening itst
probably will be rung down with
season with Helen Hayes in "Alice-^
(by Theodore Pratt)
"Dilly
early September. It will be a 10- Sit-by-the-Fire," Friday, May 28,
Fred Hillebrand grossed an estimated $15,000 for
week season.
eight days (12 performances), Friwrote the musical.
Other plays scheduled by Hunt- day (28) through Sunday (6). Top
House, seating 596, was
ington are; "The Late George Ap- was $3.
ipv," with Grant Mitchell, July sold out for entire engagement be-^
13"-18; "Othello," With Canada Lee, fore opening plus overflows.
Current is Mady Christians, in
Claire Luce and Wesley Addy, and
dirtection by Henry Jones, July "Papa Is All."
20-25; "Kind Lady," with Sylvia
Sidney, .Tuly 27-Aug. 1; "The Last
Returns to Hi-Way Theatre
of Mrs. Cheyney," with Kay FranHarrisburg, Pa., June. 8.
cis, Aug, 3-8; "John Loves Mary,"
Director Richard North Gage, of
with Jackie Cooper, Aug. 18-19.
the Harrisburg community theatre,
William Mendrek will be direc- who will return to the Hi-Way theincludes
Permanent company
tor.
atre, Ebensburg, for his second
Clyde Waddell, Ruth Hermansen, strawhat season at the helm of the
Kurt Richards, Dorothy Seattle, Greentree Players, will take seven

Two

Wagner, Strauss
nights for 10 weeks this fall, re- using this season.
may also add impetus to the num- Gershwin with a concert evening
Kids have hoofed and hollered
The placing the suspended N.Y. City for free on an amateur basis up to
ber, of summer stock graduates ex- devoted entirely to his muSic.
Symphony. If the public supports
Recently
of it was that Berlin was
part
Equity.
best
join
General Manager Joseph
pected to
the ballet, as is hoped, there may now.
in
part
take
new
it
and
enjoy
limit
tliere
to
to
made
rules were
be a week or two of solid ballet Gortese is putting 'em on a $25obwith
over
took
and
he
chore
strawhats,
it,
a
salary basis this summer,
a-week
from
members
following the fall opera season.
Equity
relish.
that
vious
however,
.plus $15 for advance
clear
was
although 'it
Kirstein and associates, and the
has more members than^ there are
Conductor Jack Shaindlin and Center management, envision an rehearsal weeks, and is also- paywithing
their
Equity fees.
was
regulation
and
Philharmonic
the
jobs,
his crew Of N. Y.
eventual
setup at the Center
Change
is
expected to cost
paying
were
players
drawn.
Otlier symph
wherein the whole season will be around $15,000 for the season,
Contract committee has been tribute to Berlin for his 40 years taken up with- its own companies which opens Monday night, June
laboring for weeks over the welter of songwriting, his recent 60th doing opera, ballet and symphony, 28, with "The Great Waltz" starcontributhe
his
unique
in
birthday and
to tlie exclusion of the, currently ring Mack Harrell of the Metroof s uggestio ns for changes
Some idea.s tion to American pop .music. It booked outsiders like the Ballet politan.
"""Tasntract pEovisioiis.
are r^orted to hav&~b^n scratched was also a swell plug for Metro's Russe de Monte Carlo, Draper and
but many others areNjeing con- forthcoming 'fEaster Parade," with Adler, etc. Ballet Society'-s troupe
Grcenbush Tryout
half
devoted
second
Defalked
program's
the
would be known as the New York
sidered and will probably
Blauvelt-N. Y June 8.
Over at this week's membership/ largely to music from the forth- City Ballet Co. Company wouldn't
Sam F. Hoffman's courtroom
s^sion. In addition to the actors^ coming pic. Berlin came on to- tour at all, but be satisfied with melodrama, "Once Upon a Life,"
lift
to
a
close
stage
manwards
the
evening's
scale
for
demands, a
remaining in N.Y. (where it has its will be tried out the week of June
one
exciting
Latter
evening
into
an
fair
agenda.
the
agers is also on
own ballet school). It would thus 29 by Harry Rosen's Grcenbush
are Equityites, and they seek a and send SRO audience home be the first ballet company that theatre here.
"Well, Carnegie Hall, I didn't travel."
The strawhatter opens the season
.stipulated minimum of $175 or happy.
with "Blithe Spirit."
^Q>0 01^ Broadway and $250 on the finally made it," were his first
Drama Crowding Opera
"this
gagged
known
Which
he
words;
to
actors
.of
with
toad. As
Acquisition by the City Center
Barter's 'Voltaire' Production
ability, salary for stage managers Is the closesi I've been to goodof the International, at .Columbus
Abingdon, Va., June 8.
appears iofhe a matter of agree- music.''
"Voltaire," a new play by Sher-:
ment or bargaining with producers'
Berlin was easy and informal, Circle, also 'solves a problem ^the
Swing, will be tried out this
man
growing
opera
and
dramatic
seaihdividually.
home
with
the
and very much at
summer
the Barter theatre, with
by
at
the
Center,
which
were
besons
loved
it.
His
Producers will, likely adjust sala- mike, and the crowd
ginning to crowd each other. Plan Peter Fry staging. The author is
ries to meet operating budget fig- voice has improved— well, it has
is now to' swing the Jose Ferrer co-producer of the Broadway revue,
ures should the planned tilts be in- the New Look, then since his
"Angel in the Wings."
dramatic
productions
the
over
to
days.
sang
He
corporated "in contracts. It's pre- "This Is the Army"
The Barter season opens June 10.
International in the fall, leaving
sumed that actors rated in the "How I Hate to Get Up in the that
much more room for music
$150 - per - week - or - more classifi- Morning" (inj which he had the
Hazel Dawn, Daughter Team
events at City Center. The Marcations will be asked or required to audience join); the unpublished
Newport, R. I., June 8.
quis de Cuevas, International's
Again."
which
he
a
Dress
"Ohfor.
Hazel Dawn and her daughter.
accept less to balande the increased
minimums. As for musicals the wrote for theiWACs in the Pacific, lessor, turned his theatre over to Hazel Dawn, Jr., will appear toCity Center through Ballet Society, gether in Ruth Gordon's "Years
America"—
refer"God
Bless
and
people
liumber of ensemble
may be
leaving to Kirstein and associates Ago" to .open the season the week
last
song
close
ring
the
as
"a
as
to
reduced.
the say-so on productions. Kirstein of June 28 at the Newport Casino
Negotiations on increases for to me as any. I've written."
has plans for lyric theatre produc- theatre.
actors and others should make for
All-Amcrican Evening
tions at the International, similar
Sara Stamm operates the spot,
a lively summer for the managers,
The evening was a wonderful to "The Telephone" and "The with Cecil Clovelly as production
who say there must be a limit in album of the all-Ameriean songs of Medium," which were originally director and Jean Barrere. stage
the boosting of production and our time, limited by one factor and staged by Ballet Society.
manager.
operational costs.
With Ballet Theatre passing up
marred by another. Berlin's music
New Lynn Kiggs Play
are all ballads, making for a cer- a New York season this autumn,
Jutland, N. J.,' J,une 8.
tain sameness in an evening of there Will be less- ballet in N.Y,
Lomask to Scout Pitt
New play by Lynn Riggs, "Verdimusic, especially when four vocal- this fall than last, despite Ballet
Primitive," will be premiered
Symph Players in N. Y. ists follow each other without an Society's entrance into the com- gris
instrumental Interlude. But what mercial field, and the ballet festival at the Hunterdon Hills playhouse
Pittsburgh, June 8.
here the week of July 15, with
was' more serious, the mediocre to be staged in connection with
Milton Lorhask,' former assistant talent assembled as soloists (and New York's Jubilee. Ballet Russe, Mary Hunter staging.
Another highlight of the strawconcertinaster of the Pittsburgh; there were a dozen) didn't show signed for three weeks at the Met,
Symphony and now a radio musi- the music up at its best. True, will dance only two, although pay- hatter's schedule will be the appearance of Pritzi Scheff in a recian in New York, is the local or- there were exceptions; But nitery ing rent for the third. Management
vival of George Kelly's comedy,
ganization's new personnel direc- crooners who swallow words; bel- was scared by the losses sustained
"The Torchbearers."
tor in Manhattan. Main job Is ar- lowing
tenors,
and
super-coy at tlie Met this spring by Ballet
ranging auditions for prospects for
the orchestra. He succeeds Charles
Kunen, who handled that job for
Pitt Symph 10 years untU his death
a short time ago.
With the resignation of Fritz
Reiner as conductor after a decade,
Pittsburgh won't have a regular
baton wielder next season but will
use a series of guest conductors,
among them Leonard Bernstein
and Artar Rodzinski.
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Wisiliicsday,
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members of his local troupe along
for roles in his eight-play schedule.

Six of the seven actors have received acting awards from the Harrisburg Drama Critics' Circle dur-ing the past two season$. They are
Robert W. Decost, Harlan Wilbert,
Susanne Porter, Lovinia Buckwalter, Catherine Meikle and Cameron
Ralston.
The seventh is Ronald
Betz.

Gage leaves Thursday, June 17,
accompanied by liis technical assistant, Marjorie Green Bmbaker,
to prepare for the opening play,
"The Late George Apley," which
bows Saturday, June 26.
5 New Milford Tryouts
New Milford, Conn., June 8.
Five tryouts will be presented
summer by Louis Townsend's
They
here.
Theatre-in-the-Dale
this

are the London play, "The Astonished Ostrich, with Greta Keller,
June 23; "An Old Friend of Moth*
'

by Thomas W. Phipps, July
adaptation by John Mc-*
Kinney of "Camille," with Tilly
Losch and Jabez Grey, July 28; "No
Room for Peter Pan," by H. Jaedicker Taub, Aug. 11, and an undisclosed work Aug. 25.
The season closes Sept. 5.
er's,"

14; a

new

Maiden Bridge's Reopening
Maiden Bridge, N.Y., June 8.
The Maiden Bridge Playhouse,
reopened two years ago by a group
of former service people, under the
direction of Eunice Osborne, will
begin a 10-week season June 30.
"Years Ago" is the tee-offer. Other
plays will be presented In this order: "Jasan," "Suspect," "Out of
"Outward
Frying
Pan,"
the
Bound," "Ten Nights in a Ballroom," "Ten Little Indians," "AH
My Sons," "Blithe Spirit" (or a
piece) and "The Show Off."
is a converted
The Playhouse
*

new

barn.

Herbert's Pitt Repeat
Pittsburgh, June

8.

Tim Herbert, doing summer
opera opener, "Show Boat," currently at Pitt Stadium, will shove
for St. Louis Saturday night
ofl'
(12) to do a couple of shows there,
but returns here at the end of the
season for two more musicals. He's
been signed for both "Hit the
Deck" and "Babes in Toyland"
here in July.
Although slated for role of Mat
Bascom in "Deck," Herbert will
probably move up into part of
Bilge Smith in case Gil Lamb isn't
available. Lamb had. been signed
for lead but that .was before he
went into Abe new Broadway show,

"Sleepy Hollow."
3

C'al. S.locks, 1

in N. M.,

Los Angeles, June 8.
Strawhat drama is not generafr>
.

ing undue heat in this territoiT)'.
Only three summer stock companies in California have been
posted with Equity, and one in

New

Mexico.
Troupes registered

*

this

far

in

are
Lobero theatre,
Santa Barbara, operated by Brackett and- Rathbun; The Actors' ComLa JoUa, and the Laguna
pany.
Players, Laguna Beach, run by
Jus Addis. The New Mexico entry is El Teatro, conducted by Ann
Lee in Santa Fe.
California

3 Buffalo Strawhats Set
Buffalo, June 8.

Buifalo and environs will have
three strawhats this summer.

The Lake Shore Playhouse at
Derby will begin its season June 5.
The new Boulevard Playhouse, formerly the Boston Valley Players,
(Continued on page 51)

;

.

1
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Chi

Field

Chicago, June 8.
Musicals fared best last week ut
Chi Iwxoffices. "High Button
Shoes" paced the field with abso"Show Boat"
lute capacity sale.
eased off despite heavy matinee
trade. ''Blossom Time" wound up
a two-week stay (5), Only reason
"John
of
Loves Mary"
decline
for
might be wholesale east switch, but
mail orders are in fine shape, "pn
Approval" couldn't overconae critics' shellackings and folded Saturi5K

;,

Estimates for Last Week
Time,"
Studebakcr
"Blossom
Closed
wk» (1,246; $3.71).
(5* with mild $11,000.
"Uigh Batten Sfeees," Great
Northern (3rd wk) (1,500; $6.18).
(2nd

Saturday

Terrific ?38.000.

S<m Francisco. Juiie 8.
(wo major oiienings on the
same night (31), "Annie Get Your
Gun" with Maty Martin at the
Opera House and "PrivatcLives"

With Taliuiah Kankliead at the
Canrent Road Shows
Curran. Frisco theatiegoers were
ou their tecs, Both shows rated
i.J«i*« 7-19
critical raves.
Last week, started with oveixiast
"Annie" did a ter"Anna Luca.sta"
Rajah, Read- nfic $60,000.
"Lives" did a nice skies, a brcat for theatres. Monday
ing (7-8), Lyric, Allentown (9-10)$19,(X)0.
-Harvey," at the Gcaiy, t31) there were 14 Memorial Day
St.-ite, KImira 'll-12i; Erie,
Schenec- hati an okay $12,500.
matinees, nearly all switched from
tady <14-15t; Avon, Utica (16)"Harvey,;' now entering its final the midweek and grosses were all
Royal Alex.. Tor. (17-19).
and fourth week, will have three right though business was spotty.
"Annie Get Your Gun" Opera leads ill
thai many days,
Friday While most shows were better at
Hse.. Frisco i7-i2); Aud., Frisco 0414), regular star Joe E.
Browa will the tjoxolfice to some degree, others
19).
give finale performance for season. dropped and the exit of the weaker
"Blackouts of 1948"—El Capi- Satui-day
Brock Pcmberlon will grossers is slated during the month,
tan, L.A. <7-l9>.
step uito the role of Elwood P.
"Sleepy Hollow," last musical
"Blossom Time"
Studebakcr, Dowd for tlie benelU
of (he Guide due In until late summer or early
Clii. (7-12).
Dogs for the Blind. On Monday fall, looks bad, with closing notice
"Brisadoon"
Philharmonic, (7) Rudy Vallee takes over until
"The Insect Comedy," third
up.
L. A. (7-12).
close oi i-how on ihe ]2ih, when he and last of- ihe Oily Center repE-r"Burlesque"
Shubert,
Bost. leaves for N. Y.
"Lady Winder- tory, got a nulu press. The Hahi(7-19).
meres Tan" returns for a second mah players from Palestine wind'
"Carousel"—Aud., St. Paul (14- lime Monday (14)
at
tJie Geary' up Thursday <10) evening.
Revival
19).
with Cornelia Otis Skinner.
of "Sally" closed abruptly last
"Harvey"—Nat'l, Wash. (5-12j,
(5).
Sal.
"Hold ft" quits this
"Harvey" Geary, Frisco (7-12).
)

~

—

—
—

—

week

'Bnrlespe'

MG,

'OUaJ' 37G,

Frisco (14-19).
"Life with Mother'^—Gass, Det,

"Nauehty Marietta"
monic, L. A. (14^19).

—

Bo.ston,

,

Hub

June

8.

Hub legit season is dwindling
here this week, with onlv one item
Philhar-

on
the Rialto.
"OklahomaJ"
last week for a three-week
"Oklahoma!"—Opera Hse., Bost, opened
engagement at the Opera House at
(7-19).
pop
prices;
drew raves, and an adthe
City
by
of
New
Invitation
"OUahomar
Biltmore, L. A.
ditional boxo£Fice was opened at
'Paris
Opera
Co.
Ballet
to
the
"Vork
t7-19).
the Majestic. "Burlesque," in sec"Private Lives" Curran, Fri-sco
to play a two-week engagement
ond of two at the Shubert, did mild
ftis fall at the City Center, N. Y., (7-19).
$14,000 to close that house for the
"Show Boat"
Shubert, Chi.
connection with N. Y.'s Jubilee,
,

I

—

•

In

has involved the municipal adminwith the New
istration in a hassle

York City Opera Co. and the
American Guild of Musical Artists.
Issue is whether the visit of the

—
—
"Winslow Boy"—Grand,

season.

(7-19).

Savoy, Hamilton

(7-8);

ger. Buff, \10-ia);

It'

FoliowsSoir

musical are doubly profitmg. Coatinues to capacity here; $38,000.
"Hold It," National tSth wk), tM-

.

Without patties taHugs'
dived and last week's gross luni^i^
shelling out
$7,000;
producer
1,164; $6).

plenty; closing

"Inside

Saturday (12).
Century

U.S.A.,"

Erian-

Music Hall, K. C.

'

around $26,000.

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad-

hurst <21st wk) (R-1,100; $6), Only
attraction on" list that played an
"Alleero." Majestic (34lh wk) extra matinee last week, which
(M-1,695; $6). Not much change in accounted
for improvement to
pace hery, Ilighly-reganled, musi- $38,000.
cal play, costly to operate, tapered
"Me and Molly." Belasco (IMh
during spring; rated around $29,- wk) (C-1,077; $^.80). Laugh show
000 hist week.
is expected to continue -well into
"Augel in Ibe Vfiugs," Comaet summer if not longer; takings again
(26th wk)'^ <R-998: $4.80).
Doing were around $1.0,500.
fairly well for mu.<iical of its type;
'"Mister Bobcrts," Alvin (KSth
eased sUghtij'; figured around $17,- wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80). Getting all
500.
the house will hold and its limit
'"Annie Get Your Gon," Imperhil of standees. No variance in great
aOSth wk) (M-1,472: $6.60). Adver- grosses; $34,500,
tising tickets for sale tlu'ough
"Sleepy BoUmr," St. James (1st
summer; crack musical went up; wk) <M-1,505; $4.a0). Drew dis$36,900 la.st week.
tinctly mixed press. . With the
"Ballet Ballads." Music Box (3d benefit of an $8.40 premiere, takwk) (M-d77; $4.aa). Better business ings the first four tuoeii '<(«peited

(1,570; $3.C0).
fair
$14,000,

<14-19>.

'

dance troupe will curtail the Center opera season from a projected
10 weeks' to eight or even six.
The dance festival is to extend

'Winslow' 22G, Del
Detroit,

June

8.

weeks, with U. S. troupes
After a week of darkness, Dedancing the other two. Situation troiters rushed to the Cass last
may be solved, however, by spot- week and dropped a sizzling, apting the ITrench outfit into the In- proximately $22,000 in the b.o. to
ternational theatre^ which has been see "The VVinsUsw Boy."
offered to City Center olticials on
"Life With Mother,** with
Dorothy Stickney and Howard
a rent-free basis.
The opera group had worked out Linisay in the leading roles, opens
a new contract at favorable terms tonight (8). It's penciled in for a
wikh AGMA on the basis of the 10- two-week run.
week plan. Through a misunderstanding, however, i&rover Whalen,
of the
director
as
municipal
four

jubilee

celebration,

the

invited

French dancers for the City Center
appearance without checking the
house .sked.
Having eased its financial terms
on the strength of the 10-wcek
Season, AGMA opposed the booking of the French troupe at the
Center during the period opera
was to have played the house.
Union officials claim the situation
would cost about Oiree weeks' employment to 100 of its members.

-

Added Sbrawkts
Following are the

summer

'Harvey'

Utah V. Festivsd Set
Salt Lake City, June

thea-

8.

The University theatre will go
ahead with- plans for a summer
Equity-franchised spots are desig- theatre festival, two nlays to be
nated by
and non-Equity by presented outdoors at the Univ. of
Utah stadium, "Show Boat" and
(N.».
tres, not included in previous listings, slated to operate this season,

CONNECTICirr
Stamford;

Stamford

theatre; Franklin Trask,
School. (E.)

Summer

George

L.

MAi^SACHUSETTS

"Midsummer Night's Dream."
The performances will run

in

conjunction with the Utah Symphony. Big names are being sought
for the leads.

Gteuoester; Bass Rocks theatre;
Old Log's 3G -45 Net
Franklin Trask, Diane Cutler. (E.)
Minneapolis, June 8.
Marion^ Harbor playhouse; house
Old Log strawhatler netted
be dark, not operated by Ed.season, its sponsors anward Shanley, as reported; Cledge $3,000 last
nounce. Theatre opens a 14-week
Robei'ts ovms the proE^rty.
this week with "Tlie Glass
Plymanth; Priscilla Beach thea- season
Menagerie," and Mary Perry has
tre; FrahklinTtask, Alison Hawbeen brought in to play the Lauley.'
IE.)
rette Taylor role. It has six Equity
MINKBBSOTA
members in its personnel and al.so
Mimicapalis; Edythe Bush Ldttie conducts an acting school.
,
theatre.
(N.)
Theatre is located at Late MmMinueapolis; Minnesota Univ. netonka. 19 miles outside of MinneWill

.

theatre.

NEVir

performauccs then being excellent. to $27,.500.
Gross on week up, $26,000.
"The Heiress," Billftioce '36th
"CoBuaand Decision," Fult6n wk) (D-920; $4.20). SUpped last
<35th wk) (D-968; $4.80). Improved week to around $1G^0& but that's
more than other straight shows that plenty profitable. Slated, here unIperked last week and takings went til September and then tours.
to approximately $17,000.
"The Bespectfnl.Prosfiti^" and
"Finian's Rainbow." 4€th Street "The Happy Jonmcy," Cort (I2lh
(73d wk) (M-L319; $4.80). One of wk) (C-l,06<^ $4.20>.
At present

drew satisfactori- fairly good ftttt gtiite mrofitafole
week, when takings went pace, ean conunue Indefinitely.
around $27,000 mark.
Playlets improved to around $13,"For Love or Money." Miller .'jOO last week.,
(31st wk) (C-940; $4.20). Slipped to
Revivals'
around $7;000 and comedy is 'in its
H a b i m a h, Broadway ( 1 ,900;
last two weeks; slated to close $4.80).
Final and 6th week for
June 19..
troupe from
Palestine playing
"Harvey," 48th St. a 89th wk) dramas in Hebrew; "The Golem"
fC-902; $4.20). Business was better finales season tomorrow (Thurs.).
here and with James Dunn in the
"Maq and' Supennanr," Hudson
lead the count was quoted around f35th wk) <CD-1,057; $4.80).
An$11,000.
other week to go for Shavian cem"High Button Shoes," Shubert cdy which is staying much longer
(35th wk) <M-1,387; $6). With the than anticipated when it opened
road company drawing excellent la.st tall; $16,500.
bu.siness in Chicago, producers of
date.
"SaUy," Beck. Closed suddenly
ia.st Saturday (5); ^oss. dropped
under $14,500.
"The Insect Comedy," City Center (1st wk) (1,650; $2.40).
Final
revival
(originally
called "The
Worid We Live In") by repertory
Although it was tentatively set for "Command Decision" to play troupe; slated through this, week
Colo.,
for
a
limited
date
this
summer,
it's
understood
Cicntral City.
but may extend engagement.
the idea has been scratched. Kcrmit Bloomgarden, who presents the
"Tlie Plaiy's tiM VtOugi" Booth
war-play hit. prefers to continue the run of "Decision" as is on Broad- <6th wk) (CD-712; $4,80).
Early
way (Fulton) through the summer, drama being routed for the road claims of popularity substantiated
was
planned
to
send
Paul
Kelly,
show's
star,
itad
several
It
and comedy likely to extend into
in the fall.
players
to
the
Colorado
"ghost
town,"
using'
replacements
new
sfSKson; up, nearly $16,000
supporting
in
City's
original
cast.
Those
charge
of
Central
summer
quoted.
in
the
for them
entertainment piroposed building the setting there but Bloomgarden
has received no recent word from' the committee.
Last .summer "Harvey" was played in Central City under similar 'Marietta' 46G, LA.;
arrangements, Frank Fay appearing there, with James Stewart then
'Okia.r Down to 28G
taking over the lead in the BToadway company. The 33-pcrformance
engagement was capacity throughout.
Los Angeles, June 8;
Memorial Day holiday last week
The number of backers for "Sleepy Hollow," which opened on failed to have the expected result
Broadway at the St. James last Thursday (3), is stated to be 103, and legit business was ofE around
town,
Boxofflce
wasn't helped any
shares
rangirig
upward
something of a record for angel-collecting,
from $1,000. Lorraine Lester, making her managerial bow, is the by some of southern Cahfornia's
"unusual" weather, including flnie
largest Investor, having p»it in $25,000, She's the wife of George
jvery
rainy night.
composed
the
score.
Lcssner, who
Esfitim^es for Last Week
Russell Maloney ".and Miriam Battlsta, who wrote the lyrics and
'"BlB^eMtS 'Of 1948," El Capitan
book, are also husband and wife, it being their first collaboration. I
Maloney, veterah n^agazine writer, has the weekly radio profiram ihc^j^ '^o*Jp'^^uV^noT\oo^^
.some
stage
of
preparation
Books."
was
in
for
and
"Sleepy"
Men
"Of
Week's S16 700 an increase ' but
two .years before it reached the boards. Total investment to the date .vtiil below usual $17 000
of premicie approximated $230,000.
"Nanehty Marietta.<" Philharthe musicals that
ly last

.

I

•

North Conway; Eastern Slope
weatce; Paul Wilson. Valentine

Biana Lynn Stars
Hollywood, June

^,

Bean.

\

apolis,

HAMPSHIRE

28€,D.C

Washingten, June 8.
"Harvey," viith Fi'ank Fay, got
more than $28,000 for its third
.sUnza at the National last week,
the take being hypoed by a sellout Memorial Day matinee. For
the first three weeks, "Harvey"
has grossed a red hot $81,000 here,
in a house scaled to $3.60.
It's figured to run at least until
tecs off June 30, and third enti-y the end of June, since the theatre
is the new Grand Island Playhouse,
is air-conditioned.
Julv 6.
Lake Shore includes Fred Ross
Skulnik 3G, N.H.
and Peggy Love as leads, with
Sherman Severin, Joan Evans, Paul
New Haven, June 8.
Brown, Frances Ingalls. Edward
Menasha Skulnik, playing a oneMon-is, .lay MacDonald and Jo night stand of "The Baby Sitter" at
will
Isl^ders
Grand
The
Fisher.
the Shubert Monday (7), was an
have Kathryn Kingdon as director advance sellout for a hefty single
and Clarence Ferris assisting. All performance gross of approximately
of the units have already an- $3,000 at $3.60 top.
nounced their sununer attractions.
Show is penciled for a fall return

lE.)

Diana

NEW YORK

L.vnn

virtll

star

;

.

8.

in the
"Ultra-;

i

premiere of
Marine," an English comedy by
Peter Blackmorc. to be staged at
Play will be No. 7 on
I.^ JolU.
monic Aud (1st wk) (2,670; $4.20).
the summer program.
Troupe will revive "Berkeley
BuiSiness for "Ballet Ballads," which was transferred from its ex- Very nice $46,000, about 90% caSquare," with Van Heflin and perimental-show status to regular legit, picked up encouragingly last P^Siit; ..
...
durr;
roles
Butmore (4th wk)
in
top
Cummins
>
Peggy
week on Broadway at the Music Box. Although the gross was $10,500
st. N. Y. /E).
another notch
ing the season.
it still operated in the )red, and ads in the dailies announced the atL,;? 5i« nnA '•iP''?^
PENNSYLVANIA
traction's last two iteeks. T. Edward llamblcton and A. R. Stem,
"Qr„™?. » ^^^V ^ P''"?J'
Bimitri Mitroponlos, Minneapo- who assumed the (inWiag of "Ballet" when taking over from ExpcriKttsbHieb; Pitt Stadium operArts ^3d^k) ^^i^^
Hnrd,«riW?
ettas; William Wymetal.
(E.)
lis Symphony Orchestra conduc-,
mental Theatre, dropped $17,000 the first two weeks. Word-of-mouth by hi? rec^s on
tn mVKo
tor, will conduct five concerts in
VERMONV
praise for the attrar'.ie*. in addition to favorable press comments,
'-The S«vi "ors." Coronet '^^^^
Winooski Paik; St. Michael's San Francisco next May at a spring may turn the tndc, and if attendance improves this week the notice wk)
(255; $3). Another bad $2,500
College playlidUMj Prof. Jlenry mu.sic festival to be staged in the
wiUidrawtk.
week to give it its $5,Q0Q total.
to close will be
War Memorial Opera Hinise.

Annandale

-

on

-

Hudson;

Bard

playhouse; Lew Danis. (E.)
playBridscport:
Bridgeport
house; Cliff Self. <N.)
Mt. Vernon; Westchester Woman's Club; Anita Grannis, Hugh
Rcnnie, AVilliam "Whiting, 46 Bank

American

J

'

•.

—

"

i

'

|

^

\

j

1

s

(5th

wk) IR-1,B70; $6). Actual strength
of name revue indicated last- week s
when with only one sellout party,
&COSS again went well over $47,000;
for the biggest gross in town.
"Joy to the World," Plymouth
<12th wk) (CD-1.0fi3: .<l;4.80). Length
of stay will soon be determined,
dependent on business next few
weeks; around S10.500.
"Look. Ma, Tm Dancin', Adelphi (18th wk> (R-1,!G0; $6). Got
strong start with last week's holiday and gross went up on week to

Estimates for Last Week
."Burlesque," Shubert t2d wk>
Bert Lafar show did last week encouraged management. Thursday 3), -estimated around
its
second week. Takings nearly $10,500 and may $10,500; closing notice up.
Moved out June 5 and house dark. continue to climb after slow start;
"Strange Bedfellows," MtHrosco
"Oklahoma!" Opera House (1st but last two weeks announced.
(31st wk) (C-93S; $4.80).
One of
"Bora Yesterday," Lyceum (122d the shows that improved and wltb
wk) (3,000; $3,601. Third visit of
this bolf attraction, first time at wk) (C-993: $4.80). Picked up a bit aid o( cut-rating the gross waS'
with
aid
of
starting
holiday matinee claimed around $12,500.
pop prices. Result was a wow
credited
and
was
with
$13,000;
"Streetcar Named Desire/* Barry*
$37,000, capacity at scale. Remains
two more and should maintain profitable for run comedy.
more (27th wk) (D-1,064; $4.80).
"Brisadoon." Ziegfeld (85Ui wk) Like "Roberts," weekly statements
throughout.
<IM-1,62S; $4.80).
Helped by wet do not vary. Vfiih. standees all
Sunda}' (20), attendance for both times,. count last week was close

London,

<9);

Week

Keys; C (ComiciIk), P iDrauia),
CD (Comedy -Draiiia,), K (Rewwc),
M (Mttsical), O iOperetta)

—

(7-191.

i!2).

Estimates For Last

—

m

Folds. "Hold

—

—

Betweea AGMA, Opera Co.,

W

SliowsPickedUp;'Sleepy'10|iG.iBi

Will)

"John iMves Mary," Harris a7lh
wk) (1.000; $3.71). First decline in
months, but stiU fine lakv. $16,000
"On Approval," Selwyn list wk)
"Hish
Button
Shoe?"
Gt.
Show closed here Northern, Chi. 17-191.
(1,000; $3.71).
after poor press. Lean $5,000.
"John Loves Mary" Harris, Chi.
"Show Boat/' Shubert n4th' wk) •(7-19).''
<2,100; $4.d4>. Making stay of it;
"Lady Windermere's Fan"
eased ofC to araund $25,000.
M\A.. Long Beach (7); Awd., Pasadena (8); Aud., Fresno (9-10);
Aud., Sacramento (11-12); Geary,

34)onter Hassle Brews

B'way Biz Still Spotty IlHHigliMost

'Harvey' 12iG, Frisco

2% 'Blossom' IIG, 'Mary' 16G

tiie

day

W60G,lwes'l%,

Paced by 'awes; 38G;

nLn

,

,

..

.

.

.

.,.

..
....
..,.,

.

.

.

-

Wednesday, June 9, 1948
ranks among the better plays presented by ANT but lacks the solid

Plays on Broadway
SlMpiy Hollow
IjorialUa tester piofliKtion ol mii^Ujl
Music, by
Pl«y hi .two «ptS ("Ix sioneh)

,

fiooow te«»nei, DAok bj Riis'ieU lliUoney
Feituus Gil litimb,
^mtLd Jlltlsm Battlsltt
•JBetty Jams Watson, Hu>es (jouloii Mji\
iluth Mi DeMtt,
Mctfesrty, W,ml Omiei
,;»ni^«':asj}p, James StavliucU, Dorothy Blra.
8tl(g*d 'by John O'Shaughuossey and Maro
Anna Soltolow
tWmolly! diUiceH siutuI

M

Jo

*«ttips«,

DavW

costumes,

MieUinei

Ffoikes, acJcUlicinnl unci Uj Ruth Hughes
Y , Juno
AaroK. Opened at bt James,
tOK
I, '48, S4

N

m

Ilea,

„

,,,

.William Foiguaon
Ij^nj RobhInB
Ijium Plerpdnt
Ruth McDcvltt

.

,

EasU,,..

.

Vau Biunl
Van Tast-el
Van RiDpei

atia.

Mrs.
itis

Jean ITandrllk

Dlen

Vfllhelmma
Mr. Vdn Hiunl

Bopi)

Beit tMlccix
'torn Holei

Ut. Van Tas-e)
Ml Tin Rippci

l.jans

Aloiles

.(BcilJhy White
Van Ta.>;ael.,.
.Walter Butterwoi-tli
Van Twilloi\
.Alan Shaj,
Hans Van Ripper. .... ..
MiUltn Van Horsen.. ...... Btehara Bhoaaea
SchoHe
..liewis
D'ooi'n.
.,,
Van
BtavveliiiK

.'iaftoh
.Willi e

.

.

, .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DowenljaflB

•ivori'i
f 1,1,1,

Robin hluar
feyi^'-^

oYeii

Bones

Biom

Kali ,i.a

Van

Ha^es t.oulni
V-in Bmnl
Bettj T int A\ son
lissel.
.

Henailcjk

J'''\y,"A\

-.V.V.-.VMame,y"0.V?
iS'^V^'^r^'
p"
„ s
VellRV l.''cn-l»
.'.*.".""
.

I'^ianklln

fc,"fe

g.'f?-'

,..

t'l;
Sr'

.,

.Sbiun

.

.

.

I,
.

.

.

s&iWx-y

WiKiiei

OBiltn

Ka* DiaKele\
JaroeH Staibuok
John Waul
Waigaiel Rlttei
".,9 Sullivan

Ann Dunbu

Ml Van Hopten
J QOM .......

.

m

m

m

•

Comedy

The

Tohn RussU

"

-Tv Kearney
Kenneth Bcmo

fSn

.

:

Man"

He

in act two.

:t.

starts fairly

well with "There's Histoiy to Be
Made" and is amusiug with "A
"Sleepy Hollow" is the last of Music Lesson;" For "Lesson" Lamb
four musicals readied during the gives out with the mouthorgan bit
spring, arriving after additional he's used in vaudfilmers, starting
operthe
trvout time, during which
with a large harmonica and then
etta-like musical play was restaged
going to a tiny one which he supThere's a lively first act but tlie posedly swallows.
show lags thereafter. Despite its
Most ot the show's dancing is
charm, chances for summer patron- ballet-like, with Dorothy Bird and
age lobk mild.
James Starbuck standing out. She
There are new people among tne scores individually in "Ichabod."
authors, also new facees on the Three couples dance as teams and
nerformance end who have plenty then combine after tlie "Face"
to do in handling the very booky number, Kate Fnedllch and Alex
Locale is a village Dunaeif attracting the most attenperiod show.
settled by the Dutch on the Hud- tion. A late ballet anent the headson river's Tappan Zee, approx- less horseman brings on most of the

^

I'UOliOG
l*lie

'...George Couloiiris
.Itobiiison ytone
UiittcrllU-D

Vai?rant

The tVofessor.

The
FeliX.

Youns

—

...

.

.Jo.se

errer

1'

.\nnabelle. Lyon, June
White, Betty l.ow, Claire Hale

Buiterilles

Ins

Phyllis 11111
Av.era

.

Victor.
Clythia

.Torti

vHitsr Cfnni
.

.niotnaa Poaton

Otakar

;

3litraiider(«

'i'iie

Joanne SmiUi

....Alildrcd

Ohrysaii.s.

Male Beetle.
Female Beetle

.Hianley

t.'arl.son

.Paula T.anrenc-e

.\nother Stale Beetle,

......

i

-

Buseh

.BolJby

.RoberL Carrcdl

Ichneumon Fly.
Its Lavra.
Jtale Cricket
]''emale Cricket

Colion'

.t'hevi
",

Parasite

Kay

.,

.

.

.

Blind Ant
I.St EnKlneer. ......
.
:;nd EnKineer.
.

Walatoiv

i\niiat)elle t.yon
•
l''Wt 'Whitley

.

.

•

The

Antji
,

.'

.

.

;

...

^

.I..ednardo riinino

Alexander Scinirliy
.Kobert Carroll
.

.

.

ensemble^and is fantastic.
.Ssldney M iiUers
An Ant ............
.1'ed Allcgrei
While "Sleepy" is humorous, the Another Ant ..... .... .
.Bohinsciri stone
factor missing most is laughter. Inventor.Mes.senger. ., .. .<
Muck Busc-h
Another
the play are a happy Quartermaster.
Characters
.... ..... .Thomas Post on
.Bert tVbitley
lot, they are costumed along the Wounded Man ..........
HaV Wiilalon
Telcsrnplier
lines ot America's early Dutch imTom Avera
Journalist
generally
attracare
migrants and
Jo.vcb UlU
War Worker.
.Chevi t'ollon
tive. Set;J:ings are mostly painted, Bond Salesman.
t?eorgc Hall
which give a colorful atmosphere A Traitor
,

.

i

m

.

.

.

. ..

.

yellow

of the locale.

'.*nd

Ibec.

questionable.

Almost Faithful
by Harry Wngsloff

Brown:

1,

CJrjiible.

liglithif,',

Yvonne ataedehen
fhildrewH
...Inge ItardlKon
.\llc'e

Dominic

. .

S'rank Brodei'Udc
Piert

Mitehuin.

.

.

Frank Brodciiik,

SVitVi 1830

7«!!S SiinHet Illvd.,

Ilollywooa

Cnl.

<I0,

.

.........

Eiiniee.

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
2S West 45tli Street, New Yoric

Rich-

'JS; $t..20 lop.

Muriel BvOderieU.
Sadie O'Neal

SAMUEL FRENCH

.'^etttlng.

t^oorge Lewis. Buster
N.. Y., June

At A.VT PlayhooHe,

Hawkins.

Marlene Bvuc

Walvi.dor

TomaK

Johiifion
.:. .tluts
.Froiterlclt Outer
.

.Kenneth Malorv
Hilda Haines

Gnbble's

new

Harry Wagstatl
comedy, "Almost

Fatthtiil."

frothy romp
summer fare

makes suitable
the American

that
for

is

a

at .its Harlem playTlus farce, which has the
house.
weight and bounce of a pingpong
ball, IS played at a madcap pace,

Negro Theatre

with more laughs than loRic.

It

,

Jn n AV h 11 e

Mill h

.....iselty
Clairo

Mcith.i..

Molh......
Moth..........
.

T.oiv

VALUABLE CENTRAL THEATRE PROPERTY
SEATING CAPACITY,

1.238

KNOWN AS MARYLAND THEATRE
Between Howard and Eulaw Streets

BALTIMORE, MD.

Jotm Kannedv produi'ilon of musical play
Book, by ItuKll,
t»ij .acta (I(». Keenest.
AbC'rcrontltie: .Jiitiijic, Jriem-y wiillivait:: litlc-s,
those of the liciems oC l^obei't Burns: ru'^
Carl Hubeii»arien; icboral ari-nnBCJiients, Udwin. .JllcArtluir; Biased by
Koliert 1"1. Pfi-ry; music under direction of
liv

*

-

aijer

Sl'cArthur;

and

let.s b.v

Busc-h

w .. .M^ick

Buseh

..Arthur
... .......

-Naa McParland

itimiciiwl

^2.(10

'ilH:

jfttin

.

.

.

A

Jtoly Willi".
,'ikmes Armour.
Clarltida
Dr. Black luck-

.

.

...

.

.

.

,

.

...

.

.

Bai- in basement.

Steam heat

..

.

.

l>rlov to

a»y o(

.

.

.

.

.V,d«Jn
HliKubeth Walts: failing

.

.....William BlaMt-

........ .tcme Haals
.-Jiiivn. F.dwnl'ds
, ..

.

.

self

.

.

:

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

...Kdward Poos

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

and

brilliant

to

sale.

m

m

"O Charlie
and "My Wife Is
corn,"

May

Is

Darling,"

E» T.

Newell
3000

ft
E.

Company,
Pmtgn
Wolfe

St.,

Inc.,

Bollimore,

lOAKm

Md.

,

and

i948,

men

approximately

2,125.

m

a

Winsome, Wee

an.

(t.

and

locr.ated

The story revolves around Burns

m

Bums

m

m

direction of the dancer-actors
the butterfly scene jind the marching ants in the" battle sequence is
a standout. This battle of the ants
for a brief stretch ot ground between two grass blades is biilliantly staged and the show's highspot.
George Coulouris gives an impressive, well-rounded portrayal as
the Vagrant, tying together' the
three episodes in butterfly, beetle
and ant world, philosophizing on
the riddle of the universe and trying to find a nobler outlet for

Xauglily Mariotia
Los Angeles, June

posals,

1.

A. Oiric ,I,ight Opera presentalloji ol"
Kdwiti luenter DrodU'dlon oC two-act operetta (-J scenes).
Staca Susanna Foster,
Wilbur Evans and Edward Wvevett Mcu'toii.
Book, Milt.tm l.a«arua (baaed on libretio by
.T.,,

Itlda Johnson YonnR); addillonal Ijric-s by
Forinan Brown; musit- by >'ii-ior Herbert".
Staged by Klerlins Hollowa!-; dancea, Aida
Broadbent: scenery. Watson Bui-i-nti; costjimea,
Rene Hubert; innaU; coritlut-tor,
Robert Zeller; arrnnsementa, Ai-iiun- Kay.
ICdward Ward: voc-ti]. piiaenil)leM atased by
Eugene Ijorlntf: choral direction. Kdlth
.

and

to

waive any inforinalitv In
when such rejection

proposals received

or waiver la in the Interest of the tTniteol
States.
If more than one proposal be
ofl^ered by. any one party, bv, or in. the
iiaihe oC his or their clerk, parttrer, aKi<hl>
:

or other person, all such proposals may
be rejeeted.
Prospective bidders may
view the property by appointment onlv

by caUing Executive
or by adelreaBing a

4900, Branch
letter to the

mlaalonei' of Public Buildings,

ton 26. D.

C

8727,

Com-

vvaslilng-

'

Qorclon..
Opened at Pbilhiivmunii: And.,
1.. A., May 31,
'J8
tup,
Olauflette
«cpber
2nd Maid.
....... .... . .. Dorothy Conner
Laundrffls. . ... .
,
. ... , .
Ann HtcplieiiH

Win

.

.

.

.

.

(Meanlhit

(llrl.

.

.

Another Maid......
.

.,

,

.

Kubv PenorE
Bettv Jluff

..

.

Ii

.

.

.

..

.

occasion.
Robert Carroll does an Miu-lelta.. .,
..
excellent job in two diverse roles, Prince tie Nemours.
Street tTrchIn
one as a devilish predatory fly, the Oyster
Veiidor
other as a robot-like ant-leader. Heller of i^hi'imii.
..,
Paula Lawrence gives an amusing I'^loWer tJil-1.
A FarineC. ...... ...
delineation
as
a self-absorbed, Etiemie Grandet...,
selfish beetle. Alexander Scourby, Roslta..
RUlilllpijO. .......
(Continued on page 53)
.

.

,

i

Mtit'sliall

.....

.

.

•

.

Fred Williams
........

.I'lli/.a

Mc'l.ane

..... ... .Ruy Riiymond
... .RIclinvd
Chariea
..... .Viola Ksaen
.

.....

.

.

.

. . .

Whcsler OptrA Heu««

leoster

—

Wlaiihope
P.oy Fitiell
Bei-nard Klocker
.'i'cd

.

,

Culci n

tt

dith JvInK

.Wtiattniijt

, i ,
,

1

.Jtibn

.

.

.

IK

.Jeanne Kiaen

.

.Tllo

Vuolo

Servant to (jo\< iiini .
l.>oiniiiic Tripoli
(Jovernor Reiiard Kiln vid Bvpiett Uorlon
.

lit. RoKet- Blake
Akron Troupe In Rehearsal
Johmiy Vuy
C'aptain Kick Warvlngloii
.Wllliuf Evans
Akron, June 8.
Bras Piciuet. ....... .....
..Ben WeUtcn
Town and Country Players, Akron's summer stock company, are
Back in 1910, when "Nauglity
rehearsal for their first two Maiietta" was first
introduced, it
plays, "Holiday" and "Arsenic and quickly
made the grade
Old Lace," to be presented June etta. It had the usual as an operthin story
10-19 and June 23-July 3, respec- but it was
bolstered by a fine Victively, in the Suffleld (O.) Town tor
Herbert score including three
xmXi' Alexander Wilson^ director. numbers that have
become

m

Anctioneert

Time, July i,
opened publiclv, to lease

liiastern llaylight Savliifs

the IJelasco Theater BuiUVng. washliiBton, D. C, except the tlfth door: that
portion ot the fourth Hoor containine

Thing."

,

"

Ted Stanhope and Ben

Cliarles,

duction by John Kennedy. Brian Welden.
the lead; fills the
Sullivan, tenor,
•Costumes by Rene Hubert are
role neatly both from a warbling
and acting standpoint. Sydna Scott colorful, often drawing more applause than the actors, and Watson
as Highland Mary Campbell whose
love Sullivan loses through death, Barratt's sets are fine.
But, withal, the L. A. Civic is
and Gloria Hamilton, to whom he is
sending thisi
wed after parental objections- are making a mistake
"Marietta" shows
thrust aside, justly share top honors to Broadway.
her age and would be more at
with Sullivan.
Bobby Jarvis. Walter Burke and liome in the Smithsonian Institute
Louis Kirtland, in the comedy than in Shubert Alley.
Kap.
roles, supply the laughs, some of
the belly variety, and their war(ADVKKTIBKMKNT)
bling of "We're All Noddln* " may
Sil
\.L.rn I'ROPOSVl S will bi^ict.-nccl
The piece
the jukeboxes.
hit
tunes, by the I'odcral Works AkcUcv. Waahlistening
with
abounds
ington, 1). ;C., up to 2:00 o'clock. P.M.,
are

.

will he sold oublcot to ceitaln reilnctlon as to use which
-^MlJa I>™l'e>l5
wiU'
annoiinfeti at time of sale or can be had llivousli tlio v.wto
office ui
ot the
ijie

ancyoneers

,

,

was made all the more
noticeable in Los Angeles, where
"Marietta" followed "Annie Get
Your Gun" into the Philharmonic.
The Victor Herbert heroine doesn't
.KuKeiie- I,'ollog-i-int have the zing, or
the guts, of the
John Petci'S
Rodgers-Hammerstein gal, nor, for
John Roul
that matter, of anything now atf Vim-ent Master.^on
..lames Jamieaon tracting business
Premier I>ancer.
on
Broadway. As
^^*ojcdl^o^vslia
;^onia
Preinier Panseuse
a piece of showbiz Americana, or a
perennial addition to a civic opera
It is questionable whether there season,
"Marietta" can get by,
are enough people who like their Broadway is a different story.
music woven around the hie, loves
In addition to an excellent physiand poems of Hobei-t Burns to make cal production, Lester and Sterling
the planned Broadway presentation Holloway, who staged the /piece,
"Auld Lang Syne," world- have assembled an expert cast.
of
preemed here, a longrun success. Susanna Foster sings her way
But ffom an artistic viewpomt, even neatly through the title role and is
with the burrs as thick as cold as easy on the eyes as she is on tlie
molasses, the piece clicked here.
ears
Edward Everett Hoi-ton
An authentic Scottish atmos- in his usual fine comedy choregets
as
phere has been created with bag- the governor; Wilbur Evans brings
pipes, kilts and a sworddance inter- a robust voice to the role of
the
woven. Most ot the lighter parts of hero; Mitzi Gerber clicks as Glauthe piece are confined to the second dette, particularly standing out in
act and some should have been in- her terp routues with Johnny Coy;
jected into the first to balance and Viola Essen, the prima ballerthings out.
ina, is excellent.
Others meriting
The huge al fresco stage lends it- a nod are Edith King, Richard
staging
pro1st Bitter.

*

l-elloyBnsch

Walter Scolt
An Old Woman

2d Klder....
.Scotch CWtcert... .,
Older Member. . .
The Bagpipers.....

.

ing.
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ot (lurdon.
Ka.rl of (ileiK-airii.
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At 3 o'clock P.M.
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Plrst Floor: Orchestra and Stage; Meiszanlne Floor; Baleonv. and Gallery
^^hich Is not included in the 1
.8 seats. I'jliate boxes.
ConiDlcte Apaitiuenl
on touith floor, ofticcs, ]o dresalns rotiinR, 8 Cliorus Rooms, Hnlo tn Include
all seats furnttuie, flvuief, lines, ilgglng anil Other eOttlpmont in the
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Sullivan
iNoruian Tciling

.Bi-i'jn

.

....

.

Burns.....

tlavin Haiitiltoii.
Pdtisie Nansie.
'J!ant 0*.S,hant'er. .
Soliter Johilie. .
.Veteran .. ..1

Fortunately, "Marietta" still has
the Herbert music to back her up,
but in the space of 38 years the
naughtiness has faded. By present
standards the young French princess is neither naughty enough nor
vivacious enough to last long on

certainly
nostalgialovers will prefer to buy disldngs
of their favorite tunes rather than
through a mildly pleasant evening just to hear them once.
.T>oiiise f^lrlland;
,i Hobby Ja.rvi.s
Not that the L. A. Civic Opera
..... .AVuIt.er Burke Assn.'s Mdwin Lester
hasn't given
.........Kdwin Sielt'e
ja'mes HacCctlt the revival an opulent production.
It's just that the show itself doesn't
V, Byron iftnsseil
.I.U'-ile Ciiniiiiinjts
stack up as present-day fare. The
StoffB.

....

.

.

.

. . .

.

....... .S.\-dna Kcfitt

.

.

,

.

.

Armoui-.

(Jtlbert

Jlaala

vloiie
.

.

.

M.ti ir.

St.

toii

lenny AVilaon.
Itubei-t Hitirns,

t'aptain

..
The production abounds in fine Cook...... ...........
bits or characterizations, and the Servlnff Maid
.)......
Center's cast-members rise to the Madame Puval,.,;.

1948

Pai'k,

T'oreat

theatre,

I.nuls, .Tun(> 3,

Alary Campbell

Butler..

.
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iramedlately in front- of the. storaerc loft
oyer the stase, atid that portlun ot the'
baselneht containing: approximately 70fr
set. ft. and lying south of the maili south
wall of the building, -which are reserved
as a poor but gay roving poet
to the iJnited States and to'wUlcli thei-»
love with Jean Armour, whose are direct means of access from the ad'
father not only disapproves ot the jijinlnsr Treasury Department Anne-^ No.
budding romance but threatens I,, for a lefm of years coimnencinff on
September 1. lots, and ending on AuKiiat
with a debtor's prison unless -31,
.1,938: PllOVII.:)UD that if the Conhe seeks recognition of his talents gress shall appropriate funds for tii»
other lands. Betore his contem- construction ot a now buiUliiiSt on the
of the Belasco Theater Builcllne durplated
departure
ior
Jamaica, Bite
ms-the term ot the lease,
Governwhere he plans to start life anew. ment shall havij, the right tothe
cancel tha
Co
Burns meets and falls in love with leaae on one year's notice in writlnK;
Play has been staged brilliantly Highland Mary, who promises to PliOVIUBD FURTHKll that at the expiration of the flrat tire years. of the terni
by .lose Ferrer, who also has two accompany him as his wite. Her oC the lease, the Government slinlt hove
One is sudden death forestalls the plan, the right to cancel the lease for any
the three-acter.
roles
cause whatsoever on one year's ncitice
an amusing characterization as a and the rest of the play deals with In
writing. All proposals iiiust be accomfoppish poet in the butterfly se- his trials and love foivJean Armour. panied by the reciuired
deposit and mu.st
quence; the other a briefer, sharpThe first act, with its seven be submitted on the form oE proiiosal
which
may bo obtained in Boom TOaS ot
military
role
ly contrasted
as a
scenes, could be stepped up conthe Federal Works Agency Building. Iffth
Hanya Holm's siderably.
ant-commander.
Sahu.
and "1'" .Stieels, N A\
\\ashlnglon.
choreographic contribution is a
n. ('.
The I'-eaeral Works Agency reserves the right to reject any or all prosubstantial praiseworthy one. Her

Citv Center's stock company
continues In its high estate on
Broadway with the revival of the
Capek freres' "The Insect Comedy" The two-decade-old satire
on' human foibles, as seen through
the insect
their counterpart
world, IS still timely, provocative
Especially when
and intriguing.
done with the spirit and skill
evinced by the N Y City Theatre

of insects,

Sale on Premises
23,

dances li.v liicbard
Kares custiime Co.

CHriali'iLsen
c'O.stuhlns by

*

'

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

ai'L-.directoi-,

Lew

Karslow:
.\t

produc-tlon nmif
Wnttiim Burriitt; bal-

assoi-i.-iln".

"O Tarn, Come
among which
Kiss Me Noo," "Flow Gently Sweet
Afton," "Highland Lassie," "ComNewman ing Thro' the Rye, "John BarleyHale

.•Ecbby

man's emotions than the instincts

IN FEE SIMPLE

3.

c-hCslratioiii3,

Kdwin

Town

"Sweet Mysteiy ot Life,"
"Falling in Love With Someone"
and "Itahan Street Song," and two
more which are still recognizable,
"Neath the Southern Moon" and
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp;"
ards,

June

St. Louis,

m

LIQUIDATION BY PUBLIC AUCTION

Lang Syne

Aiiltl

..Anniibello T.yon

Snail.. ...............
,...;...*.....
Snail

Woman. , ...
Anlerlean Nestfo Theatre presentation ot
three ac-tji. written and staged

.

:

.Jose iccrrei'
Commander.
Norman BIMweisa,. JUn I>yas, Col-

WoiHl Ciiiter,.

C'umeily in

.

.

,

Soldiers-:

Considering the time, care in
production and the outlays for it, 1st
2nd
"Sleepy Hollow'' deserves to get Srd
across—but whether the average 4th
playgoer will enjoy its diversions is 1st

twiX

11

.

.

.

.

Plays Out of

try.

"

,..

.

Broadway

stuff for a

Gribble has compounded this
imately the prebent site of Tarry- piece out of a scatterbrained yarn
town, N. Y., dale being 1795 Stoiv about show biz people and a string
gags, shocking bathIS based on Washington Irving's of boudoir
asides
and conventional
room
"Legend o" Sleepy Hollow," with
naughty words. Lots of it is cliched
its unseen headless horseman and
moments are rethe
original
but
the principal character of Ichabod
energetic humor
their
warding
in
New
from
Crane, a schoolteacher
Haven on his way to fight the In- Almost three-hours long, the play
would be twice as good if it were
dians,
half.
sUced
will
o<rer
it
be
gets
. If the show
An ingenious setting divides the
hanbecause of vocal excellence
stage in half with the action tak^
dling the musical numbers by Betty
simultaneously in two
Jane Watson, who developed at the ing place
One is the dwelling
same St. James with "Oklahoma'," apartments. and
his wife, while
and Hayes Gordon Miss Watson is of a crooner
the other an amorous vixen plots
a corking prima donna as Katrina,
house-breaking conspiracy. The
the town's flirtatious belle. Gordon, a
usual domestic complications are
as her suitor, has a sturdy baritone,
hdving more recently been a "Bng- detailed with a sexy leer that manadoon" understudy. Their ducting ages to avoid bad taste by sharp
of "I Still Have Plenty to Learn" wit.-'The cast of young Negro thesand "Here and Now" do much tor
the first act, along with Wiss AVat- pers performs with verve and inStandout player is
son's "Ask Me Again" and "The telligence.
Things That Lovers Say," plus Gor- Yvonne Maedchen, whO( gives the
don's "I'm Lost." Lighter numbers role of the illiterate and illicit
count, too, especially "You've Got "other woman" a tart comic flavor.
That Kind of a Face," sung by Dots Johnson, as the crooner; Alice
Mary McCarty, a cute looker out of Childress, as the wife, and Fredthe nightclubs, and Ward Gainer, erick Carter, as an agent, also de^
also new. Miss McCarty does well, liver with plenty of zest, Henti.
too, with "Why Was I Bom oh fc
Farm."
IiisM»et:
Gil Lamb has the principal comIsew York Olty; Theatre C'o. prodiiefion
edy assignment, being Ichabod, the or comedv-drama in three acts (vith prorangy visitor whom Katrina uses to log and epilog) by Jo.sef and ;Karel fapelc.
dranratized
and
by Owen Uavly.
pep up the ardor of her lover Brom Featui'es George- adapted
Couiouria.
I>lreeted hy
Bones (Gordon). Lamb,,from vaude- Jose FeiTer. Set-s and Jlghtini?. Herbert
ville and Hollywood, is slow gettini! BvPdliln; -costumea, Kmeline Roche: choreOpened at City
ography, Hanya Holm,
with
"Poor
into stride, doing best
'tS: flM top.
Center, N, T., June

stand*

tea & most unique «cting companv,
directed by.
.

MAO«X SKCUr

Dt^ctor Theatn' Workftliop, Tempi*

•Uy («ctn», tmlier,

llnlv«i'-

director, playwrl(bt).

Summer

in cool, colorful Aspen, Colorado, ideal community in the heart

of tha Rockies, whore
Every qualilicd tludant acl*
in an operating Hiiatra. faMicd
Wheeler Opera House, beferc
paying audiences.
Learn by acting,- gain valuable ckpenence, perfect your abilities. Leads
to
less

engagements. .Costs
most vacations. Limited

professional

than

enrollment. Request brochure
re today.
Managing Director

TMK ASPEN

nHftM

Wheeler Oper* •House
A«eft, ColeMito

'
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P^RiEfr
However,

convention

since

constitution
order of

the

ruled

that
the
business,

was

primary
Greshler would be heard if time
was available. Greshler is threatening to sue unless formally
cleared of the charges; The situaish film pact, froze? funds there
yfWt 'Radio Car Bouleite'
I^OUIS LUMIERE
WAI.TEU ANORE
by American tomtion will be ironed out at a confer-;
NVhen Walter Winchcll takes his can be used nuWication
of adverWalter Andre, 60, who had been ence this week between Greshler,'
on the night prowl chasjing panics for the
tbuis tumiere, 83, who, with his a
musician in vaude theatres of the Dunn, Corelli arid the TA commit- cronies
tising matter, film magazines
brother, Auguste, is credited in
police calls they play "radio car
Loew
circuit
for
nearly
35 years, tee
the motion
It other cxploitetiott purpwes.
Ti-ance with inventing
roulette" which he Revised.
which
died
after
a
heart
in
2(Khattack
at
Gaumont-British.
with
his
Thomas
When
nicture simulUneous
The convention passed a resolu- calls for 25c mental "chips."
has mhome in Ozone Park, L. I., .Tune 7.
comes in from, a precinct, Fox has a large Interest,tan
A Edison, died June 6 in his villa
Andre had. been bass player iri tion asking the 4A's benefit com- a signal
Riviera.
numbers decide the ready dummied up a
on the French
the orchestra at Loew's State, N. \., mittee with Dunn, Dewey Barto, the station's
GB
and j
whiph
in
sold
will
be
numbers:
two
has
Each
of international
winners.
It is a subject
for 20 years. When house discon- and representatives of the various
If its Pre- Odeon theatres throughout Greajii
controversy as to who invented the tinued stageshows last December, theatrical guilds to continue -its 1-2, 3-4, 5-6. 7-B.^lO.
Britain, J. Arthur Rank is discuss? ;
established
for example, the holder ing
I^inema, but it is well
he took over as doorman to pro- study of the situation. It's unlikelif cinct 44,
similar
projects With, thO;<
collects 25c
combinatifHi
invention,
3-4
Lumieres'
of
the
the
that
Shearers.
tect his rights under ioew's pen- that action will come before the
from each.
shown for the first time in Decem- sion plan.
Cou^e has also discussed -with i
fall.
its kind
Larry Raeey, CBS engineer «h» the BBC a series of radio i»ogr«)ns
ber 1895, was the first of
Survived by wife and a son.
Corelli declared that .since Jan.
remotes, is among those usually in which American Pix start ip
Europe and appeared about the
1, 59 benefits have been cleared by
Racey is a lens- Britain will explain the U. S. to
with Winchell.
jtame time as Edison's Wnetoscope.
Sit>ENCCR B. STEENROD
TA. lie admitted that performers hound on the side, both still an4
Lumiere was also a pioneer in
British and British stars in the
the
Spencer S. Steeni-od, 60, who had been sent out on more, but newsreel, and frequentljr sells his
and developed
rtjior photograplyr,
U. S. esiplain Britain to the Ameriand" other owned the Majestic and Orpheum said they were unauthorized and stuff.
plates
Publiciste Ed Wiener and
sutcchrome
Duo left for Paris June 3
He was theatres, died Jime 3 after a heart urged entertainers to consult TA Curt Weinberg, and Blair Chotzin- cans.
nhotographic processes.
for a series of conferences With
attack'
Columbus,
in
O.
He
wasin
his
last
throughout
before playing such dates. Corelli oif, Earl Wilson's aide on the N. Y. French picture executives on exicclaimed
the motion picture industry in Nel- said he would
ask that sending out Post nitcry beat, usually comprise ploitation of French films in th«
years by motion-picture leaders as sonville, O.,
for
many
years,,
manindustry.
the
taient for women's luncheons be the cast accompanying WW,
one of the founderspf
u, S.
aging early theatres and later
Lumier« Studied chemistry, and operating
outlawed.
He also urged that
his own houses.
Mrly began work on a picture
Colnmns in Dicest
PM's Bob Condon Col.
His wife, two daughters and a newspaper columnists wlio have
orocess which he completed in son survive.
been promoting benefits stop that
Robert Condon, writer in the
Column, « new monthly digest
«94 Thei-e is a tablet on Boulepractice and asked that theatre
Eagle Lion publicity department in<^ag*featurig£ excerpts from over
vard* des Capucines in Paris corocliain heads stop pressuring talent
B. E. HATTON
New York, will do a Broadway col- 15,000 colmnnists and feature
memoraUng his first picture show,
these
bookers
to
send
out
acts
on
B.
Hatton, 86, pioneer motion
starting June 25, three writM* for the dailjr press, is slated
umn for
\Vbicb was held in the Grand Gaf« picture theatre
owner, in Missouri, free dates.
Material will be to hit the stands in the fall. Mag
limes weekly:
and showed a railway train enter- died at Columbia, Mo., May 30.
primarily anecdotal (a la Leonard is being putdi^bed in New York
ing the station at Ciotat.
He formerly operated a string of
Lyons) but will also incliide some 1^ Carl B. HeW) witti liis brother*
recounted that a panic
It is
houses
including
the
Hayden
Opera
gossip-type
items.
Jfrim D. Hess, as <»ditor.
started in the audience when the
Richard
E. Adams,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
House
in
Columbia.
Pre publication copy, dated June,
Condon will 'continue, tempo-i
locoihotive eame head oninpon the
He was in the decorating busi^ daughter, Framingham, Mass., May rarily, at least, in his film company is a slick-papercdr VO-page issue
screen. Total receipts of this show
31. Father is general manager and
ness at lime of death.
job.
He closed the deal for the with pieces by Walter Winchell,
w«re 35 francs. His second picpart owner of
in that
Paul
Gallico, Louells Parsons; H. I.
a
facleaving
week
with
pi^
column
last
workers
ture Showed
city.
W. M. SHIELDS
Ushers Joe Barnes and BarU*ey Phillips, Bob Hope, Bt^b Coosidilke
tory, and soon the first picture
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Giles Swan,
W. M. Shields, 55, manager for
Crum. He is a former editor of and «thers.
plays werie 6ln»ed in France.
Interstate Circuit in Tyler, Texas, daughter. Baltimore, June 4. Father This Week mag and has written
Throughout his life XaiuMere
died in that city, .lune 3. He was is radio director of- Joseph Katz ad extensively for other publications
Freeatan Kevivet NcwHmHl
continued to work upon improveagency there.
color a Texas showman since 1920.
radio.
Don Freeman
revived fais
Bieiits of his process and his
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson, and for
Prior to joining the Interstate
has had no Broadway col- quarterly Newstaad, which he di»photography, but he dropped from
circuit he operated independent daughter, Los Angeles, June 1. iinm recently.
conUnued ia 1942, wken ke entered
the limelight with the development theatres in
Father
is
a
radio
actor.
Athens, Tyler and other
the Army. It contains r«prodtM!of the motion picture industry
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Scott, son,
Texas
cities.
Fleek
Skow Bte Ba^s Dae
tions of hi£ drawing* and etchings,
the U. S. He was "discovered" by
Pittsburgh, May 31. Father's sports
The following bdoks related to including thestrical subjects such
American picture interests 20
lUother of the late Olga TreskofT. announcer on WCAE, Pitt.
years ago, and since had enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Katz, show business are slated for pub- as be does for the N. Y. Times
actress, died in Wilkes-Barre, Pa
drama section Sundays.
much publicity «s a motion picture June
May <26. lication (his summer:
Pittsburgh,
3. Daughter's career inspired daughter,
The artist leaves this week for
juoneer.
.
>s
"Annals of the New York Stage"
the novel, "Miracle of the Bells." Father manages WB's Model theDuring the occupation by Orcr(Vol. 15), by G. C. D. Odell; Co- Dallas, where he will da pietaiHes
by Russell Janney, subsequently atre. Pill.
the Starlight operettas, then iBft
of.
Biany, Dumiere took up residence
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adicks, lumbia Univ.; .flO; July.
made into a successful film. Daughto the Coast for the sttmmer.
at Bandol, and for a short time he
8.
York,
May
New
daughter.
'Art of the Kilm," by Ernest
ter had been associated, with Janoccupied a seat as representative
ney in many of his legit produc- Mother's foa-mer Virginia Miller, Ijndgen;. Macmillan; ^.50; Aug. 17.
of science in Marshal Petain's admusicals.
Broadway
in
dancer
CBATTIBB'
tions, including "The Vagabond
"Ballet Annual, 1948," by Arnold
visory council of state, which .was
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Thomas,
Charles Boni' has' resigned as
King."
fonned to frame the Petain constiMilwaukee, May 29. L. Haskell; MacraiUan; $6; July 20. director and member of Boni
daughter,
St
He soon withdrew- from
"Baritone," novel by Lilian Lautution.
Father is announcer-m.c. at WTMJGaer.
Edward
Wife,
»of
Metzger,
30,
ferty; Doubleday; $3; July 8,
the council and returned to Banauditor of Kcrsoates Theatre cir- TV. Milwaukee.
Wade Nichols, editor of Modem
dol, where he spent his last years.
Mr. and Mrs. William Danziger,
"Interchange of Plays Between
cuitj died in LaSalle, 111., June 4.
daughter, New York, May 28. London and New York, 1.910-1939," Screen, |[anderiiig film pcoductioti
in
Hollywood.
Father is film exploitation and ad- by Alice Katharine Boyd; King's
AI.ES: GARD
John Alton's book, "PainUflg
vertising agent.
Crows; $2.50; Jime.
Alex Card, 48, noted artist, probMr. and Mrs. Elkan Reiner,
"Chamber Music: The Growth With Lights," dealing with motion
Dorothy Etolores E^ette to
ably best knoWn for his caricatures
daughter. New York, May 29. and Practice of An InUmate Art," picture photography, will be pubof Broadway celebs on the wails of Charles Kemp Devcreux, WashingFatlier is home office exec at W.ir- edited by Homer Ulrich; Columbia lished by Macmillan. Co.
61
5.
Bride
is
daughter
June
Sardi's restaurant; N. Y., coUapsed ton,
ners.
Arthur
zone
E. Gavin w«s appointed
Payette,
Warner's
Univ.;
J.
July.
John
$4.25;
,
in Times Sq., June 1, and was proMr. and Mrs. Lee Sabin, son.
Complete Works of William editor of The American Cincnounced dead upon arrival, at manager in that area.
matographer, official mags^Kine of
Suzanne Slioup to Roddy Crozier, New York, May 30. Father is for- Shakespeare; World; $2,49; July.
Roosevelt hospital.
mer Majestic Record exec now with
"French Grand Opera: An Art motion pictuKe camcram^:
Bom in Russia, he served there Pittsburgh, June 5. Bride is on Bourne
Music.
and a Business," by William Loran
Walter Pitkin pacted with Ziffin Worn War I, hut migrated after KQV staff.
Crosten;
Kai-in Booth to Allan Pinkerton
King's
Crown; $2.75; Davis for a series of booi^, Virst,
the Bolshevik revolution and drew
June.
it's reported, will be on the psychocartTOuT/or LrMaTinTf ParirbV Carlisle, Palm Be.ich, June 1. Bride
Gramophone Shop Encyclopedia logical side of middle age.
fore coming to the U. S. in 1924. is a .screen actress.
of Recorded Music; Crown; $5;
Patricia Gianninoto to Harrison
Plays
In addition to the series of 50
Bruce Caton, information chief
Conn., June 7.
June 14.
caricatures for Sardi's, his weekly Fullei-, Greenwich,
for War Production. Board under
Continued from iHte 52
"Allegro" iMa"Literature of Oie PisMPio," by Donald Nelson,
drawings had long appeared in the Both are dancers in
readying ,his hook,
EiTiest
Hutcheson;
Knopf;
$5;
drama section of the N. Y. Herald Jestic ^-Ji.
"Washington War Lords," for SepInsoe*
Lloyd
to Maj
Fairbanks
Aug.
16.
Sally
Tribune
tember release.
Bride is as the dictatorial ant-leader; Rita
'Mirror of Music" (2 vols.) by
Card also did several books of Patch, Boston, May 29 Fairbanks
Houghton Mifflin will republish
and Phyllis Hill, as love-sick. Percy Scholes; Oxford Univ.; $25;
Gam
DR.
ol
daughter
the
incaricatures, all well received,
a book of Eugene Manlove Rhodes
'y.*'
manager of Altec idling butterflies; Ray Walston and June 3
branch '"•""'^
•r-l.T
„,
Get^ Boston g™^*^"
eluding ....
Boots,^
"Sailors in o""*"**®
Annabelle Lyon, as a pair of home„
Music for the Multitudes." by stpi'ics, including "Paso Por Aqui
ting Salty," "Ballet Laughs" and
^as a Sydney
Sherman recently
Harrison; Macmillan; $3.50; S!"
Gloria Grahame to Nicholas Ray, loving crickets; Bert Whitley,
"Hollywood Off Guard." At time
filmed as "Fotir Faces West,"
Bride is a parasite, stand out in the excellent j^^^ jg
1.
of death be had been working on a Las Vegas, June
and
sets
Herbert Brokin's
cast.
Ward Morehouse, N. Y. Sun
"'Can You Top This?" (new edit.),
He film actress; he's a director.
similar collection on Reno.
Dorothy HoUoway to Leonard EraelinC Roche's costumes are by "Senator" Ed Ford, Harry drama critic, is currently in Boston,
was a bachelor.
Brow.
Bride
extra assets.
Uershfield, and Joe Laurie, Jr.; v, riting the finish of his book, "The
Marks, Washington, June 4.
he's
New York Stage," which WhitUeGros.set; $1; August.
is on the V.-vriety D. C. stall;
MAVRI CLIFFER
"Pleasures of the Jazz Age," sey House is publishini;. He returns
^ partner in the law firm of Cohen
edited by William C. Hodapp; Far- to New York June 21.
Mauri Cliffer, 37, disk jockey,
Marks, representing many radio
died of a heart attack June 3' while stations in Washington,
rar, Straus; $4; August.
Blow ad agency is planning Un
driving his car in Los Angeles. The
"Portrait of G.B.S.", by Feliks issue a Aveekly digest of important
car, out of control, crashed into
Topolski; Oxford Univ.; $12.50; marketing and economic news for
July 26.
its staff and clients.
two trailers on a parking lot.
Extracts will
(BILTMOBE, N. Y.)
"Radio Workshop for Children," be used from leading trade and
CMffer had been in radio 14
Benefit
There mu.st be the inevitable by .1. W. Callahan; McGraw; $2..'50; financial newspapers and magS:
years, starting in St. Louis as an
analogy between a character's August.
S. J. Perelman's cliche-clad tour
indie station announcer. On the
21 Continued from page 47 si
replacement,
originator and the
"So You Want to Be a Model!'', of the world, "Westward Ha!"
west coast be worked with many
of which brings one to the compari- by
Clyde
air shows, including a long period Associated Actors and Artistes
Matthews;
Halcyon most of which originally appeared
in mag form in Holiday, will be
with Kay Kyser. Later he formed America, the only body with au- son of Beatrice Straight's- perform- Hou.se; $2; Aug. 2.
Two Plays, by Albert Camus; published by Simon and Schuster,
his own platter-spinning setup, thority to end benefits for all time. ance with that of Wendy Hillcr
dis- New Directions;
great
no
is
produce
It
also
Heiress."
Aug. fy. Drawings by Al Hirschwas
"The
on
luncheon
"Teen and Twenty Time,"
The
$3; June.
that
Straight
Miss
to
dynamite-laden
"'Lace
paragement
Curtain,"
novel
another
by
Ellin feld vvill accompany.
KMPC.
of
live
Virginia Wright, drama editor of
His wife and two daughters sur- statement, but this one proved to she is not up to the British actress Berlin; Doubteday; $3; June 24.
of the fru.strated daugh"Ugly
A. Daily News for 11 years,
part
the'L.
Woman";
chairthe
hovel
vive
in
by
luncheon's
WilThe
dud.
be a
Miss Straight reveals the liam O'Farrelt; Duell, Sloan & is taking an indbfinite sick leave.
man, Henry Dunn, declared that ter.
Lee F. Payne, executive editor, reelfin-like quality of the love-sick Pearce; $2.50; Aug. 18.
situation
one
into
looking
FLORENCE WEBBER
was
he
"Foundations of Harmony and fused to accept Miss Wright's
heiress but doesn't project suffihad
booker
club-date
a
former
where
Florence Webber, 58;
ciently the depth and quality that Composition," by Orrey; Pitman; re.signation and declared she would
musicomedy actress, died June 2
continue to be listed as drama
$3; June.
Hil-.e-r gave to U,e:char3eter^
^n'^tata's^ffp^-r^^o wtk mIss
in Indianapolis.
months.
In.spector Calls" and "The editor for at least
Of course, the deficiency of Miss
After beguining her stage career free. Dunn subsequently put the
The effect of
as a journalStraight is only emphasized to one Unden Tree." plays by J. B. Priestat the age of 13 as a member of linger on Abner J. Greshler.
istic
experiment is considered
who has seen both players in the ley; Hai-per; $2.50; July 14.
the late G»s Edwards' "School
However, subsequent probing role. Mi.s,s StraiEiht's performance
in
an article titled "PM Posl-Mor"She
Danced
in
the Bullet,"
Days" revue, Miss Webber contin- indicated that Dunn ' was not
play
that
|tenn,"
by
Robert
a
novel
Lasch,
in
to appear
.static
by
Berta
Ruck;
often
Dodd,
Mead;
ued in musical comedy and oper- correct in his assertion. Investi- is too
lin the
July isssuiv of Atlantic
demands superlative performances $2.75; July 19.
ettas,
Firefly."
including "The
"Living Mu.sic of Ihe Americas." Monthly, i'ormer AP_ correspondgation proved that the show slated
the line because of the
Naughty Marietta," "Robin Hood." for the City College of New York all aloug
Basil by Lazare Saminsky; Howell; $3; ent Ed Kennedy has written his
static quality.
own
play's
The Chocolate Soldier" and "Mile. Jubilee, tomonow HO) at Lewiaccount of why he decided to
Rathbone seems to have acquired Augu.st.
Modiste.'
"Dry Mock: A Study of Irony in break the German surrender story
sohn stadium, N. Y., had a commit- greater stature as the father, where
out before he was dwarfed by Miss Drama," by Alan Reynolds Thompin a piece called "I'll Do It
tee wliich had previously sent
JACK P. KILFEATHER
tclegiams to performers asking Hiller. The role of the penniless, son; Univ. of California; $3.75; Again," slated for the August is
sue of the same mag.
Jack Purcell Kilfeather, 34, actor Uu
fortune-hunter (Pet«r June 17.
to donate services. When TA handsome
and .stage teclinidan, died in San refused to clear the affair, Moe Cookson) is still played with few
Surry, Me., Musical Trial
shadings one
Shearer's. British Max Plaas
Francisco, May 29.
Gale, a CCNY grad, was called m. of the nuances and
Suri-y, lAe-.. June 8.
Marva and Lloyd Shearer, who
Kilfeather had been stage man- Gale subsequently turned over the would expect from the role. Pa"Rest Upon the Wind," new
of course, as the write for U. S. fan magazines under
ager for Earl Carroll in Hollywood
show to Greshler, who declared he tricia CoUinge,remains a fine char- many pseudonyms, have been in musical by Patience Hartnoaa. will
grior to Illness. Previously he had
.spinster aunt,
paying all acts.
given
test
prodUctiMt as the
be
a
the
play,
London
discussing
with
British
film
whatever
een technical director of "Bail- was
actress
Greshler demanded a public acter
Heuress" she w giving executives the starting up of scv- dosing bill of the season at the
roads On Pi»rade" at the New York
from Dunn and asked per- and in "Thebetter performances.
eral American-type fan ma&aXnes. Suri-y theatre, Sept. 6.
World's Pair. As an actor he ap- apology
before the dd^ one of her
Charles Carey operates the spoL
Kahn.
Under
terms «f the American-Britpeared in -Gnud Hotel" «*«l "S«x mis-sion to speak
£ates ia arder tw clear himself,
.
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area (outside England)
cannot be paid with the frozen

sterling

Wdeo

Continued from page 1

TV

through with special shows particithan 100 newsinti^e-sbjr their opponents and thus pated in by more
men, commentators and technicihave a chance to correct unpleasans
On Sunday (13) newscaster.ant, sloppy or ludicrous appeai-George Gallup will analyze pros-

be aWc! to

size

up the

"faults"

WBCes.

-

Top Coverage To Date
There will be more TV cameras
and crews massed in PhlUy for the
conclaves than at any previous
event. Stations will be on the air
more hours per day than ever
'

:

before. Besides the eight hours
daily to be programmed by the
pool, most stations plan additional
shows to bring viewers the behindthe^scenes machinations of- the
political personalities. Tele newsreel cameras are also to be massed
in the Hall t<S service those stations
not connected to the east coast
coaxial cable. TV pool is to comprise six cameras, with most of the
stations planning to use the pool

to
pects of the various candidates
get the convention officially under
way.
unique
one
scheduled
Abo has
show to precede the conclaves in
Church,*'
its "The Delegates Go to
scheduled for the morning of June
20. Throughout the meet, an ABC
mobile unit will travel from one
vantage point to another in Philly,
picking up news features relevant
Web has assigned
to the meet.
eight image orthicon cameras to

convention

tlie

hedging on the
6. British are
clause permitting unremittables to
be used for "travel, living and
other expenses of officials, employees and location units, and
transportation expenses within or
to and from the sterling area to
the extent that such expenses can
be paid i^ sterling."
7. Complete balk is being experienced on allowing payments in
adjustments
effect
sterling
to
among U. S. companies arising
from the agreement.

Garmenteers
Continued from: page

Britain's Hotfoot

the initial show in his own theatre, only models are being used,

but showbusincss talent is likely
come on subsequent shows.
Layout is slated for a three-week
run, and already has 2,100 raservato

ish press that the pact is too liberal

are viewed ruefully and with bitsystem between N.Y. and Philly,4.
ter amusement by the American
but wiir control all programming
men. The agreement, as it
from N.Y. Fifty NBC Staffers will film
originally was drawn, was a fair
handle the conventions under the
they say, but the pact on paper
general supervision of TV opera- one,
pact in practice are mighty
the
and
tions direction Carleton Smith.
the specific
Among the top NBC announcers different. Aside from
toppers
on hand for-both radio and TV will violations pointed out, film
their finger on, the
putting
are
be Ben Grauer, John Cameron
the
paragraph
in
-clause
main
John
BatSwayzie, Nancy Osgood,
states:
It
"Principles."
headed
Dreier,.
chelder, Bob Stanton, Alex
Btchard Harkness, etc.
"In general. His Majesty's Government affirm their intention to
CBS' 'WalWe-Talkies'
CBS plans to use its ace news- extend all reasonable facilities and
men for either AM or TV broad- cooperation with a view to the discasting. They'll carry small but posal of the sterling balances withpowerful specially-built walkie- in the framework of the foregoing
talkie transmitters, enabling

them

to do interviews on the spot anywhere in the Hall. Web has assigned its top reporters to different
candidates, With Lowell Thomas
covering Gov. Thomas E. Dewey;
Eric Sevareid, on the Harold Stassen contingent; Joseph C. Harsch,
on Sen. Robert A, Taft, and Edward R. Murrow on Sen. Arthur
For dual AM-TV
Vandenber^.
coverage, according to news broadcasts chief Wells Church, CBS will
operate in this way:
"The
man with his walldetalikie will be right in the thick of
things. His voice and the crowd
noises will come over and he used
and tele. At the same
on both
time, the television camera will' be
trained, on various partsiaof the
crowd, and at times the telescopic
lens will be right on the corre{spondent, if jje happens to get hold
of an interesting personality and
wants to put that person on the

AM

AM

;

tions in this 300-seat house.

Friedlander

previously

Continued ftom page

with

mensions.
Friedlander previously set up a
film production unit to celluloid
the fashion exhibits. Two films,
"Paris in New York" and "Fantasy
in Fashion," were filmed in Acapulco, Mexico, with talent from
the U. S. "Fantasy," released last
year, had a premiere in 200 key
cities
with various department
stores renting the film at $750 an'
'

i

^

.

It is

<

Soviet Misquotes

believed also that the Brit-

Continued from page 1

'Gotta

Have a

media.

WPIX,

many as five pictures each.
Britons feared their
own industry would be swamped.
As it has worked out, it is unlikely
that there will be more than a
dozen pix made by U. S. companies
in England during the next year.
Another factor which has the
Americans bitter is the extreme
restrictions on playing time for
U. S. pix imposed by J. Arthur
Rank for his two circuits, Odeon
and Gaumont-BritisTh. (See separate story on page 00.

N.Y.

Daily

News'

TV

Station, will participate in the pool

coverage and also 'have three exclusive daily shows emanating from
Philly during both conventions.
Station's newsreel cameramen will
film the events, with the film
rushed to N.Y. for incorporation in
thie station's daily 10-minute reels.
Exclusive shows will originate in
the station's temporary studio at

plenty of
fury
in the Canadian Daily Worker but
said biz was very good. Pro-Soviet
organizations picketed the Ottawa
house opening day but with no
adverse effects on the boxof fice.
No other picketing was reported

.

week

tor,

Burns

&

OK

.

approximated by actual re-creation

'

fluenced

more Coast

Radio showmen have their own
The radio showmen, of
course, are also the television impresarios^it's a natural segue. For
one thing, the illusion of radio is
one thing. They question whether
ideas.

•

'n'

•

sales of tele-

vision sets "than anything else, because at least he's a personality."

or

,

AM

.

tion of the actual scene of him going to the vault to count his money,
with all the business of the clanging chains, etc., could never be

bergs,

..

Radio meantime points to statisttfaet listening habits in May
all radio listening. This, of
course, only tends to convince the
radio programmers that what they
tics

topped

AM

reading of scripts,

after

Amos

cities:

A

geographic happenstance.

they

SIcating,

Bowling

Continued from page 1

;

amusements

less because the high
cost of living has sliced the residue
left for play.

Skating concessionaires have an?
other problem.
The boys who
thronged the rinks in pre-war days
dropped off shayply during hostiliTheir habit was broken and
ties.
many haven't come back again
With
since peace was restored.
few boys around, naturally enough,
the lassies also decided to stay
away in respectable numbers.
Hence, America On Wheels has decided on a big publicity program
to win a new generation to the roller palaces.

Show biz students of national
Andy, or The Goldany of the comedians, economy, incidentally, point to the

terrific rise in both instalment and
credit buying as telltale factors.
is not too tough a
Not to mention the "pro- Instalment purchasing has now
reached a national figure of $8,000,duction" illusion.
000,000, more than double what it
Just in the Nick of -Time
was just before the war. Credit
It does appear that video stands
buying of all types is at the amasa good chance to suddenly take ing total of
$16,000,000,000.
hold because of a combination of
At one time, the mushrooming
other circumstances. This has to
expansion of both roller rinks and
do with the Aliens, Hopes, Jol- bowling alleys was Viewed by film
sons, Cantors, Burns & Aliens,
people as the greatest threat to
Bennys, et al., who are compared theatre
Apparently,
revenues.
to a great football team, all of that's over with* television now filltliem in their senior year. All of ing in as the heavy.
a sudden they graduate, and the
building of a terrific new team
has to start from scratch. That's
radio today. For IS years the same
toppers stayed on top, more or
Continued from page 1
less. Eventually they must retire
to the busipess of clipping annuity
have an all too-clear recollection
coupons, and it's figured that just
of the manner in which Hollywood
around that time TV will have
several years ago bought their
enough "circulation" and stability names for marquee purposes and
to creatt its own stars.
then set about writing them into
No question that the paucity of pictures*—often in an untrue and
set* Is a factor in the minimum ridiculous light.
of television stars. In fact there's
It's felt that the harm Hojlywood
a question that any exist today. did to the name band leader
The much publicized Kyle Mac- (granted that the average maestro
Donnell, the neo-soprano hipped knows little about acting) can be
rassler on the Coast, or the New multiplied by television. To foreY'ork wrestling commentator Den- stall such ,a-T)ossibillty many maeis James are but approaches to stri are constantly drawing and
real potency. Even a comparable revising plans so as to be prepared
something to the yesteryear Hap- for the day when they'll be caUed|
piness Boys, Gtaham MacKamee; by videOi

One 20th spokesman expressed shown" peering over

.

may wind up
more advantageously in Coast TV,
but that would be principally «

listening at its peak. How"because sav.certainly come back week ever, this latest survey gives May
for Bennji; Hope, Can- the accolade for new peaks.
Allen, mine and
and
That's
with radio
others' shows, and seemingly don't radio's sponsors since
is unmind if we all work from script." derwriting TV's research.
prothat
research
is
Part
of
the
Jack Benny observes that
element of imaginafionr and what gramming; The ^ploration for
the audience conjures up in its improved and reduced cost TV
mind over the kilocycles, is an imr showmanship is 'reaUy starting to
portant plus; and that the visualiza- take hold.

tlie

key

•

legiters' influence

are doing must be right, although
eyes."
there is question, even in radio
Fred Allen, who established a .circles, whether radio's program
on the "We, the People" dual potency hasn't been passed. ' .It
video-radio program, wonders why seems, generally agreed that the
at-home (or even the in-saloon) war years, particularly because of
television audiences won't accept the news and news commentators,

anywhere else in Canada, where
the film has already played in all

•

tlie

able to crash films,

of that scene.

stirred

)

"circula-

my

;

the opinion that Tass had probably
used 20th's mass booking campaign*
Pact Into Effect June 14
on the: picture to back up its story.
Pact goes into effect next Moninterview f emme politlcos; Lowell day (14.) so actually some of the Because the film opened day-andLimpus, who'll present a five- points on which the Americans are date in almost 300 theatres in the
minute summary each afternoon; claiming violations haven't been U.S. and Canada, it was quick to
Ben Gross, with a daily half-hour put to practical test yet. Charges play off'." Tass could easily seize
political commentary, and Jimmy result from British reactions in on the fact that it was almost out
of first run circulation within two
Jemail, the News' inquiring photg. the talks now going on by Allport
weelis to back up its "facts," he
;^DuMont plans .to air its own pro- and McCarthy in clarifying the said. ,
grams Sunday preceding the Repub agreement and on efforts by AmerVariety in this issue reports
ican
companies
eight
to
broadcast
get
meet and also
started in
that "Curtain" was the No. 2 top
special shows daily during the con- t.oduction.
Some of the' specific clauses in grosser for May..^
vention, besides tieing into the
of the agreement on
pool) Drew' Pearson will do at least Schedule
one show daily on the DuMont which the British appear to be
web, witli other top newsmen in- hedging are listed by U. S. film
Frisco Stations
cluding Fulton Lewis, Jr., George toppers as follows:
Dixon, Austine Cassini, Mrs. Ray1. American
companies
can't
Sm Continued from page 1 sis
mond Clapper and Frank C. Wal- borrow from banlcs against future
:drop.
DuMont too will have a unrcmittable dollars. (See sepa» of these, guns were the weapons;
in five, knives were chosen, and
special studio for interviews. Web rate story on page 00. )
will have 30 programming staffers
2. British
are
not
allowing there was one whipping, one 'taken
present,
working under Leslie American companies to pool fro- for a rtde,' one set adrift in a rowArries, Jr. James Caddig'an will zen coin for production or other boat, and one in which a ship's
handje program coordination. Du- purposes.
boom accidentally fell on the heads
Mont has arranged for special cov3. Building and
other restric- of two children."
erage by platters of Newsweek, tions are preventing "the construcMrs. Fanning also listed other
N.Y, Herald Tribune, Washington tion or renovation of buildings (in- assorted crimes which included
Times-Herald and Washington cluding studios) and equipment blackmail, arson, housebreaking,
JPOst.
therefor," as provided for in the kidnapping,
stealing,
hijacking,
ABC television will be on the agreement.
smuggling, safecracking, slugging,
4. Companies are not being al- cai;. stealing, assault
Ucene irt Philly first, starting its
and battery,
special convention coverage June lowed to make prints in England robbery, holding children as hos17, four days before the conclave for other parts of the sterling area. tages and smuggling aliens into the
5,, Personnel: resident
in the U, S.
^ Sftictelly opens. "^Web will follow
BellevuerStratford. On hand
will be Ruth Montgomery of the
News Washington Bureau, who will

the

•

into

tied

first

'

facilities for .as

WPIX' Newsreels

is

assertive in TV. Aspirants
knocking at Hollywood's gates, un-

,

:

'

this

more

Seript'

Al Jolson now realizes how radio
has made everybody mentally stag"I used to sing 40 or 50
nant.
songs in any Winter Garden show,
knew all the lyrics by heart, and
you know I changed 'em often, but
today we're all so dependent on
that script that even with 'April
Showers' or 'Sonny Boy' I just
gotta have that lyric in front of

were frightened into taking a
Eddie Cantor points to the
hard stance by the influx 'of Ameri- adding the company was contemblonde-marcelled wrestler, Gorcan companies seeking production plating pulling it from release in
geous George, on the Coast as one
facilities. Metro, 20th-Fox, United
all foreign countries.
of the rarities in video—-real showArtists and other companies each
In refuting the story, 20th sales manship. "And that's what TV
air." CBS, too, will have "a special sent reps over, as soon as the
hasn't got as yet, but I know for a
equipped for both agreement was announced, seeking officials declared "Curtain" had
interview $tudiU>
~
fact that Gorgeous George has inup
sound and
ish

All

which sees

values.

staged

Pressure by the press and criticism in the House of Commons is
nually.
believed back of the British attiThe stores found that they built
tude of non-cooperation. Slightly
optimistic stand is taken by some good-will in exhibiting the picture
silver-lining seekers who feel that to women's clubs, buyers, and emthe British are taking their present ployee's shindigs, and Friedlander
tough attitude merely to get in a cashed in, not only in film rentals,
better bargaining position, MPAA but in huge sales orders.
The show in his N. Y. shop will
reps Fayette W. Allport and John
G. McCarthy are now in London be mainly for buyers from all over
working "out interpretations of the the U. S. and the Latin-American
agreement vvith the j Board of countries.
Trade.
It is thought that when
they are finished and ihe pact
finalized, t^ere will be. an'easing of
restrictions.

really come- througli.

,

ion shows, he needs only a minimum sales staff.' He has only two
salesmen, considered very small
for a house of Friedlander's di-

Press Criticism

;

tion," of course, meaning a much
when broadcasting had nothing but greater number of sets and .more
a lot of time. (It's to be recalled than a regional hookup. That's
that in the early days of radio why NBC's new television veepee
everything was "the hour"—the Sidney M. Strotz pegs 1953 as the
Firestone, Atwater Kent, etc. Hour. momentous year.
Then it was cut to 30 minutes and
It is generally agreed, however,
then came the 15-min. segments.) that video will make its own stars;
In line with the time segments, This differs from radio. With the
there is much conjecture what rare exceptions of a Vallee, HeniTr
trends television Will take. Pro- Morgan or Dennis Day, which are
graming may be in 10, 20 and 40 strictly, radio^made talent, com^
minute segments, instead of 15-30- mercial -radio culled from vaude*
60. mins. Theory of that is that ville and burlesque for its top
the eye absorbs so much more Hooperated stars. A glance at the
than just the auditory senses. How- roster today explains that.
ever, the smartest of showmen adIn actuality radio chased these
mit "there are no experts in tele- radio popularized personalities to
vision"^ everybody's groping his Hollywood because the films payway in a new art entertainment rolled them at such fancy figures,
medium which may completely thanks to the radio buildup for
revise all showmanship and evalua- cinematic marquee values.
tions of the past.
TV is figured to be otherwise.
Radio's stars, with an. eye to the Television is more linked to the
"We, the People" premiere last st::^ge than the screen, and the
Tuesday, and with an awareness of theory that TV will focus in Holthe Texaco vaudeo program last lywood is highly challenged by the
night, are taking stock of video's Radio City bunch in the east,

his fashion shows at the WaldorfAstoria for one day. He found that
with the sales impact of the fash-

principles/'.

1

Milton Berle-emceed va- Major J, Andrew, White, Vaughn
de Leath, A&P Gypsies, Singin'
Sam, and the like, have yet to

its

It may well show the
riety hour.
way for a wealth of video talent
whose chief problem may be that
it will "be eaten up too fast," as
against the pioneer days of radio

,

Dick Janow for the spieling, and
is starting modestly in the music
department with a pianist to provide the tonal background. For

Continued from page 1
coverage but to superimpose their
own commentators' voices- .
_
American company to get its coin
NBC, in addition, will set up two out of England under the schedule
cameras in a special studio at the provided in the agreement has
Halt and one at the Hotel Bellevue- been met by a rebuff, it is claimed.
Stratford„Kepub headquarters for
Vociferous squawks in the Britinterviews. Web

behind-thie-scenes
plans to utilize Philco's radio relay

1'

in a $35,000
theatre he built in his office in
the heart of 'the garment district.
H > has hired Peggy Le Boutillier
to write a script, Abe Feder to do
the lighting, NEC commentator

presentation

styles

site..

Tele Coming Out of Etiier

>

coin.

to Bring Conventions

their glasses,

reading scripts,
hurdle.

.

Maestri Look

i

-

.

;

licity manager, on the Coa$t for
studio huddles and to set final
Backs Coffi^, Pa.
plans for the world preem of WalDore Schary postponed his N. Y. ter Wanger's "Tap
AUin Hewitt in Sun. for gander
Roots' in
at River House.
.
visit untU JulyPhiladelphia during the
Jackie Cooper
Melvyn Douglas heads for the cratic National Convention. DemoMonday at New
ai).
Hope for "Boom .Service" rehearCoast Friday
Mrs. Eddie (Mac) Foy, Jr., into
Dr Leo Michel due to remain in Harkness Pavilion for an operation. sals.
Eddie Rich, impresario/^t Glin-r
through this Gets out in
Mt. Sinai hospital
a few weeks, then she
ton, N. J., Playhouse for second
veek.
and the comedian will belatedly sutnmer.
Rose and Joe (U) Seidelnian now celebrate their 15th wedding anBursitis has Theron Bambenser
commuting to their Scarsdale niversary in Chicago, where he'« bedded at Solebuiy home while
starring in "High Button Shoes."
home.'
spouse Phyllis- Perlman carries on
Bob Gillham's. wife, a regular his chores.
Howard Hoyt, play and talent
contributor
of fiction to CosmopoliLeroy Sanitarium for obagent,
PhU Boumenf and Frances Reid
tan and other mags, cracked the living at
servation.
Sycamore Farms, New
New Yorker for the first time last Hope, for summer
while headlining
George BisAiop. I^ndon Daily week
with a yarn on her child- at strawhatter.
Telegraph drama critic, showshop- hood in Greenwich
Village. Wife
Mitchell Hodges has dropped In^
ping in town.
of the Selznick pub-ad chief writes former, local periodical,
in -deal to
Sidney Fleisher, theatrical at- under name of Elizabeth Enright.
Charles
Meredith^
who is continu-'
torney, due out of Mt. Sinai hosA conference of reserve ofRcers ing publication from- his
Quakerpital this week.
attached to the Office of Selective town plant.
Kicbard Midgley signed to play Service Records in the eastern
Jon Gnagy, NBC television art
sevetid lOles at Elitch's Gardens, states will be attended by Lieut. teacher, to N. Y. for guest sta»t
CoL Jack F. Dailey at Camp Kil- Tues. (8) on "We the People."
Denver; this summer.
Matt Allen, Hollywood showman mer. N. J., for the next two weeks. Gnagy now operating art school
(El eapitan, "Blackouts"), in town Lieut. Coi. Dailey is administra- under own banner in New Hope.
tive assistant at Radio City Music
Theron Bambergers tossed shinto see the shows and ball games.
Hall.
dig for cast, visiting scribes and
Agent Charlie Yates' daughter,
Robert Christenberry, managing stockholders at Logan Iim on Fri.
Harriet, i>eing married to Dr. Jack
director of the Hotel Astor. N. Y., (4) following openug of IVweek
Barsh, at the Dorset liot^ June 27.
is planing to West Indies this week season with "7 Keys to Saldpate,"
Dick Rattaani, with Sarin's for to
ogle site for
luxury hotel Usual SHO.
many years, has opened bis own there. Tie believesathat
an increasEdgar J. Kennedy converting
restaurant, the Cheerio, on East
ing amount of toudsts around An- Contemporary Club, Trenton, into
60th street.
v
tigua, Martinique and other itlands strawhatter with Ed. Everett HorSidney Fleisher, attorney for the
would make such m venture profit- ton opening July 5 in "Springtime
Authors League of America, home
able.
for Henry.*' Jack Barry and; Dan
from the. hospital after chest op-William A. jScully, Universal's McCullough
with
corprodndng
eratioHk
veepee, chaperoning Levy.
Vakeit matters taldng editor distribution
John C. Woolf joint managing, diHarold J. Kennedy and Herb:
Abel Green to London for three' rector of J^ Arthur
Bank^s Gen- Kenwith operathig McCarter hi
weeks; Hcsailed today (Wed.) with eral Film Distributors,
house
for
strawhat
on a three- Princeton as
«
Mi's. Green.
city tour of U's
Duo second season opened' Mon. (7) with
Fred Schader has interim as- already covered exchanges. Mil- Kay Francis in "Last of Mrs.
Chicago 'with
signment back with "liooki fiia, I'm
Caesar Romero next
waukee
Cheney"
and
KC
of
remahider
Dancin'^' (Adelpldl, taking place
Itinerary.
week in "Strictly Dishonorable"
of the>late Sid uarris.
Moss Hart selected as honorary
Composer and former radio diJulius' Colby, advertising manrector Ernest Charles has written chsdrman of 8th annual New ttope
ager of VARIEZ7, due out of Brooka new ballet, scheduled for pre- Street Fair, opening four-day stand
folof
this
week,
Hospital
end.
lyn
miere this summer or fall at-Radio July 1 for Recreation Center boe^
io wins, minor surgeryCity Music Hall. Meanwhile, he fit. Oscar Hammeist^ and faul
Jean' Savage, telephone operator
and his wife have gone to the Whiteman judging amateur soag
in the Irving- Berlin office' for 24
Coast for a vacation. She recently writing contest conducted tor ©oa
years; victim of a mugging last
completed her semester at McGill Walker atTair.
,
week on lUv^side drive-.
Bob Garland, Bob Sensenderfw,
Makltoth, of ttie Bernard Burke Univ. medical schooL
John Y. Kohl, Blair Johanneaen,
office; exclusively booking the El
John Henry Mears, Francis :X. Hope
Aqua^ow at the
liott Murphy
(former Cohan manager), Ezra and
Flushing Meadows Amphitheatre.
Sara Stone, Ben Gimbel, Paul
Rolfe Gerard, liondon- scenic de*
Whiteman, Patricia Calvert, Eric
Ky Hnmpbrey Doolens
signer in N. Y. from- 'Hollywood,
Dressier, Shirley Booth, John Boot,.
Ruth and Herbert Langner back Maggie Mullen, Mary Iteson
planes.to England July 4 for work
for
on the Kdmburgh 'Opera Festival. from Mexico City.
unveiling of Playhouse Fri. («Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett leaving
The- Tom McKni^ts (Marjorie
Davies, ex-Metro) east during July soon for Honolulu.
Marisa Regules, Argentine pianwhen "Beulah," the radio script
show he produces, goes off for the ist, summering here.
June- Havoc opening Country
summer.
By Hal Cohen
ran
Herbert Jacoby, who operates Playhouse, June 28, for third sea.losie Levine, who formerly
the Blue Angel and Le Directoire son in a row.
Circus Bar in East Liberty, took
Will and Gladys Abeam due in over Club 636 downtown.
with Max Gordon, to gander talent
in Hollywood and Eutope during; soon after extended theatre and
Michael Sivy, Tech drama grad,
the summer.
nightclub tour.
returmng to Woodstock, N. Y., for
Massimo Freccia, conductor of another season of summer stock.
Lieut.-Col. Jack F: Daly, admin
Istrative assistant at. Radio City New Orleans Symphony, bought a
Alice Bowser, daughter of Les
Music fiall, is away on a two-week farm in Watren.
veteran Harris theatre
Bowser,
former
Mary Duggett Benson,
Coni:ei''ence of reserve officers at
manager engaged to Robert MutRepertory
°
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his auite in the

GOP
1^1

lamveation

«(di!Hnni$t

BcUevue dutiag
<o a N. Y.

weA

-

'<'''•-',''»*
ptfa,apd Feneil Club, 5t}-year-old gueslJiufe- neiwspaper cfaib, opened its new
Bai1>«£a filto east fot x Ioqf «t
ouurtien in a former nitety (old strawbats.
„.*
212 CIhW on Friday (4) wifli Govthe meiSi
ea
GxvQss
Roland
*
ernor I^, -Jilayar Samuel jUMd a appeiMlectoiny.
'
'
.
llock'ol poUacos preaent
Pierc&. xecatWBt, intmi^,
,

-

'

^

Thea-r
of Civic
tre, N. Y., sailing for Eiirope next

Kilmer, N. J.

zig;

.

Meredith Willson, radio maestro,
George Jaffe back to health
due east for, a few days 'the end week.
serious illness and
ot this month, but first trying, to
Fred Bradna, veteran equestrian •again after
every day at
make the deadline of his autobiog. director of Rhigling Brothws' Cir- watching Pirates
FidWL
slated for fall publication.
cus, celebrated his 78tfa birthday, Forbes
Evans Family has end^ vacaPM lilm critic Cecelia. Ager is at Sarasota, Fla., on May 28.
tion at home here to join Kmg
in Santa Monica, Cai., for two
Cole Ttio and Ray Anthony band
weeks of further recuperation
jit N. Y. Par.
from recMit illness.
Seymour
Peck continues to sub in her abDorothy Clafae, just out of
D.
li. Gnliame
By
sence.
"Einian'sBainbOTT,*' into BubuMtTa
Hughie Myatt, colored pianist, Club with Irwin Corey, and Haul
Edward Lachman, prez of New
Jersey Allied, flies today (Wied.) to a wow at the Casablanca nitery.
and.Eva Beyes.
with
here,
cinemas
81
Currently
Paris for a brief business visit.
Ursula Halloran home after actWhile there, he intends looking 100 in sight by end of summM-.
mg and dfiing publicity at Goltoi
DoiiK^es del Bio starting: a pic
over the new Roux film color
Bough Playhouse, Carmel, Cms.,
here soon'for Po^ Fibas,^ Santiago for several months.
process.
Miit Rosnei in Gotham prior to Reachi, prez.
Bryna Schwartz, formerly .with
Everett Hoagland, Texas bandheading. baiSk to Hollywood folKodinjdty office here, joined
lowing completion of flack stint man, started his band tour «f key Harry
•Toe Heidt^ Theatre GuUd press
Willi
former Governor Jimmie Mexican cities at Monterey.
in N. Y.
dep£utment
"The Kid from Brooklyn" (BKO),
Davis on swing through southern
Jamie Schmitt, PUyhouse and
titled in Mexico, "K Lechero"
half of U. S.
fhe
Show Business Squadron of the ("The Milkman"), is current pic Tech actor, doing a part
with Jose Fwrer
Comedy"
Insect
Air Force Assn. planning to call topper.
...
on a number of -theatrical lumiLuis Aldas, Argentmian who is and George
dickeringfavorite,
pic
naries for p.a.s at the forthcoming a Mexican
International Air Exposition at for the Club Minuit, recently shut,

'

,

-

.

^

-

tered nitery.
Tito Guiaar, home after a long
U. S. sojourn, doing a half-hour
who toured six months through the weekly program at local station
lor Cauhautemoc BreweryPhilippines, China, Siam, SingaXEX <256,000
Radio itation
pore, .lapan and India, back in
watU) shuttered by a strike. But
N. Y. Monday (7).
Hans May, British fongsmith strike against XEME, Piedras Nedoing the score for the musical gras, opposite Eagle Pass, Tex.,
version of "My Dear Children," the ended when it was declared illegal.
yesteryear John Banymore starring vehicle, which Noel Madison
plans producingrin lAndon.
Eagle Lion Films bosting Lois
The American Theatre, Far East,
Butler, new EL star, and a party which launched its career in April
wiu
of trade press reporters on a sight- with "Voice of the Turtle,
seeing cruise around Manhattan do "Private Lives" next..
Island tod^QT (9). Thesp is in town
Imperial Theatre, Tokyo 8 best
to bally the preem of "Mickey."
remaming le^t house, has been
Daly's theatre, former legit stand booked by Charlie Mayer of Cenwhich has been shattered for some tral Motion Picture Exchange tor
time, will relict S^t. 15 as a Jap premieres of Hollywood feaconcert hall under aegis of Ted ture film imports.
,
and modMn
/littel. It will. be wired for radio
ballet
Japan's
and television, and also have a Itar dancers, who compete with classiperformand restaurant.
cal "kabuki" and "nob"
ArTheatrical unit of the United ers, have organized the- Japan
Jewish Appeal will luncheon June tistic Dancers Assn.
"Glorious Hollywood." an IB17 at the Hotel Astor. George S.
Kaufman and Moss Hart are co- scene musical comedy on l|r*„P
thel920s,
in
capiUl
diaitmen and the committee in- the U. S. film
"raeatcc,
cludes Billy Bese, S. N. Behnnan opened at the Grand,
Takara^uka, Japan's operetta,
and Emil Friedlander.
Al Horwits, U's eastern pub- daiicing ana musicomedy capital.
Idlewild airport.
Edward F. O'Connor, Loew's re
gional director ftir the Far East,

XEW
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Paris

.

,

^

,

•Bmt\.:

Maria'..
America on vacatioo.•

.

'

j.-

.

Charles K. WtHfom ]e«Vlnif|M>.
v
Phil Bomaine and Tetry ^cfHit L(mdon in thiee-wiNsicSL
.
Stanley Cortes weovei^ing.
doing well vAtb the Palais de Gtace
emergency appendcD^^oncr_*
Jack Gross returned to his BKO
Casino de Paris. ewMMaataed
VmaKe*'s
desk after three-week Ubiess.
oourt on claim of lifting
Warwick GrefiEon iIL«4aie"Tafc!l
choreography.
.
^
Chaz Chase discussing Buw®;^ Hirce teased' is jAot .woxoiji JUn>;>
Mickey Booney signed' Cw sl«g0^
jobs for American talent 'mtn
tour of British ColnmMa, openingChubby Appleton.
Marguerite Jamaois unable to go Aug. 2.
Marta Toren to Chicago as.0»M,
to Germany and play "Phedre"
of honor at Swedish cmataStit
tfaero' due to a motor accident,
Yul -Brynner-over from LiHsdon celebration.
Sot Cornbecg left for Guam to
with Irina Baronova- and offered a
his organize entertainment for AmOF
solo act in Paris niterles
^

.

W

;

:

'

•

guitar.

Claude

Farrell,

completing

in Mariannais,
E. J. Mannix checked out of hos«
pital and sailed for Honolulu, oa

"White Nights" for Harrispurru
productions, being stalked by other month's vacallon.
Ann Blyth christened the new
Paris producers.
Another "Romeo and Juliet" to Sikorsky flying boat :.'Tehe-..M*ik.
be filmed by Jacques Prevert in maid," as a plug for "M
Anouk, youthful find of and the Mermaid."
Italy.
Hatriet Farsbns, HemSjr
Betty Stern, will do Juliet
Mrs. Tristan B^nard, widow of «,>.-aB-JEteB»ir, Maria Monic'
^..^
the playwright, giving a dinner for Jean'^werre Aumont H^hObb^
Charles Campbell to fete his pro- fortnn hidid by HoIlyw«Da'F«edeii«^
Coixespondents Assn.
motion in the Legion of Honor.
Jaek Kirklnnd, following a Riviera tour, bade- in Paris to meet
daughter, Pat, and (oincingsBcittany
before sailing hpme frcmi Le H«vi»
Ballet Rambert
pmaas-VSt:
'Branguignol," very local, un- biz in New Zealand.
usual show prodnced at La^Bruyere
"Annie .Get Your-GunT sack ia
with daughters ot Andre I,ugaet Adelaide for J.' C.
pacUltg;
in
east,
«iid Tino Hdssi
Benno Moiseiwibldt- bene: Xpr
them in the 200^8eat«r.
N;
concerts under J.
Maurice Cloche trying to ar-]
range financing of a picture based;
Jo» Feacon saitoi|t,,to laaH
on the life of Laeimec, last century May ZB,
m'U, .ifBf^peidipai UasUfmedico, and- Monogram refusing, tp there.
,'Pe^,: ..OaMniR' iHifiH^'^
sign on.«oeouBt of a "faanae;lSaV
clause hi the pact, me«iih«g .jjEtiar-i chief,., due for n S**^.
Ibwfe^
'
antee that tb& pic will be eom- iwpound.
pleted.
Joe Joel, formerly Colamtia'it
Aussie ad chiefs will jphaus tty th«<
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.
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JUne

states
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manager
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Sam

surgery at Sawteiifc-
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Yale Music Corp. has
bought out foy Edward. Kassaer.
press' of the Edwand Kassner MuCo.
Filippo del Giftdioe threw a
the
Predric
celebrating
party
Marches' 21st wedding anniversary.
sic

'

May

30.

10.

'
'

.

"Under the Counter." witit
Cicely Coiirtneidge, looks set ior
strong biz in Melbo«ime.i
;
Harry Walker, general Sales
manager of SOOy-fixfy 'has beeii
made a director of' die- Aussiifbranch.
Univcr.sal is mnning'ia revival oi
"All Quiet 'on Hue 'WcwtecQ .feponttin the MelbowAe.inAM^. ..J^te.if'y
-

'

>

'

'

'

.>..
Claude Rains homeward bound doing well.
Aussie-made plc/.'^-^Uways !iVn»>
on conclusion of his filming in
H. G. Wells' "The Passionate other Dawn," pn>dHce4''^ .l^flrif:'^
die McCi-catUe Biros.,' has ifeetf''
Friends."
(
'The Best Years of Our Lives" signed by Bnytrfor nilease.
Associated Xritlsb pie, "Brig'
making a return visit to the Odeon,
Marble Arch, three months after it Rock," previMisiy bakned
tendinated a year's run at the sie cepsor,' lias now' been'
Appeals
Censor
by
W.
fiaUej^
same iwuse..
Billy MEeaooey. fffinnerljr'
pBOidncial repertory season opened at the St. James' with the Hoyts, to j&edUnce:
-a^.
Liverpool Players' presentation of works in comaMocial cadi*
Chtikhov's "The Cherry Orchard," writer saiA 3m. also on Mmfhetm/iie'm'::
prodoced by John Femald, June 1. payroU-as a xeanaeiriiiKtot' oniilMW-r!^^
{-)' u;
'All My Sons," which received events.
universal praise on its recent pio'

-

,

m

'

ducUim

at

the.

I,yri.c

Hamm»-

mniihr transEers' to Ihe Globe; June
succeeding "Tuppence Col12,
oured."

W^. XdM «XieeSi>Jack DeMatso to faidld-

theatre, seating

mmL

:

300, at

,

Club Caiadval has
Spivak baDndplns f'raidE Payat^^i^l
Cinwnaftress ZaUfif Moreno and Nancy Bell.
C^f iLuis Cesar
Bill MwMnian, "Baaiaawunt sidtes.-'
back from European managier. In Slwedis3i faAspitid ''|Uiei>.'
"'
heart attaek.
junket.
Dorothy Lewis annual Ice.><Sit|»w..,
French cranposer Paul Misraki
to return to Buenos A4res in Au- into Hotel Nicgllet'iMinnesffiUi^lSrt'rh-i^
gust to score a nundaer ot Argen- race- for six-week run.
•

producer' - huid>and

Amadori

-

.

-."i-

tine pix,

Argentine tenor Gregorio

and San Paulo.
Cinemactor Pedro Lopez

r-

Oid
strawhatter,
Peneir Iveise" as sssn^'^itifi'
lead in "Glass Menaaeesti^" «
.

B^u;-

rios iniced tor radio and night club
performances in Rio de Janeiro

La^

to play in radio adaption of hisJerry Gashan
The Barton Brothers opwi at Oscar" winning picture, "Albenia," over Radio Mundo, ^onLatin Casino this week.
sored by Lever Bros.
Louis Armstrong and his band
Argenthie leil^t actress P^lta
are at Giro's for a week.

By

Mary

.

.

oftering.

i

Sacred Heart, Minn., Ct^BSfmsfiM

named comn^ttee -ttrfi^
vise piasis to finance a film iQUNkt!^'
lieing 'without .pix.'i'

club has

town now

Bob Branton, Warners' iMdnE^'
pinchhitting for Earl Perldens,
eran salesman, 43a extot^^'-'-^P^

'

jsi^ied by Nieaxagnan seuce* leave becnrae-of ill hjiiiltr'
Booth Opemtors' naiiH&,',
government to produce Latin-

Serrador

Chateau CrillMi Bhumba .Boom
shuttered for the season June 5.
American pix with mixed ArgenKyle Crichton in town to do an tine-Nicaraguan cast and techfor Colliers on Connie nicians.
article

elected J. D. Winslow, %o
agent, and Wallace Yut2ar-d«^«e8<ei«^

IntemaiTional conveiiixgn ^v^w
to
'
%'
One-third of Buenos Aires' first- Cleveland in J»ly.
currently sliowBaritone Eddie Boecker signed run theatres are
ing local productions, smother
for St. Louis Muny Opera's radio
third screening Italian pix, and
series.
only one-third showing U. S. and
George Sanders in via Britlsii
Louis ArmshMHig «»d Ws unit British pix.
South American Airways.
broke nonse record f«r Caros
Metro's "Fiesta-" is in its second
first week,
month at the deluxer Sao liui^.
his
I Hirst is planning to repair
"Fado," Pwtnguese- plclin .HB-.
Globe, Atlantic City, to woo the
16th week at Xrindade, %strun'
By .I,aii7 Srileway
summer crowds with burley shows.
reopening Thurs- house.'
Paddock
Club
Pearl Bailey, currentiy at Cas- day (10) with new show.
CoBSuelo Gil de Franco,!' ^St^^way's, leaves this week for LonNew Ciro's ops planning a top ish autiioress, in town to' ieiSnt*-'
don to jom Duke Ellington's Pal- name policy for winter season.
at the National theatre.
\ ':*';'
ladium show.
Imperium, a new 2^000' 'jbraiM',
Owner at Famous Door settled
Virginia Davis» Bandsman Meyer government tajc lien and is plan- with restaurant, cafe, etc.,.^%ill"bn.
erected on the Avenida- A^^^XEde
Davis' dauj^ter, will sing the na- ning to reopen.
.
tional anthem at opening of the
The Hyde Park reopened for Beis.
"Serra Brava," Pori!Cigu»te-ple»:
Republican Convention here this first summer sesh in yeaix this
week. Accent is mi entertainmait, after some cuttinet 'iidwtMMi. by
month.
Frank Palumbo, one of town's ,witii soual director, rumba- crew censors, and now in ^ttd;!VN<^
Politeama.
delii'Xer
'ph.;
leading restaurateurs, is giving up and shows.
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it also
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Varietys Mitud
pull 0I box-o§tit
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Recording Deal During the Suimner
15.

16.

4

IS

Hollywood, June

St.

to cooperate.

Webber made no mention
disk

but

ban

of the

in this part of his talk,
easily be,

wordage could

th'j

construed, and was by many, as
advising non-recording cardholders
not to interfere with the livelihood

(Continued on page 55)

Cautioned

To Be on Best

Chesterfield Show,' his Monday
night Lipton Tea "Talent Scout"
-show, not to mention his locallysponsored
(N.Y.) five-times

For Video Power Seen

only.

Britain's

has

been

appeased),

New

For Fix, Radio, Dsulies
.

Cincinnati,

AM

June

15.

broadcaster
entering the television field is a
of

the

coming struggle for economic power that may well shake the structure of independent broadcasting
to its foundation, if not coming
iiangerously close to wrecking it.

That statement was made Mon14
by James D. Shouse,
day
(

)

For U.S. Battle

arid

when the

president of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp., in his address on "What
About Television?" at the opening
session of the 44th annual convention of the Advertising Federation
of America.
"This struggle for power .in television

will

be no

child's'

play,"

predicted Shouse, who has been
liead man of clear-channel station
in recent years and is now
getting his video bearings via
Cr^sley's WLWT, which kicked oif
coiamereially .three months ago.
"It will resolve, ultimately, into a
conte.st between the independent
broadcaster, the newspapers and
the motion picture inteiests," he
added.

WLW

"

'

•

,

.

down in
Britain.
.selves

their

private

They began

Battle

to gird

'

.
•

'

crusher,
|t.'*rtsn!ber of pj5Mufo.a;
tlpn Mggief;.' thftKv thfcy
.it
least the partial ahsweF.
marquee names art coptemgliylM
because of the heavy drag o*'tlfielt'

&^ b^

.

man-sizid salaries.
Biit fe:at({]^
and contract players—-and the majors have' them hy thc doisenis-vwtill
be us^d for- video pix in substantial njurbers,
Production chieftain.?! arfe no*
conyineed they must get Inte.the
tele game now oi' fisk fhe' po'SSi*
bility of the parade passing thfe

.
•

'
'

„

•

film companies by. With Video^k in*
sistont hunger fpr CeUiUoid fare

'
'

".

the -field of cheap.

T>i*,'

it's

(Continued

of

ott

the move
even. At

fe^t,

page 53)

Too HigV

See

On

Fiimenes

for a tooth-and-nail fight.

The jump from nV2% to 45%
in the amount of playing4ime that
English cinemas must allot to native productions canie as -no surprise to the Yanks after a public

B'wayPusiiingCiils
Broadway looks
Weeks.

Out on Baker;

Case Seen Headed for Arbtoation
i

|

"

an

for.

'set

missioft-pricc slash, alj
dowA the line in th"'e
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way

the

•

next fe*
Search by industry execs

for-the reason

(Continued on page 55)

Philip Morris Seeking

pittsiders' -.eyeing

must be taken,

them-

i

Main Stem business

•

-

has falleh off so' much moj-es sharp-,
ly than that of the test of the cou^ti
try bring them inexorably back to ^"^^
the conviction that alhe b-O, fe'e$
are high beyond reason.
The big move downhill is already
on and can be expected to father
momentum daily.
Walt pisn»y.
started it at the Astor when the
admish for "Melody Time'* was

dropped from $1.80 to $1.25 a;couple of weeks ago. United Artr
ists, With the coopefatioft of the
Brandts, operators, of the Mayfeir,

i

.

(Continued on page S5)
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Question of high msU on inch
films still continues to be •..%n<>-

with the announcement of a 45%
film quota law by the Btitish this
week, American pic industry ex- Prices
ecs were certain that the gage was

Exercising a "morals clause" in
Baker has four more weeks to go
its contract with Phil Baker for Its on his initial 13-week cycle with
Leaders of the Repub candidates, Friday night "Everybody Wins" "Win" and meanwhile the Biow
giveaway show, Philip Morris has|
(Continued on page 55)
asked for an "out," determined to agency, is going ahead with plans
replace Baker with a revamped for a replacement, Milton Berle,
format for the show. Plan to drop who had his own Philip Morris
Baker stems from his Beverly Hills show on NBC until a couple
BERLIN REPRISES
(Cal.) drunken driving 'jfap several months ago, was huddling with
ago, with Philip Moncis Biow last week. Dick Powell is also
NBC
SERIES weeks
execs,' particularly Pat Gorman, being considered as a replacement
New radio show based on Irving its advertising chieftain, reportedly on the strength of a previoujS audiBerlin's
wattime ''This Is the still burned over the incident.'
tion he had made for Biow >at' the
Army" revue has-been set by NBC
However, it looks nowas though time Baker was being replacid on
as a summer replacement for the the case will go to arbitration in "Take It Or Leave It."
Henry Aldrich program.
Titled view of the fact tliat, at the time.
Ciggie outfit will also take ad"Sei-vices Revue," the show tees Baker had not signed a contract for vantage of the opportunity, to *^ive
ofl' July
1, six years to the day his emcee role.,. However, Philip the program a hypo by making'the
since "Army" took tJie road.
Morris and tlie Eiow agency, which giveaways more.attraclivfi. Jleeling
Show is to be sponsored jointly handles the account, claim th^t a is that, with the multiplicity of
by the U. S. Arjay and Army Air letter they have from Baker, In giant jackpots, the competition is
Forces, who yill pay the talent which he agreed to tlie conditions getting pretty tough, and one way
Costs, with rjBC giving the time set forth in the coutisaet, is ju^ as to win more dialers is
to oprcatl the
(Con^ued on page 55)
binding a$ the contt^ UaeVt.
largeiise.
Hall.

a thorough fling, Sjeveral' $tUdio9,
in a hush-hu^b- atnibspJfMfre. at«..aV
ready jMaktog' test mHof inimtm
to be matketed tb trfr mttiljifMi

and swarm.? of

-Lipton nighttime exclusive on Godfrey runs out, he's
slated for an additional 30-minute
Philadelphia, June 15.
after-dark show. Godfrey, it's said
Television, with its all-seeing among his intimates, is determined
camera eye, might well be the to hit the $1,000,000 jackpOt, and
most important delegate at the on the basis of present plans for
forthcoming political conventions his multiple showcasing, the figure
in Philadelphia.
isn't considered too excessive.
Kepublican party leaders, fully
That Winchell for y^ars has been
awarfi of the millions of eyes that ABC's No, 1 drawing\card Is atwill 1)6 glued to video screens when tested by the fact that the web is
the
conclave tees off in Philly guai-anteeing him $520,000 a jrear
Monday (21), have already begun
(Continued on page 32)
to issue o.rders to delegates on how
to act before the cameras.
Their

parently is the possibility of the
public smelling a deal cooking between rival candidates, which
would become visible to the general public for the first time because of the TV cameras that are
to be posted at advantageous siM>ts
on the fldor of Philly's Convention

every major,, with the possible* e)n*
ception of United Artlst-j and CcH
lumbia, have decided to give prdductioh of plx-for-video-exclusiveiy

-

most important consideration ap-

Ahead

'

show

Rcptiti.^

,

4S%^o^ Preps

of the game.
Now the network is expanding
its morning half-hour commercial
to a full hour (now that Chester-

GOP

Three-Way Strnggle

chines.

weekly, early-morning stanza, Godfrey himself pockets an approximate $500,000 a year at this stage

field

Tele Behaviour

the' business.'

Heretofore, no, tax was levied
against these devices but with the
increasing number of tele sets
being put into operatioJi- here Britton sought the, ruling ta be on the
safe side of the question. No estimate 1)9$ -been made as to ,the
amount titfe tiew levy Will yield.

WCBS

GOP

15.

m

'

a speech by Joseph N* Webber,
past president of the luiion, now
retired on salary. He begged the
delegates not to forget that threefifths of the membership exists
only as part-time musicians. He
asked that these men do nothing to
interfere with the remaining twoHe exhorted both factions
fifths.

June

15.

Television's "me-too" bandweigoa

going to be oroWidled' within tlie'
next couple of mt>nth» by m&idt •
film companies dimbing oil, nafv
ticulatl?^ at the film-making end- of
is

After receiving a ruling from
the " City Counselor's office. License Collector Frank Britton last
week announced that a $1 per yea?
tax will be slapped on the owners
th? city.
of every televisi6ft set
A similar tax is. to fee «ollscted
from coin-oiE>erat64 )!adlo$ in hotels
as well as soft dfcindc v^iUSi^ ma,

.

and v^ude shows.

Loo Slaps $1 a Year
Tax on Tele Set Owners
St. Louis,-

•

in cafe

CENTS

25

But Now lley Want tadmb Aboatfji

Dili

By GEORGE ROSEN
Disk industry observers are virHoward, Kelly
tually convinced that James C. Willie
pacting of Gabriel Heatter
Petrillo will make a deal for the
Split After 11 Years byThe
Mutual for a new co-op show,
American Federation of Musicians
One of the long-standing partnerwith recording companies before ships has been dissolved with Wil- thus giving him a three-way netspotlights one of
the summer is over. It's felt that lie Howard taking on a new double- work showcasingt
the most unusual situations in rahis behaviour at the AFM's 51st
talker to replace Al Kelly, who'd
annual convention here last week been with him for 11 years. How- dio today—where the projection of
a single personality can keep a
Is following' the usual pattern
ard bowed with new partner, Hal network out of the billings and
that of looking one way and jump- Gary (brother of another top conprestige doldrums.
ing' another.
fusion-spieler, Sid Gary), on the
In a sense the "Mr. Mutual" situPetrillo stated during the first
Texaco Star theatre over NBC-TV, ation is applicable also to CBS,
;4a}^ 40f the convention that the disk
last night (Tues.).
with its Arthur Godfrey, and ABC
ban would be continued, heaping
Split started when Howard took with its Walter Winchell.
Invectives upon the Taft-Hartley lead role in "Sally," which he
At Columbia the crack that
bill as the cause of the ban, via
played without Kelly. Latter "Godfrey Is Mr, CBS" has more
the clause which forbids industiny worked a Roxy, N.Y., date, with
than gag overtones, with some
to contribute to union funds unless columnist Ed Sullivan, and by the even
adding tiie addenda that "As
those ftinds are administered by an time he and Howard could get tolong as there's a Godfrey around,
impartial board. Thereafter there gether again, it was mutually de« there'll always be
a need for a Co.was no mention of the disk ban by cided'to part. Kelly is slated to do lumbia network."
him or other speakers.
Sullivan
several video shots with
Already accounting for a multiHowevert various occurrences from the Latin Quarter, N. Y., million dollar take for the network
at the convention held significance WPIX, and will work with coinics via his .cross*therboard morning
.

Firstly,
for non-AFM attendees.
there were several resolutions introduced having bearing on the
disk ban.
All were withdrawn
without argument. Then there was

PRICE

1948

GOflFREUEIinEI Major Ke€«mparaesCraw(&ig.Tefe,:

Bank on PetriUo Signing

Asbury Park, June

.

.

SUMMER

Wiiat will probably go
the phenomenon ;(?r the

down

as

104'/-48

network radio season is the ."job"
that ,ABC's "Stop* the Music,"
,?iant ^veaway, did to Fred' .Allen.
"Stop".; not' only

clipped Allen's

4une

r/jting on'iffiC.^(3r-'Sunaa.v*
6,

by

'7,!a

33oiRfi},**«rt

rating,

ftjj;

which

.*ai&

comedian's.

«ie
3,.5

gprnered a

i)at»fiel
pfisints

'fot the

half-hou,

over

tl:^

-first

tin

"Sto]^" entered the "top 15,"

tiei,

<Continued ojt.pagc S5>

Vote

On legit Censor Bill Due Next

The

fate of tlic

Cunningham

censor
Broadway
to
legit and film adver-

authority

and

4»«

bill, 4

which would give the New York
City license commissioner drastic
tising, will probably be decided
next week. The measure was considered briefly yesterday (Tues.)
by the City Council, but was not
voted upon and was laid over until
the next session, slated for
Tuesday (22), No public hearing is
planned.
Snowballing protests from every
branch of show business has battered at the bill, following favor'able report on the proposal last
"week by the City Council Welfare
committee. While film houses are
not directly affected by the bill,
the Metropolitan Motion Pitcure
I'heatres Assn., representing 90%
of New York houses, petitioned
both the Council and Mayor Wil-

On

Zaie-Graziano Pic
Of the Zale-Graziano

Film$
middleweight

championship

WEEK!

KEN MUBBAY'S
mif

AND COO"

RKO

measure.
The bill suddenly came up for
vote before the committee after
Recurrent rumors that Joseph
supposedly shelved.
being
It
caught its opponents olP guard. Breen, Production Code adminisShowbiz reps had believed 'the trator, will step out of the top post
.measure dead when N. Y. License in favor of his aide, Judge Stephen
Commissioner Benjamin Fielding, Jackson, were denied by Breen
whose powers, it would augment, following last week's Motion Picture Assn. of America meet.
recently attacked it.
"I
Act would make it mandatory have no early plans to resign my

He's Quittii^

.

wood's "10 unfriendly witnesses"
can win their legal fight against
contempt-of'Congress convictions.
Both cases yesterday involved
contempt of Congress. Although
neither was identical with the matter involving the "unfriendly 10,"
there was strong similarity. The
Supreme Court refused to review
the convictions of 11 leaders of the
joint anti-fascist refugee commit-

license dept. inspectors to office," he told VARiiiry.
"Those tee. The group was headed
by Dr.
scrutinize, and report on theatrical reports you hear simply emanated
Edward K. Barsky. All 11 were
performaiic^s and advertising copy. from the fact that I've been sick
convicted for withholdulg books
for a while."
'<C«&tint{ed on page. 16)
and recfwds of the committee from
Asked whether he contemplated the House
Un-American Activities
vacating his office before the year
Committee.
Among the defendis up, Breen wouldn't say although
ants was author Howard Past,
he conceded "I'm getting pretty
The court of appeals here upold." Judge Jackson, formerly on
New York City children's court held thi> comviction, and the trial
judges in the cases of the "unbench, was taken on by the
Into Fund Diversion last year. He has gradually as- friendly witnesse.s" were guided by
sumed a good part of Breen's work the ruling of the court of appeals.
Philadelphia, June 15.
In tlie second ea,se, the U. S.
'Independent film exhibitors as and the assumption is he will ulticourt of appeals by a 2 to 1 vote
well as many niterymen, are view- mately succeed his present suupheld, the conviction of Gerhard
ing With more than alarm the perior.
Eisler,
German communist, for
progress of a Grand Jury probe
contempt of Congress. Eisler had
into the diversion of funds- from the
refused to be sworn in and to
^usement tax division of the Betestify before the House Un-Americeiver of Taxes office. The scandal
can Activities Committee in Febcomes at an Inopportune time, just
ruary, 1947.
as the city's solidly Kepublican administration was trying^ to put its
Hollywood, June 15,
best foot .forward to welcome the
Illness of Bin Stephens, repreGOP national convention.
sentative of the independent proNo less than three separate ducers, caused a po.stponement of
probes arc being conducted into the meeting with reps of the
IN
'4a
various munieipal departments^ but Screen Actors Guild to discuss a
Amusement stocks took a free
the amusement tax scandal is the new working agreement. Gathermain event on the chicanery card. ing will be held some time this ride in May, along with industrials
and luxury stocks listed on the
Mayor Samuel has already asked week.
Meanwhile, SAG sent out an New York Stock Exchange, climbfor {and failed to get) the resignamg to the highest overall level foj*
tions of both llKGeiver of Taxes official notice paving the way for
the year. Value of entertainment
Frank Marshall and Director of an actors' strike after Aug. 1, in stocks
on the big board hit the
Purchases and Supplies Charles H. case its dispute with the major
producers is not settled by that grand total of $761,678,538, or a
Grakelow.
gain of
So far the amusement tax probe time. Notice, in accordance with Average $55,182,394 for the month.
price of Shares—including
has only resulted in individual the Labor Management Relations major film
companies, big networks
publicity for the Herman Taylor Act of 1947, was mailed to the and
disk outfits—came to $18 39
Federal Mediation and Concilialights, presented at the Arena. But
tion Service in Washington; the against $17.08 at the close of April.
it is well known that a. number of
Previous high for '48 was at the
indie film houses are on the list California State Dept. of Industrial
The larger jchains and exhibitors, Helations in San Francisco, and end of Maich, when the overall
due to their practice of paying by the New York Dept. of Labor's value mounted to $714,840,984,
Board of Mediation. Attached was April windup figure, after the- marCheck, are exempt; but generally
a list of more than 400 film pro- ket had stabilized itself, was .slightteWhere the tax was handed over in

for

MPAA

SAG NOTICE PAVES

WAY FOR STRIKE

division,

m mm.

stocks
TOP GAIN FOR

_

t.ax

hanged .himself

in 79 years,

,

Ho Gum For Grandma
She watched the planes take oif every few minutes for the fou(
comers of the earth and quietly smoked a cigaret. This was to be her
overcome some
first, plane-trip and we were trying to tell her how to
of the shortcomings not listed in the advertising. One of them wps the
matter of ofi'setting a ringmg ih the ears by chewing gum. Mor was
adamant.
.4?
"But, Mor," we insisted, "it's not a matter of manners or morals, u s
a matter of health. You'll get an earache if you don't"
Her mouth became sttff and firm. It was obvious chewing gum
would have to be forced across that frontier, and even the Nazi gauleiters had found out that such Norwegians are best encircled rathet,
,

than, attacked.

•

Buy Out Del Mar Track
Hollywood, June 15.
Joseph M. Sohenck is improving
the breed of horses again, this- time
at the Del rMar Turf cjiub, near

San Diego, not many furlongs away
from the old Agua Caliente track
In which he wa? one of the early

o„

the earache Nonny got from fiying across tlie Atlantic,'
reminded Mor. "That was because she was so young she didn't,
to chew gum. All we ask you to do, Mor, is that if the
stewardess offers you some gum, chew it. She's a graduate nurse."

"Remember

Alice

know how,

"As the plane' changes

How To Get SeaMck
altitude it may also

»

affect

your stomach,"

I

said.

"That's right," said Alice. "Chewing
ting sick."
"I won't get sick," Mor assured us.
airplanes ships and

if

gum may keep you from

get-

"You said they called the.se
Uiey are I'm a good sailor."

"Okay," I said, "but were you ever seasick? You know how awful
that can be."
"I had been talked into taking a
"I was Seasick once," said Mor.
seasick remedy. That did it. If gum is a remedy I prefer rum,"
I looked at her firm Scandinavian face, her beautiful eyes, her lovely
mouth, her hands that painted and play so**amazingly well (she's painting better now than 50 years ago) and tried to imagine her chewing
gum. It seemed easier to imagine Queen Mary doing it
Because this was Mor's first flight all of us naturally were a little
nervous; At 80 hearts conk out for practically no reason at all. Besides
she was suffering a mild hangover for having mixed old-fashioneds,
vin ordinaire and brandy all at one dinner.
The night before she was to hop oft' on iier 6,000-mile junket, Howard
Hurwith, who also has a Scandinavian wife, took Mor, the Jack Paars
and the Scullys to a farewell dinner at Romanolf's on account Norway
is also ruled by royalty.
•

Cousin Celeste Is Held Up
Cousin Celeste Holm and her husband, Schuyler 'Dunning, were to
come, too; but their home had been burgled three times in one week
and the cops had ordered them to stay home as decoys for a change.
The cops had staked the placej>ut for the night. ,
"If anyone's going to get shot," said Celeste, "it seems it won't be
the cops, I don't like this script, ,1'm not temperamental, and I don't
want to be suspended for saying so, but I don't like this script"
I assured her it was a vast improvement over the order Of things 10
or 12 years, ago,
"In those days," 1 told her as we made a final call on the prisoners
of circumstances in their own home before heading for Romanoff's,
"cops were shooting cops. In fact, no one dared to report a burglary
for fear of losing to the cops what the original looters had neglected
to grab."
Celeste grimaced as if unconvinced that things were better today.

K.O. For Jim

Crow

"But I have hotter news for you. Celeste," I said. "1 suppose you
the Nordisk Tidende where 'den kjente amerikanske negersangerinne Ann Brown skal inngaa cktoskap med den unge nordmann
Thorleif Schjelderup den 11 raai i Norge?'
Celeste looked bewildered. Mor obviously -was shocked.
Alice

saw

m

laughed...

o,'.

v,

"To translate roughly,"
your family."

I

continued,

"Ann Brown has married- into

"My family?" said Celeste, "Aren't we all the same family by now"
But who is Ann Brown?"
"Why, Celeste," I said. "Shame on you! Don't you remember the eirl
who starred in "Porgy and Bess'?"
"And she has married Thorleif Schjelderup, our champion skier'"
"He comes from one of our

finest families," said

Mor.

"Hi.s f,ither

is presiding justice of the Supreme Court.
All the family was sent by
Hitlers hatchetmen to concentration camps. But Thorleif
escaped and
joined the uadergromid.-"
"So they all were clinked by the Nazis, eh?"

Maid Of Honor
'

"Including the maid," Mor added as a clincher
'And now their son marries a Negro singer. This will
drive Hitler
crazy even in hell," I said.

ly off at $706,496,144. Postwar
low
came in February of this year with
''°^^'"'"
<> Iteep things on the
She's a concert singer. She has had great
a dive to $597,576,683. Average of P„l'tf,r!^ri.
triumphs in
London Milan, Lisbon, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo "
amusement shares then was $14.59. Tli/^^
•°^«™'Sht in a hotel in Pasadena or PhiladelBonds outstanding in the enterMexico City, June 8.
phia"" I said!"'''"'*
Music is the costliest course at tamment bracket, li.sted on the exin Philadelphia?" Celeste demanded,
the National Univ. of MeJcico, change, reached a total evaluation
•'whv
k*'^Kh"»/K''^$"^L'*'"^
Why, is
It that bad?" Mor wanted
to know. "I plan to stay two
America's oldest college, founded Of $6,820,050 in May. On a per days there on my
way back to Norway."
bond basis, average price was $95
in KSa.'
separation
To get a diploma as 3. tooter at
aconv^n Phinl"'
h?' "'i^u'-^
Pteladelphia not on the stage but
this college, it costs, on the averin
th'e
hotefilTbbifs,"^'*
age, $8,000.
That compares with Sinatra Wantfi
Mor Solves a Sta£:e Wait
.
.$275 to become a lawyer; $550 to
Play Film
|;i don't understand such things,"
be a physician, and ^,500 to get
Mor confessed.
Hollywood, June 15.
^^^'^ "^^^ ''"^ ""'"'^'^ P^^P^^
training as an economist
Mor," I wanted
y**'
Prank Sinatra is trying to inter- to taow^**"
est Metro in a film version of
evening with eight of them."
BAHJBT PIX IflDIE
"Turn on the Heat," by Craig Rice.
"Where?'°"*^*
Hollywood, June 15.
It's a whodunit about a timid
"In your house;"
deBallet Films, an indie outfit, was tective.
"My. house? When?"
formed, here by Taraara TouThe singer played

Continued on page
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^f-

Comes High

^

"^Z^"

Joe Schenefe; Jay Paley

,

,

'

fight

m

in the cellar of his home, leaving a
note. It was obviously written by
a man under great mental stress
(Continued on page 47)

|

Scully

We

OfTnfrie»fHyl(r

ment

By Frank

Wrigley Field, June 12.
not do it," said Mor. "I'll not chew gum. I haven't ever done
and it's ridiculous to start now."
were dming in the Sky Room of the Burbank airdrome. The
Norwegian grandma' of our little, fleas from heaven was terminalihg
her long rim at Bedside Manor and the Scully circus was returning
her to Norway.
She was going by plane to Chicago, by train to Philadelphia, by bus
If there had been a T»wh:i
to New York and by freighter to Norway.
marine service I suspect she would have tried to add that for variety.:
She looked at least Itf years younger than when she arrived six
months ago and we at least 20 years older. Trying to keep up with
Mor in Hollywood had been too much for even taxis, Half ot them
can't climb Whitley avenue even in low. She walked it dailyShe not only looked 10 years younger, she was dressed for the part.
She had a new hat, her blue suit had the new-look length and over her
heart she wore a tri-colored corsage.

it

Seen Key to Fight

cash there seems to have been
under-the-table business.

MMM »»»»»*

"I'll

Heavy Bookings

last Thursday (10) night, with no
television coverage to buck, racked
up some of the heaviest bookings
yet garnered for any fifiht picttures.
Interest in the bout was intense
throughout the country; according,
to Mannie Baum, prez of Coram
312th
Pictures, which produced and dis»
'
tributed the films, leading him to
expect about 4,000 bookings in all.
"atACKouTS OF
Despite the fact that it didn't El Capstan Theatrei HoltyWood, Oak
have to buck video's timeliness facNow Playing Nationally
tor, Coram got the pictures processed and developed, in less than
"BILL
half-a-day<
They^ were on the
Special Acadtmy Award Winner
screens- of the Broadway )RKO Palace, and all
nabe houses in
New
York
at
9:45
a.m.
Friday
(11),
liant. O'Dwyer for open hearings,
less than 12 hours after the first
before a vote is taken.
Leading the attack against the bell sounded at the fight Thursday
bluenosei move are the American night. Films also played the BroadCivil Liberties Union and ttie Stop way Tran.s-Lux houses and were
Censorship Committee, which' for'' shipped via plane to exchangeswarded a petition signed by '3;000 throughout the country the same
persons, including producers, ac- day.
Coram is Celling the pictures on
tors and drama critics.
They denounced it as providing- for un- either percentage or flat rental
warranted censorship. James F. terms, depending on the situation.
Beilly, exec director of the League
•of New York Theatres, also lamWashington, June 15.
basted the proposal as superfluTwo appellate court actions
0U& and noted that the.league emyesterday (14), one in the U. S.
ployed a standing, committee of 19
Supreme
Court,
appeared
to
organizations as a self-regulatory
worsen the prospects that Holly-

The tax scandal broke when William C. Foss, chief of the amuse-

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

Week; No Public Hearings Planned

plays,

June It,

We<1n«Btlay,

1

-

To
Gumshoe

.

the gumshoe

^

^^^^^
manova, Rudolph Mate and TiUigene hero in a radio version on
or sometning,
ihe Trial 'S?
the or''?ometh1nc^''ThP*'"Tri.'f
By Rire' company called and said thw
In assoclaitCDn ^{(h <fay 3^aley, tiourie, to produce a series of "Hour
of Mystery," for U. S. Steel
vvouI^^m.
Schoiuik boik^t iti>iS^t>mag ixttcr- terpsicteOream ^hearts.
uscS
t*TO years ago, and is getting the roSr'uvinTr^m'''^*''
mr' ovdl ttom Col.
Phr.>rt«vriU fee "Swan Lakfr," with script
of the broadcast to submit
"So you said?*'
Misa-TiMtsiianova starring jtad Hate to studio officials.
^'So I said yes,^y all means. There
Welboum
were 20 in the cast and eight
(Urectiiig.
KeUey scripted the radio version.
Continued
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PROFITS OFF 45% FROM 1947
Breakdown of 1948 hofits

7

Company-by-compaay breakdown of first profit reports for 1948
On an overall total of $24,217,000 for alU.
are herewith listed.
majors except United Artists against $43,989,000 corralled in the
same period of '47, net profits are off 45%.
Off
'48 Net
'47 Net
Company
Period
20
Paramount, iBt quarter...... $7,760,000
$9,522,000.
41
2,270,683
RKO, 1st quarter
1,345,327
48
14,013,000
Warners, 1st half-year
,7,311,000
50
5,897,603
20th-Fox, 1st quarter
2,926,842
55
8,596,779
Metro, 1st half-year
3,886,745
71
2i935.O0O
855,000
Columbia, 1st 39 weeks .... .
83
134,206
756,543
Universal, 1st quartier

$1,300,000 Kickback to 20th-Fox Forced

On

C. Skouras in Stockholder

Peace

Charles Skouras, National The-f
atres' head, will kick back to 20thT
Fox, NT's parent org, slightly more
Declare Dave Hertz Dead
than $1,300,000 under the terms of
Santa Monica, June 15.
the proposed settlement of the
David Hertz; screenwriter who
minority stockholders' action. Balance of the $1,800,000 which, is to disappeared on a plane flight off
be returned will come from NT this city May 5, was declared dead
division heads Frank (Rick) Rick- by Judge Kurtz in superior court.
Court approved the writer's will,
etson, Elmer Rhoden and Harold
Fitzgerald. Ricketson and Rhoden leaving an estate of $30,000 to his
will rebate $198,000 apiece while mother and daughter.
Fitzgerald returns a smaller sum.
Of the 18,500 shares of common
stock on which 20th has a call at
$22.50 per share, 10,000 shares will
be made available by studio head
Darryl F. Zanuck; 7,000 by Spyros
Skouras, company prexy, and 1,500
by William C. Michel, exec veepee.
"

Te!e as Threat

To 30%

of B.O.

Company,

as previousi.v disclosed,
has the right to buy from its three
officers

any time before Dec. 31

Cited by Coyne

j

1949.
No restrictions on profit-sharing
Declaring it would be "very easy
deals of, any other NT exec besides Skouras are provided in the for theatres to lose 30% of their
settlement.
NT prexy 's absolute boxoffice revenues" through teleearnings' ceiling would be $490,00Cl vision inroads, Robert Coyne,, reunder the proposed compromise, tiring exec secretary of the Theatre
consisting, of $130,000 yearly in Owners of Ibnerica, insisted;yesterfixed pay and a limit of $36Q,000 day (Tues.) that "unless theatres
on bonuses. He previously aver- figure some way of adopting tele•

aged $780,000 annually on com- vision, they can very well be inbined fixed salary and. percentage- undated by it." Coyne, makittg his»
statement at a Hotel Astor lunchsharing.
Detailed statement of the plan eon tendered in honor of Gael
of settlement is currently under SuUivap, his successor, revealed
preparation and will be forwarded that TOA is conducting surveys to
shortly to all stockholders for their learn the recent effects of video
say-so.
It comes up for hearings on the exhibition game.
before the N. Y.. supreme court
"It's easy to imagine what will
Aug. 3.
happen to theatre business as it
,

Suit had primarily attacked a
approved by the stockholders,
which gave the four theatremen a
$6,000,000 profit by the purchase
and resale of 20% ol NT stock. It

pact,

is

now

constituted

if

that

30%

loss

i»

ISyOiJOi NET

%

.

MAJORS SEEN

The film profit pattern for the
year is rapidly being shaped as
six-month and first-quarter reports
of seven majors (all except United
Artists) hit print.
All indications
point to an overall net approximately 45% off from the take in
1947.
If the present trend maintains itself, An^hen the 1948 ledgers
are closed, the industry will have
netted some $55,0.00,000.
With Warner Bros, turning in a
count of $7,311,000 this week for
its initial six months, and Columbia $855,000 for 39 weeks, the seven
companies have accumulated, a net
of $24,217,000 to date.
Figured
against a total of $43,989,000 garnered by these companies for the
comparative period of last year, all
profits are now off 45%.
Filmites believe 'the overall level
will hold because of factors which
should cancel each other out during the rest of the fiscal year. Loss
of foreign revenues, which will
probably be accelerated by a dip
in Briti.sh returns, is expected to
be offset by the increased effect
of studio economies started a year
ago.
Domestic theatre biz is now off
12%-15% from last year, which,
when translated into distrib -revenues, means a 45% or so decline,
Strong crop of upcoming
product is figured to counteract the
early summer slump once cool
weather comes again^ B.o. has been
showing erratic performances in

2-Judge Court Kiboshes Govt Try

•

Quick Switch
Variety

June

mugg,

15.

checking

boxottice grosses via telephone
with downtown theatre manager here, was greeted with
heart-rending sob story regarding drooping boxoff ices.

Manager, further emphasizing
low figures, wept copious tears
anent deplorable current condition of picture biz in general
and his theatre in particular.
Half hour later same man-^

ager called

requesting
estimate for
week be upped several thousand dollars, explaining his for*
raer version had been due to
the fact that representatives of
a theatre union were in his
office during the first conversation, negotiating contract for
cheerfully

baclf^

that

next session!

Par's Fixed

O'Donnell, International
Chief barker of Variety Clubs, has
announced a proposed fund-raising
E.

.T.

various tents. Plan is
based upon a forthcoming radio
program "Let's Talk Hollywood,"
summer replacement for the Jaok
Benny aireir. New show is a quiz
6how, with listeners submitting
questions about films and Roily-

plan

for

wood. If arrangements can be
worked oiit, for each question the
experts fail to answer, the person
submitting the question would receive a season pass .to the theatre

he picks in his
Bernie

home

town.;

Luber, of Amusement
producing the airer,

Enterpi'ises,

believes that publicity would be of
great value to theatres mentioned
on the program. The idea was
given to the Variety Clubs to make
arrangements with various exhibitors over the U. S. to contribute
the passes (valued at about $100)
without charge to the program,
then the producers would pay $100
to the Variety Club, nearest the
city involved, for each pas's delivered. It was estimated that $500

weekly would be turned over to
Variety Clubs over the country in
this way.

O'Donnell has asked

all tents to

cooperate, and a poll of exhibitor-

(Continued on page 22)

Refusal to grant a freeze leaves
the Big Five free to make theatre
transactions subject, very likely, to
court approval. The original stay
on deals was lifted by the Supreme

handed down

it

its

opinion. Also casualties on the jurisdictional hurdle were Government applications iov an injunction
against discriminations; -a request
that the. defendants file lists »t

partnership-held tlieatces daim^id

be free of monopoly taint; and a
of changes in findings of

number
fact

and law.

Highlighted in the two-hour
(Continued on page 23>

Paramount prexy Barney Balaban, in his first public statement
(Continued on page' 23)
on the possibility of Par's -being
Doc-Type Pic Gelling^ * i
forced to give up some of its theatre holdings because of the antiBrusheroo; Cagney's
trust decree, told company stockholders at their annual meeting at
Film Per
the homeoffice yesterday ^Tuesday)
United Jewish Welfare Fund was that "I l;elieve that our theatre inAn early demise for the current
the donee of a healthy chunk of terests will be reduced with a
cycle ,ol- documentAvy-type films
coin this week when Jack L. War- corresponding reduction of our ulwas predicted by produce? WllUam
ner, veepee and production chief of timate earning power."
Cagney prior to his departure from
Warner Bros., gifted the charitable
Balaban emphasized that Par in- New York for the Coast last week.
organization with 3,000 Shares of
tends to hold on to as many of its Cagney, whose brother and partcommon stock. At current ex- theatres
as is legally possible. Even nei^, Jamed, starred in one of the
change prices, the stock is worth
if the company is forced to sell the first of the docmnentaries,, 20th$33,500. The donation leaves WarFox's "13 Rue Madeleine," said he
ner with a total of 420,000 shares of actual theatre properties, he said, feared the public would soon tlte
common and an additional 21,500 it will attempt to hold onto the of this type prpduct because pro-'held in trust, of which he is bene- theatre leases. Echoing the recent
(Continued on pa^e 18)
statement of 20th-Fox prexy Spyficiary.
that divestiture
Schneider Foundation^ set up by ros
Abraham Schneider, treasurer of wouldn't be as bad for the majors
Columbia, also benefited by a do- as generally believed^ Balaban indi-

JACK WARNER DONATES

WB STOCK TO UJWF

Year

One

WB

Skouras

Approach of warmer days and Creek" (Col), "Lady From Shangyen of public to hop for its screen hai"- (Col), "Fuller Brush Man"
are keeping the film theatre (Col) and "Letter From Unknown
FRISCO TELE HEARINGS fare
biz on the downgrade in current Woman" (U).
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros Skou- session. Exhibitors noted increasAside from the new films which
ras is slated to return from London ing patronage resistance to many climbed up into the top classificaover the weekend, in time to attend of present admission scales, and tion or runner-up positions, "Fightresumption of the San Francisco tendency to seek entertainment ing Father Dunne" (RKO) and
television-application hearings in elsewhere, or just stay at home "Raw Deal" (EL) appear to have
Washington Monday (21).
after laying out so much for actual the most promise on basis of showDuring his 10-day stay in Lon- cost of living.
ings this frame. "Deal" looks nice
don, Skouras huddled with J
Lana Turner-Clark Gable star- in Detroit and big in Frisco;
Arthur Rank representatives on the rer, "Homecoming" (M-G)* con- "Dunne" will top Buffalo with
proposed pooling of the Odeon- tinues to lead the field even fancy figure. "Big Punch" (WB) is
Gaumont British theatre circuits, though getting some competition fair in two spots while "WallHe also surveyed 20th's British pro- from "Pirate" (M-G). Latter was a flower," from same company,
duction facilities, preparatory to solid second place winner but ran; shapes mild in Baltimore and disthe start there within the next into some barely okay and modest appointing in N. Y.
couple of months of "Brittania weeks.
"Furnace Creek" (20th) is getMews," scheduled as the hext 20th
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) man- ting a good rating only in K. C,
film to be shot in Britain.
aged to snag third place nation- this week. While very big in N. Y.,
wide mainly on strength of many "Summer Holiday" (M-G) is only
new bookings. Key cities covered mild on seifond Detroit round.
Win. Goetz to London
by VARiETy show few smash ones "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) is lusty
William Goetz, Universal's pro this stanza. "Fort Apache" (RKO) in St. Louis.
"Four Faces West" (UA) shapes
auction
chief,
embarks today slipped back to fourth slot from
(Wed.) for London aboard the preceding week's second position fine this round in Detroit. "Big
Queen Elizabeth, accompanied by but still is doing great trade in City" (M-G) continues on mild
side but Jack Benny and his -radio
his wife.
Goetz will huddle with most spots.
Others in the Big Eifiht, in or- show will boost this film to smash
J. Arthur Rank,v U's British part
der of playdatcs and showings session in Detroit. "Remember
ner, and Rank officials, with pro
jected film-making in England by made, are "Green Grass" (20tb), Mama'" (RKO) $ti]l is weighing
"Give Regards To Broadway" in with solid trade, being in three
Universal high on the agenda.
In addition to London and other (20th), a newcomer; "Hazard" (Par) keys this session. "Old Los. Anparts of England, American top- and "On Merry Way" (UA). Bun- geles" <R6p) is doing xtkss in Chiper will also visit Paris and Rome. ner-up coin is quite evenly split cago currently.
( Complete Btxcofjiee It^piMifx me
He's s'ated to return to the U. S. this round, favorites being "Bride
late in July.
Goes Wild" Od-G), "Co roper Page 12.13)

SKOURAS TO AHEND
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Court when

Theatres Make Up

—

June

Court decision.
Renewal of anti-trust hearings
were set for Oct, 13 by Judges Augustus Hand and Henry W. Goddard. Meantime, they will take
steps to fill the third spot -on the

'Apache,' 'Grass,' 'Regards' Pace Big Eight

to Get Fundis

Dallas,

The Government's attempt to
clamp a freeze barring purchase
or sale of tbeatres by the Big Five
as a stopgap measure in the main
anti-trust action was axed yesterday (Tues.) by the two sui-viving
judges of the Federal statutory
court. Ruling the question of jurisdiction "loo doubtful" because o£
the unfilled vacancy caused by: the
death of Judge' John Bright, th«
court refused to take any steps
other than to enter the usual mandate following the U, S. Supreme.

'

Buffalo,

National Boxoftice Survey

Be Used

\

For Stopgap Freeze on Big 5 Theatres

he said. As one way of
meeting the problem. TOA official
cated Par might profit on the sale
suggested exclusive tele programs nation. Columbia official handed because of currently inflated real
booked into theatres. "In that way, the foundation 300 shares of his estate values.
had also sought to upset stock op- we can walk along with television,'' company's common. He also sold
Par prez pointed out that the
another block of 900, leaving him
tions granted a number of 20th Coyne declared.
(Continued on page 23)
shares.
toppers.
Accepting his new office, Sul- with 10,053
livan said there was "no problem
of this industry which can't be beat
Variety Club Co-op Plan
by new initiative and new incentive." Films \yere one of the great
mediums important to the preserBiz Continues to Lag Turner-Gable, 'Pirate,' 'Arch,'
(Continued on page 22)
follows,"
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picrriiRES
Film Stunter Kffled

Eddie Small as

l-Man

Industry':

8y2lion

16 Pix in 18 Mos. Costing
treat to inactivity, Edward Smaa
has become virtually "a one-rmaa
film industry." Within an 18-month
period he has sent or is sendiog-Trr.- into release 16 films lo'talling more
than $8.b00,000 in production cost.

—

Small's personal profit on them is
estimated as high as $3,500,000.
Producer is working with four
different <listributine companies,
each on^a different type deal. Columbia is handling four of his films
on a setup by which he uses its lot
and it shares evenly in costs and
profits after a 25% distribution
fee. Twentieth-Fox is releasing a
group of six low-budgeters for the
producer under a deal in which he
puts up alt the, coin and gets all
the profits. Distrib receives a 35%
releasing fee.
Eagle Lion is handling two of

DeUcate Problem
cameramen

News

themselves

--«'ith

'a'

found
clel'icate

week while trying
procession of children from Mother Cabrini
high school entering the Bijou
"theatre, N. Y., for an invitation
problem

last

to lens a

.screening of "Citizen Saint,"
film biog of the nun for whom
their school wa's named.

Owens was head of gas generator department at Warners. They
were flying to gold mine they
o\vii£d....at— ©utcTi' Flats and were
signaling to a friend on the ground
when plane crashed

into mountain-

side.

I

RKO

Photogs almost literally stood
on the.ir heads to keep a huge

Theatres

Burn at Goldwyn

electric sign next door out of
the background.
It was for
the legiter, "Strange Bedfellows."

SeUing

Ciull

Telenews

At

HKO

distribution
organization,
which handles his product, are enjoying a very cordial relationship,

Coverage

Philly Conventions

the same is hardly true with the
RKO theatre setup. Circuit execs,

are burned at the producer's orders
Confronted with a cold shoulder to the' distributing company to sell
United Artists is from both the major newsreel
«£ the. profits.
"Best Years of Our Lives" away
distributing two films, but has no firms and the television newsreel
from its affiliated houses in a numinteirest in them beyond its ZXW/o outfits, Telenews may be cut off
ber of situations.
'
releasing fee.
completely from coverage of the
According to the Goldwyn forces,
forthcoming political conventions the move was in no way one of
$1,500,000 Profits
Based on what the films in re- in Philadelphia. As a result, the rancor but merely of common dollease are earning and estimates by firm will be forced to depend en- lar»and-cents arithmetic. They obdistribution chiefs of what those tirely on clips from the major reels jected to having the highly successto service both its string of newsstill to go into release may be exful film, now in regular release
pected to gross, the various dis- reel houses and its TV newsreel after advanced admission runs,
iribs should get back a total of clients.
"subject to the RKO system." RefProblem is one of space shortage erence is to situations where pol«bout $1,500,000 in profits for their
financial participation. Worldwide on the floor of Pliilly's Convention icy, rather than gross, governs the
gross for the group of 16 films is Hall, site of the political conclaves. length of runs.
estimated at .better than $17,000,- Telenews originally made no bid
In issuing the edict to sell to
000. That would provide a profit for a camera position with the ma- houses in competition with the
:

leaving the $1,500,000 gravy for the
distrib investors and $3,500,000 for

Small.
Producer's

jor reels, preferring to string along
instead with its bid to handle pool
film coverage for the TV broad
casters.
When plans for the TV
pool fell through, the outfit then
worked out a deal to lens the convention proceedings for CBS-TV,
which had one of the four tele

tremendous profits
results from an unusually high:
average of jackpot hits among the
group of fllttis, latest to come in newsreel camera positions. That
with an, uxieiepected bang is" Fuller deal, too, reportedly fpll through
Brush Man," Red Skel ton-starrer and now Telenews can't shoulder

made

for

C;;ol.

It

cost about

.^>950,-

000 to produce and, if it holds its
present pace, will gross better thaYi
$2,500,t)00 worldwide.
It follows another tremendous
moneymaker, "T-Men," distributed
by EL. It went into release last
Christmas and appears certain of
ecttlng $1,600,000 domestic ($2,500,000 worldwide) against its $4d0;000
production cost.
Strons 20th Fix

Even

the 20th,-Fox pix, in the
bottom-budget $150,000" class, arc
showing .surprising strength. Two
are now in release, "The Challenge" and "13 Lead Soldiers,"
and are indlcati.ng $400,000 worldwide grosses by the speed with
which they're playing off—the
measure of success on low-budgeters. Third one has been delivered,
two are in the cutting room and
the sixth will be shot this summer..
Other films in the group of 16
are ."The Return of Monte Crlsto,"
which -Col released about a year
ago; "Raw Deal," which EL started
into distribution June 1; "Black

Arrow," which

is

completed and

awaiting release by Col; "FBI
Meets Scotland Yard," presently in

production

for Col distribution;
* and "Cagliostro." made in Italy by
Gregory Ratoff and now being
edited in Hollywood, with no release .set, pending its completion.
On the future shooting schedule
are "Indian Scout," slated to go
before the cameras this month, and
"The Treasure of Monte Cristo,"
set for an August start. Both are
for UA. Another, "I^orna Doone,"
is to be made in England by Ratoif.
No release is set for it.
"

its

way

in.

Other three TV reel positions
have been assigned to NBC, WPIX
(N. Y. Daily News) and ABC. NBC
plans to service its affiliate stations not connected to the web via
the coaxial cable with special film

WPIX

will

•

certain

amount
tn

of

effort to charity.
they go to bed early.

to Decide On
Pix for Venice Pete

all this,

—

Spiels

Showing Civic-Mittdedness

business

Of Pic Industry Get Big Local Response

it

RKO

Motion Picture Assn. of America,
following acceptance by the major
film compianies of an invitation to
participate in the 1948 Venice Film
Fe.stival, will decide which U. S.
features and shorts to enter for the
prizes.
Venice festival mai-ks the
first one endorsed this year by the
Q. S. industry, which participated
in several in 1947.

cameraman,
compo.ser,
scripter and set designer, plus
prizes for the best shorts and a
group o.( technical awards. Jui-y
will comprise Italian citizens, with
any -film not previously shown in
Italy to be- eligible. Deadline for
gtesentation of prinU has beeio set
actress,

'iter

July

W,

Dembow

Donnell

Kirk Douglas
John Emery
Ken Englund

AIperson's'New Indie
|

Ent Moiling Corral For
'4

Faces

Wesf Until Biz.

Stops Going Thataway

business.

Charles Einfeld, Ent head, is
underijtood to feel it a mistake to
attempt to buck the natural tide of
declining
summer grosse.s. He
thinks it would be more profitable
to hold the film for the fall, when
the boxoffice will theoretically be
facing an up trend.
"Faces" is a high-budget hoss
opry, produced by Sherman under
his pact with Enterprise for release

N. Y. to Europe
Tony Bartley

Paulette Goddard;

Monroe Greenthal
Florence Halop
June Havoc
Peter Lind IlTayes
Hugh Herbert
Saul Jafle
Bernie Kamber

Hugh King
Lou Levy
John Lund
Guy Madison

Aim

Enterprise has under consideration an order to United Artists to
withdraw temporarily from release
Harry Sherman's production, ''Four
Faces West." Film, in a group of
openings to date in the southwest,
its locale, has done disappointing

by UA.

Tomas Flores
Bryan Koy
Ed Gardner
Tamara Geva

Walter Bibo
Noel Coward
Al Daff

Jean Dalrymple

Duke

Eirington

William Goeta
Morris Helprin
Helena Hughes
Robinson Jeffcrs
Ralph Jester
Jock Lawrence
Janet Medlin
Jacques Meyer

Maureen O'Suilivan
Eleanor Parker
John "'ayne
Hal Roach
G. Robinson

Jack Bobbins
David Schine
Donald Schine
Samuel Schneider
Jesse L. Stern
Milton Stern

Edward

Artur Rodzinski
Jane Jlussell
A. W. Schwalberg
Andrew Stone
Don Taylor
Lawrence Tierney
Hal WaJlis
Earl Wilson
Uarry Wttt
.

-

i

"A Tale of Two Cities," highlighting
Hollywood's differences
and similarities to any other town,
is the latest in the series of speeches Theatre Owners' of America is
sending out to exhibs for talks
from the stage by house managers.
It is part of the high-powered industry public relations campaign
,

j

!

i

in

which

Europe to N. Y.

TOA

has been engageid

for the past several months.

"Two

Cities"

is

a

two-minutes-^

and-lO-seeonds spiel designed to
put a belter look on the industry.
It is the fourth in a series of twoto three-minute talks with which
managers throughout the country
are being provided,
Reports by
Michigan's Butterfield circuit and
other houses in which the speeches
have been given are that audiences
are very attentive and invariably
come, through with appreciative applause at the end.
TOA is also sending to exhibs a
series of 15-minute talks. Each of
these comes in two Styles. One is
for the theatreman himself to deliver and the other is from some
"friend of the industry," whom the
exhib might sell on the idea, to
make. They are for delivery at
Parent-Teacher As.sn., Rotary, Kiwanis, boards of commerce, women's, clubs and other such meetings.
A few exhibs have also arranged tieups. by which they give
them on a local radio station.
One of the three-minute specials
for managers told of the industry's
part in helping merchants of Laramie, Wyo., get on their feet after

a fire last April 1.5, wiped out
three btocks of the busine.ss disof $3,000,000. People
of the town set up a "Little Marshall Plan," a fund from which
citizens could borrow, without interest, until they could get their
businesses going again.
"Now where did most of this

trict at a loss

fund
asks.

come from?" TOA speech
"You're right! ... the movies

came through. The

local exhibitors

planned a 'Good Neighbor Night'
and then called on their friends in
(Continued on page 22)

N. Y. toL. A.

Graham Payn

Miller

George Murphy
Odets

Clifford

;

By

.

Hollywood. June 15.
Edward Alperson organized a
and leave subsequent-runs withnew indie company, Burwood Picout product.
tures, to produce films for release
Goldwyn, incidentally, is underthrough
Film
Classics^ in which he
stood to have his eye out for more
is a heavy stockholder.
firstrun showcases, such as the Ssr
Burwood is not connected with
tor, N. Y;, on which he has a lease;
A
Ison Pictures, another Alper-son
the Astor, Boston, in which' he has company
which produces for 20tha 25% interest, and the Woodi Fox release.
Chicago, where he has a booking
'
agreement.

.left'

.

sales chiefs

situations it
is frequently -necesssary to pull a
picture when grosses are still good
so that other films don't pile up
stay,

George

MPAA

.

•

a

would

and

.

11 o'clock, their Main
street is almost deserted. You people here, who. get up ;at 6 o'clock
know why that is, Of course, Satui-day night there is like Saturday
night here. They really go to town and have fun. Sometimes
imtil 2 a.m.
Once in a while, even as here, one of their citizens gets into
a jam. Some folks just seem bound for trouble no matter where
they live. We're pretty understanding about that here. We help
out where we can and generally keep out big mouths shut.
But in this Other city they liave a business which keeps them in
the spotlight. If anyone .slips, it is headlined all over the eountiy.
Sometimes the glare obscures the really good work the rest of
them do and the good lives the rest of them live.
That's the main difference in ray tale of two cities. So, remember,
when you hear rumors or gossip about Hollywood folk—they're
just like the people in our town. And we think the people in our
town are pretty swell.
Thanks for listening and on with the show!

With

'

Named

-

Goldwyn

turned to exhibs who would put
holdover figures in contracts. In
other words, as long as the film did

2d

U

.

RKO theatres,

shoot the
conventions for its syndicated TV
reel. ABC has offered its position
Pic
to Emerson Yorke, N. Y. indie proHutton Nixes
ducer, who plans tentatively to
Hollywood, June 15.
provide ABC with a certain numBetty Hutton turned down "The
ber of prints on his material and Life of Lotta Crabtree" at Parasyndicate the rest to indie stations mount after last week rejecting
a la WPIX.
"Lady From Lariat Loop."
Yorke declared he may decide
She advised the studio she won't
against accepting the ABC offer if do period picture and demands
the propo.sed take from indie sta- modern comedyv
tions won't pay his expenses., He
stressed, however, that he won't
L. A. to N. Y.
compete with the major reels by
Neil Agnew
selling to any newsreel houses.
Willard Alexander
Following the breakup with CBS,
Val Arms
Telenews also has made a pitch for
Charles Bo.yer
the ABC camera position. Wliether
Abe Burrows
it succeeds in getting a footing on
Charles Crackett
the floor, however, will depend on
Jack Chertok
how Yorke makes out with his bids
Gary Cooper
to cover for the indie stations.
Eddie Davis
material.

Venice shindig, irorn Aug.
to
26, is sponsored by the Kalian
Nancy Stem
government and the International
Eastern Selznick Aide Exhibition of Cinematographic Art
Nancy Stern, a director of The- of the Biennale of Venice, in asatre, lnc„ Broadway legit produc- sociation with the Italian Motion
tion organization, has been named Picture Technical Assn. A Grand
eastern studio representative for Prix International *s to be awardDavid O. Selznick. She takes over ed for the best feature at the festiJuly 5, succeeding Robert lloss, val, with three more prizes oifered
who has been in England for the for films "outstanding for a complexity of qualities."
past month.
In addition, there are to be
Ross's wife, Margalo Gillmore,
Is ..starred in the London produc- prices .for the best director, actor,
tion of the legiter "All My Sons,"
And he ha-s gone over to join her.
.Success of the show led to Ross's
decision to remain there, ^he rest
o£ tho summer, at least, and-i^ he
banded in his Selsaiiek ticket
,
i AsWe from her activities in
i
yWtsS.-'^SfA is active- in the Ajueri«wi National ti)iei»*t» &'Aca<feisa$v

;

of time

Small's, pictures on a participation
Iwsis and a 30% distribution fee.
It puts up 35% of the budget, some
of it in deferments, and gets 25%

of slightly over $5,000,000 after
'distribution costs are subtracted,

houses:
Greetings friends. I'm 'name), manager of this theatre atrd Td
lilo! to draw you a word picture.
According to my records, "A Tale of Two Cities" has been
made into a movie twice. 1"! like io give you my tale of two cities.
They're very much aUke. One of them very easily could be our
town. The other ...
Well, for one thing, nearly everyone works longer hours there.
The citizens, or most of them get up about six o'clock and they're
on the job at seven. Nice work,'though. The people are congenial,
too. When they're working together, there's very little difference
between the highest and lowest paid. They have respect and
friendship for eacl]^ other. They a.sk about each other's kidS;
Reminds me of the way some of us work together here.
They're proud of then- homes and their gardens. Sometimes,
when they get in the money, they dig a swimqing pooL
They go in for baby showers and the women exchange recipes.
sometimes they go
The men think a lot of baseball and golf
out to the racetrack.
They read a lot of books. They have a pretty swell outdoor
music amphitheatre. They go to the movies a lot. 'They give pleuty
.

On

While Samuel Goldwyn and the

Space Shortage Nips

Cities

Hollywood, June 15.
Following i.s Ihe text of one of the series of two io threi^-viinute
Frank .Clarke, film stunt flier-,
being sent hy Theatre Onmers of America io theatres throughand Mark Owens, were killed Sat- speeclies
the Country for delivery by mmiaoers from the stage of their
urday (12) in a plane crash near out
Bakersfield.

While many other independent*
producers have been forced to re-

Tale of Two

In Non-Pro Flight

!

1^

Tom

Carpenter
Joseph Curtis
Harold Dobrow
Paul Douglas
Alex Evelove
Ruth Hufssey
Evol.vn Knight
Milt Krasny

'

Edna Best
Ronald Colman

Harold Lloyd

Bert Friedlob
Chic Johnson
I. E. Lopert
Eleanor Parker
Spyros Skouras
Nat Wolff

N. Peter Bathvon
Frank P. Rosenberg
C. Y. Tom
Philip A. Waxman

I.ou

Lifton

Frank Loessser

Ona Munson
-a
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MULL YANK-ANGLO
Embargo on

:Uil,

Fihiis to

France

Ul FliS

Awaits French 65% Tax Measure
an embargo on further shipments
Fiance, exactly as it did in the
case of England, if the cinema bill
before the French National
-. now
j'-1Assembly is passed. The French
-technique is entirely different from
that of the British, but the effect
would be almost the same t 65%
•:4ax on American pictures.
The threatening bill, called a first
y'step toward socialization of the
.'.French film industry, took almost
the entire attention of the board
.•;„xif directors of the Motion Picture
Export Assn. at its meeting in New
last Friday (11). The con\ -York
clave was called primarily to disstuss the charges that the British
ryrere hedging and reneging on the
iiew Anglo-tJ. S. films pact, but the
sudden French action came as such
6, shocker that the London situation
practically got the brush.
?
Eric Johnston, prexy of
and of the Motion Picture Assn. of
^America, stated he would call an.to

^

Shanghaied Prices
.,

Shanghai, June

8.

American film distributors
are threatening to withdraw
from the Shanghai market unless they can' hike their
sion prices.

admis-

Top admission

is

now

000, Chinese {surrency,
than 13c in U. S. cpin.

$130,>-

ojc

less

MPEA

U. S. Fixers Offer

meeting this week to take up

An

Extension

On

French Checkrein
Parisi

American

film industry

'

:

[

down. Pulling U. S. product out of
Fiance-iS a much less serious; financial matter than it was in Eiigland,
since Yank firms are not getting
coin out of the country anyi Vany
(Continued on page 18)

to

J.

to provide the

Arthur Rank's

al-

leged discrimination against U. S.
films on his Ode.on and Gaumont-

Sidney Bernstein is the
of the British independent
itor group whose houses
make up the new circuit.

leader
exhib-

would
Bern-

to Crack

In England Who
Skeptical on

Hedge on 45% Quota

Rank

London, June 15.
J. Arthur Rank's announcement that he would release 60
films next year has been greeted skeptically in many quarters.

Scottish theatre

Sir Alexander

King

owner

offered, at

a recent Films Council meeting, to back up his doubt with

in the U. S., is currently in
Britain luddling on the prospect.
The circuit exec's experience in
production, as a matter of -fact,
would prove valuable in solving
one of the prime difficulties facing
the new circuit.
That is that it
must have a guarantee of sufficient
product to meet the new exhibitor
.quota requirements. That means
23 British-made films
yearly.
There's certain to be no difficulty in fulfilling the new circuit's
requirements for American pic(Gontinued on page 23)
ties

ive Oct.

Rank Making Up
For Tax-M Snag

With60inlYr.
'J.

London, June 15.
Arthur Rank's surprising boost

to 60 in the

number

of

new

films

CANADIAN

SUMMER

RANK CENTRAUZES

on U.

S. fifoks.

French

1

RKO's

mm: mm

FOR

screens from October, 1948, to
October, 1949, since he is also
iLondon, June 15.
scheduling 10 reissues. Since the
J. Arthur Rank announced yestwo circuits can only take 104
features in the year, it leaves only, terday (Monday) the formation of
his Circuits Management Assn.,
34 Yank entries for those houses.
Ltd., which will tiring all of the
At that x-ate, even the films 6f
564 houses of his Odeon and GauUniversal and Eagle Lion, partners
mont-British circuits under cenwith IKanfck wiU be strictly limited.
control. Pooling arrangeHowever, that prospect is not a tralized
ment, which Rank has been setting
violation of Rank's reciprocal disup for months, he said would entribution deal with the two comable more efficient administration
panies since their contracts do not
and booking.
provide for any minimum number
About 300 to ,400 employees
of films to be played on the GB
would bs leaving the combined orand Odeon circuits, Nor is there ganizations, Rank estimated, beany provision requiring the return cause of the increased efficiency.
of a minimum in revenues from
He said that the two circuits would
Bank's handling of films from U
continue to book separately, but all
and EL.
other operations would be comSome of Rank's films which had bined. The Board of Trade has
this
be
released
to
slated
been
approved the moVe« he a^ded.year but .were held over because
Blue
"The
are
situation
the
tax
of
Lagoon," "The Passionate Friends,"
Ride
"Eureka Stockade," "Saraband for
Dead Bovers" and "Scott of, the
Benefit to Pic Prod.
»
Antarctic."
Washington, June 15..
Of*the'60 pix, 10 will come from
New FCC rules revision on
Independent Producers, 14* from mobile radio services is figuied to
Two Cities, 21 from Gainsborough, benefit greatly motion picture proeight from the associiated Ealing
duction.
studios, three from Aquila ProducAt present, the film industry is
tions and four from other proallowed only otoe frequency, at
ducers.
1,652 kilocycles^'fof radio contact
nine 60 - minute
Additionally,
t?etween a StudiO and -a location
features will be available from
That means, Consequently,
crew.
They're inHighbury studios.
that different studios working on
tended, mainly, for theatres that
location at the same time were
change programs twice or more forced to share the frequency.
per week.
Under the new ruling, studios may
Rank originally announced re- foe eligible for frequencies in sevlease of '40 films during the coweral industrial categories.
Huxley's
Film ing year.
New rulings woUld permit film
Morris Helprin, who heads Sir
production crews to operate in any
Alexander Korda's interests in the
of the following commercial or inU. S., planed to London yesterday
dustrial relations .categories: (I)
(Tuesday) from New York for two
predominantly rural in nature;
or three weeks abroad. Principal
(2) involving an element of hazard
NAillED
purpose of Ijis visit will be to conto life and property, and (3) in the
William C. MacMillen. Jr., clofse
tinue setting of preparations for
low-power operation. These cate^
production by Aldous Huxley of aide and associate of Robert B, gories
now have all been assigned
"Rest Cure" in Rome." Sir Alex's Young, controlling stockholder in different
radio frequencies.
brother, Zoltan, will direct the Pathe Industries, has been named
film, which will be made this sum- veepee in charge of operations of
Shorts
Eagle Lion, wholly-owned Pathe
mer.
It's the first time Huxley
.serve as
lie will also
subsid.
has done any film-producing.
Hollywood, June 15.
Helprin recently confabbed with veepee of EL's studios. He'H superAmalgamated Pictures is rolling
Huxley and Zoltan Korda on the vise administration, personnel and first of a series of 30-minute shorts
Coast.
After talks with Sir Alex finance,
in color based on grand opera.
in London he'll go on to Rome to
New EL exec will headquarter Initialcr is "I Pagliacci" and will
continue setting up the production in New York. His appointment in be shot it Hal Rcfach studio on twothere.
Helprin is also slated to no way affects position- of William day schedule.
huddle with the British producer J. Heineman, distribution veepee.
First will be shown to .1. Arthur
on details of the deals by which MacMillen has been prez of the Rank and, it's understood, if BritKorda is to make films in associa- Federation of Railway Progress ish topper likes it. Amalgamated
tion with David O. Selznick sajti and is a director Af IMissoiui Pa- will be given contract to do 50
Samuel Goldw^ in England.
cific raili^ad.
Shorts for Bank distribution;

CONTRiaOFlffiitltES

SERIES

MPAA

M

.
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MPAA
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New

REPORT FRED JACK DUE
TO
ORR AT UA

.
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)

'

MPAA

:
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rent quota laws, now 10 years old,
which provide for 17V^% domestic
product in British theatres. Parliamentary approval of the new rules
is seen as certain.
Even under the old regulations,
British exhibs have been failing to
play the minimum quantity of pix
required.
Since there weren't
enough domestic films to go around
during the War, their defaults cai>
ried little consequence.
The situation in the future is
going, to be different. Rank emphasised' strongly in a press conference shoHly after the new quota
figures were announced.
He said
he was "scandalized^*^ at the number of defaults and was going to
"take off his Coat and i^ersonally"
see that every exhib lives up to
the quota requireijie^its.

which he plans to release in 194849 is seen as. an attempt by him to
catch up lost time caused by the
Anglo-American tax tiff and the
Yank boycott that followed. Like
"I want thls"ne;iv Films Act to
1ST OF 10
the American distribs here, Rank
had also hoarded his new pix dur* be carried out ani no excuse to
be made that ttii films ate not obPIX STARTS IN
ing the boycott while filling in
(ContlnUed on page 2A)
Now he finds a flock
First of 10 pictures to be pro- with reissues.
imports as part of the general
which ordimaneuvering in which he's- en- duced in Canada during the next of films on his hands
off.
gaged to head off the disastrous two years for Monogram release narily would have been played
Actually 70 Rank features will
Geraud-Jouve bill, which would will be launched this summer, acOdeon
impose heavy taxes
cording to Taylor Mills, Motion hit the Gaumont-British and

Industry's fear of being Picture Assn. of America coordinaflooded with new American pix is tor of the industry's Canadian cobehind McCarthy's offer to con- operation pro j get.
Speaking betinue the U. S. industry's self- fore 30 .film execs at an
injunction against importation of luncheon at the Harvard Club,
more than 15 features per major, N. Y., Monday (14), Mills said most
which- expires shortly, to July 31, of the major companies were plan'AMERICA'
}
1949.
ning to produce films in Canada
Second in the series of film inOne of the results of the nego- during the next several years.
dustry shorts on U. S. democracy
Donald Gordon; deputy governor
tiations by McCarthy and Gerald
in action, "Letter to a Rebel" is
of the Bank of Canada, who was
Mayer,
foreign
chief,
who
I' tilatcd for general release June 25
here last week, reportedly the guest of honor, was the chief
iSy RKO-Pathe. Series is spon- arrived
is the winning of a delay by the factor in initiating the cooperation
sored by the Motion Picture Assn.
project, in which the U. S. film
America with each member French Assembly in voting on the
measure. It's under- industry agreed to help Canada's
company taking turns in produc- Geraud-Jouve
stood the bill now won't be- taken strained dollar situation by divertIng. This pic is being made availup
for two weeks, pending talks ing some of its production to that
able as part of RKO-Pathe's "This with
government officials by tl£ie country.
is
Is Americii" series, but
American reps.
aiming to get wider distribution
In the meantime, the main issue,
for the special 17-minute short
that of getting home some of the Lardner Signed In
through exhibitor cooperation.
$18,000,000 frozen here, is not
"Letter to a Rebel" concerns the
moving appreciably.
American
Defiance of Johnston
^ actual case of a smalltown editor execs, both visiting and resident,
ijyho addressed a letter to his son,
Holly woodi June 15.
are stonewalled, although pix conWho had been attacking the capi- tinue to- be imported
Ring Lardner, Jr., is the first of
despite the
.talisl system in his college paper,
the "unfriendly 10" to return to
fact their income is frozen.
it was written by Oviatt McConnell
work as a screenwriter. Scribe was
At
the
same
time,
the
French signed to screenplay a John Steinand directed by Larry O'Reilly.
industry is holding meetings' to try
beck story, "Pastures of Heaven,"
to get out of its current mire and,
to be produced independently by
in keeping with local habit, is seekSee Par as 1st to Use
Burgees Meredith and Steinbeck.
I
ing, salvation in a government subSigning^ was in direct defiance of
sidy. It is requesting an immediate
Eric Johnston's edict that none of
Cinecolor Process appropriation of $3,000,000.
.
the indicted writers would be perCinecoloi*. which has been workmitted to work on the film lots uning for a number of years on a
til they had been Cleared vl conthree-color tint process, is expected
tempt charges,
io announce availability of the new
Signing of Lardner was a parttype film within the next couple
nership deal in which be starts off
It's reported that Pai-aweeks.
'
with a retainer of $5,000.
mount feature will be the initial
Fred Jack, southwestern district
one made with the process, and
manager of tJnited Artists, Is re- Helprin to Europe
Par's announcement will be made
portedly slated to succeed Maury
i.;. simultaneously with that of Cine'!

(Monday) by Harold Wilson, prez
Board of Trade.
New quota rules become effect1 and are &|>eratlve for
one year. They replace the curof the

around
.

English" films.
Theatremen must
show a minimum of 45% of British
top features and 25% of supporting features and shorts under
terms of the 1948 Films Act, announced to Parliament yesterday

He said he'd bet Rank
$40,000 that he wouldn't pro^
duce that many films in 1949.

of the postactivi-

London, June 15,
J. Arthur Rank figuratively prepared to apply the lash today to
exhibs who attempt to
evade playing their full share of
British

money.

..

war period on production

RANK

Whip on Exhibs

powerful- Granada chain
would be the nucleus. Bernstein,
stein's

who has spent much

June 15.
has ofthe British situation. It was his fered to continue its chefek on
rough estimate to the board that flooding the French market with
•.%he effect of the French legislation its product, provided the adminisisvould be a 65% tax; that caused tration admits 17 features and 85
;ihe concentrated attention by the shorts which are currently being
held up because they are more
:.^irectors on that situation.
Export Assn. directorate gave de- than two years old. French, rules
iailed consideration to the steps to prohibit entry of pix beyond that
I'.be taken to cope with the French age.
Jsiegislation, but made no decision
Frank McCarthy, continental rep
on a move, other than that—as in of the Motion Picture Assn. of
the case of the British last August America, made the offer to con—they would not take it lying tinue the voluntary curb on new
ipther

Yank Arms anxious

British chains.

;

'

strong possibility exists that
some American distribs may combine forces with British exhibitors
to form a fourth major circuit in
England. United Artists and Columbia are in the vanguard of the

answer

.

Rank

[yE

BRIT. EXHIB DEAL

Tlie U. S. film industry will slap

•

TIE VS.

"

.

',

.

.

.

New FCC

As

On

:
O'rr as western division salesmanTechnicolor Is the only three ager, Orr submitted his resignation
-color process commercially availlast week, eJIective July 1, to beable currently. It is expected that
come piesident of the Orr Blanket
it will remain slightly more costly
than the Cinecolor method. Dis- Co., of Piqua, O.. Latter business
closure of the Cinecolor develops was founded by his grandfather at
ment was made to its board at a the turn of the century.
ipeeUng in New York last week.
Jack is virtually definitely slated
to take over Orr's duties temporarily when the latter leaves and
Lenard
Story Guild it is understood likely that the
temporary assignment may be exHollywood, June 15.
Kay Lena.vd is the new president tended into a permanent one. In
the
Screen Story Analysis any case, he would spend almost
of
Guild, with GiiiJio Ansuso as vee- all of his time on the road, in keeppee; Margarite Stearns, recording ing with a desire by prexy Grad
secretary; Sonia Volachova, con-e- Sears to hypo UA's biz by having
sponding secretary; Doris Leavitt, the sales execs Close to the situa-

5*-;color.
I
'

i
i

;

r

•

•

Heads

'

.

treasurer, and Angela Rouse, finan- tion.cial secretary.
Orr came into the business as a
New board of trustees consists sale.sman in 1914. He joined
in
dt Desmond Knott, Marian Prior 1943 and became division manager^
'
three years ag&.
and K ve Wassennan.
.

UA

.

Rome

W.C.MacMILLEN,JR.,

EL VEEPEE

Opera

.

Wedn«eday, June

1<»,
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READY TO GO TO WORK FOU

APKiL 29

SPWCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN, VAN JOHNSON, Angela lansbury,
Adolpbe Menfou^ Uwtc Sfohe in FRANK CAPRA's ''STATE OF THfi JUNIOn'''.

JUNE 3
««I6 CITY,"

Starring Margaret O'Brien, Robert
Pre.ton,

<r«Wc»/«r). MICKEY ROONEY, GIORIA D« HAVEN,
Bufeh Jenkini, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnet

tHAY HT
TURNIR, Antt*
»h^^^SJi^^}.l'J-^**^
••HOMECOMINO«.Roy
ColHn., 6tady»

"

'

Bftxier,

John Hedlak

Co«|W. C*im«ron Mflchtll*

In

Danny Thomat

J«««n.Sy

tS'lehZtV
"SUMMER HOUDAY"

JUNC 10
Walter Sle,al.
fo\VTR.S^^^^^^
JUNE 24
""CARDO montalban, jimmy
DmlmE^clTeUnJ^^ ^^^1?^^'
^'^V'^" C"©AT in "ON AN iSlAND

YOU"(r

IWr

J?

WITH

Wi'*1iu-8<lay,

Junr 16. 1948

OF

irOU ALL

'48!
SUMMER
LONG

AUGUST

lULY 8
IRVING BERLIN'S "EASTER PARADE" (Ufhiutieior). Starring
JUDY GARLAND, FRED ASTAIRE, PETER LAWFORD, ANN MILLER.

juiY a»

"

"A DATE WITH JUDY" {Uehnietiw). Starring WALLACE BEERY, JANE POWELL,
ELIZABETH TAYLOR, CARMEN MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT, ROBERT STACK.

AUGUSf

!

S

LAWi^
WALTER PIDGEON in "JULIA MISBEHAVES" PETER
wwca, Mary
^lanSHI^^I^*!^^^ CESAR ROMERO, Lucil* Watson, Nigel

RED SKfiLTON, BRIAN DONLEVY

in

12

"A SOUTHERN

YANilier' Arlen* Oahl,

Gforgtt CoulovrU, Lloyd Gough, John Ireland, Minor Watton.

'SEPTEMBER
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS" (r«cfii)ieo/or). LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY,
JUNE ALLYSON, VAN HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, Frank Morgan, Vlnconl
Prico, Koonon Wynn, John Sutton, Gig Young.

*

*

LASSIE in "HILLS OF HOME" (Tocktfco/or). Co-starring iDMUNP.GWtNNf'
OOHAIP CKISPfJOM PRAKI, JANST LEIOH^*^

»

.

.

)

,

,

;

•

,
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Hollywood, June
Paraniount

JHrodPd

liy

AnUuv,

Muiaciie

.WllUov.

"A

11.

fcatiivpsMdUat-a

Wily

I/unj},

US

MI\S.

riMiiibB

.l''i'iist.

.

,

,

'Pr.nli«f>h()Avn lii

itininiiig

—

..... ...

.

Karvtaim;

Dujino

mlUoi',

.li'-:

Kuiigii, Vi'iHlericlc ItollimilfV,
Aii(i. U's, Jumi .11, '48..

..1

win

tliup,

sharpen b&xolfice ihteresti

.

"Mickey"
(Songs- Color)
(EL).
Minor yarn aboiit- a
into
awakening
toniboy's
young womanhood.
"Michael O'HaHoran" Mono)

....... ...Blu Mui-iihy
....... .(liirilon- .liitiPti

KOfodd M.l
periufit'ou

.

..

.

. . ,

(i'.i-miUlp

!

Hi.Milfi

....... Riiym<MHlH"nil

.

,|joj-(l

tUffl.n

.Davis

Malcolm

...... iliiiiri't
Kfiiiw. ...
IHcrKllth
« . , .t'huilco
'SumJi'n
^ „„
,
,
Sal VM t«i-t>
. f... ... . »i<'M«l teretitto
tlfut. lioraf)»'......»«..-,.>4;ai»«8 '"Sfojote
.... - .IRimfen .p'Flyim.
Wout. Coloi!»lv .
.

.,

, .

.

!

Sentim«Qtal story of youth that
should tod easy going in smaller, fainily-trade situations.

"My Sister And I" (GPD).
Weak British thrUler of little

.

Affair" is a wittj*,
satire developed: ayoiind a ConGI
of
investigaeon
^lessiorial
to
Morals in Gemany; The
lends iteeM
whicH smh a
has been given a stinging .tote,
even thiSugb pr«sented teoadly to
tickle tlte rlMbiiaies. BoXoffice reaction should fee stjtwng. "
.
Scions who take their probes
sei iqusly are lilcely to be uncomfortable in light of the Charles
Brackett-Bilbr Wilder treatment of
*' Affair." While subject is handled
iov comedy, pair have managed to

appeal.

"A Fbrciga

of

^'Portrait

Innocence"

— French

.

(Preneh)

(Sirit?ity).

may please kid
audiences but thin for adult
audiences in ftireignr^ianguage

humw

Mmm

(Par).

kudo to the officer standards of
West Point with Alan Ladd to

Ai-llniv

MiirliMin Dic'i'ji'h
JSrfta V<m i^cliluftiiw. ,,
..Iiihii I.uihI
Cnptliin .Inhn frhlRlB..... /.
«'o:. Ili).fus .T, I'Uuiimpr. ,. .Mllliu-ii .MiK'lH'11
..Ifofir vfln Si.wiici lt
Huns Otto ISlmol

joe. .......
First M.I'.

Affair"

laugh film.
"tulu Belle" (Gol) (Songs).
Dorothy IjamOur In old play
about a gal who rotnanced her
way to Broadway.
A
"Beyond Glory" (Par).

pliiy, CUarlPH JJiHt'lti'tti IJllly vvilifcr, Hli-li«rtl tj. ru-opn; :i.iJ(ii)tiilUin. lloliei'l. Ilurafl;
orlgltial stor.v, I)(iv«l h'liawl auiitrii, '.'haflna:
33.

Foreign

Jean Arthur, John Lund and
Marlene Dietrich in strong

S^ri'Mi-

.

Jaiigh vehicle;

spotis^.

"Uneasy l^arins'*^^*^^
Lightweight British whodunit
is mild entry.
"Eazzia'? (German) (Artkino),
German-made meller of blackmarketers is gripping fare.

likely to find the boxotfice gouig
underlay the fun with an expose spotfer.^ What returns it does rate
some

of

human

fraiUties and, to

Lamour's

wiQ depend on Dorothy
extent, indicate a passive bitter- name and type, of exploitation
ness among the conquered in the used to attract the femmes to plot's
occupied areas.
.
a screen
bad.'girl
theme.
It's
a topJean Arthur is back
adaptation of the old Charles Macflight characterizatiott after a conArthur^EdWard Sheldon play, origisiderable screen absence. As a nally produced
by David Belasco,
she
Congresswoman,
spinsterish
and has undei^one a film cleanup
furnisheg- aie dJslaff tou^ to an
to dodge censors.
elemental ^l-i«eeta*boy angle in
Miss Lamour gives considerable
the story. Thet.feoy is John Limd,
role. She also sells
Ufeto bef
and his handling of the role of a four tunes title
with a sultry petsoaaliratemizing, Aisny .captain who
ity.'and songs listen well. Henry
warms up Bie f«n)nie sob>& should RlB^U cleffed
"Fd Be Lost H I
build a respectable feji following. Ever Lost You," "Sweetie Pie" and
Marlene Metrlch ©eminifies the the title tune. Others are the
eternal siren as an opportunist
oldie "I Can't Tell Why I Love
German femme who furnishes You," biy Gus Edwards and Will
Lund with off-di^ diversiott. Also, D. Cobb, and "The Ace in the
she, gives the Dietrich s.a. treat"
Hole," by George MitcheU and
•

m

,

ittent to three Fted^ck HoEande**
tunes, lyrics of Which .eotttpletely

express the cynical undertones of
the film. Numbers are "Black
Market," "Illusions" and *'Buins
of BerUn."
Ught.ntnsical. inoittents spring
from Miss Arthiiff*s quaverlngs on
"Iowa Corn Song." a 'TDeep in the
Heart of Texas'" treatment and
"Meadowteatf."
Bracki^tt, Wilder and Richard L.
Breen have spotted their script
with whiplash dialog ibat contrasts with almost slapstick style
with which VWIder's :direct&»n
plays some of the sequent. The
combination is good but causes
the lauglffi to tread too closely on
a number of the catch lines.' Plot
deals with Congressional subcommittee which JuEikets to Berlin to

wemM

Investigate'
..«£ jbaiJifie tea^:
teniizatioa hetweieii Or* -tod frattleins. The probe tosses many a
.

shock at MisS' Ai*hur's unawak-

ened

feelings,

spicy interest

and place takes on
when I-und makes

a play for the Coagresswoman to
divert her icoin discovering his
amatory afMatioa vi'l& linss liiet'
rich.

Millard Mitchell heads the featured players w^tth a solid performance. As the colonel responsible for Ltind^and the committee

from WasMngton, MitcheU reads
into the role a lot of dry fun and
bite.
Stanley ' Brager and Bill
Murphy att! an eaqpteit palt of
fraulein-ehasihg Grs. , Crordon
Jones and Freddie Steele are good
as M.P.'s, and otheis in the cast
deliver competently.
Much of the action is backgrounded against actual Berlin
footage. Charles B. I^ng does an
ace lensing chore, and tlt@b are
photographic assists from ttrocess
woxk by Parclot Edouart and Dewey WMgtey, and the ^special «SEe«
.
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"Beyond Glory"

is

Wn

Tuckef

,

of the

which opens at the Ambassador, N-' Y., Friday (19).

Was produced in Vienna by
WieHvr Mundus Films. Pic, be^
S. by
'

ing released in the U,

Distinguished Films, \vas re-

viewed in Variety from Vienna April 23, 1947, under: the
title,

"Triumph

VMmt*s

of Love," Isra,
reviewer, said the

"^nt was burdened with a
sorry mess of ne^v dialog and
even heavier weight of highly
modern, unmelodious music It
has litae chanoe iii the U. S/'
Of the east headed by Jiidith Holzmeister and O. W.
Fischer, the review singled out
tl^e performauee of Inge Koni^aai, "who emerges as a young,
'

fresh 'personaltty, giving considerable life and charm to
the ttjie bf Lysistrata'8 servaijL"
pic, whi«h ran .110
mmutes when caught, has
been cut to 85 for its sliowing

girl,

Gene

:

Variety's London re-

12, 1947.

Viewer
Cane felt the Aim
"would be v«iy tough to sell
in the U. S." and had 'Wtle
(

)

to offer at the boxoffiee."
Stair-:
of pic^ which has, a
Brazilian locale, are Sfibu and
Bibi Ferrelra, publicwed as
the "flrst lady of the Braziliaii
theatre.'' Cokc ^Iso noted that

'
"minor parts were well
played" but "the acting by the
caUed for little com-

'

stars

ment."

How well film for the modest demands of this vebusiness.
does after that will depend upon hicle; whether it's any more than
fans' attitude towards a part- that that must, wait more testing parts
has only an implication of the and pictures.
muscle-flexing and swashbuckling
"Mickey," adapted from a hovel
usually associated with his name. called ' "Clementine," is a stilted
Story is one that demands close and arch yarn about a tomboy's
audience attention because of the painful transition to young womanflashback method of telling. It has hood. The plot is elaborately coninterest that attracts, even though trived, the situations hackneyed,
climax discloses a rather thin prem- and the dialog painfully arch. ConLadd is sequently, what might have been a
ise for plot motivation.
seen as a World War II veteran touehing stoi:^ about a timeless subwliose belief that hfe is responsible ject is incredible, silly and a trifle
for the combat death of a buddy irritating.
c
leads to 'his enroUment at West
Instead of covering up the
Point.
script's vireakness, Balph Murphy's
Plot opens with Ladd called from direction accentuates the obvious.
parade grounds -to be a witness at Bill Goodwin is plausible and symreinstatement of a former cadet, pathetic as the gii-l's understandinitial

Mickey

Greek comedy, 'Xysis-

J.

kudosing West Point standards for though apparently not one approHis name on priate for pop singing. Her draofficer candidates.
the marquee should attract good matic, abilify is at least adequate

.

(COCOB-SONGS)

first filniization

mental because of the mother's beBeckett becomes involved
with the law through aiding the
and she walfe again to save
him from punishment.
Etna Lazarus scripted from the
havior.

a

River,"

the

of

Arthur Bank-Archers (Michael
Powell - Emeric pressburger
production Which opens at the
Park Avenue, N. Y., today
(Wed.), is being released in
the. U., S; by Universal-Inter'natlohal. It was reviewed in
VaMbxy from London, Nov.

a different ap-

^
Aubrey Schpnck proStars Lois Butler. BiU (Joodwih.
In-nc Hprvey, John Sutton; tea taruis Rose
Ilobart, Battle McDaHlel, Mevprly WiilH,
Ixon Tyler. DIr<Mite<l Tiy nsilph Murphy.
Srreennlay, Muriel Hoy Bolton and Agnes
Chrlstihs -Johnston; irom iiovW, "ClrinpnI.ion release of

duirtlon.

...Lyst

"End

of the River

Stratton-Poiter

novel,

and

John Rawlins' direction Unfolds it
ably. Pacing is good. Beckett and
IWiss Roberts make- an excellent
teen-aged team.
Tommy Conk,
Beckett's
pal,
furnishes
some
lighter moments, and Charles Arnt
.ihows up well as an understanding
druggist. Miss Jewell's mother role
is
capably projected in: keeping
with film's mood. Jonathan Hale,
Gladys Blake, Roy Gordbni Flor-^
ence Auer, William Haade, Dorothy
Granger and Beverly.^ Jons are
among others rating meniion.
'fhe Julian Lesser-Prank Melford
production was lensed by Jack McKetizie; and all technical credits
are in keeping Mth generally gwd
effect obtained.
Br6g.

proach to an Alan Ladd Starring ored hair (at least in this picture),
The Paramouid; action suitably girlish figure, warm smile
vehicle.
star comes off rather weU in a and a disarming directness. She
story characterization dilrected at has a
pleasing soprano voice,

Baglo

-

-

.

Wumn;

.•M'Ore.
niufile
K.m
tur.
YiiuiiK. Ti-aili !~liowii at Ijoo AniJclcs, Jiiofi
il, '4«., UuniiiiiK till"', 8« -MlSfH.
iviiIiT "Bw.-liy" ODnnin.. ;...».., .Alan Ijadil

.

cxtiunt^ Of

12.
ISoKeauH iiro.

omolvort IMIoWa iwo-

rel'>iise

Jiu'tlon. Stars Aluu liUil-l, r.ioiii)a,ftee<i-. Ifu(ui'cs (ieoi-ge Mai-reaily, ijcorgo COuIoui'Ih.
H.irolil Voi-riiUypM, llom-y Trav«rf<. Dim-ti-d
liy Julin -Fiiifow. .Si-i-i'i.ntilay, Joiiatlian .Uil.Miivquis Warren, Wllliiuii
fliiii'les
init-r,
WliitM' TIainf!<: nuiu'i'ii, John K. SSltz;. rdi-.

m

The

Hollywood, June

Paramount

End

•^V'-'.-

12.

discharged on Ladd's testimony.
Uttle by little, details of Ladd's
background, his drafting and rise
in the Army, enrollment at the
Point and love for his dead buddy^
widow are hrought to the front as
the former cadet's attorney seeks
to prove Ladd is a coward and unJames Dompsey.
worthy of wearing a West Point
Script by Everett Freeman pro- uniform. Hinge of the charge is
jects the career of Miss Lamour Ladd's own belief that he delayed
from her waterfront saloon days an attack three minutes, giving the
in Natchez to success in New Or- enemy time to blast his Ciriend.
leans and New York, goals achieved Finale discloses Ladd was recoverby conveniently placed male step- ing from concussion caused .by a
pmg ;stones. The bii'ghQng effect near-miss of an enemy shell during
she has on the masculine elements the fatal period. His honor is restored to bring a happx ending.
it$. her clhUb upward is in keeping
Principal interest falls to Ladd,
witi* Obvious development of the
he delivers eompctently.
tale and, except for the implied and
sinftdness of her use of. charms, Donna Reed lends a quiet charm as
the war widow who believes in
the interest isn't very strong.
George Montgonieiy's co-star- Ladd. For once, George Macready
ring role is a complication of weak- isn't a heaivy, depicting the West
ness and strength. As the young Point major general. Good charlawyer who gives up his fiancee acter roles are filled by George
and law practice in Natchez to Couloturis, Harold Vermilyea and
elope with Lulu Belle, he doesn't Henry Travers. Conrad Janis is
have much to do. There's- char- the discharged cadet. Tom Neal is
acter weakness
the manner in good as Ladd's Army buddy, as is
which faCF sits badk while the vamp Dick Hogan. Luis Tan Rootcn as
progresses from lover to lover, and a doctor, Audie Miirphy, another
his Only- strength comes at the cadet, and others in the cast
finale, when he walks off without measure up to pic's demands.
John Farrow has given the picher even though Shie is ireac^ to
ture well-rounded direction to hold
settle down.
interest. Original script by .lonaProgression of lovers starts with than Latimer, Charles Marquis
Greg McClure, a pugilist, then Warren and William Wister Haines
moves on to Albert Dekker, gam-^ presents an attractive pictwe of
ler,
and Otto Kruger, railroad plebe life and Academy aims.
capitalist. Trio competently aioswer
Robert Fellows has climaxed his
story demands.
Glenda Farrell, production with a clip of General
Charlotte Wynters, Addison Rich- Eisenhower delivering
a graduation
ards> Williaitt Haade, Clancy speech to
a West Point class, a
Cooper, and (^rg^ Lewis are neat showmanly touch that matches
among; okay support.
other facets of his superviston.
Leslie Fenton's direction of the Among
technical aids are photogBenedict Bogeaus production isn't raphy -by John F. Seitz,
stiiTing
one of his letter credits. Phdtoff- musical direction by Victor Young
raphy by Ernest Laszlo is hard on and good editing that holds film
to
the eyes.
Other technical values 82 minutes.
Brog.
supplied under Bogeaus' supervision are in keeping with the
period piece.
Brog.

elassic
trata,"
Ooliimlita

telwr^,','

HollyWood, June
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<Miiirles
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Klarp JPiin
Jmnlui'lioii.
Ijuhil;
.Icphn
MoU'K'*.,
Ittitclipll.

'".WI^mA

'
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ana
Van

by Peggy Uoodin; «ngs
by ifeirlo-SUva and

siij,{>H!d

roiniji.seu
Jta(itlol(i)i

Scoyfcj citroa-a >(C!Uiec<il'ir), JoUrt W.
Boyle;- mnsltffll isore, Marlln Skilcs;
<-al <!if(H-tm-, IjTlng ipfMinahs edUiir. Norman iMIljert. ProvlowPd in N. T., Jrtn? II;
'IK, KunnlBK lim!',, >« M-INS.
^i'u-kfy
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.TiOlp Kutli^r
Koll.v
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BurtWa,
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t?athy Williams.......

,.n»vprlv WilLs
Tyler

,

HoWiio Matthews.....

Lois Butler,
trying

name,

to

.....I,«)n

whom

bu«d
given

Eagle Lion

into

is

a hoxoffice

help in that
production of
"Mickey." Any promise or appeal
the young actress may have is de.spite the picture, not because of it.
Despite the use of color and npparpnt studio effort, "Mickey" is a
ntinoi* item unlikely to draw at the
wieket, impress or amuse audiences or e-xploit talent.
Miss Butler is an attractive and
UkeaWe yojingster, with carrot colis

direction

by

little

tliis

London, June

9.

OPp.

Wleiiie ot j. Arthur Hanli.Buriiham
Sta« K»Hy Anny HoweK. iiaj-MuHen, Derwot Walsh. Directed i»y

proiKBUoB.
hiira

ilnroia HUth.

Screenplay by A. 1(. Itawlinson, from Emery Benett novel.
AiWilioimr aeeheii anft dialbis, Joan (lees, Mfcluiel
Medwiri; editor. John (luthrWge; catnera,
Jfarry Wnjcman. At Gileon. Ijjndoii, June
K. '48.
nnnnlng lime, pt MJNS.
Koliina .Warns. ........ ...Sally Ann Howes
t'jraham Forbee. ............ .Deriaot Walsh

famelot.

....Martita-

llyi)atia Foley......

Barbara

.Mrs.

ttoBer (•risn

.

Jlunt
Sliillen
llolt

.tVitrii-k
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Ifenel rourt
Arilath Bondage..........
Joan Keen
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.Jane riylton
CharHe. .......
........ .Hiehael lle,lwin
Miehael Ma I'uli .......... . ttory AlcDertiiott
Hubert Bondage.... i,.....,....IJa8to imier
Horsnell
;ita«i Wilsuri
Harry. .
... ... . , ,-. Niall r.awl(ie
. . . .
Phj'UIS. . . . i . ,. ,
Eaimbctt Sydney
.
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.

.

.

Pomfret
i .... .Jai k
VsvyanMrs, Pouilret.. .,...,*,.«.. .....Helen Mom
(Tolonel *hur«by..i.......... Stewart Hume

Miss

Oiwyn Brooke

riipplocatt.

ably
confused
widower-father.
This Is a feeble, highrschoolish
Irene Heryey is good-looking and production,
with hot much chance
winning as the helpful next-door- here or abroad.
visitor.

Rose Hobart is believable a^ a
maina out to marry the heroSkippy Homelier seems
authentic as a ne-man teenager.
Hattie McDaniel, Beverly' Wills,
Leon Tyler and John Sutton are
acceptable in supporting parts.
There are several seml-claissic ^pe
songs in the picture, all suhg by
Miss Butler. The color photography
is uneven and, for a lightweight
catt}'

ine's father.

seems pretentious. Hobe.

picture,

llifciMiiA

Monogram

0'Ballonin

HoUywood, June
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.,i.;..iSwt*y. Beekett
.V ...... Allene Roberts

,

Lily.
.

citing and uneventful liSpt^nings
take place until Mris, Camelot hi
found dead from gas' poisoning.
Mystery is unraveled uninterestingly.

Jane Hylfon and Michajel Medwin try their best. Rest of
is
Piroduction t^;,
Conei

sb-so.

release ot juliaii T.i«swr-Friink

KTOi-.ie; editor, 'Merrill Whtloi a.si!oclatc
.lulm i^hectfl; mUBic, dlreSJtibo, I,u<),<}lli8kln,
l>reviewi;n in Hollywo<f« June «, '48. KuB-

niuB

late husband.
Actor Graham
Forbes and lawyer Roger Crisp fall
for Robina and all sorts of unex-

12.

Mollkirtl production.
Blors Seotty Bcvkott,
Allene Robert«: features Tommy Cook. Isabel Jewell, Caiarles Amt, .Tonathan U«ie,
(iladys Blake, Hoy Oordon, Florence Auer.
VVIlllani- Haade. Directed by John Kawllna.
.Scrceupl.ay, Krna X^KaruH, Si-oin novel by
dene Straiton-l'orter; camera, Jaek" Mc-

Joey.

Robina arrives at a provincijil
town as scenic designer at the local
theatre run by elderly, freakish
Mrs. Camelot as a memorial to her

.

....V„..Toniray Ci»k

....Isabel .Tewcll
............cUariea Amt
JiidBe ................... ... .Jbiiiuhan ItaJe
Sale«l«dy. ...... .............GWdys Blake
Dr. Carrell ...................... May (Sordon
Mrs.' ( ;rawtora-. ............. B'lorenf e Auer
Defcetive
William f taaSe
Ward Kurse.
Dorothy tlrangcc

Don Bruw...
.

.

.

Doeior Johnson
Student Nurse.

—

Slrltzky Intei;natlonal release of Path*
production.
Stars Louise (-a.rletrl
(lil.
Directed liy Louis IMouin.
Srreenplay, lillpro, GaBton Modof, eanier.-i,
Bach«|»t; Bngllsh xltle.'!,. Chwlea ("lement.
At Art theatre, N., Y., Ktartlng June a, 4M.
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Kvans

an French; English. Titles)
Marked by several good performances, the plot, execution or edlt(iftlm- Martin ....
,
mg haven't made "Portrait df InPete..,
..Boh .S<vott
Wotnan. ... ... ... . ..... ... ..Ethyl Ha Us nbeenee" strong enough to attract
Interne.. ....... .....
;
.Ilall* Brooks
American audiences. It may apCoui't Clerk. .................. .Hob tiained peal
to youn^ters but even with
them, "Portrait" will prove tedidus.
"Michael O'Halloran" is a .sentiPicture is a rambUng yam about
mental offering with appeal to fam- school kids who dig
up odd jobs in
ily trade in smaller situations. Film
their campaign to raise enough
gains value because the makers money
to pay for a classroom winhave recognized it for What it is— dow ttiat
was smashed accidentally
a tearjerker-.- and stuck to a b.v one of them.
How they accomstraight
treatment,
Brddiictioh plish this, only
to have a conniver
dress is good for the modest rob them,
forms the basis of the
budiget, and direction,
, .

.DoUKla^*

Beverly Jona

OCtiecr Bafker
Lonnei-gan.

....(Sret:,

.

. ,

. .

.

;

.

. . .

Barton

....:i.I.ee* Phelpa
..... .Uany ^«fanB
:

. . ; .

playing and

scripting carry interest.
Scotty Beckett does the title role
as an orphan making his own as a
newsboy.
When Isabel Jewell,
drunkard mother of Allene Roberts, a cripple, is injured, Beckett
takes the girl to live with him. He
arranges for a noted doctor to diagnose her aflliction, finds out it's

"Nais," Sii-itzky International release of a Films Pagnol

:plbt..-"-

^ Louise Ciarifetti:, prhicipal femme,
does a nice job as the heart interest while Gilbert Gil, as thfe hand-

some schoolteacher, makes sonaethmg of a rather unsympathetic
the thief wh*
brought to jHStiCift by the Wds.
Others are aietsely standard, with
the kids doing okay.
Wean

role. Bussieres plays
is^

'(BRITISH)
t'.,ii,e

1

1

v

Ijon'lon.
,

June

1

production, opened at the Sutton, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.)-

Film, starring Fernandel was
reviewed in VAKtEiy, from
France, on Dec, 12, 1945.
VahieWs reviewer stated that
"the f.ict that it Js a Pagnol
picture with .Fernandel starred
gives it a chance for reasonable returns in some U. Si

futrj'tia' Alaiiiyse;

theatres."

Jlonorla

Yarn, which revolves around
the love of a hujiehback ftn- a
farmer's daughter, has had 25
minutes cut from Ms original
running time of 130 tninutes.
It was the reviewer's opinion
the pic "could use shorter
ing," thatit "was overboard

liSn

m

dialoif."

!".V.'

WymdHug.

V.Vp.itiVet'i'''tS^

.
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CHALLENGE PARTNERSHIP SPLITS
See lA

Browne-Byf

Ist PesK^ef111 One Since
The

SEE FOBCEO 8IES EdnbsPwittoBkUiiigasJad^

Oevdand Conventbn As

the Iiiternational Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, slated
of

Rep. Wipes Out

Term

Pacts in Economy Drive
open Aug. 16 in Cleveland; is
Hollywood, June 15.
up as the first harmonious
Term contracts are "out, .except
conclave of the union since the
for established stars, under the
Browne- Bioff machine was smashed new economy order on the Hepub-*
in 1941. According to all current lie lot. Jane Frazee, who has made

to

•

ehapiiig

:

Prices as Miidi as

biennial national conventions^

indications, the reelection of the incumbent slate of officers, headed
by Richai'd F. Walsh as prexy, is
in the bag without a trace of oppo-

four pictures with Roy Rftgers, is
playing the iifth, "Grand Canyon
Trail,"
on a picture-to-picture
basis.

Foy Willing and the Riders of
Sage have succeeded
New York area repeals a complete Boh Nolan and the- Sons of the
absence of any movement to chal- Pioneers as purveyors of music to
lenge Walsh. In previous election Rogers when, he rides the trail.
years, opposition campaign literatiM'e began flooding the maiLs three
or lour months before the convensition.

Cheolt

of

lATSE

locals in

the

This year, however, the

tion dale.

mimeosraph machines haven't begun to work in any sector of the

the'ssPurple

La. Exhibs Fac^

union.

Walsh completely

when

At-

kinson made his support of Walsh
a matter of public record. William
Bennett, head of Local 22 in' Washington. D. C, who was defeated for
the lA presidency in 1946, has
iiiiide no move to date to resump
the battle and 'probably will stay
on the sidelines during the convention proeeedings.

New

Orleans, June 13.
Louisiana exhibitors-—small fry
and circuit—-will suffer crippling
restrictions if a bill just introduced
into the -state legislature ever gets
the solons' approval.
The act is
patterned after various judicial
anti-tru.st decisions and decrees^
Two IVIain Questions
including those of the U. S. SuWith the Hollywood jurisdictional preme Court in the Government,
ball le settled in lA's favor for all
Schine and Griffith cases, and also
pi'iK-lical purposes, two of the main
includes provisions ~of the decree
questions before the convention's
handed down by the statutory
l.OOO delegates will be television
court.
Exhibs,
however, have
and 16m. lATSE chieftains first been exerting pressure against it
began to show concern over video's and are fair'ly hopeful it
will be
impact on show biz labor several withdrawn.
months, ago with the mushrooming
In many respects, the bill goes
of indie videofilm producers. Plans
to place a union ^abel on all such further than these Federal court
decisions.
For one, 'it seeks to
films will be aired on the convenpenalize operation-'-of more than
tion floor, with Koy M. Brewer,
lA's Coast rep, outlining the strat- one theatre" in a parish (county).
If an exhib has multiple theatre
egy.
holdings in a parish, the iaw would
Convention will also move to require him to .space the
same film
combat tlie threat to lA projection- by a minimum of 21 days when
ists by the numerous 16m showings playing
several of his houses. This
in churches, schools and commun- provision
is designed to give anity clubs which , do not employ other exhib a crack
at the film beunion labon Progress in the'"dnve tween bookings and prevent dayto organize the 16m projectionists and-date buying.
'
in the "B" locals, i*hich were
Additionally, it would bar blockformed six months ago, will be rebooking, blind selling, discriminaported on.
tory trade practices and many
other features of the decree which
was modified by the Supreme
Court.
iKc«
Fifans
'

.

For^
At

No

My

interest of the majors, in' most
cases, to knock it out legally if it
is. at all po.ssible.Otherwise, in
negotiations to unload, companies
will be hampered heavily by options and rigid restrictions on set-,
ting the price tags:

Options and first calls present
another serious question, attorneys
The poiser is whether the
say.
courts will permit sale to a theatre partner.
Soine legalites believe that the Federal judges will
hold the -large-scale transfers to
big Operatoi-5 violative of the anti-

Mature as 'Samson*
To Hedy's 'Delilah'
Hollywood, June

shoot backgrounds.

D.ofJ.Sbafa^
S|rfit

may

soon be
discontinued at that spot, specuthe local trade is whether
lation
Philadelphia is able to support
firsUuns placing foreign-makes. If
the Princess shutters, it means
tli;>t thi.s spot will join the ranks
of the Studio theatre, formerly the
Eurojja. long the local showcase for
Studio now plays
foreign fdms.

From

Hollywood, Jime 15.
Joel McX>ea bought "Vigilante,"
novel by Richard Snnuners, for
filming
Lloyd Bridges and John
M'c'lntyre signed for fatherrand-son
roles in "Black Velvet" at U-1.
Colleen Townsend completed the
cast for "Chicken Every Sunday"
at 20th-Fox
Victor Mature Will
play a pro football star in "Interference." which kicks off July 12
Philip Reed draws the
at RKO
second male lead in "Indian Scout"
for Edward Small
RKO's biggest
1948 production, "Battleground,"
goes into work Sept. 7
Biohard
Goldstone will produce "Walk a
Crooked Mile" at RKO. *. John
Berry will direct ''The Champion,",
based on the Ring: Lardner novel,
for Screen Plays.
Matty Kemp is preparing a sequel to "Million Dollar Weekend"
with a Shanghai locale and GeUe
.

PAR,20TH,M^SUE

.

HAVENITE ON
New

Haven, June 15.
Paramount, 20lh-Fox and Metro
have joined in filing three separate
percentage-chiseling suits in the
Fi'dera] di.slrict court here against

Harry L. Lavieles.

duuble-l!eatui'e reissues.

Lavietes with turning in

cliarges

The Princess was launched la.st
Februjtry with "Shoe-Shine," this
pic lasting four weeks
Italian
which was rated encouraging. But
since then the spot has had nothing resembling a winner. Neither
"Children of Paradise" or "Man
About Town" have been able to
However,
out a full week.
last
latter has not been sock in many

Each complaint

phoney returns on admission recepits at the Pequot theatre, New
Haven.
Distribs also claim Lavietes submitted for audit falsified records to

conceal unreported revenues.

U-I

SHIFTS SHORTS

WEST

15.

over

basic question in courtroom
strategy. The issue is whether to
plot ou]|: .tfae impending new antitrust hearings in the forin of a documentary or to launch into. liveaction Tia a flock of exltibs airing
their personal. gripes to the statutory court. Special assistant attorney-general Rohert L. Wright, who
a.

'

Briefs

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

Raymond, Osa Masscn and

.Francis

the Lots

construction

on

the .U-I

lot

for

"Mexican Hayride"
20th - Fox
borrowed Connie Gilchrist from
Metro for two pictures, "Chiclsen
Every Sunday" and "A Letter to
Three Wives" .Richard %. PoHmer, producer of "The Winner's
.

.

.

.

.

Shelley Winters will get co-star
billing with John Payne, Joan Caulfield and Dan Duryea in "Larceny"
at U-I.. Mtehel KcaIKe took over
the production of "Criss Cross," replacing Jules Schermer, who Was
switched to "Illegal Entry"...
Nancy Guild and Betty Lynn renewed for a year by 20th-Fox.
Cliarlie Smith, just out of tlie U. S.
Arpiy of Occupation, signed for
"Baltimore Escapade" at RKO.
Chitfley Grapewin plays a character role in "Sand" at .20th->:Cox. .
Helen Parrish returned to films as
femme lead in "Quick on the Trigger" at Columbia. .Virginia Cox
graduated from Pasadena Playhouse into the Tim Holt oater,
"Brothers in the Saddle," at
Leslie Goodwins will write
.

,

^d

.

;

.

.

,

.

.

,

>

.

.

.

|

,

U. S. Supreme Court tossed bidding out of the "must" provii?ions
in its recent decision on the antitiust decree but most majors have
continued to sell that way voluntarily.
They point out that the
Court did not label competitive
selling as illegal. Since it offers

com-

Exhibs, on the other hand, would,
be only too liappy if the majors
gave up the idea entirely. With no
abundance of product from \vhicfa
to draw, exhibs are confronted with
the old law of supply and demand.
And, with two thejatres in direct
competitien with each other bidding for the same pictiures, the
price on product has been upped to
what they consider an impossible
level. Since the majors. are operatipg strictly within the law, exhibs
consider the worst part of the situation the fact that they can do
nothing about it.
Theatre operators declai'e it
wouldn't be so bad if some method

be {ound to sell all pictures
compietitively on a sUdlng-scale
basis. Since bidding requires, the'
establishment of virtual auctionsale techniques, however, it's hupossible to establish a sliding scale
without setting a base guarantee
coujld

figure above which tlie scale would
operate. And, with compdting ex-

hibs both

latching for the

same

films,
the guarantee figure is
pushed up just as is it flat-rental

bid.

Only solution offered so far is
the pooling of interests by competing houses into a semi-partnership
combine. Under this ,plan, which
has been broached by several exhib leaders, the competing houses
would both >iplit the product equitably and split their profits. Number of variables involved, covipled
with the > usual antlp;kthy to be
found between exhibs who compete
on- such narrow terms, has made
the establishment of such partner-:
ship deals practically impossible to
negotiate until now. As a result,
the majors that first objected to
competitive bidding as an unsavory
examiJle of legalistic meddling in
their business .affairs now 'look:
upon it with relish. And exhibs, in
whose benefit the anti-trust suit
was initiated claim they're stuck:
again as the only losers.

.

Circle," is readying a sequel, "Photo-Finish," with the same cast.

Hollywood, June 15.
Lederer repeating as co-stars.
places.
Universal-International is mov- Raoul Walsh wound up his location
Studio tried to give the Warner ing its shorts department from shooting 'on "Fighter Squadron" at
house competition at the start by New York tft Hollywood, with the Oscoda. Mich., three hours ahead
RKO
bringing in "Well-Digger's Daugh- e.tception of eight single-reelers, of schedule and just in tim^ to beat
lEUa Kazan will di- direct RKO's "Ufe Can Be Funny,"
ter," but it departed abruptly.
"Variety isfeWSi" which Tottt Mead a rainstorm
Leon
Errol starrer.
rect
the
20th-Fox
version
of
"BeOne development on foreign- will continue tb produce In the
Connie GHebrist joined the "Act
yond Five Fathoms," a novel by
film playdating is that the Locust, ca.st.
of Violence" cast at Metro... KdAhmed KawaL
Will'
Cowan, doing two-reel
AVcst Philly nabe, has been si>otLyle Talbot drew a heavy role in ward Small opened new offices on
ting foreign production on second- nnisieal features for IJ-I here, will
"Quick on the Trigger" at Colum- the Goldwyn lot to prepare "Indian
continue with that series and bia
run and doing okay.
Helen Westcott assigned to Scout" and "Loma Doone"
What puzzles Film Row is that supei:^ise production of the studio's "The Girl from Jones Beach" at Frank Seltzer acquii-ed a commitgo for foreign entire shorts program. This in- Warners
philly does not „
Helen Walker was sign- ment for Ansco color on "Sua From
^
niakes despite the fact it is near eludes two new series con'sisting ed by Harry Popkin to star in "Im- Suez," which he will produce foi'
RKO bought
Replica of 20th*I^)X release
N. Y, and gcnwally likes tlie same of eight action wasterns and e!,«hi pact," starting July 1
|one-reelers titled "It's Your Life." itbe Mexican City bullring is under
(Continued on. psige 23)
screen fare as Manhattan,
;

office dip.

instituted.

OUTPUT BY 1948

exhib organizations, including Al-

faltering
at
the alily.
biz
With
Pi ineess, only firstrun hou.se here
playing foreign films, and reports;

is split

General exhib

good , insurance against the pos-

FerNewflearings
Washington, June

tremely unhappy.

reaction is that bidding has rais»4
film rentals as much as 100% over
the top allocation prices paid prewar-^d that's especially hard to
take in view of the current box-

petitive situations, the majors plan
to continue bidding sales in most
situations where it was originally

Over PlaiK

The Dept. of Justice

100% Over Prewa'
Decision by major film distributors to continue selling via competitive bids has made many exhibs in competitive situations ex-

sibility of anti-trust suits in

TECHNI CAN DmiBLE

2

S}M>t$ lied States Exhibitors, have come
out asain.st it. There are al.so seriPhiladelphia. June 15.
ous doubts as to its constitution-

15.

Victor Mature, on loanout from
20th-Fox, will play the role of
Samson, the Biblical hunk of man,
in Cecil B. DeMille's "Samson and
Delilah" at Paramount. Hedy Lamarr had previously been signed
for the Delilah part.
Production,
in
Technicolor,
starts Oct. 4.
Cameira crew is already on its way to Algiers to

handled the first' trial, is holding
out for the documental^ treatment
again while the wing of the D. of J.
responsible for preparation of trials
trust laws. All deals, it is noted, wants to switch to exhibs.
During previous hearings, late In
(Continued on page 16)
1945, Wright conducted, the entire
trial by the introduction of documents, depositions of exhib's and
examinations before trial of major
company toppers. That form of
proof was agreed upon by both
sides to speed an early decision and
Hollywood, June' 15.
avoid protracted testimdny.:
Technicolor will be in a position
Wright wants to follow this
to double its annual butput from
course again.' He's being met by
160,000,000 to 320,000,000 feet by
stiff opposition from other Governthe end of 1948 with the comple-'
(Continued on page 18)
tion of its $3,500,000. building and
expansion program, which started
SOPEG's "Animal"
two years ago.
"The
SJale Animal" will be preCompany, headed by Dr. Herbert
Office and
T. Kalmus, has plans to handle 63 sented by the Screen
Guild,
Professional
Employees
productions in 1849. Of these pic-.
N. Y. Local 109, June 24, at the
tures, 49 will be produced in.HbllyBarbizon-Plaza hotel, N. Y. at 99c.
wood and 18 in England, with the top.
printing of the film to be done in
Cast is comprised entirely of
the Hollywood laboratone^.
SOPEG membeis.

Bill has been referred.'to a legislative committee for study.
All

fmtnins;

Biz Totters in

that imported product

theatres in the film business for,
the most part heading for breakup
because of the U. S, Supreme
Court decision, industry attorneys
now see contract provisions governing their dissolution subjected
to a rash of legal challenges.
Forced sale of these houses is expected to weight the dice in favor
of the majors' theatre partners and
against the film companies. As a
consequence, clauses fixing the
method for reaching a price are
due for intense legal battering.
Almost all pacts which created
jointly held theatre properties set
up one sort or another arbitrary
formula for arriving at a j;ale price
in the event of breakup. In almost
every instance, a film company^s
partner has first call on the circuit
or theatre before the major can
shop elsewhere for a purchaser.

These provisions were drafted,
of course, with no idea that either
side's hand would be forced, by
court decree. With this development already loomihg, it's to the

Earlier reports that Gene Atkinson, head of the Chicago projectionists, would lead a fight against
fizzled

With the 1,350 parbiership-beld

,

.

NX Crart Washes Out
.

Rep^, Refuses to

Dkto

Majors

in L'ville Suit
Major companies last week suffered a setback in the $2,200,000
treble damage anti-trust action
brought by Filth & Walnut, Inc.,
operator of the National theatre,
Louisville, when N. Y. Federal
district court Judge Vincent Leibell
refused, to dismiss the suit at the
close of plaintiff's case.
At the
same time, he bailed out Republic,
tossing out the complaint against
that company on the ground that
the exhib had failed to prove Rep
had rejected bids for first-run by
tlie National.

"

.

Defense application came after
weeks of trial* in the district
court.
Court thereupon directed
the majors to present their defense
to the jury.
Unsuccessful motion
five

followed testimony by a number

t>£

subpoenaed by tlie
plaintiff.
Fii-st trial had resulted in a mistrial after several junws spoke to
one of the plaintiff's officers.
distrib biggies,

;
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SHOW BUSINESS/
Ifs

gonnd be a

lot

@f fun getting bock in the showmanship,

Ifs been m
youVe had an opportunity to go to town with the
kind of showmanship that buiit this business. Here^s your chance!
Everybody in our publicity and exploitation departments is
^^excited over sure-fire ''Man-Eater ©f Kumaon/' And why^ not?
Look what theyVe got to work with
and look whot
youVe got to work with... |f£y cifr TOUJ? OF Hm-iATm

groove again. Yes, boys, ballyhoo days are here again!

long time since

^

Wmi
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TRmmm
HAJimi
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NArimi
m-iip
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sco&i^i

spEQAL Atrnn EXPiommN
icMMp WITH LOCAL iK-m,

Based on the Book "Man-Eaters of

Kumaon" by Jim

Corbett

Screenplay by Jeanne Bartlett and l.dwis Meltzer
'

Adaptation by Richard G. Hubler and Alden Nash

A UNIVERSAL-I

IN

NTERNATIONAL REIEASE
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ASSOCIATION WITH
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Biz Cool; 'Regards'

LA. Warm,

lerry' on Way, Trim

$57,000,

'Arch'

m

holdovers also is keeping the overall outlook on the lighter side.
"Give My Regards to Broadway"
shapes to land pleasing $57,000 in
four theatres on initial week.
*' Arch of Triumph" is about averSlow $13,000.
age with estimated $48,000 in three

Hollywood

ippp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)—"Big
(F&M) Punch" (WB) and "Flowing Gold"

bright $21,100.
Kitz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Are

—

•

<e days), light $3,100.

(Grauman-W.C) (2,048;
"Give My Regards to
60-$l)
(20th)
and "Inner
Broadway"
Average $14,500.
Circle" (20th).
Xi:>st week. "Green Grass Wyoming"
.(20th) and "Counterfeiters" (20th)
(2d wk-4 days), $5,300.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)—
•'Coroner's Creek" (Col) and "Dog
Busty" (Col) (2d wk). dke $2,500.
Ii8St week, nice $4,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)—
"Arch of Triumph" (UA). Nice
$10,000. Last week, "Silver River"
Chinese

—

(3d wk), neat $10,100.
Hall (Blumen"Merry Way"
(872; 60-$l)

—

(reissues),

$7,800.

Egyptian (E,WC)

(1.538;

60-$!)—

"H.oniecoi'ning" (M-G) (2d wk). Neat
$10,000. Last week, solid $15,700.

EI Key (FWC) (861; 60-31)—
"Coi-oner Creek" (Col) and "Dog
.

Bu.sty" iCol) (2d wk).

Only $1,500.

week, light $3,000.
•Esquire iRoscner) (685; 85-$1.20)
"Corj:idor of Mirrors" (U). Okay
$3,000. Last week, "Huiigi-y HUl"
La-.t

—

a&

wk), $1,600.
Four Star (UA-WO i900; 60-$l)
—"Lost One" iCoi) i3d wk). Mild
$3,500. Last week, neat $5,000.
(U)

Last week,
Fair $6,500.
Wallflower" (WB) and- "God's

tindie).

Country and

Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Are

You With

It" (U)

and "Dear Mur-

derer" (U) (2d wk). Under $1,500
in six days. Last week, mild $3,800.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumonfeld)
60-$l)— "Merry Way" (UA).

(1,106;

Good

$6,000. Last week, "Stand-in" (Indie) and "Foreign Correspondent"
(Indie) (reissues), $3,000.
HoHyiVQQd (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
"Arch Triumph" (UA). Nice $15,000.
Last week, "Silver River"
(WB) (3d wk), good $8,000.

in 6 days.

Last weelc, fair $10,600.

Uptown (FWC)

60-$l)—
"Regards to Broadway" (20th) and
"Inner Circle". (20th). Nice $11,500.
Last week, "Green Grass"
(20th) and "Counterfeiters" (20th)
(2d wk-4 days), $3,300.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)— "Cor(Col)
oner Creek"
and "Dog
Rusty" (Col) (2d wk). Dull $2,000.
Last week, slow $3,900.

—

letter Red-Hot

(re-

$16,000.

Wiltern (WB) (2,300;
"Arch Triumph" (UA).

I

FWC)

(828;

(reissues),

PhiUy

$24,500 in

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—
"Furnace Creek" (20th) and ZaleGraziano fight pix. Attracting male
trade but that's about all. Modest
$9,500 and may hold a few extra
days. Last week, second of "All
My Sons" (U), oke $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—

June 15.
"Casbah" (U). Not much interest
here this in this one, and it'll do around
stanza and weekend showers are $10,000, .lust about wliat ."Lady
Best from Shanghai" (Col) did last week.
40-70)— keeping biz in doldrums.
showing Js
Plenty

Philadelphia,
of holdovers

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000;
and
(Col)
Creek"
"Corpner's
"Woman From Tangier" (Col).
Fine $15,000. Last week, "All My
Sons" (U) and "For You I Die"

being made by "Letter
Penn (Loew'.s-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
from Unknown Woman" with stout —"The Pirate" (M-G). Got good
takings at the Boyd. It is being notices and doing best biz in town
topped by small margin by "An- but only $18,000 or near. Last

(FC), $13,000.

other

week,

fairly

(M-G), nice $17,000.
(800";
Ritz
(Loew's)

20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;

40-70)— "Fighting Father Dunne"
(RKO) and"Rocky" (Mono). Fancy
$16,000 or close. Last week, "Ruthless" (EL) and "Assigned to
ger" (EL), $10,000.

Dan-

toroiier Lively
in Cleve.

the Palace. "Coroner Creek" looks
60-$l)— nice for the Hipp but "AH My
Average Sons" at the State is not so solid.
"Fuller Brush Man" turned out to
be such a socker at 'the Allen that
it may go three more stanzas.

$14,000. Last week, "Silver River"
(WB) (3d wk), $7,000.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col), Second

Benny Radio Group Ups

lap steaming to big $17,000, not
far below lastweek's ,$19,000.

Wham $80,000,

Part of Forest," which is
good at huge Mastbaum.
"Hazard" is down to mild trade
second Aldine week. Although
Flag Day, yesterday (Mon.); is
widely observed herej no theatre

wk).
Down to $9,500, after nice
$13,000 last week.

•

—

I

I

t

(Loew's)

"

"All

Art Cinema (Marten)

—"Die Pledermaus"

(459; 60-90)
(Indie). Trim

"Film Opera
disappointing

Broadway-Capitol (United

My

Sons"

(3,450;
(U).
Nipped

two stage versions of play given
here recently, and thin $18,000 is
likely.
Last week, "Homecoming"
(M-G) (2d Wk), oke $17,000.
Stillnian (Loew's (2,700;

-

De-

by

"Homecoming"

(M-G)

55-70)—
(m.o.).

—

Geans Up

.

—

.

—

m^ .m

B^

of

"Homecoming"

"Homecoming" (MrG)

Lana-GaMe Hot $26,000,
Prov,; 'Hazard'

Dim lOG,

'Lady' 14G, 'Letter'

i

first stanza.

second

44-76)—
(m.o.). GableTurner starrer has plenty left,
even after fortnight at Penn, and
uppe(l prices.
should be close to $4,000 at this
Estimates for This Week
small-seater.
Last week,
"Buck
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— Privates" (FC) and "South of TaMild hiti" (FC) (reissues), $2,500.
"Hazard" (Par) (2d Wk).
$9,500.
Last week, nice $14,800,
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
and over hopes.
"Lady from Shanghai" (Col) (m.o.)
Arcadia (S&S) (700;. 50-94)— Fairly nice $3,500.
Last week,
Good "Ghost of Frankenstein" (Indie)
"Arch of Triumph" (UA),
$6,000 or close. Last week, "Fort and "Son of Dracula" (Indie) (reApache" (RKO), $4,500,
issues), $3,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,350,; 50-94)— "LetStanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)—
ter Unknown Woman" (U). Stout "Hazard" (Par). Off to limping
Last week, "Wallflower" start, and weak $9,000 looks all for
$24,500.
(WB), $15,200.
Goddard-Carey opus. Last week,
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-94)—"All "Silver River" (WB) (2d wk), nice
My Sons" (U) (3d wk).' Still hold- $10,000.
ing nicely at $18,500. Last week,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)—"Bel
solid ,$21,300:
Ami" (UA) and "New Orleans"
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Fur- (UA). Nothing much in sight for
nace Creek" (20th) (2d wk). Mild this combo at $5,000 or less. Last
$16,000 after first week's hefty week, "Berlin Express"
(RKO),
$26,000.
good $9,500.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,000; 5094)—"State of Union" 'M-G) (7th

in

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 55-70)—
from Siianghai" (Col)
"Coroner Creek" (Col), Nice $15,- —"Lady
Mild $7,500, after okay
(5th wk).
Del; 'Arch' Strong 21G 000: Last week, "Silver River" $11,000
last frame,
(WB) (2Li wlc), solid $16,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Detroit, June 15.
Lake (Warner) (800; 55-70)—
—"Green
Grass Wyoming" (20th).
With only two film holdovers and "Silver River" (WB) (m.o.). Thin
Very
mild $3,500.
Last week,
some new Strong bills, purse $2,500 for third downtown folio. "Iron Curtain" (20th), $6,000.
strings are being unloosened to Last week, "Fort Apache" (RKO)
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
(3d wk), oke $3,000.
Part of Forest" (U),
"Another
give firstruns a bright session.
Lower Mall (Community) (570;
Jack Benny and his radio group on 55s70) "To Live in Peace" (Indie). Town's biggest grosser but not so
big at $25,000. Last week, "Silver
Last week,
stage with "Big C!ity" are giviflg Cffcditable ,$3,000,
for
"Panic" (Indie) (2d wk), moderate River" (WB), weak $14,500
the Fox a colossal week. House is
second weelc.
,$3,500.
Pix. (Cummins) (500; 50-94)—
getting $1.25 at night and matinee
Ohio (Loew«s) (1,200; 55-70)—
Oke
Weather also is "Sutter's Gold" (EL) and "Seven "Rebecca" (UA) (reissue).
scale
of
$1.
Last week, "Henry. VIII"
Sinners" (EL) (reissues). Ordinary $5,500,
helping.
(UA), $5,000.
Last week, "South of
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—
Of the other newcomers, "The $4,500.
Tahiti" (U) and "Buck Privates"
"Homecoming" (M-G) (5th wk).
Pirate" looks stout at Michigan, (U)- (reissues), so-so $5,000.
Still drawing
at $17,000.
Last
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)—
with "Arch of Triumph" relafine $23,500.
From Shanghai" (Col). week,
tively stronger at United Artists. "Lady
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
"Raw Deal," a new entry at the Fancy SI 5,000. Last week, "Love "Big
Punch" (WB). Fairish $9,000.
From Stranger" (EL) plus Ed
Palms, also shapes nice.
Gardner and "Duffy's Tavern" Last week, "Ta#zan Metmaids"
Estimates for This Week
troupe on stage, very hearty $36,- (RKO), $8,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
considering it was vaudeville
"Summer Hoiiday" (M-G) (2d wk). 000,
bow for combo.
Heidi Ups 'Tender Years'
Fair $7,500 after moderate $10,000
State
55-70)—

'Big City'

Last weektroit) (3,300: 70-95)— "Pour Faces Reaching ^ood $8,500.
60-85)
"Are West" (UAf and "Man of Evil" "Big City" (M-G), $7,500.
You With It" (U) and, "Dear Mur- (UA). Fine $14,000. Last week,
derer" (U) (2d wk). Only $2,000- or "Casbah" (U) and "Dear Mursame.
derer"
(U);
in
less
six days. Last week, stow
'Fuller'
$4,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 70Laurel
(Rosencr)
85)— 95)— "Fort Apache" (ItKO) (3d wk).
(890;
In Denver, Socko $25,000
"Jenny Lamour" (Indie). Okay $3,- Good $7,000 after fast $12,000 sec000. Last week, "The Idiot" (Indie) ond week.
Denver, June 15.
"Fuller Brush Man," big in three
(3d wk), $1,900.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; $1Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,- $1.25)—"Big City" (M-G) plus Jack houses, is easy pacemaker here
404; 60-$l)
"Regards to ..Broad- Benny stageshow with Phil Harris, this week.
"Bride Goes Wild"
way" (20th) and "Inner Circle" "Rochester,"
Marilyn
Maxwell, also is sock. "Shaggy" is drawing
(20th). Medium $21,500. Last Week,
Sportsmen Quartet, others, on the kids *ut few others po world
"Green Grass" (20th) and "Coun- stage. Stage layout tilting biz to preem at Denham.
terfeiters" .(20th) (2d wk-4 days),
Estimates for This Week
colossal $80,000 or over. Last week,
ijlow $6,700.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
"Furnace Creek" (20th), fairly
Lob .Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,404; good
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) and
$22,000 at 70c.-95e. scale.
60-$l)-^ "Homecoming" (M-G) (2d
"King of Gamblers" (Rep), (m.o.).
Michigan (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)— Good $3,500. Last week, "Mating
wk).
Good $17,500. Laijt week,
"The Pirate" (M-G) and "Rocky" of -Millie" (Col) and "Madonna of
eocfco $31,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)— (Mono). Stout $25,000. Last week, Desert" (Rep), (m.o.), $3,000.
"Regards to Broadway" (20th> and "Silver River" (WB) and "Mister
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35"Inner Circle" (20th). Average $9,- Reckless" (EL) (2d Wk), $16,000.
74)^"Outlaw" (UA), (5th wk).
Palms W-D) (2,716j 70-95)—"Raw Good $6,000, and holds agiiin.
500.
Last week, "Green Grass"
(20th) and "Counterfeiters" (20th) Deal" (EL) and "Heart of Virginia" Last week, $8,000.
(Rep). Nice $18,000. La^t week,
(2d
days), nice $4,800.
Denham (COckrill) (1,750; 35-74)
Orpheu)tu (D'town-WC) (-2,210; 60- "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and "Dog —"Shaggy"
(Par).
Very thin
$1)
"Coroner Creek" (Col) and Bu.sty" (Col) (3d wk), $10,000.
Last week, "Hatter's Cas$7,500.
"Dog Rusty" (Cpl) (2d wk). Fair
tJniied Artists (2.976; 70-95)— tle" (Par), mild $10,000.
..$7,000. Last week, oke $13,600.
"Arch of Triumoh" (UA). Fancy
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
Vulflce (D'town) (1,226; 60-$l)— $21,000. Last week; "B. F.'s Daugh- "Puller Brush Man"
(Col) and
IBack. i!i>'{iu|tseq,uent''r4in «{ter first* ter"
(Continued on page 20)
Wk), $11,000.
Iris

at Stanley.

theatres, chiejly iirst runs, in-

Cleveland, June 15.
Cool breezes are not aiding biz
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 6b-$l)-"Ilomecoming" ,{M-G) (2d wk). to any real extent this week. "Lady
Good $12,000. Last week, fancy From Siianghai" is fairly fancy at

'

$2,900.

tres)

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,401,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 201

(1,719;

•Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen$3,000. Last week,
feld) 1475; 60-85)
'?Meray Way" Festival"
(Indie),
(UA). Nifty $5,000. Last week,
$2,000.
"Stand-in" (Indie) and "JPoreign

Correspondent" (Indie)

Woman" (UA)

$3,500,
(Par) (m.o.), $4,300.

,

Downtown Music

(UA). Good $12,000. Last week,
"Stand-In" (Indie) and "Foreign

Co-respondent" (Indie)

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,730,000
Last Year
(Based on 20 cities, 197 thea-

Biz continuing on the skids here
with terrific rain Saturday night
and sellout baseball doubleheader
on Sunday (13) kicking the weekend take downstairs. "Pirate" at
Penn is leading town but no great
shakes and not doing enough to
hold. Zale-Graziano fight pictures
are not enough to help "Furnace
Creek" at Fulton to anything.
Nothing much for "Casbah" at
Harris, and "Hazard" is very dim

Key

.

issue), $8,000.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60"Green Grass Wyoming"
and "Counterfeiters" (20th)
Thin $3,000 or less. Last
week, "All My Sons"' (U) and
"Artlmr Takes Over" (UA) (m.o.)

(WB)

Pittsburgh, June 15.

the

at

sister

KKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"SU60-80)— "Fort Apache" (RKO) (3d
WB) and "Arthur
ver River"
wk) and "Boston Blackie" (Col)
Takes Over" (20th) (m.o.). Mild
(2d tvk). Near $14,500. Last week,
Last week, "Unconquered"

<m.o.).

feldi

weak

surprisingly
Buffalo.

w(iek, solid $18,000.

<20th)

?irate'18G,treek'9i/2G

$9.(100,

session.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont fFWC) (1,532; f)0-$i)— lYou With It" (U) and "Dear Mur"Coroner's* Creek" (Col) and "Dog derer" (U> (2d wk). Slight $3,000
Rusty" (Col) (2d wk). Only $1,500. on 6 days. Last week, fair $7,200:
Last week, oke. $3,700.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$!)—
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- "With It" (U) and "Dear Murderer"
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l)— "On Our (U) (2d wk). Under $2,000 in 6
Merry Way" (UA). Good $6,000 or days. Last week, light- $3,800.
"Stand-in"
week,
Last
near.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60(Indie) and "Foreign Correspond- $1)— "With It" (U) and "Dear Murent" (Indie) (reissues), $3,000.
derer" (U) (2d wk). Slim .$5,000

,

Sad

"Father Dunne" looks standout
week with strong Century
"Big City" shapes as a

this

Waltz"
60-$l) —"Emperor
(1,451;
"Homecoming," (Par) (3d wk). Good $13,500. Last

Second frame of
In three spots, will be good $39,500.
"Emperor Waltz," third week, two
$26,000 while
is down to
"Fort Apache," also third frame
and two houses, looks $25,000.
Other holdovers are very thin.

Skids; Goddard-Carey

15.

Last week, dropped (20th), $14,500.

"On Merry Way" looks off to $19,700.
houses.
Paramount
to do nice $29,000 in four small-

sites,

on

Pitt Still
IIG

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
"Furnace
run week of "Coroner Creek" (Col) "Big City" (M-G) and
(20th). Only about $11,000
Creek"
(Col),
$5,300.
"Rusty"
and
Last week,
very mild.
Pantaecs (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)— or less,
(M-G) (2d wk),
"Homecoming"
and
wk)
(3d
"Fort Apache" (RKO)
"Trapped by Boston Blackie" (Col) okay $11,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)
(2d wk). Finales at $10,500. Last
"The Pirate" (M-G) and "Who
week, good $16,500.
Trim
Killed 'Doc' Robin" (UA).
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$l) $15,000. Last week, "Silver River"
wk).
(3d
(Par)
—"Emperor Waltz"
(WB) and"Arthur Takes Over"

Los Angeles, June 15.
Outciloor recrejition and beach
Weather are making firstrun biz
mild here currently. Plethora of

$1)

Buff.; 'City'
Buffalo, June

$16,000,

Not HigiiC 'Apache' 25G, 3d

seaters.

Rugged

'Father Donne'

0ad

13G

Providence, June 15.'
Gable - Turner combo starrer,
"Homecoming," is giving Loew's
State a happy week this session.
Other stands are not too strong but
were helped by anbther rainy weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-"River Lady" (U) and GvazianoZale flght pics. Just average $14,000. Last week, "Fort Apache"

(RKO) and "Slippy McGee" (RKO)
(2d wk), big $15,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Seven Sinners'' (EL) and "Sut-

Gold"

ter's

$4,000.

(reissues).

Steady

Last week, "Silver River"

(WB) and "Inside Story" (WB) (2d
good

run),
in

.$4,500.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-e5)~"RobHood" (WB) (reissue) and "Girl
(WB). Switch from vaude-

Tisa"

pic policy giving fair .$6,000, Last
week, "Thrill of Romance" (M-G)
Great $22,000,
and vaude, good $7,000.
Omaha. June 15..
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"The Tender Years'' bolstered "Letter Unknown Woman" (U) and
by Horace Heidt's band and radio "Louisiana" (WB). Fairish $13,^00.
winners should reach a big total at Last week, "Winter Meeting"
(WB)
the Orpheum. "Sign of Ram" sur- and "Campus Honeymoon"
(Rep),
prised with a nice session at the nsappy $18,000.
Brandeis. Other houses also down
State (Loew)
44-65)—
(3,200;
due largely to baseball, amusement "Homecoming" (M-G). Solid
$26,parks and races.
000 and sure holdover. Last week,Estimates for This Week
'Duel in Sun" (SRO), good $17,000.*
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
80)—
(20th)

Omaha

To

-

'

'

—

"Tender Years"
plus
^"Hatter's Castle"
Horace Heidt band. Sock $22,000 at Monday (14), Last (Par). Opened
week. "Hazard"
upped scale. Last week, "Hazard" (Par) and "Mr,
Reckless" (Par),
(Par) and "Whispering City" (EL),
very mild
$10,000.

slim' $10,000.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Sign of Ram" (Col) and "Straw-,
berry Roan" (Col). Okay $7,000.
Last week, "Fort Apache" (RKO)

and "Mary Lou"

(Col) (2d wk), fair

$6,200.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)— "B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G). Soso $10,500. Last week, "Naked
City" (U), very good $12,000.

Omaha
—"Naked

(Tristates)

(2,100; 16-65)

City" (U) (m.o.) and

"The

Challenge" (20th), Fair $9,50(kLast
week, "Doctor Takes Wife" (Col)
and "More Than a Secretary" (Col)
(reissues), ordinary $8,800.
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
"Black Narcissus" ,(U) and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep). Opened Sunday
(13). Last week, "High WaH" (M-G)
and "Angel's Alley" (Mono) (2d
wk), good $3,400.

Flood Clips Port. Biz

But 'River' Swift $9,500
Portland, Ore,, June 15.
Portland's famous Rose Festival
progress this week, but number of outside visitors is cut down
because of flood conditions. AH
business is feeling the effect of
this, with picture houses no exception. "Silver River" at Broadway looks top new picture with
is in

'

"Hazard" shapes mild
at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
fine session.

Broadway
85)—"Silver

(Parker)-

(1,832;

50-

River" (WB)
and
"King of Olympics" (U A). Pine
(Continued on page 20)
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New
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mS' NO MIRACLE IN

Pix Fail to Quicken Chi Gait

INDPLS.,

But linter -Vade Robust

$33,000;

$23m Tbte

Stately

32€

new

b.o.

at Loew's and "Bambi"
at Circle are in same category.

Ididay Big 28G

'Grass -Richman 60G,
1

44-65)— "Bambi" (RKO) (reissue) lln.ping Broadway, and despite a 'Lena Home heading stagcbill openand "Heart of Virginia" (Rep). real pickup the following day, N. Y. ing June 24. First RICO picture
Moderate .S9.000.
since
Last
week, flrstruns never fully got back in here
"Tender Conu'ade"
FiVen with a much played about four years iigo.
"Sainted
Sisters"
aiid stride again.
(Par)
"Waterfront
Midnight"
(Par), better than usual Monday (14),
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70dandy $12i0()0.
partly vi.T kids being out of school, .^1,85)
"Lady From Shanghai"
jisorriest
Indiana (G-D) (3^00; 44-65)
result
i.s
one
of
weeks
net
(Col) (2d wk). Second session of
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO).
Fair at Broadway deluxers in months. Rita Hayworth-Orsoii Welles pic
$11,000. La.st week, "Silver River" Rain on Sunday and threatening starts today (W^d.). First v/cek iiit
(WBi and "Argyle Secrets" (FO, weather Monday were favorable nice $28,00,0 or near. In aheid.
810,000.
b.o. factors.
second week of "Up In Centiai
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65),—
Fact that seven new bills opened Park" (U) was mild $13,000.
"Silver River" (WB)'and "Argyle in the last seven days did not
G'obe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$l,i60)
Secrets" (FC) (m.o.). Thin .$4,000, mean much because few new- —"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (Sth
La,st
week. ''Kemember Mama" comers measured up to hopes. A wk). Eighth week ended last Mon(RKO) (m.o.); same.
real
disappointment
was
the day (14) night was down to $15,Loew's (Lotw's) (2,450; 44-85)
Strand showing, where personal of COO after okay .$17,000 for seventh.
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and Jane Hi.ssell plus Ed Gardner and Continues,
"Best Man Wins" (Col).
Light his "Duffy's Tavern" radio group,
Mayfasr (Brandt) (1,736; 90-$L80)
$10,000.
La.st week. "Homecom- plus Matty Malneck band on stage, —"Time of Life"- (UA)
(3d wk).
irif!" (M-G) (2d wk), oke S9, 000.
failed to help "Wallflower" much. Current round ending today (Wed.)
Lyric (G-Di (1,600; 44-(S5)—"To- Modest $45,000 or less is in pros- looks passably good $24,000 after
bacco Road" (20th) and "Grapes of pect, weakest in months at this nice $28,000 fo* second. Stays on
Wrath" (20th) (rei-ssues).
Nice house, with lirstrun film and stage Indef,
$7,500.
Last week,
"Fugitive" layout.
Pa?ace (RKO) (1,700; 35-80)—
(RKO) and "Madonna of Desert"
Roxy also is very mild, "Green "Naked City" (U) (2d run) and "Joe
(Rep); $5,500.
Grass of Wyoming," with stagebill Palooka Fighting Mad" (Mono) (1st
headed by Harry Ricbman, not go- run) plus fight pictures. Fancy $15,ing past $60,000,
"Design For 000, with Zalc-GraL-iano bout shorts
Death" will be around $13,500,- helping. Last week, "Winter Meetvery moderate, at Victoria despite ing" (WB) ,and "To Victor" (WB)
'
turnover every 90 minutes. "Sum- (2d runs), mild $6,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 5g-$1.50)
mer Holiday" is catching on nicely
at State, with fancy $28,000 in first —"Dream Girl" (Par) and Pliil
.

and a reissue. Howfew exceptions, ttio.st of

pictures

ever, Avith

films are minor,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
:
$600,000
(Based on 16 tlicatres)
Last Year
$631,000
{Based on 18 theatres)

Best of entries

.

may

bo "Winter Meeting" at Statel.-j'.^e,
will)
vaude headed by
li ( n 11 y
Youngman and Rose
Murpl.y helping to fairly good $33,OCii.

.

—

.

.

.

_

Chicago

looks to get okay
with "The Pirate." "Arch
Woods .shapes extra
fino with $23,000.
"Old Los AnMt-'les" at the Garrick looks okay
^viUl $9,0«).
Palace has an odd
$r>J.O00

oJ:

Shanghai"

'Wallflower -Garner-Jane Russell 45€l

Circle

perlcing

is

Sprii^ Weather Snaps B'way Spiing;

Estimates for Tliis Week
Springlike weather last Satur- $62,000 opener. Stays one more,
(Gamble-Dolle)
(2,800; day (12) didn't help an already- with "Fort Apache" (RKO) and

Chicago, June 15.
+
up a little
upbeat coming fi'om influx of eight
Clii

UGHT $11000

Indianapolis, June 15.
Modest grosses are the rule
again this stanza at downtown deluxers "Miracle of Bells" at Indiana is week's topper, but under
house
average.
"Lady
from

Trill rapii" at

tlock' Fast 14G

.

Paces Better

KC

combination in Zale-Graziano fight
From Sn UnKansas City. June 15.
known Woman," wiUi mild $17,000
Product is soni!.^wliat improved
likely.
Roosevelt, with "Scudda
l!()o."
appears headed for port here this week, and grosses are re.SSSOOO. "Search" at the Monroe, sponding accordingly. "Lady from
Shanghai," at Midland, "Big
on third week looks neat $8,500.
Clock," at Paramount, and "FurEstimates for Tliis Week
nace Creak" at Tower-FairwayApollo (B&K) (1,400; 98)— "Anna Uptown are running a dose race
K.iienina" (20tB). -light $10,000. for top cotin.
"Clock" is m-aiting
Last iveek, "Hatter's Castle" (Par) the best showing and probably
(2d wk), $7,000.
will hold over. Weather is plenty
(B&K) (3,900; 98)— troublesome with unusual hot spell
Chicaffo
'Pirate"
Okay $32,000. and protracted period without rain.
(M-G),
La.<:t
week, "Silver River" (WB) It's turning the populace to swimming pools and other outdoors en(2d wk), $18,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; ' 67-98)— 'tertainment unusually early^ for
"Intermezzo" (UA) (reissue). Fair this season of year.
Estimates for This Week
"Foreign
$U.000.
Last
week,
Correspondent" (UA) and "Trade
Esquire. (Fox Midwest) (820; 45
Winds" (UA) (reissues), $7,500.
"Puddin'heaU" (Bep) and
65)
Garrick (B&K) (900; 37-98)— "Arkansas Judge" (Rep) (reissues).
"Old Los Angeles" (Kep) and "In- Average $3,580. Last week, "Green
Okay $9,000. G r a ss Wyeuning" (20th) (m.o.)
side Story" (Kep).
Last week, "Unconquered" (Par), about same.
pictures plus "Letter

,

—

.

$7,iO0.

Monroe

(indie)

(1,000;

Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-65)—
70-98)— "Lady Shanghai" (Col) and "Best
Neat Man Wins" (Col). Pleasing $15,000.
(Coiktinued on page 20)

"Search" (M-G) (3d wk).
$8,500. Last week, $12,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 98)—
"Homecoming" (M-G) with Louis
Jordan orch on stage (3d wk).
Excellent $4$,00Q. liast week, big

Cool Weather

$54,000.

(RKO)

.Palace

'ter

Fi-oni

.

(2,500;

To

98)— "Let-

Unlmown Woman"

(U)

Mpis.;

No Help

•

'Hazard'-Fight Pix

,

Fat

$im Cincy
Cincinnati,

Jime

lo^

Four new pix, all above par, plus
the addition of Graziano-Zale fight
reels at two houses, and stout holdovers are lifting downtown biz
generally.

"Arch of Triumph"

is

the town topper currently, ahead of
"Iiazard."

My

"Woman Jn White" and

Sons" both are okay,
former being especially good.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 50-75)—
"Arch of Triumph" (UA). Good
$14,500; Last week, "Silver River"
(WB), $13,000,
"All

Capitol

Hazard' TWfl

lOG, 'Apache' 7€,M.O.

and Zale-Graziano fight film. Weak
Last week, "Miracle of
$17,000.

"

(RKO)

(2,000;

50-75)—

"Homecoming" (M-G) (3d Wk).
Hearty $9,000 in 9 days on herf^s of
lush $11,000 second sesh.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)-r
Minneapolis, June 15.
(2d wk), nice $19,000.
Even cool weather conducive to "Woman in White" (WB) plus
clips.
Perlcy
(B&K) (1,500; 9S)— theatregoing seemingly can't pump Graziano-Zale fight helping.
Last
"Scudda Hoo" (20tb). Pert $18,0CO. -much life into grosses here and $9,000, fistic pix (Mono),
"Panhandle"
$7,500.
(RKO)

Bells"

Roosevelt

they continue to remain in the
doldrums. Newcomers include what
(2d wk), good $14,000.
Stale-Lake .(B&K) (2,700; 98)— ordinarily sliould prove red-hot
"Winter Meeting" (WB) with Rose but "Green Grass of Wyoming,"
Mui'phy, Henny Youngman topping "Hazard" and "Winter Meeting"
aren't doing much. "Grass" and
Fairly good $33,000. Last
st:i,se.
week, "Sainted Sisters" tPar) with "Meeting" are especially distressing.
Jane Powell on stage (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week
iancv $.'51,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98)
Century (Par) (1,600: 50-70)—
—"Bride Goes- WUd" (M-G) (2d "Sitting Pretty"
(20th)
(m.o.).
wk). Fair $14,000. Last week, oke Word-of-mouth boosting this one
$17,000.
to fast $7,500 on fourth downtown
W6»dS (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— week. Last week, $7,000.
"Arch of Triumph" (UA). May hit
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Only
solid $23,000 in -first week. Last Angels Have Wings" (Indie) and
week. "State of Union" (M-G) (6th "Coast Guard" (Indie),- (reissues).
wk) fiiie $12,000.
Slow $2,300.
Last week, "Seven
77)— Sinners" (Indie) and "Sutter's
(Indie)
Workl
(587;
Last week, "Duel in Sun." (SRO)

"

week,

Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)
—"All My Sons" (U). Satisfactory
Last week,- "Adventures
$8,000.
•

Casanova" (EL) and "Return Rin-

Tm-Tin" (EL), slow $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Silver River" (WB) (in.o.). Pleasing
$5,500. Last week, '-'Fort Apache"
(RKO) (m.o.) (3d wk), three days,
and "Bride Frankenstein" (U) and
"Son Frankenstein" (U) (reissues),
four days, favorable $6,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Hazard" (Par) with Graziano-Zale
Trim $12,500. Last
bout shots.
week, "Another Part of Forest"
(U), mild $9,500,

Spitalny "Hour of Charm" all-girt
"Lady From Shanghai" will give orch plus Sibyl Bowan on stage.
the Criterion a healthy lift, the Open today (Wed.), linst we^lc, .secnice. $28,000 being the best here ond of "Hazard" (Par) with King
Cole Trio, Ray Anthony orih headin several weeks.
ing stageshow, held firmly at $60,Palace, too, is petldng with
000, being helped by preview o(.
"Naked City," on second-run, and "Dream
Girl" at shows last night
"Palooka
Fighting
Mad" plus and unusually
big Monday; first
Zale-Graziano fight film, big $15,was okay $62,000.
000 looming. This is best- session
Radio Gity Umle Hall (Rocke-

week.

Palace has had in many weeks. fellers)
60-$2.40)— "Pirate".
"Bad Sister" shapes up at very (M-G) (5,945;
and stage show (4th[-linal
thin $11,000 or less on initial Winwk).
Winding up at very nice
ter Garden session.:
$115,000; Third stanza was very
'Para.nount brings in "Dream good $122,000, albeit a bit below
Girl" and Phil Spitalny "Houf- of expectancy.
"Eraperor
Waltz"
Charm"
all-girl
band
today (Par) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).'
IWed.). keeping "Hazard," with
Rialto (M&ge) (594; .444,1.20)—
stageshow' headed by King Cole "Will It Happen} Again" (FCiJ <3tliTrio an'' Ray Anthony b'and, only final wk).
This se^ion ending
two weeks.
next Friday (18) looks okay $6,000
Music Hall opens "Emperor after $7,000 in fourth.
••

Waltz'' tomorrow (Thurs.) after
•four weeks of "Pirate," final of
latter being nice $115,000. "Doiu

EilVoH
(UAT-Par) (2,092
60$1.2S)—"Another Part of Forest"

Belle" supplants "Another Part of
Forest" at Rivoli next Saturday
(19), final 10 days of latter being
dull $17,000 or less.
Estimates for This week

three

Aster (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
(3d wk).
Looks to finish this week today
(Wed) at okay .$21,000 after trim
$23,000 for second stanza. Stays

—"Melody Time" (RKO)

on.

Bijou (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)

—"Citizen Saint" (Indie) (3d wk).
Third round ending today (Wed.)

down

to

$4,500 after $5,500 last

;

(U)

(5th-final wk).
Only staying
extra, days.
Fourth week
ended last (Tues.) night v/as down
to moderate $13,000 after $15,000
for third.
"i:.ulu
BeUe" (CO,)

opens next Saturday

Roxy

(20th)

"Green

Grass

(19).

<5,886;

80-$1.50)—

Wyoming"

(20th)

plus Harry Richman, Chandra-Kaly
.dancers heading stagebill (2d-final
wk).
First session ended last
(Tues.) night very disappointing at
mild $60,000, and goes only ttSroFourth week of "Iron Curtain" and
Ed Sullivan revue, in ahead, was
$45,000. Ice show (new poUcy) on'
stage and "Give My J^gards to

week. Stays.
Broadway" (20th) opens June 23.Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80d$L5O)
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 50-75)— -"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) with "Summer Holiday" (M-G)
(1st
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (m.o.) Woody Herman orch topping stage- run).
Looks very big .$28,000 or
"Father's House" (Indie) (3d wb). Gold" (Indies, "(reissues), $2,500. (3d wk): Swell $6,500 after solid bill (2d wk). Down to barely okay near in first round ending
tomorBrisk $3,700. Last week, $4,300.
l$55,'000 or less after disappointii^ row (Thurs.).
In ahoad, "Noose
Lyceum (Schreiberi (1,900; 50- $8,000 last week.
Hangs High" (EL) (1st run) (2d
70)
"Homecoming" (M-G).
wk),
modest $14,000.
"Easteif
Opened Sunday (13). Second of
Parade" (M-G) already advertised
'B'way' Bright at $21,000, Metro films bought by this
to. have world preem here on June
legit roadshow hou.se away from
30, with "Holiday" holding untU
Minnesota Amus. Co. through comin

—

Frisco; 'Dea]'

Smash 22G

petitive
l^idtting.
Good $10,000.
Last week, closed after '•Summer
San Francisco, June 15.
(M-G)
(2d wk), hit
Biz is dullish here this stanza, Holiday"
With best showings made by "Give $4,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "FurMy Regards to Broadway" at WarTepid
field and '*Raw Deal" at Para- nace Creek" (20th) (m.o.).

"On Merry Way,"

mount.
spots,
.

shapes fairly

Apache"
strength
"stanza.

in^

Golden Gate

Ustimates for This

Last week, "Duel in Sun"
(SRO) (m.o.) (2d run), fair $5,000.
Radio City (Pan (4^400; 50-70)—
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th).
Struggling to reach fair $14,000.
Last week, "Bride Goes Wild"
65- (M-G), mild $14,000.

two

$3,500.

"Fort

good.

continues
at

showing

.

in fifth

Week

Oo"den Gate (RKO) (2,844;
KKO-Orphenm (RKO) (2,800; 50«li_"7ort Apache" (RKO) (5th wk).
70)—"Winter Meeting" (WB). Tliin
Okav $11,000. Last week, fine $13,$8,000 indicated. Last week, "Fort
000.
60-951— Apache" (RKO) (2d Wk). fairly
(FWC)
(4,651;
Fo.v
"Homecoming" (M-G) (3d wk). Dull good $8,000 after big $16,000 first
week.
$10,000. Last week. $16,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
Warficld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th). "Fort Apache", (RKO) (m.o.). HitFine $21,000. Last week, ''Sun^mer ting big $7,000 on third downtown
Holiday" (M-G) (2d wk), mild $3,- week. Last week, "The Pearl"
(RKO), $6^00.
200 in three days.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)- "HazParamount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
Paulcttc
Goddard
"Haw Deal" (EL). Big $22,000. Last ard" (Par).
doesn't mean much to boxoffice
week, "Hazard" (Par), $19,000.
without any other names.
St. Francis (Par) (1,500; eO-S,"!)— here
mildish $10,000. Last week,
I4th
Looks
wk).
"Arch of Triumph" (UA)
"Furnace
Creek"
strong
$10,(20th),
light
Last
week,
Oke $8,000.
S7,000.

000.

Uptown (Pari (1,000; 44-60)—
(Blumenfeldi (2,448;
First
"On Merrj' Way" tUA). "State of Union" (M-G).
55-851
Okay $16,500. Last week, "Fuller nabc showing. Nice $5,000. Last
'prush Man" (Col) (2d wk), big $14,- week, "Naked City" (U), $4,500.
Or^iheum

.

—

500.

i;n»t"d Artists (Blnmenfoid) (1.55-83'— "Time of L-" " 1VA.1
(Continued on page 20)

207;

.

World

(Mann)

—

50-85)
"Fiu-a" (FC) (2d wki. Dar-na, ads
p)it this one over.
0!my $2,000
after hefty $3,000 first week.
(350;

lerry' Les^s

Way

Hub,

that time.

'fiomecmning' Solid 39G, 'Grass 21G
Ice" (FC) (4th wk). Fancy $16,000
Boston, June 15,
Even the appearance of strong after okay $18,000 for third.
Fenway IM-P) (1.373; 40-80)—
marquee names is not boosting biz
(WB) and "Load
tO; any great extent in the Hub. "Silver River"
"Homecomuig" at Orpheuni and. Soldiers" (20th), Oke $7,000. Last
State looks solid followed by "On week, "Anna Karenina" (20th) and
Our Merry Way" also strong at "Counterfeiters" (20th) $6,300.
newcomer.
Memorial; Met's
"Green
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)—
Grass of Wyoming," is just okay. "Fanny" (Indie' (3d wk). Trim
.

Estimates for This

Week

$4,800 after nice .$5,000 last week.

Strand (WB) (2.756; 70-$1.50)—
"Wallflower"
(WB)
with
Ed
"Archie" Gardner and "Duffy's
Tavern" radio group, Jane Riissell, Matty Malneck orch on stage.

For

first

week

endin,*;

tomorrow

(Thurs.) looks like modeist .'i45,000,
highly disappointing.
Last week,
third for "Silver River" (WB) and
Eddy Duchin orch heading stage•
show was doi<fh to S34.000.
Victoria <City Inv.) (720: 70S1.50)-^"Design for Deat'i" (RKO).
In first stanza ending today (Wed.)
likely will get onl.y $13,500, very
mild.
Stayin.Gf
oaily
onn more.
Third week of "Berlin Exoress"
(RKO) wound up at oke $11,000.

Memorial IRKO) (3.000; 40-80)—
Astor (.laycocksi '1,300; 40-80)—
"The Search" (M-Gl. Okay $6,500. "On Our Merry Way" (UA) and
Last week, "Sign of Ram" (Col) "Assigned to Danger" 'ED. Strong "Fighting
Father Dunne" (RKO)
$22,000.
Last week. "Another Part
and "Heart of Virginia" (Bep),
op'-ns June 24;
Forest" (UI), $16,i>00.
$3,500.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 55Metropolitan iM-Pi. (4,367; 40-80)
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 40-SO)— —"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) $1,25)— "Bad Sister" (U).
Initial
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "B)onde and
"I, Jane Doe" iRop). Satisfac- week ending today (Wed.) lo6k$
tory $21,000. Last week. "Noose very mild $11,000, but holding anyIn ahead, "River Lady''
Hangs IliRii" <EI.i and "Adven- way.
Estimates Are Net
tures Casanova" (EL), fair $19,000. (U) (3d wk), thin $8,000.
Orpheum iLoewi (3.000; 40-80)—
Film gross estimates, as re"Homecoming" (M-G). Solid $22,ported herewith from the variNew 600-Car Ohio Drivc-ln
000.
Last week. "Duel in Sun"
ous key cities, are jvet, i.e.,
Columbus.
(SRO) at pop prices, $19,000.
without the 20'',f tax. DistribuParamount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)
Frank Yassenoff opens his third
tors share on net take, when
"Silver River' (WB) and "Lead drive-in here July 1. This 600-car
playing percentage. h<aice the
Soldiers" (20th Fair $12,000. Last layout originally was named tlie
estimated figures are net inweek, "Anna Karenina" (20th) and Three C, after the Cleveland. Co<
come.
lumbus and Cincinnati highw^ iAt
"Counterfeiters" {20th). $12,a00.
The parenthetic admission
(Loewi (3..500: 40-80)— which it is located, but name mAy
State
prices, however, as indicated,
"Homeconting" (M-G). Strong $17,- be changed. Yassenofl' opened first
include the U. S. amusement
000 in this uptown spot. Last week, drive-in in this area more than
ta:c
nine years ago.
"Duel in Sun" tSRO), $12,000.
.

».
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Swedes Pick Terdoujf
in 5 Best Foreign Pix British

Unruled

Situation

Stockholm, June

Do

LONDON

MvtW* VUm,

St.

OmOB

XmfBlsar ^nosm

Sizeable Bii with Ifim;

6,

"Monsieur Verdoux" (UA) was

Due to Govt., Stod Vend, Mex hoUon
Montevideo, June 3.
Ther%. are increasing signs of
growing government intervention
iR" Argentina in all entertainment

Peace," "Shoe Shine," both Italian;
"Days of Wrath," Danish, an4 "Le
Diable Au Corps," S'rejich;
T«p honors for domestic films

.

"Stars

fields, ftarticularly iilms and radiq,
wiljh the newly created Ministry oif

and ke^

Hitting

were awarded to "Woman Without
Face," "Music In the Dark," "PasCaracas, Venezuela, June 8.
,Kducation openly announcing tliat
sage to India," "Different Roads"
After two months of perform- and "People In Simian^ Valley."
botli media are eminently adapted
.to educational purposes and there- ances here, "Stars and Ice," ice
fore must come under its aegis. show, is on the. road. It's playing
The JSducational Ministry was ere* Valencila, Barquismieto and Maraated only very recently by Presi- caibo, ftU in Venezuela, followed by
dent Peron as a means of elevating the Butch island of Curacao, Havtlie ex-Argentine
Ambassador in ana and Bio de Janeiro. Show is
Washington, plastic surgeon Dr. owned by Sam Bakerman and
Oscar Ivanissevich, to Cabinet Jorges Borges Vallegas, local carMinistry

launched

plan

a

schools with

equip

to

all

Fritz Chandler of
direct and stage the all-

16m equipment, and New York

understood that several Argen- U, S. cast.
tine government tycoons are fiBakerman reported biz in Caranancially interested in this scheme. cas was excellent. Now in its secto getting up documen- ond year, show played Caracas four
tal production units. Dr. Ivanisse- months and Buenos Aires eight
vich has also called in the heads mpnths its first year.
of major studios, exhorting them
to launch the making of historical
pix, on the lines of "La Guen*a
Gaueha"
incidentally
generally
regarded the best productioif so
Studios Held
far turned out of an Argentine
Three
it's

—

-

Major

'

-

There is considerable squawking
over a report that the Mexican
Producers Union had charged .that
Mexican pix were being stymied
in Argentina, whereas no barriers
have ever been^set up against them
so far. Eithib^tors 'feoint out that
if thpy have not been giving so
much play to the Mexicans of late
it is because ^they are no longer,
grossing as they used to.
They
point out. thW -Clnematografieia
Inter-Americana had inlced a deal
with the.»9lect La\^lle theatre fto
releas?;';^' flrstrunsHof their Me;d!can pix,' but grosses wete so
tliat tlie dftal had to be; ^ajiCeHid.
Italian pix haVe. currently taken
the place -forpierly held By the
•,Mexicans.-

we^

Tlje dollar shortage haS caused
.

Technicolor raw stock
Argentine market, with the
result .that processing and sub'titlipg of a number of Technicolor
pix has feeen delayed, holding up
releases. ; N"Sinbad
the
Sailor,*'
which RK9,< has slcedded for June
»^Iease< hAs beta held up for four
niohtltij ior this jreasori, ,
scarcity"' of

•

ton- tlic!

•

.

:

Becord Grosses
.

.

>J>;'

.

The "Kid from Brooklyn" grossed
a record $26,250 at the Ocean tlieatre in its First weeiffs turj!? In fact,
since that theatre was, inaogiirated
in 1941 it has never had slich a
record gross. The previous record
was established by "Notorious " at
the Gran Rex, which- has 900 seats
more than the Ocean.
is getting ready to release "I Remember
ilama" and is" starting ift on ad-

RKO

.

,

vance publicity.
Record grosses for an Argentine
picture are being established by
San,M»guel Studios' "Lady Windermere's Fan" ("Una Mala Mujer")
.at
the Ambassador, which has
•|lready run four Weeks and forced
faisamount to. delay release of
"Vanety Girl," which had been
skedded for that theatre June 8.
Cashing in on the current shortage of fpreign newsreels and documentaries arising &qm the limitation of foreign impftrts, a new documentary filming nnit has been
formed by Dosthenes Luis Comlnetti.
The new enterprise is of a
cooperative nature and Will maka
pi^ showing the beauties of the
northern mountainous districts of

Anti^MonopoIy Violation
Tokyo, June 5.
The "one company, one film, one
prograra'.'S agreement among Japan's three major motion picture
producers Toho, Daiei and Shocliiku
is a violation of the AntiMonopoly Law and must be abolished, the Diet's Fair^Transactions

—

—

Committee has announced after investigating the arrangement since
December.
Agreement provided

last

that a feature film of one' of the contracting
studios couldn't be screened on the
same bill with a film, produced by
either of the other two. The agreement was easy to enforce,, since all
three studios either own their own
theatres or control sizable chains
through exclusive contracts.
However, the Diet committee
ruled, future Contracts for film
rentals shall contmn no clause prohibiting the showing of another
picture oh the same program.

First

Mex

Argentina.
.

Sur Studios has signed ah agreti'
ment with Cinematograflica Argentina and Chile Mlms. for joint production Of pix with ArgentineChilean locales. United Artists
Will, havfe' jyortd distrfbuaon of
these pix. __Sar will lease the Chile
Films Studios
Santiago, presumably because of ibweir costs in
that country. Bj-st picture to be
Blade under this deal is titled
jIope".(Esperanza) on a script by
Enzo Ardigo and Eduardo Borras,
With Manuel Pena Bodriguej! pro-

m

ducing and Frahelsco Magica

di-

fecting.

Local producers are at last beof the need to
representation for
Argentine ^pix abroad if any disItr^Mtioft- is to be achieved for
this. - jfatfisaiiiSia " iSono
Mlijn has

coming conscious

insum adequate

siped

exeltssive oontraet wiffi

.aiue^Ribbdn (HsWbatoii* of Great
Release «f Jts pix in
.«fe British Iste&:

-

-

,

.,

-

,

June

8.

those in the provinces, are fast disappearing, being unable to keep up
a rep company, and' being only
used by Paris troupers on tour,
lasting from one night to a week
on each stand. Since there are
about 4,000 actors, and worlc for
only about 1,000 maximum, many
of them are trying to make a living
in some other way.
Those who
don't have enough marquee pull tfl
rate as stars, major or minor, must
accept paltry salaries ranging from
$2 to $4 a day. And there are some
who, having left a safe job, like
Jean Chevrior, who had resigned
from the Comedie Francaise, are
now glad to be reinstated on its
.

roll.

Due
makes
tions,

to the tourist season which
for international produc-

many

stands are showing imJohn Van Druten's "Voice

ports.

the

of

with

Turtle,"

Arlette

Thomas, Josette Harmina and

J.

P. Kerien,' in the M. Ibara adaptation produced at the Oeuvre by Lu-

cien Beer, is getting very good notices.
Well acted, well produced,

and

sentimentally
pleasing the
French, it looks set for nice re-

turns.

,

getting trade due to
"Peter Grimes" is due
here soon. At the Theatre des
Mexico City, June 15.
Elysees
the
Champs
- Mexico's
first regular television
prbgrams are being given at tli? started in. (S^neva in 1941 by Manew cinema, Cin^^ Bahia, by local risa Morel 4s^,doing Mozart operas
iniieh'jSttccess..
without
station XEGC. Progi-ams, directed
by Guillermo Gonzales Camarena,
radio engineer, with apparatus he
invented and made in Mexico, are Slcits Startuig Ghaj^lin
sponsored, by the La Moderna CigaFilmed as Shorts
rette Co.
Video show was arranged by
London, June 8.
Carlos Riveroll del Prado> veepee
Some )f Fred Karno's music hall

the cast.

It's

curiosity.

company

To Be

of D'Arcy adverHsittg's' Mexican
subsidiary, Publicidad D'Arcy. Hfe's
Mexico's pioneer radio producer.
Show to stay a month at the Bahia,
one of the three pop price deluxe
cinemas the Emilio Azcarraga syndicate recently opened, and- after
a month each at the other two
houses, goes on the Mexican road.

'Cluny' Wilis Finn *Oscar'

As Best Foreign Comedy
Helsinki,

The Finnish Him

June

critics'

sketches are to be made into films,
and son Leslie Karno is to act as
adviser to the J. Arthur Rank Organization, -which will
into shorts.

"MumiQing

first

time there were also

aw.ards given for tlie best foreign
films.
The most artistic film

"Ditte MenneSkebarn" (DaBest comedy was: "Cluny
Brown" and best cai-toon "Bambi,"

svas:
nish).

both American.

.

FILM CLASSICS CHOTA PACT
Film Classics has pacted Chiniimerica Film Exchange of Hong
to handle distribution of its
product in China.
;

Kong

C. Y. Tom, Chinanierica prez, is
currently dickering for ownership
tfieatrte in Six «f China's
.argest cities,

pi eight
J. S.

deBtito

named

make them

to represent

Film Clashes |>n>duct in Portugal,

habitants of the remote islands off

Studios

June

the coast of Scotland, Pictures are
16m copies of British and Holly,
vnood features, and the screenings
ate done by mobile unit. The proj-

15.

under the Highlands &
Film Guild, under subsidy
from the British ministry of the
interior, according to Orton Hicks,
Loew's chief of 16m distribution.
Idea is that life is a grim routine
ect is
Islands

of conciliation and arbitration is
striving to avert the strike.
Churubusco just asked the board
to okay its request to pare pay by
40%, claiming it's running $400,000 a year in the red. This studio

Marx

Chico

people

the

for

of

the

Orlcneys,

Shetlands, Outer Hebrides and adjacent island^ off tlxe northern

Stan

Laurel,

are

amoiigst those

likely to be chosen. LesUe Karno
and his wife will appear in the
pictures.

Current London Shows
London, June

15.

Admission for the shows is generally a shilling, ninepence, or ap.proximately 35c in U. S. money. A
dance usually follows the perloi-mance.

in Slight

Lather at Benefit For

Beer-Drmking
According to Hicks, who retui'ned last week from a trip to the
Sydney, Jxme 8;
Chico Marx, a sock hit at the'' British Isles, France, Italy and BelTivoli here for Dave Martin, first gium, the showing "of liBm film is a
refused to do a Sabbath show for fairly sizeable business in those
cx-servicemen when he discovered countries. Tliore are some 200 comthat he was required to perform in mercial exhibitors of l6m film in
a club while members sat around England, tiiree-quarters of w!iom
and drank beer. Comedian was operate mobile units, Hicifs estiunder the impression when first mates there are thousands of nonasked to do the show that it would commercial spots. Because of the
be at a hospital for ex-servicemen. British monetary situation, there is
When informed, however, that a little prospect for increased buying
lot of patients from the hospital
of projection equipment, so distriwere present in the club, Marx
bution will remain about as no'w.
finally agreed to work lor them,
There are .about 2,9(j0 exliibs of
doing a 10-minute show at the
piano.
Marx told newspapermen 16m in Prance, Hicks, reports.
Vets,

:

]

that he was pretty sore about the
whohi thing, adding that he never
performed in clubs, was not temperamental, and was always ready

Mex Maestro

Breeskin

.

Rtiap.,

Wales

(2),

are

and

commercial

ficult road and gasoline conditions!
Italy is making and exporting excellent 16m projectors, he
found. There are an estimated 600

Mexico City, June 8;
spots in Belgium, with road and
Elias Breeskin, European violingas factors somewhat similar to
ist who became a top bandleader
and stage-radio performer during thoseiin Italy.
the 15 years he has been in Mexico,
was in the- tragic company of 264

Two

convicts,
16 of them women,
Czech Film Stars
shipped in a special train of cattle
ears to Manzaiyllo, Pacific port,
Break Thrti Iron Curtain
for banishment to the Tres Marias
islands, nation's penal colony.
Arrive in Austria
Breeskin was sentenced to three
years for allegedly issuing a bad
Vienna, June 8,
check for $175. He's 63. Musicians
Two Czech film stars have manunion has urged the government to
aged to get through the Iron Curreconsider banishing Breeskin to
tain.
Lyda- Baarova is now in
the penal colony. BreesMn is the
Salzburg and trying to get a perfirst bigtime musician who got in
mit from the Austrian film artists'
legal toils in Mexico tp be sent to
union to work there. So far her
the Tres Marias (Three Marys).
endeavors were nixed. Union officials, said that she will be obliged
->

And

Brisson in London to Set

Up

London, June

15.

•

Frederick Brisson, executive
producer of Independent Artists,
has arrivedvhere to set up rfepresentation for his compahy.4n|England and France similar to N. Y.
He brought a print of Independent's" (RKO release) first production, "Velvet Touch," which lie will
preview here.
Brisson also will
make final arrangements for production of "King of Diamonds,
life story of Barney Barnato, Whil^
in London.
Barnato's son, Woolf,
Will act as technical adviser
picture.

Makeup,"

l»s

cabinet), had tried a few weeks before to cross the closeiy-watched
frontier illegally, were arrested,
but escaped. Baarova was cleared
more than a year ago of collaboration charges brought against her
by the Czech Fitai Union..
few hours after Baarova had
safely crossed the line "another film
actress, Adina Mandlova,
better
known as Lil Adina, arrived in
Vienna. She has already left the
capital for unknowh 'whereabouts.

A

on the

Brisson plans visiting Denmark
will map preparations for

Where he
"Without

produce Czech permit before
matter would be considered here.
She and her husband, M. Kopetzki
former Socialist Minister in Czech
to

Branch, Film Siceds

'

father's

"Carissima," Palace (14).
(Carl Brisson) life-story. While in
"Chiltevn Hundreds," Vaude (42). Europe, he will sieek a leadinr man
"Edward My Son," Lyric (55).
for Dudley Nichols' first Indepen"Four. Five, Sis," Yorks (14).
dent film, ah original romantic
"Giaconda Smile," New (2).
comedy.

"Happiest Days," Apollo (12).
"Hellaiapoppitt," Princes (10).
"Lady Asks Help," Garrick (1).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (44).

all

I

there.

Shipped to Penal Colony

"

(Figure shows wee/cs of run)
"AU My Sons," Lyric (2).
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty's (33).
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (54).
"Bless the Bride," Adephi (fiO).
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (6).
"Calypso," Playhouse (4).

Nearly

about half are mobile. This repre.sents virtually the saturation point,
so there's no prospect of expansion.
to entertain ex-servicemen in hos- The number of i6n\ exhibs in Italy
pitals.
is about 250, the Lofew's exec reveals, explaining that nearly all
are stationary units, Mnder the dif-

"Football

and "Smoking
Concert," Which are chiefly famed
for launching Charles Cliaplin and

"Caribbean

For the

Birds,"

l.

anen.

Mex
City,

enforce demands for a
60% pay hike is aimed for June 26
against two of the five local pic
studios, Churubusco, and Azteca
(which was recently crippled by a
$1,000,000 fire) by the National
Cinematographic Industry WorkFederal board
ers Union (STIC).

.

annual

W

Mexico

Match," VG.P.O."

"Jussi" awards (the Phmlsh 'Oscar')
has been distributed to
the winners. Vilji Hdla got the
prize for the best screenplay
the film "Pikajuna Pohjoisen," and
Roland af Hellstrom got the award
for best direction with the same
film.
Best actor was Leif Wager
and best actress Beva-Karina Vol-

of Five

Strilie to

At the Renaissance, Gian-Carlo
Menotti has brought "The Tele.

Video Shows

Presented at Film House

Strike Threatens

Two

Isle

f .Entertainment films are now be*
ing shown by the British government as morale builders for the in-

French legit talent, except for a
,coast of Scotland. To make existfew stars, who can' command peris owned by RKO and its Mexican ence more bearable, the iAfG opmanent work at what lis locally a
partner, Productores Asociados.
lerates eight mobile units, each
fair salary, face hard times. There
are about 55 stages in Paris, and
'serving a dozen or more villages.

phone" and "The Medium" from
London for a few showings, with
Maria Powers and Mrs. Madeira in

•

.

Parif

and

Elisabeth

In addition

studio.'

Face Hard Times

nival owners, carrying its own tent
has seating 3,000 and portable rink.

Education

of

Wage

The Venezuela Road

ranch Legiters

rank.

Morale Builder in Remote

selected as one of the five best foreign films of 1947 by Stockholm
critics.
Others were "To Live in

Loew's Ups 3 in S.A.
Following through on the compolicy of promoting from
within ihe ranks, Loew's International veepee Morton A. Spring last
week upped three Loew's men in
Latin American countries to new

pany

.

positions.

Jack.Tilden, now manager of
Venezuela, moves to the top post
Chile, where his new job will
Tokyo, June 5.
include stipervisiqg the two Metre
A juvenile delinquency, oreven- theatres
Santiaga and Valpa"iS&iEihtaia Air," Comedy (20).
tion committee in Taira, 75 miles raiso,
as well as managing the
"Never Can Tell." Wynd, (37).
north of Tokyo, has adopted a res- company's
exchange in that coun"Off Record," PiccadUly (50).
olution condemnmg Jap motion try. Chile
is now being temporarily
"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane (59).
pictures
which hiclude kisising managed by Sidney
"Ontirageous," W. Garden (31).
Schwartz,
scenes, and hais asked exhibs to ban travellmg
'
"Paif«Sron,'» F&rtune (6).
Metro auditor.
"Pr^Cttt Laughter," H'ymkt (61 h such films.
D. Karlln, until now
^ Myron
Kissing scenes were hixed by Metro
"JBeJapse," Phoenix (20).
ehi^f in Ecuador, moves up
Nip authorities and deleted from to the
"StMlsht Roof," Hipp. (32).
Venezuela" post. He's to be
"Travellers .loy," Crit. (2).
foreign films before and during the succeeded
by Robert Schmitt, now
'^TPogether Again." Vic. Pal. (32). war, but have made sensational
in- assistant sales chief of Ifim films
"Worms View," Whitehall (59).
roads in postwar pix.
hi the hbmeofflce.
.

^^^^^^

J^^^^

m

"Little Laiabs," Ambass. 110).
"Maid to Measure," Camb, (4).

m

'

Wcdnesdi^^

jfioHie
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QN
"THE HOUSE
WILD^FIRED

"This motion picture
adapted from the
tiles of the V \M. Wher\Nas

ever possible

tographed
locale

in

it

was pho-

the original

and played by

the actual

¥\M

person-

nel involved!"

CENTURY-FOX
ESS
MEANS bus\n

STREET
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Order Techni Election
For Bargaining^ Agcy, 11, S.

'M^ Wk Mk^ika to Be B<^
V^dict in Treasnre bland* Oaim
Pavid O. Sehnick's 10-year fight 4to wregt claim to the title "Treasurci Island" from Metro is slatedfor an airing Friday (18) in New

EL

Hires Conrad

4.

.

Harold Conrad, ex-newspaperman,
to handle special publicity for a
feature on the Olympic igames.
Conrad will go to England Uiis
month to act as liaison between ELi
and Yank reporters sent to cover
the games.
Conrad was recenlty with the
New York Daily Mirror, as film
critic, then promotion man for the
Zale-Graztsno fight. He is the second publicist recently taken on by
.

Btakev the aitittraUbtt aCtcaUy wiU.

be on a claim of Ouurles Rogers
to tlte tag, "Son of Dr. Jekyll."
Metro is disputing that one, just
as it is Selznick's claim. But while
Selznick and Metro have been
wrangling for months over choice
arbiters,
Rogers a Johnnyof.
come-lately in the dispute over a
ticl^sh point of copyr!^ law
came to an Immediate agreement
v.'itii M-6-M on the men to make
the-decisiasi. As a result, his case
will be heard first -and, since it isIdentical, Metro and Selznick have
agreed to let the "T.I." dispute
hinge on the same decision.
M- if that weren't complicated
enough, in the midst of the Selzmck. and Rogers wrtogles along
came indie producer Sam Abarbanel and attempted to re^ster
vdttta .tb« Motion picture Assn. of
Anterioa six labels, all carrying, the
Words "Treasure Island." They included such numbers as "Secret of
Treasure. Island," "Treasure Island
Today", and "Return to Treasure

EL

—

Anglo

to baliy

Marie Van Slyke.

pix.

BL

First

HEAVIEST FOR

M

Hollywood, Jun^ IS.

Escapist entertainment, in the
form of tunefilms, is getting ttie
heaviest play in Metro's history,

with five musicals ready for renow and Labor Day,

lease between

was and

distrilnites

in

half of Rank's product in the U. S.

more

.seven

summer and

slated for

film^g

fall.

Me Out
Game," "The Berkleys
Broadway," "Th'^ Duchess of

In preparation are "Take
to the Ball
oif

20A Sees ISm iiz

Idaho,"

"Neptune's

Daii^bier,"

"Annie Get Your Gun." an untitled yam based on the careers
Ruby and Bert ICalmar,
and one on the lives of Van and
Sehenck. Ready for release are
of Harry.

"Summer Holiday," "The Pirate,"
In direct refutation of exhibitor "On an Island With You," "East»
complaints against the majors' en- Parade" and "A Dsite With Judy."
try into domestic 16m distribution,
20th-Fox is convinced that the
proper handling of 16m theatrical French
as
Competish
films in the U. S. will eventually
open up new 35m situations. That,
In Spain Reported
in turn, should offer new opportunities for established 35m exhibs.
Washington, June 15.
French competition for AmeriTwentieth spokesman pointed
out that most Of the theatrical 16m can pictures in Spain is certain to
IslTOd."
As it did with Selznick and Itog- installations would be located in increase on the basis of the reso-called "marginal areas," which cently signed
French-Spanish
eirs, Iffetro raised a roar of protest
against accepting the are too small to support a standard trade treaty, reports Nathan D.
to the
titles
for re^stration.,,' Metro's fihnery but which nevertheless can Golden, chief of the, motion picsiiuawk was based on the fact that operate profitably with narrow- ture-photographic branch of the
and "Jekyll and 1He?de'' were gange films two or three days Department of Commerce.
The treaty calls for an exchange
aiWired ,|ifoni tb^ estisfje «f' the weekly. Many such situations, he
films yearly between
S(^c. S<ib«a:t liouig:
in declared, draw from an orMt OdE ot up to
X£|0p :3ad it ££111 lay$. clsiiwt to the smaller towns in" tJie imnlediate the two nations.'- Golden points
vicinity.
Once the film-going out that even official circles rexo^«!^8ht^ott, t|iem.
?
Sdsinick, jEfog«rsl8nd Aiiarbanel habit is built up among the local gard this figure as "unrealistic"
via 16m showings, it but nevertheless "French competisa^. tMat,'Melre!rfe4oi!yright.has ex- citizenry
pired, Whetheir it Jias
not hinges should be possible to transform tion is almost certain to increase
on a techniealifyrv. And the validity such situations into profitable 35m in the Spanish market." A special
arrangement being worked out beoi th#,"leehiliidSlw *j the plinci- accounts.
jBSl |io*ftti.«B6h vvMidii' the arbitraIn Canada, it is pointed out, tween Spain and Argentina is not
tion IdardrntS* ruiiC'
decision more than 180 situations that considered as a real threat to the
is highly signfiteaiit in that it maf started as 16m accounts have al- dominanf" position of the Holly«ff«iet thousands of othier copy- ready been converted into 35m wood product.
During the 10 weeks ending
houses through the general inculThe BackgrounSi;
cation of the film-going habit by May 1, 25 of the 39 new features
ilereV the backgr6u«d;. Steven- the miniature pix.
Twentieth released in Madrid were American,
i^on died, in 1894t
Under BriiUsh hopes the same situation will hold four Spanish, three Mexican, two
British,
two Italian, and one each
law, a copyright is good for 50 true in the U, S. and is prepared
years aftew the death of tjie. author. to cut immediately from 16m to from Argentme,
and
American pix grossed
JJiat wauld have put
of the 35m once the installation shows Prance.
Stevenson wdrks In ttie PtthUc do- it can support product in the about 75% of the entire b o. take.
Interesthig
headache is that
mato as of Dec, St, 1944,
standard size.
though
Spanish
production" is so
However, uftder the Beme conTwentieth hopes to kick off its
vention (to which the U.S. d;oes not domestic 16m distribution in Texas poor, few American pix will be
belong, but most other .countries within the- next couple of months. getting into that country. Importado)i a copyright is good in all Films, Inc. prez Eric Haight, whqi tion licenses are issued to the
Spanish
studios,
|jiflt>S(*|Mgg countries as
which seE them
as it will handle 20th's doinestic 16m
iriiiod ^, ans one' flf the»L And operation und^r 20th homeofEice to film importers, using the funds
that's where the main catch facing supervision, has practically fin- to help their own domestic production.
the arbiters lies.
for
posished sconting the state
Licenses are issued on the basis
Iti 1919, the French 'government
installations.
sible narrow-gauge
passed .a law t^tending the terms All his reeommendations must be of number and quality of Spanish
of copyrights, six years to make up approved by 20th's branch manr films produced. When 'the quality
fdr the time lost as a result of ager before getting put on the and quantity fall off, so do the
World War I. Under that exten- okay list, 'in order to insure that subsidy import licenses.
sion, Metro is claiming its copy- the lem houses oHer no cMapetiright runs until Becember, 1950. tion to aoth's established 35m
Selznick, et al., claim that the six- customers.
Panl
Leaves
year stretch by the French govern^Hollywood. June 15,
ment does not apply. Whether it
Paul Jones is ankUng Metro this
does or. not is what fl»e arbiters
Pix
week after a year on the; Culver
.
must decide.
City lot, during which he produced
Complicating the matter
.

M,

,

MBAA

^

sy^on.

,

m

Sweden

^

Mm

Jones

5 2Whfox

^

furifter are«ther exteH.sldnis ihade
1>F the Spanish and Portughfise gov-

ernments, which subscribe to the

Beme

convention. And still further confusing the issue is a law
passed by the Vlehy government in
1944 similarly extending ^French
copyrights for six years for time
lost during World War II. If Vichy
laws are construed as valid—and
that's the whole subject of arbi•tisation in itseU—Metro may lay

^

claim, to the Stevenson copyrights
*w
tmtil 1956.
'J«&er In the Saztticfc arb«a^tibn
Is tiliat Metro doesn't even want
|te "X,l" label itself. It traded
it a couple years ago to Walt Disne;^ for Daniel JOefoe^s "Bobmson
Crasoe."
But it considers Itself
WH«ter obligation to aiake good its
deal, with Disney by doftending the
Jatter's exclusive right to it. Metro,
Incidentally, made a "T. J," voaflon
la 1934.

BOS and Hogers are being
in the
arbitration
b^
©'BrieH, Briscoll, Baftaey.
LawwWle Metro's legal departiaeat
And its delegate on the BIPAA tiUe
*ommlttBe, William Orr, are repre.

lepped

&

lor,

Hollywood, June 15..
several days without a
working, 20th-Fox went
into a whirl of activity, with five
pietui'es slated to roll before the
end of the month, starting today
(15) with "Chicken Eveiy Sunday."
OtheiFs on the June starting
Schedule are "Sand," "The Fan,"
"Yellow Sky" and "A Letter to
Three Wives." s"Sky'* and "Letter"
have been working on location and
[win return to the Studio Monday
1(21).
Meanjvhile, five days of
added scenes are prescribed for
"That Wonderful Urge,"
After

camera

I

it.

.

..

.

;

Rde

one picture, the
starrer, "A Southern

Red

Skelton
Yankee,"

Before moving to Metro, Jones
was a producer at Paramount,
Where he made most of tlie "Road"
pictures with iBing Crosby and Bob

Nipponese
Tokyo, June

V<^ Backs 2d French Pie
With American Money

5.

U. S. motion pictures are slated
to play an increasing role in the
re-education of Japan's 80,000,000
people under the Army's recently
expanded documentary film program here. More than 2,000 motion picture and flln. strip projectors are now being distributed

Vog Films, U. S. indie distributor of foreign films, is stepping into its second venture in backing
production of a French film with
American dollars. Vog recently in-' gratis throughout Japan's 46 pre-,
vested some frozen francs and hard fectures, and Jap adaptations of
I
currency in "Manon," to insure the American pix are being produced
pic's completioH in France after it for free distribution at the rate of
was one-third-'iinished. Second, pie, one or' two a week.
as yet untitled, will be backed from
Civil Information and Education
the outset.
Section will turn over to prefecStep was taken by Vog execs to tural governments on indefinite
help maintain a supply of French loan 1,3D0 16m sound projectors,
pix whi<^ had been slowly drjdng 640 35m slide projectors, and an
up at the source due^ to critical undisclosed number of 35m motion
financial situation in France. Vog picture projectors.
Documentary
is applying its investment against films are being produced in both
estimated returns of the two 16m and 35m size.
Most narrow-gangers will go to
French pix in the U. S. market.
eight recently established visual
aid centers throughout Japan, from
which they will be loaned to pi'efectural flhn, libraries. Tlie portable 16m sound projectors will be
carried front town to vUlage by
Jap crews, now being trained by
CIES experts, and will be set up
for free screenings in school buildings, public halls and other meetAfter almost three years of 16m
ing places.
distribution overseas, the major
The 35m prints are t>euig Offilm companies have found to their'
amazement that the biggest market fered free to Nip distrifos to be
exhibited in regular film houses
for the narrow-gauge product is in
throughout the land. Pix will be
those- countries wherp grosses are
returned to CIES film exchange at
largest on regular 35m films.
end of playoff, averaging six
Original idea that 16m pix would
go best in sparsely-settled coun- months in Japan's four major theatre chains. Some 25 films under
tries, or in those with poor living
standards, has consequently been- the new program are now in extossed out. The majors confess now hibs' hands.
Films are made available by
that that idea was naive, based on
inexperience wit^ the facts. They're Army's Civil Affairs -Division. Renow convinced that practically all orientation Branch, which obtains
the knowledge they've gained in non-commercial rights from AmerPix, mostly Iwo35in distribution will be applicable ican producers.
to the 16ni business and predict reelers, are of the "March of Time"
that the same situation will hold or RKO-Pathe "This Is America"
true when theatrical distribution of series type. Some were prepared by
16m films begins in earnest in the Army or State Dept. especially for
reorientation program in occupied
U. S.

Wkre&BizIs

'

Only exception to the rule Is
the Philippines, which have offered
a fertile market for 16m fihns
despite th^ generally low level of
both culture and income. That
sitiiaMon is explained, though, by
the f^ct the Filipinos were introduced to American-made i6m
films by the U S. Army during the

war and found

them" to their liking.
now to scrape

Hence, they strive

enough for any 16m theatre. In the
majority of Latin American countries, on the other hand,, it's
found
that the ^greatest activity in 16m
films is found near the large population centers, with the hinterland

regions
market.

offering

no

practically

zones.
Subjects range from baseball to agricultural cooperatives.
All are designed to promote "a better understanding of democratic
,

'»
life and in.iHtnKnnc
institutions,''
cials explain-

0f>atfenge Spiits

Oft'i-

EXTRA PRITS ADD TO
STOCK SHORTAd

FM

Hollywood,'June

Motion picture industry
•

15.
is up

against a shortage of film stock,
largely because of increased de-

mands

by exhibitors for more
prints.
Long runs, common in recent years, are no longer prevalent,
with the result that each picture
rettuires
prints.

—

CIES

between

400

and

500

In case the studios are forced
to
cut down on printing, it
will mean
a revival of the old custom
of bi-

Continued from pace ? jr-

will require judicial sanction hefore being carried out.

Different Formulas

.There are dozens of different
formulas regulating partnership

Hakims,

RKONetr Deal

Many of them deplus' or minus
Onlayeriii^'iBft^nce
other factors.
Others grant the
HoUywood, Jane 15.
right to one partner to meet
signing is a deal for
price offered on the open market. fK?
the production of
"Mayerling" by
Indicative of a flock of peculiar
Kaymond and
provisions governing dissolutions ft^fhlS'"'"
is one between a major
and its
partner.
In this instance, the
the
partner bought in during depresproperty from Seymony
Nebenzal,
sion days at a rock-bottom price
and agreed to pull out at any time
dissolutions.

pend on book value

^y

^rtS^
rJ!^*J¥^c

specified
time, it

by the

njajor. At such a
to the partner to

°W

15 Indiistryites Slated
For AMFA Induction
industry mem^?
h3j*^'^f,
bers
will °u

Hope. He will vacation at Corois up
nado before making & hew connec- name a price. When he does so,
tion.
he has his choice of buying at Onebe inducted at the 32nd
and-one-half that antouht or sell
annual luncheon of the Assn.
at half the sum.
of
Situation is complicated by divi- MoOon Picture Advertisers to-

^

Censor BiU

sion of stock into various classificainsure equal representa-

tipils to

A^\.^-{.^
\ ¥^

thrVta

Youngstein,

psLgti t
vt^l'r^tion on circuit boards of directors. Ea^e Lion pub-ad chieE, win ehairluncheon as the new
concerned with' "any of- For mstSnee, film company woitld .Tm/Jl*
AMPA prexy while Judge
fense against m6ralrty, decency or hold B stock and the partner all
Edward
C.
Maguire, coordinator of the
public welfare committed at such stock. Each class of stock would
be entitled to 50% or some other New York City motion picture
performances."
SEP
TCf iaa^^
committee,
wiU be guest speaker.
Also figuring heavily in the proportion of representation
on
Leland Hayward has bought the fight to kill the proposed bill
New
members of AMPA are
is the the board.
screen rights to "CraduatlOn: Fam- eastern ad-p«blicity
In many instances, one class
^^'O; Jeannette
directors comof Sawyer,
ily -Style,"
a Saturday Evening mittee ot/fbe Motion Picture
20th-Fox;
Mflt Silver,
Assn. stock, generally that of the theatre
Post article by Barbara Gunn. of America. Committee
Straussberg » and Dennis
made a con- partaer, is entitled to management Steven
Carlm
Price was ?1,500. Production de- certed pitch to N.
Republic; Leo Brody and
Y. daily news- of the circijit.
the- major now
Jack
tails are unsettled.
C. Alicoate, EL; Larry Grap^etg last week, pointing out the seeks to sell Its shares to out^de
burn, Odepn theatres; Ephraim
The, piece describes the author's bUl's similarity to that introduced parties,
it will probably meet
con- Epstein and Leonard
S<rtup 8t Ore©5n Univ., where she some
G. Goldman,
18 months ago in the State siderabte resistance and deellao
in Century Theatres;
and her exrOI husband are ibout legislature at Albany, which would prices because
Albert Floeran
to graduate.
Couple met while have okayed local censorship of be wary of buying outsider would *fin»Sr,, Jr., Walter Reade Cirwhen its pur- cuit; Bill Sentley,
sophothores, and they now have an film advertising in newspapers
Kayton-Spiero
and
wianagement ad agency, and Edward
infant, son..
De Angelis,
which was' subsequently killed.
with it.
De Angelis Outdoor Service.

tAM

'

••tenilBf

M-G

&rt

still

In Re-education of

Coast plant' was ordered
today (15) by the National Labor
Relations Board,, to be held within
color's

30 days of Jvly

Ballot choices will include the
For Olympics Bally International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, the Cinema
stepping up further its plan to
Lodge
of the Machinists Union, and
hypo ballyhoo for forthcotnine
V. S. releases of J. Arthur Rank's no union at all.
British pix, Eagle Lion has hired

York. By a peculiar series of eircumstances, howeiver, the decision
will be made via an arbitration involving another title and anotiter
producer.
.
While the valuable "Treasure Island" t«ig will ber the principal

Pix to Play hcreasing

Washington, Jun^ 15.
Election for bargaining agency
for technical employees at Techni-

~s
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"lt*s riotous! Tip-top

Doris Day

brilliant,

new and

.

V
/

p.

da/i/

^*

In every detail reminiscent
of the top f ilmusicals for which

V Warners
"Will have

are famed VUoxoffice

them buying

heavily! Devastating Doris
is

/
\

and something

special

Day

SOCkO !" -FILM DAILY

"Lush and exquisite!
Enormously entertaining!
Doris bay someone to rave

about V 'HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

/^"Unquestionably

will *

>^^SC6re!"-DA/iy varietyj^

J

produced by

directed by

OSCAR LEVANT *Si.SAKllLl.FORTUN,o BONANovA-MICIIftEL
A WARNER BROS. PICTURES RELEASE

CDRIIZ -ALei GOnilEB
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New Indie Buys

Majors

Warm Up Reissues Again

To

Rights
'Inner Sanctum' Yarns

Ue

|

|

Hollywood, June 15.

After Cooling Off on First Tries
Feature film reissueis have as-*^
turned an "on again—off again"
Eowland-Nealis
role for the film industry, with the

Team^

major

City^^

Mex

In

companies alternately
blowing hot and" cold on the prosdistrib

Film

P*^^

Hollywood, June

15.

release,

Classics

will

start

July 7 on the Hal Roach lot.
M.B.S. is an indie company recently organized by Richard B.
Morros, Samuel Rheiner and Wal-

WUUanx Rowland and Edward ter Shenson,
pective boxoffice potential of the Nealis closed a deal to produce two
pictures to be made in Mexico for
After several, reissues took a Columbia release. Louis K. Hansel!, St. Louis exhibitor, is also indrastic beating at the boxoffice and
terested In unit.
„..
vrere jpulled from release, the ma
Film will be made at Charubusco
jors began to (eel their way more studio, Mexico City. Rowland will
cauttou^iy before tossing more of direct and wilj be credited, with
Nealis, as co-producer. First of the
them into the -release hopper. piXi both racehorse yarns, will be
Oldies have apparently begun to "Medal of Honor." second will be
Convinced that the U. S. Supreme Court ruling which excluded
catch on'again, however, and dur- "Fate Takes a> Holiday."
block-booking practifjes Ay., the
ing the .last weeli alone, 20th-Fox
eight majoirs applies%kjthe indusslotted' four iitoi-e for fe-relea.se
as a whole, Eagle Lion is
PiX try
during tjie next two months and
lienceforth dropping the Sale of pix
Columbia announced a special
in blocks, William J. Heineman,
combo Of two past Academy Award
IN
EL's distribution veepee,'' has re".'
winners;
vealed. While Sl/s decision is the
*
New York.
first officially taken by non-defendMajors are still convinced that Editor, Variety:
ants in the anti-trust action, it will
there's plenty of life left in 'Jtiany
The film rcviewera' "New Look"
of the top boxoffice hits of the past iftt incoming product in theatres probably be followed li^^all other
but they've also gradually real- with live audiences instead of in distribs since industry attorneys
ized that the reissues "must be se- secluded projection rooms, as re- believe the block-booking ban is
lected and handled with consider- ported by 'Vabibtv should have a now "the. law of the ISnd."
Heineman believes any attempt
able care. Proiiifse they hold in most salutai^ effect on the appraito sell by blocks even without conOie way of increased grosses was sal of the new films
ditioning one feature on another
pointed up recently by M<?tro sales
Agree fully that audience reacveepee Willian^ F. Rodgers, who tion should be a determining fac- is too risky at the present time.
declared that «a entirely new audir tor in assessing a film's wortli. but The court exempted blocic selUng
ence of I0,00Q,00a. ..was available other practical considerations, too, where one film is not conditioned
for films eight-10 years.'after their- throw tlie balance one way or. the on any other in the group, but
there's always the chance that an
opiginai issue. That qjidience, Rod- other.
There is that school of
exhib will come forward later with
gers said, is to be found in the thought which holds ruefully that
number 'of new theatre patrons who the nature Of the reviewer's last a complaint to the Dept. of Justice
that he was coerced into buying en
were too young to see tlie pictures meal, or tlie state of his relations
masse.
,
with his wife at the moment, is
v.'hen they; were first released,
If an exhib specifically requests
Twentieth, sales chief Andy W. sharply reflected in the sort of re- for a season's product or less,
writes.
I can't go along
view
he
Smith, Jr., last week' slotted "Fronbought on the basis of individual
all the way on that view, nor can I
tier Mavshal" and "Belle Starr' for
pix, EL will comply with the reit is altogether unsound. There
re-release in June, a'ncl. "Rose of say
quest. Company will also sell its
.
Washington Sqnare" and "Slave is, though, this:
films in a group. Those are
No film reviewer with a daily series
Ship" for reissue in Jiiiy. All four
as most the only two exceptions to the gen-newspaper background
of tUese Imv^.j^eeni av&Uable to exhave is at the peak of his capac- eral dropping of the practice, achibs f«r se^^ral months but were
cording to Helhemaii.
ity for tolerance and geniality at
only Jasat week added to the reguDuring the series of EL regional
10:30 a.m., when many trade
lar release Schedule.' Smith plans
meets now under way, Heine.screenings are now held. The at- sales
to follows' the pattern generally ac- mosphere of a projection-room, man is instructing all exchange
cepted in the "industry of putting despite the ashtrays and some; managers and sales staffers to inthe oldies out in twin packages. He times the deluxe chairs, remains a vestigate all clearances. That's a
declared he's presently co;isidering cold and brisk thing, altogetlier preliminai-y to future licensing of
the posMbilii^, of including a- Will too business-like to encourage the films, he safd. Where the situation
Bogeci oldie;: and one featuring gentle, inner warmth prerequisite is such that the two houses are
Shirley Temple' ^s -a moppet star to any proper consideration of «in non-competitive, .sales staffers have
for his next combo.*.'
Art critics view been directed to drop the clearance
artistic product.

oldies.

E Also Dropping

Block Pix Sales

LOOK' AT NEW
THEATRES WINS NOB

film,

Recent story in the New York Times on the upsurge of war films
has Army brass in a minor uproar over what spokesmen term a
"misinterpretation" of War Dept. policy in Hollywood. Story, which
appeared as an interview with Col. H. J. Matchett, Hollywood liaison
officer for Army's Public Information Division, gave the impression,
it is felt liere, that purpose of the KoSrA'co^ office was to plant story
subjects with the studios. Though -Pentagon officials steered clear of
making a "cause celebre" of the Times story, Lt. Col. Stanley R. Larsen,
chief of PID Motion Picture Section, told Vabietst his department
definitely "has no lobby in Hollywood." He pointed out that, though
the. Army is interested in -helping any studio give a correct version
whenever it was involved in a film, it is not interested in withholding
any true facts, good or bad.

-

,

—

—

Stuff-'Pictures

"Monsieur Verdoux," cost the cemedianproducer $1,600,000, In addition to tliat, he spent $300,000 on prints
and advertising. Since Cliaplin personally provided all the coin, not
usual sources of financing, the budget
other
depending on banks or the
on "Verdoux" had never been -made publicly known.
It now appears possible that the producer won't even get back the
cost of the prints and advertising, since it is almost imp«>5sible for
United Artists to obtain bookings for the film. Aside from the mixed'
critical reaction, the picture has run into picketing by Catholic War
Veterans and other groups who object to its "atheistic" character,
but even more strongly object to Chaplin's political and social views.
Exhibs have ducked booldng it rather than face these headaches.
It's understood that the vet comic is undisturbed about the loss
of money in the picture, but is deeply hurt at its poor reception. He
was certain that the Chaplin name on theatre ,marq«ees. would bring
crowds, with no more than a minimum ^of adverting and publicity
required, and felt that the film was one of his best. .^Results have made
him so bitter that he has been variously reported moving hisre sidence
to England or Argentina.

The Charles Chaplin

Pictures acquired exclusive fihning rights to the "Inner
Sanctum" stories through a deal
with Simon & Schuster, publishers.
First Of the series, to be made for

M.R-S.

•

1^ 1948

^rOnesday, Jane

PICTURES
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Pi-ominent indie producer, with a flock of contract players on his
hands and no immediate production plans, made a package deal with
anottier indie producer who needed players for early production.
It
looked like a profitable deal for producer No. 1 until he discovered
that a male lead, included in the package, was no longer under contract.
His pact had expired shortly before. When the thesp learned
that he had been loaned out he told his former twss: "See my agent."
The agent raised the ante two and a half times tlie amount of the
actor's former salary. Now the package deal is not Its profitable as it

—

:

looked.

Eagle Lion's ad-pub veepee M,nx Youngstein claims his flackery has
hit upon a first in the film biz by proferring a giveaway which goes
to the exhib rather than his customers.
is advertising in trade
journals a free record to all theatre ops of Lois Butler, new star of
Mickey," warbling "Dreams in
Heart." Since she is a newcomer

EL

My

'

unknown

EL

to exhibs,
"Hearing Is Believing."
sible requests.
v

peddling her performanee with the slogan
Youngstein has set 5,000 disks aside, for pos-

is

.

,

—

—

Filpi studios,

major and indie alike, are getting together in a move
curb fan magazines whicli are giving producers the runaround on
story approval. Following suits brought by Hedy Lamarr and Errol
Plynn, certain mags have been obeying the edict to submit their yams
to the studios for publication. Then they liave been ignoring
the rule,
to-ssmg the revised manuscripts into the waste
basket snE printing
the stories in their uncensored forti.
to

'

1

.

U. S.

-

Cohimbia, too, i$ .following the works at a cocktail party attended
package ]>lan with "It Happened by rooter.s for the artist, or at a
One Night" and "One "Night of regular showing also suiTounded
There
liOVe" released together this month. by the artist's admirers.
Both pix preemed originally at are, of course, no special perRadio City Music Hall, N. Y.. and formances for drama reviewers,
are to open Saturday (19) at the nor for radio critics.
-

Little Carnegie, N. Y., art house,
in the first of
string of test engagements.' Metro,' which has felt
the reissue lag most with several
l3«xoirice dis'itppointments, is also
testing them nOw. 'Company now
has on trial "A Night at the Opera"
.(Marx Bros,)^ ."Goodbye, Mr.

Chips,". "The
Good Earth."

#omen*' and "The
-;

Paramount has scheduled Cecil
B, DeMille's ''Crusades" for reissue
virithin the next several
months, ItKOi' with "Bambl" now
available, will
also redistribute
Frank Buck's "Bring 'Em Back
Alive."
Warners, after pulling
"Anthony A d v e r s e" from rerelease, now has available' "Adventures of Robin Hood," "Slight Case
of Murder" and "Jezebel." Universal-International and
United
Artists, for the time being, have

some time

'

no

But the industry, if it is going in
for sneak previews, will Iiave to
things
better.
organize " these
Despite the greater flexibility of
time allowed by trade screenings,
they often come at coniUcting
hours. The situation will be mucli
worsened by the sneak preview,
which must be held at a Certain
hour during the day. I anticipate,
also, that reviewers will claim they
don't want to work nights. After
allr they're on a 40-hour' week and
it will be impossible for them to
attend night showings without seriFor
ous personal inconvenience;
anoWier thing, they are on a fiveday week and must see a great
many more than five films in that
week, which means more than one-

a-day.

Another confiideration;

to

reviewers,

in

available for that sort of thing; the
list remaining is a preily small
of
one.
Isn't there a danger, therefore, that .the few houses in whicli
ment lawyers whoifeel pser.sonal ap- quickie I>re\^ews are possible will
pearances by aggrieved theatre soon build tip special something
operators will prove more effective. for-nothing audiences? If so, isn't
Latter contend that the color and that jtist the sort of audience that
drama added .by exhib.%' fingerpoint- will rob the whole idea of its esing at the big eompanies.\vhile tell- sential value?
I don't think these objections I
ing their t&les of woe will pay off
in a stronger .decision. In that ca.se, have posed -are necessarily fatal.
beIt would be- the little man against They are a problem wldch, I
thetdgcoi-poration a potent court lieve, can be solved. But it will
take a closer degree of cooperation,

J.

—

Wright's opposition is citing the
Schine- case in support of tlieir
argument.. Schine was confronted
with a 'host of alleged exbib victims during legal jousting. Result,
whether because of it or not, was

now
Meadow.

within the industw thaa is
'

practiceSt

,

Jfoet

-

'

,

Minneapolis, June 15.
Latest Minneapolis Federal Reserve bank review, covering April,
when business was still booming,
gives no indication of the collapse
that started here in mid-May,
when film gjxJsses, nightclub trade
and luxury-buying generally hit
the skids.
In April the territory's business
still was operating at ftill capacity,
according to fjie report; April department stdre scales were exceeded only by two months for all the
time that the bank lias been making Its analysed—September, 1947,

.1,450 Senteir
"

ii-i

%t %mm^i»im .Bnlf
':

Bufifslo.

Permit for erection of a new thea much- harsher verdict, which In- atre on^in str^ opposite She&'s
BuiEa)i».'Jied with. Butt^do Comeluded a divesiftuve provision.
mon
this jweefc.
ExpenU flie Government insists on ditureCouncilof $250,000 will be made to
l>ringing in exliihs in large numr remodel existing buildings.
Iden-tem, the trial will undoubterf'v be tity of tenant not revealed. New
SrolOHged many months^
houise wtU seat 1,459>

lic-

I

I

mighty twist after it's there, for
the tax collected on U. S. films
would be used wholly for the benefit of the French picture industry.

The

measure, which has been
olcayed by the film commission, is
known as the Gerraud-Jouve bill.
Jouve is head of the Press and
Cinema Committee in the National
Assembly.
'

.

,

-"'Tfae.'Pratlsions'

;

,

Provided in the bUl are:
1 An
additional tax of five
francs on each admission froln 35
to 65 francs, 10 francs on admissions frqoi 65 to SO.francs, and !jO
franc? on admissions from 90
.

^

francs.

three years.
5 2.
tax to be paid by the

;

:

A

Smdiinger'*

dis-.

tribntors amounting to fis6n* 80 to
Princeton .^JSgejiifch Associates, 100 ftancs per meter for origihal
topped 1^ Uan Chafey, has been versions with French subtitles iittid
Co., re- from' 800 to 1,000 francs per meter
merged into Sindljnger
./!|l>sor|>tibtt

-

&

^

way. There's about $18,000,000 now power to dicker with the French
frozen there and more piling up all (on its own, since the whole matter
the time.
is an affair between the U..- S; '»ritt
The French cinema bill not only, iFrench gdvecnmeitts.
jabs a stiletto in the back 'of the
American industry, according to
MPEA toppers, but gives it a

This is expected by the French
and Janui^, 194?.
to
provide
about
1,000,000,000
Consensus iof opinion among the francs yearly, which will be earfilm trade Jttere is that Inflation is marked for the benefit of French
the catching Ujpi >vith the general pub- production. It is to be in force for

Wlien we
Times Square area.
have winnowed 'out the houses un-

weapon.

Bank Reyiew
Shows April Biz Boom

Mpls. Fed.

Embargo

Continued from page S

.'

survey' by Heineman has
disclosed a large" number of clearances of one town over anotlier
which,* he .said, were entirely unjustified. Ilehc^, the mdve by EL
to clear up the situation before it
might reach a litigation stage;
Initial

Impromptu previews will necessarily be held, as a matter of convenience

reissues sdiodulccl.

provision.

•

-

Doc-Type Pic
Continued from pa£« j

ducers are beginning to substitute
location shooting for a good story.

Producer said he and his brotJiwhose unit just sent "Time of
Your Life" into release, want to

er,

make

a documentary-type film only
they can find "a documentary
story with sex overtones." He ex-^
plained that he felt this was the
only type in which they could
really be successful now.
if

,

Lacking such a yarh, producer
Cagney Produetiohs' next film
would probably be "Lion in the
Streets," from the Adria Locke
Langley book. This is a story of
Huey Long and his regime in
Louisiana, but Cagney declared it
would not be shot on location or
in the standard documentary patsaid

tern. He said the love story would
be emphasized.
James, he stated, would probably make only one picture a year
hereafter.
His actor-brother, said
Cagney, preferred his Martha's
Vineyard, Mass., cottage to fllm^

headed by Al Sind- on dubbed-in French films.
making.,
This M'ould be applied to the imformer director of Dr.
As for distribution plans after
Giallup's
Audience Re« provement of exhibition facilities.
delivering one miore under its comsearch Institute. Chafey's concern It would be in force for 10 years.
New tax bill came up while the niitment to United Artists, Cagney
specialized to readershii), adVertis^
ing and .public retetions applica- Anierlcatt Industry was haggling in- Productions might contiiidfe with
UA
or go to Warner Biros, or RKO,
tion to.' oginion research,- while directly with the Pari^ government
While he could
Sindlingeif handles 'qilalitative sur- ovef the frozen coin. MPAA for- producer said.
veys on films, books/ plays and eign managers last week turned continue at UA without giving the
.distrib
a profit participation in his
radio.
New outfit will specialize "down an offer by the French to
in the latter fields.
liquidate approximately $8,000,000 pictures, Cagney declared that he
preferred
ttte
kind of deal offered
Qhaf^y U also a Gallup alumnus, over a three-year period. Nix reThis provide^' for 50%
formerly having been .With the sulted from objectionable features by WB.
American Institute of Public Opin- of th^ offer, primarily a proviso ownership of- profits by the releasmg company in return for putting
ioifc
that would freeze all French reveup 35%- Of the production cost, the
nues for the next four years.
other 65% could then easily be obMinn.- bt^te'-l!illM;i9Mi!#.I>i'>v«-ln
Gerifld Mayer, MPAA foreign,
tained fr»m a bank, Cagney said,
'Minneapolis.
Hi^ne«^ta Bntertainment Enter- chief; left for Paris Thursday (10) eliminating flnanclnff headaches.
prises, comprising Twin City indie to act as technical adiriser ttt the
RKO is a possibility as his next
exhibitors, granted license to build U. S. embassy in renegotiAting the distributor, he declared, because
another 650-auto Drive-ln in Twin Blum-Byrnes agreement, u n.d e r Howard Hughes, who recently acCity ai:ea. It has otte in operation wiiich part of the frozen funds are quired coitttrol of
tire company* is
and opens a second: next week.
due. MPAA' has theoretically no one of his best personal
firfmds.
search

oiitflt

"

'

linger,

George

*

•
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HCTVIIBS

so

"King

and

Gamblers"

$2,500.

Orpheum (RKO)

Picture Grosses

"Song

Oj^E.

'Regards' Not Husky Id

(Cktntinued from page 12)
$9,500. tast week. "Arch of TriMinph" (UA), $9,000.

50-85)—
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and
"Port Said" (Col) <2d wk) (5 days)

Music Box (H-E)

Okay

(m.o.).

$2,200.
Magrfair

Iiast

w«efc,

(1,500;

50-85)

$1^500.

(Parker)

—"Jungle

Woman"

(Indie)

and

"Elephant Boy" (Indie) (reissues).
Fair S3,000 or near. I^st week,
"Seven Sinners" (EL) and "Sutter's Gold"
fine $3,600.

(Eli) (reissues) (5 days),

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
"Green Grass Wyoming" (20th)
and "Docks New Orleans" (Mono)
(m.o,). Very thin $3,000 or near.

Louis With

'Bells'

$2l0e0;
18G

Peals Lusty

St. LouiS) June 15,
maiastem cinemas are
dropping as the mercury rises, with
biz spotty this week.
"Give My
Regards to Broadway" at the huge
Fox is out. in lead. "Miracle of
Bells" at Ambassador and "Black
Bart" at Loew's, both downtown,
are contending for runnerup slot.
'.

.

Grosseis at

Estimates for This

and

"Return

(Col.) (m.o.), oke $9,500.
Orjiheun (Loew) (2,000; SO-75)—
"Homeconiing" (M'G) (m.o.). Neat
Last week, "Seven Sinners"
Sons" (U) and "Where North Be- (EL) and "Sutter's Gold" (EL) (re-

brisk $9,000.
GaUd (Parker)

80

$1,800.

50-85)-.

(427;

"Arch of Triumph" (U)

(m.o.). Sff-

Last week,

"All

My

$a,000.

issues), $7,500.

Shubert

TV,

Ihyliglit

Time

ffit

'€reekV$lS^

Biiko;
Baltimore, Jtme 15.
It's "Still unexciting in. the downtown sector here, j^chibs'are plaeteg most of tihe blame on Daylight
Time with f»me slight alibiing also
abot|t television. Whatever it may

(Ind)

(1,500;

(20th)

and "King Gamblers" (Rep), conventional Jove affair between
investigator and the good sister,
and usual antagonism between

'Arch' Best Bet in D.C.,

20€; 'Creek' Big

9iG

-

15.

been off for weeics.
Of current list, "Coroner Creek"
and. vaude with fight pix at combo

Hippodrome is leading the parade.
"Arch*, of Triumph"
disappoint-

(400; 50(Indie) (3d

Ldlin

L'vffle Alliett

'Noose' Tight at $14,000
Louisville,

(3;280;

25-75)—

Griteiano fight pix.

Last

<c|ritek,

Mode^

$8,000.

"RuUiless" (£L). fancy

$13,490.'

Kentucky (Switow)

(Continued from page 13)
Last week, "Homecoming" (M-G)
(2d wk), $11,000.

Orphetim (RKO) (l,900i 45-65)—
"Fighting 69th" (WB) and "Valley
of Giants" (WB) (reissues). Moderate $10,000. Last week, "Berlin
Express" (RKO) and "Always Together" (WB), same.

June

15.

(1,200; 30-40)

and m.o.

Seattle Cooler, Biz

Up;

'Apache' Baiigup $16,000

Mama" '(RKO)

Liberty

(Ind.)

(1,650;

45-80)—

(Col)
(8d wk).
after last week's

(Loew's)

(3,000;

.

-"Summer

Holiday" (M-G) and
"Exposed" (Rep) (4th wk).
Big
$5,000. Last week„ good $4,300.

(Mdao), J^,aOO.

a

firstrate

doctor,

.

.

.

.

.

BurfniieL*

,

are

values

duction

okay.

also

.

.

irann T><>ibt'lt
Be,.ker
liknin IToUn
^
<>ulK .
Llarrv Vruilk
Vvomie.
Nhm.' Kon»ta
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FSm Reviews

UnliJcelw /or Anglo-U. S. Market)

(Rep). $13,00a
Esquire
(Fox)

thin $5,500

'

to

-

is*

one of

come

ended.

first

to U. S.

Cast

ly

German-mades
since the war

virtually

is

all-Teu-

mainly because director

fast,

Wemer

Klingler never forgot the
phases no matter
great the temptation to moralize
on Berlin's black market
operators and what it has done to
the German people. Film should
do well at foreign-language and
arty theatres despite having a noname cast for American audiences.
Strong
direction
and bright
scripting are only surpassed by a
thoroughly capable cast. Biggest
criticism is that the editing could
have been better. But even as is,
it has pace, change of mood and
humor besides dramatic potency.
Paul Bildt is fine as the inspector running down the blackmarket gang. Elli Rurgmcr does
nicely as the daughter in love
with Bildt's aide, Friedheim von
Peterson. Latter chips in with a.
nicely rounded performance. Walter. Gross, as the inspector's son,
IS a hit disappointing in an unsympathetic role. Agatha Posch-

melodramatic

how

".Wai

nt M«l»" (SWEDISH).

San-

teleiise ut Si'haiiiyl. l«nuStars Ingn Ijandgrrj tlbit
features I^udde <^eiitiiel. Bei-n-

inan. iiroductlon.
Irard

Ake

Sftnneratcdt,

SoderliloMi.

('olW'M-n

KmulKon, Lilly Waeatteldt. Harry
.loMsa KengtBBfin. Directed by S. Bauwiann.

Ahtiii,

Screenplay by P.aKnar Arfvedawn. Canicra,
Sven .Vykvi.st. At Grand, Rtovkholm. Running time, 74 .MlPiSi

An okay Swedish comedy built
on some popular songs by comFilm
poser-singer Evert Taube.
looks goo'd for Scandinavia, and
may do well in Swedisii-language
houses in U.S. Len.sing by Sven
Nykvist and acting by Inga Landgre' are excellent. Background is
western Sweden.
"GInda

Parnden"

aiappy

Parade)

lu'udui-rinn
<^vWKl)l)>^ll).
iiiUroi)a
l<'jlm
direlcuHe.
.Stars Kdvard Ferwwct".

and

.In^^Ueiin.
< ^otumcni wry
A
Kar D« Mumiiia. At AnglalK, Slockliolin.

rected by IQmil

by

,

Bunning time. JOS

I

.»!,<».

It is now 20 years since actor
Edvard Persson Started with his'
talking-picture' for Europa
Film Co. To celebrate that event,
the comi>any arranged this film by
cuttings from all his films since' he
It's
started.
a very interesting
revue, and gives filmgoers of today
a chance to see some old, very good
Swedish actors. There's the I.'ite
Rhusin
Fridolf
"the man who
first

•

taught the Swedes to laugh": the
man's typical German mother is
late Weyler Hildebrand, Nils Wahlokay. Heinz Welzel makes a corkbom and many others. Persson
ing blackmarket operator while
joined Europa Film when it started,
Harry Frank, as the ringleader;'
film is a cavalcade of the whole
and
Nma Konsta and Klaus Holm han- compady.
Persson is a good singer
dle lesser parts skillfully.
and the film is good entertainment.
Friedel Behn-Grund and Eugen
Witwj.

lOagemann have done an exceUent

lensing lob.

Weor.

".Vnnr'

(AVHTKIAN).

Styria-Berna-

oC lieinricb iliUiH tn:(!dn<rti»ni.
Stars Mlllo Maycrbofer. .SietTfricd Ureiicr:
fcaturcH .loscf Melnrad, Anni T£t*.s;ir. Kcripled and dire<,^ted l)y Aktx Kcufeld; r-aniera,
Walter llinti; music. Alois Melichar, Robert Stolz :tnd Peter Wtible.
At. Apolln; Viemia. liunning time, 90 MINS,
Hu^ictui. releii.se

FoikiMt I SiiMlan£aiial«n
(People from Simla«|$ Valley)

(SWEDISH)
TonelUln release oc A ke Oiiliei-

Noi-aislt

prodartlon.
))alilbi>ck:

Star.^ Bdviri .\(iol|ilifwii
features
Karl-It,'nrik

|.]va
i.'aot

Entertaining melodrama (with
music) about the eternal triangle,
with sufficient excitement and tension to the last moment.
Elfie
loolis
beautiful and
.sings excellently. Siegfried Breuer
Kiivin Adolnhaon
measures up as heartbreaker.
V Kva D.Oilbeck
Kail-Horink I'ant Josef Mcinrad gives a credible inBiirJiro Nordin
terpretation of the unsuccessful
Peter Lindprren
Supporting roles are brief
oirl Strom lover.
Arthur I'MBiilier but- effectively handled. Lensing is
avon Bcrgvall good.
Moos.
SHs Kallbcrer

Nordin. PMep liimlgrcn, Directed
liy
Ohberg.
.Serefenplay,
Ilanild Keijcr,
tiom novel hy Prodrilt Sttumi- rainera,
(.oran Ktrlndbprg; mual.:, Brland von Koch.
Barbrrt

Kunnins

Slim"""
F<ilkcs.jn

'"K'W

(Continued from page 13)
(3d wk).
Healthy $12,000. ~ Last
week, $14,000.
Ciay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
"Tristan and Isolde" (Indie). Ciood
$3,000.
Last week,
"Falher'iJ

35-74)—
Esquire (Blumenfeld (9.55; 55-85)
Widwest) (2.100, 2,043, 700; 45-65) "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and "On Merry Way" (UA). Nice $10,*—"Furnace Cr^k" (20tb).
Good "Port Said" (Col), also Denver, 000 or near. Last week, "The
Sf^"
Webber. Sock. $4,000. Last week, Hunted" (Mono) and "Ir> Fast ComSl5,p6(X. Last week, "AU My
"Green fSXim Wyoming" ""
pany" (Mono), $6,S00.
(74^;

(In

SAN FRANCISCO

4DENVER

Tomrx Uptown -Fairway (Pox

:

.

..^

.

tonic, and technical crew- is GerWarner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— man, but supervision naturally
Fine was Soviet. "Razzia" is surprising"Fuller Brush Man" (Col).

Itoosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)

45-65)—
"Lady From Shanghai" (Col) and
..'JEeat^Man Wins" (CoJ). Plugged
on air, but results none too forte.
La.st
week,
Moderate $12,000.
"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d wk),
about same,
Strand (PA) (1,000; 4S-85)—"Satat^d Sistei-s" (Par) and "Speed to
Sp.ire" (Par). Slow $5,000. Last
week, "Albuquerwe" (Par) and
"Big Town After Dark" (Par) (2d
State

i

ciwty*:

is

Fltm.

HericBtEom;

Paramount (Par) (1,900: 45-65^— wk), ditto.
"Big Clock" (Par). Fast $14,000,
House" (Indie), pleading .$2,800.
and may go a second. Last week,
'Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
«ififaftt«'' (Par), mild $11,000.
"Jenny Lamour" (Indie). Nice $3,JR^jqr (Durwopd) (9fl0; 45-6S)—
(Continued frditt page 12)
200. litist week, "Die Fledermaus"
•'Enchfinted Valley" (EL) and "Man "Port Said" (Col), day-date with (Indie) <4th wk), still fine at $2,600.
from Texas" fEL). Average $3,000. Esquired, Webber, Big $17,000.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60Last week, "Palooka Knockout' Last week, "Greon Grass Wyoni- 85)—"Anna Karenina" (20th) (2d
(Mono) and "JigKs, Maggie In So ing" (20th) and "King Gamblers" wfc). Down to $3,000. Last week,
^

Vag"

comedy and ranks anmng the best
films that its producer-writer-director-actor Hasse Ekman has- done.
It's
a *sure boxoifice entry in.
Scaddinavia and has good citanees
for the world market as well. Picture is Ekman's last -production fur
Europa before he left to join Terra

drow-Baunkan Film

(re-

Music Hal) (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
(WB) and "Naked City" (U), $3,400.
"Homecomiftg*! (M-G)
(3d wk).
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; Still trim at $7,000. Last week,
45-65)— "VaUcy of Giants" (WB) $7,300.
(reissue). Slow $4,500. Last week,
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Silver River" (WB) (2d wk), me- "Another Part of Forest" (U) and
dium $5,000.
"Lead Soldiers" (20th). Mild $6,500.
Nj^nal (Standard) (2,400; 45-65) Last .\i«ek, "Silver River" (WB)
—"Doctor Takes Wife" (Col) and and "Kings of Olympics" (UA) (2d
"Only Angels Have Wings" (Col) wk), slow $4,600.'
(reissues). Some femme trade but
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
popcorn concession has dlropped oif —"State of Union" (M-G) (7th wk).
because women patrons are inter- Holding for> two extra vdays for
ested in screen fare. Fair $5^000. good $1,500 or over.
Last week,
Last week, "Saliara" (C!ol) and De- steady $5,700.
stroyer" (Col) (reissues), healthy
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
$6,500.
"Port Apache" (RKO) and "Palooka
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 45-65)—"Noo^e Fighting BlSrad" (Mono). Great $16,Hangs High" (EL) and "Green for 000 or near. Last week, "Miracle
Danger" (EL). Tight $14,000. Last of Bells" (RKO) and "Western
week, "Unconquered" (Par), wham Heritage" (RKO), thin $4,700.
$21,000,

KANSAS CITY

Natoro

..Slig .larrel

and

.

(WB)

.liw^obfinon

I'rull

t>roduced in Soviet zone of Berlin

60)—"River Lady" (U). Opens to- —"Gentleman's Agreement" (20th) "Fuller Bi-ush"
day (Tues.) after week of "Letter and "Sign of Ram" (Col). Nice $3,- Strong $10,000
From Unknown Woman" (U) at 200. Last week, "April Showeirs" sweet $9,400.

StffiBl«y

lltiso

Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
"Arch of Triumph" (UA), Modest
$20,000 or near. Last week, "Homecomnig" (M-G) (2d wk), big $17,000.

80)—"Remember

"Wallflower" (WB). Fairish $9,000.
Last week, second of "Silver River"
(WB), fine $9,800.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—-"Smart Woman" (EL) plus Zale-

Antlnoff

.Eva Dahllicck
.;lliW.a BnrKHtriiin
Oosla <.Vi|iiUn)a

issue), $6,500.

Last week, "Wreck Hes- "Green Grass Wyoming" (20th) and and "Dog Rus^" (Col) (2d wk).
Louis Prima "Lead Soldiers" (20th) (m.o.), $3,- Solid $9,500 after good $8,600 last
week.
500,

'

.

i .

Gennon; English Title.?)
Melodrama of postwar Germany
and its black marketeers, this was

(Col) with
orch,.oiday $18,200.

In ahead, "Will It
$9,200.
(FC), slow $7,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-55)—"I,
Doe" (Rep).
Uneventful
$3,500. Last \veek, "The Hunted"
(Mono), $3,700.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Furnace Creek" (20th). Drawing
some response at $9,000.
Last
week, "Anna Karenina" (20th),
$8^00.

,

'

crix

plus vaude and Zal^Graziano fight 45-65)—"Unconquered" (Par)
Topping town with strong wk). Fairish $4,500. Last week,

fair

^

. .

.

night baseball is boosting theatre
biz all over town. Best bet is "Fort
Apache," smash at the Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 4!j(2d

Happen Again"

^

. . .

.

Seattle, June 15.
Heat wave broke mid-week and
cooler weather, plus absence of

Jane

.Ifnsfie Kkutiiu

.Qum> WiillEicn
;Uno lieiinlng

..........

H. Petereon;
Omai], Kugen 'KlaG:emauu: Bns:Utih
<a.

Anna.

Picture business here is having a
Last week, "WaUflower"
$15,000.
lull this week, with all houses re(WB), $12,000.
porting fair trade or under. Reason could be lack of people in the

Keith's (S«hanberiger>' (2,460; 20-'

.

.

Mnf ianne

'aliit)

'

—

'

t

Karin Brute Wt.

Paul. ....i ..
.....
Walter IJroM
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)— Frnu .Nauinanu.,
..
Aeiatha Poscbniann Harald Berglund capably handled
"Another Part of Foi-est" (U). Karl. liOrenK, N'^unianu'H A6at.
Ww»a-.
the canieraworii;
Friedhehu v«« Petei-sen
Looks only $11,000 despite strong

Last week,
support here.
"River Lady" (U), $10,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
40-60)—

films.

V

Sundell.
Sundell..

IV. Uolmbnrg.
Kun,1n;

KliiiKler.
Kcreenplay,
camera^ Frie»1el lleUu-

:

$4000.

'

perus"

Biiicit

Yarh revolves about Ekman. a
whose duties at a bospital
keep hfm from his Wife.
Cast turns in uniformly fine perDupont (F.
l.itles,
formances topped by portrayals
{.Charles Clemoni. At Stanley, N. Y., wiwn85)—"Mill on Floss"
ing June 12, '48. tlunniiiK time, 04 MINS. contributed by Ekman and HenGood $3,000. Last week, lnsvs<!toi<
wk).
Nauraann
.Paul Bildt ning. Former's direction and proW. Mann)

Weruor

by

riHited

ing at Li>e«t^s OeittUiy. Others are downtown
section at night, and
tmliag.
weak product. Best of the local
Estimates for This Week
crop looks like "Noose Hangs
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- High," at the Rialto, with "Lady
60)—"Arch of Triumph" (UA). From Shanghai" at Loew's State
Bumped badly by local crix and the runnerup. -Strand, only other
not getting far at indicated $14,000. house \](ith new product, is making
Last week, second of "Homecom- a fairish showing with "Sainted
»
ing" (M-G) held nicely at $13,200. SisteiV
Estimate for This Week
HIgpiMKUwme (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)"Coroner Creek" (Col)
Brown (Fourth Aventie) (1,200;
$16,000.

Tfi44o

.

$30,000.

WeU Remembered" (RKO)

be, trade, has

I

police aiid private detective. It all follin
Mi-a. Oollin.
adds up to an unexciting picture.
Mrs. Luniikvlat
As Slim, Michael Rennie strives Professur
fiard to give the detective some Nils Brenner
character, l|)ut is unsuccessfdL All
"Var Sin
the others, with the exc^iiion of

Washington.rjune
Mid-town film houses are having Paul Carpenter, who is worth noone of those so-so weeks. "Arch ting, are stock-in-trade puppets.
of Triumph" tops the town but it Production, is reminiscent of 'anCme.
shapesr only modest at Palace, cient silent melodramas.
"Fuller Brush Man" shows considerable activity at the Warner.
Razzia
EsUmates for Tlds Week
(Police Raid)
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
(GERMAN-MAOE)
"ScUdda Hoo" (20th) with vaude.
Artkiiio
rHoriBO' of
1>£1F.\
pruduollofi;
Last week, "Pi- Sliiin
Fairish $19,000.
Paul Blldt; fcatureii Blli Iliirsinr*!',
(M-G) With vaude, sock Walter Oi-osu, I;^iedhnlm vttn PetfTsoii. Dlrate"

-

'

Vag.

.

"Best Years" (RKO) (2d run). SoUd —"Coroner Creek" (Col). Rugged
fine
since
especially
Last week, "Gr«en Grass $9,500,
Wyoming" (20th) and "Silver launched in this small house without advance plugs. Last week, "So.
River" (WB) (m.o.), $4,000.

$8,900.

;

Goran Strindberg's lensing is good,
too. "Folket" looks okay for the
overseas trade and is a natural

'

-

gins" (SG) (m.o.), $1,100.

Contimied from paff« 8

Uaeasy Terms

Var

$2,500'.

Week

Whistler" "Secret Service Investigator" (Rep).
Fine $18,000. Last week, "Remem(Col) (« days), excellent $4,300.
Ontoum (H-K) (1,750; 50-85)— ber Mama" (RKO) and "Madonna
•Rememfaer Mama" (KKO) and Desert" (Rep), $15,000.
"Return Whistler" (Col) (2d wk)
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Give
(5 days). Good $5,500 or over. Last Regards to Broadway" '(20th) and
week, day-date with Oriental, okay "Wouldn't Be in Your Shoes
S6.600.
(Mono). .Good $21,000. Laiit week,
jPwrauMunt (H-E) (3,400; S0-8S) "Rutliless" (EL) and "Adventures
—•"Hazard" (Par) and "Waterfront Casanova" (EL), $18,000.
at Midnight" (Par). So-so $7,000
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
or near. Last W«ek, "Green Grass
Bart" (U) and "Big City"
Wyoming" (20th) and "Docks New "Black
(M-G). Nice $18,000. I.<ast week,
Orleans" Blono), good $6,800.
"I&imecoming" (M-G) (2d wk), fast
Plajehmise (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
"InXtt Curtain" (20th) and "To $19,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,000; 50^75)—
Victor" (WB) (2d wk) Cm.o.). Fair
'Remember Mama" (RKO) and
$1,290, Last week, $1,800.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- Tar/an Mermaid" (RKO) (m.o.).
85—"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G). Big $12,000. Last week, "Iron Curtain"
(20th) and "Lady Shanghai"
Holdmg up at $6^00. Last week,

(RKO)

FihR Reviews

Holds.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— on the screen he should have al"Casbah" (Col) and "Blondie's Re- lowed experts to adapt it and write grosser in Scandinavian zones.
Winq.
ward" (Col). Mild $8,000. Last the screenplay. Novel writing and
week, "Coroner Creek" (Col) and scripting are diiferent professions.
"Blondie's Reward" (Col), $10,000. His name may prove a slight draw,
Sin
Blaito (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Coro- but the picture can only rate as a
(Different Roads)
ner Creek" (Col) and "Blondie's dilaler here and has no prospects
•
(SWEDISH)
Reward" (Col), (m.o.). Dim $2,000. in America,
Kuniua Film release ot llasse Ekimin
Last week, "Silver River" (WB
Private detective Slim Callaghan Pilm
i*rodu(jtlon, directed and wviLteit h<t
and "Trapped by Blackie" (Col) is offered an assignment, but when BInnau,
stais Eknian, (Sunn Wallffrcu, lui,
(m.o.), $3,000.
„
he
arrives at the house he^ finds his Htiunlne; features Marianne Am Inoff, Kva
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— client has been murdered. Two Dalilbecki Hugo Jacobson, (slull Katoi'Hi
UlUa Bergstrom, KJimnar BjiSrnatraiKi,
"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and sisters are involved in the murder; Gu.'jla
Sttg Jarrel,
Camera,
t.VderUind,
"Port Said" (Col), also Denver, there's a bit of blackmail, an out- Hitrakl llorsfUmcV; muHic, Krllc Baumnim,
Last
Anglais, StcK'khu)m.
Smash $4,000.
Esquire.
landish story of a man married to Nathan uorllnK. .\t
week, "Green Grass of Wyoming" both and not married to either; the Kumiiiiis time^ no MJN8.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
"Hemeihbfir Mama" —"Miracle of Bells". (RKO) and

week,

Last

St.

(1,000;

35-74)—

of

$17,500.

PORTLAND,

(2.600;

Wild" (M-G) and
Great
Idaho" (Col).
Last week, "Daring Daughters" (M-G) and "Upturned Glass" (U), $15,500.

Goes

"Bride

194S

1.6,

(Rep),

•

.

•

•

.

••
,;

Slbelitis
IlijUia

vrlMX.
•

•.<">J:»

™

V

(inie,

8»

.

NttUna WlfKthind
tVlgia SSailiir
PiivM ISrlkswm

;~

SheriH

Mayerhofer

"Che lempil" fWl»»t Queer Times!)
WttSXKfA^. Vtnc-ino r«le»gn of Taui ns
liMUn

iiroductlon.

Stars

(iilbnrto

(]»

>

i

fentures Lea Padnvani, Walter t'biaii,
Adapted from a bestselling novel Alb<irto
h'ordi.
(:!lorj?i«
nirected
by
of Swedish farm life, "Folket I lllanehl. Kcreenplay, Bl.anehl. Govi a.iul
Simlangsdalen" has a good story, Aldo Do benedettl from play by Kmerico
<7a]Lnora, GiUf;epj>c l.a Torre.
good acting and fine technical Valenlluetti,
At t"^orso, Modcrno and Miirgberitu,
credits. Film abounds with well- ltom«. Uuuning time, DO ]VUN8.

driiwn

characterizations.
Edwin
is excellent as the btuel

Adolphson

Concerned with a miser's char-

Carl Strom has a syi&pa- acter, this story lacks wit and
thetic role, as champion of the poor credibility.
Production also lacks
Both players turn in top- .style and direction; needs
master.
people.

p^.

notch performances. Balance of the Gilberto Govi,
good> thesp oiithe
cast also does welL
Lea Padostage, overacts here.
Direction of Akc Ohberg is im- vani. Orson Welles' fiancee, is, as
pressive, as is his production. usual, attractive.
Quat.

Vedneeitlay, Jiine 16,
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Henry Morgan agrees with the Trade Press!

The

ENTEH STUDIOS

Henry Morgan
With

SO THIS OS
HBlirifOIIK'

RUDY VALLEE HUGH HERBERT BILL GOODWIN
•

•

Virginia Grey

•

Dona Drake

•

Jerome Cowan

>

Leo Gorcey

•

Scrtanplay by Cirl Foreman and Herbert Baker • Based on the novel "The Big Town" by Rinf

Directed by Richard 0.

A

Scrien

So th.i$

is

FLEISCHER

Inc. Production

released thru

||A

*

^

Arnold Stang

Produced by STANLEY

UtdMr

KRAMER

.

.

-

.

,
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Qips

\xm

manager, moved up Irving Martin,
assistant manager at IjOcw's Capitol, to replace Foxe as Columbia
manager.

Row

Fihn

posed multi-million dollar Paramount theatre, Toledo late in June,
New Jersey AUied's annual con- according to Henty Stickelmaier,
vention, slated for June 28-30. at district manager for Balaban &
West End, N. J., will be attended Katz. It will be a 2,500-seater.
by a flock of film company reps.
Warner theatre in Niles, O.,
Among those who've signalled ac- owned by Robins Amus. Co., clo.sed
ceptance of Allied invitations are Junei2. Building will be converted
Sol Schwartz, Len Gruenberg and into a comihercial establishment.
Leon J. Bamberger of RKO; Sam
Johnny Pennington up from CinShain, 20th-Fox; Henderson Richcy, nati to manage Majestic, downMetro; Saul Traun-er, Columbia; town second-run house here; reNat Furst and Morey Goldstein, placed Lew HolJcb, \vho bought the
Monogram, and Harold Bennett, Imperial, Zanesville.
National Screen Service. William
Ainsworth. National Allied prexy.
Other
Is due for an appearance.
Allied officials attending are BenPresentation by Troy Motion
jamin Bergcr, Meyer. Levcathal, Picture- Operators union of an hon^
Herman Blum and Lauritz Garman. orary membership bighligjited a
Jules Weill, Masterpiece Produc- testimonial dinner for C. JT Latta,
tions prexy, lias arrived on the upistate zone manager for Warner
Coast on looksee for new product. Theatres for the last six years,
He vLsited several exchanges and by the Albany Variety club at Ten
franchise holders on his way to Eyck hotel. Affair was officially
Hollywood. Weiii will be away announced as one in recognition of
from New York homeoffice about Latta's recent reelection as second
four weeks.
assistant clricf barker of Interna''
Milton E. Cohen, eastern central tional Variety clubs. Instead, it
district manager for RKO for tlie turned i!»v a farswell Latt^ anpast two years, is switching to nouncing that he was leaving WB
been
has
Cohen
Lion.
Eftg^e
to take a new post.

ALBANY

chief,

nanited eastern division sates
Testimonial dinner wUl he given
with supervi.sion extending over, C. J. I.atta, tuft six years upstate
the 10 branches in Albany, Buf- zone manager for Warner Theatre^
Boston, Cincmnati, Cleve- and recently re-elected second asNew York, sistant national chief barker of
land, New Haven,
falo;

•

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Wash- Variety Clirtw. Tent 9 is tossing theHe takes over im- affair at the ^en Syck- hotel June
ington.
jnediately.

Maurice E. Xiefko named eastern
central division manager of RKO,

11.

PmLADELPHIA

succeeding Milton Cohen, resigned.
Lefl^o, with HKO 18 years, will
Park-In Theatres of Camden,
headquarter in Cleveland. David N. J., filed third in a series of suits
C. Silverman becomes Pittsburgh in U. S. District Court in defense
succeeding of the patent they claim to own on
manager,
exchange
the drive-in-^nd-parb type of thexs. Defendants- axe Fabian En^raiiam A. Scully, Universal's
distribution veepee, has ended a tei^rises, Inc., operator of Fabian
s\nng through midwest exchanges theatre circuit, and Fabian Secuiiin which he was accompanied by ties, Inc., both Delaware corpora'

Continued from page

members

PITTSBURGH

NEW YCWK

Decision of government npt lo

Canad»oDrive-ln

Variety Club
J

being planned to get

is

Warfare Averted

their reaction.

make Pittsburgh a Federal Reserve Bank center allows Harris
circuit ^o keep its downtown Sen-

Philadielphia:

Tent Seeks $170,000 More
Tlirentened drive-in theatre war
Minneapolis, June 15.
in Camden was averted this week,
Chief Barker Bill Elson, of wlien both parties to dispute agreed
ator theatre, generally a moveover
house for the chain. Building Northwest Variety club, appointed to settle. Group headed by A. M.
which Senator occupies was .sold Art Anderson chairman of a coin- Ellis, Philly exhibitor, and the Varsome time ago to 0. S., which at mittee to devise, ways to raise ad- balow group, Jersey indies, planned
that time figured putting up a ditional funds for its Minnesota U to build competing drive-ins. They
branch hank. Theatre then was heart hospital project which w on it reached an amicable agreement last
placed on a year's notice. Plans the International Variety clubs' week, however, when the Ellis in*
were changed, and Harris Inter- 1947 award for outstanding philan- terests decided not to compete with
ests immediately received a long- thropy.
the Varbalow people, since its
term lease on the 1,750-seater
Club already has turned over drive-in had already been built
downtov n, and it still has seven $300,000 to the university lor this near the Garden State track.
years to run.
project, but rising building costs
rai.se
an
the
must
will
mean
club
York,
of
New
Jack Quigley, out

NW

Monroe. Mich., Drive-ln
named manager of Warner theatre additional $170,000.
Detroit.
in Morga.ntown, W. Va„ replacing
The 500-car Dixie drlvo-in, near
Joe Murdock, who resigned to pir
Omaha Variety Aids Child
Monroe, Mich., opened June 4. Joe
lot an ii^ie house there.
Omaha, June 15.
Wcisberg, of Toledo, is manager.
Douglas Mellott resigned as
Blue Sky Drive-In, two miles
Variety club here stepped into
manager of the Blair in jSoilidaysthe breach for little Jeannette northeast of Pontiac, opened on
burg.
Jake Silverman, pioneer exhib- Mary McDonald, of Sidney, Neb. May 29. It has capacity for SOO
itor,
back in harness again as F. R. Van Sloan, chief barker, an- cars.
nounced the club will underwrite
owner-manager-booker.
of this child's hospital and
Laimch Z Charlotte Drive-Ins
Merwyn Sargent is WB's new cost
medical care for an indefinite peCharlotte, N. C.
manager in Washington, Pa., suc- riod.. She has been in Denver ChilNew Drive-In, known as Davidr
ceeding Tony BelcasSxp. resigned- dren's hospital wiiii ieukemia for
son-Mooresville theatre, opened
Si^line Drive-In, New Castle, 19 days.
recently. It is operated by R. C.
opened last sununer by Dr: B. B.
Saunders; of Theatre Equipment
Herrtck and associates, sold to
Mitchell Kwaitkowski. insurance St. liouis Tent Ups '48 Seart Fund Co., -here.'
St. Louis, June 15.
North 2 9 Drive-In, of Charlotte,
broker, and George Warren, merThe 1948 quota of St. Louis Va- operated by the ASF Corp., opened
chant,
Herbert Herman added to the riety Club's Heart Fund has been May 25. It is owned by Bob SaunEagle Lion sales staff here; he is upped to $20,000, an increase of ders, president of Theatre Equipover
previous
$8,000
year.
A
series
ment
Co.; Byron Adams, Charlotte
brother of Harry Berman, EL manof midnight shows will be given to United Artist branch manager, and
ager in Philadelphia.
George Ferguson.
Arthur Pearce named WB man- raise the funds.
First of these, Ansell Bros.' first
ager in ShSaron, Pa., succeeding
Chuck Shannon, who had been picture. "Women in the Night,"
New Kansas S90-Seater
with company for nwre than 15 netted $2,000. Variety Club here is
Kansas City.
contributing to a spastic clinic and
years.
Mr. and Mrs. !<). M. Block open
Russell Schira, assistant manager providing eye glasses to underof Penn, quit to join. Post-Gazette privileged children in local schools. their New Civic theatre in Sabetha*
Kans., June 17. The 500-seater re-,
display ad department^ was with
places the Civic which will be shuttoew's 10 years.
-

Memphis Variety

Directors

Memphis, June

INDIANAPOLIS

»..,;,-..

tered.

IS.

R. V. Reagin and Bailey Prichard, branch managers respectively
for
and Monogram here, re-

New 8M-Seater in Texas
Dallas.
Cozy theatre, 214-seat liatbox
RKO
near here, has followed this city's and oldest film house in downtown place Dave Flexer and Tom
Hall Industries of Becville have
lead and added a 10% amusement Indianapolis, ordered closed by O'Ryan, resigned, on local Variety opened the new Rialto at Three
of
effective
July
15.
Proceeds
tax,
State Fire Marshall, Carter Bow- Club board Iqr appointment of new Rivers, Texas, house having 800
levy will be used for ' school dis- ser. Open and overloaded wii-ing. chief barker,
capacity.
F. D. Nance is manager
Ed Williamson, Warixict purposes.
of house.
small projection booth and frame ners branch manager.
A. M. Ellis, independent exhibi- buildii^ constituted a hazard, it
Underwood & Ezell's new Bucktor here, has endowed a chair, in was charged. Manny Marcus, opner Botdevard Drlverln opened
Hebrew at Temple University. The erator, said he would close and re^
here June 4. It is largest of its
the outfit's promotional potential. endowment, which will provide for build if lease negotiations with Intype in this area, ccominodating
Chfic Spiels
Two additions to the staff are Mau- courses in Hebrew language and dianapolis Railways, o-wner of
664 cars.
rice ^Hai'ris and Matt Cantillon. literature, begins next term.
property, is successful.
Contiuncd from page 4
Harr^, formerly an RKO fieldman,
Harry and Nova Vonderschmitt
Vermont's First Drive-In
will do general exploitation, 'conBloomington's
exhibitors,
pur- Hollywood. On the next available
Burlington, Vt.
plane,
Murphy, Eddie
centrating in New York, wliile CanTbe 1948 annual convention of chased old Ritz theatre building Bracken, George
Vermont's first drive-in here
tillon, who hails from Warner Bros.,
William Holden, Martha
Allied States Exhibitors will be theire and plan to rebuild as modwill w6l?k on theatre promotion maStewart, Chico Marx and other known as Sunset Drive-In Auto
held in New Orleans, Nov. 29, 30 em 700-seater. Ritz out of operaTheatre,
opened
under manageand Dec. 1. Allied Board holds its tion since 1931, is occupied now by stars and starlets were rehearsing ment of Greorge Brown, of Burling^
Alfred N. Mendelsohn' has been
their routines high above the Rockregular fall meeting Nov. Sn-W a grocery firm.
ton; .lohn Gardner, of Schenectady,
boosted to radio promotion post.
Store Wolf, Robert R. Young, Al ies.''
the confab. New OrN. Y., and Claude Watkins, ol
Jerome M. Evans is slotted for na- just before
Blocher
and
late
Vem
Yoimg,
Y. &
leans wan the convention "in recogExplaining that $.'iO,000 was thus Watcrvliet, N. Y.
tional ad tieups auA Hernum Kass

John

Woolf, co-director of J.
Arthur Hank's General Film DisScully is back in New
tributors.
York while Woolf is heading coastward, with visit to U's branches
in Des Moines, Omaha, Denver,
Xms Angeles, Seattle and Portland on the itinerary.
Universal's flackery was shuSled
and expanded this week to build up

tions.

Suburban Plymouth Township,

'

WASHINGTON

nition of progress of the Allied W. oflicials, cleared of charges of
Theatre Owners of Gulf States, one mismanaging Gary theatre buildof AUied's newest units." W. A. ing. Judge Robert C. Blatzell ruled
three ^ckholders who
Prewitt, Jr., Gulf State Allied that
cMef, will be general convention brought suit were not entitled to
$200,000 damages asked Jbecause of
Two mote Ohio cities have en- chairman.
Proof that a theatre can operate alleged sub-standatd rental rates of
admission
acted a municipal
building.
tax, being Medina and Alliance. successfully on a non-discriminaTheodms Paivu has bought .414YoungstoWn, O., City Council has tion basis in Washington is given
enacted a payroll income tax to by the Dupont, 400-seat art house •seat Lyceum, Terre Haute, Ind.,
from Mrs. Jesse Van: Borsunn.
raise additional revenue, shelving here which opened March 19 and
Earl Bell, who dispo.sed of the
a proposal (bitterly fought hy has been averaging near $4,000
Howard
last week to Settos group,
firstrun theatres) to increase the weekly ever since. "Theatre stands
is remodcIUng the old Arcade, nabe
admissions tax from
to 10%
out as the only so-called "white"
house
here.
Peter M. Wellman, Girard, O., picture theatre in
Washington
Don Hammer has joined United
purchased Uptown and Mahoning which admits Negroes.
In Youngstown, O., from- George
Jack Foxe, formerly manager of Artists sales staff here after selling
Manos, Toronto, O.. givihg Well Loew's Columbia here, appointed his interest in Liberty, Muncie, to
"man 12 theatres, including the ad-publicity director for the three Curt Butler; former Columbia
Youngstown Drive-In Theatre.
Loew midlown houses here. Carter salesman.
Bids will be received for pro T. Barron, Loow's eastei-n division
will serv^ as lioiaai wititi circuit
exploitation 'departments.

and

ad

raised, talk concludes: "That^s my
business, friends. Do yon wonder

:!

.

COLUMBUS
3%

:

3%

OMAHA

Hew York

Bob Livingston, president of Nebraska Theatre Managers Assn.,
with headquarters in Lincoln, Neb.,
has opened an office at Capitol
theatre, in that
city.
He was

Theatres
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Chu. Coburn

-

Robt. Arthur

owner of Capitol for years, selling
to the Cooper FoundaUon,
E. E. Ashley wants to build an
800-seat neighborhood theatre in
the AkrSar-Ben district southwest.
Opposition got petitions against it.
City council finally blocked the
plan of the Planning Commission
to stop the theatre by adopting a
hands-off policy and refuses to declare the zone named unfit for
theatres.
A hot light is in prospect.

'GREEN GRASS of WYOMING'
A

20th CentliiY-Fos Vlcttire In Twlinipolor.

Stag»-HARRV RICHMAN
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Odeon Theatres has

&
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Franklin
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HERMAIf

MlllltWtl.
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•
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Goes Wild'' CAPITOL

notified

Theatres

F&H

New

Texas Drive-ins

Corsicana, Texas.
Maurice Cole is building a new
drive-in here to accommodate 500
cars.
It will be completed about
show."
July 1. Cole also plans drive-in
Other of the short speeches bat- units at Palestine and Hillsboro,
Lester DoUison opened his
ter at the reports of Heds in Hol- Tex.
lywood and the tales of econotpies new 350-car Rancho drive-in at
Denton, Texas. H. J. Robinson is
so extreme that picturemaking is
partner and manager of the local
crippled.
.

.

.

house.
The feature-length pitches, with
the two versions for either indusBurnet (Texas) SlO-Seater
tryites or non-industi-yites to deBurnet, Texas.
liver, are tagged "Target for ToTom While opened new 510-seat
night," a general -attack on the Texas theatre
here. He also operCommunists-in-Hollywood and too- ates the Burntex which will opermuch-economy criticisms; "The ate Friday and Saturday only.
Modest Movies," which tells of the
services of the industry to the
New Del. Uotise Nearly Ready
country during and since the war
Milford. Del.
in selling bonds, providing overThe Milford, 1, 800-seat theatre,
seas entertainment, etc.; ."Aisle will be opened
here June 24 by
Seat Adventui'e," pointing out how Schine Theatres. Will
take the
every filmvno matter What its sub- place of one burned by fire
about
ject, broadens the knowledge of a year ago.
the audience, and "Powers of Destruction," stressing that films, with
the industry's self-policing through
the Johnston office, don't compare
in smuttiness or the teaching of
Continued from p<af;c 3
bad trajts with newspapers,

TOft-TV

books

and other media.

vation of our system, he added.
also continuing to send "If there is any reason for my
out news stories to exhibs for coming to this great
medium it is
planting in their local papers. that I can
do some little thing to
Committee in Oregon, headed by make, our system swvive."
William H. Tedford, district manSi Fabian, head of TOA's exager of the Evergreen Circuit, reecutive committee, outlined the
cently got the Portland Journal and
three main problems confronting
Portland Oregonian each to give
TOA as bettering relations between
a full-page to a display ad using
exhibitors and distributors; bea TOA speech as copy and dresstween e^ibs and the public; and
ing it up with stills: The news
between one exhib and another.
stories are said to date to Mve
The low point has been reachc;i
appeared in papers with total cirboth, itt public relations of the inculation of about 15,000,000.
dustiy and intra-indnstry affairs,

TO A

is

between the Vogue and
Casino is about eight feet, ojB which
about five belong to the Casino.
Mann Plans Duluth Drive-In
A fence would nullify to a goodly
extent the value of two side exits
Minneapolis.
_ ,
and {1 suppt' and garbage entranceTed Mann, indie circuit owner
exit for the Vogue restaurant.
and head of a group operating the
F&H will legally fight any effort local sure-seater World, obtained a
to put up a fence, claiming space license for la drive-in at Duluth,
has* been fenceless 20 years.
Minn. It will have 650-car capacitjr.

Space

JUNE JiUYSON

Hersehorn

that a fence will be erected between
the new
Vogue and the Casino
<Odeon), unless
signs a lease
at $2,500 per year for 15 years.

that I'm proud of it?
For every
rumor adverse to Hollywood, I can
give you such an answer. Thanks
for Listening
and on with the
.

be

stated.

TOA now

has 29 organizations

afTiliated with it, and members in
every state, Coyne said. He characterized future organizing efforts

as "moppjng-up operations" which
would bring another 1,000-1,500
tlieatres into the outflit,

«

.

.
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Father Time on Trial

90%

Theatres

Continued from

company's

balance

sheets

«how the true value of

-

don't

theatres.

He

Par Assets
|nir« S

duction of only a limited
of pictures,

if

any

number

at all, in

Eng-

doclared the properties had been land."',
originally listed in 1932-'35 at a
Reiterating Par's statement of
"bankruptcy level" but declined to estimated earnings
foi'
the first
estimate their true value. Me de- quarter of 1948,
Balaban declared
clared, however, that 85-90% of the the company's
inventory now is
company's fixed assets of $67,000,-' about the same as it was last Jan.
•000 represent theatre holdings.
I.
Cash, he said, is down about
In a prepared statement to stock- ?l,2.')0,000 but the company's banlc
has
holders, Balaban emphasized that debt
been reduced from
if divestiture reduced the com- $8,000,000 to $6,000,000.
In addition,
$3,571,000 has been applied
pany's ultimate earning power, it
would be necessai-y to compensate to the purchase of 166,000 shares
of
Par
stock
during thtf year. Par
for that by shrinking capital struchas
experienced
the "same seature. "Accordingly," he declared,
drop" during the second
"it is our aim to design a program sonal
through which any proceeds fi'om quarter that occurred last year but
tlie disposition of assets will be ap- it is "more intense and appears to

Repeatedly, fears were expressed by N.Y. Federal Circuit
Judge Augustus Hand, during
yesterday's (Tues.) hearings on
the Government's plea for a
theatre freete, that the impending trial, set for Oct. 13,
will take an enormous stretch
of time.
"This looks like it
will
take longer than our
natural lives as indicated by
the annuity tables, anyway," he
Interjected at one point.

Continued from pai« S
especially after the disclosure recently by Rank that Universal, 20th-Fox, Paramount and
tures,

RKO,

with which he deals, would
be allotted only four dates the rest
of this year and 12 next year on
the conihined Odeon-GB webs.
Eagle Lion will gel two commitments this year and six next. UA
and Col will get none at all. Warner Bros, and Metro play the third

—

liater on, Hand interrupted
Siiecial Assistant

Attorney

^

plied to a contraction of our capithe end structure will be
adapted to the assets and eai-ning
power tliat are left." To date, he

tal so that

said,

no such program has been

be more prolonged this

year,''

he

said.

"If as we expect, the levels of
domestic Oiealre business lor the
second half of 1948 hold up reasonably well," Balaban concluded,
"they will serve to cushion the decline in film earnings and will enafaie u* to. strengthcii farther the
foundations for prolitable opera-

arrived at.
Pointing up what he termed the
"forbidding twins'* of inerea.?efl
costs and a diminished volume of
bu.siness that hav'e hit the induS"
tions in production-distribution."
try during the last year, Balaban
declared that upped costs were
chiefly responsible for the eoiiipany's lower earnings over 1SM6.
•

General Robert L, Wright to
complain that "no one seems
to indicate even within the
linvits of 100 years how long
these

hearings

will

WB

British chain, ABC, in which
is a partner, and so are not dependent on Rank.'

last."

Another time, the court explained it couldn't get an outside judge to take over "if it
promises to last as long as it

/

now

looks." And as an afterthought, added, "even if he's
young.*;

Court Xiiio^ies
Cantinned from pase 3

was a strong pitch by
Judge Hand for continuation of the
arbitration system to teidge the
gap between the now reversed

hearing

early decree

and

Sank

Mull Tie Vs.

,
'

a final decision.

Theatre receipts, he said, were
The system "would cut oft' an enorContinue^ from page S
down
about the same proportion
mous amount of litigation" by eX'
a^i iilm rentals but, because theatre
insisted. He
tainable." he declared. "This Films hibitoi-s. Judge Hand
operating costs increased less than Act has got to be fulfilled without ihided the Govcmm«nt £<a' refusproduction-distribution costs, the- anyone deliberately sabotaging it." ing to go along with arbitration.
atre earnings were able to hold up
Special Assistant Attorney GenExhibs.won^ get away any longbetter.
er with the contention that insuf- eral Robert L. Wright coimtered
Stresses Invetitoty, Costs
ficient British product is available, that the Dept. of Justice felt the
Balaban laid particular stress on the leading English producer as- present arbitration system must be
the importance of both inventory serted. He said he'd prepare statis- liquidated and that everyone "must
and costs in the company's earn- tics showing tltat they could fulflU start afrosli" in view of the high
court ruling. "The awards allowed
He pointed out the i5% quota and more.
ing statements.
that tho pictures currently in reStrong statement followed .are not an adequate substitute for
lease, during a period of slump- Rank's disclosure of last week that the present proceeding," Wright'
last
ing gro.sses, were produced
his own. oi^anization would tiirn asserted. However, he said, "any
year at a time when costs were out 60 top features and would parties "were perfectly free to go
high.
As for costs, he said that make 10 reissues available. An- ahead with arbitration without
hold
them
continue
to
Par would
other 20 pk-'titres, be said, would proposins; that step to us at all."
.fudge Hand tentatively suggested
down to "the lowest point which be available from other producers.
bringing in one judge from the
is ('onsistent with quality product."
Principal thing Britisb exhibs
hoid hearings because
Foreign situation, according to need. Rank stated, is a change of outside to
the
trial
promised to be proBu'laban. is unchanged since la.st heart that will give them some enthe
Period during which time thu.siasm for pictures made in their tracted. Wright didn't think
year.
He
would
bef too long.
hearings
the Britisli tax was in effect, he own country.
They'd rather, he
saidr "We dont propose to offer
said, Mas actually more favorable charged, have a large number of
in
event.
And
we
witnesses
any
to Par than the period following films from which to choose.
visualize
the
necessity
ol
don't
the tax agreement, since the comExliibs. meantime, were not takpany had a substantial number of ing.Bank's harsh words tying down. ruling on new factual issues."
grounds
for
Wright
saw
three
unplayed films in England then, on Meeting in convention at Douglas,
divestiture
which
he
outlined
'lis
which earnings could be freely re- Isle of Man, the Cinematograph
1: illegal acquisiijion of tlteatres; Z.
niiUed.
Exhibitors Assn. cbaf.ged that the illegal use of theatres; and 3.
lie declared that Par may use
new quotas would^ive still further
some of its frozen British dollars monopolistic powers to Rank's film breakup of monopoly caused by
ownership of theatres. He conbut
production
British
film
in
empire.
ceded tho Supreme Couil had given
pointed out that •sach use "is not
Exhibs were going so far as to "no concise directions on tiivorcefree of troublesome aspect*." It's
impossible to pay full costs of pro- talk of a strike against playing any ment" of wholly-owned houses but
films,
thus forcing left the matter to the lower bench.
duction in frozen pounds liecause home-grown
Wilson to i-ed(ice the quota to the On partnership holdings, hov^ever,
it's neeeiisrary to employ American
"Fbtsy'U it was different.
Here, he said,
stars and technicians in order to S0% which they prefer.
give the pix boxoffiee value in the probably wind up, however, by de- were clear dii«etions for some
XS. S.
"To tlie «stent that we use ciding on a eampaign in Parlia- divestiture; at least.
Government's case took a poundAmerican components, the cost of pjent to get the Pilms Acts amending from Joseph M. Proskauer, atin dollars." ed befor* it becomes elTective.
their u.se must be
torney for Warner Bros., who at-'
he said. "Accordingly we can. at
tacked D. ,.of J's. claim of victory
best, use- blocked funds in the proin the court above. Proskauer insisted that the future hearings
Off
must not be held "in an atmosphere
Continued tvom page t
that we sustained a blow from the
'48 since it started at a low point .Supreme Court, and Mr. Wright
late last winter, rallied eaiiy in is here solely to reaj) the faan'est."
spring and is now back in the dol- Thc)-e \^'cre many questions left
must be decided
drums. However, it iS;not iikeily to open which
honestly, lie added.
decline much more.
FtV£-STAR
In taking issue with Proskauer,
Coixmihia s net of $8,=)5,000 compares with S2,93a,000 accumulated Wright said Warners had tried to
for the 39 weeks of last year. acquire a theatre after tlie expanEquivalent earnings on outstand- sion stay was vacated, "We said
FiAGStHPS
ing common comes to 98c per we were going to prevent tiiem
share against $4.23 in the tlu'ee from going ahead wRh it," Wright
quarters of '47.
The 39 weeks declared.
Both Proskauer and John W.
ended March 27.
11 kowt, fO mtmites
Davis, attorney for Metro, battered
Warners' net of $7311,000 comat the Government's application.
pates with S14.013.000 garnered in
court had no jiirGross from Each argued the
the first half ol '47.
i.sdiction without a third judge first
film
rentals,
theatre admissions
Wright «xpr€ssed fears
seat'E'd.
and sale.s slid to $75,852,000 from
3^ hours
that the majors, in selling theatres,
$8,?.053,000 for the corresponding
over to corporaPhon* HAvemayar 6-5000
stretch last year.
Eurnings are would turn them
individuals related to the
or your Iraval •geni
equivalent to $1 per share on 7,- tions or
defendants in one way or another.
295,000 shares of
out-

m

:

The move toward building the
new circuit and Bernstein's interest in heading it up was outlined;
to the UA board last week by
Ai thur W. Kelly, exec reepee, who
recently returned from London.
Kelly was engaged there for more
tlian six weeks in an effort to extricate UA from the position of
being completely scorned by Rank
despite the fact that it owns a

{

Sm^»

fourth circuit to get around
ban on UA is a revival of igSXs
he held with British indie exlUb*
before the 75% fay last ytfW temporarily relieved UA's position. He

pointed out to the directors, inci-

UA

dentally, that
product was cur>
rently not doing badly at Bll in income from the scattered indie
houses it is playing,
Bernsteit., in addition to his interest in the Granada chain, is a

in England this summer with Ingrid Bergman starred. Not yet reis "Rope," made on the
Coast last v^inter. Both pix are
being distributed by Warner 9im.-

leased

mtSmlty of getUjug sufficldttt
indie product in Britain to fulfill
considerable portion of the stock quota requirements of the new
in the Odeon chain awl considers chain is that producers outside of
the
Bank and Sir Alexander Korda
itself a partner of Bank's.
orbits Jhsvfin't the f3i?iiiti<>B or
Kelly also told the board of his
know-how to make pix acceptable
meetings with Britisb attorneys on
beyond the British Isles, and iiie
the possibility of bringing suit
Americans don't think it wottld'
against Rank to force him to take
he profitable to hack these .indies
into consideration UA's interests.
in prodjclions unsnitable for exNo decision was made by the di- port.
rectorate on whether to continue
along this legal tack, pending
further study by lawyers and
execs as to whether such a move
would improve or deteriorate the
Continued trom tMSe 9,
Americaa company's position. Brit-

UA

tliei^

Briefs from

corporate law allows very few
"Walk a Croaked Mile," authaced
rights to minority stockholders.
by 6«*ffrey Boines and Bicfaard
Rank has oiTered to buy UA's Landan.. Adele 3t>tgt$is signed
shares in Odeon,
but owners for "The Dark Past" at Colmnbia
Charles Cliaplin and Mary PickPamela BI«k« signed as femme
-ford consider his price unvjeason- leiid in six Monte Hale oaters.at Re*
l-*mi l¥iide will play one
able and have again in the pa.<it public
few weeks rejected the idea of of tlie leads in Sol Wni'tzel'.i
selling at the figure offered. Sec- "Tulsa," her firsf role without her
.Wittie Wilsnn,
ond problem would be wha* to do twin sister,
with the n oney if it were accepts song contest winner. draW a. warbling role in Martfaa IMI»aa«y'{«
ed, since it can't be converted, into
"Boss of Sans Quentin."
dollai-s. As U is, Odeon is sagfing
Dest Amaz orch signed for a
dividends which
can convert.
tunefilm, "Night in Havmia," which
It recently received about $200,000,
Ted BtebDMOid will product for Co*
representing earnings on its shares
lumbia
XjoIs
Maxwell,
British
for a period of over a year.
actres;;. iilnys tre J. Cobb's wife In
Kell.v's interest in setting up a "The Dark Past", at Columbia...
i.sh

.

.

.

.

.
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UA

.
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common

It compares with $1.89
per share in '47.
Second-quarter net for Warners
toted to $3,364,000 against $6,810,0(K) for the same three months of

standing.

Former Secretary of State James
F. Byrnes, repping 20th-Fox, i^oke
against the move as did 'WbUite}'

North Seymour. Paramount lawj'er,
and Louis Frolilich, representing
Columbia. Thomas Turner Cooke,
last year. Gross amounted to $37,attorney for Universal, asked for
167,000 against prior stanza's $42,conferenees with the Government
•
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plai'e

bIiow-

among .showpcople, foi Biu-k»
home of jiiaiiv tvelf-

(^oiiiuy i* the

kiiovvu figures of stage, «;rcen and
radio. It eoiild be' operated as k

superb single unit, or divided

among two orlln'ee eongeiiiaVfamilii":

pruviiling

for each.

becaose

complele

privae.j^

The owner is

lii.«

setling only
bii«ines« iiecc.xnitale.s

For information about "l''el)<;iiy KanriK" <lVevicfts Piopeitj #60272,1 con'jiilt
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417,000.

since his company was not affected
Against an overall half-year by many of the questions raised.
gross of $79,146,540, total costs and

expenses reached $66,441,036.
crating
and administrative

PREVIEWS

Op-

Chi'g 400-Car Spot Nearly Seady
exChicago.
were $38,414,432;
film
Chicago area's latest drive-in,
amortization, $20,724,463; royalties which will .^jccommodate 400 cars,
«nd participations, $5,023,912; and will open latter part of June. Will
amortization of properties, $1,- be fifth, three already being in op910.183.
eration and a fomih, on the southpen.ses

Earned surplus mounted to $51,- Hi(h'. will op«n .4»ortl.v.
I..iit?st. called fiky High drive-in,
823,229 after payment of dividends
will be dperated by Loim Jl^nek.
at $5,i5i,266.

.

partner with Alfred Hitchcook in
Transatlantic Productions, an inIt is currently preiporing "Under Capricorn," to be shot

die-unit.
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Aflthors

League

im Radi» Writers

Now

It's

h Batde with Sponsors, Portending

(But

Cantor, Skelton, 'Riley

No Ford) in Fri. NBC Juggling
+
in

FuO-Scak Struggle
A

Nancy Walker Auditions

in All Fielik

Nancy Walker's comedy

full-scale

authors in

all

struggle betweenentertainment and

literary fields and the radio-television industry looms as an outgrowth of the present impasse be-

tween the Radio Writers Guild and
the radio sponsors and ad agencies.
With the Radio Writers Guild
readying a fall strike against commercial programs, its parent organization, the Authors League of
America, covering all writing fields,
has moved to join the fight.
by the League
Participation
lilrbuld bring in the other affiliates,
Screen
Guild,
the . Dramatists
Writers Guild and Authors Guild.
Presumably this would not constitute a "sympathy strilce" under
Taft-Hartlpy provisions, .as the Authors League is in reality one overall organization, in which members
Are assigned to the various affiliate

Guilds according to the writing
field in which they are currently
active.

Henry Morgan program. An

CBS press chief George
Crandall has come \ip with a
novel technique to make the
press boys read network re-

m

.

leases,.

guest spot.

shows on June 20 accents the
revelation:

•

—

Purchase of
"Bargain
Alaska by the United States
from Russia for $7,200,000 was
proclaimed on this date in
1867. Where could you buy
.586,400 square miles for that
money these days?"
Crandall figures that, while
it's got nothing to do With the
web showsj at least it makes

News Woman

Distinguished

LUCILLE HASTINGS
F<>r thl»ee successive years, I.Aicille
TIastlngs has walked off wiili top

Press
honors in the National
W^omen'B contest 'for the beat pre

pai'ed radio newscast. F'or KLZ she
edits prize-winning newscasts every

KLZ, DENVER.

day.

Ch'fieU in

Coma

interesting reading.

OnComo's'Gub'

Landry Exits

From CBS

Chesterfield Is waiting for Perry
Como to get straightened on where
he proposes to live next season before making any commitment on
the New York section of the NBC
"Supper "Club" series for the fall.
Thomas G, Rockwell, head of General Artists Corp., which agents
Como, left last week for the Coast
to confer with the singer on his
residential intentions.
During his current stay in Hollywood, where he's doing a pic*
ture for Metro, Como has been
talking about giving up his Man:

Just, when It is about to spring
Ms most CKtensive campaign in
years in connection with its 1949

models, Ford Motor Co. will be
out of the radio picture for the
first time in years.
While on the one hand the Ford
Co. is 24-sheeting its new cars in
an all-out summer campaign; the
two Ford network programs, Fred
Allen and "Ford Theatre," are
going Off during the hot months.
(Whether or not "Ford Theatre"
returns in the fall depends on
whether NBC clears a nighttime
bour.)

In view of the terrific Ford
plurgCi the radio silence has cued
«ome bewilderment at NBC, the
network affected by the two hiatus
periods.

There's still a possibility that
Ford Dealers, who sponsor Allen,
may pick up ."JRPD America" as a
summer replacement But the
dealers won't commit themselves
as yet.

TUs

Ifiiie

Sees

!t

Jokstoie

From Front Pew

G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, director of radio and television for the
National Assn. of Manufacturers,
returned to his New York hdqs.

Tliere's

a

product conflict in-

volved, with the competitive Colgate outfit sponsoring BiU Stern
10:30,

but apparently neither

at
James Gaines steps out this week Colgate nor P&G cares much
as manager of WNBC, the New about it. The remaining half-hour
York flagship of the NBC network, (8:30-9) is still vacant, Colgate
to take over f uUtime operation as moving "Can You Top This" to

director of owned-and-operated sta*
tions and as assistant to adminis-

veepee Harry Kopf
charge of sales and stations.

in

Saturday. R. J. Reynolds (Camel),
a play for it for "Screen
Guild" switch-over from CBS, with

made

latter web getting Bob Hawk in
Thomas B: McFadden, who has return, but it fell thrpugh.
assistant- manager of the staNow it's a question of trying to
tion since Gaines stepped- in two
satisfy other customers anxious tp
years ago to set up an autonomous
hop on the Friday bandwagon. Inoperation, moves into the
ternational Silver would like to
managerial spot as successor to

been

WNBC

move "Ozzie and Harriet" over and

Gaines.

Move means that Gaines will
probably be out in the field about
a third of the time. Since his ap
pointment to the 0-&-0 post, he's
been doubling between the two
jobs, making one important switch
in the operation, the replacing of
Vernon Pribble as manager of

WTAM

Coca-Cola is casting envious eyes
NBC Friday for its Spike Jones
musical, currently slotted on CBS
late Friday (10:30). Lateness of
the hour is a factor in Coca-Cola's
desire to latch on to better time.

on

NAB Loob Into

'

head up

then-new inate from the Coast and Como
-program writing late would broadcast from New York.
Competing With Self
in 1942. During the <w^r period Until the Como home issue is setand later, this division.' with 10 tled the client can't make commitN.Y. Show
Via
writers and five, editors became ments for the rhythm group or orMelviri Purvis, whose FBI career
the largest at any web. (It now chestral setup for his end of "Suphit its high mark with the capture
comprises a total of six persons per Club."
of John Dillinger, has been pacted
With Elwood C> Hoffman as senior
for a radio- show based on his
editor))
career ^and record as a governLandry was also one of the Johnson's
to Pick
ment sleuth, but under circumoriginal CBS program supervisors'
stances that may find him in the
when Paley and' Douglas Coulter
UpTabon^Dizzy'Dean middle
of a tantalizing ripley.
established this system. Among
Starting Sept. 5 Purvis goes on
the programs supervised by LanAfternoons
Saturday
WOR (N.Y.) with a half-hour show,
dry in the past four years- .were
Johnson's Wax is taking its day- and' present plans call for Mutual
"This Life of Mine," "The High
Places,'?
."Now
and
Forever," time radio seriously. Having taken to pick it up. However, if it does
"Wilderness Road," "Casey, Crime on sponsorship of the Fred Waring get an MBS showcasing, Purvis will
Photographer," "Romance," "Rich- morning NBC program two days find that he's competing with himard Lawless" and two Peabody a week during the summer while self in Florence, S.C., where he
Fibber McGee & Molly .ioins the has just acquired his own radio
(Continued on page 36)
hiatus parade, Johnson's Wax is station. But the Purvis outlet is an
now going to pick up the tab for ABC affiliate. His program will be
15 minutes of "Dizzy" Dean on carried by the competing Mutual
Refuses to Yank
NBC' Saturday afternoons, start- affiliate.
ing July 3,
The Purvis show goes into the
Rival Brewer, So Fight
In view of the popularity of-Uo-lO:30 p.m. Suiiday slot on WOR.
Defan's KSD, St. Louis, sports gab currently
occupied by Gabriel
Gets Chi Ride oft Indie session, the wax outfit feels that Heatter's "Behind the Front Page."
baseball
ability to mur- Latter show, now carried tranthe
gent's
Chicago, June 15.
language
will score scribed, will be moved up to 7:30
English
der
the
Zale-Graziano fight last week
coast-to-coast kilo- p.m. and taken live off Mutual.
posed a toughie for WGN, Mu- a hit on the
cycles.
Program of isports comtual's
Chi outlet.
Station had
mentary will originate from St.
cleared the Wednesday night slot,
Louis and will be slotted in the Semler Comes In For
but postponement until Thursday 5-5:15 period.
put the Ballantine Ale-bankrolled
Full Billy Rose Ride
bout in time set locally for: the
transcribed "Guy Ixtmbardo Show." AUTO-LITE
RIDE Billy Rose's across4he<board airLatter had teed off a week earlier
er on Mutual, which has been
under the sponsorship of Canadian
STRICTLY BIG
bankrolled on alternate days by R^
Ace Bre.wing Co.
Summer doldrums apparently B. Semler Co. for Barbasol, will
After prolonged brow wrinkling
to .Auto-Lite,< be sponsored on a fulltime basis
WGN execs took advantage of a don't mean a- thing
prothe
bigtime
on
the
basis
of
technicality: Mutual had failed to
by the same company, beginning
give the prescribed 28 days' notice gram splurge scheduled to start
.luly 12. Erwln-Wasey agency hanfor clearing time on Thursday. So July 8 when the company takes
dled the deal.
aired Guy Lombardo while over sponsorship of "Suspense"'as
Other renewals on the network
replacement
for
Dick
Haymes.
the fight was heard via WIND, inAuto-Lite has. given CBS the include "20 Questions,'V which has
die recently kudosed by the Chibeen picked up for the third year
cago Federated Ad Club for its green light pn lining up top stars by Ronson through Cecil & Presthe
for
the
July^-August
months
on
sport coverage.
same, level that it's done during brey. "The Shadow" has also been
the "hottest" Hooper season, with renewed by the Delaware, Lackaresult that Cary Grant, Ida Lupino, wanna and Western Coal Co., beSETS
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Agnes ginning Sept. 12.
S. Paley to
divisioi^ of

the.

New WOR,

.

Wax

WGN

•

SUMMER
MONEY

WGN

Hui^ Called Tele
Washington, June

15.

National Association of Broadcasters interest in television is at
last being vitalized with assign-r
ment of Charles Batson, director
of information, to make a full re^
port on the situation.
Batson is spending fulltime on
the project and will produce a
three-part written report for the
membership within the next few
months. He will give it « reportorial and not an editorial slant.
Meanwhile he has just held the
first staff clinic bringing NAB's<
Wa.shington department heads up
to date on his findings.
He plans
periodic clinics' and staffers say if
they all contain the meat of the
first one, they will know quite a lot
about television before the report
is ready for distribution.
.

.

Blow GRABS OFF P&G
$1,500,000 BILLINGS
With the acquisition of Procter

&

Gamble's Spic & Span account
from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, the
Blow agency grabs an estimated
$1,500,000 additional billings, including the "Life Can Be Beautiful" daytime serial.

The business
moves over as 6t July 1.
Transfer of the account is more
or less in line with P & G policy
of shifting its products among its
various agencies. The cleanser is
a comparatively new product. "Life
Can Be Beautiful" was formerly

underwritten

bylvory

Soap,

through the Compton agency. It
has long been written by Carl
Bixby and Don Becker.

NBC

Sets

'RFD America'

.

HARRY INGRAM
COSMO MAG PACKAGE

Moorehead going. into the

initial

NAM

Symph

For Sunday Allen Spot
"RFD America,"
packaged farm

the

(jtuiz

Lou Cowanshow which

moved over from Mutual
NBC in the Sunday 2 p.m. slot,
being respotted into the Sunday
night 8:30 segment as summer replacement for the Fred Allen show,
effective July 4.
NBC is hopeful that Allen's
sponsors. Ford Dealers, will pick
up the tab for the summer ride, but
there's no decision as yet. If the
dealers nix it, the show will be
slotted 8:30 regardless as a susrecently
to
is

four broadcasts.

"Suspense" will be produced and
Harry Ingram, until recently di^
rector of "Big Story" show for directed by Tony Leader, with
Pall Mall, has set an exclusive orch batoned by Lud Gluskin and
original
music by Lucien Moradeal for all Cosmopolitan mag sto*
ries and articles, and has built a weck.
liional offices.
dramiitic package.
He will proHe warms his New York swivel duce-direct, and his wife, Gail InShirt-Losing
chair until Saturday (19) when he gram, will script. The price of the
ABC execs say the co-op setup
joins tile radio mob in Philadel- show is $3,500, including an orof
the Boston Symphony Orconvention.. chestra conducted by Jack Miller.
ghia covering the
'24
chestra
-this season was a fiasco,
Title of the program, may or
Wiist time since and including
Johnstone h«8 been able to view may not use tlie Cosmopolitan tag, with practically everybody coni3n9 mdiiOi ooveraKfi from the front depending largely on the < wishes cerned "losing their shirt."
As
a result, the Tuesday night
Vif« his j^reseht status In cov6r- of the prospective sponsor. Kerb
'm^ jpolitikwl eoncuives
Bosentbal, «f Music Corp. of Amer- symph stAUisa returns In the fall
as a sustainer.
ica, is JpeOdQitg fb9 property.
xatifig him a» "obsenrer.^*
(14) following his annual
trek of one month which included
contact -Visits to Los Angeles,
Hollywood, San Francisco and Chirecago radio stations and

Monday

GOP

Skelton,

Gamble, goes

evening.

Switch Tins Week

,

IfiatiBPuzzb

&

into 9:30 to 10. And P&G's "Life
of Riley" moves into the 10-10:30
slot in a moveover from Saturday

Robert J. Landry, formerly di
rector pf the division of program
writing at CBS and more recently
secretary of the program plans
boardf abruptly departed from the
in Cleveland, with John
network last Friday (11)< The exit
McCormtck moving in as successor.
was so sudden that practically
Shift, will also permit Gaines to
none, of the CBS staff knew of it. hasset, L. I.; home and moving step into management policy affairs
Landry was with the network's his family to tlie Coast. The cig affecting sales and stations.
New York headquarters' five and account had been proceeding with
a half years, having originally its fall plans on the understanding
been hired personally by William tlyit again Jo Stafford would orig- Purvis Likely to Be
'

Red

into the 9-9:30 time.

Gain^MaMC

trative

.

FwiTsRalo

day "Ford Theatre" stanza. The
Pabst Eddie Cantor show now goes

bought by Procter

Crandall is inaugurating a
daily boxed "calendar" insert
For
events.
historical
of
example, release detailing CBS

.

RWG

a William Morris package.

It's

•

m

In case of League cooperation
the battle, none of its members,
who include virtually every established author in the country, would
accept commercial radio assign"
ments or sell broadcast rights to
theit properties. Thus, prospects
are that not only the name writers
of top radio shows would strike,
but foriner hit scripts, plays, books
and, short stories would be withheld
from the commercial airing.
The reason the Authprs League
Is taking, a more active part in the
situation than it did
present
last year in the threatened strike
against the networks is that television, is now seen as a vital factor.
top
including
heads,
League
writers in the theatre, film and the
literary fields, regard the Video mediuiil 9S a major objective Of the
future. And since the companies
and'spbnsors engaged in television
are generally the same ones as in
radio, the League regards the pre-sent struggle as basic for all authorship fields. As League leaders express it, if the League permits the
(Continued on page 47)-

series,

readied by CBS, will be
scripted by Joe Stein, writer of the
audition recording will be cut tins
the
week, with Arnold Stang

being

Catching the Eye

The fun is starting all over again
NBC's attempt to bring order

out of the current chaos and
juggling in connection with the
four half-hour periods opening up,
on the Friday night roster.
This much appears positive. Ford
is out, so far as grabbing 60 minutes lor a switchover of its Sun-

Willie Bryant Into

WHOM Disk Jock Spot
Comedian Willie Bryant has
been assigned the WHOM 11 fi.m.2 a.m, disk jockey slot fo/-merly
held by Symphony Sid who moved
over to WMCA. Bryant starts his
chores Monday
Bryant, who

tainer.

(21).

Tom Bevere to Blow
Mutual's
Harlem Hospitality Club, has been
Tom Revere has joined the Blow
a standard entertainer for many agency as director of radio. He
years. His platter session may go succeeds John Hamm, who moves
all night by the end of the sum- over to general executive duties in
mer..

•

headed

the firm.

'

VeJncflday, Jums 16,

1

19U

25.

WINCHELL

WNS' ABC'S SUN. AT 9

bn Curtain hside UM.
This

TO Mrs. llradrey Left

the story ot the year's classical music event—which
this country by exactly two persons.
was the Arturo Toscanini concert from La Scala Opera House
in Milan, Italy, last Thursday (10). It was an event almost breathlessly awaited by music tans and was picked up in various countries

Church as

It

GET PRIZE SLOT
The Sunday night ABG 9 to 9:15
is a Walter Winchell "must."
Whoever buys WW, when he checks
off the Jergens payroll at the end

of Europe. It featured, a performance of ."Mephistopheles" as a
Toscanini memorial to its composer, Nerone Boito. Toscanini
went to Italy to conduct it, taking along his "find," Herva Nelli,
whom he had featured in performances of "Otello" and Verdi's
"Requieum" _with the NBC Symphony Orchestra in this country.
NBC was itching to pick up the concert (willingly agreeing to
knock off afternoon coiiifn>erciaIs) but was prevented by the Petrillo ban on picking up live music from outside the country. Even
so. RCA sliortwaved it into the NBC headquarters in N. Y. Two
people caught it John Royal, and maestro Toscaniui's grandson,

of the year after a 16-year associa^
tion. also gets the coveted time slot.
lt'.s
the second time in radio
where a top Hooper-pulling per<:onaUty controls the network time,

Walter Toscanini, Jr., who called up Royal from his
Rwerdale, N. Y., and heard it over the telephone.

Tliomas Committee Gumshoes

QT

home

Kiss

k

i

|

being carried out with the
u t in O.St secrecy, the sleuthing is
understood being done by l""Bl
men. Numerous radio people are
suppo-sod to have been contacted
over the last couple of months, invaciably being cautioned against
di.selosing the fact.
is

.

From indications, the Thomas
coininittec gumshoes arc digging
for dope on individuals, rather
than for evidence of allegedly subversive content of programs. Particular attention is being given to
news and comment broadcasts, it is
said.
In the case of the commitprobe, Thomas
tee's Hollywood
consistently refused to identify any
filni.s or portions of films as con-r
tiiining
subversive material, al^
tliough repeatedly challenged to do
He recently stated "publicly
so.
that he had no intention of citing
specific pictures when the Hollywood hearings are resumed.

i

'Have You Seen

there have been intJiviaUons that I'adio, or possibly
the stage or book publishing,
•would be next on tbe House comlast fall

mittee's list.
However,
lieved the Thomas slenths

it's

My—

Earl Ebi and

Ezra MacinWalter Thompson pro-'
ducers, have not only balanced
off emergency favors but can
now exchange notes on their
appendix operations.
Last October Ebi, while producing
the
Edgax-,
Bergen
show, was suddenly stricken
and Macintosh, who was on
the Coast at the time with the
Jolson stanza, stepped in and
threw the cues. In New York
last. Sunday
(13) Macintosh,
while propping the Boh Shaw
program (Chase & Sanborn)

justify an all-out investigation of
The relatively limited .scope
of the questions thus far supports
that view.
riidio.

CBS Sees Ford
In its Future

lish

chell
us."

fell heir to a like incident qf
hospitalization, and Ebi, who
to New York to

1939,

left off:

NBC (Nck-duige

Hollywood, June 1,5.
NBC has had a change of heart
and has definitely decided to hold
on to KOA, its Denver owned-andoperated 50,000-watt station, at
least through 1949. Simultaneously,
it's been disclosed that the network
has re-signied with Earl Anthony's
KFI in Los Angeles, so that any
deal for acquisition of G. A, (Dick)
Richards' KMPC as an o & o Coastoperation, is now out of 'the ques^

(into

billings of $2,000,000 for the four-

as-

you carried the Wincolumns which attacked

compared

largely

under

NBC

has

moved

But

the whole picture
has
changed.
NBC, for reasons it
doesn't exactly explain, now figures it's got a valuable Denver
property that it's going to hold on
to and KFI remains s^s the L.A.

—

outlet.

Edward

brow-lifting
specialists in

speculation

New

Counter-Deal

Involved in the sudden sale yesterday <Tuesday) of WPAT, Paterson, N, J., to the Passaic Herald"
News was a kept-waiting-at-thechurch episode which is perhaps
without precedent in radio. While
Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey, co-publisher and editor of tlie N. Y. Post
and Home News, and her.douhseli
Morris Ernst, awaited tiie' return
of the Herald-News' lawyer to put
the final touches to a contract
which would have made the Jersey
paper the owner of her WIJB,
Brooklyn, WPAT's president, James

Cosmun rushed

in

and made a

deal for himself. The sale price q£
is about $575,000.
Cosman's move to dispose was
influenced primarily by the fact'
that the Merald-News' purchase of
WLIB, a 10,000 wattef on 1190
k.c, would give him a competitor
right next door.
Other factors
were Cosnian's leeriness about getling in deeper ihto radio with FM,
for which
has.* construction perdiit, and the competitive,
approach of television. Cosman's
partner and. chairman of the hoard,
Donald Flamm, at first strongly
opposed (he sale but relented after

WPAT

.

WPAT

-

much persuasion from Cosman.

WPAT, operates

The

acquisition

ald-New.>j

FM

includes

on 1,000 watts.
by the Hejv
the iltatioa's

conslnjction permit and a
some eye- mountain, High Mount,
covering
among Wall Street 1,000 acres, which the station
had
electronics shares and bought for
the location of the

pver

its

-

significance.

Thought expressed in one quarter
was that the hesitancy to invest
might be attributed either to an
anticipated slowdown in the broadcasting business or concern over
the profit factor during the transitionary span from radio to televi-

FM

transmitter. Deal permits Cosiflan
a small stock ownership antl- his
retention of WPAT's management,
principally so that he can overseer
the
installation.

FM

•

Negotiations with Mrs. Thackrey
had reached the point where there'
was little left but the actual consion.
summation. Had it gone through
The underwriting Was part of a Mrs. Thackrey would have
been
twin financing deal' which hrougHt rid of her remaining radio
ABC $9,000,000. the other $5,000,- erty. since she had already prdp-^
sold
000 being a loan from the Pruden- her Los Angeles and San
Francisco

major soap companies particu^
interested, At the moment'
looks like a draw between
Procter & Gamble and Lever Bros.,
with Kaiser-Fraser also getting

the

tial Life' Insurance Co.
The web operations (subject to 3PCC. apABC, which signed up Winchell used
$4i000,000 of this to pay off proval).
some outstanding notes. The resiA further ironic tv/ist about the
due of the $9,000,000 plus some .Tersey manipulations was the
fact
cash on hand will be used to de- that when Flamm got into
the deal
velop TV stations in New York, he found that the newspaper
was
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles and represented by the Washington
lawSan Francisco along with ABC firm of Dempsey & Kaplowitz, with
video network facilities.
whom he had been in bitter controversy for years. U was D & K
who handled for Edward A. Noble

as Its own "baby" a couple of weeks
back, guaranteeing him a minimum
of $S20,000 a year, is holding off on
a new commercial deal until after
July 1.
Jergens has been a longtime occupant of the 9 o'clock berth (also
holding the 9:15-9:30 slot for its
Woodbury co-product).. Thus the
angle that intrigues the trade, so
far as ABC is concerned, is whether
a network can be insensitive to the
heaving out of a client who over a
span of years has poured many
millions into the web coffers. With
Winchell remaining as a permanent
fixture at 9, it's considered a certainty that Jergens will seram out
of the ABC pictures completely,
including the release of its %:\^

Revamp Seen on Shore

ShowinAntumnDaeTo

the

Tuesday night "Call for Music"
show on NBC. With a talent-pro-

purchase' of

WMCA,

N.

Y.,

from Flamm, and "whom Flamm
charged in subsequent litigation
had spearheaded the drive to force

Client Rating Squawk him
Philip Morris is far from happy
over the Hooi>cr returns on its

to sell.

SouAsSpot^

ductidn budget, in excess of $10,900

time franchise.
There's talk that .Tcrgens is looking for an NBC slot for a- successor
show to Winchell, with the report
that George Jessel's current N. Y.
trip is principally to talk' over a
deal for a Jergens program.

a week, the Dinah Shore-Harry
Jaihcs-Johnny
Mercer program
isn't paying ofi: in audience pull
nearly as well as Milton Berle did
for the ciggie company, and Berle's
For the first time since 1940
show was in a. much lower cost southern stations are- experiencing
bracket.
a slideolf in spot business. OperaShow goes off for the 'summer tors from below the Masou-Dixoo
at the end of this month and when line reported while
visiting their
Miss ShoM returns in the fall there New York station, reps
last week
will be a new format, with James that bookings for
June, July and
and Mercer among those missing. August Indicate that
billiQgs
No replacements have been set as level for tho.se monthsthe
will' be at
yet,:
but in keeping with Miss least 10% under
what it was for
Shore's stylized singing, it'll be a
the like periods of '47.
more soothing musical ^and more
The station men seemed to be of
soothing on the Philip Morris
the opinion that it was too eariy to
bankroll.
construe this as the precursor to a

At 8-¥eaF Low

Schnozzola Looks

Sealt^t-Botmd

—

N. W. Ayer agency, as of yesterday ;Tues.), was deep in the throes
trying to bring Sealtest and

together.
Ayer
carnf into possession of tlie Sealtest account last week in its switch-

FC&B's

over from McKee, Albright agency,
and with Ayer's top personality on

the "availability" list as * t^esult of
the Rexall-Durante divorce, and
with Sealtest on the hunt for starlooked like a natural wedding for the agency,
Meanwhile Old Gold via Lennen
the
radio
rights.
actor
owns
The
Mitchell
&
is also making a pitch
play
the
narrator
part
crewould
ated on the stage by the late for Durante.
Sealtest dropped Jack Carson
Frank Craven.
Shei'man
Marquette has sub- and for awhile' it looked like the
mitted the sho'W to the sponsor, Joan Davis negotiations for 9, irewhose last network series was turn to her original Sealtest spot
were ihafciog headway.
"Great Moments ha Music."

An

affiliate

Cone
Corp.,

FC&B

bait, it

eign

•

Int'I

Setup

company,

Foote,

& Belding International
has been formed by the
agency to handle its for-

business.

The new subsid-

iary starts with J^4,O00,O00 annual
billings,

Headquarters

•

&

,

the $4,900,000 issue
& Co. underABC netted

is

which Dillon, Reed

Jimmy Durante

As 9 Network Showcase

bidding price of

$4,000,000.
Stock's, trend cau.sed

of

Celanese MiiDs 'Onr Town'

Lift

wrote, and from which

as

president).

to the

This

Zy».
at-

which Frank Mullen, former

exec veepee of

Celanese is considering spon.sorof "Our Tovm," adapted from
Everskrp'sHasiclBuy ship
the Thornton Wilder prizd-wjnning
Eversharp has taken over the play. It would be a wfcekly halfquarter-hour of hour, starring Ralph Bellamy, who
availably
final

Sponsor spread.

Cues Eyebrow

serious consideration.

the '49 Ride

KMPC

Other accounts, In their order,
are Smith Bros,, Speidel jewelry
and Old Gold, representing total

we

Status,

American Broadcasting Co. stock,
which wa.s put on the market three
weeks before at $9 a share, last
week was being offered at 8% as

it

"

8:15-8:30 p.m.

(as

Buy-Shy

larly

Act;ItsKOA,KFI

For a while NBC has been considering sale of its Denver station
on the premise that it would make
more business sense to dispose of
its investment in the smaller market and move in to a more profitable market, preferably Los Anpiece of biz.
geles, the third largest.
Linked
In the current wave of confu- vrith this reasoning was the posattending the NBC Friday sibility of NBC buying
Sloii

Stop the Music," ABC's Sunday
evening super-giveaway. Period is

letter if

Steps in With

V.

ABC Stock Price,

Klauber's influence. Klaubef
had been trained on the New
York Times. From the outset
CBS always adliered to the
most conservative news policy
in American radio and repeatedly won praise and awards
because of it.

take over the Kraft TV show
for a while, finished where

tion.

*

8-0 vote.

Matter will go to the full
Senate for ratification tomoT'
row. (Wed.) or Thursday.

CBS

The CBS news policy

which has

night reshuffle, one thing seems to
stand out—that Ford won't get a
60-minute nighttime segment, although it would prefer to remain
on NBC.
CBS is offering the 9 to 10 Friday night stanza, which at the moment appearsto be okay with Ford.
That would be predicated on International Silver moving Ozzie &
Harriet out of the 9:30 period (International would like to be incUicled in on NBC's parceling out
«!' Friday, periods), while Old Gold
goes out of the 9 p.m. CBS slot.

Commerce committee by an

Up

tacked by Winchell was first
spelled out in detail during
the war preparation months of

periodic stabs

•

this

sume)

been making
for the 60-minute
Ford billings ever since the web
became aware that the client was
unhappy with its Sunday atternoo^
NBC time, will probably wind up
after aU with the $l,000,OOO-plus

CBS,

openly^
Raul Kesten, then

had come on

be-

have not
yet. obtained sufficient material to

and Make

general
manager, addressed a
roundrobin to newspapers, saying in part: "We feci that he
has grossly distorted these
(CBS) policies in his comments
and therefore asked him to
publish the enclosed letter, in
fairness to us and his readers;
Mr. Winchell refused this request.;: we now ask you pub-

liver since the start ot the film

probe

ot the Federal Cominunications Commission, for a
full seven-.vear term, was approved today by the Senate

CBS' recent bid to romance
Walter Winchell into the Columbia fold following the Jergens splitup recalls that during
1943 Winchell and CBS feuded

tosh, J.

Macintosh had

Washington, June 15.
Nomination of Freda HenNew York attorney, as

nock,

member

Jack Benny on

Right now there's a flock of bidding for WiacheU's services, wiUj

'

for the House committee on UnAiiierican activities. Althougli the

being

Freda Hennock OK'd

NBC.

in

Probe of Radio Personalities

Preliminary investigation to see+'
if there's sulficient material for a
full-scale probe of the radio industf.\\ is reportedly being conducted

other

the

WPAT

575G Passaic

period

—

move

At

Waitiiig

is

was heard in

j
'

the international outfit arc in the FC&B offices in New York, with European
centering'
operations'
the
in
agency's London office, and a
branch in Switzerland,
of

trend, preferring to believe it reflected a temporary readjostcjient,

m mm m
set

Hollywood, June 15.
CBS is giving "Our Miss Brooks"
a Hollywood origination and set
Eve Arden lor the lead. Change
was ordered by Hubbell .Robinson,
Jr., CBS program chief after the
Shirley Booth (foal curdled.
Situation comedy piece tees up
July 5 with Don. JSttiiAgmr- &S&S^
ing.

.

,

VcdneBday, June 16, 1948
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SUPPER CLUB
„ ^
_
Brnnetta
Sammy Kaye OrchiBStra, Don With
Howard; Fort
CorneH, Dick Edwards,
teslle, Kaydets
„ ^

Laura

Bob Moss

Producer-Director:

15 Mins.; Mon.-thn»-Fri„ 7 p.m.

CHESTEKFIBLD

THE HALLMARK PLAYHOUSK

James
John With Carmen Mastren, conductme; With
Mclntyre, Allan Reed;
Joe Kins, announcer
Goss, announcer
R<kmbers and orcb; Rod O'Con- Director, writer: Newt Stammer
11:1* Writer: Jean Halloway

.

•With

SONGS BY MORTON DOWNEY

AN EVENING WITH ROMBERG
Marsalini,

(Wewell-Emmeft)
Sammy Kaye's orchestra took
over the Chesterfteld Supper Club
trom Perry Gomo and Jo Stafford
a week ago Monday (7) and introduced a new idea opined to be
keeping with the Club premisestaging a different type show every
night. It has pnuch merit and some
drawbacks since it is based on the
thought that listeners are consistent nightly tuners to the broadcast.
Raye for years has been constantly trying to develop himself

'"J"
FranK

Pearson; Siemund

norf announcer
Directw: Keith McLcod
30 Mins., Tues., 10:30 p.m.

15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs.,
p.m.

NBC, from New York

(D'Arcj/)
CBS, from Hollywood
This review is principally for the
(Foote, Cone & Beldino)
record, since what debuted on
Another of the new shows to hit
last Tuesday night (8) was
the
melody, verse and personnel, com- the airwaves in early Rummer,
that
Mupletely intact, the series
Hallmark Playhouse is a dramatic
tual had been bruiting across the
half-hour xyith name narrator, unThe
November.
last
country since
HalUnark Greeting
only differenct! is that MOrton derwritten by
was ausDowney, whose renown as a Coca- Cards. This first show narrator,
of
Cola franchise holder is only ex- picious on the counts presentation,
ceeded by his fame as a crooning story and dramatic
series live up
personality, now gets a network and if others of the
radio has
key outlet in New York, namely, to this level of listening, session.
WNBC. When he and his troupe an interesting new drama
In setting up this new series "Hall
moved into Mutual, that web's
N. Y. release, WGR, wasn't, avail- Brothers, Inc., the greeting card
able for the show and the indie- firm, has sought a pattern whereby
operated WINS did pinchservice.
it could consistently bring interThe Downejf pipes still roam esting and compelling stories to
sentimental the loud speaker. Someone with a
a
pleasantly, over
Carmen Mastren's instru- literai-y reputation and knowledge
ditty.
mental group hues blithely to the of the field was sought, and the
mood of the occasion by according hod* went to Hilton, the Britishpickup prominence to the violin born (but now acclimated HoUyscribsection, the celeste and the organ woodian) novelist and screen
Hence, Hilton's is a key
and announcer Joe King deliyers bler.
his program annotations in the role, not only as narrator, but as
proper subdued note. Also, in the a literary figure to choose stprics
The switch by
cast is a male foursome whose for dramatization.
specialty is the sort of close har- Hallmark to this personality-dramony that the radio "addict quickly matic show from the Reader's Diidentifies with such standards as gest Radio Edition, for which it has
"Little Lindy Lou," "Just A-Weary- footed the bills over most of the
ing for You" and"Honey Dat I past two seasons, is a considerable
LoVe So Well," and which per-^ one.
chance comprised the quartet's first
Hilton has his first association
week chores on NBC.
with a regular weekly national netAs becomes the Coca-Cola rep work show, and exhibits a mike
in radio, the percentage of blurb is personality flavored not only by
AU his British accent but also by a
so small that it's negligible.
told it can't amount to more than certain amiability which can lend
a great deal to the program. His
45 seconds on this series. Odcc.
choice of "The Devil and Daniel

,

m

(Rwssel M. Seeds)

Sigmund Romberg

is

back for

to present an eminently listenable half - hour of
soothing, '-'middle-brow" music in
Tlie
his "Evening" for Raleighs,
soft,

,

,

Sat,,

Producer-Director: William l»ay

Musical Director: Lyn Murray
30 Mins., Thur., 10 p.m.

,

circuit,

soothing melodies; the lack

of ear-splitting cacophonies; the
original, schmaltzy arrangements
of well-known, well-loved Ameri-?
cana tunes, all make for an attracand an excellent
tive program
salespoint for Raleighs."

and his band as radio material. And
Which is more than can be said
he has been successful with for Its singing commercial, with
"Sunday
his
as
shows
such,
its annoying delayed beat and genSerenade," "So You Want to Lead eral nondescript quality.
Coma Band" (mainstay of stage shows). mereial, in addition, is overlong as
Both of these ideas are incorporated well as overdone.
in the ciggie string and they highBut to return to Romberg, Tues^
light the week's doings.
day's (8) preem had some excellent
Kaye tees off Monday evenings music, of Romberg's as well as
with a program of hit tunfes, ably other contemporary composers, A
performed by his sugary orchestra. healthy portion was given over to
Serethe
to
devotes
Tuesdays he
a generous tribute to fellow-comnade" idea into which he inserts poser Irving Berlin, in a cavalcade
the reading of po^ms. Wednesday of the latter's songhits played in
and
is the "Lead a Band" gimmick,
very unusual, appealing arrangeThursday goes as "guest mgnt. ments.
Brunetta Marsalini dis'
devoted to colleges
is
-Friday
played a lovely, lyric soprano in
throughout the country.
"Alice Blue Gown" and "Mother"
By and large the thought of vann- and in duet with John Howard in
ing each night's approach to the "Your Land and My Land." The
showmanship even

listener is gobd
orchestra flashed spiritedly through
though it may militate against the "June Is Bustin' Out,""Merry
accepted process of building a fol- Widow Waltz" and "Silver Moon,"
lowing for a particular pattern, in for a neat variety of music styles.
rather
involved
is
band
a
this case
This Romberg is dependable.
than a personality and the thought
Brow.
is to vafy the probable monotony
of a straight musical show. Kaye WE, THE LIVING
easily achieves that change of color With MeSvyn Doug^las, others
and in the process stages some Writer: AUan E. Sloane
broadcasts,
mteresting
mighty
:

.

Brown
sum-up, overbalances Producer: Himan
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
the thought that some tuners might Sustaining
single out certain night's shows and

.

'

;

BARBARA WELLES

:.which, in the

JACK AND CLIFF

With Jack Pearl, Cliff Hall, Ann
Thomas; Dick Karlan, Johnny
Gibson, Hazel Shermet, Florence
McMichacl, Brxan Raeburn,
Craig McDonald, Joe O'Brien,
Bcrnie Gould; Eve Young, Jack

Bob Sherry, announcer; Milton Katims, conduc-

Allison quartet;

HALLMARK

summer NBC

the fourth season on the
air

.

COCA-COLA
NBC, from New York

BROWN & WILLIAMSON

:

NBC, from New York

Hilton, n"""**®'?

With Helen Hall, Dan McCuIIough
Director: McCuIIough
NBC, from New York
30 Mins.; Mon. thru FrI., 4 p.m.
This Is the fourth of a series of Participating
Of the string, Kaye's "Lead a
involves
programs
cued
to
United
Jewish
It
foremost.
is
idea
Band"
WOR, N. Y.
amsteur guest leaders and incor- Appeal, offered by NBC in conHelen Hall, spieler formerly
orates a giveaway idea. As the am junction with latter organization to
f atoneers do their, stuff, Kaye calls spark its drive in the $250,000,000 with WCBM, Baltimore, has

tor

•,

Writers: Paul H,arris.oni
O'Brien, Bernie Gould

Producer: Paul Harrison
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.,
U. S. 'TREASURY

Joe

EDT

NBC, from New York
Jack
thing

Pearl,

radio

in

Munchausen

once the biggest
with his Baron

series

for

Lucky

back with his., familiar
Dutch comic routine with Cliff" Hall
Strike,

is

Wednesday night summer
filler on NBC, for the U. S. Treasry. The fact that Pearl is now sup-^
in this

!

posedly a businessman and that
there are numerous Other characters is inconsequential. "The stanza
is still mostly straight man-comic
routines with Hall, with Pearl's role
and delivery as' always^

As a gesture toward "situation"
there's a succession of freak comedy stooges, but the show repeatedly returns to the same old twoway wheezes of Pearl and Hall. It's
dated radio, with the slightest of.

modern dressings, such as a

so-so

middle

musical break by Eve
Young and the Jack Allison quartet.
The studio audience at the
premiere
amused;

sounded

convulsively

Hobc.

CRIMINAL CASEBOOK
With Donald Hastings, John SyN
vestcr, Betty Garde, Mitzi Gould,
Vran Lail'erty, Santos Ortega,
Bill. Keene, Jimmy Blaine, Nelson Case, John Gart Orch
Producer: Robert Maxwell
Writer:

Bud

Fishel

Sustainiiur
30 Mins.,' Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

Webster," by Stephen Vincent
Benet, was a fortunate one for the

ABC, from New York

presentation, as the yam
"Criminal Casebook," with a
about the great barrister who res- clinical approach to the recounting
cues a faltering New Englander's of tales of evildoers, overcomes
soul from the cyitches of Lucifer the objection that's been leveled
has plenty of mixin's for good dra- against radio's crime wave. This
matics. As directed by Bill' Gay, series more than gives the impreswith John Mclntyre and Allan sion that crime doesn't pay.
smoothly taken over the Barbara Reed in leading roles, it proved
With emphasis on a ci-iminal's
listeners by phone all over the destiny cam|>aign. It again points
Welles pseudonym which Florence highly listenable. Music by Lyn background, so that the listener
country. If they can single out the up the Nazi inhuman treatment Pritchett held down during the Murraj' and handling of the Hallmay understand the events leading
suest maestro who eventually gets and murder of Jews during the past season. As permanent replace- mark commercials by Frank Goss up to the deed,
the dramatic submost applause from the studio audi- war and was handled as an episodic ment, Miss Hall continues to travel were more than adequate.
stance
has been diminished to the
account assuring those who perence, there's a jackpot of prizes.
groove of afternoon
The Hallmark Playhouse con- point where there's little left but a
none- can, the pot builds weekly, ished that they have not died in in the familiar
There's the tinues for the time being with Hil- case history.
women-'s programs.
vain, nor are they forgotten.
Idea is good for t^levision, too.
small
talk,
fashion
chitchat,
studio
"Serenade"
only
ton
as
its
name,
though
there,
the
Melvyn
Douglas
narrates
a
series
is
Story
starts
off
by roughly
Second in Ihie
audience participation and inter- is a possibility that name players sketching the crime and then delves
idea, an excellent mood show. of the unfortunate instances in his
Guest night, of course, depends on usual superb manner; Format is views with celebrities about town. may appear Ifeter on the show. Hil- into the factors that made its comthe act iised, but Kaye's idea is to answer to the dead of what the This airer moves without apparent ton turns to comedy with "Mrs. mission a logical conclusion. Any
light Union Station" for the second suspense is immediately eliminated
feature non-name acts, gauged to living are doing to build a new effort, wafted on a current of
have a (Jhance for stardom. Re- life in Palestine, succor those chatter that sometimes amuses and stanza, and formula calls for him and episodic background sketches
fail to provide .m adequate submainder of the shows are musical bereft of parents and wherewithal occasionally bores but never taxes, to mix them up right along.
Quin.
-stitutc.
The session's writing
and they're nicely tuned lor the whea madman Hitler's henchmen tlio intelligence.
struck, ending on a note of hope
doesn't live up to the impression
Miss Hall has a good air personthat facts can be made exciting.
All told, the string is listenable that there will never be a repeti- ality which she integrates into this
Wood.
ROCKABYE
DUDLEY
tion of such murder and brutality session with a good sense of prot^dio.
The enactments are Rood, nlWith
Dick
Dudley
to the Jewish race.
portion; for the other program val^
ihough performers are hampered
It was
stark,
moving drama ues. Equipped with a cultured but Sustaining
by material.
first-rate cast haS
.
JOHNNY FLETCHER
throughout, ably handled by Doug- friendly voice, .she keeps her com- 15 Mins.; Mon., 11:15 p.m,
been gathered and musical backWith Bill Goodwin, Sheldon Leon- las, tightly scripted by Allan E. ments down to reasonable size and WNBC, N. Y.
ground by John Gart is okay.
ardi Joan Banks, Joe Keams, SIt)ane and directed expertly by never gushes with over-enthusiasm.
Local
late-hour
programming.
The session has been given the
Pete Leeds, Larry Doskin, Gloria Himan Brown.
Edbo.
On
her
preem
(14), she sparred of late, has been veering to the
blessing of the Society, of PrevenBuSz Adlam orch;
Btondell;
with the audience oii such question soothing type of music instead of tion of Crime and
even if the yarns
Owen Jaiqes, announcer
_
OPINION
as "Should a husband help wash the dance remotes that at one time are out of the
Society's records,
Writers: Bob Bys, David Freidkin, With Matt Thomas, narrator
dishes after supper?" and went were the vogue. It's a break for there's little
uidication that truth
Morton Fine
Producer-writer: Robert I^ger
through a conventional interview the general run of hard-working can be more exciting
than fiction.
Producer: Don Sharpe
15 Mins.; Sun., 6:35 p.m.
routine with John Conte, of the citizen who feels the need to unRousseau
Jose.
Director: BiU
wind before dimming the light.
Sustaining
Broadway hit, "Allegro."
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.nu
WMAR-FM, Baltimore
Plugs for various bankrollers are
Consequently, "Rockabye DudSustaining
Smart projection of news is a handled with good taste by Miss ley'' a 15-minute stanza of purring OUT OF DARKNESS
ABC, from Hollywood
standout because of unorthodox Hall with a solid assist from Dan talk and a sapient selection of With
Stefan
Schnabel,
Abee
Another in the list of comedy- handling both in garnering and re- McCuUough, who's general handy disks is a soothing session that will
Lewis, Ted Osborne, Bill Lazar,
Herm.
drama whodunits, this series stands porting of events by a newspaper- man on the show.
accomplish its restful mission.
Erie Dressier, Ann Shephard,
up pretty well, both for perform- controlled station and a newcomer
Dick Dudley, emeeeing the show,
Scot McKay •
ance and dialog. Lines are good, to local airwaves. Already in the
has a line of poetic talk stressing Writer: Ben Kegan
generally' humorous, sometimes a video field and developing gradur LET'S LISTEN TO THE VET- the elimination of care, the neces- Director:
James Sheldon
ERAN
little overdone with corn. Situa- ally in FM, Baltimore Sun's stasity and clearing the mind of the Producer: Ted Hudes
tions are interesting and suspense- tion also has an
allocation still Producer: Clifford Evans
day's travail, which should put the .SO Mins; Sun., (13), 11:30 p.m.
f ul, and on the lighter side. Per- to. put into swing, Robert Kriger 15 Mins., Sunday 7:45 p.m.
listener at ease.
Sustaining
formances by "Bill Goodwin, as has been building documentary and Sustaining
Wa|CA,
N.^Y,
Dudley's
recordings
have
a great
quick-witted amateur sleuth Flet- live talent shows on the
end WHLI; Hempstead, N. Y.
A half-hour dramatic show in bedeal of variety.
He's got disks
cher, and by Sheldon Leonard, as and current "Maryland Opinion" is
Several years after the enactwhich will
even though
o„ half of the Citizens Committee on
his willing but slow friend Sam, proving a weekly standout.
ment of the GI Bill of Bights and there's a jive sooth
motif, and a group- Displaced Persons, "Out of Darkpace a good cast.
Utilizing news stories and edi- other veteran legislation, the maing of salon arrangements which ness" is another tale of horror com
(1?)
Sunday
Chapter caught
torial comment from daily and jority of former servicemen are
ing out of the last war. Adapted
are always easy on the ear.
dealt with a mysterious phono- weekly
papers throughout the still in the dark as to how their
from a recent picture yarn in
Jose.
graph record left with Jhonny and State, Kriger projects them via rights can be best protected and
Look mag, program focused on the
Sam by an attractive; strange good narration by Matt Thomas and how individual problems can best » t t
t « t t
»<
past and current history of a Polish
femme; the gorilla who tried first situation dialog handled by studio be resolved under this special
family that was recently admitted
to buy it from them, then to pry it stock players.- Episodes are nice- legislation.
into the U. S. This program did
loose by force; the apparently ly contrasted for treatment and
The WHLI program, "Let's
ii
little more than repeat the circuit
harmless pop song on the disk, good musical background by John Listen to the Vetefan" provides an
of gas chambers, crematoria, conwith its disarming code-like re Stidman Cues the entire- setup. Hu^ excellent foram for the discussion
centration and slave labor camps
frain, and the romantic adven
Writer of the second installment that have
man interest yiims and touches of of these problems. It is evident
become a hnllmark of
tures that ensiled. Pleasant Sab- humor in localized news situations that the questions asked by various of "New America" on WMCA, N.Y.,
shows dealing with the European
bath evening thriller fare. Brow.
make for meaty content. It is prov- former GI's are typical and the an- Sunday night (13) must have been situation. A fresh
approach, some
ing a potent mail puller and should swers, provided by a panel of rep- saturated in the Horatio Alger tra- new
backgrounds and a less repetiprovide smart Jumping-oif place resentatives of the" various depart- dition. Even though the object of tious tone might
OUTSIHE Oi? SPORTS
prove more effecfor broader projection via TV.
ments of the Veterans Administra- the show was worthy propaganda, tive in hammering
With Bob GQdlejr
home this outp.m,
tion are authoritative and helpful. appeal for contributions to the fi.t's urgent
5 Mtas,, Mdn.*thtu-Fri., 6:25
message.
TAILORS
Program on its own gives the ex- United Jewish Appeal, the central
Despite its familiarity,
WIJK, Cleveland
servicemen advice on various prob- DP character of the dramatization this program managed however,
to strike
YACHTS
AND
YACHTING
session
caught,
show
and
lems.
On
his
rapid
adaptation
sports
to his some moving dramatic
Here's how a five-minute
With George Curtis
warned that the GI home loans American surroundings were so the dominant tone effects. But
show (Ran. be perked up to hold lis- Writer: Sandy Johnson
was senticover only the monetary end of the fantastically overdrawn as to viti- mentality in
tene9> thtejrest. An ex-sports writboth the horror of
30 Mins., Sunday, 1 p.m.
transaction. There's no guarantee ate the force of the whole thing. Europe
er for many years, Godley gives his Participating
and the happiness of
that even under the GI bill, a par- Only one in the cast that sounded America.
broadcasts a distinctive personal WGAN, Portland,
This program tried
Me.
ticular house will be built in work- plausible was Marcia Hunt who
touch, not being afraid to let. the
Newspaper - owned outlet bor- manlike manner. Program asked doubled from narrator to the role tickling the vanity of America
voice show and drip sarcasm when
into letting in some more d.p.'s. As
idea from black-and-white that GI's seek out the best advice of a staff worker for the
He uses a succinct, rows
Joint Dis- a result, the program failed to ring
tiecesjsary,
for near-saturation on this type of business transac- tribution Committee,
punch style that does not waste space-selling
which the true at several points. A lirstrate
supports. Bartley Crum, pub-. cast and good direction
words dnd he covers the field bf spot .sales. It's the "special" sec- tion which will probably be one of
made the
tiot) or page gimmick, with an arty the most itjnportant they'll mak0 in lisher of
and associated with show as convincing as posisible.
Sports adequately.
the United Palestine Appeal, fol- This program,
Commercials are short and God- heaC some few inches of inconse- their lives.
through transcripShow is transcribed In ^ spot lowed the sketch with a talk on the tion, was also heard on over 450
ley freqviexitly ties them in to' give quential related newscopy, suri-oujqided
acres
of
by
ads
that
mii?ht
convenient to both servicemen and urgency of the UJW's current drive stations across the country.
tEi»«{£tm'.#aiti» a nicely<roundea
(Continued on page 32)
Jos£.
VA exeqs.
lor money.
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TO-CHURCH lERCHANDISINff
2-Pronged Radio-Pix Gangup

EPISGOPtli

Washington, June 15.
There's a strong possibility hero that Eric Johnston, Motion Pictm-e Assn. proxy, antl Judge Justin Miller, NAB topper, will join
forces to work out a united legal attaek toward getting films and
radio formally recognized a.s efitiUcd to the same ijrotection as the
press under the F)r.sl Amendment of the Federal Constitution.
Boih organizations have been interested in the situation, and
spoliicsnien at NAB headquarters think, that a two-pronged attack
in taking the matter to the Supreme Court would do the job.
Johnston has recognized the rights of radio under the First Amcndjnent and Jliller has returned the compliment lor pictures. Howevet- both industiies conHniie to smart under restrictions
local
and state censoiship of liinis. on the one hand, and.. PCC control
of, general programming, on the other.
While Johnston i<ecently denied any immediate putsch to get the
celluloid- traffic under the First Amendment tent, despite the Supreme Coui-t's recent broad hint that it would rule favorably, there
has been plenty ol thinking along these lines in all phases of pic-

in religious programming, marking
the first time a network has opened
a nighttime segment for churchsponsored shows. Mutual has set
aside the Friday 8 p.m. lialf-hour
period, starting Oct. 1, for the new

.

loisvie

Coieges Eye

Experiment'

"GMat Scenes From
Great Plays," with Walter Hampscries, titled

den as the permanoit emcee and

Widi Preem of €oyrses-by-Ra$o
Louisville,

June

15.

wide program series

will

WAVE

be on the

will air the
first of a series of programs of
dramatized great novels. University of Louisville claisses in the
Englisli
department will listen,
an<d then st^end a half-hour distussinc; the. books. Airings will be
carried by. NBC.
air Jun-,

25.

'

Locally worked out plan will
be that courses are open to anyone in Louisville, upon then- registering at any branch library for

They

will be siionlied
with study material, and will have
facilities to hear the broadcasts.
Course will be of 10 weeks' duration, and students will study several books, after which they will

course.

til'!

examinations under superThose passin,!? the examinalions
will
be given college
credit for the course, provided
thev are eligible for entrance to
college.
Those not eligible for
university registration, but who
pas.-;
the radio course, will be

take

vision.

'

"

given

a certificate testityiug to
thai cllcct.
Selecting: Books
Harvey Curtis Webster, f&rmer
tf. of L, instructor, will conduct
the course. He's currently selecting tlie foool£S; and was in New
York Monday il4r) to set up series
details.

.

Education by radio project was
in preliminary form
Mayor Charles Farnsley and
W. Taylor of the Univ.

worked out
b\'

Dr. John

of Louisville. A number of experi"
mental recordings were mad<!i and
the plan was to air these over a
local FM station. However, as the
deal now shapes, Sterlinj; Fi.4her,

.

of

NBC.

after a visit hero

and an

exploratory conference on the

appearing in the initial broadcast
from "Cyrano." Earle
McGill has been pacted as tite director, with John Daly as announcer, and the Nathan Kroll or-

in scenes

+

Locally inspired project to give
college courses for credit, by radio, is rearing point of becoming
a reality. First airing of a nation-

.sub-

arranged to adapt tlie plan
He reported to Niles
Trammel, prez of the network, who

Bread on the Waters

chestra will hackground the series.
talent " roster of the
Spiscopal Actors' Guild will be put
at the disposal of the churchy

The Bread Basket daily cuffo
performances at Times Square,
N.Y., has paid oif Avith its first
;

WOK

Go-to-Chi|FcIi Flea

Cost of the show will be prorated among the Episcopal churches
throughout the country.
There
will be a three-minute open-end
for a local cut-in in which the local
clergympn will do the "commercial," in this instance a plea for
"Music Box" program.
, people to go to church.
It will be
is now thinking in terms of a
a message directed to all peoples
regular spot for her.
of all denondnations, but with the
recommendation that, if they are
not members of any church,, they
might try the local Episcopal congregation. Mutual was favored in
view of its 500-plus affiliates, thus
jjlennitting for that many Episcopal
ctei^ymen to be cut in at the tail
end of tlie show. (ABC had also
offered its nighttime facilities for
New Orleans, June 15.
the program.)
Edgar B. Stern, Jr., president of
Show is being handled through
International
City
Broadcasting the H. B. Humphreys agency
Service, Inc., said yesterday. (14)
(which has also handled the Christhat he had entered into agree- tian Science account) and was more
ment over the weekend to pur- than a year in preparation, with
chase all stock of Stephens Broad- such know-how radioites as Bill
casting
Co.,
Inc.,
operators of Ramsey, of Procter & Gamble,
WDSli here. The price wal $675,- lending an assist in blueprinting
000, he said.
the format and "merchandising"
Transfer of ownership is con- plan.
The Humphreys agency had to
tingent upon approval of FCC.
The agreement, Stein added, was tear down considerable opposition,
to purchase all stock, licenses, particularly in its reasoning that
fixed as,'ets as well as substantial the main burden of the show was
amount of cash accounts receiva- to reach the 70,000,000 people who
ble and current assets. Purchase are not attending services of any
price also includes the station's kind and that by following tlie pregovernment permit to consstruct vailing method of slotting religiosoFM outlet as well as a television sponsored programs in Sunday
station. Fred Weber, present gen- morning segments, it would only
eral manager, will be retained in contribute
toward hurting the
post under .new management.
spiritual growtli of the nation.
Because it was the feeling that

WOK

For

675£; Weber Sli^s
,

'

NBC.

MO lit for the idea pronto.
The Univ. of Louisville will provide college-classroom discussion
of iho books, NBC will produce
professional dramatization jf the
novels. The university will operate
its registration system through the
libraries, and will provide matei-ials for study and examination.
While the airin.gs can be heard on
a naiional basis, credits can ho obtained only by those who register
the U. Of L. locally. The
at
"Louisville Experiment" is being
watched by other colleges.

*You Are There'- to Be

Disked for School Use
"You Are There," the GoodmanAce conceived. Robert L. Shayonproduced CBS series (formerly
calh'd "CBS Is There") may appear
as an album for school use. IntorPFt developed because of reaction among: educators. It has heen
hailed as an ideal shortcut to the
study of history.
The involved questions of clearance, music, union, author royalties

and so on are now being
.
'

investi-

gated to how see practical these
notions are. Columbia Hccords will
prol>-»blv

mcntaUy.

make one album

experi-

WASH. STATE B'CASTERS
GREET'PRES,

This
Now

Headed

Bill

Is

they're giving

away the

tice on big broadca.'.ting that it will
not get radio legislation in the next
few years putting a ball and chain
on. the Federal Communications

people who give giveawa.vs,
Dick Randall, who conducts

comedv

a

series

Sundays on

WGYN-FM, New

York, has decided to end the somcthing-fornothing - for-the-listener craze
by giving away people 'real,

Commission.
The measure reported to the'
Senate Thursday (10^ is not going
anywhere. But what it contained
was enough to prove to the Na-

—

The comic claims
that members of the Gagwriters Institute wiii be given
free .to dialers who correctly
answer questions aired on the
show. The live prizes are to
be available to run errands,
live people.

wash

dishes,

sit

Nowhere

for

Washington, June 15.
Tenor of the White tadio bill reported out by the Senate Commerce Committee has served no-

FM?

'

tional Assn. of Broadcasters, the.,
webs, dear channel outlets and
others that the Senate committee
will never agree to make the sky
the limit for commercial radio and
.

restrict

with babies,

FCC

to

simply patrolling

engineering violations, of spectrum
assignments,
The bill would write into law the
FCC claim tb4t it may tiieck program performance in connection
with license renewals, and eyea
would malce statutory the SOiOOOwatt ceiling on station power set

etc.

Well, now they can no longer describe FM as "slatic-less
radio."

'

BiPaikT«

UP by FGC.

Senator Wallace H. 'White, (B.*-Me.), chairman of the C^niittiierce
Committee, told a press .conference that the bill included "What
the NAB and Mr. Miller (Justllti
Spot plug advertising, which Miller) fired their heaviest guns
That this was correct was
spilled over from radio into chain at."
grocery stores, is now slipping into shown in the immediate reaction by
-

Get

Ceml Spts

tbe NAB prexy.
the nation's ball parks through a
Only After Fact
new outfit called the Baseball Net"Although the apparent thconr
work. Organized by the Peterson is that' the FCC would act only
Enterprises, N. Y., Baseball Net- ter the fact, and with regard to the
•work is currently selling commer- so-called
'overall'
programming
cial spots over the public address policy of a licensee,"
declared
'Systems of baseball parks of 35 Miller in a statement, "it is clear
minor league clubs across the coun- that overall programming cannot
try.
He examined in a vacuum ai^y
The "network's" rates are figured such examination must include a
on a per capita basis-with costs to con$ideratiott of. specific pro,^ranis.
advertisers assessed in direct pro"We know fnom years of pracportion to paid attendance. .Plugs, tical eHperience that the 'Commiswhich are limited to a maximum of sion has acted and will continue
six for each game, are alt of the to act before the fact and with retranscribed musical type angled spect to 'specific programs, unless
for baseball fan consumption. Ad- this type of supervisory power is
vertisers using the facilities are' re- denied to it This plaint is cenquired to pick up the tab for a full sorship befoir^ snd affer the fact.
season of spots at any given ball It is contrary not merely to the
present Communication Act's propark.
Estimated audience for the net- hibition of sucli .censorship, but to
work in its initial season is now the plain and forbidding language
about 3,000,000. Peterson is cur- of the First Amendment as well.
rently dickering with several major We cannot ac^esce in this proleague clubs to install his service. posed legislative repeal of the ConTlie network pays off the parks in stitutional provision."
B'or several years NAB has been
the form of rentals for use of the
the spearhead of a nvovemcnt to
public address systems.
cut ^ack the authority of FCC to
mere technical supervision, and to
give the broadcasters wider leeway,
NAB first began, -to makfr
progress in 1943 when the hearings
which led to the White-Wheeler
(Continued
on page 36)
will devote

—

',>..

MURROW'SSTARDATt

WITH 4S GOVERNORS

Edward R. Murrow
Sunday morning church programs
on the air actually keep people his eight-week hiatus from^ Camp^
home from church, the Humphreys bell Soups makmg public 'appear*
agency stuck to its guns on pitch- ances around the U. S., including

ject,

for

White

The whole

potential radio personality.
(N.Y.) proOne of the
ducers was passing last week
when he stopped to listen to
Barbara Ashley, singer in the
"Ballet Ballads," currently on
Broadway. He liked what he
heard and next day. she was
spotlighted on the station's

WDSU Sdd

hi Deepfreeze

On FGC Powers TTiwarled; Revamped
Representing a whole, new approach to radio on the premise
that "it is not our function to teach
doctrine on the radio; that's for
the minister in the Church," the
National
Council
Episcopal
of
Churches will spend $1,000,000 for
a nighttime series of dramatic
shows on the- Mutual network.
It also represents a new concept

—

tures.

Industry $ Bid to

TRDMAN

ing for a nighttime period-r-and
.

won

Seattle, June 15.
The annual meeting of the
Washington Assn. of Broadcasters
was held at a strategic time last
week, with .the radioites meeting in
Olympia on the day President Truman was a guest of Gov; Wallgren.

out.

a "star date before the governors
of the 48 states. He went to Buf-

Stock Co.

S^ for WOR, NX

last week for CBS affiliate
WOR (N.y.) Is blueprinting an
manager I. S. Lounsberry.
ambitious half-hour program to
Murrow, during his first sea.son, showcase a permanent stock commoved into tbp.position for a daily pany of now musicomcdy talent.
strip newscaslei'. His current posiProgram is set for an August
tion i.s unique in tliat he is an preem.
It will be called "What
executive-turned-talent for three 'Happens" and' will be a weekly
times the stipend while meantime series of satirical revues with orig-"

falo

WOR

Shows

In

,

The broadcasters

wei'e entertained
the Governor's office, whei'e
they met President "and Mrs. Tru-

Comic Mag Format

in

man and daughter Margaret.

WOR

(N.Y.) i.s embarking on a
"reverse switch" technique. Having seen comic book characters
adapted to radio, the Gotham station is going into the publishing
vice-president, Oliver RUnchey, business in a iilan designed
to
KOL, Seattle.
translate
shows and personAnnual meeting was climaxed by alities into comic magazines.
a cocktail party and dinner at the
Venture tecs off with the pubOlympia Golf and Counti-y Club.
lication of the station's "Mysterious Traveler" show as a comic mag,
a tieup with Tran.s-World Publications.
It hi(s the newsstands
Hypo
Chesterfield
July 15, with an initial printing
radio in New York was of 350.000 copies guaranteed.
given a boxoffice hypo last week
.WOR is now sifting its whole
when Chesterfield -signed witln catalog of kid. adventure and
WOR-FM for a pickup of its N. Y. my.stery shows and is huddling
Giants home games.
with pub houses with an eye
Ciggie company currently spon- 'towards a flock of adaptations.
"Stop Me If You Heard This
sors tlie games on WMCA, N. Y.,
cut
will be
One" may be tho' second to get the
and WOR's
comic mag treatment.
in for a simultaneous pickup.

Officers were reelected as follows: president, Tubby " Quilliam,
KTBI. Tacoma; secretary-treasurer.
Bob Priebe. KRSC, Seattle, and

WOR

:

m

FM

FM

i

I

i

•

j

I

PM am

I

retaining his close relationship to
William S. Paley. No executive at
the network is bellt>ved a."; clo.sc
to Paley as Murrow, a frequent
guest at the Paley estate at Manhasset,

L.

I.

inal sketches

and, songs.

Sheehan to Buchanan
As Radio-Tele Director
John R. Sheehan, formerly head
the New York radio office of
the State Department, has joined
the Buchanan agency as director
He sucof radio and television.
ceeds Martin Jones.
Before joining the State Department, Sheehan was with, various
of

Aud

Participation Idea

Seen Magnet at WOR, N.Y.

In line with its thinking that if
you build up a strong afternoon 'radio and television stations, and
ro.ster
of audience participation during the war was with OWI.

shows you can hold on to your
audience for the rest of the day,
WOR (N. ir.) has a new Mondaythrough-Friday and participationcr

MKON

IN FCC

CHECKOUT

Wa.shington. June 15.
Theodore Baron, attorney in the

coming up in July.
This one will be headed up by
Bud CoUyer and will be called "On
Your Mark." It goes into the 2;30-

resigned to .loin the Wa^ingtonradio law firm of Arthur W. Schatw^

3 p.m. segment.

feld.

Law Department

of the Federal

Communications Commission^ has

Wedveaday, June
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Howdy Doody pulls
NBC's small television star owes his winniijg personality

the strings

to the alter

ego voice

I

of

Bob Smith, and to eleven strings. But Howdy Doody can

About <50,000

for

example—df

And 20,468 requests followed
five additional

,

The Research

^

in the

and a

The

33%

Sales

announcement

of the button, with only

Director says that a telephone coincidental survey, conducted by

Of an estimated 214,800

,

count of requests for his presidential campaign button.

first

announcements. made in the next leu days.

New York area on the

-were tuned in.

last

the

pull strings himself.

sets

He interprets

return for the

Manager says

last

offer,

covered by the

this to indicate

first

it's

day of the

NBC

gave the program a rating of 31.

NBC

Television Network,

31%'

nearly one request for each set

.

or 66,588 sets

,

announcement.

television's

gr^test success story—

the most forceful demonstration to date of television's drawing power.

Bob Smith

says

Howdy Doody
The Research

he has a headache; he'd only ordered 5,000 buttons.

says shucks.
Director's wife doesn't interpret figures.

To her. Howdy Doody keeps the

children glued to the set Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays from 5 to

and

that's wonderful.

She

or service a sponsor of

So

^

».

just says she"ll

Howdy

suggests to the youngsters.

will a lot of other grateful parents of enthusiastic children,

America's

6—

be moi e than happy to buy any product

No. 1

Television

Network

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY,

Wednesday, June 16, 1948

Jobston Preps Pattern

Guilford's Tele

NBC

for

Feature Service for Clients, Stations
Providing television stations and'*
advertisers witli the Idnd of shows
they want at prices they can afford
to pay will l)e the first job of the
newly-created NBC feature service,
according to department chief Russ
Johnston. For that reason, Johnston
plans to; take a swing around all
NBC affiliate stations immediately
beiore throwing the feature service
department into high gear.
Next step, Johnston said, wiU be.
to take the features already prepared, such as the Jorry Fairbanks'
"Public. Prosecutor" series, and get
thein on the air commercially. He
predicted that more advertisers
•would be encouraged to gel into
the medium, once they see such
pix produced especially for tele.
Despite his conlinued association
Willi Fairbanks, Johnston denied
any special predilection foi- film
over live shows, but emphasized
that films will play a very impor-

It's

Seen Outlet to Vast Talent Pool

radio.

On the day that NBC tele announced the appointment of
MeCann-Erickson radio veepee
Russ Johnston as chief of its
new feature

medium

tary was besieged with inquiring phone calls ftom his agency
friends. At the end of a harried day at the phone, she
rushed into her boss, declaring:
"You might be interested to
know thai the 'Congratulations,
it's wonderful' messages outnumbered 2 to 1 the 'My God,
has he lost his mind!' mes, -sages." ...
,

ABC Speeds Up

Seen Taling Over

TV Bow

Hollywood, June 15.
has moved up its coast tele-

ABC

vision start to Nov. 1, one month
earlier than originally iplanned.

New

date
was announced by
Robert Hinckley, network v.p. in
Washington, following a survey of
facilities here and noting progress
of installations.

ABC's Hollywood

department and includes shtows fed
via straight film, kinescope recording or coaxial cable. He plans to
sell some sustainers on a cooperative basis locally, either over the
cable or via filmed recordings. Mo.st
important thing, however, he said.
Is to work out some practical plan
for giving afl!iliate stations a chance
to take in some money.

X

School to Package

Shows

Own

for Gen. Mills

Minneapolis, June

15,

Cities Television Laboratory here, one of the few television
prograiSBiing schools in the country, has set up a video package
agency to record its shows on film.
Outfit has signed a deal with General Mills to provide the food firm
with shows for national sponsorship.

&

nighttime aegmf>pt, proved tlie
an .c.stimated, audience
niiilion on the eastern
network that the new
".vaudeo baby" is probably the
By JOi: COHKN
greatest sin.i;lo hypo, from a strictTlie Texaco Star Thealre pro- iy sliow biz standpoint, yet
given
jects a now kind of showbusiness the medium.
—a revival of the era that had its
"Texaco Star Tlieatre,'' oi; the
greatest showcasing at the old Pal- basis, of lasl week's proem, was
ace theatre before the days of au- strictlj- bigtime show Ris'Jness and
conditioning. The Texaco show, in television, parlaying the
best in
the cighlh-Hoor studios Of NliC, is camera
techniques
sock
with
given in an atmospheie that isn i ^
;„ ^1,^ ^est triidition of
conducive to a
P Presen^^^^
.id palace days- on Broadway,
cliiicher to

.

of several

'

seaboard

'

^

policy.

f glamor
„
Although the
,

ot the

theatre is partially destroyed by
the camci-as in front of the stage,

|

„

,

,

.,

..

'

..

.

"..°';^±_t°V.^'\''J"*"-^"^.!\^'^ '"Li''^^^^

TEXACO

ST.AR

With Milton

&

THEATRE.

Rosario
Antonio, Pearl Bailey, Senor
B.»rl(s pincnt;:

;

•

closer view marred by the screen's
graininess.
Set with a
16x20
screen,
consequently, could be
viewed best from a distance of 11
feel, which would make it right for
the average living room.

WHELAN DRUG SPONSORS
DUMONT 'CHARADE QUir

Wenccs, Andreas, Moroccans, Al
Kelly, Stan Fisher, Sid >Stone.
Kuss Case Orch.
Producer-Director: Ed Sobol;
Technical Director: Stanley Peck:
60 iVIins., Tues., 8-9 pan.
^

TEXAS CO.
NBC-TV, from New York.
iKudrier)

the practicability of integrating the vast reservoir of clicko
variety talent into "the industry's newest offspring, the Texaco curtain-raiser was a significant milestone.
Just as Milton Berle socked over
counts ot themselves. Berle's zanyisms cued a keen pace, but unfor- his standard nitery-stage routine
tunately, the comic was robbed of and brought to his emcee role one
his own slot because of the over- of the best showmanship lifts yet
time run ot preceding acts. The given a television show, so, too, did
sketch written for the occasion by video demonstrate last Tuesday
Billy K. Wells also couldn't be put that the Cantors, Jessels, Frank
Fays and Bcnnys might just as
on for the same reason.
Berle is one of the better vaude easily plunge into the new TV
oft"

'

medium and

give it, themselves
and sliow biz new values.
For the opening bill Texaco surrounded Berle with some of the
best vaflety talent around Senor
working with the acts. During the Wences, with his sock ventriloquist
opening tumbling turn of the Mo- act; Pearl Bailey, whose distinctive
roccans, he. became the clumsy songs proved a natural for TV;
member of the group, and he tied Rosario & Antonio, .Spanish tcj i>
up the house with the double-talk- team; Al Kelly, whose doubleialk
ing Al Kelly. Berte's bits o.' busi- routine was a solid click; the
ness were virtually the same as pre- Moroccans, who.se aero turn got a
sented in vauders and niteries, but comedy hypo with JJorlo stooging;
Stan Fisher, the harmonicist who
nonetheless botf here.

and

nitery

bulToons.

His better

qualities, .still to be captured in a
radio script, are given complete
play through the sight medium. The
early part of the show had him

Pearl Bailey, tSlcing the tradiDuMont television, following announcement of a 50% markdown tional deuce .spot generally given
on its sustainers for the summer to singei-s, similarly pjoved a showrecently approved as a monlhs, wrapped up another bank- .slopper with "Tired" and "Good
training school under the G I Bill roller this week when Whelan Enough For iVle." fler lazy, indobut is encountering serious diffi- Drug paeted to bankroll "Charade lent renditions are excellent audience fodder.
culty in lining up competent in- Quiz,"
Contract is for 52 weeks,
The novelty departments were
structors. Representative Mel Jass effective about July 1, Markdovm
returned from N. Y. this week, price, however, holds only for the well taken care of by Senor
Wences with his class ventriloquy
where he endeavored to entice sev- summer.
act.
The Andreas in the closing
eral top nf^twork production men
Show which features a panel of spot provided a gasping
interlude
to teach at the school, but com- experts
guessing
on
charades with some breathtaking adagio
plained of getting a cold shoulder worked out by a group of actors, work, and Stan
Fisher
from practically everyone he con- has been on the air almost a year good mjsical note withprovided a
his harLab's chief instructor is in the
tacted.
Thursday 8 to 8:30 p.m. slot monica renditions.
Ernie Colling, former NBC staff di- on
(DuMont, N. Y.). BUI
The flamenco work of Rosario
rector in N. Y.
Slater emcees. Deal with Whelan St Antonio, ordinarily one of the
School was set up by Joe Beck, was set
directly by the net, with no top Latin teams in the business,
who also conducts the Beck School ad agency represented. Four
one- failed to register with its complete
With two studios minute
of
Radio,
Partially to blame were
film plugs are to be used on impact.
equipped with DuMont cameras each
show, featuring products car- their too formal selections, which
and production facilities, it's now
didn't jive with the atmoSphttt^e ,of
ried in Whelan stores.
ollering
courses in production,
the rest of the show. Incidentally,
acting, announcing, camera techthis team was given the bdst house

S* F. Application

TV

Kelly, T/a' #ordccaiis (4) .a.^ia
Stone. Betty Alex-ander,- Russ Case
Otch.

Lorob fast lens, which and the studio discomfort is eviboth UST and the lens manufac- dent by the battery of lights that
turers are trying to reduce in cost. sometimes produces a fahrenheit
RCA, on the other hand, uses the resembling a steam room, the abilSchmidt reflection system. Latter ity of top vaudeville performers
is said to offer a brighter picture
to" entertain in even the strangest
but is more costly because of the kind Of atmosphere is undeniable.
intricate system of mirrors inThe Texaco package as preemed
volved.
Tuesday (8) proved itself to be
UST is also shooting for a sys- unadulterated top-notch vaude as
tem of reducing the cost of the projected by as bright a group of
five-inch cathode-ray tube used in performers as could be gathered in
The pacing was tight
its set by converting its production one session.
into mass quantities.
Tubes are and the variety was evident. Kouproduced by machine but must be tiniug was such that it might have
assembled by hand, which-has kept been set up by the old Keith-AlIt was that bigtime.
the price up to about $30, same as bee circuit.
Talent, headed by Milton Berle,
for the 10-inch tube.
UST hopes
gave "excellent acbring the cost down to $5 theatre-wise
to

Twin

Its

Pearl Bailei/, Ro-

smio & AMmb,: Senor Fences, $10,000 for a onco-a-week .showr
Andren Dancers (3), Stan Fts/ier, casting in the choice 8 to 9 NBCAlt

Following the appearance on the
market last week of the new Scott
projection television receiver and
the growing tendency among other
manufacturers to push their projection sets, many industry observers now believe that projection
receivers will eventually replace
direct view sets if their price can
be brouglit down to a lower level.:
Most co.stly item in the largescreen sols is the sy.stem of projecUnited Slates Television, for
tion.
ono, uses a refraction sysitem featuring a specially - manufactured

station, KECA-TVj may be linked
with San Diego a month later on a
direct carry of the signal 130 miles
down the coast.
Kickoff date of net's Frisco station may also be moved back from
throiigli increased demand for it
Dec. 1 should present progress in by the industry.
setting up facilities be maintained.
Even if projection sets take over
Richard Goggin, who heads up the field, observers
don't look for
coast TV operations for ABCi is
screens ever to exceed 16x20
due to take over his new duties inches on an average. Tele engiJuly 15.
neers have discovered that the best
spot from which to view a tele
screen is the height of the image
. Tele Programming
multiplied by eight feet, with any

.

Bpfic,

—

pre.'nierc of the (JO-rrlinulc "Te:<aco Star Theatre,"- representing a
tale.'it-production'time
outlay
of

(NBC-TV)
.JMiltofi

Bausch

Coast

Texaco Star Theatre

Projection Sets

service, his secre-

GEORGE ROSEN

By

"Vaudeo"--tUe adaptation of oldtime vaudeville into the new video
came of age last Tuesday night (8) in a performance
that may well be remembered as
The
a milestone in television.

House Review

now
Ad agency execs
convinced that television is

Johnston's department is to handle all NBC sustainers which are
not sold by the web's national sales

Par Amends

'Vandeo' Comes of Age in Texaco Show;

Stratton on the scripts.
Sol Radam is agenting the property for the William Morris agency,

to 1

mose important than

tant part in building tele's future.
Feature service includes the distribution of live, as well as film
shows, to afliliate stations but
Joiinston pointed out that even by
1949, NBC would be able to feed
live programs over the coaxial
cable only to stations in the east
and midwest. Field for films, consequently, will be wide open for
some time to come. He said that
NBC would also try to buy feature
films for distribution to affiliates
but predicted these would only be
used as time-filling sustainers. Few
advertisers will be able to^pay for
the 90 minutes' running time of
the average feature, he said. In addition, stations will be averse to
programming feature films during
cream evening hours when they can
sell a variety of shows to different
advertisers.

2

Jack Guilford is m.c. of a new
television show, "Meet the Expert," using' guest sports names.
Perry Bruskin, of the "Make Mine
Manhattan" Ijgit cast, will produce, and collaborate with Mike

are

.

.

TV

Show

—

reprised

his

Carnival

(N.

Y.)

(Continued on page 47)

Lab was

Washington, June

15:

Paramount Television Productions yesterday (14) filed a petition
to amend its application for a television channel .in Elan Francisco.
During the recent hearings on the
Coast, FCC ordered Par to supply
nm'e recent information on operations, estimated cost' of construction and cost of first year of operation.

WABD

Continued hearings in the case
have been set for next Monday
(21), KROW, CBS, Television California, 20th-Fox and Paramount,
are competing for the thrfie channels

still

available.

Par told the FCC that

its

trans-

Knitter site on Mt. Tamalpais. was
not at present available.
Revised cost estimates included: niques and writing. Students have
including already racked up about 250 camproper,
Transmitter
thieir training.
tubes, $100,000; antenna system, era hours in
$27,000; frequency and modulation

monitors, $10,000; studio technical

On

buildings, See Network Deal
equipment,
$208,150;
$100,000; other items, $48,000, toParamount estitaling $493,150.
mated the cost of operation for
Hollywood, June 15.
the first year al $600,000. but gave
Selznick Television Corp. .has
no figure for estimated revenue
been formed by David O. Selznick
during that time.
for the production exclusively of
video films.
Selznick stated that plans are
widespread but still very nebulous.
Crosby Stalls Video Pix
He- is presently mulling over
dozens
of production ideas and has
Until Lale
three men in New York now fully
Hollywood, June 15.
investigating the cost and techniRing Crosby, originally slated cal aspects of television.
to make some experimental teleDuring recent sojurn in N. Y.
vision films for Philco in New the producer conferred with NBC
Yor'k, will hold oft until late this toppers Frank Mullen and Sidney
summer, making video films when Strotz and CBS chairman of the
he returns here fo ti'wscribe his board William S. Paley. Although
standard broadcast show for itW no deal has been set, it is likely
season.
that part of the new company's
Philco and Crosby are undecided product vyill clear through NBC.
as yet as to wht'the'r video show Meanwhile STC will produce for
•will be a
straight duplicate of TV without regard-to distribution.
groaner'.s radio program or a disSelznick expects to make -a full
tiuct show d«isigned especially for announcement of his plans within'
Oie next two or three weeks.
'

Summer

|

•

.

FCC Delays TBA's

.

MatoaFs Tele Status
Clarified

by Kobak

production on the bill. The house
aghts during their turn were
dimmed, and* they were lit up from
behind a set. Had they done some
ot their wilder Gyp.sy work instead ot the formalized terping to
Capviccio Espagnol" and "Fire
Dance," a note more in keeping
with the rest of the proceedings
would have been attained.
Sid Stone altered his pitchman's
act
somewhat to conform with
sponsor demands. His turn is a
replica ot that done bv the late
Clyde Hager, and it was" entertaining despite his pitch for the sponsor product,

Cable Rate Beef
Washington, June 15.
Hearing on the Television Broadcasters Assn. protest against the
prevaUing inter-city line charges
tlie American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and Western Union was
held today (Tues.) by the FCC.
After a brief preliminary wrangle,
mostly involving the question of
which group had the "burden of
responsibility" of submitting evidence the session was reeesscdi until Sept. 28.
J. Fred Brown was
the hearing examiner.
The TBA was represented by
Col. William Brown, attorney for
iJuMont, while the wire companies

of

,

were represented by attorneys
New York.
John T. Quiseiiberry and William
Wedt, respectively. The general
'considerable interargument adviineed by TBA was
est Mjur MBS Television item in
that the present rates are .prohibithe .Tune 9th issue and I think .it
tive and tend to be monopolistic,
i« a prttty good story. But the use
while the ATT&T and
of the word "shelves" in the headattorneys said the pi-esent rate schedline and other intimations in the
ule is fair and the rules are a "necitoiy that Mutual is standing idly
by in television were a little unessary protection" for the compafortuiiate,
(Did you ever see me
nies and for small stations.
.'tand idly by?)
Russ Case orch played an excelYou know olir setup is different
ffbm that of the other networks. lent show, and should vaude open
C.P;S
We are owned by station operators, up again, he could hold down any
who, themselves, are either on the pU job. Betty Alexander pertly
BIDS
100;
air with TV or are well on the way. welcomed the ,-iudience.
Washington, June 13.
VVe are the only network that has
Vauders working this medium
The Federal Communications
sLitions: on the air in .Chicago and will have to learn to stay within
Hollywood.) Our Shareholders in the time limits agreed upon pre- Commission last weekend reported
New York. Chicago, Hollywood and viously. Granted it's tough not to over 100 construction permits for
Boston will each act as a nucleus milk the audience when the op- television stations have been aufor a regional television' network. portunity presents itself, and give thorized; in addition 265 applicaThis is in fact similar to the way ai. encore when the mob can stand tions are pending of which 1G3
one. However, that non-stop clock have been set for hearing and 102
the other networks are being built,
IS a tougher proposition to buck have received no action as
yot,.
except that in our case the indithan a hard-bitten house manager,
Applications for standard and
vidual Shareholders will handle and
sponsors may not be as for^ even
stations have been droptheir regional expansions, while giving as Berle,
who was done out ping off lately while tele Jiqs
(Continued on page 36)
of a charce to shine.
Stepped up.
Editor. Varietv:
I

read

Mfith

.
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NOW TOP
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BC EATS
TV Shows on

[ranscribing

Film

TV's Top AndieDce Promotion Job

Many Program Problems

Solves

shoWs
television
Transcribing
film, as proposed recently by
may become one of the
Lst valuable techniques yet inliigurated by the new industry. At
into the
JFie same time, it throws
fpen again the question of rights
such films, the solution to
ihich may offer TV one of its bigr

Set by NBC,

s

Hed to Pbilly Powwow

.

NBG

,

TV AUDIENCE TO

fUMont,

V

headaches to date, v
With the various labor unions^

lest

unions and talent
echnicians'
tuilds involved in the production
if any tele show which may be
franscriled, broadcasters openly
Idmit that they're not certain who
IviU possess ultimate ownership of
|he transcriptions. American Federation of Musicians is the only
Union so far to provide for the
Service in its y TV rates, having
j^ranted broadcasters permission to
Record their shows on film and air
them once on any affiliate station
Bt no increase in the network rates.
the question of rights is settled
the near future, however, TV
officials see in the transcriptions
an overfill solution to the current
important problem of networking
Even when the coast-tosllo^^'s.
Ico.'ist coaxial cable is made availfable to tele, they point out, the

TV

SELECT lISS PHILir
Philadelphia,

June

15.

WCAU-TV will handle the "Miss
Greater Philadelphia Contest'' this
year to let the video audience in
on the selection* of the lass who
will represent this town in the
"Miss America" sweepstakes at Atlantic City, in September.
The project was sponsored the
last two years by the Evening Bul-

seven networks competing

Loewi sees many other advantages inherent in the transcription
service, which is also to be offered
to
advertisers by NBG and Paraf
I

f

(Gontintied

I'Glainor'

on page 36)

Preem

ForWHinRY.
WPIX,

N. Y. Daily News' television outlet, was slated to take the
air last (Tuesday) night with four

DuMont's
i

DuMont

time charges for the number
of hours of commercial time.
full

20th s Bid For
Seattle Grant

Daily

day) night to unveil to viewers its new tele-transcription
service. WABD, DuMont's key
N. Y. outlet, transcribed on
fijm a special five-minute spot
via a closed-circuit show to salute the new station. Transcription featured Adrienne,
star of DuMont's "Champagne

•J

^
I

4

f

i
I
I
f

.

and Orchids" show,

DuMont salute was only one
of several tossed to
by
rival video stations, both in
N. Y. and other eastern cities.

WPIX

They point up the "you pat

back—I'll
still

my

pat yours" attitude
extant in the industry.

to

keep "We,

sponsored

TV

mm

BAI.LANTINE

TV ON

AGENDA

Web will, however, give up
a couple of baseball games.- NBC
has indicated it won't let its program reshuffle jeopardize any hot
news breaking at the convention,
but is fairly confident that the
program structure /wiU operate as
'
planned.

Looks Brighter
Washington, June 15.
The anxiously awaited hearings

on reduction of television channels

from 13

to 12 and their reallocato have opened yesterday
goes on June 29. The overwhelming number of notices of
appearance and petitions for channel changes made it impossible for
the Commissioner's staff to handle
them between the filing deadline
of May 28 and the proposed
hearing date.
With FCC's mail room swamped
on May 28, the Commission extended the filing time to June 18
for those who wanted to present
testimony in opposition or. in support of any proposals already submitted, but barred any new proHowever, the rate of noposals.
tion,
(14),

tices filed daily at
dropped off.'

FCC

20th-Fox increased

its

has since
prospect

of being assigned a television channel in Seattle when the FCC rescinded a grant already made to
Fisher's Blend Stations.
Seattle

(Continued on page 36)

CBS Ups Stock Holding
In

Madison Sq.

Men

To 4^; 75G New Shares
Following up its original buy
into stock ownership of Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., several
months ago, CBS has increased its
holdings in the sports arena from
3 to 4% over the past few weeks.
Estimated value of the additional
6,600 shares is set at $75,000.
Although company execs assert
their interest in Madison Square
Garden is solely of an investment
character, trade circles are linking
the stock purchases up to the Garden's role in video programming.
Steele purchases are regarded as
attempts to safeguard CBS' posi>
tion in the arena against the pressure of an increasing number of
video competitors in the New York
Since the end of the war,
area.
CBS, NBC and DuMont have been

Ing the front of the building and
searchUghts scanning the sky to
converge on its TV antenna.
Following an intro by News prez
y. M. Flynn, the schedule called
for a switch to the studios for live
trailers of such forthcoming WPIX telecasting all major sports events
features as the "Gloria Swanson from the Garden.
Hour," Rube Goldberg's "Drawing
Recent entry of the Daily News
Game" and. "Pixie Playtime." La- video outlet, WPIX, into the Garter in the evening, a remote show den picture with rights to cover
was scheduled from the Latin professional basketball and hockey
Quarter, N. Y., with emcee Ed Sul- games has shakentthe grip of the
livan introing the Ritz Bros., Harry other stations.
With three other
Richman, Sammy Kaye, Ed Gard- video stations due to begin opera*
ner and other show biz celebs.
tions shortly, CBS- would prefer to
„ Also scheduled was a remote avoid a wide open scramble for
from the Versailles, N. Y., with rights to Garden events. CBS has
Danton Walker previewing his already sewn up college basketball
weeMy "Cabarahian Nights" show. for next season.

'

NBC's reshuffle, worked out with
by sales manager Reynold J.
is believed to point up the
growing faith among advertisers of
clients

Kraft,

>

AM

WABD

sion.

NBC tele stations have already
beguh carrying 20-second spots
twice nightly, with the frequency
rate to be stepped up as the con-

Gosch-^CBSAim

¥way' Revival As

"Blake" was killed because NBC
had no other time segment available.v

NBC

will

still

program

a total

of some 60 hours of convention
news. Through the program switch,
however, it will be able to salvage
three hours and 45 minutes of a,
total of six hours and 15 minutes of
nightime sponsored shows. Under
the reshuffling plan, "Americana,'"
sponsored by Firestone Monday
nights from 8:30 to 9 moves back to
the 0 to 8:30 slot, with convention
coverage teeing off .at 8:30.
Texaco cancels out in the Tuesday 8 to 9 segment and Kraft in
the Wednesday 9 to 10 slot. Jon
Gnagy's "You Are an Artist" (Gulf)'
is moved up to the 8 to 8:15 spot
on Thursday, with the "Swift
Show," trimmed 15 minutes, getting
the 8:15 to 8:30 segment. Camel
Newsreel Theatre remains in -the
7:50 to 8 slot across the board.

Zenith Set on Patents
Chicago, June 15.
Zenith Radio last week acquired
paid-up rights to use all Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp.'s
patents in building home tele rePayment involved was
ceivers.
not disclosed.
Zenith plans fall production of
television and "Phonevision" sets.
Latter have attachments for receiving special video shows on a fee

vention date draws nearer. Teaself^
campaign, based on the line,
"Where Is Room 22?"; has teed off
on the stations and in the prc^s.
WNBC, tne web's key
station
in N. Y,, is to have a series of station-break announcements plugging the TV coverage. All manufacturers have been asked to promote the convention coverage via
posters and displays in all retail
stores throughout the country.
NBC also plans to take half-page
ads in several
Y. daily newspapers prior to the convention,
with full-page ads also to be carried by Life Magazine, jvhich is cosponsoring coverage with the web.
An insert plug is to be carried by
one of NBC's top network
shows June 20, day before the Hepublican conclave tees off in Philadelphia.
In addition, special ads
will be placed in Philly dailies by
Life mag, which is also plugging
the event via its merchandising department in retail stores and in, inserts to subscribers.
t

AM

TV s Lux

Theatre

CBS television and indie provideo's sales potential. Sponsors in
ducer Martin Gosch, who recently
most cases were willing to switch staged the "Tonight on Broadway"
to a less potent time segment,
series on the CBS-TV web, are currather than cancel out entirely for
rently making a pitch to sponthe week. In addition, however, it
sors for the resumption of the
is believed that those advertisers
show when the new. Broadway legit
consenting to the move believed
season tees off in the fall. They
that they'd still garner a good auhope to tag a bankroUer who will
dience for th6ir shows, despite the sponsor it on a long-range institufact that opposition stations will be
tional basis, similar to the way
programming convention nejws. Lever Bros: backs the "Lux Radio
With the other stations devoting Theatre," and to make it a sort of
the entire week's log to the convention, it's believed that viewers
will be glad of the opportunity to
switch to some straight entertainment for a change.
Only regularly-sponsored shows
that NBC loses completely during
the week are the "Texaco Star
Theatre," the "Kraft Television
Theatre" and "Barney Blake, Police Reporter," latter bankrolled by
American Tobacco. Texaco could
have taken the air with 45 minutes
instead of its usual hour program
but apparently decided, that,, since
tile show is only several weeks old,
the proposed pruning might react
unfavorably with viewers. NBC
was forced to cancel the Kraft
show because of the difficulty of
trimming an hour-long play.

Pointing up the importance of
the forthcoming political convento television's future, NBC
lias chosen the events to work out
the first audience proinotion job
ever.^ne by a TV network on a

:tions

Ballantine beer Is out to become network basis. According to NBC
the No. 1 sports sponsor in tele- tele promotion chief William E.
vision.
The account has instructed Webb, convention coverage offers
its agency, J. Walter Thompson, to the webs their first major competiput in a bid for any major sports tive stint and NBC, for one, will
event wlaose television rights are seek to convince local 'audiences
still open.
Among other things that the best video is to be found
Ballantine is hopeful Of achieving on NBC stations.
Plans for the ballyhoo campaign
in fights telecasting the position
Gillette Razor has had for^ years follow generally the radio: promotion jobs worked out by NBC's
in radio.
Jacob
Evans, iwho's working on the
The brewer's initial- move in
that direction was the tieing up of TV exploitation with Webbi They
the radio rights to the Zale- include radio and tele spot announcements
on all NBC Stations,
Graziano fight of last week.
It
tried up until the l|th hour to publicity stories planted In local
papers, local promotional ticins
snag the video -rights as well.
and local newspaper advertising.
Ballantine's only current sports For
the first time in tele, NBC has
obligations are the TV and
assembled a promotion kit for is8u>
broadcasts of the N. Y. Yankee ance to
all stations to help theragames over
and WINS.
plan their ballyhoo for the occa-r

late 9 to 9:30
in which it's
'

Salute

Y.

CBS will be able
the People," it? top
of the
Tuesday night time
show because

BIGGER,

aired.

last (Tues-

I

I

'

N.

WPIX preem

1

Q

;

WPIX

television took the

occasion of the

News'

AM

:

—

has four channels, one of which
hours of programming running the has been assigned to Radio Sales
gamut from the usual congratula- Corp. Five are bidding for the
tory messages from civic dignita- remaining three channels, but beWes to a special preview of the sta- fore the FCC took back the grant,
tLon;^ regular video fare. News 20th was one of four bidders for
worked out a Hollywood-type open- only two channels. 20th's bid was
ing for the aifair, with lights flood- the list one received.
Besides
Fisher's the others include Totem

.3

adelphia.

Montgomery, Delaware and Bucks. week to the political confabs and
have so advised their clients. That
means kicking back to sponsors the

If

Ifor use of the line will crowd it so
Imuch that no single net will be
fable to plan a regular program
Isehedule for at least 10 or 15 years,
Iwhen there might be. enough lines
[in to service them all. So, accordting to DuMont exec- Mortimer
ILoewi, transcriptions are "absoilutely essential to get good shows
[around the country at this time."

regularly-scheduled shows and
complete convention coverSge during the Republican conclave which
tees off Monday (21) in PhU-

In what's believed to be the first
instance of a web, either
or TV
persuading its sponsors to change
their programming hours to permit it to perform a public service
job, NBC has completely reshuffled
its program log for next week,
thereby saving $5,800 in time
letin, newspaper-owner of WCAUcharges for WNBT, its key N. Y.
TV, and the "Miss America" fran- outlet, alone. Other tele stations
chise covers the five metropolitan and
networks plan to devote their
counties
Philadelphia, Chester, complete program
schedules next

[in

Ifive to

television will be the only
network to give viewers both

its

.

TOO

ITS TELE CAKE,

TV Lux

Theatre.

According to Gosch, the majority
of Broadway producers will be only
too happy to cooperate with the
.show, which presents excerpts of
top legit hits in a half-hour format
directly from theatres.
Producers
who okayed telecasts of tlieir shows
last sea.son considered it a boff
ballyhoo method, since it was
found that TV upped their ticket
sales at no cost to tliem.
Producers found, Gosch claimed, that
the boxoffice sale always perked

,

N

AM

CBS

Tries

Out

Video

Web

Split
the night the show
was televised. In addition, TV alCBS had its first split video netways brought forth a boost in mailorder purchases from viewers liv- work last Monday night (14).

considerably

WCBS-TV, New York key, broadcast the benefit game between the
Roland Gillett, meanwhile, who Brooklyn Dodgers and the Clevedirected the shows for Gosch and land Indians at Ebbets Field, but
CBS, expressed conviction that the fed a regularly scheduled studio
producers had solved the many dif- show, "To the Queen's; Taste," to
the eastcoafit coaxial. Old Gold unficulties involved during the eight
plays televised.
Chief difficulty, derwrote the special event.
Network has apparently adopted
he said, was the trimming of a
two-and-a-liaU hour play down to a policy of keeping its affiliates in
ing outside the metropolitan N. Y.

area.

(Continued on page 32>
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Lee Hats to Sponsor

Drew Pearson on TV
During PbOly

Powwows

Commentator Drew Pearson is
slated to make his television bow

Philly, Washington and Baltimore
fed with regularly scheduled sustaining fare, regardless of WCBSTV commitments. The Dodgers'
home games clear over the latter
outlet under the Old Gold tag,
and the procedure of feeding such
scheduled sustainers to the web
will probably become a regular
thing in the event of .night games
for the rest of the season.

during the Republican convention
in Philadelphia next week with a Luckies Still in Doubt
series of exclusive daily broadcasts
over the DuMont web. He is to
'Blake' Continnanee
repeat during the Democratic con.Lucky Strike (American Tobac<
clave, with both to be sponsored
CO) wiU decide within the next
by Lee Hats, which bankrolls his
two or three days whether it wants
ABC radio broadcasts. Agency is to
continue the "Barney Blake" seWeintraub.
ries on NBC-^l'V after July 15, the
Pearson is scheduled to be on end of its current 13-week cycle.
the air from 8:55 to 9 p.m. daily Report in the trade is that Lucky
throughout both conventions, with appears inclined to .drop the drasummaries of political develop- matic show and lay off making anments and his- "predictions of other TV try until "something
things to come."
Series will very big" comes along.
originate in the studios of -WFILIf it quits "Blake" the cig acTV (Philly Inquirer) and be car- count won't actually have had 13
ried by WABD (N. Y.), WTTG weeks of it, since the show's iilated
(Washington) and WNHC-TV, Du- to be knocked' off once each for
Mont's newest outlet in New Haven, the Republicav and DeotoccAlic

On

'

•Conn.

.

conventions.

'

Wi^dnrBilay,

Wft

83

As

Col. Stoopnagle has been signed
CBS video for a regular sustaining series which 'Arthur Moore

Established,

by

Mark

Sets Hit 40,000

will produce.
Program will unveil
July,

the national game,
(This in the first of a series o/ potential for
according to Carpenter.
articles by Vaktety correspondents
Biggest sufferers will be the
shovnng how television lias projectFor instance, it's
feeder teams.
ed itsey ir. the key cities o/ tlie hard
to see Wilmington, Del., fans
country.

GAGHAN

By JERRY

Philadelphia, June IS.
Hopeful estimates of. the tele
claim 40 000
st-tions in this city
ims
Bets are now in operation,

represents a tremendous advance
the
over the 18,000 in operation at
end of last year.
_^
were
Sets ^t the end o£ 1947
installed at the rate of 2,200
•

Ijeing

following their club with the big
leagues on view in the nearest
parlor or pub. Carpenter believes

TV

home, not only amusements, but
and
dishes
newspapers,
radio,

.

demand and department stores already launched on financing, there
one
is every likelihood that no

just how many sets are in
operation. Tlie 40,000 figure may
be no mere press agent's boast.
Stations here are viewing the
number of installations with clo.se]y watchful eye. TV, of course, is
propped up with radio help as in

"It's

else are forgotten.

something like the excite-

ment when the
came out and

old crystal sets
sat
everybody
around with the head sets on,"
man. "Television is a
^aid one
novelty, and it will absorb new
listeners for a while; but once the
novelty wears olT. ..."

TV

knows

Jacksenville (Fla.) Joios
Dallas in

Bid

to

FCC

For Many Tele Station

WFIL-TV and WCAU^
The third station, WPTZ, is

the -case of

Washington, June

1.'5.

TV.
backed by Philco for obvious rea-

formly, they
profits.
peal of video and the fact that
The full staff of WJAX will
there were 1,600 sets in saloons worii at the tele station on a part
and public places at the start of time basis as will other city emlias
number
the year, and that that
ployees presently in the Electric
home
the
not Increased, although
Department, Engineering DepartTV-owners have more than doubled ment, BuiliUjjtg and Recreation Dein the last six months.
partments;
"the
Commissioners
TV is still too much in its in- also pointed out that the active
appreciable
fancy to make any
Little Theatre meinbers would be
dent on the large entertainment used parttime.
to
tell
difficult
media. Besides, it's
In addition to using the earnings
at ttiis time just what contribution of WJAX, new capital will be
videomade to the general drop in raised from sale of revenue bearfilm and stage customers. Observa- ing certificates issued according to
still
attractions
is
that
here
tion
law.
draw, even though the time has
Other
municipalities
owning
gone when almost anything would standard
stations
are;
Pallas,
;

:

,

pull them in. The same rule applies to -night clubs, .which draw
their trade long after the video
studios are closed for the night.
Male Pix Trade Off Kridays
Film men know by experience,
however, that there is a definite
drop in male trade on Friday
nights, when the big fights are
This not only .holds,
televised.
for the midtown area, but also
thfoHgh the neighborhoods, where
the local pubs get a terrific play
duHng the bouts.
Just how strong is this pull on
the male customers is best evidenced by tlie fact that Joe Wenke,
owner of the Cambria Club, a small
local fight ar«na, cancelled the

bouts he had seheduied the night
the Billy Fbx-Gus Lesnevich

&

fight.

Wenke

said
with the

he couldn't
main event

compete
on TV.
With due allowance for the pull
of the big name battlers, take the
case of Terry Young, a hard-hitting yw'hg lightweight who never
fought here, but already has a
clamorous foUotf'ing in Philly due
to the TV showing of bouts from

the N, Y.
built

St.

Nicholas Arena. TVthe fighter has

interest in

obviated the need for any local
promoter giving him a great build-

bringing him in.
A'Si PhiUies Gate Bir
On the othef hand, basketball
•V/&S consistently televised and yet
the local club, the Warriors, were
tlie best paying club in the league.
Baseball goes out over TV end yet
attendance for both the A's and
the Phillies has beea. extremely
healthy this yeaj». Credit for this,
however, can go to the sensational
ball played by the A's that lodged
them temporarily in first place.
Bob Carpenter, president of the
Philadelphia National League club,
tip

;

when

Is all for television. "Anything that
creates interest in the sport mak<Ki
for potential customers," Carpenter says. Women, in particular; are
a market largely tintouched by the
spoft, and they seem to have a
tmiversal allergy to the radio
baseball broadcast. But TV, which
shows them what the game
is all
„
*botit. may develop this femme faa

WKR;

New

WNYC;- St.
Petersburg, Fla.', WSUN, and Camden, N. J WCAM. No action has

Cincinnati.

June

15.

Baseball big league magnates,
despite reports to the contrai-y, arc
not worried presently about tele-^
vision's threat to their gate receipts
—so long as tele is kept in the
home. Their only worry is the competition tossed in their faces by
bar and tavern sets, and that's
something they want the TV industry to help them solve.
At a meeting of big league toppers here last Thursday (10), the
consensus favored continuation of
the "watch and see what liappens"
attitude. Most of the baseball bigEies expressed conviction that tele,
if confined to its rightful place in
the home, could help them by converting some of the public into new
They voiced considerable
fans.
misgivings, however,
about the
number of bars that advertise in
bold window cards, "See the baseball games here."
Pending the time when TV's
Iiome circulation exceeds that in
bars and taverns (which has already
occurred in metropolitan N. Y.),
the league execs will ask manufacturers and distributors to warn bars
against such advertising. If they
don't receive
cooperation, they
might prohibit baseball telecasting
in tile futui'e. And that, they pointed out, would cut a deep swath into
the pull of taVern sets.
Questioned about the threat to
minor league teams of big league
:

game

telecasts
in
neighboring
the league toppers declared
that's something outside their jurisdiction, which can be handled only
by the minor league officials. Consensus was voiced by National
League prez Ford Prick, who
Cities,

averred,'

^

general

sets

and

,

,

stations.

Television broadcasters "will be absorbed with advertising techniques long before they get down to problems of creative writing"
is the lamentable belief of Norman Gorwin. Writing in the first issue
of the revived Theatre Arts mag, Corwin declared:
"Personally I would not want to spend a minute writing for video
until it begins to show a rudimentary artistic conscience. If television
Will apply as much money and time to serious experimentation on
the level of the old Columbia Workshop, then I would feel privileged
to 'become involved in its struggles. But until it demonstrates honorable intentions, 1 will continue to be more interested in radio, films

and

print."

Apparently not wishing to cut himself out completely, however,
Corwin declared that "on the day that the owners and operators of
television announce they are investing "a reasonable percentage of
their budget in cultural and artistic exploration, I will gladly exchange
my present state of aloofness for the status of a man who can be had.'*'
In the first public demonstration last Wednesday (9) night of Westinghouse Elcctric's proposed Stratovision system for networking television
sliows. viewers in Cleveland reported good reception of a Signal from

WMAR-TV.

nearly 300 miles away in Baltimore.
Show was tiie usual 'Wednesday night wrestling matches from
Washington, scanned by WMAL-TV (Washington Evening Star) ,and
fed to WMAR-TV via coaxial cable. WMAR-'TV signal was picked up
by a Glenn L. Martin plane flying 25,000 feet above Martinsburg, W. Va.,
and re-transniitted through the air, where it was reportedly received
clearly in Cleveland.

Now iliat Gulf is sponsoring "We, the People" on a continued simultaneous radio-tele basis, the "ifoung & Rubicam agency is regularly taking air checks of the program. SoUnd films are made directly from
the orthieon tube. As in radio, these are not only for subsequent use
by the agency .production stail and agency-sponsor execs, but cover
the advertiser in case of unwarranted legal claims. Another indication
of the relative complexity and expense of tele and radio is the cost of
makmg air checks. For video the rate it about $300 for half-hour show.
The price for a 30-minute olT-the-air recording is about $'?,50.
Cross between home and theatre television has been set up by the
Quantico Marine Base in Virginia with the installation of a United
States Television projection set. Model, with a 3 x 4-foot screen, has

been installed

m

the enlisted men's club, where it's been found that
to 100 men can see shows simultaneously. Exec officers of the base
consequently, regard the set as providing more theatre tele than

up

straight

home

tele.

Following success of the Quantico installation in entertaining the
"What do you want me to
to some other marines, UST has also been approached by officers of the Great Lakes
be hiu-t by the Naval Training Station and other Army and Navy camps within range

SLH new
WTVR,

stations.

.

New Tele Busiaess

,

FCC on

(13),

do—move Newark

location so it won't
Giants' telecasts?"

Yorl<,

been taken by the

„
.,
,
followed the

•

.

pattern of si)ecial TV issues turned out by other metropolitan new.spapers during the last year. It featured a long Page one story by
radio editor Jack Gould, along with other staff-written pieces and
bvliners by various tele officials. Apparently unwilling to write radio
oil the books yet, the Times also included its regular Sunday radio
section in the supplement.
,
.
,
News' issue on the other hand, was devoted exclusively to heralding
the opening yesterdax (Tuesday) of WPIX, the "newspapers' TV outlet.
Both .supplements, of course, carried their full quota of ads on video
.

Baseball Chiefs

,

A request from the City of Jacksonville brought to two the numpeWCAU-TV, for example, gets an ber of municipalities who have
stations.
for television
titioned
hourly rate of $200. This scale"is
Dallas had previously put in a bid.
slated for a prompt increase when
2
channel
requests
Jaclcsonville
goes
the number of sets in tliis area
and lists the City Commissioners
past the 50,000 mark. All stations
as ownei-s. The city already owns
ave desperately anxious to slough
WJAX
and
standard
station.
a
is
TV
oft" the general notion that
WJAX-FM -and money to operate
largely a sports medium and therethe television station would be defore a taproom entertainment. Unirived from the standard station
stress the home apsons.

m

that's

Times supplement, pubhshed Sunday

That StiD Worry

1948

television came up with a one-two punch over the weekthe
expected materially to hypo demand for video sets
on successive days
area It was the special tele supplement published
by the N Y Times and N. Y. Daily News, generally conceded to be
in the cxty,
the most influential and the most widely-read newspapers

New York

end

respectively.

the Taverns

It's

TV

will probably have to pay
that
the cost for maintaining the farm
clubs.
Feeling among both entertainment and studio people is that
wlien
is first installed in the

m- everything

a month. Allowing for due
the
crease in monthly installations,
40,000 figure' might seem exuberant. Bu with 1,500 stores in town
selling TV sets, with production
ol
finally getting on the caboose

around mid-

111,

hmk Television

StoopnagleonCBST^Ie

TV Now

PhiUy

June

the

Hooper

Quantico receives tele from both. Washington and*
•
Richmond, Va.

outlet in

May give the CBS-TV evening news an
edge over the Camel newsreel on WNBT. CBS' New York key di-ew an
average of 14.9, while the cig's celluloid package had a 12.9. The
Columbia event precedes the other by 20 minutes.
television raUngs for

Ford dealers of Edge water , N. J;
have pacted for nine days of oneAfter construction of its second studio in the Grand Central Termmal
minute spots on WNBT (NBC, layout has been completed CBS will tear down the
sister studio leavN. Y. ) to' promote the new 1949 ing little standing but the pontrolroom
which will be used for film
Ford. Agency is J. Walter Thomp- purposes. The large temporary studio is
now originating 12 live proson.
grams a-week, five of them news, the daily "Face the Music"
Continued from pase it'-,
series
The Satiirday Evening Post
'"^^ the Queen-s Taste"
""'^^'^y
and "What's
,,^^'iu^?^^;;'i.°"^
the 26-27-minute running time for makes it commercial advertising ??
It Worth.
The new studio will be equipped with studio orthicott
the TV versions. It was also found debut on television .with live spots cameras.
Station also
that many full-stage: camera ^ots over WPTZ, Philly.
were h.s.g., because televiewers signed Lou Block, Studebaker
will accept a distance shot no dealer, for 13 weeks of spots.
Radio Reviews
longer than they will in films,
Five sponsors, using a total of
of
seconds.
matter
announcements,
which is a
104 commercial
Continued from page 26
According to Gillett, it was have been added by WCAU-TV,
Riplarly by September
adapt
the
camnever
otherwise be garnered. The
necessary
found
to
Hill Shoe
Philly. They include:
Atlanta, June 15.
eras to the show, not the Show to Co., 26 one-minute spots; Fred translation into radio terms is here
WSB, Atlanta Journal station,
Actors accustomed Dannenhauer, Merion radio deal- as close to the, original as possible,
the cameras.
on
the
basis
presumably
that
a
will
go on the air with regulai'Iy
to playing the show in a set way er,
Spots
one-minute
George
for Several months found it too Gorson, Chrysler dealer, 30 spots; surefire formula needn't be tam- scheduled televiislon programs on
difificult to change their routines Jacob
or about Sept. 29, officials of the
Reed, meni's clothing, 13 pered with.
The "arty head" is a 20-second station have
for the benefit of the cameras and, one-minute spots, and Swan
announced. Station
snippet of nautical music, the "re- is plannong
where forced to do so,' would in Bottling, 18 spots.
to televise a "test patlated nc^vscbpy" has been capsuled
most cases blow their lines,
tern" on or about Aug. 22.
by the parent rags' yachting editor,
In the "Jealous" number in
Present plans call for WSB-TV
and no additional plugs could be
"High Button Shoes," for example,
crammed into the stanza by any to offer approximately 20 hours
Gillett found it impossible to keep
Float
device short of a blute (the gadget per week of regularly scheduled
Nanette Fabray and Jack Mcthat paclcs two potulds of fertilizer television. Programs will have a
ConHnned ttaOS t^gi 1
Cauley within single-camera range
in a one-pound bag).
range of 45 airline miles from
in their dance routine. Possibility
Surprisingly, the show makes for WSB-TV transmitter at Peachtree
starting next January when he
of using a super-iniposition shot to leaves Jergens, and, the network easy listening. Hobbyists have al- and Beverly
Roads.
bring them both in view was ruled is turning over to him the 9 to 9:15 ways found the a<ls in the fan mags
general manager
out by-the silk curtain background, Suhday night segment. That's the of their avocation as rewarding as of ^WSB?rv
Which spoiled the ettect. As a re« rarest gift in radio, accorded only the straight stuff, so here is apsuit, Gillett was forced to cut from
parently a kickproof recipe for
to Jack Bemw in the past (See sepone of them to another with .splittransmuting dross into gold. Restory
in
Radio
Section).
arate
Zenith Charges Admiral
sults have been so gratifying to
second timing as they broke to opSimilarly, Heatter is a Mutual
date that station is mapping similar
posite ends of the stage during the
With Imitating Its Model
one-man topdrawing card, account- sessions for camera
dance.
and gardening
Chicago. June 15..
Even the regrouping of actors in ing fOf a large chunk of the web's enthusiasts.
c
annual billings. With his 9 p.m.
George Curtis, station announcer, ^ Suit filed by Zenith Radio in
a straight dramatic play caused
cross-the-board
sponsored
Chicago
news
Federal District Court
gives material straight reading job,
some of the most experienced
commentary, his Sunday Omaha making no pretense that he himself charges Admiral Corp. with unfair
thesps to bloxv their lines, Gillett
Insurance-sponsored show and the knows the difference between a CompeUtion in alleged imitation
fojpid.
In "The Play's the Thing,"
upcoming ftve-times-a-Week co-op cabin cruiser and.a canoe. Don.
of
VZenette"
model portable
for example. Ernest Cossart had
program, it's estimated that he's
radio.
one line with a mild swear word
in line for a potential $900,000 anSuit asks that Admiral be enattached. All during rehearsal he
Desmond's
Dicker
nual take and a'n audience of addicouldn't forget the word, despite
Johnny Desmond is dickering joined fron? selling its model S-FH
tional millions.
warnings frojn Gillett.
When it
with CBS for a radio-video series and also that Continents Can
came time to do the show, he again
the fall. It would be Corp. be enjoined firoin making
New York ^Alice Cook, hereto- beginning
said the wrong word and. suddencabinets for model 5-PH.
fore program coordinator of WPIX a five-year deal at a starting price
ly realizing his error, did a quick
(N, Y. Daily News), named traffic of $350 a week sustaining and $600
double-take. Gillett, consequently, manager. Also
at WPIX, chief an- commercial.
Dr. Roy K. Marshall, has had his
was forced to cut immediately to nouncer George Russell appointed
The singer is currently on the NBC program.
"The Nature of
another actor (Louis Calhern) to to work concurrently as studio "Teentimers" radio
series Satur- Things," renewed for a second 13take the sting out pf the situation. manager.
days on NBC.
week period by Motorola.
Dallas television station.
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Rates remain the same for this issue. Write

for the RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRY.
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im. Women Launch Campaign To

NEW STAGES PREPS

San Francisco, June 15.
heard on "Voice of America" be
American Assn. of University also aired to the peopl(» of this
"It is as important to
of the most consist- country.
ently severe critics of commercial 'sell democracy' here as it is
broadcasters, are now utilizing the abroad," and furthermore, "the
current "Voice of America" im- American people have a right to
broglio in Wqshington, D. C, as know what is being broadcast in
another battering ram against the their name." The association is
industry. Tbe tusoeiation is urging sparking a letter campaign to PresDetlie -removal of all private commer- ident Kbrrj' S. Truman, State
cial agendes fawm international partment officials, and Congresshortwave broadcasting with aS' sional leaders in behalf of their
signment of the work to educational program.

Women, one

broadcasting groups.

Letters

are

being mailed out to top radio names
with requests for support for the
Association's program,
The women's gi-oup recommends
that an advisory committee composed of State Department oil'icials,
radio listener authorities and in-

Keesely to

L&M

Keesely has joined the
Mitchell agency as manager of the radio department, succeeding Thomas P. Doughton, who
becomes executive assistant to Ray
president. For the presdustry reps audition all material Vir Den
ent, at least, there will be no dipri^pared for overseas broadcasting.
rector of radio, the job left vacant
Suggesting that not more than 20%
with the recent exit of Mann Holof the committee be drawn from
iner.
the radio industry, the association
Since his resignation several
declares that "to permit coraniermonths ago from Mutual program
cial companies to broadcast to forsales, Keesely has been a freeeign companies wlien they render
lance program agent.
such inadequate service in their
own country certainly indicates exStation KCKN,
Kansas City
ceedingly poor judgment by those Kansas City, Kan., lias renewed its
responsible for this arrangement." AFRA contract covering announThe university women further cers and writers. It provides for
recommend tliat all programs small salary increases.
.

Nick

Lennen

&

,

—

•

hm tk

RADIO, TELE ENTRY
New

Put 'Voice' in Hands of Educators

way

Stages, Inc., the oft-Broadgroup that clicked last

PirodHctioii Centres

Jegit

winter with productions of "Lamp
at Midnight" and the current "Respectful Prostitute," is entering
the radio and television fields with
Many
its own program packages.
Of the organization's members are
established radio-video names.
Programs will be tabbed "New
Stages in Radio" and "New Stages
in Television." Former is designed
as a weekly half-hour, produced by
Max Miller, with scripts by Peter
Lyon, Robert Cenedella, Philo
Higley and Joseph Stern. Music
would be supplied by a four-man
group headed by Walter Hendel
Including
PeteiMennin,
and
'

mW

fiV

YORK CITY ...

show
Armed Forces Radio Service is recording Ted Malone's ABC
Frederick-Clmton ad agency
today (Wed.) for rebroadcast overseas.
Wallace for
named to handle the radio campaign for the National
songstress on ABCs 'l exaco
President committee .... Evelyn Knighl,
(Wed.) after.a rtiort visit to
sfar Theatre,'- back to Hollywood today
.

'
Emanuel Vardi, composer and NBC staff violist. conducted
New York, ending Sunday
on a series over
Eckhardt on
Pat McCann, production assistant for Kenyon &
(13)
Welby Monogram.
the "County Fair" series, being gcreentested
for •Cavalcade of
boum Kelley has written a Wright Brothers script
America" and has been propositioned to adapt Keith Winter s Wind
regulariy writing
and the Rain" for "Theatre Guild on the Air." He's
Aulo-Lite, through Ruththe "Gasoline Alley" transcribed series for

N Y

WNYC

his own" orchestra
.

.

,

& Ryan.
Charles Eggleston and Dorothy Peterson joined the cast of "Lora
Stehli and Neva Peterson added to "Gal Sunday"
Susan Douglas, William Lipton and Gene Leonard new to "BackRichard Gordon cast for "Stella Dallas". ..Cliff Carstage Wife".
local AFRA membership with a card supporting
the
circularized
penter
Mrs. Pat Bowman,
Minerva Pious' candidacy for national board.
director of "Famous Jury Trials" for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samplo, heSomebody at the party after the initial
August
in
grandma
comes a
Young
Gulf,
the
that
& Rubicam and
cracked
telecast
People"
"We the
GBS vice-presidents had everyone else outnumbered....Connie Lcmbcke
playing femme lead on "FBI in Peace and War" tomorrow night iThur.)
Bernard
pitch
George
lor
might-as-well-tiy
making
a
Barry
Jack
Shaw to guest shortwave (live or ET) on the July 4 preem of his "Life
Actor Michael Fitzmaurice is the
Begins at 80" scries on Mutual
club
Jan
Athletic
Yoik
New
the
of
champ
singles
badminton
new
For.shay, children's program director of WGPA, Bethlehem, resigned to
Her
join the cast of ABC's daily "My True Story" and other shows.
....
Univ
Lehigh
senior
at
is
graduating
a
llichard
Forshay,
husband,
Charles H. Smith resigned as CBS market research counsel to become
radio counsel for BBD&O in Minneapolis.
Eleanore P, Hurley taking six-month leave from WQXR, with Mari"Sunny Side of the Atou."
lyn Congdon subbing as station jiress rep
CBS documentary script by director Carl Beier, is the only ladio
piece included in Margaret Mayorga's new "Best Gne-Act Plays of'
1947-48''
Russell Maloney, co-author, with his wife, Miriam Battista,
Of the "Sleepy Hollow" legit musical, leaves CBS after his Aug. 2(!
appearance on "Of Men and Books" to freelance as performer,' author,
Charles Urquhart has resigned as direclyricist and comedy writer.
Vet radio director Arthur Hanna' takes
tor, of "Right to Happiness."

rauif

Henry Brandt and Norman Lock- Lawton' ...Edgar
wood;

/

The video series is to be a weekproduced by four different units on a rotating basis.
Martin Jones, until recently radiotele .director
of the Buchanan
agency, will head the operation,
with Ezra Stone, Basil Loughrane
and Max Miller producing successive shows.

ly full-hour,

•

.

—

Forth Worth Roy Baccus has
been named commercial manager

AM

for both
and TV operations of
here. Keith Baldwin had
held the post of commercial manager of AiVI but has resigned to
Join the slaif of WGAR, Cleveland.

WBAP

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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HOLLYWOOD ...

Lee Cooley, TV director for McCann-Erickson. tarried in town just
long enough to keep his Frisco, Hollywood and Los Angeles ofliccs
posted on the firm's activities .... J. Hugh Davis and Jimmy Fonda of
Chicago Foote, Cone & Belding office around for takeoff of Hallmark
Theatre and "Corli.ss Archer" .... James McNamara's recording of trial
flight of Howard Hughes' flying boat will be archived in the .permanent
flics of Library of Congress, wliich made request to KLAC reporter^
who covered event on pooling arrangement
Mickey Booney's "Shorty
Bell" v/ill be. scrapped for » showcase idea, the dramatic format failing;
to excite buyers
Ernie Martin cleaned out hi.s desk at CBS and
moved east for the big adventure of being a Broadway produce)VA Helwick, scripter of the Kraft summer sliow, (h-aws a similar assignment from J. Walter Thompson on the two Elgin holiday specials
..
Final details of Groucho Marx rcsumpUon in the fall tor ElginAmerican were ironed out last week by Gummo Marx and Allen Gcllman, prexy of the company sponsoring "You Bet Your Life." GummO
•is NY-bound to line up properties for radio, television and pictures
Thrifty dmg chain drew half-hour salute from KECA for its lO.OOOlh
broadcast on the net's local station ... "Mike McLano, Foreign Coi'^
respondent" hits the wax as a project of Jimmy Burton. Gil Doud and
Bill Conrad ...Tom Paplch left CBS .sales promotion department to
.

.

.

.

.

/

.

.

.

,

.

.

:

join

Frank Portier,

legit

prodiicer,

manager ... Billy Wilgus

as biz

takes time out from his television duties at the Thompson Hollvwood
office to flip cues to Nelson Eddy and Dorothy Kirstcn in Kraft Music
Hall.' .•

"The Country Editor," starring Bob Burns, gets another culling by
Ken Dolan, this time with Colgate commercials and with Tod Bates
taking up the tab. Could be for the Kay Kyser spot
Nils Granlund
IS talking so many television deals these days thai if half
of them jell
.

.

be meeting himself coming and going
Phil Caldwell .succeeded
'Bev" Palmer as western division manai?er of technical operations for
ABC. He comes over from General Electric in Syracu.se ... .Tohnny
(on-the-spot) Grant doing three-hour daily disk jock stint on KGIL
Al Span made his bow as packager with trial airing of Luronc Tuttle
in "Winnie Winkle",
Alan Young's new comedy exhibit ready for
platlering and geared for both radio and television
,Buth Lambert,
heaa oJ the Ramsey Hollywood office, pushed aside a high stack of
agency business to deny reports that the firm is folding here because
of loss of Faye-Harris.
Just now she's laying out the spot campaign
tor I'ltch
..Johnny Johnson and Kalhryn Grayson cut a record of
Mr. and Mrs. Music," which will also have comedv spol.s hv Elvia
Allman, Sara Berner, Joe Kearns.
Charles Herbert directed and
—
Murray Lazar IS handling the sale.
he'll

.

.

.

,

.

m

CHICAGO ...

Charles Adell, formerly with John Blair & Co.. has joined
ABC as
an account exec .... Friday sessions of NBC's "Fred Waring
Show"
renewed by Mmnesota Valley Canning Co., through Leo
Burnett
Radio Rome has asked for scripts of WBBM's
kudo-winning "Report
3^"™ '^•'"y ""-fsing a fractured hand,
4^r.nn3
/rom his boss while riding in Lincoln Park. .Bill
B
A
P?^."
Kay.
NHC
s midwest news chief, off to PhiUy
Monday (14) for the GOP
.

.

.

.

conven.sh
FCC has nixed Wired Music's application to build a
standard station at Rockford, III.
.NBC, last of the nets (o go
here, is uncratmg the transmitter of WMAQ-FM
atop the Civic Opera
following the .shift of Kix and Spic & Span,
°"''"S'
mcludes account exec
Fred Kline' and a haU dozen others ... Allen
"Breakfa.s( Club" while Don McNeill long weekends
T.ml'^f? »nH'i?"
f''^™^'' *el« scripting instructor at
til
a!1.T.1 Television,
V ''^""^^
^f""^'
the American
InsUtijte, has joined WGN-TVs writing staff.
^^'^ "'^i^'^^^
personal appearances
in^n^L
Campbell, WBBM's farm director, will tape-record
h^pW^iMc
»?'VK^
highl
ghts at
the Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana state fite.
.Bd
ai'riving from N. Y, this week.
.Dick Durham
^".^4*
w.Yi't^vi
F""^"^''
'
P*-*f'na'.'on— Freedom,"
series dramatizing the role
L.«,.
.

FM

.

.

^

.

,

WMAQ

,

.

.

Show

^»^^°^-y-

toes off Sunday (201
.Chuck
1An!!^
Hmt Hunt," hopped to Wichita, Kan., over the weekend
Cessna-170 plane. Hal Totten,
farm director,
i*
five-state tour to get tJie latest agricultural
angles
.Kenneth
liJI^^
staffer, has joined Zenith Radio as
-i"^™^ Stewart-Wanier
«^,"ianaffer
Scripter-producer Sl«e Wolff set far a lecture
on "nlif
Basis of Dramatic Structure" at the
Midwestern Writers Coaforence nere July 7
Miles Laboratories renewing its "Morning News"
.

.

WGN

,

.

S^Sf

.

tl^^rx^^h'^^'^'y'
'^""f
to
NBC-WMAQ's engineer
staff.

•

•

Riley and B. J. Pitts added

Wcdnesdaqr* June 16, 1948

And now
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THESE 83 NATIONAL SPOT AOVfRTISERS
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PROGRAMS DURING 1HC PAST TWELVE MOWTHSj
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You can go far on KIRO. With 50,000 watts

Don't take our tcord for it. Instead, lake a
tip from the 83 national spot advertisers listed
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more
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come

League" is a sales manager's dream

in the Pacific Northwest and 98,000
living iu western
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truei

Listeners have complete confidence in
every word said about HPL-advertised mer-

people buy every kind of

submitted to a rigid consumer

retail
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product to the
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—44%

panel of housewives from

per family than the
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by this

You can get more of these hig spenders
to buy more of your product by talking to

your story

Aaariaf

lea|lia af

lltiar
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Frila

listening

area

tive

Electric

by "Tlie

test

nationwide average!

them on the two

Eke* rradKtt Ca.

They know each product has been

tune of more than $1,600,000,000 every year
retail sales

(iMk

Inc.

•aren Hade Co. lac (tattx

.

one of the largest markets in the West,
Aud one of the richest. Itsmore-than-a-million

It' a

more
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everything from the Lewis and Clark Expe-

League" (2:00-2:30 p.m. Monday through

dition to a story about your product that
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makes
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SMb)
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listeners

buy and buy and buy!
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Ific.
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.

O'Brien's of California Inc. {Cest^)
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Oir Fell
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For more mforiuation about radio's most
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Gen. MiUs Buys

CBSAsbFCCOkayonWFOP

Strip

Chicago, June 15.

KQW Into Family

General Mills, through TathamLaird (Kix), has signed for the first
quarter-hour of ABC's "Breakfast
starting Aug. 16. Segment
Club"
Two-way deal for realignmerit WINX. The intention is for John currently is bankrolled by Toni Co.,
of its owned and operated station Hayes, general manager of WINX, which bows off July 9.
setup was submitted to the FCC to take the same job at WTOP,
Flour had a yen for
PillSbury
today (tues.) by CBS. The pro- with the rest of the staff remainbut General Mills chose to
posed Iransaction. would-, involve ing. However, CBS will retain its the seg,
exercise its o1>tiou, on the final day
sale by the network of majority newsroom under Theodore Coop
(1:1).V
ownership of its Washington af- and will also keep its executive ofunder vice-president Earl
filiate, WTOP, and purchase of the fices
balance of stock of KQW» San Gammons and attorney James
Francisco. The FM outlets of each Neu.
The network is to retain the
station would be included.
rights to all its programs, includContinued from page 31 s=
In the Washington deal, the net"Fact
work has petitioned to sell 55% ing the across-the-board
operator,
Finder" series. Also, WTOP will mount. Smalltown tele
of the stock of its wholly-owned
business with
continue to take the Housewives who might go into
WTOP to WTOP, Inc., the latter Protective
acorn station for $90.DuMont's
League service' and the
jointly owned by CBS and the
image
the
use
can
000-$100,000,
"Sunrise Salute" show. Finally, it
Washington Post Co. The price is
chain included, in the
is stipulated that Arthur Godfrey's orthicon
$855,470. The tratfsaction was set
remote
lease of office space in the prem- acorn package for his local
last week in New York by Frank
transcriptions
buy
then
and
shows
ises is to be continued.
Stanton, CBS president, and Philshows,
Already having 45% ownership to take the place of studio
ip L. Graham, prez of the Post
for
of KQW, the network asks ap- which would be too expensive
and of WTOP, Inc. It becomes efproval of its purchase of the re- the station to program on its own.
fective 30 days after FCC apstaevery
mean
that
would
This
maining 55% from the Pacific
proval, which is expected in 60
achave
would
country
the
tion
in
Agricultural F o u n d a t i o n, Ltd.,
N
days.
owned by Mott Q. Brunton, Ralph cess to ihe same top talent being
Under FCC regulations, if the Brunton and Dorothy M. Brunton, used for N. Y.-originated shows;
Post gets control of WTOP, it at a price of $425,000. In addition,
Will Woo Small Sponsors

Sale; Bringing

Washington, June

.

Chaises

Vacated by Toni

15.

must dispose

of its present outlet,

,

'

i

Transcribing

—

CBS

agi-ees
to
pay for the
Pacific Agricultural's 55% share
of the physical assets of the station, at a price to be determined

Mutuai's TeSe
Continued frotn page

.30

;

MBS

Headquarters will act as coordinator rather than operator.
When the time is ripe, these regional networks will be joined for
nationwide, coverage and, in the
meantime, MBS will be sizing up
the needs of our affiliates for TV
service and laying the proper
^

foundation.

A number of Mutual people are
keeping current on all developtelevision and we know
that, before any substantial numbor of our affiliates are actually
active in television, we, as a network, will be able to furnish them
with a full television schedule. The

ments in

funds already spent by Mutual
Shareholders in television and earmarked for that purpose run into
many millions of dollars. They
are acquiring and training a corps
of able people for television operations.
Mieir program blueprints
are impressive and will, I believe,
form an integrated pattern which
will be a valuable source for network programming.
When the chips are counted, you
can be sure that there will be a
blue chip Mutual TV Network, as
well as a blue chip Mutual Broadcasting Network;
We have the
.

resources and the men
and women who have the ability

financial

to do a great job.

Edgor Kobafc,
President, Mutual Network.

Still more important is the fact
that the transcription service will
enable more sponsors to enter tele
According to Loewi, too
now.
when the FCC approves the ap- many advertisers who can't afford
plication.
to spend $1,000,000 a y«ar are
The petition for tlie
deal forced out of TV because of the
is contingent on approval of the
Tranhigh programming costs.
transaction, but the latter scriptions will broaden the base to
is not contingent on the
bring more sponsors in by reducsale. Thus, if the
purchase ing the high talent costs neccssai-y
is turned down the network will
if the advertiser wore to pay for
still retain ownership pf the perlive production of a show in each
mitted limit of seven stations.
city. System also makes it possible
for multiple sponsorship of a single
show in different cities, with the
talent costs pro-rated according to
population or the number of sets
in circulation in each city.
Continued from page 24 ssi
DuMont is currently preparing
prizewinning
shows,
"Columbia
for fuUscale use of transcriptions
Workshop" and "Studio One.''
sustainer proLandry served under the re- by recording each
WABD, its key N. Y.
gimes of Coulter, Davidson Taylor duced over
building a library of
and Hubbell Robinson, his 45 flagship, and
cost angle
weeks with "Studio One" span- the shows. Once the
has been set, the shows will be
ning the last two veepees.
in the counDuring the past winter rumors offered tn any station
single run. since the
were rife in New York's radio try for a
row that Landry would exit CBS prohibits more than the one-shot.
preparing to establish
because of disagreements on pol- DuMont is
separate rates for its transcripicy, properties, and "Studio One"

WTOP

KQW

KQW

WTOP

Landry

AFM

:

and regulations:
longer select the
I. The President of the United States would no
FCC chairman. Instead the job would be held in rotation by each
Commissioner for one year,
2. No FCC Commissioner could be employed by, or retained by.
any individual or corporation within the j,urisdiction of the Communications Act, for one year after leaving the Commission.
3. Salary of each commissioner would be increased from $10,000
to $15,000 annually, and top FCC staffers would also be Increased.
4. FCC commissioners would be divided into two panels, one
specializing in broadcasting and the other in common carrier
,

matters.
5. Radio station ceiling power would be set at 50,000 watts pending the action of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement signatories who meet again in Sept., 1950.
6. FCC would have authority to consider a station's programming performance in considering license renewal applications. Tlie
Commission would not be required to consider such factors as
character and financial ability of applicant in station renewals.
7. The AVCO procedure for sale of stations would be voided as
"an unwise invasion by a government agency into private business
practice."
8. Anti-trust provisions of the law would he modified so that
stations would no longer be subject to a double penalty,
9. FCC would be given authority to issue "cease and desist" orders to punishf lessei: violators of the law aiid coinmission regulations.
10. Regulations governing political broadcasts are specifically
spelled out, thereby narrowing the field of interpretation and regu-

lation by the Commission. Regular radio commentators would be
exempt from the provision that if a station aired views on one side
of a controversy it would have to allow equal time for the other
side. Stations would be exempt frpm libel for remarks in political
speeches.
II. FCC would be shorn of any authority to discriminate between
applicant^ for station licenses as it has frequently discriminated
against newspaper applicants.
12. Persons who knowingly make false charges or accusations^
or who advocate overthrow of the government, woultl be barred
from the air.

New White

;

tending.
hearing, but set no date.
A separate television board met solidated
Warner Bros, asked the Comfor some months but has now
mission not to reduce Chicago
been discontinued until further
from seven to six television chandecision.
nels, pointing out the size and importance of Chicago which should
Hartford— Local station
rate seven channels, the same as
has signed a renewal contract with
New York and Los Angeles. Warthe American Federation of Radio
Artists.
Robert Segal, executive- ners is seeking a channel in the

WONS

.

,

secretary of the Boston local, rep

resented the union;

Chicago area.

Ed

Pauley's
Television Cali'
fornia joined with Radio Diablo, in
protesting allocation of Ch. 12 to
.Stockton except as a community
channel. (Pauley's group made the
protest at the San Francisco hearings, but on the chance that the
Commissioners would reach a
quicker decision on the general
TV hearing, also went on the v^c-

ord at FCC here). Reason is that
since channel 11 has been allocated to San Francisco, channel 12
in Stockton as a metropolitan channel
would cause interference.
Radio Diablo wants channel 12 for
a rural station.
Applications for tele stations
to the FCC during the week
include: Westinghouse Radio Statiotts for an outlet at Portland on
channel 10; DaVenport Broadcasting Co, for channel 2 at Davenport;.
The Tower Realty Co. for channel at Cumberland, Md.; Southwestern Publishing Co. for channel

made

9 at

"I just happened to remember ...

and fnitt waltiiift

got a tiowl of Wheatles
»t lukmel?
I

Oklahoma

City; E. C.

Lawson

as Tulsa Television Co. for channel 10 at Tulsa; and channel 8 at
Tex.;
Wichita Palls,
Hampton
Roads Broadcasting Corp., for
channel 7 at Newport News, Va.;
and Charleston Television, Inc., for
Channel 7 at Chtirleston, W. Va.

Bi

Continued (i-om page 27
bill

got under way. However,

a bill was finally shaped up, it not
only fenced in the Commission, but
also curbed by law certain practices of the broadcasters, including freezing into law the FCC netThe broadwork regulations.
casters raised such a hullabaloo
that the .bill was spiked in disgust

by Senators White and Burton K.
Wheeler, then committee chair-

man.
Several

attempts

have

been

made

since but the current bill is
the first to reach the floor of either

the FCC.
Some of the language in the Report accompanying the bill sent to
the Senate is indicative of how the
Senate Committee feels towardradio and its control. In its report,
for instance, the Committee took a
mild jab at "businessmen whose
measuring stick is the balance
sheet" pointing out that in preparing the bill "the guiding yardstick
has been the public interest."
Swinging to the other extreme, the
senators declared that another
basic motive in drafting the bill
was "to half the increasing trend
toward law-making by administrative interpretation and court decision, particularly
dicta."

;

when good reason why the Commission

tions,

His

.

,

dependent on whether the house and this, of course will die
tran,sferout-of-town stations run them as with the end of the session.. While
created job,
sustainers or obtain local sponsors. Senator White will not be a cansecretary of the program plans
In effect, the entry of the various didate to succeed himself. Senator
board, had supposedly taken care
TV webs into the transcription Charles W. Tobey (R., N. H.) who
of that.
service makes virtual film distribu- is expected to become Commerce
Ironically, Landi-y's most recent
build and pro- Committee chairman next year,
book is entitled "This Fascinating tors of them. They
gram their own shows and then has already declared himself
Radio Business." He is a former
book them to other stations, much strongly against such things as
radio editor of Variety.
the same as do the major film com- radio "monopoly."
He is figured
panies in theatrical bookings.
as virtually certain to block anyPro^rram Board Shifts
thing which would merely restrict
Membership of the CBS prostars with Robinson.
ence to a specially

gram plans board has lately
changed considerably. Harry Ack20th's Bid
erman, Guy delta Cioppa, Ernest
Continued from page 31
Martin and Landry are off and
Jack Van Volkenburg. television
Queen City BroadBroadcasters,
veepee, and Robert P. Heller, new
and King Broadcasting
executive producer, are now at- casting Co.
The FCC ordered a conCo.

DMTED REXALI. DRUG CO.
Weduesdny, NMC, 10:80 I'.M., K.n.S.X.
»I-Ci-M— "Oil the iHlnlHl With You"
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Mat.: LOU CLAYTON

in White Bill

Washington, June 15.
Followine are the important changes which the White radio bill,
reported to the Senate last week, would make in FCC procedure

should be required to take into
consideration many of the factoi-s
which it should and must take into
consideration in granting a license
in the first instance.
Such matters as the character and ability of
the applicant to operate a broadcasting station or his financial
ability to construct and maintain
a station are important factors for
the Commission to consider in
evaluating original applications for
a broadcast station; they no longer
may be pertinent factors when the
Commission is giving consideration
to renewal of a station license.
While the recommended amendment does eliminate the necessity
for the type of involved and
searching examination which the
Commission must take in granting
and original license, it does not in
any way impair the Commission's
right and duty to consider, in the
case of a station which has been
in operation and is applying for
renewal, the overall perfonnance
of that station against the broad
standard of public interest.; convenience and necessity. \ . *'

Scalpone Vice Johnston

For McCann-Erickson
Alfred J. Scalpone, formerly
with Young & Rubicam, joins McCann-Erickson as radio production

manager, effective July 1. He succeeds Russ Johnston, who switclied
to NBC as director of television
features.
Scalpone will divide his
•

time between New York and Holthrough obiter lywood, probably maintaining his
home in the latter place. He's due

In writing the provision freezing
ceiling power to 50,000 watts pending the September, 1950, North
American Regional Broadcasting:
Agreement sessions, the committee explained:
"The committee believes that

east shortly for executive huddles.
Originally a commercial writer,

Scalpone, was transferred to the
Coast by Y&R and ultimately became production manager there,
leaving about a year ago, coincidentally with the resignation of
the amendment here recommended Tom Lewis as vice-prez and diis the fairest method of handling rector of radio.
the present situation because it
preserves the status quo without
damage to any radio staUgri Terry' Fades for Quaker
licensee and is in the best interest
Chicago, June 15.
of the radio using public."
"Terry and the Pirates" walk*
Only recently the Senate Com- the plank for Quaker Oats when
mittee conducted hearings on a the current season expires June
bill by Senator Edwin C. Johnson 30.
Cereal maker, through Sher(D., Colo.) to set a 50,000 watt man
& Marquette, is shopping for
power ceiling and abolish clear a new kid strip to fill Terry's slot
channels. The power ceiling was on ABC next
fall.
written into the White bill &s a reFeature
recently
Productions
sult of those hearings at which
took over direction for Sherman &
Tobey was strongly behind John- Marquette in
a
last-minute try
son.
hypo Terry's rating. ABC controls
In the most controversial point
broadcast rights to the show.
of all—the right of the FCC to
consider program performance in
Cleveland. ^The city's seven raconnection with license renewals
dio stations have organized a softthe Senate committee report de- ball
radio tournament with proceed*
clared:
of the games going to the Cleve"Once a license has been land BehablUtation Center. Degranted, there appears to be no
champion is WTAM.

—

fen^

.
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AFM POWWOW'S LABOR DIRGE
CoL Seeidmi Royalty Cut for Use Of
Copyright Musicon NewMarathon Disk
Columbia Records has begun aiH+^
proaching major publishers with"
the idea of securing reductions in
royalty fees for the use of copyriglited music on its new longplaying disks. Columbia now pays
2e a side for pop material inscribed on its regular 75c releases,
and is asking for a Ic per side
arrangement on a one-year experimental basis for the microscopicgroove disks, which will use a
minimum of four tunes- per side.

Most of the publishers who have
Admitted being approached by Columbia on the reduced fee proposition have agreed to go along with
the manufacturer. They feel that
Columbia has invested a considerable amount of cash, in the longplaying disk venture and that it
*U1 be at least a year before any
results will be known. They also
figure that since Columbia must

buyers with the $30
first equip
unit" which will spin the new disks
at SS'^s rpm, rather than the conveinUonal 78 rpmSj that the numof long-playing recordings
bcaColunAia will sell in that first year
cannot amount to much when restatements.
royalty
to
duced
Therefore they expect to string
ftlong.

Since Columbia is able to put
four tunes on one side, eight on
both, of the new disks, the company's j-oyalty costs would normally be I6c a record. This will be
cut to eight c6nts a record if all
pubs agree or a suttlcient number
agree to create a sizeable enough

Think
New York

:Fa8t, Bub
band bookers are

by maestri handled by rival
agencies, telling buyers who
did do business with others
they paid more than a
particular band has asked on

ithat

other dates, etc.
At the moment, the trickster's agency is in the process
of taking over management of
a band about which he has
told many untrue stories and
ihe will be in the spot of having to sell the band he's been
running down. In this particular band's case he always told
promoters they paid too high
a guarantee, the band wasn't
worth it, etc. His rivals would

Few

conventions
have
been conducted under the sort of
eloud this one was blanketed by.
Even the attadcs on the T-H law

of the later sessions tliat Petrillo
stated to itts constituents
that they return home at the
meet's end and emphasize to their
locals' members that there's nothing to be done at this point. He
suggested that they not attempt
to secure higher scales or other
additional advantages at the moment; if they did, the gains they
have won may be even further reduced by legislative action. He ad^
vised "laying low" until the current political storm blew over insofar as labor is concerned.
flatly

like to be able to listen when
he's forced to ask the price

the leader wants, from promoters he has told his stories to
in the past.

BBCliyGoTo
Cabinet to Avert

.

could, if necessary, even call on
these to join the strike and cut off
all radio music.

If no agreement is made before
deadline da,v, aijd the Cabinet also
refuses to okay BBC increased fees
to
musicians to meet the extra co.st,
Eli Oberstein is setting up a
new recording company called the Governors may ask a special
Wright; Record Corp., and using Government financial grant. It is
estimated
that the BBC would have
the
Varsity and Boyale labels,
which he years ago applied to the. to pay more than a million dollars
disks manufactured by his United a year to meet the union demands.
States Recording Corp. Oberstein,
who split with RCA-Victor as head
of its artists and repertoire divi- Majors Burnmg
sion, several weeks ago, does not
mention artists who will be aligned
At indies' 'Desperation'
with the new diskery or where he
will get the platters with which
Tactics to Hypo Disks
to go into biz, considering the disk
Depressed by the continued drop
ban.

Record Outfit

Anew

However,. Oberstein does have in sales, the major record compressing facilities. He has a deal panies have foiind added irritation
with the Sonora Record outfit, un- in what they term
the desperation
der which the latter's Meriden,
Conn., plant will allot a portion of tactics
to his

needs when he

begins operations.

MAESTRO FINED
FOR NON-UNION WORK

L. A.

of

some

of

the

smaller

Complaint ranges from the
methods used in butteriiigup di.sk
labels.

jockeys to cutrate deals with retailers and the giving away of large
batches ot disks to jukebox operators-.'"

.

Majors say these smallies are
Hollywood, June 15.
Maestro Lionel Roach, using the operating on a set formula. After
monicker Lionel Goodman, was singling out a platter for concen^
fined $600 on six charges by the
trated exploitation, indie outfits set

American Federation of Musicians.
Goodman is the leader who worked out on tiie above designated routes.
at Ilarty Schooler's Mardi Gras
If the.v were inclined to compete

ballroom under non-union condi- with this combination of angles,
they couldn't, say. the ma.1ors. The
Goodman, over the weekend, rethe majors point out,
vealed that he has signed with Mu- smallie,
sic Corp. of Amerlea but that no haven't the problem of satisfying
dates have been set as yet. Maestro a long list of artistS' and it's easy
is ttaying oil his fine in weekly in- for them to put all their production
and pressure on a single item.
stallments, be said.
tions.

•.*•/>'.

«; :>:—

•
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;.•

'

•
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'

were indicative of tlie defeatist attitude emphasized by Petrijio in
his opening speech the first day
(7). Feeling went so far at one

Mttskiais Strike

Us machines

imi
WOODS

AFM

Takes

Official

Cognizance Of

.

Character of tlie American Federation of Musicians 51,st annual
convention didn't change much
from the opening theme, as reported in last week's Variety. As the
week's business wore on, tlie convention and its various speakers
continued without letup the attacks on the Taft-Hartley Act and
its restrictions on labor.This angle, plus continued exhortations by
prez James C. P.etrillo on down to
various guest speakers, to get out
the labor vote next November, was
the theme song of the meet.

getting a huge kick out of the
red-faced
situation
one of
their number will soon be in.
This guy has a penchant for
selling his bands to promoters
by the simple process of fibbing about the business done

catalog fiom which to draw.
pointed out, however, that the
tunes Columbia will at first use on
these sides will be standards dubbed from regular masters in CoLondon/ June 15.
lumbia's catalog, and that the pubs
BBC Governors may consult the
okaying a Ic royalty might have
Cabinet to enable them to find a
trouble .4*ith the writers of the
speedy settlement of the mu.sicians'
songs, who would insist on full
royalty payment (writers get half .strilce that now threatens the whole
of disk income, or, on the basis BBC service. Additional coin is
of the statutory 2c per side, they needed for increased scales.
As already reported in Variety,
can demand Ic).
the musicians have been asking for
In this event, one pub stated, higher broadcasting
rates for re<he full sum realized from Colum- mote and studio work.
The BBC
bia under a Ic deal, he would turn
has refu.sed (heir demands. July 31
over to Hie writer and take none is the
deadline set by the musicians
for himself as a means of aiding
for a settlement, otherwise they
Columbia in its new project.
will all go out on strike. Only BBC
-staff musicians and those on contracts will be permitted to continue,
but the British Musicians Union

Up

BLOES
By BERNIE

It's

Olerstdfi Set$

Petrillo

TIIFT-HIIRTL[y

Paid Lobbyist Urged
At only ofte point was the convention aggressive. That was in
considering a resolution urging
that the AFM throw its full weight
into getting the 20% tax rescinded,
reduced, or, failing in that, to try
to have it apply more widely.
At
moment, this tax on tabs applies only to niteries, etc',, where
live entertainment is used< It was
suggested that if this clause were

the

(Continued on page 47 )

I

Name Bands

Stature as Vital AFM

Cog

James, C. Petrillo for the first
time gave the name band cr'edit
for anything at la.st week's American Federation of Musicians convention at Asbury Park, N. J. In
a discussion over a resohition
which sought to place a 10% tax
on all theatre dates played by
bands, Petrillo pointed out that
at the moment the name bandleader is the backbone of the AFM
and to slat a tax on their efforts

Petrillo 'Moved'
Asbury Park, June 15.
James Ci Petrillo was visimoved by the ovation he
drew prior to and following his
bly

ninth reelection as president
of the American Federation of
Musicians.
He trembled and
twitched as he faced the men
Who put him back into office
without opposition.
That he
would go back was a foregone
delegate
conclusion
despite

would be unwise
it

legislatixm in that

could result in further reducing

the

talk around Asbury Sunday
(6) evening, before the convention opened that he might
have opposition.
Petrillo's entire regime went

number

of theatre

weeks

avail-

able,
Petrillo's

speech occurred Friday (11) afternoon, the final ses*
ision of the week's conclave. Earlier
in the

veck, the

10%

resolutions

in, from veepee Charles
secretary, Leo Cluesmann, and treasurer Thomas
Gamble. Latter had two men

had been introduced and there was
.so much debate over it, plus the

entered again-st him, but balloting put him back in office
by a majority.
Alt executive board men
were reeleeti'd, too, including
John Parks, Dallas; Oscar Hlld,
Cincinnati; George V. Clancy,
Detroit; Herman Renin, Portland, Ore.; and William M.
Muirdoch, Toronto.

discussion.

back

Bagley;

NX looters Beef
Slnft of i^v

Shows

To Coast ffew Woe
Radio and recording musicians

introduction of several amendments, that it was taUed for later

At

ithe

going over given

final

the resolution, Petrillo listened, to
arguments by delegates, then
took over. He pointed out' that
the musician situation in theatres
hastfdropped from the point whei'e
22.000 men were once employed
to where. 1,000 are now active all
Over the country. "U we-csn't get
men into theatres, stQipose we let
name bands take over for us," he
exhorted.
He added that name
bands were having; enough trbuble
all

extra legislation.
Thi;^ attitude by Petrillo surprised many bandfnnen. For years
the
had evidenced that It
cared nothing for the name band*
leader the minute his welfare be-

AFM

came entangled with the
'

Am Leaderslnp;

and

A

fall.

sizeable

portion

of

the

es-

SACTabeoY^W

timated 500 to 1,000 men wiio
normally subsist on radio and rer
cording checks, have already b^en
forced to tuiti to "club" jobs to
American Federation of Musi- augment earnings: And' within the
cians convention was a well; dis'
next few weeks the .Jack Smith
ciplined affair despite the fact that
General Ai-tists and Mus-Art
and Prudential shows are said to
it was attended by the large.st delbe moving, west, further reducing have not completed the deal the
egation of local representatives to
agencies hitvc been discussing, via
opportunities
date. There were 1,0.56 men toting
which GAC would buy out the
the banners of 617 AFM branches
newer outfit, formnl last year by
and they were at all times comcx-Music Corp. of America men.
DeVol in Squawk Over
pletely under the control of prez
One of the stymies, it is implied
James C. Petrillo.
by both sides, is the disposition of
RCA's Alleged Copy of
As a matter of fact, the AFM
M-A personnel, Le;, whether they
conventions are becoming so large,
will figure as part of the deal and
due to numerous new locals built
Its 'Nature Boy'
transfer their efforts to GAC, or
up since the end of the war, that
whether they will simply dispose
Hollywood, June 1.5.
there was con.siderable talk among
RCA's alleged practice of copy- of their properties to the older
executives and delegates alike of ing arrangements
of a hit disk agency.
how the annual meeting is becom- marketed by another company
It's assorted by men participat(Continued on page 47)
brought threat of a suit from Frank ing in the discu.ssions that M-A
DeVol, who arranged and con- realized between $80,000 and $100,in commissions during its first
000
ducted the backgroimd for King
Cole's Capitol cutting of "Nature year of operation Since Russ FacASCAP's Copyright
Boy." DeVol charges Victor with chine, Lyle Thayer, Jack Whittemore
and Howard Christensen, all
using his arrangement as the basis
Bill Seen Headed For

Record Turm^ut

Mus-Art Vamps
•

Dbk

of the Victor disking of the tune,

in England by vocalist Dick
Congressional 'Overset' made
James, with orchestral background.

Washington, .Tune l.'i.
Disk was released last week.
With Congress making an effort
DeVol is insi-sting that Victor
to close by next Saturday (19),; the withdraw its recording from the
chances tor pa.ssage of Bill 2570, in- market, charging piracy of the artroduced by the American Society rangement, lie lias asked James
of Composers, Authors and Pub- C. Petrillo, American Federation
li.shers, seem .slight. This bill is de- of Musicians head, to back him up.
.signed to amend the copyright law
As far as can be detennincd
so as to enable the collection of there is no legal precedent for
performance royalties from opera- court dispute over the lifting of an
tors of coin machines. It had been arrangement. DeVol's background,
reported favorably out of \Ke Judi- incidentally, is generally credited
ciary Committee and is awaiting by the music and disk business for
movement out on to the House at least 50% of the success of the
Cole di-sking.
floor.
This isn't the first time Capitol
Since the House and Senate
have much more important items came to grips with Victor over
to discu.ss before adjourning, ob- cot>ying a disk. When the Ht-d Inservers here feel it unlikely that gle-Jo Stafford recording of "Timthe bill will show up for action this tayshun" ("Temptation") became n
term. It had been expected on the hit last year, Victor made almost a
House floor momentarily for sev- duplicate, using Ingle's parody Of
the -iyric.
eral weeks.
,

'

welfaire

average inusieian.
Bven
though for years the name band
has had a great deal to do with
supporting the AFM and Us various localst via taxes on traveling
bands. And to hear Petrillo as.scrt
that the name band was the backhone of the AFM today stopped
of the

i

Petrillo Exerts

-

today without being saddled with"

New York area, among wliom
are the cream of the country's
footers accustomed to fat paychecks, are grumbling openly over
the failure of the American Federation of Musicians convention to them i<jold.
do anything about the; disk ban.
Petrillo asked and got the etmSince the stoppage of recording sent of the membership to let him
last Jan. 1, they have been further and the executive board look into
hit by the increa.^ing shift to the the theatre question.
Coast of major radio programs and
they face a j-atlier bleak summer

in the

'

high-salaried men, cut into that
profit for earnings, and there were
operating and employee .salary costs to be taken care of, that
figure doesn't seem adequate. MnsArt entered the agency field at a
time when the band bu.siness began a decline from its wartime
peak and, while it has been doing
act booking, etc,, its major attention has been given to binds.
GAG'S intere.st In buying out
the M-A group is the numbe* of
midwestern territorial bands the
latter handles, .These groups '^'orlc
consistently*and GAC doesn't have
too many of that caliljer.
office,

Keevc O. Strock, recording manager of Westrcx Corp., is on way
England to supervise Wcstertt
Electric sound recording activities
there for next four months. He i»
subbing for London recording
manager, li. J. Engler, who retumjc
to U. S. soon.
to

.
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AFM in Burn at British Musicians

Retail Disk Seller
Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Natui-e Boy"

By Ben Bodec

"Most Requested" Disk
"Nature Boy"

—

Danny Thomas "It's Liable To elated with the Forrest larynx.
Be True," "Singing in the Rain" Harold Mooaey heaves some sockp

Seller on Coin Ma'.>'nes

"Woody Woodpecker"

^M-G-Mi. Comic's debut platter
and his extraordinary talents fail
to peek through, ''Liable" sounds
more like a liability, while "Rain"
gets a lively going over from Carmen Dragon in the background, but
Thomas .sounds as though he's sparring with a limp lyric. Another instance of recruiting a unique .per.sonality for the waxworks and then
fitting him into a moid of medioc-

Best Seller

Britifih

If pa.ssed, the resolution would prohibit AFM members f)-om
performing the new tunes of U. S. publishers which are now being
brought into this counttry by London Records.

'Scab' Recording Story

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

"Nature Boy"

American Federation of Musicians convention last \\eek took a
crack at foreign musicians (mostly British) who are not cooperating
with the AFM's disk ban. A resolution was introduced at the meet
which called upon all AFM'ers to Show their displeasure "by" voluntarily reframmg from popularizing any numbers introduced on
imported platters, by ceasing to play or sing .such numbers
It
was suggested by Kdward J. Moore of Ithaca, N. Y. local 132, and
referred to the executive board for action.

,

S9

Tops of the Tops

"GalWay Bay"

True

Decca Folds

London, June 15.
Briti-sh musical circles, which had been disturbed in recent weeks
by a Variety story tliat a "scab" recording had been made in this
country for "tJ. S. consutiiplion, have found that the allegation is
When it became known here that Mercury Records singled
true.
out London as the site of the recording of a musical background
to which the label's John Laurenz has fitted the lyric of "Nature
Boy," there was much pounding of chests and denials that any
English tooter participated* It was suggested Mercury had made
the disk undercover in the U. S. and had mentioned English musicians as the makers as a means of getting off the hook with the
American Federation of Musicians, who are continuing their disk

Two

Pressing Plants

rity,

support.

Tony Martin

— "Music

yond the Moon,"

"If 1

There's

(Victor)^
to

a

"Moon" which

sweep

.V

from Be-

Had You"
melodious
not

shotild

only talk big with Martin's following, but do plenty of flips on
the
station
oldie is also

turntable.
Coupled
done with tuneful and

expressive intimacy.

"You Came a

Kay McKinlcy
Long Way from

St. Louis," ""For
Heaven's
Sake"
(Victor).
"St.
Louis" should stir up some excitement in jazz precincts. It has an
individuality, both ihstrumcntally
and vocally that makes it a "must"
for jock listing. Pitches a calypso
ban;rhythm with jazz touches. Other
At first every recording and transcription company here denied
side's ballad is tolled off with minoi*
the
making
disk and no musician could be found who admitted
import by staff chirpor Marcy
participation (even though the BMU has' not so fair attempted to
Lutes. McKinley's polished juggcooperate with the AFM's ban). Evidence has come to light in
ling of the "St. Louis" lyric balthe past few days, however, which points out that Mercury's disk
ances off the coupling's flatness.
in
made
London
was
a
transcription studio said to be controlled
Mel Tonne
"A Cottage' for
by Ted Kavanagh, script writer. It's pointed out that the musiO., factory.
Sale," "If I Had a Girl Like You"
Hampton).
cians involved did not know the destination of the disks they were
Decca still has four plants in opiMusicraftK Torme rings the beU
"Twilight
Time"
(Three
making, since Kavanagh's studio con,sistently makes transcriptions
eration, however, one in Los Anwith "Cottage." It may be' filed
Sunsl.
for overseas consumption.
one
in
geles, another in Chicago,
among his choicer items. Harold
"After You've Gon^" (Roy
However, there's more than meets the 'eye via the statement
N. Y. and one in Bridgeport, Conn.
Mooney shines on the backgrbiind.
EldridgeV.
that a Mercury official supervised the date and that the musicians
'I'm a Little Teapot" (Judy
With the help of an instrumental
were under the impression that the
had sanctioned the rfrValentine).
threesome, Torme plies the rhythcording. It all smacks of a belated attempt by the BMU to begin
300,000 Decca Disks
mic unc^erside in solid fashion. For
cooperating with the AFM, for reasons unknown here (BMU men
consistent finesse in phrasing and
have been making London Records, circulated only in the U. S ).
Become Lamp Black In composer has popped to date. It musical intelligence be rates tiigti
Now the BMU is looking into the making of "bootleg" recordings
probably will become a standout in the crooner fraternity.
and wants to kill them.
"Chinese
George Formsby
item in station libraries. It's a pic$500,000 Chi
nic of strings. The mate is studded Laundry Blues," "Do De O Do"
Chicago, June 15.
with ear-tickling patches of musi- (London). Packed into "Blues" side
Decca sales office and warehouse cal color' but falls short of top- is a combination of novelty tune,
here burned to the ground this
singing personality and instrudrawer David Rose.
morning (Tuesday) causing damAnne SheUon—"The Eyes Have mental treatment that could build
age estimated at $500,000. Fire deinto something of a click on this
a Thousand Eyes," "Where the
stroyed about 300,000 disks.
side if it got a break from the
(London).
EngFlamingos
Fly"
to
south
Sales will be transferred
Kate Smith counterpart jocks. British Formsby twangs a
side offices and replacement rec- land's
nasal style and a uke and Jack Hylsoothe
melodies
that
compounds
air
in
by
are
being
rushed
ords
American Federation of Musiton mixes in a string band in oldand rail express. Album division, the senses but lack emotional tug.
time vaudeville style, and the recians hung a ~ii3Fymaker on the
several
doors
away, was
not Technically, Miss Shelton can give
catchy toetapping
Memphis Set to Music
traveling band during last week's
spades to America's current crop sult is unusually
touched by blaze.
" outside of an excitAijbury Park, N. J., convention. It
she's at a big rhythm. "Do
but
chirpers
of
pop
Memphis, June 15.
will strictly enforce a rule that has
disadvantage on vitality and ing trumpet passage, is a free rider.
City's two hbtel roof spots are
Mindy Carson "Some thbigs
been on the books for years, but
(ianiarata's backgroundwarmth,
Leeds Sugars Promotion
Will Never Change," "You Tookignored, which restricts movement well set on music for bulk of the
ing continues to be her long suit,
Advantage of Me" (Musicraft).
by bands between midnight and 5 Surame: season.
Vera Lynn "Put Your Dreams Miss Carson is not at her expres'Candy Store' Disk
a.m.—unless the traveling be done
Peabody, with Plantation Roof
Awav," "It's a Most Unusual Day" sive or relaxed best with either theby train.
is engineering
a
Leeds
Music
London). Miss Lyna toasts two ballad, "Change," or the attached
remodeled, follows current Del
Executives of the union decided
rather unique deal to promote its .with diction and tonal approach
„
,.
Rodgers-Hart rhythm piece. Glenn
,
,^
to put teeth into the rule and en- Courtney with Hal Mclntyi-e. June
"Candy
Store Blues disk, a Colum- gtrjctiy on the prima donna side,
Osser garbs- 'em with crack setforce it as a result of the many 28; Dean Hudson, July 12; Elliott bia record made by mne-year-old
^j^j^j^g^^fjis i,„port more of -a can- tings.
accidents that have been occurring Lawrence, Aug. 2; Larry Clinton, Toni Harper, which has come out
didate for the carriage trade,
due to travel by bus and car, in Aug. 9; Orrin Tucker, Aug. 16; of nowhere to hit the company's 'Dream" stacks up as a nice ballad
Platter Points
which tooters have been killed and Don Reid, Aug. 30; and Chuck Fos- best-seller list. Leeds made a
for a soiree, and notable facet of
Jimmy and Mildred Mulcay
injured.
deal with the company that makes
In considering putting ter, Sep\ 20.
"Day's" treatment i» the male (M-G-M) have a natural for the
Claridge, sticking to its Magno- Tootsie-RoUs, under which 1,000
the rule into effect, the AFM heads
Production is, like the jukes and the jocks in the cleverly
chorus.
tried to devise wordage which lia Roof, just eased Nick Stuart in dozens of the confection will be disShelton disk, a model of craftsman- produced "Wagon Wheels."
It
would allow road travel by bus behind Joe Sanders, has Clyde Mc- tributed to 1,000 disk jocks to help Ship.
may do even more for the harduring the restricted hours, so Coy opening Friday (18); then promote the platter.
Helen Forrest—"Just for Now." monica team than their "Veronica"
Candy is being shipped by the
long as the equipment used was Russ Carlyle, July 2; Ted Weems,
and I" (M-G-M)., A pair of
Cliff
Butter and the tbtttm
return for 'July
...
-.
known to be in excellent condition. July 16; and Sonny Dunham, July manufacturer free in
a
August bookings sUU to be the plugs it undoubtedly will get torch ditties that sound pretty, but Notes (Signature) stir up a sibling
But, as pointed out by one of the 30.
'from disk jocks who receive them^ lack the sort of stylistic sock asso- mess of syncopation with "Benny's
execs, the union could hardly setjset
Boogie"
Billy Eckstinc (M-G-M)
itself, up to designate any of the
sounds much more sultry with "I'm
_
_ _
* i„-i MA
,
better known cari'icr companies,
*
[lll«-L!«.-« Week Ot June IX Famng lor you" than in Ws ownsuch as Greyhound, as okay to hire.
composed "Mr. B's Blues".,.
It had no alternative but to ban'
Buddy Greco (Musicraft) misses
ail road travel except by train.
the target on both "Baby, I'm True
For years, travelling maestri of
'....Columbia
1.
WOODY WOODPECKER, (3) (Leeds)
Kay Kyser
to You" and "How Many Times I
name or medium-name reps, have J
Rondo t Think of You".. Benay Venutafs
2.
YOU CAM'T be true DEAR (10) (Biltmore)
Griffin- Waj/iic
moved in various ways. Some use
"Record Gazette," an album of oldCopitol
3.
NATURE BOY (9) (Burke-VH)
King Cole
buses, hired from top companies
t timers, such as "Hello, My Baby,"
Victor •f
4.
WM. TELL OVERTURE' (2) (P. D.)
Spike Jones
all the way down to one or two
""After the Ball" and "Rings on My
vehicle operators.
Some use priDecca
( Dicic Hayrnet
Fingers" should find strong going
tnvfi ...
5.
LOTLE WHITE LIES (14) >-»y\')
. ..
,
..
..
rate cars, paying' their men for
.Victor t around the counters.
[tototoj/ Dorset
.
She topses
them. Usually a band will finish
"em up with a tang arid a style
Deccij
Sister*
< A-iid7'e'Ws
6.
TOOLIE OOLIE
(8) (Chas. K. Harris)
a date at 1 a.m., immediately pack
leminiscent of the great song.sters
and drive to the next date (not exr
of vaudeville's heydey, with Car7.
HAPPINESS (5) (Blasco)
Sc Sandra Steele. .. .'Danwn
ceeding 300 miles, according to
men
Dragon and a close harmony
8.
BECAUSE (C) (Chappell)
Perry Conio
Victor
ukase). Arriving some time
quartet dishing out exhilarating
j
during the moi-ning, the musicians f
-CoHmbia
•"
support.
Mercury is the label...
9.
SABRE DANCE (16) (Leeds)
J
-f
| ^""J^J
Freddy M<ir(m
.-Victor
Tex Benekc Orch. (Victor) has put
I
10.
to uax with arresting impact J4Srrjr
BABY r.4CE (4) (Harms)
Art Momiey
jW-G
is the preferred routine since if
Gi ay'.t classic jaffl; arrangement of
the men sleep in the first town and
'Moadowland," which has been a
arise in the a.m. to drive to the
slaiKlby of ihe band since its innext date, they arrive at the latter
ception
King
Odom Quartet
tired from the trip and pei-formHVIusicr-afti reap an article of rich
LOVE SOMEBODY (Kramer-W.)
Day Clark
Cofimibia
ances suffer,
harmony out of "Moonlight Frost"
CUCKOO WALTZ (Chas. Hansen)
Ken Grilfin
Ro)ido
Agency men feel that performDenny Dennis (London), now
PUT 'HM IN BOX (llemick)
King Cole
Cflpilol
ance standards must be lowered
vocaling 'em for Tommy Dorsey,
HEARTS WIN (Miller)
M'ith the midnight to 3 a.m. ban.
Petty Trio
.....Universal
whips up a melodious. Chant out of
It's pointed out that a band, finisliHarold Spina's "Santa Catalina"
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN' (Rlayfair)
Al Trace
Rfif/mt
ing a date at one or two a.m.,
but rales below par in his version
^^1''^^,
HEARTBREAKEB (Leeds)
of "Blue Shadows on the Trail".
hardly will wait until five a.m. to
i
v.Paida
t Fcrlio Strtnjf Bowd.
Shep Fields Orch (Musicraft) has
get rolling to the next town. Its
MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (BVC)
;
Gordon Jenkhis
: ..Decco
come up with darb in stringcraft
members will sleep in the first and
via "When Gyp.sy Fiddles Play."
travel to the second by day.
Victor
^^eddyJJarlin
DICKIJY BIRD SONG (Robbins)
I
Another occurrence mitigating
Chnion. ... .^...i .Decca
I Larry
a^^iinst the travelling band, was
^"^^
TELL ME A STORY (Laurel)
\
Randall Heads Albany AFM'ers
the passing of a re-solution at the
( Amei Bros,
.Decca
, ,
convention which increased mileSchenectady, N. Y., June IS.
\ Jo Stafford .
Capitol
HAUNTED HEART (Williamson)
age pay to musicians. Tliey now
Qofdie Randall, leader" Of the
Como ; , ........ Victor
( Perry
get Ic a mile on the road, and
house orchestra and of a sepJUST
'..
COULDN'T
(W&M)
SAY GOODBYE
Franfc Sinatra
.-.Columbia
tooters who use their own cars
arate dance band has been elected
I'VE GOT- CRUSH ON YOU (New World)
Frank Sinatra
Columbia
draw 5c a mile. Each was jumped,
president of the Schenectady local
of American Federation of Musicithe former to 2c a, mile and the
FOB EVERY
(Melrose)
A
Tony Murlin
Vicfor
latter to 8c per. "This increase
ans.
BLUE SHADO'WS (Santly-Joy)
,„ . Bitig Crosby
Decca
isn't likely to have too much effect
Randall, who servied in the Army
oh .the name band. but it probably
over.«!eas
during the War,' wa?j
[figure* in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10.1
will have great effect on the midnamed to (ill the position after the
west territorial bands.
f <tt«t«««««t««t««4»«l*««*««*«»««t»»* t+-^*-t-t* -t-f^-t-t*
« » incum bent died-.
-

•

'

;,

.

'

—

Decca Records has folded one
"Moon of
David Rose Orch
pressing plant and Will shutter an- Manakoora," "Bewitched" (M-G-M),
other within the next week or so. "Manakoora" ranks among the finer;
One already dcsed is one of two disk performances the maestroplants in New York City and the
factory soon to be shuttered is located in Richmond, Ind.
Both
Favorite Five
events are caused, of course,' by
the sharp dip in record sales, which
By Sherm Feller
isn't likely to be eased before the
(WEia, Boston)
end. of the summer. Decca's ac"Got a Date With An Angel"
tion
follows Columbia Records
(Hal Kemp).
move in Closing its Kjing's Mills,
(Lionel
"Flying
Home"
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The top 32 songs- of

week based on the
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copyrifiihted Audi-
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Dream

.

;

.
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.
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sistants to James G. Petrillo,
prez, supervised the job of

re-

AFM
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Advanced
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Music From Soundtrack

;

"

!

;

.

...

Laurel
C. K. Harris

.

What Do I Have To Do—,t"Are You With It"
You Can't Be True, Dear
...
You Were Meant For Me-^t"You Were Meant".
.

;

.

You're Too Dangerous Cherie

.

BVC
.

.

.

.

Biltmore
Miller

.

.

.

The remoining 25 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular- Music Broadcast
Published by the Office of Research, Inc.,
Dr. John G Peatman. Director.
At a Sidewalk Penny Arcade
Robbins
Better Luck Next Time f'Easter Parade" ....... Feist
Betty Blue
Bloom
Beyond the Sea
... ........
.Chappell
Bride And Groom PoUca
.:
Simon
,
Confess
Oxford
>

—

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Delilah

.

... ...

.

.

.

.

^

.;.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

... ...... ...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

,

.

.

.

........

.Encore

.

.

Dream Peddler

.

Encore Cherie

Home
Hooray. For Love

.

..... .....

,

I Went Down To Virginia.
I'd Give a Million Tomorrows

.

Jefferson

,
.

.

.. .. ..

You Or No Qne^f'Romance on High Seas".
Mary Lou
Guitar

Rhode Island

Is

Famous For You

.

.

.

Oxford
.Remick
Mills

.Bourne
—*"Inslde USA". .Crawford
Southern

Saturday Date
Serenade (Music Played
Someone Cares
Spring Came
.

.

.

On

a Heartstring) ........ Duchess

Campbell-P

... ......
Steppin' Out With My Baby— +"Easter Parade"
We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye
Woody Woodpecker ........ . ...... ...
.
Yours ................ ........................
:

.

.

.

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

i

.

,

.

Republic
Berlin

,

Poor 2,100 tabs.
Fair 2,700 covers.

release.

better with

s

.

the film.
In the past, M-G-M marketed
albums, of scores of "Till the
Clouds Roll By," "Good News"

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Guy Lombardo

one-nighter

Nifty 20,000.

(6).

Doing

Grift Williams (Trianon; $1-$1. 15 adm.).

•

better, than sister

ballroom, except for Lombardo date, with neat 16,500.
,

Les Brown (Palladium
Charlie

Bamet

B.,

(Los Angeles^)^^
Hollywood, 2nd

•'..
wk
Poor
).

(Casino Gardens B., Santa Monica,

7,200

2nd

callei-s.

wk.).

Good

6,500 takers.

and "Tlie Pirate," all of which
sold and are selling well.
It figured to do the same thing with

Inside Orchestras-Musie

"Easter" (AFM permits such dubbing if musicians involved are paid

Columbia Record's spot announcement tests on Kay Kyser's "Woody
Woodpecker" have turned out so profitably in Harrisburg, Pa., and
Worcester, Mass., that the company is extending the idea to other new,
records.
According to the figures Columbia got laist wee.k from its
OPENS CHI MEET Harrisburg distributor, dealers orders on "Woody" have doubled those
obtaining in any other town of comparable population.
the various advertising tests made by CRC to stijinulate buying,
ON SALES BLUE NOTE theOf transcribed
minute announcement, containing a snatch of tlie'
Chicago, June 15.
plugged recording, has proved so far the most effective. If further tests
Picture of a changing music turn out as satisfactory, this form of radio
advertising may be Colummarket, rising costs, and the fall- bia's only consumer campaign for the next several
months.
ing off of sheet music and record
sales, are the ma.ior topics of fourKen Gripn, whose organ version was the first disking of "You
day National Assn. of Music Mer- Can't be True Dear;',' put out by Rondo Records, says that on Juno 10
chants convention, which started he received a certified count from the company
showing the strictly
yesterday (14). Over 6,000 dele- mstrumental version had sold 800,000 Copies,
while the platter supergates and exhibitors are registered. impo-sing Jerry Wayne's vocal
on top of his organ had sold 300,000
Television exhibs are lieavily rep- copies. "Cuckoo Waltz," wnich is beginning
to show up as a best seller
resented, with almost 20 manufac- by itself IS on the reverse side o£ the
organ etching of "True, Dear."
turers listed and about twice that Gnffm, incidentally, is said to be
inserting a vocal in this side, too,
number under the record banner. using lyrics devised by the Lutz Bros. Publishing
House. Melody itself
Talk centers around theme as to IS Public Domain.
what music men can do to supplant income which has fallen, oft
Contract blanks carrying the terms agreed upon recently by negoin the last half year.
tiators for the Songwriters Protective Assn. and the Music
Publishers
Protective Assn., will be ready' today (Wednesday). They
will be"'
distributed among publishers by the MPPA with a recommendation
that they-be used for dealings with writers. Pubs
who disagree with
the terms, which may happen, simply will not be able
to deal with
SPA writers. There are two blanks involved, incidentally,
one for
use betwe en, mdividual pubs and the SPA and the
other between

twice).

NAMM

Melrose

...

.

It's

My

Southern
Miller
Mills

— fCasbah"

Angeles^

900; $1-$1.50).

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 500; $3.50 min.). Joe E. Lewis opened
June 11 to sellout. Sock 5,500 for exit days of Willie Shore and first
two Lewis.
Henry King (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.1. Thingj' took a turn for the

—

Over Radio Networlcs

.

Los

.

Frankic Carle (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2).

Jan Garber (Biltmore;

M-G-M has only three songs reexpectation that it would be able
to record tunes from Irving Berlin's "Easter Parade" by dubbing
them from the soundtrack. James
C. Petrillo, American Federation
of Musicians head, has nixed the
company^s request for an okay to
transfer the. music to disks for pop
M-G-M- has only three songs recorded of the 17 in the film six of
which are new tunes written for

Harms

.

.

:.::,

'

.

,

a Story
Toolie Oolie Doolie

Yorlcer, ice show.

.

.

—

Me

New

Dubbing of 'Easter Parade'

.

.

'

Tell

*

.

.

;

•

.

825
4,375

Chicago

.

.

1,600

•

,.

.

7,975
74,925
19,300
3,575
15,500

825

There were only 66 resolutions
Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
"
to add to the by-laws introduced at Ice show drew good 3,700.
This is a record
the convention.
Jazz at Philharmonic (College Inn, Sherman; 650; $3.50 mjn.). Hep
low. In past years, the average cats aren't around.
Lean 1,800.
number of resolutions ran around
Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone. 300; $3,50-$l cover). Final
95.
week of Carl Brisson holding up fine with 3,000.
George Olscn (Marine Room, Beachwalk; $1.50-.$2.50 min.-$l cover).
Opening of Beachwalk and new i-ovue zoomed gross up to giant 12,000..
Eddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover),
Petrillo Nixes M-G-M's
Hildegarde keeping wickets busy. Excellent 4,000.

Williamson

.

.

,

.

.

1,375

.

writing the bylaws.

Only Happens I Dance With You f'Easter. Parade" Berlin
Witmark
It's Magic
1"Romance On High Seas"
Just Because
Leeds
i.. .v. ......
Laroo Laroo Lilli Bolero
...
Shapiro-B
,\
Little White Lies
.... ... ....
BVG
T. B. Harms
Love Of My Life— i "The' Pirate"
Manana
Barbour-L
May I Never Love Again ... . ....
.
........ Lutz
United
My Fair Lady
JSTature Boy
...
Burke- VH
Now Is the Hour
Leeds
Put 'Em In a Box t "Romance on High Seas" ..... Remick
Sabre Dance
Leeds
.

.

l>H«a

3;950
9,225

.

Harry Steeper, one of the

Total

Covera

.

May Be Wrong

.

Piiat

Week On
2,250
1,600

.

Famous
.

.

Heartbreaker
I

Covert

.

.

Girl t"Dream Girl"
Haunted Heart— *"Inside USA"

B~( >7s
Wcvkn

AFM

.

.

Hotel

at

.

•

.

Bands

riiLvnil
Holpl
Blind
cians executives completely recodi2
..... Waldorf (400; $2)
fied the union's bylaws, a huge Xavier Cugat.
3
... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) ...
task finished only a short time be- Elliott Lawrence
6
New Yorker (400; $1-$1. 50). ..
convention. There Ray Eberle*
fore the
83
had been so many amendments to Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; ipi-S1.50)
$1-$1.50)
Roosevplt
(400;
13
the many different bylaws on the Lawrence Welk
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
4
books, that some were confused as Boyd Raeburn
4
Carmen Cavallaro. .Aslor (700; $1-$1.50)
tc intent.

ence Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
.Radio Networks. Published bjy the Office o/ Research, Inc., Dr.
John G- Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of June 4- June 10, 1948
Feist
A Fella With An Umbrella-^i "Easter Parade"
A Tree In a Meadow
Shapiro-B
Paramount
Baby Don't Be Mad At Me. ... .
Baby Face
Remick
Blue Shadows On the Trail— f'Melody Time"
Santly-Joy
BurJce-VH
But Beautiful— f'Road to Rio"
/Monaco
Crying For Joy
.......
...
Dickey-Bird Song— 1"3 Daring Daughters"
Robbins
Don't Blame Me
..................... Warren
.

Bylaws Revamped

Asbury Park, June 15.
American Federation of Musi-

Songs with Largest Radio Aufience

'

Words-Music
L^eds
.Marks

'

Legit

iVIusical.

t Filmusical.

QRIFFIirS

LEGALITES AGREE ON

Smash Rondo Recording

Apollo Fails to Pay

'NATURE' SUIT EXAMS

CUCKOO BIRD WALTZ
Vocal Has Been Dubbed

Attorneys for the opposing sides
iu the infringement suit involving
"Nature Boy" Will Conduct examinations in N. Y. federal court later
this week. Lee Eastman, attorney
for the defendants, will question
J. J. Kammen, publisher of Jewish
music, and
Herman YahlokofI,
plaintiffs, and it has been agreed
that the latter's attorneys will get
Eden Ahbez, writer of "Nature,"
for exam "sometime before nesri;

December."
In making this arrangement,
Eastman determined that Julian

With Our Version

Abeles, w.k. copyright attorney, is
part of the plalntift's legal battery,
with A. Edward Masters. It was

Royalties Due, Barnet

Grabs 34 Masters
Hollywood, June

15.

Charlie Barnet latched onto 34
masters he made for Apollo Records when firm failed to turn over
royalty coin due him.
Contract
with waxery called tot a royalty
statement to Barnet May 1, but
ApoHo didn't produce.
Barnet refused to accept an
offer of payment over a period of
time. He collected all masters, released and unreleased, which ac- "*
cording to the pact, revert to him
If diskery did
not Uve up to obligations.

.

Abeles who drew up the complaint
in N. Y. several
that .time, Masters

filed

Now

DEeCA

Del Courtney, current at the
weeks ago.
.\t
had denied Plantation Roof, Hotel . Peabody,
Abeles had any connection With the Memphis, has a new girl singer,
case, simply stating that they were Dolores Dean, lately a single, but
tprmerly with Freddy Nagel and
"good friends."

Being Recorded by

- CAPITOL - INERCHRY

Eastman, incidentally,

last

week Ray Robbins.

answers to the suit, which
claims Ahbez based his song on
Yablokoff's "Be Calm My Heart,"
written for an operetta titled
"Paplrossen," in 1935. He entered
a general denial of all charges.

filed

.

All Material Available

Iroquois Crardens Besumes
.

LUTZ BROS. MUSIG
1520 N. Highland Avenue

CO., INC.

Hollywood 28r

Louisville,

June

15.

Iroquois Gardens, one of the
town's larger night ^pots, opened

Calif,

Thursday (10), and Will institute
name band policy for the summer
season.
Joe Sanders' band teed
off the outdoor spot, and will be
followed by Russ Carlyle, Orrin
Tucker, Ted

Weems, Alvino Rey,

Clyde McCoy and other top names.

The Nation's
Biggest Request Song

Id Give

A Million
Tomorrows
(For Just

Oiw

Yesterday)

OXFORD MUSIC CORrORATION
1*H Wnxtdmaif, Htm York

..

Wednesday, June 16, 1948

ORCHESmAS-MirSIC

Court Bars

RETAIL SHEET BEST SEUEBS

ASCAP Bid to Drag KMI
Co^uipnt

Into Anti-Trust Suit as
Survey oi

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers lost the

music

retail sJieet

saie^t bttsei' on repofrts obtained

Wibnark

from XeaiinQ stares in IZ cities,
and shomng comparative sates
rating for this and last week.
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"Nature Bey" (Burlce-VH) ........
"You Cant Be True" (Biltmore).

3

3

"Now

4

5

1

1

5A

7

5B

6
9

6

the Hour" (Leeds)
"Toolle Oolie Doolie" (C.K.Harris>
"My Happiness" (Blasco) .........
"Dickey Bird Song." (Bobbins)
"Uttle Wliite Lies" (SVC)
.

.

4

8
9"

H

4

2

2

3
5

"liaroo Lilli Bolero" (Shapiro-B)
"Haunted -Heart?' (Williamson)
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1
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1
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1
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2
10
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52

8

6
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33
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a Story" (Laurel)

"Woody Woodpecker Song" (I^eeds)
"H 1 lUd All the World" (Luurel)

12

I

6
9
3

8
10
14

10

1

Is

"SSbre Dance" (Leeds). ......

11

1

9

force

Styles Giving British

Maesbi

Riskind's ruling was in response to
a Government application to strike

out a defense contention that BMI
should properly be included in any
antirtrust suit.

ASCAP is waging the battle to
add BMI so that any decree handed down regulating music licensing
practices in the international field
would also restrict its chief competitor. Dept. of iTustice is attacking ASCAP with the charge that
it is conspiring to monopolize musical performance rights as part of
an international cartel. Previously,
negotiations for a consent decree
collapsed when ASCAJP insisted
that a decree apply equally to BMI
and the Government refused to go
When the suit
for the proposal.
was filed, ASCAP resigned as a
mitmber of the' International Confederation of Autliors and Composers Societies which has its b.q.s
in Paris, as a means of eliminating
the basis for the suit.

Its Idle

Members

802 membership,
in meeting Monday (14), appointed
a committee from .among its number to dig up worii. It will be the
duty of this group of 10 men to
canvass the city to promote affairs
of various kinds as a means of
local

putting a portion of its large idle
membership to tooting and earn-

Best British Sheet Sellers

Galway Bay
Golden Earrings

Two Cut Back to Dance

Londoni June

Teresa

5.

My

orchestras are
Archer Sells Out
top name
Jack Archer, one of the partners
the public
will tire of "everyone trying to in tlie recently formed Continental
sound like Stan Kenton," are reno- Artists, was bought out last week
Archer had
by Milt Deutsch.
vating ideas and outnts.
Latest name leader to leave the headed the California branch of
powerhouse style is Teddy Foster, the new agency and formerly was
William
Morris
one-night
'booker
who at present fronts one of the
largest "jump" orchestras in the in that territory.
Archer hasn't made known his
country. He now has eight brass,
five saxes and four rhythm. In the plans and Continental has not yet
next tew .weeks he's disbanding secured a Coast replacement.

and will re-form
with four trumpets, five saxes and
three rhythm.
Foster is aiming at sweeter and
and

styling,

says:

"I believe that for the moment big
bands have passed the pinnacle of
popularity, and the blame for tliis
mostly rests OH everyone trying to

.Victoria

,

.

Leeds

Achin' Heart.

.

Nature Boy,
After All

Connelly

.

.Morris
Cineplionic
.

.

Second 12
.

.

.

.

:L.

.

.

No

Ballerina,

Like Kenton
,

Jazz

Concerts;

Pair

.

...

,

Morris
.Kassner

.

Heartbreaker V ......
Laroo Lilli Bolero

dastel

,

,

.

Wright
Leeds
Dash
Maurice
.

.

... .P.

.

.

You Do
Chappell
Wintertime
Cinephonic
Laughing Samba
L. Wright
Wishing Waltz. ... .Noel Gay
Four Leaf Clover.
.F.D.&H.
Who's Kissing Her. .Feldman
,

.

.

.

After 7 Years

Hollywood, June 15,
Kenton and Gillespie. I
Stan Kenton has split with perwas the creator of the large band sonal manager Carlos Gastel after
in Britain, and today I And that seven years of working together.
my band is only one of many such Pa.'ting is due to dilTerences of

the parent

AFM, whieh had

BMI and A^CAP

Both

so to remain original I've
got to start pioneering again. The

.

.

.

opinion

to

a-s

Kenton'.s

col-

lected it from disk manufacturers
on the basis of the contract now
outlawed by the Taft-Hartley law.

Film exhibitors are taking ad-

'

vantage of the Kay Kyser recordwas passed ing of "Woody Woodpecker" as a
which appointed a committee of means of trying to stimulate grossEven though the tune is not
five to appear before the national es.
AFM execs in an attempt to put in^fluded in a cartoon, it was writthrough a law suggested sometime ten around the central figure of
the
Waiter XjantasSs "Woody the
ago to 802 execs and never acted
upon. This law sought to forbid Woodpecker" cartoon, series, and

A

third resolution

film

caterers in N. Y. hotels hired for
affairs of various kinds, from suggesting to the sponsors of such
shindigs, who they should hire for
music, on pain of not being able to
hire a ballroom.
Meeting also forced the Blues to
reinstate to their jobs Max Arons,
Al Manuti, Herman Tivin, and

chains

are advising theatre

managets to play up the Kyser
disk whenever they play a "Woodpecker" film. Lantz intends using the hit tunc,
published by Leeds, in a forthcoming cartoon. But, meanwliilc,
film
men are laying out coin

machine

tieups,

window

dismissed from 802 jobs several

weeks

ago.

will

different sound."

'

thi oiigh lack of

new

Blowofl' came
a larger following.
when Gastel met Kenton in Tucson,
to accompany band back here for
Hollywood
Bowl
concert
<12). Biz
Marine

A

ideas, has hit

the profession hard.

Stan Kenton band now at
Room, Galveston, Tex,, Pleasure on several recent concerts In
southwest had been blowzy. The
Carlos Molina orchestra and
pair couldn't see eye-to-eye on the
Dolly Dawn follow for two weeks. reason, so they parted, amicably.
Other bands booked include Sonny
Kenton has been booked deep
Dunliam, Johnny Long,. Joe Reich"
man, in that order.
into September and Gastel will get

YOtHlfi

BARITONE

OF UNUSUAL VOCAL ABILITY

Pier.

.

Tftese are ffie quairfications:

a slice of the profits. Band's booking pact with GAG has several
months to go, and there is no indication that Kenton will not reiiew.
It isn't likely Kenton will take on
a new manager immediately. Gastel
.since he
has steered
'

"SLAP 'ER

L

Kenton

3.

started.

Cteiret

Dim

SnnHet BlTd.

HoUywooa
CRestview

.

40, Cnl.
1-S3fi4

1B76

The Kenton-Gastel association
in that there is no
contract to dissolve. Duo always

operated on

a,

on a network show.

made commercial

records.

REWARD

simple handshake

basis.

INC.
Mgr.

BroadnuT

New

York, N. V.
COIsmbus £-7190

Gastel has
a
personal
pact
with June Christy, chirp featured
with Kenton. He is freeing her,
also, and she will continue with the
bntoneer.

"An absdhric SMsatioa. Best song
•

I

Applicant never

was singular

PAW"
CH04C£ MUSIC.
Romero, mf.

Applicant must be singer of popular songs.

2, Applicant is not

I'v*

BEHNY

1650 irooiiway.

v*ry rare opportunity for baritone selected.

Send o record of your voice and a recent picture

ever don*."

to:

BOX 484

FIELDS.

REMEMBER MAMA

TOBEY MllSfC.COIIP.

A

New

York If

Variety,

154 W. 46th

displays,

of the Kyser dislE and
other ideas to take advantage of
the hit.

Henry McGarron, who had been giveaways

musical

aims, which has been brewing for
produce a really a long time isince la.st autumn
Kenton has veered sharply from
Cyril Stapleton is another name dance music, narrowmg most of his
leader who recently reorganized stuff to jazz classicism and prestyle and out<it, .and in the next ferred playing concerts to dance
few months many other top Brit- dates.)
ish bands will be changing their
Gastel tried to induce Kenton, to
style.
The fact that the dance
public
is
mainly tinkle terp arrangements, to hold
diminishing

new band

do-'

Film Exfaib» Capitalize

outdo

outfits,

signed

consent decrees .governing the
mestic scene in 1041.

Another resolution passed by
the membership was a slap at the
It okayed
reigning Blue Ticket.
the appointment of a committee to
oversee with the administration
men, the distribution oC $88,000 in
record and transcription royalty
monies, allocated to the local by

.

Serenade of Bells
Miranda ...
Dream of Olwen;

this combination

more commercial

11.

Box & Cox
;

.

,

Reflections,
...P. Maurice
Civilization .... ...... Morris
Near You
B. V^ood
Tree in Meadow .... Connelly
Silver Wedding
Unit

Many

fearing

bandleaders,

.

Time May Change ... Connelly

4'

"jump"

British

getting. b.o. jitters.

.

action

anti-trust

.

For
New York

7

London, .fune

fij. Jkters;

a defendant in the

when Federal district court judge
Simon H. Rificind 'last week or->
dered the dropping of that demand
Judge
from ASCAP's answer.

To Dig Up Work in N.Y.

12

(Wee/c ending June 10)

Inc., as

Government's

ing coin.

Jump

round of its court battle to
the naming of Broadca.st

Music,

802 Names Committee

10
4

first

Suit Vs. Apolla

Witmark Music hung a suit on
Apollo Records in New York federal court last week, based on the
infrequently used right of a publisher to restrict the arranging of a
copyrighted
melody.
Witmark
charges Apollo with destroying the
value of the standard "Shanty in
Old Shanty Town," by recording a
vulgar, obscene and offensive arrangement,'
and wants master,
stampers, etc., immediatciy surrendered for destruction.
Wltmark's suit also asks damages
and an accounting of proiits.

1

Week Ending

National
Ratimr

41

Street, Ntiw

York City

.

I

ORCHBSTRAS-MVSIC

42

New Band

Dafley's

AFM

Relations

Concept: Keep 'Em

As They Build
When Frank Dailey reopens
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N.

his

What Next?

Its Pubfic

C. Petrillo

and

There's a horse ttpster in
has developed

.-

fall,

;

eary.

has long been Dailey's contention that the modern practice
of buying bapds for two and three
weeks at a time doesn't work. By
the time his customers build up a
liking for a particular band^ the
latter closes and a new one has
to begin the task of building patronage. In the event that latter
doesn't fit with his customers'
ideas, the spot cools off to the
point where the next band takes
so much longer to woo favor, even
if it has tnore to offer, either in
name value or ability. Kids today
want dance music and don't care
much which band, old or new, is
involved so long as they deliver.
But they are so distrustful that it
takes several weeks for the word
to get around, that a band is, okily
for their purposes and only a few
days for the thumbs-down to cirIt

.

.

They'll give

with every purchase.

songs.

Kenton Concert

list.--

Baron obtained control
melody in controversy
an- assignment from a
resident of Trinidad. He was represented in the suit by Phillips,
Krim.
Nizer, Benjamin
Baron's suit is entirely separate
from the one brought by Mohamed
K. Khan, of Trinidad, against the
same defendants, charging the
lyrics of "Rum" was an infringement of verses authored by him.
This case is now in process of
cross-argument .over the amount of
Plaintiff

Grosses $26;
Hollywood, June

of

the

through

15.

Stan Kenton's one-night jazz
concert at Hollywood Bowl Satur:

&

Cleveland, June 15^
•

Name band

policy,

which

flour-

ished at Cedar Point, Sandusky,
ballroom for the last 10 years or
so, has been dropped. This season
spot is slashing budget by bringing
in only seven lower-priced orchesr
tras-^three Cleveland units and
Hour ouf-of-town crews—for two-

National

lost

OBERSTEIN DUTIES

week.

June 12

.

week

This Last
wft.

wk.
1

3

dance hall was opened
Saturday (12) by Johnny Gilbert,
whose band .will be followed by
Austin Little's symphonette sextet,
June 26-July 2; Baryl Harpa, July
3-16; Jimmy Lee, July 17-30; Ralph
Keating^s localites, Aug. 14-20.

3

2

4

7

.

4

6

5

Cabin Club, Aug. 21 through Labor
Say, will close season. No book-

7

10

8

8

"Toolie Dolie Doolie"

TELL ME

A STORY

6

New

.

.

6
2

8

9

.

2

3

7

4

2

2

2

3

2

1

6

3

6

7

3

10

5
1

8

.

1

1

3

109

8

3

85

2

74

7

68

10

3

*:

3

6

4

9
5

7

9

31

8

4

10

7

7

6

7

4

24

S

9

S

5

6

14

GKACIE FIELDS (London)
"Now Is the Hour"
SPIKE JONES (Victor)

4

jitmx MemGH

Leeds got credit.

DON'T BLAME ME
A 6mU N«w

DORIS DAY-B. CLARK
"Love Somebody".

n

8

KING COLE

1-

-.

10

Capitol Reconis

(Victor)

6

7

a

DICK HAYMES

(Decca)
True, Dear"

"You Can't Be

BING CROSBY

(Deeca)

JO STAFFORD

(Capitol)

3

HARRr WARREN MUSIC,

Always a Tap

7
7

fl

ROSETTA HOWARD

4

7

S

6

(Capitol)

Now
5

Got a Crush

6

(Columbia)

On You"

6

WOODY HERMAN

(Columbia)

FRANKIE CARLE

(Columbia)

5

5

6

17C

PIED PIPERS

Tl«<it

Old
Hif!

BEALE STREET BOYS (M-G-M
EDDIE Mcmullen (Hainbow)
RED CAPS (MercHry)
(Ptarl)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway
Now York Vt, H. Y.

5

(Capitol)

17D

ALBUMS

Up

-Gang «f Mina)
a Now Top Record

LARRY VINCENT

9

8

17B

FIVE TOP

BELt.S
(Ara Braaking

(Col)

JUNE TUNE!

WEDDING

(Columbia)

15C

FRANK SINATRA

INC

8

15A 13

"I've

tm

on

10

(Col)

.

KaliMM

by

18

9

13

CLAUDE THORNHILL

• .

21

(i

ICB

ii^

but Leeds apparently secured the
plugs that put the melody on the

•

5

leA

Music

21
I

1

PEEWEE HUNT

JUNE
PLAY A
McHUGH TUNE

Leeds Music and Peer-Interna-

went tlirough quite an argulast week over who was to
get credit for the Peatman sheet
listing of "Just Because."
Both
firms own songs by the same title,

ment

(Decca)

Be There"

12A 17

17A

contact.

28

iViftoit

11

25TH 4NNIVERS4Rir

upon

corded and by what artists. But
Burgess will be their immediate

sheet.

8

"Maybe

15B

IN

32

(Damon)

"Because"
SPiKIi JONKS (Vicior)

You'll

decided

(Victor)

GOIIDON JENKINS

12B

1
*:

5

COMO

has

tional

15

York

TOMMY VALANDO

5
V*

10

14

\b\1 Broadway

3

(M-G-M)

PERRY COMO

LAUREL MUSIC CO.

.

"Dickey Bird Song"

PliUUY
12

I

2

"Baby Face".

FREDDY MARTIN

SB

1

2

4

ART .MO0NEY

9A

I

8

(Decca)

JON-SONDRA STEELE

13.

3

(Columbia)

ANDREWS SISTERS
5

1

2

(Deccal

White Lies"
K. GBIFFIN-J. WAYNE (Rondo)
"You Can't Be True, Dear"

•'Little

KAY KYSEB

Henry George, from Cleveland's
ing set yet for July 31-Aug.

(Capitol)

"Nature Boy"

DICK HAYMES

stands!

Park's

Artist, Label, llitle

KING COLE
1.

2

ments.
Facts and .Igures presented at
this meeting showed that the sheet
sales were hitting an all-time low
aj.d that this was undoubtedly to a
large extent caused by the lack
of current radio plugs.

RCA-Victor

Week Ending

Ratine

on many occasions.
Publishers told the BBC chiefs
that tliey believed the dearth of
pops was a policy introduced by
leaders because of their bitterness
at the loss of plug pay, and no
compensating radio fees rise from
the corporation: It's also a sign of
dissatisfaction with present rates
allowed for new musical arrange-

the replacement for Eli Oberstein
as head of artists and repertoire.
Job will be handled by a committee, but the contacts with music
publishers will be made through
Jack Burgess, heretofore a field
representative for the company,
who never before has been involved with the selection of tunes
and their publlshersL
Burgess will be under Jack Hallstrom, to whom Oherstein also
answered, and part of a group including Steve Sholes, head of hillbilly
and race recording, and
Charles Grean. These men will decide when and if recording is ever
resumed, which tunes will be rer

parative sales rating iof tfds

and

plugs rule came into force, there
has been unfair representation, of
current tunes on the air. Percentage of pop songs on recent broadcasts have sunk to as low as 2'/{i%

RCAYICTOR DIWIES OP

DISI BEST SEUEBS

Survey oj retoil disk best
eelXers, hosed on reports obtained irom leading stores in
12 .cities, and showing com-

CEDAR POINT DROPS
NAME BAND POLICY

8.

follows a meeting held
the past fortnight between
publisher of "R & M"
the BBC and the Music Publishand Jeri Sullivan, vocalist, whose ers' Assn;, in which publishers
name is also on the song's credit stated that since the no-pay-iW'-

USriety

spot.

SM Pops
London, June

"R & M" melody (but no relative),
This
Maury Amsterdam, author of the within

mm

the Glenn Millers and similar bands sat down for entire sum-

Bands

.

day (12) evening grossed a smash*
ing $26,000, figured to be a b.o.
record for that type of date. Kenton reaped $13,300 for himself on
a deal which called for him to get
70% of the het. Expenses are not damages due Khan.
as this year.
It was pointed out to aU dele- known.
gates, incidentally, that Leyshon
Gene Norman, KFWB disk jockwill be available to all locals for
Jimmy Dorsey finally signed a
promoting such
help and advice in straightening ey, who has been
new contract with General Artists
out their own particular press prob- affairs locally for some time, got after agency had been booking him
lems and otherwise aiding them.
$.^,700 as his end of the take.
for several weeks.

When

Pubs Beef

Brit.

Jim DavidsoHi BBC head dance
in N. Y. federal court. Baron, for- music broadcasts, is issuing a di-.
merly associate conductor at Radio rective to all bands stating that
City Music Hall, N. Y„ and now ar in future 605o of their air schedin
his
named
publisher,
had
music
ules must consist of current pop
siiit Paul Baron, credited with the

means of induding
sales.

Melody

Maurice Baron's claim that the
melody of the much litigated tune,
"Rum and Cola" was.an infringement Of a composition Vhich he
controlled was upheld yesterday
(Tuesday) in a decision handed
down by Judge Simon H. Rifkind

needed to help whitewash Petrillo
and the AFM in the nation's press.
Leyshon made a start with this
convention. Never
before have
newspapermen been invited to sit
in on the convention's proceedings

,

one

title

Lifting of

lyrics, Feist,

chairman,' in selecting Leyshon as
the man that at this late date was

.

at

customer
the

Kenin, Portland, Ore. member of
the board, detailed the steps taken
by a committee of which he was

Dailey has strawhat performances in his spot from July 4 for
nine weeks. He'll start the new
He bases the
idea in the fall.
thought, incidentally, on the days

mers

as a

title

that the job started some four
months ago will cost "thousands
and thousands yearly,'' Herman D.

culate.
,

On

That tops the retail music
dealers who insist, every time
a new tune hits the show, that
5obbers procure for them the

.

Plug Pay KiUed,

Vs. Feist, 'Rum' Writers

outname of

taps.

their hiring of a public relations
which to many attendees recalled the old "locking the barn
" wheeze.
door
It's obvious

in Suit

fee,

New York and

of-town clients the
the mystery tune on the "Stop
the Music" broadcast. Fee is
commensurate with horse tip

his execu-

tive board devoted quite some time
during the AFM's national convention at Asbury Park, N. J., last
week to the why and wherefore of

he expects to tackle the
problem of securing bands from a that from now on the treatment of
diflerent angle. It is Dailey's idea Petrillo by the press will be a serious item on the agenda Of the exto sigfi, or if necessary build, a
ecutive board and the prez Iximnew band considered to have a .self.
Petrillo introduced to the delechance of building popularity with
)us customers. He will hold it for gates, Hal Leyshon, of the Leyshon
IS or 20 or moi'e weeks if neces- Associates, New York, pointing out
next

For a

a musical sideline.
he'll tell

firm,
J.,

Baron Upheld

New York who

Mously As

Leyshon Goes Into Action
James

June 16, 1.948

Wednesilajr,

Taking

6

PROGRESSION
JAZZ

SONG

HITS

OF OUR

TIME-] 923

Stan Kaiddn

Fingarla-Sdivtl

Capitol

Decca

INSIDE U.S.A.

B*a MIKt-J.

Hoby

Victor

MASTERPIECES

SONG

HITS

5

OF

OW

6l*nn Millar

TIME-1935
Npt Brandwynna

Victor

.Decca

WANTEO
Vocalist

To Make ResM'tlings
oil 558
154 W. Htk».
York 19. H. Y.

Voristy,

M«w

:

Wedneeiaj, June 16, 1948
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Telecasts Not Affecting Nitery

Connee Boswell returns

to the
Club, El Cerrito, Cal. (outside
Oakland) July 15 for her second
date at the club within six weeks.
Singer has been working west-

Ops

Talent Agcys. Enlist Cafe

Kona

Biz or Sports Events in St. Loo
St. liouis, June 15.
>
With but one station, KSD-TV, 'Snow
White' Ballet
owed and operated by the St.

New

era

such as
To
Frontier, Las Vegas,
*Ice-Capades' mid-March.

Spark
Louis Post-Dispatch (Pu'litzer) telePittsburgh, June 15.
vising programs in the local area
Top production number of 1949
operators of nite'ries ani} sports report no diminishing of biz from "Ice-Capades" will be based on
Walt Disney's "Snow White and
this form of competish.
the Seven Dwarfs." Entire setup
Even with video sets in several is now being worked out
hundred taverns in the city biz has eration with Disney, who, in coopalthough
slumped to such a degree that paid a flat sum for the
rights, has
many of these spots are not ex- taken an active interest
in. the
pected to renew their state and presentation.
city licenses on July 1. The grade
Number of acts that have been
of entertainment presented in the
with the show for several seasons^
niteries is of such a high standard
and above that offered by tele- won't be in the new edition when
in at Atlantic City this
that customers continue to it breaks
vision
flock to these places as, in addition
to the shows presented, they also

enjoy the comfort of air-conditioned rooms. A case in point is
the 400 Club, where Evelyn West
is heading floorshow. At the Chase
Club, swank west end spot the
nianpgement continues to book
name bands, etc., for two and
three'Week stands, as patronage
rtiiiy

justifies

such engagements.

The same

.

applies to wrestling.

though some of these bouts
are televised and even broadcast
by radio they continue to draw
Upwards of 5,000 in the air-condi^
tioned Henry W. Kiel Arena. The
promoter of boxing does hot per*
i t either tele or radio broadcasts
of his shows and draws healthy
attendance.
In many downtown drinking
spots where tele sets have been
Installed to hypo biz there is a
decided lack of enthusiasm for this
form of entertainment. Observers
report that customers seated at
tables scarcely bother to look at
th«- sets.
With only local events
available for tele broadcasting
KSD uses live interviews, a quiz

:!Even

m

news commentators, cartoons, tfavel films, fashion scenes
and musicals in addition to baseball and wrestling.
show,

Cardinals' Boff Gates

With the Cardinals making

a

for another league
championship the fans continue to
turn out in goodly numbers, especiLast
ally for the night games.
•week the first of a series with the

swell

Boston

fight

drew more

than
14,000
after-dusk game.
Weekend games bring many out of
towners to Sportsman's Park and
a double header is sure to attract

Braves
for an

upwards of

:

•

^0,000.

spots

Many

the

Last

etc.,

since

Fla. Spots

Making Pitch For
Sununer Tourists

Miami Beach, June 15,
summer. Among the missing will
With most of the winter spots
be Trixie, juggler, and her hus- announcing their reopening for the
band, Esco LaRue, comic; Phil summer last week, town will soon
stilt;
skater,
Taylor,
and Red take on an in-season look.
McCarthy, speed demon. All had
First ol the big spots to set an
been with the rink show so long opening date is the Beachcomber:
they had practically been- consid- Ned Schuyler, long time operator,
ered permanent fixtures.
took on a new partner. Bill
Liebow, and the big room will
reopen June 24 with a Boots McKenna revue featuring a line of
Ringliiig Circus Granted
16, and several acts.
Copacabana's Murray Weinger
Permit Despite Sqnawk
had planned to reopen with Hildegarde, Jane 30, but a fire that de^r
From Mpls. Aqua Assn. stroyed the Copa last week killed
reopening plans. Barry Gray, with
Minneapolis, June 15.
Over the opposition of Tres his air show, had been doing«'a lush
Goetting, executive secretary of biz for the lounge since shows
the Aquatennial association which were discontinued some weeks

In Plan to Develop
t

Spike Jones Revue 8f4G
In 4, Salt Lake City

dle salary bracket performers, are.
approaching cafe operators on the
idea of developing talent that may
Salt Lake City, June 15.
eventually
mean boxofflce for
Spike Jones' "Musical Deprecia- them.
tion Revue," at Capitol theatre
Percenters are taking the posiliere for four performances last
tion that since the majority of
week (7-8), did mild $8,500. Evecafes cannot afford the surefire
ning attendance was good, but
lures, operators would be better
matinees were light.
by taking a chance on a reShow was originally scheduled off
liable entertainer that will do *
for Jerry jones' Rainbow. Bandevu,
good job. The first time around,
but when the dance spot burned
performer may build sufficiently a
down, Intermountain Theatres, opfairly good word of mouth. Howerators of the Capitol, signed Jones
ever, with a repeat visit in six
for the same dates he was to have
months or 8 year, the act will have
played at the Randevu.
attained sufficient rep to pay off at
the boxofflce.
third engagement, they claim, will bring the
Gardner Threatens
operator' profit.

A

To

This line of attack has worked
Strand, N.Y., Show with some operators. Agencies
have been able to keep many of
Until Billed Over Pic the middle bracketed performers

Vamp

The Strand thc^tre^ N. Y., nearly
didn't* have a show. Friday (11) because of a billing dispute with Ed
Gardner.
Gardner,
who heads NBC's
''Dufliy's Tavern" and who's now
making a scries of personals,
started tiffing with Strand management early Friday morning when
he discovered that the picture,
"Wallflower" (WB), was billed over
him. He consequently refused to
ago.
go on unless that situation was
Smaller spots are also joining corrected. After a conference with
the. parade. The Paddock Club, all- Strand officials and Music Corp.
nitery downtown, already has a of America execs, Gardner's terms
comedy show. Sam Barken will were met, and show proceeded on
relight the Blackamoor soon with time.
a change of name to the Five
The marquee was changed imO'clock or Riobamba, depending mediately, but the previously preo; what type of show he books in.
pared displays could not be altered
Famous Door is also set to reopen, immediately since work was done
Clover Club, currently featurby outside firms. Strand theatre
ing Kay Vernon, brings in Carlos
spent around $2,500 to re-do the
Ramirez to add to the comijetish art work. Gardner consented to
at
month's end. Other rooms, appear while changes were being"
currently
running
include
El
made.
Chico, Latin all-nitery and the
Gardner's package, comprising
Havana Madrid; Club Bali, under Jane Russell, Charlie Cantor, Eddie
the aegis of local performer, HarGreen, Florence Halop and Matty
vey Bell, reopened several weeks Malneck, was booked into the
ago with intime show policy..
Strand on a guarantee plus overQuestion is where'll the biz
ages when gross reaches $60,000.
come from? A heavy influx of Deal was made on mass Coast by
South American trade is expected. studio execs.
Hotel Assn. is also going after
north Florida and southern patronage via heavy ad expenditures;
There are more hotels operating Chi Oriental in Stage
here this summer than ever before.

puts on the annual summer mardi
gras, city council granted a license
to the Ringling Brothers, Barnum
& Bailey circus for performances
here July 29 and 30 at a fee of
$1,200. 'The circus will show in St.
Paur July 31.
circus
Goetting claimed the
would cut attendance at one of the
especially
Aquatennial's
events,
the coronation ball on July 3().
"We can't stand competition from
the circus," he said.
"Backers
have furnished $100,000 for this
year's "Aquatennial'."
J. C. Thomas, the circus' traffic
manager, said the show's schedule
is laid out so closely that it could

come to Minneapolis on the
two days in question. He argued
it would draw people here from all

only

over the state. As a precaution,
he obtained a permit, too, for July
29 and ?0 in St. Paul in case he
was turned down here.
The circus' last visit here was in
1945. A polio epidemic caused it
to cancel its scheduled 1946 visit.
"We can't disappoint the children
who have waited three years for

Switch to One-Weekers
Chicago, June

Operators of niteries do not expect any inroads on their biz by

Weinger Pacts Bel Geddes

tele competish until

To Design New Copa, Miami,

the circus," said Alderman Henry
Bank. Other councilmen' took the
programs of view that the circus probably
nation-wide
are would stack up as^ a big added
importance
screened here. KSD expects to be Aquatennial attraction.
linked with an eastern network by
next fall and what effect the video

To Replace Razed Spot

15.

Oriental theatre switches stage
for the next few months,
bringing in one week attractions.
policy

House has been playing two weeks,

up to mmth, during the past year,
Miami Beach, June 15.
except for rare occasions.
Weinger announced plans
Tex Williams and George Givot
broadcasting of big college footAAA Cites Segal 'Unfajr/ forMurray
a new and larger Copacabana, head the first onc-weeker starting
ball games, etc., will have remains
designed by Norman Bel Geddes, June 24, followed by solo week
to be seen.
Asks for Resignation for reopening in early fall. Investi- stints of Dick Haymes, Three
Another factoF* that convinces
gation
the
fire
which
of
destroyed Stooges,
Vaughn Monroe and
Borscht-belt booker Jack Segal
the nitery. operators, that tele
competish still is not too robust is has run into another round of dif- the swank spot failed to reveal Gene Autry. Move is thought to
that the price of sets for the home ficulties because of his mainte- cause of the explosion and blaze have been made to counter stage
is still too nigh.,
Although some nance of a hotel for acts playing which followed and left just the fare going back into the Chicago,
are priced below $300 the better
an expenditure of upwards from $500 and many people
are waiting for cheaper prices,
further development of the. sets
and better programs before they

sets call for

invest.

four walls
insurance

the mountain resorts.
This time
action is coming from the Associated Agents of America, an organization of percenters, which has
demanded that Segal resign from
the organization.
The percenters claim Segal's ho-

HAREM CLOSING
FOR THE SUMMER

The Harem, N.

Y., is slated to

Meantime, Barry Gray, who was
under yearly contract to broadcast

AAA

Danish Concerts
native

24.

the

I

Oregon Agts. Organize

N.Y. Niteries Angling Jiive
Biz With Swoon-Crooners
Recent click of Frankie Laine
at the Harem, N. Y., has caused a
change of mind regarding the boxoffice value of male singers in

Broadway

cafes.

Mel Torme

has,

been

elected
are
Monte
Officers
Brooks, president; Norman Anderson, veopee, and Johnny Walker,
secretary. Ranson Meinke has been
named executive secretary. Organization's officers together with
Ha/el Rex and Joe Young comprise
the board of directors.

{

One of the drawbacks to this
plan, however, is difficulty in persuading performers to salary cuts
on experimental dates..
There have boon instances where
this plan has woi-ked out well. Performers such as Myiron Cohen, Jan
Murray and Jack Carter are considered names in several towns,
and can repeat syjproximately
every 10 months.
Vaude houses have long found
that this process worked out welL
In the case of vauders, bookers
generally put in new performers
with a strong band or sturdy picture. With a long run, act was able
to build and eventually made regular trips to that house,
•

High Court Upholds
NiK of License

On

Paddock Clnjb, A.C.
Atlantic City, June 15.
After numerous tilts with the
State Alcoholic Beverage Control
commission, the Paddock International club lost its liquor license
when State Supreme court upheld
a ruling of ABC Commissioner
Hock la-st Wednesday (9).
Hock had ruled a few weeks be-

fore that the liquor license granted
Mrs. Rebecca Kravis should be revoked. Former State Senator Emerson Richards went to the Supreme Court after gaining a stay
on the order which permitted the
club to remain open pending the
court's ruling. The state's highest
court sustained Hock.
Operator of club was charged
with permitting girl entertainers to
be "treated" by customers and also
allowing Eddie Kravis, son of the
proprietor, to operate the establishment. Latter had been convicted
of a crime involving moral turpitude and, because of conviction
was barred from operating the
club.
Conviction had come two
yedrs. ago as he ran the place, and
license was -shifted to his mother.
Paddock has for several years
been one of the top night spots in
'

resort.

Its

'

owners have been up

before the ABC and in Recorder's
and other city courts on numerous
occasions. One famous defense in
Recorder's court came when owners were charged with disturbing
the peace because their band kept
residents within a block awake SI
night.

GOP CONCLAVE CANCELS

OUT TEXACO VAUDEO

*

tices jn the area.

going.

set for the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., starting July 18.
Prior to Laine's engagement, it
was held that the youthful singers
would entice only the younger set,
who are notorious for staying long
and spending little.
Howeiter,
The Texaco Star Theatre will
Harem receipts during Laine's
stand disproved such ideas. Other be off NBC-TV next Tuesday (22)
cafes are now expected to go after because of pre-empting of time by
the Republican National conventhe juve trade.
tion in Philadelphia. Show will )>e
resumed June 29 virith Bert Wheel-

Portland, Ore., June 15.
Danny Lewis' Comeback
Oregon agents have organized as
Danny Lewis, father of Jerry
Theatrical Booking Agents Assn. of Lewis (Dean Martin &), has started
Oregon. Purpose is to pact with clicking on his own as a singer
five-mile radius. It was claimed American Guild of Variety Artists after his first major date in sevSegal failed to liv^ up to the five- as well as standardize agency prac- eral years. Lewi.s, Sr., who started

Comedian Victor Borge, who has mile limitation, lie wa.s subsequently put on the unfair liist, and
Denmark, sails June 24 agency francJiise was su.spended.
from England on the Queen Eliza- Segal then brouglit suit in N. Y.
beth for New York.
Supreme Court to fight the AGVA
He may return to England for ukase. He last the dase. This
engagements next fall. Meantime, year, however, AGVA gave him a
be iias concert and nitery dates in waiver on the five-mile clause to
permit him to operate.
the U> S. this summer.
just completed concert dates in his

four-hour * nightly airer from
Copa lounge, is continuing
from station WKAT on an 11 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. schedule. Night following the fire, Gray aired a 15minute shot from the ruins.
New plans call for revolving
stage, dressing rooms with showers, seating capacity of 700 in the
main room and 350 in the lounge
which will feature a circular bar
with stage for Gray to work from;
game rooms for the entertainers,
plus many new features in nitery
decor and design;
his

where he boards acts playing
his string of mountain-inns, ,18 unfair competition to other bookers
and paves; the way for the hotel
operators to demand other agen»
eies to provide similar housing for
acts. This would relieve resorts of

the obligation of boarding them,
fold Saturday- (19) lor the sumas required by American Guild of
mer,
Nat Harris, operator, had Variety
Artists.
planned to stay open until the
Segal, so far, has refused to comnight of the Louis-Walcott fight or
ply with the
request. Board
close
the following Wednesday
will now file formal eharges for
(23).
presentation at a later meeting.
The Ritz Bros., who- wind up toSegal's difficulties started last
night (Wed.), will be replaced by .year when AGVA demanded that
Jan Murray, who'll go in for three the employing hotel operators give
days.
Murray follows with the performers accommodations simiCarousel, Pittsburgh, June 21.
lar to tiiose given p.iying guests.
If housing on the premises was
unavailable, similar accommodations w re to be given within a
Bprge Completes

Understood June
will
be

$200,000.

tel,

N. Y.

standing.

settlement

New B.O. Lores

Talent agencies faced with XIam

problem of finding spots for mid-

recently
the
Latin Casino,
at
Philadelphia, has been booked for
Hippodrome, Baltimore, July i,
and will follow into the Glass Hat,
N. Y.

Before his click at the Latin
Casino, Lewis had been on showing dates at the
oner-nighters in

Locw and

New

York.

RKO

er, Henny Youngman, Al Gordon,
Jack Collins, Cavaliers, Lucienne
and Ashour, Nancy Walker, Three

Swifts, tentatively set.

and

Camen

for the

Bea

telle

Twins

Berle

is

,

Lillie

Cavallaro were slated

show

that

was cancelled.

Milton Berle was forced out of
last night's 'Tues.), show because
of a cold and Harry Richman substituted as emcee.
Others in the
cast were; Willie Howard who was
rushed in at the last minute as a
comedy replacement, Betty Reilly^
Salici Puppets, Vagabonds, Cost-'

and

Valerie

expected back

Bettys.
June 29.

.
'
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Atlantic

Gty Given liew Look'

Atlantic City, June 15.

This resort is all set for what it
will be another boBo season.
As a result of thousands of feet
Of sand pumped onto the badly
eroded up-city beaches it can accommodate thousands of more
bathers while the boardwallc in the
Inlet section has been rebuilt to
aeeommodate patronage in that

hopes

area.

From the

looks of things it will
be almost the same Atlantic City,
Final scars left by the hurricane of
1944 and the war, when the Army
took over all the big hotels, have
The big atfinally disappeared.
traction again will bo the long
white beach, stretching for 10
miles, and the boardwalk, which
gives the visitor an unobstructed every dollar
j

says:

"Orchids to Dorothy Blaine
who sings iiice Lauren Bacail
looks, and looks like her,
too

."
. .

AGVA

By JACK PULASKI

Attractions

m

it

can

End of Month
ratification of its constitution will

end of the month. Election,
conducted by the Honest .Ballot
Assn., will be shortly after June
21, deadline set for nominations by
AGV.A. board will then
petition.
pass on eligibility of candidates
and poll nominees as to their
start

availability to serve.

Elections will also have to wait
for complete transcription of the

AGVA

Washingto»i D. C.
Thanhs

to: $;<lney H. Pientionl
Gowns: Kafhryii Kiriin

Pross:

HolUStillman AtsocialM

6amw

Oinwiionr Saaia

Jerry Lewis have
Latm Casino,
September for

A

Newark syndicate financed the

MCA

A goodly percentage of
match.
takings was set aside for charily,
Funk, who headed the while the fighter guarantees comband dept. of the McConkey prised $120,000 to Graziano and
small
agency, has switched to the
$60,000 to Zale. Gross was $335,band division of Music Corp. of 646, and attendance was announced
America.
After deducting 25%
as 21.497.
A vacancy in the MCA cafe in admissions taxes l$83,700) the
dept. is still to be filled. Joe Sully, net of $251,964 did not provide
of MCA's Coast office, was origi- much profit to the backers, if any.:

Funk Joins

Larry

I

AND

PATRICIA

Proposal to telecast the fight
nally Slated to replace Johnny
Greenhut in that department, but was scratched. Price offered for
will remain in Beverly Hills in- television rights was $30,000 but
Greenhut is now doubling it was contended that by not telestead,
casting the event, the gate benebetween cafes and video.
fited

"After their sensational debut Cappella and Patricia
held up the show at the first
night of "A LA CARTE", at
Brighton's Theatre Royale .
They stopped the show and
were allowed to retire only
through exhaustion

Report of a

by $100,000.

secret deal to televise the fight to
viewers in Philadelphia, Washing-

Saranac Lake

.

ton and Boston appears to have
been a wrong .steei', and several
days before the match ads in the
Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 15.
announced there would
Louise Harris, Paramount staffer, dailies
underwent thoracoplasty operation positively be no telecasting, Top
ringside but early
at general hospital and recuping at price was $30
last week $20 tickets were on hand
the Rogers.
in Broadway agencies for $10 each,
Ines Groething, after a try at the
•Big-Town, back to the Rogers for the scale being halved' by the prooffer
to[jflight
films.
Midnight
moters
to bolster the sagging sale.
shows again will be features in the summer.
Louis-Walcott Weak Sale
A. C. Levering, former theatre
most houses, especially on weekDope that the proximity of the
owner, and the Albert Barringers
ends.
your Zale-Graziano meeting and the reLegitimate shows are also sched- in to ogle the lodge and
tuni session between Joe Louis and
columnist.
uled for Hotel Chelsea's small theAlice Dudley and Sophia Medes Jersey Joe Walcott for the heavyatre. Objection to both the Audiback after 10-day furloughs to their weight crown was too close, aptorium and Chelsea playhouses is hometowns.
pears to be right. Expectation of a
that they are without air condiRobert Handley general man- million-dollar gross at the Yankee
tioning.
ager of Yost circuit, Harrisburg, Stadium next Wednesday (23) apwitii
Charles
in
for
pears to be overestimated. Early
Pa.,
weekend<
Globe Goes Burley
this week the sale m New York was
Kaufhbld.
The Globe, which last week
Mayor Tony Anderson, manager virtually limited to $20 and $30
housed
Shertok's
Gilbert
and of Pontiac theatre,. off to Flushing, tickets, while orders for $50 ringSullivan company before it started
I., to attend funeral of a relasides mostly came from out of town.
tour, goes back to burlestiue this tive.
Walcott thinks he will become
Friday (18).
Birthday greetings are in order the new champ, and says so in a
There is the usual run of good to Sig Mealy, Tom Curry and Joe two-part Satevepost article, last of
restaurants.
Prices and food at DeNicoIo, all doing nicely with the which is in the current issue. The
such spots as Hackney's and Starn's routine.
John Binkley (lATSE) to Lan- Jerseyite is quoted claiming that
for seafood; Savoy, Trench's, Babagain," meaning that
caster, Pa., for a two week vacash. he'll ''do it
ette's for seafood 'and steaks; VenDitto James Wotton, '\(rhO. planed he "wuz robbed" when he fought
ice for Italian food, to mention a
Louis in Madison Square Garden
to Albany.
few, are. well within pocketbook
last
winter
and
lost the decision alKnight
Tessie,
Many thanks to
&
of vacationists.
dancei-s; Sara Schulman and Joseph though he had the champ on tbe
Nightclubs will duck top talent Roberts for reading matter and deck a couple of times.

By Happy Benway

.

^PETER BLACKE,
Evening Argus.

"Cappella and Patricia on
two occasions stopped the

show."

—BRIGHTON DAILY NEWS.
OPENING WITH

June-'17.-.

Savoy Theatre, London

SOCIAL DIRECTORS
A

K^ii^inun

toil

writltMi for tlie
reviles.
vi\\\

f5t>U(l

also

\m% just
inniiit.' uin.s

only

rfi'oivt*

S1« W«8t

.

the gang.
Natalie Smith planed in to visit

LA CARTC Revue

'A

'

Arrangomontt: Danny NUndalson

.so ttiat

tlie

in

Philadelphia,
three weeks.

,

Loew'^ Capitol

&

Dean Martin

been signed for

'

17

convention minutes,

changes in the proposed constitution can be included in the
completed draft.

all

earlier from Zale.

get.

Next top attraction will be the
huge city auditorium, where the
John Harris "Ice-Capades" will
again hold forth in the main section. This has been a big attraction for vacationists evei-y year on
its 10 weeks run. Also ia the auditorium will be legitimate shows in
the ballroom. Last year this was
ramped and top shows put on by
David Lowe. Report is' that the
New York "Oklalioma!" will play
there all this season.
Hamid's other pier, the Million
Dollar, will house an International
Exposition to open June 26. Only
other pier is the uptown one located on the site of the old Steeplechase, wliich burned years ago. It
has attractions for children only
although it has stores extending
along tlie front.
Hotels will again vie for nitery
trade with good bands and shows.
Walk motion picture houses will

Week Begtiming June

Elections

Election of officers for American Guild of. Variety Artists and

.

*lce-Capades,' Legits

WALTER WINCHELL

NOT MUCH CHANCE OF
4TH ROCKY-TONY FTTE

volving horserooras and a mysteriThere isn't much chance of an/ale
ous detective-horseroom bet taker,
other Rocky Graziano-Tonj?
is encoring its concluding stages.
Thursday
light; their scrap last
view of the sea for nearlj? all that Without a doubt the lid will be on
Newark established beyond a doubt
distance.
tight.
by his three-round
Zale,
that
Starting with the top attracTown lias spruced up for vaca- knockout, was the nia.ster.
tions: along the walk Steel pier is tioiii.sts,
llig lieadache will again
Italian-American Graziano folalready drawing them by the thou- be transportation. Those with cars
who inhabit New Yorks.
ands under the guidance of George are going to find it tough to oper- lowers
eastside went for plenty by
Hamid, Name bands are appear- ate them, almost impossible to lower
laying the 12 to 5, and better, odds
ing in the huge baUroora, Vaude- park tliem, even in garages, the
on the defending 160-pound champ
ville" is attracting them into the
number of which has declined in their third encounter. Each of
augmented by steadily in the years past. Police their
middle, theatre,
first two scraps also ended
films. The front theatre will house are going to be^ tough.
Railroad in knockouts, Zale winmng the
motion pictures and video, the lat- transportation here Ls also a head- first in six, and Rocky the second
ter attraction a new form of enter- ache. Service is ok but trains are al-so in six.
each meeting Zale
tainment. Hamid has added a new so dirty that city has found it nec- was al.so on the short end of the
deck with attractions for children. essary to go before Utility Commis- betting,
He has converted long extension to sion in an effort to remedy this.
Graziano was virtually licked in
end of pier into a midway where Move afoot to electrify the line the first round, when Zale put
nearly anything from sandwiches which would help somewhat.
him on the canvas with a left hook.
form late
to souvenirs of Atlantic City can
Holelmen are set for the big Rocky showed a flash of
be DouEJIit. This despite the city's
but that about
summer season. All the great in the second round little
after the
easement deed. City officials apand a
beach front hostelries are solidly let him out,
parently are working on the idea
minute of the third round he
booJced, and' they need it after a first
that times change and pier needs
lost the title he had won 10 months
very lean winter.

Many Added

Fith

By JOE WAtiKEK

-

because of inflationary salaries acts
are asking. Their casinos are out
again this summer, dne municipal
investigation already is about to
get under way while another in-

43it

ttnislivil

und

Htmt, Ken- York

Ctty

gifts to

AMERICA'S TOP HEADUME SINGiNG GROUP
^
^
Currantly

RCA
VICTOR

rAVORITES

CLUB

NORMAN
TOItONTO.

CANADA
All

Mnjar

Kctvrarkii,

Theatrr.s uind Cloba,
V. S. and Canada

1 BOYS
renanal Dfnctiaa—ta>

rans itKo Kuitdin!

,

New York

SO. Kf. *.

from recent operation.
Dolly Gallagher, of Warner Bros.
Philly office, upped for one nseal
daily.

Kitty Bernard (Stapleton Sisters)
back to bed with setback in her;
Chicago home; ditto Inez Liverpool,
floored with pleurisy.
Fall bookings set by 'the Adirondack Community Concert Assn.
include Sanroma, pianist; Anatol

SIJLLIVAM
CURRENTLY
PENT HOUSE CLUB Indefinitely,

Kaiminsky, violinist.' and Todd
Duncani Negro baritone.
Bill Lalis (Decca Records) t>ack
from hospital after mastering the

KIkUCB*

'

M AXINE

husband, G. Albert Smith, recuping

ciTcJe 6-f sen

Broneoscopiiy operation.
Write to thoiic who are

3;3:15

P.M^

New York
WNEW

f meiMl: MoMKjeiwM:.
JOE MARSOLAiS

ill.

C^^^
NOW

RADIO: Sundays.

R

LL.

OPENING AUGUST 12TH

CAPITOL
NEW YOkK

COPACABANA
NEW

DincfiM: GENEIUL ARTISTS CORraRATIQN

YOkK

an

luindcial

for » ropy. Yon
u KUR^lUe of

frt^e

WAVBKVUMM
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Memphis Club Switches

Three Agents of Ohio Booze Board
Indicted for Alleged
Columbus, June

Shakedowns

penhimer, chief permit examiner
of Department of Liquor Control,
on charges of soliciting and accepting bribes from applicants.
In one indictment Oppenhimer
was accused of accepting a bribe
of $300 from Howard McCalli operator of Terrace Gardens, on Nov.

I.

name

Garden B.O. Will
Decide Future Of

Rodeo

New

Probe Continues
Prosecutor Ralph H. Bartlett of
Franklin County, who announced
•the indictments, said they "by no
means close the liquor probe."
The Franklin County grand jury
began its probe after charges by
McCall that he gave Oppenhimer
$300 to speed up issuance of his
license.
Oppenhimer denied this.
The three indicted men will be

BIDS

WANTED

THE AMERICAN LEGION

1948 CON>
VENTION CORPORATION of FLORIDA
receive bids

for Concessions for
supplying the following items during
the National Convention of the'^American Legion in Miami, October 17-21,
1948: Flags and decorations for stores,

Convention Halls and Street Lights;
freshments of all kinds, novelties of

reall

kinds, flowers, helmets, entertainment,

and anything

else that can be

Vended

during the Convention to Legionnaires

and

An

others.

exclusive

be issued

protective contract

will

to those licensed.

Submit all
offers in writing only to the undersigned. Appointments will be made for
personal discussion.

Address:
HENRY COBBS, Chciirman
Concessions and Decorations Committee
l>. O. Box 1, Little River Station
Miami, Florida

swapping

trade

elected

secrets

of

Cops

Circuit

Boxoffice results of rodeo to be
held this fall at Madison Square
Garden, N.Y„ is likely to determine the future of next season's
bronco displays. Should the grosses
approximate those hit during 1946,
it's likely that every major outfit
will start up again.
Otherwise the
cowpokes face a lean year.

The Arena Managers

Assn., for

their
of

John McArdle,

'Indecent'

Shows

Detroit,

June

15.

Barbaro'S Bowery club
Grabbe Water
Set
here was among those cited for
and immoral" shows in
For Date in Honolulu "obscene
a sudden crackdown by the State
The Buster Crabbe water show, Liquor Commission against spots
currently touring houses controlled featuring "indecent" shows. Liquor
by the Arena Managers Assn., is board pressure was directed at
performers do
slated to go to Honolulu for a four- cafes where gal
stripteaser bumps and grinds.
week stand in the fall.;
Commissioner Harry S;

Frank

Police

will

entire unit as

talce

well as a huge tank.

example, has so far abandoned
rodeo plans. This, despite the fact
that AMA has its own line stock.
Their only rodeo venture will be a
New York City, their president session in the Philadelphia Arena
Saturday (12).
with Roy Rogers as the star.
Top event on agenda was a bene- Rogers, however, is taking over
the house and will afterwards play
fit performance in the. ballroom
of the city's convention hall which tlie Arthur Wirtz arenas in Detroit,
attracted 2,500 with proceeds go- St. Louis and Indianapolis.
ing to the Betty Bacharach home.
There's little activity in' that
Magicians offered 10 topflight acts. direction elsewhere.
Major reaDuring the two days they were son for the meagre outlook is the
here they put on stunts for the lack of top western film names.
amusement of the weekend crowd. The major draws in this field, are
Buddy La Rue, of Indianapolis, did Gene Autry and Roger;s. Autry is
a strait jacket escape while sus- likely to play Madison Square Garpended from the fifth floor, of a den and may take on a few other
board walk hotel; another magician stands. Rogers will do a few weeks
drove a car while blindfolded with his show.
through the city's streets. One top
Without b.o. lures, promoters
stunt fizzed.
Harry Beerhle, of are afraid to take chances. They
Allentown, Pa., was "fecheduled to claim that costs have gone up conbe "burned alive" on the beach sidei-ably. Prize money, formerly
but when it came time for the per-r an incidental factory is now a big
formance he found his equipment item. And the majority of operahad not arrived.
tors won't invest unless there's asOther officers elected are Frank surance of getting the investment
Werner, Houston, Tex., veepee; back.
Leslie Guest, Summit, N. J., secreConsequently, promoters won't
tary; Jean Hugard, Brooklyn, N. Y., make plans until it's definite that
treasurer, and the Rev. Willard there's a market for such shows.
Smith, Holden, Mass., chaplain.
Once grosses perk at the Garden,
Richard Dubois, South Orange; then it's likely that other outfits
Harry Percival, Boston; Dr. Zino will get going, eyen if names are
Bennet, Detroit, and Mervin Tay- not available. The Garden show is
lor, Hollywood, were elected reg- regarded as a b.o. criterion in the
ional vice-presidents. Vynn Boyar, trade. The offish grosses last year
of Forrestville, Conn., was chosen presaged the lean season that foleditor of the Society's official mag. lowed.
after

Down on

Crack

Crabbe

of $2,300 from Gilbert Shively, from Alvino last Aug. 10, after
his wife operates the they bad charged him with selling
'
liquor on Sunday.
Shively hotel.
In a second indictment, Oppenhimer, Hugh H. Ruel, a retired
farmer, who is chairman of the Magicians Society
Scioto County Republican executive committee; and Ti-aey Pack,
Slate In
Elects
operator of a taxi company, were
accused of soliciting $1,500 from
Atlantic City Conv.
Gilbert Shively on Feb. 19, and
Atlantic City, June 15.
soliciting $1,000 «£rom Shively the
American Society of Magicians
McCall received a linext day.
gathered liere for its 20th annual
cense, but Shively did not.
convention over the weekend and.
.

Pet. Liquor Commission,

Show

This was the second time within
a month that liquor department
personnel
became involved in
bribery accusations.
Two inspectors were convicted in Youngstown last month on a charge of
asking a bribe from Paul Alvino,
operator of the R-Yilla Night Club,
and -were sentenced to one to 10
years in prison.
They have appealed.
The two agents, Joseph
Holland and Leonard Strauss, were

who with

will

attractions.

and of soliciting a bribe alleged to have demanded $2,506

25, 1947;

,

and Martin Deneberger.
New management is considering
a floor show policy, possibly with

21.

I

15.

Wray Williams has sold the
Town Club here to Jac Levinson

larraigned in criminal court, June

15.

Special grand jury investigation
of alleged shakedowns of liquor
license holders by State Liquor Department agents, resulted in the
indictment last week of A. E. Op-

'

Memphis, June

4S

m

Toy revealed thsit a special police
squad has been assigned to supplement the work of the censor
Lt. Herbert Case, censor
chief, declared that ap"
parently his men were recognized
in the various spots and were given

Jjureau.

Shifts

Back

nureau

Vauders

to Chi Theatre;

sapolioed

clothesmen

State-Lake Goes Fix found most
Chicago, June

When plainup,
followed
they
of the shows objection-

versions.

able, he added. An owner, if found
guilty, faces a fine of $300 and may
liave his license revoked.

15.

&

Chicago theatre, Balaban
Katz
flagship here, reinstates vaude on
June 24 with Billy De Wolfe

The crackdown has the bistro
Mike Chi*
operators bewildered.
Theatre switched to
ado, Gay Haven operator and head
policy last January
of the Metropolitan Cabaret Ownat which time its smaller sister
floorshows
declared
heading

bill.

straight

film

house, the State-Lake, lighted
its stage.
Latter will revert

ers

Assn.,

up haven't changed
to

in years.

"Why

our shows suddenly dirty?"
Barbaro similarly denied indecency
in his floorshows, claiming that the
acts he uses have played the biggest spots in the country and do
not have to stOOp to indigqisms to
are

films.

Switch originally was made on
the grounds that federal district

two-week limitation on
Loop runs made vaude unprofit-

court's

able at the larger house. Boxoffice at both theatres has been lag-

get over.

,

ir "Extra Ordinary"!
iAr

^
^

Room

''Shake

with Applause"'

"Sock Entertainment"!

"Heavy Applause"!

CASS FRANKLIN J MONICA MOORE
JANE

GEORGE

JOHNSON

GUEST

OUTSTANDING SINGING TEAM OF 1948

JUST CLOSED AT HIPPODROME THEATRE, BALTIMORE
PRECEDING ENGAGEMENTS: LE RUBAN

iSLEU

& EMBASSY CLUB.

N. Y.

Cass Franldin & Monica Moora
c/o Hippodrome Theotr*
Baltimore, IMarylond

tmlg

Walter tVUwiMil

Dear Cast and Monica;

Sobol

Ul m*

congralulalo you on Ih* fine

you did at thr Hippodrofflo Thoa'
this WMk.
Our approciation of
your good work Is ovldoncod by tho

act
tr*

fEsssm
I*t MortlMWC

;

fact tliot

signed o conlrocl 10 play

again

you

Karl Wilson

vi{*

months.
ing tho

Iho

within

me

to

Koberlt SyliNsMer

PoMtbjr KIlBallen

.

wo bad

the

on out

./','

"TKe hammer-hdppy youngster introduces one of his own
compositions with thfs show: a jjivey bit toQgad "SIcunk
Hollow Stomp" guaranteed to set your tootsies tapping.
Also sock enteftainment; his "Sabre Dance" and "The
Flight of the Bumble Bde" .
Jane Johnson, the canary
,

.

.

with the omigawsh shape and the outsized orbs, garners

has an appealing lilt in her
voiCjS and gathers heavy applausa . . . this artist has a
wardrobe that would put the average fashion show to
shame."
AL PALMER, The Herald, Montreal.
singing honors

.

.

.

The

tail doll

—

(June 10, 1948).

,'
.

I

trust that

drome
much

this

your "dote" at the Hippo"

week

will

be the

start of

future success for both of you.

Very

WIN BEG-OFF

SOLID

me about

tell

excellent singing act

stage.

four

I wont you to know that dur
wtck a groat number of peO'

pie stopped

GSBESQ

ntxt

IMR;HL

truly yours,

(Signed)

I.

M. Roppoport

THANK YOU, MR. RAPPAPORT

Variety

"George Guest's classical and Boogie Woogie interpreta"The Flight of the Bumble Bee" shake the room with
Jane Johnson a svelt and charming chanteuse

tions of

applause

.

.

.

extra ordinary."

—

^LE

CANADA,

Montreal.

(June 9, 1948).

CURRENTLY
APPEARING:

SAVOY-PLAZA HOTEL,
LIMITED

Opening Thursday, July
rwriMHii Diiwctiui:

1st:

T

ENGAGEMENT

LOEWS CAPITO^,

JULES aECLER.

Inc..

545

SlIi

Washington, D. C.

Ave

N. Y. \

NEW
YORK

^

'

y ;

:

Oil-the-record- opinions indicate
ging while the Oriental, Essaness that action is a result of cafe owntheatre,
has racked up hefty ers' attempt to force the courts to'
grosses with stageshows
time.
suspend daylight saving

Currently

EL

MOROCCO

MONntEAl, CANADA

Wednesdajr, Jnne 16, 1^48

VAIJAfeVIfJJI
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vocal group
hilarious. Others are merely dev- This is a well rounded
harmonic shadings and
astating. In between, the boys join with subtle
They
song-assortment.
foi'ces in silent facial imitation of a choice
slant with
disk greats while the platters are provide a nice comedy
jivey
hit good
aired over the p. a. systenv. Best "Mumbles" and
"Hide, Red, Ride.
of these are the accompaniments grrjve with
a pair of encores.
to the Bing Crosby-Al J olson disk- They're off after
Patterson and Jackson, ^_portly

Night Club Reviews

he displays training much above
usual baritones. He gets a hefty
hand for backing the line and in ing of "The Spaniard Who Blighted
own song, "Blue Shadows on My Life" and the Andrews Sisters'
the Trail."
Marty Gould orch version of "Massachusetts."
(
)
does neatly on show and tor dance
A frankly skeptical opening
interludes.
Don Chiesta rhumba night eiowd'was quickly won over
crew fills floor for Latin terptunes, and the boys linally begged o(T
minimum.
with Carmen calling the shots.
Material is slick, timing is razor
from
Line
over°
numbers
holds
sharp; and delivery is smooth
Joe E. Lewis, topliniog current
Zabc.
There are one or two places where
layout at the Ghez Paree, is as previous show.
the material might be tightened
Solid as ever and steals the show.
somewhat, but they are of short
Comic has a fresh line o£ parodies
Club 509, Deiroil.
duration and fail to detract from
floor
for
He
holds
material.
and
Detroit June- 11.
the overall topnotch impression. *
nearly an hour and has to beg off.
Paul Gilbert, Ruloff Trio ( WanTerp chores here are now hanBacked capably by pianist Austin da Hilliard and Jack Darrow
died "by
Phil
Ohman, Whose
Suland
Gilbert
does
a
he
Matki
Beh;a Wliitc, Johnny. King Harry glean arrangements keep the floor
livanish bit, "I'm Allergic to the
Miriam Sage Doricers, crowded.
Bordell,
Kap.
Best Things in Life." Follows penny Resh Orch.
6
60c. Adcrop
with takeotf on current
Amalo''H Siippor I'lnli
singing im- mission.

Chez

Pari^p,

as

f'lii

Chicago, June 11.
Joe E. Lewis w)it)^ Austin Mack,
Harvey, Park & CUjford,
Lane Adorns, Chez Adorables 10
Marty Gould orch (10), Don Oiiesta combo (5) with Carmen; ?3.50

Jane

i

!

1

;

1

,

I

i

i

,

i

'

(

French male
His major new skit is
Prime
psychiatrist.s
with
about films^
For show is
and phobias in every reel.

of

ports.

he spoofs Phil
Harris and pitches for singers who
like the north.
Jane Harvey, lush brunet, clicks
in song stanza. Tees off with
"You're Marvelous" and segues
'Them
into "Let's Fall in Love,
There Eyes" and ''Gentleman is
a Dope'' to appreciative reception.
Park te Clifford, male team, have
an attention-holding act. Hearing
the "Anniversary Song" sung as
they do a toe-neck 'hold is a cerr
a

flash

closer,

'

•

tain laugh puller. Acres go through

singing "Zip-A-Dee-Do-Dah,"
"Let the Best of the World Go
By," and other tunes. Audience
gives heavy response when they do
some prone presses to. the musical
chant, "Beat Me Daddy, Eight to
the Bar."
lifts

-

"

Lane Adams, production singer,
could be featured in a solo spot.

SHOW

USE PRO PERFORMERS

The Ford. Motors show at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., which
j,ight; (Tues.), and the
^^^g^^
Fair at Madison Square
Fashion
ri^'^ut":o''Kd°L'5saml'do
Really eotfk in tlieir take- Garden, N. Y., which ended last
neatly.
ofr on f.ie Ink Spots.
week added to the roster of talent
Jackie Mabley, well-known to employment.
Apollo, Harlem, theatre audiences,
The second annual Fashion Fair,
is a p|->asant singer with a ram
impresarioed by Jerry Finklestein,
bling and talky delivery. Garbed
of Leader Enterprises, had a talent
in sharecropper duds, this mascu
line-voiced chirper gets audience nut of around $25,000 which ineluded models and music. Atnong
attention for a good hand.
completed by Harold the entertainers were Betty George,
Bill
i.s
King (New ACt-s) with valuable Jay Marshall, Eileen O'Dare, and
production assists by Archie Sav- the Payson Re band. Al Stilhnan
age, a smooth dancer who's been of Radio City Music Hall, N. Y„
held ov-r since the spot opened.
Entire production was
The Henry Le Tang line excels in scripted.
Leon LeonidoS,
by
supervised
the low-down numbers.
Jack Lopez ana Betty senior Music Hall producer.

his

,

FORD, FASHION

The bands,
tPOUTLAND, ORE.)
act of this well-paced
May quartet, provide the after
The Ford show went in for balPortland, Ore., June 12,
the RulolT Trio, which
show da.ice tunes. Lopez, inciden- let and legit people. Display feaTon?; Xarloff. Gilpin's Marionets
in. rollicking routines. Trio
tally, backs show in hep style, „unallured
a sketch using non-name
(2), Leon Warrick, Larry Laiiic
payees for highbrow
prepares
usual for a Latin combo called p
,,.f„rn,ers and a ballet with
Orch (()) no luirti'imuH, GOc cover,
upon to work in jive idiom.
adagio, then starts tossing curves.
'Jioreography by Fred Danielli. Aid
^1.20 Saturdays.
After • a few subtle spill.s and
American National Theatre
of
costume calamities, trio goes into
George
Amato
took
over
the old
Academy was enlisted in secutinfe:
neat bits of comedy adagio that Cloud Room location
a few months
performers.
Bow oIT to ago, completely modernizing
registers for howls.
Montreal. June 10.
and
plenty pattycakes.
Sieve Evans, Al & Connie Fenchanging format to suit the average
Belva Wiiite, hefty bombshell entertainment seeker. New layout 'on, E.s-iTalita Diaz, Armand Meewith a lusty, voice, contribs eight is headlined by Leon Warrick, bari- tre oral : vdiiimum ?2
Betty Button, Zig Elman
"If
I
best
numbers^ among the
tone, who stops the show with
Didn't Care," "Baby, Won't You "Wagon Wheels," "Trees," 'iChloe"
A compact, smooth running rePlease Come Home," and "Baby and "Or Man River." Plenty of vue is current at the E.squire.
Bring V«ude B?iek to Frisco
B'ace." Plays own accomps and
showmanship added to his terrific Steve Evans returns with his slick
Sah Francisco, June 15.
wins solid appreciation.
impersonations to win good recepvoice makes faim .^olid here.
Youthful emcee Paul Gilbert
The Golden Gate theatre, here,
showing
tion.
Best
routine
is
skit
Gilpin's Marionets liU deuce spot
clowns neatly through proceed- and get share of the applau.sc with audience how funny they look to will restore stageshow policy June
ings, handling chore adeptly and smooth
First bill toplines Betty Hutmanipulation
the a performer. Follows with his Po- 30,
of
spotting own specialty. Latter com- stringed figures. Work
behind the lish drunk takeoff. Interlaces im- ton and Ziggy Elmah orch._^ The
prises a turn on trumpet and vi- standard stage
setup for this type preshes with comedy gab for nice batoheer, incidentaly, is fornting
olin, topped by Russian dance.
of act, with ferame and guy doing returns.
his new hand and Frisco date will
Johnny King, tenor, warbles ttie voices. Drunk sitting at table
Estralita Diaz, per.sonable songbe the bieakin.
"Toreador
"Marching
S o n g,"
watching stripteaser is a feature stress, gives out with a selection
Song," "Nature Boy" and "Pretty of the doll numbers
It's uuderstood that Golden Gate
of numbers sufficiently varied, to
in
so-so
Melody"
Girl Is Like a
fony Karloll, mimie, opens show please audience. She sings in Eng- will spasmodicany use stageshOW«
T¥
T.
Bardel 1.
keeps em ^^.^j, jj^^ takeoffs
manner. Harry
of Laughton's lish, French and, of course, Span- this suittmer, booking names whenmtere.sled with 'i-s.-l 'SS'inf
Her slow, throaty numbers ever available. The RKQ-bookcd
Hunchback, Pat O'Brien's Rockne, ish.
A line of five- talented M.iian
house dropped stage policy liast
j^^^ Nesbitt's Passing Parade are best.
each given <i guck appearing guy encores wit!
Page dancers
Al and Connie Fenton do neat- fall and since that time town has
with
specialty*—adds color to the show. Boris Karlotf routine taking him ly in their terping.
They have
vaude.
Benny Resh and crew back pro- into the audience, bringing screams added a juggling routine to their been without
.Start.
ceeding.s in neat style.
and chills even tliough no makeup dancing which although hot very
:

cliclcs

.
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-

;
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Hollywood, June
(

Reyes

*Coinc<ly Drtiu'e AntlcsV

MUSiC HALL

CiiTY

tim YORK
Tlia)il» to
dir.;

I.KOK JilSOMWOFir
MAtTV RDSEN

EDDY
Opening

M

Jum

21

A
N

witK

MILTON
falitinbo'*

PhiladVI|ihia

Margery Wellet at^the Piano
Mgt.: Btta UjiMi

12.

S
0
N

with

dancing.

$1.50

Max Shulman

is

a

takeoff on disk jockeys and the
pair work from behind a brace of
assist-

ance of a platterspinner.

Some

of the takeoffs on the commercials that prompted invention
of a *'commcrcial-tuner-outer" are

Professional Phoiographs

fay

<^

11.

minimum

IN

E.

REED

HOLLYWOOD

are considered

backgrounds superbly.

Newt.

Charioteers
Patterson &
(5),
Jackson, Jackie Mabley, Harold
King, Archie Savage, Ebonettes
(6), Jack Lopez Orch, Betti May

minimum.

$3.50

4;

The Club -Ebony continues to
hurdle current -.-economic trend
with a smart, showmanly policy.
It's a familiar type of sepia entertainment with a name to attract
attention and it's been paying oif,
especially since the Harlemites are
finding out spot affords a good
night at a reasonable price. Ofsy
trade is similarly attracted.
With the Charioteers as headliners, the show values are assured.

COMEDY MATERIAL
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FUN-MMTEE:
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HOTEL PIER*^

the Broadway-Cajitol. Vaude will
be i-esumed at the Michigan, July
with
layout
a

2,

and Eddie

ROBERTS

DEI HODSES

The Paramount circuit will alterits Detroit vaude operations
between the Michigan theatre and
nate

(UntU

Jww

**'

topped by Billy

De Wolfe.
Broadway-Capitol recently ran
a string of three stageshows and
the Michigan is expected to have
the same amount before another
switch is made.
off

B'way Columnists Eyed
For N.Y. Resort Circuit
Broadway columnists are being

the role of mountain inn
performers by agents Beckman &
Pransky.
Ed Sullivan, N. Y. Daily News
tion.
columnist, is slated to* emcee the
With Hal Whyte of the relief layout at the Concord hotel,
band dioing the vocals on two numKiamesba Lake, over the July 4
bers, the Wally Wanger line conweekend.
tribs holdover routines that get
Dickm ate on "iox others.
over neatly. Buddy Clarke orch

.

by the trade

PAR ALTERNAIKG SHOW

$2.

Jack Carter, playing his first
Montreal date, the El Morocco,
proves he can take his place with
any of the funny boys on the circuit. His material 'and manner is
breezy and fast. His impersonations are sometimes mellow but
done with a refreshing angle.
Playing his first nightclub date
after a series of hotel and theatre
spots, George Guest proves very
easily that he is one of the better
marimbaists in the biz. He hammers out "Flight of the Bumble
Bee," an original jump tune, and
''Sabre Dance," with plenty slick
technique to win plaudits.
Jane Johnson, who in private
]i''; is Mrs.
Guest, takes care of
the vocals. She does "Don't Blame
Me," medley from "Show Boat,"
and "Nature Boy" for nice recep-

Club Ebony, X. 1.

JOHN

tociUe

El Morocco. Monlr<>'aI
Montreal, June

Comedy and plenty of it is
offering at the Sunset Strip nilery.
Spot is continuing its policy of a
one-act layout, but current booking of Gene McCarthy and Tommy
Farrell marks one of the few times
recently that boniface H. D. Hover
has departed from his usual procedure of luring w.k. acts into the
spot. Duo aren't in that category
yet but they may well be before
McCarthy and
they leave here.
Farrell look like they're on the
way up.
Their humor is not without kernels, but it draws laughs right
through the routine. Act written
and staged by

Newt.

,

Jack Carter, George Guest, Jane
the Johnson
& Buddy Clarice orcJi;

microphones and with the

same Chinese number

out.

i

cover
$2 Saturdays.

PJiumband:

toeefcdavs,

gives things a pleasant
Esquirettes
reprise
for
previous show,
stand-

The
Larry I<aine back,s show nicely twist.
and supplies tunes for customer productions

Gene McCarthy & Tovmiy FarChuy
8
rell. Phil Ohman's Orch

HELENE and HOWARD
RADIO

polished

used.

is

cast' in

NICK LUCAS
Now Appcorlag

'

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
f

I

Capital!

HitotM

Holiywoad, Col.

'

-

WedneBday, June

'

'

,

1948
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from a Chicago theatre operated by
them.
At a personal conference,
Shubert offered to settle at certain

Texaco's 'Vaudeo'
Continued from pxge 30

with Berle as one of the
top yoks of the evening, and th6
Andreas adagio turn.
And it was all whipped together
into th* old Palace format— with
the Moroccans to open, the BerleFisher comedy byplay as the nexf(Berle
was
tocloslng highspot
nitery bit

;

cut off midway in the number and
a film was cut into the program,
This type of production is not only
rude to the performer but just bad
program planning.

Variety* Bills

terms. Petrillo told him that as
national president, he would have
to talk it over with the Chicago

president

(who

WEEK OF JtNB

also Petrillo).
Shuberl asked, "don't you trust
me?" Petrillo cracked back, "only

Numeral*

when 1 have a rope around your
neck" (In this case Shubert theatres
other towns). He got a long

<ii.-ln!iilt:

fuminonntr at) RliO;

(I>)

Nw

-

mm

voBK

(.'npKol

Ray

17

((.)

Mlln below indicate opening day of ihow
full or KplM week.

In coniietjtlon With
wlieflier

I.et<cr In parcntliesea Inilii'Utcs

in

Considering the pedestrian pace howl.'
mherent in the original work, the
Kraft Theatre tNBC) last Wednesday night (9) transposed A. A.
Milne's "The Fourth Wall" with a

le'

is

&

XiOtt

Bower

KiBle

Anders

.100

Imlepeodi'M; (I.) Lorn; (M) lUoui
(W) Wumer; (WH) Wulter Bcade

(1)

Stoll)

(S).

Melville

.\rnaut Bros
Riley & Heller

•suinclll

originally slated for a single next'
CAMUJiN
.•Slrdani
Woody Hevnmp O
Desmond & Mark*'
turn but because the
Ton-era (I) 18-SO
Jjowt-ry & Rae
yvonne WattHHobby Klmber
(Tt^orsG 'U'ln.'jton
WOOI> GKKBN
liiil, l.pKoy
I'esgy Mortimer
show ran overtime It had to be
.
Ifi-nry Kelly
I'linpire (S) 14
.Ivuii ("iiiTdH
lohnny LoeKwood
eliminated), and the Andreas to
Ray ;& Peilro
}lualc llliH (I) 1>
Currle Revue
Authors
P Bloji ii Eva
League
good
measure
of
appeal.
was
all
backgrounded
It
Not
that
close.
lierman Hyde, Go
Van Orona
.4 -Macks
S Coulinued from nnirn gd—
with the Huss Case orch in the it was upper-drawer television, but
(illICAGO
Tetlf'y-'KiiLi'Clos
II
Ed Sobol, a vaude much credit is due the Writer-di"video pit."
F6iM'p.st
Stnte-bke (i.>> 1«
RWG to lose this battle it might as line
'alumnus himself and now on the rector combination for wangling
Itoso MnvDliy
* F Viillell
Cabaret Bills
llenny Younginan
Oe Ballet
NBC tele directorial staif, gave the out of this transparent and crumb- well abandon its whole television t'oi'jts
JUll'lvPtlPS
t'aul Sydell
60-minute layout full production ly light slice of crime narrative a campaign, and
Itooli&IIo
Beebe
disband the organ- S<:jn Ore
raniiiiouiii (!*> 16
Oriental (I) 17
Values, with a fine assist from the production that was able to move
Ij Jordan Tym
5
Plill tiuilaliVis'' Ore
three-camera crew that succeeded nimbly, project a modicum of^sus- ization.
NEW YOEK CITY
Sibyl How an
i4ene Slveldon
Hammerstein Committee
in establishing the exactly in- pense and make 60 minutes of
(I)
IB
i Alblns
Jt«.v.v
Bine Anci'l
Motel Aator
Kicllinan
.sliU'loy, .Sharon &
viewing worthwhile. It was slick
Ilai'J'y
tiroacy required in tele.
Joaeiihlne I'rcmlce
The Authors League decision to t'rinUlonlia
O Cavallaro Oro
AVa*nda
.Mavy Mi;Carty
casting allaround, with Philip
Lenny iiorman Ora
Berle Choice a Natural
Cari Sands Ore
participate in the RWG-advertiser iMing & fjlng
Mills LarUin S
Hotel New Vorhwr
CliKVEI-AMO
Cliantli'a Kaly
Choice of Berle for the emcee Tonge in the role of arch plotter
ilal Cooke
Hay
Bbcrle Oro
1«
KdlllKl
(W)
I'Mlnee
(K)
18
fight
was
reached last week at the
Fhil Gordon
spot (he's in for four weeks) was of the revenge killing around
Ice Bevue
Tut'tv's Tavern
Jack Benny
ito-closing
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one of those naturals, for the way whicn spirals the not very exciting regular meeting of the organization's council.. At the same time,
he translated a deaned-up version battle of wits.
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, League
of his nitery zanyism into telepresident, was authorized to apvision bespeaks a fruitful video
career for the comedian dependpoint a comniittee representing the
ing- on his ability to project new
various
affiliate Guilds to carry on
Philly
Inquiry
He was in and out of
material.
the struggle, in cooperation with
the full hour vaudeo show, applyContinued from page 2 ^^ —1 the-BWG strategy
committee. Also,
ing the same easygoing showmanit was voted to hold regular monthin brief and unmistakable
sliip touch that has characterized but
ly League cQuncil meetings through
his long regime as an entertainer, terms it told how the shortage in
but leaving unanswered one para- the amusement tax was divided. the summer, instead of the usual
policy
of
recessing
until October.
mount question.
The note stated that everyone who
Having practically exhausted the works in ihe amusement tax diviThe RWG council wiU also conmaterial he's been using over the sion, not including the
women, was sider the situation further at its
past year or two in his nitery, involved.
regular meeting tomorrow night
pre.sentation house engagements^
Two days after the news of Foss' (Thurs.). With relations with the
Berle is still faced with the task
Floyd H. SchafEner, a sponsors and agencies at a comof wrapping up subsequent shows. suicide,
plete stalemate, the Guild is going
Therein vaudeo differs from the eashier in the department, died of
ahead with plans for calling a
old vaude setup, for today it means heart attack at his own home. The
playing to the same audiences, investigation has been page one strike about mid-September; It was
decided some time ago not to act
and no matter how good your ma- here ever since.
during the summer, when many of
terial and your ability to project
As
investigators
dug
into
the
the top programs are off the air.
it, you just can't reprise it week in
case they decided that the shortage
Prime issue between the Guild
week out.
The fact remains that last week's was far more than Foss had con- and the sponsor-agency group is
show marked a definite step for- fessed. It may, they believe, run the question of bargaining unit for
Even the into a million and more in an of- negotiations for a minimum conward for show biz.
one and only commercial (at the fice where the annual collections tract for commercial shows. The
* midway
a amount to .$4,500,000.
point )
represented
advertisers have insisted from the
pioneering
marking
technijque,
The money was stolen before it first that the Guild should obtain
tele's
first
successful integrated ever reached the Receiver's
office. NLRB certification as a prelimieommercial, via Sid Stone's comThrough
complicated
a
,set
of
nary
to negotiations. The Guild,
edy pitchman's routine for the oil
maneuvers involving a representa- after first refusing to seek certificaplug "sell,"
Vaudeo has proved that vaude- tive of the City Controller's of- tion, has offered to do so provided
ville is far from dead, and Tex- fice, lalse*reports were ^turned on the advertisers would agree in adaco, -NBC, the Kudner agency and the receipts at fights, independent vance on a definition of the barthe William Morris off ice ( which' film houses, nightclubs and other gaining unit for the purposes of an
books the -fihow) rate a bow for entertainments, the investigators NLRB election.
turning video over to show biz.
declared.
Nightclub
men,
proverbially
Huddle on Nets' Staff Writers
PARIS CAVALCADE OF FASH- short in-ehange, have always left
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Htrel I'ier

Court Hq (I)
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Fernanda Crespa
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Oliver Oro
Deep River Boy*
Miss

Co

Bunny Brings

MarecHe Fallet
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Nonnan Iflvans
f & l> King
FCadellcre & Bay
Gray
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Tele Fol]ow4fp

membership. No morning or afternoon session went by without
its

quota of laughs.

But,

when

the

NBC's "Television Screen Maga- membership at one point iiooed a
zine" still needs plenty of polish- delegate who objected to a motion,
ing>
As it Stands, show is a hap- Petrillo cracked down. He angrily
hazardly assembled variety session
with a vague magazine format in

pointed out that the convention
represented' democracy in action
and that if' delegates didn't like
what at man said they could always
debate it out with him; but not to
He had a right to his
boo.
thoughts.
Perhaps the' best laugh Petrillo
also furnished a couple -of pleasant
bits and Howard Chandler Christy gave the convention wa.$ when he
showed off some of his arlistic skill. ^pld Of negotiations w"" the SliuNear the close, a harp solo was berts over the firing of musicians

which such departments as fashion,
music and sports are offered. Last
Tuesday (8), best feature was some
tennis instruction by Bobby Riggs
and Sarah Palfrey Cooke.
Bob
Smith's puppet "Howdy Doody"

'
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ll-fijiids

Movffen t& Ooris
Irving A: Girwood

&

Banleit

MaQsey

ciiiswirK
ICmphe

14
.Hayride

(SI)

Nat

.laekley
H*Urrit;anes
4 PaiSfolas
ATarianne T.inooln
.Tack Francois
I

Robt

(»)

'.rony

Rav.nfl.r

,roey

Gilbert

Tonl

IColly

Uonn Arden

Hlppodtonie (M) 14

Gay Clarid'ge Ore
'rhftima Graocn

Vic

Oliver

Hotel

Kay 'rhompson

WiUlams Bros
Hotel Blamnrk
Will Back Oro

Andrews

mnadinm
'rony

.
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Kuntfe Clark
Dennio & Darlene

14

H^rllil

Uandolpli
Holtlati

Jack Durant
Buster Shaver Co

14

Gus Van
Riiirih Cook
Bill Chandler Oro
II Edvewnter Rearli
Geo Olsen Ore
Bobby May
.^Iidrea Uncrs 3

Thomas

Terry

Russell

Billy

BlnrhKione

Ray Morton Oro

Jean Garson

Gang's All Here
IJu^Tfrie Wakefield
Hilly Nelson
.Toe Black

Rlchards-Adalr Per
FrlchettO
Pupi (;?ampo Ora

AI

Bon Vivunts
Ore
Leon Si -Bddle'a

B Harlow

.

Eddie Davin
Art Wallop Ore
Boslta Moreno

& WKIa

Gee

.
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Judith Blair
AlbertD.e

Harry Prime
Shenard Lino
Old
RoumiMlui
.ladle

Banlca

Bella

Smara

•
.

iToe

Ltif^orte
D'A(iMllft oro

Or*

Versnlllea
Sulty Solldnr

Bob Grant Ore

.

Panobllo Ore
VIIInKe Barn
Phil Wayilo OrO
Plate Fete
Johnny Morris O
'

On.

Xavior

Cdfitat

MiscliB.

Borr Oro

Tommy Jover Co
wideneci to tax patronage of spots
Alyrons
using television, coin machines, or
Udna K Brown
All lis &
Paulette
Casino
other mechanical entertainment, Darniora Imps
.Sophie Tucker
Alonarehs
the musician would benefit. Reso- Boy .lefferles
lUppodroine (fil) 14
O'Neill
lution was referred to the. execu- OUuek
Df Crock &
jVIadge' Ksooljiie
Crackpots
tive board, with the suggestion Tony Taughn
(;elia
Freddie BaroborKer
Mart
that the AFM appoint and pay a II
Avrll Angei's
Gibson Co
to carry the torch in
lobbyij'
I'lal Gould
KniJS'HIilCGH
Muldoon 4
Kinjilre (AI) 14
Washington, with lobbyists from
Ronald Chesney
rraokerjaokthe Hotel Assn., etc.
Grafton 8)» ^
jaek Badclllle
Ja;cques
KJen Yost Co
This was the gist of a rather dull Mf>rvyh
Saunders
NOTTINGHAM
convention, considering the ex- Ttolen Norman
lemplre' (III) 14
<ii-ay
pectations of recording and music I'aula
Spivs
Drones
•lacquelyn Dunbar
I'h-nie Lotlng:a
men who expected that some ac- Dave JaekU'y
2
TompsoHS
I'
1.
fb
I'rcston
tion might arise to lift the disk Roy
Conn
Round
AU*^n
3
(.Jabaileros
ban and lift their industries out li starlets
Gene PR.tt<nl
of the sales doldrums that have FiNSfirny pabk Ijewls KInif
Kinitire (M) 14
Gulliver Girls
bothered both in recent months, Jean- Kent
.Uob Alurj'ny
generally credited to the ban.
l^eiev .Ka.ynor
Kmpire (11) 14
TToopcr .Sis
Milton Diamond, AFM general Aleo Pieon
Scott & Foifier
B Mlnevllch Co
counsel, who had been discussing Medlock
*. Marlo'e
Donald B Klnart
with recording industry execs the Oisen's Soa Ijlon
{Raymond Sinlih
llew Dixon
Melville & Hekar
ban,
spoke .Ijuoerne
problems
of, the
.SJcaiers
Warry Bailey
Wednesday (9) morning. His^ 20Keefe Bros &
KinpUe <.U) 14
Annette
minute speech, a weakly-worded
Jackie
T-a Petite Poupeo
piece, hardly referred to the ban. .Martha Ray»
SHKI"KRU8 IIIIHII
Knipire (S> U
His partner. Franklin D. Roosevelt, t.-oi'ratnft
JaelEld .Hunter
B & D Waters
followed him and began a
Jr.,

Betty Gray

Dorothy H H d
Dancers

Sherman Bros

Pat Kirlttyood
Fred Emnoy
Melachrino Ore
Alarilyn Hightowor
Allchael Bontine
Bd.

Danny IliccardI
AI Morfiran
CoBtello Xwlna
Patricia Adair

Bourbon & Bane
Pat Crowley
Melody niders
Waldorf- Astorta
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niitekhnwb
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Co
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IVitUioDse Club
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Dick Beamish
Dennis Ainrray
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Oralir

uarry Bose
Ben RIbblo Oro
Jack niplcy Line
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Gordon Holland

Sanders
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*: Roberto
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Gracie Barrle
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O'Neill f
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Kinplre (M) 14
Madhatters .1948
Syd Seymour. Bd
Earle & Oscar
Z Maxwells
Roberto Chiosa Co
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Ta Ha. Rah iioom
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VIckl &-Sasl)a

Jimmy

Samuel & Karvello
Newman Twins
CurKon 4

&

Margerlte
Charles
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made a good
film short, but one which is still
technically
imperfect for tele.
Their shot selections are good with
a maximum of closeups to show
okay detail. They've also taken
into con.slderation the color factor,
by selecting modes that feature
blacks, whites and grays. Filmers
have also introed a sexy-note with
shots of the models' dressing room board for final consideration.
Since the
national treasury
and have capttired the excitement
that accompanies a major salon pays all expenses of delegates, exshowing.
cept travelling costs, Petrillo and
Film is preceded with an inter- his executive board would like to
view of Margaret De Mille, mer- reduce the number of attendees.
chandise editor of Mademoiselle, Too, there's always a housing proband who stems from the De Mille lem, complicated this time by the
stage and film clan. Miss De IVCille fact
that Asbury Park's Berkeleygave authoritative answers on the
Carteret hotel was much sought afsubject of fashions telling how one
Paris original may serve-a's the in- ter. Men who had reservations at
spiration for dozens of copies made rival, older hotels, apparently got
on Seventh avenue, N. Y.
Her to Berkeley first and induced its
talk transcends the realm of pure desk men to give them rooms. Then,
femme interest because of fa- when holders of Berkeley reservations showed up, there were none.
miliarity with trade angles.
Eloise McElhone provides an en- Situation created quite a tumult.
tertaining commentary for the film,
That Petrillo held complete conJose,
trol was something to watch.
His
performances in newsreels, court
rooms, etc., are sharpened when
working: for the benefit of his

B
,

Tjel^li

Triplets

•

Kunz

Gliarlle

Glarlc

Terry

& Worlh

Austin

Swan &

Negotiations for a renewed contract covering staj[f continuity and
ncAvs writers were started last
week by the Radio Writers Guild
and the four networks. There was
a preliminary exchange of views at
the first meeting, with real bargaining getting under way this
week.
The Guild has proposed that all
four nets participate in discussions
of points common to all' contracts,
and that specific matters contained
in the different pacts be taken up
with the individual companies ining unwieldy. Several resolutions volved. The networks will give
were entered for consideration of their answer on that at the second
the delegates, pertaining to the meeting, slated for today (Wed.).
number of men a particular local
should be entitled to dispatch fo
the annual meetings.
All were
lumped and, after much debate,
were referred to the executive
Continued trom page 37
tax
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Betty

Art Hooney Oro
Harold Naeel Oro
Hotel
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U Uaebur.n-Orc
Hotel Bdlsoa
AIvy west Ore
l^uddy (ireco 3

Rmitlre (M) 14
Boswell Twins

14

Good Kvans

the very last.
With Marearet De Mille, Ray For- AVhenever a cafe impresario ran
rest
into difficulty getting up enough
Producer: Wqrld Video
for
city's 10% slug, the
paper
the
2U Mins.; Friday, 7:10 p.in.
expression was "he had to go up
Sustaininir
and see Foss." The way it shapes
NBG-TV, from New York
World Video, a film-tele unit now, the tax chiselers will have to
shell
out the whole sum due, along
headed by John Steinbeck and
Robert Capa, in their filmizing the with whatever fines are imposed.
coutourioring
of
the
Parisian
salons, has produced a potentially
entertaining series with a high degree of femme interest. In. their
Petrillo
presentation of designer Piguet's
; Continued from page 37 j;
creations, they've
the
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Rose MurphyiBinl;ed |or th* Rag
Doll, Chicago, July 23.
Jack Leonard goes into the. EI
Morocco, Montreal, July 5.
Dunninger pacted for^the Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles, Sept. 9.
Mack Triplets into. Glass H^it of
the Belmont Plaza .hotel, N. Y.,

;
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.

.

.

.
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.

J*'r('d

string of invectives aimed at the
T-H act. Which was continued by
Henry Kaiser, partner of the late
Joseph A. Padway, AFL counsel,
and all other union and exec
speaker
down to Sen, Wayne
Morse (R., Ore.) who spoke along

the s;
lines Friday
closing day;
>

'

(11), the
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tomorrow (Thurs.)/
Ted Lewis is. Slated to

start at
the Click club, Philadelphia, July
5.
His Latin Quarter, N. Y., openis set for Aug. 22.
Benny Fields, following current
stand at Borsallino's Cleveland^
goes into the Flamingo, Las Vegas,
and the Beverly Hills Country
Club, Newport, Ky., Aug. 13.
Jean Carroll, currently 'at the
Capitol, N. Y., has been signed
for the Copacabana, N. Y., starting Aug. 12. She'll be on the Same

ing

'

with Morton Downey!
Phil Wayne and Johnny Morris

bill

Frank ilarvey

Dynamic

'

,

orchs.into Village Bam,-

Oreenwich

Village, N. Y., inaugurating a seminame l^and policy. MoiYis :wilI also
appear on the Barn's Monday niglit
t«te programs/

.

.

.

-
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48
show he kept going
for 65 minutes, holding and sushit; at

Rxehman, Craddocfcs

closing

Harry
taining the popularity be already
Ming & Wna, C»MWMlro Kaiy Dan- earned
through his radio'- screen
cers (4), Komiettcs, H. Leopold
^isk activities Cyd Chansse
Spminy Chorus loith Mvriel Birlc(3),

brief
shy appearanco.
head, Paul Ash .Orch: "Green "'ffP^ ^
adding romantic _touch to his
reWyoming" -(201)1
Gross of Wyoming
Grass
debut. They are, inqidentally, on
Ditoed in Vahiety April 21, '48.
theit honeymoon.
Opening bill are Henri Vadden
With the Boxy's house band re- and
girls in spectacular juggling
suming its chores in the pit, the and
balancing routine to well
show-stop's
between
similarity
merited
applause,
followed by
stage fare and the straight line
Tommy Jover with HAF and PE
vaude formula becomes increasing- in a
hodge-podge of dancing,
The dcemphasts of
ly evident.
clowning
and musical stunts, nicehouse production, evident tor ly received.
sometime, is more apparent now
Terry-Thomas grabs laughs with
that maestro Paul Ash is back in
his satires on BBC announcers and
the lower depths.
Gae Foster line clever mimicry of disk singers.
i

1

.

.

.

'

The

;

occasional
dressing, althoingh evident, doesn't
much will, the
too
interfere
straight .vaude formiiJa, It's just
-enough to provide the usual lloxy
.staff touch without liampfaing the
playing time.
Current layout has a set of
standard acts topped by Ilarry
Richman, wno demonstrates that
he's one -of tlic more potent singing personalities around. His sti'ut,
swagger and charm are sufficient
to bowl over the majority of audiences and his nostalgic rcminiscenses recalling the song bits he
was foremost in popularizing re-

The Myi-oms take over with

their

daring equilibristics for solid returns, setting matters for Jack Duraat, an asset to any bill. With newmaterial he repeats firm hold he
alrciuty has on the London audiences. His human comedy and impersonations are as clever as ever
and reap plenty applauses
Buster Shaver and his trio of
midgets close the first halt VVith
their surefire offering they never
fail to get enthusiastic reception.

to operate and scotes.
Voyn, Detroit
The Tunesmen, trio of clarinet,
Detroit, June 10.
JEd "Archie" Gardner and his
piano and drum playing songsters,
Jack Benny, Phil Harris, Marilyn
"Duffy's Tavern," v?lth Jane Fms- provide a perfect clincher. Lads
Maxwell,
Eddie (Rochester) Ansell, Charlie Cantor, Florence Hagive out with smart parodies and derson, Sportsmen Quartet, Herlop, Eddie Green, Matty Motneck
groovey instrumental stuff, par^
and Henry Jerome Orch.; "Wall- ticularly the clarinet, which reach- schel Lieh's Orch. (20); "Big City"
flower" (WB), rcmeiDcd i»i _Va- es virtuoso proportions. In closing (M-G).

Sirand,

HIETY Maj/

¥.

19, '48,

slot

and his "Duffy's Tavern" NBC)
troupe. The reason stems clearly
and inevitably from the nature of
One .of the major charhis act.
acteristics

of

this

standard item

is its casual pacing, and
what the customers are getting
is hardly more than a studio
PTformance with the cast in co.stume and makeup. In Radio City;
which is but. three blocks away,
the same audience would probably
respond to the same jokes with

of radio

here

'

,

;

i

Vhi

-

1

1

;

1

they keep the stubholders hol-

,

[

A

Lots of comics beat their brains
out trying to capture laughs. .But
not Jack Benny. He just saunters'
to a mike, with hands dug deeply
in his pockets, to can-y on what
f:apit«l, WhmIi.
appears to be a normal, adllb conversation. And with that he corWashington, June 13.
Boy Foy, Marion Froncis, Jock rals as many laughs any comic in
E. Leotiard, D'Angclo Sc Vanya; show. biz.
-His keen sense of timing and his
"Smdda Hoo" (20t»i).
wide knowledge of comedy tech-He tops
Capitol show doesn't quite jell. nique are in his favor.
Acts are run of the mill, and gen- one of the best stageshows ever to
eral effect is not up to hep slaud- hit this town.
Herschel Lieb's orch, made up
ard of hduse:
musicians,
tees
off
with
Jack E. Leonard, headliner, gets of local
running return of laughs for liis "Sabre Dance" to bring on the
clownantics, but never achieves aU "tightwad of radio."
Rotund comic
Just like that, no sales talk, no
out appreciation.
makes bis pitcli largely on his size, fanfare. Benny barely start,c; talkand good reception as result of his ing when the audience breaks into
Material, a salvo of applause.
Masterful
overstuffed appearance.
however, is just so-so, and neeis touches and gag twists sustain it.
Benny brings on the Sportsmen,
streamlining to click. Has a Lou
Costello ring in his opening line of who contrib sparkling arrange-*
patter on which he might well cap- ments of: "Wyoming" ^and ''Adobe
italize.
Does best with his zany Hacienda" that win nice apprecialering for more.

isn't exploding 'cm
out of their seats in the first New
York stage appearance of himself

Ed Gardner

yaks.
Apparently, when they put
out for admission they expect an
altogether different type of fare,
because when caught the repercussions to the jokes were consistently sympathetic but not the sort
to warm the heart of a comedian.
Edna Squire-Brown starts secEven with the lack of houseond half with her always graceful rocking hilarity it's still a good
and skilled posturing act with presentation. Everything has been
doves, and Billy Russell, standai-d dressed up with 'the professional
sult in n6at. mittixig.
At show red -nosed
comic, precedes the star, touch, and, if the boxoflice pull
caught, he wasint in best vocal
with his working man comedy pat- can be regarded .strictly from the
form, being at- the close of the day
curiosity angle, the personality
and topical wisecracks.
when his pipes showed signs of terShow
builds up in laughs and composition of the show shou Id
tiring. Nonetheless, Eioliman more
wai-mth of response as it proceeds bring a good measure of satisfacthan gets by, inasmuch a.s lie's and will
undoubtedly do "sellout tion. Being the wily showman that
selling styling and personality
business in its two weolcs' book- he is, Gardner has seen to it that
TJic show has to overconae a
ing following word-of-moutli com- the wolf facets of his mike charslow start. The H. Leopold -SiJitalacter be attended for the stage
mendation.
Clfm.
ny chorus, with Muriel Billhead
occasion by a surefii-e -vis-a-vis.
soloing, gives a series of prolonged
From many a viewpoint; they perrenditions and gets a so-what re-1
S<4lt«»l«»&e.
haps don't come any more sureaction mainly because oi its lengUi.
,-t,
,
fire at the moment than Jane RusUncago, Juru11.
However, that ^attitude is disAnyway, she's great insurance
Benny Yoimgman, Rose Murphy, sell.
sipated once the Craddoclcs get to
in this spot.
worJi and continue through to the Pnwl Sydell, Rochellr & Beebe,
Brandmt Orch; "Winter herMiss Russell toay not punch over
rest of the talent. The Gallic im- Henry
lines (that is, the spoken ones)
ports liave.a choice line of com- UVfcetirtg" (WB).
with expert timing or pitch a pop
edy kttockftfoout acrobatics with
tune in ear-tickling fashion, but
some fresh slants. Tliey're lithe.
This is the lasfstage show hei-e she does live up in every other
energetic workers and have no dif-. before
vaude moves ba(!k into the way to the welter of publicity and
ficulty in getting -the house mcasChicago on June 24, and it's one wisecracks. The optic treat that
^ure;
of the best.
she offers makes listening to her
The Chandra Kaly dancers reHenny Youngman, comic, gets a two vocal numbers quite pleasureprise their East Indian terps for
yock when he comes on attired in able.
A strapless evening gown
hearty results. This offering conr a
moth-eaten leopard skin, to rib sets off the ceiebrated torsorial
tinues to show its class and top "Nature
Boy." Comic has acquired terrain smartly and the perky
entertainment values. Tlie Chinese a more
casual approach, his mate- hairdo goes perfectly with her facomics, Ming and Ling, also do
rial is clever, and re-.slanted for cial endowments. The potency of
well in this show.
Highspot is theatre audiences
rather
than her brand of glamor shows up
the taller one's imitation!;, particu- mitery
habitues, which is smart at her very entrance. It isn't until
larly that of the Ink Spots, wluch
showmanship. His tirade against Gardner and «be start batting the
provides a good- comedy note.
pop singers gets laughs. Then he gags that the laughs really get
Paul Ash Gontmues to confer- brings
down the members of the rolling.
encier the show, -ctimbtag
and orcli for jiarody on
Outside of the introductory few
"Whiffenpoof
oft fhe stagi* Ibeem the pit.
Jose.
Song" for additional hbwls. After minutes the runoff is pretty closemore clowning, walks oft ? solid ly plotted to Gardner's air format.
hit.
Gardner's entry is prefaced by a
Hose Murphy, sepia songstress, couple of band numbers with MatOmaha, June 11.
Horace Heidi^s "New Stars On who does her own accompani- ty Malneck, the program's maestro,
Parade," vnth Stanley Movse,. Pat ment on piano, scores in both. fronting Henry Jerome's organized
TJieriault,
Johnny Vana, Jack Opens strong with "I Can't combination. After toeing off with
Give
You Anything But Love" a "William TeU" an-angement,
Green, Jimmy Grosso, IRalph Peer,
Malneck swings into, an and-thenHarold Parr., MeU>dares, Jitter- alter xiin-through of "Time On
bugs, Jeanne Haney: "The Tender Hands." Gal has an unusual, but I-wrote routine, highlighting with
effective trick in using beat of the his violin a medley of his better
Years" (2(Mli).
piano pedal as a musical, sound. known compositions.
With Gardner taking his stance
This revival of the old Major After bowoff crowd brings her
Bowes stunt clicks mightily. Hor- back for "Cecilia^ and "A Che at the prop bar, the *'Tavern"
ace Heidt ran amateur contests t-hornia,
stooges are given their successive
Paul Sydell and hounds do some licks at bandying their tradeacross the conhtry and on his
Philip Morris airer and has picked amazing flip-flops, with pooches marked insults, malapropisms and
up 10 pretty likely yaungstei-s, all landing on frort paws on Sydell's moronicisms.
With makeup acof
whom have talent H6idt palm. Climaxer is balancing stint centuating the' dim-witted strains
flew in to put the show together of fox terrier.
oi! his Clifton Finnegan character,
Rochelle & Beebe, openers, con- Charlie Cantor turns in a conbut he does not appear in it. Don
Rice does the emcee job and ti-ib comedy dances. Femmc gets sistently smooth performance. Flothrows in a couple of his own laughs with her mugging and rub- rence Halop in the "Miss Duffy"
Tough comedy interludes for good ber-like posturing.
Henry Bran- concept does a sharp piece of
don's house orch does okay on dumbdora
measure.
characterization,
but
"Sweet Potato Polka."
the best bit of trouping comes
Zabe.
_ Show has Omaha's Harold Parr,
blind singer; Johnny Vana, local
from Eddie- Green, who, in addidrum-xylophone specialist: Stanley
tion to heaving the patter with
Olynpiai, Afinmi
Morse, colored trombonist; Pat
Gardner, takes the spotlight for a
Theriault, banjoist; Jack G reen.
deftly contrived pantomime rouMiami, June 11,
playing ^ater bottles; Jimmy GrosBoo lEberly, Jimmie Husson, tine on a poker-playing theme.
so, impersonating musical instru- Grac*- Johnston, Pedro. & Ditrand,
Transparently weak is the show's
ments; 3I«lodares. haimony quar- fosse & JVilPs, Lcs Rhode House finish. As Miss Russell and Gard0)-c)i; "Ij YouKncw Susie" (RKO). ner approach the tailend of a duet,
tet; Jitterbugs, dancers.
Heldt's. selection of his amateurs
a
deadpauned announcer walks
was done shrewdly. The kids are
Package current follows the outjo the center mike and, with
all pretty clever and, coached by pleasantly effective series of surn- script in hand, says: "Are youiHeidt, they gave a eood perform- mer shows here in good style.
hands rough? Well, try Sal Hepatiance. Exceptionally big audiences
Bob Eberly, toplining, proves an ca." Gardner then cracks. "We'd
have been making the rafters ring abJc, amiable singer who garners better go; the show must be over."
With applause, wliistling and even sohd response. Does "But Beauti- And with that the elevator-stage
ful." "The- Ghost ot You," "Tan- starts descending.
yelling.
If he had tried
The show, altogether has a lot gerine," "Green Eyes" and "Sweet just a little border, Gardner
of the old Major Bowes stage unit Jjorraine" for good returns.
should have been able to come
technique in it, but as it stands,
Impressionist Jimmie Husson, up with something brighter and
is plenty -entertaining and drawing not around for some time, comes more appropriate.
Odcc.
I

Knows how

solid act for

any spot.
Bi-/.

BMrm.

good.

,

-

Has a strong, clear set 'of tion:
which help.
Fred Allen is put through the
Marion Francis, blond chantoo- meat grinder, in comic patter.; be-

songs.
pijies

'

tees off mildly with "It's a fore Benny trains his satirical' gun
to a medley on Phil Harris, his baton swinger.
of sentimental tunes, mostly oldies Good-natured jibes run rampant
like "Peg O'
Heart," "When and then Hai-ris takes over -band,
You Were Sweet Sixteen" and the interspersing with .vocals on "Dju-klike.
Does well with "I Can't Say town Poker Club'' and "That's
No" and a novelty, "I Want a Man," What I Like About the -South."

soy,

Great Day," goes op

My

both of which she handles with
Film looker Marilyn Maxwell,
and fine sense of comedy. warbles "Hooray for Love," as
Singer might do well to skip the prelude
convincing
Benny
to
and flowers routine and he never could be a gi-eat
concentrate on latter comedy type lover.
Skit hits high spot when
song, for which she has a distinct Harris talces over the lover role.
flair.
His clinch is so terrific tlmt two
Boy Foy does a pleasant job as •stageliands carry the supposedly
curtain raiser with his juggling act, unconscious Miss Maxwell off stage.
done on a unicycle. Switches from '.Fhe audience loved it, just like
a low to high wheel, and runs the they loved "Roehester" in his
gamut of every type of balancing mimicking of the "Sabre Dance"
stunt, using clubs, hats, discs and in a routine that clicked.
every part of his body. A good act
Throughout the show Benny
of its type, with nice payee recep- makes vain attempts to violin
tion.
"Love in Bloom," and this piece
Dance slot is filled by D'Angelo of biz sustains the laugh pace of
& Vanya, ballroom terpers who the unit. .'
Stal.
feature Latin American routines.
Technique is fine, but numbers
could stand a touch of novelty.
(Pair withdrew after four days
because of illness; no replacement.)

style

'hearts

New

My

:

I

.

.

I

-

j

I

good

liz.

.

Rach.

PvliadiuHi, Iwttnilon

back an improved and more assured mimic. Takeoffs are authentic and delivered in fast competent
manner, with Gable, whom he resembles, the standout. Patter has

Londvn, June 6.
Tony marUn, Jack Iturant, Bus- some fresh twists to build
reacter Shaver tvith Olive. George & tion.
Rictuxrd, Terry.Thomas, The' MyTee offers
and Fosse are
wns <a>, Billy Rwsell, Henri Vod- a fresh lookingNiles
pair of terpcrs who
«8tt &' Girjs (S), Tommy Jover set a stylish pace
the proceedHAF ,.oiwl FE, Edna Squire- ings. Costumed for
tastefully - and

mh
Brown,

"WoaHf Philips' Skyrockets routined intelligently, they blend
orch,
in -straight taps, ballet leaps and
spins- and a stoical twist on East
An evenly balanced, entertain- Indian terpers,
,
to enthusiastic reing bill on calmer level following sponse.
the exotic keyed-up tension of CarGrace Johnston emcees capably
men Miranda.
in own spot offers some broad
Tony Martin wins the audience comedies in gags and song. Tum^
ftom the start. He strikes just the bling stint of Pedro and Durand is
light SOte ha friendly confidence okay with the iieccs.sary amount of
oSrrs t pleasing, .selection of gasps earned via tlie balancing
'rniA^ oi his songs, eloiRg-june niun- and flips.
Rhode's house orch
tuers at Itrst show, jn^udtag "Na- handles bveki^uiKUng in
top -style.
t«r« Boy," which was an instant
iMry.
:

WW

Mi

Acts

Louie.

m

».\NNY LEWIS
Andy Kirk Band

•

.Songs
15 mins.
Latin Casino, Phlla.
•

(16 with LesScott; Savannah Churchill, 4
TUttes, Myers & Walker, Eddie Vinson Band (7), CttfcJcshot & Motitc
HavAey; "FooVb Gold" iXJA).
1

lie

They're saying it with music
aplenty this stanza at the Apollo.
It's loud and gutbucket most of
the way, what with Andy Kirk and
his solid tootlers fronting the allsepia show and Eddie Vinson and
his
seven-piece band climaxing
with equally hep pyrotechnics. It's
like old home week for the colored clientele of house, who love
this kind of doings. Studded with
Four Tunes, Savannah Churchill
and other sUck acts, layout plays
well to reap top applause. There
isn't a clinker in the lot.
Kirk fronts affably, handles announcements okay and swings his
crew through a group of torrid
an-angements of "Fine and Dandy," "Charmaine," etc., with a
beat that has 'em stoniping and

palm-whacking most of the time.

Success can be retroactive. Skyrocketing of young JeiTy Lewis
(Martin &) is carrying special prefor his not-so-old man,
Lewis. After years on the
borscht circuit and moderate
stage success. Lewis, Sr., is getting
his chance for a bid at top niteries.
Breakin at the Latin Casino here
had sentimental overtones. Singer
got a sheaf of wires from virtually
everybody at Lindy's. He's due to
.go into the Glass Hat, N.,Y., after

miums
Danny

his run here.
Lewis has a voice so much like
Al Jolson's that it might easily be
palmed off as same, if you weren't
looking;
However, he does it
-straight,
wisely eschewing those
worn-thin imitations of Jolie's man-

nerisms.

Such .lolson s t a n d b y s as
'Swanee," "April Sliowers," "Anniversary Song," etc., are delivered
.

solidly.

Leslie Scott, robust baritone, -with
Simply, straight and without afbandj does nice workout on "Whif- fectation. Lewis delivers the.se
fenpoof Song" and "Golden Ear- numbers ui his own style. He also
rings" for neat returns. Myers and welcomes requests from the floor'
Walker, male team, follow and and gets plenty.
Jega.
score with theu' foolery, instrur
mentation and hoofing. Lads are

HAROLD

KING
hard workers who knock themkeep the outf routers Dance
10 Mills.
happy.
Tunes, male vocal quartet, are Club Ebony, N. Y,
also solid with harmonies to guitar
Harold King offers a colorful
accomp of one pf the boys. Do JoUer-skatmg tap turn tliat comniftily on "Ain't It a Shame," bines the intricate hoolery of cleat
"Just in Case you Change Your work plu.s the moWlity of wheels.
Mind," "I Confess" and similar He offers some puncjly work which
items to win hegoff.
includes tricks that are sthndard
Miss Churchill, personable song with hoofers.

selves out to

was somewhat handicapped
High spot of this sepian's' act Is
by laryngitis at opening-night show done atop a table. Here he tiu-ns
(Friday) but was given able as- in speedy dancing of iUle type
by the Tunes on her brace of done by Tip, Tap and Toe. Tiie
numbers, "All of Me" and "I slides off the table are productive
Won't Cry," to practically, stop the of heavy hands.
He's
as
show but was unable to oblige novelty for vauders and okay
plushier
with an encore. However, Tunes cafes.
Jose.
took over for additional number
Pleasing bill nicely jiaced by after announcing
Miss^ Churchill's
Phil Foster, seasoned comic with indisposition.
Billie Holiday MtAang
fresh material. Extra-flashy ojpenCrackshot and Hawlcy spot the
ing is provided by the Sensation- weekly
burley skit in next slot
B'way
at N.Y. Strand
alists, two men and a gal in
swift and get laughs with ancient maBillie Holiday will play her first
roUer-skaUng,
providing
better terial, again emphasizing it's' not
than average in spins and throws. what
you do, but the way you Broadway theatre date j3«ly 16
»et matters nicely for Lee Noble do It.
when she opens at the Strand
magico working small stuff and
theati-e.
Then the joint falls
good patter in tl»e deuce. Gets Vinson's combo goes to apart when
Sepia singer, who started her
town. With
laughs and holds pace smartly.
sock backfaig from his sextet of comeback after a year's absence,
Foster is next and comes through musickers, Vinson
gives out raii- made her re-entry with a pair of
in good style. Builds his routine of
Carnegie Hall concerts in May,
"Wiike
Up,
Old
Man,"
comedy skillfully and off the beat- F,2."?|y„°"
'Tell Somebody Else" and others followed in a vaude-type sliow at
en track of flip cracking, comics to cinch things. Bandscombine for the. Mansfield theatre, N. Y., and
who use each other's material. sock finale.
a date at jthe Club Ebony.
Edha.
stylist,

Ili|»podr0m«, Kalto.

Baltimore, JiHiK 13.
Sensatto7mlist& (3), Phil Foster
Lee Noble, Tnnesfnen. (3), jo
Lombardi House Orch (12): "Coronet's Creeh" (RKO).
,

,

sist

.
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RANK & FILE ACTORS NEED BOOSTS
Maffi^ersTnrB DomATAM 26% Wage

1

[OIITy

M] Ifow Goes to AHHtnrtion

Hike

Managers have turned down the 4
application of the agents and managers union for a 20% salary in- Herlie-'Medea' Set For
crease and the matter will be arbitrated probably some time durEdinburgh
Aug.
ing summer. Board of the League
British production of "Medea,"
of New York Theatres promptly
rejected the tilt proposal made by with Eileen Hcrlie in the Judith
the Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Anderson role, is set to open a
Managers last week, directors two-week engagement at the Edinsending word to the union that burgh Festival Aug. 23. Show
the present scales should remain then heads for London. Robinson
as is, because the union won a JefTers, who adapted the current
mediated boost of 33rv&% about version, which was' used on Broada year ago,
way last season, sailed froin New
however, contends that York Friday (11) to visit in Iresalaries are not ample in view of land, and will attend both Scot
the rise in living costs and con- and English premieres. Broadway
agents
and
mantends that road
producers Robert Whitehead and
agers can hardly scrape by with Oliver Rea, who are now itbroad,
present pay, especially those with will also attend both.
families Who maintain honies in
Whitehead, who was in Rome
New York. Contract between the recently, discussed filming of the
extends for an- play with Universalia Studies.
League and
otlier year but there is astipula- Latter is intei-ested in financing a
tion giving the union the privil- production, which would be done
fge of seeking a further increase, in Italy next spring, in English,
should living costs rise over the it contracts arc finalized.
level' existing when the pact was
signatured.
When the League mulled the
union's application, one showman
ventured to say that if the case
went to arbitration and
won, the pay increase might exceed 20%. Others with a different
slant said it should be better to
take a chance against such a posPressagents of "Ballet Ballads,"
sibility and that it's usual for a
union to Accept less ti^'an demand- Broadway attraction that started
ed anyhow. Since th^re was no weakly but has steadily improved
counter proposal from the man- at the Music Box, had field days
agers, the dispute automatically last week plugging the show with
the enthusiastic aid of the show's
goes to arbitration.
Minimum for pressagents in chorines: Latter have been makN.Y. is $190 weekly and $210 out ing the rounds of restaurants and
'
of' town.
Company and house hotels in midtown distributing
managers get $133 in N.Y. and "Ballet" literature, putting up tack
$166,66 on tour, those handling cards and otherwise calling att^musicals out of town getting a tion to the show, which started as

Giiikl
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ot Equity, held last Friday (11) at

week minimum, especially actors
who go to the road. As indicated
previously $75 per week will be
asked for New York and $100 out

,

'

Chorus is to- have the
same minimums, if the managers
concede to the demands, but it's

of town.

'

for

W

Initiation fees and income from
alien actors amounted to $108,460
as against $120,171 last year, a
drop of $11,711. This deflates the
idea that there had been an increasing number of juniors applying for Equity membership as

to nearly .'S14i000.

T. Edward Hambleton and A. R.
Stern, who took over the show's
financing, went into the red the
first three weeks but last week
"Ballet" broke even and may go
graduates of summer stock dran\a
on for a rim. If the attraction schools. It
had been feared that
turns into a winner, profits will go
a rush of newcomers would diminto the American National Theatre

Helen Hayes Sees Wnsfa.

'

In /0{ieii Legit' Fight
i.sh
the chances of the general
and Academy, Experimental The- membership getting
stage jobs and
Washington, June 15.
atre and. the show's pert'ormers,
Hope for non-discriminatory legit who are working at minimum pgy. that possibility still exists.
Membership at 6,000
in Washington was expres.sed here
Last wck femme principals of
by Helen Hayes, follo\¥ing her enTotal number of members was
"Hold It" also did promotional leg
gagement at the Olney iMd.) work at
the suggestion of the put at 6,000, while the number of

surburban
strawhatter.
Writing to the Washington Post as
•vice-president of the Ajrnerft;m National Theatre and Academy, before Teaving for Europe, Miss Hayes
commended the newspaper lor its
etand on the issue, and added:
"In recent days tiie people of
Washington liave proven beyond a
doubt that they are behind Actors
Equity in its fight against racial
discrimination.
For 13 .straight
performances, 9,100 Washington-;
ians from many stations of life and
of all races and colors— 9,100
Americans—have sat side by side
in the Olney theatre in nearby

—

show's publicity stafT Bill Doll, delinquents who haven't paid dues
That figure was
fDick Williams aJid Mike O'Shea— was around 800.
same trio tliat is handling "Baillet." less than expected but there are
The girls handed out apples with quite a number of Equityites with
wrappers stenciled with the show's withdrawal cards, not rated as deIndications are that an
title, although it was then known linquents.
that "It" would wind up at the appreciable number of members
not appearing on the stage arc ocNational Saturday (12>.

tlieatre,

.

cupied with radio, television and
ea.stern - made
films,
but their
Equity memberships are kept up.

Jane Cowl to Colorado

to date.

Assets do not include deposit's

For Seven Summer Dates

In

Guild

pared

oper-

before Equity's council to explain;
the situatibn. Instead co>4irector
Lawrence Langner's letters o£ explanation were not fully accepted,
discrin)ination was alleged and it

Scandkma
j

Equity's financial statement for
the fiscal year of 1947-48, ending
March 31 last, showed a decrease
of $22,048 in net income which
totaled
Drop was ac$90,751.
counted for by an increase in operating expense, staff salaries having been increased to balance the
cuts made several years ago. Cash
on hand and due was $472,099, investments amounted to $277,862,
total assests being $816,697, so that
the legit union remains in solid
substantial condition, although it
was the first time in around 10
years that there was not some increase in assests.

.

'Angels'

MSpnrliiig

will

negotiations;

an experimental attraction. Gross
went up around $4,000 last week

Top agents usualiy command salaries higher than
scale in town and out.
.

$200 minimum.

Among

As Actors Take a Widk mer and the upshot was a second
argument with Equity, in connecLos Angeles, June 15.
Premiere of "City ot Angels," a tion with tlie same musical. Six
legiter authored by John Bright, men were dropped from the orwas postponed indefinitely when chestra and eight of the chorus
of
one
the
latter
14 members of the cast walked out. dismissed
Tate,
Charles
Equity
The walker-outers signed a tele- being
gram to drama critics explaining chaj-ge^' discrimination because
of
his
activity
last
wintef
their opinion that the presentation
when
ballet
an
ensemble
dancer
and
refleca
was "below standard
tion upon our sacrifices and pro- was fired and charges were heard
fessional integrity, and below the against the Guild's stage managers»
the incident i-esulting in a nuhpus'
potential of the play itself."
John O'Harris, producer, an- within and outside Equity.v
After bath factions had their Ssy,
nounced a postponement because
indications yvere that neitber side>
of "unforeseen circumstances," and
promised to stage the play when he was out of order but Equity issued
a "warning" to the Guild that It
rounds up another cast.
"will not' countenance such action
in the future," .taking the Stand
that the chorus hoofer was dropped becau.se of union activity. Differences may have been straightened out had the Guild «|>peared

be
that the rates
modified to some degree during
possible

CbrinesDoLeg
Work

Discord

was

Astor,
;

'

ATAM

Hotel

attended
by discusi^bns of changes to be
sought in the basic agreement with
the managers (League of New
York Theatres). Contract committee w(}cded out many proposals,
four or five suggestions of importance remaining on the still expansive agenda. Pilncipal revision
will be an increase in minlmums,
despite the warning that such a
move may boomerang to the detriment of the actors who up to now
had established salarids of $150 or
*
more.
It is strongly contended that a pay
boost is imperative for the rank
and filers who declare it's impossible to live at the present $60 per
the

With Epity

ating expenses of "Allegro"
'Majestic, N. Y.) to some degi'ee
recently with the. object of con?
tinuing the musical through sum-'

The adjourned annual meeting

There was plenty of show business activity in the Scandinavian
countries during spring, 30 theatres
offering attractions continuously,
according to Lars Schmidt, New
York Swedish playbroker. Thei*
were 16 theatres operating in
half a dozen Swedish cities, six
in Denmark, five in Norway and
three in Finland. While there was
plenty of native shows, a liberal
amoimt of imports was noted and
at

Gothenberg

a

was stated that had not tlie letout
joined "Look Ma I'm Oancin'
(Adelphi) immediately after l6«vinK
Allegro" and at « liigiier
salaty;
,
,
^he case would iiave gone to arbltration.

Largest Chortis on Broadway
appears that "Allegro" had the

It

largest chorus on Broadway, totaling 56 as compared with the average musical's 40sand it was decided
to dismiss eight of the ensemble.

converted

freighter turned into a showboat JESquity objected because the chorus
deputy was included in the letouts
fared very well with a revue.
he- was one of two cheer leadejRS in
Stockholm, "with ei^t houses,
a football bit and only one was
was most active theatrically, the deemed necessary).
Upon protest
and
small
thevirilth
a
large
Royal'
from Equity, Liangner responded
less
than
five
presenting
no
atre
and suggested tiiat the union select
attractions. At the New there was the
personnel of tlw exttees octet,
having
Yesterday,"
the
Vasa
"Bcirn
which offer was declined.
"Fair and Warmer" and. the Oscar
Equity responded with a sugsuccessfully reviving "The Desert gestion tiiat
salaries be reduced;
Song." In Maimb there was "Porgy cast and chorus included, as a
numalso
tiie
Stadstaeatrn,
and Bess" at
ber of the latter were paid over
in
the
smaller
theatre,
"Our Town"
the .scale, but the Guild said it was
played
the
"Kiki"
(operetta)
while
the function of the management to
Hippodrome. "Joan of Lorraine" determine the sjjse of tJie chorus
was a draw of the City, Gothen- and emphatically declared that the
burg.
claim of bias "was utterly false and
In Copenhagen "The Iceman groundless." Guild stateil thai busiCometh" played the Royal's smaller ness for "Allegro" had radically
theatre, "Dear Ruth" was at the declined and to keep the show goNew, "All My Sons" at the Boule- ing immediate economies were
vard and "The Glass Menagerie" neces-sary. It was also explained
at Knight's Hall. In Oslo "leeman" that there were more boys than
played tJie National and the "Voice girls in the ensemble and to balof the Turtle" was another Ameri- ance the chorus, six out of the
can attraction. In Helsinki "Joan" eight letouts were boys,
"Allegro" business improved last
played the National and "Present
Laughter" was at the Swedish, both week but Langner contends that
drop in puce during spring
reported drawing excellent attenddates from the hearing of eliarges
against Guild stage managers Jerry
Whyte and flemiatl lCa»tor, described as being cbndnam as a
Phiily Inquirer Sets
mass "trial." Charge against the
men principally was the use of imTalent for Festifal proper language to chorines, but
emphasis was put on the dismissal
Philadelphia, June 15.
of Frances Rainer of the ballet,
The Philadelphia Inquirer's annual Music Festival, the city s most l^antlv'tMivP**„^h^Iff
I

.

;

.

j

j

j

1

i

of $470,139 in cash and .securities,
money from managers to guarantee
Denver, June 15.
Cowl wiU lead company salaries and claims. On hand too
presenting "The First Mrs. Fraser," is 875,000 set aside la.st year for
Mai-yland. Of this nmnber only 10 for five shows in Phipps audito- emp'oyee pensions, that item havhave registered complaints with the rium, and two shows in Colorado ing been increased by $484 intertheatre management
an over- Springs auditorium, sfarting ,Julv est, none of the pension fund havwhelming and gratifying indication 1, staged by Jus Addis and Ilaydeh ing yet been expended. Employees
that the people of Washington, Rorke in association With Arti.Sts who have been with Equity for 25
given a chance, will back a theatre RepertoiT League Inc. Prices will years are entitled to pensions. Opwith the courage
practice be $1 to $2.40. Attempt is new ad- erating expen.ses during '47-'48
to
J^hon the
^itro^o'=„^I^s'*,^iU^*:^The
dition to summer theatre here and
actively and coijscientiously our
totaled $123,624, an increase of
:^^f^^<^
^'""^^
.1'"'''
^.
will be directed by Philip Tonge.
Robin Hood Orchestra for the main iccnminations,
Bill of Rights.
$14,429. not exccssive considering
ko was surprised
rnurti- m
in this musical
mimical repast.
renast
course
George Somnes, who directed the pay tilts.
.^^.j^^^^^ learning
of the "waiiiing."
"I hope that you will stand by Elitch stock for
11 years, will act
Among
others present will be
the American National Theatre and as moderator of the theatre open
such v'aried talents as Rise Stevens. ^
i..
>
Academy in its eflorts to lea.se the forum to be held at the Central
Metopera soprano; Frankie 'Sugar tiorda Aide to lieip
Belasco Theatre for legitimate pro- City Opei-a House diiring the play Dilly' Sets Tryout Dates;
Chile) Robinson, Detroit's nineductions before unrestricted aud* festival there this .summer.
year-old
piano prodigy Fred
Elitch stock company this vear
ences;Esther l>allos, IT, & story editor
Truex in Opposite Wood Waring s I'cnnsylvanians, with glee
will be headed by Donald Woods
club and soloists; U. S. Army for Sir Alexander iCorda, jWill bei,
and Ruth Matteson. Others will bo
Saratoga, N. Y., June 15.
Band,
Chrj'sler Kiltie Band (bag- assftt'fate producer on a Biroadviray
Mehaffy,
Harry
Richard
Midgley.
Ernest Truex will co-star with
Chi Railroad Pair Posts
legiter this fall, but the British
pipers) and Ferko String band.
Phyllis Ryder, Tony Carr. Cliff Peggy Wood
in
the Tlieodore
film-maker will have no interest
MornA for 153 Equityites Dunstan and Peter Harris. Norris Pi'att- William Mendrek comedy,
Program will also ^introduce two in it.
Mrs. !*allos, former Eurojpean
Houghton will direct and Bradford •'Miss Dilly Sa.vs No," which
Ciiicaigo, June 15.
John youthful chirpers .selected in a six- actreiss, is wife of Stephen FalJos,
Ashworth will be scenic director. Huntington
*^]cago ITailroad Fair last week
will try out at the Spa month talent hunt conduced by ourrently prodndnyg
Msm i& fiome.
The sea.son opens June, 37, run- Summer
Posteii $27,000 Equity
the
Inquirer
for
"The
Voice
of
Theatre.
Saratoga
bond to ning 10 weeks.
Springs
Her coproduccr will be Stepheii
Tomorrow," Promotion
for the
the fir.st part of September.
Equity members, 20 of
Keiin-D-Oxylion.
sj*^
members of Chorus
En route to Broadway, the play benefit of the paiier's charities.
Pair will put on "These -Tender
Claim
of several backers of
gets
under
way
latter
is .scheduled to open at the WilMercies," by Barton Yarborowgh.
ojeC^**"
month and runs "Billion Dollar' Baby" against pro- bur in Boston, Oct. 11, for two
""'otijjh rl^«
ducers Paul Peigay and Oliver
Ralph Ij. Hunter, assistant musi- Show was tried out by the AmeriIt will then be taken to cal
director for the
Starlight can National Theatre and Academy
Smith, on disputed handling of weeks.
A. Operettas,
^"9» JhriJUilpdustrial a( Irac- show's flmds, is to be argued be- Philadelphia for a fortnight.
Dallas,
appointed to recently. Mostly the same actors
2». was oHgttfah^ -asented four fore
the American
Arbitration New York premiere is scheduled faculty of the Juilliard School of will be used, but the script is he-
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Mankiewicz to Do
His First B'way Show
RKO writer-producer Herman

MEMORABILIA
MOREBy RALPH
KETTERING
T.

I

Inside Stuff-Legit

summer stock theatres by
July issue of Holiday features a yarn on
Mankiewicz plans to do his first Lewis Nichols, former N. Y. Times drama critic, who regards the
Broadway show in the fall. It's a strawhats as "a decentralized major industry. No two summer theatres
they are fashproduction of Ashley Dukes' "The "are alike and few operators manage more than one
Man With a Load of Mischief," ioned from old barns, fish wharves, churches, meetujg halls and som&.
Margaret SuUavan. ManElitch's Gardens, Denver,
times from architects' modern blueprints."
when he dramatized "Prisoner of starring
kiewicz returned to the Coast last bills itself as "the oldest summer theatre in the U. S,," dating from
Zenda," and that's all he got.
week after conducting preliminary
1890, when vaudeville and light opera were given each summer
Geraldine Farrar was the first negotiations on the play in New May
before a stock company Was formed and James O'Neill appeared in
opera star to desert the Met to be- York.
come a picture star^ in "Joan the
In Hollywood, he plans immediGardens had such names as Sarah Bernhardt, Douglas^ Fair^The"
Woman." Wally Reid played oppo- ately to start the scripting of the
banks Sr. and Harold Lloyd, who started there as an usher. Oldest
site her and Theodore Roberts was projected film on ex-Manhattan de-.
summer, stopfc in the east is LakewoOd, Skowhegan, Me., which, too,
the archbishop.
tective Johnny Brodorick, wliich is
Pointed out that "Life With Father,"
with vaude in 1901.
started
Sophie Tupker headlined the as yet untitled. Mankiewicz will which established Broadway's record run, tried out there. The T>fov«
also produce the film.
first floor show known as "Cabaret"
incetown Players started in 1915; Playhouse, Pasadena, 1917, and the
at the Casino Bldg., White City,
St Louis Municipal, St. Louis. 1918. It was in the 1920's that summer
Chicago. The Amant Bros, were on
theatres started taking the form they have today, with visiting stare
the same bill. Mike Manton was
Added Strawhats
and resident companies, Nichols opines that strawhats are here to.
manager. Ernest and Eugene Byare located most thickly along the eastern seaboard, there
Following are the summer thea- stay. They
field (Beifeld) and Frank Bering
York, 21 in Massachusetts and 14 in
slated being 28 in the state of New

Do You Remember WhenMartin Beck (1899), then Chicago
rep for the Orpheum, wired Meyerfeld, "Not as long as I live will I
pay Montgomery & Stone $250 a
week for Kansas City."
Orson Welles played Svengali in
"Trilby" at Woodstock, 111., with
•

Gus Pitou was with Henry Savage Office and met Fiske O'Hara
working as headwaiter for liis stcpf atlier in a hotel restaurant.

Ned Alvord was press agent for
the AUardt Circuit of ten-twent
vaudeville houses.
Aiitoinette Perry was leading
woman for David Warfield in "The
Music Master,"
Margaret Perry, her daughter,
played her first lead in. the second
company of "Strictly - Dishonor-

.

opei-ate

to

'

,

market-Bijou-Academy string for
Klaw & Erlanger made the big
Kohl & Middleton and had a Shet- mistake of not hiring William
land pony farm.
Morris (the elder) to book their
M. D. (Doc) Howe was general vaudeville which spelled failure and
manager for Fanchon & Marco and

made The Orpheum Circuit tops.
D. W. Griffith made his brotlie'r
change his name to Albert "Gray;"

'

•

tion."
Bill Selig

Kathlyn

a picture star of
Williams in the serial

.

(N.)

Nantasket: Actors theatre, (N.)
Nantucket: Straight Wharf theatre. (N.)

(E.)

Will-O-Way
Hills:
B'oomficld
playhouse; Richard Charlton, (E,)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Charlcstbwn: Old Fort I*layers,

.

.

.

.

,

cis

G, Cleveland,

(E.)

NEW JERSEY

.

.

Ballet

of

,

,

.

Herrmann

,

Lee.

NEW YORK

Fishkill;

Cecilwood theatre.

IpW*
i

(N.)

.

*isdl

Ildwiibil

wi^nager,
-St.

Rase

vm working

Woodstock:

Grand

'Island playr

Maverick

theatre;

,

(N.)-

Mountainhomc:
house;

Rowena

Pocono

play-

B. Stevens. (E.i

.

WEST

Mme. Shn|avMI Wmi,

aTI^I
a

--v"'^'-

(N.)'-

\

VIRGINIA
orchestra,
with Jennie Tonrel.
Bailey's Cross Roads: Crossroads
Robert Merrill, Henry Fonda and
theatre. (N.)
Valerie Bettls to appear.
Williamsburg::
Lake
Matoaka
Leonard Warren will open the
Grant Park, Chicago, concert se- theatre. (N,)
VIRGINIA
ries again this season, for second
Charleston:
Summer players;
time, June 25.
Rose Bampton
will appear In the western hemi- Charles G. Peters, Jr. (E.)
sphere
premiere
of
Strauss'
"Daphne" when she sings the lead
Edgar Kennedy will appear with
role in August at the Tcatro Colon, the Lakeside summer stock theaBuenos Aires^ . . . William KapoU tre, Lake Hopatcong, N, J., from
Is donating his^fee for Ms Lewisohn June Z& to July 4, as lead in "For
for Stadium, N. Y., appearance June Better or for Worse," new contedy
24 to the

Smce

there were objections voiced about the
procedure used by
charges against the stage managers of "Allegro"
lu
^.committee has been considering suggestions for
Change in^^t^™^'
the method of conducting such hearings.
No suggested
Woodstock: Woodstock playhouse, cnanges are known to have been made
to the council and Equity
<N.)''
leaders say the established method will
be retained, 410 lawyers
for
J'
OHIO
those under charges to be allowed.
Suffield: Town Hall; Alexander
'^oramiltee is to frame rules whereby hearsay
Wilson. (N.)
Pv?rt™1.»"w!,'*V?1°*
PENNSYLVANIA
nf J.'^^''^
T'"f^f'.l.^ """S conceded that too much of that
"Allegro" case. "Defense attorneys"
Eagles Mere: Eagles Mere play- have been eX^IJln^f ^""^^^
house. (N.)
"'s felt that technicalities
rt,fttpf,m f^^
M"*"?.^*
Mobnton: Green Hills theatre. would Clutter up and delay the disposition of cases.

Grand Island;
house. (N.)

Theatre,
tour of

.

^

'

.

.

week previous.

.

("Sport") organ-

.

,,•„,

Santa Fe: El Teatro de Santa Fe;

Ann

ized and managed the very first radio til^ow, Madison Square Garden.

Mrs, Henry B. Harris turned
down- an otter of a million dollars
for the lludson theatre.
Robert Edeson walked out on
Amelia Bingham playing "The
Climbers" and Charles Richman
walked in ta earn a lO^year contract freiagt X>toydl Ringham, her hus-

:.'..,,

A dressing down, polite but severe, was given the audience at the
Majestic theatre, Adelaide, a few nights ago by actress Doris Fitton.
Annoyed by giggling out front during one of her tragic scenes in "Moiurning Becomes Electra," Miss Fitton waited until
^the final curtain -to
address the spectators.
Alexandria Bay: Thousand Is"This is a flesh and blood play," she said, "and
the artists are real
lands playhouse. (N.)
people who can do their best only if the audience
is sympathetic. I'm
Batavia: Horseshoe Lake theatre, atraid
you liaven't seen a very good performance tonight, as there lias
(N.)
been some inopportune laughter. You must
Buffalo: Boulevard theatre, (N.)
realize that cooperation
Cooperstown: Duke's Oak thea- between players and audience is essentiaL Any Inten-uption
breaks
*^
the atmosphere."
tre. (N.)

NEW MEXICO

,

.

tr, J.

.

••.

Leather and optical firms quartered in the Canal street section of
appear to have invested most of the money expended for
"Sleepy Hollow," which tarried on Broadway for only one and a half
weeks, closing at the St. James Saturday (12), approximately .$225,000
in the red,
Robert Fields, son of a leather merchant, who wanted to
go into show business, represented the downtown backers and was
listed on the program as production assistant. Frank Hall having been
production manager.
Musical was a first managerial venture by Lorraine Lester. Closing
was not definite until the last moment, efforts to raise another $25,000
among the 100 odd backers being' unsuccessful. "Sleepy" got only
.?9,000 last week, less than the takings for the fli-st four days of the

New York

Wayne: Oak. Lane players. (N.)
Williarasport: Williamsport Sumsponsoring a two-week
Leonard Lord, who played Father Quebec onc-nightors in September mer theatre; Stanley Tackney,
in "Life With Father" in Australia, with company of nine BT dancerii Dean Carrol, (E.)
started as a juvenile lead in plus two Canadians
RHODE ISLAND
Frank J.
East Greenwich: Greenwich the"Daughter of the Svm,"
Wemhoft, .Tr., named biz manager
Louis Cline persuaded Horace of Fort Wayne (Tnd.) Philliarmonic atre; Edward Gould 9110 Avenue
Alicia Markova and A, Brooklyn, N. Y. (E.)
Iflveright to produce "Dracula" and Orchestra
Westerly: Ward auditorium. (N.)
got himself a job as genebl man- Anton Dolin, opening at Lpndon's
UTAH
Covent Garden June 7 after nine
ager, that lasted years and years.
Salt Lake City: Univ, Of Utah
Andy Talbot booked the Great yearjs' absence in the U, S., took 16 theatre.
(E.t
Eugene O'NeiU,
Northern Hippodrome, Chicago, curtain calls
VERMONT
Barney Ross, HarpOMarx, Dmitri
With 14 acts weekly, for three
Bennington: Bennington Drama
Mitropoulos among sponsors of
years, without repeating an act.
"Wings for Victory" concert at festival; Harold Shaw. (E.)
Frank Q. Doyle booked acts 52 Waldorf, N, Y., July 1 to aid PalMiddlebury:
Green Mountain
consecutive weeks within the cor- estine Resistance-Defense Fund. playhouse. (N.)
Jior^te limits of Chicago.
Western Weston playhouse, (N.)
Leonard Bernstein to .conduct

nand NauU,

.

°

.

,,..
,

Tamworth: Barnstormers; Fran-

.

.

,

willed to Equity but with the court's assent the assets were turned over
to the Fund, actors applying. to Equity and the Stage Relief Fund being sent there when new shoes are requested.
Cantzen lived with utmost frugality, sleeping on newspapers on the
floor of his modest room in -HoboUen, N. J„« to save laundry.
He. retii-ed some years before his demise but piled up a fortune mostly in

Jersey realty.:

(N.)

.

.

entire
actors

Conrad Cantzen, who left his
fortune (around .$250,000) to be expended in buying shoes for
when he died in 1945, is more beneficial than was expected.
actor

Any number of profefeionals have applied to the Actors Fund which
Town Hall. (N,)
Wareham Summer is administering the estate for footwear and are given orders for same.
Men and women are getting shoes in that manner, also stockings, betheatre. (E,)
Woods Hole: Woods Hole Sum- quest being interpreted to' include hosiery. Estate was origmally

Boiuid Brook: Foothills playBfyant Washburn soared to starovernight in the picture, house, (N.)
Cedar Grove: Theatre Showcase,
"Skinner's Dress Suit," and his
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook; Lola
wife had twins the same year.
Charles Miller, Harold
Pastena,
Francis X. Busliman bought that
Lawrence. 364 High st„ Orange,
10-karat am"ethy.st ring and ,mai'- N, J. (N.)
ried Beverly Bayne.
Montclair: Montclair playhouse;
Albert H. Rosen. ( E
Pompton Lakes: Pompton Lakes
office treasui-er before going blackSummer theatre; Theodora Bender,
face.
(E.)
J. Charles Gilbert was fireguard
theatre;
Girt:
Ringside
Sea
at Woods theatre, Chicago, befove
Jacob A. Weiser. (E,i
those 10 years servitude as Franz

,

Money bequeathed by veteran

Sturbridgc:
V/arehani:

dom

Kenneth Klein has quit Town
Schubert in "Blossom Time," and
Hall to become booking manager
his name then was not Gilbert.
Carnegie Hall, N. Y. WiU also
Irving Mack, who owns Filmack of
Alrelations
Wabash handle public
half
of
Trailers and
though current Paris engagement
Avenue, Chicago, was an office boy of "The Medium" is a success, run
at White City.
limited
by fact the company is
is
Julia Dean, playing the lead with Committed to a week's engagement
Macklyn Arbuckle in "The Round in Rome, July 1, Then it returns
Concert baritone
Up," met Orme Caldara, juvenile to' N, Y.
in the same play, and married him, Arthur Kent to sing in "New
(Tim) Sullivan, (Sam) Harris & Moon" with Birmingham (Ala.)
(AD Woods produced "The Fatal Starlight Opera Assn, July 19
Wedding," with Gladys Smith week. Also singing in preom of
"Comin' Thru the
(Mary Pickford) as the little new musical,
Playhouse,.
Berkshire
Rye,"
at
mother.'
Stockbridge, Mass,, week of July 5,
Go - Wan - Go - Mohawk, Indian
Fernando and Alicia Alonso,
princess, was persuaded by Lincoln with a group of Ballet Theatre
J. Carter to star in "The Flaming dancers, doing two performances
Arrow."
of ballet in their native Havana,
Harvey B. Day \yas righthand lor members of tlic Sociedad ProiVIel
Arte Musical, June 24-25
man for Winnie Sheehan at Fox.
May de Sousa, daughter of a soprano Josephine Antoine, gradChicago policeman, sang Alderman uate of Univ, of Colorado (B. A„
John J. ("Bath House") Coughlin's '29), is this year's recipient of
Norlin Medal for Dissong, '.'Dear Midnight of Love," and University's
Fcrtinguished Achievement
got herself a job in "The Wizard ot

'

.

MICHIGAN

made

,

'

night.

Oz."

Pennsylvania.

,

because only one Griffith could be mer theatre.
connnected with "Birth of A Na-

Harry Trazee pilfered the saw- "Adventures of Kathlyn."
Colin Campbell quit as a stock
mill scene from "Blue Jeans," used
director to direct "The Spoilers"
it in his "Uncle Josh Spruceby,"
and made, enough money to pro- for Selig and became famous over
'

Edwin Stevens was so good as
Maldanado in that same play that
he was selected to play the lead in
Molnar's "The Devil."
Henry E. Dixey ("Adonis")
played the title role in "The
Devil" in Chicago at the same time.
Clarence Jaeobson was a box-

.

VAniETY's boxscores on Broadway productions were mentioned and
(iV.t
This
brings the total number of straw- criticized by Russell Maloney, ex-New Yorker scribe, who did the book
'
for "Sleepy Hollow," in the course of a running commentary to tapehats to 181 so far,
recorded intei-views with patrons made the second night of the musical
CALIFORNIA
San Mateo: Hill barn Summer by John K, M. McCaffrey, of "Room 416" over WNBC, N, Y, Maloney
theatre; Robert Brauns, P. O. Box told McCaffrey that he didn't believe the critics ^ver agreed in advance
to condemn or praise a play—that their opinions were honestr—but he,,,
543, San Mateo. (N.i
did think the reviewers for weekly publications were affected by reCONNECTICUT
He then mentioned VAititiTY's tabulations, which
ports of grosses.
Rocky Hill: Orange Ilali: (N.)
Maloney thought had an undesirable effect on critics. These figm-es
Unionfille: Town Hall (N.)
created a "bandwagon .psychology," he said.
MAINE
Maloney expressed the opinion that critics shouldn't review a play
Playbuilders
Belgrade
Lakes:
the first or second night; they should, instead, wait for their Sunday
Guild; James Bender, (E,)
Maloney, throughout the exchanges with McCaft'rey, was
Riverside
theatre; editions.
BridGreton:
very careful to avoid impugning the motives or actions of Broadway
James Kelly, Gene Galvin. (E.)
Camden: Camden Hills theatre. critics. When a woman patron (via tjja recordings) said she had.
(N.)
learned "some" of the flrstnight reviewers were "intoxicated," Malon»v,
MASSACHUSETTS
stated emphatically this wasn't true, so far as He knew.,
Mcdford: Tufts Summer theatre.

'

duce "No, No, Nannette."

.

Jenny Dufau left the Chicago franchised spots are
Opera to become headliner of a (E,) and non-Equity

.

Partners."

not previously listed,
Equitythis season.
designated

tres,

(Behring) were entrepreneurs.

•

gave all his pals jobs.
Joe Holland's (N. Vi JournalAmerican) father, E. M. Holland,
created Capt. Bedford in "Raifles"
opposite Kyrle Belle w.
Harry Minturn and Talu Bankhead starred together in "Sleeping

.

.

popular priced vaudeville bill at
.McVickers, Chicago.
Jack Lait was vaudeville editor
of the Chicago American.
able."
Gene Green was the biggest
Don Ameohe was a radio actor in
•'Grand Hotel" series, with Anne vaudeville headliner in the midwest.
Seymour billed over him.
William Farnum played Ben in
Lou Tellegen succeeded Coquelin
'
Ben-Hur" and W. S Hart played as leading man for Sarah BernMessala.
hardt in shrunken version.s of the
Jim Matthews, booking agent, in- 'Divine Sarah's" plays at the Paltroduced Ed Bowland, Sr., to his ace, which turned tlie tide at that
Shrine friends as "Woodrow Wil- great variety theatre.
son," and the likeness was so perThe Shuberts (Sam S, and Lee)
fect that he got away with it.
published "The Open Door" with
Gol, Bill Roche ran the Hay- Will Reed Dunroy as editor.

-

'

'

shows which have passed up Buffalo
AUhn„.?"Tf '^^"fiderable eyebrow-lifting in citv's theatre
t"'"''"S t=o'»Panies including
hiv/ n ^nfln*'^" ^
Rochester, such shows have,
cms\^^anUv%h^^^^^^^
consistently
shunned Buffalo, with theatre-going
public becinninn to
,non off-to-B?ffalo Lad Lgitirs nef rby.
."^'^^
'^'ile'^r j< V
^"^l^^l^^-" "Cai-ousel," "First Mrs..
Frase^-'and the Luml""''

th,^**c»!c^""?'''''"

c^clo.

b g muskal

Ided

Conrad Nagel replaces John Loder

in

Money" during the fast half of the current,
way engagement terminating Saturday (19
^«

^o^rc^SS^^^t^?^^^^

the cast of "For T ove Or
inal vvlek comedv-s BroadaFtU M'lici (Thiiv'c w^^
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Hayes Bepacts Aussie 'Annie'

for eight days was

CUEVE. PIAY HOUSE 'Jf>^^

Sydney, June 8,
Cleveland, JW'ne 15-'
The Cleveland Play .-House moV
Evie Hayes (Mrs, Will Mahoney)
ai«" ,,
repacted for another 12 months in ed into its final pro^iiction
year with the openhig o^a^W*
lead of Aussie version of "Annie ern
^
comedy, "The ha^ '
tfae
•

Get Your Guri,"
in the Drury thp*<^SUt
Mahoney, meanwhile; Isv dickerPresented foi^ttie
ing for the rights to produce «nd play, wmea
act in "Harvey" here.
Kelly, IjS

ti««',-sJt
-J.jf

J"*'
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Strawhats Pick

1940

SI

Up Pace With

16 lit

Leyine Skeds Second

Goodman, Chasins Switch to Be Feature

Strawhat Music Series

Tlraugh
Summer

One

stock season

is

Folds;

Otkr Hay

gaining board

Items

Switch had to be

Lover."

momentum, listings showing a num- made because
ber of new strawhat enterprises. tied latter play

legal tangle has
into knots. Harry
direct Miss Barry-

This week nine stocks start play- EUerbe will
in
ing,' which added to seven previ- more
EUerbe's final Olney
ously opened makes for a total of stint before trekking back to his
but the last half of June will La Jolla directing chores. Brian
1 6
see the barns lighting up from Aherne and Mary Boland have
Maine to North Carolina and by been added to the Olney agenda
July 4, all the planned strawhats for future dates.
should be in operation. (Coast isn't
included in count).
While Barn Seti Company
Total number of strawhats of a
Pittsburgh, .Tune 15.
(registered
nature
professional
Permanent company for strawwith Equity) was 99 early this hat season at White Barn 'theati-c
week, while the number of ama* will include Norma Winters, Darsummer M outfits is unde- thy Hinkiey, Susan .Joyce, Stewart
teiir
termined. Already one new pro- Bradley, Ruth Conley, Donald Mcfessional company has folded, it Clelland and Carl Low, the later
beirtg the repertory at- the Hart- also co-producer with Clay Flagg.
City outfit Eleven^week sea.son opens Saturman, Columbus, O.
lasted three weeks and while plans day (19) with" Made in Heaven."
called for touring the shows on a
As a reward for Dorothy
rotai*y stock basis, it was classi- Scott's performances at Playhouse
fied among the summer stocks.
this season in "Another Part of the
Forest" and "AH My Sons,'' Fred
Hometown Boy Woolley
Burleigh, director of little tiieatre
here, is taking local actress to his
Saratoga Springs, June 15.
Monty VVooUey will make his strawhat in Cohasset, Mass., for
hometown professional ap- the summer. She'll repe*t her parts
first
pearance when he stars in "The in both of those shows as well as
Man Who Came to Dinner" at appearing in"Little Foxes."
John Huntington's Spa Summer
Riverside to Reopen
Theatre week of Aug. 24. He returned to his Saratoga home, after
Portland, Me,, June 15.
Riverside t h e a t re, Bridgton
finishing the film "Tatlock's Millions," written and produced by strawhat. will reopen this month
Sarnative
of
a
under joint management of James
Charles Brackett,
Kellogg.
Springfield, Mass., who
atoga;
„
Woolley appeared at the Spa served as stage manager last seaTheatre last September as narratot son, and Gene Galvin, who hails
and reciter of poetry in a concert from Seattle, James Meller, Montgiven by F. Charles Adler'S Spa real, for past eight yeai-s director
of the Montreal Repertory Co. and
Symphony Orchestra.
an instructor in dramatics at McGill Univ., will assume direction
Dallas Sets Stars
chores, while James Gannett, BingDallas, June 15.
hampton, N. Y., will be stage manLai-»"y Brooks, who created the ager.
role of Grieg in "The Song of
With exception of Meller, manNorway," has been -signed by the agement will double as performers,
State Fair Casino to sing Bilge with an additional company of
Smith in 'Hit the Deck," starlight eight coming in.
Schedule as
operetta that opens Aug. 9. Op- tentatively outlined li.sts strawhat
gosite him will be Gloria Hamilton, familiars of past few sea.sons, with
t. Louis Municipal Opera soprano.
no tryouts: contemplated.
comic
the
play
Larry Storch will
leads in both "The New Moon" and
Bam Skeds 'Dauffhtec*
"Naughty Mai-ietta." Los Angeles
Bolton Landing, N. Y., June 15.
soprano Nancy Sheldon will sing
Bolton Landing Summer Players
Lady Katharine in The Vagabond
will open their fourth season June
King," final production.
"The Great 29 in a new theatee. the 200-seat
First production,
Kenny Baker, Barn Playhouse, located on Route
.starring
Walt/.,'
opened Monday (14). It will run 9N, adjoining Bradley's Inn on
Lake George. .loe Cro.sby, young
for two weeks.
New York producer, will be managing director of a group of 20
Jane Wyatt in 'Comedy'
professional players and techniLos Angeles, June 15.
cians.
Opening piece will be "Yes, My
Jane Wyatt joins the Laguna
Week will
Beach Playhouse troupe for a Darling Daugliter."
week of strawhatting as star of S. run IXiesday through Saturday,
Bchnnan's "No Time for with a Wednesday matinee.
N.
Comedy," starting July 6.
Others booked for the summer
Palmerton's Star Lineups
Worcester, June 15.
season include Benay Venuta in
Janis
Appearance,"
"Personal
Guy Palmerton, who operates
Paige in "Accent on Youth," Mar- strawhatters at Playhouse in Mimijorie Main in "Sun-Up," Keenan cipal Auditorium here and Lake
Wynne in "Joan of Lorraine" and Whalom theatre in Fitchburg, will
Ann Revere in 'The Late Christo- bring a host of guest stars to the
local area this summer. Definitepher Bean."
Nancy Kelly, Uobert Armstrong ly set thus far for Playhouse are:
Stage"
and Jane Darwell will costar in Lar.ry Park.s in "Second
(new play). July 19; Jackie Cooper
"You
comedy,
a iryout of a new
Twinkle Only Once," Aben Kan- in "Room Service." July 26; Mischa
Auer in "20fh Century," AMg. 9;
dt'l. at llie Laguna Beach theatre,
Bert Wheeler in "No Rliyme or
opening Jime 29.
Jus Addis and Hayden Borke Rea.son" (musical) Aug. 16.
Scheduled for Lake Whalom to
'operate the .spot.
date are: Joan Caulfield and Jolin
Payne in "Voice of the Turtle,"
Kennedys in Tryout
June 27;. Neil Hamilton in "Parlor
Lake Ilopatcong, N. J. June 15,
Story," July 5; Larry Parks in
Edgar Kennedy and his daugh- "Second Stage," July 12; Kay
ter Colleen will guest in a tryout Francis in "The Last of Mrs. Cheyof "ITor Better or for Worse," by ney," July 19; Cesar Romero in
Bichard Stevers, for» a week be- "Strictly Dishonorable," July 26;
ginning June 29 at the Lakeside Jackie Cooper in ''Room Service,"
.theatre liere.
Aug. '2; Bert Wheeler in "No
The autlior will direct.
Rhyme or Reason," Atig. fl; Mischa
Auer in "20tU Century," Aug. 16,
Ii.ike Summit's Tryout Duo
and Sylvia Sidney in "Kind Lady,"
Aug. 23.
Hendcrsonville, N. C, June 15.
Two new plays, "By Persons
Still in the huddle stage are CaUnknown." by J.- C. Williams, and role Landis for "Laura," for the
"Whistler's Mother," by Robert A. Playhouse early in Jidy; and Joan
Bachman, will be tried out the Blondell in 'Happy Birthday," for
weeks of July 27 and Aug. 17, re- August,
'

'

.

'

the Lake Summit
nearby Tuxedo.
Farquhar Is the pro-

spectively, at
playhou.se, at

Second of strawhat music series
originated last year by Marks Levine, veepee of National Concert &

Unusual twist of Benny Good-*

man

being clarinet soloist in

pro-

ft

Born* Skedded To gram of French symphonic music,
while longhair Abram Chasins
Tour Under Kutcher Mst. plays
the Gershwin "^Rhapsody in
"A Flag Is Bom" is going out Blue" on the same program, will

Flag

Is

again with dates in cities rather
than strawhats being sought. The
Ben Hecht drama about the fight
for an Israel is in rehearsal, under the management of Benjamin
F. Kutcher, who handles concert

feature series of programs at the
Grand Central Palace, N. Y., week
of July 19-24. Week will be devoted to exhibits and concerts in
connection with a World's Fair of
Music promotion, first exposition of
attractions and
occasionally le- its kind.
'.
FarreiFs Theatre Bay
giters.
Last season he took over
Antal Dorati, conductor of the
"This Too Shall Pass" for the road
For'Hoidlt'ResumptioD
but was not successful in obtaining Dallas Symphony, as artistic ,>md
music
director
of
the Fair, will conindependent l>ookings and the
or three concerts with a
as Problem Baby show, which played briefly at the duct twoorchestra.
symph
Thor Jolmson,
Belasco, N. Y., was withdrawn.
It's
questionable whether AnCincinnati
Symphony
conductor,
.lonathan Harris, who underthony B. Farrell, Albany indusr studied and sometimes played the will baton a brace of concerts, with
AUeia
trialist who wholly financed the lead in the part created by Paul Nan Merriman as soloist.
Markova
and
Anton
Doiin will do
Muni
last
year,
heads
the
present
musical comedy "Hold It," will
cast of "Flag,"' which also includes an afternoon and evening dance
eventually benefit in a deal by
Dora Weissmao^ of the original program. Other soloists signed inwhich he's bought the Warner the^ east.
clude Ella Fitzgerald, Robert Meratre on Broadway from Warner
rill, Russ'Case. There will be two
Bros. "Hold" relights th,ere in the
concerts daily, in a special, tlieatic
fall.
seating 1,300, wfaich Is being conShow Closed Saturday ( 12
Sayler in
af the National..
structed for the event.
Purchase price for the house
Sponsor of the Fair is Georse
was stated to be $1,500,000^ one
Wiener, presi' of Grand Music Corp.
half of the figure first reported.
and Wemar Music Corp,, who
Estimated that it will cost around
IHcked as Prez Third Year claims he's sole financial backcHT
$200,000 in fixed charges annually
for the project, which ^ill Involve
Annual election of the Assn. of a cost of
for Wamers, Farrell taking over
$100,000. Paul Feigajr,
Theatrical Agents and Managet^
the lease on the Broadway entrance
Broadway legit producer, is prowhich calls for a rental of $40,000, held Monday (14) was expected to duction director. Both commerciaH
see something of a contest for the Arms and
also the rent on property in theartistic
orgimi^tionB
business agent post but Oliver Say- have signed for
rear of the theatre proper, used
bootiis at the Fair,
ler, the incumbent, romped in.
It including
General Eleetrie, RCA,
for dressing rooms. There is a boxr
will be his seventh year in the job, Sightraaster,
French Radio, Glynoffice on the Slst street side which
he being renamed -by a vote of debourne Musie Festival, Oper«
could be used if the Broadway enthree to one over the combined for College, Pittsbui^h
Symphony;
trance is sublet, thereby reducing
opposition of three other candi- Lewisohn Stadiunr
Concerts, N. Y.
the nut.
'
dates.
City Center, audi ttOtttif, Xotal of,
Theatre was built originally to
Ben Boyar (general manager for 75 to 100 exhibits f$- estpecteid.
exhibit wide screen, third-dimen- Max Gordon) was elected president
sional film which did not develop for the third year; Frank Smith
as anticipated. E^stimated .that if (manager of the Adelphi, N. Y.) is
the house Were, duplicated now it the new vice-president; Milton Atterbury's
Id
would cost $4,000,000.
Brafar, Weintraub was reelected as secrewhich is to be the new name of the tary-treasurer for the seventh term,
Black for
Fooling
theatre, .has 24-inch seats, compar- and Fred De Bondy is again scrable to Chicago's Civic Opera geant-at-.arms. Weintraub and Saybfestment
House in comfort and equipment, ler have the only paid jobs among
Albany, June 15.
latter having been built by the late the
officers.
Samuel InsuU, utility magnate.
Malcolm Atterbury's Playhouse,
WaiTcn O'Hara and Ray Broder
where
the
actor>-maaager
revived
The Warners house, however, are new directors, being of the
stock
here
for
th«
fiesta time in 15
was not successful for pictures and managers group, along with Morris
Re- years, played to 78,101 admissions,
for legit it could hardly be profit- Jacobs and Bobcrt Milford.
able, even if "Hold It" developed elected tc the board for the N. Y. during a ^S-week ^season, enabling
him
to
finish
the
in
black
for
about
into a hi^upon resumption, because pressagents were Dick Maney and
of the high cost of operating hou.se Bill Fields and for the road agents, $10,000. Atterbury claiming .stock
company circles had freely preand show. Attraction's production William Roddy and Hal OUver.
dicted
his
flop,
revealed
that
his
was moved out of the National,
actual investment
the Playwhere it folded, to the Brafar. Last
house (the Old-Capitol) was $206,week the gross of "Hold It" was not SINCLAIR'S
of which $76,000 was the piar000,
much improved, takings approxichase price to W. W. Farley awS
mating $8,000, whereas the guaranthe
remainder being for retee to the theatre was $7,500. Total
modeling.
Los Angele:;, June 15.
investment on the show exceeds
Effect of the atom bomb on manAtterbury, son of the late W.
$300;000, which apparently doesn't
kind is the theme of the new Upton W. Atterbury, president of the
di.sturb Farrell, who is a millionSinclair play, "A Giant's Strength," Pennsylvania R. R., claims funds
aire.
slated for a world premiere by the used was money he had made dut^.
Parrel! has offered to pay each Valley Community Theatre, Clare- ing
17 years In show business, in 11
chorister $50 weekly during the mont, Cal., June 17, 18 and 19.
summers of which he opefated tlie
summer. There are 24 ensemblists
Play is directed by Michael FerPlayhouse at Lake
and .the gratuitous layoff total rall and Harry Fraser.
Pleasant in the Adirondacks plus
would be around $11,000 should
an investment -by his wife, Ellen
the cho.'isters stick, but they necHardies (leading lady of the Playessarily need not rejoin "Hold" Bottorff, Levine Buy Out
house) and a mortgagg^^whieh he
when it relights early in Septemfinally obtained -from a' bank. No
ber.
Not all the principals will
Interest money came from his father's esMorton's
be offered contracts for the retate.
Atterbury believes it will
Alfred H. Morton, prez and take years to liquidate
sumption, it being planned to enthe investboard chairman of National Con- ment. He could have
gage names.
sold the
cert
Artists: Corp,, has quit the theatre,
for conversion into a
organization to devote all bis time garage, at a profit
of $35,000, just
to his new television duties with 10 days
after clo.sing the original
in Red;
Seattle
20th-Fox.
.deal.
O, O. Bottorff and Marks Levine,
He will adhere to the policy 9f
NCAC veepees, have bought out
Needs
To
Morton's interest, and will con- running productions for two-week
Seattle, June 15.
tinue as NCAC's sole stockholders. periods, when the second sea.son
The Seattle Symphony Orchestra They'll also alternate yearly in the of 26 weeks be^ns Oct. 13. The
first year's engagement was exis in the red about $25,000, and
ollices of prez and board chairman
tended from 18 to 25 weeks.
must raise an additional $50,000 in vacated by Morton.
"GJas.s
Menagerie," the closer,
the current membership di'ive to
would have been held for- a second
assure operation in the coming
week, but other commitments by
season,
according to president 'Lady Asks Help' Gets
Louis LaBow.
in Ix>ndon Preein the cast prevented this.
"Unless public support rallies
London, June 15.
behind the present fund raising
"The Lady Asks For Help," hucampaign," LaBow said, "Seattle
'JOHN
will have no symphony orchestra man problem play of accidental:
t
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^Ilasty Heart' at Lobero
Santa Barbara, June 15.
next season."
Lobero Theatre, strawhat company, signed Roddy McDowall,
Tom
Brown and Diana Douglas to 'Brig' Singers in Concert
Christians in Olney Letdown
the
head
cast
in
"The
Hasty
Olney, Md., June 15.
Two young .singers who made
Haila Stoddard in '•Amphitryon Heart." opening June 23.
their Broadway bows la.st sea.son
30" is currently at Olney Theatre,
Waco Theatre's 5 Mays
will make their concert debuts the
which, in its third wceki under the
Dallas, June 15.
coming .season.
lltehard Skinner aegis« has hit its
The Southwest Summer Theatre,
stride. Actress set house record
Marion Bell, -star of "Brigadoon."

Robroy

Of Coming N.Y. Worlds Fair of Music

Corp., providing concert
entertainment on Sundays at various eastern summer theatres, will
be continued this season.
Already booked for Hvmterdon
Hills Playhouse, Jutland, N. J., are
Gladys Swarthout, June, 27; Boris
Goldovsky, July 11; Iva Kitchell,
July 25; Robert Merrill, Aug. 8,
and Benno Rabinof, Aug. 22.
Artists

murder: by James Paris, presented
by Jack Buchanan at the Garriek

'

ducer.

when she played using facilities of Baylor theatre in will give her first song recital at
here in "Dream Girl," so should Waco, opens June 17 with first of Town Hall, N. Y., Oct. 10. Prisdo well at b.o, current stanza. five summer plays. Group js an cilla Gillette, who took over for
Mady Christians in "Papa Is All" independent organization owned Miss Bell when latter quit "Brigawas a normal letdown after the and opcMted by its acting and doon" this spring, will give her
smash record set by Helen Hayes technical members.
Productions include "Playboy of first recital Sept. 23.
in "Alice-Sit-By-the-Fire" the precMi.ss Bell, who is wife of Alan
the Western World," "The Male
eding week.
-Diana Barrymore, who is signed Animal," "Glass Menagerie," "A Jay Lerner, cq-author of "Brigaf«* "The Philadelphia Story" Jime Midsumnler Night's Dream" and doon," plans an extensive conceit
tour
this fall aiRd''wintfr..
29; was originally inked for "Card- "Of Thee 1 Sing."
for last season,

'

.

-

LOVES MARY' SET
FOR SYDfiY IN JULY

Monday
j

(14), was enthusiastically
received and has even chance for
success. Generally well-acted play

Sydney, June 8.
Noniwn Krasna's ".lohn Loves
Mary" will preem here July 3 for
has no stellar names.
J. C. Williamson,
Hartley Power,
"Point to Point," .somewhat un- .lune Clyde and Stewart Long—
original

farce

comedy

Adrienne Allen, opened
Martin's

Wednesday

1

starring
at the St,

9).

Cordially received by the preem
audience, play however was rapped
by the press, and clased Saturday
(12).

currently playing in "Bom Yesterday" will have the leads.
"Born" hasn't been a $urefire
click in this spot, although the"
show started off at a brisk pace
(md looked okay for » long run.
It now looks like an eight week

—

run.

Betty Rosoff has resigned from
the staff of the American National
Theatre
Academy to join the
dance and drama department of the
Jlenry Street Settlement', -Ni. V.«

&

'

Singer Moishe Oyshcr, also w.ks
as a Cantor, leaves Frldajr {16) «dt
a ttu^ee-moatfa ^nccft tour - of
^out'h AtiSqric*.
'

June 16, I94S

We<Iiie8i1ay,

MMSITmiATB

52

Mikado" but

happy
Robert

Major-General.
the
as
another familiar ^face,
Eckles,
as Pooh-Bah and
scores nicely

Town

Plays Old of

isn't quite as

both
Sergeant of Police. Outstandtrifle too the
hours and 40 minutes
Bowe, who has aplong. This can be sliortened hy ing is Morton
G&S revivals,
Detroit, June 8,
tightening the second act by about peared in Shuberl
in
Oscar Sfjrlin production of comfii'lj' in Uiree 10 minutes without hurting the pro- and now registers very solidly
af(3 (Hijc scent'3) by :Howai'<i IjinGKay end
of Nanki-Pooh and
roles
tenor
the
Stan.
duction's hit calibre.

I^f c

Kusscr

Dorothy

Stars

Ci'ouse.

Htickney,

Directed by Outhrie
and second act uetthier

Hflwavil liindsay.
l<Hriit

Y'l'intic.

—

With MoAlier

:

Mi-hikI

costumes by Donald Oenalager; thh-d net
•eiHnS;, Stewart Chancy, (.(peiied .at,-C!n»?,
Detroit, June 8, '48! 13.80 ton.
:

Ji'atlier.

Wliitney
Harlan,

. . ,

.ii

,

("larojicB.

.

••.<
..

Philadelphia, June 13.

I.liiOsay

Frederick.
The soprano, Kathleen Roche,
has also been seen in G&S operas
before, and is a capital Yum-Yum
and an even better Mabel. Helen

. . .

Michael. .............

.i ...

Sorapbook

Continued from page Z

i

Mor

much

regretted very

if

•

she almost caused our getting run out

.

• .

. . i .

.

anil I'iraios of

Ponzancc

.David l''rnril>
"Most promising American com- Wagner impresses as a youngster
.KoDert Wade
talent and charm.
.BolMrt Antolne, pany devoted to presentation of the with plenty of
.Dorothy Bernard Gilbert and Sullivan operas since. Lewis Pierre is a serviceable bari^
.tarry Robinson Winthrop Ames' group back in the tone, but the weak link, as of now,
.MlchaeV Smith
contralto,
Dorothy SticUnpy '20's," was the general consensus is Helen Whitfield, the

.....

i , ;

Jolin.
.....,,..,•••
Mari;uvnt. , .
.. . . .
.

.Howard

..................

Mikado

Scully's

pickanmny. We had
them were Negroes, including the cutest little
I told them how you had changed 'Mammy's
a eiand time together.
to Pappy's Little California Prune' as your cont ittle Alabama Coon'
were amusmg."^
you
all
agreed
They
tolerance.
racial
tribwion to
might have been
"On tUev did eh? Well, did it occur to you we
Indians can't live on that,
thrown off the hill for that hospitality? Why
Krickson.
Leif
before
here
were
hill and they

nf

the U. S. Supreme Court
""'^BuTit's okay now," I assured her, "because
eise can live. Or
has ruled that anybody can now live where anybody

,

maybe tlie word is 'may'."
Mor's Tliree-Way Skol
by crix and patrons Another newcomer, Gean Greenconcerning the newly-formed S. M. welli who sings the Mikado and
"Does that mean that Ann Brown and her husband won't have any
strongly.
clicks
King,
Sullivan
OperPirate
the
trouble if they come here as man and wife?"
Aline Mt'Derinplt Shertok Gilbert and
Jili-p. Willoughby
new
comthe
asset
of
played
last
week
KobSn
ErahsnU
etta
which
Another
Co.,
t'lytie MiUcr
"i hope not, Mor."
Iluth IWnimond at the Academy of Music after a pany is the presence in the pit of
tloia Miner...."
"Good " said Mor. "Skol. Let's drmk to their health and happiness,
Marsueri te MorrisHey
Kalhlcen
in an able conductor, Lehman Engel,
A. H. Van Buron couple of breakin performances
Dr.,Ilumpl«ey8
and the health and happiness of all God's children everywhere."
Atlantic City.
who obviously knows his Savoy
But I had no idea we were going to drink it in old-fashioneds, vln
Booking came as a last-minute opera scores. Brand new settings, ordinaire at the prix extraordinaire of $8 a bottle, three-star brandies
Here's another hit play if ever surprise and the reviewers all went designed by Ralph Alswang, and
.
and the like.
there was one. This is the logical, to town on qualifications of new not along time-worn patterns, are
"You want to know something," Mor confided. "The reason I'm tak-.
set for
perfect followup on "Life With group. "The Mikado" was offered also a highlight. Second act
to Oslo is because it carries bHlya2
for four
performances: starting "The Pirates" is outstanding. Peggy ing a freighter from New York
the
Clarence
a
seat
at the captain's tablcl",
concerning
have
sure
to
Father,"
Monday night (7) and ''The Pirates Morrison's costume designs are ex- passengers. That way I'm
Day family, about two years after of Penzance" four starting Thurs- cellent, too, especially in "The
"Suppose he's a Liberian commodore and chews gum?" I said.
that play's setting.
She laughed and sipped her brandy. "You American humorists think
day (10).
Mikado."
Clever dramatic craftsmen have
Shertok, who made his debut in
The choruses, both male and fe- of everything, don't you?"
provided a first act that is perfect. the theatrical game with the late male, always so important in these
I co'uldn't answer that one. By then the brandy had put me beyond
The second act shows a little weak- Milton Aborn, obviously knows his G&S revivals, are vocally note- thinking.
ness, but that can be tightened up way around with the Savoy classics. worthy. Fact remains that here,
Without hurting the simple plot it He directed these productions him- with a couple of possible excephelps to build. The third stanza is a self and did a. corking job. There is tions, is an American G&S comsmash dose.
no flagrant tampering with the pany, worthy to be ranked with
The only flaw is at the dose of original and no spurious "gagging" William Brady's famous group, the
the second act when Michael the of situations and lines, but on the Ames outfit and the Milton Aborn
coachman struts in from the porch other hand there is no stiffness or company that included Danforth,
and crosses the room to disappear stuffiness about the proceedings. the Waterouses, Vivian Hart, Vera
Hal Dawson of Dell Publications politan. Studio asked the author
Ralph RiggS: gives a topnotch Ross, Frank Moulan and Howard
In another part of the house. It's
for an outline of a possible followgandering Hollywood.
followed by a blustering remark pei-fomance as Ko-Kd in "The Marsk
-Waters.
his best-seller, vvhich it
Collier's has bought a three-part up to
from, father in the innermost reone
on Billie Burke froiti Cam- filmed, but changed its mind afterBut
no
article
cesses of the house.
paying him for the option. Helen
this
what
Sliipp.
understand
eron
V
'seems to
Strauss, of the William Morris oft'
piece of business mcans.'-'If it has a
John Maynard in Hollywood for fice, agented.
'purpose it should be clarified; if
a month to ogle film notables for
not, then eliminated.
.
King Features.
convicted of murder.
Her conTravellers «foy
The family of red-headed boys is
Pianist Victor I; Seroff in Europe Des Moines'
Closes
fession saves him.
still on the scene, with Clarence in
collecting data for biog of Sergei
London, June 3.
Clive Brook gives a satisfying
the throes of a love aflPair. Hobert
After a Record Season
Rachmaninoff.
H. M. Tennent, Ltd., presentation o£
Wade as Harlan spouts poetry and farce-comedy in three acls by Arthur portrait of the man paying too
Des Moines, June 15.
Ed Booher, McGraw-Hill Book
hits the high spot with "Incident of Macrae. Directed by Richard Bird. At Cri- heavily for his sins. Pamela Brown
terion, London, Juiie 2, '48.
KRNT Radio Theatre has closed
revels in the personality of the company executive, gandering prothe Prettch Camp" by Browning. To?n
Wright
Arthur Macrae
duction at Metro.
its doors for the summei*- after a
^
Arnaud sinister schemer and Brenda Bruce
And now, after 22 years of AlTp. Beatrice Peiharn......yvonne Aylward
is
touchingly appealing as the
Title of Billy Rose's forthcoming successful
season which topped
Raff evty. ........ ..Derek
wedded bliss, Mrs. Day wants an Nicholas
.Charles Victor young
RcK'ifie Pelhaiii
girl facing disillusion^ book has been changed to "Wine, the '46-47 run, former record-"
engagement ring which has reposed Miss Tilscn..
Blllie Hill
widowhood and motherhood. Marie Women and Words."
breaker in the theatre's history.
,. .. .Helen Christie
on the finger of Fathei"'s old flame. Lil Fowler.
Tilhroolt...... ........ Awhibald Batty Ney turns in a sterling characterizaThirty
Lewis Nichols has authored an
legitimate
attractions
How Mother conspires to get that Lord
.Ale;£ander Gauge tion of the man-hating nurse and
Sydney Fowler.
article on summer theatres for the were, booked in for 57 performring makes up the delightful plot. K va
... .Dora Bryau
.

.

Vlilnlo
Mary Divl^ny
Rriflset
JHaKel 'Willouglihy.... ...... ..Gloria Patrice
/Gladys Hurlbul
Bessie SlJinner Logan

of opinion both

.

^

,

,

-

-

,

Plays Abroad

.

KNT

-

,

i i . i i

Howard Lindsay, as Father, blusters'through the action in the style
he made his own in "Life With
Dorothy Stickney, as
Father."
Mother, flounces through the play
as eft'ectively. Glady's Hurlbut as
Bessie, Father's buxom old flame,
gives the role vitality and life.

Eobert Emhaf dt, as Clyde Miller,
wisecracking hay, grain and feed
merchant from a small town, turns
in a commendable performance.
Larry Robinson as Clarence and
Gloria Patrice as his heart throb,,
are splendid juveniles. Others in
tlie cast

are equally polished under

Outhrie McClintic's deft direction.
Settings for the country house
arei so real as to bring spontaneous
applause, and the costumes, in all
tlieir Victorian glory, keep pace.
With 18 minutes for two intermissions the play runs about two

Mr.

Olson. .......

.

.Ernst

Ulman Noel

A

brisk, topical farcical comedy
that's one long laugh from curtain-

Hewlett exudes quiet confidence as the medico. Play owes
much to the able direction of Peter
GlenviUe.
Clem.

July issue of Holiday.

John
rounding

ances

— seven

musical for 27 ap-

Maynard in Hollywood pearances; eight plays with all but
up intei-views for the one for. a one-night stand; 11 con-

N. Y., .Journal-American.

13 performances, and
four popular bands for eight performances. Season previous the
theatre played 32 attractions for
42 appearances.

certs

for

and the best vehicle Yvonne
Joe Weston is writing the final
Point to Point
Arnaud has had for many years.
chapter of hisi book, "Everything
Both topical and typical of presentHappened to Me," the tale of a
London, June 10.
day problems for the harassed
Peter Daubeny presentation of comed.y in flack.
Britisher abroad, its appeal may, three acts by GeofCray Bevan. Directed by
Edward Thompson turning over
"Annie Get Your Gun," staring
for this very reason^ be restricted Cliloo Gibfon. At St. Martin's,
* London, halt his author's i-oyalties on
June 9, 'IS.
Mary Martin, topped all attracto its present sphere.
Laiimer
.^ubrey Dexter Seed In Spring" to CARE and tions.
A .wealthy business woin^n, hav- Napper
a nies Ot away Haganah.
.....Kvelyii Roberts
ing used up all her resources lim- .Tohn Gaiiislord
Helen a.ilnslord
Adrienne Allen
"Complete Guide to American
ited by government decree
to Diana Cragge..
FINGEE LAKES FESTIVAL
Jactiueliiie Squire
Colleges
and Universities," by
British people going out of the l,,ady Surah Belloc
....Agnes Lauchlan
Finger Lakes Drama Festival,
,.
:Rnnaid Ward Clarence E. Lovejoy, to be issued
country, is at her wits end to pay William
which conducted a 10-week season
.... .Stanley Rose
by Simon & Schuster_June 21.
her hotel commitments. She and Mr. Sparks
at
the Little Theatre of Ithaca ColEmory Wister, drama editor of
her male secretary are reduced to
Ithaca, N. Y., last summer,
sharing a single cup of coffee, cigA purely British comedy from a the Charlotte .News, gandered the lege,
Republic lot and wound up with a and which will operate again this
arette, even toast from another: new author,- with
a huntin' and bit role in Grand
year,
has been incorporated withCanyon Trail."
person's breakfast tray. They ocshootin' background; unlikely to
capital
stock of $1S,000, $75 par
cupy an expensive suite in one of
Life mag is printing 10 full
value
beyond these confines. pages
The Gretna Playhouse,
the best hotels in Stockholm and appeal
of color shots on Sierra PicShow lasted three days.
Mt.
Gretna,
Pa teed off its fourth
exert their ingenuity to allay the
Ingrid Bergman starrer,
A sporting squire is trying to tures'
postwar stra what season with Moss
pangs of hunger and avoid the sus".ipan of Arc," in a forthcoming
acclimatize his bride, a young
Hart-George S. Kaufman comedy,
picious manageress.
edition.
"You Can't Take It With You."
Complications, and solution, widow he met in the south of
Grace Fischler, former HollyFrance, to the chilly discomforts
arise from her ex-husband, also in
of his ancestral home. The French wood editor of, Esquire and Corothe city in the sam0 purse-bound
police notify the squire he is not net, is the new editor of Movie
situation.
Stars
Parade,
succeeding
Pat
Miss Arnaud is a delight in this really married, as the minister Murphy.
who
conducted
the ceremony was
made-to-measure role and she
a phoney.
A manservant, her Bennett Cerf's new collection of
handles the gay, scintillating dialog
former
husband,
complicates
anecdotes,
mat"Shake
Well Before
with all her Gallic verve and charm.
ters,
Using,"
with
illustrations
by Carl
Supporting cast is excellent and
Show isn't speedy enough for Rose, to be published by Simon &
direction
capably" handled
by
farce and too improbable to be Schuster in November.
Whaclcr 0««ra Hwir
Richard Bird.
Clem.
Tl„.„,,cir«lM,
taken seriously.
Acting helps
Jack Weeks, onetime executive
...ioi„Amwgreatly.
Adrienne Allen as the ofticer for Yank, the Army Weekly,
ica's most unique acting company,
The Giaconda Smile
directed by
wife, Agnes Lauchlan as a worldly and more recently with the Cuitis
wise widow and Jacqueline Squire publications' Magazine X, is now
MAOtiC SKCUV
London, June 4.
plMotor TiiftAti-o Wnrhiltop. Tei»|il« Unlver*
Jacli .de Leon presentation of drama by as a horsey youngster, are best. managing editor of the New Be
»lly 4Kcu-«8fl. wcher, dfraclor, |il»ywrlslit)^
Aldous Huxley in three acts, adapted from Stanley Rose turns in a gem of a public.
Summer in cool, colorful Aspen, Colo»
his shortstay.
Directed by Peter Glen;. cameo as a black market
rado, ideal community in the heart
builder,
vTlle.
Censorship of comic books deAt New theatre, London, June 3, '48.
«f the l|lackies, where
Henry Hutton ...,*.,........,. .Clive Brook while Evelyn Roberts is too mature voted to bloodship and crime was
Kvery nuallflid (ludeitl atls
Janet Silence.
...
..Pamela Brown for the bridegroom.
Clem.
proposed in the Chicago City
n an eventing theatre, fanicd
'Nurse IJraddoCit.
.Marie Ney
Wheeler Onera HeHM, before
Council. Measure, if passed, would
Doi-Ks R±ead.
...Brehda Bruce
Dr. Libburd. .....
»»ywt audiences.
..
..Noel Xlowlett
prohibit th^ sale of those nixed as
(Jeneral Speiice
.Gordon Mcl^eod
Learn
rise,

.
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SEALED PROPOSALS

will be received

the Federal Works Aeency, Washington, D. C, up to 2:00 o'qlOClt, P.M.,

by

Kastern Daylight Saviiiea Time, .Tuly 1,
1918, ana then opened pubVloly. to lease
the Belasoo Theater Buildine, VS'ashinBton, D. C.,' except the filth floor, that
portion ol the fourth floor containlnc
Mpproximatoly 2'»lii& -aa. ft. -and located

:

imriiediately hi front of tiie atorag'e loft
over the stage, ^^1ld that portion (»E the
l>aso]nent eontalnine: approjciinaiely 700
«a. f t. and lying soutli of: the main tioutlv
Wall o£ the building:, wliich are rcHcrved
to the tjnttea State* 'and to -which there
are direct means ol access j:roni tlio adjoining Treasury Department Annex No.
1,- lorv a term of years commencing on
Beutcnibet 1, 194.8, and ending on August
SI. I95S! PHOVIDED that 1£ the" ConKres; Shan appropriate funds {or th<
coni9truotion of a now bulldint! on the
Ite of the Belaoco Theater Building during the term of the lease, the Government shall ha-ve the rlEht to cancel the
loa.'iR on
one yoar'a .notice in wririnf?;
tr.OVlDED FURTHER that at the expiration ol tile first five years of the term
of the lease, the Government shall have
the Tight to cancel the lease for any
cause whatsoever oil one year's notice
In writirtg. All proposals must be aceompaiiied by the lequired deposit and must
be submitted on the form of proposal
*'hi('h aniy be obtained In Room 7028 of
the Federal Works Agency Building, 19th
and
Streota, N. 'W., Waahington,
D. C. ^ The Federal Worha Ivecncy renerves the right to reject any or all, proposals, and to watvo any inldfmality In
proposal^ received when such rejfj'etion
or t!.'alver)j» in the interest ot the United
Btiites.,
II more than one proposar be
oft'oreil by arty one party, br. or in the
Jian-.e of his or their clerk, partner, agcnl,
or other person, all such proposnls mav
lie rejected.I'rospective bidders may
riow the property by appointment only

'
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Maid

.Pamela White
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AVAiiABLE FOR STOCK

LEONAHQ and COWL

m

fifth Amfc.
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TR 7-3082

extension, John Dales, Jr., and
sudden death, be- of
Adrian McCalman, -executive secreThe
frustrated
woman, who has taries of SAG and AMG, respecpoisoned the first wife to get her tively, state that "if and when acman, cunningly hints at the oppor- tors are successful in negotiating
tune removal of this obstacle to the a new pact with producers, negohusband's indecently quick re- tiations will start immediately bemarriage, and he is arrested and t' -een SAG and the agents."
after his wife's

cause of her coming child.

by

harmful.

SAG Notice

Elizabeth Vlllars

Continued from page 2
gripping
play skillfully
adapted by Aldous Huxley from ducers with whom the SAG conhis short story will attract Huxley tract expires at midnight, July 31.
Ten-year contract between th^
readers, Clive Brook fans and
lovers of the macabre. Transferred Screen Actors Guild and the Artto the screen it could chill many ists Managers Guild has been exmore spines. Play has even chance tended until Jan. 1, 1949.
to succeed..
Pact was to have expired Sept.
A cultured spinster, having de- 18 of this year but extension agreevoted her youth to an invalid ment Was reached to permit actors
liy calling Executive
Branch ,1727. father, finds a soul mate in a to concentrate on working out new
cr; by inUlrcsslng a letter to the CJomwealtliy neighbor, whose wife has deals witli producers with whom
Buildings, Washingbeen bedridden following »n acci- present
toir'""]!! c;
interim
deals
expire
dent.
Unltnown to her, he has July 31.
seduced a girl half his age whom
In making joint announcement
he secretly marries, a few v/eeks

ANNA LUCASTA

.

Leroy Keller named general
manager of United Press
succeeding Jack Bisco, recently appointed general business manager.
Keller will continue to direct UP's
sales

television activities.

varjous editions since 1940, with
contracts. for 2,000,000 more in the
next year.

.in

mag

Manafins' Director

THS AS^EN PiA«rERS
Wheeler Opera House
Aspen, Colorado

JYank Gruber received an annual report from Rinehart & Co.
showing that his Johnny Fletcher
novels have sold 7,000,000 copies

Theatre Arts

will celebrate

25th anni with a special AugustSeptember edition featuiing the
its

fuUlcngth text of Edward Arlington
Robinson's
translation' of
"Medea." Issue will be the third
since Alexander Ince took over the
mag with Charles Macjiirthur as

FOR MEN ONLY
TOUPEES-MAKEUP
Theafre-Screen-Television

Makeup Adviee
Hair Dyes
Permanent Waves

,

editor.

van der LINDEN & DANTE

Idea which 20th-Pox nixed for
a sequel to his "Foxes of

Harrow"

was turned by writer Frank Yerby
into,

acting,, gain valuable ex-

perience, perfect your abilities. Lead>
to professionat engagements. .Costs
less than
most vacations. Limited
enrollment. Request brochure today.

a two-part serial for

Cosmo

319

Hotel Belvedere
49th St., New York
206
Tel.: CI 6-9100

W.

R«Diit

;

-

i
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Fewer Shows

lipping

Take

'Okla.r 46G, Boston

in Chi;

Boston, June 1,1.
I'egit
season is on its last
with the lull before .strawhat
openings being brightened by the
third visit of "Oklalioma!"
It's
doing capacity biz at the spa-

B way

Biz Continues Its Upbeat;

Hub

legs,

'Shoes' 386, 'Boat' 24G. 'Mary' 18G
Chiciigo,

With

legit attractions

June 15.
narrowed

Detroit

flown to three, business at all theatres toijk an upswing and mail orare ahead of last summer.
Conventions hit town this week and
in several eases houses have been
sold out to the visiting firemen.
"High Button Shoes" is still capacity, with mail orders now being
taken for a month jn- advance.
Besides "Annie Get Your Gun,"
returning in three weeks, at the
Shu be rt, only other attraction
scheduled before fall is "For Love

Takes To 'Mother';

Show Grosses 19G

ifers

and Hammerstein musical played

in

7

here, including the. tryout date^

.

iG,

28a LA.

»

EQim

^^^^^^^^^^^^

"SIlow Boat," Shubert <lSth wk)
ViirtuaUy held its
(2.100: $4,94).

MEMBERS

Annual Equity meeting last
week revesnled that 1 '71 members

Chi Auditorium Tenant

died during the past fiscal
Theses were:
Norman Ainsley; George AJi. Arthur

Allen, Vivian Allen, Adrienne Arne,s,
Dan Anderson^ Ted Armond, Warren
Ashe, liorena Atwood, Stuart Baird, Lee
Baker, Chester Barnett, Jeanne Barrien,
Louise Beaudet, Ccsmo Kyrle
Bellew, Glen LeRoy Beveridge, Mary
Blair, Betty Blossom, Olive B<>rden,
Harry C. Bradley. Lionel Braham, Nellie Brewster, Edward Broadley, Harrison Brockbank. Herbert S. vBurns,'
Bush Burrichter, Charles Bunows, Kiy
Bush.
V
Also, Donald Campbell, Pete Canova,
Harry Carey, Wm. P. Carleton, Stuart
Casey, Jean Cassell. Gu^ Caufman. Arthur Chatterdon, Phyllis Clare, John J.
Clark, Frederic Clayton, Dudley H.
Clements, Jefferson Coates, J. Sayrc
Crawley. Lizzie Light Cubitt. Charlotte
W^ade Daniel, Edward Darnay William
Beatman Davidson, Harold DeBecker,
George Delmore, ITiomas J-- Dempsey.
Dudley Digges, Paul Dorn. Altjert
Downing. Minnie Dupree, Bert Durand,
Dais.y Evans, Paul Everton. Ragnar
Ewert. James Farley. H. J. Feagin. Walter Fenher, Lilian Fitzgerald, Charles
H. Fleming, Kenneth Fleming. Edwiff.'
Forsberg, Mai-y Frey, Will Fyfte.
Rose Gaylor, John Gerard. Stella
Helen Gilmore, Lucile Webster Gleafon, Lloyd T. Gould, Frederick Graham, Edwin Gramercy, Glorian Gray,
Alec Guin, Floyd A. Haas. James P.
Hagan, John Halliday, John Terry
Hampshire, Alice Fischer Harcourt,
Annie Hart, Alfred Hewston, Ernest
HilUatd, Harry
Holman, Robert E.

Tax Settlement Offer
Auditorium

Chicago, .lune 15.
vacant for

tlieatre,

the past 15 years, moved closer to
obtaining a tenant when Roosevelt
College, purchaser of the house,

.

past tax delinCollege offered
to nay $277,698 for settlement of
Under usual pro$898,700 lien.
cedure, county board will instruct
the state's attomey to offer property for sale at not less than bid
made- by the school.
Several syndicates,, including the
Shuberts, are interested in leasing
the theatre. Certain civic groups
are interested in a similar project
to New York's City Center. Main
drawback is the cost of remodeling,
estimated to be more than $200,000,
including an air-camditioning unit.
College has indicated that it will
not use the house, but will lease

offered to

settle

quency

week.

la.st

,

it.
However, it will not do any
exten.sive work on the house, let- Homans, Charlie Howard, Forrest Huff,
Cecil Humphireys, Mildred M. HUntley,
ting the tenant do what he wishes. Brandon Hurst, John' Ince, Elmer

Jerome.

'Syne'

GOG

'Venus'

up to
817,000.

SG Opening
St.

.

Leslie King. Manart Kippen, Roselle
Knott, Henry Kolker. Ro,y LaRue, Earle
Larrimore, WiUiam E. Lawrence, CharLearn, Jack H. [..ee, George
lotte
Sidney M.
Leguere, Robert Leonard,
Leonard, George A, Lessey, Theodore
Lorch. Thomas Louden, Agnes Lumbard, E. J. McCormick, J. Nelson McDowell, Florence Jlack, John Macklnnon, Francis Mahon.ey, E. R. Mauley,
Eugene Martinet, Ann Ma,snn, Bennett
K, Mercer, Ftank Mesurac, Victoria
Montgdmery, Charles H. jMbprell, Mai

in 11, St. Loo;

Night

Louis, June 15.

"Venus in Silk," Robert Stolz'
musical which preemed here under
the tag of "The Beloved >Rogue" in
1935, is the current and second offering of the Municipal Theatre Murray, Horace Newmlah, Hale NbrAssn. in the alfresco playhouse in. dfossi Karyl Norman, J. C. Nugent,
Forest
humid Wayne Nunn.
Park.
Despite
Tom O'Brien, Dan O'Neil, Harry E.
weather and a shower before cur- CNeil.
Rochard Ogden, Eleanor
tain time the piece, teeing off tor Paiiiter, Lucy Lovell Parker, Dorothy
a seven night run Monday tl4), C. Paul. Harry Plimmer, Tom K. Post,
drew 8,650. Gro.ss was approxi- Arthur Rankin. Edwin Redding, Betsy
Reed. Joe Reilly, Lt. Gitz Rice, James
mately .$3,000.
The piece was J.
Rice, Ben H. Roberts, Robert Bobadapted by Laurence Schwab and son, Sam Sidman, Charles J. Sindlar,
Lester O'Keefe, former St. Louisan, G. Winfield Smith. Hugh Sothcm. Bes.^
from the German language version Stafford. F. Karl Stall, W. Edward
Grace Stiiditord. Edwin Sturby Alfred Grunwald and Ludwig Stirlii'.e,
Richard Tauber, Marie Taylor,
gis.
Herzer.
James C. Templeton, A. E. Thomas,
Frances Greer, Metopera so- Sam Thomas. Jolin Matthews Troughprano in her initial local bow, ton. Mabel Van Buran. Frank Verigun,
Vestoft, Fritzie Von Bu.sing,
shares warbling honors with Ed- Valodia Waterous.
Alfred A. Wcb.ster,
Herbert
/-,..,„
t)«„i,„».
-.I
Gray.
ward Roeker
and Alexander
Wing,(^3,0,, b. vveiiinfrton, Conway
Comedy roles played by Bobby field. Charles Widiers, Allen Wood,
ifarvis and Edwin Steffe click. New lEusenic woodward; John Wynne, Mary
terping routines are capiibly handied by Betty Ann Nyinan, Dick
Humphrey and Howard Malone. Tnan TJfthprtss
Datiwj
C.nt<t WdlCb
KOIierivS V^UIS
Paul Haakon and Moussia Larkina JOaH
register with dancing specialties.
For 'Shoes' Replacement
The 11-night stand of "Auld
Pittsburgh, June 15.
Lang Syne," world-preenied here,
Although set for several outdoor
wound up Sunday (13). One per„,
I

i

Habmah Goes

Strawhat

The I-Iabimah players. Palestinian troupe which recently ended a
six-week run on Broadway, have
belt strawhat trail
with two performances of "The
Dybbuk" scheduled at the' GrosSinger Playhouse, Ferndale, N. Y.
Play will be given June 20 and
24 during a lO^day vacation 'w'hich
the 27 member.s of the company
are sheading, at. the ressort.
hit the borscht

...m a number

summer

of t^-'Ps. -loan Roberts has canceled all of them, playing onl.v lead
here in "Show Boat," which closed
Satui-day I12), so she can begin rehearsals immediately for Nanette
Fabray's role, in "High Button
Shoes."
.,

I

Mi.ss

Roberts steps into cast of

I

Broadway musical, with Phil Silvers, at end of this month when
Miss Fabray retires for a month's
vacation before beginn in t; prepara-

new Kurt Weill- Alan
Jay Lemer show, "Love^Life."

tions for the

King Kudoses Cochran
London, .Tune 15.
C. B. Cochran, vet legit produ^
,

cer, was made a Knight Bachelor
A new strawhat, managed by of the British Empire in Kiijig
Thomas H. Eldershaw, will open its George VI's birthday honors list
season June 30 in the East Durham published last week.

Playhouse (Catskil) Vatley Grange
Hall).

Desire,"

more shows are definitely winding wk) (D-920; $4.20). Slightly imup Saturday (19) and while no proved over previous week and enlegiters will open this or naxt .gageraent scheduled through Labor
month, the new skating revue, D;jy; quoted around $17,000.
"The Respectful Prosititnte" and
"Howdy, Mr, Ice,'' will relight the
"Tlie Happy Journey," Cort (13th
Rockefeller Center June; 24.
"Ballet
Ballads"
further
im- wk) (C-1,064; .$4.20). Short plays
proved and novelty, which started have prospered, the draw being the
experimentally, will stay indefi- first-named,' but dipt>ed last week;
nitely instead of winding up this $11,500 indicated.
week as announced. Closing are
Revivals

"Man

-and Superman" and "For
Love or Money," "The Insect Com-

"Man

.and-

Superman," Hudson

'

M

WEATHER TOUGH ON

Annie $6l5i,

.

'0ves 24G, Frisco

.

Wa.shington, June 15.

National theatre is ending its
days as a legit house in a blaze of
b.o. glory. "Harvey," with Frank
Fay. chalked up a .sock $27,000 in

Producer has heea active in the
theatre for 57 years.

"For Love or Money," Miller (G*
940; $4.20).
Final and 33rd week;
cast change here may have affected
draw; around $7,500, but has been

money

maker;

its

next week.
"Harvey,"

June

(C-902;

fourth .stan/a here.
Tickets are being sold through
26, with chance of show staying on beyond that. House is
skedded to close Aug, I in preparation for switch to films.

Current Road Shows
(June 14-26)

"Anna

I/ucasta"~.Eric, Schenec-

tady (14-15); Avon, Utica
Royal Alex.. Tor.. (17-26).

(16);

"Annie Get Vour Gun"—^Aud..
Frisco (14-26).

.

"Blackouts of 1948"— El
tan, Ei A. (14-26).
"Burlesque"
Shubert,

Capi-

—

Bost.

04-19).

;

matefl gross of $00,000.

Named

.

!

.

"Streetcar

Several
attractions .season.s hasn't liad an empty seat
possible withdrawals since opening and there are standperked enough to indicate better ees always; $27,500,
"The Heiress,"' Biltmore (37th
summer holdover chances.
Two

estimated.
slated
as

list-leading
"Inside U.S.A." the
"The In.sect Comedy." City CenPhilhar- only one of spring's quartette of ter. Closed as' expected Sunday
mu.sicals to survive.
"Annie Get
(2d wk) (2,670: $4.20).
(13); repertory season spanned six
Your Gun" jumped and so did weeks.
**
Swell $46,000.
"Oklahoma!" Biltmore (5th wk) "Allegro."
"The Play's the Thing,'* Booth
(1,636; $4.20).
Again drew a goodEstimates for Last Week
(7th wk) iCD-712; $4.80). Has settled
ly $28,000.
Keys: C tComedy), O (Drama), down for an indicated stay; takings
"Separate Rooms," New Beaux CD iComedy-Drama), R CReB«e), around $15,500 last week kegt it
.\rts (4th wk) (560; $3). Spurted up
among best straight inlay draws.
(Musical), O (Operetta),
to $4,500.
"Allegro," Maiestic (39th wk)
"The Aiidins; Machine," Coro- (M-1,695; $6). Improved materially
NEIGHBORHOOD
net (Lst wk) (255; $3). First five last week and now appears to have
"Burlesque," Flatbush, Bro(^days (opened Tuesday) registered good chance to play through sumlyn. There was some doubt about
an okay $2,000 considering Little rner; gross approached $33,000.
Theatre outfit, the Circle Players,
resuming
the "subway circuit" this
"Ansrel in the Wings," Coronet
has been running several weeks at (27th wk) (R-998; $4.80). Among summer but it relighted Tuesday
its own house before trying show
the musicals that picked up to (15). Windsor, Bronx, to get the
out here.
some degree and last week's tak- same show next week;
ings were around $18,000.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(109th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60).
StiU
Prrr regarded
as the best musical show
in town and is sure to go well into
'BOAT'; $57,500 IN 7 fall period; up 4G to $41,000.
"Ballet Ballads." Music Box (4th
Pittsburgh, June 15.
Picked Up
Opening of the summer opera wk) (M-977; $4.80).
season At Pitt Stadium got a tough about $2,000 and "last two weeks"
break from the weathermen, two were dropped out of daily ads; esSan Francisco, .Tune 15.
of the nine performances of "Show timated at nearly $14,000.
"Bom
Yesterday,"
Lyceum
(123d
Rudy Vallee stepped into "HarBoat" being rained out. That included the final night, Saturday wk) (C-993; $4.80). StiU commands vey" for its final and fourth "week
profitable boxoifice business and at the Geary and was received
(12), too, when place had been alexpected
to
run
through
another
with
only
lukewarm reviews. "Harmost entirely sold. As it was, in
vey" .shuttered Saturday (12) with
seven showings ''Beat" did $57,- sucnlrfler; $13,000.
"Bri.a;adoDn," Ziegfeld (OGth wk) an .^8,500 gross.
500, and would have gone pretty
"Annie Get Your Gun" has
close to $75,000 had it been able (iVI-1,628; $4.80).. Like other fato complete fuU week aud a half vored run musicals attendanee was gained momentum at the hug^
somewhat better and the takings Fri-sco Opera 'Housp, so much so
schedule.
that it will be held; .over for a
Stadium is scaled this sea.son to were quoted around $27,000.
"Command Decisitm," Fulton fourth week, until June 26, Joan
.$3.25 (op. which includes federal
and city ta.\es. This week's attrac- (26th wk) (D-968; $4.80). Went up Edward will check into town for
tion is "Bloomer Girl," with Joan to around $18,000 strengthening rehearsals June 21, but won't take
chances
to
play
into
fall
period;
McCraeken, Mabel 'Taliaferro and
over until show hits Denver fol*
Matt Briggs from original cast and' one-set war play continuously lowing run here. Climbed to tx$>
also featuring Dick Smart, Mar- pi'ofitable.
mcndous $67,500 in Second .week.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
guerite Piazza and Olive Reeves^
"Private Lives," at the Curran,
(74th wk) (M-1,319; $4:80).
Im- was
Smith.
a fine $24,000. "Lady Winderproved more than some other run
mere's . Fan," with Cornelia Otis
musical.s, changes in leads evidentSkinner, follows "Harvey" into the
ly helping rather than hurting boxGeary
for two weeks, in a return
'Harvey' 27G, D. C.
oftice; $29,000.

j

operettas this

Managers were optimistic that

fewer shows would close in the Barrymore f28th wk)
(D-1,064;
immediate future than had been $4.80). Strongest drama in many

Marietta."

,

lormance was washed o(T the
boards, by rain. Despite a yes and
no verdict from crix the piece
drew 85,000 payees for an esti-

tor.

(CD-1,057; S4.80). Final and 37th
edy" finaied the repertory season, week; longest
Broadway engageat the City Center.
"Sleepy Hol- mcnt
of any Shavian revival; rated
normal low" was a' casualty, leaving the over $17,000.

above

slightly

"Naushty
year. monic Aud

With New 277G

Out

'Sleepy

along Broadway was own and on summer operating basis
week, weather, mostly can go along profitably both way:;;
inclement, being the principal fac- again rated around $12,500.
last

"Blackout of 1918," El Capitan
i312lh wk) (1.142; $2.40). Bounced

own; $24,000.

Likelier

UpJ4G;

29G, 'Ballads
Business

bettei'

Detroit, June 15.
Town went all out lor "Life
With Mother" when it world
preemed at the Cass Tuesday (8)
and the three daily newspaper 'Marietta'
critics were unanimous in their
prediction:' of a
new Broadway
hit. Originally slated to open on
'Okla!'
Monday (7) it was delayed one
day to give show and cast an extra run-through. So for tlie seventh
Los Angeles, June 15,
or Money," due at the .Selwyn, performances the take at the b.o.
Legit hiz bounced back last week
June 22.
was a very satisfying |19,000.
with all holdover houses reporting
Shubert-Lafayette turns on the better busine.ss. Onset of summer
Estimates for Last Week'
Great lights June 20, after weeks of climate, and first insurge of visitButton
Shoes,"
"Higli
Northern (4th wk) (1,500; $6.18). darkness, when Elizabeth Bergncr ing tourists, didn't hurt at all.
the first of a 10- week series
Sole newcomer this frame is
Show is soldout' weeks ahead.- Ca- opens
with "Escape Me Never."
"Lend an Kar," new musical which
l^acity take, $38,000.
preems tomorrow (16) at Las
".lohn Loves Mary," Harris (18th
Palmas with one eye: on Broadway.
wk) (1,000; $3.71). Swung_back into
Estimates for Last Week
the b.o. win list again^^^xcellent 171

$18,000.

'Annie' 41G, 'Allegro' 33G, 'Rainbow'

cious Op(>ra Hoiisc;
In its second week it did soek,
biz for a sensational $46,000.
It's
really the fourth time the Rodgers

"Carousel"— Aud..
19):

St.

Paul

(14-

Met, Seattle (21-26),

"Harvey"— Nat'l, Wash.
"High

(14-26).

—

Gt.

Mary"—Harris,

Ghl.

Button

Shoes"

Northern, Chi. (14-26).
".lohn Loves

goes

48th

$4.20).

St.

to

Cieve.

Chicago

(I90th

Advance

engagement.

sale

wk)
for

exceptional run click; with James
Dunn playing lead, business im-

proved la.st week to around $11,,'>00.
"Hieh Button Shoes," ShUbert
(26th wk> (M-1.387; $6). One of the
most solid of musical hits continues
to sell out and play to standees all
performances; nearly $38,000.
"Inside V. S. A.." Century '6th
wk) (R-1,670; $6>. Broadway's top
grosser has standees all times and
figures to hold thaf pace well into
new season; well over $47,000.
"Joy to the World," Plymouth
flSth wk) (CD-1,063; $4.80). One
of the moderate gro.ssing shows
with fair chance to span summer;
rated over $11,500 la.st week.
"Look, Ma, I'm Dancin," Adelplu (19th wki (R-I,434; $4.80). Getting excellent money though under
pace of early months; rated iiround
$25,500.

Hamia

in Big

With ei9G in

Year

24 Weeks

Cleveland, ^tme 15,
After closing, its season recently
with Bert f^ahr in "Burlesque," the
llann's owners found, upon balancing their books, that they had
grossed a total of approximately
$619,000 on 21 shows during a
playing period of 24 weeks,.
That averaged about $26,000 per
week; according to Milton Krantz,

manager, who claimed this
had an edge over all other
mid western 1 egit stands Of com-<
hou.sc

fi^'ure

parable

size.

Top Cleveland grosser was Mary
Marl in in "Annie Get Your Gim,"
which raked in $64,000 in eight
perionnances when sponsored by

management at civic audiNext best was "Carousel,"
.S38,515; "Showboat," $34,449; Katharine CoiTiell in "Antony and
Cleopatra," .$27,933; Tallulah Bankhead in "Private Lives," $24,447;.
llanna
torium.

'.14-261.
"Make Mine Manhattan." Broad"1-ady Windermere's Fan" — liur.st i22d wki iH-i,16(i; SG!. Revue .Joe E. Brown in "Harvey," .$48,Geary, Frisco (14-26).
strong in comedy drawing great 449 in two weeks. First stanza hit
"Life with iVIother"— Oa.ss, Det. money; variance in gross lias been $24,230; second, $24,219.
(14-19).:
slight and last week's gross topped
"Naughty Marietta"
Philhar- $35,000.
monic. L. A. (14'19).
"Me and Molly," Bela.sco (I6th
XaronseF 31G, Mpls.
"Oklahoma!"—-Opera Use., Bost. wk) (C-1,077; $4,801. Has made the
14-26).
.^rade as moderate money draw but
Minneapolis, .Tune IS.
"Oklahoma!"
"Carou.sel," winding up the local
Biltmore, L. A. dipped to around $9,000 last week.
".Wi.stor
Roberts," Alvin (17th legit sea.son. did a fairly, good $31,(14-19); Aud., Pasadena (21-26>.
"Private LivcS"— Curran, Frisco wk) fCl>-l.,'J.'>7; $4.80). Sold out 000
for
six
nights
and two
(14-26).
three months in advance and will matinees at $4.20 top in the 1,900".Show Boat"
Shubert, Chi. continue that .status for many seat Lyceum.
(14-26).
months to come; $34,500.
There were raves from critics
"Sweethearts"
Philharmonic,
".Sleepy Ilotiow," .St. James (M- and patrons, and if. show had been
L. A. 121-26).
1.505; $4.80). Taken off after week spotted tariier in the se^sam it un"Winslow B«y"
Uusic Hall, and a half; musical disappointment doubtedly would have grMbbed at
K. C. (14-19); Biltmore, L. A.
"Strani^ Bedfellows," Morosco least $10,000 more. Fiqal pighta

—

•

—

—

.

—

121-26).

-

(22d wk) (C-935;

|4.m

Held

its

were

capacity!.

>

'
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Metro producer Sam Marx in
from the Coast.
Dancer Ann Miller due in from
'

the Coast this

week

for a vacation.

Gary Cooper in from the Coast
Saturday (12) to vacation on Long
Island with his family.
Louis Cohen, prez of Jimmy
Durante's music publishing of lice,
'

east briefly to visit kin.
I.
E. Lopert, prez of topert
Films, returns from a two-month
I

European

junket

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Habiraah Players will do "The
Dybbuk" at Grossinger's, upstate
resort, June 20 and 24, while guest-

ing there.
Bernie Kamber back after a
couple weeks of Coast huddles with
his bosses, Benedict Bogeaus and
Carl Leserman.
Loew booker Sid Piermont's
apartment burglarized Sunday (13)
of jewels and movie camera of un-'
determined value.
Gradwell L. Sears, United Artists
•

prexy, in New York hospital this
for a checkup. Expected to
be out by Friday (18).
Ken Englund and -Lou Levy arrived in New York from the Coast
over- the weekend to complete

week

plans for a legit musical.

R«4. station in Salzburg celebrated
Its third anniversary.
Thiersee-Erl and Brixlegg PasAlbert Hall closed for annual
sion Plays in Tyrol postponed until overhaul June 26.
1950, due to lack of funds.
Les Compagnons de la Chanson
Raoul Heimler, 71, painter died. coming to the Casino July 26.
He was last of Beethoven family
Peter Haddon took over Hugh
(great-grand-nephew of Ludwig).
Dempster's role in "Carissima,"
Robert Stolz operetta, "Two latter off to Hollywood.
Hearts in Three-quarter Time,''
"Travellers' Joy" at the Crihaving successful run in Titania terion is first show to revert to
Theatre.
pre-war opening hour of 8:30.
Volkstheatre, managed by Paul
"Life • With Father" ended a
Barnayj to have its own film studio, year's run at the Savoy Saturday
following lead of Josefstadt Thea- (12), to go on provincial tour.
tre here.
Robert Coote, just arrived from
Alexander Kowalew-sky; 60, who Hollywood, joins cast of new Sydreceived a license for the Stadt ney Box Film, '-Once Upon a
Theatre a few weeks ago, died Dream."
.^uddenly.
Sally Ann Howes to play opEric von Stroheim expected here posite John Mills in Two Cities
to work on "Red Signal," directed filmization of H. G. Wells' "The
by Ernst Neubach. It's al French- History of Mr. Polly."
Austrian production.
Granada Theatres, Ltd., acquired
Salzburg City Theatre to pror three more outer London picture
duce "Dark Victory" by George houses: Regal, Kennington; State,
Brewer, Jr., and Bertram Bloch, Thornton Heath; Broadway, Deptdiret'ted by Richard Wegeler.
ford.
"The Trial," G. W. Pabst proRobert Atkins opened his annual
duction, to be shown at forthcom- Shakespearean season at the Open
ing Venice film festivals; Aug. 11- Air theatre, Regent's Park, June
26, as one of Austria's outstanding 8 with "As You Like It," to run a
films.
month.
Announcement of imminent closJulius Aussenberg, representing
Sir Alexander Korda; here to com- ing of "Mountain Air" at the Complete
negotiations
with
State edy put on a spurt at the boxoffice
Opera for series of filmed Mozart and show is now continuing in-

definitely.

operas.

In spite of the slump which has
Austria Invited to July copyActor George Murphy due in
hit provincial towns as well as
Philadelphia to serve as a Cali- right conferehee in Brussels. Will
London, Martha Raye cleaned up
fornia delegate to the Republican present new proposal to avoid
her recent visit to Glasgow, doon
double
taxation
for
authors
and
national convention there.
ing record-breaking business.
Al Paff, Unlversal's assistant for- composers.
London County Council presenteign chief, planed to London last
ing a pageant play, "The Story of
week on a two-to-three week swing
London," depicting the city's histhrough Britain and France.
Paris
tory since Norman tiihes, at the
Distaff professionals plan formaOpen Air theatre In Flnsbury Park
By Maxime de Beix
tion of a club to be called the
June 21.
Troupers; there is one such organElen Dosia to London for a short
Sarah Churchill and Norman
ization—-the Twelfth Night club.
visit.""
Wooland will costar In the Wessex
Robert L. Ripley;' back from a
Borrah Mlnevitch back from a Film production of "AH Over the
foray into the Orient, guest of quick Germany o.o.
adapted from R. F. DelderTown,"
honor at Banshees luncheon ThursMaurice Chevalier signed for a field's stage play. Derek Twist is
day (17) at the Waldorf-Astoria.
director.
Chanteur Charles Trenet was re- year- on Radio Luxembourg.
David Hand, former Disney asTania
Fedor
given
six months
week
leased from Ellis Island last
for alleged illegal deals in currency. sociate, now Rank's cartoon chief,
after a detention since May 14 on
Phil Romalne and Terry Brent will do a series of animated Engcharges of "questionable transit."
clicking with their ice show at lish county histories with all the
.•hLouis B. Mayer to be guest of
local ballads,, to be called "Musical
de Glace.
honor at a dinner of the amuse- Palais
Marcel Dupre leaving Paintbox."
ment division of the United Jewish forOrganist
addition to the Charles B.
an eight months' tour in U.S.
Appeal at Hotel Astor, N. Y., June and South America.
Cochran kudos in the King's birth29.
Eric
von
Stroheim
to the Riviera. day honors, other stage tributes
CJael Sullivan, new executive diCashin, 20th-Fox Holly- were to Henry B. Phillips, manBonnie
rector of Theatre Owne)(-s of Amerwood fashion expert, gaq,dering aging-owner of Carl Rosa Opera
ica, feted at a Hotel Astor press
Co,, and Jack Jones, author of
coutouriers and picture galleries.
luncheon tendered him by TOA
Hugh Martin signed by the Shu- "Rhondda Roundabout," both of
yesterday dues.).
berts to write "Follies" music, and whom become Commanders of the
Agent Eddie Sherman, who re- giving up the act intended with British Empire.
this
week
on
from
England
turned
Metropolitan Ballet had enthusiAnnabella Ross who gets a twothe Queen Elizabeth, has set up
year contract from Bernard Hilda. astic welcome at the Scala for
plans for film production in Italy,
youthful company presenting "Les
England and India.
"Designs With
Sylphides,"
Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros,
Strings," "Prince Igor" and a new
vice-prexy, heads for London toTokyo
divertissement, "The Lovers Galday (Wed.) for confabs with Max
George
Klrsta, with
by
lery,"
Fire almost totally destroyed
Milder and Joseph Hu^nmel, commusic by Lennox Berkeley and
pany chiefs in London and Paris. Shin Sekai (New World) Newsreel
choregraphy by. Frank Staff.
Mrs. Howard (Gail) Strickling, studio, including its film library.
Dan Lawler, chief of the Docuwife of Metro's studio publicity
chief, arrived front the Coast Mon- mentary Film Unit in the Army
Mexico City
day (13) and sails tomorrow (Thurs- Dept.'s Civil Affairs Division, has
By Douglas L. Grahante
day) aboard the Queen Elizabeth to arrived in Tokyo for two-months'
head, to HolMichael Soke,
visit.
join her husband in England.
lywood
for
a visit.
Jean Dalrymple planed to LonLt. George N. Reinhardt of New
Mexico's "Dr. I. Q.," Jorge Mardon, Thursday (10) to catch the York, directing the Signal Corps'
opening of "Les Mains Sales," film coverage of war crimes trials i-on, hospitalized by exhaustion.
Julian Soler, secretary of naJean^Paul Sartre's drama which in Tokyo, married May 22 here to
tional
actors union, planed to
she plans to produce with Gabriel Florence Adams.
Pascal in New York this fall.
Toho Motion Picture Co., en- Spain.
Max Gomez, long RKO manager
S. Arthur GUxon, pre'z of Cinema
gaged in dispute with its union for here until recently, now at the
Lodge of B'nai B'rith, producing six weeks over its mass discharge
local helm for Monogram.
documentary outlining vocational program,
indefinite
announced
Maria Tereza Montoya, dramatic
guidance work of the organization. closing of its main studio, as of
actress, and troupe back from
Glixon, an attorney^ has already
June 1.
profitable tour of South
long,
produced two other briefies for
Daylight saving time, observed America.
B'nai B'rith.
Esperanza Iris, veteran operetta
•Earl and Rosemary Wilson were in Japan this summer for the first
slated to return last night (Tues- time, caused Broadcasting Corp. of comedienne, and husband, Paco
day) after a couple weeks on the Japan to extend its night broad- Sierra, operatic baritone, started
Coast, where the New York Po-st casting period one hour, to Mexican road tour.
columnist was gathering yarns. Pair 11:30 p.m.
When Guillermo Palomar, baristopped in Denver and St. X<ouis on
Yoshlo
s a w a,
Hollywood- tone of the smash Spanish songthe way back to see editors of client trained former president of Toho dance show, "Cabalgaca," at the
Motion Picture Co., purged early Teatro Iris, lost his voice while
papers.
Joseph Curtis, veepee in charge in the Occupation, has been performing, Paco Siei-ra, Mexican
of motion pictures at Weiss & Gel- cleared of militaristic charges by grand opera singer, hustled down
from his apartment in the theatre
ier, to the Coast over the weekend the Purge Appeal Board.
for huddle,'? with execs of Columbia;
Topping 1947 income list of film and substituted.
Two plx, "Nocturne de Amor"
Howard Hughes Productions and stars, according to survey by Osaka
Mary Pickford Productions to set Financial Bureau, is Chikako Ml- ("Love's Nocturne") "Maclovia"
advertising plans on forthcoming yagi, Dalel actress, who received ("Gertie"), picked by Cinematoreleases.
650,000 yen ($13,000), followed by graphic Arts and Sciences AcadWalsh, International Yukiko Todoroki, Shochiku star, emy of Mexico and the National
Richard
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- who made 350,000 ($7,000).
Cinematographic Commission for
ployees pr«z, has asked all union
Impending Jap visit late in Au- the Venice film fair, "La Perla"
members to volunteer their serv- gust
("The Pearl"),- made in Mexico by
of Helen Keller has inspired
RKO, and "Crepusculo" ("Twlices at screenings of "Report for
the newspaper, Mainichi, BroadlightV) were picked for the Prague
Action," special two-reeler on juvecasting Corp. of Japan and Educanile delinqiiency produced by the
show.
tion Ministry jointly to sponsor a
Theatro Owners of America.
prize contest for the best song lyrics
composed in Miss Keller's
honor.
•

m

j

WB

waves by Senora de Peron, lined
up music contract at Goyescas
nitcry.
Italian

singer Alberto RahaSl}arrived from Europe for Belweb broadcasts^ Long a
on records in Argentme
market.
»
,
U. S. pianist Byron Janis

grano

mobbed by autograph hounds

Vienna

.

Beniamlno

after

comedy by Sam arid Bella SpeLed Beinz'Hajek "took over job wack at Country Playhouse in

Spanish

version

of

hospitalized

up with makeun"

laid

for

Norma Shearer recovering from
minor surgery.
Paul Holahan's new film name
Paul Hogan.

Is

'

;

mlnOr operation.
Following
w'eek stand^

•23.'

/'V

Sir Ralph Richardson in from
oneClub England to make his American film

Benny

Sam

i

'

Field's
Borsellino's

'

•

bow.
inked Gertrude Niesen.
Arthur Treacher slated for
Buster West and dancing wife,
Lucille Page, came in to co-pro- strawhatters in Dallas and Louis-

duce Alpine Village revue built
around themselves.
Bert Urvger and Hal Raymond,
local bandleaders who quit music
biz, returned to Florida to look
over business deals.
Billy Tllton; dance teacher, tied
up with WEWS to promote televised beauty c o n t e s t for Miss
America pageant in Atlantic City,
Cleveland Play House was donated two acres of land on town's
main stem, by two wealthy socialites.
Will build a larger, new

;

ville.

Alfred Hitchcock in from Enjif.
land to make a special trailer for
"Rope."
Al JoIson named honorary mayor
of Encino to succeed the late Tom
'

Breneman.

Henry
20th-Fox

Hathaway returned
major surgery

after
Clinic.

Mayo

to
at

•

i

Otto Premlnger returned from
London where he scouted British
talent for "The Fan."
Eddie and Ida Cantor donated

•

theatre.
5,000 pounds of rice to CARE to
Griff Davies back from Boston celebrate their 34th wedding a'nni.
University, where he's taking public relations' course for master's
degree, to handle flack chores for
Australia
Cain Park's outdoor
theatre.
By Eric Gorrick
Nick Pery, head of Aussie Columbia setup, in Singapore.
.

<-

summer

Chai-les

By Les Rees
Vaughn Monroe

.

Baker appointed West

•

Austiallan manager for Universal.

Auditorium

at

Ben Blue bowed Into Sydney
Tivoli June 14 for the Dave Martin

June 19.
Eddie Ruben circuit's managers loop.
had convention here.
"Pride and Prejudice" winding
Larry Storeh and Clifford Guest up fine four weeks' run at Minerva,
into Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Sydney, for Whitehall.
Alvino Rey and Teddy Phillips
McCreadie Bros., indie probands at Prom Ballroom for one- ducers, will film a local horse yarn
for concert

,

nighters.

j-

%
i
''^

titled "Into the Straight."

Charlie Spivak orchestra, with
Vivien Ldigh rejoined the Old
Frank Payne and Nancy Bell, at Vic Co. at Princess, Melbourne,
Club Carnival.
after severe bronchial attack.
"Glass Menagerie," with Mary
Noel Coward's "Present LaugPerry as guest start opened Old ter" will open at the Princess, MelLog strawhatter.
bourne, in August. Peter Grey will
Art Anderson, Warner branch star,
manager, out of hospital after
J. C. Williamson's grand opera
minor operation.
troupe from Italy will preem in

'»

.

•

:

.

'

..
.

:

Plantation Playhouse,' strawhatopens season June 23 with
"Arsenic and Old Lace,"
John Branton, Minnesota Amus.
Co. booker, rushed back to hospital following relapse after op-

ter,

.

eration.

,

Unable to make satisfactory theatre deal, Charlie Fox of Milwaukee says he's withdrawing from
burlesque here after operating
Alvin for three seasons.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
George

Jaffe

okay again after

serious illness.

Gladys
with

Omohundro,

WPIT, joined

-

Melbourne

in
August at His
Majesty's.
Doris Frltton winding up a sock
legit season in Adelaide for tlte
Fullers.
Topper was "Mourning
Becomes Electra."
The Fullers and Dave Martin, of
Tivoli -vaude loop, have signed a
longterm pact for vaude to play the
former's Majestic, Adelaide.
VerdojAx" (UA)
preemed at the Plaza, Melbourne,
for Hoyts to solid biz and looks to
cop some coin. Critics gave the pic
top notices.
Red Moore, principal comedian
with the Kiwis, New Zealand concert troupe of ex-soldiers now in

•

^
;
'
'

"Monsieur

formerly second year at Comedy, Melbourne,
KQV. will leave for the U. S. shortly*.

staff of

i

:

",

>

,

Harold Daniels signed to direct
"Daughter of Ramona" for Film
Classics.

Washii^ton

Paula Thomas, accordionist with

Buddy Murphy's orch, parted With
her appendix.
Disk jockey Al Nobel vacationing in Florida for couple of weeks,
Joe Mann pinch-hitting.
Josie Levine, who formerly had
the Circus Bar in East Libei^ty,
took over Club 636 downtown.
Grace Varik and George Cassidy,
both of summer opera company,
celebrated third wedding anni last
week.
Vince Barnett flew In from
Hollywood ,to help his parents,

Luke

Barnetts,

celebrate

,

their

golden wedding.

By

Florence S.

Lowe

Variety Club ladles sponsoring »
"salute to father" party next SatuP-

day

(19).

N. Peter Rathvoif in town, with
Mrs. Rathvon, to visit daughter,
Joan, who goes to work here sooi>»
Kay De Witt, Capitol theatre
soloist,
off
to Scaroon ManPT,
Schroon Lake, to warble for summer crowd.
.
Ina Ray Hutton, who opened
'

nearby Chesapeake Park ballroom,
inked for summer stint at Latm

ner location department, now sta*
tioned here in Army's Film Section,'
replacing Stuart Palmer.
Summer schedule of National
Symphony for its outdoor series InBy Larry SoUoway
cludes Dorothy Maynor, Todd Dun.Jay Jayson and Nancy Donovan can, and
ballet stars Igor Youskeinto Clover Club. Ted and Phyllis vltch and Nora Kaye.
Rodriguez held over.

Mother

Kelly's

shuttering

i

i

-^r,

Quarter, local nitery.
Lt.-Col. John Hortpn, ex of Wal*

'

Miami

,

,

'
;

i

|

'
;
'

this

lyle line and Bob Regent's orch.
"Happy
Sam Barken, who took over
«» Austrian press chief for MPEA, August..
Birthday," with Carmen Guzman, Blackamoor
WHheWi Gyemes, former manaHorace MacMahon will come at El Nacional Theatre runs into rebuilt spot room last winter, has
to seat 250. and reger, of Bdnaeher and Femiha, in from Coast to handle benefit show 100th performance.
named
it Five 0'CIoc% club. ReSroto New York.
for UN Children's Relief Fund
Eduardo Armanii Arge&thia top opeQjsi tomorrow (16> with Jack
^ertcMi • owned Bed - White - June 27 At KorwaUc
Jazz maestro banned from air" Marshall.

tour.

Nathan

Day

:

daughter Rlna week, whUe Kelly freres
vacash,
here for concert tour.
after most successful season in
By Emil Maas
Chilean vocal quartet, Los Quin- years.
Westport, Conn.
Composer Paul Siegel, returning
cheros, on Mundo web for York
Latin tourist influx beginning,
to America.
By Humphrey Doulens
perfumes.
with
hotels
and
clubs
ready to
"Anna Lucasta" staged at RenPianist Claudio Arrau smash
Edith Behrens of Columbia Rectoss crying towels and readying for
filssance .Theatre.
hit at Gran Rex Theatre concerts
cords summering here.
black ink.
and over Mundo web.
"Ddd Msn Out" (Rank) won first
Lillian Gish visting Ruth GorPaddock Club reopened with
Portugese vocal trio, Hermanas
{Kdttk. at Salzbtti^ :Festival.
don and Garson Kanln.
show
featurhig
Mlreilles,
Karole Singer,
on Belgrano web for
Bdtiiih Halle Orchestra, under
John C. "Wilson will try out new Palmolive and inked for Chilean Eddie Barnes, Aurora-Roche Car, John BfU^hiroUi, touring Austria.
Glgli's

Doris

poisoning.

Radio Mundo concert, sponsored
Joe Pasternak returned from hti
by General Electric, and considei*- Hawaiian vacation.
ably bruised.
Leon Schlesingers celebrated
their 39th wedding anni.
.J
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz
Cleveland
cruising in Mexicaii waters.
Bob Hope to Cleveland on comBy Glenn C. Fallen
Tiajuana Club has dropped floor bined vacation and p,a. tour.
Louis B. Mayer hosted FraticiS
shows for summer.
Murray Arnold's orch replacing Cardinal Spellraan at Metro.
Ronald Reagan has sacroiliao
Stan Keller at Hotel Cleveland's
trouble after a fall at Warners,
Bronze Room..
Herbert J. Yates and James R.
Frank Sennes, head of Sennes
Booking agency, getting over Grainger leaving for Europe June
.

'

G

Paul
surgery.

atti

bestseller

19^

Hollywood

Walter Immerman, veepee o*
Balaban & Katz, into Henrotin hos...
^ BiUie Holiday kudosed by tw
Negro Foundation as top songsttflw

pital.

,

!

.

In U. S.
Thirteen-year-old Eddie Foy, Jr-»
here for summer as an iinderstuoy
In "High Button Shoes."
„

;

,

I
}

'

Harry Kuh, veteran advance man

now flacking
Aqua Parade.

for "Ice Capades,"

Buster Crabbe's

Sam Gerson, manager of snjp
bert's Chi theatres, second honer
mooning with his wife at Atlantw
City wltere they honeymooned »
1906.

j

j
;

^

"

ss
WcJneaJay,

Juw
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Prices 'Too High'
)age I
— Continued from page

I
'

the trend its second push
a plan for a similar
slash in admissions for "Time of
Your Life" (UA).
Reports are being heard of
houses off Broadway and in other
cities also shaving the tap, but
there is no evidence of any big
trend that way. State of business
probably dethis summer will
termine whether exhibs will have
to attempt to bloster flagging
grosses by cutting prices.
is giving

this

week with

Broadway

Situation on

s of
^. British
opinion that the series
moves were not so much bona fide
warfare on U. S; product as wintliey
designed,
It's
dow-dressing.
said, to put

getting.

Showmen

in a

favorable

is differ-

are pretty

(11)

under chairmanship

of

is said.

Current plans do not call for
feature production by the majors.
Most of them intend producing
shorts and serials not unlike radio's soap operas. In the main, .serials will be half-hour pix with the
entire story stretching anywhere
from 12 issues upwards.
The trick will be to work out a

—

the "Singin' Sam" of radio,
Richmond,
after a heart attack

daughters.

m

where he had made his
R»rnutnd M. Hardlne, 58, pro*
,
jeetionist at the HKO Orpheum,
After appearing in vaude for a 3es Moines, died after a heart attechnique which would permit a
of years teamed with his tack on June 5 in that city.
number
reel to cost no more than $5,000wife, Helen "SmUes" Frankel and
$6,000, one exec said. That's th*: previously
with Al G. Fields
Willtam K. Kercheval, 64, Sherimain reason for the present rash minstrels, he entered into radio
dan, Ind., who opened the first falnj
of test films. If that can be done— with station WLW, Cincinnati,
ho\ise there in 1908, died in that
and one of thfr chief problems re- 1929. He retired from radio ahout City, June 5.
lating-thereto is the-anumnt (rf stu- a year ago.
dio overhead wMch can bt abSurvived by wife.
Father, 80, of bandleader Spike
sorbed by tele-pix—then the ma*
Jones, died in Pasadena, Cal.,
iors have found a fruitful source of
MME.
June :13.
'

Ind.,

home.

m

prexy

Eric Johnston, were in a inood for
Although threat of a
reprisals.
disastrous tax by the French (see
separate story) gave the company
time to discuss the coin.
little
toppers
the
formally,
situation
British
.

Wife of Charles Brackett, screenIIABIIY FRANKEIi
wiight and producer, died June 7
Harry Frankel, 60, vet vaude at her home in Hollywood. Beperformer and for two decades sides her husband, she leaves two
died

.

was dark and omconvinced that the days are cloakroom mood
gone when a buyer would or inous. Another Withdrawal
could— plunk down $4.80 or $3.60
Never mentioned at the board
for him and his gal to see a picof private disture, and not a very special one at meeting, but a topic

\vell

Selznick has formed a production
unit to turn out flickers for hungry
video stations. Plans or DOS are
something in the grandiose scale,
it

in the talks on
interpretation of the new AngloU.S. pact now taking place in I>onBritish will
the
that
is
Hope
don.
show a much easier attitude when
the negotiations are all over and
industries
S.
and.U.
English
the
settle down to routine operations
each
relationships to
their
in
other.
Members of the board o£ the
America
of
Assn.
Motion Picture
meeting in New York last Friday

bargaining position

ent from that of the rest of the
Nowhere else
country, however.
had admissions risen to the $2.40
top that was charged by a number
of houses and the $1.80 that others

were

England

'

.

MALTA

,

.

Anna Murtha Kline, 63,
IVIrs.
of feature s.nd contract play- who had been known professionEnil Akeson, 60, electrical engito be one of the ally as Mme. Bialta, dancer, died neer at the Palace theatre, Chianswers to the poser of star-build- at her home in Poughkeepsie, N, Y., cago, died in that city, June 10.
'

Use

ers

may prove

ing, it is noted.

,

A

'

medium-priced June 9.
Reputedly a protege of the late
Father. 71, of Sam Engel, 20thTony Pastor and Maggie Cline, she Fox producer, died June 9 in Santa
is said to have been the originator Monica after a heart attack.
of the "flame dance," which she
introduced at Pastor's music hall,
Father. 87, of Claire Windsor,
N. Y.
former film star, died June 11 in
Survived by husband, Henry Hollywood.'

name thesp who catches on in tele
can then be capitalized in straight
of those theatre films. Radio produced a
cussion among a
tliat.
:u:i:t..
.
,.
possibility
the
number of stars but tele should be
Feeling is that the pnce-hackmg present, was
from
films
U.
S.
much more effective, since it is a
at the Astor and the Mayfair won't again withdrawing
"the medium which much more closely
do much to resuscitate Broadway England if what they consider
number

.

help those houses
themselves very much. What's
thought needed is general price
cutting by all of the houses to get
people back in the habit of coming to Broadway. IMuch of the potential audience, some execs feel,
is not coming near the big street
because it has learned that going
to a theatre on Broadway means
\, being "taken,
iV As a result, they believ.e that not
''^'.y is the fee-slashing on a broad
oi
in order, but that it will take
or won't even

seal!

sever!

il

months

to feel its eflective-

squeeze" is continued. While repe- approximates conventional filmsi
emtition of last August's drastrc
bargo—which officially ended only
a few weeks ago—is the last desire

Kline.

Wife. 40, of Robert Rhodes, AlC. BOBNSCHEIN
lied Artists .flack, died June 11
69, com- Hollywood.
8.
June
Baltimore,
in
died
poser,
Mother. 70, of Ed Cashman, proHe had been a member of the Pea*
body Conservatory of Music for 40 ducer of Texaco radio show, died
years. His 'compositions for orches- June 12 in Providence, R, I.
tras and choral groups Won many
national prizes.
,„ .i
His musical setting to the Walt
Whitman poem, "The Mystic Trum*
Caiitloiiefi
peteer," known as "Joy." won for
Contimiud from page 1 s:
Federatitm of Muthfr National Federatwai
him the
sic Clubs' award in 1942.
consequently, have issued strict
orders that no delegate should be
JANE AGAR
delegate from
Jane Agar, 59, retired actress, seen talking to a
convention
died June 10 at Lakewood, O. She another state on the
They're" afraid- the .public.
floor.
made her debut in New York
1918 with Maude Adams in "A Kiss might take the wrong meaning
for Cinderella."
from such huddles. If any such
other deals are to be made, consequently,
She later appeared
Broadway productions, including they'll have to be talked out in
"Ziegfeld Follies," and "Hitchy the standard smoke-filled rooms,
Koo," with Raymond Hitchcock and to many of which the tele eameras.
Henry W. Savage productions. In will not have access.
Hollywood, she played supporting
been

FRANK

teifui Reiirises

industryites, it doesn't
appear so disastrous to them now
Gontinned from page I
as it did then. At that time they
considered they had an income of gratis. Burgess Meredith, a cap*
$68,000,000 yearly at stake in Eng- tain in the Air Forces datiiigi the
will
serve as permanent
land. Now they consider as their war,

of American

potential loss only the $17,000,000 emcee, introducing various guest
guaranteed under the recent pact. stwrs who'll perform in skits. Beron the
retaliation more likely to be lin has consented to guest
preem and may also appear on subfelt by the- British is a further retime to time.
duction in the playing time allot- sequent shows from
debut
are
show's
for
the
Also
set
theatres.
J^.
U.
in
films
ted their
and
Herb
Dietrich
While there's no concerted thought Marlcne
Shriner, to be featured in a
of such action, it seems almost a
Roy
sketch.
Jane"
"Calamity
the
during
happened
reflexes
back the show
period of ti>e recent embargo-f Shields orch will
^at a squeeze ^ on Yank films in permanently.• Agency is N. W.
Britain is reflected in an uncon- Ayer.'-;
scious shying away from dates for
British product in this country.
,

A

m

,

Frank C. Bomschein,

%M

Bcause a reeducation camThey think that
'injeeded.
•-iking the wrong at'
hey refuse, to cut
titude when
^ - fear that they
prices because ti..V
additional vol
won t get enoughOwnsate. That,
ume of trade to conV, i^he broad
it IS said, is forgettinr
Cxindustry
appeal on which the filmV Amade
The only bright a.spect of this
must be based and which has-v ^ly
is that his films could
It the cheapest and
most wiL. \t for Hank doing any less in the
Repub delegati^s .fe«ve also
^,„^~ Continued Jrom page 1
roles in Sileixt films
patronized form of entertainmefc ' hardly be
warned.iigaiBfit.JsgsaSife^^
De'VJ. S. than they are currently.
In the world.
'-*Jh,e.»P«saj6Ki^
musician/wi-'''
of the British to un- of
offer
-<e the
Hadio City Music Hall about a V
month ago bucked the downward
trend by upping, its top from $1.25 freeze d6rrars e.uivalenl in a.nount part of
recorcUng
to $1.40.
ward positions physically on the
That is thought to be a to the gross of their films in this studios.
Kenneth Daigneau, 50, actor,
special case, since the price
flow,
with the reminder that
was country, it is estimated that Rank
Since Webber, who delivers
a hi^"*'"*.^^^ York June 11 of a they'll »e in full
the lowest on the street for a
view of millions
top pix are turning in less than $40;000 fine speech, and is AFM-conscious heart
attack.
picture and .stage show,
Daigneau got his early training of viewers along the eastern seaIn to the core, is often employed
plus the a week in rentals currently.
by
spectacle of the M. II. itself. Even addition to all their usual handi- the
It's already been
stock companies and later ai^ .board.
AFM
ruling powers to get them
noted
at the tilled price, it's an
peared in Broadway production^ that the Republicans will serve as"
excep- caps here, they are suffering from oil the hook on dangerously
contional buy, it's felt.
a boycott by Jews as a result of
mcluding "When in Rome," "One gumea pigs for the Dems. Latter
troversial issues, his talk was
in- /.jj'ng; After
the Palestine situation.
Another" and "He are expected to watch closely for
dicative to many. It was felt
that
Who Gets Slapped," for the Thea- any njistakes their rivals might
Riips Prices in Harrisburg
Johnston, at the board meeting liJS conversation was
one way of tre Guild. He was
a long-time make before the TV cameras and
last week, volunteered to return to opening the
HarrisbXirg, Pa.. June 15.
path toward the re- member of the
Lamhs
then correct those errors
loo-high admission price is the England to see what he could do -sumption of recording
before
without too
their own conclave tees off
chief cause of tiie current slump
about the tough interpretation be- great a loss of face
Several
at
^.y Petrillo and
WILLIAM CHASE
weeks later.
t ie nation's film
„r,.booffices. That's ing given the pa«t he and Muh^ey his executive hoard.
WUham
Chase,
67,
former
vaude
Repub leaders have also cauthe consensus of answers
mailed in (representing, the Society of Indeperformer, died at the WiU.Rogers
by Ilarnsburg citizens to tlie Senate pendent Motion Picture Producers)
Memorial hospiUl, Saranac Lake, tioned their delegates against leaving the floor too often
theatre's ad offeririg a year's
IN. I., June 11.
during the
pass negotiated with Board of Trade
answer to llie puzzler, prez Harold Wilson. General feelFor many years he appeared in duller sessions of the convention,
Noel Mills to Tommv
previous conventions, the deleing was that this was inadvisable
"Wily the slump?"
vaude as member of the team of
Easton, Pa., June 9. Bride
is an Chase &. LaTour.
Ad attracted considerable re- at the moment, since it would actress; he's the
At the time of gates could duck out for a quick
radio
comedian
with the public none
sponse from the Harrisburg pub- amount to renegotiating, atj agree*
Mane Jorgenson to Bernard his breakdown he was employed as beer,
the
wiser lor their apparent
lic, with mo!5t of
^^"^"^
the replies con- ment which had already been ne- Klocker, Los Angeles, June 6.
lack of
Both
« ^'''-So interest in the proceedings.
curring in five or six basic causes gotiated and, signed.
Now
''"''"^^y
however, with teJe on the
ol the b.o. doldrums. Chief
Prevailing opinion was that the e[ta"'Sl'!''
anion.?
spot to
C.
SOVTHASD,
record
lliose,
p.
JR.
everything exactly as it
Jacqueline Stewart to Neil Flanaddition to over-priced better stand would be to take a
C. D. Southard, Jr., 37,
died in happens, the delegates will have
admissions, were parking and traf- firm attitude' .in demanding that agan Cleveland, May 22. Bride
to
is
ne conditions, adverse publicity the British stick to their agree- sports writer for the Cleveland Kansas City, Mo., June 7. He was rcnsain jn their, seats. Repubs,
in
sales promotion manager for
Hall tact have insured against
Hollywood and the film industry in ment. Further steps could be de- Press; he's
news editor
the posBrothers, Inc., sponsors of the
CBS
sibility
termined
Anderson
general have been getting, poor
to Hugh Becket,
of too many latecomers
later,
as evidence of .^^I'T'
network show, "Halbnark Playon
the
clear-cut
opening day by assigning
nlras, etc. While the contest is
violations build up. Com- ^r-f^^^ii't' ^"^^ 2. He's manager house," and
not
handled many detaUs
a
group of party henchmeiT to
yet over, it looks as though the 65c pany toppers claim they have felt of^the Metropolitan theatre, S^- of the show
for his firm with the
fill
admission bite charged by the Sen- the effects of seven such violations
agency, Foote, Cone
'il^,sfa<s pending the arrival of
Belding.
Patti Littell to Walter R. Glaus
ate is mainly responsible for
He IS .survived by his wife, son all delegates.
the already.
Winchester, Va., May 26. Both are
Fact
house's dipping gro.sses.
and daughter.
that the candidates, for
on staff of KDKA, Pittsburgh
the
tirst time in history,
will be forced
Marion Fogel to Johnny. Drake,
to play up their
LABY PLAYFAIB
Blames Poor Stories
photogenic quali^"^^ 12., He's one of
Lady Playfair, 71, retired actress ties
r»."H^"^^'''
Pic
order to win the maximum
Minneapolis, June 15.
the Modeniajres, vaude and
nitexy
°* Sir Nigel Playfair, votes has already been noted.
Economic conditions aren't causWith
BrHir*'*"!
S Continued from pagt 1 —
British
actor, diod after a heart au these factors
ing the cMrrent boxoffice slump,
figuring for the
Sandwrich. first time in the nation's
but "a large percentage of features the risk of temporary red-ink op'*«J?«
political
"'^^ ^"'"»'''«' scene, party leaders are
have poor stories or plots," accord- eratiojis.
»•
Convinced
that,
ing to .)ules L. Steele, St. Paul
whether
they like it or not,
Metro, for one, has definitely „ ^^f
Peter O'Crotty. son,
she had tele will aid greatly
Pispatch film editor.
n i*"**' nwrriage
decided on turning out video films, .Santa Monica, Cal., June 7. Father h«S?*".^,
in democratic,
been well-known
on the London mg the country.
'
In an article in his paper, Steele probably in the east for the begin- IS a film publicist.
stage as May Martin. She
is surbelieves "acting, photography and ning.
Nelson, daugh- vived by three sons.
Fox Movietone studios in ter,
i».^?;.i5'**' ^*"f'
Chicago, June 8, Father is mudirection arc generally good, but New York will handle 20th-Fox's
sical director at WJJD,
Chicago.
the yarn told just doesn't 'jell.'
program, which is to be supervised
RENA VIVIENNE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Breniier
Rena Vivienne, 6r, retired opby a special unit set up for that
daughter,
Hollywood,
June 6 eratic soprano, died in New York
purpose. Peter Levathes, television Mother
IS magazine writer. Father
production chief, is overall head.
appeared with
IS a Hollywood agent.
nS:%^place with the Al Jotson
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Squires, son in io^'"^.,T.^^v»K« Opera Co.
Britain's
Universal Testing
1905 and later with similar or- show'"'*''
Universal, it's reliably reported, Brooldyn, N. Y., June 10.' Father Vs ganizations.
Continued from p.age I
Comparatively, Allen drew 8 7
^"^'y Squires and associated
is already testing tele-film producShe is reputed to have gained for the
"•^fu"!
with
night,
him
while "Stop" hopped
his N. Y. concert boofc- attention
demand by J. Arthur Rank last tion at its Coast .studios. Parafor
perform.inces
in
week that a 50% quota be set. The mount has been shaping plan.s for mg agency.
half hour of
Butterfly ", 'Chocolate iu.<J.
in o" i'o'i''^^®
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Barrett boidier'
JS.i.i?*''.^^'"
btop s Hooper for the first
hefty hike was greeted as another similar activities on the Coast,
and other productions.
and son, Chicago, June 1. Father
quarter
(8i30-45)
slap, nevertheless, by
is
was 10.5 and the
an
execs;/rf4- action by them is expected shortly. INBC
production-director in Chi
second quarter-hour, 9.9.
ready deeply embittered by BWlt's Warner
JOHN E. STAFFORD
Bros.,
moving
under
Mr. and Mrs, Boris Sokoioff,
Bob Shaw's choral show, precedsharp restrictions on playing time wraps, is ,t1so busy fietting set
John R. Stafford, 73, Niles, O.
for daughter.
New York, recently.
ing Allen, which replaced
his theatres for their product that sort of program.
Edgar
Reportedly, Father manages
and what they feel is reneging and Warners has already been making summer concerts,Lewisohn Stadium 1908 to 1923, died there June 10 Bergen, also showed the effects of
He first managed the old Verbpek the giveaway hour's opposition It
hedging by the government on the test films.
Col. and Mrs. Clarence A. Shoop
theatre and later built the
opened with a rating of 4.6. Beragreement it signed with Eric
Stafford.
RKO-Pathe ha.s a unit which l'?"!'**®'^! Hollywood, June 8.'
His. wife survives.
gen had gone off for the
Johnston and James A, Mulvey will
season,
make tele-pix on order Ho\& ^^7"^^ is Julie. Bishop, of .stage
leaving behind a rating of 16
only two months ago.
4.
ever, it's understood that RKO 11*!,!, ^f"^^"-' J?*^her is a.ssociated
Father of Toni Mendez, former
Continuing to hunt for the will proceed
KT«^J'P'V"^""y contributing to the
choreogiapher but now an indie NBC
with other tria ve- ^'^/^rn^J"* ««fes ^
shdeoff that evening was a
brighter
side,
sorne
American hides on the Coast. Among the
shorts producer, died ^e"^""' downward kend,
^^^''i?*"*
daJSite?
1 ncompany officials expressed the large outside
New
Yorf
w""*"*
since
" indies,
David O, Father"is'
"
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Vauders Get the Santa Claus Urgei

f 1^
-

The giveaway craze
vaudeville, and

into

is

spreading

T¥

,it will hit cafes next. BigChi Cab Features
indication that prospect of
Chicago, June 22.
winning huge prizes is as potent a
Howard LeDuc, Chi cabbie, has
lure as top Jlaihes is seen by the
installed a tele set in the front
fact that "Stop the Music," the
huge Saiita Claus show on the ABC seat of his hack. Reception is fair
traffic, under via•network, has been booked for tlie except in heavy
ducts and on bumpy streets. High
Capitol theatre, N. Y.
chann^ station brings best results.
The layout will operate in the
Set is a table model Motorola
.theatre in a manner similar to the converted for six-volt operation off
airshow. Theatre patrons will be the car battery by George Fyler,
called Up on stage to identify varia tele engineer. Fyler, with no
ous musical selections for a small apologies to Dick Tracy, says that
prize.
Winners will get a chance video sets in squad cars might
to catalog the mystery number"; someday
be used in detecting crim"which will have a jackpot ranging inals and stolen
cars.
to around $4,000. There's the pds'sibility. that the mystery tune will
be changed every few days in order to prevent a too-rapid evaporation of prists,
"Stop the Music" is by far the
heavliest giveaway to hit Broadway
There have been varitheatres.
,ous comedy auction acts, such as
Lionel Kaye and Jack Shea, playiiig the Stem houses, but the prizes
^given out at those shows are peanuts in comparison to the prospec-

are that
gest

,

louis-Walcqtt
In

Telecast At

B way ParamcHint

'

(

Continued On page 46

Broadway Paramount theatre
and the Fox theatre, Philadelphia,
are slated to make television history tonight (Wed.) with the fir.st
large screen theatre telecast of a
major sports jgvent when they both
program the Joe Louis-Jersey Joe

Davis Reaches Nation's

Capitol—The Theatre,

W

•El, JOII

•
I

Davis

the future show surprising unanim"Variety in the past few
weeks has sounded out hundreds of
theatremen, large and small, independent and affiliated, across the
country, on what they think the effect of TV may be on exhibition.
Their viewpoint, in general, is
summarized above. Here's a further thumbnail idea of the opinions
expressed in their letters of reply:
1, Video has no chance of dara-

ity.

..

DINAH-CANTOR TEAM

SHAPES UP FOR

catapulted; bet to 'Statflqia*

;J

« J - Ichltdreia

<tf

tK>Ut inB«ci|«es^^^

25

CENTS

From

Delegates at GOP Philly Convention
By

HERMAN A. LOWE

->

Philadelphia, June 22.

Una!

Cafes Set Pace

,

(Cpntinuea on page 16)

T? Forcing

l-Union Idea,

Tho Exec Setups, Funds

,

•

Steals Spotlight

•

—

—

Walcott

NBC

UT*.

Fine Thing for
Television has ipoved into th«
They're hot at all certain how or
news bigtime this week in Philly,
Phoenix, June 22.
where, but theatremen throughout
Local reporters took a casual lining up shoulder-to-shoulder with
the country are determined to have
press, radio and ncwsreels at the
a part in show business' newest look at the police blotter Friday
(18^ and then did a fast <iouble- Republican National Convention.
turn.
In a combination of novelty,, balExhibs by and large aren't fear- take.
Lana Turner^ the report read, lyhoo and solid achievement, it
ful of video. They see it as a great
had been arrested and charged has copped the .spotlight from
threat to the boxoffice future only
with drunkenness and disorderly everything
but the
candidates
if they don't get into the show.
conduct.
themselves. ' Even the competfto^rs
Thus, taking the foundling giant of
Lana got off with a $10 fine. it will soon be fighting tooth and
the entertainment industry very
He's a 44-ye,-:i'-ald Saeaton Indian. nail for a bigger piece of the adseriously, ^they're acting «n that
vertising dollar
radio and the
age-old principle: 'If you can't lick
press
have been watching its
'em, join 'em."
progress with interest and amazeOpinions of exhibs on the relament.
tionship of television to theatres in

of
to

the Oapttol theatre starting July 15. linefeed.fromJJie
airing, with
Davis will front a six-piece hill(Contihued on page 18)
hilly band, the same outfit that
he's been touring to various vaude
the
country.
throughout
Sez
Exstands
Yauder's Psychic
As governor of Louisiana, Davis
Powers Infliiehced Will
got $12,000 annually. As bandSeattle, June 22.
leader, he'll collect that amount
Claiming that the late Gene
in a fortnight. Davis starts at the
Bag Doll, Chicago nitery, July 2, Dennis, second wife of the late
where he'll get his annual guber- John G. von Herberg, Northwest
natorial salajgr la exactly two Pacific theatre man, used her psychic powers to influence the draw• weeks,
ing of her husband's will, a daughter by the first marriage is attempting to break the 'svill. Miss
Dennis for years played vaude with
psychic act.
'49
Von Hefberg, whose estate is
appraised at $1,241,000, died last
HoUywood, June 22.
Dinah Shore will rejoin Eddie Dec. 18, his wife two months later.
Cantor next season if Milton BioW To six children by his first marreleases hertfrom her contract pro- riage he bequeathed $1 each; to
vision which bars her doing an five children of the second, and
Miss Dennis, he left the remainder
Oiitside nighttime show.
The Shore-Johnny Mercer-Harry in a trust fund.
The petition sets out, in part
James combo for Philip Morris'
Tuesday night NBC "Call for Mu- that "she (Mrs. Gene Dennis von
sic" is on shaky ground and con- Herberg) was a person of psychic
sidfted Unlikely to be renewed for powers over others," establishing
"an ascenjiiency oyer his mind and
next season.
All hands have been asked to was thereby enabled tp dictate to
take deep salary cuts to get the him what he should be with relaSh6w under $10,000 a week, but tion to his children by the foifmer
negotiations have bogged down. It marriage. ..."
The plaintiff daughter asks that
was on Cantor's program that Miss
Shore first attracted attention that the estate be shared equally by

cent*.

t,

PRICE

American film exhibitors refuse
to be left out Of the television act.

heavyweight title bout
Likely to Stall Amalgam
from Yankee stadium, N. Y.
Former Gov. Jim
After 10 years of vague converEvent is considered especially
•Louisiana is finally getting
significant in that NBC, which has sation about "one big union" in the
will
the
and
occupy
Washington
persistently refused to cooperate performer field, practical discustop spot Ht the Capitol—the thea- with any theatre tele operators, sions on the subject are finally
•tr&, n«t the legislative hall. The has sanctioned tonight's pickup. taking place this week in New
eiitertftinltig ex-politico will be at Both theatres will take a direct York. Participating are representa-

Not Legislative Hall

W

23, 1948

1F!Dllli'T LICK Television

V

possibilities

U

BK0mVm

STACiE

of the organizations concerned, including Actors Equity
tives

Assn., Chorus Equity Assn., Screen
Actors Guild, Screen Extras Guild,

American Federation of Radio
Artists, American Guil3 of Musical
Artists, American Guild Of Variety
Artists and Hebrew Actors Union.
The sessions opened Monday (21)
a;nd are being held all this week
at the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y, The

On Amusement

GOP Powwow

At

Philadelphia, June 22.
cafes are setting the pace in
providing diversion for the visiting
delegates and their followers.
glittering collection of
floorshow talent is on hand for the
conventioneers each evening after
they get thi'ough. the arduous task
of picking a presidential candidate.

The

GOP

A

The city which normally has two
to five legit shows I'unning at ohce,
Is currently without stage fare.
Live talent is virtually only to be
found in the grogshops. Some of
the local tavernmen i-easoned that
convention week was the time to
put on anything, as the out-oftowners would flock in anyhow.
Heading the opposite camp was
Frankie Paluinbo, a member of the
citizens pfificial reception committee.
The Palurabo spots Went all
but on the enteitainment schedule.
Milton Berle is playing four-and-ahalf nights at Palumbo's downtown
restaurant, Monday to Friday, with

no dinner show Tuesday, and tlie
place has been sold out for almost
Paul Whiteman's "On
a week.
Stage America" and Tony Pastor's
object of the confabs is to consoli- band greet the Republicans in
date the organizations, all affiliates Palumbo's Click, and Frank Sinaof the Associated Actors & Artistes tra is committed to a one-night
of America, an international union guest shot at the spot. The Redwithin the American Federation of caps are headlining In Giro's, anLabor. It's figured that with a
( Contihued on page 41)
revitalized and strehgthaned 4A's,
the

various

performer"

groups

would have gi-eater unity and,
under the Taft-Hartley law, greater
power.

With the 4A'sas "one big union,"
(Continued on page 46)

Hepburn Wants tF;S. Ains
For Her Viennese 'Story'
Vienna, June

15.

Katharine Hepburn

Vienna in July and

is due in
is trying to ai^

range to appear with local American amateurs in a production of

"The Philadelphia Story."
The American Vienna

munis

Com-

Tyro Thesps Ant6

Unusual experiment by a group
of young unknown actors seeking
recognition Is being launched via

WGYN,

FM

week

for the first time. Generally
they have been delighted with it
despite the obvious blunders and
frequently
corny
showmanship
which have made some pre grams
seem right out of the "Great Train

Robbery" and

crystal-set

age

of

entertainment.

In the two or three days before
the convention began and sinfie tlje
starting gun of .the quadrennial
GOP hassle, ti^ has bWlieA
<CoHtintied oil page 32}

mi

French Look for Banner
Tourist Season, in Paris

And

at Seaside Resorts

Paris,
tourist season is
.

The

The papers are

way.

June 15.
on in a Wg

full of ads
enticing tourists to visit in every
nook and comer In Paris itself.
Apart from supplying a decent taxi
service «r enough hotel accotnniodatioh (all fh^tclass hotels are
booked for at least two months
solid),
everything points to the
eagerness to catch 'em and hold
'em until they've been squeezed
dry.
Provided, of course, that
tourists are willing to pay in dollars.
Then they can get 125 gallons a month of gas for their car,
getting the coupons from any
branch of the Banque de Prance.
They can even get a drink at 900
feet altitude because ''the Eiffel
Tower bar, in charge of barman
Emile Roux, has reopened for

them.

Summer

resorts are also antici-'
(Continued on page 46)

MORRKSmLliiGlO

indie.
N.Y.
Ten aspiring thesps, banded together as
the
Repertory Theatre, are
London, June 22.
plunking down tlieir own hardBill Morris, of the William Morearned coin to give tliemselves 13
ris agency, is still negotiating
with
weekly half-hours on the station in
comedian Sir Harry Lauder In
which to display their talents in
Scotland regarding a final "faredramatic setting.
Group has retained Ronald Daw- well" tour for the comic.

FM

COAX UDD8R BACK

Proposed deal would also costar
son, proprietor of the Lend-Lease
Scripts Library, as its director and Lauder with Bing Crosby in J,
its scripts from Dawson's ArthuiRank's forthcoming film
•
- vetslott -ctf «Brtt»doonj«»
'

Theatre will sponsor the will draw

jBnglii^-Utnguage perforttance.

Own

CointoActonN.Y.FM'er

Journalists and radio people
from wany parts of the nation
have been witnessing tele this

files.

..V'.

•

.

'

:
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PICTURES

Broa^ay Ups and Downs Ibfced I^e

Hock of Pix Personalities Trd
To

^P C4mvention

for

Pfailly

Philadelphia, June 22.
Motion picture figures are generally playing a modest part in the
current Republican conventicmr al'
though one of them, aetor George
Murphy, caused one of the Wggest
splashes on opening day.
Murphy, a California delegate,
made a motion to adjourn the initial session for lunch early in the
afternoon and thereupon precipitated a rush of photogs to pose him'
with Carroll Reece, cliainnan of
the G.O.P. National Conumttee. It
was the iirst stampede of the conTention.
Mwrphy wass televised
with his candidate. Governor Biurl
Wari'en, of Calif.
Several industry officials are ex'

Best known victim o£ the shocking disaster "last Thursday il7),

HVood

Film Coundl

Hollywood, June 22.
Marking the first milestone of
the U. S. labor movement's entry
into regular film production for ite

own

objectives, the

AFL

Hollywood

Film Council

is currently readying
22-niinute documentary,
"Poverty in the Valley of Plenty,"
for release to trade unions and
community dubs. Organized last
year, the Film Council is comprised
of heads of 23 studio unions with
the aim of turning out labor propaganda pix in accordance witili top
its initial

Names darned

Jack Brjson, latter le^lative rep
for the Motion PictuM Assn. of
America. Thus far, Eric Johnston,

i

Irene Dunne is a visitor, actress
hob-nobbing with Clare Booth
Luce. Henry Moi^n and a publicity staff have been doing their
best to turn the town upside-down,
fiftckery-wise,

in

advance of

tlie

preem of Moi^n's film Thursday
night, and apparently making good
.at

it.

Gamble

Present;

Fibn industry's most important
IHditical figure, of course, is Ted
B. Gamble, prexy of the Theata-e

Owners of America, who

is

manag-

ing tl}8 Stassen campaign hei%.
Also here «nd pusliing the Stassen
candidacy is George Converse, husband of silent film star Anita Ste-

wait;
Opening session's entertainment
came from James Melton and VirSinia Davis.

ALL CANADIAN MONEY

In Skock ProBwtioii
V^a<^iiigton« June 22.
Names of many top Hollywood

MONO

PIX THERE

•

313th

WEEKl

KEN MURRAY'S
1948"
"BLACKOUTS OF

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.

Noiv PlayliiB NatlonaUy

"BILL
Special

AM) COO"

Academy Award Winn«r

NewsreekNear
Faotage

%mA

Philadelptiia,

June

22.

The five major newsreels will
have set an alltime record for. footage shot at a political convention
when they stop cranking at the end

of the current GOP conclave, on
tlie basis of footage already ground
out. Best estimates of the reelers
is that tiiey will have taken upwards of 250,000 feet of stock—in-

actors au« included "falsely" in a cluding both
promotion
silver
stock

sound and

—by

silent

mine
the time the Bepublicans call it
"fraud" with which the Securities quits.
Exchange Commission eiiarges N.
The newsreels are facing the fall
James Elliott, New York securities impact of television competition
Over the weekend Elliott for the first time. They are out to
dealer.
was ordenasl to a hearing July 12 prove that the reels can hold their
of
his
to consider revocation
own against the new threat^ and
license.
have been pouring it on with bigPartially through the use of ger stales and more footage than
Hollywood names, alleges SEC, El- ever before.
been sclUng stock in
liott has
Oddly enough, however, some of
American Silver Corp., which he the tremendous footage being
controls.
This, it is charged; has ground out by the news cameras is
been done without rei^tration duplicated, because the men are
and tfarou#i false, inaccurate and shooting partly for video as welL
incomplete representations.
For instance, Faramonnt newsreel
According to an exhibit attached has a crew of 16 here. They have
to the order, Elliott got up a fancy a dozen cameras on hand and much
map showing the route of a "trans- of their stuff is shot in triplicate,
In three cameramen working simulcontinental silver truck trip."
this ballyhoo, a huge truck would taneously on the important stuff.
haul 10 tons of sUver ore from the Reason is that one negative is
mine at Fanamint, CaL, n<»^ of flown immediately to the reel ofTrip as ex- fice in New York, a second is
L. A., to New Yorte.
plained on the chart would be a flown to Chicago, where it is
press agent's dream^ with the
(Continued on page 6)
mayors, police chiefs, heads of
local Kiwanis Clubs, etc., turning
out at ^atSa, stop for civic receptions and dinners presumably to
help the boys sell the silver stock.
Map and accompanying legend
said certain stars would drive the
David O. Selznick exjiects to
wagon at various stages and that
have a number of deals closed for
still others would go along, or take
exclusive video rights to a flock of
part in the civic celebrations.
Wagon would start out of Ii. A. on performing groups by the time
an undetermined date with Alan Cecil Barker, his aide, leaves New
York for the Coast early next
Hale, Jack Carson, Bod Cameron,
week. Barker has been east about
Bill Boyd, Alan Curtis and Sonn,v
three months Unin£ up the organiaboard, the exhibit says.
.

—
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May Be Done

Beadies Union Doc Pic

professional standards. Next project under consideration is the fihnization of the histories of major
trade union organizations.
Kickolf film depicts the economic
plight of agricultural workers in
the Central Valley of California
during a recent strike. Studio technicians, who handled the shooting,
cutting -and editing. M^ene paid the
regular scale from coin chU>ped in
ticket way was George Jessel. When by member locals of the council.
he arrived and no ticket was avail- CBS conunentator Harry. Flannery
able, Tony Muto, Fox Movietone did the background narration.
Newsreel boss here, loaded Vessel
with a camera and other equipment
and marched him in as an aide.
Here and there among the dele- Fraudnlent Use Of
gations have been Will Hays and

prexy, is among those missing with no indications whether he
will show. Another of the Califorlua delegates is Mns. Ida Koverman, liouits 8. Mayer's secretary,
while Mendel Silverberg, attorney
for motion picture companies, is
also a delegate from the same state.
Harold Ziloyd is present as an al-

when a Dooglas DCt6 plane crash-'
ed on a mountainside near Mt.
Pix Carmei,
Pa.j while enroiite from
"Nora Los Angeles to New York, was Earl
Drake" daytime serial may be pro- Carroll, 56, fcsnner Broadway produced for Toni shampoo for 15- ducer, who had been operating a
nunute daily telecast. Represen- theatre restaurant in Holly w'ood.
was Beryl Wallace,
tatives of the sponsor went to Hol- Lost,
too,
lywood last wedt to check on the around 38, former showgirl who
matter of production cost for such was the lead in CanoU's Coast revues. Disintegration -of the plane,
ao operati(Mi.
The idea would be to do the which exploded after striking a
serial in quarter-hour installmentSi high tension electric cable, was so
but shoot as many 'episodes as pos- complete that only some of the
sible in a single session. It would bodies of the 43 passengers and
be necessary to have the script crew could be identified. But Carmonths ahead so the roll's wallet, containing over $1,written
scenes using the same locale could 000, was found among the debris.
be filmed in sequence, thus saving
Carroll, as producer of laviidi
expense on set construction, loca- revues in the 1920's, notably varition trips, etc.
ous editions of "Unities" and
was a contempo"^etchbook'*
considerSo far the company is
ing the scheme «M»ly for "Nora," i-ary of the late Flo Ziegfeld. He
not for its "Crime Photog," "Give came to New York from Pittsburgh
penniless
and
his
first job was with
Seated"
"Ladies
Be
and Take" or
He
programs. Foote, Cone & Belding music publisher Leo Feist.
!9 the agency on the account, and scored by writing in 1913 the ly"Nora" is scripted by Julian Funt rics for "Isle D'Amour," impwted
song. But a collaborative effort with
and directed by Charles Irving.

^Nora Drake* Serial

pected down from New York to']!iommr-<Wednesday) or Thursday.
ABumg, those JSgured to show for
the "bpt" sessions, at which candidates will be placed in nomination and the voting will take place,
are Spyros Skouras, Harry M. Warner, »nd J. Cheevcr Cowdin, Their
neware^ reps are jealously guardIns duaitft lor than.
One num not
ftniunate in a

MPAA

Of EartCiffroil iHeii u Plane Cradi

IHXKluction of 10 films in Canada
In the next two yeas by Canadian
International Screen Corp. and
Henaissanee - Films for Monogram
and Allied Artists release will be
financed entirely by Canadian capital Avithout backing from Monor,
AA, latter firms' prexy, Steve
Then at various points 'other figBrmdy. declared in New York yes- ures would - step into tiie act.
terday (Tues.). He said the Among those named are: Lawrence
Canadian companies are scheduled Tiemey, Michael North, Kurt
to start shooting in October, with Krueger, Helmut Dantine, Steve
the first pictures set for delivery
{Continued on page 6)
by Jan. 1.

TU^

TAIHT

film

version

of

its

Tracy's
Brings Fireman Rebuke

On

Safety-Role Vyation

Maybe Spfencer Tracy should
have stood in bed, instead of smoking in it, as he's pictured doing in
Metro's "State of the Union."
A. E. Cooper, veepee of the
Orange County (N.Y.) Volunteer
Firemen's Assn., has sent lengthy
telegrams to various top Metro
execs, to Motion Picture of Assn.
prexy Eric Johnston and to various
safely groups, chaii^ng that the
scene is a flagrant violation of fire
prevention rules and should be cut.
According to Cooper, "this scene
sets an unfortunate example to
many millions who will see the
picture and will undo much of the
preventiott prt^ress accomplished in many years by fire fighting, safety and insurance groups."
fire

BOIHM£

:

Metro prez Nicholas M. Schenck
turned over his wire from Cooper
to M-G veepee and general counsel
J.
Robert Rubin, who advised
Cooper he was referring the mat- Other Husband" and "Murder at
ter to Frank Capra, who produced the Vanities," which opened at the
"Union."
lilPAA veepee Francis New Amsterdam and moved to the
Harmon, to whom Johnston re- Majestic.
At the Carroll theatre the first of
ferred his wire, answered Cooper
that prints of "Union" are already nine "Vanities" was staged. Ziegin circulation throughout the coun- feld billed his many "Follies" a«
try,
which makes it extremely "Glorifying the American girl,"
doubtful that the scene can still be while Carroll coined a longer,
matching phrase. Over the stage
cut.
Cooper, when he's not fighting entrance of his theatre was the
"Through these portals
fires, is sales promotion and ad- slogan:
vertising chief of a business firm pass the most beautifol girls in the
world."
Both managers corraled
in Monroe, N. Y.
glamor showgirls, as did George
White when he produced the "Scandals" series of revues. It's debatable whether Ziegfeld's nude' tableaux or CacroU's "living curtain"
of undraped beauties attracted the

OMIE

JOST

MiS^

Rli%<»l FATAL
ABentown;

Pa.,

W

June

22.

Jack O^ie barely escaped being
zations to which DOS wants rights'
for his new unit, Sefaaut^ Tele- on the United Airlines plane which
crashed at Mt, Carmei, near here,
vision Corp.
Producer's idea is to sign up he revealed here. Oakie came to
basic groups, such as ballets and AUento'wn to "try to help out," he
His divorced wife, Venlta
repertory theatres, which can be said.
counted on for continuing video Varden, was one of the victims of
shows. Contract which he recent- the crash.
While Monogram has had a reHesaidUiatliehadbooked passage
ly inked with Ringling Bros.. Barciprocal production program on the
num
Bailey circus for a film, on the plane with Miss Varden, but
fire with Pathe of Britain since last
"Greatest Show on Earth," also caaceUed his reservatitHi a few^
fall, no advzBUse has been made on
gives him TV rights. He intends hours before the takeoff when his
IN
If.
Broldy revealed company had
studio called him back for retakes
putting
the
video shows on film.
expected to film two scripts, "The
Hollywood, June ZZ.
his latest pic.
No contracts have been signed
..Mase** and *The lEghwayman" in
Film cu.^omers, litee baseball
yet, but a number of them are now
John O'Connor, special events
England, in association with Pathe.* fans, prefer double headers.
nabeing
drawn
manager of the airline, reported
up
Selznick's
atby
tionwide survey by the Research
torneys,
Paine.
tliat jewelry valued at $12,000 beKramer
St
Marx,
Department of the Motion Picture
Assn. of America discloses that N. Y. Pacts are said to be very longing to actress Beryl Wallace
more than 60% of -the nation's mo- difficult to draw, since there is no had been found. The wallet of Eai l
Philadelphia.
precedent for many of the points Carroll also was found, he said.
tion picture Uieatres are handing
here
on the set watering out two films for the priice of one. involved. There are also under"Am
the convention itcene. There are
Bargain hunters axe more numer- Stood to be many more items to
Dietz'« Coast
cover in them than in ordinary
prindipals
out
in
the
New
York
but
area
where
«Usht
a quarter of a
Metro ad-publicity veepee Howmillion extras. They haven't got the percentage of regular double film termets, with the result that
a long shot yet and it will be days bills is 76.6. In the Los Angeles one contract done in answer to ard Diets due back from the Coast
Selznick'ii request for "just a sim- tills week after several days' hudbefore they get to the closeups.
territory the percentage is 64,7.
ple
agreement"—has ,gradually dles wi& studio CKecs, While at
"Dewey and Taft are in the foreevolved into "something resem- the titudio, Diet2 also locdced over
<t»und and Vandenbecs is getting
Bei:pon Sworn In
bling a New York telephone book." forthcoming Metro product, as weB
made up but it's hard to say who
Washington. June 22.
Officers of the new Selznick vi- as the -first features to be' turned
will j^l
picture.
Every bit
Herbert Bei^son was sworn in deo corporation were amionnced out by Enterprise under its
new
player thinks he has a chance, and last Wednesday (Ifi) as As^stant
this week. President is Milton A. releasinc pact with Metio, on
alnuist everyone thinks he will be Attorney General in charge of the
Kramer, who is board chairniaji
whidi Dietz will- handle the jtdvice-president except Abe Last- anti-trust division. As such, he win
Selznick Releasing Oisaniatirai publicity la coordination with XUit's
f«£e!. .
direct the retrial of the remanded and Selznidt's ooaaseL
V.p. and adH^b staff.
"Busine^i in bars and restau- portions of the big New York antl- secretary
is Richard S. Greenlee,
M-G exec also huddled with
xants is terrific. Just how much trust suit.
a member <tf Kramer's law Sanai execs of other studios oa
Cantor will make otit of the ccmB^gBon leplaees John Sonnett, Treasurer is Leonard B. Ca«e, sale ftt the film ri<hts to possUiie
"Inside
Teotloa I don't know."
Who T^wned to private law prac- treissurer of SRO and lone asso- USA." current Broadway legiter
ti.
..
.
George^JetseL
tice In New York.
ciated with Selznick.
i for which he wrote the lyiics. -

N£WirmT(^II.i

;

Enrico Caruso, entitled "Dreams of
Long Ago," was a bigger hit.
It was as a producer that Carroll really built up a colorful reputation for showmanship, first with
straight plays and then revues:
When he presented "The Lady of
the Lamp," in 1916, at the Republie
on 42nd street, N.Y., he ran an
extra space ad in the dailies headed "My Last $25,000." It attracted
the attention of William R. Edrington, a wealthy Texas oilman, who
financed the Iniilding of the Carroll theatre at Seventh avenue and
SOth street Four years prior to
"Lady" he wrote the music and
lyrics of "So Long Letty," a Broadway hit produced by Oliver MorosCO at the Shubeit. He also figured
in the scores of "Canary Cottage,"
"The Love Mill" and "Flora BeUa,"
Before entering the revue field
he was a prolific producer with
such attractions as "White Cargo.''
"Uptown West," "The- Florida
cm," "The Hat," "Laff That Off,"
"How's the King," "What Ann
Brought Home," "Oh, You,","Ba\'u"
which was the'openine show at the
Carroll, "Daddy Dumplins." with
Roscoe (Fatty) ArbucWe. "Mary's

&

FEATU
A

Jessel€aiidersm
'

Huddles

—

,

—

.

<

mqre

attention on Broadway.
Bafhtttb Incident
vagaries of Carroll's career

The

were many, with sqiectacular ups
and downs, but the incident that
halted his career was the notorious
bathtub party on the stage of the
Carroll theatre Feb. 22, 1926. In
addition to George Washington's
birthday, it was also that of his
backer, Edrington, and the celebration .was an annual event. Under the picture of the first president was iOie legend "Father of our
country" and under Edrington's
photo; "Father of our theatre."
On the snowy bathtub night, invited to the party^were friends,
newspapermen, and their wives,
who sat out front when a nude
girl, Joyce Hawley, stepped into a
tub supposed to be filled with

champagne. Beporters surrounded
the tub, so that those out front
couldnt see «ie "bath." Actually
the tub contained about two inches

of

sheny and many

containers of

giflgerale were added what the
lass climbed in. No publidty was
supposed to have been given
park's piece de resistance but
I%il Payne, then editor of the
New Yoris; Daily 3Miri-or, brokt the
yarn after convincing the manager
it would be good publicity, but the
"beat" made the other tabloid

scribes

bum.

TSot Irnig

afterward

Payne waa sboud a plane which
started for England but 'was lost lit
all hands being drowned.

)Sea,

On the

ttrengtb of the story, the

(Comlinaed ob page 4t)

.
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SET FOR LONG STRIKE
m

SAG, Producers Resume Talks

.

Hollywood, June 22.
Contract negotiation talks between Screen Actors Guild and
major producers are resuming this week, after being stymied since
April. Key to whether renewed huddles will lead to satisfactory
conclusion is producer and actor attitudes on television and re-r
issues, points which caused original break; Meanwhile, some progress is reported in negotiations between SAG and Independent
Motion Picture Producers Assn.
Results of huddles will be discussed at regular SAG board of

New

I

.

England After Court Verdict

reported negotiating the sale of a block of its
42 theatres in the New England
territory. Circuit is said to be unloading the liouses in advance of
final adjudication of the industi-y
anti-trust suit, since they fall within the scope of provisions of recent
Supreme Court decisions
which makes it unlikely a producei'-distributor would be able to
hang on to them permanently.
If the deal is consummated, the
group of theatres would, be the
Bros,

is

Hollywood, June 22.
Film producers are in a strong
position in case the Screen Actors
Guild walks oft the job at the expiration of the current labor contract July 31.
By that time studios will have approximately 275
completed pictures in their vaults.
This backlog is big enough to keep
the theatres going for an entire
year without the aid of reissues.
Right now the film lots have 233
features completed and in the
cutting rooms, In addition, 54 are
facing the lenses and 47 more are
ready for filming within the next
month. With films already in work

and those slated to start before
the end of the month, a total of
about 65 will be shooting when,
Too Much Fight
and if, the strike starts. SubtractMinneapolis,' June 22.
ing., the number of pictures reAmus.
Co.
(ParaMinnesota
leased in the meantime, it means
mount circuit) is stopping pictures a celluloid ammunition dump numWednesday night at 10 theatres in bering around 27.5?
elsewhere
to
the Twin Cities and
Heading the, list is 20th-Fox
carry tWe Joe Louis-Joe Walcott
(Continued on page 21)
•

Of Fibns

New York

cour": in
but
final, decision,

federal

the

for
verdicts

by Justice William O.
Douglas in the all-industry suit
and in the Schine and Griffith
cases, which came down at the
same time, were clear in implying

certain categories in which the
lower court would be virtually
forced to order divorcement.

Latter include closed situations,

such as preyails in Clinton, Mass.,
Where WB owns both of the town's
theatres, the Globe (622 seats)
and the Strand (l,lll seats). A
less restricted situation, but one
that might meet court opposition,
prevails in Lawrence, Mass., where
WB owns the four leading houses.
There are "six other theatres, but
all are under 1,000 seats.
WB houses in Lawrence are the

<

For 16m Stock

Chinese Worship At
Boxoffice Shrine

Its

Shanghai, June 17.
Metro, with plans all set to start
building its first postwar theatre
here, tias been temporarily stymied
by a run-in with a couple of native
gods.

engage in costly and slow increase
of output by way of erecting new
plants, outfits depending on narrow-gauge stock have already felt
the cramp. Video nets, 'dickering
with major film companies to meet
film tele program xequirements,
have made a guarantee that rawstock allocations can be met as an
Important prerequisite of a deal.
At the present time, majorsbhave
been slashed to the bone in their
demands for 16m stock. Labora-

(Continued on page 20)

lar

the two images with about four
ounces of gold. Since then, the
entire district has adopted the idols
as tlieir patron saints, burning candles and incense before them in
(Continued on page 18)

Sam

Schneider Gets
Extension

5- Year

WB

Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros,

U

1st Major Co. In

Film-Making for Tele
Hollywood, June 22.
While there are strong rumblings that almost all major studios
plan entry into film-making for
television. Universal is the first big
company to launch sucli a project.
Actually U is currently turning out
a test series of sports quizzes; designed to be sold to tele networks.
It is frankly conceded to be a flyer
to sound out whether the studio
Can make telepix cheaply enough.

Good

deal of stock shots and
newsreel material are used by the
studio to piece the series together.
Idea is to flash on famous sportsevents of the past and then question tlie telegazer on identity of
participants, what the event was
about, where held, and so forth.
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>
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escape clause in the new British 45% quota law.
Exhibs
,U. S. distribs here are
counting on it as a possibility
for relieving somewhat the
pinch on playing time for

and

Yank films.
The escape

.

,

•..

I

#
the fact that

is

any theatreowner can petition
the Board of Trade for relief
in his individual case if he can

March.
Reason for the lengthy sessions,
out of which little action has come,

prove that he cannot successoperate

fully

with

.

British

is that Yank company chieftains
are up against problems for which
they have no solution. Their only
direct answer to the British squeeze
is a repetition of the embargo they

films: exclusively.

B way Price Cuts

imposed

situation.

August on shipments

last

new films to Britain, following
the passage of the 75% tax
measure.
While the possibility of such a
serious move was mentioned at the
sessions and was certainly in the
minds of everyone present—there
is far from unanimous feeling that
tliat is the solution. Barney Balaban, Paramount prez, brought it'
up last week and was backed in
the idea by James A. Hulvey, rep
of

As Storm

Signal

With firstruns throughout the
country now taking a shellacking,
uut-of-town exhibs are eyeing current Broadway admission cuts and
rumblings of others to follow as a
der inflationary pressure has "been
growing thinner and increasing
:

resistance to top-priced- theatres

—

(Continued on page 18)

is

being felt. Big question now being
watched if whether Gotham's pricewill bring the customers
bac^k to the showcases.

6RITI$H45^QU0TALAW
UP FOR LORDS' 0.0.

Following the experiment started
London, June 22.
week by the Mayf air, when it
The House of Lords will contrimmed prices with a resultant sider the 45% quota law next Monboost in biz, Loew's State plans to day (2.8), it was learned today.
hike its scale beginning June 30 Bill has already been passed by
when "Easter Parade" world preem the House of Commons, It wAi
will set the house on a new deluxe rushed through at
a midnight sesflrstrun policy. Comparison of the sion last Thursday (18).
companies received biz rung up by the two houses in
American industry's request to
from south-of-thethe State Dept. to file a protest
(Continued on page 20)
.

last

,

U. S. film
another jolt
border with an Argentine government decree that film shipments to
SEABS GETS GLEAN BILL
and from that countiy must be inGrad Sears, United Artists prexy,
sured by domestic
companies.
Decree goes into effect Aug. 1 but is due for discharge tomorrow
distribs are hoping exceptions will (Thursday) from New York hospital, where he has been under obbe made.

against the quota with the British
government, is understood being
rushed in an effort to head off the
Lords' vote.
It is thought here
unlikely, however, that the American move will be effective.

«

Small's Europe Survey
Hollywood, June 22.
Edward Small trains for New
York today (22)- and will sail for
London in two weeks for quick survey of British production situation.
While abroad. Small will make
tentative arrangements for later
filming of "Lorna Doone."

servation for the past 10 days. He'll
be back at his homeoffice desk next

Monday

(28).

UA

topper was' given a clean bill
of health. He had feared return
of the occupational disease, ulcers,

from which he once

suffered.

He

left the hospital for a few hours
yesterday (Tues.) to attend a meeting of the Motion Picture Export
Assn. on the British situation.
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National Boxoffice Survey
Cooler Weather, Rain

Up Biz—-'Homecoming,'

gards,' 'Waltz,' 'Fuller,' 'Arch'

Top

.

.1 St.

NO. Michigan A.T*.
Jbomlon WC9

MarUn'«

Trafalgar 8q.

Fl.,

SUBSOBIPTION

,
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Foreign
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Field

Cooler weather in several parts Wild" (M-G), "Pirate" (M-G) and
of the country and some stronger, "All My Sons" (U) finishing in
new product is giving a better tone order named.
"Wallflower" (WB), while rackto the boxoffice picture this week.
Exhibitors noted that where warm ing up some coin in four spots, is
temperatures prevailed, biz con- highly disappointing being sock
tinued to slump. In addition, ex- only in Cleveland where it is put
hibs were inclined to blame the over the top by Jack Benny and
quality of product for much of his radio group. "Hazard'-'. (Par)
their declining trade, citing that also shows up mildly tliis stanza.
where strong fare was available
"On Island With You" (M-G)
biz picked up.
shapes strongest of newcomers, be"Homecoming" (M-G) continues ing smash in Philadelphia at a
as 'champ for the fourth successive comparatively small house. "Lulu
week although "Give My Regards Belle" (Col), another new entry,
to Broadway" (20th) is not far be- teed off mild in N. Y. "Dream
hind in second position. Latter is Girl" (Par) is being helped along
almost equal to the Gable-Turner to a nice figure by a strong stage
starrer in actual money but shows layout (Phil Spitalny all-girl band)
up withmild takings in several at N. Y. Paramount, but does not
shape too well as, a new film.
spots.
"Emperor Waltz" (Par), which
"Crusades," out on reissue, is
teed off big in Los Angeles several doing sock biz in Detroit and looks
weeks ago, is edging up into third flne in Denver. "On Merry Way"
place, being lielped by $160,000 at (UA), in for a strong round in BosN. Y. Music Hall, a record for non- ton, is okay in L. A. but dull in
holiday week there. "Fuller Brush San
Francisco.
"Noose Hangs
Man" (Col), helped by a fresh High" (EL) will land stout biz in
batch of bookings, spurts into K. C.
fourth slot this round with not a
"Ruthless" (EL) is shaping to do
"Paradine
dull week in the lot. It's leader in big week in Philly.
L. A. and sock in several other Case" (SRO) looks standout in

veepee, has obtained a five-year exten.sion of his employment contract
which won't take effect
with
until Jan. 1, 1951. His present fiveyear ticket runs until Dec. 31, 1950.
Under the terms of a new deal recently inked, that pact will conOne important hurdle remains in
tinue for an additional five stanzas.
U's attorneys are atSchneider will be paid $95,000 the way.
yearly for the five-year stretch. tempting to obtain clearances from
That is at the same rate of compen- all athletes depicted in the newsStudio believes it is
sation as Warners is paying him reel clips.
for the third, fourth and fifth laps necessary to obtain their okays beStanding clearof his present deal. All other con- fore telecasting.
refer
only to Ordinary keys.
ditions and terms of his current ances
Others in the Big Eight 8^re "Atch
contract will apply to the extended screenings in conventional thea"
Of Triumph" (UA), "Bride Go^
treS(
^-.t
period.
1 1
<i
j

WB

is

London, June 22.
one big "if"' as an

and wars was invoked when slashing

the guns were popping and has
been maintained during the fourweek truce. Marine insurance is
still in force for shipping of films
to Palestine but the companies reserve the right to decide whether
programs and hamper the spread or not tjhey'll cover individual
of 'major company 16m sales cam- shipments according to the specific

American film and television industries' are facing a protracted
shortage of 16m rawstock which is
expected to cramp video's use of
narrow-gauge celluloid to record

Company recently purchased a
Site on the Bubbling Well road, opposite a racetrack, to erect a new tories find it impossible to deliver
requirements.
Moreover,
fllmery. Seems, however, that the total
tele's need for the smaller stock is
site contained two stone images,
wlilch have become the most popu- mushrooming at a tremendous rate
images of worship in Shanghai
since the circulation of gossip that
they were instrumental in "inspiring" a local resident to buy a prizeAVinning lottery ticket.
Lucky winper, according to the
gossip, was a worshipper who
showed his gratitude by regilting

riots

yesterday (Tuesday) for
the second time in a week in bitter
and dramatic sessions of indigna'tion over the British situation.
They set another conclave for next
Monday (28) to continue their canvass of possible solutions to the
45% quota imposed by Britain last
week, J. Arthur Rank's restrictions
on playing time for American pix
on his circuits and alleged reneging and hedging by the English
government on the agreement it
signed with the industiy last

development which may catch on
to Palestine elsewhere. Amusement dollar un-

V. S. insurance companies have
cancelled all policies with American film Companies covering loss
of film in Palestine as a result of
hostilities there^ Clause covering'

PixJViuRace

paigns within the imminent future.
The threatening pinch has already
started a race for i-awstock sources
by film companies and video netReportedly, one major
works.
company has recently tied the enBroadway "(1,203 seats). Modern tire output of Belgium Gevaert
Co., third largest producer In the
(Continued on page 2Q)
world;
With no relief in sight unless
the few manufacturers of rawstock

Metro Would Rather

There

in

New York

'Escape' Clause

fight broadcast.

There'll be direct lines into the
houses from local radio station U.S. Insurance Cos. Nix
WTCN, through which the broadfirst to be sold by a major since cast comes and with which the cirUnderwriting Shipments
tribuiial
the
the court's edict,
cuit has a tieup.
returned the major case to the

written

Situation

Major company toppers met

W6 Reported Unloading Some Houses
In

45%

Solution to British

directors meeting June 28. SAG announced it has no agreement
with major producers for actors to finish any picture they might
be working on in event of strike.

Warner

U. S. Fihn Chiefs Fail to Reach
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PlCTIJItfiS
Fast, Girls
Hollywood, June 22.

Hold

Rank Sajfs D.

S.

Forced Current

Wlien ZOth-Fox, bought Uie
"it wag "A Letter to Five
Wives." In two operations it
was reduced to "A Letter to
Three Wives," Latest tag is

Skylugh Costs, Reduced Markets

story

ka^ Crisis by

hksgo

1947

"Three Wive.s."
Other changes- on

By ABEL GRBEN

Over $1,500,000 Raised
So Far for Jewish Fund

London, June 22.
The current trios in BritishAmerican film relations is cine-

Hollywood, June

matic history repeating itself. Last
year it was the 75% tax. This year

23;

X%er $1,500,000 has been raised
exhilntion quota. sb tac for the tJmted Jewish WelLast year's cri^s vitA qualified by tare Piina. tSoal iii$2,500,(M)0.
Inci-eases range from .100 to
the $17,000,080 "settlement" This
year, the answer is sUll a question i,006?o over previous years by film
industrj' in contributions reported
mark.
year, both Uie British and by Samuel Gfoldwyii; (^wnuaign
Ufs

tiie

45%

Last

agr«ed-l!t

was

This year
catastrophic, they agree again;

it's

American industries

preXy.'

:i

.

Industry chairman Dore Schary
have
tliat
studios
six
cited
over last
Yet^TArthurja^^irf Ws gen- achieved big increases
They are Univei^al-lnterersA manner, John Davis, think year.
RKO, I aranational. Republic
fhfi «%-55% ration "nccessaiy.
and Eagle Lion,
•nicy told Variety that/'the Amer- mount, Metro
leans pushed us intxi t&is Uiing by
their embargo in not shipping new
films over Ust tall, after the 75%

grave

^

crisis.

•

j

"

j

1

'

R»ik to Face

wood

lot

are:

Plague French Film Biz-Lopert
Those familiar bugaboos

»

'

West-

tlie

"College Boy"

for "Mr. Belvidere Goes to
College," and "Wlien My Baby
Smiles at Me" for "Burlesque."

film

In

View 45% Quota Law

with something close to extinction,
according to llya Lopert, head of
Lopeit Films, whb has just returned from a six-week visit to the ConThe French industry li^.st
tinent.

writing screenplay.

year

Everett lasj; produced "Julia Misbehaves" and is now prepping
"Half An Angel" for Metro, LatLondon, June 22.
Sir Alexander Korda, second ter will probably start before "Beonly to J, Arthur Rank in volume long," for which release negotia-

Has Workable Premise

of British production, went along
with Rank this week in the latter's
viewpoint that 1 he new 45% quota
law is entirely workable. Korda
and Rank would, of course, be
most' helped by tlie measure, since
it €snsures domestic playing time
for their product,

of the

production

Hollywood, June 22,
Robert and Everett Riskin have
up an indie production unit,
with first picture to lie "You BeRobert, Whose last
long to Me."
pic was "Magic Town" for RKO, is
set

Korda Joins Rank

—skyrocketing

biz

Robt., Everett Riskin
costs and flagging markets— are
Set Up Indie Prod. now threatening French producei's

tions are

now going

on.

Yanks Seek Deals

lost 800,000,000 francs t$2,500,000) in its effort to win its prewar leadership in Europe, Lopert
That's one of 'the big rea-

said.

sons behind the government's move
to subsidize Gallic pix via a tax
of Yank films imports.

Lopert said that the average:
French pic now costs 11)2,^0.000, just
double the run-of-tbe^mill nut before the war. In terms of francs
alone, the cost is tremendously

French inflation has
brought the dollar value of the
franc to an unprecedented low,
French films are also suffering
drastically-cut revenues,. Lopert de-«
Brit.
eC'l^eir American bosses in not
First-run admissions in
clared.
stores as Selfridge's Jiere aren't
temporarily pulling out of this marprewar times avaraged 25- francs
allowed to sell any American goods
ket altogether. They think lliey
Now the price is l^n francs,
Korda's plea was to try
at alL
la\ow the situation belter than
majors
Number
American
and
of
only equivalent to 40c.
which
is
out the quota law and see if it
"swivclchair masterminding bankindies have been endeavoring to Making matters worse, before the
worked,
ers" who are believers in the "half
London, June 22,.
British indie producer had an make deals for production in Rome Fi-ench distrib collects his rentals,
« loaf," plulosophy. They feel
Kossellini,
Italian
Roberto
are paid out in taxes.
^vith
some
50%
a
at
expected
distribution
execs
answer to U, S.
Fireworks are
that Yank companies should stay
meeting in mid-July of the Cine- here who accent that Rank wiU producer-director, but nothing has
Beyond the borders of France,
out until Britain recognizes a free
matograph Ejidbitors Assn. that date his share of the 45% quota been set as yet. That was dis- Anglo pix are finding tough sledmarlKt.
in
>few
York
this
week
closed
by
playto
invited
liest
percentage
films In the
ding, Lopert added. The iron cm',J. .Arthur Rank has been
There's no question but that Uie
Korda declared: "You Seymour Peyser, of the law firm tain countries
attend and which will be opened ing time.
Czechoslovakiai
British are trading on the knowlThat's what of Phillips, Nizer. Benjamin <c Yugoslavia, Romania, Hungary, Po^
lo the press. Rank has volunteered can't blame him.
edge tiiat <ii£ Americans won't pull
to face tiic exhibs on his advocacy Charlie Skouras (head of 20th- Krim, which has been named by laud and Bulgaria were once lucWit completely!
cireuit)
legal
theatres
RosselUni
as
his
American
National
Fox's
law.
rative cu.stomers for French films.
of the new 45% quota
Shorteighted
it's a choice of a Metro counsel.
when
does
These markets have been cut ofi^.
British production topper is ex" Independent
theatreFox's- naBritish
Peyser returned from Rome last
.American market, as pi-csently
pected to do some direct finger- or a Fox picture and
owners feel ttiat tbe government pointing at exhibitors who have turally gets the break."
week with llya Lojiert, foreign pic- .set up, means very little to the
Comment on the quota here gen- ture distributor, of New York. He French producer, Lopert asserted.
ai^ Rank are being shortsighted defaulted on living up to quota
on the 45% quota theorj'. They regulations in the past. Hot-and- erally followed the lines of each drew up a contract by which Lo- "No picture except 'Miiycrling' lias
who
interest.
Those
expressed themselves that way
individual's
pert: will .represent the Italian film yet brought a French company
heavy esichange of words is cerduring tiieir last week's convention
would be helped by the new law exec as American agent and ad- $20,000 in revenues," the pic
tain.
im~
were speaking in favor, those who viser and another which gives Lo- porter declared flatly. "A foreign
<m tbe Isle of Man as well as
CEA members are most out- would be hurt were against.
along Wardour street and other
pert distribution rights to Itos,sel- film is considered successful by an
film rows in every key city in Eng- spoken of any group in their bitSir Philip Warter, Warner Bros, lini's next film, "The Machine That
American distributor if it does $50,Theatre- topper here, said he would try to
land Scotiand, Wales and North terness toward Rank.
Kills the Bad,"
000 gross rentals in this country."
Th^ British Board of owners are resentful at being make the quota work on the AsIreland.
Mayer & Burstyn, who are disSince the general distribution
Tcade'« 45-55% edict was openly forced to play a large number of .sociated British Circuit, in which
"However," tributing "Open City" and "Pai- deal for U, S. handling is'either !>0has an interest.
'flaunted and many exhibs stated British films, rather than having
they would ignore the 45% ratio their choice of British and Ameri- he declared. "1 am afraid that the san," the two films which estab- 50 or 60^ after deduction of wilas they did the 17',&% edict of the can product in any ratio they see new law will cause a .substitution lished Rossellini's reputation in ing costs, the overseas film-maker
the U. S.i have first refusal rights is strictly limited in his potential
past.
Rank told Vartety that he fit. They fear the large English of quantity for quality."
on "Berlin, Year Zero," whi,ch the profits, Italian producers, he said,
would personally prosecute these quota will hit their b.o.s, since
they'll frequently be forced to play
producer recently finished, Peyser are somewhat better off because
recalcitrants.
said.
Two other recently com- the Italian government subsidizes
While tbe connotation of "blow- inferior films.
pleted films arc not committed for them. Half the taxes collected by
CEA had a heavy session at the
ing Ihe Whistie" on the insurgent
distribution, according to the attor- the government from theatres aire
exhibitors was there. Rank's atti- Isle of Man last week, at which it
refunded to the producer.
ney.
tude is frankly one of helping the decided to petition Harold Wilson^
Wa.shington. June 22.
One is a 45-minute close-up of
of
Trade president, to
British industry survive. Express- Board
Eric Johnston; prez of Motion
Italian star Anna Magnanl called
ing himself pro-American, and con- lighten the quota,.
Kcture Assn. of Anierica, is slated The
Voice."
Human
It's a Jean
L. A. to N. Y.
ceding that there should be strong
commission
interim
to receive an
Cocteau stoiry of a telephone conAnglo-American ties in films, as
Brian Ahemc
as a mernber of the Economy Coversation. The other, also starring
Andrews Sisters
in everything else, none the les.s
public
operation Administration
Miss Mjiignani, is a feature titled
Richard
Arlen
he sb-essed the seU-^raservation CHILE
pending
action
advi.soi-y board,
by
'The Miracle."
It is considered
Joan Barton
He even cited Spyros
Issue.
Senate on the nomination subilftPORTS the
.Janet Blair
unlikely for U. S. distribution as
Stmuras, ZOth-Fox prexy, recently
mitted last Saturday by "President
Lee Bowman
it tells the .story of a Sicilian peasliere,
as patting him on the
Santiago, Chile, June 22.
Truman. Johnston was named to
Steve Broidy
(Continucd on page 40)
shoulder and ob-serving, "I quite
The iron shutter' which clanged the board along with 11 other
George Burrows
iCantinued on pase 18)
down on American film imports notables just prior to tbe adjournAnn Corio
here about a year ago has been ment of Congress, and the lastJack Dales
partially lifted by Chilean authori- minute jam prevented confirmation PAR,
Gloria De Haven
RELIEF
ties.
Action by the government by the Senate, Should Congress
Tom Drake
came last, week and is believed to return within the next 30 days.
James A. FitzPatcick
CHI
be the i-esult of negotiations White House officials said, the
Richard Gordon
Chicago, June 22.
pushed here by Jacques Rickard, nominations will be acted upon at
Toni Harper
Hollywood, June 22.
Paramount and B&K, the BalaMotion Picture Assn. of America's once. Otherwise, interim appointJascba Heifctz
Guards and policemen on four Latin
Lena Horne
American representative. ments wilt be made by the Presi- ban & Katz circuit, today asked
Paramoimt, Univer.sal- Rickard has left Santiago for dent, to run until the next session. Federal Judge Michael Igoe to refllni lots,
Al Horwitz
and RKO- Buenos Aires.
Aldous Huxley
biternaUonal,
These appointments are not be- lax the limitation, imposed under
Ilyana
Pathc, voted to. orgaiuae a union
Chilean goveminent Uiis week ing made immediately because the the Jackson Park consent decree,
George Jessel
tinder the lATSfi banner.
issued a limited number of licenses adjournment resolution left the which prohibits showing of films
Ben Kalmenson
Balloting was lield under rules to bring in Vank films. These
door open for the i-ecall of the more than two weeks in B&K Loop
Edgar Kennedy
laid ^ovm by Uie National Labor licenses not only permit the entry
legislators
by
the
Republican house. The petition asks the ban
Fleetwood Lawton
Relations Board.
of a niunber of pix but also carry leadership.
The law governing be lifted for showing of ParaGeorge Lewia
with them the right for American such appointments permits 30 days mount's "Emperor Waltz," which
Perry Lieber
distribs to transfer a small amount to elapse between the nomination opens at the Chicago July 2.
Marvin Lieber man
'Jekyir Arbitration
Request does not specify extra
of total remittances earned by and the grantuig 'of an interim
Robert L. Lippert'
Sam Marx
Delayed 2 Months (hose films. No licenses liad been commission, and it is therefore time is required. Judge Igoe .set
issued for any American features considered probable that no action July 2 as the hearing date.
Bert Nayfack
Arbitration slated for last Friday
Lilli Palmer
for
the
entire 12-month stretch.
will
be
laken
on
the
ECA
advisory
<181 on producer Charles. Rogers'
Gail Patrick
Understood, Rickard trekked to boai-d nominations by the PresiN. Y. to Europe
claim to the title, "Son of Dr.
Harold Peary
dent
as
long
Buenos
Aires
as
to open negotiations
the return of ConJekyiy has been postponed for
Ingrid Bergman
Harry PopWh
two months at Rogers' request, with the Peron government. The gress witliin the next month reDolores Blythe
George Raft
Warren Caro
Metro liad contested Hie producer's Argentine situation has grown in- mains a possibility.
John Reddy
creasingly
The
stringent
for
Yank
board,
dis^
which
was authorized
Jerome Chodorov
ri^t to use the tag on the basis
Irene Rich
U-ibs
and,
as'
things
by
the
now
act
Stand;
of
Congress which
Howard S. Cullman
tbat .it holds sole screening privCleate Roberts
Lily Damita
il^es to the Robert Louis Steven- there is a freeze on botli remit- created ECA, will "advise and con
Edana Bornney
Alfred
suit"
Ilitchcock
tances
and
import
licenses.
with
Obadministrator
Paul Hoffson work, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Ed. Russell
Messmore
Kendall
servers
are
doubtful
that
he
man
can
on
"general
or baiiic policy
Dore Schary
Hyde."
Maureen
O'Hara
accomplish
much
before
Marshall
matters."
O'Neil Shanks
"Jckyir' arbitration took on unJohn Perona
The act provided for a board of
Edward Small
usual importance in that David O. Plan funds ease the tight currency
Mary Pickford
Kay Stair
12 members "selected from among
claim on "Treasure situation in Argentina.
Selznick's
Vera Ralston
Robert Welch
citizens
of
the
U.
of
broad
and
S.
likewise
disputed
by
island,"
Greta Rauch
varied
experience
in matters afMetcQ, was to hang on the "Jekyll"
Edward G. Robinson
MYBNA'S P.A.-IK&
fecting the public interest."
N. Y. to L. A.
«Iecision, it had been agreed, since
Buddy Rogei-s
Hollywood,
June
22.
Lucille Ball
tbe facts in tbe two cases were
Herbert J. Yates
Selznick studio Sacks have set
David Blum
simitar.
Tbemain point involved
Europe
to
N.
Y.
Tonntainh^d'
up
a
European
personal
appearfor
Neal
Y.
Frank
Freeman
ia both was also highly significant:
Madeleine Carroll
Jack Kapp
the legality in this country of the ance tour for Myma Loy in conHollywood, June 22.
Marttta Hunt
Wliitford Kane
French government's extension in nection with the overseas preem
Patricia Neal was signed by
Edward
Lachman
Carole
Mathewsof
"Mr.
Blandings
His
BuUds
1919 of copyrights for six years
Warnci-s to co-star with Gary CopJacques Maritain
Herb Nusbaum
Dream House," in which she's co- per in "The Fountainhead".
because of World War I.
Irene M. Selznick
Anne Pnicus
It's undetstod likely now that starred with Gary Grant
Picture is the- second for the
Buster Shaver
Charles M. Reagan
l>oth the Bogeis
Selznick
She win plane to Paris July 18 Broadway strtress. Her first was
J. J. Shubert
Eddie Sherman
slaimti uriU be settled between tbe accompatiied by her husband. Gene "John Loves Mary"- on the same
Jennie Tourel
Charles P. Sfcouras
.^jpatties wi£boiit resorting to tbe ar- .Maykey.
lot
Billy Wilder
;Andy W^Sntiitb.

tax became

effective."

Local heads of American distribution companies, meantime, arc
ri^teously indignant with what
they call Jthe shortsighted policies

Exli3) Fire

Variety he thought
of, playing time left
for Yank pix was not bad, when
you consider that such major
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PAR'S AXE SAVES $3,593,449
UA

Once More Has Averted
Crisis

Drive-bis Tussle With Distribs For

T

on Shortage of Product

United Artists appears once-f'
to liave squeezed through a

more

Same Deals, Playdates Granted Nabes

30%

SLICED BY

•f

Number

of

new

drive-ins spring-

ing up over the U. S. may resultLachman Quits Allied Job in squabbles between distriliutors
1947 following the British tax till",
For first time in several y«ars, drastically lopped top-echelon salEdward Lachman, prez of New and drive-in operators that wiU
two
Metro will have a double one-two aries, of contract players, scripters, Jersey Allied for the past
put to shame the most vociferous
chance soon with its new product directors and execs OA both; coasts years, is retiring from the top arguments between distribs and
local spot to take on the job of
at the Music Hall, N. Y. following and cut their overall nut by
309o,
standard exhibitors in recent year$i.'
recent playing of "State of Union" it is now disclosed. In all, econ- steering a new private venture.
Drive-in exhibs claim distribs are
of
his
Allied
notified
Lachman
has
and "Pirate" in succession, Man- omies ordered by Par saved tlie
ager Gus Eyssell has booked M-G's company a total of $3,593,449, scal- decision and a new prexy will be demanding the same rentals as they
congroup's
theatre
chosen
the
at
"Date with Judy" to follow "Em- ing paychecks for employees reget from subsequent-fun neighbor*
28-30,
Deal,
J.
in
vention,
July
N.
peror Waltz" now playing there. It ceiving $20,000 or more annually,
Lachman, a Jersey exhib, has hood houses in their territories.
will be followed by Metro's "Julia reducing the nut to $8,372,031 from
organized Carbons, Inc., with U. S. This is done despite the fact that
Misbehaves."
a 1946 peak of ^11,965,480.
distribution rights to the French- the distribs refuse to grant, them
Metro last week also set "On an
Par's action is believed to be
made
carbons for theatr, pro- day-and-date runs with the nabcs.
Island with You," Esther Williams- the sharpest, econoraywise, of any
Jhnmy Durante starrer for Capitol of the majors. In the process, some jectors.
Disti^ibs,
on the other hand,
plagued UA throughout Its SO-j'ear
preem in N. Y.
51 high-bracket employees were
claim the drive-in.s are demanding
history, films were scraped up out
pinkslipped. Total of those in '47
privileged runs but refuse to pay
of nowhere and stretched out to
getting $20,000 or moro was 165
for them. With some 500 outdoor
carry it over the hump. When that
against 216 the year before. Of fitheatres now operating, drive-iii
crisis was passed, another was set
cer-director salarie,s held to about
operators, apparently feeling safety
for this fall, When it again appeared
the same level, that bracket taking
in numbers, are preparing to force
there'd be no pictures available for
$1,199,783 last year against $1(179,tiie matter: to a showdown.
release.
000 the year before.
Drive-in exhibs claim they charge
This week, however; UA an-^
Top compensation was copped by
nearly the same admission as do
nounced a schedule of completed
Ray Milland, Par's star, who raked
the nabes, and that if they're going
or near-completed films that will
in $244,166 during 1947.
Henry
to pay the ^ same rentals, they,
Ct.
carry it to Nov. 15 and at least
Ginsberg; production topper, landshould enjoy similar runs. Aver^
three more in the editing or shooted in place spot with $241,000,
age drive-in admission price is now
Washington, June 22.
ing stage.
while Alan Ladd came in third
about 60c pei^ person. But distribs
First suit growing out of the reMore encouraging to company
Sudden sag in the market price with $211,333V
charge that the majority of drivecent Supreme. Court decision in
execs, however, are the 10 films in
Two
Bonus-betters
in operators refuse, to book films
of Paramount common stock and
the hopper to start shooting within the break in other film stocks on
Only two Paramount officials the Paramount et al. anti-trust case on percentage terms where the piX
the next three or four months. the New York exchange following were paid bonuses and profit-shar- was filed in Federal court Thurs- might rate such terms, demanding
day (17) by the Kogod-Burka chain
There are a lot more films, than last week's report by Barney Bala(Continued on page 21)
flat rentals.
of indie nabe houses.
that which have been announced ban. Par's prexy, at' the annual
Sales execs, moreover, say a maK-B filed against Stanley Co. of
by either UA or the producers, but stockholders' meet", took company
America, Warner Bros, subsidiary, jority of drive-ins don't yet charge
the 10 are those for which financing toppers by surprise. While the
which controls the various Warner for kids. Nabe houses, they point
has actually been set. Too often in Balaban statement was characterout, pay percentage terms on many
theatres in Washington, K-B and
tlie past the distributing company ized
by the financial press as
Warners operate, on a 50-5t) basis, features and, in addition, do charge
(Continued on page 18)
gloomy, Paramounters at the meetfor kids. Hence, drive-in ops have
the MacArthur, a large neighboring felt that facts and figures cited
hood house. Suit would require no right to demand the same runs
proved nothing else if not that the
Stanley Co. to relinquish its half at as the nabes,. they aver, adding that
Members Nip
company was in solid sliape. Conthey won't get those runs until they
the book value, to K-B. Action is
sequently, the price break is reFollowing decision of the Mo- based on a portion of the Supreme mend their ways.
garded as another Indication of tion Picture Export Assn. to re- Court decree which held
Ad - Pub Research;
that Big
Wall street's current distrust for
store individual company operation Five defendants must divest them*
prospects.
in the Netherlands, U.S. distribu- selves of theatres held jointly with The Boys Are Feudin'
Won't Reveal Costs film
Wall street's reaction was tagged tors are applying for membership independents,
where the independUnwillingness of member com- all the more surprising because
in the Bioscoop Bondi Dutch film ent partner himself would be a
Again on
Does
panies of the Motion Picture Assn. stockholders attending the meeting monopoly which controls licensing
competing exiiibitor if there were
of America to reveal their adver- sized up .the report as promising on of films to exhibs. With the Nethno partnership agreement.
tising-publicity budgets on pictures almost all counts. Big point was
In Pic Public Relations
erlands entirely dependent on U.S.
Oddly enough, reason for the suit
is Stymieing a proposed research made by the financial section's product for its theatres, the major
How film-industry public relais not the K-B desire to grab the
Project pundits over the possible shrinkage
project on ad-pub costs.
companies expect the Bioscoop whole theatre, but rather its effort tions policies are to be applied—
was proposed two weeks ago to of capital structure if the court or- Bond to put a minimum of restric- to
protect itself from a $100,000 and who is going to do the applythe Eastern Advertising and- Pub- ders some sort of divorcement. tions in their way.
lawsuit, according to its petition.
licity Directors Committee in New Paramounters, on the other hand,
ing
which started, a feud last win*
PreserW; licensing agreement beOriginally K-B started to build
York by Robert W. Chambers, think the shrinkage alone would tween MPEA and Bioscoop Bond the
MacArthur itself. Then, it ter between the Motion Picture
MPAA reseijrch chief.
mean a hefty cash return to share- expires Aug. 31, after which the 'claims, Kass Realty
Co. prepared to Assn. of America and major com*
Chambers made two proposals. holders.
companies will be pn their own. build another theatre, a few blocks
pany publicity-advertising direcOne was that each company take
Shrinkage, it is noted, would take MPEA will continue to function,
away, and lease it to Warn.ers, iorc' tors, developed into a three-corneran average A, B and C classifica- either one of two forms. Stock- however, on a modified basis in
(Continued-on page 18)
ed setto last week. The new ention film and figure out in detail holders would be allotted cash re- Holland and will handle physical
trant is the Associated Motion Picall the expenses charged to it for
(Continued on page 20)
distribution for at least five comThese
ture Advertisers, through its new
advertising and publicity.
panies, Metro, Paramount, 20th306,
prexy. Max E. Youngstein, pub-ad
figures would then be averaged by
Fox, RKO and Warner Bros. Other
chief of Eagle Lion. He issued a
Chambers for all the companies.
.companies will decide whether to
ELECTION
blast on industry public relations
Names of actual pictures would
use MPEA's distribution facilities
that set both the MPAA flacks and
not be submitted.
Arnold
Childhouse, MPEA
later.
Rupture
between
projectionists'
JURISDICTION managing director in Holland, will Local 306 and Universal, opera- public relations subcommittee of
Second proposal was that each DECIDE
company take its pub-ad expendiDispute between two whitecollar- be temporary manager of the new tor of the Park Avenue theatre, the pub-ad managers group virtutures for a year and divide by the ite unions for jurisdiction over service organization.
N.Y., which was shuttered for ally aflame.
"Proper public relations will, in
number of films released. Cham- United Artists homeoffice emthree days last week due to labor
bers would then strike an average ployees will be settled by a imion
trouble, has been healed with both my opinion, never be established,"
from this. Results, it was felt^ shop election to be held soon under Sales Chiefs Push Drive
sides agreeing upon Richard F. he declared, "by eight executives
would be much less valuable than National Labor Relations Board
Walsh, International Alliance of sitting in a ropm and exchanging
Saranae
Funds
For
The pub-ad directors
the first proposal, but it might get auspices. Meeting before NLRB
Theatrical Stage Employees prexy bromides."
Sales heads of the eight majors as impartial arbitrator. Point at is- took the reference to mean them
over tlie unwillingness of most officer Arthur Younger of company
companies to disclose figurfes.
execs and reps of the contending or their reps meet Friday (25) sue is the company's proposal to and Youngstein wa^ making no efProject hangs in midair at the unions, Local H-63 and Screen in the N. Y, office of Robert Mo- •reduce the number of boothmen.at fort at being subtle this week in
toppers
moment, with the pub-ad
Office and Professional Employees chrie, RKO's sales head, to push the Park Avenue from seven to indicating they may be right.
A few of the pub-ad chieftains
slated to let Chambers know later Guild, is slated for early next along fund-raising plans for the four.
applauded the smashing criticism
whether they'll cooperate.
week, when a 'date for the elections Will Rogers Memorial hospital at
Walsh,
currently
heading to
Saranae Lake, Ni Y. Committee
of their EL confrere, a couple of
may be fixed.
.New York from Fort Worth, where
NIjRB officials have beeii hold- meets to implement a decision he attended the Texas State Fed' others were amused by it and the
Stalled
Hughies,
bring
several
weeks
ago
to
rest were well burned.
Frothing
ing off on a date for the elections made
oration of Labor convention, is
for Over a month to await the out- the film business behind efforts slated to hand down his decision ones were not loathe to state that,
2-Pic Cancellation come of a precedent-making de- to save the hospital. Mochrie is this weekend. Meanwhile, Local in their opinion, Youngstein was
chairman of the group;
shouting through his derby.
Negotiations between Howard cision in another industry. Ruling
306, lATSE affiliate, has been re
'Sanat
.•ium
will
nonfall
into
"The
public
relations job of the
Hughes and United Artists have in tlie Parker-Kalon case by the showbiz hands unless cash is raised instated at the Park Avenue pend motion
picture industry has been
Universal
come to a temporary stall on U. S. district court last week gave to meet immediate expenses Each ing the arbitration.
one of the worst butchered in hisexecs reopened the house last SatHughes' efforts to get UA to can- the NLRB the right to order collec- company
has
already
pledged
tory," the AMPA topper began, and
tive-bargaining elections: against
urday (19) with members of the
cel distribution contracts for two
monthly
until
November.
$1,000
then
went
on
from
there. His diathe petition of a union which failed
of his films. Hughes, Who recently
Same committee of sales reps Independent Motion Picture Op- tribe was delivered as his maiden
acquired control Of EKO, wants to to file non-Communist affidavits will also discuss policy on the erators Union, but met Local 306
the
Taft-Hartley
act.
picket lines and threats to pull speech on taking the AMPA office.
turn the pix over to that company under
series
of
shorts
currently
being
Tenor
of
his
remarks
was that
SOPEG, whose contract with UA
"
out lA projectionists f ro'm the
for fgIgssg
turned out by the majors for the
p. r. have suffered because "the
Last talks were held by Hughes expired on May 31, has not filed Motion Picture Assn, of America. Winter Garden, N.Y., also operated
industry has not utilized properly
and Grad Sears, UA prexy, on the the affidavits while Local I-I-63, First two briefies have now been by Universal.
the
brains
and
talents
of
the men
The Park Avenue has been opCoast about four weeks ago. There affiliated with the Inter-National completed.
Allocation of future
and women who, on a day-to-day
have been no negotiations since Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- shorts to individual companies for erating in the red, and tf vice- basis, really make the public
reployees, has done so.
prexy John J. O'Connor contends
theh, but they are expected to rewill be discussed.
distribution
lations
our
of
industry."
His refNegotiations betwieen Local H-63
that projectionist costs should be
sume when the films, which are beand Warner Bros, for a new conpared down to the level of com- erence was to the working press
ing re-edited, are more nearly
Philiy Aid Pledged
agents
(many
of
whom
are
memmeanwhile,
were suspended
petitive theatres. Secondary quesSears is de- tract,
ready for. release.
Philadelphia, June 22.
bers of AMPA) of the various film
manding a considerable cash sum last week following the departure
Representatives of all the ex- tions in dispute involve a union device-prexy Samuel Schnei- changes and leading exhibitors mand for a IS% wage increase companies. Youngstein offeced to
of
to cancel the contract.
enlist them in the p. r, campaign of
Pix are "Mad Wednesday," star- der for London. Union decided to here pledged support of the Will and control over vacation replacethe
J'ohnston office or exhibitor
Park
Avenue
the
until
ments.
The
was
further
talks
over
Rogers Memorial Hospital, Saranae
ring Harold Lloyd, and produced- hold
man of the com- Lake, N. Y.,'at a luncheon meeting only theatre not included in the groups "provided their plans make
lirected by Preston Sturges. and Schneider, top
sense and coincide with our thinkbetween
two-year
pact
concluded
.committee,
repany's
negotiating,
in the Broadwood hotel, WednesVendetta," produced by Hughes
ing,"
in
306
and
the
majors
March,
Local
tliree
weeks.
(15).
turns
in
about
day
ind directed by Mel Ferrer.
shortage, which
the company
be
looks to be
averted. Between the films now
shooting or editing and those
pretty mucli on the definite side of
tlie future book, the company's
product troubles' should be allayed
until next spring.
Original deadline on product,
when the company hit low ebb
while in the throes of a possible
change of ownership last year, was
set for this past May^ Somehow,' as
in the slack periods which have
crisis

Product

threatened to
come N o V e

swamp
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niiiK time,

crime wave set in motion by a new
dd^uV group of teenage tioodlunts. No
time at all. howevw, is spent on
.17. ..'-W;
Xtun.sermonizing. The Hlm's only dis-

Jinie

.V- ..^itrfoo

.

Hoyle
Aints

cernible objective is to unfold a
walloping stoiy within 90 minutes
of calculated brutality. EhHieath its
documentary exterior there lies a
straight melodi'ama that harks back
•to the great gangster films of the
early 1930's.

Bichard Widniark, who twitched
way to stardom with his per^
fomuince in "Kiss of Death," is the
lUmdolTili PiwrttT.
3(itxl Uoffmuii.,
backbone of this film. As the leader
of a gang of youngsters who operloaded
with
military science, Widouirk
is
ate
."A Date With Judy"
tvith youthful zest, nrajdng for say, commands eomplete interest with
Jiglit entertaiwaeiit. Based on the his interpretation of a psychoticaliy
jEamiliar air clutractccs created by ruthless diaractcr. His looks and
Aleen IiCsUe, yam on film comes personality have the latent menace
out as a tinted musical with all tlie of a loaded automatic. But Widfactors that make for good iiox- mark needs slightly more scope
otfice. There's a strong woi'd-«f- than this film provides in order to
mouth potential and excellent cast break out of the conventional «!<mnames for the marquee to strove it cepHon of the criminal type.
In neat contrast to Widmaii,
along in aU situations.
Joe Pasternak's production iguid- Mark Stevens plays the role of an
«ace is shoivuianly, badung tlic all- American boy wlro, as an agen^
story with lush, but not osten- of the FBI, becomes a gang memtatious, trappings that provide top- ben His efforts to collect the crinotch setting for mnsic and fun. dcnce for the police wliile exposing
Casting is particularly apt, both himself to the fate of a stoolpigeon
in youthful and character assign- provide the basis for the plot stnicments, and each mcinbcr delivers ture and tension. While this yarn
strongly under skillful direction by is formula in outline, it's been
Kichard Tliorpe. Latter early c.^ dressed witb enougli clever twists
tablishes a good pace and blend jr to give it a new look.
Along a continuous line of fresh
the music and comedy together for
general appeal to tiU type jiudi' detaOs, film includes a oackeqack
fight sequence between Stevens and
•ence.s.
.Talented young Jane Powell reg- a professional pug, .a glimpse into
the
FBI machinery and a slambang
isters appealingiy witlt vocals on
finale In 'which the cops and the
five numbers and for her coinetb'
faoodtmns shoot it out in- aa indtesantics as wtaeelhariie of plot motitrial plant Bealistic backj^Uads,
vatiou. "It's a ]Uost Unusual Day,"
imderworld tiCe also eoffltribute
hy Jimmy .McHugh and Harold of
Adamson, is opening number and heavily to the film's poweiful impact,
also is reprised by Miss Powell for
In a secondaiT role, Lloyd Nolan,
finale. Lighter numbers are "I'm
playing the same Inspector Briggs
Strictly On the Corny Side," by
of the FBI of "The House on S2nd
Stella ITngcr and Alec Xempletwn,
delivers with his usual
and *'Judaline," by Don Raye and Street,"
competence.
Donald Buka and
Kj/iesx AePanl. "Through the Years"
Joseph Pevney, as a couple of nnirand '"Lore Is Where Vou Fnd It" derous hoods,
round out her capable piping while Bartiara give solid porti-ayals
Lawrence, as Wid-i
chores. Carmen Miranda gives her
nark's moll, registers okay in a bit
customary treatment to "CooJang part Down the
line, the cast piays
With Glass" and "Quanto la with documentaisr
4nuthenticity.
Gusto," clidcing strongly.
Berm.
Locale is Santa fiarbai'a, and
Ecriptei^
Dorothy Cooper and
Dorothy Kingsley present a romantie fable about young love and
(SONGS)
compUcatiaas t^t holds interest
RKO r^lwitw? of Nut Holt itlitve .Si-hai-y)
Plot concerns teen-age love affair l>r<wUlK'Icll. KlarB Gfcn-^ R^iff, 'SVnii.im
.betvteea Miss Po'weU and Scotty BeniHx, Mauiljm M^iJtm'f^d, I5nt)Cl>pri liy
Tviii Ij. Marin.
J^wflernjiiay. Mart-in Kaiekln;
Beckett -which goes sour -when the WOTiBs,
Dftn Rnye,' t5<>rw
I'ml, nni,' H«igal gets a crush on an older man,
Bobert Stack. It takes on ahother J, Bi\y Iftuut; ftdllm-, j^auiwiej K. B^.'^«tfe'y.
In N. Ti, June 21, '48. Ituufacet when Miss Powell suspects l^flpiilion'n
oiue time, Hf) MMSSn.
her father, Wallace Beery, of a ro- Oomiifa.,.
aowee aatt
WJniam "Bcndljc
mance with Miss Miranda, and the B-uTVMoii.
K/t)M)le.,.
youngsters join torces to balk such PliiJ OicSiaon
...... I'lMiJc l>'jtv»™
a folly. Complications are neatly Hal Ti>w«ra.
Ils'iiry Maf^ii
'Gate BoKblns
resolved for finale, but not before; lUll^tw ^i^a'n'^in
iMcmly
...
nreatly Ea«*le
acting as a springboard for heaity Miko Ha(ll«y
....,i\ully RlcJiawta
Jainm*n. .........

C!rami»s..
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k

.

i .

.
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.

.riinum .sundbfrs

,

,

,

.<3<w»i>r« <fl«'*lj«id

SfOHy

"l'<il>" Sfiin

his

i'on-lcan
.J#*i"y HtiBter
Tcan M4.'L,uiyin

JTiloyxl

.

,

,

.

.

.

<

,
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.
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.

.
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lauglis that feature footage^
Beery docs an ace job, and with
Utile of his 'luasiomaiy mugging, as

'Ka'sy.

Ai..

..

... ......

...i...

.

."Jiclt.

.

.............

Jtn.-isell
...,lISlc2iiii!r(l

....William.

Hcvblo

. ,

Dixie
Sfim .............

..It4<*luira

Jim

Hirlcs
rMweTis
fc'tit'tWft

"A Date Wlfli Judy" (M-G)
(Songs-Oolor). Gay, infectious
comedy' with music based on
radio characters; stout b.Q.
-The Street With No Name"

Unlvei'Wtl Kilnaso iit Monty .tta*-l''ranlc I'.
Uyseiibern; i)ro<IlueLiou, Htars iiiit3bu, Wewlell

Stock Promtitii

<.'orly, .l(«0)if« J'age,' featureii' MorrJ.s t.'arni)i.^lty, Afis»utimi limucttl, Jbuncs -NJoiSB,
Plroeted liy B|T(m llasliiii.
J:l<k:lil.

Contimei' f rom trag*
Cochran, Marshall Thtnnpson, Vic
tor Mature, Gtem Ford, Lon McAllister, Mark Stevtms, Max Baet

.

,

Wynn. Slapsie aiaide'
Anhnn Kecnan
Roscnbloom, Johnny WeismuUer

,

'

.(jollyn'dori,

i's,/m

Jiiiie

.VjU'aill

.

.

.. ..

.

Dr, Jollii Cidl'inS.
y.au.
.,
(ianga Icain ......
.Slta.

.'.J.

,

.

l"j»W"<i!h...

melodrama with

Nali^*
Bearer.

its

Olcay double-ljiller.
of
"Alan-Eater
Kumann"
(U). Sturdy entry for the exploitation inaiket. Jungle yam
of tiger-hunting with thrills.

...

.

.

....

ratK'aur.
,

..

.

Piui.U'aJj'..^

)lnther.

,

.

.

, . . ...

till)*,

............. Haiio
.

.

.

.

.

.Wi>niWl

.........

.

..(aanne I'apff
,

... .\it>ri*i.i < ';irn»ivKky
.... .Argentina Brtmettt
..... V.JJtLmifK JftNlHfli
Ti|«.(*t

'J'sd

..

.

i"<n.wiy

.

. .

.

.

J'»river. .
l''ujjieri

i;.tx,-rarl:

mayhem.

UUnnteg
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"Race Stnet" (KKO), Geotfie
Raft, William Bendix in «oaventional nnderwortd meller;
moderate b.o.
"Mystery in Mesdce" 'HKO).

Mexico City background for

.

.

'

Stevens; surefire b.o,

Flip detective

18,

Wereenpln} .5(«flnne I'tiatlf'tt, ]i>\\t» jVleliner;
.U.leu
.iSMbiw,
aduptiuion,
JUc'lmaid .1(5.
SaHh; l)(iKf>d on bi«*, "Mini-18at<>i'» ill
Kumaun,'' by. .liitl (MrlMiU; •aiupt-ii. \\'Ut>wgp
e/ltti'n',
liajn i.". Mcllui",'
Trftdealtcnva
mufile, JHiiiiH, .1,
iialver,

Powerful docu(20th-Fox).
mentary-type film starring
Richard Widmark and Mark

BtK

. . . .

.Illrlt....,...,

. . .

.

.

.3(^

MattHfveld
I)as

l«itait>

',

. .

:

,

,Cijju*ii«

lVa.^iiiheiai

l.ai Chand .Mohra, t'liifoae Xuzir,
.^'iiis:ltia8--Wa^.i..
EtlSKi",
V111ojs«'«; 'Fr-'iJU; La<4ct««n, tpwy
.Neyle Ituirinv, Kalph Uamlf, Alan Fdb-

Ctai'ima-ii;

Wir.

"CaMa

Citv" iKU. Semidocuuentary tlviUer of recent
jailbieak at Canon City, Cola;
strong to smash bit a^uned^

Nifty

^ve

values

ex})loitation

"Man-Eater of Kumaon" good

foox-

market

The

prospects.

ofCiee

bad a jungle

film with ballyhoo possibilities in some time, and
this one is gi'ooved for neat results
if given showmanly liandling.
Pic-

Bichards. Plot winds up with a
slugfest in which Raft and Bendix,
working together at last, send the
miob to the cleanei-s. While deliver- ture has names of Sabu and Wening his final punch, Raft is fatally dell Corey to help on tlie marplugged. But the rest of his bookie quees and aid selling angles.
ProduKtion is a blend of anthenpals can now ply their trades in
tic

peace.

and stodio-filmed

footage,

•

onto the floor of
under BjTon the main ballroom
of
WaldinfSabn and
Joanne Page team effoc6ve9y as a Ai^oria hotel, <wbcre Ijic stock>
holders meeting «31i be held tl«
native
conple,
-and
Wendell
White, KIraaiillo
-same evening.
UHi lino Dialya. WaltM- Jlcud.
IJlra'ted iiy Corey is acceptable as Ihe doctor
"At tins meeting over 200 film
Robert "WKse. .Screenplay, T^awfenee Ivlm- who gets a ne^w viewpoint on life
ble; stofy. Marl*l Roy lloitoji; •aiiwrai, jrjwli
through aissociation ^•i'th ithe vil- stars, stage and radio celebrities
Djajjfr.; ticUtQi', fiamiu'l
Beetl«y; nuiDic
lagers. Morris Caraovsky, village who own ^totSk in American Silver
f'.iul JSawtein,
-iTrinlesjhDWTi taue W,
'4S.
ltunmSG« tfaKs.
'MISIS,
deader; James Moss, moppet or- Corp., will be present.
All Wall
steire.
.. .William t.undit;an
phaned by the tiger; Aiifeiitina' fteeet bracers who own American
yietovia,
Jaeijuellne Wliit*
Korcroso
v. Itli'aiaSo
Silver stodk will also be present
'orlei Branetti and others measure up to
Oai'Joe.
Tonj' Barrett light demands on talent.
"The Tiroceedings of the meetOo'kwes.
JajiqoeHne Dalya
William C. Mellor's studio foot- ing, with the celebiiitiies partici(Meiui
„..,.
Wii^te' Keea
K.wiKart
Jose Torvay age Is blended neatly with jungle pating, mB. be Swoadeast over
a
Pant'lio.
Jaime Jinienex shots taken in India under direc
P.a)n<:l«j"B: E!«,lll«:. ...... .. .Auton'lo I!lmusto
national hookiup."
chai'actcrs
direction,
Haskin's

Hollywood, June 22.

XiK.O

release

I!Vi.-ituTOs

SJd BiiBetl jBwauotlon.
^JwM|f^u^, JacttaeHne
(Tmrtes, lHony iBiUOTtt, Jno-

of

Wfflls.ni

ymmg

1

:

.I<1.

«

.

. ,

,

(

.

i

,

,

. .

. , ,

.

Tiiielio's Mutliw,..
UtttotiftB <:'ait»rUlo
(yimwjmtoJil |R<KMs!a«s...,B(iimi'do Owwlo
i'laratrlta
Thalia Wi-njrer

"Mystery in Mesioo" is ekay
program material. It's a
of
stolen jewels, insurance detectives
and mayhem iilmed in Mexico
City, the background locale. The
treatment Is a bit too flip at times,
tout good menace helps Iwlance,
and release intentions are fulfilled.

Hon

Boh Tansey.

of

Score, ei^Hiag

and other technical aids measure

up

in helping to make this .salable
for the exploitation market. Brop.

Newsreel Record

^ry

^Sc^LWartamnVr.
'Hk-Uman

Mesdco City
when an operstw disappear fihere
after having woiked on a stolen
jewel case. Enroute via air he
makes the acquaintance of Jacqueline WTiite, the operator's ^s-

eN>.w.

.

.

>

.

.

.

,

in L: A.

Ted Jenock, of New York, is
acting as editor of the tog Par
team, wiJ2i Bob Denton of Uie
WasMngton office handling contacts with tlie biggies of the Gov-

Oanry

..(eff

,

Wliit JJl^we.u

...

.

,Kt.aiiUgr

'

tlK^.me^tTS

ro'ttej'

WttwjjMi^y;

DeKirrpjiT K«-m'y

..

wrfleer Uruy.
MrK. Oliver

Wai rrton Boy Best.
Jju V(yj,nie
TrajfllQ. ..... .v..-,.,

Bonaantic pursuit of titie
is permitted to get a bit

ehanner

.Vulnn

city,

:

William Lundigan, insurance investigator, is sent to

ter.

Continued from iras* 3
TV in that
processed for Ihe
and a third is flown to the
Coast for use in Par's tele station

Ea,ffie L-ittO releaHf of .Bi^jtaii F-oy ptittluetltm (asHCKsJ.ite pj'udatT^. Tlol>«r\ T. KairtK
livy
ilMi't'Wtie^
Ci'an* ^VUlq.n*.
KcTeeainlaS^.
Oartte Wilbttr; .e.ii.,mmi, .^iiiiin Altron; *Htteof,
Ijouia H. Sacitin
siwcial euniera <^;eots,
'(3«tnig* T, '•JTeajfae. Trftd<'shi>wtn In N. T.«
.lurte Ifi,
Itonninif tiiTM'. WJ MIKtt,
fOierbontty.
.Seott Bra-Jy

Tujiej'.

ernment.
Cutest trick is a Irig yellow green
Helicopter used by Paramount to
lly the undeveloped negatives to
Hubert «li!e. New York.
It has copped plenty
.ii4aij-y UrnTulnii
of puhlicity for the company.
....Tatnes MaRiM
..Halnh Wyra
.Mabel l'ai(!:e

mmsell

,...1..
.'.

. .

.Ali'j'ed

>.,....nic'i«u-il

JjttKier

IrvlnB

iHurtier
Berxetaict

White

.

j

'

'

H

i

Cm

\

I

A

i

Custom*

.

.

•

;

^

,

i

. , .

Other reels ate getting their
stuH up to N, Y. less spectaculariy
by train, but smoothly. They are
using motorcycle messengers to
rush the footage to trains.
Tony Muto, Fox - M«-vietone's
Washington diief, heads a big
crew for his compainy. It is possible that toy tomorrow (Wednesday)
and Thursday, flie Morietone staff
will, approach 20 men, since the

company

,

Mow

A

,

>

1

is also

making

stuff for

.

Qie ISBC televlsaon reels. Mnto has
fom< .sound and three silent crews
operatiag here.
WaiTier-Palhe has half a dozen
sound and Eymo cameras in town.
Jack Levien, of New York, is
acting as city editor,

and George

Dorsey, "Washington, rep, is handling cootoets.
He alsa estates
an Eymo in a pinch.
Vmversal has one sound and
four silent crews under Jimmy
Is'ons. NewsfOf-tiie-Day has Uiree

i

-

,

through the

street

straight

MiuiU Gvdy

With

ithis

.

Herm.

^wly

Tbe

concerned,

—

eity, proceeds to Wall
and dumps Its load of 10
tons of silvei' ore on the sidewalk
In fi-ont of 1 Wall street
Four
guards, ca£CS>inc 30-30 rifles. wJQ
guard the pHe bl silver while it
remains on the sidewalk.
After
the jiewspaper and magazine
pbotograpbei's have all Ijie pic-'
tures they 'want of Uie pile of silver, film stars and American Silvalues.
•vcr truck, the silver ore •will he
Cast does an uniformly good job iihoveled back into the truck and
of projecting the native and mil be drivwo

i

;

is

and the Amerieaa Silver truck, aocoiopanied by 20 iiha stars and es{sorted
by motorcycle officers

fiatt dciivers another perfoivi- plot deals with refcKnnstioii of a
anoe that will appeal to his fams. society doctor while «n a tigier-Although pace is
registers hunt in India.
effectively for as Imig as his lint's leisurely, there are plenty of chills
don't force him to be cube. Miss and thrills as the medico tracks
Maxwell handles the heavy rale in down a man-eating tiger which is
comj>etent fashion, 'wliile Frank ravishing a native village at 'Hie
Faylen, as the syndicate boss, is foot of the Himalayas. ^
Film is rather loosely based on
cut to a pattern. Rest of the cast
Jim Carbett's best sdller of the
handle tliemselves competently.
General production values are same title, bat scripters Jeanne
topflight with rich settings, expert Bartlett and Lewis Meltzer have
leni^g and smooth editii^ weigh- given adaptation an okey basis
ing hea'v% on the credit side.
upon which to string ballyhoo

As a friendly cop, Sendix

SEC

was all in tlie mind Elliott's mind,
Oommissioii charges as a point of
misnepnesentation that "certain
well kaiown persons in public life
and in the oiteEttainment ivorid"
would partietpate in the silvca:
truck flip,
SEC does not know
whether any adiors made cmnmit.
ments, so is not too specific 9b
'Stat point
Highliglit of the truck junket
map is printed description of the
ptvoposed arrival in New York:
"Upon arrival to Nevr Yovlc City,

.

hasn't

Ray Currier, Steve Crane, Henn
Fonda, Bob Stack. Utom Drake
Brian Donlevy, Guy Madison, Sterling Hayden, Burt, Lancaster, etc.
The windup wouid be ih New
Yoi*. There the cfriver would be
Orson Welles. He. would be accompanied by Errol Flynn and the
others.
So lar as

.Bstelle ;DuiiBe

.v..

:.

.'(xewijep

llfffliTn

23;,

Kwnaon

«rf

HoUywood, June

sticky but iaeeps tilie principals to- i'^ret tmin ............
gether, both 4H1 the same iraission. ilalliTWiiy
TClinjjer.
Ttay Benniirt
Devious Latin ways of the heav- W. 11. Wiillams.
Hobei'J; 3Cellaril
ies make Lundiigan's work tough
Ollvfr
Jtayroimii Biinil
Mr, '©e(H'.ge iIlaD<ir.,,......,...,T«h;n (Dttu^wtt*
he undergoes some solid Mrs.
Geovije Bauer. ........... .Eve MarHh
"Race Street" is a mild under- and
punching before windup clears the
KTorld meSIer that will do moderheroine's broHier and brings ttie
ately good biz on the maiquiee
Eagle Lion has come up with a
villains to justice.
Story gets a
strength of Gcor^ Halt and Wilscenic lift from locale, and meller winner in "Canon City." It's tlie
liam Bendix. While based on some
elements are made stronger as story of the actual jailbi'eak at
hard-ilisted ingredients, tiie film is
Canon
City, Colo., last Deccm.bcr,
played against some of the rawer
juvenile snitor, Scotty Beckett is handled too shyly and
to be
in which 12 escaped prisoners
sections of Mexico City,
standout. He is versatile <xi comedy clicko. Soutine diitieciorial treatRobert IVise's direction has eitlaer were recsiptured or islain.'
and also abets Miss Powell on ment of a strictly formula story given
Pictore has strong exploitation posthe
piece
a
good
pace and
"Corny Side."
also .serves to thin the impact
develops sufficient thrills to main- sibffities.
Pic's main drawback lies in the
Radng nientitm for very capable
Starting as a routine recital of
performances are Miss Boyle, Leon scripting. Crammed with obviously tain casual interest in the script. Canon City and its widely-known'
Ames. Clinton Sundisei^g, Cieorge' bogus dialog, the screenplay niak^ Sid Rogell's prodirction, with Jo- pen, plot gradually focnse's on aui
seph Noriega .as associate, is fitup
'with
lepetitiDn
Cleveland and Lloyd Corrigan.
-wbsA it lacks in
to all matkc^t demands. Jack apparently innocent-looking, hardStwdy entertainmenr' ingredi-' ineident. "Hace Street" is filled ted
Draper oontributes good photog- woricing inmate. Then it's dients in this one have been given with bookie characters but; there's
VTiilgcd he's mafei'ng erode revolvraphy.
expert, technical framing. Bobert not a single trace of a bangtail to
Londigan and Miss Wliiitie make ers in his spare irwwnents and
Surlecs' photography, the art di- enliven the proceedings. Most of
a good team, and femirae also pipes gradually banding togetlier
rection, musical arrangements, edit- Uie actjon itokes pla^ in hotel
(Other conspiratoiis for a Ixi'eak.
ing and ottier factors make for rooms and ai'ound nitery tables in a song chorus in Latin miiteiy, Bi- C^nncra and story follow minute
caido Cortex is the suave heavy
the form of convejrss^oii.
strong backing.
Pic,
Brop.
.preparations i£or Ihe break and
moreover, bends so far backwards with endless henchmen. Tony Bar- thcstt trails tlie 12
jailbirds as liiey;
rett
contributes
good characterijato satisfy the gsjairdians of morala^litempt to gain 'IJieir freedom.
jiMrvMNf:
9f«
ity -nlth its i-espect-for-the-law mes- tion as a Mexican taxidriver on Then
either their death or irecan-i
tez'
payroll.
Jacqueline
Dalya
sage that it' toi)plcs into incredibiland Walter Keed are capable. In- tui-e.
ity.
Scott Brady looks like a comer
^uctlMl. Wjiw Ma* SU?wms, Jli(*;(Td Will-'
Located in San Francisfco, yam teresting performances come from on the basis
of his performance as
,BlKiiili;;; feitiiivs iljl(>yil SJoltm, Barbiu'ii XavcoiK>ems the efforts of an "honest" native performers, including young ome
Diiwrtipa
-vmm^
*y Wmiam K*%h'>l<>y.
of the
bookie ^Saft? to avenge the mur- Jaime Jimenez, Antwiio Franco,: is excellent prisoners. Jeft Corey'
as one of the chief'
Camerillo and Edaardo
©unalff; ioaWof, WUltoni llpyjioias; niMsio, der of his bookie pal w-ho was DoloivK
conspiratm-s. Ray Bennett makes'
knocked off by goons from a pro- Casado.
BWjsr.
»«, 'ilS.- Kimiilos: tltnf, 91- SWJfH.'
an unusually fine ringleader, as a:
CV>i'leJl
Frissco detecAlurk JSlcwni) teclion syndicate.
longtimer -w'ho conceives the break.
Aleo Sijlw
.Klc'UuTrt wwitisrlti tive ^Bendix), also -on the tiaii of
Bey
irisiiector IBfiSBK,.,
Best,
ireaHile warden at
..i.. .tSa-ii I^oten
Pic Clears
J Canon City,
ju^y. ...... ...... ,„,,,..,«arb^^ i.![i\vi.eiice the luliers, spends most of his time
is a aaturjfl in the
llaiTnaja.......
Ka .Bpsley* U'ying to persuade Kaft to cooper-^
"Diable an C0131S," a prize-win- wawen role although not .called
sajdwy-.-i
<on
OotiBlil Baku ate with ithe oops and stay out of
ning French-made film starring tea- mutSi histti-onics. fialph Byrd
Mijtty
.Jna«>ll Ifvwnpy
trouble.
But Raft insists that it's'. Micbeline
C!y .Owdirti
John MclnUr-o
Prc-sles, may yet he re- Mabel Paige, Eve Marsh and sevI;t. SSlnlIer
Walliw Cthizji' not ci'ickct for a bokOkie to
leased in the U. S. Picture has eral oth-ers -roimd out an unuisaaI1»'
Oommlseloifer oeiaoai
H«i«iuia 'Smith whisctles.
Bomantic angles are injected via hurdled the Customs authorities, large, well-picked cast
Crane Wilbur has sei'ipted and
double-barreled gangster Ska, Mariilyn Maxwell, a two-timer who which origuially voiced objections
"The Street With No Najae" ranks holds hands -with HaSt -while being: to it,
^'^^ ^^^^ perception.
«t the top of the list of documen- linked up to the syndicate chieftain.
At present "Diable^' is lieing re- Kobert T. Kane has given this film
the essential production values altary-type productions -which have Sequences in a nitery are
occasions \nised for early iMjbmissi«n to the
though most
ween rolling out of the 2Wh-Fox lot. for two tuneful numbers, "Love J^. y. Stato censor.
Prodnoed by are in ttie of the actual setttngs
This pic has a lean, tough surface That Bosr" and "Fm in a Jam
Canon City pen ItseSf,
Paul Graetz, the picture is ]»eing
John
wrapped around a nucleus of ex- Bafey," wtokb are delivered in With
good ineleased in the U. S. Isy his A.F.E. SensingAlton ccmtribirtea sparikliiiw
plosive violence. It sliould line 'em styte by Gale
and Loifls H. Swain's ediiP
Bobbins and Gullsr Corp,
ing is Ufcewise top-drnftr. Wear.

father who's taking rhumba lessons so he can surprise his wife,
Selena 3Btoyle, Elizabeth Taylor,,
rival for Stack^s aifecUons, makes]
talented
app^rancc. Her breatha
taldng beauty is complimented by
the Technicolor iensin:g. Xavicr,
Cugat plays himself neatly andgives
musical backing to thei
Miranda »ongs. As Miss Powell's
tlie

.

W«(bM»da7, Jmnts

Soi>ttF

(sitllreti

fitsiflc;

1
:

]IIaM4Biit«r

proviim that a

tery of star names.
"The Street With No Name" is a
back street cutting across the U.S.
on wtaleh the yonng punks of today
Beckvtt, tSelvna KuyS«v T^on Ani«H, <^3nton dcvetop into the bi^inte mobsters
Butnltrere, G^orKO ^^n:cinHd.
Dipc*^*^ by of tomorrow. According to the preTlioritfj.'
.Screonplay,
Richard
Uorothy
face, this pic is presumably pegged
<:V«o{»€r, Doi-tithy KJufiMlL-yf iMtsed <m rJixu-MCt**!'!* crPtttPd l)y -S-ieen I,wU<>; famerii (Techon a campaign to combat a current

Hollywood, June

Kffllwrt

. ...
.

aell wlfhintt a bat-

tVm, Stai» Wiillnc» Beery, .Taoe/ Powell.
Sltenbctli Tu'iCT, Outuea IHrund*, Xuvkr
CuKat.

.

.

,'
!
'

'Sound

and two

silent

crews under

Gene Boyd, who is handling eontocts, while Charles. Mack works
with the teztsca'.s.
In addiitiim to the Big Five,
March oC Tame is on hamd with a
crew lof ,'six, plus Allan Dibble, of
the Washington office, -doing contart -work. No special stunts have
beein set up but itsy are shooting
-what CDBUes along.
Last of the mewsreel crews Is
All-American, which- specialized in
of JJegro activities. Its crew
is under Max C^lucksman,
l»ead of All-American.*
Al'tatgetber .^ut 80 new.sreelmen, inclwffing «ounidRten, are -on
•starts

here

deck.

Ome

uitoi««ftios

asoujuttenclcs ifor

!«tteto

'Stittff

is

that

tihot inside

OoiRentien BaXL use Maixs made
by iiac Iter
jtewareel raen.

...

/

ncrrviiKS—TV

BOW TO CLEARANCE

EXHIBS

Remember Talking Pix as Tad?
An interesting aspect of tlic replies by theatremen to Variety
on their opinion of the eff ect television will have on the b.o, is tlaat
the. new giant baby of show business has no chance of being ftuffecl
Off as a "fad," as were talking pictures. (See story on page 1,) As a
matter of fact, in his determination that this shall not be the case
and that video should be taken seriously, Trueman H. Rembusch.
president of Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, in a report to
his members on TV, went to the trouble of quoting 1928 .opinions
of leading industry execs, on the future of sound pix.
Soine of Rembusch's "don't-be-trapped-tBue-saiBe-vray-^m-video"
quotes follow;
Major company presidiast—'TaUEing pictures wiU be restricted to
certain types of productions. lather thim to fnake all sfctuies talk.
The silent picture tecteniqiae- is too well established and its popularity too widespread to pennit a variation of Us form."
Head of a great theatre eircuit "Tbe advantage of the silent
picture in its swift actiaOt its pantoMime and its photographib
beauty, combined with proper mustcaC setting and augmented in
climaxes with spoken dialog, would seen to be the form of the oat*
standing picture success o* the TOMiifflg ye*r."
A studio chief "A passing fad.. The talties miglit be ali very
well for the moment, but the tradtlional siterace of the silnit drama,
will never die. When the public has had time to become fed wp
with this mechanical novelty, it will rally back to the old standards

—

SOP. COOBT EDICT

affiliate

and speechlessness."
well-known producer-dii'ector-^"SpeDch will be used by those
who do not understand the capacities of the moving picwhereas those who do will extend their ianastery over their
own instrument instead of calling in an, alien element."
Another producer-director— "Sound pictures, that. is, with dialog
that runs continuously, will do away entirely with the art of moticm
-

—

the drive. Almost ever}' situation
throughout the country is now being cut by U's sales dept. Sales-

men and branch managers have

Coyne Nee(iiigEsliiliitorSDivey

^

tncnt la.st week that theatre operators arc threatened with a tninimum losis of 3ft% in boxoffice revenues, Coyne, thi&,week, kicked off
on a natiotial sorrey (d; what effect video has had so far OB thesK
tre income.

TOA-er is seeking a cross-sectional probe into the theatre going
habits of television set owners in
a dozen or so large cities tliroughout the country. Coyne has comunicated with eight or nine e.vhibs in various cities and asked
thewi to pusli local smvetys. Their
response has been favoi'able to

m

date.

In each city, 200^00 representaowners will be quizzed by
an exhib. Questions will be directed mainly at the film habits of
tlie family before and after acquiring a *ideo receiver. Additionally, exhib is to learn what type
of programs on tele are the favorites among those polled. Once the
data is collected, Coyne feels the

on Theatres

or earlier clearance over each
other in a particular area. It is the

tele

is

cutting, into

TV

Par's

Korda

oldies.

New

features were bought from
Television Pictures Corp.,
indie disti-ib firm which
controls tele rights to them. According to Regal treasurer Leo
Seligman, the pact with WPLX
shouldn't cause any trouble with
exhibs since most of the features

Regal

New York

have already ployed

off completely
in theatres. Station's contract runs
a full year, he pointed out, so that

any of the pix that might

still

be

playing in reissue houses will probably not be released to WPIX until
the end of the list.

Package also includes 44 UA
Features on the list for
showings Include, among
"Captain Caution." "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," "There
Goes My Heart," "A Chump at Oxford" (Laurel and Hardy), "Of
Mice and Men" and "Jimmy Steps
Out."
Latter two have already
been transmitted by the video sta-

WPIX

others.

tion.

Unlike the Korda deal, WPIX
has rights to run the UA films only
once each on its own. station. It
bought nationwide rights to the
Korda oldies for a reported $130,000 and then booked them to other
tele outlets in 15 different cities,
reportedly turning a neat profit
on the deal.

flOOO^OforEachOf
3 Tele Stations Believed
Projected by 20tIi-Fox
Indicating that erection and operation of television stations by
film companies will siphon off suljstantial amounts of cash assets,

20th-Fox

is apparently grooving a
of $1,000,000 for each of
three or more projected video
Film concern has incorporated a new subsid. Twentieth
Century-Fox of Washington, Inc.
intended to operate a Seattle station, with a total capitalization of
$1,000,000. It follows an identical
planned outlay for another subsid
formed t.o handle a San Francisco

minimum
its

outlets.

the theatre in question but
without higher costs for product,
station.
branded the invitation "vicious"
Grants $600,000
In both ihstances, further develand said that acceptance trottld he
opment of the subsids depends on
"suicidal" because it would raise
the granting of licenses to 20th by
film rentals when they should he
Credit tn
Co.
the FCC. It' also has plans to set
lowered.
up another subordinate unit for
Pending
Bennie Berger, North Central
Buy
application of a tele license in
Allied prexy, also demanding more
Warner Bros, has gone on the
equitable clearance, calls the bids nut for $600,000 in credit extensions Kansas City.
a "scheme to boost film rentals," granted to KMTR Radio Corp.,
Corporate structure of Twentieth
and is urging indies to have no Dorothy S. Thaclcrey's Palo Alto Century-Fox of Washington propart of it.
radio and television sta- vides for issuance of 10,000 shares
( Cal.
at
$100 par value. Both 20th and
tions outlet which Warners has
Closed for subject to FCC approval. its subsid, National Theatres, have
Deal engineerod," by
with The chipped in $25,000 apiece for 250
FiTa>A11UCK SHIFTING
shares
each.
The duo are partNew York Trust Co, would finance
KMTR in certain construction nered in the venture with EverYIDEO-PIX PROD. costs
and expenses. In return, green State Amus, Corp., circuit
Travelog producer James A. Warners is guaranteeing payment with majority control held by NT.
FitzPatrick, who has developed of the loans!
Evergreen has subscHbcd for
some 200 shorts to Metro over an
Four-cornered pact made among $50,000 to match the 20th-NT con18-year period, will shift to tele- Warners, Mrs. Thackrey, KMTB tribution.
It
has received 500
vision production exclusively early and
shares
in return. The three comthe bank provides for sums
next year.
The producer feels not exceeding $600,000 at any panies have also subscribed for
travel shorts have been neglected time
the
9,000
shares
still held in the
to Aug. 1. 1949. Both Warners
by jviost exhibitors, who use them aqd Mrs. Thackrey are guarantors. treasni?;
Evergreen would pay
chiefly as fillers.
Notes are due on demand on cer- $450,000; 20th and NT, $225,000
FitzPatrick is considering turning tain conditions, among which are each.,..
out ,'52 shorts a year over a five- consummation of the purchase by
Additional .stock must be acyear period for tel& under a deal WB or Mrs. Thacki-ey's failure to quired, under terms of incorporanow being discussed.. He retains sell her stock before May 1, 1949. tion, within two years as designated
tele rights to some 70 black-and- Sale of stock to any other party by the new company's board of dlwhite shorts, and these would be besides Warners would also give rectors. All coin must be used for
in the nature of a time cushion to the bank the right to call in the erection and operation of a Seattle
enable him. to get rolltag on fresh loan.
station.
films.
Completion of the deal would
Otlierwise, loan falls due in three
instalments on Nov, 1, 1949, May give 20th and subsids a 76.79%
Interest majority interest in the tele sta1, 1950. and Nov. 1, 1950.
Other television news on rate i,s fixed at
Warners pays tion.
Balance would represent
pages 24-25.
commitment fee of ¥.i% besides proportion held by outside stockholders in Evergreen.
guaranteeing the advances.

WB

JOUK
FCC

.

'

panies, except the Metro-affiliated

for

Balaban

Tentative checkups with various
Film industry, instead of shuntelephone systems indicate that the ning television, should welcome it
utility could handle tele programs as a new adjunct to the business.
on their regtilar telephone cables. That's the opinion implied by
In short, it's probable that a tele- Paramount prexy £arney Balaban
phono hookup could supply several in a statement at the Par stockhundreds of theatres in a city with holders' meet last week at the
a program fed from the television honteoifice.
Discussing Par's role in tele
station, Kxhibs, banding together
for a pit>gram, would be able to generally, Balaban brought forth a
outbid any outside sponsor or com- new point of interest for the film
industry, ^ideo, he declared, will
petitor, it is thought.
help develop film stars, and- at very
little cost to the film studios. With
Debunks 'False Ideas'
the amount of live studio programAsbuiy Park, June 22.
Not only is television the No. 1 ming that will be done by TV net-,
.scare of tlie exhibitor today but works and the local stations, tele
tlie two thoorfes behind which ex- will open a vast new field to tyro
hibs are now hiding are false ones. actors, who will be able to be
by millions of viewers
Robert Coyne, retiring executive seen
Consedirector of the Theatre Owners of th)."oughout the country.
Balaban
pointed
out,
America, told the TOA New Jersey quently,
chapter at its first annual mcetin.g "each television show will serve
last Thursday (17) here at the as a screen test" for that talent.
In line with that, the Par prez
Coyne
hotel.
Berkeley-Carteret
then proceeded to take apart these pointed out, radio did its part in
theories, one being that pictui-c developing many new stars for the
theatres were safe from TV in- film industry. Bing Crosby, Par's
roads bcoau.<!e people like to con- top breadwinner, came to^ films
gained national
gregate, and the other that TV after having first
would never be able to pay Cor prominence as a radio star. In
the same way, he declared, tele
il.OOO.OOO film productions.
Herman Levy. TOA general can develop its own stars, who can
in turn be brought into the film
counsel, was not so sure that TV
industry with a ready-made audiwas such a vast threat to film theTele will be even more
ence.
fuatres now or in the immediate
TV al- valuable in that respect than was
ture. While admitting that
radio, it's believed, becau.se its visready was doing considerable damcer- ual qualities make it moi-e akin to
age to exhibition, he was not
films.
(Continued on page 16.i

Running argument between exhibitors and film producers over
the sale of feature films, for television was expected to erupt again
this week,
following disclosure
that WPIX, N. Y: Daily News tele
outlet, 4iad bought one-year video
rights to 38 old features, most of
them originally released by United
Artists. Pact follows the deal recently concluded by WPIX with
Sir
Alexander Korda. thiough
which the TV outlet obtained exclusive u. S. tele rights to 24

shorts.

WB Negotiator
ToSqq^ABC

News of the Day, are actively on
first time such an invite has been the hunt for network association
extended to neighborhood exhibs as a way of breaking into l^evihere.
sions, only ZOth-Fox's Movietone
First invitation went to W. R. news has so far closed a pact. 20th
Frank and Paul Mans, owners of is now in tlie second 13 weeks of
houses in the same local zone. Both a 26-week contract with NBC,
turned it down. Frank, who has
Paramount is anxious for a ticup
been demanding earlier clearance but can't get the price it's asking.

Be Buddies, Sez

.for

how deeply
pictures.

Let Pix and

WPIX

•

Fdh Tele Reek

tive set

have some idea,

cessing.

been ordered to reopen clearances
wherever they appear longer than
necessary.
Other companies are
also engaged in ctearance-chopping
on a somfewhat lesser scale.
U has set a stahdard which now
limits any first-run clearance to 30
days. No subsequent run In excess
of 14 days will be permitted to
20tli,U
stand. Company toppers have taken
that position on the' ground that
Los Angeles, June 22.
Preferred Stock the Sttpmae Court decision has
Tlie raps surrounding Warner
Furthering a policy of stream- placed the burden of reasonable- Bros, activities in tjhe television
lining capitaQ structure, two major
field were lifted somewhat here
(Continued on page 20)
companies continued to acqiuire
when it was learned .that th^ comtheir own preferred stock daring
pany is currently negotiating with
the month of May.
ABC to supply the network with
its newsreel for video purposes.
Some 4.800 shares of $1.50 cumnDeal, if consummated, would, relative preferred stock were bought
portedly include meeting ABC's
by 20th-Fox in the 31-day period.
film program requirements, down
Universal picked up 190 outstandOver Earlier Clearance the line for television.
ing shares of the Company's Wiffo
cnmulative preferred. U now holds
ABC wants to tie up with a film
Minneapolis, June 22.
1. 1 80 shares of its preferred stock
This territorj''s independent ex- company so that the pressing proband 20th. 11,600 shares. Ultimate hibitors are turning thumbs down lem of picture programming is
retirement of stock bracketed in on the invitation of Metro branch filled.
The outfit has been also
these dassificatiotts is planned by officers here to bid completely for dickering with UniversaL
both majors.
their product for exclusive showing
While all major newsreel com-

of Vkieo

£tf

Robert Coyne, retiring exec diol! Theatre Owners of America, is out to needle exhibs into a
long-dcUiycd facing of the television problem. Following a statorector

time, as to

on Louis-Walcott Pix

,

Thomas, A., Edison "I dont think the talking picture will ever
be successful in the United States."

first

—

RKO

A

the

and independent

—^both

,

,

tures,

indu.stry will

attitude

.

cliroctois

On

circuits'

clearances has done an about-face
since the 0. S. Supreme Court's
Morning After Fight
decision in the Governnxent antitrust ease. As a result, major comFollowing the speedup pattern
panies now launching a wholesale established in film coverage of
downward revision of clearances previous fights. RKO-Pathe expects
following the high court's ruling to have prints of pictures on the
are meeting no squawks from the Louis-Walcott fight tooight (Wed.)
circuit operators, distrib chiefs re- en route to
exchanges and
port.
The change in exhib stance theatres throughout the country by
is widely attributed to, the fact tomorrow (Thurs.) morning.
Bethat "they .see the handwriting on cause' of the intense public interest in the bout, RKO shorts sales
the wall."
The far-sweeping shift in time- manager Harry Michalson cixpects
lag, between playdates currently the demand for prints will exceed
under way is expected to speed the record 1,200 on the previous
playoffs of pix by some nine Louis-Walcott fight.
Outfit will coveri the event at
months. Time-honored concept that
a film requires 18 months before Yankee Stadium, N.Y„ with a staff
complete liquidation is heading for of more than 25, including six
the junk heap. Henceforth, Alms cameramen, working under the suwill pliiy off in nine months to pervision of; producer Jay Bona-:
one year. That's ctxpected' to lead field. As soon as each roU of film
ultimately to a vevisiuDn of amorti- is taken out of the cameras, it will
be rushed by special messenger to
zation taUt^ hy all ^distribsi
Umversal. apparently, is leading the Pathe lab for immediate pro-

—

pictures."

Beefs Expected as

Buys lY Rights to 38 More Old Pix
Theatre

.

of subtitles

New

CUTS

OK

)

WB

TO

.

I
'

•

,

:
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NATURE BOY DOES

IT

AGAIN!

More big news froni lightning Leo!
While the entire industry is still raving
about the trade shows of Irving Berlin's
'Easter Parade" along

big

M-G-M

comes

*A Date Vith Judy" had

Show

week

last

borhood

another,

Technicolor Musical

in a

theatre.

It

its first

hit!

Trade

New York neighwas

sensational.

See for yourself at the Theatre -Trade-

Show in your territory why this picture
is

predicted to be one of the greatest

fan attractions of the year.

M-G-M! His boxdrawing millions of romantic people to ^'Homecoming," Frank
Capra's "State of the Union," "The Pirate"
{Technicolor) y "Summer Holiday" {Techni-^
color) and soon three more big Technicolor

He's so
office

full

of Vitamin

appeal

is

shows, Irving Berlin's "Easter Parade/' "A
Date With Judy," "On An Island With You"

and plenty more

all

through the summer.

MIRANDA, XAVIER CUGAT «nd his Orchestra, ROBERT STACK • Color
Screen PUy by Dorothy Cooper and Dorothy Kingsley • Based on the Characby Aleen leslie t Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Producedf by
JOE PASTERNAK.

TECHNICOLOR •
ters Created

a.

—

—

Wetlnesilay,
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PICTVBB CiBOSSBS
Indpls. Spotty ; 'Bride'

H.O.sOby, New PixDuD;

Chi

'Sobs'

Lively $17,000, ;Sons'

Fair $19,000, 'Dunne-O'Brien 12G
Chicago, June 22.
take this week is
llmili'd to two holdovers.
Four
new I'ilins plus reissues are not
too bright at the wickets.
However, veissue of the "Crusades," at
the United Artists surprised with

Big

gross

.

fine $19,000.
"AH My Sons" at
the Palace might do fair $1!>,000.

Father Dunne" at the
Dual
$12,000.

"]''ighting

Grand looks okay
bit) ol ''Will It

Broadwav Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This We«*
$S27,M0
on 16 theatres)
Last Year ;
.$6213M
(Bd.s-cd an 18 tficotres)

(»)— "Best

.

'
.

(RKO).

Oke

—

My

Happen A^in" and

light
'

Years"

$11,000. Last week, "Bambi" (RKO)
(reissue) and "Heart of Virginia"
(Rep), $9,000.
Indiana (G^D) (3,300; 44-65)
"All
Sons" (U) and "King of
Gamblers" (Rep). Dull $10,000 or
near. I.,ast week, "Miracle of Bells"
(RKO), $11,000.

"Argyle Secrets" at Garrick seems
at $7,500.
In light of downward Ijoop take.
biz done by "Homecoming" aided

lOG Influx of

Indianapolis, June 22.
Biz remains spotty at lirstruns
here, "Bride Goes Wild" at Loew's
is week's top grosser, being sock.
"Best Years" is a moderate click
in first showing on pop scale at
Circle. Kids are pntpng new life
into "Bring 'Em Back Alive" at
Lyric,
Estimates for This Week
'Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

'On Way'

by

Louis Jordan band onstage,
in fourth week at Oriental is
amazing, $40.000. being in view for
final stint.
'Arch of Triumph" at
Woods shapes excellent: $20,000 for
second frame. Other holdoYers are

Mmy

mmk Hob

now

Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) (m.o.).
Thin $3,000. Last week, "Silver
River" (WB) and "Argyle Secrets"

(PC) (m.o.), $4,000.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and
Boston, June 22,
(Col).
Sock
With the exception of the Gable- Woman Tangier"
"Pirate"
might do Turner opus. "Homecoming" at the $17,000. Last week, "Lady From
fair $25,000 and "Winter Meeting" State and Orpheum on second Slianghai" (Col) and "Best Man
with Henny Youngman and Ro.se week. Hub biz is on luild side.' On Wins" (Col), $10,000.
44-65)
Lyric
(G-D)
(1,600;
Murpliy at the State-Lake should Merry Way" is top newcomer.
"Bring "Em Back Alive" (RKO)
hit about $26,000.
Estimates for This Week
(reissue) and "Docks New Orleans"
Estimates for This Week
Aslor (J^sodcs) <1300; 40-80)
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 98 (—"Anna "The Search" tM-G) (2d wk). SoUd (Mono)., Fancy $7,000. Last week,
Karenina" (20th) (2d wk). Light $8,000. Last week, strong $9,000. "Tobacco Road" <?0th) and "Grapes
(reissues), $7,500.
$8{){)0.
Last week, $9,500.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)— of. Wrath" (20tb)
Chicaeo (B&K) (3,900; 98i
"River Lady" (U) .and "Whispering

.

way below

par.
at Chicago

Mors, New Pk FaO

To Bokter NX; 'Waltz' Huge
'Dream'-S^tahy
Despite many favorable factor.^;,
including a rainy Saturday (19>
and three new pictures, Broadway
firstmn business still iit very spotty
and surprisingly weak at most theatres. Some spots currently are being hel|>ed by the arrival of vacation visitors. There also is an influx of people in town for the
Louis-Walcott figlit tonight (Wed.)
and a record number of mercantile
buyers in N. Y.i£rowded hotels reflect both these conditioBS as well
as the fact that some GOP conventioneers are lodging in M. Y. and
,

commuting

to I%iladelidiia. Tonight's bout is not expected to help
but rather hurt trade at dcluxers.

'

—

(M-G) (2d wk). Fair
Last week, $32,000.

"Pirate"
$2,1,000.

Grand

(RKO)

67-98)-^-

(1,500;

Father Dunne" (RKO)
Pat O'Brien personal.
Okay $12,000. Last week,"Internu'z/o" (UA» (reissue), $10,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 37-98)—"Will It Happen Again? (FO and
"Fighting
aided by

..

'

"Arg.vle

Secrets"

(FC).

Lean

(BL).
Okay $18,000. Last
week, "Fort Apache" (KKO) and
"Blonde Ice" (FC) (4th wk),. fair

City"

$12,000.

45-75)—
Neat
Last week, "Fanny" (Indie),

Exeter

(Indie)

$5,000.
lair $3,000.

Fenway

(MP)

•

I

Monroe

(Indie)

(1,000;

70-98)

"Search" (M-G) (4th wk). N.
$4,500. Last week, $7,500.

40-80)—
and "God's
(WB) (reis-

(1^73;

"Flowing Gold" (WB)
$7„-)()0.
La.st week, "Old Los An- Country and Woman"
geles" (Rep) and "Inside Story" sues).
Mild $6,000.
(Kep), $8,300.
"Silver River" (WB)
\,

Lfflta-Gd^Hot

(1,000;

"State of the Union" (M-G).

Last

we^

and *'Lead

Soldiers" (20th), .$4,800.

V^m Tops Del
Detroit, June 22.
With a batch of holdovers and
only two new films this "week,, Detroit has little to «fter in competition with the i d e a 1 outdoor

Good: biz on Friday and Saturday was counterbalanced by a big
outdoor Sunday when over 1,000,000 went to nearby beaches and
alKtut 72,000 went to major league
liaU games that day in N. Y, Tue.sday's (22) drizzle was counted a
favorable faetw. Most schools will
be out next week, and managers
figure on this to help.
Pacing the city and contradictory is the Music Hall with "Emperor Waltz" and a highly imaginative stageshow. Likely will wind

G.

•

—

.

—

To'BWBrisk|21^
-

Bright $3,000.

Big

Last week, $3,500.

K.C Rain qpsB.04

'Pirate'

$17,6eO/Noose'

12iG, 'Tarzan' $12,000
Kansas

City,

June

22.
last

Long awaited rain came
Thui-sday. opening day for several
houses, and on following days biz'
|)icked up noticeably. Top trade is
going to "Pirate" at Midland and
"Give My Regards to Broadway" t>t
Towej' - Uptown - Fairway combo.
Both look .sturdy. Biz definitely is
over average in for "Noose Hangs

colossal $70,000, the $1-$1.25 scale
with
and extra shows making this posas a

benches into theatres here,
biz taking a healthy rebound
result. Getting top money is "Give
Regards to Broadway," playing in

sible.

Michigan (U-D) (4,039; 70-95)—
"Pirate"
(M-G) and "Rocky"
three houses. "Fuller Brush Man"
(Mono), (2d wk).
Good $14,000
is packing the Aladdin on moveafter stout $25,000 opener.
over date.
Palms (U-D) (2,716; 70-95)— "Xbe
Estimates for This Week
Crusades" (Par) (reis.sue) and "AsAladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— signed to Danger" (iSL). Sock
"Fuller Brush Man"
(Col) and $21,000.
Last week, "Raw Deal"
"Port Said" (Col) (m.o.). Smash (EL) and "Heart of Virglhia"
$7,000 or over. Last week, "Green (Rep), nice $18,000.
Grass" (20th) and "Kjng of GamUnited AiHssHa (U-D) (2,976; 70blers" (Rep) (m.0.), good $3,500.
95)
^"Arch
of
Triumph" (UA)
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35- (2d wk). Good $17,000 after fancy
74)— "Outlaw" (UA) (6th wk). Good $21,000 in first.
$6,500. Last week, $G,000.
.

—

Denham (Coekrill) (1,750; 35-74)
—^"Crusades"
(Par) (rei^e). Fine

Last week,
High at Paramount and "Taraan $11,000.
(Par), tbin $7,500.
and Mermaids" at Orpheum.
"

Tirate'

"Shaggy"

Estimates for Tli&i Week
Astor (City Inc.) (1,300; 7O^!1.50)
—"Melody Time" (RKO) (4th wk).
Current week ending today (Wed.)
holding niceily at $19;000 after $21,000 last week. Linok for sharp opbeat faeire with schools getting out
end of this week. Stays indef.
Biioa (City Inv.) ((50; 85-$1.50)—
"Citizen Saint" (Indie) (4th wk).
Foiirtb stangia ending toddy (Wed.)
continues fairly oloy at $4,000,
after $4,500 last week! Holds only
one more week,»
Caidtol (Loew's) (4,620; 80-$1.59)

—"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G)

Woody Herman

plus

orch beading stage-

showf (3d-final wk). Off to $49,000
or less in blowoff se.s.sioR, which is
not strong after $53,000 last week.
"Fort Apache" (RKO) with Lena

Cincy; 'Regards' $15,000 Home,
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
stagebill opens tomorrow (Thnrs,).
Cincinnati, June 22.
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 70Three solid new bills and a $1.85)
and "Blonde Ice" (FC), day-dat«
"Lady From Shanghai"
with Esquii-e. Webber. Fine $16,- smash reissue are hypoing the over- (Col) (3d-final wk). Second round
000.
Last week, "Fuller Brush all count of major bouses for an ended last (Tues.) night was wagr off
appredaMe
advance over last week. to $17,000 after fancy
din" Head" (Rep) and "Arkansas Man" (Col) and "Port Said" (Col),
$1^,009
"Give
My
Regards
to Broadway," opener. "Canon City" (ED is
$17,000.
Judge" (Rep) (reissues), $3,500.
due
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
EilQuire
(Fox)
35-74)— a newcomer, and the sensationaUy- in next.
(742;
"Bring 'Em Back
"Pirate (M-G) and "Blondie's Re- "Give Regards to Broadway" (20th) campaigned
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 30-$1.80i
ward"' (CoJ), Hefty $17,000. Last and "Blonde Ice" (FC), also Den- Alive" reissue are neck and neck
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (10th
week "Lady Shanghai" (Col) and ver. Webber. SoUd $3,500. Last for top money, both big. "Pirate" wki. Ninth frame ended last Mon"Best Man Wins" (Col), $14,000.
week, "Fullep Bi-ush Man" (Col) and "Furnace Greek," also are day (21) night held to $15,000 after
lively. Of holdovers, "Fuller Brush
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— and "Port Said" (Col), $4,000.
$17,000 for eighth, both okay for
"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and "So
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— Man" continues strong in fiftb this stage of run. "Fury at FurWell Remembered" (RKO). Fancy "Bride Goes WUd" (M-G) and downtown session.
nace Creek" (20tb) is next in but
Estimates for This Week
$12,000. Last week, 'Tighting 69th'' "Song of Idaho" (Col) (2d wk).
date not set.
Albe«; (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)
(WB) and "Valley of Giants" WB) Okay $13,000.
Last week, big
Mxftmi (Brandt) (1,736; 60"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th>.
(reissues), $10,000.
$17,500.
$1.25)— "Time of Life" (UAi (4th
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-6,'))—
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
(Continued on page 20)
Wk). Present round ending today
"Noose Hangs High" (ED. First "Fugitive" (RKO) and "Fabulous
(Wed.) up to $27,000 via reduced
Joe" (UA). Trim $12,000, Last
ti)iie for Abbott-Costello team in
scale after nice $25,000 for third.
house. Stout $12,500. Last week, "Casbah" (U) and "Rocky"
this
Continues indef.
Estiniates for This Week
R.squire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45Road" (20th) and
"Grapes oJ' Wrath" (20th) (reissues).
Average $3,000. Last week, "Pud-

—

"

—

—

(Mono), mild $8,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Green

Grass" (20th) and "Ktag Gamblers"
(Rep) (m.o.). Very mild $3,000. Last
week, "Coroner Creek" (Col) and
"Blondie's

Reward"

(Col)

$2 000

Webber
"Regard,'! to

(m.o.>.
%
"

(Fox)

(750;

Broadway"

35-74)—
and

(20th)

"Blonde Ice" (FC), also Denver,
Regards to Broadway
Fine $17,000. Last week, Esquire. Thin $2,000. Last week,
i20tli).
slow "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and "Port
(20ai),
Creek"
"Furnace

—"Give
$ii,qoo.

S^id" (Col), big $4,000.

Estimate*

Film

Are Net

gross' estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e..
without the 20% tax. Distributes share on net take, when
playing preeentage, hence the
estimated figures are. net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

tax.

'

orcb topping stageshow

all-

(2d

wk). First week ended last (Tues,)
night dlimbed to Strang $70,000. In
ahead. "Hazard" tParv with King
Cole Trio, Ray Anthony orch,
others, on stage (2d wk). okay
$(M),000. "Girl" and current stageshow originaUy set for three weeks
but now plan to bring in "Foreign
Affair" (Par) with Jo StaiTord
heading Stagebill on June 30, to
take advantage of July 4 weekend.
Kad)* CitiT Mwic UaO fRockefeUers)
(5^5; 8043.40)— "Em-

peror WaltR" (Par) witl» new stageshow. Soaring to huge $100,000 or

week

near. Inggest naR4ioliday

at

Vacation crowds in
this house.
M. Y. belpins iiete now, and stageshow also taking a bow as a curLast week, fourth of
rent lure.
"Pirate" (M-G) and stageshow was

down

to $117,000.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44.$1.20)—
of London" (FC) and "Man
Reclaimed His Head" (FC)
(reissues). Back to horror pix here
for a change, with first week ending today (Wed.) doing vei-y good
In ahead,
Stays over.
$13,000.
"Will It Happen Again" (FC) (5th
V

"Tower

Who

—

UttXf (20th) (5,886; 80-!&1,50)—
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20lh)
with ieeshow teeing off, leatui'ing
Carol Lynnci plus onstage Andrcwif SksHetS, Dean Martin &
.Terry
Lewis.
Regular performances open today (Wed.) aft^r preview of new show last (Tues.) night.
;

House closed

until 6:30 p.m. yesterday.
Final six days in second
week of "Green Grass" ('20th) and

Harry

Richman,

Chandra

-

Kaly

dancers, others, on stage, was down
to $45,000 after meagre $60,000
opener.
State Loew's) (3,450; 55-$l. 25)—
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) (1st run)
Not holding up well at
(2d wk).
$17,000 in initial holdover stanza
!

tomorrow (Thurs.) but
stays over in order to give ''Easter
ending

Parade" (M-G) ma aliening on June
30,
"Parade" beiag plugged as
world preem, and launching policy
of briigeer-bffdget fitim here.

First

wedt of "Holiday" wax

good

vei-y

$28X100.

Strand (WB).
"Waliflower"

(2,7301;

70-$1.50)—

Ed
plus
"DuiTy's

(WB!>

"ArcMe" Gardner

md

Tavern"' radio group, Jaoe Russell,
Matty Malneck. orch onstage (2dfinal wk). Down, to very tbbi $38,000 or near after Idghlv dfanvfiointing $44,000 opener. '^Bouaiiee on

High Seas" (WBl and Bob Crosby
orch open next Fcid;^ (25).
Victoria

(City

Ihv.)

(720;

70-

$1.50>—"Design for Death" (RKO)
(2d-fhial wk). Blowolf will see only
about $10,000 in till, mild, following good $15,000 opener. "Fighting Father. Dunne" (RKO) opens

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Winter Garden (UA)

(1,312; 55-

-"Bad Sister" (U) (2d wk).
Sliding to thin $8,000 after veiy
mild $11,000 initial ses.sion, Goes
a third, with "Man-Eaters of KuSkinnay Ennis orch heading maon" (U> opening July 1.

Rugged f 14,500

(55i._"Tobacco

week, "Big Clock" (Par) $13,000.
Rosy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)—
"Wouldn't Be in Shoes" (Mono)
and "French Leave" (Mono). Average $3,500. La.st week, "Enchwited
(KL) and "Man liosa
Vallev"
Texas" (EL), Kime.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 70O; 45-65)

girl

wk-5 days), .$4,500.
EivoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60"Lulu Belle" (Col).
$1,25)
Plugged as world preem and given
nice advance but Dorothy Lamourday week for the Hall,
Montgomery
starrer is disGeorge
Paramount also is on stout side
with "Dream Girl" and Phil Spi- appointing at mild $18,000 or near
talny "Hour of Charm" all-girl in first week ending next Friday
(23). Hnldsi Xrl ahe»d, 10 days of
band topping stageshow. Looks fourth
week of "Anotliear Part of
like fancy $70,000 or better. "Lulu
Belle " third new film, is very di)»- Forest" (U) was only $17j000.

.

'

18G

7(IG, 'Lulu'

Phil Spitahoy •^llour ol Cliaim

up its ffacst week today (Wed.) with
terrific $160,000 biggest non-holi-

"Homecoming" at the
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)— weather.
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th). Fox looks top coin, but "The Cru- yappointing with $13,000 or lets at
Oriental (Rssaness) (3,400; 9S>— Opened tod.iy (Tues), Last week, sades," topping double bill at Rivoli,
worst business at this house
"Homecoming" (M-G) plus Louis "On Merry Way" (UA) and "As- Palms is really standout. Others in many weeks.
Jordan orch onstage (4th wk). signed to Danger" (EL), strong are Just so-so, nearly all being
Rialto is back with horror fiJUns
Sock $40,000. Last week, $46,000. $22,000.
h<ddovers.
currently, "Tower of London" and
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)— "All
Orphewn (Loew) (3,000; 4(K80)-^
Bktiauteit for VMs Wetic
"Man Who Reclaimed His Head,"
My Sons" (U). Fair $19,000. Last "Houiecoming"
(M-G). Solid $23,Adams (Balaban) (1.740; 70-93)— two reissues, bringing very good
week, "Letter from an Unknown 000 foi- sec<Hid vtreek. Last week,
"Summer Holiday" (M-G) (3d wk). $13,000. "Iron Curtain," on secondWoman" (U) plus Zale-Graziano .sock $31,000.
Improved $8,000 after fair $7,300 run, looks sturdy
fiUht pix, .S16,000.
$13,000 at Palace.
Paramount (MP) (1,700; 40-80)— second staiEca.
noo.scvclt (B&K) (1,500; 98)— "Flowing Gold" (WB) and "God's
Otherwise, Broadway is holdover
Bio^dwair-Ciqritol (United - De"Scudda IIoo!" (20th) (2d wk) Country Woman" (WB) (reissues).
or longrajn, and lew operations are
troit) (3,300; 70-95)
"Lost HoriThin'.1;9,000. Last week, $12,000.
Fair $9,000. La.st week, "Silver zon" (Cbl) and ''Flight Lie)atenant" doing well. "Green Grass," with
State -Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98)—
River" (WB) and "Lead Soldiers" (Col) (reissues). MiU $10,000. Last Harry Richman heading stagebill,
"Winter Meeting" (WB) with Rose (20th). good $13,500.
week, "Four Faces West" (UA)and stayed only six days of second
Murpliy and Henny Youngman
week at Roxy. house teeing off
State (Locwr) (3.500; 40-80>—
bending vaude (2d wk) Fair $24,- "Homecoming'* (M-G) (2 wk). Satis- "Man of Evil" (VAk fine $14,000. "Give Regards
to Broadway" plus
Dewnferim (Balaban) (2,863; 'm-.
000. Last week, solid $32,000.
factory $16,000 after soBd. $18,- ^)—"Fort Apache" (RKO) (4tb first ieesdbow .fliere and Andrews
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98> 000 last week.
wk). Oke $5,000 after good $7,000 Sisters beading stageshow last
—"Crusades" (Par) (reissue). Fine
third week.
(Tues.)
ni^t. Capitol launches
$19,000.
Last week, "Bride Goes
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70- "Fort Apache" with Lena Horne
Wild (M-G) (2d wk), trim $12,500.
95)
"Homecoming" (M-G). Big topping
stagebill
tomorrow
Woods (Kssaness) (1,073; 98)— Denver Gives R^anls
$40,000 for Gable-Turner opus. (Thunt.).
"Arcli of Triumph" (UA) (2d wk).
Last week, "Big City" (M-G) idus
Meiyfair lomtxeA its scale la.st
Excellent $20,000. First week was
Jack
Benny stageshow with Phil veek, bosinesa; climbing as a re$26,000.
Harris,
Rochester,
others,
onstage.
sult, with "Time! of Life" getting
World (Indie) (587; 77)—
Denver, June 22.
Stage layout pushed this up to $27,000 in fourih week.
"Father's House" (Indie) {4th wk).
Rain drove folks from park
S.

1

$1.25)-

'Sisie'

Sweet 15G,

MonH

Montreal, .Tune 22.
in all houses

With new films

plus okay weather, biz is up some
this week. "H You Knew Susie"
and "State of Union" are top new-

comers.
Estimates for This

Loew's

(C.T.)

Week

(2,855;

34-64)—

"State of Union" (M-G). Fine $17,500. Last week, "Voice of Turtle"
(WB), $16,000.
CaptlMl (C. T.) (2,412; 34-57)—
Sttsfe" (RKO). Solid $15,Last week, "Duel In Suft"

"Knew
000.

(SRO) (2d wk), sour $9,000.

Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 34-.57)—
"If Winter Come.s" (M-G). Thin
$9,000. Last week, "Sitting Pretty"
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 35-80)— (2«th) (2d wk», big .$15,000.
"Iron Curtain" (20th> <2d run) and
Princess (C.TJ (2^(K; 26-45)—
"Tender Years" (20th) (1st nm) -"Christmas Eve" (UA). Fair $9,plus
Zale-Graziano
fight
film. 000. Last week, "Mxa Within" (EL)
Sturdy $13,000 looms in week end- and "Hue and Ory" (EL), $7,500.
ing today (Wed^),
Last week,
imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-42)—
"Naked City" (U) (2d run) and —"Let's Live Agafak" (20th) and
"Palooka Fighting Mad" (Mono) "Half -Past Midnight" (20th). Quiet
(1st run)
and fight pix, fancy $3,500. Last week. "Marked Wom-

$14,000.

Paramount

an" (WB) and "Dust
(Par)

$1.50)—"Dream Girl"

(3,664;

(Par)

5i$-

(WB)

tiny"

with 900.

,

Be My Des-

(reissues) (Zd wk), $8,-

WedaetJay, June 28, 194B
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A CAST AS EXPLOSIVE

AS

ITS

STOmr/

NDUSTRY EVENT:

Warner Bros.
TRADE SHOW JULY

m

GUI

REVO
8
Derem

GOMEZ -JOHN RODNEY-iwi-jliiisf

Play by Richard Braoht and John Huston

•

Based on ihe flay by MAXWELL ANDfRSON As Producfd on th« Spohen Stage, by Ih* Playwrights Company

•

Music by Max Stainar

Cleveland, June 22.
Off - again - on - again rainstorms
this session are not hurting Jack
Benny and his radio troupe plus
"Wallflower," this combo booming
the Palace to a colossal take ot
$67,000, and sure mew high at
Jhouse.
By doing 19 shows ia
first three days, the comedian drew
over 50,oeO people. House did

seven shows Sunday, overcoming
record crowd of 82,781 ii Kidians'
Athletics ball game.
Notwithstanding this "Pirate" is
doing okay at State But "Give My

Regards

Broadway" at Hipp

ttt

stiape^HinildL
:Es1i«mates for

Week

TbSs

.

mtea

('KKOV iSjmi;
"Fuller Brash Maa** :CCo»- f3d wfei.
Trim ?;l4.ea0, folIo*iiig alwnt $l%r

000

last .foEo.

(Warner) (3,700; 55-701—
"Give
Regards to
BroadWijy*'
(20th . Mild $15,000|. below^ hopes,
weelt "Coroner Creek" fColi,

l-ast

oke

$15,580.

Xake

M

Bemy iai©

llaifoww' wii

ley

II

IttM Frisco, $23^0
San Francisco, June 2f.
Ideal weather here is dtcawmg
folks to the beaches, with nearljf
St. Francis,
all spots suffering.
wtth "Paaradiae Case," is main exception V ith sock sessi<Hl in sights
Over-supply of holdovers also is
"Berlin Express" at
HO help.
^Golden Gate is veiy di?!#PQtottog.

df grosses

(800f;

53-70)

(ib4».)

.

,

Estimates

Iiiast

.

ov^r oe^iBar:? $17,-

tw

,

(3,000; 50-75)

and "Big
Punch" fWB). Okay $n,00O. I^ast
week, "Miracle <tf Bells" (BKO)
and "Secret Service Ittveistigator''

mm

tox (F&M)
tPaif)

(5.000;-

.

Missouri (FSsM) (3,500; 50-75)--"Ruthless" (EL) and "Noose Han^
Fair $11,000. Last
(EL).
week, "Bemember Mama" (RKO)
and "Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO)
(m o.), nice $13,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Black Bart" (U) and "Big City'
(M-G (m.o.), good $9,000. Last
week, "Homecoming" (M-G) (m.o.),
solid SU.OOO. (2d wk). Hot $9,000.

High"

I

nice $11,500.

"Campus

.

Wg

Hot $9,000 after

first stanza.

Woman' $20,00a, Omaha
Omaha, June

22.

"Smart WomaU" at Orpheum,
bolstered by Shep Fields band and
Vivian Blaine on stage, looks socko
this week. Business
start and continued

weekend.

Broadway"
Paramount
Omaha.

"Give

was good

at

strong over
Begai-ds to

My

enough
moveover

is

strong

I'o

rate

at
to

„,.,„.,,
Week

Estimates for This

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20801— "Smart AVoman" (Mono) plus

orch
Vivian Blaine and Shell Fields
(Cpiitinued oa page 20)

'•Angers Alley" CMonoX Fair $4,5001 Last week. *Witli It" (U) and
"Dear Murderer" CB) (2d wk-6

.;..v-

—

Vm

m

.

.

i

average $14,700,

CUver (FWC)

60^)—

(1,145;

$2,500.

Last

may
mDowBtowB

$1)—"Amrthcr

Hiiladfelphia,
iilFew

June

22.

product brought in to na- $18,400.
GOP B«tioiEil eomven- 0owite!Wtt

Bfa^

'

60<
(U>

.It"

(U)

aind '!Dear MHrderer" (U) (2d
6dj^5),stim<'$i#,9Q(t.

wk-

Wir««w. (FW€».

'

j.

'".'.-^

60-$l)—

(IptttS;

"BiegaiKte JEhmadNnm" (20th) and
"WiMiaf's CSrele'^ Ofllh) 2d wk),
$8,300 in liemk' Id days. Last
-week, neat. pl,O0(l.
,
VmKmm (FWCI- (883; 80-85)—
'Anna liEareniiui"' (20th)

Mem

'

.

and

"Camtpos S^ntb"^ (Mono). Mild
$3,500i. Lastwe«*, "Coroner Creek"
(€at> and "Busty" CCM) 2d wk),
•

$2,000.

WttAire

.

(FWQ

(;^2»6;

60-$l)—

Slow

'

stiB.

menA.

msa ^zsm

«umpli'' fUA)

•*Ara*

6(M11)—
."Arch ai Triumph*- (UA) iZi wk>, soot
Down to $p,e00. Last week, nice

val dniii^

tiOH is giving the- townMt

"

'-:

Foi-est"

Last week, '"With

$9,iSee.

/aaa"
t*), $230».
(WB) (130®;

.Geeel:"^

Fart

and "Angel's AHey" (Mono). Slow

"Ctems- i^jsm Wt
'5»««y'^'-: iom
mittxm
''^^^

w««*^.

.

ITaitea Artfobc rtTA» (2,100;

i

and "Homecoming" (M-G) (3d wk).
Slight Neaj? $6,500. Last week, dipped to

"Anna
Karenina"
(20th)
"Campus Sleuth" (Mono);

$7,500. Last week,

6o-$i)—
(2d

wk).

good $15,-

.

Ball (Blumett-

briber iem m2r 60-$l)—"Metry Way"

tone- Theatres sttuiated near down- (UA) (2d wk). Neat
$&,606i Last
town hotels are farfe)^ especially week, good $11,600.
well. Goldmafi, with ."IsdaBd With
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—
You," is ai super-sock with $28,000,
(M-G) (3d wfc).
sensational at ^this smaB-steater. "Homecoming"
Top coin is; goag to "Emperor Finals at $6,000, Last week, nice
Waltz " which is smash $40,000 at $9,200.
MiniiSapoIiS, June 22.
El Key (FWC) (861; 60-.1il)—
Stanley.
Colfi, Eainy
continues to
$12,000.
JtGive
Regards To Broadway" "Anna Karenina" (20th) and "Cam- gtvfe'the hoxalfice a lease on life,
Strand (FA) (tOOO; 45-65) -— also is g«jod at the Fox. "Raw pus Sleuth" (Mono). Faii- $3,000 but iirfjwofQBenti is, only slight.
Last week,, "Ctjronesr ^'ne-Bp
Bring 'Em Back Alive" (RKO) and Deal" at Stfflito? and "Bathless" or near.
ttewcomiers doesn't proof
Creek" (Col) and "Riisty" (Cott vide
t^«a 0S WelL Arizona Banger" (RKO) (reissues). at Aldine
toomiKrbbetos although "Give
•
'
(2d wk), $l,300i
Good $6,000. Last week, "Sainted
'EstiiBaabes fat 'niis.''Weel[:
-Regsttdisi to- Broadway"
and
Esauire (Rosener) (685; 85t$1.20) "FliHer Brash Maa" shape okay,
Sisters" (Par) and "Speed to Spare"*
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)-="Corridor of fllfefors" iV> (2d; fatter itcading for smash session.
"Rathless"' (EL). Better than anticiwk). Over $2,000. liSi^ week, ofe^
pated at big $16,000 or over. Last
Esilmsities. .for- Tftis Week
$3,100.
week. '^Hsiani" (Pair)
Wk).
CcMtsirs (Paif) (1,600; 50-70)—

wtAex

My

'

»(^

Mr

.!

—

'

m

.

mm

Four Star <UA-WC) (9W;
"Green Grastf* (20ta) (m.o,); Light
(S&S) (700; 50-94)— —"Lost One" (Col) (4th wk). Just $4,500; Last week, "Silting Pretty"
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (2d wk,). $2,500. Last week, miia ^,209,
wk), fee $t^oo.
Thin $4,000 after okay $5,500 first
<iwm (FWC) (968; «)-$l)—"An''''

$9 500
Arcadia

imm mh

.'Qomitr-fPiae^^ tlMO: 44)—"Wo.stanza.
(U) and
Providence, Jane 22.
Joe" (iBdie) mM.- "Was? Out West'*
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Let(Moeio), Slow $3,
With smiling Sunday skies takLight $2,300.
(reissues).
ter Unknown Wowaa'' (U) (2d wk). 500. Last week, "Wab It'* (SFi-atti (tedie)
ing over for a change all spots are Okay at $1&^^. Last week, good "Dear Murderer^ (m^2d? «6r6 Last week, "Angel Have Wings"
(Indie) and "Coast Guard" (Indie)
taking a slight beating, Majestic's $24,590.
days), $1300.
(reissues), $2,209.
Earfe (WB) (2,700; 50-9i4).."AU
"Green Grass of Wyoming" is the
fiawaii (G&S-BIumeftfeld) (1,106;
I,9x»«at (Scbxeiber) (1,900; 50town-topper, with Loew's State My-Sons" (U) (4tb wk). Ftoe $16,- 60-$!)—"Merry Way" (UA) (2d wk).
:

other Part of Forest"
"Angel's Alley"

•

.

also

healthy

witb

•'Homecoming."
Est&nates fi>x

Albee
"Tarean

KolfiWrcF

of

Tb^ We^

(RKO) (2,200; 44^5)—
Mermaids" (RKO) and

New

Orleans" (RKG). Nice
$15,000. Last week "River Lady"
(U) and Graziaao^^ale fight pix,

"Docks

$14,000.

Carlton

(Fay)
(U)

"Broadway"

44-65)—
(1,400;
and "Elame of

1^

beialthy $l»,500v

Medium

$3i5(l^.

:

(U)

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
44-65)— —"Big City" (M-G). Veiy thin
(1,400;
"Noose Hangs High" (EL) and $7,000. Last week, "Green Gisss"
"Assigned to Danger" fEL), Fairly (20th), $3,500.
good $5,000. Last week, "Hobiil
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
Hood" (WB) (reissue) and "Girl "Another Part Forest" <Ui. Very
Tisa" (WB), oke $5,500.
dull $17,000, after fairish $25,500
Majestie (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— opener.
"Green Grass" (20th) and "CounPix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)—
terfeiters" (20th). Gettmg big $17,- "King of Olympics"
(UA) and
000. Last week, "Letter Unknown "Night in Casablanca" (UA) (reisWoman" (U) and "Louisiana" (WB), sue). Fair $5,000. Last week, "Re$M,G0O,
becca" (UA), $5,500.
44-65)—
Stats (Loew) (3,200;
Stanley (reissue), (WB) (2,950;
"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d wk). Be- 50-94)
"Emperor Waltz" (Par).
ing held for over six days to land Town's top draw at sock $40,000.
$14,000 after wow $26,000 first Last week, "Homecoming" (M-G)
round.
(5th wk), strong $17,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44(Par)
(reissue) "Raw Deal" (EL). Great $15,000 or
65)
"Crusades"
Opened Monday (21). Last weesk. near. Last week, "Big Punch"
"Hatter's Castle" (Par), fair $10,000. (WB), aot much wallop at $9,()00.

—

—

.

Last meSSt, esooia S8i)—"EtemecQming^* tM-<3) (2d wk).
-..,-."'';•'' ,-'.\
*os: !20th) (2,^; 50-94)—"Rte- $5,600.
SatMactory $'<^,O0ft afier good $10,gards to Broadway" (20th). Solid
fioUywooa (Wis) (S.TSe; «t-$l)— OBO first week.
Last week,
$26,000,
"Fumace "Arch TWumpb" (tiA) (24 wk). Fair
Lyric (Par) (1.000; 50-70)— "HazCreek" (20tfa), njHd $16,000.
ard" (Par) (m.o.). Mild $5,000. Last
$7,500. Last week, good $15,500.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,000; 50(20th) (2d
Hollywood Mnsic Hall (Blumen- week, "Furnace Cr<eek"
^
94)— "Island With You" (M-G). feld)
(475; 60-85)— "Merry Way" wk), light $3,200.
Lihing them up for colossal $2SjB00. (UA) (2d wk). Oke $3,000., Last
Ka«» City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
Last week, "State of Union (M-6), week, neat $4,900.
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th>.
$9500 for seventh week.
Iris (FWC)
(828;
60-85)-^".\n- Helped by Dan Dailey's presence^
Kariton- (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
Climbing to fair $15,000. Last
—"Mating of Millie" (Col). Thin other Part Forest" (U) and "Angel's week,
"Green
Grass"
(20th),
Alley" (Mono). Modest $4,500 or
$8,500.
Liast week, ''Lady from
$14,500.
Shanghai" (Col) (5th wk), talce close. Last week. "With It" (U) and
"Dca»- Murderer"
<2d wk-6
(Klft

$12,000 issues), $4,000.
(Fay)
Fay's

Fields-BIaine Boost

Dull

(Mono).

Sleutit"

Stagedooc (Adcerman) (358; 60- ijB!,50a Last week, "Coroner Ci-eek"^
(2d wk) (CoiB and "Dssg Rasty" (Cbl> <2«l
and "Katherine the Great" (SC) v*).^3a.>
(reissues) (2d wk).
Big $3^,000 or
Bevec^ Bilis SSnO: Biffi (G«iS^
near. Last week, sock $4,000.
65-$!)—'*Ott
Blum«ifeld)
(^6;
iiarian (Soesner) (400; 65-85)—
Meny Way" (UA) (2d wfc). Nice
"Jenny Lamour" (Inttie) (2d wk). $3,500. Last week, gaod
$5,'rQ0.
Good $2,500. Last week, ^5^,200.
CartirajrCSrele (FWC) (1J5M^ mUnxteA Watiwix (FWC) (1,149; 60^"Gineen
Grass.'
W^B^a^
83)—"Begarfr* to Broadway" {20tb).
Light $230. Last week, "Anna (torn tm wk-moJ-and- "Mtt
vfm iv
(auk>. Only .^xjsm
Karenina"' (2(»t&) (2d wk). $3,000.
State iPar) (2.133; (>0-85)—"Areb in 6 dajs. Last' week, wiOt "GMiBr-.
of Triumph'^ (HA) (nto.). T^id terfefter^ (SMU (uaJ^,dimi $2,1<M,
CWswae (CtaHiman-WC) (l£jm:
$6,000. Last week, "Gangs of New
York" (Rep) and "Ganss of CM* 6(fr^)i—"Give My Regards; to
cag»" (Bep> Sijeissues); 5 clays, nice BicoadwsQr (aflth) «Bit '^iHoer^
:Circie"' (20th) (2a wk). .Howt ie
.$5,5m;
fISiOeO in fowl 10 d^. Last weei,

85)—"Henry VIEE" (SC)

New Orleans" (U) (reissues). Slow
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)— $3,500. Last week, "Seven Sinners"
"Best Years" (EKO) (2d rim)^ (^ (EL) and "Sutter's GoW" (EL) (re- $7,500.

Wk).

..

".'

..

"

50-75)-—"Haz-

aSld $18,000. Last wieek,
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th)
and "Wouldn't- Be In Shoes"
(Mono), ^0,000.
iMH^r^Uiewy (3,172; 50-75)—
"All My Sansr (TO and "Are You
With If (tT)." Kice $20,000. Last
week. '•Black Bart" (XT) and "Big
City" (M-G), modest $14,000.

'.

Wm

m.

-

...

$6^S0ff. Last wedfe, '%al£iqr o£
Giaurts^* (WB) (]«issae^, slcmF $<SO%

and "Big Town Scandal"

(Par):

:

m

.

good $16,5'00.
,Mnrfef«r md«ys)v.>$3v-.Bsiim9^'f«Hr.Tlii!t''1iretil
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (I,207; 55-85)—"Time of Life" (UA")
Bdntitf (FWC) {1.532; BOf-*!)—
Stam» car «FWC) (880; eo-$i)
(4th wk). Okay $ff,000. <)Last week, "Atina
Karcaiina"
smd: —"Another Part ForesT' (U) and
(2Qth)

ly

(Sep). $15,000.

ard"

Um"

.

Very moderate $^11,000^ Last
"Noose Hangs. High" (EL)
and "Green For Danger" (EL),
ti^t $I4,ia<|0.
State ttoeHTs) (Zjm; 45-65)
"Bride Goes Wild" (M-G) and "Port
St. Louis, June 22.
Off to a good start, plus the Said" (Cdlt. fine $15,000. Last
blessings from crix, "All My Sons" week, "La^ From Shanghai" (Col)
(Col),
at Loew's appears boxoffice stand- and "Best Man Wtesi"
films.

'

msm

(Par).

(F&M)
—Amba^aer
"WalMower" (WB)

'

mm

r

week,,

new

'

,

National (Standard) (2,400; 45-65)
(Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)
(Par). Offish $5,500' -"Buffalo BiU Bides Again" (EL)
'List viet^ "Homecepains (M-G) with Mills Bros., Katby Moore^ Joe
Venuti oreb on stage. Strong $15,(ni.0.); good $8,500.
000- Last vimek, "EoctoiF Takes
:Aa&Ss SCave
Wife" (COB smS
Wing^' (Col) (wasstne^, Imp $5,(H».
Rialto (FA) a^400f 45-65)'"Hazard" (Par) iiidlldr. Reckless'

big

.

'

Stillraan

"HazairS" is in tite rtmnerup slot
but only limpiisg- along at the Fox.
"WalWmver'MooIis just okay.
JBstimatcs for This Week

,

Faw

—"Hazard"

among the

W

'

'

mm

out

i

—

—

(II)

%gen

Not

mt^. Week

l/f&izEiism
%ieMQii^ IS;

Baec^ Maiiljni: Maxntell,

S(^'

feir

'

wk), nice $4,500.
"TKottfeestei^ and SpOrtsntea QuarKentncfejF (Switow) (l,2a(K; 30-40)
tet on stage. Stage names rocteet"Bishop's Wife" (RKO) «»* "^Big
ing hill to new record aft colossal Clocir' (Par),
$tJW9^ '%ast
$67,000 or over. Lgst we*. "Lady week, "Gentiemtui^ Aga^metsST
From Shanghai" (!(2e3>^^M*jSm
and? "SigDf «tf Baia* (CoB,
regular scaie.
tefm p,500.
State (Loew's)- (X450; 55-70)—
Matr AadeKsOB. (Peoide's) (1,100;
"Pirate" (M-G). Firrt-rate $18,000 45-65)—
"WaUfioweC" (WB>. FairwitC Ii.o. lacffiiiiier I<ast week, "Ail

:

'Foresf

.

Fair-

'

^

Tiller

Wm MM:

msks

we^

"SBver Kiver"
straighi-Sliit IsBEels.
third downtown nound.,
Nfiticnial moves t»a^ Httoi the acIi»wcr Mall (Cimmraility) (570; tive list tMs week with Mills
Bros.
55-70>
"ChiidreB of Ruadise" Joe Venati band and others on
(IndleK Not enough pop appeal in
stage, and "Buffalo Bill Bides
this- artistic Frencb hit; moderate
Again" for strong returns.
in
$2,500. Last weefc, "To live
"Hazard" sbapes very moderate at
Peace" (lacfie), aow $2,200.
©Mo (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)— Rialtot,:.
"All My Sobs" (O {m.o.). Okay
Bromi ft'ourtb Avenue) (1,200;
l^tjim. L^^^e^ "Seven Sitmers"
(Bi.) ainl "Sirttefs GoKT (EL) (re- 45-S5)— 'Koose Hangs mgb" (EL)
and "Gieen For Bangar" (EL)
issues). $*,S00i
RiIaEe (BKOV (330;. 75-$U0)— tmjj.) likely mediant $4,000. Last
"Waliawiser" WB) *itli Jack Benny week, "tTnconqaered" (Par) (2d
ntBS i%II

bl

Slwrap

%

—

.

Summer

.

week^
(WB), $2,580 on State,
to cop

ly stais&catory ^,500,

ii

(Col) and "Rusty" (Col) (2d wk),
lios Angeles, Jane 22.
"Fuller Brudi Man"» is giving I fair $6,700
I^tases (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
GeMea Gate (RKO)' «2.844; -69- current beach weather here strong
$1)—"Bsriin Expcess'"-€KKO). Dim compeiitien, rating the only ntajair "Fuaes- Brush Man" (Col) and
The Red Skeltoa "ThmMJer Has*" (Col). Socio $31^town.
$14,000. Last weeK, "i%rt Apache" hix
comedy wiB wind up its SsSt wedt 000. Last week, "Fort Apache!'
(RKO) (5th wk), 9ke $10,500.
in two theatres with femjjr- $©,080', (RKO) (3f wfc* mS. •^Trapped
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Sil- best non-holidaj'
for Patsteges BostoB. Blaekl^. .'^Cbl) (2d wk),
Mild $23,500. and Hillstreet in many laontbs.
ver River" (WB);
$lt,20(Ji
Last week, "Homecoming" (M-G)
tres)
"Another Part of the Faffeat" * ^.|!'iWiKlnMll»t (F&m (3,398; '.60-$l)
(3d! %&),tbitt $10,000.
?'Etap««ar Waltz" (Par) (4th wk).
Uok& slim $^JslOSi in five stt«S£WaifieHI (FWC)* (2,656; 6fl^a5>— tii»i&:'' "AaiKi Kazesina,'''' 'alH^'Itt Lififet |lJ,m Last viseek, $13,200.
Regards to BreatEwaar" (»h) (2d five bfHises, ^apes tbin $IIMIw
'Katmwntl 'Holi^ofd (F&M)
Wk). Down tw $if,09ffl -fa 3 days. nea*.'
(1,^1; 61^*1*'— "^aeeror Waltz".
Last week, big. $21,090.
f4th wk).
$12,000 or
iVxei
Foartht week o£ "EmperoF WaKa?*
Vattmmmt CBar) «^S46; ff»-85)—
near. .Las*, week, $13t,7fflO'.
okay, in
."Rstw Deai" (KL) (Za «k). TKodest. will be near $23,080,
mmtxmt isamt (2,890; fiO'
houses, Final 10 ^ays
*12,500. Last week, feelty $22,500. Paramount
(Col) and
at»)-^"F«Ber
Brush
for"R«®k^ to "TOimder HooF' (CoB. Smash
St. -Frauds; (Par) «,40O; .6(^85)— of second week
$34,Louisville, June 22.
Sock Broadway" looks mild $*I,08(S jqsi OW. Last week, *3rort Apache"
Paradine Case" (SEO).
Last Week, "Arch of four Spots. Third stanw of "HomeBiz at downtown film houses is $23,0(M).
(3tf -WB and "Boston Blackcoming"
is okay ^4,500 In three"
Triuniph" (UA) (4th wk), okay
Iierking this week, with product a
while "Ardt of Triumpb" ig. ie" (CW «5M wM, «ood $13,500.
bouses
$9,500.
mbt-iww&:%ijmi. «i-$t)—""ahshade better grade, and cool evenOrphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,448; droppbig to $24,000 in sectmd otheE- PSurt FtHTwP
and "Anings helping, "Bride Goes Wild" 55-a5)^"On Merry Way" (UA) (2d frante, &ree sirini|ioii&. "On Meci^
Alley" aHonoL Okay $8,000
Dull $11,000.
Last week, Way" shapes ok%r $1S,500 in foor Last.wedc.
is Bveniog tbtn@ up itt lioew's wk).
WP tm and "Deal?
location.^, inO)[^\a9aan .s|H|ii^

Estimated Tefal &tam
This Week
$2421.0(»
(Based en 22 cities, 198
tlieotres. chiefly jirst runSf ineluding ff. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ...
$2,897,000
(Based oti 21 cities, 211 thea-

•

(Warner)

"Coroner Creek"^ (CoI>

11.

days), $1,700.

Lanrel (Rosener) (890; 85)—
"Jenny Lamour" (Indie) (2d wk).
$2,000. Last week, $3,100.
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2,404;
60-$
"Regards Broadway" (20th)
and "Winner's Circle" (20th) (2d
final 10 days.
wk). Neat $16,000

Okay

D—

m

Last week, medium $20,700,
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)— "Homecoming" (M-G) (3d
Ends up at $12,000. Last
wk).
week, good $17,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$l)—
"Regards Broadway" (20th) and
"Winner's Circle" (20th) (2d wk),
Nice $9,500 in final 10 days. Last
week, $9,600.

Orpheum

(D'town-WO

(2,210;

BKO-OrjAciim (RKO) (2,800; 5070)— "Fuller Brush Man" (Col).
Smash $16,000. Last week, "Winter

Meeting" (WB), light $7,000.
BKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Son of Dfacula" (U) and "Ghost
(U) (reissues).
of Frankenstein"
Slow $6,000 sighted. Last week,
"Fort Apache" (RKO) (3d wk), good
$7,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Mat-

ing of Millie" (Col). Mild $8,500,
Last week, "Hazard" (Par), $9,000.

Uptown

(Par)

-

(1*000;

•44^60)-^

"Miracle Of Bells'* (RKO). First
nabe showing. Good $4i000. Last
week, "State of Union" (M-G),
$5,000.

World (Mann)

(350;

50-85)—"Sit-

ting Pretty" (20th). Fifth loop

Week

60-$l)— "Anna Karenina" (20th) for this, and still good at $3,000,
and "Campus Sleuth" (Mono). Slim Last week, "Furia" (FCj^ (2d Wk),
$7,500. Last week, "Coroner Creek" $2,200.

.

And The Lines of

f

"Shpuld turn the Blue Danube to
twinkling gold."
-^N. Y. Times

"An

entertaining picture

tifully

Set A Record Too!
Just for delight, just for fun, just
for the joy of living and loving
no place right now like the

beauphotographed in color."
Daily News
.

.

.

"Fine idea,
.

—

Music Hall."

iV.

—

"Sly , opulent
engaging
.

.

captivating
—Herald
Trihme
. .

"Beautifully

ment."

adorned entertain—World-Telegram

there's

. .

treated

by

Crosby."

solidly

and

r.

Sun

slickly

'Brackett, Wilder

and

"Grand fun that goes down in the
books as one of the year's delights."
—Journal-American

A

"Cinematic delight.
treat to eye,
ear, heart and funnybone."—Mrror

f

Then
6tliAve.-~b3'

toward

;

Canadian Pix Activity Stepped

p'Sft^

Up

With H weodMliewProdii€er§ Set
Toronto, June 22. •
Decision of the' Canadian government to abstain from freezing
of Amei'ican film earnings in
Canada^ if Hollywood produpers
will make greater use of the Canadian scene ^has resulted in unprecedented film activity in this
country.
It's a result of the cooperation project agreed on by the
Motion Picture Assn. of America,
with J. J. Fitzgibbons, president
of Famous , Players (Canadian)i
acting as liaison for MJPAA and
the Canadian gov;enunent.
(U. S. film remittances from
Canada total seme $17,000,000 annually and plan is to conserve export of American dollars by increasing American filni'PCoducGUMi
in Canada and making, use of the
Canadian scene as a tourist lure.
Point is also made that production

—

—

Both Sides Give Stand
City, June 22.
pic trade looks to be in

With

Fore^

Imports

Mexico
Mexican

Costa Rica Using 70%
U.S. Pix; French Threaten

Buenos l^ires in Record Legit Season

for a further stiff setback with four
of the five studios here facing a
strike June 26 to enforce demands
by the National Cinematographic
Industry Workers Union (STIC) for
pay hikes of 40%-50%. Plants'
operators have been telling the federal board of conciliation and arbi-

Padng

Field

Montevideo, June

15.

Financially the legit season In
Buenos Aires this year is surpass^
in
Pix Biz
ing the record grosses of 1946
Dollar Is Stabilized 1947, despite fact that the fare;and
ot*
C. Y. Tom, distrib rep for Film fcred is far from high in standiard.
Classics and Monogram product in On weekends and holidays the
China, is heading for Hollywood queues outside the theatres are
after a stay in New York, prior to unprecedented, and pressure is behis return to Hong Kong in six ing brought for building more theTom has spent the past atres in central districts.
weeks.
seven years in the U. S., and will
The Maipo is grossing around
return to this country on regular $20,000 weekly with a musical
business trips in the future.
satire by Marcos Brooenberg and
Reports from Hong Kong, ac- Antonio Botta which reviews the
cording to Tom, indicate that film history of Buenos Aires, and gives
business is solid in the British comedians Marios Fortuna, Marcos
Crown colony. Inflation, which lias Caplan, Dringue Farias, Carlos

OK

Hong Kong

Washington, June 22.
Approximately 60 features and
300 short subjects and newsreels
are reqiiirgd annually to fulfill the tration they can't grant demands
progressively poor biz.
needs of Costa Rica's 77 35mi thea- because of
The studios have asked the board
tres, according to the management
allow them to pare pay of their
of the two theatre circuits there. to
help sharply, particularly members
It's estimated that U. S. films make
technical and manual
up more than 70% of the total of STIC's
workers locals.
shown.
Strike was origjnaUy aimed at
Some competition may be ex- the Churubusco studio, started by
pected from French films in the RKO and its Mexican partner, Pro- hit China with drastic results re- Catro and Adolfo Stray full play.
future, because of reptmrts that the ductores Asocianos Mexicanos, Nov, cently, has bypassed that area and
The Casino, reopened after a
Cofram organization (Franco Amer- 1, 1945, which, in its petition to EEong Kong dollars -have been temporary fpld when a Bolivian
ican Film Consortium) tA Buenos pare pay said is. running $900,000 stalnlized at 44^ to one U. S. dollar. impresario decamped leaving the
Aires is about to open offices in (U. S.) a year in the red, and the
cast of "Boite Husa" with several
•-.
San Jose.
weeks' salary unpaid, is playing to
Aztcca studio, an old one that repacked bouses and grossing around
cently suffered a $1,000,000 (U. S.)
$18,000 we^bf.
"Boite Rusa" is
STIC now includes in the
fire.
another musical with a sU-ong cast.
strike thi-eat the Ciasa studio*
Mundiales,
Estrellita Castro, a Spanish singer,
owned by Clasa Films
is drawing strongly in another mubig pic producer, and the Tepeyac
sical at the Comedia, with theatre
studio, owner of which is Theodore
First
also- grossing as never before.
Gildred, American filmer. and as^
At the Aitralr producers Gallo
Washington, June 22.
stressing the studios' assertion
Polish and Czech film reps have and Raineri have staged another
hike
to
them
comedy by scripters Pondal Rios
tbat it's impossible for
pacted production of their first
Vienna, June 15.
wages,
cut
and Nicolas Olivari, built around
pay and imperative to
picture, accoxding to a report
Discussions that had been going Tomas Bay, Clasa's lawyra:, told the joint
Goiaen,.chief of thje comedian Enrique Serrano. Grosses
on some weeks between Austria board that biz ls generally bad for by Nathffla D,
motion picture- are $30,0Q0 weekly. Serrano veand Ani^Amierteaa'' Bizonia in the Mexican film trade. He said Bept. of Commerce
ex- hicle is "Vendras a Medianoche"
G^nnany for a fflm eschan{^ pact that in 1945 with>three studios here photo^aphic branch. Poland
production ("Wm You Come at Midni^^t?").
have been concluded i^th an agree- 70 pix were made, but with five in pects to expand its film
A version of Anita Loos' 'TaCappy
ment in principle. Hie pact, stttt 1946 tiie output was only 60, and with the help of Czech technical Burthday," with 'Gloria Guzman
equipment. This new
requiring the nod from competent the same last year. He asserted advice and
starred, has passed its lOOth per*
alliance is along the line
authorities in Germany. caUs for that pie production in 1948 can't cultm'al
formance at the tiny El Nacional,
an exchange of films on the basis exceed 60. Bay blamed stifEer comr of several which the Poles have with long lines at the boxoffice.
of four Aiisbdan for each Gennan petition ifrom Spain and the Argen- been Uning np, -Kecraitly, for ex- Luisita Vehtt again heads her drafor an
film.
tine for tougher times for Spanish ample, the Poles arranged
matic company at the miniature
exchange of radio programs with
Empire and has also passed the
Because there are presently 109 langua^ pix.
STIC .told the'board ttiat its pay France.
lOOth performance of Enrique
film producing firms registered in
Other countries reported on:
in
reasonable
are
demands
hike
Suarez dfi ]>eza's "Jugar a Vivir"
Austria and as yet only a ftadion
Paraeoay: Government has auhigh
Irdng
costs.
of
view
("Play to live"). Grosses here ar«
of them have actual^ produced
thorized special concessions to set
fair.
aiQrthSsg. a proposal to lic«ise film
up a national newsreel. The law
Italian actress Emma Grammacompanies here is under consideraprovisions
regulating
contains
.

costs on labof aoa materials, ete.,
are lower in Canada than across
the border.)

Biggest dovra-paynmit to date
the U. ^. promise to spur Canadian production 'was given in the
deal between Canada's new producing outfit, Benaissancc, and

on

Monogram and .Allied

Artists. Latter outfits have agreed to handle
the distribution of five pix apiece
to be produced
tlie Bonaissance
studio in MD&trea]i over the next
two years. JitH^b llisn and 'Usfmr
ard Fields, lExec prodncers' of
Canadian InferQatiflitaliScreenlto^
ductions, will spark the new productions.

Close on the lieels of tt^ &Siaing in Canada of the Alpine sc«ies
of "Emperor Waltz" (Par), Bfian
Foy will release his "Northwest
Stampede" <EIj) in mid-July, tiiis
filmed at the Oofce of Windsor's
ranch in Al)ieKta wui
njuddi^
use of the toauial Calgaiiiy Sfampefde background. Foy, in Tffl-onto,

th^

'

Poles, Czechs

Joint Fihn

Swap Set

Pix

'

also stated Oislr
wiU tie a
special
screen
acknowledgment tion by autborifieS. licenses woidd
at the be^innittg of "Northwest only be granted firms which could
Stampede" in tribute to the Ca- show a finished product after a cernadian people, and another at the tain length, of -time. Financing
end of the £Um suggesting that would also be transferred to a fihn

American vacatitMoists wit Canada. bank, which would only support
Foy will also start anoHier fea- projects certain of artistic and boxture in Canada immediately, this office success^ for Austria.
This
dealing with -Uie Mounties, and scheme is .planned to prevent aiiy
budgeted at $400,000. Meanwhile, one producing; firm monopolizing
Audio Pictsires will make tliree the film trade.

ad

'

received Dominion charters from
w^are and the cinema
the federal goventoient These are
tors' association, it. will pass on
Carillon Pictures and Canam Him
which fihris suQr lot ]^wn to j^ung
Productions.
people undar lfii.

Canam is headed by Bob Montgomery, former 0.S. film industry
publicist, who ]^^ently completed
a year in £&|^[aii.d. in J^. ArUtur
Bank's puliilicl^ department. He
starts shooting in August on "The
Gallant Greeh]ioxn,"anmstcai With
an early Canadian West background. Film is budgeted at $300,-.
OOO, which has been put up by
four Toronto businessmen' not
hitherto connected with the film
industry. 'On basis Of former
WtTik connectien, Montgomei? is
currently dickering with MMiael
Redgrave to take- tfie lead in "Gallant Greenhorn."
Other new company. Carillon,
will stress InU-lengtb productions
embracing* Canadian
historical
backgreunds but sUso plans a
'

,

sert^s

of

doitaiineiidtartts

dc^^

with the cont^tti^it^ Canadian
scene.
Thiis group is headed by
Melville Turner, ioimer producerdirector at Kank^s Toronto studios;
Turner will use latter facilities but
is understood to have no Rank
financial backing'

MIL JANNM^
TO ACT

GEIS OK

IN fffiUNA

HOT

OxieBt Market Opens

conrirnioN

quality', length and minimum numIser to be produced by the concessioners ova; a ispe<^c time. It
Vienna, June 10.
also caUs fw compulsory e^biMotion Picture Esgmrt Assn.,
tion
of the domestic newsireels in
which has had a virtual monopoly
all theatres.
Concession has gone
in distributing American films in
for
three years to Gustave Acuna
of the war,
Austria since the
Falcon
who has organized Empresa
is now feeing independent comFilmadora
Paraguaya
to handle the
petition for the first time from

TO MPEA Hf YIHA

^d

Up

for U. S.

Fdms

With marliets throughout the
Orient opening up fi>i: AnMxican

three months in New York.
InSation is particularly bad in
China, aewcdinss to O'Ctmnajr. 'B»
discloses

advanta^
renovate

^at
of
its

Xioeiv's

this

has taken

conditioit

.

Rojsy.
The admission for
the tlieatre just before he return^
to the U. S. was 200,000 Chinese
dollars, or approMmatfelj^ ZOc in

American money.
There are about 50 to 60 pictures produced a year in Shanghai, ttie Jjam aide 4Eays, adding
•

that tDiKk sbootins £s ttone# nii^t,
because the ci^ Is so noisy during
daylight hours.

SRO

tica is still giving what local critics v
call "lessons in good acting" at the
Ateneo, heading a strong cast
which includes Iris Marga, Miguel
Faust Socha, Angelina Pagano,

Fanny Navarro and Oscar
(all

Valicelli

Argentine legit front-rankers),

by Eduardb Pappo, "Tb«
House Without a Sotd,^' written

in a play

especially for the veteran Italian
actress. This Is the best grossing

dramatic production currently on
view.

casino managers have announced
a long list of foreign performers tft
appear in their tnusical revues this
year. Cashing in on the boom in th«

entertainment field. Screen comedienne Nini MaKlhall, Mexican
songster
Tito
Guizar,
Hamsay
Ames (who has appeared in Hollywood pix with Abbott and Costello)
and French chauteur Harry Dresler. are all slated for C^ino
during the 19^ season.

^ws

French Fii Proda€twn

Z(M)iii$With25Roll^^
Paris,

June

22.

Spurred by a prospect of mote
playing time for its own product as
a result of tiie projected alteration of tiie Blum-Byrnes pact.
French production has zoomed,
with 25 piGtoies now rolling. Only

Vienna Symph U.S. Dates

a few months ago five pictures were
in work and several studios were
Paris, June 15.
ex-GI composer, shutting down. Recent studio laJune 18 for New York, bor trouble was settled after li
where as American manager for tlu-ee7day strike.
Mi^while, French exhibs are
the Vienna Symphony he will try
to organize a two-month American getlSii£ worried over tr, S. reaction
to
tax

Paul Siegel,

Cnrrent'

to

Shzmgbai house, the

M-G-M

business.

Bunsary: President of the new
National Film Office has declared
war on "reactionary" films and expects to have ilie Bbingarian government take over all production
of pictures in that country.
He
added that "the Film Office will
not permit a trust, like the Motion
Picture Export Assn., to reign over
the
screens of Budapest theatres.
Men," "Captain Caution" and
"There Goes My Heart." Austrian Ibe F^lm Office intends to import
distribution rights to the UA pix only such U. S. films as are prowere obtained from the American
Lebanon: U. S. pix continue to
Trading Assn., N. Y. New firm is
affiliated with "^ba," a city-owned hold a wide lead in this country
outfit which wiB finance the U. S- but the new Arabic-language picphase of Atlantic's operations, as tures made in Egypt are iirst in the
the company planA to handle Aus- aHiection of the poor people and
trian films in the American market. also gross far more per picture
Bookbinder, who just arrived than do the Hollywood films. For
here after making preliminary ar- example, last year 154 American
rangements in C^a^oslovakia and pictures grossed ,$262,000, while
Hungary, planes to £«ndoh soon to only 40 Egyptian features grossed
close a distributional deal with Sir $270,000,
Alexander Korda. In Europe since
the middle of March, he's expected
to return to New York scune lime Ex-GI Composer Angling

film companies, Edward O'Ckmnor,
Loew's representative in the Vss:
East, plan* to sp^d more time
Currently in
there henceforth.
New York for periodic homeoffice
huddles, he intends spending about
nine montbs a year In Asia and
the Philippines, and the remaining next month.

Vienna, June 15.
Veteran Gennan actor Emil JanGet«DdimaB.A.Pic
jnings has recdved a permit from
Mexico City, June 22.
the Vienna Actons Union t<> appear
Selznick Beleasing' Oi^anization
on tlie stage hispft «or a yeat. B'fit- has obtained from Dolores del Bio
merly a German' jHibieet, and «!• di&t>^uti<m in l^exico of the pic,
li^ged to hav6 bmi « Sj^asei «<^MtKH- bMsed on "X<a£^ 1^fa»an«c«'<
Kan,"
rator, he is
Aisteiatt^dttzeo. Wlii<9t she
in Spanish itt Buetate.Iast year jTanninfs was in nos Aires for Argentina Sono XUms.
Buenos Aires att^p&ig to make
Pai^ was htkedlj^ ManiQr Beiner,
a film comeba^ Iflieis^s Was talk SRO Latin Atnerican-Austealasia
then that he mni iieskst, to ease chief, here to exploit '*The Parahimself into HoUywo6d through the dine Case," and Alfred' Holguin,
local company manager.

wvtm

MDffi

Atlantic Films, newly organized by
New York film exec Geor^ Bookbinder. Company has a product
backlog of some 14 U. Si, reissues
and is slated to tee o£E brae June 25
"With Disney's "Snow White" at the
Apollo.
Other films on Atlantic's release
are a number of United
proprie' schedule
Artist oldies including "Mice and

full-lengths at their JXorouto stuMeanwhile the Upper Austrian
six
dios fat
a
provincial government has set up
Canadian shorts £ar Columbia.
a film examining office at Linz to
Two New Companies
operate until a federal bureau is
In addition to such Hollywoad established in Vienna. Comprissubsidiaries acii9ltl@s, tw6 new ing representatives of educational
Canadian film «cmpani^ U»r« jiiia and training organizations, youtli

Wsmgi^

m

Ai^o-Germaii

will sail
lioaddi),

Jane 22

.

(Tigures shews weiK* of tun)
Carte," Savoy (1);
Swis," Globe (1).

"A ta

"A» My

"Anna Cucasta," Majesty's
"Annie Get-Gun,"

<34).
Col's'm (5S).
Adelphi <61).

"Bless the Brid«i"
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (7).
"Cage Peacock," Strand (1).
"Caribbean Bhap.." Wales- (3).
^'CarissI^.'^ Palace <15}.

"ChiltemHinnatodt," Vau^ (43).
"Edwaid My Son," Lyric (58).
«F«wr, Five. Six," York (15).
"GiacoBda SmUc." New (3).
"mmsa^ Bawt." Apouo
Hd^," Garrick (2).
'linden tttx," Duchess (45).
'"mtleXsmba," Ambass. mi.
"Mad* to Measure," Camb. <5).
"Never Can T«M;" Wynd,

m\

mh

"Off Kecord.'' Piccadilly (51),
"CHtlahoma!" Dnny lama, (60).

"OtttraKWM.- W. Garden
"Patason," Fortune (7).

tour next season for

the well-

with Rudolf Moralt" American boycott, which has been
wielding the baton. The Vienna bruited around as inevitable if the
Symphony has played European bill is passed, would cause such a
be
capitals, but this will be its U. S. sfaorialse that theatres woul{}
forced to clofflS^
d^talt--:--:;..
Even "Some producers are WonThe Vienna Symphony is predertng what vWL happen to their
miffiting Siegel's latest composition,
"TriparHta," a *hort work lor native product if the masses get
piano andi;«i%bertra. On April 27 less cinema-minded. It's feared
give
it preemed Siegel's symphony. "Be- matiy tlie^ces would have to
tween Two Worlds," which bad Up films if U. S. clamped an eWion shipments to France Mnd
toeen aiwid in jOecemb^ via Badio
houtfes instituted a vaude policy.
Vienna by
orchestra,

.

flie

VfeMw ToBtomstler

Symphony.

(62).

"Ma»»e." Hioadx'm),

"StarHiftt Soar/' «ipp. (33).
Travellera Joy," Crit. (3).
Toiather Aeain," Vic. Pal. (53).

"Worms View," Whitehall (60).

m mum mez

A^Mling to

<32).

"ft*scnt I^anshter." H'ymkt

the Gerraud-Jouve drastic

known tirchestra. His contract bill which will come up for debat*
^ves him 10% cut of profits. Plans brfore" the National Assembly
im members of the within the nert two weeks. An

call for taking

Carl WaUman baa .been named
Scandinavian general sales manager for RKO.
Wallman will supervise company's activities in Norway, Sweden,

Denmark and

Finland.

its

'venkis'

rostet of Pix for

exdu^ve Latin-American

distribu-

United Artists has acquired
the Mexican film, "La Venus de
Fuego," for release in the southof-the-border market.
Pic, produced Iw Salvador Osio,
is a musical melodrama.
tion.

,

»
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JOHV EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR

jKetleral

^itiited

ISuneau of Inwestigittinn

§tate» Setitirtment of Sustire
iHaslfitistati,

9. ®.

'June E7, 1948
The street on which crime flourishes is the street

extending across America. It is the street with no
najne.

Organised gangsterism is once again returning.

If permitted to go unchecked, three out of «v*ery four

Americans will, eventually become its victims

Wherever law and order break down there you will

find public indifference. And wherever law and order

breakdown^ there you will find the FBI meeting the
challenge of the new criminal onslaught.

20th Century-Fox revealed in

*'The

House on 9Znd

Street" the story of the FBI at war! Wow the

aajne

studio, with information adapted from our files and^

with the cooperation of this bureau, brings you the
Story of the/FBI today— "The Street With No Name"

Wedncailay, June 23, 1943

n0riiiii»
am

sut«

people."

it

will

interest

many

CoyiK Sees

-

Lauritai Garman, operator of four
houses in Maryland:
Continued from page I
"The film. companies, wliose influence largely shapes the destiny
aging the boxoffiCC for quite a television wUl do to the theatre, I of our industry, seem to be tliorthink exhibitors ought to take ad- oughly awake both to television's
whileyet.'
2. Vlbm it ts felt, it will be tein- vantage of it and make it a real possibilities and its limitations, and
popsiry until th6 noveitjf wear^ off. asset to their theatfes,"
it behooves us exliibitors not to
After that/ "Vire'll digest it, just as
Ted Mam, own«ir of the World, be alarmed or scared, but rather
we digested the coihpetitlon of Minneapolis:
to be ready and willing to welradio."
l definitely think televistcni Will come it as soon as it is apparent
3. We've got to find a way to use become
the most serious an4 dam- that we can benefit by doing so."
telisvision to our own advantage. In aging competiti(»i that
Herman liorence, operator Of the
sprung
has
other words, let's eat video, instead up yet for movie theatres. While 18th Street theatre, Erie, Pa.:
of letting videip eat us.
it may be a few years away yet,
"At the present time the nearest
E^bs in many sections of the this opposition eventually will put television
studio is either Buffalo
coiintry, of wwse, are out of range a big dent in the boxofflce. Enteror Cleveland, and it has been un(tt the compmtive iKindfttl of tele" tainment value of video will be
possible to get a clear picture on
vision stations now operating and substantially greater than radio.
the screen, therefore no ill effects
have no first-hand knowledge of Even at present, with the few sets have been felt at the box-office
what it may do to them. They are in. operation, there is some damage as yet.
all surprisingly aware of the new being done during baseball tele"Until such time as the sets are
medium, however. Typical is Wal- vising and more is in prospect,"
brought -down in the price range
ter L. Morris, president of the TenJack liloyd, operator of the Bibb of the average individual income,
nessee Theatre Owners Assn. and theatre, Macon, Ga,:
no effect will be felt at the boxoperator of tlMe KnoxviUe houses^
My opinion is that tliose
office.
"It is my opinion that for
He states:
who can afford tlie sets at the
present pric^es are not habitual
an experimental stage, and pro- movie-goers anyway, so no effect
^Icff nl,^ iSl
box-K)ffices
jf ^!^!,^rhfhc^rf
fl%> g''ains offered , are liSiited, tcle- will be noticed at the
many exhibs feel that
A great
^jgi^^
„g
^ ^^^^^ of tlte neighborhood theatre.
video can be put to great use
"Even when the sets are sold
to theatre business. In fact, I beflllmg theatre seats, rather than
11^^^ ^^^^ theatres which install at a price that tlie man with the
mptying^them Max A. Cohen, television equipment may find this average income can afford it will
New TTorkcnrcutt operator, takes
of offermg a itreat box- hurt possibly for a shoit time, but
that view. He says:
if the quality of pictures ..are high
office stimulant.
"Television can never hujj: the
"However, if and when home re- no drop Will be felt. Every city
motion picture, but can only serve
ception appai'atus reaches _ mass and town in the United States has
as a. medium for inspiring tiie inpeople graviproduction, and the accompMiying its "Main Street" and
dustry to even greater heights. It
low prices and better programs tate towards it. for they like to
can easily serve as a medium for are.
Nothing
ottered to cover the broadcast mingle with the crowds.
creating- greater audiences for thetime now used by radio stations, has hurt the take at the amuseatres, l.e.. the value of video in the
for that
summer
ment parks in the
my business will suffer greatly.
future for advertising pictmres is
hurt
the
nothing
will
reason and
"It does not seem logical that
Inestimable; If there were 50,000,motion picture theatres except bad
people will drive to the theatre, pictores."
sell
a
pic000 set&.in use', we cotild
take up the necessary time and
J.
Wolf,
general
manager
the
Marc
public overnight."
ture to
trouble .finding parking space, pay
Management Corp.,
That, optimistic view is widely
of the
their admission simply to hear and
Indianapolis:
held, but is not entirely unanimous.
and see in
"It will be quite sometime before
One of the dissenters is Robert W. .see wliat they can hearwithout
any television will' affect the motion
their own living room
retiring
exec
director
of
the
Coyne,
fuss and bother."
picture theatre to any great t;xTheatre Owners of America. He
Ray Branch, president of Allied tent.
takes undoubtedly the most serious
"However, I feel just as certain
view ot anyone in show business on Theatres of Michigan and operator
Hastings,
theatre,
of
the
Stratid
that in the not too far distant futhe dangers of TV to the boxofflce.
ture television will be perfected,
Hi» ioiswers to Cohen!s argument, Mich:
at that time the theatre men
before
and
"It
take
years
we
can
will
as well as to the other arguments
most consistently put forth by entertain this innovation iis a real will fit television into our scheme
showmen looking for the bright threat ... In tlie far distant future of entertainment. I am not feartelevision. On the conful
about
developed
the
we
may
see
it
to
side, are published herewith:
The viewpoints which crop up in point that it will be practical to trary, I feel that this idea, when
about 90% of the exhib replies re project television shows alongside properly worked out, will probably
help
our
business.
present
productions.
But
U'le
film
ceived by VXricty, and which
"We may suffer at fii'st, as we
Coyne endeavors to demolish, are this, in my opinion is so far-away
with radio, but the hurt should
(il that TV can be a great sales f™"^ realization that undoubtedly did
agent ft»r£Elms;:^a) TV will create 'by that time we will have intro- soon change to help as time goes
?«.<=<;d something superior perhaps along."
new audiences for films; (3) people
Harry
Brandt, New York circuit
will
thu-d
dimension,,
and
this
like to congregate; (« televised
operator:
pictures are inferior; and (5) tele- P^^e to be of more mterest or to
"Television will not reach the
vision lacks the- "boxofflce" to sup- i"ftset television Irom a theatre
point ot saturation for quite some
standpoint
port fine screen entertainment.
However, long before that
Sullivan, president of time.
O. F.
'Ceoserato With inevitable'
Allied Independent Theatre Own- the important happenings, newswise, particularly, and sports-wise,
Idea of most theatremen that ers of Kansas and Missouri:
definitely, will be telecast onto
they've got to get into that televi'If you can't whip "em, join 'em'
motion picture screens. The methsion act is typified by the approach
has always beeii my policy. TV is
ods used and the payments. to be
of the Associated Theatre Owners
inevitable and T believe our indusmade for theatre exhibition needs
of Indiana, which states: "It may
try sliould tie in with it wherever
to be worked out. However, since
c;; eveiAak^^
POsSSi^
adopt Dale Carnegie's favorite place of mass entertainment with it will be good business for telemaxim, 'Cooperate with the erievi- the American people and if our vision to be shown to the largest
possible audience, and since it will
table'."
bidustry is on its toeis, TV in the
Exactly how to go about that co- home will only stimulate more ex- be good business for exhibitors to
play up to the largest possible auoperating- is, of course, what has
tensive TV In the commercialized dience, I am certain that this can
the exhibs stumped.
amusement field."
be worked out.
They are not the only ones who
Bob O'Donnell, head of the In"I am therefore positive that teleare puzzled, however, by 'the quester.state Circuit in Texas:
vision will be a great boon to
tion of. exactly how they fit in.
"It would be a definite mistake motion picture exhibition as time
M<Kit of Hollywood's top production
goe.s on."
brains and New Ymrk's distrib for any showman to close his eyes
J. H. Thompson, president of
brasshats are busily engaged in try- to the possibilities of television.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
ing to And the same answer as fair We intend to be alert to capitalize and
Operators of Georgia and opwhen and if it
as the activities of their own or- on its possibilities
is developed enough to be helpful erator of a house in Hawkinsvitle,
ganizations are concerned.
Ga.:
Some exhibs see the uses of and at all times continue to
"Let us remember that the averour position in providing
video in the theatre no more than maintain
entertainment, Jily personal opin- age person, in search of entertainas a comeon in the lobby a shortis that It will really supplant ment, always likes to congregate
sighted view as against the time ion
and, if this is true, then I where there are crowds and where
most patrons may be expected to radio
believe it can be made as great an they .can see new faces. The wife
itscvs sets in their own homes. Reaid to our theatre busineiig as radio particularly, after having spent the
jsults, so far^ bowev<ir, are reported
entire day at home arranging the
has been."
to be good. Other exhibs go so far
Sidney Lust, operator of houses meals and looking after other
as to envision special events set up
household affairs, does hot
exclusively -to be fed by video to in Washington, D. C, Maryland to spend her evenings there. Telenetworks of theatres, in order to and Virginia:
vision will have to have something
"We definitely plan to be active very unusual in order to get her
compete with 'home television.
Following are some of the more in theatre television heeause We to spend aE her evenings at home.
Interesting observations of theatre feel it is good husdhess to go along
"The consensus of most people
operators and execs of exhib or-^ with new ideas instead of trying that 1 have talked with is thattele£anizatiOBS on the effect TV may to fight thehi, and there will cer- vision in homes will be as quickly
have on the future of theh- busl- tlnly be a place for television in digested as radio was."
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Benjamin Berger, president of
"How much of a place Is hard
North -Central Allied Independent for me or anyone else at this point
Theatre Owners and operator of a to determine but if we ignore It,
number of Ms own houses in SEn- I do not feel It would be to our
pesotat

advantage,, In fact, at the present

"I am not coneemed or worried time, I haVe a Colonial television
about the competitive possibilities set in the foyer of my Kay wood
of television. IMe all. other gadg- Theatre in Mt Rainier, Md. which
ets, which television is, it will not throws a. 7' X 9' picture—not too
Seep the people away from the ro- clear.
mance and glamor of the theatre
"This has received much comIn i»ny significant numbers. People ment. My purpose in doing this is
.

.

Will desire to congregate together
for their entertainment and they
would do. so even if they could enJoy live talent in their own home.
"Instead of being afraid of what

to test out the reaction, of the public and if seen» to be satisfactory
despite the fact that as I said, the

picture is not too clear. When television haidi been more improved, I

television.

"5. Radio helped movies' and musical record sales.
Television
builds attendance at sporting events. The new medium will likewise bolster movie attendance.
Radio
did
valid.
help
the
movies.
parallels
are
not
Radio
"These
Visual
Is essentially a different medium appealing only to the ear.
and audible entertainment possess natural advantages over radio.
like
sales.
People
the
replaying
help
record
of
popular
Radio did
and classic music. People do not noticeably care to see pictures
more than once. Television does build audiences for live shows.
It docs not follow that television would buUd movie audiences.
From television to live shows is from pictures to flesh. Television
is directly competitive to motion pictures, for television is essentially motion pictures.
To argue that hundreds of thousands of
new outlets for the same species of entertainment would not. affect
theatre attendance sharply is indeed wishful."

,

i

Televised pictures are inferior.

-

m

i

•

some areas with old pictm-es and poor projection.
"4. Television lacks the 'boxoffice' to support fine screen entertainment. •
"The financial format to make fine screen entertainment selfIt will emerge, ^
supporting on television has not yet emerged.
however. I predict that within one year television on its own will
be able to support a production costing from $500,000 to $1,000,000.
run
successive
practice
that
the
can be utilized
Most of us forget

T^i

j

Thrrat

"They are, up to now. Granting that televised pictures continue
to be toferior (which they will not) and that the projection lacks
quality (which it does, as of now), the potential for competition is
Witness the devastating competition from 16m in
still very great.

\
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Robert W. Coyne, retiring executive director" of the Theatre
Owners of America, sees the threat .of television to film houses as
extremely serious. In reply to VAniuTY's query on the effect video
may have Coyne lists the five most-frequently-used arguments "by
theatremen looking for a bright view in which to take refuge." He
follows each with his own couniei--opinions. Here they are:
"1. Pictures on television will create new audiences for theatres
by bringing about wider acceptation of the medium.
"I believe it will bring wider acceptation of motion pictures but
ui the most convenient fonh—television.
"2. People like to congregate,
"They do, but most people like to congregate with a dozen close
friends in a living room rather than a tlieatre If the Mtertainment
Witaess the number of theatre men who see all of
is the same,
tlieir movies in private screening rooms.

cility,

we would

at least

Mike Naify, head of Golden
State Theatres, California:
"Unless they go in for large productions witli big names, TV will
have no marked effect upon exhibitors. There should be lio greater
impact, than when radio first came
out. Of course, if the motion pic«
ture people gave their big time pictures to TV it might have an important competitive effect, but tiiat
is far fetched.
Suppose you were

have an

opportunity to compete with

home

television."

A. J. Balaban, managing director
theatre, N. Y.:

Hoxy

"Television will only prove again
that there's nothing new under the
sun, except an easier and more convenient method of delivery serv•

ice."

Charles B. Gilmour, president
Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., Denver, an independent producer and had
Col.:
a picture that was adaptable to
"You will recall, of course, the either TV or picture houses which
many wild ideas that were voiced would you sell it to? Obviously tlie
at the inception of radio. We'liave picture houses could do the best
an idea television, while it will be a job and rpll up the biggest income;
step forward, will not hurt us to and that's, where the production,
any marked degree more than did would find itself.
"It would seem to me that the
radio and we feel we will be in a
position to digest it in the regular picture houses will probably set up
its picture .schedules to allow for
course of events,
"We do not think from a theatre TV to be part of its progi'am."
Dick Spier, division manager,
point of view television will have
any value at ail as compared to the iNorthern California, Fox-West
talking motion picture. We 'feel Coast Theatres:
"Twentieth Century-Fox has apwhen television actually becomes a
plied for a television channel in
reality in our business we will be
believes
able to handle it without a great San Francisco because it
that its interests -and activities in
amount of difficulty."
show business are firmly cemented
Keimit C. Stengel, exec v.p.. to the potentiaUties of TV. We feel
Crescent Anius. Co., Na.shvillc:
that TV will be a useful contribu"Television in its early stages tion to the interest of theatregoers.
will probably hurt boxoffice, but I TV in our estimation should not be
think, like radio, television will considered a threat to the exhibitor
gradually drift into a position but rather should stir an even
where it will be nothing more than greater interest in screen enteranother media of entertainment for tainment."
the American public."

—
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Tnieman T. Rembusch, president
of Associated Theatre Owners ,of
Indiana and operator of a string of
his

own

houses:

i

i

I

i

"In one of my towns located (iS
miles from Cincinnati, we have installed a receiver in the lobby. It
has resulted in improved boxoftice
grosses. We are so convinced of
the worth of the experiment we are
going forward with plans to install
receivers in all of our theatres
where conditions permit reception
of ;SlghalS,,,

"One thing we can be sure of—
we, as exhibitors, cannot stop progress. Television is here
it is here
to stay. Our problem is how can
we put it to work for us. We know
that there are 50,000,000 people in
this country who do not patronize
theatres regularly. If these people
WllUam K. Saxton, Loew's and get a taste of motion pictures,
they
United Ai-tists' Baltimore theatres: may become regular
theatregoers."
"There is no quefition in my
Irving Levin, division manager,
mind from observations, made loSan
Francisco
Theatres,
Inc.:
cally tthat TV affects the boxoffice
"Without being too sure exactly
quite a bit, especially on nights of
big events. At the rate television how we will make use of TV, we
sets are being bought and installed hnagine that We will first use it as
special events attraction.
a
and with night baseball and other
In
prominent sports events, we are other words, I feel that the theatres will have the exclusive rights
bound to feel it at the boXolHce.
to
certain specific- sports events,
"Television must be brought innews
events
'or especially' prepared
to the theatre In some manner in
order to cope with this np-and- shows.
eoming competitor. True, good pic"I believe that there will be a
tures will always draw, but if a big temporary cut-in on show business
event of national scope were to be by TV but it will be slight in its
televised and theatres had the fa- .effect"

—

—

Coyne Warns
Continued from pace

7

""
,

about the regular picture
house being able to use an exclusive TV fight coverage such as lor
the Louis-Walcott champ bout imd
The
still retain regular patrons.
same held true, he felt, on big
baseball games. Xevy felt that
there always are a limited number
of sports enthusiasts in any community and that they did not necessarily represent a majority ot a
theatre's regular patrons. He made
the point that exhibitors must refain their regular clientele.
Individual New Jersey exhibs
voiced idarm over inroads being
made into the boxofflce by TV. One
told of taverns which supplied patrons- with special chairs in addition to bar stools, so that patrons
could look at TV shows comfortably/ Another exhib said that a
theatreowner in his community had
bought a Korda picture only to
tain

-

had been televised the
night before it was scheduled to
open in his house. Exhibitors at
the meeting voiced the opinion that
producers and distributors should
be told they either could sell their
product to the theatres or to TV,
but not to both.
,
As to combating TV in bars and
taverns, exhibs felt that they could
only fight a delaying action until
some national policy on TV w»s
adopted by the iilm industry.
find that it

OLIVER
TWIST

________

"RAW

DEAL,"

EAGLE LION hos

&ox-office successor to terrific "T-Men."

original "T-Mer\" team,

it

OLIVER TWIST/

world-beloved Charles Dickeni story.

Produced by Edward Small with

Arthur Rank,

and

brought to the screen by the

men

^Presented by

stars Dennis

J.

who Ihade 'Greof Expectations 1'

O'Keefe, Claire Trevor, Marsha Hunt.

HOLLOW
TRIUMPH
and

EAGLE LION has

"HOLLOW TRIUMPH,"

^bert Cummings

EAGLE LION hos

Joan Bennett,

in

Paul Henreid

in "LET'S

LIVE

of the most powerful

man-woman

powered

stars

stories

in

headed

ever filmed 1

Hedy Lamarr and
I

one

star-teamed for big box-oftlce

A
in

EAGLE LION hos

"NORTHWEST

are starred.

"CANON

CITY'

Lois Butler, Ameri-

Filmed

laugh show

with the naked fury of truth. Intro-

will thrill millions in this

duces Scott Brady.

ing teen-age story.

the

for top grosses I

the official

"TULSA," in Tech-

nicolor, starring

Susan Hoyward^

OLYMPIC GAMES,"

Walter Wanger's production

EAGLE LION has

sweetheart, in

in Ctnecolor.

"MICKEY."

Her glorious voice
heart-warm-

TULSA

Technicolor filmization of the "1948

.

presented

by

Arthur Rank. The biggest screen

scoop of the year!

new

ca's

Colorado State Prison break. Told

EAGLE LION has

J.

EAGLE LION has

—savage, factual drama of recent

Marquee-

G
STAMPEDE," years greotest outdoor
action spectacle, in Cinecolor. Joan
Leslie, James Craig, and Jack Oakie

EAGLE LION has

riotously together

LITTLE."

is

the

EAGLE LION has Richard Basehorti
^^^^^^^^^
With ScottBrady, in the much-discussed

"29 CLUESr

Title is tip-off to

one of

rip-roaring spectacle of a brawling

the most dramatic manhunts ever

boom town!

filmed I

Top

exploitation thrilierl

IS

iiide Staff--Picturei

Yanks Forced Crisis-^Rank

PaiauMOimfs <cori*n«* playcre aw atocart *o Taeemm men «f ^iWncUon,
aiiy other ooMunercial phig devisedl
iMipleaBentiag a
tot bwaStfast i«»d «r
pacts TequiTe thesps, includinj
films,
sfaiflio's advetUsing Staff. New
oer.((S? lap against two Soa-Mssn
3,^
Cath"Tonaent."
"Pai^oneilc"
•samxe&aS. artists, to be ready for advertising chores when,
into magazine, newspaper, biU.
muscle
nabe
o'lic -organjaatMHJS forced ttree
^,ier called wpon. Idea is to
Paramount
pictures, whether the
Queens
for
theatres in Biwoldjfa and
jjoanj amd oBher ads with plugs
The- aotm: as pwd Sor it or not.
to chTin©e bills SJosday
ajjues, operated hy Ihe Eaaidforce;
,/
released
is
being
by Metro abroad
ain-dl ParihetarcMit, wfiie tlie
BnteTprii«'s "The Other Love"
Both finales
j, eiHemewl ending than was used in U.S. theatres.
jstm in Queais, and the Kinema in
sapooKlspwere shut at the itame the Barbara StafflW5«cte-»avid Niyen starrer wag
ea^
while
the other has
^ainmsJMS ©!p«9iied «5«r 5ast made. Offlie Siijds SOss Stanwyck djTtag at Sa«
co0t?«ntiiosaal happy bowout After teslSiQg iM&x ©n American audiweekend ats picket liraes manned hy
i^fps of H««b' Name Societies, Cath- ^ces, Usdted AUBsts, the 'donJeStM elistiib, asad fint decided on the
Ijssfioa ef We-

Continued Irom pax* (
i'""
agree,:

on the nationalistic

aM

to the V. S. prodoctjsm asacutivsiss
now here, isvSio, ixso, liloewise iujxe

atti-

tilde.

been wonderiag how Raak ^d/or
producers can xsutiiatado Hiat

looks upon the Board o£
Trade's ruling ps a patriotic issue.
In referring to Harold Wilson,
president of the BOX, the British
film tycoon uses the collective
"we" in reference to 'the likelihood of recalcitrant esfeibitOTs losing their theats* 3i«ieiisseE. Since
that comes luidier ihs BOT, the
theatre license is as delicate as
« liquor license wwiM be ta a disorderly c*fe, sj^ooH «r nitesy in

Rank

his

schedule of ^tooting).
Rank gives pattud aniswer to the
stt«ssing
scheduling «n3 cost
that the leiamriy raveShods of piK»duction of ISxn past are over; that
the same amomil of jMre-production
preparation asd hudgetins obtain
here as in HoMyvPOod; uiat costs
olic Wsa: Wterans and chairch ©rhave been shasied j!S°v at leasst, lor
,SSDiEati®i!S mflrdied ia fi^nt of tl3ie
that reason;' lhat lolhier estiavatlHsitres. AiSempts of fflieatre! manSwaces are v&t, aad so ai<e tihe perAmerica.
to Bjollilj' the o-pposition hy
siamel mo^ affidkled to smix top- ageiis
tomiog dfflwn the maisiuec blurbs
Rank awd Davis at-t3*e saasw tame heavy costs.
^twedimsuccessful. C3hildren w«sDe
wetaljation''
expressed fcape tor
en £he pistoet lases diaintiisg: "Ifs a
"^seHd
wBaM
and that EfelSyswwd
diiiter pieftBre—A>nU aa
us some ot awar top psxtim^:"
The loiotures were vciKhdiami
Crisis
(Contrary to tliat, stwie top j&s»Ke
from Ihe PaitthemHn and Kincima
already being pSaydated airaK feiMii
Cpntiiw* fiwa vaee S
after slw>'?rang a coople of <asiys. At
Odeon
and
-Bank's Gaumont-Btiti^
the Ace, the douhle hiM --ms IbotSeeS
has
found
to
Ms
soxvnw
it
Ins
givea
circuits).
to open M^mday (£%)M:idijdiDrt£c^a
Hank and Davis, while expecting a producer a rcieasijjjg deal vtSs to dKawc to ©pea. EasadSeisse essjs
the heated reaction from America discover later ilhat he )s msMe ta assured Cstholic leaders lihat the
_and it was quick in coming, i.e. raise the cciilia to ssabse Hhe pktares. two pax woMld men jtay sh any of
the
at
etc.—
The
10
films
mp
ane
""Imfilmsj'
eomims
British
"boycott
the convaay's oChctr theiritnes.
name time said that "from Malay pact" -and ""SheaJa," ixasm. Hatiy
and Madagascar to Montevideo, Popkin; "CSnaaaasaoa," from StaMley
Pnrsies
our British ftlmsr have been ac- Kramer's- Screen Pl3c?s, Inc.;

c

'

,

A«

%

ibov-gete-giii csortain,

1

Foi«asn anclienees, on the other hiatd. with a tajSt-onxary leaning to
tKigedy, pissfsmed to see the star iflie <^ Ksmsumj^iwi. Hesult is that
Wi\a\, -Rhiidi^ saffe-ed mediocre
that ending is ibeiag used atooad.
grosses ixi the U.S., is doing miwih bestter ODmparati^ely in the foreign

'

|

iBai-fcet,

Desptte tcipai'(*Eh reviews and ^reog woMh^-isMja'ai, Metro is finding
extrBmeSy twogh to sell "The Soaich,'" fthe -fillia made for it in Switzer3and and Germany hy Lazar WedhislEr, ilia's sam story and lack of
usual romanstic au^es is causing esThftiB to shy away.
NeipiEsrthete^, fte picture appears certain to show a profit for the
company, since it appears set to gross about $1,000,000 worldwide. It
It is doing better abroad than in the
<igt aK«os3inately $250,000.
UjS., inhesre St is setting its best biz on long runs in small houses ia
laseitws.

a

QA

:

\

SPG

Mbaon

"WMBan's Msoo,'* fiwn W. Jjee
evotj^wiiem Iwt in iHbm HoiiM. 'Wildex; ^''Ifflilat iSeoiitr aoS "Tcssra-'
StatssL AsO. -wajy? OajSy feecsose. irae <^ Mcmlie Gnsto,'" is<ma. Edsivaitd
JimtsckHi <eiiSat j^ve Ubeisa IwtU » Sanall; "Too iLBibe for Iteais" <I5»a"Why. il aey Jaad doae- he<th ScoHt and Bora 3>ei0ioiDe), fnoira
chaacft.
whsit we did I©r Uioivssrsajl •wS»eJi Hiiet
Stitomheing;
^'IDraxnessee's
they feft stent nas ©wse « fito mth IBaite^,'*
Wmrf ShBcmsm
Jisiiicac&BKai
a oecqple <^
jElBteiiaa-ise; "Mrs, Mike,'^ jgnoon Saraa
CJo^txiUa, Bischoif,
comics .xaJIed AMMffit
and '"Lncis' Stiff" IDoiP!hav« oithy liaimaar,
<the Amenesan ipiuMic
3BMj3cvy,
gotten to ikiMiw OHT ^IsKs. Bntinw Caaice Trewor), from the Bexmard
Costeaio. -vMi liOhEavJack
exptaSied Abbott
Beany ^Emterpiises 'imit.
the ii^li itliatt twti 3ieaii% Sater -««

fmm

niteom

'

sew

vm

Brian

msaM

wi^t

wonM i»

m

m

S&s sciDeen

its legiiiir

(i

Me

Mead

xnSBaes: e»jbck- .mik

JimmX

'

Cioldaa PrsstocSions, Jwlfer
i^tcb

off 1?«Bir

<oia

ihiccA

^|

mm

pm^aase

m

Stamrisoo,

Jisfly

<W>

:

teliera^ liogie/fiwii'

to anoiher.

evieisr

fim Btas

as Bjitisb.

{

'
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*WSair !(mA Bm&L,

M,

iMssSne&i

wex^

i

«me sane tteitoe
05»i imeans that the

piE'kiOjpis,

snjcse it

Montgomery
cludiiis isialitsr x^issues. I^ese jmh 0*3111 Wayne,
li^^istr liieitfit's c@mHoward Hjfwte, Aug. mercial plugs "WiU
issues Are as recent as a year old, produced hy
be seen hy the
some srtffl plajrang in tlte 'piio'WK'ces,
patrons tm btfth houses.
"An Bnnocent AfEair" (Fred Macas th^'U'e tieing iiteSiocSced jfor the
Curious angle aheat all this w.hs
"Murray, Madeleine Carroll, Buddy that despite Ihe
key theatres.
assurances from
To this Rank states be inpped Ms iHoseis), produced by James Nas- both NBC and the Garden a high
Canadian playdates from
Britr ser, Sept. 17; "Gtrl From Maiftiat- Par
exec ^aid late .yesterday
ish fams to 25% British. As for tan," iGeorge Montgomery, TJor- Hues.) that the deal had »ot as'
his caanjuts, viiSk
ixii^ues, -etc., olh^ ILtamam) Benedict Bo:geaias, 3«t hesssm w^pi«A upl
prodMCtion,
15; "My D«sar Seche wffl
WSSA.
Qme of the i^t^pmHi^^cnss in fbe
Iftwig- SSi®ttiiaeaa!t was ftat
ISjIs,
stoessKS, is laa. irefiala- awtfflcs" {liaaswjae siay,
IPar was aeet'
Vafflee ssA Keenan te'fflidiseirtise ths fj^t
tioR to WsicScHiir 'Siliwet sc©ffijng i!as,
in ftie iH«ate®that fitaaab's BHjpes Ssr £61 Jtoiae- Wsrim), aaaSs Sq' f'c^lch]. ;Kov. 3S.
pBiiaban anewispgpeirs fei>day.
Wdith'
groisa jJiwdiKStioas Isneni OtdiOber to
taw
mO. yet sa eojinjasiie sell-'
OeOt^ber,
Es a fayedresm.
aft tte Stafiifflsa, the Jaocfc
BaidE is fkaalc na stoiSiDS fla^' Sbr
raew apgetnenffly helieweci that ssidAlesaniter "SSmgr, wwaser 4d an isii^
Tani» safe on the thea>ti% lieliecab'l
depeiEi^ealt
bi Sw^anti, ia?<^
WEwld hmict their sane. As a kc^
CotU-inncd from iiwse 3
wlUsas to tet litm
siaJt, Par isrfll ^SBwaai" ib« j^asfcures
at a fcrsxit Fiihn's GounxaiSi meet- hopes they can piA aiJOifher v,'m- ia Twilih iSs negialar s&tsw, nmch
ing tliat ULis obAA xiiever «wk. xwr. liocal ^uislk: mcScs tereau is the i»iae ss it d^d on the teo pre-i
Klog is tS^cal of tke Banti^ ex- esqpected to sooti:^ Hetes to jnenoove Vkwas eaqperimcaital teTsssasits it!
,hibitar 'who neai&jes lie meeds She imases tasaase tbey ocmtisual- BasSaed mm. its fsffl ttedne sraem.
'ploDHty of TaiBk pnQ43.«::t to {pull at 3y tae up traHSc
fact that ISTSnC has ssajciiosii'eid
>th$ torofioe;
iletro staK here, anesanwhaJe, msr toJKfeht^S etitent is: Siielaewed io iMsan
Rank, hx tassa, chooses to- pitch ^ss the si3j>iETvisi«i of Fxr Ea^ theste^ aMt Jonger any jirajfi fioi-j
for Bri&Ii pjoitet ^mte' -tej ehtef i). F, COoioasBr, is Ikaadiagly the loisig-awailtejil lliest tesae annerl
theory
asjB fitSaadty" wui^iitl- cfflnsidering thi! possibility of for- whether a theatee
has tiie xij^ to
tors, rjind yiQin, fast I
CMtaijgiyi i^tJsng the theatre plans in favor lack isqp a telecai^t for larKe-screen'
going to compete as hand as I can of ibviilding a temple to enitlu'XDe pwc^jHies. Urttil now, NBC
has
on i>e3ial£ lof my >own SJioss jsito miy ISte idols. In -view of the presesjt OMKSsSeKillJy maintained that stich
own and otlier Bcitadi cmwaas,"
low adtenissMMi prices, the temple «a aassBBsiioiied jHckaip
Bank stresses he has 22 £Uns in would be mucli more profitable represent "piracy" and has-wouM
been
the can alK^s^ and fiw of the Tsintse Metro eo«ld -sel! eawHes and ready to fight its
stance through
nine ^booting will he done <by Oc- incease to tlie natives. One local t}3s courts. Sevei'al J^B€
iap^is
toot-r, giving him a cushion of 34 resident, in fact, has already of- have
stated unofficially in "the
films on the
iw Jtofes'fto iBs* fiered to remove the statutes at her past, however, that
the web might
tribute. In can easily be done, he own expense to another jsite. It's be opea
to the "dight MjbA of am
avexSrCXtt smto ttue ileeree of hav- heliemi, acconiiitBg te Shanghai ©flfa:^ fews
the IHseata® i«iteies!l3K.
ing additional studio space avail- newspapers, that she has the same
able for rent.
(This is contrtiry idea in mind.
"right"
>
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fflHiojk F, BieSKBSbag production
*li3«JEater t& Kmsmm,^' which
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World*

wSisw&m whM «HP«MO,gs €»tiiig! tftHB stanza.
wmes Mwc? I^aidoSE :Plc Wxe Kfoaty Shaft-

IChBUE TOB !B0 iwsntion at rather
"'Feudin',
aaje
sii4
She meetMts of ajetaiJiatassa
Tri-State
a^iaSt MStaia hy mot pTay-faafinig
Omiiha una IDei Moins*.
WsA sbA iKBrda pix. Ho-wwisser, <{tesSt,
Jaaily
WaittMr WasigKr's "Tap
tBhere iis mo #WBht among audjjstocy
fEoste,"" CkMtsara ©Msatre, Phila"(Aservgrs Stat ewen a ifis «i%
idelj^ia;, «roiy
1^ arf Kunnally
wa a isalHWiBcaitms reflex. BiMiti A*a'^'^
"Mr. Berfaw^ and the
sax BHay *e es^nxSM to Ml hetav
tJ«^ atoeas^ iBwr tevdi of bookings BferraaM," iMywood theatre, Atlantic CS%„ Jsq!^
an She
S,

|

Sfew Tosl; «mS Saai

hdSh
oompatdes
^iss^mss a siteoe
tilte reiwted. $mjTO© iHlMft ISTBC «a!»i CaiSotftt aiad 4aae W3«att>), Jten ffisl«tfa! Saie4y Ucmx, Khss ^bbsw,
''tneans iltet te^jead 431 -XS to 17
"ffi^Sk
dtoff, Awg.
^.fer^
•swsce aaaiige^ fcar TV ri^ats.
.iHe
•ansetay '"iWlfflte Ciaidie. ten*') 'CMsrited«SQtMid te tdedaiie nhat'^bat .<sham
inaloiT omswer. It sctaw ifij^os^ femr
Carroll), imade Sn SsvStmteaid
is *e Jm;.'
and Swe, at lea^ Sor iSxe vest ®f '4®, Mne
It's teliwed delimte,'
asad leleased for Buddy Bogers imA
howwjieir, that Qiilette wUl welbecause Bank's circuite ace
Ealifc Oohn, Aug. 2ffl; '"Ked. Ewei^

ef
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taKSuicsrs,

xhaeSB
ItenS %o %(I0W liffi their
at ®ie seia«s «! BraSash
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Steatite

first

i

fea-

foreajga pteM ssmi^ 'Ig^xSal Campaign is
msA sAer <eKecs imess on
iop OTi a scoeord four

pce^tdieintSt

fer te ejnant.
i^aowtag also holds ^dded
imiS»
idt m<(m
intetie^
ttat it iraE naisdk &e.
life "IShK!
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featurettes.
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<BBe
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tlie imt asilt 07 Abates tiis Amtsir
adsmtesgoB
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jne^tiEV"Fmtr
IFlaces West," finm
cans 'SsS see aM Aas 3ia' a IMte tene 25J
<Xaes.l, Par hAiU dotsdeSi
y Sheamain taa Ejiterpitsse;
pergpascftpe."
^AaslSiBr it Twonlfl la&e ite afliasBBaa&: .ii^js affl i&is tet%aa, im- J'«£ty 9; '^'Wessas, Bam^l^ra smA

Mgam),
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tnres s^ts^i^tsenxA
Biatahi for the
past foapr ywiai.
»f ttese nearly
half wsa® wadter #JW9 feet in!
length, and thus %v&x acAttally only

iter

a

^tuitous

mmiixeA urnSs 22%' of Sue total

Msmk sbS. iSae i^mnment ci^dn't
tte
mo&SBm
Ije ^i«Uog«i*6i iiSBm *ach other
day. Thst ns^ns that the customin this -case.
ers will be paying to see it
.•Meefciii® yesterday vxs a wma!Ete
XWl$r mayibs taEwn^top
siraa»n as a pmrsibe ^wrWiog tar padt, ia!cm»4o-&ct oortclaw

patt «f

Mm

"ISO niis is

iBnitssib.

IjesWaa^ ©fl of steam tey Ihe eompaany toppfsrs, irKating yesfberdjcs'

the ^mts.

afiront to ttie AmaexicxR hidu.'^try,
he Halted ffignises desfegnod to show
tUiatit
&t~ "niOuOd he iaai^sBiblc for
csMhs to fxilfill the quota.
Xle pcWted out that Briti'^ studios

mE

limm

m

.,i

'CaBSlag

%

i

fte 'camWis agam ta a
in«dbs.
Ml the iwet of ttie CTA pt^ytait as
say, for st B and we lost momy, oonapaieted 'wr
elMiq&^Dta
paM SUe a»e 4®% that it has heeh putiKar'
and then
on the^ked fw
im! whksk we
for a ito$i&i^t
release hetween now and Nov. 15.
shoiaM Usve psM' fteriaa^ <S5 <or TteQ
.awB mckiitefi mi tSiis isafte60% anffiteS, aoEHl Hhs paM. .bMi gsay.fis:
T&tSy ai«, ^sraSh afeiar jPElease
loss 4».'1Q9e B
that ^imteviVie
Jilnx.

ferther proTOcation

ins Ihe daneet pvolieotiora method, as the exec hoard of tHi^ Motim
which Ito SMb-Vm. <eqghMwi3nig FSiCtuie Export Committee, twtacj
-depaitment developed yiiWi BCA. the foim of -diatrihes agahnst Stank
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PICTVnKS

Metro Guarantees

83 ROCKY MT. THEATRES
IN 'CANON CITY'
Canon

(Continued from page 9)
Trim $15,000. Last week, "Arch
Triumph" (UA), $14,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)

In Seattle Is Better;
June
between day
22.

Seattle,

the difference
and night with no night baseball
here. Cooler weather also, is a help,
with nearly all spots having a good
weekend. Plethora of holdovers is
a handicap, however. "Big City,
at Palomar, is only fairly good.
It's

Estimates for

TWs Week

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Other Part Forest" (U) and Lead
Soldiers (20th) (m.o.). Mild $3,000.
(WB
Last week, "Silver River
and "Kings of Olympics' (UA)
'

<m.6.), $2,800.

Fifth

Avenue (H-E)

(2,349; 45-80)

—"Remember Mama" (RKO) and

"Rusty" (Col) (3d wk). Good. $7,800. Last week, big $9,300.
Liberty (Ind) (1,65(); 45-80)—

"Fuller Brush Man" (Col). (4th wk).
Fine $8,000. Last wp^k, solid $10,800.

»

Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-60)-"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) -and
"Western Heritage" (BKO) (3d wk).
Trim $3,500- Last week, $3,700.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)-"Homecoming" (M-G) (4th wk) and
f'Wouldn't Be In Youp Shoes
(Mono). Good $7,000, I.ast week,
.

$7,800.

150-75)

in at least 83

theatres Of the sector. Mass openings follow world preem of the

Bryan Foy pic, July 2, in this town
where the jailbreak, dramatized in
the film, took place just six months

—

WLW

Shubert (RKO)

(2,100;

50-75)--

Wall Street

"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (m.o.).
Conttnued from page 9
Fairish $5,000. Last week, "Fullei!
Brush Man" (Col) (m.o.) (3d wk),
ceived f rom judicially-ordered sale
swell $6,500,
of theatres in the anti-trust suit in

—"Big City" (M-G) aiid "Old Los
Angeles" (Rep). Fairly good $7,000.
Last week "State of Union" (M-G)
<7th wk), good $1,800 in 2 days.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Fighting Mad" (Mono) (2d wk). Okay
$8,000. Last week, great $15,000. ^

';

return for surrender of a portion

Holiday'-Vaude Torrid

$27,000

of the stock. The alternative would
be acquisition by Paramount on the
of large blocks of its

in Listless D.C. open market

Washington, June 22.
General outlook is dull this seswith interest in the closing
days of 81st Congress plus excitement over the GOP convention,
sion,

cutting biz.

Despite general dol-

common, with retirement

^

'Regards' Best in Buff.,

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Summer Holiday*' (M-G) plus
despite
Sock $27,000,
vaude.
town's attention to GOP meet.
Last week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th).
with vaude, so-so $18,000.
Columbia (Loew*s) (1,263; 44-70)
—"Homecoming" (M-G) (2d run).
Nice $8,000. Last week, "Pirate"
(M-G) (m.o.r, disappointing $7,00Q.

this session.

Biz is dragging here
Best bet looks like "Give My Regards to Broadway" but it IS not

50Ex-

cellent $4,000 for foreign pic, Last
week, "Mill on Floss" (Indie) (reissue) (3d wk), fine $3,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
.
"Fighting Father Dunne" (RKO).
Estimates.for This Week
Fairish $10,000, with GrazianoBuffalo. (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— Zale iiglit pix not helping.
Last
(20th)
Broadway*
to
Regards
"Give
week, "Another Part of Forest"
and "Waterfront at Midnight' (U), same.
Last week,
(Par). Nice $15,500.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
"Big City" (M-G) and "Fury at —"Big Punch" (WB).
Sluggish
Furnace Creek" (20th), thin $9,500. $7,000 for first^run.
Last w£ek,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) "Coroner Creek" (Col), solid
—"Pirate" (M-G) and "Who Killed $9 500
'Doc* Robin?" (UA) (2d wk). Down
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
Last week, "Arch of Triumph" (UA) (2d wk).
to very mild $8,500.
trim $15,500.
Skidded to very thin $11,000 after
^
„„,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)--"The okay $20,000 last week.
Smugglers" (EL) and "Web of DanPic (Lewis) (500; 60-44)
"InBer" (Rep). Good $7,500. Last week, visible Man" (Indie) and "Invisible

sock.

Loop Houses Tab
Chicago, June

of that

22.

—

/

Punch" (WB) and "Flowing Man Returns" (Indie) (reissues).
Gold" (WB) (reissue), $5,300,
Sock $3,000. Last week, "Henry V* pany would sell for $10,000,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)-- (UA) (2d wk), hot $7,500 With
Paramount building in New York,
••Letter from Unknown Woman" 90c.-$1.20 scale.
site of the homeoffices; points up
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)— the moral. Building is scored in the
<U> and "Are You with It" (U).
^^Big

(1,054), Palace
ner (2,027).

OV a hit better. Last "Letter

Unknown Woman"

ously, isjBompetitive so far as
is concerned.
Ansonia, Conn.,

3

Wow

'

EK

(Godtlnued ftom page 11
stage; Soeko $20,000. Last week,
"Tender Years" (20th) and Horace
Heidt orch on stage, $21,400.
Brandels (RKO) d.SOO; 16-65)--"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and
Fine
"Best -Man Wins" (Col).

on

.

FS

Week

Universal has declared a quar- Belgium

$9 300

Music Box (H-E) (1,000; 50-85)-^"Hemember Mama" (RKO) and

$7,000. Last week, "jSign of Ham" "Return Whistler" (Col) (m.o.).
of
(Col) and "Strawberry Roan" (Col), Big $4,500. Last week, "Miracle
Bells" (RICO) and "Port Said**
$6,500.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- (Col) (2d Wk) (5 days) (m-o.), oke
Broadway'*
$1,500.
to
65)_"Glve Regards
Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)
<20th).
Good $11,500, and move-

—

over to Omaha. Last week, "B. F.'g "Fulleu Brush Man" (Col) and
Daughter" <M-G), $10,200.
"Love From Stranger" (EL). DayOmaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) date with Paramount. Sock $7,000
»S-S«ndown" (Mast) and "The or near. Last week, "Green Grass*'
(Mast) (retesues).
Nice (aoth) and "Docks of New Orleans"
week, "Naked City" (MonoH (m.o.), $2,800.
CO)
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
<w.o.)^?9^^« Challenge" (20th)
"Coroner Creek** (Col) and "Best

"FumLe^fiST^) <865; 16-65)— Man Wins" (Col). Okay $6,500.
Mu«T lrS^*'^Bri«Si^> .and- "Two Last week,. "Remember Mama"
"Bcturn Whistler" (Col)
Started ffiaa^'^,'S?^V (Indie), (RKO)

-'^lack

mi

WS,a"%)^^Sl%*.

Gevaert

ner

(1,332). In Bristol, Conn.,

wk> (5 days). $S,800<
Faramount Wm) (3,400: 80-85)—
JWan" (Col) and

(2d

"Fulle^ Brush

A

—

$1,900,

ity.

it

owns two out of three, the Bristol
(815) and Cameo (1,634). Third
house

is a 686-seater.

In Danbury, Warners owns all
three theaires, the Capitol (1,490),
Empress (1,313) and Palace (1,999). In Hartford it has only two
out of 16, while in New Britain it
lias three out of seven. One of its
houses there, the Capitol, is closed
indefinitely.

In South Norwalk,

WB

has two

of the town*s three theatres. The
other, the Empress, is owned by

Conn., WB
has the three largest out of four
houses. They include the 1,028-

M&P. In Torrington,

Alhambra, which

seat

the

is

closed;

Palace (1,139) and Warner
In Willimantic, Conn.,

(1,850).

Warners controls two houses, with

WB

theathe third a 450-seater.
tres are the Capitol (l^SSO) and
Gem (668),
In addition to the above,
has single houses in seven towns
in Connecticut and four in Massachusetts. Its theatre is the only
one in a number of these situa-

WB

tions.

There

is

no indication

of its houses

WB

is

how

of which
offering

for sale, but it is assumed they
include the ones above in the most

closely-controlled situations. Buyer
also unrevealed, Mentioned in
reports is Si Fabian, indie circuit
operjitor in New Yorkj but no conmanufactures firmation of this could be had.
is

Exhibs

Indicative of the

tremendous call for rawstock is the
fact that Louis de Rochemont AsStranger" (EL), also sociates will require 50,000,000
Oriental.
Terrific $14,500.
Last feet for its series of 36 geographic
week, "Hazard" (Par) and "Water- shorts contracted for delivery to
front at Midnight*' (Par), thin UWF. Jerry Fairbanks, handling
all pictorial needs of the NBC tele
$7,200.
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)— network, also is a tremendous user
"Hazard" (Pat) and "Waterfront of the acetate.
Complicating the situation is the
Midnight" (Par) (m.o.). So-so $1,506.
Last week, "Iron Curtain" factor that development of 16m is
(20th) and "To Victor" (WB) (2d necessarily at a slower pace than
wk) (m.o.), $1,200.
that of 3om.
Dupes can't be
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- knocked off simultaneously, and
85)—"Homecoming'* (M-G). Torrid the entire process rOns at a lower
$14,000 or close. Last week,, "Bride speed.
Goes Wild" (M-G) (2d wk), $6,400.
Growing use of newsreels over
tele-nets, with the tremendous
Guild (Parker) (427; 50-85)
"Arch of Triumph" -(UA) (2d wk) boost in print footage resulting, is
(m.o.).
Trim $1,500, Last week, already straining production capac

"Love From

houses,
and the

botli

the Merritt (977) and War-

tres,

Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
sliglitly under that figure.
—"Silver Rivers*' (WB) and "King terly dividend of 25c. per share
United World Films— tiie largest
of Olympics" (UA) ,<2d wk). Ex- on outstanding common stock.
Divvy will be paid out July 31 consumer^now needs at least
cellent $6,000 or better, Last week,
to stockholders of record, July 15. 220,000,000 feet.

another town

is

owns

the Capitol (1,668 seats)

$1. Real estate experts since practically all recorded-onits real value at about film programs are in 16m as a re$12,000,000. Moreover, there is no sult, industryites see a terrific
sliortage which will stymie that
mortgage on the structure.
*^20tl?'c«ntuty (20th Cent.) (3,000;
None of Par's more
1,300 system before many mpre months.
40:70)—"Berlin Express" (BKO) 'Fuller'
$21,500, Port. theatres has a mortgage than
Eastman Kodak, largest proagainst iti
and "The Flame" (Rep). Modest
Portland, Ore., June 22.
It means sale of any of these ducer of narrow-gauge, turns out
$10,000 or nejir. Last week* "Fight"Fuller
Brush
Man"
at
Parasome
500,000,000 feet annually.
houses would bring heavy cash
ing Father Dunne" (RKO) and
won't be able to boost its out"Rocky": (Mono) plus fight films, mount and Oriental and "Home- sums without dilution to meet
United
Artists
are
drawcoming*'
at
put substantially without tlie buildliens,
stout .$ 16,000:.
ing the real coin this week despite
ing of new plants. Dupont, second
generally poor biz around town.
largest producer, knocks out some
"Remember Mama*' is ace holdover.
25d DIVVY
250,000,000 feet annually while

Estimates (or This

WB

Tremont (498). In Bridgeport, WB
controls only two out of 21 thea-

(U)

.

which

in

books at
week, "Coroner Creek" (Col) and Okay $15,000. Last week, "Fuller estimate
Tangier" (Col), fine Brush Man" (Col), sturdy $18,000,

.

War-

ners

"Woman from

OMAHA

and War-

hold two out of 12 houses. WB
houses are the 1,768-seat Capitol
and the 934-seat Art. Town, obvi-

16m Stock
Continued from page

(1,781)

Circuit has two theatres in
Lynn, the Waldorf and Warner,
but there are four other houses in
the towUi which is a competitive
situation. In Springfield, Warners

•

Fall* $11,000

Bank Loan

WB

Jackson Park decision, which has
wiped out all clearances between
Loop houses and.nabes, is forcing a
cut in admissions for firstruns.
Main point of Balaban statement, Hard hit by the lack of clearance
generally disregarded; Paramount which has kept patrons from the
ers say, is that the company has Loop, Balaban & Katz yesterday
book values fixed on properties (Mon.) made a radical move to slash
which are fantastically low. Any prices in a try at matinee audiliquidation, therefore, would pay ences. B & K is seeking to overoff far more in cash than the actual come the patrons' desire to save
sums scored in the company's money by waiting the shortened
ledgers. Moreover, pointing up the time it takes a film to reach the
low price on Par common is the nabes now.
John Balaban said Loop morning
fact that outstanding common is
now quoted at a total just about prices would be cut to SOj: (tax
equal to the book value of all Par- included), a cut of 50%; afternoon
price
cut will be 65c, cut of oneamount holdings.*
The 7,000,000 or so shares out- third; and evening prices will restanding are quoted in the low 20's main the same-^98c. B&K had a
straight
98c policy for all Loop
or at an approximate value of $145,000,000, equalling book value. Ex- houses, with the exception of the
ample, however, of the dispropor- Garrick, which started at 37c.
Slash
will
take effect Thursday
tion of book to actual value is figure of $12,000,000 fixed by Par's (24). New prices will also be in
ledgers on the- 1,100 partner-held force weekends and holidays.
RKO theatres have contacted
theatres. In one year, 1846, com-,
New
York
and while no changes
pany earned more than that total
from these chains. In '47, amount have been made as yet, it is expected that Grand and Palace,
was almost reached.
Company's holdings in DuMont RKO properties, will reduce their
67c
matinee price to conform with
Television Co. is another striking
Essaness, local chain, and
instance. Book value is set at the B&K.
original purchase price of $560,000. owners of the Oriental and Woods,
That has ho relation to actual is not making any move to lower
its
straight 98c price as yet.
worth, which is estimated at $6,000,000 or more. Paramount officials have testified that the com-

of vaude.

Dupont (F. W. Mann) (400;
15i€; 'Express' Slow lOG 85)—
"Farrebique*" (Siritslty).
Buffalo, June 22.

SH

concrete
National, L ville
ensuing weeks will offer
picNew bank loan of $1,000,000 adevidence of whether prices or
Broad- vanced to the Louisville
tures form the chief lure for
Operating
Co., owner of the National theatre,
way iilmgoers.
Mayfair cut its admission tab Louiiville, has been guaranteed by
top.
$1.25
a
Metro,
to
50%
owner
of
the
$1.80
house,
from a top of
Move has reportedly jumped at- Metro's partner in the National
tendance over' 1,000 admissions operation. United Artists Theatre
endLife,
Circuit,
has'
Your
agreed
to
of
idemnify
"Time
daily for
ing its fourth week there today M-G for half the sum under terms
(Wed.), On June 8, for example, of the pact. ,
Metro's guarantee goes to the
the Mayfair grossed $2,720 under
the Old scale. The first day the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurnew scale took effect, the house ance Co., which has advanced
pulled in $2,630, Second day of re- $750,000, and to First National
even
was
biz
structuie
Bank of Boston, bankroller for the
duced price
Insurance dom<
better with $2,750, as against $2,720 other $250,000.
on comparable day a week before pany is to be paid off by Louisville
Operating oi;! semi-annual instalunder the old scale.
Astor theatre, several weeks ago, ments of $25,000 from Nov. 1, 1953,
cut its price to 70c-$1.50 from a to Nov. 1, 1957, when balance of
Interest rate
previous top of $1.80. Reduction, $525,000 falls due.
so far, is intended for the life of is 3V6% yearly.
First National Is to, collect inWalt Disney's "Melody Time,"
stalments of $25,000 semi-annualpresent tenant,
Loew's hasn't yet set its new ly, starting Nov. 1, 1948, at 2V2%
scale for the State, but it's expected interest.
Terms include provision
to be jumped to either $1.50 or that if the Government anti-trust
$1.80 top from its present $1.25 top. suit forces purchase of one partlO line with Metro's decision to slot ner's interest by the other, entire
some of its highest-budgeted pro- obligation will be assumed by the
duct into this house in converting purchaser.
it into a deluxe showcase, "Three
Louisville Operating is owned
L a n a directly by Penn-Federal Entei>
co-starring
Musketeers,"
Turner, Gene Kelly and Van Heflin, prises, with Metro and United Art^
follow ists each sharing
slated to
tentatively
is
50% stock intei?Easter." "Luxury Liner,*' a Joe ests in P-F.
Pasternak Technicolor musical, will
probably go in after that.
Loew's has nearly finished an
extensive redecorating job on the
Unloailing
State, prior to launching the new
5 Continued from page 3 ss
policy.

stock following. In either instance,
earnings per share would be boosted while cash found its way to
stockholders on principal.

at
"Summer Holiday
drums,
Loew's Capitol, looks hot with help

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
—"Pirate" (M-G). Nice $5,500. Last
week, "Summer Holiday" (M-G)
and "Exposed", (Rep) (4th wk), fine
^

"Canon City" preems

Million
'

On

"Bring 'Era Back Alive" (RKO) (re- ago.
issue). Supported by Frank Buck s
Mapping a big ballyhoo cam"Morning
p.a. opening day,
EL will host the governors
Matinee" 90-minuto audience par- paign,
Lee
starring Ruth of six states, led by Governor
ticipation show
of Colorado, at the world
on
Knouse,
Lyons, with added giveaways,
planned as a testimonial to
admish
preem
at
$1
stage six mornings,
penion
the
state
of
juves,
warden
for
Best,
cents
Ray
50
for adults and
tiein with Enquirer to give Cmcy tentiary. Distrib is shooting at 150
Zoo a new gorilla. Great $15,000, day-and-date openings in all.
Last week, "Woman in
Holds.
As one of the bally stunts, EL is
White" (WB) and Graziano-Zale building prison towers on the marpix, hefty $9,000.
quees of the Webber and Denver
^
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,342; 50-75)
theatres in Denver, In the tower
"All My Sons" (U) (2d wk). Good.
will be posted a guard manning a
$7,000 after big $9,000 preem.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Ful- phoney machinegun and searchEvery half hour, 12 guys
ler Brush Man" (Col). Fifth down- light.
town- session. Hot $5,501). Last hired for the stint will simulate a
(m.o.),
break -from the tower while the
week, "Silver' River" (WB)
sirens sound
-- gun pops away and
50-75)
(21600;
(RKO)
**Paiace
off.
"Furnace Creek" (20th). , Lively
$12,000. Last week, "Hazard" (Par7
and Graziano-Zale pix, $11,500.

Orpheum <H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"River Lady" (U) and "Capt. Boycott" (U). Okay $8,500. Last week,
"Part of Forest" (U) and "13 Soldiers" (20th), mild $6,600.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

$4,800.

(1,400;

-5 Continued from pat«

22.

Mountain states yet attempted will
shove off July 6 when Eagle Lion s

of

—

Hotsy $14,500.
"Pirate" (M-G).
Holds. Last week, "Jiomecoming'
(M-G) (3d wk), 9 days, lu.sty $9,000.

Grand (RKO)

June

Largest territorial day-and-date
blitz campaign in the six Rocky

CINCINNATI

Night Ball So Biz

No

City, Colo.,

Price Cuts

PREEM

Bow

Continued from page

7

,

ness on the distributor, Yiolatton
of the ukase would put the distrib
out of pocket, not the theatre operator.

While other companies are main-:
ly limiting their clearance-slashing
to theatres located in the same
is going further,
town or city,

U

Company

is

also

revamping the

time-spacing between different

lo-

Circuits put tup a strong resistance to earlier attempts _»t
clearance reductions, sales biggi''^
say. Previous efforts were met with

threats of reprisals and .switches
in bookings to other companies.
That attitude no longer holds, it
is said.

Wednesday, June 23, 1948

Ops
Clark

More

pendents.

salef?-

named

managei- o£ company's Des Moines
exchange, replacing Mel Evidon,
resigned.

Burton Holmes Films, founded
over 30 years ago by Burton
HolmeSi travelog producer sold
to
Crescent Film Laboratories.
Monroe tlieatre, which has been
firstrun for last foui- months, gone
back to second-run, double fea,

tures.
Bill Gaddoni, Metro salesman,
to
branch manager in
replacing Jerry MacGlywn, who is placed in charge
of Des Moines oface. D. C. Kennedy, in charge of Des Moinos,

lipped

Omaha,

enters exhibition.

CHARLOTTE

30 exhibitors from
Howard Jameyson, vet film in- ea.stern Missouri and southern Illidustry figure in midwest, is retir- nois last week voted to permanenting as manager of Fox Midwest's ly organize as the Mid-Central
District Three with headquarters in Allied Theatre Owners, Inc., and
Wichita, Jameyson, with over 35 seek national affiliation with Allied
years in distribution- and exhibi- States. Andy Dietz, prime movef
tion, takes off July 1 for Colorado in new organization, was named
and a long vacation. Fred Souttar head of a committee of 12 to perbecomes manager of Wichita dis- fect plans for the permanent
trict, moving over from St. Louis group and be prepai^ed for an elecand Diiitrict Four. John Meinardi, tion of officers in two months. Truwho has been film Buyer and assist- man Rambusch, Indianapolis, head
ant to Lon Cox at homeoffice here, of Associated Theatre Owners of
goes to Sf. Louis to take over Dis- Indiana, and treasurer of Allied
States, and Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas,
trict Four.
Kansas drive-in is meeting com- prexy of Texas Allied Theatres, expetition of the Missouri drive-in by plained the advantages of new
.bringing in live talent. Rube setup.
L. A. Mercier and his brother,
Finkelstein, manager, booked in
KMBC Brush Creek Follies, team- Val Mercier, owners of picture the-,
ing with "The Swordsman," at atres in Fredericktown and Perryregular prices. It's -first time a ville. Mo., are buying a nabe in
drive-in has offered live talent
Dallas.

Kanfox Realty Corp., organized
After two and a half days, sum20th-T! ox to take title to Peoof the Theater Own- by
of North and South Carolina ples theatre, Chanutc, Kans. New
adjourn this week at Myrtle company's authorized capital of 400
Beach, S. C. Besides resolutions shares was acquired by Fox Midand other business, convention west Theatres. Twentieth also has
was addressed by Gael Sullivan, a new unit in Delaware, Fox ReHerman H. Levy, and State Sen- .serve Corp., with authorized stock
acquired by Fox Wisconsin Theaator Roy Rowe.
tres. Purpose of new company not

mer meeting
ei-s

will

It looks as if

Its

own

in this

16m

coming into disclosed.
area, eastern North
is

Carolina particularly. Some exhibs
say if terras from distribs are not
In line with decreased boxoffice
Jack Silverhorne switched by
returns, they will be forced to Telenews Theatres from Detroit to
switch to narrow- gauge iilm where replace Ben Cohen as manager of
pictures can be secured for 25-50% the Strand ticre. Cohen moves to
les.s.
the chain's Cleveland theatre.
Col. Bert Davis, former assistant
Jesse Chinich replaced William
divisional manager for SRO, re- Borack as film buyer and booker
signed and will be succeeded by for Northio Theatres^ Inc., ParaNelson Tower, formerly with Eagle mount affiliate, operating 15 theLion.
atres in Ohio, Kentucky and West

CINCINNATI

KANSAS CITY
Film short, "Driven To Kill," is
keynoting the safety campaign here
this month with Kansas City Public Service Co., Fox Midwest Theatres and others cooperating with
city officials. Short is booked solid

THE SHOWMAN'S FRIEND

500

Modern

Rooms

Rfih «t Spring * 1.0$ AngtJat
FRANK y/ALKER, Gensral Manager
Formerly *i Olmitad, Cleveland, O.

Now St>eci«iixingl
in Re/re«hntent

'Concmions /or
RIVE-IN THEATRES/

SPORTSERVICF.
HURjI «10G

out.''

manager

of exchange June 1.
Facelifting jobs completed on
United Artists and Columbia exchanges on film row.
.

Tri-State Theatre Corp., owner
mini and LeClaire theatres. Mo111., is resisting i-ecently enacted 4% city amusement tax in
the courts while four other houses
are paying the tax under protest.
Case against Tri-State is pending
of

line,

in

Moline courts.

Clare
Picture Theatres Assn. of Ontario,
recently resigned and was replaced by H. C. D. Main, formerly
veepee. Director Roy Miller moves
into Main's former post, Although
stepping out as chief, Appel will
remain active as a difector.

has launched a new promotion
here, an elaborate restaurant and
shopping center built around his
Boulevard, deluxe nabe house here.
He has a similar setup as i>art of
his West Twins theatre project in
suburban St. Paul. Frank has returned to Hollywood to supervise
resumption of production on his
"Dan Patch," film on famous trotter.

Included in a long list of alleged
irregularities charged by Richard
Golling, state public examiner,
against the city of Chlsholm, Minn.,

a five-month
abandonment.

New York

ployees.

Henry Gottlieb bought Granada

downtown

NEW YORK

Metro shorts sales manager Wilof its officials to collect
liam B. Zoellner, who has cliarge
the $3 daily theatre license fee imcompany's reprints and imporposed by the city charter. Gol- of
tations division, returned this week
ling in his report charges that C. L.
to homeoffice after month's tour of
M-G exdianges,
Henry H. Kohn, national supervisor of branch operations for National Screen Service for last seven
years, resigned but has no future
:

.

Theatres
MCnONAW

HiTV

.Tohn
Cleveland to

1

M 'IVAY U *m

'

RADIO CITY MUSIC MAtt
R«oketeIl«r C.onter

>Bing

^

IBM HOME

'

[

Jetan

J

FONTAINEi

EMPEROR WALTZ'i

::'THE

WrEIISONf

•

CROSBV

Color by XJECiJINlCOLOn
A l*arajuouBt Piottti-e
Speeiaeular Stage Preieni-afian

1

.

i

^

MI^'jlCilEU

APACHrifswSF

DAN DAILEV
'Giv* My
A 20l)iC«nr»ry-Fex Wtttire !n Teehnicotor
On Variety Stage—The Amirevn tistere

Regards to B'way'

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewie
On Ice Stage—
Caret lynne

MM

•

AraeM

SluMla

C«lnmbiKi,.0., Drive-In

"You Gotta Stay Happy," "Family
Honeymoon," "The O F 1 y n n
"Black Velvet," "Criss Cross" and
"Mexican Hayride."
Other studios and their backlogs
are: Republic. 17; Monogram, 18;

Ready

Eaale Lion, 15; Screen Guild, 9;
Srlzniek. 3. and Allied Artists, 2.

to start are "The Heiress,"
Streets of Laredo," "Chicago
Story" and "A Mask for Lucretia."
At Warners are 17 completed,
seven in work and five at the
starling gate. High budgeters ready
for release are "The Adventures of
Don Juan," "Romance on the High
Seas," "Key Largo," "Rope,"
•'Johnny Belinda,'' and "John Loves
Mary." Shooting are "My Dream
Is Yours," "Silver Lining," "June
Bride," "The Ga-1 from Jones
Beach," "Fighter Squadron,"
"South of St. Louis" and '"nie
Younger Brothers." -Waiting to
.start are
"Night Beat," "Happy
Times," "The F o u n t a 1 n h e a d,"

Houlihan

*
n

Checking on percentage deals
witli exhibs cost Par. a total of
$432,827 during the y«ar, paid out
Flamingo Road" and "Two Guys to Confidential Reports, Inc. Genei-al Detectives tc Guai'd Service
and a: Gal."
cost another $31,283. Legal fees
BKO'8 21
came to $200,000, handed SimpRKO's backlog is 21, with six in son, Thacher & Bartlett, and $33,work and five starting in July. 578 paid Q'Melveny & Myers.
Among the completed features are
"State of the Union" and "I Re'The Velvet Touch," "Rachel and
member Mama," which Par acthe Stranger," "Good Sam," "A
quired by absorbing Liberty Films,
Song Is Born," "Melody Time," are inventoried, along with lesser
"Station West" and "Mr. Joseph
properties, at $5,039,887 on the
of Africa."

In front of the

pade," "Brothei^ in the Saddle,"
"Enchanted," "Cinderella" and
"Alice in Wonderland." On their
marks are "The Set-Up," "Follow
Me QuleOy," "Bed of Roses," "The
Stage Coach Kid" and "Interference/'
Metro has 14 ready for dLstribution, including expensive productions like "The Three Musketeers,"
"The Pirate," "Easter Parade,"
"The Kissing Bandit," "Summer
Holiday," "Three Godfathers" and
"Natural Impulse," formerly "No
Minor Vices." Filming are "Edward, My Son" (in England),
"Command Decision," "The Bribe,"
"Sun- in the Morning," "Act of
Violence" and "Words and Music."
Ready for filming are "Take Me
Out to the Ball Game" and "The
Barklcys of Broadway," musicals.

company
of

books. It

is

also disclosed

This

is

Affair"
Life."

Must

New

common

stock in return for ;^er*
formance bonds on films in tho
works.
In

acquiring

Rainbow Produc*

tions,
Paramount took l,062VSi
.shares of 1,125 outstanding.
Re.

portedly, Par was mcjt with a refusal in attempting to buy the remaining e2V6 shares; It Is said that
Ring Crosby is the outside stockliolder.

Columbia has 27 completed of
which 12 are "A" productions.
Toppers are "The Loves of Carmen," "Lulu Belle," "The Black
Arrow," "The Man from Colorado"
and "The Gallant Blade." Lcnsing
are "The Dark Past" and "FBI
Meets Scotland Yard." Coining up
are
"Boston Blackie's Honor,"
"Wings Westward," "Challenge of
the Range" and "Song of India."
United Artists has t8 on ice, one
in work and seven marked for
early filming.
Anioiig the completed films are "Red River," "Atlantis, the Lost Continent," "So
York," "An Innocent

FIVE-STAR

FiAGSHlPS

LQS ANGELES
IT iiours,

10 nmutet

i>i hours

Phon* HAvamayar 4t<iSO0O
•r ysvr Iravai (igent
Tickal OHicas: AiWines Terminaf

Center • Hotel New Yarkt
120 Broadway • Hotel St. Gtorg*

Rocl:«/»//*r

and "The Time
Shooting

is

of Your
"Some Rain

Fall."

Universal-International has 12 of
own productions and five of J.
Arthur Rank's ready for distribution. Among them are "T.ip Roots,"
"An Act of Murder." ''One Touch

JOHN

AMERICAN
A/RUNES

tonio; Majestic, Houston: Majestic,
Dallas; Worth, Fort Worth, and

Paramount, Amarillo.
Bill Bell, formerly of San Antonio, appointed manager of Plaza
Suctheatre in Boeme, Texas.
ceeds 'Tommy Whalen, who has
joined Oskar Kom drcutt in Hons-

J.

ASTOR

"CHfrWODE"

DALLAS

Warners "Two Guys from Texas."
having a Texas locale and leading lady, Dorothy Malone. of Dallas. Stai-s of the film will appear
in the accompanying musical revue
which is scheduled to open in F.l
Pa-TO at Plaza Aug. 2 Besides Miss
Malone. Jack Carson and Penny
Edward.s will be in show. Other
dates include Majestic, San An-

M« /ormer hom*

NEWPORT,

«t

Rhod* Island

(tyls' mansion, 16 main xooma,
including 8 master bedrooms, 6 bath* • Fireplaces •
heat • 5 acres of landscaped ground*. Greenliousa.
Garage with apartment ebove. Superintendent's cottag*.
Rugs, lamps, porcelain urns, vases, paintings, furniture.

-Tiiree-story French

WIU

11 SOLD WITH

OR WITHOUT FURNISHIN6S AT

AUCTION
SAT. JULY 17 VnV'^^.r"
Imtptetioin Bv AppolwtrMnt Only
t(n4 to AecriotiMTt tor Irechiire V-l

WITAVI J.S.WHin,liK.
tr tMmt Am., Nwrwt, 1. 1.

ton.

Dallas.
.

Par's Axe
ssm Contiitiled from pace S

ing deals. They were theatre partners Martin J. Mttllia and Samuel
Pinanski, who run the MuUin &:
Pinanski circuit in New Enjtland.
Each took $112,523 undei' profitsharing pacts.

from

Herman Beirsdorf named manColumbus.
a new SOO-car ager of new Eagle Lion southern
He will supervise
drive-in here about July 1. ,B Is sales division.
branches operatinx out of
12
»t
northwest
Souto
33«
located on
.

'

-

A stage-screen show tour of Interstate Theatres in key cities of
"Texas in August will introduce

Ethel Mil<^ opens

city.

Paramount

Its

in 1926.

Bark resigned as Rebranch manager to
J.

is

the Mermaid," all made on the UI
lot. Rank's contributions are "Ham"Bad Sister," "Passionate
Friends," "Snowbound" and "One
Night With You." Shooting are
"The Countess of Monte Cristo,"

with 23 finished films, among whtcli
are "A Connecticut Yankee," "A
Foreign Afl^air," "The Paleface,"
'Sorrowful Jones," "Whispering
Smith," "Son-y, Wrong Number"
and five made by Pine-Thomas.

fill
Kirk's old post.
Irwin Pollard moves from Detroit
to Cleveland as branch manager.

OPENS 1^:30 AM "« «« « ""i™ I J
SMW IMS

B.

NSS

enter theatre business in Arkansas.
R. Grainger, sales chief,

James
moved

.

Sr/IEE

.ioined

public's Dallas

HUnOHGAflEY

EMIE

520-seater

from Chris B. Maftry.

He
Thomas

I

constituted

Elimination of waste and adjustments of operation budgets will
save more tium $2,100,000 yearly
for National Theatres chain of 575
houses, according to George Bowser, general manager Fox West
Coast, back from tour of NT cirThis corrective policy was
cuit.
made necessary because of 15%
Savings were efboxoffice drop.
fected. Bowser explained, through
elimination of wasteful operation
developed during war years. Tliere
was no general dropping of em-

plans.

mm

period

is failure

MiOBsnsoi
BU FlALO,|t.W

Second in strength

Venus," "The Saxon Charm,"
"Larceny" and "Mr. Peabody and

of

let,"

cameras are "Every Girl Should that in the transaction,
|>Ar banded
Be Man-ied," "Baltimore Esca- Liberty's four owners 4',000
sharva

LOS ANGELES

theatre,

Contioued from page 3

with 24 pictures, of which 12 were
produced by the company itself,
and 12 by associated indies. Prominent among the pix are "'The Snake
Pit,"
"That Lady in Ermine,"
Burlesque," "Escape" and "That
Wonderful Urge."

Young

TOLEDO

TORONTO

Inc.

f

.

.

Sol Hankin,' vet film salesman,
joined sales staff of Monogram
Rubin Rosenblatt became

here.

Madrid theatre in Port Clinton,
O. scheduled to be remodeled and
reopened soon by Toledo exhibitor
Jack O'Connell whose lease to the
house was recently upheld here by
the district court of appeals. Popular Theatres- & Amusements, Inc.,
former lessee, claimed its lease on
the theatre was valid, but the court
Appel, head of Motion ruled that failure to pay rent over

W. R. Frank, independent circuit
owner and Hollywood producer,

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL

Until its lease expires in 1950,
the State in Nashville, III., owned
by Mrs. Alpha Hisey, will continue
to occupy the building. New house
will be erected before lease runs

Virginia.
Ed A. Wheeler, formerly with
Astor Pictures, appointed midwest
district manager for Sack Amus.
Enterprises, Dallas.
He's head
quai-tejlng here.

MINNEAPOLIS

with bath and radio
"Ev»ryth!ng New but ih» Nam*"

fiian

•

...

,

LOUIS

ST.

21

H'wood Set for Strike

cused of being' delinquent in their
duties in not collecting the fee.

Fox houses and several inde-

in

Baker, Columbia
Detroit bi-anch,

in

Row

fr(Mn Fihn

CHICAGO
man

PXCTIJIRKS
JBerquist, owner of the town's two
theatres, has never paid the dally
license. The city officials are ac-

nmmtmim^tm
Orrilir •Mf.,1I.Y.C ir. Its,

MHI

—

'

'
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NBC CBS Friday

Jockeying

Mutual s Kobak Ready to Spring

1%

Surprise

Drama vs. Cuned^ in Drastic 2-Wel)
Overhaul; Durante's 14G Camel

Umty Fdes For

:

Quaker Oats' New Show
Cowboy series built around Tim
of Jack
Holt, screen star and son
where
Holt, will probably take up
"Terry and the Pirates" left off for
Quaker Oats On ABC.

stretch.

Camel

is

also

'

$12,000.
As for Columbia's Friday night
program link for the fall, General
Foods is said to be looking with
much sympathy upon "Little Immigrant," which CBS recently put
together on the Coast, and there is
a marked possibility that this will
be the victual processor's candidate
This
for the 8:30-9 p,m. spot.

(Continued on page 28)

.

KUZ Farm

for the 47,000

farm families

Rocky Mountain

in the

region.

KLZ,

DENVER.

NBC Welcome Mat

Now ^ead

Out

For New Clients
For the first time since before
the war, NBC. has taken down the
SRO sign. Sold out for years,
right up to the 11 p.m. bell, the

;

Into

TV

10:30

"Grand

01'

Opry" moves up

to the 8 o'clock period being vathe cated by "Life of Riley." (Latter
CBS program and pi;blic affairs, de- show also moves into Friday.)
partment, Werner Michel has taken
In addition NBC has some Sunof

over Ihe slot formerly occupied by
Bob Heller, now exec producer, as
pilot of the network's documentary
unit. Michel's formal title, however, is director of production in

afternoon-

vice-prexy over the public affairs
'

early evening log for the dogdays

shaped into

final

form

this

week

with the slotting of "Author Meets
the Critics" as a sustainer in the
first half of the "Ford Theatre"
hour, at 5, and "Let's Talk Hollywood"- as Lucky Strike^sponsoted
replacement for Jack Benny at 7.
Latter stanza, described as a
*ort of "Info Please" on Hollywood,
promises to be one of the summer's

more

interesting diversions from
run-of-the-mill fare. George Mur-

division.

Michel's bailiwick wil cover all
educational dramatic shows, onetime shots for community organizations and a new type of program
labelled as "actualities." Latter will
be sewn together from wire recordings made in field investigations of current social problems
along the lines of "Between the
Dark and the Daylight," aired over
the web at the end of last month,
No changes in personnel or pol
icy are being mapped for the docU'
mentary unit which will continue
to turn out about six full dress pro-

will moderate the panel, one
Of the regulars of which will be
£ddie Bracken. Various film perisonalities will make up the rest of grams yeai-ly. Three documentaries
already in the works include studthe panel from week to week.
It's an Amusement Enterprises ies of Hollywood <slated for airing
tackage and will take over Benny's early in August), national magapucky Strike hawking July 4, zines and the state of mental health
originating, of course, from the in the U. S. Web officials are tinb
ering with the notion of adapting
Coast. Agency is BBD & O.
Bracketing of Martin Stone's the documentary programs for
"Author" with the new Jane simultaneous TV and AM, broad
Pickens show, both also preeming casting.
July 4, in the Ford-exited time,
gives the book crix stanza its
second go at network airing. Book
cf the Month Club bankrolled it
on the web last summer. WNBC,
SLATED
N.Y.
N, y., which has been carrying
"Author" at 1:30 Sundays, will
An almost inevitable develop'
drop this session and take a net- nient in the giveaway cycle is about
work feed on the 5 o'clock show. to crop up at WNEW, N. Y.- The
Bulova-ovvned indie is propping a

phy

GIVEAWAY TAKEAWAY
BY WNEW,

Jurgens Vice Spike Jones

As Coke's Summer Show
Dick

stanza spoofing the craze by re
quiring contestants to pay to get
on the show. Every time they miss
a question they've got to plunk out

more

coin.

The money

will

be

orchestra, with channeled to various charities;
guest iemme vocalists and instruAs it now stands, the program
mental acts, will be the replace- is planned as a summer nighttimer
ment for the Spike Jones-Dorothy titled "You Can Lose Your Shirt'
Shay series for Coca-Cola, for 13 and may feature name guest emweeks starting July 2. The series cees. Contestants won't be comJs heard 10:30-11 p.m. (EDT) Fri- peting just to lose their coin, howdays on CBS.
ever,
Prizes, probably in mergimmick of the summer filler chandise, will be dished out.
will be 'the appearance on the show
Indie has even snared a bankof Weekly representatives of local roller for the idea.
Bendix, via
bey and girl organizations. D'Arcy Bruno, N. Y., will pick up the tab,
is the agency on the show.
Newt and
will contribute the enStaipmer will produce, Frank Wil- tire billing divvy to various charttoit. Will script; atnd,
King will ities. Stanza tees off in 2 or 3

Jurgens'

A

WNEW

im

W)

iiimkouncer.

to

weeks;

A Few

Gloomy Strands

International

Silver

wishes

it

had never happened. Up until
this year its "Ozzie and Harriet'
show had been going its merry
way in the Sunday at 6 slot on
CBS. Then it was decided to move
it into Friday night at 9:30 on the
same web.
Sponsor is now unhappy over a
Friday showcase. It wants to go
back to Sunday, but Prudential

isn't

,

much

.

MBS

West Coast.
Miss Phillips already has been
approached by an agency in search
of a local show, but it was no dice
becaQse it would have i-equired a
hike back to the Coast. She currently is writing a book based on
her 19 years as the so-called Queen
Bee of the matinee hive.

Mutual Can Pick

Up Some

Biz—If

Ballantine Fight

Connally Keeps

It

Short

There's a chunk of one-shot billing coin waiting to be picked up
if Senator Tom Connally doesn't get too long wijiided
his keynote address to the
Democratic convention next month.

by Mutual

MCA, B&B Wrangle On

New

Prudential

Show

'Exclusive' on Guestars
Nip and tuck affair during the
past week between the Music Corp.
of America and the Benton &
Bowles ad agency over the latter's
insistence on. exclusivity on film

new fall Pru"Family Hour" dramatic
is apparently on its way to
being ironed out.
What threatened to stymie the

stars pacted for the

dential

show

it's

reported,

was B

&

B's de-

mand

of a clause forbidding the
program's guestars from appearing
during the season on any other
network airers. In a compromise
finally reached in New York, Mon->
day (21) the agency agreed to oneshot stints by the stars on such
stanzas as "Lux Theatre," "Theatre Guild," top comedy shows, etc.,
but forbade them from doing any
other air series.
Resulting contract has been forwarded to the Coast office of MCA,
which has jurisdiction over tlie

in

Connally's talk
9:30 p.m. July 12.

is

The

logged

for

lightweight

championship fight between
Williams and Beau Jack is
scheduled the same night, beginning at 10, also from Philadelphia.
And Ballantine beer, via J. Walter
Thompson agency, wants to bankroll the fisticuffs.
Question is, of course, whether
Connally will wind up ^n time
and it's considered doubtful. The
web doesn't dare clip the talk.
However, the fight is a 15-rounder
title

Ike

and there's a

possibility, if

it's still

in progress whsh Connally signs
Mutual will cut in for the
wlndup. Suds outfit is prepared to
pick up the tab on 45 minutes.
Aside from the fact that the
Demo keynote airer would give the
fight a terrific carryover audience,
beer bottler Is no little impressed
with the rating picked off recently
by its MBS broadcast of the ZaleGraziano fight. Special Hooper
taken for JWT gaVe the stanza a
21.7
beating the current Top 15—
with a 55.5 share of audience. Actual fight racked up a 23.6.
off,

—

ROBINSON TO HANDLE

WMS TAYLOR HOUR'

Nancy

CBS

There

Rumors

has 6 to 6:30 ("and we're doing
very nicely, thank you"), so when filmiteSj for final okay.
Thus far, Gregory Peck, Barbara
"Ozzie and Harriet" return in the
fall they go into the 9:30-10 Sun- Stanwyck and Robert Taylor have
been lined up, each to do six
day night CBS berth.
sequences for the Sunday CBS program. Three more guestars will
Walker Audition
be pacted similarly for the 36week series. Stanza will be a full

N.S.H. to

them.

doubt, of course, that Mutual won't
be able to show itself anywhere
near as competitive after dark as
Chicago, June 22.
it did for the daylight hours.
Persistent rumors that several
Although researchers and ensoapers are set for return to Chicago went around last week, but gineers in other quarters have exconfirmation was lacking at nets pressed skepticism as to whether
were tlie problem of skywave survey
and agencies.
techstrengthened by gossip columnist could be solved by
Who reported that fall return of nicians, the latter apparently have
serials would be brought about by coped with the measurement to the
satisfaction of web brass.
Mutual
sponsors' budget paring.
Quizzed on the economy angle a engineers are in the "cleanup procnetwork chief said that nothing ess" now on their survey work and
Short of a depression could bring E.P.H. (Jimmy) James, research
about the revival of Chi as a soaper veepee, is studying a detailed recenter. Current rumors are, in his port on methods evolved for the
opinion, incident to the homecom- measurements. He'll reduce these
ing of Ima Phillips; high scripter- technical explanations to a simplified, briefer version before the web
ess of soapers who returned here
recently after several years on the unveils the. nighttime findings.

deal,

Among Silver Threads

spill

Eternal in Clu

CBS

May Expand

—

figures, of course, m-e being
strictly under wraps imtil

kept
prexy Edgar Kobak (who says he
has already used some of the findings in presentations to advertisers) finds the. time appropriate

Soap Springs

As

late

is be-

Report*r

LOWELL WATTS
Watts travelled more than 38,000
miles by plane, train and car last
year to report signlftcant farm UcWs

network, at least at the moment,
finds itself without a commercial
occupant for the 10:30 to 11 p.m.
periods on Wednesdayj Thursday
Attorneys in the case feel confi- and Saturday.
dent FCC will awar.d them the call
Wednesday time opens up with
letters. ^
the exiting of Rexall (Jimmy Durante) fiiom the segment, the client
now occupying the old Fitch SunMichel Taking Over
day time. Thursday night niche
opens up because of Pabst switchDocumentary Unit; ing Eddie Cantor to Friday evening.
And the Saturday night

In the recent reshuffle

Findings

Mutual's long-delayed report on
nationwide findings regarding
nighttime
"listenability"
should
see the light of day before the
summer is out.
The network,
which stood the other three major
webs on their ears last year with
its conclusions on daytime coverage-^"ability to hear" audiences of
the four skeins were shown to be
nearly equal ^has its "preliminary"
nighttime totals on pap«^r.

The

day afternoon time for sale. The
60»minute 5 to 6 period which
Ford Theatre" is vacating beGeorge Murphy's 'H'wood'
comes available (prior to this season it was a Toscanini NBC Sympublic affairs, a post which will phony "must" period), and 2 to
Benny Replacement; range over a wider field than the
2:30° Sunday afternoon can be had
documentary airers. He'll continue
'Author/ Pickens Also Set to operate under Davidson Taylor, for the askingi

NBC's Sunday

Deal

ing thrashed out for the Holt strip
through the Sherman & Marquette
agency.

FDR Call Letters

reported to have paid Durante his
original asking price, $14,000, after
$ome bickering to get it reduced to

FiA Nii^Umie
its

^e

While NBC has aligned for its f
Friday night schedule in the fall
tlie biggest concentration of com1st Giveaway Fadeout
edy power second only to Sunday's,
First casualty among the new
the indications are that CBS will
be content to compete against this flock of network giveaway shows,
ketup with two dramatic packages, "Who-Dun-It?" is slated for a fade
one the "Ford Hour" and the other from CBS' kilocycles next Suna newcomer to the airlanes, Gy day (27).
It was short-lived, having teed
Howard's "Little Immigrant." Even
though "Mr. Ace & Jane" is set to off less than a month ago.
lead off CBS' Friday evening
scliedule, it will be outside the periphery of the NBC laugh barrage
as the latter, because of Cities
Service's refusal to budget from
the 8 to 8:30 slot, woa't start until
the Aces are off the air.
Niles Trammell, NBC prez, had
hoped to get the Friday comedy
Washington, June 22.
procession under way at 8 o'clock
The Unity Broadcasting Corp., of
by inducing Cities Service to accept a Sunday matinee period. New York, which is associated with
When this didn't work out, he re- the International Ladies Garment
vised the NBC blueprint, putting Worker's Union, filed today (22)
Jimmy Durante into the subsequent with the FCC for the call letters
niche for Camel and arranging to WFDR for their FM station which
troop after him, In that order, Can- they recently won.
tor (Pabst Beer), Skelton (P & G)
FCC has received hundreds of
and "Life of Riley" (P & G).
requests for the late President's
Camel snagged the 8:30 desig- initials, but out of respect has
nation with the Schnos against turned them down. However, Unity
bidding from Harriet and Ozzie has a letter from Mrs. Eleanor
Nelson, Spike Jones and others. It Roosevelt stating that she has conis reported that William Esty & Co., ferred with members of her family
agency on Camels, put the con- and thinks it would be a fitting
vinoer on Trammell by offering to tribute, due to the public service
transfer "The Screen Guild" from rendered to New York by the
CBS and lod^e it in NBC's Thurs- union.

day 10-10:30

:

Execs MCA

Maurie Robinson, associate dipackage.
Working title is
"Prudential Family Hour of rector with NBC for the past three ,
years, checked out of the network
producerlast week to assume
director chores on a nev/ "Deems
Taylor Hour," formatted as a longLombardo as Fill-In
togetherr
hair variation of transcribed disk
jockey sh^ws such as Tommy PorHalf-hour propo-sition, with' ArnRides Out Time sey's.
old Stang as a guest for the audiStanza is being put together in
tion, was submitted as a William
Guy Lombardo got the nod over
New
York by Radio Features, WalMorris package.
last weekend to fill out Old Gold's
affilicommitment to stay on four move ter Schwimmer's packaging
ate of the Schwimmer & Scott ad
weeks on CBS.
The Morgan- agency of Chicago. First edition
Bigger
Ameche-Langford
show did its" of the show will go on the air
foldup last Friday;
Bert ParkSi who seems to be
Sept. 13.
circuiting the network giveaway
Nick Keesely, newly appointed
Taylor, w.k. music critic, who
shows these days as emceemanager of radio for the Lennon & has often done commentaries for
announcer, found himself sadMitchell agency, will produce and symphony airerSi is waxing his indled with a couple of conflictdirect the Lombardo stanza, which terpretative
gab for» interspersing
ing commercials. So now he's
tees off this week from the Surf
with standard classical worlcs.
minus the Camel Vaughn MonClub at Virginia Beach. Pete Keveroe program.
son will script.

The audition which CBS

cut of a

the

proposed Nancy Walker show didn't Stars."
turn out satisfactorily and the network is mulling whether to give it
another try or shelve the idea ai•>

As OG

Smoke

Parks was announcer on
Camel's CBS Monroe show.
Then along came Old Gold
with $500,000 to pick up the
tab on a quarter^hour of ABC'S
"Stop the Music," which Parks
emcees.
Camel agency said "how
come?" only once. Monroe
now has a new announcer.

OG

Second show will
come from Asbury Park and the
last two from N. Y„ originating

Sepia Ed as Disk Jock
WWRL, Queens, N. Y., indie, has
either at .the Waldorf's Starlight
annexed Dan Burley, managing ediRoof, where Lombardo will be filltor of the Amsterdam News, Haring an engagement, or frohi a
lem newspaper, as a disk jockeystudio:

Starting next Monday (28), he'll
Orch
presumably
. wift o
get consid take over the
4:30-5 Mondayr
..,
eration as a possible fall entry for through-SatuVday spot vacated by
OG, since the ciggie outfit is wide Symphony Sid, who has moved i«
open for a new show.
WMCA, N. Y.

—
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Ikeni^i

Oif

Ooe-Tird

il^eBcy Observers See

The new Hoopers had the commercial-minded trade boya in a
tailspm over the past week. It was not only a case of Fred Allen
taking a 7.8 nosedive, but Jack Benny, who led the previous Hooperade with a 21.0, was down 5.8 and, in contrast with Edgar Ber.gen's 17,4 season's bowoff, his summer replacement, the Bobcrt
Siaw Chorale, came up ^ith no better than a 4.6. While this
obviously was a factor in Allen's dive in the following haU-hour
segment, the fact remams that all Sunday listening was a third off.
Here's the latest Top 15, with the previous ratings for the shows:
'

.

My

Fraend Irma
Jack Benny .
.

.

Mr.

JD.

A.

Stop the Mu.sic

Rdb ^ig

%ow Ydaes Yield to DoHar Payirff

What is characterized as the most
amazing Ripley in western hemispheric radio relations has lAtin^ A comment frequently heard
American broadcasters and Ameramong advertising men nowadays
NewRaiinr PrevionsBatiBc icans, too, for tbaf^ matter quietly
is that radio is going through its
laughing up their kilocycles. It has
19.2
19.3
Oh,
Acinic Bud^t
deglamorizing period' and that for
to do, of coarse, with the Third
1B:2
20.8
That
jittery
sensation
rampant
the first time the advertiser has ^
Annual Conference of the Inter16.7
17.9
among
some
of
the
personnel
at'
come to look upon radio as just »
American Assn. of National Broad15.4
16.9
c;»stei-s, which tees off next Wed- CBS headquarters on Madison ave- plain, simple advertising medium.
1S.4
18.1
nue is described st the higher Tliis trend in appv-?»issiI, s;Qf the ad
nesday (30).
15.2
21.0
It's to be held in Buenos Aires, echelon as having apparently been agency observers, may disconcert
15.2
15.8
the
inspired
fact
that
departby
the show end of the business but
as stipulated at the last meeting,
14.0
12.7
and the main purpose -of'the con- ment heads are currently wrinkUng' the sooner they reconcile them'*
14.0
13.2
ference is to work for a free, un- their foreheads over budgets for selves to this change in the adver-13.2
12.6
tiser viewpoint the easier will it be
hampered radio in the westei-n the second half of 1948.
12.2
11.8
No
other
cause
the
feeling
for
for all concerned.
hemisphere, with the membership
11.7
11.4
pledged to support democratic that the axe was due to swing
Tlie agency men explain that the
11.5
12.8
shortly could be figured on this- client's reversal of attitude toward
practices and systems.
10.7
15.9
beupper
level.
The
uneasiness
radio has become so pointed tl^t
But a lot of ithings have hap10.5
13.2
came
middle
last
evident
the
of
the mere astute ad agent appened in t|ie Argentine since the
10.5
9.6
week,
simultaneous
with
the
new
proaches the aceonnt now first in
last meeting. Including' the fact
terms of price rather than' in term*
that the Argentine broadcasting budget wrestUng.
of name value or achievement.
outlets, almost without exception,
presentation must, according to
are no longer free enterprises.
the new order, tee off from the
They've all been purchased under
premise
that the progi-am under
cover by government interests,'and
recommendation
is the cheapest
though the majority may continue
buy for tlie purpose available and
operating under their former owncan be so geared as to meet the
ei^ships and managements, they are
immediate merchandisimr need$ or
in fact at the service of the Peron
j>roblems of the luraduct;
state. (Actually, it is claimed that
The doldrums that the advertisPresident Peron bituself owns 51%
Getting Radio-Shy
ing world is currently passing
under the government mcHiopoly.)
KeHfigg's decision to scram
through reflects, say tlie ad men,
These facts are not unknown to
out of its two ABC shows at
a state of readjustment. Business,
the Latin-American and U. S.
the '.end of July is a further
broadcasters curiaently headed toNow that the ABC network has they point out, is not only slowly
reflection of the shying-awayward Buenos Aires.' Among those put itself on record that the Sun- coming into a buyer's market but
from-radio attitude of the
are John Boyal, of NBC, who will day night at 9 period goes vdtli is faced with the neeeMll^ Af l>ajlmajor food companies, with
represent both his netwoifc andtfae thie one who Ini^ Walter Winebell, ancing. smaller .proffts with inthe top three food bankrollers
National Assn. of Broadcasters as Jeisens, which. is.^tting the heave ereased production, ,The new yard'leaning more -and more toward
a non-voting, member; Ed. Chester, from' the valuable time segment it stick for appropriating advertisin{(
the printed media.
of CBS, -who will represent both has occupied for many years, bas budgets is the estimated profits of
General Foods has trms?
his own network, and the Canadian indicated that it doesnit intend to the items that the manufacturer
lated it into concrete action
estimates be will sell, and not, as
Assn. of Broadcasters; GUmore take it lying down.
by reshuffling its advertising
it used to be, ttae {sn^ intake on
Nurni, owaer of the Nunn chain of
As far as ABC is concerned, it's these
budget, with the result that it
potential sales.
stations in tliis country and official
a case of "my time is my time,
dropped the high-priced FanConfronted by this line of addelegate of the NAB, and Mead and we're privileged
to do whatnie Brirj9 show in favor of the
vertising accounting, the client*
Brunet, who is head of RCA In- ever
we want with it," particularly imless he is interested in only selllower-budgeted "Mr. Ace &;
ternational.
where a WineheU is concerned.'
Jane" program.
ing a service or thinking of solely
Also attending will be the two
But Jergens and its parent WoodStandard Brands has pulled
most vital cogs in Latin-American bury company feel there's more associating his product with a
in the reins, toow This season
glamorous show, has no choice,
radio, the men who perhaps have
than an element of ingratitude init was minus the NBC Sunday
done more to combat government volved, recalling that it spent more argue these agency men, but to
having
night
8:30
period,
compare closed the relative values
intervention in commercial broad- millions
of dollars over the yeai's
turned it and its occupant,
of each medium. The eagetltess
casting throughout the western
with ABC than it cares to be reFred Allen, over to the Ford
with which advertisers have £asi>
hemisphere than anyone else. They minded of
at the moment.
Just
Dealers. And now there's talk
ened themselves to out-and-«ut
are Einilio Azcarraga, who oper- what
Woodbury intends doing, giveaway
that S-B wants a cheaper show
shows say the ad ageu'ts,
ates XEW in Mexico and has often
aside from putting itself on record,
in the Edgar Bergen spot.
underscores this tendency.
been referred to as "Mr. Radio of isn't established, but
the odds beThe talk 'about talent costs is
Western Hemisphere," and ing
the
placed around the trade is that,
Goar Mestre, of CMQ, Cuba, un- regardless of how much it squawks not without strong dissenting
point of view. One agency execuquestionably Cuba's No. 1 radio and
threatens, Jergens will yield
tive queations not only the ecoman.
to ABC's recapture of the time
nomic soundness of buying lowFasi^ble Gan|;ing Up
for WW's new sponsor.
priced shows on principle but the
Azcarraga and Mestre, it's said,
Jergens has indicated that, al- source of the "uproar" over talent
don't want to take the farcical situation lying down, refusing to ac- though it has parted company with costs. This exec says he wonders
cept the unacknovvledged-but-ap- Winchell, it intends staodng in net- whether this pointing-witlwilarm
parent - to - everyone government work radio with a new show. couldn't have been planted as
ownership of Argentine's radio sys^ There's a companion ISnnintitc propaganda- by radio's competition
segment that will move ofif ABC or bg? the medium itself to cover
tern, and are aU for throwing it in
That's the Louella Par- up, or protect, the
Peron's face. OriginaUy there, was as well.
high cost of
In one of the major daytime some talk of their boycotting the sons show for Woodbury which facdities.
He holds that tdeht
cancellations in recent liiontlis, conference,
costs have been for many years
but finally figured follows the Winchell period.
Kellogg has served notice that it there was more to gain by gauging
figured on the basis' of $1,000 a
point and that tiie same yardstick
is dropping out of sponsorship of up on their host. Penon himself is
that they'll pull their
will prevail regardless of how
its 15-minute portion of the cross- hoping
the-board "Breakfast Club" on punches and has personally stepped
much anybody may inveigh against
ABC and the Galen Drake program in, along with Senora die Peron, to
the higb price of programs.
which follows on the same web. line up a gold'^braided entertainIt represents a loss in billings of ment agenda through wlbdish be
•
vs.
hopes to mollify the Latitt-^Amerimore than- $1,500,000.

—
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A

RdEo Wiff of Iknfes on Agin as M!

Wei

Prepres

The radio war of nerves

is

on.

as customary for June as the
proverbial bride, but this season
it seems to«have set off heightened
tensions and jitters among the net-

It's

work-execs

vhere

who are wondering

the

just

program

commercial

chips will fall when.. the '48-'49 -sea-

son

rolls

around.

'

Principal beachhead in the cur-

rent battle of nerves has bben established at ABG (as was the case
about this time last year), where

CBS' Paper Plot
CBS reportedly
its own elaborate paper
plot aU set to ride for Sunday
was predicated chiefly
on whether Walter Winchell
would be available after .Tan 1.
Now that ABC has him under
wraps, the CBS chess game
Like ABC,

had

-^taut it

died

a'boming.

WW

for its
Columbia wanted
own Sunday 9 to 9:15 period,
with Chesterfield as a potential
sponsor, then selling the suc-

ceeding half-hour to Philco for
the transcribed Bing Crosby
Shi^w and inducing U. S. Steel
te move its "Theatre Guild"
over from ABC for the following hour.
Through the coup CBS
would have not only deprived
ABC of its three most important programs, but created for
itsfelf

W

•

Radio

.

,

Kellogg Retreat;

ftr^sTwoSbws

a "dream" Sunday night

se<pienoe>.

they've drawn up a "Paper Parlay'
designed to give Wednesday niglit
listeners the biggest, bestest and
mostcst.
Not that there's any guarantee
that the network is going to ^et it,
but here's what .^BC envisions

m

maneuvers": moving
Phllco's Bing Crosby show up to
8 o'clock as the curtain-raiser on
the "night of nights"; romanemg
its

YlovetoToudi?

Sez Jerge^

$15

•

'

Tafier lineuvers

"paper

&

International Silver's "Ozzie
Harriet" show into 8:30; grabbing
off the sock Bristol-Myers back-toback parl^ly of "Duffy's Tavern"
and "Mr. District Attorney" for the

D.C.'sPeser:

Ironically,

vising
ih'e

all

combat

the man who's superthe preparations for
-

govenunent

r inter-

vention conference is the Argentine Administrator of Posts and
Telecommunications, S. O-scarNicolini, virtual czar in all Argentine
radio matters and for long closely
associated with Senora de Peron in
her bid to wrest Argentine radio
rival tors.
While it's recognized
Kellogg bows out of both shows from its former owners.
(Continued on page 28)
Informed quarters in Latinat the end of July. Proctor & Gamble bankrolls the other 15-mmute America say that the Argentine
N.Y.'s ALPHONSE-GASTON
segment of "Breakfast." Kenyon & Central Bank recently paid into the
Eckhardt is the agency on Kellogg, account of the Industrial SecreStation's
Bival
to
Salute
Lyle Van's
with the K & E billings shifting tariat (which is a sort of purchasing
Tom IWcFaddeim fiotham Karity from the radio department over to office for the government tycoons)
the sum of $27,500,000 for the purthe newspaper-mag divisions,
When Tom McFadden moved up
chase of the Argentine radio outof
managership
the
into
week
last
lets.
WNBC, N. Y., as successor to Jim
Look, Pa, I'm Ryin'
sendoff
top
the
probably
Gaines,
Irving Straus, member of the
station's
rival
a
from
came
got
Morgan on Market
he
of directors of WMCA, N. Y.,
gabber—Lyle Van on WOB. Such board by his father, Nathan Straus,
Henry Morgan Is in the market
Alphonse-Ga.stoning in the tough- owned
Rayve, which
is flying a biplane over the beach for a new sponsor.
allof
market
competitive
est
areas on weekends this summer bankrolled the comedian this seaManhattan—is a rarity.
a streamer plugging the indie son on ABC, has definitely made
Van sketched McFadden's whole With
up its mind not to pick up the
station.
31,
at
how,
detailing
background,
Straus was a Navy pilot during option.
he's liit the Wgtime iU station opMorgan winds up tomorrow (24).
the war.
.

.

eration.

How

CoyCanYoii&t?

Principal factor is Kellogg's de- can broadcasters.

embrace the .printed medium on a larger scale. To a lesser
sire to

degree, however, the recent death
Tom Breneman, emcee of
of
"Breakfast," and the client's feeling that the show's impact is gone
intro9 to 10 segment; Groucho Marx, despite the showmanship
GaiTy Moore, are also
into 10 o'clock and Texaco show to duced by
said to have been contributing facclose at 10:30.

m

,

.

'

practically

ABC Ae Skem

.

Washins^on, June 22.

AWm

'Stop

Music'

CIV^WAYS

CompetWon Show

Fodder for Comic's Bontine

FCC chairman
filing of CBS

Fred Allen got over a couple

brief to sell 55°d of the stock of

wore sharp digs on the subject of

Difficulties face

Wayne Coy

WTOP
tion of

<anee

WTOP, Inc., a combina- giveaway shows during his NBC
last Sunday (20». The count
CBS and The Washington show
in that

to

Post.

direction was three in a
week, the other occurring while on

The sale is conditional on the WPIX's (N. y.) inaugural telecast
sale of the Post's present station, last Tuesday (15).
WINX, of wliich Chairman Coy
One of the cracks on his own
was once director. In a routine program followed the oivhestra's
case, involving -a WINX request for playing a few bars of
a number.
an auxiliary transmitter, Coy ab- The telephone rang and Allen,
.stained from voting and it is obvi- answering, said, "Yes,
that number
ous that he will also abstain when was "Haunted Heart." "I'm afraid,
the
purchase by the Po.st lady," he went on, "you have
the

WTOP

comes before the Commissioners. wrong number. This is not 'Stop
However, the question arises, the Music.'" A second later Allen
how far can be abstain'^ The demanded of his caller, "Who owes
WTOP-Post deal is contingent also you $18,000?" and then rang off
on purchase of the outstanding with the challenge, "So sue me!"
55% of stock of KQW, San FranOther jibe took place in sc bit
cisco, by CBS, thus making KQW with Jack Haley, £uest of the occaa wholly-owned network station.
sion. "You know," remarked Allen,
Feeling in Washington is that reacting to Haley's feed line re
Coy is in an awkward spot, but giveaway pro-ams, "I saw » man
will probably manage to extricate going into Fort Knox with a microhimself.
phone and a studio sudiemNt."

«

,

U

Pioiieeriiig in Smallest

TV

Center

m

Spots
KooFs 25G
Brown & Williamson is spending

Yet

Im^ Gding in Sab Lake

It

(This is the second in a series of ¥
by Vamsty correspondents
ahovaing hovo tele is projecting itself around the country,)

articles

,

Br KAT BERLIN
Lake

Salt

City,

When W6XIS,

June

KDYL's

22.

video

outlet, hit the air six weelos

ago

with the first of its regularly
scheduled telecasts^ it was pioneer^
Ing in the smallest population center yet to have television broadcasts. The teeoff was accompanied
by plenty of fanfare, amid the
jpresence of the usual brass from
/the governor of the state dowi?.
"Public interest was high, and dealers aroimd town reported satisfactory buying of sets.
Since then, 'interest has dropped,
and set buying has slumped along
with it. Programs not up to the
Standards set by
or pictures,
are blamed. W6XIS is on the air
three times a week for about an

KFI-TV Preems Pattern

Hollywood, June 22.
Test pattern of KFI-TV was
given its first trial yesterday (21)
and results proved highly satisfactory.
After encountering tube
trouble the monoseope insignia
finally came through and filled the
screen of set owners.
W. B. Ryan, KFI manager, said
that the pattern was of suffi;eient
clarity and. definition to give assurance
that
transmitter
and

microwave relay equipment are in
good working order and tests will
continue until regular program-

ming

AM

Programs

consist of a

mixture of local productions and

The

film.

film is old stuff, considinterest to

ered without enough

keep a family's attention, and the
local programs are basically not
They're

television.
tures.

AM

.

,

pickups from theatres and outdoor
events without any attempt at
scheduling until Aug. 18 when its
first

commercial commitment

falls

due with Union Oil for sponsorship
of the practice session of the Rams
pro football te.-»m.

FCC OKAYS PROGRAM

STANDARDS OF TBA

with pic-

(Difficulties encountered by- the
Salt Lake City station are indicative of those found by other stations opening up throughout the
coimtry, who don't have access to
network shows originating in Nf. Y.
Solution to the problem, according
to tele olficials, lies only in providing better programming fare to
keep the public's interest at the
high pitch engendered by the preOtherwise
broadcast b a Kl y h o o
they point out, the consistent dropoff in viewer interest may result in
irreparable damage both to the
station .and to the industry in
general.)

is .scheduled in September.

Video station will make remote

.

hour each.

Washington, June 22.
The Federal .ComiiiunLcations
Commission has adopted the graduated scale of television programming for stations going on the air
as recommended
by Television
Broadcasters Assn.

Paramount Pictures made the
only request that FCC retain its
former rule of 28-hours a week
minimum, but the commissioners
did not grant them a hearing' since
others were in agreement.
New rule jfequires a minimum of
12 hours programming a week during the first 18 months on the air.
At six-month intervals the. miniall

mum is stepped up to 16, 20, 24
claims it hasn't as yet and finally 28 hours a week. Stacompleted Its setup. According to tions will thus reach the '28-hour
Harry Golub, director, mobile requirement after 36 months of
units should be available by the operation.
end of June, and when they arrive
All new stations must be on the
a heavier schedule of outside tele- air at least two hours a clay in any
casts' will be used.
five days of the j\vi;ek.
-Tjsle faces two main problems
in the Salt Lake City area. Because the valley is completely surBuffalo's TV Boom
rounded by tnouHtains, the maxiBuffalo, June 22.
mum potential audience, considerTwo weeks after formal opening present population figures, is
in the neighborhood of 250,000. ing of WBEN-TV, tele sets in opThis limits the market. In addi- eration in Buffalo have jumped to
tion this area is not known for its over 3,000.
Buffalo Niagara Electric on May
spendiijg and with video sets running from about $750 up, not too 30 reported residential installamany customers are going to beat tions 1,371, commercial 833 and an
a path to the dealers. Right now addijj«nal 856 operating on disthere are about 200 sets in opera- plaKat dealers' stores.
tion.

With a nut of about $300,000,
W6XIS will undoubtedly do something

to'

make the current

• lot brighter. S. S. Fox
and general manager.

W6XIS

picture

is

owner

operating with a small
staff,
headed by Golub, former
theater operator and outdoor show
producer. The production staff has
Dan Bainger in the program slot,
Keith Bngar handling production,
Emerson Smith announcing, and
Gloria Clark taking care: of scripts.
is

WFIL-m

QUICKIE CRASH REELS
.

.

Offering good indication of the
itews'gathering advantages of a

newspaper owned
tion, the

Thursday

olast

television

N. Y. Daily News'
(17) night

sta-

WPIX

had ^Ims

ParQvesKTLA
little

Prod. Aid,

WPIX

newsreel cameraman

Ed

Clarity flew to Mt. C^irmel in a
News plane, lensed the scene and
brought his film back immediately
for development and processing.
Station was supposed to have
signed off at 11 p.m. that night
but remained on the air with standby film and spot bulletin announce-

go

at 11:40.

Spot news presentation will be
regular feature of the station's
programming, according to WPIX

program 'chief Harvey

who

Marlowe,
declared that "we'll feed spot

news of major importance despite
the time, us long as our transmitter
ill

<m the

air»

«««« MM ^

good newspaper columnist. He's
alfable enough and certainly has
enough show biz knowhow to lend
only off-balance authority to his job, but he doesn't
angle about the unveiling incident have the comedy touch of Milton
(-16)
was the linking of the lour Berle. Texaco's current emcee.
Program's
sections of the runoff and the gen-:
lush
production

The

cylinders.

mountings pointed up CBS' deterFundamentally the show bespoke mination; after almost a year's TV

eral :pacing.

knowhow and a standstill, to buck NBC for the top
it takes programming
spot.
Show was
women. -The latter staged at CBS radio's Studio 44
based strictly, on an (tlie Maxine Elliott theatre), where
occasional scanning of women's the deep stage gave the performWashington, June .22,
pages in the newspapers and suc- ers plenty of room, even though
Amount of help that Paramount ce.sful women's magazines plus dancer Kathryn Lee had to terp
Pictures has given its Los Angeles sideline contact with radio's long' her way around a piano at times
television outlet, KTLA, held the procession rif femme programs. In Set was neatly designed by Richard
centre of attention this Morning other words, WPIX seems to have Rychtarik, and director Roland
(Tubs.) at the second day of the merged with a sharp sense of effec- Gillett look full advantage of the
successful SRO audience. Gillett had
more
the
resumed FCC hearings on applica- tiveness
considtions for TV channels in San femme-appealing features of these erable trouble with one of his camvarious media.
eras, which kept going out of focus,
Francisco.
In putting the hour together the but otherwise handled the show
KTLA station manager Klaus station
made
couldn't
have
perhaps
okay.
Landsberg, tmder intensive crossa better choice for m.c. than Gloria
Talent, on the whole, was stand''
examination by CBS counsel Judge
Swanson. The aura of glamor that's
Samuel Rosenman, admitted that surroun'ded the name hasn't dimin- out. Tops were .Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis with ther zany comsince KTLA teed off commercial ished much with the years. She
edies. CBS was guilty again, howoperations in January, 1947, no Par still wears clothes in a way that ever,
of permitting them to give
star has appeared on any regularly- cah't help but elicit admiration out with
some blue material, okay
scheduled program, no experienced from her sex, and the video lens for their
nitery work but certainly
Par film director has had an.v con- does all the right things by her not for tele. Singer Monica
Lewis,
tact with the station except in an face and. figure. Added to all these Miss Lee and
pianist Eugene List
advisory capacity and no Par fea- is the asset of a manner of speech all shone in their spots.
Sullivan
ture film has been, displayed via .ind overall charm that only rubs handled his interviews with fight
against the grain when it goes a referee Ruby
video.
Goldstein and legit
•Bob Hope, according to Lands- little too chichi. Miss Swanson tees producers Richard Rodgers and
berg,- appeared on the station's off on a new career, to sum up, Oscar
Hammerstein II capably,
bhow was cut excellently by Ray
opening program, but it was a with all the cards in her favor.
Throughout
the
install- Bloch and his
opening
promotional show which he emorch.
ment Miss Swanson maintained a
In all, "Toast" proved th.it TV
ceed. Hope's only other appearrelaxed air and elan that, along can be as
good as the talent it pre^
ance on KTLA was a recent bally- with
a cute chuckle, imparted a
hoo pitch he made for Par's "Em-" sense of knowing what she was .sents. If Sullivan and CBS can continue
l^poking
such top acts, the
peror Waltz."
about and enjoying the job, which
Rosenman also hammered away is no simple attribute on this type show will offer a natural for anyprospective sponsor.
Stal
at a new Par cost estimate sub- of assignment. Her ease and humor
mitted today. Original estimate, was reflected quite conspicuously

S-jF

Heani^ lold

inclusive of $75,000 for its proposed Frisco studio, was given as
but was revised upward to
$493,150. Yearly operating cost,
originally estimated at $570,000
was also boosted, to $600,000. CBS
engineering veepee William B.

,$421,000,

Lodge huddled frequently with
Rosenman on the costs he believed
were not included in the Par report, such as tubes, promotion ex-

penses, audience research, etc., all
of which were searched out in the
figures presented.

Par has the most ambitious plans
(Continued on page 30)

'Whistler' on

TV

Chicago, June 22.
Sherman Marks' adaptation of a
Chrysler on. the Prowl
script from "The Whistler" radio
The Chrysler group will shortly series will be dramatized in coopSunday (27) via
be taking a lookaround for partici- eration with
pation 'in television and also a net- WBKB. Drama will make use of
exterior shots filmed in Chi locawork show.
The extent of the going in either tions.
If deal jells, series of "Whistler"
medium will be determined during
meetings being held at the Chrys- scripts will be televised under the
ler group's homeoffices in Detroit. title. of "Boomerang."

MCA

'

Inside Television
Hotel New Yorker, N.Y., tees off its guest television system tonight
(Wed.) with a sellout on the 100 rooms in which sets haVe been installed
because ,pf the Louis- Walcott fight pickup. In addition to the permanent set installations, the hotel has also wired 50 rooms for "roaming"
setSi in case demand for TV exceeds the 100 permanent sets.
New Yorker charges $3 daily rental for tele, which isn't mandatory if
the guest doesn't -desire the service. Same set also carries
and FM
radio, on which there is no charge. Sets are manufactured by Hotelvision, Inc., and carry a 54 square-inch screen.

AM

being broadcast. Y&R execs related that indie producers are reluctant
to quote firm prices as they have yet to find out what cost is involved
in the filming.

for the women and children audience, advertising that it
gives them
a chance to watch tele without going into bars. Set
used is a United
States Television projection model, throwing a 9 x 12-faot picture.

Execs of WBKB, Chi's pioneer video venture, are sitting
on a telephone survey of audiences that reportedly gives the Balaban
& Katz
comfortable edge on its rival WGN-TV. Survey was com-

station

(SlttinTsK April!"''

'

promising video

Three enterprising ex-GIs in Bridgeport, Conn., have come up with a
system of providing theatre television that beats the broadcasters' ban
against picking up a TV show where an admission charge is ma^e. Instead of charging admission, the three have specially-printed programs
for sale. AH the customers, of course, buy the program,
Theatre is a 395-seater, set up in the reconverted second floor of a
ments until the film was ready to former Odd Fellows building. Operators
are making a special pitch

*

»

Broadcasters are already convinced
that the public will soon tire of the
same acts, if they're repeated too
often, and the performers will undoubtedly refuse too many TV
dates for the same type of shows
With a top talent array, the neW
CBS ofl'ering couldn't help but be
entertaining. It lacked sparkle of
the Texaco show, however, chiefly
because Sullivan, as an emcee, is' a

shrewd knowledge of what

of the airliner crash near Mt.
Young & Rubicam has found that television film producers are comCarmel, Pa., on the air within 10
pletely befuddeled when it comes to price estimates on their work. Y&R
hours after the accident, with
put out feelers for the filming of the G. E. House Party, audience parWFIL-TV, the Philadelphia In- ticipation show handled
by Art Linkletter, for telecasting. Ad agency
quirer station, also duplicating the
was quoted prices from $5,000 to $50,000 to film the show while it was
feat.

'

Television Reviews

around $25,000 for televised spots
**** * ******* 1 1
«
«
on WCBS-TV,
for Kool cigarets
N. Y., during the run of the Re- GLORIA SWANSON HOUR
publican and Democratic national With Pat Murray
eight
conventions. Deal calls for
Producer-director: Dick Rose
spots a day over a minimum of 10 Fashion Coordinator: Kay Bardsley
days.
55 MIns., Wed., 4:05 p.m.
Ted Bates is the agency. The in- Sustaining
piece
of
major
WPIX, New York
take is the station's
The N. Y. Daily News outlet
business accruing from the convenbeing
are
shouldn't have much difficulty disbookings
tions. Similar
posing of this elaborate package tp
made on other TV outlets.
an advertiser, once the station has
out the reception
straightened
j)roblem and tightened up the show
itself so that it's spjirking on all

'

WPIX,

:
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24

)

^^^-^^

to

appeal to

comment

in

the

>

is

minimum

of nervousness

and awkwardness prevailing among
her guests and associates- on the
\'
program.
The hour is divided into four
sections, one dealing with "fashion
trends," another with how to be
glamorous on a budget, the third
on cooking and the final section
with the .secrets and methods of
the beauty salon. The action travels
over an itinerary of kitchen, livingroom, coutourier showroom and
beauty salon.
On the initial event Pat Murray,
fashion television ed for the A. S.
Beck stores, took over the clothes
budget inning and with the help of

mannequins showed actress Jctti
Preminger how she could collect a
travel and playclothes ensembles
at fair cost. Miss Murray's pavoff
apparently was the application of
the Beck tag to the wardrobe and

'

ROMEO & JULIET BALLET

With .Eleanore Chapin, .Douglas
Moppert, Daniel Perna, Audrca
Price, Bay Gaintner, Will
others
Producer: Paul Niokell
W. Craig Smith

Inglis,

Sets;

Lighting: Carl

Weger

Choreographer: Miss Chapin
30 Mins.; Thurs. (17), 10 p.m.
Sustaining

NBC-rV, from

Philadelphia.

With this, an unheralded little
show emanating from the studios

WPTZ (Philco, Philadelphia),
NBC television came up with a
new form of TV entertainment Uiat

of

gave promise of oft'ering plenty of
lookability both to longhairs .ind

the less highly-cultured viewers.
It was a ballet version of Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet," spcr
cially choreographed for the medium by Eleanore Chapin and peraccessories displayed plus notation formed to the music Prokofieff's
of each article's price. More of the "Romeo and Juliet" and Tchaikowclothes parade cued Miss Swan- sky's "R. and J, Overture."
son's later session with stylist HarBallet has been sorely missing
riet Harra and another guest from from the vid^o
scene since Paul
Broadway legit, Vicki Cumraings. Belan^r's days as a staff director
The salou corner for the occasion at CBS-TV, N, Y. Miss Chapin's
went to a hair stylist, Victor Vilo, show matched those of Bclanger
who, with a customer as the sub- (he's now program manager of
,iect, advised a prospect on the type
WATV, Newark) in every i)ha5e.
of hairdo she ought to adopt. Lea.st Sets were especially well designed
exciting, so it seemed from the for the production, the costumes
video angle, was the kitchen scene. were neatly executed and the
In this chief chef Marquis, from camera work, under the cipable
L'Alglon, East Side N. Y. spot, tQ.uch of Paul Nickell was good.
demonstrated how to prepare a He wisely refrained from indulgsummer dish.
ing in too many trick effects, preOdec.
ferring instead to use his cameras
only to aid the choreography,
TOAST or THE
With Monica Lewis, Kathryn Lee, which was all to the good. More
doseups, at least to establish' the
Ruby Goldstein, Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis, John Cocoman, Eu- characters, would have perked up
the show.
gene List, Richard Rodgrexs
Miss Chapin trimmed the ShakeOscar Hammerstein H; Ed Sullivan, emoee; Bay Bloch oroh; line spearean tragedy neatly into a halfhour dance, version.
Characters
(6)
were
confine'd to those necessary to
Co-producer (with Sullivan): Mario
tell the story, including in addiLewis
tion to the principals, Mercutio,
Director: Roland Gillett
Tybalt, Lord and Lady Capulet, the
Set: Richard Rychtarik
nurse, etc. Dancers on the whole
60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
were excellent, with the duelling
Sustaining
scenes
between Mei'cutio and
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Tybalt and tlien Tybalt and Romeo
n'tery talent especially well-choreographed and
JS^ui'^^I^^^.
available
for television is going to
facbe at a premium in the very hear terped. One of the few weak the
tors in the production was
future.
That's undoubtedly the
most important conclusion to be lighting, with the studio engineers
apparently unable to move the
n«w Ed Sullivan- light banks in with the cameras for
?So
m,?;?"*
CBS-TV "Toast of the Town" show
which preemed Sunday (20) night a closeup.
Why NBC failed to announce the
Program follows the vaudeo for.so
mat already instituted by the "Tex- show in its advance listings and
attract more viewers hasn't been
aco Star Theatre" on the NBC-TV
howweb, spotlighting topname per- explained. It's to be hoped, Miss
ever, that
will give
tprniers in a series of vaude acts
Chapin a chance to do more shows
With WPIX (Daily News, N. Y
the same calibre and that NBC
coming up with two other shows of of
will continue to feed them to its
s^me ilk in the' near, future, east coast network.
Way inf"
Its difficult to determine
wher^ show followed the "Barney Blake
all the talent wiU
come front
(Continued on page 30)
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LUCKIES PIONEER TV PATTERN
Spwts Crowd Drama

May s

in

Estimate 10,000,000 Viewers For

Lbting of New York Audience PuD
with the major league baseballs
teams settling down into the usual

summer pennant

early
vision sports viewing in the

New

month

May. Survey is based
on 292 quarter-hours of air
lime covered by Pulse during
the month.
No.of Aver?
quarter- age
hours rating
Drama
.... ; 12
36.2
Visual Sports
88
24.4
Kid Shows
32
24.2
Quiz Shows
6
21.5
Comedy-Variety..
17.
20.2
Sports News;
19.2
News
27
17.2
Films
62
15.6
Music
5
13.8
12.5Food and Cookery
5
Miscellaneous lin-

dience.

Drama shows

actually received

the highest rating during the 292
quartfer-hours of telecasts covered
by Pulse during May, with a 36.2
average. Ail the legiters, Including
"Kraft Television Theatre," Theatre Guild productions, "Tonight on
Broadway'V and "Barney Blake, Police Reporter," however, were aired
night and, according to Pulse,
. at

a daytime drama would probably
have pulled the rating down.
Visual sports shows achieved a
24,4 rating, but included both daytime and evening shows. Fact that
Saturday and Sunday afternoon
baseball games chalked up an average of 37.5 in 22 quarter-hours of
telecast time indicates that, if any

:

.

games had been
played during May, the average
for sports would have, been upped
Average rating for
(Considerably.
all daytime sports shows was 21.2,
with daytime baseball up to 22.6.
night

baseball

of

.

.

.

:

U

.

.

'

'

.

cluding

Hobby

Shows, Fashions,

'

26

etc.)

m

Debuts

ia.6

On

TV with Tashions'

-

.

•

be moved

to

when

another night

it

ing the May survey week. Ratings
goes under the P & G wing. The
run the scale' from low to high, sponsorship will become effective
depending on the appeal of the
the third week of Jiily. ILiever Bros,
film and the competition on other
and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet will
stations.
probably be heard from on matter

DoMonfs OfMhe-Tttbe

Debut

Westinghouse Electric^will
its Stratovision' method
of networking television shows
to the trade press for the first

age for its future programs. The
cig firm has revealed that it is "not
satisfied" with the coverage restifainls that a network arr.mgement imposes at present and that
it hopes by the fall to be able to
spot its programs into every community with a video outlet through
recorded filn^s.
Lucky's dislike of coverage limitations has, it appears, much to do
with its hestitation to. renew the
"Barney Blake" series, which it is
currently underwriting on NBC.
TJie account had not up to press
time yesterday tTuesday) advised
tlie network whether it will continue as sponsor after July .15 but
it has made no bones over its displeasure over NBC's policy in connection
with
"Blake", on
two
counts. NBC has .rejected Lucky's
suggestion that it be permitted to
feed "Blake" to other than NBC
affiliates and also to let the client
use any method other than NBC's
in transferring the live show to

cott

fight

on theatre television of the
on page 1.)
Deal for NBC to televise the

.story

WLWT (Crosley, Cincinnat.i).

video within a short time now that
P & G, a member of this big three,
lias taken the plunge.

,

Safety Razor was reported set several months ago.
Through fear
that too much advance publicity on
the telecast might hurt the gale,

FCC has allocated Westinghouse channel 6 for the
demonstration.
Electric firm
plans eventually to be able to
network shows across the continent with six planes con-,
stantly in ''the air, which will
pick Up the TV signals from
the ground and transmit them
to the next plane in the string.
It's planned eventually to use
twin-engine planes for the job,
instead of the B-29 being used
for demonstration, purposes.

however, both the web »nd Gillette agreed not to ballyhoo the
event until tliree days .before its
occurrence. Video set dealers in
all cities on the network, consequently, have plugged convention
coverage a$ their lure to. prospective set buyers instead pf the fight
until early this 'week.
It hasn't beeh ascertained yet
what will be going on in Philly's
Convention Hall at the time the
fight is scheduled. Because of the
intense interest in the return bout
and the fact that it can be seen in
Philly, there has been talk that the

GOP party leaders may be coi^vinced to reccess tonight's session
long enough for delegates^ to Mtness the fight, or to adjourn until

On

tomorrow (Thurs.) mpming.
sponsorship tonight
time that rights to

Gillette's

Shows

marks the

first

a championship fight have been
work can furnish it with national
bought without participation financoverage. NBC's position is that it
An interim agreement for simul- cially by one of the broadcasters.
could not grant any departure from taneous telecast of. radio programs Gillette will sponsor the aiilngs cin
both NBC-TV and the ABC radio
a policy limiting its programs to has been reached by the networks,
NBC affiliates without destroying agencies, sponsors and indie pack- web. Razor firm paid a. reported
firms,
the very foundation of ftetwork age
and the performer .$125,000 for the. combined rights
unions, the American Federation of and then assigned NBC to handle
operations.
Radio Artists and its parent Asso- the tele pickup. NBC and .Gillette
Eyes Kinescope
ciated Actors & Artistes of Amer- reportedly shared the purchase
In an effort to find a way out of
price.
ica. It will be in effect until Sept.
its dilemma Lucky Strike has been
1 or until negotiations for a video
Fight will be the fourth Louis
giving considerable attention to
titlei bout to be televised by NBC«
code are completed.
Paramount's f i 1 m transcribing
Under the terms of the tempo* As in previous bouts, the web wilt
method, the Kinescope recorder. rary pact, the broadcaster-s-telc- use three cameras for
the pickup,
The advertiser is sympathetically casters agree to pay extra fees for two to be set up on a platform
disposed to Paramount's technique
simultaneous video perform ajices, erected behind the. seats in the inand the only reservation that 't has the amount to be decided by indi- field and the third one' in a cage
:

.

about linking itself with that vidual negotiation with the artists off the imezzariine seats in right"Parade" makes the third half- method is the question of cost. The involved. They also agree that any centre field. NBC, consequently,
(Continued on page 28)
hour stanza sold by WABD within
film of a simultaneous AM-FM per- will be able to focUs a variety of
angles
on
receiving
a couple weeks, the others being
formance may not be telecast more camera
installment of
than once, that a film of a sustain- screens. .Bob Stanton, who?s anIff Its Affiliates Only the Thursday night
"Small Fry" to General Foods and Barbour Exits 'LCBB'
ing show may not be teleca.st com- nounced all previous Louis fights
DuMont's tele^ranscription serv- "Charade Quiz" to Whalen'S Drugs.
mercially, and that a film of a lor NBC, will handle the commenice, contrary to previous indicaFor
Tele Spot sponsored program may not be tele- tary, with the between-rounds astions, will not be available to all
sist from web staffer Ray Forrest.
Oliver Barbovu". director of "Life cast for atiy other sponsor.
stations throughout the country.
It is stipulated that all performCan Be Beautiful" for the last 10
According to DuMont tele-tran- Greig Quits ABC For
the
gives
up
assignment ers on radio-video shows must be
years,
scription chief Edward Carroll, the
members
of one of the 4A's unions, Maxwell
director
become
of
tele1
to
July
DuMont
films, recorded off the face of a
Post
at
Sales
Dickers For
The companies agree not to sue
That
vision of Benton .& Bowles.
viewing tube, will be sold only to
Humboldt .1. Greig has resigned is the date the Procter & Gamble or otherwise penalize any perDuMont affiliates and so will repreOld Knick Music Hall
from the. sales staff of ABC to be- daytimer shifts with the Spick & former for breach of contract in
sent "notliing more than a differcome salesmanager of the DuMont Span acc()unt from Dancer-Fitzger- case of strike, and the unions' right
ent mechanical means of creating a

Pix Service Restricted

,

B&B

network."

;

Consequently, Carroll declared,
the new transcription service
doesn't mean that DuMont is going
into the film distribution business
or that it will syndicate shows originating in its own studios to all
other stations,, regardless of their

fiagship. WABD, N. Y. He will op- ald-Sample to the Biow agency.
erate directly with Leonai'd Hole,
Carlo De Angelo succeeds
general manager of the station and "LCBB'J director.
other DuMont televising opera.

tions.

„

Understanding

is

.

that Greig

WABD

Mont

affiliate will

be permitted to

DuMonts

teletranscription
,

WBKB

.

the

may

cancel the agreement

ort

30

days' notice.

Robert
producer,

Maxwell,
is

indie radio
dickering to acquire
.

the. Old Knickerbocker Music Hall,
N. Y., as a. location for television

Talent Unions, Guilds Prep Series

shows. He'd continue the restaurant business there, hut would replace its present music hall type
entertainment with video originations.

Of

TV Seminars

to Explore

Medium

net-

run the transcription only once,
work.
A temporary price structure has Greig, who held the title of„ asbeen established but won't be set sistant to the v.p. in charge of sales
into motion until it's been studied
in
at ABC, joined that network
further. Prices will not be prorated on the basis -of set circulation
in each affiliate's city, Carroll said.
Instead, he explained, the affiliates ^
Hikes Rates
will he charged for sustainers,
Chicago, June 22.
same as they are in radio, and will
be paid for commercial shows.
Rates of WBKB move from $500
hour for studio shows
Carroll declared that DuMont to .$800 per
with Chis arrival
toppers haven't yet considered next week in line
in tele set inWhether to use tele-transcriptions at the 25.000 count
Station's rates are
exclusively, even for those stations stallations.
count, with,a hike
that are ,connected
by coaxial geared to ihe.set
due at the 35,cable. For example,- it might be to $1,000 per hour
„
possible for DuMont's WTTG in 000 mark.
Increase points up Uie i;aPJ<l
Washington to be fed its network
since WGNshows from WABD, N.Y.. via film climb in in.stallalions
April. Total at
instead of through the cable, where TV bowed here in
past 16.000 sets.
timeliness isn't a factor. It's be- that time was
when the count
lieved that the comparative prices Earlier, in March,
raised its
of the two methods of networking reached 15.000. WBKB
to $500 per bout.
determine
eventual Answer. rates from $375

^ill

I

is

network affiliation. Service will
ities over the DuMont chain, both
follow the basic pattern of radio
deas to selling live hookups and
networking, meaning that each Duveloping sales in connection with

For Tele Originations

to strike is recognized. Either party

as

.„
will

at the outset concentrate his efforts
and, after the going here
on an even keel, expand his activ-

on

.

fight uncier sponsorship- of Gillette

tion.

Duplicating

.

NBC's seven-station TV network
from Boston to Richmond, Va. (,See

Pittsburgh and retransmitted

Interim' Pact

'

Yankee Stadium,

east coast origination points in
a B-29 flying 25,000 feet over

Latter station will then transmit the signals to video sets in
Chillicothe, O., where trade
reporters are being flown by
Westinghouse for the opera-"

film.

frofn

heavyweight championship bout on

to

points of view that both sides admit are irreconcileable. It is American Tobacco's contention that it
cannot do an- effective advertising
job via video unless it is free to
Spot its shows wiiere it elects, at
least until such time as some net-

fight

N. Y.
An estimated 10;000,000
viewers are expected to watch the

time tonight (Wed.) with a
pickup of both the Louis- Walcott fight and the Eepublican
Shows
National convention.
will be received .from their

Meeting head on here are two

Evening sports shows, including
Procter & Gamble is making its
boxing and wrestling but sans debut in television through a halfbaseball, were rated at 28.6.
hour show, "Fashions on Parade,"
Kid shows ranked third in the wliicli it has bought on WABD,
May ratings, with a 24.2. These DuMont's New York key. The
are usually aired between 5 and soaper is expected to expand its
7 p.m., and thus consistently TV operations by the fall with what
achieve high ratings. Next in line looks at least three shows in New
were quiz shov^, with a 21.5 rat- York. Details of its overaU TV acing, and comedy-variety programs, tivity for the 1948-49 season will
with 20.2.
be disclosect when P & G releases
Telecasts of feature films take its budget in a couple weeks.
up the most TV programming time
"Parade," which hais been runnext to sports, according to the ning as a sustainer in ,a Friday
Pulse survey, which showed 62 night niche the past 19 weeks, will
quarter-hours of films aired dur-

Stratovision

G.OP.TV Recess

Television coverage of the Re*
publican national convention in
Philadelphia is to be interrupted
at 10 p.m. tonight (Wed.), for NBC
to bring viewers an on-the-spot
pickup of the Joe Louis-Joe, Wal-

unveil

on the matter of broadcast covers

.

.

sig-

nificance to the immediate development of commercial television is
the
stance that
Lucky Strike
(American Tobaqco Co.) has taken

Following is tl^e way various
types of television shows were
rated by Pulse, Inc., for the

area took a
sharp i-ebound during May. According to Pulse ratings for the
ranked
on a par
sports
month,
with dramatic shows aS the TV
presentations with the biggest au-

York metropolitan

Fight Tonight in

5
What could prove of prime

Drama Leads

battles, tele-

Toppers of the talent unions and
guilds in broadcasting don't intend
to get caught on the horns of any
television dilemmas they can avoid.
In New York, via the Assm of
Unions
and
Guilds?,
Broadcaist
they've blueprinted plans for a series of .seminars, probably to run
six to eight weeks, starting early
specifically
to explore all
in July,
possible problems presented by *the

planning

composed

committee was formed,

of Heller, Earle McGill,
national Badio Directors Guild
prexy; James A. Stabile, ea.stern
regional secretary of the Radio
Writers Guild; Charles Polacheck,
tele rep on the council of the N. Y.

RDG

Besides producing tele shows of
his own, he figures on making it
available to sponsors, ad agencies

and

video companies; The spot
Mas already been used for one or

two single

telecasts.

BARRY WOOD SETS FIRST
PRODUCER-ACTOR PACT

local, and Oliver W. Nicoll.
acting ABUG chairman. Later, Byron McKinney, of the American
First producer-director-pcrformTheatre Wing Professional Training Program; William Sweets and er contract in television was inked
new medium.
Whole tentative plan v./ill get^ a Nicki Burnett of RDG were added. this week by emcee-baritone Barry
Woo*
and CBS-TV. His initial asr
a
i
n
i
ATW's
Professional
T
n
and
final
details
will
be
going over
g
signment for the web is to build a
set tomorrow iThurs.) at an ABUG Program was enli.sted to .set up the
seminars and Winston O'Keefc, di- musical talent series starring himmeeting..
[he
.seven self and tentatively scheduled to
circularized
Project was initiated at the sug- rector,
preem next month.
ge.Stion of George Heller,' exec sec- unions and guilds in ABUG with a
Wood will continue in radio only
retary of the American Federation questionnaire asking the groups to
of Radio Arti.sts. As a result, a check preferences in topics to be with the "Barry Wood Show," trantackled. Some of these are; "Juriss- scribed series with Marget Whitdlctional Problems," "Unorganized ing. His only previous
experiOther television news on
.Aspects of TV," "Developing Trade ence was in several guest shots
Practices," and "Personnel Re- made while working theatre dates
page 7.
\fi Los Angeles,
quirements of TV."

TV

.
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FACES «F

With Leonard SlllMan, Jane Carroll, Ge.r«e Min, EleMW J«JM.

Edwards,
YFitb Johnny Desmond, Jolie Con- With Janet Waldo, Sam
Irene Tedrow, Fred Shields;
'w«y, firoay Bowers, Dan Appell,
Wendell Niles, announcer;
Escorts Quartet; Raymond Palee
Charles Dant, conductor
oreh.; Dan Seymour, announcer
ProdHcer - Director: Lindsay Mac- Writer: Michael Cramoy
Director: Bert Prater
Harrie
Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m. EDT
Writers: Fied Methot, Don Asger

Fnnfc Mlltoa, Giaie HhrUn, tbe
Hovnid,
Ionise
Sfcyrfdem
Kuestar: K«n Roberts, annooneer;
arch
Allan lUUi
Stins., Fri., 9:30 p.m.
Writers: Geoi«e Hall, June Car- SO
James. Sbelton, Artaur INiaerRNATIONAL SILVER
rail,
CBS, foam New York
Sicgel, Jeff Bailer
( Young & Rttbicom)
Director: Ken Bnrtwt
As summer replacement shows
30 MinEl.; I^NirB., 8:30 psm.

nd

&

(Benton ft Boiole*)
Aflea's summer standBurns
tWs fast paced revu? is one of
the fresbest notes in the hot But on last Friday's (18) premiere
weather ether. It's lilting, tune- on CBS, "Musicomedy" definitely
failed to achieve its potential.
ful, gay and saucy. It lias only one
The idea is a. good one setting
major defect: it cries out for visuat
It ought to be great on contemporary short stories to a
ization.

&

Jn,

—

comedy format. Talentall the ingredients are there:
Joi>nny Desmond and Julie Conway (previously trademarked in
radio as the Oxydol sparkle girl)
for the male arid ingenue leads and
the love dueting, with Raymond
Paige's sock musical backgrounding and original improvisations.
But in taking it from there. Y&R
somehow got lost in trying to integrate the musical sequences with
the "Ubretto."
The initial broadcast offered a
interpretapany^') uncorked boff
musicomedy 'adaptation of Patter"Whiilenpoof
Yale
of
the
tions
son McNutt's short story, "Slightly
Song" as sung by a little gal from Terrific," about a New York sports
the Beep South, by the daughter writer wbo gets the Hollywood
musical

is the

Broad- wise

way producer who has

staged a
number of revues under the "New
Faces" title, dating back well over
la years. That he knows his way
afouBd In thi$^ field is evident in
That Benton
this air version.
Bowles v.p. Walter Craig and hi&
adboys imow how to turn a smart
coiameEcial also is taigl^ evidoit.
la the teeofr last week, guestar
Louise Howard (rest of the cast
comprises a regular "stock com-

&

Of a Yale man who wanted a son,
and by "the little girl with a smile
in her voice;" June Carroll, who
scripts ber own stuff, offered a
smart sketch of a girl who takes a

comeon. As it came :over the air,
however, almost the entire first
half wound up as a series of cue
lines in which the Desmond-Conway duo -expressed its feelings for
glamoriiiiig course. Other sketches, each other by chirping the first
few
f eatUFin:^ various BiembeiB of the bws of a fiock of standard pops.
company, had< verve, originality
The second half had slightly
and an effect of fun-doing-it. The more
meaning,
with
some
of
episodes suffered here and there,
Jbowever, iitim scripting which Paige's original scoring and a sock
seemed to overlook the ear-only sequence by Kenny Bowers (his
SaxAair. of radio.
At these points, first air show) suggesting that, with
especially, one realized tbe great some more tinkering to achieve
dependency of revues upon eye- better integration during its sumi^peal:

paatominie.

LEVER BROS.

NBC, from Hollywood
(F,

Meet

C & BJ

CorlUs

pretty

Archer"

typifies commercial radio.
sort of femme edition of "AidRubicam rich
go, this new .Young
Family" in the perennialseries peddled to International Siljuve comedy-story classification,
ver as standin for "Ozzie and Harit is another extension of a legit
riet" has a distinct element of
play (in this case, "Kiss and
freshness and originality about it.
which the original author

MAXWeLI. BOVSE
NBC, from New York.

^£e(taard Sillman

KRAFT MUSIC HALL SUMMER MR. DELEGATE

MEET COELISS-ABCHER

MVSICO»HEa>¥

!9«R

cheesecake,

getups and settings, etc.
Satirical stufiF is bodiy needed on

gay

mer

"tryout,"

"Mujdcomedy" niighi

be ready as a bigtime

fall entry in
the programming sweepstakes.

much

A

Tell"),
Hugh Herbert) no longer
(F,
bothers to viirite, but on which he
merely collects a royalty while

hired understudies grind out endless and virtually indistinguishable
variations of the same ^Id plot.
Whatever life-spark and freshness
and" urgency it may have had once
has gradually become formula.
And formula is both the basis and
bane of commercial radio writing.
Not that "Corliss" is a bad show;
it
isn't. But neither is it good.
It's merely a standard commodity
in a business in which the standard is frequently mediocre and
the mediocre is frequently successful. In this instance the success has been registered for sev*
eral different sponsors and in
various time spots. And if the rating has gradually diminished as
the property became shopworn,
it has
presumably continued to
pay off in Usteners-per-dollar to
the advertiser.
For its summer premiere as the
Bob Hope replacement for Lever's
Pepsodent, the plot reverted to
the original, elaborately concocted,
transparent "Kiss and Tell" situation, in which the hairbrain parents assume their teenage daughter has married, the- goony boy
next door. Despite competent, if occasionally over-emphatic, performance, it seemed less plausible and
the. humor less diverting than
ever. Nor did the copy about "the
smile that wins is the Pepsodent
Smile Pepsodent,
with
Irium"
sound exactly inspired.
But that is imquestionably commercial
radio successful
commercial radio. So perhaps it isn't
realistic to expect something bet,

—

With Georee Hicks, Dr. Hush Hope
IS Mins.; Daily, 4:30 p.nL
Robert Armbruster orcn; Sustaining
ABC, from. Pbiladelptaia
Carpenter,- announcer
Producer-director: Billy Wilgus
Here's ABC's attempt to do via
pan.
radio what newspapers and maga30 Mins., Thurs., 9
zines have done successfully for
KRAFT CHEESE
years—that is, cover an extensive,
NBC, from Hollywood
(Walter T)io)upso)i)
largely impersonal story in terms
Airily infomal and chummy, the of an individual's- day-to-day exsummer edition of the Kraft Music periences and reactions. In such
Hall breezed in Thursday (17) for an undertaking radio has unique
a 15-week period replacing the reg- advantages and disadvantages. In
ular Al Jolson show which returns thi^ casv3, the stunt seems reasonSept. 30. New layout has Nelson ably entertaining and successful.
Eddy as its top name augmented
With George Hicks as the reby Metopera soprano Dorothy Kir- porter-interviewer, the program is
sten and Hobert Armbruster 's or- covering the Republican
national
chestra. S
convention in Philadelphia through
While the' stanza, of course, is the- doings and remarks of
one of
well larded with light music, tlie the ordinary delegates. Dr.
Hugh
a
achieve
strives
to
format also
Hope, a physician of Hunter, Kans.
healthy spirit of levity between The series started
Friday (18) with
Eddy, Miss Kirsten, Armbruster Hope in Topefca to attend
a meet*
and announcer Ken Carpenter
ing of the state medical board.
Dialog tried hard to ooze into the The second broadcast was fit>ni
comic vein but often the attempt Chicago and the third from Philaat humor appeared too artifical delphia,, where it will remain for
and frntsed to result in much laugh- the duration of the convention.
ter from dialers. On the musical
Radio, in contrast to the press,
side Eddy ably contributed a quar- can give this
kind of material imtet of numbers, opening with his mediacy
and intimacy, but it canhackneyed standby, "Stout Hfearted not gloss over the
subject's selfMen." Miss Kiisten capably chirped consciousness and lack
of articu"Stars in My Eyes" and "Dancing lateness. It cannot
make the from*
in the Dai*" while both singers script

SHOW

^
With Nelson Eddy, Dorothy Kwstcn,

Ken

ducted "Wanting. You."
Armbruster clicked with a piano
solo of Chopin's "Minute Waltz"
and in general turned in a workmanlike job as musical director.
Announcer Carpenter shared emcee chores with Eddy. Sprinkled
through the 30 minuses were three
plugs for Kraft Mayonnaise. Producer-director Billy Wilgus lacquered the l-eplacement with a neat
productional sheen and on tbe overall the show is an innocuous sum-

mer

filler.

spiels sound spontaneous,
nor some of the politico guest intervewecs .sound less than pompous.
Although national political conventions are traditionally clambakes of bombast and the average
delegate is a dull fellow, this sevenaftemoons-a-week series at least

Skips the platform oratory in favor
ot a personal story. What's more.
Hicks obviously recognizes the

tedium potential, and
the

tries to

keep

palaver pouited, bright and
Under the circumstances,

human.

Gilb.

he does well.

CBC MOVIE CRITIC

Hohe.

MUSIC UNDER THE STARS
With Dorothy GUsdotf, BUI Pickett, WIIAS chorus anB orch. with

With Clyde Gllmour
Praducer: Art Saser
15 mins: Sun. 7:15 pjn.

dramatic cast (6); Jim Walton,
Milton
Metz,
an-

Sustaining:

narrator,

CBC, ITom Vancouver

nouncer

Realizing that people do go to
motion pictures', the CBC presents each week on the Trans-

.

Dircotor-Pntducer: Gerry Bottoxir
30 Mfats4 Sun., 9 p.mL

i!iee

•
.Rose; <_
the air.
Sketches <rf the "New
Paces" type are a welcome thing.
Canada Net Clyde Gilmour, a Sustaining'
But they need to be written so 73 ARE COBHNG OVER
feature writer with the Vancouver WHAS, Louisville
they're gay withont tiedng tiie WMi Jeffrey Monriay, Andy MacDaily Province and a special writer
Tenth anniversary season of
Bmald,
Stan
Sbaw
imaginatima.
for numerous Canadian mags who iiummer shows at Iroquois AmphiWrlter^Bvodtuser:
Gene
Kingr
Perhaps tbe proof of tbe preem's
also "likes to go to the movies.'' theatre will tee off July 5. Victor
ter.
Hobe.
weakness in this regas^ was the 15 Mins.; Mod. (14), 9:30 p,m.
Steering away from the usual fast ShoUs, WHAS directoi-, is demonstudio audience':^ obvious enjoy- 'Sustainins
chatter and ringing of chimes of strating his community spirit "in
ment of certain scenes which WCOP, Boston
A CHILD'S WORLD
Jimmy Fidler, Gilmour has a pleas- concrete fashion by turning his
This stanza teed off an interest- With Charles Herrine and
offered no sudi hilarity to the
ing voice that should reach well production staff loose on a series
Guests
ing community service project be- 15 Mins., Sat.,
dialer.
into many Canadian homes coast- of halfi>bour musical and dramatic,
11:30 a.m.
Sillman. as host, kept Iiis intros ing undertaken by the Cowles' hub Sustaining
to-coast.
shows which will focus attention
brief.
The Sfcyriders, a mixed station Learning that a^ group of KJR, Seattle
Gilmour, often criticiz€?d in the on the alfresco shows. The station
quartet, contributed spritely. The Mass. Institute of Technology stuA smart entry in the field of lo- pix trade of favoring those from itself is standing
half the produccoffee commercials were not only dents pL-inned to invite 73 outstand- calizing of network programs in England, is very fair in his treat- tion nut,
with the other 50%
in keeping, but every whit as en- ing engineering students from vari- this local foUowup program to ment of all pix.
kicked in by local business firms.
tertaining as the revue.
Typical ous countries of Europe to attend ABC's "A Childs' World." ProOn
show
caught
Gilmour Mack Wynn, station commercial
was one taking off on the current 12-week .summer courses at MIT as duced in cooperation with the slammed home the statement that manager did
giveaway craze: listeners in 48 their guests, WCOP aired appeals Seattle Community Chest & Coun- he wouldn't recommend seeing '"It selling the ideaa masterful job of
to heads of leading
states had tried for the jackpot for contributions to the students' cil, and using a different panel of Alwajfs Rains On Sunday," (Rank) firms,
by playing a recording of the
Following up, the station four experts each week, tliis quar- because it was as dull and
prize but failed to guess who was fund.
oi>pres- show at a luncheon.
The whole
President of the U. S.; finally a with this stanza launched a series ter-hour session adds much to the sive as its title sounds despite deal
was wrapped up in about two
woman -in Fairbanks, Alaska, wa.s of weekly programs on which one value of the network show, bring- some fine acting.
mmutes, after the runoff of the
called: she guessed Harry Truman; o£ the visiting students, Jeffrey ing discussions c^own to the local
While Canadians are very con transcription of the
first show.
she won 16 Fifth Ave bu.ses, the Monday of London, will report the level and often interjecting realis- servative, they do like honestv and
Basic selling theme of aie initial
Brooklyn Bridge, etc., but she progress of the visitors' tour pf tic answers and interpretations to. that is exactly what Gilmour feeds
didnt want any of these— she study, their experiences, their at- the question.s and comments of ti\e them. He is presented as "an out- airing was institutional-. Pointed
titudes toward Boston, the V. S., children on the
wanted a lb. of M. H. coffee.
netwoork program. spoken critic" who likes you to up that 10 years ago O/icidentallv,
this is the Amphitheatre's 10th
"New Faces" may be a little too etc.
On this session the subject was know what he thinks of pictures.
Aside from a brief explanation "Wonying," and facts that
smart for run-of-the-mill B&A lisAs easily as he hacks away at anni) couple local ne-vspaper men
a child's
teners. It remains to be seen; the of the aim of the series, the se- worries often represent concern or one pictui-e he can pass along discussed idea of summer shows,
Hoopers will tell. This was the quence in question was devoted to iinterest;Th\nt worrying can "'"'^'"-e orchids to' another. He called such as St. Louis ard other towns
chance the B&B crew knew they an introduction of Monday, via a'~
growth, and that a child's worrying Northside 777" (20th) well worth in the midwest ha'e run successshortwavod
interview
with
weie taking. But they deserve a
him 1.S usually a reflection of the woi- seeing. Knocking RKO's "If You fully, as a civic project. The pair
kudo for tossing, listeners some-" from London by Andy MacDonald, nes of the parents were some of Knew Susie" as a routine little made a tour of summer musical
of the BBC. Monday, a 2i-year- the points brought
thing different in sunrmer fare.
out by the panel. comedy, in the next breath he projects, and came back enthused
old
postgrad
and
youth
leader,
deThey interested
"
Value of followup is eiUianced handed orchids to that company's over the idea.
Doari:
prominent city officials and busiscribed his current studies and because participants can evaluate "I Remember Mama."
how he was selected for the MIT the children's comments as to
Gilmour has a voice which is ness execs, secured a natural
IiET'S TAUK MUSIC
visit.
whether fhey are saying what they not the best for radio, yet it is aniphitheatre site in one of the
With Walter Ilend}
His weekly reports to WCOP really feel or what they think
town's public parks, and with help
they adequate. His. delivery is sure and
Bb«ctor^ UBiali Oknn
dialers should be worth catching, should feel and lends
of WPA funds, built and launched
itself pai-- kept at an even pace and is punc30 IMlins^ Son.. 1 pon^
as an intelligent young visitor's ticularly to tieins vrith local
the first summer show series in
prob- tuated by intelligent inflection. He
SustaiHimf
viewpoints on American life and lems.
should guard against using too 1937.
Reed.
WMCA. n; r.
manner.s. The series demonstrates
many $64 words which probably
These facts were all dramatized
The musical knowledge of a commendable alcrUiess for local LEADERS IN EXILE
compels many a person to switch
the show caught, which gave th*
programnling
values on WCOP's Witli Meade BavidsiAi
youngsters is tested in an enterthe dial.
background.
Subsequent shows
15 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m.
taining way on Walter Hendl's part,
CBC is to be lauded for having will feature music from the curSustaining:
"Iiet's Talk Music."
the courage for presenting a pro- rent musicals. Theme "The Song
WhUe Hendl
IT'S
IN
THE
BAG
WWRL,
N.
Y.
has designed tbe show along
gram which plugs a competing Is You" opened, with orchestra and
Aiming its quarter-kilowatt of field.
pedagbgical lines, there's no stodgi- With Johnny Olsen, Irving Landau
vocal numbers all taken from the
Ojneh; Arihnr Scanlan, announcer power at the Iro'n Curtain, this enness or pontifical overtones that
popular operettas, some of which
terprising indie has come up with THREE ALARM
MMCf the easy digestibility of this Praducer: William Von Zahie
will be done this summer, as well
Uiyont. It's a session in which the 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m. the mgenious idea of interviewing With Stan Gee, Henry Pildner as a number of tunes from shows
leaders who fled from their counSextet, Reg Merrldcw,
lasfmen can add to bis lore of clatt- Sustaining
Ernie performed in past seasons. Stand.WINS, New York
tries in eastern Europe now unBenedict and Range Riders, puts in the musical end were
slcs and pop muac.
This latest of the quiz stanzas, der Soviet domination. With top
Kendall Sisters
Hallelujah" from "Hit the Deck,"
"Let's Talk Music" is on a q&a
Wanting You" and "Silver. Moon."
forma,
Mth tbe majority of geared to hausfrau listening, is con- handling, this program idea would Producer: Stan Gee
Soprano Dorothy GUsdorf and bariquizees being students from local ducted by the comic Johnny Olscn make a firstrate contribution to the Writer: Jim Orgill
tone Bill Pickett, were excellent in
high schools. He's gathered a gen- and originates from the Iceland modern historical record. Meade eo Mins., Mon-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
the solo numbers, and the orcheserally bright batch of kids who Restaurant, N. Y., lUonday through Davidson, WWRL news commenta- Sustaininj;
tor,
fails to make the best of his WGAR, Cleveland
Contestants are drawn
tra and chorus turned in a hangup
colnpete for five record albums Friday.
Moving strongly into the morn- job under Edward Barret's direccontributed by a local sihop. The from luncheon patronage (at $1.20 chances. His interviews don't probe
juves are,, happily for the aims of per head) and brought to the mike into the subject matter— they tend ing field, WGAR has parlayed its tion in tunes from "Desert Song"
the program, not musical geniuses. to answer lists of questions. Each instead to puff up the subject. He staff talent into one hour ot fun Anything Goes," "Gay Divorcee,"
has
an
for
artificial
market
bag
coris
given
a
and
literary
and
frolic
style
with
a
potpourri
of
Naughty Marietta," "Music in the
of
They make plausible enrors which
such
add to the progrzun's entertaining rectly answering questions is re- delivery that detracts from listen'- ingredients as niusic, gimmicks and Air" and "New Moon."
write-in winners.
warded with groceries, tinware and ability.
The write-ins
Interview spot was filled by
qualities.
Ex-King Peter of Yugoslavia are asked to name tbe exact time James Henning, Louisville
On session caught, Hendl dwelt other household goods. There is
Park
on. identification of musical instru- also a capital question for which gave a royal kickoff to the series. they think three alarm clocks will Theatrical Assn. prez, with Jim
ments. During this session, Hendl winner is given the jackpot prize. He gave his life story and then go off, the alarm having been desig- Walton and Milton Metz teaming
attempted to give the genesis of Latter consists of more ^pensive stated his criticisins of the present nated to ring by some outstanding as narrator and announcer, rcspec-r
Tito regime in his country. Peter's celebrity at three times during the lively.
the orchestra setwp as presently merchandise.
Persons coming
Oa stanza caught Thursday (17) comments were well-formulated a.m. session.
It's a fine goodwill gesture on
«*'fly beginnittgs
Olsen handled things in glib man- and frank even though they could closest to the ringoff mark are ,the part of the station.
Bold.
up a half-dozen naturally be suspected of bias. Da- given an award, usually a piece of
Sttl.^^ vS&l.^**^'" «««« tlie a<i- ner and brought
giveaways, vidson said: "1 know it will be electrical equipment for tlie house.
for
the
contestants
ridiculous
to
ask
how
long
For
a
before
housewives this is as neat a
St.
Louis Grove Laboratories
which ranged from groceries to
you
think
you
will
occupy
giveaway
orch
the
as
Landau
heard
tl»ij>W admi- new bonnet. Irving
on local air- has announced the appointment ot
the Gardner Adv. Co. for Bromo
spaced tbe gab sessions with a trio tlu-one again," but asked it anyway. waves.
Talent^wise the show moves Quinine Cdd Tablets. Charles E.
of instruntentals that provided re- Peter's answer was cleverer thm
the .question.
limn.
freshing relief.
£dba.
(Continued on page 28)
Claggett wilt be the aqcoimt e«ec.
.
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CBS

pany excitement among CBS
program board execs over
auditions of two new
shows wliich Hubbell Robinson
brought back from the Coast

In Durr Tribute

week, with board chairS. Paley leading
the vanguard of enthusiasts.
One is the new "Hollywood
Showcase" for Mickey Rooney^
means his current
which
"Shorty Bell" series will get
the heave. The other is "Little
Immigrant," dramatic show
dealing with the life of an
Italian immigrant in the big
city, which was created by Cy
Howard. J Carroll Naisli has
been pacted as star in- the
series, to probe into -the life
of an "ordinary Italian.'' Howard takes himself off to Italy
last

Washingtoni 'June 22.
Over 300 Washlngtoa dignitaries
attended a luncheon Saturday (19)
J. Durr, retiring
Clifford
honoring
member of tlje Federal Com-

munications Commission. Supreme
Court Justices, Senators, Congressmen, network: veepees, National
Assn of Broadcasters officials, attorneys and FCC employees were
the
at the luncheon sponsored by
District of Columbia chapter of the
National Lawyer's Guild.
Thurman Arnold, former Justice
of Apof the United States Court
peals for the District, was toast-

Plan Industry Tribute
Industry will pay a tribute
Commissionto retiring
er Clifford J. Durr at a luncheon in the North Garden of
Y., TliursAstor,
N.
the Hotel

FCC

July,

1.

sponsored by

Affair is being
friends In tlie

mittee of the Civil Liberties
Union. Morris Novik is chairman of the arrangements committee.
Luixclieon will

fall on the
day following Durr's exit from
office.

FCC Chairman Wayne
master.
Coy told of Durr's service to FCC
saying that Durr was "one of those
public officials who understood the
faith repo-sed in them."
Sen. Claude JPepper (D., Fla.),
a former classmate ( of Commissioner Durr at Alabama University,
spolce of Durr's "sensitiveness to
public interest." He read tributes
from the press, commending Durr's
during his tenure of
activities
office.

s

man William

Canada s Shortwave Setup Aided By

Boston, June 22.
Jesse H. Buffum, editor and announcer on WEEI's New England
Almanac, has been sent to Samoa
by Secretary of Navy John L. Sullivan, to study

He

will

Samoan

ABCs Free
To
ABC

Govt's $2,050,000 Building

natives.

Non^Affiliates
public affairs veepee

Rob- breaking of the 750 rooms down

new web
effective

immediately, whereby non-affiliated
stations in areas not covered by
this summer for a month of^
ABC outlets may take a feed oh the
"research." lie's aiso writernet's public service programs. TheIirocluccr of "My Friend Irma.'^
ruling applies to special events
broadcasts (including the current
coverage of the GOP convention in
Phiiiy) and .documentaries, but not
Hats Plannisg
to the web's regulai-ly scheduled
Big Spot Splurge in Fall public service shows.
Cost to the non-affiliates will be
Adam Hats has in the planning
the wire charges, "incidental costs
stage an intensive spot announceand a. nominal program fee.'S' While
ment campaign for the fall which, the latter fee was not announced,
if it goes through, will involve it was reported to have been set at
hundreds of stations. Tlie manu- $25 per quarter-hour.
First documentary to: be availfacturers will remain out of netable to non-affiliates under this
work during that period.
policy is the hour-long one-shot on
Madison Advertising Agency has "Communism in the U. S.", to be
the account.
slated sometime in July.
'

to station departments, these covering
administration
offices
and
studios. (CBC's shortwave services

beamed to Europe, South
America and Australia, and will
be beamed immediately, to South
are

Africa.)

With

CBC

'CHAMELEON' SET AS

'MELODY HOUR' FADES
"American Melody Hour," one.qf
Hummert' music*

the long.'running

goes off the air after the July
7 broadcast, to be replaced, a week"

als,

insistently advertised

as a nonrgovernment propaganda
agency, despite Canada's nationalized radio setup, it's pointed out
that the Ford purchase sees the
CBC acting only as tlie agent for
the federal government and that
the hotel will be federal property,
with the CBC renting space from

the Canadian government.

Purchase of the hotel also ends
the hope of any miniature "Radfo
City" in Montreal which was. en;visioned by city fathers who dug
into the municipal coffers to buy
a 'central site, valued at around

by a new cops-and-robbers
titled
''mr.
ChanMiean."
Sterling Drug is the sponsor and
Bayer aspirin and Phillips magnesia will remain the products.
later
series

.

Telegrams were received from
notables as Justice Felix
Harold Ickes. Sen.
John Sparkman and NBC's Charles
R. Denny.
Commissioner Durr, who retires
June 30 after a seven-year term at
FCC, said he did not like the new
look in government and feared a
government attempting to repress
expressions of thought and belief.
He said he doubted if the Bill of
Rights could be adopted today, although we are fortunate that it is
tlic basis. of traditions deeply inFranlcfurter,

''GAVEL

to GAVEL''

OP THE REPUBLIGAN AND

Chairman Coy, and Commissioners George Sterling and Bosjel
Hyde represented the Commission.

DEMOCRATIC NAT'L CONVENTIONS

WSM'S WEB FEED

AS DURANTE SUB
WSM

in Nasliville will feed a
new; SOrminute program, "Appointment With Music," to NBC as summer replacement for the Jimmy

Durante show beginning June

30.

Statien will draw from its 200
talent staff for the new susSnooky Lanson will be
starred with Dorothy Dillard handling the f emme vocals. Music for
the program will be provided by
WSM'S Owen Bradley and his 26piece band, the Barefoot Philhar-

man

tainer.

monic;

Mathes Agcy. Gets Borden
Coffee With
The

J.

Comedy Show

M. Mathes agency has

snagged a slice of the Borden account, namely, its Instant coffee,
with a comedy situation show, authored

by Milt Josephsberg and
John Tackaberry and tagged "Elmer and Elsie." Names of tlie two
central characters of tliis script
coincide with those of the rauchPUblieized Borden cow and her
mate. The half-hour event will be
spotted on either NBC or CBS.

Kenyon

&

Eckhardt has the pub-

hcation phase of Borden's instant
coffee.

Prior

to

Mathes'

DIRECT WIRE FROM PHILAOELPHIA
TO CALIFORNIA

coming

jnto

the Borden picture there
hadn't been any radio for the java
brand.

Clete Roberts, noted national commentator, ossisted

by

his

Warner

Bros.

KFVyB

staff, will

"take »h«

Atlas' Grid Bankroll

Chicago, June 22.
Pro grid games of the, Chi Car
dmals will be aired exclusively via
WJJD liere,. with Atlas Brewing
as banki-oller through Olian
Y<».
Agency. KiclMff comes Sept. 24.
Cardinal games last season were
telecast via WBKB, but »o cohinutmcnts for video bave been

made

to date.

people of Southern- Caltfornio 1o Convtntion Hall"

for

a

foil

on-th«-«pot account of peinosracy

in

Action)

,

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample is tlje
agency and Frank and Anne Hu^>
mert will again produce,
Karl Swenson will play thft
tectlve title part, with Frank But*
ler, Julia Stevens and Cameron
Prud'homme in the cast. Victor
Arden, who conducted "Melody
Hour," will dircet the music for
the new show.

such

grained in the American people.

Buy

$1,000,000, With the intention of
In ordet to centralize the short- donating this to tlie CBC if latter
wave international services of the would centralize administration
Canadian Broadcasting Corp;, the offices and studios there. Site was
Canadian government has author- turned over to the CBC but has
ized the purchase of the 730-room now been handed back with ex".
Ford hotel in Montreal at a sale planation that current building
price of $2,050,000. This was con- costs are too high and prevent any
Purchase of
firmed at CBC headquarters here, new construction.
with intimation that, on top of the Ford will end construction problem
purchase price, there will be a: but it's reported that hotel .purheiavy reconversion bill in the chase has city fathers fuming.

Ride

ert Saudek announced a
policy yesterday (Tues.),

i

Toronto, June 22.

be gone two months.

Adam

industry and the radio com-

^

Two

There's a lot of inner-com-

D.C Dignitaries

day,

Breeds

.

.

.

.

Wcduesilay, June 23, 194S
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—

the agency rounds. Strictly a friendship gesture despite
Wayne Tiss hied
repoijs of Cantor having an interest in the show
Frank
east to discuss Hit Parade summer replacements at BBD&O.
Sinatra wants six weeks otT Aug. I and Axel Stordahl, his music director, has asked relief for two weeks so he can go sailing ... Metro
brought in exCBS'er, Fred Levtags, to direct the programs on its

now making

Frmn

die Ptrodnction Centres

PM

station,

mw

liV

YORK CITY ...

D<m Stauffer in to\m; will size up the ,fall prospects with Jack Van
Don Lee will be completely moved into its new $3,000,000
Nostrand
plant by July 1: Third floor offices of Lewis Allen Weiss and Willet
Brown are the last word in streamlined efficiency and eye-bulging decor
Don Daviss up and around after surgery and resuming production
of Benay Venula's "Keep Up With the Kids" at Don Lee-Mutual
"Scrappy" Lambert, after years of working for others, is now agenting
for him-ielf
Lew Frost back at his desk at JVTBC after attending
Pacific Coast football conference meeting in Missoula, Mont. Network
hopes to have a big stake in collegiate football this fall, doubly so with
television straining at the leash.
.Happiest gal in town in two weeks
hence will be Joan Davis, whose 3d-week co^op deal with CBS ends:
She's so fed up that if you say co-op to her, start running.
.

Charles H. Denny awarded an honorary doctor of laws degree at
Amherst last Sunday (20>. Among Old Grads who heard him address
the Society of Amherst Alumni wei-e C. fi. Hooper, Louis Caldwell,
counsel for the Clear Channel Broadcasters, and Col. IlaiTy Wilder of
John Reed King ticketed for 20 alters this week,
WSYR, Syracuse
what with having taken on all ot fellow emcee Bill Cullen'S chores ¥0
.

,

latter could take few days off (doctor's Orders) in Bermuda .... Jim
Harvey, Jr.; audition and casting director at NBC, hospitalized at the

.

.

.

.

.

.

Beekman Downtown.

ABCer
Carlo de Aagelo slated to direct "Molle Mystei-y Theatre"
Clark Andrews handling the "Ross Dolan Show," temporarily orginaling
Florence Shanahan, assistant to Marge Morrow, CBS casUng
in N.Y.
Andrew* handling the "Ross Dolan Show." temporarily originating in
Florence Shanahan, assistant to Marge Morrow, CBS casting
N.y
Chester Gieriach throwing the cues on "We
director, off on vacation
Joseph Carleton Beal,
Love and Learn" for Duane Jones agency.
pablicitj' and public relations director of CCNY, who promoted the
CSty College's Radio and Business Conferences, is pulling out on his
Actor Burt
own Sept. 1. One of his accounts, natch, will be CCNY
HUbMT, leading man in "Tele Fashions on Parade," has turned his hobby
of wire-recording weddings and square-dance calling into a business
venture. Burt IBIher Productions will handle these as well as his actAU out-of-town ball games slated for live airings
ing assignments
locally, now that WHN has set the Dodgers' road games for pickup,
Initialer will be the Cincy
tiidng Bed Barber and Connie Desmond.
encounter with the Reds on July 15.
WilUam'-M: Ramsey, radio director of Procter & Gamble, is due in
one
of his periodic checkup
for
Monday-Wednesday
next
York
New
While his Cosmopolitan mag radio series is being offered
visits
around the agencies, Harry Ingiam is doing freelance scripting. His
To avoid any confusion of
first assignment is for "Flashgun Casey"
sponsorship with Lucky Strike, the warning, "Don't use the word
'lucky' in referring to any winners," is printed in large letters at the
top of every page Of scripts for all Philip Morris quiz shows ... By
ironic coincidence, Robert J. Landry's exit from CBS was decided
the same day that the New Yorker mag issue hit the stands with one of
James Thurber's articles on radio giving hun a glowing plug for symWith "Ford Theatre"
pathetic and enlightened handling of seripters.
going off for the summer, producer-director George Zachary has nixed
other assignments to take his first vacation in seven years. He and his
wife and infant daughter will spend July, August and September in
Weston, Conn.
While .practically everyone else pointed Philly-ward, Edgar Kobak
headed for St. Louis and Chi for a week. Routine MBS biz, he said ...
ABC news editor Bob Brown forsaking Gotham at month's end to become managing editor of the Columbus (Ga.) Ledger. He was forBryan .Foy of Eagle Lion pix
merly exec editor (over radio) for INS
mulling a series of documentary films based on ABC's "Criminal CaseAl Parker, London
book," the revived "I Was u Convict" stanza
talent agent (for James Mason, others) scanning U. S. airshows for formats for British ether.
Gabriel Heatter's new daytime Co-op strip on
."Big
Mutual calendared for Aug. 30 preein in the 12:45 p.m, slot.
Sister" director Mitch Grayson planing to Oxford, O., Saturday (26)
to stage a "living newspaper" pageant for the- national Hi-Y parley at
.
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.
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Miami U.
take

It'll

Red Bensbn,' Joe Bier and George Monaghan

WOB

to pinchhit
leave starting July

John Gambling while he takes a four-Week
Duane Jones agency picked off Whitehall account for Hill's cold
5
tabs
Dorothy Aden has returned to WINS as continuity director,
succeeding Van Woodward, who moved over to NBC. Nadine Lantay,
ex-WKY, Oklahoma City, also has joined the indie's continuity dept.
Mrs. Evelyn Lebhar, one of the nation's topranking contract bridge
players lind wife of Bertram Lebhar, Jr.,veepee and -sales director, died Wednesday (16) at the New Rochelle hospital lifter several
weeks' illness.
Judy Valentine, wife of Sherm Feller, WEEI (Boston)
disk jock, in town for Louis Prima's wedding party and plugging her
for
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

WHN

.

new

,

recording.

"David Harum," 13-year-old Hummert

on CBS, shifting from
10:45 a.m. to 3 p.m. starting next Monday (28).
.Joseph Bell added to
the "Harum" cast .... Harold Huber in "Front Page Farrell" .... Pat
Terry, who recently concluded 12 weeks at the Roxy. pacted as featured vocalist on the Stan Shaw Show over WPIX .... Leo Mishkin to
do his N. Y. Telegraph radio-pix pieces firom the Coast during mouth of
August
Jack Curtis, who started in- radio five years ago managing
a Winston-Salem station at 17, has Joined WOR as a staff announcer.
He's the son of Jack Curtis, theatrical agent.
serial

.

.

IN

.

.

HOLLYWOdD ...

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Luckies
,

Continued from

pso
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indicationsi however, are that tlnat
factor won't be much of a barrier
if

Lucky can within the near future
show it is

find the type of blgtime

looking for and decided that this is
the thing it wants for nation.il cov<>

'

erage.

In line with

its

discrimination to

restrict program coverage any further to an eastcoast network Lucky
has made it clear that after this
fall it will not use any substantial
networks for football broadcasts,
The preference thereafter will be
for small regional links or simply
local broadcasts. As it was last
season Lucky this year will have
the most extensive lineup of tele-'
vised football in the medium. It

Transmitter of WNBQ, NBC's forthcoming video venture here, arrived last week.
iTom Clark, ABC account exec, leaves July 1 to
already contracted for 29
manage the Chi office of Popular Science Monthly
Illinois National has
Guard citing
and news chief Bob Hurlcigh for missionary work games and expects to have a roster
Gil .Johnson, formerly of KMOX, St. Louis, has joined CBS Radio of at least 50 college, gridiron meets
Sales here ...Chuck Acree, emcee of "Hint Hunt," drawn into the by the time the season opens.
"Smilin' Jack" cartoon strip by his chum, artist Zack Mosley
Lucky had an option on the
Scripter Douglas Stone shifting from
^'Mac and "Original Amateur show," telecast
to
Bob" (Les MacFarland and Bob. Gardner), blind singers of the
over WABD, N. Y., and the Duftlont
Dance, planed >to N. Y. over the weekend for their spot on to- Network, but allowed
it to expire
night's (Wed.) "Meet the People."
Friday (18).
Eteie Simon out front the last tltree weeks in columnist Dale Harrison's reader poll of favorite Chi di.sk jock
Alfredo Antonini, CBS
symphonic conductor, in from N. Y. July 7 to baton two concerts in
Grant Park.
Johnny Betts back at the keyboard on
as summer
FrI.
replacement for Dr. Preston Bradley. .. ."Welcome Travelers" and
^ Continued from page 3% 5
"Breakfast in Hollywood" renewed on ABC by Procter & Gamble,
.

.

WGN

.

.

WBBM

WGN

WLS

Bam

WGN

.

.

Jockeying

.Nelson Bros, bankrolling Fahey Flynn's new wirerecorded "Flynn Reports," which teed off five-a-week on
Monday (21)
Kraft Foods enters 18th year as an NBC client July 22.
effective July 1.

.

.

WBBM

.

would serve as a repl-acement
the Danny Thomas show.

for

<

.

•Ford Theatre' » to 10 CBS
Definitely set to take over the
WENR
day (20).
9 to 10 stretch is "Ford Theatre,"
NBC in this instance being the
"Hint Hunt" originating in Charlotte, N. C, week of June 27
Oliver Morion, midwest chief of NBG spot sales, vacationing in Penn- loser. As far as CBS now knows,
sylvania mountains ... Milly Romano, of WIND promotion, studying Philip Morris will retain the suclines for featured role in "Charley's Aunt" staging by Chicago Stage ceeding half-hour, but with a reProductions.
,Gus Van, vaude veteran, spotlighted on the Wednesday placement for Phil Baker, and
(16) beandng of WGN-TV's "Club Television" .... "Chi Theatre of the Coca Cola will keep the Spike
Air" oi;iginates in Moline, III., Saturday <26), marktatg town's centennial Jones-Dorothy Shay inning in the
10:30-11 p.m. period, unless the
celebration.
network can in the meantime come
up with an earlier segment.
the web. He has sliced an audition
The plumping of "Ford Theatre"
ABC's
Half-Hoar
platter of an idea called "The Huin mid-Friday evening displaced'
man Side of the Record," a once- International Silver's "Ozzie and
weekly half-hour devoted to little Harriet," and CBS' plans for this
Daytime Strips Seal
known stories about w.k. person- show is to provide it with a SunNo decision on it yet, how- day evening half-hour that \vill be
Whiteman's Disk Fate alities.
ever.
satisfactory to all concerned. No
Deini.se of the Paul Whiteman
provision has as yet been made for
full-hour disk jockey show, which
Old Gold, the past Sea,^on's occugrossed the net $5,000,000 in its
pant of the period prior to the Nelsons', but the network looks to the
four-way sponsored run during the
cig account's return in the fall
: Continued from page 26 a
past season, became official this
with a talent setup Still to be deweek wi'-h the web's slotting of easily and with little to block termined.
two half-hour cross-the-boarders to listener interest. Stan Gee does an
Addition of Durante to its radio
accept;»ble job tying in the talent
take over the Whiteman time the with Jim Orgill's
script blending payroll gives Camel a roster of five
network shows, the others 'being,
first of
next month. Net simply the stanza neatly.
besides
"Screen Guild," Vaughn
couldn't get the maestro's bankHenry Pildner is always easy on
Reg Merridew, vocalist; Mohroe, Bob Hawk and "Grand OF
rollers (National Biscuit. Camels, the -ears.
Opry." Decision as to wiiich one
inter- tlie Kendall Sisters and the BeneNeslle's' and Wesson Oil)
dict Range Riders have long estab- will be dropped is still at the
ested in another go-around.
lished their accredited wares in weighing point and probably' won't
Nor has the web succeeded so this community. Tran.scribed com- be announced until some time in
far in wooing bankrolling for the mercials are used during the show, August.
When queried on this
two new stanzas, although both are but they are not long nor distaste- point yesterday (Tuesday
some
in the current giveaway groove ful enough to hamper the 60 min- one at Esty pointed out tliat Camel
and one has had a notably success- utes. Winner of station's amateur had recently saved itself a sub^
ful tour on a local station. The show "Audition Ambition" also apstantial purse on pulling out of the
be pears on the program to show his daytime market altogether via the
3: DO p.m. time segment will
taken over by "Second Honey- ability.
cancellation of the Paul Whiteman
Clock watcher is Bill Mayer,
moon," a WAAT (Newark) show
show (ABC) participation and it
which varies the honeymoon-in- The moment the clock rings all IS quite possible that this money
N. Y. fonnat by showering gifts on program activity, including readwill be used to keep both Hawk
long-married couples. The 4 o'clock ing of commercial halts while winand the Monroe shows going.
Mark.
period goes to "Get Rich Quick," ner is acclaimed.
a .lohnny Glsen-emceed giveaway

Herb IJvingston, mag writer, now
Show"
Commentator Paul Harvey
-

.

.

.

scripting WBBM's "Billy Leach
Sunstarted fifth year on

.

.

.

Two

-

Radio Reviews

.

)

session using- studio and phoued
Dallas—W. A. Roberts, conunw-Don Thomburgh and Harry Witt, Mr. 1 and 2 al CBS, left for contestants in games for cash cial
of Neiires
manager of KRLD here, and
Washington to help the network land a tele channel in Fiisco. They prizes.
with the outlet lor nearly 20
Continued from paKe Z3
were crowded out Of the field hearings up north and will be taken
Whiteman, whose "On Stage, has been elected prez of theyears
Dalover the lamps by opposing counsel
Eddie Cantor is throwing America" show is still around, may las Advertising League,
the first network quarters that envisioning
his weight behind Billie Burke's "Meet Kitty Muffet," comedy show again have' a second air stint on radio man to
hold such a post.
such a sequence amounts to
"dreaming in spades," nevertheless

War

;

.

.

.

THANK YOU JACK BARNETT

it has served the purpose of creating a campaign of jitters and
counter^maneuvering. It's recalled

that last, June ABC had similarly
ambitious plans for the tecoff ot

"Bingsday" and came near grab
bing off the Old Gold biz from CBS.
It also went after Texaco, but didn't
land it until much later in the season. Nevertheless, the web batted
a high percentage ii^ can'ying out
its "paper maneuvers'* and that's
why there's some alarm that it

For writing the greatest chunk

of

material

I've

done

since

might be concealing a trump card
in wresting "Duffy" and "D.A."
from the NBC, Wednesday lineup.

"Inka Dinka-doo."

It's

Inevitable that

it

should

stai-t

off counter-rumors. CBS, for one,
isn't disturbed about losing "Ozzie

&

"AHY STATE
P.i,

With you writing

IN

THE 48

my xpeeiol songs know "I Got a Million o( 'Em."
1

IS

GREAF

JIMMY DURANTE

Harriet" for

reported that
the show Is safely clinched for a
moveover from Friday to Sunday
night on Columbia. But the weh
is mindful that last j'Car it lost
the "Mayor of the Town" to the
it's

ABC Wednesday lineup. NBC is
wondering about the Bristol-Myers
talk, and also hears reports that
Phllco. and Bing Crosby want
higher ratings and may romance
NBC to take tlte Groaner Into the
JftBC family, -even thotigh it means
succumbing to tape recording.

.

Ij^edncsclay,

Vote

BANO

June 23, -194'8
Five

Prok Of

New Members To

Reversing a Trend

FCC-fir Qnige

Via

Washington, June 22.
Representatives has
given the green light to another
probe of the Federal Communications Commission, this one primarily to find out whether the FCC
is licensing Communist or "Front"
groups or individuals. Hearings
presumably, would be set for the
fall to coincide with the height of
the election campaign.
Hesolution for the probe came
from Rep. Forest Harness (R., Ind.)

House

of

New York Chapter

W.

and Arthur Hanna.
Robert Shayon, as new N.Y. proxy,

automatically a member of the
national committee.
Five chapter reps are named for
is

Hollywood Aug.

6-8.

Board

licenses
weeks to

will
theii-

Betty Todd has been elected to
were granted withm two
Edward Lamb, Toledo at- the local council, succeeding Mau-

Robinson, who recently left
torney who
paper in Erie, Pa. Lamb was re- NBC to engage in package production.
cently attacked in the House by
Significant
group has .been formRep. Edward Rebert (D., La.) for
ed in the N.Y. chapter to draft a
"Alleged leftist association. Rebert
Statement of the guild's "aims and
also attacked FCC at the time.
also publishes a news-

Probe would also go* into the FCC
Book" and any other phases expected to set the pattern
for
Commission operations RDG maneuvers on the
the
Gotham
which might suit the investigators. scene in the coming months in conThe Commission has been investi- nection with organizing, recognigated roughly every two years tion and negotiation efforts. Mitsince it was created. In the course chell Grayson heads the commitof issuing and withholding licenses, tee, members of which are Hi
A, good; Brown, Ed Byron, Bill Sweets, Ed
it steps on many toes.
noisy investigation this year would Duerr, Perry Lafferty, Ernie Ricca,
provide a springboard for any Tom Victor and Betty Todd.
changes a Republican, Administration might seek to make in the radio law although the Senate ComSENATE CONFIRMS
merce Committee is so constituted
that it might refuse to tear the

FREDA HENNOCK

apart.

WBZ Moves Into New Home
Boston, June 22.

Washington, June 22.
Freda B. Hennock, first woman
be nominated as a Federal Communications Commjdsioner,
was
confirmed by the Senate shortly

to

WBZ, Boston's NBC outlet, hit after midnight Saturday (19)^ Her
the air from its new center, located term is for seven years starting
on Soldier's Tield Rd. near Har- July 1.
It looked for awhile that the Senvard Stadium, Cambridge, on Sunday (20) with first program beamed ate would not act on President
at T:30 A. M. Old studios at Hub's Truman's appointment of the New
Hotel Bradfoxd carried last pro- York lawyer, but in last minute
gram at 1 A. M. Sunday.
meetings before the close of Con•
All broadcasting activities arc gress, it was put through.
now handled from the new center,
from
with video programs beamed
buildof
the new 656 tower in rear
Bobbins' let's Dance'

ing.

Hour Show for CBS

WOV

(N. Y.)
Fred Robbins, indie
jive-spieling disk jock, is going on
CBS next month as maestro of a

full-hour Saturday night show. It's
a summer deal, but conceivably, of
course, it could prep him for a fall

web

tain

By

spot.

Touring Program Chiefs
Minneapolis, June 22.
In the U. S. learning the Amertechnique; Dr. Peter Kehm
and Dr. Rolf Didczuhn, German
program directors, here visiting

WCCO,
in

other

said their

major

.

its

Northrop Memorial auditorium on'
campus. Conductorship
of Dmitri Mitropoulos has made
orchestra's program ope of na-

cer-'. universiiftf

campus with

was first affirmation of policy oh
the part of the university which
operates its own station, KUOM; on
a non-commercial basis. Policy will
Texas Stations Sold
not affect KUOM's standing.
Palestine, Tex., June 22.
Policy states "only those comGeorge L. Tarter, commercial
mercial radio programs which are manager, and Paul H. Buenning,
acceptable to the Univ. of Minne- program manager of KOCY, Oklasota and serve its educational ol)- homa City, have purchased, subjectives may be broadcast from the ject to FCC approval, KNET here
campuses."
for a price of $32,500: Gordon B.
Broadcasts are of two types, MoLendon is press, of the Palestine
those furnishing own talent and Broadcasting Corp. licensee of the
McLendon owns and opusing university buildings such as outlet.
"Town Meeting"— and those de- erates KLIF, Dallas.
KNET is local Mutual affiliate.
picting university affairs, including
athletic
events.
Latter include
Gopher football games, prime i^dio
KSST Fetches $45,';95
offerings in this area.
Sulphur Springs, Tex., June 22
Howard S. Smith and associates,
Policy stipulates no commercial
or reference to any product may owners and operators of KSST
originate on the campus, but must here have been granted FCC apbe inserted from radio* studios. proval for the sale of the outlet
Previously university football, bas- to a group headed by Earle Fletketball and other events Were cher, manager of KGVL, Greenbroadcast by most stations as a pub- ville and Truett Klmzey,
w
lie service.
Now any interested licensee.
Sales price was $45,795.
sponsor may pick up the check. In^
asmuch as such broadcasts, partic-

—

A

.

ican

is

types from

tional interest.

on".

Hooperating Sought

Univ. of Minnesota

television apparently the target, tt

1948-49.

of

Commission

ban went

German Version of

The incorporated recommendations are

f Blue

'

Petrillo

rie

direction" for

ting commercial broadcasts of

WNBW

tw6-year terms and all will be
RDG's convention in

delegates to

From

Minneapolis, June 22.
effect also in permitting sponsored
Univ. of Minnesota board of re- broadcasting of Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra programs from
gents established a policy permit-

,

Bennett, Charles Polacheck, Oliver
Nicoll

Commercial Airings Get

Oby

WNBW

National board of the Radio Directors Guild (AFL) has five new
members as result of election last
week of representatives for the
New York chapter. Those named
were William Sweets, recently retired prez of the N.Y. unit; "Xom

who said that, among other things, elect officers from among
he would like to know why four number during the conclave.

KUOM

Washington, June 22.
Switch on the radio-to-tele
trend has been pulled by
Johnny Bradford, singing find
of NBC's
here. He's
been handed a full hour crosstherboard on the web's D. C.
key outlet, WRC, as a result of
his showing on a daily halfhour variety show
before
WNBW's cameras.
Bradford, whose father is
Col. Nathan Levinson, chief
engineer of Warner Bros.'
sound department on the
Coast, got his video break a
couple of months ago when
John Gaunt,
program
manager singled him out from
among 4,'5 singers auditioned
in N. Y. Bradford had previously landed an RCA-Victor
contract, but had time to wax
only four numbers before the

Directors Gu3d Board

2»

KGYh

interest

the Hooper, Neilsen
audience research ratings.

I

The biggest problem of German ularly

football, have heavy listenerPhiladelphia—Boyd Lawlor has
departure is considered Of been appointed night supervisor
of
prime commercial importance.
WIP, replacing Michael RittenPolicy may have an important hou.se.

is to learn who is
listening to them, they assert.

radio stations

ship,

"In presenf-day Germany," said
Dr.

Kehm, "our main problem

i

is

in finding out what ova: listeners
want to hear. Since we have few
telephones and generally poor communication systems, we have only
our fan mail to tell us what subscribers are listening to."
They explained that in Germany radio listening is by subscription only. The radio set owner pays two marks a month for
the privilege of listening to no
commercials. They say radio has
worked in conjunction with newspapers in Germany, since, most
newspapers in general are only
printed twice a week.
Both agree that comedy shows
are the most popular in Germany.
They say giveaway programs don't
amount to much because there is
nothing to give away.
Several
programs offer the winner books
or theatre tickets. Every German
station has its own symphony orchestra and classical music programs rank high in popularity, but
Germans hunger for information
from the outside, according to Dr.

|

He can't indulge in any of the Kehm.
which he's noted,
Dr. Kehm, wlio is program di;however, when he sits down to the rector in Stuttgart, which relays
CBS mike. Web has ordered him all "Voice of America" broadcasts
to give it straight talk.
in Germany, says he plans to pro"Let's
Dance, duce several documentaries on
titled
Stanza,
WDSU broidcasts 5000 wMtj America," will pipe in live pickups American life, mainly about TVA,
from the. French Quarter to
of pop bands from various locali- Hollywood, and American univerthe Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.
ties. Each' band will be called in sities and colleges.
timC'honored
with
association
daily
From
for a quarter-hour stint, introed by
Dr. Didczuhn is radio play diNeif Orltaiis luslilHIioiii WDSU hai
Robbins and the rector at Radio Munich.
developed t high quality of iittcgrity. some gab between
WDSU devotes fngram limt miihrly maestro.
and exclusively to the St. Lonis Cainedral,
Show will teeofE with a 30-minute
the International House, Moisant Inter- airing July 3, 10 p.m., going to a
national Airport, Tulane University,
the following
10-11,
full hour,
Union Station, the Municipal Aviditoriwm,
weekend. On the preem, Tex BenSymphonies and Opctaj.
COMBINING SERIALS
eke's band will be picked up from
WDSU's dominate HoopHershey Park, Pa., and Skitch HenCincinnati, June 22.
crating proves that honPennsyloring local institutions derson's from the Hotel
Procter & Gamble has finally decreate* b<gil ''"f'^'^: vania, N. Y.
not to combine its "Joyce
cided
loyalty^'
V^loya
"It Pays to Be Ignorant," now Jordan" and "Road of Life" serials
in the 10:30 slot, will be moved up into a single 30-mitiute daytime
to 9:30. "Saturday Night Seren- strip, which it had been mulling
ade," the 10 o'clock show, is being for some time, Reason for continushifted to 7:30.
ing the two separate shows is that
it was found that the commercial
copy for the two products, Dreft
Pulse and Duz, could not be suitably
(N.Y.)
Reaction handled on a single stanza, it is
Tests on
explained by William M. Ramsey,
WOR, N. Y., is~ about to do a the soap company radio head.
little pulse-feeling of its own on
ABC
NEW
Several sample scripts of the
the score of how listeners like the
Affiliat*
ORLEANS
proposed combined program indistation's programs. Mutual flagship,
5000
cated that aspect of the operation
Wall!
1280 kc
while now getting the benefit of
could be done, but neither the
JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.. Revreienlxtivt
Schwerin audience testing on some
sponsor or the two agencies inof its network-fed shows, wants to
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
volved,
go iurther and get dialers' reacand Compton, were satisfied with
tions to all of the outlet's stanzas.
the commercial setup.
Starting in a week or so, the
station Will utilize station breaks
and insert bids in its various shows
jive chatter for

WDiU

P&G CHANGES MIND
ON

The

old day* of pieeking through "knot-holes" are

gone—

for good. "This seaton, baaebalUcrazy Detrolters are going to

;

WOR's

Own

Show

WDSU

.

to listeners to write in tlieir

WeanesiUty, JJBC, 10:;tO P.M.. B.O.S.T.
M.^fl-M_"On the nianil With Voo"

"THIS TIME FOB KEEPS"
MH.: LOU CLAVTON

com-

KAMA'S

«t home, through the eyes of WWJ-TV'i cameras. The above

icene showt the

new unbreakable

glass

"window^' imtalled

behind the batter's box to give the camerat a "box-eye"

view of the entire |>Iaying

Ty Tyton

at the mike,

field.

and

tlie

With the familiar voice of

skilled

hands of WWj-TVs

experts at the cameras, Detroit's 6,000 television sets will
right on top of every play.
station/ wili.also

the

^ver many other sports

saleit Sit television sets

\it

WWJ-TV, Detroit's only television
soar in Detroit!

events. Just watclk

Why not Join

the

many WWJ-TV

advertisers

who

are benefitting from the

progressivenets of

WWJ-TV

in itt

second year of operation.

Atiotmf

AM-m SWicn WWi

'HAPPINESS'

In the latest directorial switch
ments. Unless the resulting mail i.s
on Compton agency programs, Arof such volume as to forbid it, all
thur Hanna has succeeded Charles
letters will be answered,
Ift'quart as cue-tosser of "Right to
Happiness," for Procter & Gamble.
St. Louis—Flying Farm Editor
About a month ago Mitchell
been
has
KXOK,
Charles Stookey,
Grayson took over direction of
Chcsterthe
at
m.c.
be
to
selected
"Big Sister" for the same sponsor.
Perryville, Mo., Air Fair. This is There has been a succession of
the second annual Air Fair spon- such moves among Compton shows
sored by the Chester-Perryville airin the last year or so.
port.

(ce 27 Tiger home gaihes from the comfort of their anu'^chairt

fIRST

Itf

DETROIT. ..OwotifamfOaMnitmfb/THI DETROIT NEW$

WednmtUT^ June 23, 1949
ton Berle,

and glib

Television Reviews
ContlDued t|on

stanza on the we1>, iqcicientany,
points up one advantage of TV net\vorkine: when the main stwdio in
the key web outlet is duttercd up
Vrlth sets from one program, it's
possible to follow inunediately
with another big production merely by cutting in to another city.

ONE SIRIKE—YOU'RE OCT

With Rex Marshall* Jp* Bolton
30 Mtiut.; Sat., 8 panSustaining

WPIX, New York

hade

24

take its cue more readily from
"June
radio rather than .legit.
Moon" ran an hour and 40 minutes,
with two five-minute intermissions
partly iilled by commercials and
music. This expedient serves to
leg-stretch in the pioneer period
but when network tele and big

,

money combine

intermissions will
vanii^.
Play will be tailored
to fit e^aet time segs. witli resultant impact on form and content.
Point of this discussion Is that a
photographed play is to tele what
a photographed play is to motion
pictures.
In neither instance is
ttic full scope of each medium
brought mto use.' And precisely at
that pohit "June Moon" was static

.

used StrorabergCarlson iclc-radio-phono jobs, with
the tele screen as. the center for
aiid adding and deducting switches from play to commercials.
points as the members of either Announcer combined the sales
The only demonstrator and host -roles in
side an.swer or flunk.
diflerente here is that most of the okay style;
Bax'f.
queries are illustrated or acted out.
id this instance each side has

excite. It follow.^ the original
groove, of pitting one group against

another

A

;

A

faulty mussical selection and the
camera work- which failed to get
Second edition of "Texaco Star the full movement of the act.
Theatre." 4»uttr^sses the prevailing
Sid Stone's pitchman commerbelief that vaudco at the moment cials are one of the best in tliis
is one of tele's safest bets. Still medium. In fact response to this
skimming the cream of the per- type of selling has been sufficientformer roiiter, Texaco, through ly strong to warrant the retention
the William Monis agency, came of a writer to provide Stone with
up last week - with another show more material in this direction.
Upcoming
well-tailored to this
Case, as usual, showRu.^s
medium.
backed nicely.
Jos*.

objects around a miniature
baiseball-playboard when required.
Teams for .the program's unveiling (19) v/ere drawn from the New
York Daily News* circulation and

velopments, hitherto regarded a.s
superior to programming tech-

ing

Tele

Mow-Up

\

In fact the vaudeo's perfection
as an entertainment format is so
evident that tele's technical de-

At nique, is now a few notches beaddressograph departments.
hardly any point did they show hind in shows of this type. Having

more thsn a casual interest in the
Odeci
proceedings.
.

JUNE MOON
IVith
Sidney Breese. BlarEaict
Kirikwood, Charles Flynn, Rosalind Twohey, Jean Mowry, Ar-

established the efficacy of the
vaudeville type entertainment, it's

noted that the camera work under the circumstances in which
this show is given, is unable to

do

full justice to groiip acts- or
to turns that have a wide sweep
of motion.
,

thur tirem, Fred Smith, Vera
The early part of last Tuesday's
Ward, Tom Tentriss and Joe (13) show made it evident that
Wilson; Vin Gottsehalk. an* methods of fully recording these
nonncer
types of ttirns within a studio is
Bradncer: Beolah Zactaary
in need of improvement. Fotr ex-Director: James B. Taylor
ample, the" precision acro^terp
loo Mins.; Sim., 8:30-10:20 p.m.
work of the Costello Twins was
STROMBERG-CARLSON
not completely captured. The camWBKB. ChicaKO
era, for example, in several spots
{Jones FranJcel)
panned between both girls thus
Telecasting of "June Moon," the catching a portion of their bodies.
Ring Lardner-George S. Kaufman The full impact of their act was
comedy of Tin Pan Alley in the lost when there was a sizable
1920's, .came off surprisingly well space separating them. Although
as a onetime shot for Stromberg* some of Uieir values were missing,
Carlson Sunday (20). Plaudits are the act still has sufficient interest
deserved all around.
The cast, to have warmed up the screen for
except notably one supporting succeeding turns.
player, hit the mark.
Ditto the
The Vagabonds (4) got similar
sets, costuming, camera work and,
treatment. There were several
with some reservation, the audio. spots in which the camera could

And in dusting off the script James only pick up three members of
Taylor managed to root out an- this quartet. Again, this group's
tiques without damaging the period comedy instrumental work is ol'
flavor.

such calibre that its humor and
All of which is not to say that general all-around excellence were
Icnsing of full-length plays is the not lost.
final dramatic form for video.
It
Whether wide»angle lenses or
so happens that spatial limitations long shots would correct these erof the medium at this day and at rors is problematical. Tlie degree
some points conform with spatial of distortion through wide angle
limitations of the stage.
lilm, Iensing and the loss of detail tliat
used meagerly but effectively for generally c^mes with long shuts
transitions and scene setting in the may not offer sufficient compensaproduction, offers to live tion for the losses sustained under
tele
dramatics possibilities not present pickup.
open to legit. Nor is legit open to
The second Texaco layout had
zoomar iensing and other camera a different character than the
effects.
first show. With Harry Kiehnian a
lor
As
time limitations teie will Iiist-miiiute sub tor tfie ailiiiK Mil'

•

WBKB

27tli

Year of

'

Radio
Leadership

and

to

hit

full

impact

because

of

HIMS TO PARAGE

Frisco
Continued from pace 24

NON^OMl SHOWS

i

of any of the five applicants for
Citizens Committee on Displaced
the remaining two
Persons is being disbanded as a renihg to o{>erat« iiO hours per iweek- sult of Congress' passage last week

was brought but during the testimony, however, ^that KTLA, with
an" average of 35 hours of weekly
programming,, employs a staff of
'5- whereas Par plans to staff its
«
.. ,™„
^.
"The Swift
Sly,w" (WNBT, N. Y.> j5a.hour Frisco operation with only
swung its mood around to mirror 45.
ing simple camp life last Thursday
Par attorney Karl Smith objected
night (17) and the result was a
charming little session that must several times to Rosenman's conhave set sympathetically among stant hammering, leading FCC exlivingroom viewers. Tying in with aminer Jack Paul Blume to a.sk
the N. Y. Herald Tribune's current the applicants not to operate at
Fresh Air .Fund campaign, the pro- the hearings on the basis of "I'm
gram pitdbed the going witiiin a going to do to you what you're
set resembling the social hall of doing to me."
a summer camp and around a gang
Hearings
resumed yesterday
of kids. What followed was a re(Monday) at a slow pace as addifreshingly entertaining mixture of
community singing, led by Lanny tional engineering data was heftrd.
Boss, the Swift series* star, .sleight- Blume opened the hearings in the
of-hand bits by an unbilled but Museum of Natural Histoi-y, and
skilled performer and some amus- FCC counsel Joseph Brenner quesing high jinks between Bob Smith tioned exhibits with as much gusto
and his puppet, "Howdy Doody." in Washington as in San Francisco.
It was quite in contrast to the preFii|st to take the stand was Don
tentiousness that marks this scries McKee of Television California.
and certainly better television.
T-C and Radio Diablo are protesting award of channel 12 to Stockton, and McKee tried to prove interference to anyone getting channel 11 in Frisco.
T-C said they
could cover 4.943 squ.ire miles
IN
with a 500-foot antenna and 50 kds.
Appointment by ABC this week Attorney Vincent Welch, representof Slocum "Buzz" Chapin as east- ing 20th-Fox, jumped on that one,
ern television sales manager, a new declaring 20th's survey in the same
position, climaxed a series of or- locale and under similar conditions
ganizational shuffles this month in brought an estimate of 4,210 square
the web, topped by John H. Nor- miles, a substantial difference.
ton, .Tr.'s transfer to Chicago as
Welch provided most of the life
successoi" to Kdwin R. Borroff as
of the session yesterday when he
Central Division veepee.
questioned KllOW's engineer, JoClarence -L. Doty, sales manager
seph A. Waldschmitt, at length on
of WJZ. N. Y., last week was spotadditional financial exhibits. Judge
ted in a new post as executive asBoseman jbined Welch and it
sistant to Murray Grabhom, veepee
was obvious the.v are trying to
over owned-and-operated stations.
jump the Commission hurdle favorHe'll continue his WJZ duties, but
ing local stations wherever possitake some of the load off Grabble.
has applied for one
horn, whose responsibilities have
channel to be given to the East
been multiplying with the approach
Bay area, serving Oakland and
of ABC tele station operation.
other outlying towns, while all
Otto Brandt, manager of ABC
other bidders are planning to be in
station relations, has taken over
GBS and 20th
the duties Tforton- formerly han- Frisco proper,
cannot
dled as veepee over this depart- would like to prove
afford operation of a tele statioil
ment. Brandt's title,: however, for
and thus eliminate one rival tor
the present remains the same.
Chapin, who has been an account exec, will report to Fred
Tlirower, web sales veepee. Norton
and Brandt report to «Kec veepee
Robert £. Kintner;
It

.

.

WW mm, OTHERS

ABC RESHUFFLE

KROW

KROW

of a DP bill.
radio director.

The committee's
Ted Hudes, whose

productions for the
group won wide station acceptance,
is going on his own with what he
believes to l)e the first radio-tele
package firm dealing exclusively in
non-commercial
public
serviee
shows.

transcribed

CCDP

group

DP

with the

isn't at all satisfied

bill

enacted, feeling

is discriminatory against Jews
and Catholics, and will file a statement of protest, according to

it

.

Hudes. but feels the passed bill is
better than nothing and little more
can be done now. During the committee's 15-month campaign,

quarter-hour

shows.

Final

than 800

stations.

Lillian Baral.

who was

nav

for rn

''"'^'"^

WCPO Day in Cincy
Cincinnati,

June

Cash.
Started as 100-watt WFBE in
1922, the station jumped to 250watts and changed to the present
call letters in 1935 when it was
purchased by Scripps-Howard Ra•

.

dio, Inc.

the two remaining Frisco channels.
John P. Hearne.
attorney,
in over the weekend from
Frisco, seemed confident at the be-ginning of the hearing, but objected
to Welch's .questions several ttanesi..

KROW

who came

braska."

The group was formed to estaband

a station
ranchers,

owned by farmers
with

43

persons

listed as incorporators^

Seattle—-Bob Ferris, wbo does
the wire-recorded "This Is It" show
on K.TR, is taking off for Hawaii tomorrow (23) along with a Navy
ROTC group from the Univ: of
Waiihington here, and will record
interviews, spots, etc., on Seattlites
making the trip and also with
!

former

Seattlites in HawaiL
^ Ferris will go over on the earner Boxer and return by plane.

22.

For WCPO's nth bu^hday as
Cincy 's first news station, Mortimer
C. Walters, chiefs continued his annual custom of guesting children
born on June 19, 1937, during the
airing of an ice cream and cake
party Saturday (19), proclaimed
as WCPO Day by Mayor Albert D.

The Nebra.ska Rural Radio Assn.
has been incorporated to "secure a
statewide radio voice for riu'al Nelish

associated

with Hudes at CCDP and previously for five years at OWl, ha»
joined him in the package firm.

Nebraska Farmers,

f'<c

18
one,

"The Man With a Cause" starring
Henry Fonda, was aired by more

rtifvisio/vr

Utaii

Hudes

produced nine half-hour and

Ranchers Plan Station

in

^

&

wrong answer
players.
counts as a strike and an out ana
right response figures as a hit and
the advance of a runner to a base.
The side that gets the most circuit
of the bases wins. It's as simple
and innocuous as tliat..
Hex Marshall dons a baseball
uniform and pitcher's glove to
preside as quizmaster and he peppers his rigamarole with baseball
terms, while Joe Bolton, also appropriately attired; "umpires", the
contest.
A blonde cutie also assists on the pictorial side by movfive

Stnff-Rafio

tegrated the proceedings with a
smooth line of chatter that gave
Franchise fees for several smaller talent agents have been reduced
show a more polished mien.
Federation of Radio Artists from $50 to
Again, the session ran a bit on the Coast by the American
plea from the Artists Repreovertime, but in this instance, in- $25 annually. Move was in response to a
the
sentatives Assn., which claimed that under present conditions in comstead of the emcee bearing
fee
was a hardship for some of the lesshis
bit,
AFRA
full
of
mercial radio, the
brunt by the eUmination
go-by.
members
of thp AFRA national boalrtfr
the
to
got
According
Puppets
the Salici
active percenters.
Richman did his usulil cafe and the union is particularly anxious that the smaller outfits should convaude chore, clicking nicely witli tinue in tlie agent li«;ld.
'.
,
New
York has voted a sinulor
toy piano and a run-thriJUgh o£
board
in
national
AFRA
Understood the
the tunes that brought him to big- slice in franchise fees for certain agents.
time attention a couple of decides
ago.
Two of the top awards in the art world, the Art Directors club gold
The talent collection was of medal citations, went to a husband-and-wife team l.ist week for the
similar top cut. Headliners Willie first time. They are Bill Golden, art director of CBS, and Cipe Pineles
Howai-d and Bill Robiniion re- (Mrs. Golden). CBS-TV picked up the Art Directors show in N. Y. last
prised their vaude and cafe turns
Thursday (17) with the Goldens getting their share of the camera treatin an exciting manner. Howard
went.
,
. „
incidentally bowed with a new
However, N. Y. indie WQXR, pickmg up the show by air the foBowdouble-talk partner, Hal Gary,
who succeeded in punctuating ihg morning brought on the distaff member, but Golden was conspicu^
Howard's wit The French lesson ously bypassed—because of his CBS affiliation.
is
as effective as ever in thLs
With the idea of spreading employment among more actors, Bill
medium. Robinson's personable
taps similarly hit the applause Barrett, who produces recorded spot announcements for Northeast Auv
jackpot.
lines, is using four people to handle the fllter^mike flight annoMttcemMikt
opening each platter. He usually cuts about 40 platters in a single
spiel
needed
a
Singer Betty Reilly
However, he'll hereafter use
little more time. Her two num- four-hour session, usihg the same actor.
bers registered well, but needed four actors for an hour each.
cast of actors is also regularly used for
another time to create top ex- the .spots.
'
citement.
Dick Stark is Uie commercial announcer for thfe series. Pedlar
:f
Valerie Bettis of "Inside USA," Ryan is the agency.
teamed with Doacan Noble, failed

the

this
It's a pretty safe bet tliat
one won't work itself up to the
raOng ol a Saturday night "must
for viewers. -Qne Strike—You're video fare.'
it
does
nor
offends^
neither
Out"
Commercials
quiz

.

show took on a svelte
character. Richman in-

"Yea. without Wheatic* It would be teBMikjO^er

'

:
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PlaytexLT. Caters To
Giveaway R^iex,

WMe

SI

WHClTs Hanna

Dopey Music

to Plead

Chicago, June 22.
Dr. Edward L. Cornell. Chi
obstetrician,
reports
that
music via a special radiophonograph helps to sootlie

Rafters' Sources Case

Syracuse, June 22.
tliat radio newscasters
be covered in proposed
Besides
New
York
State
legislation ena.fial^ JEdwards' h«d jotted down bling reporters
to. protect their
«a his cuff for next season, th« re- sources of information will be sup"laughing
Lady" an- ported by Michael K. Hanna, gencorded
nouncement has worked out so eral manager of WHCU and director of District 2, NAB, in an apwell for International Late* Corp.
pearance before the N. Y. Stale
in its current campaign on Playtex Law Revision Cominission.
pintles and bathing suits, that the
Commission is slateti to meet
account is planning to extend the next Tuesday
(29) at the Bur Assn.,
Idea to other produc(s. Tlie pres- 42 West 441h
street, N. Y. Hanna
ent splurge has four of its original will be
acoompanied by E; B.
seven weeks to go and is spread
Vadebonee, veepee of WSYR.
over 150 stations.
It's a case here of an advertiser
casliing in on « current craze for
Landt Trio's CfiS
tidying to identify -sounds without
Landt Trio, one of the airwaves'
obligating himself for ptizes. The
vet v«cal eutSts, has been pacfced
nreniise upon- which the recording
by CgS to return to the web's etber
jhad been based was that all an
snnouncex- tliese days has to ask, startiiig next Monday (28» in a
following a series of recorded five-a-week morning half-hour preceding Arthur Godfrey's Chestersounds, "Wao is the .... ?" and

Nixing Edwards Stunt
leiiling off

Argument

a stunt that should

motors while on the operatiHg
table.
Combo for use in operating rooms was developed
by Zenith Badio and instAllcd
in a hospital here several
months ago. Set has earphones so attending surgeons
won't be distracted and it
doesn't

One

Caesarian operation.

{

-.Kttsbsnrgh—Roger Kelly, fi)n»er
WJAS announcer, has been appointed publicity director and sales
contact man for Pitt's only exclu-

FM

sive
station, WKJF, wliich expects, (o begin operations middle of
August After leavjng here, he

worked on Paramonnt's
to Hollywood ibr a time.

TV

Washington. June 22.
fourth television
station, WOIC; Bamberger Broadcasting Service, plans to be on the
air October 1. Ground breaking
ceremonies for the transmitter
building were held last week at the
site where a 300-foot tawee and
antenna already have been erected.

WOIC, owned by WOB-TV, New

setup York, will be connected to the New
York station by coaxial cable.

at the

Patients

NrS
Irish

TENOR IMPORT

tenors

are in

season

said, "is Just

t have just talcen a survey of
our control room engineers and
found all of them listening to the
baseball game on WHN. None was
watching TV.
Such a controlled survey is just
about as partisan as the Pulse

I

an addition to radio.

dont see any chance of television

washing out radio."

In odd contrast to this stittement
tlie four-day meet spotlighted- two
significant trends within tlie last
six months: (1) radio receiver pro-"
.

duction

is

tapering off while ^2)

at

audience in the

New

station baseball audience averaged
11.4 tlUs year against 10.5 last year,
an increase of pos^bly 150,000
listeners a day. These figures certainly dont support your conclusion that "sponsors w^ll obviously
pull out of radio" into television.
Here at
the SRO sign is still
out; w« still have « waitihg list of
Boyle, who is himself blossoming advertisens amdoos to spimsor
out as a purveyor of Irish folk sports features, shrewd enough not
songs. Celtic Records, N. Y., has yet to relinqoish a great and growjust waxed a four-side album of ing medium.
stumrock ditties piped by Boyle,
It is fallacious to assume that
who is biUed on the platters as all television viewers are coming
Barry Boyle.
out of the radio audience. While

Duffy, whose
name will be
by
to llfiiAael
O'Duffy, records fi>r HMV, British
affiliate of Victor, and has a BBC
show c^led "Armchair Melodies."
He's a 29-year«ld native of Ulster
county and recently was rated by
Badio Review, an Irish publication,
as second only to Beniamino Gigli
as topdrawing singer among Eire

WOR

are

now

filled to overflowing,

WHN

rected to tele.

Speaking
turers J. J.

manufac-

parts

in 1949. 5,270,000 in 1950, 9,000,000
in 1951, and 13.SOO.O00 in 19S2.
Bis for parts manufacturers will

continue brisk, he said, because
tele sets requliv more components
than

m mm m m

undoubtedly some of 'them might
otl^erwise be listening to their
radios, others would not be listening at all. They might be reading,
playing cards, doing their housevi>ork, going to films or going to the

for

Kahn estimated there

would be 870,000 tele receivers in
use by the end of 1946, 2,470,000

TO SPONSOR WINCHELL
Cincinnati, J^ube 22.

Contmry to
Gamble is not

reports,

Proi^r

WBT has a good finie

R^rages au

8.0 Cliarlotle

(a top uelwork show)! That's good in

any league.

But on WBT-'where the average of aU daytime mted
periods all week Jong is a 12.8 ratiDg-beating the best Ijy
only ST^'r isn't good enough. So we built a n«w 3:00-10 :0O
a.m. audience participation

"What's Cookin*?" With

And look what you will have mw : a nationally-known,
a topnotch Ehow...ia

Hooperating from 9:00

to 10:00 a,ffl.*,..57V better than the nearest competitor

ofit

show for housewives. Called

guests!,

locally-idolized perHOTialitj'...with

a period where

WBT ulready outrates all competition. On

50,000- watt WBT, serving 8,500,000 people in 95 Carolina
counties.
to

So ... if you're looking for a good'time-aud want

make the most of it-grab a share of "What's Gookin' ?"

before

it's ail

gone.

give-aways and gim-

micks. Starring Kurt Webi3ter, vi'hosesotofeat of reviving
"Heartaches''^ created a national sensation and sold more

JKFFERSON STA^'DAIID

than 3,000,000

CHAHI.OTTE, N.

i-ecord.s.

&

negotiating to take

over sponsorship of the Walter
game itself, TVelevision's gain is Wlnchell series Sunday nights on
not radio's loss alone,
ABC next season. AeconUng to WilBab PtM.
liam M. Ramsey, radio director,
Director of Advertising
the soap Ihxn is not in the market
and JPntmotiott, WHN.
for the oowmentator awl Is not
considering any additional major
Station signed Duff^ after hearing recordings broc^t back by
Cincfainati^As 'a builder-upper program buys.
Boyle from a tdp to Ids native lie- for tmtfa him and the station,
P&G policy Is generally against
land.
^sponsorship of controversial shows.
WCKY is booking Fred Holt.

HOOrEK

WBT

he

York area has not diminished but disclosed, especially
in regard to
grown, based upon these same table
models, Dentaad' tor console
Pulse ratings for May. 1948 over
radios had been reduced, he and,
May, 1947. lite combined threebecause heavy cash ouOays are 4i>

WOR, N. Y. Mutual key in midJuly ^vill import Michael Duffy
from Dublin on an exclusive contract and build twO' weekly shows
around him. He was "diseoveped,"
as far as WOR is concerned, by the
station's traffic manager, Barney

changed

FM

Editor, Vabietv;

ball's radio

O'WOR GROOMS

IRISH

To

televlsiou receiver production is
television-radio sun'cy of baseball shooting upwards.
reported in Vhiiett last week
Balcolm estimated that radio t«>
wtiich is based on interviews in, I
eeiver production for 1948 would
believe, only about 40 televisionfall 9,000,000 short of the 1047
equipped homes.
all-Ume high of 19,500,000. Pipe
Fact of tlie matter is that base- lines empty throughout t^se war

platters,

hospital.

The anesthetist controls the
volume and tunes tbe jset

NBC

Wasfaington's

clec-

says the doc, or select ihemi

from albums

Loyal

Stifl

New Yoric

of Dr.

can bring their own

Ande

Radio, Not Tde, Is Claim

Comeirs patients
a special music^il
program on an FM station to
iuU her during a flO-minute

McHu^

WOIC Breaks Ground

B.B.

wliich can explode

ti'icity,

&

subsequently inquired of FTC
as to the origiaadting cinoimstances
of the Playtex e.t.

static

RMA Prexy

Chicago, June 22.
Balcohn; prcz of the Radio
Manufacturers Assn., which held
its 24th annual convention here
last week, predicted that television
would never make AAI and
radio obsolete.
"Television," he
;

arranged

top House" and "David Harum," to
tention. Ihe theory, judgmg from
other periods, is expected to give
«aiiy dealer reports, was confii med
the Landts' "Sing Along" sequence
away heyond expectations.
sponsor appeal.
As for the Playtex recording, a strong
Trio's format and cast will be the
the "Laughing Lady" entails no
same as when their show went oH
The query which pre- CBS
guessing.
in November, 1946. Carol
ceeds the laugh is merely a comeAllies will
femme vocalist,
foe
After the announcer repeats
on.
Johnny CSoie pianist and Chet
Qie challenge, a woman's voice cuts
Kingsbury organist. Audience parr
In to say, "Why, girls, it's you, yes,
ticipation ciuxz, "Sing for Silver,"
you, if you'll wear r'laytex.
with cash and merchandise givefVwte, C(»ie
fielding uncork- aways, will be revived. Jack Carney
ed the "Landing Lady" campaijgn will produce and Phil
diunder an odd coincidence. Ed- rect'
wards i«vealed day-aod-date that
Commitment isn't expected to
when he returned his' "Trutli or affect the trio's spot on the Bobj
Cwiseiiuences" program to NBC
Hawk
show Thursday nights.
in the fall his opening stunt would
Landts' last stama of their own
be a "Laughing Lady." In fact, was aired by JUtutuaL
ble,

generate

It:

Max

anesthesia gases.

the listener will respond to the field show. Time spot, opened up
(^tallenger with concentiated at- _by transfer of two soapens, "Hill-

Compton agency, which supervises "T or C" for Procter & Gam-

Not Supplant

patients inclined to race tlieir

Sbw

the

Tele Will Supplement Radio,

C.

i

WW 99

ISO.OM

WATTS

SltOADCASTIKG COMrANY
.

Represented by

BADIO SAIES

a
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Unsung Heroes

GOP Hopefuls Ditching Convention's
Hubbub

in

By FLORENCE
.

'

The

S.

Favor of Hotelroom Tele
LOWE

aren't bothering to go to Convention Hall. They all have television
receivers in tlieir .'hotel suites and
campaign headquarters, and they're
taking in the proceedings from
comfortable armchairs. It's an en-

.

'.

attention. They
possibilities of video

rate

Philadelphia, June 22.
GOP Presidential aspirants

suggest the

commercials

which, avoid somte of the pitfalls of

AM. Pormat'of
the
cial

Y&R staff
GOP cover

these, arranged by
is eflective-^a speof Life plus a quick

screening of a recent highlight.
Effect of seeing an unrelated event
mildly joltings but less of a
is

break in the continuity than the
pow- ordinary radio plug.
wows and a hint of things to come.
The first day of the pool arThe delegates, for in.stance, rangement, allocated to ABC, ran

new

tirely

twist

on

aren't getting to see
favorite candidates.

,

.

political

much

of their

smoothly, with inevitable wrinkles
Sen. Arthur which- have yet to be ironed out.
V.andenberg's backers brought him The sidewalk interviews by Bryson
in last night (Mon.) in an eifort Rash broke up the monotony of
to stampede the conventionj but it the running story, and gave the
didn't work.
necessaiy local color touch. EffecIndication also of the growing tiveness varied with the interimpact of TV was gained from viewee, with Rash' job being commany convention spectators, who plicated by the fact that the cansaid they came to see the goings-on didates and their families stuck to
after watching it on tele. But many hotels and headquarters on the
of them also said they'd decided to initial day.
go back to their video screens,
Weakness of the running tele acfrom which they could look on with count is the fact that the proceedmore convenience and comfort.
ings are shown up as they actually
The TV boys are fretting about are—brief spots of high excitethe quality of some of the sound ment with wide oases of dullness
pickups and they blame AT&T. and monotony. Biggest mistake
Some feel the coaxial cables aren't made tlie first day was a half-hour
post - adjournment telecast after
functioning perfectly.
Consensus among the video the morning session, of an empty
crews, incidentally, is that Sen. auditorium. The meaningless pan
Robert Taft and Gov. Earl Wanen sans sound, showed rows of empty
seats, cleaning women, bored lattendants, and such things as a 3062,000,000
second .shot of a newspaper on a
Philadelphia, June 22.
chair. Five minutes of this might
have been effective. Nets will have
U. S. radio audience of
to be more ingenious
62,000,000, the largest ever to
filling the
listen to a session of a political
gaps, such as an unanticipated
early adjournment. ^ There's little
convention, last night (21)
question that such'' wrinkles will
heard the proceedings at the
be ironed out by experience.
keynote session of the RepubThough the telecasts still lack
lican National Convention in
'

'

Aud

A

m

Philadelphia, it was announced
today CTuesday) by the re-

search dupartment of CBS.

their potential showmanship, this
is being developed hour by
hour here. Helping along are the
commentators themselves, some of
whom are showing a quick facility

angle

are proving most videogcnic among
for facial as weU as verbal adlibthe .White House hopefuls.
Radio gabbers-turned-videoracles .bing and finding their stride here.
are shaving twice daily and keeping their clothes neatly presed so
they'll look their best. Most of
them aren't bothering with makeup, however.-

Hofheinz s 25G

Washington staff of Newsweek is
working closely with BuMont's tele
crews. While there's no official
it's believed a portent of a
possible future working arrangeas Life mag has with

Station-on-Wheels

tieup,

ment sudh

NBC

tele.

Philadelphia, June 22.
radio station
in the country has rolled into town
for the convention, after pausing

i

commentary by team of

'

:

ma-

Evolving

Mass Coverage
Pattern Via

—

the entire MBS technical staff was
actually for the purpose of testing
the equipment. .Al Bryant and

GOP

GOP

precedent which

may

well become a pattern for mass
coverage.

Th^ lO-man
by Dave Levy,

Y&R

staff,

Her

dis-

tinction of being sole agency staffing radio-tele at the
convention, setting a

.

Sam smith, who are running the
CBS office, have as their helpers
four U. of P. students whose sole object In taking the job is to wangle
way

into Convention Hall.-.
commentators have set up a

their

NBC

arrangement,

pool

their usual

headed

is working hand in
glove with the NBC-Life 'video operatoi\ Y&R, of course, are regular agents for Life.
Special bailiwick of the agency
group are the 20-second chain
breaks of Life commercials, the'
scoreboard set up of the net for use
when balloting begins, the HileDamroth board, and a series of 100
special bridges ranging from 10 seconds to one-minute to connect
switchovers and help continuity.
Also being developed by the Y&R
troupe are special gimmicks.
Tlie Hile-Damroth technique is
being used on a large scale for the
first time. A visual aid consisting
of a black fabric colored board to
which cardboard drawings, symbols, charts or pictures adhere, this
is the nearest thing to film animation yet tried on tele. Technique is
used to visualize parts of the proceedings which might make dull,
involved narration, much in the
manner of the cartoon method as
well as for background sketches.

First

mind •of
at least one convention visitor.
Listening to Edward R. Murrovv on CBS' "People's Platof the future in the

form"

telecast,

one femme

ob-^

server heaved a sigh of admiration towards the handsome
commentator, and then observed in a stage whisper,
"He's too handsome for television. He ought to be in the
movies."
'

In-

•

it.

Mrs. Louis Weiss, wife of the
MBS chairman of the board, arrived here from the Coast 'with
daughter Pat only to find that the
suite arranged for her by local
staffers was a single room with
Quick legwork changed that
cot.
f ast

.

.Edward Ingles, radio top-

.

per for GOP national committee, is
a cousin of "Red" Ingles of "Temptation" disk fame. .The elevator
jam in the hotels made It neces.

sary

carry

to

equipment up
Leslie

Nichols,

tons

of technical
of stairs
ex-foreign corre-

flights

.

.

spondent in charge of MBS desk,
and a rookie at political conventions, thought he spotted a familiar
face. It was Alf Landon
Fulton
press dept., Is busy reunioning Lewis, Jr., with one of biggest cowith his old pals from D.C., his op lists in radio, has been a thorn
former stamping ground.
Ditto in the side of MBS staff with his
for Dave Levy,
exec here to. many sponsors plaguing them for
keep an eye on Llfe-NBC setup.
tickets, which are impossible to
.
Everybody's doubling in brass, get.:
even toppers like NBC proxy NUes
Kay Campbell, assistant to Ted
Trammell, who was a sight to be- Church, CBS news director, leaves
hold on the eve of opening day, for her native England as soon as
with sleeves rolled up directing she has completed her convention
the final touches to the NBC lay- chores
another post-convention
out at Convention Hall
and the switch will be Richard Goggin,
way directors are pinch hitting as ABC television producer, who
.

.

.

Y&R

^

,

.

makeup

.

.

.

.

.

for studio tele
shows would make the Hollywood
local see red. .Yes, even the leading candidates are submitting to
makeup under the bright lights of
the
studios
Andrew Heiskell,
publisher of Life, is fast becoming
one of the leading video men in
the business, with his finger in
artists

.

RigliT&)riv«rtion

Love

Philadelphia, June 22.
The marriage of tele and
motion pictures is still a thing

of

instead

method of working

dependently, with all items funneled through a news clearance
desk, under supervision of William Brooks and Frank McCalL .
CBS newsman compares the new
12 pound walkie-talkie with that of
'44 vintage,
which weighed 40
pounds, with another 40 pounder
trailing

Philadelphia, June 22.

Young and Rubicam has the

.

moves

to L.A. to become program
director of net's two Coast tele
stations ... Morgan
Beatty 's first
act on arriving here was to lose
his convention ticket and badge
Engineers looking for George
.

.

.

McElrath,

NBC

manager of operahim busily

tions on the air, found
writing a. script.

But the Wrong Ad
There were plenty of red faces
around NBC headquarters in N. Y.
week, when somebody got the
schedules mixed, with the result
that a four-page ad minutely describing: NBC's sock job -in covering the Philly GOP convention hit
the trade press the week before
the convention had even opened.
Promotional splurge masterminded in advance was all set to
ride as soon as the powwow folded,
but in some inexplicable manner
the ad was substituted for one
scheduled to run in advance of the

Television Steals

GOP Spotlight

Continued from page

1

last

convention.
NBC execs blew their top, but it
was too late to do anything about
it.
(Some sat NBC said the advance
release was deliberate in order to
attract attention, but trade, eye.

brows were

lifted at this

Bullish

comment.)

on Bulletin

Philadelphia, June 22.

Some of
tlon airings

NBC's pre-convenfrom the Bellevue-

appears that the newsmen
a.ssigned to keep the listeners
alerted to last-minute developIt

met

last

Sunday

niglit (20) to

decide whether the two opposing
factions would fight or kiss and
make up, the March of Time-NBC
setup had a video camera planted
front and center In the caucus
room, with floodlights burning and
crew ready for action. Video interviewed Gov. Jim Duff, leader of

them had been sidetracked.
Ai page boy was being
handed a batch of bulletins to
i:ush to the newscasters. The
boy had his own ideas about
what bulletins meant, and, be-

raphers, and radio people.
Scattered about the room are nearly a
dozen large tele receivers. Chairs
and lounges In front of them have
been constantly filled and the SRO
sign has been out most of the first

two

days.
It
here that video is getting
ki some of its most effective work,
selling Itself to reps of the other

U

faction,

—

trucks, last

extremely dull, but always

^
'

sions, it has been thronged with
the working press, with photog-

and Senator Ed Mar- news media. Newsmen from sectin, leader of the otlier.
Tele saw tions not yet reached by TV have
and heard the full proceeding, been commenting constantly on
which culminated in a truce. It the miracle before their eyes and
sent the story out just as it hap- some have actually been covering
pened—hours before many news- the doings In the Convention hall
papers had the news on tlie street, from a comfortable armchair vrith
and more completely and accu- a glass of beer in one haiid and a
rately than sound radio could.
plate
of
cheese and crackers
Tele paraded big, portable sound (gratis) on end tables beside them.
trucks through Philadelphia, and It is a better way to work than on
parked them on the pavement out- the hard chairs of the press and
side Convention Hall to carry that radio sections of the convention.
one

of these looking like a glass-bubble
enclosed airplane fuselage.
Inside Convention Hall tele cameras played on the scene from
various angles, with the networks
alternating days in handling the
combined shows.
Some of this
stuff came through
in exciting
fashion. Some of it, due to inexperience in this type of show, was

blng (with practically nothing
of consequence to say) because
.the copy being "prepared for

daily.

tion

and CBS showed their

ments of any significance were
obliged to do some'fast adlib-

ing a diehard Philadelphian,
kept throwing them into the
basket in the belief that they
were being vwitten for the
Bulletin, the Philly afternoon

shouldered its way to attention
here in' wondrous manner.
When Pennsylvania's big delega-

angle of the convention story to
those on the pooled ^oaxial net.
Sidewalk interviews with prominent' personalities in the nation's
life were one of the features fed
to the pool's mixers.
ABC, NBC

Stratford Hotel last Saturday

and Sunday hit a peculiar snag.

.

.

of the Bellevue Stratford, GOP
headquarters, staffers are housed
throughout the city,.. ABC and
CBS have taken' U. of P. frat
house
with
complete
houses,
mothers and breakfast ... NBC is
spread over at least 15 hotels.
MBS, sans a tele staff, and therefore the smallest in number of the
nets here, is concentrated in three
hotels and the University Club.
Plum of accommodations was
Copped by NBC's Syd Eiges and his
press staff, who live In luxury on
a rooftop suite at the Sheraton,
with Eiges boasting a canopied
bed. Tom Knode, director of NBC

tjje

.

.

,

Y&R

Philadelphia, June 22.

In another of the many firsts
being clocked up by tele here this
week, WCAU-TV is offering the
man-in-the-street his first look at
portable video.
Station has mounted large Phllco
projection receivers on three jeeps
supplied by the Keystone Autotwo newscasters should have reg- mobile Club and has them traveltetered well with that portion of ing from curbside to curbside
the tele audience which must have throughout the city.
'f'^s politics diluted with a little hu}aor and sidelights.
Question of
IT'S A BET
Whether the serious, do-or-die poPhiladelphia, June 22,
litico would go for this can be
Richard Harkness, NBC Washraised, but there's plenty of the
ington news analyst at the convenstraight stuff, with more to come
tion, says it's so difficult to make
as the convention proceeds.
wagers on who the GOP
On the other hand, a blrdseye sensible'
will nominate that he's making
View of the route from the GOP only one.
headquarters
at
the
BellevueHarkness will' put or take a
Stratford to Convention Hall
thousand to one that Joe Martin
seeming natural for tele—proved will be liominated on the same bal;to be a dull parade of tall build- lot as the number of the round in
ings ajid emp^' streets.
which Jersey Joe Walcott ^will
The NBC -Life chain breaks knock out Joe Louis.

which was intended to supply the
human interest element. Both
newscasters
photographed well,
though Grauer's heavy beard
•howed the need for. better
'makeup.
Informal chatter between the

every phase of

City,

technical feats in the. field of
special events. That it all went
off without a hitch was the
jor ripley of them' all.

work, including

Philadelphia, June 22.
Convention City is also Radio
with net and station reps
spread all over the place. .in ad-

Albert Warner, fresh
tele p.a.'s.
from his role of Headllners' Award
Winner, in Atlantic City, ^-was
nabbed as he entered headquarters
What
dition to suites converted into com- and given an assignment.
price glory.
bination newsrooms, studios and
The preview broadcast done by
work rooms on four different floors

and made the whole communications picture possible.
It was probably the mos't intricate setup of its kind ever
assembled. Delegates marveled
at the ability to extract cohesion and continuity out of the
endless miles of wiring, agrees
ing it was one of the greatest

tacle,

•

'

straight

Convention Highlights

The most modern

Pre-convention programs came
over well, with a good picture of briefly, in Washington Friday (18)
the seething excitement liere being to give Federal Communications
projected across the country. Best Commission personnel a private
bet were the informal, last-minutp- preview before continuing.
studio shows with whatever 'brass
Roy Hofheinz, owner of KTIIT.
could be located. On the eve of Houston, said the mobile radio unit
the convention it was these shoWs, had been built in five weeks. A
rather than the mobile unit pick- specially designed Dodge truck
pulls the trailer.
ups, which clicked.
Versatility of the unit is remarkThe Clare Booth Luce interview
by WCB's Margaret Arlen made able. By shortwave it can transmit
news with the ex-Congresswoman's programs to KTHT from anyplace;
colorful declaration for Vanden- transcriptions can be produced on
burg. Though the tele cameras dp the spot; it generates its own
little for the attractive Mrs. Luce, power and water, but can use teleher fine voice and expert sense of phone lines or city current whei>
the dramatic made it a standout available.
A public address system can be
telecast on the eve of the big day.
Skillful steering by Miss Arlen heard by 5,000 to 10;000 people,
and the trailer unit has sleeping
helped.
accommodations for four
Successful Combo,
and
NBC's 10;30 pre^pool convention dining accommodations for 10;
After covering the convention,
inaugural was a successful combo
of studio, and mobile unit telesnst- Hofheinz will make a brief tour'
Setting the stage for the 11 of the country.
Unit cost was
ing.
o'clock gavel which brought "the about $25,000.
convention to order and set the TV
pool in operation, it did a competent roundup job. Surprisingly
Video on the Hoof

B6n Grauer and John Swayze was
more colorful than the pickup^

Philadelphia, June 22.
Perhaps the unsung' heroes
of the GOP convention were
the technicians, e n g i n « e r s,
electricians, etc.—thb behindthe-scenes guys- ^ho set the
stage for this mammoth speC''

it

at-

tracted attention.

On the balcony floor of the Convention hall the Pennsylvania rallroad^^has set up a lounge and snack
bar for newsmen. Hour after hour
during the day and eveDlng ses-

Story

To Take Back Home

Impact on these men Is that they
will be carrying the story of television back to their communities
and helping to stimulate Its
growth. This convention, for instance, like all such confabs, is
loaded with small town dally editors on a vacation spree which
they are taking in the midst of the
big political huddle. The story of
television should be sold in many

news and editorial page columns
weeks to come.

in the

In the

Bellevue-Stratford,

sec-

ond only to Convention hall as the
hub of the convention, ABC, CBS,

NBC, WPIX have

tele studios to

which they have been luring national big names for interviews. In
the weekend before the convention
opened, these studios were actually
the center of tele activity in Phila-

delphia.
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MPCE

33

Diwy

Jobless

Plan

Stirs

De Luxe Sues

Up

Apollo,

Charges Artist 'Stolen'

Storm; toppers Ditch Whole Idea
Em-*

Music Publishers Contact

nloyees union stirred up a liorcontroversy among its
net'f nest of

members

Monday

morning

(2X)

they received letters from
the org suggesting that worlcmg
Cardliolders contribute percentages
to benefit jobof weeldy salaries
So great was the
JesS bretliren.
resentment against the idea, which
tiie
contact men
among
exploded
without warning, that a luncheon
meeting by Bob Miller, secretary
Santly,
veepee;
Joe
MPCE;
of the
living Tanz, head of the Profesvtlien

sional Music Men's relief committee (PMM is the benevolent arm of
Vocco, prez
tlie MPCE). and Rocco
of PMM, called the whole thing off.
They decided there was no need

$15,000

Warren Music's Folderoo
Harry Wairen Music Co., subsidiary of Bobbins Music, will be
deactivated lor the present. Firm
will continue to work on the current revival of "Don't Blame Me"
until the end of the song's run,
and thereafter seek shelter until
the sales dip blows over; r
Charles Warren, now in New
York at the head of the firm carrying his songwriter brother's name
will return to the Coast.

was sponsored by a resoMPCE Coun-

Idea

MPCE

card-

holders making $75 or more per

week

TUU

to

contribute

3%

to

the

and those under $7S weekly
2%, with a limit of

to kick in with

$25 weekly. Idea was to boost the
emergency relief fund so that the
Tinusually high

number of

contact

men out of work wouldn't run the
treasury dry by asking for the
$200 in relief they're entitled to
they're in dire circumstances.

MPCE's

letter

asked

all

if

mem-

bers to attend a meeting tomorrow (Thurs.) evening to vote on
tiie proposal and, if passed, publishers were to be asked to deduct
the coin from salary checks and
forward it to the union, if the emThis, angle riled
ployee agreed.
pubs, who have enough paper
work to do in connection with payIt riled many others berolls.
cause they too, despite being own-

.

ers, also hold MPCE cards and
would be asked to kick in.
Idea heated up contact men who
hold jobs, too. Many pointed out
that in 1940 there were less than
300 members of the MPCE (then
called PMM), and now, because
of war-expanded staffs, there are
over 600. It was pointed out that
many .jobless are johnny-comelatelys who were not entitled to
be supported by working co-unionites. A good many were, only war-

time stopgaps.

At any rate, the idea didn't last
long.
men did
The burn
at the idea convinced thfe executives there weren't so many of the

MPCE

TO^odd men out of work who deserved help and that the current
treasury could take care of their
needs.

Thompson Gets Bodi
Music,

Rights

To 'Happiness'

.

An

Disk

in Can.

unusual deal was worked out

recently when Canadian rights to
both sheet music and records of
the pop song "My Happiness" went
to

one

firm,

Gordon V. Thompson,

Ltd, Arrangements for sheet sales
were made with Louis Blasco, and
ior record rights with Vic Damon,
both of Kansas City. Pressings of
the record made by Jon and Sondra Steele are being made in Can-

On Peatman Log

MPCE claims to have
surances from all but one or
of the major firms that they
discontinue
subscribing to
ject.

Chicago, June 22.
Record albums will be ordered
by wire, similar
to sending of flowcandy. Newly formed Natwnal Record Delivery Assn. has
up an idea whereby patrons
<!an order disks in any part of the
country and have them, delivered
anywhere.
,

Ms and

Promotions are planned to tie.
jn with national
holidays, similar
to those
made by florists and other
industries.
All record companies

week

also sought.

;

.De Luxe and Richardson, according to the complaint, entered into
an exclusive contract in 194(5 calling

for

options

until

1952.

claimed that Apollo was
the arUst's deal with De
nevertheless induced him
and violate the pact by

It's

aware of

Luxe but
to breach

recording

services.
Under
original deal with

the

plaintiff's

Richardson

pay was scaled Irom

as-

two

the
log, and the organization
now seeidng to induce trade
papers to discontinue printing the
weekly tune performance ratings.
A meeting has been set for tomoiv
row (Thursday) in New York.
Although the MPCE men claim
to have met with almost 100% success in getting publishers to drop
the Peatman log, the one or two
that they haven't been able to convince are adamant against dropping the- log system.
Major opponent of the plan is the ShapiroBernstein firm. Louis Bernstein,
its head, points out that all major
industries haye methods of measuring and circulating production
figures (which is what the Peatman sheet amounts to in the music
and that it would prove
field )
nothing to black out all performance logs.
Bernstein as.serts that the Accurate Reporting System, which supplies Peatman with information
concerning N. Y. plugs, will remain in business and that to eliminate Peatman will simply force
publishers to put girls to work
to compile individual performance
charts, which ultimately will be
delivered weekly to radio producers. In, the end, he points out,
the exploiting of songs will again
be i-educed to adding up the number of plugs a publisher secures
weekly, which will bring back with
it many
of Uie evils which the

Peatman

FieU

Peatman
based
nated.

On

.system

of

evaluation,

in

ness.

CBS

Saturday night giveaway show,
^Sing It Again," because of Irving
Berlin's personal stance about having his other works parodied on
the same

the

TV For
Tunes

—

Mi Revivai

39c

I

from good to fair. These bands
last year did very well 'at the
on the standard da^, witb;

I

I

Eli Oberstein intends hanging a
39c. tag on one of the two new
labels he will soon begin mar-

{gate

the

.

conditions.

However,

promoters stiU conthe prices beins!: asked in
guarantees for top and tnediuoi
level orchestras. At the same time
the mi].estro8 at whom the- promoters aim tho.se price beefs are in
a bit of a spot themselves. Costs
have continued to go up rather
than down and there's not mudi
that they can do about it. Muidcians' salaries have in many cases
been pared a bit, but such reductions have been at least met Igr
continued increases in tiaasportation, taxes, .arrangements, etc.

woti't lose;

to

fit

wlw

Dorssy,

of

demn

There's still no Inditation of
exactly where Oberetein will get
the material to press, alUiough it's
figured a good portion of it will
come from England. Oberstein will
head overseas within the next
week or so in this connection and
in behalf of the Atlantic Sound
outfit he's involved with.
This
company is designed to supply
tailored musical backgrounds made
in England to transcription and
recording companies that oi-der

them

exception

didn't work many, and promoters
and agency men do not blame,
them too much for theif lailures
this season, in .View (tf weather

keting under the Varsity and Royale labels by his new Wright Record Co. That's a cutback to prewar prices that has the music and
trying
to
recoi'ding
industries
guess how much coin he'll lose on
every disk pressed, in view of curHe says
rent production costs.

,

Klenner, Hoffnao Reach

certain singers.

Oberstein, it's said, has been discussing his 39c. disks with coin
machine operators in the past

Settlement

Royalty

in

Coin Tiff

NXDiskersApedHis

ply material for a synopsis leading
up to and into the actual lyric. It's
felt that in this way video producers will have something to build
on When they anticipate the use of

prevent too close attention to a
lyric story, at least food for thought
would be piovidcd to help avoid
run-of-the-mill performances.
Publishers are well aware that
many old time songs tell excellent
stories valuable to tele producers,
and they expect many standard
melodies will be used by video for
that reason. However,- it's also anticipated that this obvious requirement in new tunes will have pro-

rights.

Hoffman was a co-defend-

ant in the

Animal Disk, Carroll

preme

suit, filed in
«oui-t.

N. Y,

gti-

Settlement calls for tbe writer
Charges in Filing Suit end of the $26,000 Leeds is holding
in escrow, to be divided three ways
Eugene F. Carroll and Stapleton between
Klenner. Hoffman and the
Industries filed suit in N> Y. fedBen Bornie estate. From Kleneral court last week against Bandner's .share the fir.st $600 is dewagon Records, Inc., and Sterling ducted (going
to VogeU and Hue
Records, Inc. They ask an injuncremainder -split evenly between
tion to restrain the defendants
"
Klenner and VogeL
from producing and selling recThere's another suit pending en
ords embodying Carroll's ideas, the
Bernie angle, incidentally.
which are incorporated in disks Bernie was originally
declared insold as Animal Records.
on the song in return for plugging
Action states that Carroll, for- it and, since
revival, Klenner
mer member of the radio team of .-uul Hoff man its
have sued'
erase
Gene and Glenn, conceived a his name from the tune to
and his
unique type of disk recording right to earnings
on the theory
prior to June, 1947.
The.se plat^ that he had nothing
to do with the
'

found effect on the pop song writer. ters were sold under the Animal
That lyrics of the future will be Record label and bearing Ids name
until last February, when he gi-antwritten with the idea in mind that
ed Stapleton the right to wax his
they will be fitted to tele action

writing of

it

originally

nothing to do with

renewed

its

and

liad

currently

life.

ideas.

LOTS OF SQUAWKS AT
MUSIC MEN'S
.

POWWOW

Last April, it's charged. Bandwagon and Sterling came out with
a similar series of dislcs allegedly
copying Carroll's style. Plaintiffs
also ask an accounting of profits.

NAME BANDS AREO0T AT

Shaping of

Pole

Boston, June 22.
Stoy Gill, operator of the Totem
B»li9tiioim at nearby Auburndale, is steadfastty caiiiy^g to his
dcKusion not to 'use niiine b^ds
to
at his spot this season. He has so
Harry Fox, music publishers rep far rejected the overtures of all
in licensing tunes for recordings! agencies to sell him topname coniand films, is having his troubles bos and intends to go through the
currently because of the number of season with Al Donaiiue's 25-piece
films being shipped overseas. Due band, which, he says, is building
to the war, the music used in some biz every week. Dobahue has been
of these films was not properly^ at the spot since last fall, at first
licensed since it was owned by with a .smaller outfit.
,
Gill contends that name orchesforeign
countries
occupied
by
tras ''do not please his pnbliA" and
Germany.
Now, Fox is endeavoring to .se- for that reason refuses to pay their
cure the licenses and many for- prices. He explains that his paeign pubs, he says, seem of- the tronage wants to dance, which canopinion that money is kicked not be done to the music supplied
around in the streets of the U. S., by the major number of the more
induced apparently, by war relief expensive combos.
And if they
sums spent by this country. He can't dance they won't pay, no
'

;

:

Adds

Fifans O'seas

Harry Fox Woes

little was accomplished by
conventioneers »except beef
about business conditions.
Attendees seemed to blame most
of the dipping public response ta
the lack of songs of hit quality.
It's .stated Oiat kids are still buying the majority of sheet music
sold and that few of the current
crop of tunes appeal to them.
There was considerable conversation also concerning the effect the
disk ban has had on sheet and disk
Conventioneers are con^
gale's.
vinced that a goodly percentage o£
buyers are not in action due to
their belief that no new songs are
being released due to the American has had plenty of trouble securing
Federation of Musicians embargo^ licenses lat fair prices- -

very
the

terial altogether.

Guy Lombardo

With Vogel
week. That they're hungry for a
Boston^ June 22.
record that would wholesale to
.John Klcmier and Al Hoffman
them for 26c. goes without saying.
settled
differences
with
publisher
Coin
machine
said
business
is
to
Songwriters get ideas for songs
Some- be off more than 60%, and a rec- Jerry Vogel over the royalty coin
in many and varied ways.
times it's a remark overheard; ord that would cost them almost stemming frpm the "Heartache*"
song;
sleeper
published
by:
baU
hdeSs
ofWhat
established
labels
detbe^idea
builds
slowly
sometimes
out of a situation. Whatever the mand probably could get a break. Music. Vogel had ciaimedl all of
Klenner's share of the income
basic reason for the birth of a
from
the song on the basis of althat
Bernstein
feels
a
goodly
song,
legedly
having
purchased the
percentage of the causes will .sup-

All efforts of the web to induce
Berlin to let the program do a
double twist (straight and parody)
on Berlin songs have proved of no
avail and CBS advised Feist that

Chappell publisliing group had
jave agreed to co-operate, viewing
a similar policy
tne routine as
means of new sales previously assumed
ana less delivery and breakage in connection with its show tunes
but the wraps are now pretty well
headaches.
as Oscar
writers
Program, previewed at the Na- off works of such
Honal Assn. of Music Merchants Hammerstein IT, tlie late George
owwention here last week, will go Gershwin, Cole Porter, Howard
Hart,
Lorehz
»«it© operation
Dletz and tlie late
Sept. 7,
' tt
!•'!
Pi

figures^

b.o.

is claimed at the moment to be
perhaps the only band CQn.<;istent}y
going into percentages on standard
eastern one night promotions. Tommy Dorsey has been spotty; ditto
Vaughn Monroe in the east and
midwest; Tex Beneke lias ranged

Oberstein Plans

he

Scope of possibilities in the use
of pop and standard songs by television will in all probability bring
about a completely new sideline to
music publishing the writing of
brief stories or synopses of the
thought that inspired the tune and
the action which its lyric covers.
Louis Bernstein, head of SliapiroBernstein. is so convinced that
music publishers will. in the future
find it mandatory to serve tele
producers with ideas in which to
dress song performances that he
intends building a complete library
outlining the lyrical stories told by
both pop and standard material in
These will
his company's catalog.
accompany copies dispatched to
video producers as a package.

iM-G).

"Sing It Again" isn't good
enough for Berlin's other tunes it
will have to do without Berlin ma-

ing,

America.

•

'Stories' (HI

among onc-night

ha%'oc

'

Chicago. June 22.
National Assn. of Music Men's
convention here last week opened
program. "Fella" is part
a blue note. From
on
and' closed
"Easter Parade" score one end of the meet to the other

if

created

Hollywood, June 22.
promoters wlio hadn't, on the aver.Toe G laser is dickering with both age, been reaping very strong b.o.
Mus-Art and the Continental Agen- returns. Before the season got uncy for the office space and fumi- derway, a handful of early starters/
tm'e of tiieir local branches. Glaser were turning in good flgures and
has been seeking to open a Coast on their imports the band business
branch of his Associated Booking ))erked up a. bit in anUcipation of
Corp. for weeks, but hadn't been a good summer. When the rains
able to find suitable space.
came, however, the optimism was
If he closes with either agency, washed away in the ruineU- datcs^
Glaser may bring Art Rowley here cancellations that many offices re*
from San Francisco as his repre- ceived, often on short notice, etc.
As it stands now, there ie enough
sentative.
Rowley is now with
Mus-Art, which is in tlic tliroes of sales being completed by agency
selling out to General Artists. He n.en, but few of the dates are doformerly was with Music Corp of im; more, than average, often los-

his

on Hooper ratings, elimi- a pop or a standard before tele
cameras and while in the majority
of 'cases production budgets would

the other hand, there are
equally as powerful publishers who
agree with what the MPCE is trying
Herman Starr, head of the
to do.
Warner Bros, publishing group, is
behind the contact men.
He's
firmly convinced that disposing of
all sheets will aid the music busi-

Glaser's Expansion Flans

!S20

19.'52

Pubs See Fertik

'

is

of

to SlOO a side in

in East

Consistent rains which have
drenched the east all tlu'oiigh tfati
spring, especially on weekends hav«

against

Apolio Records, charging <he defendant illegally used the services
of Lee Ricliardson, a recording
artist.
An accounting of profits is

m l#e

Band Dates Boxoffice

New York

suit in
last

will

second week

CAN BE SENT BY WIRE

court

a side up
and '53 in
Mu.sic Publishers Contact Em- the event the options were exerBraun and Furst were apployees Council, which has been cised.
trying to rid the music business pointed De Luxe trustees by a New
of
the
performance measuring Jersey district court last April.
"sheet" conducted by Dr. John
Peatman, has asked for a meeting
with the trade piipers on the Sub-

Spanks Berlin
ada from stampers furnished by
Damon, and Thompson will handle
the disk under the Damon label.
For Parody Stance,
Happiness" is backed by "They
All Recorded to Beat the Ban."
Bars 'Parade' Plugs
"Happiness" has now sold over
CBS la.st week rejected a bid
750,000 records in the States and
W 13th among record favorites in from Fei.st for a plug of "A Fella
Canada in its
of Lssue. with an Umbrella" on the network's
BISKS, UKEPOSI£S, NOW

damage

for the defendant.

for the tap.
lution passed by the
called for
It
cil.

federal

Since Apollo^s alleged takeover
of Richardson, De Luxe charges
that it has been deprived of his

ifCE Sets Meet

Heavy Rains Put Damper

David Braun and George Furst,
under a reorganization
plan for De Luxe Records, filed a

trustees

>

i

i

.

matter what the admission price
pegged at . .
.

,

.

,

Is

—

u
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OiSCKESIWAS-jiflTSIC
Top* of the Topt

JocH Jukes and Disks

"Nature Boy"
Retail Sheet Masic Seller

Fee«T Lee

— "Bubble-Loo,

"Why

Bub-

You Do

Don't

Miss Lee and
Dave 'Barbour try hard to make
something important out of Hoagy
woodland
sound
Carmichael's
(Capitol).

Kifiht"

Receding Floods Enable
Jant2en Beach Reopening

Portland, Ore,, June 22.
Jantzen Beach ballroom will rethe chances are that the
sentimental interest, if any, will open July 2. Flood waters have receded and spot, owned by Jantzen
focus on the remake of the torrid
novelty which she cut with Benny Woolen Mills, figures it can be
Goodman about six years ago. back in biz, with repairs effected,
effect but

Columbia may have taken the edge
even that pos^ibiUty by re-

off

My

Favorite Five
By FRED JACXSGN
(WWEZ, New Orleans)

"Serenade in Blue" (Glenn
Millerh
"In the

(Harry

James).

Choo - Choo"

^ "Chattanooga
(Glenn Miller).
:

weeks.
Recently when flood was at its
ciest here, June bookings of Leighton
Noble,
Henry Busse and
Frankie Cax-le bands were cancelled and booking agencies in
ilollywcod told to prepare to call
ait all dates through summer. It
was feared ballroom would be so
badly battered by Columbia River
torrents it could not get into operation again until next year.

^

Pub. Contact Golf Tourney
Is Set for Aug. 18 or 19

British Best Seller

"Galway Bay"

New York faction of tiie Music
Publishers Contact Employees has
marked Aug. 18 or 19 as the date
of its annual golf tournament. Affair is to be held again this year
at Bethpage State Park, Long
Island, on the Red and Blue
courses, and it's to be a one-day
tourney, as last, year. Previously,
the contest was a match play affair
As soon as Herman Finkelstein; that took weeks to finish. Idea of
resident counsel of the American designating either Aug. 18 or 19 is
Society of Composers, Authors and to make allowance for rain the first

ASCAFsRenewal
Radio

Taib Due
from

Publishers, returns

Brussels, day.

and upon Finkelstein's return the

laboration
weeks ago.

Goodman-Lee

the

col-

'Do Right" several

on

—

Decca May Revive

—

"P. S.
I
Johnny Desmond
Love You," "I Wonder Where My
Baby Is Tonight" (M-G-M). Desnot so long sgo was etching
Decca Records is considering re^
He's a much bet- viving the old Brunswick label now
ifor Victor.
ter' singer than this firstie under that it has completely sidetracked
.the 'M-G-M label makes him ap- the plans the company did have for
Perhaps it's the choice of taking over the Majestic label.
pear.
tunes, or the thin instrumental Decfa has been marketing BrunsbaeWng (piano, guitar and bass)^
wick issues steadily virtually ever
'Vaughn Monroe "Cool Water," since it purchased the rights to it
"Legend of Tiabi" (Victor). Mon- along with a stock of masters, but
roe, with the Sons of the Pioneers never to any appreciable extent
support,
rides
on
Bob
In
herd
and always using old jazz material.
"Water" In the event new life is put into
Nolan's- 'western refrain.
makes pleasant harmony. "Tiabi" the label, Decca says it will carry
keeps Monroe out in the sagebrush some new tunes.
but the lyrical impact here is not
If and when its ideas regarding
quitQ as engaging. Good stuff for
Brunswick go through, it's very
Inclusion
in
a -program that's
probable that the diskis will be
pitched in a subdued mood.
marketed through independent disJohnny Johnston "I Don't Care tributors
instead of the owned and
If It Rains All Night," "A Boy
operated branches which handle
from Texas" (M-G-M). Johnston's
the regular Decca label. And they'll
piquant style and ability to sell a
sell, it's said, at the same 75c.
light lyric shows up brightly with
Decca negotiated for Maje^stic
"B«in," and the side has a slick
for Veeks before giving up. One of
chance of capturing attention. He
the reasons the deal fell flat is the
even does up the belated "Texas'"
numerous
delays caused by Majesin shipshape fasliion.
tic attorneys. Plus which, the sales
Stan Kenton—^'How High the slump
took a sharper dive: during
Moon," "Interlude" (Capitol). With
the. purchase conversations. Decca
June Christy latching on to the

BruBswiek Label

mond

—

"

—

lyric in fetching style,

"Moon'

came

is

treated to a typical Kenton application of tonal frenzy.
Coupled
Instrumental travels in a far less
hectic orbit and accords the spot-

mA to the Kenton digits.

tlus

the

0|>t

comes creative distinction
im. idiom.

acquire masters

wm"

The

lyrics of

made

before the

ban by £ddy Howard and Rose
of
Murphy, Majestic's two prize
in

{fixes

at the

Summit Beach amusement

Experiments

4.

',
'.

MY HAPPINESS

(6)

LITTLE WHITE LIES

6.

WM. TELL OVERTURE

7.

TOOLIE OOLIE DOOLIE

8.
9.

:

Kroup is intent, Tike Stan Kenton,
upon developing new jazz forms.
uJif'^ Pastor (Columbia) whips
.Windshield Wiper" into an in-

(15)

(BVC).

(3) (P. D.).

*

.. ..

Ki-?.?."

a

H

It

Rains

BECAUSE

{

Andrews

Of Uie five tunes cited three
are well on their way toward hitdom. Latest Js K«y JKswer's ".Woody
the Woodfecker." Released less
than two weelts ago, the tune
promises to surpass "Nature Boy"

Decca
Victor
Victor

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Mecca

Contiri<!ntaI

.

in coinmachtnes'. .A novelty, it is
played so often that bartenders,
who must listen to machines
already •bes^auilng to
beef.

Rondo

.

..Columbia
Perry Como.. ...... .....Victor

(7) (Chappell)

etc.,

all day, are

tip

MAGIC

King Cole
Petty Trio.

.

(

(Wlimark)

jJOoris
{

(Williamson) ............

\

bang-up

•

:

BLUE SHADOWS (Santly-Joy)
FOB EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)
DICKEY BIRD SONG (Robblns) .........
MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (BVC)

HEARTBREAKER
:

SERENADE1

(Leeds)

(Laurel)
.

.

.'

HATE TO LOSE YOU

w

"

^ 1,,,

,

iinr

i

number

ittll

.

.

,

. .

,

.

.

.

.Copitol
.Victor

...

M-G-M

'.

by Leeds wiU pnbUsh all tunes
stemming frokn the company's car'toons.

'

of

meks

......

Victor

^

theory 4faat it is the only company
with reoordings of them. Is Frank
Sinatra's

You,"

•

'

.

Freddy Martin ........... Victor
Larry Clinton. .......... .Decca
Gordon Jenkina
Decco
{ Andrews Sisters
Decca
Palda
iFcrko Strtnsr Bond
i Sammy
Victor
Khye.
(

I

I
•

......................

[Fiffwres in parentheses indicate
:

Day

Jo Stafford ..... ...
Perry Como , .....

Tony Morttn

............ ...... ....

(Leeds)

.

.Decca
.^Columbia
.

Regent
Remaining songs on which CoBing Crosby ...i........ Decca J lumbia is coniientratiijg, on th«

.

.............

.

.....

.

'

Song is published by Leeds MuAc. It was reccBded by Kyser only
a few days before the disk baa
went into effect -and was writtea
around the Walter Lantz film cartoon character of the same name.
As a result of this tune, Leeds and
Lantz are completing a deal where-

Al Trace

(Leeds)

TELL ME A STORY

.

,

Art Mooney

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (Remick) ....
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN' (May fair)
;

.
Capitol
,
..i.^,. Universal

Dick Haymes

oped by indie companies, seems
to be paying olt.
In getting its
b^k up against playing foUow-thelead of indie diskers, Columbia

highlight them.

Damon

Sisters

Horton

I

Columbia Records' decision recently to 'concentrate on developing hits «f its mm, rather than b»
forced to Appropriate those devel-

to Its distributors, and some not.
But exploitation was designed to

.Roiido

.Capitol

Spike Jones

.

*

,

domonstrated tho
on highon tho
special turntable P}iileo has buUt
to be sold at $29.95, to enable the
disks to be played (ordintitgr 78
RPM rei^rd-ptaiyero eaimot fepro^
duce them j^noe they spin at 33V&
fidelity of the disks, first
fidelity eqtuipment, tlien

staked out five songs which' it was
entain that no other major or
minor recording company had recorded prior to -the AJPM ban.
Some had already been released

Columbio

.

HAUNTED HEART

All

brassy
•'^««
Cavanaueh Trie
i^»t«re) have a pair of briskly
"Air Mail Special
;i^Sr,1"}**«s
«nd Chips." "Air Mail"
snould do heavy
duty as a perkergeneral run of prospinntag events... the HarJ™™
"jwueata (Universal) sacrifice symSn "SJ*^,.5'"'^''"s»»«nents for melody
It Must Be
Trufr" but return to
™eir native heath
with the reverse
«de's "Cat's Pollu."

Kyser
Grtfin- Wajme
King Cole
Jon & Sandra Steele
( DicJc Haymes
*
( Tommi; Dorsey
.

(9) (Chas. K. HarrisV
' ...............
'

tiiey thought us bespoice half as
mudi as two stacks of rccoiidings,
spotlighted J4 one sade of the
speakers plktCorm, looked at from
one of
two angles CEB .Is em>
phasiang
storage ^mob, Hies*
stacks <»nslsted of « IS-inch pyramid of 10 and 12-Iach Mierogroovo
disks, which carried the idenUcal
music contained in a stack of 10
and 12-inch fwir and. five-record
conventiona! aUHiniB towering almost eight feet, ahmgddo. Thm
compiarlson was eonversaUoti

AFM

CUCKOO WALTZ (1) (Chas. Hansen) ....... .............. Ken Griffin. .. .....
i,
D. Bav-B. Clark ....
LOVE SOMEBODY (1) (Kramer-W.) ...............

PUT 'EM IN BOX (Remick)
HEARTS WIN (Miller)
IT'S

.

Care

.

CRC

White; CB& head Frank Stanton,
and James H. Carmine, Philco veepee. But none of the conversation

RPM'4 and also on a large Fhilco
console. Tbese'x no Qoiratiwi hut
also are that the disks were «f fine 4|aali1y[;
nixing adding tlieir voices to wax they were vlnyllte.
made abroad. Frankie Laine, bestSpediil E«idpment Needed
selling Mercury BxemdsS contriac*
That Mlcogroove indes can-not be
tee, has turned down stunt, stating reproduced on anything .but spehe will not record unless his long- cial-equipment, however, may be a
time pianist, Carl Fisher, works th-awbnck, particularly in view
with him and, of course, the 88er of current economic conditions.
canuott being an
memiier.
Whether record buyeza will want
It is reported that Bing Crosby
^CooUaued on page 41)
has told Decca he will not superimpose on English shellac. Crosby
also has refused to make disks a
Records' Stress
CoL
«apella, to skirt the Petrillo imposed ban.
Capitol's recording chief, Jim

'

in

Jtoi lUniversal)
packaged in four
•Wes, should give quite a kick to
«je jazz cognoscenti.
This Chi

*

.

(Blasco)

6.

10.

; .

Coming

wnuatmg vocal and catchy batch of
!;*»saPation... Harry James (Co«m»Pla> carves a quality assort«Mmt of rhythmic and melodic ap'g«»l out of
"Uankerin' " and rides

is

Km

.,

(10) (Biirke-VH)

stration of the disk's possibilities,
as one of a number of speakers.
Others- liicluded
prez Frank

Walletsteia

understood that Miss Lee
did not refuse to be a party to
stunt to circumvent James C. Petrillo's recording ban wholly be.^
cause she morally backs it, but
largely because she prefers having
her husband, Dave Barbour, lead
any combo which accompanies her
It

ban.

NATURE BOY

Platter Pointert
Rnsso's

poses.

park ballroom. Last Thursday (17)
dancing to Ross Halamay's orchestra, the program included a IS-minute fashion show,
with beach wear and evening garments displayed by models, plus a Confcling, still is in London havsearcfa-for-talent contest.
ing new U. S. hit tunes etched
Four amateurs are given a there by top bands and shipped
chance to perform with tlie final here, for vocals to be woven in.
winner to be given a chance for M-G-M, RCA-Victor and ColumDale
Haines,
professional
bia, among other smaller labels,
career.
a
park publicity director, holds au- have started regularly Rising the
dition.s at the park each Sunday over-the-Atlantic route to beat the

WOODY WOODPECKER (4) (Leeds)
YOU CANT BE TRUE DEAR (11) (BUtmorc).

"

Wir

Hypo 6.0.

in addition to

3.

-

on shellac.
Other top disk names

Am

Akron, O., June 22.
Something new has i>een added
—a weekly "bonus for dancers"—

2.

1.

eie

-

to

22.

„S?^.,1I) Best Sellers od (^m-Madmes!!!!^

"Moun-

aren't exactly for family circonsumption, but even with
aockey sidestepping it will do a
selUng job.
Cutie on the reverse
Bide makes an ideal match.
„ Art Lund—"Thp Sad Cowboy,"
Long To Belong to You (M-GJ
o
i „Lund's recital about "The
»ad
Cowboy" will draw little sympathy for cither the singer or the
subject, while "Long's" lone, as5®* *5
snappy bacltground unOer Johnny Thompson.

Shows

Hollywood, June

,

Capitol Records has started having new tunes disked by English
orchestras, along with other major
waxeries, but Peggy Leei firm's
top-selling warbler, has refused to
lend her voice for dubbing pur-

garding video, however, until the
basic AM and FM radio contract
is disposed of.
Meanwhile, tele-'
vision has. had the use of ASCAP
music on a token agreement involving $1 a year.

afternoon.

artists.

Dorothy Shay— "Makin' Love,
Mountain Style," "Finishing Scliool
JKas the Finish of Me" (Colum*ja).
Two numbers out of Miss
BiiW s nitery repertoire that should
make ownership a pleasure for
her fans.

to the conclusion "th^t this

would be the. wrong time to invest
in anything, although there's no
gainsaying that it would like to

Once the radio item is out of the
ASCAP will set about erasing
the television-scale problem from
agenda.
This, too, has been
hanging for some time and ASCAP
heads are anxious to get it out of
the way; Nothing can be done reits

Lure With Fashioii,

which mote than 100 newspaper
and industry -men had been fn>*
vited. Originally, the company had
intended withholding all mention

^—

way,

^Ilroom Spices Teip

its

(long-playing)
Micro.'
groove records Friday (18) at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., at an
early aftcttioon cocktail party to

.

mem|>ers of
r^easing

Pr^m

LP

.

Peggy Lee

reigning faction
and
its radio committee
hope to meet with the broadcasters'
negotiating committee and set the
stage for the signing of the renewal.
Society's

a

Columbia Records introduced

new

of the new disk until its secondannual dealers and distributors
convention at Atlantic City, which
ended yesterday (Toes.), twit premature news of the lecondings
took a major amount of the edge
off the •onveiUng.
Edward Wallersteln, chairman of
Columbia's dii'ectors board, hanseeking the dl(;d. the explanation and demon-

where he is attending the annual
MPCE is already
meeting of Berne (Convention per- usual bandleader and publisher
formance societies, ASCAP intends contributions for prizes in Uie varicleaning up the new radio contract ous class categories.
Bob Miller,
situation.
Renewal of ASCAP's prez, is handling,
Booked for July, among others,
are Charlie Barnet and Les Brown cvu-rent nine-year deal with radio
bands, one week each, with Harry has been hanging for weeks on the
threads
of
few
a
unsettled issues,
James pencilled in.

Blue of the Eve-

BitiS" tTommy Dorsey).
"What Makes the Sunset"

(Frank Sinatra).
"Trumpet Blues"

in three

Uov^; Extra

"Nature Boy"
"Most Requested" Disk
"Nature Boy"
Seller on Coin Ma<:>^nes
"Woody Woodpecker"

By Ben Bodec
bl^Loo,"

Long-playing Didfs Prove PoiBt At

Retail Disk Seller

Ames

Bros. ........ .... ..Decca

Buddy Clarfc ...
Andrews Sisters

.

Columbia

.

.. ..

sona has been in (he Top lOJ
«

.

.

Got « Crush On
Day-Buddy Clark'*

"I've

Doris

"Love Somebody,*^ Frankie Carlc'a
"Sunrise Boogte" aid "Moondust
Rhapsody," and Arihur Godfrey's
"You're Over the BOl," All«xcept

by tunes
by other com^

Carle's ..disk ace baclced

widely

recorded

panics.

..Decca
.

MtMM.MMMMM tt

Benry Tobias, song-writer, lias
started his ISHi aeaton as dii^clur
«d eatertauomeiit at TCatem Lodge,
tturden Lakf,-tiear rEroy; N. Y.

'

.

.

.
.

Mills Gets U.S. Rights

Inside Orchestras-Music

'Suzy,' Italian

Aiiierican Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers recently
resolved any- possible disagreements or jealousies among its four department heads by reducing tlie salai-y of Diclc Murray from $33,000
annually, to $25;000. Murray moved over from Paramount Pictures,
where he was head of that organization's music firms, three years ago
next Jan. 1, on a three-year contract calling for the $35,000 yearly.
This was done to provide an assistant to the late John G. Paine, one
ready to step into his shoes in the event Paine went. After Paine's
death, his duties were split among Murray, Herman Finklestein, Herman Greenberg, and George Hoffman.. Since this is the way it worked
out, and none of the other three are getting more than $23,000 annually,
Murray willingly agreed to the reduction to avoid dispute.
.

Charlie Barnet's present situation with Apollo has nothing to dO: with
the payment of royalties due him. Under his deal with Apollo the latter was required, by May 1, to pay him a guarantee of $23,000 on 13
masters and if the label failed to do so the bandman could elect to
assign the masters elsewhere. Apollo has been notified by Bamet's
lawyer that the company has, because of failure to live up to the specific financial terms of the contract, forfeited its rights to the masters.
So far there has been no transfer of the masters from Apollo. Meanwhile the label is supposed not to press any more Bamet platters, that
is, hone beyond the 30,000 copies it had on 'hand when it got the notice
of forfeit.
:

To

Waltz Hit

Bands

Mills Music has closed a deal
Biinil
with Edizioni Musicali Cora, Milan,
Italy, for the U. S. publication Xavier Cugat
rights to the current Italian waltz Elliott Lawrence
Tune is by Filibello Ray Eberle*
hit, "Suzy."

Biz (Souvenirs, Etc)

Big Payoff on Road

Hollywood,- -June 22.
Spike Jones doesn't miss a coin
angle when he hits the road with
his "Musical Depreciation" revue.
Toda]^, a majority of bands sell, on
one-nighters and other dates various types of books written around
the history of the combo involved,
but not always are they dispensed
by the bandleader himself; established companies do the job, paying' the maestro a royalty. Jones
does this himself,, however, and
>

adds a few sales gimmicks of his
own,
Jones recently completed a 11moilth tour with his combo, playing to 908,000 people. But, in addition to those admissions, he got
rid ~of 120,000 souvenir proi>rams,
approximately 10,000 ^ax-O-Funs
and some' 300 cases of Spike Jones

bubble-gum. Those items turn up
plenty of additional .revenue.
Jones finishes a two-week run
tomorrow (Wednesday) at the
Flamingo, Las Vegas, then comes
bacfe here for his final Coca-Cola
broadcast until he resumes Oct. 1
for the same, sponsor. He intends
goiiig to Hawaii on his honeymoon
.

(he. 'marries

Helen Greco July

18).

TELL ME

A STORY
LAUREL MUSIC CO.
1619 Broadway

.

.

Hotel

at

.

In Britain "Suzy"' is being published by the Atlienaeum Music
Co., Ltd., and a drive on the number there will coincide with release
of the song here.

New

*

.

.

.

..

4

3,575
1,700

.

7

1,475

, ,

..84
14
5

4,200

3

900

Xorker, ice show.

Chicago

Campbell Porgie
Splitup

Imminent

Nicky Campbell and Al Porgie,
partners in the Campbell-Porgie
publishing firm, in all probability
will end their partnership within
Two have
the next few wcolcs.
had a disagreement of an undisclosed nature and, unless the split
Al Gallico's
Spot
is patched up, will fold the firm
Al Gallico has been, named gen- they established . in 1940 via a
eral manager of the Leeds and financial arrangement with BroadDuchess Music companies, under cast Music.
Lou Levy, head of the firms.
Musjc business originally susHe'll headquarter in New York.
pected a split between Campbell
Leeds is affiliated with the and Porgie last month, when the
American Society of Composers, former hired a contact man to take
Authors and Publishers, while his place in Hollywood and reDuchess is tied with BMI,
turned to New York.
Porgie at
that time denied any dispute with
his partner and still says it dia
not occur until after Campbell got
Glen Island,
Y., In
back to N. Y.
At any rate, if the two do split.
Vocalist Stance
BMI says it does not know whether
both or either will separately esAs Biz Hypo; Sign
tablish a publishing business.
It
Glen Island Casino, New Ro- has had no overtures from either
chelle, N. Y., for years a name man for financial backing for inband seasonal spot, credited with dividually operated firms.
BMI
launching Glenn Miller and Larry has simply been advised that
Clinton's prewar ba'nds into top there's a disagreement between
money, is following the drift to- the two and' a breakup of the firm
ward buying name vocalists to is imminent.
bolster biz. Vic Damone has been
signed to work the dancery for
four
weeks, opening July 21, GI Effect Wearing Off
backed by a non-name combination
of 10 pieces, at scale, which .hasn't
In England, Sez Loss
yet been secured.
Boston, June 22.
Idea of u.4ing Damone is Glen
disk jockey,
Fred Cole,
Island's first deviation from the
name- orchestra routine, started pulled a new style of guest interlast year by Frank Dailey, when lude last week when he interhe bought Perry Como for his viewed Joe Loss, British bandMeadowbrook, and continued this leader, via trans-Atlantic phone
summer by the Cocoanut Grove, from London. Bit was fitted into
Hollywood, who bought Prankie Cole's "Carnival of Music" show
Laine, et al. Damone will follow and in all probability was the first
Buddy Moreno's orchestra, which such stunt ever pulled.
Loss told Cole that the effect of
was signed to succeed the current
Gene Krupa only late last week. the American GI on British musiHe opens tomorrow night (Thurs- cal tastes, which at one time had
the British music public jazz and
day) for four stanzas.
it's no secret that Glen Island swing conscious,
has just about
hasn't been doing too well since worn oiT and styles are back on the
resuming operation last month un- subdued and strictly sweet side.
der Michael DeZutter, who had Loss also pointed out to Cole that
dispose^ of his lease, on the spot disk jockeys and jukeboxes are an
last season to maestro Shep Fields unknown quantity in England.
and then bought it back in the fall.
Fact that Moreno wasn't signed
Murray Nash, Mercury Records
until approximately a week before hillbilly head, signed Benny Hess
his opening attests to the Casind's Texas cowboy crooner, to the label
attempts to get talent as cheaply Hess cut 12 sides on his own beas possible, which isn't easy jjur- fore the ban.
Mercury bought
rently.
them.

Ray Morton (Mayfair Room, Blackstone;
Kay Thompson opened (18), Socko 5,000.

mm .-$2

300; $3.00

4,900.

Los Angeles
Miguelito Valdcs (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2). Strong 2,600 tabs.
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Heavy 2,800 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
..
.

Gay
neat

Marty Gould (Chez Paree;

.

WHDH

Doing better each week;
Joe E. Lewis typical

500; $3.50 min.).

convention fodder; sock 6,000.
Henry King (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.).

Slipped oft to 11,000.
Local lad faring well with
.

George Winslow (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm,).
14,000.

(Los Angeles)

Name

Damone

(Chicago)

(Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.).

Claridffe
3,000.

Les Brown (Palladium B, Hollywood, 3rd wk.). Good 9,300 callers.
Charlie Bamet (Casino Gardens B., Santa Monica, 3rd wk.). Weak 790
takers..

Randall Heads

Music Notes
Howard Hughes signed David
Raksin to cleff score for "Vendetta"
Serge Walter's tunes, "Beloved,"
"Lucky Star" and "Wake Up, It's
Love," will be sung by Patricia
Morison in Film Classics' "Sofia"
.Nellie Lutcher set for fortnight
at Melodee Club here, starting July
20; Page Cavanaugh Trio opens
.

.

.

.

NAMM

Chicago, June 22.
Hugh Randall was elected president of the National Assn. of Music

Merchants and Manufacturers
annual convention last week.

at the

Ray Erlandson, San Antonio, was
chosen v.p. and Russell W'ells of
Denver, secretary. E. D. Turner,

Bob Wills looking for San Francisco, was reelected
Hollywood site for western-ball- treasurer.
Convention shifts for the first
to add to chain he's trying to
build up throughout state. Oatune- time since the war from Chicago.to
crew leader last week bought Ara- New York next year.
.Elsa Lancliaster
gon, Sacramento
signed to etch "Shakespeare for
Children" album for Young PeoAaron Gonzales
ples
Records
has cleffed a tune for Roy Rogers'
"Grand Canyon Trail" at Republic
and another for Ilona Massey's
"The Plunderers" at same studio
Lennie Hayton to write score
Jim
for Metro's "The Bribe"
Hawthorne, Pasadena disk jockey,
optioned by Chesterfield for a half
spot July 5

.

.

.

room

.

.

.

.

.

A GREAT

RHYTHM BALLAD

.

.

.

.

.

airer. Smoke
him in nighttime schedule ... Andre Previn set
as musical director on M-G-M's

CONFESS

in the Morning."
Leith Stevens set to clefT score
for "Countess of Monte Cristo" at
Fortunio Bonanova will fly to
UI
Mexico to make a Spanish waxing
of "Nature Boy" for the Plaza label after he winds his current film
chore in "Last of the Bad Men"

OXFORD MUSIC CORPORATION
1619 Broadway* New Ywk

hour network record
outfit plans slotting

"Sun

.

.

.

.

.

IT'S A MOST
UNUSUAL DAY
Muiif by

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

J

mm,

M,HjgV-

FROM M-G-M'*
"A DATE WITH JUDY"

UBIETY

25TH 4NNlVEftS4ftir

Vocal by Antta Oord^n

Survey of retail sheet music
boscd on reports obtained

cn

CHOICE MUSIC.

INC.

CAMtrJcir t-tsm
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"Toolie Colic Doolie" (C.K.Harris)
"Woody Woodpecker Song" (Leeds)
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"Haunted Heart" (Williamson).
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"Tell M<$ « Story" (Laurel)

BELLS

I

w

."You Can't Be "rrue" (Biltmore).

Is

JUNE TUNE!

WEDDING

O

Title .and Publisher

"Now

Always a Top

('

6
8
10

T

'E

June 19
.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

0
t3

Week Ending

Rating

Oarct Bomero, Vtet. M^r.
•im Suniiet Bird, VSftt BAmdway
ItoUrwooil 4«, Oal. New Xork. M. S,

i

rating for this and last week.

National

DOWN AGIN,
PAW"

COLUMBIA RECORDS

from- leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sales

This Last
wk. wk.

and

RAY NOBLE ORCHESTRA!

sales,

JUNE
PLAY A
McHUeH TONE
IN

"SLAP 'ER

^,

.

SucMstfully Introductd
">
f«afur«<(by

...

cover).

George Olsen (Beachwalk, Edgewater Beach); $1.50-$2.50 mm.-$l
Rain cut down outdoor spot attendance, but still good 5,000.
Eddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House; 550; $3.50-$l cover).
Home of the NationaV Assn. of Music Merchants; who swelled gross to
cover).

.

TOMMY VALANDO

MffSfc by

l>nt.

8,800
10,925
9,450
75,825
20,850
19,700

Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 650; $3.50 Min.-$1 cover).
Music conventioneers flocked here, Boif 5,500.
Jaza at Philharmonic (College Inn, Shemtnan; 650; $3.50 min-). Poor

New York

JIMMY MtUVOH

On

31,550

.

Astor (700; $1-$1.50)

Total

Covers

Past
VC«rh

Pliiyed
.

(300; $1-$1.50) ...

Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)

Lawrence Welk
Carmen Cavallaro

B.().*s
Coven

Hold
Waldorf (400; .$2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).,

Johnny Pineapple. .Lexington

and Klemont.

New

-

'
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Top Record Htfi
BEALE STREET BOYS (M.G-M)
JACK BERCH-Magnonls Trio (Rogont)
EDDIE MclMUUEN (Rainbow)

RED CAPS (Morcory):
lARRY VINCENT (Poarl)
Mills MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway
Now York 19, N. Y.

America'*

Now ImtrMtotal

fiddle

faddlc

Hit!

.
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Wednesday, Jniic 23, 1948

OIICIIB»TBA»*»IUSI€
Dale Evans Leaves

Plans Set

Strike

Best British Sheet Sellers
iWeek ending June 17)
London, June 18.
Qalway Bay
Box & Cox
Golden Earrings.
.Victoria
Teresa ............
Leeds
Hcartbreaker
Leeds
Time May Change
Connelly
Four Leaf Clover.. F. D. & H.

Majestic for Capitol

In
London, June

22.

greatest crisis in British
broadcasting will begin July 31.

The

The British Musician's Union, and
ibandieaders who have called a general radio strike beginning on this
compromise

date, are unwilling to

on Increased pay demands. There's
no indication of either giving way,
so it's going to be a fight to the
finish.

—

Hollywood, June 22.
Dale Evans, formerly with
Majestiq Records, has sig n e d
with RCA-Victor.
(Rose Murphy,
owed $15,000 in royalties by the
company, signed with RCA weeks
ago)* Plans are being made for
Evans to sing duet of western ballads with hubby Roy Rogers.
Artie Wayne has been set by
Capitol waxery. Cap has taken 20
masters Wayne made for Huckster
label, headed by Beekman and

.
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.

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

Nature Boy;
Civilization .....

Near You.

,

.

.

.

Dark Horse Prez Entry

.

.

.

,

.Morris
Morris'

.

Wood

... .B.

.

.

favor.

Serenade of Bells
Morris
Aehin' Heart
Connelly
Dream of 01 wen ...... Wright
,

,

.

Feinberg, reported two
weeks ago as a possible dark horse
entry in the forthcoming battle for
presidency of New York local 802
of the American Federation of Musicians, won't run. Feinberg, former secretary of the union, asserts
he wouldn't go back to 802 if he
was assured of a 99% vote in his
Willie

.

.

Feinberg Nixes Talk Of

.

My

Second 12
.

.

.

.
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BMU

.

CUGAT SETS RECORD
AT STARLIGHT

BMI

Loop

BMU

BMU

:

RHAIL DISK BEST SEUEBS[_
| 1 1 | 1| 1 |
P^rSfr

Executive Committee and
determination to fight BBC to

in

•

tlie

its

the utmost for the union demands.
Dance Directors' Assn. (maestro org.) also met and made it
clear that they were fully behind
letter
the
in the dispute.
has been sent to all members explaining the union's instructions,

MU

•

-

Shop)

\

sellers,

and advising them on the precautions they should take to avoid
making commitments that would
,

Mueller)

Co.)
Co.)

Mus.

T

t

n-Ross)

O
Music

nkins

Kresge

m

(PearSon)
-(Wurlitzer's)

(Je

(Di

S.

—

—
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New
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Louis Armstrong's small combo
held over another week at Club
Bali, Washington; grossed $6,000 in

days of
his
guarantee ... New
upon between

Indianapolis

.

2

3

KAY KYSER
3

4

4

2

,

.

held over at New
tlirough July 28.

.

,

.
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L4rry Clinton opens two-weeks at
ahpwboat, Milwaukee, Aug. 4; Cab
yaUoway into same spot late Aug.
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9

15D
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ALBUMS

the arrangement affects employees
of M-A, such as Al Gazeley, who
.loined M-A, from MCA's N. Y, office last year, is as yet undecided.
There are other ex-MCA men in
the other M-A Offices, tooi
It's stated that the financial end
of the deal between them hasn't aS'

yef been completely worked

out.

,

latter handled in the. midwest,
which,' working constantly are «
sizeable source of income. M-A's

year of operation, incidentally,
turned up approximately $100,000
in revenue from commissions,

7

Dobkins Vice Erickson

7

Floyd Dobkins, former Eastern
sales manager, was hiked to v:p.
in charge of sales for Majestic
Records. He replaces Parker Erick-

As Majestic

7

9

6

(Capitol)

6

5

6

5

(Decca)

Moon"

•

•

•

•

6

•

(Victor)

5

6

5

(Majestic)

6

5

Sales

Head

who became
Home Appliances.
son,

v.p.

at

•

Bcndix:

Eugene Tracey, prexy of Majestic
Radio & Television, said that Earl
Muntz, in tele on the Coast, liad
opened discussions for the purchase of the radio company* for
producing tele sets. It's believed
that if deal is consummated, it
would be separate from any for
the record division.

1F.

FIVE TOP

GAC branch there; Russ
Facchine and Howard Christensen
will shift into GAC's Chi quarters
and Jack Whittemore hops to
GAC's headquarters in N. Y. HdW

Chicago, June 22.

•

(Columbia)

HOWARD

while Mus-Art was in existence.
For example, Lyle Thayer will

move from M-A's Coast quarters

into the

.,

--4

•"

"Tell i*" a .Story"

EDDIE
1

be absorbed by GAC, each remaining in the city he was stationed

(Decca)

'

Hiffh the

'

3

(Victor)

SAMMY KAYE

General

arid

,

3

(Capitol)

Vendor"

DORIS DAY

Agency

first

2
•

14

15A

Mus-Art

Artists Corp. hrfve concluded their
-discussions by which
will
take over the younger outfit, Set up
last year by four ex-Mugiti Corp,
of Ametlca executives.
TJte Arrangement calls for the quartet to

9

15
5

.

(Columbia)
Bolero"
SINATRA (Columbia)

BENEKE

•,

GAS ABSORBS MUS-ART
BANDS, PERSONNEL

GAC's main interest in M-A was
the numerous territorial bands tho

16

8

6
«

KING COLE TRIO

on^
may

be the basic plan.
Tele committee expects to call
frequent meetings during forthcoming weeks so as to be ready
to approach tele interests with
something concrete when the time
for contract talk arrives.
This
will not occur,
however, until
ASCAP's talks with radio over renewal of that cpntract are completed (see separate story).

12

21
1

7

7

(Capitol)

rights, at extra eharge. That's
tentative, it's emphasised, but

Nevertheless the transfer of M-A's
properties and men is agreed updn.
For GAC to take on the M-A personnel considerably strengthens
that agency since the three 6f the
quartet
involved
were among
MCA's foremost salesmen- and executives (Christensen was a personal, manager before, but has con*
siderable strength in the midwest.
Besides the personnel angle,

21

9.

Lilll

'•Pi>.inut

,

89

(Victor)

STAN KENTON
13C

3

5

ELLA i rrZGERALD

15C

oate at Lake Club
Hal Derwin
orchestra and Dirfning Sisters to
Carnival, Minneapolis, Aug. 19
.

2

91

(Decca)

FRANKIE CARLE
,.

FBANK

.

.

3

10

9

ELLA FITZGERALD

Chicago
Billy Bisliop band returning to
Bismark's Walnut Room for five
weeks, Aug. 10
After wind-up
of 16-weeks at Boulevard Room
July 15, ChuCk Fo.ster crew onenites to Springfield, 111,, for July 30
.

2

9

(Victor)

16

.

.

1

(Victor)

PEEWEE HUNT

_
,

9

t

..

.

.

1

8
10

B. DAY-B. CLARK (Columbia)
"Love Somebody"
ART MOONEY (M-G-M)

LARRY CLINTON

UA

Eddy Howard
at

1

IIB 13

Dorsey, will be
.

weeks

3*

9

10

Gardens, Denver, teeing June 23
.
Leighton Noble orchestra into
Claremont Hotel, San Francisco,
July 13. Followed Oct. 19 by Diok
Jurgens
Dizisy Gillespie set for
one-niter stretch by Federal Artists
through Willard Alexander
Office. Coast tour tecs off in Oakland July 15, prior to opening July
20 at Million Dollar theatre here
.
Mar.iorie Lee, formerly with
Joe Reichman band, will handle
vocals with Leonard Sues crew
during -Angel Room stint in Santa
Barbara.
.

.

.

4

(Decca)

.lENKINS (Decca)
"May*e You'll Be There"

PERRY COMO

stanzas at Palladium, starting
Aug. 10, Bob Allen, one-time vocal-

with

3

2

8

•

.

ist

4

GORDON

fi.ve

'band's vocalist
set for three

i

(Victor)

FREDDY MARTIN

Jimmy

5

9

Eberle

crew
laying off in San Diego ... Ike
Carpenter's band added trumpeters Ralph Clark and Ray Blagof
saxmen Mat Utal and Bill Holman
Ziggy Elman's new orchestra,
now being formed here, inked for
.

5

6

Wood's

Yorker hotel

Hollywood

.

6

5

SPIKE JONES

Earle Spencer band has broken
up after rocky going in the midwest. Ex members are drifting

back here

5

ANDREWS SISTERS

.

stability i()i tries for- Gar
U. S. speed mark ...Ray

-1

JlON-SONDBA STEELE (Damon)

.

S

St.

(Rondo)

White Lies"

"tittle

X

Omaha

Seattle

San

(Columbia)

mCK IIAYMES (Decca)

.

Los

(Capitol)

WAYNE

N
T

Cleveland—

Kansas

Boston

K. GRIFFIN'X

agreed

Songwriters Protective Assn. and
Music Publishers Protective Assn.
went out to publishers last week
for their use
Louis Jordan's
"Run, Joe, Run" record (Decca)
creating a stir. .Broadcast Music
won a suit against the Seelbach
hotel, Louisville, for infringing on
its songs
Guy Lombardo adding
a 10 square-foot dorsal fin to
"Tempo VI" speedboat to increase
.

1

I

Louis—

«

1

1

P

—

O

—

—

Francisco—

o..

U

Artist, Label, Title

KING COLE

week and

(S.

Angeles

Detroit

This Last
vik.
wk.

New York

contracts

.

GAC

—
(Schmol

(Sherme
(Boston

National

ler&

^1

o
VI
(Lib(

Upheat

T
A

m-Clay)

jnel's

;rty

(Grinnc

surpassed

of determining video rights
ASOAP will control and es-

ra

Q
Music

Music

interfere with the union's plans.

first

ods

>>

Co.)
Shop)

Stirvey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained fr&m leadivn stores in'
12 cities, and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

A

first tlu-ee

<

that

•

'

.

'

'

COMMITTEE

.

.

PlanonTVI^hts
Television
committee of the
American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers resumed
meetings last week with an eye
toward ultimately devising meth-

Feinberg resigned as a Blue tick- tablishing performance rates. Most
member (reigning party) during potent question facing the committhe late Jack Rosenberg's regime, tee of publishers «nd writers is
about two years ago.
still
the dividing line between
small rights and dramatic, or
grand, rights as they apply to outVITACOUSTIC CREDITORS standing show tunes by standard
writers such as Oscar HammerRodgers,
APPOINTED stein-Richard
Nothing has been settled, but a
Chicago, June 22.
tentative plan is based upon this
Vitacoustic
Records' creditors thougbt; that if only one tune from
a show or film score is used qd
committee was appointed by the
tele, with costumes, but, without
Chi federal district court last week. background suggesting the scene
Group consists of A. B, Clapper, used in the originating show or
Universal Records; Egmont Son- film, then the use would be a small
and right covered by a blanket ASCAP
derling; Master Recording;
Robert Ravert. Bavert- Weber Print- performing license. However; in
the event the original show or film
ing Company. Committee examined
background is introduced, or mor6
the books of the diskery, which is
than one tune from a score is
operating under chapter 11 of the
used, the performance immediateChandler Act, and Will huddle with ly
becomes
Loyd Garrett and Jack Buckley, such must a grand right and as
,be negotiated for with
prexy and v.p. of Vita over forma- the
publisher owning the copytion of a plan for paying off credi-

•

.

ASCAPs Tentative

et

himself, and added them to their
Reflections on Water
Unit
Only bands that Will be left on files. "Tony's Place"
will be the
After All. ...
.. .Cinephonic
the air will be staff and contract first of his material to be
released
Laroo Liili Bolero
Dash
orchestras of Broadcasting House, by firm.
Silver
Wedding
.Unit
Waltz.
tliat
if
little
doubt
is
but there
Tree in Meadow
Connelly
BBC maintains its stand, the
Miranda. .....
.Kassner
remaining
is likely to call these
Wintertime. ...... .Cinephonic
mento join the strike. If that hapBallerina
P.
Maurice
be
forced
could
off
BBC
the
pens
You
Do
Chappell
the air.
ROOF, N.Y. Who's Kissing
- .Feldman
BBC is preparing to fight the
Xavier Cugat's orchestra topped
Wishing Waltz: .... Noel Gay
strike withu relays from foreign
LaughinK Samba
Wright
a business record set by Guy Lomcountries, and by merging a numThe Mu- bardo in 1934 at the Waldorf-Asber of transmissions.
answer to the foreign toria's Starlight Roof, N. Y., dursicians
Ropes
ing
the first week of his current
broadcast threat is the sending of
Chicago, June 22
And he improved upon
thrfee delegates to the Internation- run there.
Broadcast Music, Inc., licensing
al Congress of Musicians' Unions, it in his second week.
division last week pact^d the Rio
opening in Zurich, Switzerland,
Cugat, who's drawing a $5,000 Cabana. Club was the only Loop
Aug. 1. Van Phillips, Hardie Rat- weekly guarantee, plus a
percent- nitery without a BMI contract,
cliffe, and Harold Stone will be
age of covers, worked to 3,400 tabs Also tied last week were the Pararepresentatives.
the
the first full week and went over di,se and Casino Modeme ballDevelopments in the situation $1,100 into percentage.
Second rooms, Mangam's Chstteau, and the tors.
eturing the past few days, stem from week lie played to almost 3,600 Riptide.
Vita is also selling album holdtwo meetings in London. London covers, increasing his and the
Larry Conte, is touring resort ers and record needles, in addition
met and was hotel's take.
branch of the
areas in Wisconsin and Michigan, to disks.
addressed by Ratcliffe, assistant
general secretary of the union. A
resolution was passed affirming
the branch's complete confidence
.

S7

1

PROGRESSIVE
JAZZ
Stan Kenton

Capitol

INSIDE U.S.A.

Bca

iniis'J.

Holty

Victor

EMPEROR WAITZ
ting Crosby

HIGH BUnON
SHOES
0>((|.

Decca

CMt

Victor

MASTERPIECES

Decca has been interested in
over the disk side. Company
currently operating under the
Chandler Act, Section tl, which is
working with « creditors' commit-

taking'
is

Glonn MilUr

Victor

tee..

'
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Ngk Oub Reviews
Slapsy Maxie's, L.A.
Los

Lou

Aiiffcles, JutiB 16.

Jimmy &

Holtr, Isahelita,

Mildfed Uulcay, Bob CorroU, Dtcfc
StaHle Orch; viinimwn %^ Saturdays, $3.50 other nigfits.

'

Chicaoo, June 18.

Kaj/ Thomp.'son & Williams Bros.
gles, have recently combined and (4), Ray Morton Orch: $3.50 tntwresults, so far, have proved a smart imum, ?1 coucr.
Having -good voices inmove.
dividually, and a fine sense of harBrief stopover of Kay Thompmony, du» provides an entertain- son and the Williams Bros, at this
ing session.
room last January while enroute
One of their strongest assets is to New York left customers hunThey run gering- for more. Judging by the
slick song selections.
the range from a Strauss waltz crush on opening night, it's likely
medley to current pops. Another that this appearance also will go
plus item is their ability to infuse down as ar appetizer for future
comedy and a high degree of personality into their numbers.
Material hasn't lost any of its
some freshness in the five months since
however,
are,
There
stretches in which they take long it was unfolded here. The edge
Inasmuch as the remains unblunted and there's no
turns.
solo
stronger part of their act is voice lawty creeping, into delivery. Deft
over
blending, they should capitalize on ballad-ballet routines socked
via visual biz point the way to
that medium.
all song groups that look ahead
tele.
to
L. \»

Few comics with tlie durability
of Lou Koltz can still play jester
to the fast crowd and make them
like it. In all his career he never
played to a tougher, audience than
that Avliich welcomed him at SlapHBxie's. Sated and blase with
and
performers
lunof'-the'mill
toughened to even the topnotchers,
fii-st nJgliters revelled in his routines, dialect and otherwise, and
must hav« convinced him that he's
still a headliner after 35 years or
more in show hii!.
drove,
Los Angeles, June 15.
He's the same Holtz that has
(18),
played evevy class spot in the
Migwelito VaXdcs Orch
country, xvhich means that he's Roberto St Alicia, Rosette SJiaw,
t)uip
still plenty good at turning a
Linda Lopes; coticr, $2 Saturday,
or spinnin' a tale about Sam $1 other nights.
Lapidus. Occasionally on. the blue
side, he pulls more laughs with
There, are few hotter Latin bands
his dialect or intimacies with the around than Miguelito Valdes and
Yingsiders. Room and its clientele not many colder rooms to play in
is a natural for his talents and a than this class grotto, otherwise The
buffoon who can double up Gracie Grove. It Was not enough that he
Allen, Joan Davis, Betty Ibitton, et opened cold with sparse publicity
al, with his mimicries won't have and little help from the managemuch trouble with the non-pro ment, the classy crowd that this
diners and sippers.
room attracts are among the best
When not at his trade ol stand- hand-sitters extant and "challengwould
up comic, Holtz is ringmaster of ing" in their mood. Theyjoin
the
the floor show. Isahelita is bUled rather dress and sit than
as the "Latin-American Bombshell," fun, boisterous in their tippling
performthe
to
discourteous
and
than
but she fails to explode more
ers.
sultry
and
a
pleasant
voice
a
The bongo beat and maracca
glamour. The Mulcays are harmonica-wise in all shapes and sizes, shake of this Cuban crew may be
and Bob Carroll barytones in the beneath their dignity but oceaapproved manner, with a style and sionally they drag themiselves out
voice range that invariably con- on the Poor. Valdes is placed at a
jures up comparisons with Tony further disadvantage, the manageMartin. Dick Stabile fronts the ment decreeing that most of the
house band for dancing, and pro- tunes be on the pop side with a
duction witb an occasional stint thin overplay of the rhythms that
made the band one of the country's
mikeside.
a. Helm.
best in its particular iield. The

CovAamit

'

.

rhumbas and sambas have a

Cafe 'Lminge, N. \.

foot-

itch that brings out the show-offs,

(Si^OT PUIkZA HOTEL)
but pop-wise it's, just another band
<F«LIiOWOP)
without the agitating tempo.
The Savoy Plaza's Cafe Lounge
Topping the floor show are
seems to. have bit a paying policy.
AUcia, who stomp,
Stress on danceable; music by Roberto and
the best of
*

Irving Conn's band and one strong
keep the cu.stomers quaffing has. hit the jackpot
Hew layout has the team of Cass
XVanklin- and Monica Moore. These
singers, for 'many years doing, sinturn, to

hoof and whirl with
them. Their gypsy-flamenco danoes
are colorful and fast, with the
team never relaxing the speedy
movement of their savage routines.
Rosette Shaw is a singer with more
personality than voice, and Linda
Lopezr pianist with the band,
draws a solo spot with her fast•

flying fingers.

€af«

Helm.

"

ISoci<<«ty

Downtown,
Y.

,N.

(FOLLOWUP)
Although Cafe Society Downtown has the Greenwich Village

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
Heliywood, Cat.

COMEDY MATERIAL
AH Branches of

Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
"Th* ORIOINAt ShowhKi Gas Fib"
Nos. 1 to 22
$1.0V •«h

@

3 IMFFERENT BOOKS .OF PARODIES
(10 in rach bosti) $10 par bo%k

covx of "hi mob

mans,

bi;si-

.NKHS,'! tbt Shaiv-BlK UuKiizfaie nitli
eitcli V^M ininlmiim. order.
.fWH) lOe for Miitii ot other comnly
nmi«r>a1, wuiftK, parmUes, mtBiilrei
'

pntter, blavlcovtiii, etc.

NO

C.O.B.'S

FAULA SMITH
seo trl 6MI1

SStreet,

Quintet opens with "Ho-La,

Herm.

Normandie Roof, Mont?t
Montreal, June 22.

Georgia Price, Maurice & Maryea,
Neil Golden Orch, Peter Barry's
Band vAfh Joyce Hahn; cover $1

weekdms, f 1.50 Saturdays &

&

Leon

V.

who

Royal

R«M»s<.

]\'.

¥.

Dizzy Gillegpie Orch (17); The(i); $1 mini-:
;•;

ing

plays the showi

Jose".

•

nitery

biz

^aver and Midget
Into

who

set for the kids

just

HKLO OVKB

KEW YOSK
Tluiliks to
Orr.;

I.HON LHOXlnOFl'
HATTY RaSEN

Trio

N Y.

want

see and hear without refreshments. This group is confined to a
bleachers section behind a glass
pai'tition in the rear of the room.
Lots of the jivesters (in shirtsleeves) however, are taking seats
at the regular tables and are using
up the minimum of $1 in beers.
The place was packed at session

MAXIME

CttrtMal Mirecllan— RD
so, N. V.

mo Borarmr. N«w Tork

KIRKBnX
«!«.!» «-»3(;s

is

something ot a

TtMiibiiSl

CURRENTLY
PENT HOUSE CLUB Indefinitely,

in

Carnesie Hall, N. Y.

"AMERICA'S FAVORITE
"WHh

RADIO: Sundays.

ptie^

Ilia

eld

The

A It Air

SONG SALESMAN"

mw

Samhmt

.

Diraclimi'

M'jCJL

New

York

WNEW

effect

material, » -kettar Jonqiiln fiamy,"
~-irikBOni)ii B«AKCISCO, 8. 9.

and

3-3:15 P.M.,

NrmiMt ManagemeM!
JOE MARSOLAIS

nomenon. Gillespie's lads give out
in volume exactly as if they wore

IJ i:.J«v
urn*

SlJLLiVAN

Little more can be said about
Gillespie's orch. Its music is novel,,
tricky and clever with a style that's
left behind a trail of comment and
controversy. Inside a cafe, the 17-

man crew

'

*<;ometl}i I)»ni>e Antics'

Oiwnlav'Jase ttth.
"Mural RMlii," MAKISII BOTKr., Dalla*,
.

•

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

general admission price of 90e theatres.

A
to

1 BOYS

-'

,

Almost

fioxy, July 28
Buster Shaver and midget trio
twist in hypo- of Olive, George and Richard have
here.
This pop- been pacted for the Roxy theatre,

caught (18).

'

HEENE and HOWARD

'

tourists.

Miss Bailey, capable of rousing, a priced spot is now angling for the
hep crowd, similarly offers' a high hepcat crowd by featuring the high N. Y., July 28.. They'1.1 return
degree of entertainment for the llama of bebop, Dizzy GUlespie, in from Europe next week on the
Nieuw Amsterdam.
uninitiated.
a straight recital of his version of
Act has been playing in British
The Dave Martin crew neatly jazz.

CLUB

'

of the opinioi. that

'

lonious
Worry About Me" and the mum.: Monlc Orch
inevitable "Rockin' Chair'' which
get heavy impact from the patronThis is the latest

NORMAN

8M»

am

Miami

"Don't

age.

I

once glamorous $howpIa«e,
housing the vaudeville headlinexs
Of yesteryear deserves another
chance,
Putti'-ig aside personal sentiment
and nostalgia, and attempting to
be practical, I am of the belief if
the Palace was to again present
high-caliber stageshows it could
still be the one vaudeville theatre
exception that could ask for and
^et a $3.30 top. A price the other
motion picture presentation houses
couMn't get if they stood on their
heads.
It is said the fate of this showthis

'

started. The Cafe is a room ideally
suited to her vocal dimensions and
tunes, such as her by-now classic

Currently

Mnjor Netnarka,
and Clulw,

shrine.

.

.

irheittres

holi-

days.

It s

and its istructure demolished. The
Palace is dear to the hearts of perA sort of
formers everywhere.

stealing the show are
holdover Ted and Phyllis Rodi-iguez. They open proceedings and
show class all the way. Good looking pair blend in a vsamba, jitterbug, Latin and a Paso Doble for
and Whiz (both New Acts). Other neat reception.
coupled with sly connotations and
Roche-Cax-lyle line are adequate
New Acts, Rosita Moreno, Judith
ability to ride around a melody
Blair and the Albertas still need for fiUins between the trio of feawithout d.estroying its basic lines,
Tony Lopez and his orch
considerable polishing to achieve tures.
is an art that will pay off in this
accomp expertly and handle the
tlieir goal in vaude or nitei-ies.
hospice.
dance seshes- equally well. Lary.
Jose.
Bu.siness is already on the upsweep here since Miss Bailey

AMERICA'S TOP HEADUNE SINGING GROUP

All

m

.

TheloniouS Monk combo is
the supporting role with a solid
brand of rhythm music. Quartet
composed of bass, drums, piano
and xylophone, play intricate jazz
numbers with sicillfiil instrumentation and plenty of dnve.

Continuing policy of name acts,
Jubilee Time,'' which as a curtainspot is currently headriser accents vocal precision gather this swank
clicks
than other qualities. Full impact lining George Price, who
blending solidlyj His opener, of course, is
Of vocal-terp-histrionic
emerges in "Carribean Cruise," "Bye Bye Blackbird," which sets place now rests witli RKO's new
which drolly outlines the Indiscre- em in mood foi- his sock imper- boss, Howard Hughes. That it is
Cantor
rou- within his power to revive vaude- Eddie
The
sonations.
tions of a vacationing housewife.
"Broadway" has snapshots of op- tine stops the show and he's equal- vUle there or give it the kiss of
Harry death.
era, ballet, burleycue and legit, ly good on the Jessel and
Perhaps it is Howaixl
with
Winds
up
takeoffs.
Richman
the
heaviest
drawn
by
with
laughs
Hughes' destiny to be vaudeville's
WiUiamses as candy butchei's and song-and-dance impresh of George Messiah. Remember when lie first
Miss Thompson as a hurley ^irly. M. Cohan for additional plaudits. came to the film capital and anBit on veddy British play is choice A solid hitMaurice and Maryea contrib nounced his intention to produce
satire.
pictures?
Did tiiey not all give
Group offs to salvos and returns ballroom terps. Couple have plenty
The
with "Sweet William" in which of polish and sufficient variety in him but a few months?
record now shows, however, everythe brothers register acute bore- routines to win happy returns.
NeU Golden's orch gets better thing he touched turned to gold.
dom while Miss Thompson reports
The Palace deserves this cbanice
collective each week and the Latin-American
their
Individual and
Peter
to beconie reborn. Let the mem^adoration of her. "Pauvre Suzette" terpsers get tl»e best from
Neiot.
hers of 'the theatrical profession
details the degrees of affection en- Barry's hep group.
joyed by swains in the life of an
and the theatre-going public be
affectionate mam'selle. Reprise on
the final judge.
If they wish to
Cl«ver Cliil*,
fall by Williams brother as the
support vaudeville, before the PalMiami, June 18.
"man she loved too much" fiets
Nancy Donovan, Jay Jayson, Ted ace becomes a memory, I ask you
top yock of the evening. Group
Phyllis Rodriguez, Roche-Car- to please suggest they write or
Si
exits to sustained applause.
Dancers (6), Tony Lopez wire Howard Hughes, care of RKO.
Ray Morton orch, augmented by lyle
Orch. Minimttm S1.50-$2.
Studios, Hollywood, Cal., urging
three brass during the show, backs
him to inaugurate a flesh policy
expertly throughout, cued by Kay
compact and pleasant- there once again.
It's, a
Thompson's pianist, Joe Marino.
Jack Goldman is presenting
show
It means a great deal.
It is
Maestro Morton's ^ vocal of "Bethis year 'round spot on the more than just the fate of one
in
cause" continues to score in the
mainland.
With not too much theatre.
after-show set.s.
The Palace has always
Baxt.
competish as yet. the package been
known as vaudeville's bashould lure nice biz.
Nancy Donovan, who was fea- rometer. If it clicks again its sucEddie's,
cess may be similarly reflected all
Kddie Davis, Rosita Moreno tured here before, returns in top- over
the country. So before death
Judith Blair, Albertas (2), Gee & liner spot with her usual assortsentence is passed upon it, I be>Whiz, Harry Prime, Art Waner ment of nSaely arranised pops. The
tall, smartly coutouriered redhead, lieve the- Palace is deserving of anOrch; $3.50 minimum.
delivers in a straightforward man- other chance before it is conner that is a welcome departure demned to face the firing squad.
It's during economic lulls when
from the manner of over-arranged
Arthur Boraai
the- results of careful bonifacing
and building o£ friendships begin femme singers. Tees off with "A
Song .in My Heart" for a neat
to pay off. The out-of-town repeat
walkon; follows with "Good Day,"
trade that hits Leon & Eddie's is
changed
pace
with "Because" to
now a strong bulwark that's help- show range of her lyric soprano.
ing this spot to weather such
Segues into assortment of tunes,
trends.
Uddie Davis' minehosting is one including Irish ditty "Tied on the
Tail O' Me Coat" and "Begin the
factor that's keeping the spot filled
The other is the entertainment he Beguine" for solid reception.
Comedy spot is held by Jay Jayshells o it. His songs and stories
garners
have been a potent lure for many son (New Actsi
healthy sesh of laughs from the
years. He rarely does the same act
twice and even when he does mixed group of nitery goers and

is

CANADA

DESERVES N£W CHANCE

.

Ken- York I»

t0RON¥O.

BORANTHKPAUCE

care how loud the husic is as long
as it's bebop in the pure slate. Appetite of the fans, however, .is just Editor, Vaiobtv:
Word is making the rounds on
about whetted since maestro stays
on the bandstand for less than 30 Broadvray that the Palace theatre's
picture policy is to be discontinued
minutes.
.
;

nitery field virtually to itself with
summer foldo of several
the
nearby boites, operator Barney
there's enough interest in his maJosephson has wisely invested in
teria] to keep tlie customers happy.
a luie capable of enticing the more
This trip, Davis is sliowcasing a
profitable uptown trade.
batch of new acts. Some have poMildred Bailey, forerunner of
tentialities
to hit
the standard
the modern generation of jive singcategory, particularly emcee Harry
ers, is still one of the best in her
Prime
and the terp-twain of Gee
genre.
Her purring delivery,

El Capital! Theatr*

For

astonishing and ear-.splitUng.
is
But the Gillespie cultists, who are
a numerous group, 'don't seem to

Bfayfair Room, Chi
(BLACKSTONE AOTEL)

t
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Salt

Lake

VAVDEVIUJB
Some Spots Escape

Row with Fair Bd. Sizzles;

Brit.

39

Vauders Need Only Top U.S. Acts;

Doldrums in Mpls.

Court Nixes Deal for Midway
Salt Lake City, June 22.
The Utah State Fair board took

badly
lOndon Palladiuin

To

chin last week, when a
it on the
its conPantos
Third District court ruled
Beehive Midway, Inc.
The Palladium theatre, London,
tract with
was void, and city and state health will resume pantomimes for the
to the gov- Christmas season. Last year
officials sent a report
Pallapoint sani- dium ^.-an a Crazy
ernor calling for a nine
Show, and year
program.
before had a pantomime. Panto
tation improvement
The contract with Beehive was generally runs around six weeks.
House has already booked Willie,
attacked last year by IntermounUptown Thea- West and McGinty for the holiday
tain Theaters, Inc.,
Beach Co., La- shows.
ters Inc., Saltair

Resume Xmas

coon Co., and Covey Gas and Oil
operators of the Coconut
Col,
Grove, on grounds that the pact
the
for operating the midway at
Fair
fair grounds exceeded the
board's authority. Also stipulated
was the fact that the board had
agreed to furnish labor for removal
if buildings from the grounds,
without cost.
Judge Clarence E. Baker, in hi§
decision, said the pact inked by the
board with Beehive was void in
that the board was actually granting a franchise, not a lease, which
was exceeding its powers. Beehive had been given five years exclusive rights to the midway, with
a five year renewal option. The
Fair board, the State Department
of Publicity and Industrial Development, and Beehive, named as
defendants in the suit, are conferring with the Attorney General's
office over the possibility of an
appeal.

Voiding the Beehive contract was
the second victory scored by the
amusement industry in its battle
against the Fair board. Last week,
the Attorney General's opinion on
the percentage contra9ts between
the board and "Holiday On Ice,"
resulted In rewriting the pact and
switching from a percentage .deal
.

to a flat rental.

Second blow to th% board came
from, the Salt Lake City and Utah
health departments, who sent a
report to Gov. Herbert B. Maw
stating a nine point sanitation program Jias to be undertaken at the
fair before it can receive a clean
bill of health.
Maw is attending'
the national governors conference,
and was not available for comment
on the report. Sheldon Brewster,
manager of the fair, said some of
the improvements were under way,
but the others would require legislative appropriations.

Minneapolis, June 22.
Spottiness of business here has
local amusement industry puzzled,
Downtown first-ruH' pic tr«de is
off,

patronage

HaTePlNity Fdl-In Supporters at Home
British theatres are retrenching

neighborhood

biit

hold up Crabbe Water
relatively well.
While most night
clubs are diving, the Hotel Nicollet
Mild 35G, Toronto
Minnesota Terrace is packing 'em
Toronto, June 22.
in with the Dorothy Lewis Ice
"Aqua Parade of '48," with
Show, now in its third week and Buster Crabbe, did only a fair
set for the entire summer. while $35,000 for six
a n ces
pe rfor
the new Club Carnival, offering (15-19), at Maple Leaf Garden
name bands and acts, also is pull- (12,500) scaled at $2.50 top, and
ing heavily.
extra Saturday matinee arranged.
Wayne King at the EKO-OrPart explanation is that the
pheum for a one-night concert en- water show, is the first of its type
gagement recently drew a very here since before the war; but
substantial gross while Vaughn word-of-mouth hypoed b.o. for last
Monroe, also playing a one-night three performances.
concert ' revue date at the Auditorium last Saturday night, did
poorly. At the Auditorium a few
Rep's Plan To
days previous to Monroe, the
Willie Pep-Miguel Acevedo nonNominate Soph Tucker
title featherweight bout grossed a
hugh $26,000 or $19,0Q0 net after
deduction of taxes.
For V.P. Boomerangs
Week before last at the Lyceum
A good-will gesture to put Sophie
"Carousel" hit $31,000 for six
ballot as a
nights and two matinees.
Con- Tucker's name on" "the
nominee
for .veepee of the
sidering the lateness of the i^eason,
American Guild of Variety Artists
continues

Show

to

'

m

.

.

'

Walters

Accord

in

AGVA

With

On

Ruling

AGVA

Nitery Telecasts

The American -Guild

of Variety

Artists' rule that acts participating
in simultaneous telecasts of cafe
shows must be given a full week's
salary, for such stints will work
'

.

out to the advantage of cafe
operators as well as acts, according
to Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Walters,who has made an arrangement for N. Y. Daily News
columnist Ed Sullivan to telecast
from his spot via WPIX, declared
he would never consent to a simultaneous videoca.st of his LQ shows,
on the premise that people will not
pay for what they can get for free.
He sees no percentage In giving
away his regular floorshow and
thus possibly cut down on the attendance at his spot.
Unlike fights which has a tele
audience sometime surpassing that
at the arena or stadium, his shows
must have long runs if he's to remain in business, Walters added.
Fights are one shots, and once
they're sold out, it's immaterial

how many see the fracas from the
outside. However, Walters feels he
cannot change shows too frequently
inasmuch as his production costs
are high and cannot be speedily
amortized.

Acts will similarly benefit from
the full-week salaiTf rule, it's felt.

By making

it

multaneous

this

was respectable takings.

in their

London theatres have been doing
business with hcadlinCirs
such as Danny Kaye, Olsen
Johnson, Sophie Tucker, Allan
Jones, Tony Martin and others.Theatre operators thus, feel that
little Is gained In buying lesser
performers when top names are

smash

'

that bulk of the soliciting for sig-

Hypoing Biz

This action is said to have been
taken to forestall any beef by
British acts who might feel their
places on variety bills are being
usurped by Imports.
Until foreign traffic in acts was
resumed after the war, English
theatre owners had been forced to
repeat native talent too frequently.
Buying of American talent gave
British theatres a shot In the arm
and virtually every U. S. act be-,

In N. Y. Cafes

.

-

Beyond that, nitery operators
prohibitive to use si- are not too optimistic of summer
larger number of
videocasts, acts will prospects.

A

achieve their normal run at niteries cafes are slated to shutter until
and at the same time, rule will be the fall. Scheduled to close this
instrumental in spreading employ- week is Le Kuban Bleu, with Blue

Once

atto'action.

top' tal*

cnt started playing there, U,

S.

natures was done by an AGVA agency men claim that English opemployee at the union headquar- erators cannot return to the era of
ters.
AGVA rules forbid em- lesser entertainers.
ployees to take part in the union's
It's felt that once the cream of
political affairs.
the U. S. talent crop is skimmed,
Max Bernstein, an AGVA organ- British theatres will be faced with
izer, was put in charge of getting the same problems
that have been
the necessary 200 signatures by besetting American houses.
But
Dewey Barto, of AGVA-4A's com- until then, a single U. S. topliner
mittee, and was well on his way to is all that a BriUsh
house needs.

getting quota when several who
Majority of N. Y. cafes have had signed withdrew their signabeen doing good business during tures.
Basis for withdrawal by some
June.
Proms and large number
was because of, Miss Tucker's oneof visitors because of commencements in N. Y. colleges have spi- time loyalty to Ralph Whitehead,
Who in 1939, was ousted- as head
r^aled takes for the Gotham fooites.
of the defunct American FederaTop business is expected to con- tion of Actors. Others objected to
tinue because of the influx of out- the method of solicitation.
of-towners in for the Louis-Walcott
Miss Tucker had no part in the
fight at the Yankee Stadium to- controversy.
Inasmuch as she's
night (Wed.). A major event like been playing the
Casino theatre,
this fills midtown hotels for a few London,
and had not been condays, which usually hypoes nitery, sulted on whether
she would acgrosses.
cept such nomination.

Ink ^pots,

Adams

Set

For Hollenden H., Cleve
The Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland,
is resuming its name policy. Summer shows booked so far, include
the Ink Spots, starting Aug. 5, and
Joey Adams, Mark Plant and Tony
Canzoneri,
after,

going

in

immediately

•

Harry Kllby, head of General
Artists Corp. safe dept., who set
these acts into the room, is expected to get permanent booking
assignment.

Duke, Nicholas Bros.,

Chinese comics, Ming and Ling,
have been signed for the Dallas
Angel and Cotillion room of the
of talent.
Light Opera production «f "Hit tha
London, June 22.
Walters feels that telecasts of Hotel Pierre also expected to close
The Palladium lined up another Deck," July 28,
outside talent from his niteiy will until autumn.
show with American h6adOn Broadway the Ebony dub, smash
Three Wiles sailed on the Queen hypo attendance, With Sullivan, as
liners with Monday's (21) opening
Elizabeth last week to open at the emcee, bringing in a batch of top China Doll and the Havana-Madrid of
bandleader Duke
Ellington,
Casino, London, June 28,
names for the video shows, attend- may do a summer fadeout.
singer Pearl Bailey and the dancing
Shutt ring of latter spots would
ance is bound to increase.
Nicholas Bros.
Hit of the show
Setups of this kind are even felt leave all Broadway summer busi- were the Nicholas
Bros., with Miss
to be better than "Celebrity Nights" ness to the Latin Quarter and Dia- Bailey also scoring
ashowstop. The
It's expected
which have been a potent lure for mond Horseshoe.
Duke was enthusiastically rethese spots will be in a strong
many cafes.
ceived, but was overshadowed by
position over the summer, inassinger and dancers.
Currently
much as the normal tourist trade theCurrent
Palladium show is the
with
Hurt will be sufficient to make operaChorister Drowns,
first in which Negro performers had
tion profitable.
a section of the bill to themselves.
Previously closed for summer
Collision Sinks Boat
Second half of the show was deare La -Martinique, The Hai'em
BERLE
22.
voted to the three performers,
Cincinnati. June
and the Encore.
with Ellington conducting the
Palumbo'c
Kitty Wing, 22, N.Y. chorister,
house band, which was moved up
Philodtlphia
drowned while 1 1 persons with
on stage for this occasion.
whom she had been aboard the
Margery Wallet «t fhe Pi«no
SaranacLake
LevinTrio supplants Tony Martin, who
cruiser of Louis "Sleepout"
Mgt.i In U|Mt»
Benway
By
Happy
Rendezclosed
Sunday
(20).
Son, part owner of Glenn
Saranac Lake, N. Y.. June 22.
vous, niteiy in Newport, Ky„ were
Many ihanks to Sophie Tucker
rescued Saturday (19) afternoon
with motor- for her good wishes and greetings

ment

Bailey Palladium

Socb

,

EDDY

4

MILTON

JANE

JOHNSON

after

tliat

craft collided

boat and sank in midstream of the
Ohio River. Miss Wing joined the
Dorothy Arnion Dancers (6) at the
Glenn eight days earlier.
M'cre:
crash
the
in
Iniured
Marcia Flyiin, 24, New York, nglit
arm fracture, and Millie Avey, 24,
also
both
brui.ses,
Detroit, minor
members of the cliorus line; Levin-

Americtt's

from London to your columnist
and gang at the Rogers.
N. Y. State Chapter of National
Assn. of Postmasters held threeday convention here. Special en-

tertainment was .staged lor them
at the Pontiac theatre and Durgan's
nitery.
Clancy,
former Rogers
.lack
X-ray technician, mastered operalei
tion in N. Y. C. and rt'cuping at
son, who was piloting his boat,
home
in Astoria, L. I.
Mildred
daughter's
Mrs.
wife,
his
leg sprain;
Victor (lATSE) Gamba beat reLevinson. a cut over the right eye
cent setback and recuping at his

Foremosl
Marimbist

GEORGE

and shock.

GUEST
Currently

_

t

„

Escaping injury were Bob J^vans,
on the bill at the
son,
Glenn; Levinson's 12-year-old
J who w;'S on a surlboard
L,
when
behind the ill-fated craft
Levinson s
occurred;
V
d
e
a
r
t
g
friends
brotlier-in-law. and non-pro
ventriloquist,

cottage downtown.
Kilty Bernard may resume the

cure here.
Lillian Curry back to N. Y. C.
after two-week vacation here with

hubby
Music

Tom Curiy
Hall),

who

(Radio

gets his

City

go-home

papers soon.

Jean Stewart (Mrs. Bill West),
^,
not Who received her medical O.K.,
the will summer at her camp on Lake
recovered up to Sunday (20),
drowning Kiwassa.
river ordinarily retaining
brother,
Raymond J. Bowman, councilvictims for 72 hours. Her
plane man from Maiden, Mass., and VirJoe Wing, arrived here by
ginia Vale, in to handle funeral
Sunday from New York^
arrangements for William Chase.
of the Levinson.

Club Norman, Toronto

v.

The body

of Mi.ss

Wing was

'

THE DE LEON
SISTERS
''Those

Dancing Darlings"

Available July 2
DirMtttin:

130 W. 42iid

TOM
St..

FITZTATRICK

N«w

York. N. Y.

nwM M «-0f7«

M
A
N

When

Benny Ressler, former performer
Nitery Dates
and active in local charity work,
Chandra Kaly dancers, .Terry shot back to bed with a setback.
set
Cooper and P"PiCampo band
Marie and Veronica Lalis and
Marie Tinkhauser planed in to

the cnei
for the opening show at
July ^.
sea hotel, Atlantic City,
Bath and Tinf club Atlantic
^v'th the De
City, will open July .1
and
Castro .sisters, Jackie Small
Marie Callahan.

visit Bill (Decca) Lalis.

George Goldsmith in to chat
with Helen Pelechowicz.
(Write to tbose who axp ilU

^

available.

boomeranged when some of tlie
membership protested on grounds came an

College Trade

buying of medium-priced

U. S. acts. Operators and agencies
figure that since they can get
plenty of playable acts in their
native heath, there's little necessity of importing talent once an
American topliner is obtained.

S
0
N
*

.
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WiMlneaflay, Juiu: 23,

40
She was the widow of Walter H.
Clark,

known

Variety Oills

in the profession as

"Homolo."

OBITUARIES

WEEK OF JUNG

Charles (Pop) O'Connor, 69, for-

mer studio transportation

23

director,

died June 13 in Hollywood after
EAKL CABBOLL
Keith-Albee circuits over a span a heart attack. His son, William
Earl CaiToU, 55, producer and of years. For a long time he had O'Connor, screen director,- sur.
Operator of Karl Cai-roU's, Holly- been manager of the Colonial thea- vives.
wood nitery, was killed in a plane tre, Ni Yi, then the ace house of
Wife 48, of Kurt S. Kaszner,
disaster near Mt. Carinel, Pa„ last the Williams chain. He later manTliursday (17) while en-route from aged the Alhambra and Royal the- Viennese playwright and actor now
in "Joy to the World" at the PlyHollywood to New York.
atres for the K-A circuit.
mouth theatre, N.Y., died in New
Details on page 2.
York, June 20.
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WARNER RICHIVIONO
Warner Richmond, 53, died June

BEBYL WALLACE
iealiirc-d
Wallace,
38,
Beryl
player in Carroll's theatre restaurant show, Hollywood, was killed
in plane crash near Mt. Carmel,

19 in Los
thrombosis.

of coronai?
An actor for nearly 5U
years. Richmond broke into pix.
in "Tolable David" ui 1922 after
Pa., June 17.
nunierou!i stage roles.
Details on page 2.
Eight years ago he suffered bad
fall front horse, during a chase
RE»fO BUFANO
scene in a Monogram picture and
Bemo Bufano, 54, actor and de- was
hospitalized for eight months.
signer of puppets, also perished in For past two years he resided at
the plane crash.
motion picture country home.
Details on page 2.

Angeles

FANNY USHER

bad

appeared

in

.a

.M

June

of

vaude circuits.
Conal Holmes O'Connell O'RiorWhen Usher died in 1938, she
dan, 74, novelist, playwright and
director of the Abbey theatre of married Dr. James H. Powers.
Dublin* died in IiOndon«< June 18. Milford dentist, who died several
He had been associated ivith the years ago.
theatre for more than half a cenSIR JODN McEWEN
tury. He succeeded J. M. Synge as
Sir John McBwen. 80, who had
director of the Abbey theatre in
been a principal of the Royal Acad1909.
Born in Dublin, he had planned emy of Music, London, from 1924
toe a career in the army but. after to 1936, died there June 16.
suffering a spinal ailment in a fall
Sir John had composed several
from a horse, diverted his atten- symphonies and cantatas but was
tion to the theatre when 19, first better known as a composer of
as an actor and later as a plaj'- chamber music. His book, "The
WJ'ight.
Thought rn Music,'' published in
He had also written many novels, 1011. contained original discusSO Be of which he later made into sions of the nature of rhythm.
plays, including "Adam of Dublin,"
"Shakespeare's End," "Adam and
LEVEY
Caroline," "Bope Enough" and
Sam Levey, 75, vet theatrical
•'Napoleon's Josephine/'
producer, died in Detroit, June 19.
He
was owner of a string of burKENNEY
CHASXiES E.
lesque houses which he sold to a
'*Bluc
Bert"
Elbert
Charles
syndicate for $500,000. Later, he
former blackface .acquired an interest
67,
KeiDney,
in the Opera
comic and singer, died Jime IS at House and Wilson theatre in Deh's home in Silver Hills near New troit.
In 1935-36, he presented
Albany, Indiana. Cause of death AUa Nazimova in Ibsen's "Ghosts"
was a gunshot wound in the head. on Broadway.
Clark County Coroner said Kenny
Survived by a niece.
had shot himself.
For many years he appeared
MARIE A. BAFUNNO
With well known minstrel shows
Marie A. Bafuitno, 45> organist
later as a single, biUed as "Blue
Bevt Kenney" and Nobody. For and chaiiinaster of St. Louis
several years he appeared on church, died at her home in that
sponsored
city,
monologist,
June
13.
She was the daughas a
ter of the late Anton Bafunno who,
by the Louisville Baseball Club.
Sui'vived by a daughter, two at one time, conducted a band composed entirely of his cbildren;
brothers and a sister.
Following her father's death
GEORGE F. 'BOYLE
Miss Bafunno turned to organ and
George F. Boyle, 61, jjwnist, choirmaster work.
composer and music teacher, died
in Philadelphia, June 20- His maHENRY B. TILL
jor works included concertos, canHenry Bernard Till, city mantatas and sonatas.
ager for Jefferson Amus. Co., at
Boyle, who liad been a child Conroe, Tex., was killed in an autoprodigy on the piano, gave con- mobile accident while driving to
certs in Australia at the age of Huntsville, Tex.
seven. He subsequently gave reHe started wiU\ the circuit 16
citals and concerts both here and years ago at the Palace in Marshall
abroad, and at times appeared as and held subsequent assignments
soloist with leading orchestras, in- in other Texas towns. He leaves a
cluding the N. Y. Philhai'monic and wife and two children.
Detroit Symphony. In later years
he had taught piano at his own
JAMES D. NIXON
studios in Philadelphia.
James D. Nixon, 49, nitery man^
I

SAM

i

WHAS

'

Wife and two daughters survive. ager, died June l*? in Kansas City
as a result of injuries received in
ANNA PALMER
a motor car crash. He had been
Anna Palmer. 70. retired vaude manager for the past 1.') years of
songstress, died in Brooklyn, N. Y.. Mary's Club in that city. He was
June 18.
the son-^iu-law of Mrs. Mary BallAlthough reputed to have sung man, owner of the qlub.
in '6pera and concerts prior to
Surviving are his wife, a son and
Vaude career, she was in destitute twO' brothers.
circumstances at the time of lier
death.
However, friends got in
ALICE C. BATCHELDER
touch with Sammy Fuetas, operator
,

-

of Sanjimy's Bowery Follies, Who
defrayed funeral expenses.
Her
last appearance was at the Bowery bistro two years ago.
She was the widow of Fred Wilson, sea captain, who died in 1944

GEORGE LKYTON
George Ley ton, 84, vet character
actor and singer, died in London,

June

9.

Although

bom

in
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Baranac

lilllnic

lie's

member

of

«:i-:c

(1)

Benjieit

R A

Fielder
'

4'

Hari-int

l^vernea

.ATLANTrc vn-y
rison, Pittsburgh, June 12.
lie's
S»«fl Iter (I> a?
news editor of WQV, Pitt.
t'lar« & Mudnoii
Hoonoy Sr
Mollye Bloom to Ralph Mervis, l*ai,
.ia.ne Kmn
Hershey, Pa., June 6. He's a Pitts- Mark I'lant
,]»ey Adams
burgh theatre owner.
Tony .CanKonei-i:
Audrey Smith to Ray Nulton,
h.vi.t:imori>;
Pittsburgh, June 4. He's witli Wes ilippudniiile (l> St
.

Parker ©rch,
Ruth Kauin to Mendie Brown,
New York, June 17. Bride is
».

fashion specialist for legit shows;
he's a radio, scripter.
Jacqueline La Sala to Victor
Whitaker, Camden, N. J,, recently.
Bride is witli the "Three Rays,
vaude act: he's a member of the

Whitaker

Bros., also a

Louise

Grisvvold

Graham,

vaude turn.
June

:

Benny Catherine Andrews to
James Westmoreland, Galveston,
Tex.; -recently. He's manager of the
Queen theatre there.
Phyllis Hill to
Jose Ferrer,
Greenwich, Conn., June 19. Bride
an acti-ess-balict dancer; he's an

is

actor-producer.

Barbara Anne Aaron to Herbert

Nusbaum, N.

Y., June 20. Bride
Eagle Lion homeoffice publicist
and daughter of Metro's assistant
gen'l
sales mgr., Eddie Aaron;

is

film industry
Vivian Wolf to Nat

he's a

.'^Ia

Griffin

Twini;

Leonanl

State

Pat Rooney
Hairtmond'a

Kob

&

MJlia
4

.BtrOfi

]llK\IIN<inA>l
Uli»i>odroin« (All
]»48

Seymour Bd
& O-icar
2 MaxwelJw
Roberto ChieHa Co
Bavle

t'onstance Kvanj*

Mero » Roberto

1)

O'Hrien

I'ai

Kay

Toni

Cordon .Holland
Se.ymour Ijovelies
Maurice Alillavd

O'Neil

Steve

Conway

Duncan'a

Tommy
.1

*

Cnsii

New

(S)

Di-c

Har<ild
(lladys
lllchaei

Qi-r.

Continued from page
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Kenwayij
Freivcli
Kirioif

,T

years from last May 30, when the
pact was signed. It also provides
that he may put an investment in
each of Rcssellini's films during
that period, in return for distribution fights outside of Italy. Tliis
does not apply, however, to any
film on wMcb Ro.<isellini^ makes a
deal with a major. If Lopert doesn't
choose to release a film himself, he
can make a deal for it with another .distrib.
Agreement on "Machine" provides that Lopert gets distribution
rights everjTVhere except Italy in
return for an Inveittment of 10,000,000 lire ($16,000> which he is
Making.- Filnt is currently before
the cameras at Analft.
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Frank

daughter, Hollywood.
Father's the .singer.

Sinadii,
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20.

Mr. and Mi-s, Ned Brown, daughter, Hollywood, June 18. Father is
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Mr. and Mrs, Cloyd Anderton,
daughter. Salt Lake City, June ,13.
Father is an engineer al KAAT.
there.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mannings
daughter, Pittsburgh, June
12.
Father's an ex-vaudevillian and

mother's Sylvia Starr, dancer,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarey Baibiau-V,
llilly
NelHon
.i(i« .Black
daughter, Hollywood^ June
12.
Mllla & Vaulettd
Father is a flack at RKO.
ttoy .lefferien
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kalb, daughCliuok O'Neill
Martjfo Kagolnie
ter. New York, June 18. Father i.s
Tony Vaughn
manager
of
Transradio
BuPress
Olla IlatI,
Ilarold WiliBoti
reau and columnist.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Goodman, son,
New York, June 20. Father is prof'eter Kaynotduction manager
20thTFo2c's
of
alo
homeoffice advertising dept.
V" * .T Cramonlftu
3 LsHlieii
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Gold, daiigiiItoiialdn
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He's a screen writer.
Edna Elizabeth Purnell to WilliaJii
H,
Thedford,
McKinney,
Texas, June 15. He's district manager of the Hdmrick-Evergreen
theatre chain,
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.Tane Ann Shirk to Kdward A.
Choate, Irvington, N. Y., June 23.
He's a legit producer.
Nan Topping to Abdullali Ben
Brahim, Detroit, June 16. Bride is

songstress;
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DONALD BAYNE

Alfred DarUug, 70, iormer the- Lake, June 19.
atre manager, med after a heart
ADELE V. ONRI
attack in New York. June 19.
Adele Purvis Onri. 84, old time
Darling, who was a brother of
XJdward Darling, ioEmer Keith vaudeville ami circus performer,
vaOde booker, had managed thea- di*d in New Ttotk. JTune 16.
tre* fw VtFcy G. Williams aai the
Miss Onri ttm horn in ISngland.

(1)

Sis

J>eaQ. ..Martin,
.lorry Lewis
I'UFOl X^rnuA
Arnold SliO'la
'

latter to invest one-half the production, cost in a future pictiure to
Alice Coleman Batchelder, 74, be made in Italy.
No pact has
founder of the Pa.sadena Civic Or- been inked, however, pending outchestra and the Coleman Chamber come of similar conversations with
Music Assn., died June 17 in Pasa- other U. S, film companies. Final
dena, Cal.
deal may await the Italian producStirviving is her husband, Ernest
er's anticipated visit to America
A. Batchelder, prez of the Pasadena Community Playhouse Assn. in late August.
Lopert's principal contract with
Rossellini names him tlie Italian's
Donald Bayne, 56, a founder of 0^ S. agent for a period of three

leans, he attained his greatest suc- the Grand Central Theatre, Inc.,
cess on the British stage and in which operates the newsreel theaLondon music halls. He sub tre in Grand Central Terminal,
N. Y., di«d June 20 at BronxvUle,
sequently made his home there.
He -appealed in many produc- N. Y.
Surviving are his wife, two sons
tions over the span of years, ineluding "True Heart." He later and a brother.
developed into a delineator of character song's and after that played
LILLL&N BERGSON
Lillian Bergson, booker at Uic
wily in musicals and in London
Paramount New York exchange for
Variety theatres.
over 25 years, died at the Will Bog-

KoJty

Andrews

tklue AHfiei

H».tiy Uruco'

WllilHOIl

1

.Kowan

.^IJ>yI

Father of Bill Brant, disk jockey
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, died in Flor-
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Alan ("arrier
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Man;
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.

S'atliy Ramlall
(
KrfttiericlCK

T * *' Vallelt
Brother, 38, of Cynthia Carlin, Corps cie IJalleC
and Roger Carlin of Music
Corp. of America television depart-- I'liratnunnt (r> US
ment. died June 14 in San Fran- I'hil SpitRlny Ore

ida,

series

Tiip KaroIiH

Wincbelt
5;lah«n0>',
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<!.)

iti-S7

(I)

'I'fltvi'rH

tSi

Piiiil

;lorr.v

actress,

sketches on Keith and Orpheuhi

CONAL O'BHMtDAN

(I.)

U«nn >lorne

N. Straus Nayfach, 40. architect,
died after a heart attack June 17
at Bandera, Tex. He had planned
many, of San Antonio's theatres.

Inilependrnt;

(W> WnnMri (WK) Waltw KeM*

(S) JStaUs

riTV

J^untiillH.SUfnnii.v idniUft.Opc
Uu»l<> II hH (I>

VENITA VASDEN
Mrs. Fannie Usher Powers, vet
Veniita Varden Oakie, former vaude performeri died in Milfor'd,
Brother, 41, of Kitty Flynn, of the
wife of Jack Oakie, comedian, vva.s Mass., June 18;
Paramount booking office, died
also among the casualties in the
For many years, teamed with her June 19 in New York.
plane crash.
then hu.sband, Claude Usher, she
Details on page 2.
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llobh Wilton
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Stan Kavanirti
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M

All-
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nnvtr
Bin Xerr

Mlaia
filth

ISrny

Oratrfut ClarcUut

Bros,

news cameraman.

.

MogruII Music Corp. chartered a
music publishing business in New
York city, with -a capital stock ol
$20,000. Directors ue: Iv^n Mogul!, Peter Mogul! and Fannie h.
Mogul!. Jacob Schild filing papers
in Albnny.

,

tTedncBday, June 2S,
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parnmoumt!. N.Y^

fit for this setup. Perhaps
it's
the sight of the bedpan, which she
uses as a prop for her first number.
However, the customers get a big
kick out of Tier slyly contrived
caricatures
of
Hildegarde
and
Beatrice Lillie.
The show that Spitalny has on
May 5, '48.
tap here contains the makings of
hair now well a surefire contribution to
television.
His once black
Phil -Spitalny
pdec.
threaded with gray.
on the Paramount
opens his session
sentimental nod in
Ap<illo,
Y,
ctaee with a
Weitman,
the
Bob
tht direction of
King Cole Trio,

m

director.

Ob-

theatre's managing
at
having
viously a sign of
of what is perthe mellow stage

amved

most spectacular
haps one of the
ol Amer-

held,
successes, in its own
business in the past decican show

or two, Spitalny recalls for his
midience how .it was that Weit-

nrlp

his first important

man Eave him

Mnsle Hall, BT. Y.
and "P\per Doll,' and a recently
Leon Leonidoff, Russell Markert recorded tune "What You Don't
presentation with Helene & How- Know Don't Hurt You." Wind up
ord, Ted & Flo VaUett, Music Sail stint, .and wrap up the show with
bymphony Orch directed by Alex- swell piping of "Lazy Blver'* and
ander Smallcns, Rockettes, Corps "Across the Alamo."
ae Ballet, Glee Chib, June ForJoe Venuti backs the quartet,
rest, Von Grona, Margaret Sonde, and dishes out some nice subdued
Ktchard Tctley-Kordos. Settings, tunes with a combo of Venuti's
Bruno JWoine; c/ioreogropfii/, Flor- fiddle, piano, bass drums, trumpet,
ence Rogge; costwnes, James Ste- clarinet and guitar. Opens with a
wart Morcom^ Marco Mont'edoro; jumpy ditty of Venuti's composihghting, Eugene Braun. "The Em- tion, "Mystery." Also feature maesperor Waltz" '{Par); rewicitied in tr. in" Wildcat," and get good reBuck Claij(oii "Variety," May
5, '48.
sults and
"Summertime." Close
Orch (11), Morris Lowe Quartet,
with a jam session on "Lady Be
Count heroy, Howell & Bowser,
Radio City Music Hall nods in Good," plenty good.
MarccllusMVilson, Josafred; "Light- direction
of the conventions of
ning in the Forest" (Par).
Sonny Sparks, m.c., introqs the
Republicans and Demos with its
oilier two acts, and has his own
current layout. Result is a good
spot for a bit
clowning. Wins
King Cole trio is the b:o. lure blend of showmanship in the better good hand for ofhis "Babalu" imfor this Harlem vaudery's current MH traditions.
Show is divided into two parts pression, and garners laughs with
layout. Grooved into closing spot,
bluisli gags.

Inthe organization the threesome score solidly. Sesh with a newsreel separating.
instrumental and gets off to a torrid start with Buck trusion of the clips gives the paClayton's
combo blasting out tronage a chance to get ready for
choral group,
"Night Life" followed by guitarist the change of mood, and allows the
Continuing in this vein of appre- Charlie
deckhands to strike the heavy sets.
Howard,
who
solos
a
neat
ciative reminiscence, Spitalny con- "Awful, Awful
The serious aspects of the show
Blues" for top rehow in tliose
come with Alexander Smallens' infides to his audience
make a go turns.
terpretation
early days of trying to
of "Let Freedom

break following

of

his

all-girl

i

I

was one of the
of (toe act Weitman
few persons in the trade who encouraged hitn. And this is why, the

is told, that he (Spitalny)
cets a special sense of pleasure out
Paramount.
o£ again playing the

audience

.

Sentimentality may be the per- again to garner hefty palmwhacks.
Gal vocalist billed only as Josaformer's stock in trade, but memfred pipes a so-so "She's Funny
That Way" paving the way lor
particular tribute has an innately* comic, quasi-emcee Marcel lus Wilearnest ring about it, and prefaces son. Opens with some comedy patprobably the most exciting pack- ter then contribs a mediocre trumage of music and spectacle that Spi- pet solo of "I Surrender Dear" for
fair salvo. Joins with Clayton's
talny has put together to date.
One of the most misused words band to toot a hot "Old Mr. Bosin the American vocabulary is ton,'' then lapses into a tired mono"showmanship." Its assignment to logue about his marital life which
should either be punched up or
sheer
dash
and
practitioners of
noise has torn it out of its sensitive eliminated.
Morris Lane quartet struts its
shadings. Spitalny's current presentation contains one number espe- stuff before a scrim separating
cially upon which the word "show- them from Clayton's crew. Comnianship" can be bestowed with all prising piano, sax, drum and bass,
intent of the the boys open with a hot tune then
the discriminate
It's his productive treat- cool off with "September Song" for
term.
good results. Fadeout finds scrim
ment of "Eili Eili,'Offered as a tribute to" the new lifting to weld both outfits for
statehood of Israel,' the Hebrew "Session at the Phih-amonic." With
chant is built up to a musical, dec- all stops pulled, the customers are
and emotional vibrancy slayed by Lane's smash saxing;
orative

<

Miami

Gtlb.

(WB).

Texas, San Antonio
San Antonio, June 15.
Red River Doue's Western Jamboree with Diana Hart, Adolph
Hoffner and his band (6); Bill
Shomette, Tuffy Dale, Lou Eriicrson. Bud Whaley, Big Bill Lister,
Melody Mixers (2); "Adventures
in Silverado" (Gol) ond "Echo
Rone'." (U-l).
Theatres is presenting a revue headlining WOAI singing star Bed River Dave and a
host of other western talent in
conjunction with his latest fihn,
"Echo Ranch." It's a fast moving
60 minute stanza^
Entire group are on elevator
stage and come out of the pit to
the now familiar theme of Dave,
"Is The Range' Still The Same,
Interstate

the other potent perronners is the presider over the
arums, Viola. As a skin-beater this
goodlooking miss rates well among
the best in her specialty, regardless of sex. She has a hot miscellany ojE beat, rhythm and verve
and the three-minute going over
she applies to her seven tubs leads
«P tb a big ovation. The trumpet
displays a
section also furnishes somfe stellar Back Home." Cowpoke
and handles
specialization. Janet McClain, aft- pleasing personality
vo^Woving that she, like her neigh- m.c. chores in neat style. Also
por on the drums, can match mas- cals "Texarkana Baby" and duets
Tuffy Dale in "Slap Her
tery on the
with the with

instrument

£

™^

B?»
SIX
other

""'"''^

contingent, joins

trumpeters to do what
sounded like an oldtime bandstand
weatment of "My Old Kentucky
Likewise noteworthy durfnw'lu
ing the show
are a flute passage by
MfUyn Martin and PhyUis Joyce's
on the theme of

Down Again

Paw."

m

own
also heard
slot with guitaring, vocal of "Anytime" and a neat tap routine lor
Miss Dale

is

nice returns.

Comedy

is

,

,

,

contribbed by

.

Howlmakers among his routines
are the takeoffs on radio crooners,
on the old timeris and the rapid
gags tossed in between. Weakness
at the momCint is his tendency to

when he

blue

lines
toss in
feels the aud slipping away; his
army routine, which, though effective is by now, old hat, despite the
twist he applies anent the new
draft law, and a corney flag waving
closer which utilizes "Freedom
Train" as the kernel.
His timing is tops, appearance
good and the run of gags above
tliose

,

Lou

.

tal pictures of the originating vehicle. It's pointed out that in the

past

many

record

men

have

at-

tempted

to give buyers bargains
consisting of three and four tunes
on a conventional side, but If the

songs employed are not all hits, or,
at least three out of four are hits,
the public won't buy.

to solid reaction.

Cafes Set Pace

Dolly Dawn is a fave here, and
scores with a smartly devised rous= Continued iront pace 1 as
The twinktine of pop numbers.
ling redhead" garners steady palm- other
of the Palumbo cabaret
ing with her versions of "Shine", chain.
"Sunny Side of the Street," and
Willie 'Howard is the main event
"Nature Boy."
.
,
at Mort Gasway's Celebrity Room,
Mistress of ceremonies is Maude and Bonnie Baker tops the special
Vet performer handles
Hilton.
production honoring the
at
the introes in easy, effective manJack Lynch's Latin Casino. Two fihn
ner and in own spot works with
world premiers mark the convenattractive unbilled gal partner in
tion week festivities.
An
comedy canto for nice returns.
The Whirlaways turn in breath- Island With You" staged its debut
taking roller-skating with^ the at the Goldman, and the Sarle offlings, spins and groupings making fers Henry Morgan's starrer, "So
This Is New York," tomorrow (24)
impact on the palm-pounders.
Male comedy spot is handled by in a special bid for delegates.
Bobby Sargent, mimic, whose takeThe famed Robin Hood Dell will
to Charles Laughton and witness the downbeat just about
offs
standout.
Marx are
Groiicho
the time the Republicans are hearThrows in other character im- ing the keynote speech. Amparo
preshes that add flavor to an okay Iturbi (Jose's sister) and Hazel
turn, ,.
X
Scott are the convention week
Aci-0 work of three Winters sisguest stars, with Dimitri Mitrocontains enough tumbling,
ters
poulos conducting the summer editosses and flips to bring solid
LeS Bliode and house orch tion of the Philadelphia Orch.
.

GOP

"On

.

mitts.

are okay

on the backgrounding.
Lary.

National, L'vllle
LouisuiUc, June 17.
.Mills Bros., Kathy Moore, Dottie
Dare, Sonny Sparks, Jce Venuti
Orch (7): "BMffolo Bill JRides

Again" (PR O-

S

This is the first stage layout
after a few weeks of straight jpictures, and is a clear indication that
stack
this '2,400-seater really can
em in when it gets proper attracdraw
tions The Mills Bros, are the
currently, and the four lads and a
guitar are smoother with the har-

S?V""8

mony and

•

'

THE ALBERTAS

Lary.

(8)

Dance
8 Mins.

Continued from page 35

Current layout is a fast moving
affair, with the participants offing

v

Emerson, folk ballad singer, wlio
teams with Dave for clown ses"Siboney
sion, also comedy song, "Beautilul
Morning Glory".
n,.rS?f®'°y's repertoire includes a
Bud Whaley of KMAC, and
version of "Sabre Dance"
a choral on "Hockabye Baby." Big Bill Lister, of the KABC
are
„?*«tter entails the use of a pho- "Cowboy Hill Billy Parade,' disk
nograph record, and
against each other ;n
pitted
while the numRose Murphy .s
eood it is one of those jockey session on Anything But
thLS°"J?^^
You
inmgs that could
be omitted with- "I Can't Give
"Steel Guitar Rag.
the Impact of tlie Love" and
recordings and
The '.'National Emblem Jocks mouth to
lun.
Cu*.?'*" ' accompanied by the pro- rib each other for more solid
Diana Hart, Dave's yis-a-yis in
i„r??Ji,of revolving color wheels
offers line of Holthe stars and stripes, "Echo Ranch,"
and warbles ban
JtW^s an appropriate George M, lywood chatter
Antone" to good response.
tiom
nSi l"*^** to the proceedings.
Adolph Hoffner and band, t-oiinterpolated act on the bill
l-Vfc y
versions ot
°^ ,?yWl Bowan. While her KTHA do hep
^Antonio
Joe'' and "San
flnS,^l°1^t*Ws collect a steady l^n E^ed
other acts
background
Also
SiiucWes and applause, Miss
^nay.
»UWan dwsft't
doesn't seem
sppm to
fn make
mnlrB a
a pernnr- capably. Bjz good.

S,i

Comedy
20 MJns.
Clover Club. Miami
Jay Jaypon is a comic-impressionist who can enter the ranks o£
potent young comics that are a bet
tor the better bistros and vauders,
once he finds a set routining that
will eliminate the blue stuff.

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
The Albertas, mixed dance team,
«how possibilities with ballroom
In
terping mixed with magic.
their opening number, they excite
interest by their cigaret palming
While terping. It's good for hearty
returns.

'

down the house. It is
Comedy team of Howell & Bowthe high point of the ser, a competent pair, plays this
hour's entertainment but about the house too frequently to rely upon
sockiest interlude Spitalny has de- the same material. Straiglit man
vised in years.
displays fair voice in warbling a
At the performance caught the pair of tunes self-accompanied on
soloist on
"Eili Eili" was Jean uke. Also dpes some okay fiddling.
Pate, a lithe looker with a riclily Mainstay of the turn, however, is
(She alter- its gags which prove quite familiar
dramatic contralto.
nates in this particular spot with with most of the house. Fresher
Betty Kelly, a mezzo -soprano, dur- humor is definitely in order.
King Cole trio provides a sock
ing the four or five shows a day.)
In any event Miss Paten's
ulition finale with piano, guitar and bass
Is of a singular stirring diiucnsion, polishing off crack arrangements
and the choral support behind her of 'Deep Blue Sea, "Sentimental
Olynipia,
is a darb.
The tejling decorative Thing to Do" and "I've Go a Way
Miami, June 19.
touches here are the use of the with Women." Latter two are neatcandelabra on .either side of the ly reprised by ijianist Nat Cole,
Dawn, Bobby Sargent,
Dollj/
proscenium and' the flashing on the who continues his sugary piping Maude Hilton &'Co., The WMrl66"
'em
and wows
eye during the crescendo of a with "Route
aways, 3 Winter Sisters. Les Rhode
Boy."
"Nature
with
his
classic
filmed shot of the Israel flag wavHouse Orch; "Winter Meeting"

Among

Acts

.

not only

tional melodies, familiar American and jazz idioms is the string
interlude contered around Evelyn,
violinist After a solo on "Nature
Boy," in which she adds much
melodic flavor to the hit's haunting air, she takes up with the bowwielders in the orchestra for a
spirited
arrangement of "Hora
Staccato." Evelyn, as usual, blends
brilliant instrumentation with solid
salesmanship.

New
JAY JAYSON

Their comedy terps, however,
need better conception. The general outline of their zanyisms is
too forced and frequently doesn't
come off. A rearrangement of this
of the large Philcos may not routine 'and broadening of their
line of Rockettes further brighten
magic work: would improve turn
this sequence with their top pre- be to the public's taste.j
Jose.
So far, the majority of CBC's considerably.
cision work.
The Glee Club with June For- efforts relative to the new disk
rest as soloist also provide ah en- have been confined to classical lZ- GEE & WHIZ
tertaining interlude with a well^ inch sides, plus standard pop mu- Dance
arranged medley. Miss Forrest sic transferred from albums in its 9 Mins.
scores with her rendition of "Sum- catalog, to 10-inch sides. These sell Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
mertime."
The peculiarly labeled Gee and
at $4.85 foj- the larger disks, which
The light touch of Helene and carry
45 minutes of music, and Whiz are an energetic tap team
Howard's comedy terps comes in
that should be able to satisfy most
handy at this ooint. Starting out $3.85 for the smaller, which carry audiences. During their stint.'they
up
to
27 minutes of material. The give the dance-floor a considerable
in a straight ballroom vein, pair
switch to roughhouse antics for top 12-inchers carry music that would lacing in a pair of numbers de«
cost $7.50 on conventional disks.
results.
signed to point up youthful energy.
Columbia implies that sooner or
Finale is devoted to the Corps de
Their routines are far from
Ballet's interpretation of "Rhapso- later is will produce pop dislcs of subtle, but that's an item that will
dy in Blue." While the choreog- current songs via the new process. ultimately be attained with greater
raphy is on the pretentious side Many publishers and industry men experience. Also needed is a few
there are enough theatrical mo- feel that the company wiU run into applause winning tricks.
So far,ments to satisfy the demands of plenty trouble if it does, since each results are obtained on the good
this house. - Premiere danseuses side would
"carry a minimum of overall impression of their turn.
Von Grona and Margaret Sande four numbers. Unless, however,
Jose.
display good terp-pattern in this
Tetley-Kardos such disks are confined to present- lIlARRY
Richard
number.
PRIME
the orchestral background ing film and show scores, record Soiisrs
fills
buyers
like
to
replay
to
build
menJosc^
soloing.
with his piano

that brings

ing in the breeze.

Long-Playing Disks

.

'

Another standout item in the
procession of standard interpa^

Kathie Moore, tapster, fetchingdressed in an old rose gown,
goes over well with her rhythm
tcrps. Dottie Dare, diminutive vocalist, paces through "Exactly- Lilce
You," "Don't Blame Me" and
"After V^ou've Gone." v

ly

and pageantry of these events in
to pure ,ase one of the special
an applause winning manner.
The second portion continues turntables at $29.95 so as to perwith the convention theme in a form the new disks is a question
medley of Gershwin tunes. The Columbia will soon find: the an"Wintergreen for President" num- swer to. philco has also built new
ber gives an opportunity for con- combinations
enabling
recordvention parades and provides a lovers to use both conventional
nice setting for Ted and Flo Val- and Microgrpove disks (uses two
lett's
flag
waving and. baton tone arms), one sells for $469 and
twirling turn. They get some pic- the
other $750. With television ad-<
turesque effects with the tricky
vancing rapidly, an investment in
twirls and off to nice mitting. The
either

:

'

41

average.

Comes oft" stand for impressions of The scenic staff ha's done itself
Ruby Keeler, et al and closes with proud in the depiction of these
some spirited stepping on the table items. They've captured the sweep

ories often run short .when it comes
to gratitude, and, in any event, this

'

RKVIEWS

nOIJSK
feet

with Evelyn,
Phil SrAtalny Orch,
McClain, Jean Pate
Vinla Janet
Martin, Phyln^tto Kelly. Manlvn
Sibyl, Bowan; "Dream
Jc^ce.
lUi
Vahiety
(Por), reviewed

slick

appearance than

The Curfew

With the Convention well under
way, licensees here are still waiting for the go-signal and the cops
to relax about enforcing Philly's 2
a.m. curfew laws.
The lid is on for gambling, and
as far as could be seen there is
none of the free-and-easy get-it-up
attitude that marked the Democratic Convention of 1936. According to the best reports, the vice
squad' paid visits to several mid-

town spots over the week-end. The
mere word of this was sufficient
put ,the -more timid
promptly on good behavior.

to

spirits

Nevertheless, there was plenty
of grumbling. What's the point of
spending a
quarter-million
to
bring the conventions here, and
then throw the damper of a two
o'clock curfew over the whole

on their previous dates here. They
intersperse .just enough good humored fun and sly mannerism to
with the cusp ant them solidly
tnmers Blend theif voices in top
"TiU Then" thing?
style "with "Manana."

7

Mins.

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Harry Prime, who hit

radio's big-

time with his regular appearances
on the Chesterfield Supper Club, is
making his N. Y. cafe bow iii a
do

manner

that indicates he'll also
well in that field. His pipes are
okay and he has good projection.
He's yet to learn the knack of
working in large rooms. His present projection is geared for intime
spots and he'll have to up voice volume before he can establish liim«
self in the cafe and vaude fields.
Jose.
.

ROSITA MORENO
Dance
7

Mins.

Leon

&

Eddie's, N. Y.

Rosita

flamenco

Moreno does a blend of
and

other

type

Latin

terps for fairly good effect.
She
shows essential skill in this line,
but present routines are weak.
She displays a good quota of taps
in the early part of her turn. Her
capework is also okay, but there's
little sweep to her Latin terps.
Miss Moreno although costumed
nicely, should pay like attention to
her footwear.
Jose.

JUDITH BLAIR
Songs
6 Mins.

&

Leon
Eddie's, N. Y.
In two brief numbers, Judith
Blair makes a fairly good impression, 'Her pipes are good and
she projects well.
Opening with "Love Is Sweeping the Country" and following
with "Pretty Baby," she's able to
hold interest of audience. However, she's yet to gain sufficient
styling for the plushier spots.

____

Jose,

British Songwriter Joins

Merry Macs Vocal Trio
Landon, June 22.
The Merry Macs are changing
personnel. Manchester Erard,
British vocalist and songwriter
will replace Lynn Allen.
Latter
is returning to U, S. on Hollywood
tlicir

commitment.
Erard was associated with «h«

Ambrose

Bros, vocal trio before
the war^ and has appeared in many
stage shows since.

;

W^ammt^y,

LKfiilTIMATK
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Equity CmiiBittee Seeks
DiiDzdn;

^

He Keeps Four

There

^That's All

For

A's foslt

New

Haven. June

22.

Maurice Bailey', operator of
the Shubert here, was asked
recently if he thought tele-

would have any effect
on legit.
"None at aH," he replied
tliat
"Everything
quickly.
done to legit
could po-ssibly
has alreatl been done. Tele-

,

|

[

post, t^tough

sso.ooo.

the entertainers were
Ella Logan (Mrs. Finklehott'c>, who
-came on * from the. Coast; Bnsil
Hathbone, Jackie deason, Bert
Magician,
the
Jason
Wheeler,

Among

Dolores Todd, Don Richard.s. Slddie
Hanley, the Slate Bros, with Faye
Carroll, David Nillo and Dancers.
Sammy Fain, Larry Daniels, Paul
Draper, Molly Picon, Joyce Robinment. However, there is some op- son, Marshall Haley and "Struts"
position to him within the Equity Flash.
council, and a showdown tussle

vice-president, has' been assistant to Dull^ell for the last two
He's filling in as temporyeare.
ary executive-secretai-y, and is a
possibility for permanent appointfirst

may

result.

-

Dullzell's resignation has been
'Balbids' CoBtinoes B'way
accepted with regret by the cowbHe several times previously
cil.
C&mbs 9|G
Surprise;
attempted to retire, but was always^
persuaded to reconsider. In this
In 5 Weeks to $15,500
iiistance, however, he insisted that

.

,

•

just be another
Willi
angle to some headache the
living stage has already encountered over the years."

vision

Zoot-Suit

Rbt Play,

on an

The Massey group is compiling
a list of possibilities for the Equity
vacancy, but hasn't yet attempted
to settle on any single candidate.
Angus Duiican, son of Augastus
Duncan, vtt actor and Equity's

23,

Atterbury Leases House to Coaster

vision

,;

pei-manent successor to Paul*
DuUzell, as executive secretary of
Actors Equity Assn., is being
Fmityioffe's Gala
sought by a special committee
Springfield, Mass., June 22.
headed by RayniOTid Massey. BullFred F. FinkleholTe, Broadway
zell, because of ill health, resigned
producer-writer, returned to his
this week both his Equity job and
hometown Sunday 120» with a flock
his presidency of the parent union,
to stage a benefit at
Associates Actors & Artistes of oi hoadliners
the auspices
America. However, he sobseeinent- the Auditorium under
Level Club for the United
ly agreed to continue ih the latter of the
over
inactive basis, Jewish Appeal. The gate was

A

Jwe

(km^ in Qhiil Sfarawkt km;

Is*

Closed by LA. Pofice>

To Get a Rehearing
Hollywood, June 22.
Fate of "City of Angels," John
Bright play which opened a ^veek
ago at the Musart in Los Angeles
and was closed by the police vice
squad two days later, will be settled tomoiTOW <Wed.) by the police
commission, vdiich is meeting to
consider the situation. Play, which
deals with zoot-suit Mexican youths
and their jtreatJiSieBt by the Los
Angeles police department, in
which a cop is killed, was sliuttercd
Wednesday night on the
last
charge that the producer hadn't
secured the necessary permit to
•

Ned McCobb's Daughter" (with
New Haven, June 22,
and three additional
SUawhat situation hereabouts Miss Wood),
com- plays yet to be announced.
has had a sliglit change of
Resident eomipany will comprise
plexion recently. Andrews MemoClinton Kendall Clark, Mary Wickes, Bessie
rial tlieatre, operated at
bam Bustey. Virginia Dillon, John
for the past two seasons by
Thurston
Wasserman. is appai-ently out ot Straub, Eleanor Wilson, Madeleine
Litigation Holmes, Mary Jackson,
this season's picture.
Dougla.'Si. Ralph Fry,
regarding pickup of 134« option Clive, Amy
Andrews, Barbara Brady.
tossed a pre-season monkey wrench Edward
the Joe E. Mai-ks, Katherine Meskill,
in the works and by the time
William Bomck,
legal boxing gloves were shelved, Lenka Peterson,
An Helen Sliield-s, Pat Papert, JudsoB
it -sras too iate to set things.
operaLoire. Jo Hurt and Maurice Wells.
attempt to sign op anottw
will
do the stage
Russell
status
James
present
tor ftfll tbrongh and
the lightindicates only an occasi«»at special settings; George Neinsan,
ing, and Sarah Hodges> the cosattraction, if any.
,

At Guilford's Chapel PlayhOH.se,
producer Lewis Harmon had to kill
off hin tentative opening of June
23 and shift to a nine-week season,
preemini; with M.ndy Christians in
"The Cokstant Wife" July 5.
Milton Stiefel's Ivoryton Playhou.<!e will open as planned July 5
with Joan Caul&etd and John
"
Payne -in "Voice of the Turtle
Second week gets Kay Francis in
'The Last of Mrs. Chej-ncy" and
third stanza brings Jackie Cooper
in "John Loves Mary."
Tentative plans of Jack Quinn,
operator of Southbury Playhouse,
call for a July 5 opening with "Personal Appearance" as vanguard of
a nine-week sked. Original plans

tume

supervision.

Dolterty

Pre*s Strawhatten

Torwato, Jiroe 22,
Abstaining from any summer
Doherty, Toronto
Brian
lavofi"
lawvcr who brought over the Dublin 'Gate troupe this season, has
asscmhted his Strawhat Players
and wilt operate a wheel to include such rxsort centers in the
Toronto area as Barrie, GravenCarling
hurst. Huntsville. Port
and Be.werton; Town halls and
high school auditoriums will be
6scd. plus the large dance pavilion

'at Bairii? where several thousand
;Army and Air Force rnen are in
his age, .about 73, and failing
to do "Charley's Aunt" had to bje training.
Management of and paiticipants open. ;.
Doherty secured fi"om the Canhealth made bis departure impera- in "Ballet Ballads" were excited
FoUov^ng invitation to Police abandoned when play was with.idian postal atilhorities the home
tive.
over last week's continued increa.sc Capt. H.' M. Lorenson to attend a drawn from, circulation because of addres.ses of all cottage owners in
Dullzell has been with Eqaity
musical
in business, of the attraction and special closed perfcHinaance last Ray Bolger's forthcoming
these
areas, who range from Florsince its inception in 1914. having
Vale drama prof Frank
indications are that the sliow will Friday night (18), to see for him- version.
been a well known vaudcvillian be- span the summer on Broadway at self whether the play should be McMnllan is aiding Quinn on pre- ida to Gal ifomia. They are now
direct-mail
season details and will direct lli'st being bombarded with
fore entering iegit He took over
the Music Box, where it moved closed or not and for which Lorenadverti-sing prior to their summer
roster.
late
three
plays
on
the
,the
as virtual head when
after being produced by the Es- son failed to show, tlie play restay in Canada.
fVank GillmOre resigned to beTheatre at the Elliott. opened Saturday evening as an
come head of the Four A's under nerimental
Tamareck Playhouse Leased
For the first time the novelty show "invitation performance" and conDenver's New Artists
Lake Pleasant. N. Y., Jvuie 22.
a reorganization of the talent
operated profitably," takings Jiav- tinued through tonight's showing,
Denver, Juno 22.
Leon Matevosian, of Theatre
union setup. He has been under
climbed to $15,500 for its fifth free to anytme who shows up. Alliance Co., Hollywood, has leased
a doctor's care for years, having ing
The Artists Repc;rtory Theatre,
$9,500 Salaries, meanwhile, are being paid the Tamareck Playhouse for the
or approjcimately
» heart ailment which prevented week,
a new strawhat, will start a 10than the gross for the initial by the producer out of liis. own 1948 season from Malcolm Atter- week season of stock here, with
taim going tO' the Equity quarters more
from FT pocket.
buiy, who operated the 417-scat ditteront stars each week, and with
exc^t for a few days weekly dur- week when it graduated
status.
theatre for 11 seasons. Atterbury. two new sliows toward the end of
ing some periods.
owner of the Playhouse in Albany, the season.
"Ballads" is drawing rcpeatfr.*.
The Phipps auditCanted Yoiinger Hands
and his wife, Ellen Hardies, will torium, Denver, will be used for
It's a three-part attraction of song,
He felt unliable to participate in dance and pantomime, cast and euappear this summer with Han-y four nights and one matinee each
current negotiations with the man- .semble being mostly youngsters.
Young's Brattleboro. Vt., straw- week, with the east moving to
hatter.
Young served as director Colorado Springs for two nights in
agers in Light of expected controIt^s understood that all in tlie comfor Atterbury at the Playliou.so the the city auditorium.
versy witli the New York showmen,
Paris, June 15.
pany are working at $60 weekly,
pa.st season.
on the grounds of health ^nd prob- the Equity minimum. While the
Jane Cowl opens the season July
Gian-Carlo Menotti flew to Rome
Matevo-sian, who has rented the 1 witli "The First Mrs. Frazer";
ably inclination. Dullzell also felt
sliow is in the red, a profit may
Tamareck
house on a flat basis, is "Dracula-' will star Bela Lugosi
yesterday
(14)
to
arrange
for
the
that the handling of Equity's afbe ultimately scored, and if so,
bringing several people with him the second week; Sylvia Sidney
fairs should: be assigned to younger
the players will share, along with performances there of his operas, from the Coast and recruiting the follows in "Kind
Liuly"; July 22
hands.
Uie Mnerican National Theatre "The Medium" and "The Tele- rest of the cast in New York. He will bring Martha Scott, Charles
It's understood that the counIt costs aroimd phone."
and Academy.
Twin bill had a brilliant wii! op'.'n July 2 and close Labor Rugglcs and Harry Carey, Jr., in
cil proposed "to increase Dullzell's
to operate "Ballads," or tlie opening here June 3 at the Renais- Day. Matevosian has directed in "Our Town"; then Yvonne De
salary last year, but he nixed the $9,000
share of a $14,000 sance, with excellent reviews. But Hollywood.
Carlo in "She Loves Me Not,"
idea.
But he's eligible to a pen- attraction's
Atterbury, who had offers for
gross.
'•Strictly Disltonorable" will star
biz has been so-so^ with producer
sion, a special pension fund havthe Tamareck theatre from five Gdnuind Lowe; Julie Hayden. Tony
Roger Eudes about breaking ev6n, men, is closing the
ing been set aside -about one year
adjoining club Ross and Tom Drake will be in
and run will end June 24.
ago. His attempted withdrawal as
this year.
He built the theatre;
"Glass Menagerie"; Gertrude Niehead of the Four A's wasn't surpris- lost Colony' Preps For
Paris is like N. Y. with 57th
sen wilt star in "Personal Appearing in light of decisions' to be made
street's longhair countei-part in the
Charles Vice Stevens
ance"; Lulf^e Rainer will head the
by the union, especially in respect
Its Eighth Season Champs Elysees. Met along latter
Guilford, Conn., June 22.
ca-st in a new play, "Circle of
to the plan to merge all talent
street in one afternoon were EdGeorge Charles, stage manager CJialk," and to close, a new musiRaieigb, June 22.
unions into one.
for
"Finian's
ward Johnson, Sol Hurok, Pierre
Rainbow," was signed cal comudy, "Sounds Like Music,"
With all members of the cast MonteuXi Lauritz
It's generally felt that George
by
Lewis
Harmon
a.s
resident
stage with a cast of oO. will be presented,
Melchior, Efrem
Island, Paul
Heller, national executive-secre- now on Roanoke
director
at
Chapel
Playhouse
here.
after which the show is slated to
Kurtz, Yehudi
Menuhin, Doris
tary of the American Federation of Green's symphonic drama, "The
Charles replaces Robert Stevens, move to New York.
Doree and Sam ChotzInofT. MelRadio Artists, will take over ac- Lost Colony," is set for the open- chior
who was released when offered a
Blitch summer stock will open
flew over from London for a
tive leadership of the Four A's ing of its eighth season at the
directorship at CBS television.
its
59th year with "Rebound,"
and he's in line to succeed to the Waterside theatre July 1. Samuel weekend. His concert tour is a
with other plays to follow being
presidency when Dullzell formally Seldcn, who has directed the show terrific success, from Juqe 10
"The
Illinois' Tent Show Opens
Swan," "All My Sons," "Anthrough July 4 he will have given
steps out.
since its premiere 11 years ago, and
other Part of the Forest," "Dream
Chicago, June 22.
10 concerts, besides making a perauthor Green, are present for the
Tent Show Theatre. Deerfield, Girl ." The season will close With
sonal appearance when "This Time 111., opened
Norris
rehearsals.
June 21 and will nui "Voice of the Turtle."
for Keeps'* (M-G> preems in Lon- through Labor Day.
H. M. Rogers, Houghton will direct.
A preliminary rehearsal and don June 28. Melchior flies to N.
Y. who will run Equity house, has
casting of Roanoke Islandere who from England
July 8 for concerts been using tlie same company to
Cain Park's 11th Season
have roles in the production was at Robin Hood Dell,
Philadelphia, give college performances.
Cleveland, June 22.
Initial rehearsals are being
lield.
First play is "Blithe Spirit."
July 12, and Lewisohn Stadium,
Columbus, O., June 22.
Eleventh summer season of Cain
conducted in the gymnasium of the
Park's municipally-operated strawNow playing a week's engage- MantCo High School, but soon the N. Y., July 15, then to Hollywood
hatter got off Friday (18) with
Lake Zurich's Fourth Season
ment in Charleston, W. Va., the scene will be shifted to the Water- for a special sequence in a new
"Blossom Time" as the first Of 10
(ilm with Van Johnson.
Lake Zurich, Wis., June 22.
showboat Majestic,, manned by .side theatre.
Fourth season of the Lake Zurich outdoor productions.
Kent State Univ. and Hiram Col"The Lost Colony" company this
Playlionse here, starts June 23.
Shows scheduled under Dina
EAST HAMPTON'S STRINGS'
lego students, is pulling the audi- year is made up of 237 pewons.
Bella D. Itkin retiu-ns as director Reos Evans' general direction in
ences; Crowds have come aboard A number of professional actors
East Hampton, N. Y., June 22.
for the third season.
the
3,500-seated amphitheatre ,are
Lee Travis
at eveiy stop since the Majestic from New York have roles in the
"Arrangement with
Strings," retums as head designer.
''Lady in the Dark," June 29; "Lute
began its three-month cruise June play. "The Lost Colony" chorus, new play by Michael Hutton. will
Fir.st
"I
Remember
production is "Yes, My Song." July 6;
7 at Point Pleasant, O.
made u;) of 28 singers from the be tried out during August at the Darling Daughter," to be followed Mama," July 13; "Babes in ToyThe floating repertoire ranges Westminister Choir College. Prince- John Drew theatre here.
.land," July 20; "Riddle of Love,"
by "Angel Street" June 30.
Author wrote "Power Without
from "Ten Nights in a Barroom" to ton, N, J., arrived on Roanoke
July 27; "Pygmalion," Aug. 3;
the contemporary "You Can't Take Island June 17, to begin reheai-sa's. Glory," presented last winter on
Berkshire Skeds. Try out
"Knickerbocker Holiday," Aug. 10:
Broadway.
"Taming of Shrew," Aug. 17:
It With Yoa." Shows have been
Stockbridge, Mass., June 22.
A tryout of a play with music. "Chimes of Normandy," Aug. 24,
given at Point Pleasant, Leon,
to Stanford
"Coming Thro' the Rye," and guest each one for five-day runs.
BulTalo,
Nitro
and
Redhouse,
appearances by Florence Reed,
"Riddle of Love," being tried out
San Francisco, June 22.
Charleston. After the latter city
Longhair Shorts
Peggy Wood, Mady Christians. hei-e, is new play written by MauAline MacMahon and Whitford
the Majestic will steam up to
Tliornton Wilder, Carol Stone, rice Valency, profe^or of comMontgomei-y, then back down the Kane will be "artists-in-residence"
Katharine Alexander, Muriel lUrk- parative literature at Columbia:
Kanawha River and up the Ohio thig summer with the Stanford;
land
Theoand
Ivor Buketoff, now conducting
Oscar Karlweis, have Univ. Based on an old Chinese
to East Liverpool and back, ending Univ, players, at Palo Alto,
Stanford grad the operas "The Medium" and "Tlie been sclieduled by William Miles legend about an Oriental princess,
the cruise Sept. 15 at Cincinnati. dore Marcuse, a
who was in the cast of Katharine Telephone" in Paris, has been ap- Cor an 11-week season at the Berk- comedy was originally dubbed
Project is under the direction of
Cornell's revival of "Antony and pointed conductor of the Fort shire Playhouse in Stockbridge. "The
Reluctant Virgin."
Cain
Prof. Hari-y G. Wright of Kent
Cleopatra" last winter, will be a Wayne Philharmonic Orcliestra. Strawhatter opens June 21, with Park's
conservative
producers
State, who coaches his deckhandjunior "artist-in-rfisidencc." Clar- He's returning to U. S., June 30, Wilder in his own Pulitzer winner. thought title was too suggestive
actor.^ on the side and is general ence Derwent •will be a guest "ar- for
his
new
post.. William "Skin of Our Teeth." Miss Stone and suggested it be changed.
handyman.
tist" for Stanford's production of Kapcll, soloist at Lewisohn Sta- will guest with the dramatist.
Witli an eye on play's Broadwas
Then follow: "John Loves Mary" possibilities, author started a con"Tlie Rivals." Actors have "artist" dium, tomon-ow (Tluirs.), leaves
tag because' they teach, or attend July 10 for a two-month tour of (no guest); "Corahig Thro' the troversy by insisting that the
Skulnik's 2 Musicals
seminars, in addition to thesping. South America, liis second Latino Rye" (by Warren Munsell, Jr., and original monicker be used. Only
Menasiia Skulnik, Yiddish legit
Lee Simonson has donated his trip
Nathan
Milstein
netted featuring ArtJiur Kent and Edith concession he would make is that
coiAedy star, has been contracted collection of designs, sketches and
$15,000 June 6 for benefit of Fellows in an opus about the comedy might be billed as "Riddle
for the- Second Avenue theatre, color drawings for the^ire produc- World Jewish Congre.ss
by his vio- Scotcli [)oet, Robert Burns); "The of Love the Reluctant Virgin,"
N. Y., which William Rolland re- tion to the Stanford speech and lin recital at Covent Garden, Lon- Intimate
Strangers"
(starring but director is a bit dubious about
cently bought and will operate as drama department.
It includes don, and $5,000 for Haganah by his Muriel Kirkland); "I Like It Here" it.
Valency also wrote "Thraciai'
« Yiddish musical comedy house. more than 500 items of thosc«nic June 10 xecital in Paris. .Gastone (in which Karlweis will make his Horses," a costume farce adapte<'
Skulnik will direct and star in designer's work, plus numerous UsigU wiU conduct orch and Berkshire debut); "The Torch- from a Euripedes classic, whic'
two modern American - Yiddish bo(^ on stage design and produc- chorus for Carmers (Cal.) annual bearers" (with Miss Reed): "Little was produced by the ClevelaU'
inu.<ilcals next teason for Holland. tion.
Bach Festival July 19-25.
Women" (wiOi Miss Alexander); Playhouse about ioxtr years ago.
'
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EQUITY BID 'UNPRECEDENTED'
Angels Taidi^

F^t in Govt Tax

DepL Stand on Siraw
Ptvparations

for

new

But tbe conteation
piogressitLg.
iHteinal Bevenue "Dept.
tlie
wtia«by iiiiaited parl:R«rships
chouSd be classified as «orpora^
ttons is loi^«d on as a tltreat to
managerial activities, and if upheld would drastically reduce the
number of i&ows doiring the new
ceastiii. Mast attractions >on Bitoadway Are financed by limited partnersUp seiUips, eLaimed to be a
proper busii^s naethod by show

Hayman Back

despite
legalites
the
business
pcesent opposite opinion of federal
tWE men.
latst week the managers huddled
on fhe problem in ttie offices of
the League of New York 'flieatres
and special counsel was retained.

Appointed to tiiat assignment is
Randolph Pa'ul, an attorney rated
well versed in Beveaoe's tax procedure. Paul was {oFmetly adviser
to fte Colleetor of Internal RevTest case,
enue in Washington.
ttot of "Jiuwctr Miss," may ctot be
readied for some time, but in the
invest in shpw.s

want to be roore ocmfldent tli^tt
tbey will aot iaoe tax assessments
in two or three jrears from no«v
«B iMiBKi&mis iSisteA riot tfa« coming- season.

Safaject to

Some

CaneeHaHon

well-jcnown production in-

vestors were committed to purchase-interests in i^rthcoming attractions before the tax muddle
arose,, but are going slow now parttctpating in the backing of other

new shows, numbw of which

'

is

increasing almost daily.
l>esiens
ai* being made for stage settings
and costumes but coraparatimiy
Jew actual «ontracts for i^odatstioBS are said to have been signed.
Dates haw been set for tiyowts
and even Broadway premieres but
«!« subject to eanoellation.
Showmen contend that the
"fingeritig of ^ow business"' by
the' tax eotnmisskmer is incoiislstent.
Govermment is benefited
by adndstSon taxes on all sbews
and income taxes are paid by pro^aoers, theatre operators, authors,
accessaiy firms' and all 'olJiers •eoneerned, so any nafbve that would
crimp theatrical activity would adversely affect the gofvernment. Tov
the government to put a limit on
the amount of possible loss anybacker may charge -off in tax returns is regarded as interference,
siudh as not appUed to other businesses.
If
limxted
placed in the

Pdnt Up Ir^y of House

ar&

pari:ner$ihips

sain£ category as
coiporations,
backers of shows
would be .allowed to charge off
more than $1,000 in losses for any
one show and the rub is that they
would be assessed for inv-estmeats

ml

made

in previous seasons within
the statute of limitations. In addition, there would be a corporate
tax of 38% on eacli production.
«rjiBping the chances of profits.

First

BVay
With lilansifMns* Mdo

«{

wto

to

huddle between leSU man-

MST MUSICAL

Hollywood, June 22.
Roth was signed by Harry
Delmar to star in "fresh As a
Daisy" on Broadway this fall.
Delmar, whose last Main Stem
*how was -'Follow the Oris," starring Gertrude Niesen, will produce
Lillian

and

(Ug

For Refusd to Try 'Open Legit' Plan

agers aitd Equity to tk«eM»te revisions of the basic agreement was
held Monday i21). Equity delega-

CUiHoi^d Hayman, producer of
"Uncle Harry," who has been on
the Coast as pcodutti-on as^tant
at Eagle Lion, is hack in Netv
York, vrith a new play, "Brankmere Manskm," a melodrama by
Denisoa Clift, whidi he plans to
produce in tiie fall. Hajman,
mepibew of Max Gotdon, is head-

tion of 15. headed by their attorney Rebecca Brownstein, did not

Chodorov*s 'Chicago*

include co-chairman Paul DuUzcIi,
execittive secretary-teeasurar of the
actors wwoK, who resi^aed because
of illness. Among the 'vepotte about
Equity demands was one that in
addition to matfa-ial incieaees in
minimum pay, the acton were askins for changes in the niles.

direct the revue.

"Hamy,** 'Wlth fVank ¥ay. is
ta Us siidti week at the Na«

now

To

tionat, Washington, estobltehing

Get Under Way in Aug^t am

has

in a small Italian town, will start
in August, on the return of pro- drawn sensational grosses, some
ducer iSdward A. Choate from his weeks the taldags having topped
honeymoon. I^wdnoer is being $2?,0a0. Last K-cek's (fifth) count
Casting will start
Augu^, claaaned unprecedented in show married today (Wed.) to Jaae Ann of around $24,000 was regarded at
with Binnie Barnes and John tKtsiness.
xemaricable by showtnen.
ElghtI'roduour Bmcfc ^ Pem- Shirk.
Emery reported interested in roles. becton said the denumcta "sbow
Comedy is an adaptation of an weA- run Is kmseEt in tiMwtre'«
gic«at imaginatioa. insfmiity and original by Quintero, translated
from the Ualtau by GranviUe Barinventiveaess."
'"Bstwy" slated to close
One proposal was said to provide ker and wife.
July 10 at the KtfUooal, tlie hmise
QxiSket Lays Bianie
that Equity deputies, who are
tuu; three open weekr befort' the
actors,' cannot be dismissed except
Aug. 15 deadline for its switch tb
'Ajipraval'liiztoAiitlnr
with the okay of a i^tecial aiWtra- 'Afline' Gets
a film policy. Iklax Gordon is pretioB fooardr Itules heretofoie proparing to hook "Bom Yesterday*'
Actors 'Gene 8»:s»it' vide for a two-weete' notice of
Rt»l; llieivYor that period. The Gansoa
Recent flop of tbe Gant Gaither withdraw^d by ei&er actor or
Kanin comedsr, asm playing to
revival of Frederick Lonsdale's manager, unless the player has a
about .$14,«00 <K«eKty at Hie Ly"On Approval" is blamgdl by the run-of-the-play contract. Whether
^'Annie Oet Your Gun." coding eeam, N. Y., is fignved ilhely tp
producer on his inabil(ify.i£C=do the the five-day probationary peiiod at its Coast engagencBts Saturday gross as nuii^ as $24,000 a <week
comedy in the stylised, longue-in- Uie stall of rehearsals, during (26) wlwn the musical will have for the three-week citand at the Nacheek manner he intended. In a which cast replacements may lie ceimpleted fiMir weeks at the Opera tional, after vMch it would be reletter to backers last week he held made without salary ilabiUty, is
Hiouse, San Firanclsoo, has grassed turned to Broadway to resume its
proposed, was not cert^SL
the author chieHy responsible.
$2,#S8;000 in 38 weeks on the road, run at the Lyeeum.
That such proposals would meet not including the current week's
Accordmg t« GaUher, he and his
*'Barvey's" stay and ouistandinjf
original dLrectori £«x Richards, resistance (rom the managers was takings.
Meantime; the original busincsB Is regarded as the mone
althongh it's passiMe that
sigreed on doing tte play in a certain,
"Annie," in its third year, is still impoitanit because it entphwsbses
the actors' demands will
lightly comic style. They were also most of
of the top grosEers on Broad- Imw valmble jt «bMid WasiMw^ion
minimum one
in agreement on replacing, after be moderated. Suggested
way, exceeded only by "in.«de is aod the lEaet fiut ttte cspltet will
on Broadway wotdd be $75 instead U^.A.," a spring revne entrant.
tlie first ds(y's reheiirsal, the jnve
soon book no more togit shows,
the present $60 and $100 "weekly 'Oklahoma!" is the other sensalead. Biow-ever, he asserts, this was of
because of actions.'E«|tdty and
-said 'to
tional road grosser and in 41 weeks the Dranaatisls Gcdld. ltt'« likely
not done because of Lonsdale's Ion the road. One proposal
agenda is doul^g the takings were
"unsolicited" arrival from London, be on the Equity
$1 ,-444,727. That tliat diseucstoB «a same -will arise
rate figure
does not include the tak- during the current ne-goUaUoas
with author insisting on juve's re- the pay for rehearsals, present
being $25 weekly, same gwng for ings of "OklaiUMnar' otunimny
tention, it's claimed.
ibetween' tine managers and vdtora
the chorus. Equity invited suggesMeanwhile, Gaither says, the Itions for changing the contract which le£t Broadway ireceaatly after for a new comtrsot. IVhen the pact
c&st had rebelled against Bichards' regulations from the membership establitUtg a nenn musical run was xteviaed last summer Eipiilsr
youth "and inability to point to a and the committee was flooded i«cord and is -now deanltag up in insisted on stipulating tbat tuclbmneed not pl;^ D. C. unless the
long list of prior directorial assign- with proposals. But bow tnaqy ffioskm.
"Annie" will break its esSMstward segn^ation
waa lifted.
ments." lie himself let the actors were eliminated was not indicated.
jump from Fiasco by playuig six
Washingtonlans aiw fully awaie
get away with this, the prodxiccr
Equity group had hoped that penfoimanoes in Denver neki: week,
of the situation and the idea of
oonoedes, and thus i«ndered the contract issues -would be settled
then
start a repeat engagement in
insupportable
using
the Bi^Uisco there in.'etead for
director's "position
Monday without negotiation, bnt Chicago starting July 5. At that
uoad shows is regarded as wishful
throughout reliearsals:"
session ended with managers say- time Mary Martin will have been
He declares that Hichaa^ds, never- ing thev needed time to consider replaced toy Joan Edwards. Broad- taiinldng. Bichard L. Coe, critic
and drama editor of the Wa^aiias-*
Uieless, "withstood the humilialion the demands. Next huddle is «et way (Imperial) "Ajnuie" is now exfio^
ton
disooureed on the waHieerained down upon him by a ^lom- for next Monday (28).
pected to extend well into the
Sunday's (20J N. Y. Times, ki
paiqy gone ^b&csetk tbi-ou^ having
19«l8-49 period.
JEJthel Merman,
which he condmncd the "theatre"*
toeea given their heads in the matthe original Annie Oakley, will go Joss of
tbe
Natiffloal.'' -Under tbx)
t-er of how they would or would
on vacation for .about six weeks, heading "Dividing the blame," the
not act. In this, he was biding his
Mary Jane Wal^ taildng over, the scritbe said no one has noted what
time until pei-formances began, at
arrangement being the same as last propffirtlciB
pt Hxt isKtamaiilc^'
which point the plaj'ers would
summer.
hacks up Uie uefusal «£ Manns
automatically look to him lor
"Oklahoma!" will iieach the fifth Heiman, operator
of the National,
help."
year on the road next October. The
<CooUaued
on page 44)
'Whole 'nilng A B»ve'
past season included some dates
bx the third time and both amAs Gaither describes the situapressure fitmi enteitain- panies -are slated
Under
to tour through
tion, enough of Richards' touch reand civic groups, the Cun- the new season. In the 52 weeks
mained to win excellent notices in ment
censorship biU ^'as re- from June
1, '46, to the same date
New Haven. But he says that Lons- ningham
turned to committee yesterday in '47. the takings of "OWahomal"
dale was responsible for the hiring
City,
Y«s*
New
the
iTues.»
by
totaled 52,113,811. Top gross lor
of Lothar Mendes to talse over the
Indications are that the eight performanoea was ^IIS^H
Council.
Pittsburgh, June 22.
staging from Bidiards, and that
measure will be recaasidered by .at OMahoma 'City, while the muNew plj(y,
With the Phik
tlierealter the.perfm-mance steadily
the committee in August, with puii- isical got over $90,000 in Bes Slip,^' by Howard STewnufl, le^t
detetiorated. The Boston motices
befoi-e it is again put Moines,
hearings
|p.a. who is doing publitdly here
lic
were inferior to those in New
jtliis summer for Civic Ia£^ Opera
1,0 committee vote.
jGIaven and, whoi flie show finally
fii'st introduced a
measure,
;Co.
The
at
Pitt
Stadium,
is t«ang tried
reached Chicago, "tbe opening was
out this week by Little Theatre in
couple c£ months ago by Edward
.dismal" .and "the whole thing was
janearby Wheeliiug, W. Va. Drama
J. Cunningliam, Democratic couna bore.'' The producM- posted the -cilman Irom the Bronx, would emgjwas
fixst presented
in X,ondQn
notice the next day before even
under the title of "The Uan Feom
power the city license commisreading the re\'iews, he reports.
London, June
22.
me ^z.
jthe Ministiy" and authorship
sioner to fcifce actiom against any
.
.
London got a brace of goodjtiiea credited to Madelaine was
Gailher sums up his letter'with allegedly obscene show or showBhjgshows witlim the past weekj Car- ham. It ran in English
the following three resolutions:
advertising without specific court
capital for
jmen Amiaj'a's gypsy dancers, open- nearly eight months. Newman
"1, To ^incorporate' the investors sanction.
It was condenmed by
ling at the Princes last Tuesday adapted
it fjjom Mass Bingl^am's
once production has begun, and to Benjamin Fielding, who is about to
(15), were wildly acclaimed by a
script into present form.
•consider myself the one to be retu'e as license commisaoner,.aad
J hidf-Spanish
audience, with Miss
gratified; as it is on the basis of Pati-ick Meehan, deputy commisHe and Moe Hack
the
Amiiya and her sisters Antonia
my Judgment that money has been sioner.
and Leonora scoring individual American rights to the piece and
entrusted to we;
A -delegation representing thea- hits.
are working with an eye on a"All My Sons" transferred
"2. At the first insurgence of an ti-e, literary and newspaper InterrBroadway
production next season.
[Wednesday nC) from the Lyric,
actor to my director or to myself, ,.e.qts attended yesterday's council
Hamraersmilh, to the Globe, with
to replace that actor;
session, after trying to see Vin"3. Where an author wholly op- cent R. Impellitteri, acting mayor •Joseph Calleia repealing his original success, and the press gen"Widow' For
poses my concept of his play— on (in the absence of Mayor William
which pretext I have accepted the O'Dwyer) and president of the erally favorable.
"A La Carte," a Firth Shepherd
investors' money—to stop produc- council.
Those present inc}.uded
of S
Aifrescos
production, which opened at the
tion." He signs the eommunication members of the oasts of all curLos Angeles, June 22.
Savoy .Thursday (17), is a witty,
'with profound apolo^es."
rent iBroadway shows, pltis spokes- topical
Anne Jeffreys heads the cast of
revue starring Hermione
men for various theatre and «ivic Baddcley and Henry Kendall. Show "The Mfii-ry Widow," first of the
organizations.
was
„„, splendidly received,
»
with Cajj- ''^^ musical shows to be staged
A weak before, another delega- pella and Patricia scoring emphat- .'during the M-week season at the
Added Sirawhat
Greek Oieatre, opening .Tuly S.
tion mot with Joseph T. Shaitoey,
The following summej.- theatre, chairman of the coxmcil's welfare ically, and looks surefire. "Cage Supporting in the opener will be
opening at the
not pne^'lously listed, is among committee, which previously re- Me a Peacock,"
Strand Friday (18), is^a diverting, Raymond Walburn, Roger Bann,
those slated to operate this season.
He
bill
favorably.
the
out
ported
satirical musical adapted by Noel Paul Valentine, Frances McCanii
It -will he non-Equity.
is reported to have assured the
Langlcy from his oiiiTi novel. and Billy Griifith.
• -;-V:;ifei(r.lfe«iC
group that he would assume re- Yvonne Donlan scored a personal
Other shows lined up are "Tbe
New York City: Hudson Guild spon.sibiIity, lor persuading Cun- success in the show, which is oolor- Vagabond King," "Anything Croes,*'
pIayhou.se; Company of the 13 ningham to withdraw .the scneasure.
fnl and original. Warmly received, "Music in the Allr" and "Wie StuPlayers; Thomas Luce Summa, 43b
dent Vskatx."
lit looks good boxofficet
i
^Continued on page fti)
Jmh st.j N. Y.
'

quaiterifflg in tiie latin's offices.
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Minneapolis, June

22,

Launching its drive for subscribeis for the 1948-49 season at
the Lyoeum here, the N. Y. Theatre -Gund-American Theatre Society announces its off«rings will

be "The Winslow Boy." "AUegro,"
"The Play's the TWng" and "Com-

mand Pecision."
Subscription cost is same as this
season—414 top for four plays,
including tax and 50c. membership
fee.

«

reconl there, and iiew tmt
Castang oo ""Si^or Chiciigo," more wweks have' been: eidiended
Edward Chodorov's comedy of li£e to the engagement Comedy

,
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'Shoes Backers Doing Nicely Despite

^

Musicals Lawsuits, Producer Scraps
Although "High Button Shoes" 4
has been beset by legal complications and producer bickering since LONGHAIR
before the opening last October, it
ST.
is proving no headache to the back-

FOR

ers.

The musical,

AND SKATES
PAUL SEASON

June 22.
Annual season of pop concerts
here, combining symphonic music
ice-sl;ating
features,
will open
with
July 17. There will be 22 programs
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays in the Auditorium. Joseph
Wagner, d£ the Duluth Symphony
St. Paul,

at the Shubert,
.

N.Y., will have earned back its original production cost by next week,

28th on Broadway, and the
backers will get the balance of
their investment within a couple
of weeks later.
The musical cost a trifle over
$177,000 to bring into New York,
including $13,000 lost on the road
tryout, but excluding $21,000 put
up as bonds to various unions. It
opened Oct. 9 at the Century, N.Y,,
and grossed at the rate of $42,000
a week; of which the theatre's
share was about $12,000 and the
company's end $30,000. With a
Tunning nut of $23,000, the show
was earning about $7i000 a week
operating profit.
Since moving to the smallerMonte
Shubert,
the
capacity
Proser-Joseph Kipness production
has been regularly grossing a
capacity $38,000, with the theatre
its

Orchestra, will direct' the first four
weeks of the season and Leo Kopp,
Civic Opera Co. conductake over Aug. 11.

hside Stuff-Legit

Earl Carroll

Wood Soanes, w.k. Coast drama critic, covered the recent one-night
appearance of Brock Pemberton in "Harvey" and rated
atttomey and the San Francisco
his performance over that of Frank Pay of the original cast and Joe E.
police investigated and Carroll was
Brown, who starred in the road company. Said Soanes in the Oakland
charged with violation of the then
why Pemberton never thought of himself in the
He could have (Gal.) Tribune: "Just
prohibition law.
role of Elwood Dowd (lead part) must remain one of the theatre's
taken a plea for disorderly conmysteries, because of the men I've seen in the role to date, he does
duct and paid a moderate fine but
it certainly should get him at least an
more justice to it than any ,
insisted that there was no violahonorary senior card in Equity. ... he did a fine job of work as an
tion of the dry law. Convicted of
Continued from page 2

federal district

,

perjury, Carroll was sentenced to
one year and a day in the federal
pen at Atlanta but was freed after
four months and 11 days.
•

Carroll

resumed production

ac-

tivities on Broadway and changed
the' revue pace, presenting in 1929

a

operetta

flop

called

costly
"Fioretta," backed by a Mrs. Pennington. Something like $300,000
was lost in that show despite the
fact that the cast had Fannie Brice.
Leon Erroll, Lionel Atwill and

.

actor."

Adding that Mary Chase, author of the comedy, injected some bitter
comment on modes and manners into it, the critic wrote that "it
came through for the first time" when the manager'actor played
the part.

A dozen or more managers and agents in addition to Broadway boxoflice men are working at the N. Y. racetracks and the trotting meeting
Such employment is summer' fill-in jobs mostly in
at Westbury, L. I.
selling admission tickets, rather than at the pai'i-mutual betting win-

dows. Pay is $12 per day for selling tickets and the jobs are in demand. There are similar but fewer jobs at the Lewisohin Stadium,
where longhair concerts have started in the open, Harry Benson is
Stadiiim and Lep Solomon is in charge of the
Dorothy again manager, of the
and Brennan.
The concerts are sponsored by Knapp was then his favorite show- ticket offices.
the St. Paul Civic Opera Co., St. girl and he put her in the lead at
Treasurers and Ticket Sellers union at annual election last week
Paul Figure Skating Club, the city $1,000 weekly. Result was a quardepartment of education and the rel with the backer who sued the renamed Walter O'Connor, president; Charles Bowman, vice-prez;
St. Paul Musicians' Assn. Part of manager
but then discontinued James Murphy, secretary-treasurer and Morris Seamon, business agent.
tlie sitting is at tables where re- suit.
Prominent players who ap- For the council: Lewis Harris (third term), Willie Joe Harris, George
freshments, liquid and otherwise, peared in "Vanities" and "Sketch- Handy, John Farrell, Thomas Burke and Herman Leins, the latter
may be purchased^ and consumed l>oolc" or who became show busi- two being newly-elected.
during the show.
ness names" included W. C. Fields,
More than 9,000 free tickets to 62 Broadway shows were distributed
Ted Healy; ^ilton Berle, Patsy
the 1947-48 season by managers to unemployed actors, it was
Kelly, Julius Tannen, Jimmy Savo, during
Mahoney, Herb Williams, Bill disclosed last week by Tei-ese Hayden, chairman of the Equity ticket
Will
'Show Boat' to Feature
committee. List of the shows and managements involved \yere sent to
Demarest.
the managers by the committee, with a note of thanks.
rental amounting to $10,000 and
Hollywood
Shift
to
Utah U. Theatre Fest
the show's share about $28,000.
Carroll continued his show actiDr. Kdson Russell Miles, professor of homiletics and practical religion
With the running expense still
Salt Lake City, June 22.
vities in Hollywood but after going at St. Lawrence Univ. Canton, N. Y., for 31 years and a onetime
$23,000, the operating net has been
The University theatre has an- into bankruptcy he emerged with stock company actor, has retired from tho college post.
a steady $5,000. The amount re- nounced signing of leads for its
one of the town's showplaces which
Dr. Miles was formerly pastor of a Universalist church in Buighanipaid to the backers now amounts
presfestival
summer
forthcoming
he called a theatre restaurant. It tdn and of a Universalist church in Boston.
to about $120,000. And with an
entation of "Show Boat." Kenneth has been highly successful for
additional sum in bonds and cash
Spencer will play Joe; Peggy Engel, more thaa 10 years, with Beryl
reserve, the entire production outRaMiss
Wallace
the
leading
actress.
Richard Charles,
lay is almost regained, and the final Magnolia;
Julie. No Wallace, who accompanied him on
Plays Abroad
balance will soon be distributed venel, and Gale Page,
'Harvey'
deal yet for the part of Captain the plane east on a vacation, first
to the investors,
Continued from page 43
Andy. Heinz Roemheld will be mu- was in his "Sketchbook," at the
Clil Company OK, Too
sical director and Nenette Charisse Carroll theatre, Broadway, in 1Q28.
to change the house's segregation
Seln
und
lien*
Pnntila
The Chicago company, capital- will handle the dances. C. Lowell
Miss Wallace was stated to be
policy but those known to support
ized at $150,000, actually cost about Lees will direct.
Kneclit
beneficiary to an insurance policy
his action "feel that the right of
$111,000 to produce, as Kipness
(Mr. Puntila and His Servant)
a man to conduct his own business
"Show Boat" will be put on at of $300,000 Carroll had taken out.
(who handled it by himself during
He had two brothers, both now
in his own way is as sacred as the
Univ. of Utah Stadium, with a
Zurich, June 12.
Proser's absence on the Coast) was the
Carroll,
10,000. Tix will deceased. One was Norman
Schftiispielhaus production of comeOy by rights of any minority."
able to effect economies on vari- seating capacity of
to 75c. who was found burned to death in I;ei uilt lii'f uht. Staged Uy Kart Hirfn'hleUl,
Equity Didn't Explafn
ous items, although the salary list be scaled from $3.60 down
iUi
si'ta
Teo
SdiHttSPlelhuu.'),
by
Otto.
At
Performances are slated for July a Ninth avenue, N.Y., rooming
is virtually the same as for the
"Equity has done little to ex...Lennai'tl Sieckcl
"Midsummer house in 1938. Latter had' two I'lmtila. .. ..
original cast. Tlie weekly gross at 14-17, 21-24 and, 27.
.GusUiv Ktintti plain its stand to the Washington
daughters, one killed several years Malii. ....
the Great Northern, Chicago, is Night's Dream'' will be presented ago by a motor car. The other, ]*]va }*untila ..... ............ .HiMtin Vila public," Coe added. "It has taken
A tttiehev. .....
.....Lukas Ainniann
,.
running- a consistent $38,000 and July 18-20, 25-26.
no poll of the National's custom^
Patricia, is the only known kin. J.iwyer. ,,, .;,,v.
.... .Mefman Wlat-li
.Wilfvi.ed Seyf*'rtli
with a nut of $32,000 (including the
ers; it has not clearly explained
By using the stage, lights, sound James Carroll, an elder brother,
Pai-aiin
Beneckondorft
this year was to have been
theatre rental), the weekly operat- system and seats of last year's was an officer- in the first World ffinn. ............... ..Wolf
ElizabetK Muelloi' that
ing net is about $6,000.
"Promised Valley," total budget War and was on the staff when the Ijafna;..
.Alice l,acli one' of truce.
Nor is the TheatreGuild without blame. It presents
Meanwhile, an estimated $400 a for the two shows is expected to Hollywood restaurant was developthree
full months of plays to its
week is being deposited in escrow be held to 65G, about half of what ed. He died of a strolce in WashWorld preem of this new play by
local
14,000
subscribers,
but it has
(effective since last October) to the nut would be otherwise. Plans ington in 1941.
Bertolt Brecht, during Zurich's
cover payment of the arbitration call for the Utah Symphony OrchVenita Varden Oakie, divorced June Festival, was one of the done nothing with its impressive
award won by Mary Hunter in her estra to handle the musical chores. wife of Jack Oakie, was also among eagerly awaited e\ients of the legit public to settle the question."
season.
Brecht,
author
of
"Begbreach-of-contract claim against the
last week's plane victims.
The
However, those supporting
producers, Also, a damage suit by
former "Follies" girl and the film gar's Opera," "Galileo" and other Equity's stand feel "it is hypoMack Sennett is pending in the
comedian had- planned to' rewed stage hits, spent part of his exile critical for the capital of a nation
courts for the show's alleged unand he was supposed to have ac- during the Nazi era in the United based on equality to practice theCensor Bill
States, and one year in Finland,
his
name,
authorized
use
of
companied'
trip.
her
on
the
opposite."
Coe ended his piece
Continued from page 43
where this dramatic comedy takes
Finally, Proser and Kipness have
Another professional, Remo Buf- place. It's based partly on stories with: /"Only Marcus Heiman can
been at odds since before the pro- Subsequently, the council laid it fano, was also among the victims. by Hella Wuolijoki,
one of the assure theatre next season in the
duction went into rehearsal,- and over for this week's session but He came from Italy as a child and foremost Finnish writers. With
national
capital. He can do it by
a
the two are now pursuing separate still made no arrangements for a developed into a maker of marion- few slight changes (some scenes magnanimously swallowing h i s
plans with future productions.
public hearing on it.
ettes, his puppets bringing him are overlong), play would have a pride and giving the plan at least a
try.
U.
Unless
attention in such shows as "As
S. chance, under the right direche does, all this is
What's in a Name'
going to make fruitful reading beThousands
Cheer,"
"Jumbo," tor.
(AnV-EnTISBMENX)
In announcing his intention of "Cinderella" and "Alice in WonPuntila is a rich landowner who hind the Iron Curtain."
SEAIjED PROPOSALS will bo receivea introducing the bill in council, derland." He also made the ani- spends most of his time
with drink
by the Federal Works Agency, Wash- Cunningham revealed some time
mals in "Skin of Our Teeth." In and women. When he is drunk,
.Ingtoh. I>,
up to 2;00 o'ciOQk. P.M.,
Post Scouts Belasco Use
'Eastern Daylight Savliifirs Time, July 1, ago that the measure was specifi- his youth he appeared in Green- he is kind and gentle and softWashington, June 22.
t^i^, and then opened publicly, to lease cally
aimed at "The Bespeetful wich Village play groups.
hearted, but during his sober
tUe Belaaco Theater Building, Washlng'Call for the U. S. Public Buildmoments his brutal, cold nature
D. Ct except thei fifth floor, that Prostitute," the Jean-Paul Sartre
totii
.iportlon of the fourth floor coritainiiig one-act drama which New Stages
shows up. His servant is Matti, his ings administration to make more
Theatre-Eatery Goes On
approximately i3.125 b<\. ft. and located
chauffeuv, a straightforward, honest attractive the terms on which it
originally
its Greenat
produced
tmmcdlately in front of the storage Xotl
Hollywood, June 22.
fellow, who finally runs off, leaving would lease the Belasco theatre
ovi^' the .atais'ei and that portion of the wich Village theatre
and subseTragic death of Earl Carroll in a possible marriage with Puntila's for legit is contained in an edibaaem^nt Gontq.inlng .approxlmatj,'ly 70U quently moved uptown to the Cort.
and lylng'somh' of the main south
feq.
a plane crash last Thursday (17) daughtei- Eva, who cares for him. torial in Saturday's (19) Washingwall of the buUdirigr, which are reserved However, in his letter of explanato the United States arid to lyhtcli. there tion to the dailies, the Bronx coun- did iJot interrupt performances at
There isn't too much more, but ton Post. Structure, now used as a
are direct moans of access from the adhis theatre restaurant on Sunset the way it's done
makes this play Treasury warehouse, has been put
joining Treassury Uopartment Annex No. cilman referred to the play as "The
1, for a ternf of years commencing on
appar- boulevard, nor will the policy of so fascinating and highly amusing. up on lease bid because the
Prostitute,"
Respectable
the establishment be changed. On It contains several scenes of real National theatre, town's sole
September 1. 1948. and ending on AugM^<t
had
not
indicating
that
he
ently
that
if the Con31. 1968: PROVIDED
the night of the disa.ster attend- humor, and others of great serious- legiter, is going over to a pix
gress shall appropriate, fundg for th« seen it and was not familiar with
ance was capacity for the first time ness. Brecht wants to show once policy. National will be unable to
conaLruction of a new building on the
Objection, apits subject matter.
(ite of the Belasco Theater Building dut'on a weekday evening in months. more the difference between the get attractions after Aug. 15 betng the., term of the lease, the. Govern- parently, Was to the play's title,
While Carroll's gave two perform- high and the low social classes, cause of its "white only" policy.
ment fihalV havo tho right to cancel the not its subject-matter.
lease' on one year's notice in writing;
ances nightly, it was used for radio and as usual the low wins all sym"The terms under which bids
PKOVJDED FURTHER that, at tho exAmong those accompanying the broadcasts and telecasts through pathies,
piration of the flrat live years of the term
Performance by the SChauspiel- have been invited," says the edidelegation
yesterday
were
David
most of each day.
of the lease, the' Governijaent shall have
the^ right to cancel the lease for any Wayne, chairman of the committee,
Virginia Lear, who is business haus players is one of the best of torial, "afford scant hope that the
cause whatsoever on one year's notice
the
season.
reconversion
will become a reality.
Three
main
Richard
Rodgers,
Faye
Emerand
parts are
manager for Mrs. Bessie Schuyler,
In writing.
All proposals must be accomDonald backer of the Carroll enterprise, played by Leonard Steckel, Gustav The offer of the Public Buildings
panied by the reauired depoalt and must son, Arthur .Margetson,
Knuth and Helen Vita—and the Administration to make the Belasco
oe submitted on the form of propoaa) Richards, Sigmund Spaeth, Adolph
stated it was his wish that the elab.which may be obtained in Room 7023 of
job they do is excellent.
available;
will
be no more than an
Mczo.
Betty
Kyle
Macr
Comden,
the Fedei*wl Worlts Agency Building, 19th Green,
prate nitery continue along the
empty gesture unless that agency
and "F" StroctB, N. W., "Waahingtou* Donnelly Sid Caesar, Joshua Shel- lines he iplanned.
Ownership of The Lady
D. C»
The Federal Works Agency re*
Asks for Help acts to make private operation of
serves the right to reject any or aU pro- ley, Joe Yule, Nan Wynn, Meg Carroll's is the Inner Circle, Inc.,
the theatre feasible and to insure
London,
posals* and to waive any informality in Mundy,
Sam Wanamakeri Mary he haying been the sole stockhold- .Tat'k Bueliajian
June
15.
„
propouals received when such rejet'tlon
production of amma in that it will actually be operated in
or waiver \u in tho Interest of the Untted Hunter, Richard Watts, Jr., Edward er, Miss Lear being secretary-treas- throe acta by Jamos Parish. Dii4cled bv
If more than one proposal be Chodorov, Alfred Drake, Marsha
fltates.
urer and Joseph L. Reina, vice- amiior. At Qarrlck, London, .tune 14 MS the interest of the community's
offered by any one party, by, or» in the
Barbara ciupe- cultural life ... It is a far more
Sono
Osato,
Beatrice PMieident. Value of the showman's Hilary
wHn'iw™?!;"'^--"Grahame
name of his or their clerk, partner, agent, Hunt,
.William Kendall important consideration than the
Harry
Rrahame.
Straight,
oi* other person, a|l sucl^ proposal^ may
Marlon Brando, Kim estate has not been estimated.
........... .l>ettr
Pauline Kirby. .... .V. ... ... J ,vw I S,l amount of income which the govlie
Prospective bidders may Hunter, Victor Samrock,- Russell
rejected.
Kioharcr Monroe.
view the property by appointment only
.•...•.•.•.•..fS^.^lSR ernment can glean from the lease."
liileen
Maloney,
John Martin (N. X. Times
Monroe
by calling Executive 4900, Branch 37S7,
JARED REED DEBUT
.n„i.i Tr„ofi
or by addressing a letter to the Coih- dance
critic),
Bosley Crowther
Jared Reed, son of actoi" Dan
xnlssioner of Public Buildings, WashingP. H. Alexander
(Times filih critic), Martin Gabel, Heed and pressagent
ton 25, D. C.
Isadora BenWoodstock Gets Corio
Philip Loeb and David K. Ber- nett, will make his first legit
This is a very poignant doapWoodstock, N. Y., June 22.,
minghausen (oiE the American Li- pearance as lead in "John Loves mestic drama of accidental murder
The Woodstock Playhouse will
brary Assn.).
Mary" at the Bard College Play- and its effect on the lives of three
open
its
tenth season tonight
couples.
'*
house, Annandale-on-Hudson,
Its very
St. Paul
tor, will
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SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1030
Play, Brokeirs

and

Authors' Representatives
SB Wcat tSth Street, Mew York
Toss Stuuiet. Blvd., Uollywooa W,.

Cftl.

Organizations opposing the bill
Include the League of N. Y. Theatres,
Actors
Equity,
Authors
League of America, Assn. of Theat-

July
6-10. Like his sister, ballad-singer
Susan Reed, lie has been singing
New York night clubs and on
the radio heretofore.
John Sylvester pacted for "Sundown Beach," opening at Westport,
in

rical Agents & Managers, American Civil Liberties Union and Stop
Censorship.
Julys.

casualness

hances

its

relation

to

real

en-

life,

where chaos reigns over petty
and philosophic calm predominates when real tragedy invades a home. As a moral pointer
It should win approbation,
and if
(Continued on page 49)
crises

(Tues.) with Ann Corio guesting in
"Sailor Bewase"
Others scheduled to appear during the 12-weeK
season include Lillian- Gish, Brian

Aherne, Joan Caufield, Mlscha
Auer, Walter Abel, John Payne,
Treacher and Dorothy

Asthur

Peterson.

.

1949

WednecMlaf) June 23,

W

Conventioneers

UeiSITIMATB

Hypo On

Grosses;

Xarousel' 31G, St Paul
St. Paul,
St.

281/^6,

lary'19G/Shoes38G

June

Continued

22.

"Carousel's"

made

visit,

lives

next to last pounders are Tim Herbert, comepicked up dian, who is making his initial bow

In

$4.94).

business

has

m the open-air theatre.

Fine $28,500.

strongly.

i

Cnntimied from page

H

The \MAy Asks for Help
transferred to the screen

would win

favor.

many

After

a

riage,

years'

happy mar-

prosperous

stockbroker

learns of his wife's compromising
association with a worldly playboy

nine years previously while he was
abroad; She assures him she wasn't
unfaithful, but the dilettante, frequently in his cups, is now going

around boasting of their affair. Enraged husband knocks him down,
then finds he's dead.
Their closiest friend is an^ested
and charged with murder, he having been seen as a caller on the
deceased at the same time.' Unknown to them, he was on the same
en'and concerning his own honor.
The distracted wife of the accused
comes to them for comfoii; and
help, little realizing the irony of
her mission, complicating matters
further.

The close .sympathy and affection
between the main characters is
quietly,
movingly portrayed by
Barbara Couper and William Kendall, who makes his first appearance in the non-musical field. Noel
,

Hood gives a sterling characterization of the really guilty other wife,
and Peter Assinder makes a likeable youngster of the musical stu.dent son whose vapid fiancee fails
nim on learning of his father's
crime.
Clew.

Play on Broadway
Th«> ]nf<>rnal ^In<;1iinc
Interplaypi'a presentHlion.of draina In four
by Jeati Cwteiui.' SluKod by Alpxis
Steve
SpxIriKs
liKUl,liiit,
niwl
Bt'ovUi}-;
At
(.(jstiimpfi,
Bi3{Uon.
aiAuricG
Trovinri'lDwh rMylioaHe; N. X., June 16,
"
'18; $1.80 loji.
,
f lue
..,,,».. , . ..Henry Colman
louDB SoWlor.i....
Mlohuol Mil^hc'lus
ft«iB

.

gftlomos.

f

.

,

,

,

.

,

.John lycnnfy
.liarola Vincent. Gunniiiui

Koliiifi'

Chief.

Jocaatii. ....... , . . ; . .
.. Trest'Ott Riiiley
Ilresiaa..,......,, ........
r<^ert rorccUi
rhtttltom of Lalus...
Kdiiie Fro.st
Sphtns:..,..
...:Nnn(.y Jiino i?tlli«r
AnuW»,..i..
.fHivw Uieit
ThelMin MAtroM.
Annii Berptn:
OgiiiiMiB. V.
.Louis CrLsB
.

.

,

The Interplayers, a new young
,
troupe of professionals operating
In

Provincetown Playhouse, Greenwich Village, has selected a challenging i)lay for its first assignment.
"The Infernal Machine,"

,

J^'i^Cocteau's rewrite of Sophocles'
tragedy, "Oedipus Rex," which has
been smoothly translated from the
* tench by Carl Wildman, is a comWex stage piece spreading the full
range of the comic, commonplace
and tragic. This group rates high
praise, not only for attempUng the
play but in carrying it off with
nnesse and verve.
fhe ipJay is a serious parody of
"»e classical tragedy which tries to
wauce the heroic stature of the
Jparacters in the Greek myth to
Jne dimensions of modern man,

Oedipus
tneme with contemporary notions
J^octeau has filled out the

w

psychoanalysis, politics and roinantic love. As
a result, the play
aitauis a high level of cleverness
•Jjy^^K^emptied of profound tragic

production strikes a precise
restrained wittiness, and
H? J"1^. O'fficult roles are performed
w»in polish and
accuracy. Standout
Players in the cast include Trescott
™Pley, in a delightful interpretaTd»

m,r

,»•«»

'Si

P^^ aging Jocasta: Nancy
demonic Sphin.^:.

Stibcr, as the

"^S^'s Criss, as a

Who matures
J.

tained last week, rather surprising
to showmen vvho check trends and
are aware of the usual decline approaching to July 4. Hotel occupancy is very high, what witli
southern vacationers, buyers and
also families of delegates to the
Republican
which
convention
started Monday (21) in Philadelphia.
There, hotels are a turnaway and that town has no .shows,
so it's expected that there will be"
frequent trips to N. Y. for diversion.
In addition, the current
week should benefit to some degree from an expected influx of
fight fans for the Louis- Walcott

heavyweight

Some

Tan' 12G, Frisca

title contest.

musicals

improved

Improved here too
last week, when the gross w.ns esr
timated around $13,000.
".Streetcar
Named O c s i r e,"
Bariymoi-e
(29th
wk) (D-1,064;
others, business

S4.80).

Priiie-winning

attraction

was last season's first real smash
and is just as strong as when it
opened seven months, ago..
"The Heiress." Biltmore (3Sth
Another hit
wk) (D-920; $4.20).
that perked last week and is sure
approximated
to span summer;
.$18,500.

'"the Respectful Pnislilute'' and
"The Happy Journey," Cort (14th

Indications
wk) (C-l,064;» $4.20).
arc for continuance through sum-

mer and
to.

possibly into

autumn; up

around $13,500.

fur-

9o^ta1'''

ther, upward of $1,500.
"Ballet
"l-he Plays' the Thini?." Booth
Ballads,
which has been steadily (8th wk) (CD-712; $4,80). Doing
improving, picked up still further. excellently for revival and should
San Francisco, June 22.
Tbpre are no scheduled closings be getting goodly operating profit
"Lady Windermere's Fan," With this week although several attracweekly; $15,000 estimated.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, opened at tions are operating with the aid of
'

NeiKhhoriwod
Windsor,

"Bnriemiae,"

Moved here from
"John

Bronx.

Brookljfn.

Mary/' Flatbush,

liOves

Brooklyn.

M

W

larietta'#/2€,

An Kar
i

BOSTON WEEK

f

'

.

.

—

32a Li.

Los Angeles, June 22.
good at two downtown
and
Biltmor6 bucking each other with
stout musicals. On .six weeks of
Biz held

stands with the Philharmonic

repeat at the Biltmore ."Oklahoma!"

amassed $190,000, which allowed
for little profit due to the heavy
operation cost. Final week brought
in $32,000. Across the street at the
Philharmonic, "Naughty Marietta"
pulled $44,500 on its third week
and took in $137,000 on the nin,
whicir-was capacity on all performances except We(Jnesday matinee.

Ken Murray's "Blackouts" moves
into its seventh year Thursday (24)
at the El Capitan and last week
was a near-capacity $17,000.

mLOW'6iGIN4,K.C;
ST. JOE SieS SEASON
Kansas City, June 22.
Legit season closed tor the summer here with "Winslow Boy" in
the Music Hall under banner of
Presentations June 16-18.
shows, including, matinee
Friday, with top at $3.66 for nlghtsi,
figured $6,500, mild.

A & N
Four

Town will be without any legit
durmg the summer. Nothing stirring in dramatics, not even straw-

Nearby St. Joe (50 miles
is taking advantage of the
stage a professional outdoor
season, and pulls plenty
of trade from K. C. for its dates.
Music concert which opened the
.season a fortnight ago was advertised heavily here, gai'nered publicity in the usually-faard-to-crack
Kansas City Star, and gave the
season a rousing start.
hats.

north)

lull to

summer

1.

—

life With Mother' Hits

'

—

terp routine in the Celtic idiom, (21-26); Aud., Long Beach
"Private Lives" Curran, Frisco
danced engagingly by Dorothy
(21-3).
Babbs and Bob Sheerer.
Shubert, Chi.
"Show Boat'^
Eythe, who co-produced with
(21-26).
bid
big
Franklin Gilbert, makes a
Philharmonic,
"Sweethearts"
for attention as a versatile song(21-26).
A.
L.
quite
has
Filmstar
man.
and-dance
"IVinslow Boy"—Biltmore, L. A.
a flair for musicals and definitely
(21-3).
rates Broadway's attention. Like
"Ganick Gaieties," "Chariot's Revue," the "Little Shows," "Meet the
'ANSA' 46, TQROHTO
People" and their ilk, this one may
Toronto, June 22.
well prove a springboard for Eythe
On return engagement, "Anna
and his cohorts, tops among them Lucasta"
grossed a middling $4,000
being comediennes Anderson, Corweek at Royal Alexof
h:af
for last
ley and Channing; .iuve lead Hal
andra (1,525), scaled at $3 top.
Hackett; songstress Un&A Ware;
Piece stays here for current
Sheerer, Miss Babbs, Gene Nelson
fold, coincident with
will
and
week
the
and Jimmy Thompson, among
Royal's summer shuttering.
dancers, and comic Al Checco. pu
Bois' lighting in the smaU-seater
scream
Betty Luster, dancer, pacted for
isn't too solid, and settings
^nice.
budget
dancing-acting role in ^ new verskimpy

—

—

.

.

—

sion

Mary Mac.^rthur

is

of

"Lysistrata"

at

Country

Playhouse, Wcstport, Conn., next
making her week.
:

sfrawhat appearance of the
summer with the Oiney, Md., play-

last

Jules Baclne replaced George
^\r^»«l»«e'' thus xveek
lead in "Brigacallow Oedi- ers in "The
join Keane ift comedy
before .sailing for London to
dioon" (Ziegfel*)»
her mother, Helen Hayes.
Uerm.

into greatness.

*Bom' 13^2^ Joy 13G

Improved June business on
Broadway was more than main-

"Venus in Silk," originally tagged
'Beloved liogue for its preenl here
in 1935, wound up its one-Week
stand Sunday (20). The piece gatlitwo-for-ones and if a slump should
ered momentum as it progressed the Geary, Monday (14). to lukeengagements could stop
and attracted 55,000 payees for an warm reviews, in spite of the show develop,
abruptly.
garnering raves last season when
estimated gross of $42,Q0O.
Estimates for Last Week
it played here.
Show grossed only
Keys: C (.Comedy), D (D«iama),
$12,000.
CD (.Comedu -Drama), R (Revue),
"Annie Get Your Gun," in its
(Musical), O (Operetta):
Piajr out of Town
second week at the Opera House,
"Allegro," Majestic (36th wk)'
did about 90% capacity for a sock (M-1,695; $6).
Recent betterment
$70,000.
"Private Lives," at the in business and some lowering of
GiuTan for second week, was a big operating expenses have improved
I^nd
$26,000.
staying
chances
considerably;
Hollywood, June 16.
$33,000.
Mars proUijri;iou«, l*\'nnkltn (lUbPvt a»d
"Aneel iu the WtaffS," Coronet
WiniJim K.vthtt presehijiUon uC jin intiniiite
(28th wk) (R-998; $4.80).
Muy go
*ivue, with worils rikI music by Chaiios
'OKLAHOMA!'
$45,500
to
Chicago
later
in
summer alDiivr-tfa hy William Kj'the, Setinyiiur.
liiiars, i'0.siiini<^S und UgUttns I'y Tlnoul Pcue
though plans are to stick until fall;
)u Bt)i«.
Daiu-t'H and
inusIirfLl
numT)era
again rated around $18,000 aiid
IN 4Tfl
staged by (.JuvVcr <"lKimiitoo. MiisiwU ilirecpace okay.
lion hy tifturgfe BaU'T. (>pt»nfKt at Tjas PhI-^
Boston, June 22.
uiJiR. Hony\\''ood, .\mn\ Hi, '-IS:
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
top.
With no competition, and play- (llOth wk) (M-1,472;
Caat: VVilUum I'Mlic. I^iiula W'are, IJal
$6.60).
More
Hai'kett,
Wene Nt'lson, Anne Anilei;«()ii. ing at popular prices, "Oklahoma!"
than held its own; one of the most
<^yfiihJa <'mi«y. rarol ('hnruiiHg, Doixtthy
is still playing to capacity houses
Babljs. Jlimny Tlipuipsbn. .Bob Sheflrer; .Al
popular attractions on the list and
at
the
Boston
Opera
House,
t.'heticio.
Jjce
finishKtf.i<y,
A.utolneU* (4uhllfi>,
topped only by "In.side U.S.A.",
ShPily MltfhelU .Krlf SlTK-lalr, JpflTino RoU ing a fourth boff week.
de.spite long run; over $41,000.
lins, Johnny Ivrri* Paul Owen.
Last week's biz held up to a sock
"Ballet Ballads," Music Box (5th
$45,500 with run extended for two wk) (M-977; $4.80).
Business la.st
"Lend an Eur" has the earmarks more weeks.
week again improved and gross
of evolving into a Coast institution,
went to $15,500; operated profitably for the first time; should make
a la "Blackouts." the Turnaboutei"s,
.sl:ay of it.
'The Drunkard" and kindred pe'Harvey' $24,000 in D.C.;
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (ia4th
culiarly California diversions. Many
wk) (C-993; $4.80). More than held
of its 19 skits find their inspiration
Setting Run Record its own last week when laugh show
in .such a.k. items as the blackout
celebrated
1,000th performance;
about the maestro who surprises
Washington. .Tune 22.
his spouse in a compromising situ^
"Harvey's" stay at the National approached $13,S00 rauirk.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (67th wk)
ation with his string section, in the breaks all records for the theatre
Picked up right
tried-and-true takeoffs on O'Neill with announcement by Edmund <M-1,628; $4.80).
and Shakespeare, and in the ever- Plomb, manager, of an extension to through the .week with takings up
green erring lady tourist".
July 10. The eight-week engage- approximately $2,000 and the gross
Even so, layout provides a solid ment will be the longest in the the- approached $29,000.
"Command
Decision,"
Pulton
showcasing for its high-spirited atre's history. A special July 5 mat(27lh wk) (D-968; $4.80). Holding to
young cast, Raoul Pene Du Bois' inee has also been announced;
Grosses at the end of the fifth improved form, around $18,000 and
tasteful costumes, and a trio of
tuneful airs and some witty lines week'wei'e $24,000. slightly under is slated to continue until Sept, 11;
youtlif ul the fourth week, but still high for then, tours.
Charles
Gaynor,
by
"FUiian^s Rainbow," 46th Street
scripter whose previous stints have the theatre.
(75th wk) (M-1,319; $6).
Went to
included special material for Britapproximately $30,000; best mark
ain's Hermione Gingold in "Sweeter
in months and slated into fall
and Lower." Gaynor has a neat
period.
Current Road Shows
.
way with the verbiage; it's a pity
"Harvey," 48th St. Ufllst wk)
his talent hasn't been applied' to
iJxme. 21-JmIj/ 3)
some brighter ideas. Best of his
Royal Alex., (C-902; $4.20). Some further im"Anna Lucasta"
provement and last week's gro.ss
songs are "Neurotic You and Tor. (21-3).
was
estimated
around
$12,000
Psychopathic Me," "I'm Not in
"Annie Get Your Gun"—r Aud.
mark; intention is to play well into
Love," and "Who Hit Me?"
Fri.sco (21-26); Aud.. Denver (28-3);
next .season.
"Blackouts of 1948"— El CapiStandout skits are "Three Little
"Hieh Button Shoes," Shubert
Queens of the Silver Screen," a tan. L. A. (21-3).
(27th wk) (M-1,387; $6).
Primed
(21-3).
Met,
Seattle
"Carousel"—
libel on Theda Bara, Mary Miles
for a cleanup, what with capacity."For Love or Money"r-Selwyn, plus
Minter and Pearl White by Anne
attendance here and similar
Anderson, Cynthia Corley and Chi. (28-3).
grosses in Chicago; nearly $38,000.
"Harvey"— Nat'l, Wash. (21-3).
Carol Channing; "Neurotic," in
"Howdy Mr. Ice," Center (U-2,.Shoes"
Gt.
Button
"High
which Miss Andeivson and pro994; $2.88).
Presented by Sonja
ducer-director-star William Eythe Northern, Chi. (21-3
Henie and Arthur M. Wirtz; new
",Tohn Loves Mary"— Harris, Chi. ice skating
lampoon tJie psychiatric profession;
revue opens Thurs.
,
"Missing Road Company," saga of (21-3).
(24).
"Lady Windermere's Fan"
a Shubert musical of the 20's;
"Inside U. S. A.," Century (7th
"Santo Domingo," a tropical sizzlcr; Gearv, Frisco (21-26).
wk) (R-1,670; $6). Great business
"OklahomaJVT^Opera Hse., Bos. for Broadway's top
"Romantic'ly Inclined," involving
grosser;: conPlymouth Rock and environs, and (21-3).
tinues with all performances selP
Aud., Pasadena ing out
"Oklahoma'."
"Molly O'Keilly," boy-meets-girl
and the gross topping
(28-3).
'

Plays Abroad

*Annie' 41G,

42G

'Annie'

(2,100;

Broadway; US.A.' 47G, *Br^'

sure

.

week,

June Biz Surprises

Paul retail merchants, spon-

soring

it would go over, ai-ousing the
public With large newspaper display ads and extra radio plugging.
In their own newspaper ads, too,
they urged theatregoers to attend.
'Venus'
in Si. Louis;
Ihey also ran ads in the Minnenewspapers during the enOff to Boff Start apolis
gagement and a considerable number of Minneapolitans, who had
St. Louis. June 22.
missed
ihe show when it was in the
for "Annie Get Your
"Rio Rita," one of the best coin
to make way
Mill City, journeyed hei-e to see it.
Gun," which opens July 5 for a re- grabbers of the Municipal Theatre
As result, "Carou.sel" wound up
Assn.'s repertory, is back for the
engagement.
peat
with
*^
$31,000
in the 2,800-seat Audi"For Love or Money" opens to- fifth time, hut the first since 1944, torium, same
as Minneapolis the
in the al fresco playhouse in Forest
nlBht 122) with good advance.
Park. The piece, in spite of threats previous week.
Estimates for Last Week
Selwyn
Money,"
of
rain
or
all
day
LOve
and
humid atmos«For
Opens
tonight
(22)
phere,
teed
$3.71).
off
a
seven-night
run
(1,000;
last night 'Mon.) before the largest
with good advance sale,
Button Shoes," Great mob of the season (10,000) that laid
"Hi£li
Northern i5th wk) (1,500; $6.18). approximately ?4,500 on the line
Edward Roeker, baritone, and
sun sold out; $38,00(X
«jroIin Loves Mary," Harris (19th Frances Greer, Metopera soprano
wk) (1.000; $3.71). Aided by sell- who won the mob and crix last
out house Monday (14), b.o* took a week in "Venus in Silk." are continuing to score in the top roles.
goom to boff $19,000.
"Show Boat," Shubert (16th Wk) Others who are winning the palm

ChicagOt June 22.
Convention delegates took over
here last week,
the legit Uoxoffice
result that all grosses
u'itli the
L.inred vipwai'd— that is with the
«^cepUon of "High Button Shoes,"
whose lake can't go any higher.
"Show Boat" closes Saturday (26)

OK

45

-

"

$47,000.

"Joy to the Wofld," Plymouth
(14th wk) (CD-1,063; $4.80). Rated
around $13,000 last week and making an operating profit right along;
fairly good chance to span summer.
"Look, Ma, Fm Dancin'," Adelphl i20th wk) (R-1,434; $4.80).
Should continue at present profitable gait indefinitely; ending fifth
month with every week a winning
one; $26,000 last week.

27G

2d

in

Detroit Week
June 22.

Detroit,

"Tuite With Mother," in its secsond stanza at the Cass, netted a
sock $27,000 for Oscar Serlin's new
production of the Howard LindsayHossel Crouse comeijy. It brought
$10,000 for seven performances
opening week.
At the Shubert-Lafayette, a 10week summer series was launched
Sunday (20) with Elisabeth Bergner
in 'Escape Mc Never" as the initial
opus. Series is under sponsorship
of Robert Fryer, in association

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- with J. Finlay Herman, from
hurst <23d wk) (R-1,160; $6). Got "Brigadoon's"
production
staff,
nearly $36,000 last week which and Sandy Comora, of the Shefmeans capacity all performances field (England) theatre.
and sure fall stayer.
Second stanza will be Mischa
"Me and Molly," Belasco (17th Auer and Haila Stoddard in "20th
Some im- Century," to be followed by Ruth
wk) (C-1,077; $4.80).
provement last week when takings Chatterton in "The Little Foxes."
approached $10,000; okay for com- Subsequent possibility is Larry
Parks in a new play in pre-Broadedy on summer basis.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin dSth way showing.
Roqucsts
wk) (CD-1,357; $4.80).
Before Tennessee Williams' new
for tickets from visitors makes de- play "Summer and Smoke" opens
mands on boxoQice and agencies on Broadway in October, Detroit
all the heavier; smash gets $34,500 will be the third and
last of its
•
and more every week.
Iryout .<!pots. It hits Buffalo Sept.
"Strange Bedfellows." Morosco 9; Cleveland, Sept, 13 and Detroit,'
(23d wk) (C-935; $4.80). Like most Sept. 20.
I
'
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The Lido has put on

tourist trade.

a new floorshow that is unquestionably the best ever produced
here, with plenty of American
talent such as Chaz Chase, the

Literati
Authors' AsisMsment Beef
Handful of members of the
Authors Guild is rebelling against
the orgahization's recently*adopted
assessment-on-income setup, Objectors are mostly from the top income writers, who apparently feel
that it would set the precedent of
a graduated levy hitting the name
authors particularly hard. There's
also agitation against the plan as
involving "invasion of privacy."
Whole situation is discussed in a
letter sent to the membership last
week by Guild president Paul Galileo. Noting that the measure was
approved by, a referendum vote of
383 to 213 and that more than half
the membership has sbice indicated
Its preferred method of payment,
the communication, explains that no
"invasion of privacy" is involved,
as the scheme calls for each member to report how much his own
assessment should be, based on Wo
Of his net income over $3,000. The
letter also points out that because
:ptofessional dues are deductible
from gross income, between 16%
and 82% (according to the individual's income brackety of the amount
of assessment would have to be
paid in income taxes.
Understood a few members have
submitted resignations over the issue, while others have merely
threatened to do so and that most
of the objectors have just registered protest. Gallico and members of the Guild council will discuss the question' with them all in
an effort to smooth out the situa.

Debonnairs and Ben Yost singers,
raphy of Gen. George Henry plus the Charlivels and a line of
Thomas, the Virginian who fought girls .extremely easy to look at,
for the North in the Civil War, In Montmartre, Tabarin is caterwill be published in September by ing' to tlie mass trade.
Prentice-Hall.
While Bernard Hilda's departure
N. Y. Times Sunday book review to Barcelona for the season is
section started printing a "Should- closing the Club Champs Elysees,
Be Best Sellers" list this week (20) the Drap d'Or offers a semi-inas a once-a-month feature. Titles timate setting of the most luxuriare "recent books which do' not apThe very fashionable
ous type.
pear on the best-seller chart but
Chez Carrers, the new Chez Monwhich, in the opinion of the staff,
Seigneur, Shehera-

deserve some of the attention con- seigneur, Grand
zade, 'Boite a Sardines and Florcentrated on tlie 'best sellers'."
ence, are all ready to welcome the
And for those with comtourist.
paratively little money to spend,
there are innumerable small bis-

TV

Forcing

Continacd from page

so-so

tros,
1

the idea would be that there could
be consolidation of administrative
functions among the affiliates, with
a. consequent reduction of operating overhead. Also, it's hoped,
there coyld be a single-card setup
for performers, instead of the
present necessity of the artist taking out a imion card in each entertainment field in which he works,
with dues for each.
-

Monday's opening meeting conof merely an exploratory
discussion of the subject, without
any attempt to get down to specific
conditions and proposals. Yesterday's (Tues.) session was also confined mostly to generalities, but it's
expected -that the confab will become' more pointed later in the
sisted

tion; The president's letter also an- week.
swers .criticisms of the Guild's

confident
statements
Despite
basic contract with RanHouse. Most of the beefs on after the initial discussions certain
have come from agents, it union spokesmen express the private belief that a real "one big
union" consolidation is still far off,
D. C. Guild Won't Aid Commy with little chance of being adopted
Membership of the Washington at the current meetings. It's reAFRA,
although
that
Newspaper Guild ^refused, in a ported
referendum last week, to support AGMA and AGVA strongly favor
the grievance of a member of the an all-powerful 4A's, Equity and
local
Newspaper
Guild
who SAG have firm reservations. Equity
was fired because he was a leaders are understood to be conmember of the Communist. Party. cerned over the disposal of that
It is believed to be the first «ase of organization's large treasury, while
its kind affecting a working news- SAG wants to be sure that any of
paper man.
authority over the" film perits
Referendum was conducted in former field is not given up tb the
the case of Thomas G. Buchanan, east.
dropped from the staff of the
Jealous of Jobs
Washington Star. Vote was 251
Also, it's noted, any drastic conagainst prosecuting the grievance
vs. 163 supporting action on be- solidation setup would have to provide for all the paid executives of
half of Buchanan.

nit eries and many
'

dancehalls

.

Of course, the Folies Bergere
and the Casino de Paris are still
drawing a fair amount of tourist
entertainment money, but they
still have the same show as last
year and not improved. Such mu-

as "Violettes Imperiales" at
the TMogador, nicely dressed and
sicals

staged, or ''Marechalie Sans Gene"
at the Ghatelet, are clipping a
good deal of their wings.
Ice shows have been hitting
There is a good, fast one
Paris.
at the Palais de Glace, and another at the Ambassadeurs.

To help promote night

life,

Paris

bistros, hitherto supposed to close
at midnight, now are permitted to

«»Mt»»

the various unions, who would
otherwise fight it vigorously. Even
Gill Vanks Cartoon From H-T
if these execs were assured that
Tom Gill, cartoonist and creator their
employment was protected,
of the comic «trip character "Ricky
all tend to be jealous of each
StevOns,"- stated in a press release they
last week th«t he will withdraw his others' positions and authority, and
comic from the Herald Tribune are thus suspicious of any change
He de- in the existing setup.
Syndicate as of July 3.
clined to comment why he's stepThe strongest compulsion toward
ping out of the H-T organization. the consolidation move is figured
Gill, who also has done con- to be the rapidly-devdoping telesiderable freelancing for comic vision situation. With telecasting
books, was a N. Y. Daily News staf- mushrooihing in the east and befer for some 13 years prior to jointo get under way elsewhere
He plans ginning
ing the Tribune ftAd.
in the country, the performer orto drop.. the boaftf temporarily to
work out an educational feature ganizations are faced with the
necessity of handling it cooperafor television.
tively to avoid inter-union disputes
and possibly chaos. So far, they
CHATTER
have worked together reasonably
Lennie DeCarlo, motion picture well under the 4A's television com^
editor of the San Francisco News, ^mittee. That is regarded as a parrounding up interviews in Hollytial blueprint for "one big union."
wood.
Those attending the current
Gene Markey'anew novel, "The
Great Gompariions," will be print- huddles Include George Heller, A.
ed as a serial in the Ladies' Home Frank Reel, Clayton Collyer and
Journal,
Henry Jaflie, of AFRA; Angus
Fred Johnson taking his annual Duncan,
Elliott
Nugent,.
Paul
gander at Hollywood as drama Turner and Rebecca Brownstein,
editor of the San Francisco Gall- of Equity; Ruth Richmond, of
Bulletin.
Chorus Equity; Jack Dales, Lee
Memoirs of Agnes Underwood, Bowman and Florence Marston, of
city editor of the Los Angeles
SAG; O'Neil Shanks, Ed Russell
Herald-Express, will be published
and Richard Gordon, of SEG;
In early fall by Harper's,
Marie V. Rodell, former mystei7 Hyman Faine and Lawrence Tibof AGMA; Dewey Barto, Dave
bett,
editor of Duell, Sloan
Pearce,
has become an author's agent, Fox, Jonas 'T. Silverstone and
working out of the office of Elsie Mortimer S. Rosenthal, of AGVA,
and Reoiben Guskin, of HAU.
McKeogh.
t

.

&

Robert

Lindsay

and

Robert

Peterson, former flacks at Metro,
are , editing Hot Rod Magazine,

devoted

to
hopped-up
their drivers.

•

boom season,
anticipating 25% more biz than
In nearby Trouville, the
Casino, which on the green bai:;e
AxQmx Rank office in N.Y., polish- collected $9,000 in 1928, brought
ing off a film script aimed to in- $75,000 in 1946 and $100,000 last
clude a number of exploitation year, according to operator Mauangles to ease publicizing the fin- rice, Chauvelot.
ished produdt.
What the tourists will find
Robert Neville, Time and Life changed from the old days in Paris
correspondent^ returned last ^eek is that part of
the night life which
from India and is awaiting re- included
a visit to the nude femme
assignment. He was editor of the
emporiums. They've been ruled
Mediterranean edition of Stars
oufand
shuttered.
Stripes during the war.
Blcbard O'Connor's "Thomas:
Entertainment in Paris is of
Book ol .Chlgkamauga,*;. ^ .biog- course gunning }iefvil}; foi: tjip
editorial

chores for the July' and August

is-

sues.

Bill

Tourney, publicist is the

June

is

last year.
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do they do it? I mean how do writers who take on the added
anything written?
duties of producers get
Not a week goes by but what some builder of prose announces he
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder have gone
is doubling out front.
practically everything except walking dogs in
so far as to take on
supremely well at it. In fact, on "The
their pictures, and have done
Emperor Waltz" Brackett_ covered everything except writing the
services on the glossy treadmill
reviews, and considering his earlier
have done that as well as the critics
of The New Yorker he could
who did cover the picture,
,
Dudley Nichols, John Huston, Harry Kurnitz, Ed Beloln, Dore
Schary Don Hartman, Anthony Veiller, Robert Buchner, Sidney Buchman Robert Rossen, Sheridan Gibney, Albert P. Lewln, Claude Binyon,
Maxwell Shane, F. Hugh Herbert, George Seaton, Preston Sturges,
Nunnally Johnson and David O. Selznick are among those who write
scenes with one hand and add 6gur(!s with the other.,
Then there are geniuses like Orson Welles, Noel Coward and Charles
S Chaplin, who not only write, direct and produce their pictures but
Star in them as well. Chaplin even claims he writes the musical scores.
With my eyes looking upward, to skywriters most of the time, I'm
not one to examine too closely the skill of contemporaries in the
meadows of letters, and up to a few weeks ago I'm afraid I wasn't
properly impressed by these jugglers of multifarious talents, li t
thought about their dexterity at all I figured they either used ghosts,
hired anonymous accountants or directed with their feet (as George'
M. Cohan used to do) while writing added scenes with a quill.
But I tried producing a play myself about two' months ago and after
three weeks of pushing the bank, the cast and the stagehands I was
so pooped I could scarcely drag myself home to bed after each night's
performance. We were to run two weeks and after the third I ordered
the show closed, 'ihe cast didn't want to close. So I resigned and
sold my grief to a co-producer for a dollar, which Harry Truman now
tells the guy is worth only 66%c. The show is still running and is now
in its Seventh Sick Week. But I sleep nights.

How

.

Lend

Me Your Name

time.

lown

Vauders Get
;

Continued from page

much

to do, I was assured, except
23, rent a house and, easiest of all,

1

tus of tie "Stop the Music" layout,
cast of which will include emcee

Bert
Salter

bandleader Harry
Parks,
singers Dick Brown and

and

Kay Armen,
Should

show be a potent

this

lure at the Capitol it's likely that
a host of radio-giveaway shows
submitted for theatres and
The selling price of these

will be
cafes.

is considered to be cheaper than
attractions, and since most
prizes are contributions of manudistributors,
the
facturers
or
houses are figured to have a stronglure bill at a low cost.
Many film houses have tried to

many

,

return bingo and similar games,
but ip most instances they've been
out because they've been
adjudged games of chance.
It's
significant that when the bingo
era prevailed, nights when games
were held were big at the b.o., no
matter what the picture was.
ruled'

The

giveaway

•

gimmick

some-

time ago hit the one-night field.
There's the instance of an impresario of a New England food show
who couldn't get the kind of name
he wanted, and so he bolstered
the draw by giving away a $12,500
dwelling.
Indications of the draw of free
prizes is seen in the fact that a
quiz layout for pic houses, designed
by radio writer Allie Singer, has
been filling several Bronx houses

on "slow" nights.

build

new

sets,

get a

new

cast of

fill it.

Then some kibitzer suggested that maybe we could throw a $12
opening benefit lor a hospital which was about to break ground and
'
could use a few thousand.bucks for picks and shovels,
That did it. As the guinea pig that has survi^d the hacking of
croakers in 30 hospitals over half the world, I'm a sucker for newer
and better chophouses. This one planned to remove all restrictions of
race, creed and color. In fact it was to be so democratic it would cut up
anybody,
Obviously trapped now as a producer, I surveyed our assets. We
had a play- which had met with almost unanimous critical approval.
In New York every paper had -covered it and not one had given it a
bad notice. How could we miss?
We found a new theatre In the heart of Hollywood, Built for radio,
it didn't seem much to change it for legit.
But did you ever try to
set up a radio stage for legit? If you so much as drive a tack in
the immaculate walls some guy starts screaming -that you'll ruin
the acoustics for the next afternoon's broadcast of Phil Baker's giveaway.
It turned out that there were only 298 seats in the perfectly
lovely and completely unknown theatre.
It turned out, moreover,
that there were 32 people to be paid each week, and since this was a
play set at a coroner's inquest, with the witnesses scattered among the
audience, which was in turn acting as the jury, you practically started
out each night with a house papered by the cast in the performance of
its duty. Well, papering a house' Is not new.
But paying people to
sit in the seats must be a novelty.
Even if the house played to capacity every performance it couldn't
top $2,700 a week, and with the theatre rental at $360 and Equity
salary minimums to pay, the piece looked destined to lose dough
even when it made it. Or am I figuring like a producer Instead of
a writer?
The play dealt with the sin of segregation. It's a beautiful presentation of the tragedy which befalls a fiamily when racial hate is allowed
•

to

run wild.

The Supreme Court Shills
,
.
,
And
how about the breaks? Well, the day we opened the Supreme
Court ruled that restrictive covenants (real estate rousts on racial
grounds) were henceforth illegal. That was the issue in "Trial by Fife."
We bad "Annie Get Your Gun" opening as opposition the same
night. But that was in downtown L, A., 10 miles away. They had Irvhig
Berlin and Mary Martin. Fine. We had Charlie Chaplin, Rudy Vallee,
Celeste Holmi Jack Paar, Donald Ogden Stewart, Salka Viertel, Ella
Winters and a guy named SRO. We were in,, too.
The next day I picked up the papers to see What kind of notices
we d got. None, The afternoons had fullpage spreads on "Annie";
nowng on Fire." I tried the trades. Ditto. Not even a blast 'from
the Thomas or Tenney Committees, We were operating a secret weapon.
And Both From St. Louis
Not till a week later did anybody get on to us. We received a tele-

It's also noted that at least one
cafe does fairly well on similar
nights.
Bill. Miller's Riviera, Ft
Lee, N. J., is finding that coupons
good for various items of merchandise
including a Cadillac, are
strong luresf for the patronage.
At one time a top Broadway
cafe was ready to stop knocking
itself into the red by buying ex^^"^ Lieber, RKO publicity director, which read:
pensive names.
It was figured ^''1!^?^,^°™
PREthat a $5,000 or more giveaway tTTJ,9H.,^^f^ ^ GUEST ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
would draw more patronage. Idea
" ^ °^ FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE, STARRING
PAT
O'BRrEN
skidded when a top name became
Father
So
Dunne
Fire!"
was the author of "Trial by
available.
T .^'^y-J'^'^'*"^
The scarcity of top lures and ijook him to the preview. In person. It turned out the picture was
the general decline of tfade in about^another Father Dunne who had been dead for years, but ours
stole the show. Everybody wanted
black
both theatres and niteries are figto meet him. Rosy-cheeked,
^^^*'*'
"^""'^ have, played the part more belie vably than
ured to pave the way for Santa w f""^/?.'!!
Glaus shows. Efficacy of this type ifax O Brien. Father Dunne is one of those rare souls who can joke
programming is seen by the fact about race prejudice and ease the hurt in doing so. He says we call
that Fred Allen and Edgar Bergen, iNegroes colored people because they are 'colorful.' We whites lacking
ordinarily two of the top Hoop- color, he laughs, should really be called 'colorless.' If we didn't really
erated shows on the air, have de- envy colorful people, why do we go down to the beach and try to get
clined considerably in face of the nearer to a color they already have? And is there anything sillier,
ne asks, than a giri spending days
"Music" competition.
on the beach getting darker each,
Maybe the comedian soured by' aiternoon, and looking down her nose in superior fashion as somebody
the stiff competition of giveaways God has already granted the favor she seeks?
I suggested that if
had something when he said "Peowanted to recoup on O'Brien as "Fighting
ple don't wanna be entertained—
produce a sequel called "Fighting
Pat O'Brien,"
"
ftniif ^""J?^
starring
Father Dunne.
they wanna win."
They laughed, but nobody bought in.
finished me as a writer-producer. If in show business
800-Car Drlvc-ln Near L. A.
ti,i,^."
"°
Los Angeles.
"""S as a bad notice except no notitfe at all I'd
,
,„ ,
Jif ^11 T
Work
started
in
Huntington got all I could take of bad notices
Park on a new 800-car film house
P'^^^s book 'would lead to a final notice reading:
^
by the Pacific Drive-In Theatre " 'TSS^fc^l""!"
*"'«jClosed Saturday. Notice printed for the record."
vt\,^ ^rI^
,
Co., headed by C. A. Caballero.
town. "Trial by Fire" is still running and
Tlicatre is the first of four to be U'f ohtV
tJiat way for years.
Of course Ken
***** '^^>
^ac** costing Mnriw.
bad
'

.-
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•

French Look

jallopie$

and
Bi Continued from page 1
Garry Moore becomes editor of
Tom Breneman's Magazine in Sep- pating lush biz. Deauville, booked
tember,
succeeding Breneman's
solid for the summer

widow who took over the

Vt
Pity, Me.,

dom

'

SieuHy

You delegate the dirty work to others."
The play about to be produced had already had runs in downL. A., Chicago, New York and Pasadena/ There couldn't be

minimum

notes.''.">

:

By Frank

How I got into the role of Producer can't differ materially from
remain open until 2 a.m. and on
some occasions all night. But the- the pitches which fetched these eminent writer-producers I speak of>
atres and cinemas must still close Somebody must have said to- them, as somebody said to me, "Your
name will help us over the hump. It won't take any more of youp
by 12: 30 at the latest.

this

.

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

RKO

•

KJS

Sees

but "Blackouts" at least opened to

-

CWATTin

Weclneeday, June 23, 1948
of "Texas, Heaven and Brooklyn"
for United Artists, is due in New
York from, the Coast over next
Michael Myerberg at Johns Hopweekend, then heads right for DalItins hospital, Baltimore, for obserlas, where the film is set for a flock
vation of mastoid*
of day-and-date openings July 15.
Gene Buck reelected head of
Catholic Actors Guild, and Pat
O'Briea is again vice prez.
Johnny Greenhut, of Music Corp.
of America cafe and video dept.,
By Hal P. Mills
operated on for kidney ailment.
Jack Crawford is now manager
Martin J. Lewis, art theatre uirof the Grand, city's largest picture
Cuit operator, thumbing scripts for.
house.
legit
production.
Broadway
a try at
James Wong. Howe, Hollywood
Chartock trying out
M.
S.
"Mikado" and "Pirates of Pen- cameraman, coming to Shan^ai to
film "Ricksha Boj';"
zance," which will our next seaThe Play'o the Thing," produced
son.
Jean-Paul Sartre, French exis- by amateur players, is drawing
tentialist playwright, will tour U. S. large crowds at the Lyceum.
Norman Westwood, who pionuniversities iii,the fall on a round
eered -here for years for Unive^rsal
of lectures.
returning from
Cecil Barker directing Selznick films,^ reported
Japan.
unit shooting CentraX'Park scenes
Jeri-y Giraud, who appeared in
lor "Portrait of Jenny," with Joe
silents with Charles Chaplin and
Roberts as aide.
Mary
Pickford,
is
a Shanghai residirecParamount
Billy Wilder,
tor-scripter, wound up a European dent'^in the shipping business.
Not one of tlie leading 12 pix
vacation this week, arriving aboard

London
By Abel Green
Abe Aronsohn's 400 and Embassy

doing

okay;

ditto

Stocco's

Giro's.

.Rank organization feted Louella
Parsons just to meet its. own people en masse.
Jack Hylton back in bis own new
town house, which had been
bombed out during the war.
Katharine Hepburn leaving Lon^
don soon for Germany to entertain

47

Chautauqua, N. Y., next month to
establish strawhatter.
Bud Wendell of
emceePaul Nathan recovering from
ing "Cinderella Weekend'" quiz surgery.
shows at Bhumbana Room for
Bill Pines celebrated their .32nd
Mike Cohan and Gene Erwin.
wedding anni.
Bobbysoxers waiting for Jack
Fortunio Bonanova planing to
Benny's train from Detroit were Rio de Janeiro.
disappointed when he decided to
Buddy de Sylva returned from
come here for Pijlace date by auto. tour of Europe.
Mary Livingston also came along,
Arthur Franz has a new film
but via boat.
name, Arthur Field.

WJMO

•

Billy
in

0e Wolfe

east for personals

Chicago and Detroit.

feicks Connty, Pa.
GI's in "The Philadelphia. Story."
Marvin Schenck in from N. Y,
Foodeasies
still
flourishing.
Shirley Bootl; to entertain at for huddles with Louis B, Mayer.
They're either pseudo-clubs or intiRalph Ravenscroft resigned as
Hope Street Fair July 3.
mate spots where choice edibles New
Ella Logan and Fred F. Finkle- Par's Coast ad-exploitation field
are obtainable.
at theit rep.
hoffe, in from Coast,
Harry M. Wamec addressed final
Only way British can go abroad Springtown farm.
session of Western Safety Conferis to be "guests" of Americans, and
Ezra Stone off next week to stage
then reciprocate by entertaining
"My Heart's In The Highland" for ence..'
them in England, or paying back in Barter Theatre, Abington,, Va.
Olga San Juan .named "Miss
pounds.
CAP" for CiviUan Air Patrol
Henry Jones checked out after Week."
Phil Green contracted to do
Playhouse in "Room Servcomplete score for new Arthur week at
Richard Arlen east for strawhatto stage "Othello" for Canada
Askey show, "The Kid from Strat- ice" in
tcrs in Connecticut and MassaLee
Boston.
chusetts.
ford," vidiicb is bei«g iicesented by
Lajos Egri to give playwriting
James Edvrards, Jr., head of EdJack Waller.
series' for 10 night sessions beginhouses is screening a Chinese pic.
wards Theatre circuit, recovering
Fredric March and :his wife,
the Queen Maiy.
uiDg> Aug, 2 at Jon Gnagy's school
from surgery.
Dinah Halperft to London, slated Eleven are showing American films, Florence Eldridge, both of whom in New Hope.
Bing;Crasiiy bought a 3,000-act'e
for summer season of Yiddish exception being a J. Arthur Rank are in a Rank picture, meeting
NBC
video
Jon
Gnagy
reenacting
their 16-year-old Penelope BSarcfa
ranch near Elko, Nev., his second
drama repertory of six plays, iiir production, at the Capital;
show, "You Are An Artist," at New one in that state.
at Southampton,
eluding "Medea."
Debroy Somers, making come- Hope Street Fair starting July 1.
Barbara Britton will strawhat in
Ben Kalmenson; Warner Bros,
back after long, serious illness^ will Moss Hart jud£$n£ taleat opening "Outward BAund" and "Accent on
general sales manager, .back at the
night
act
as
musical
Youth" at Laguna Beach.
director of a big
EomebfEice after a week of confabs
Walter Abel in at Logan Inn for
Ruth Hussey and SheUcjr Winters
Laura Zapfl; danseuse, 33, sui- summer shovir at Hippodrome, rehearsals of Eddie Mayer's "Chilwith Burbanfc execs.
Blackpool,
startmg
June
will
co-slar In "Philadelphia Story"
28.
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount's cided.
Humphrey Lyttleton Band re- dren of Darkness" opening at New with Laguna Beaeh Players.
Rosa Merker, 80. Wagner singer
distribution veepee. oa the Coast
ceived invitation from Hot Club Hope June 27 under title of "Trhe
Gary Cooper awarded the Chalfor confabs with Henry Ginsberg, in State operas died:
of Belgium to represent England in Jailer's Wench."
lenge Beigique medallion by a BelGovernment
planning
to
help
chief.
production
Par's
Kitty Carlisle- to act at Plajrltpuse gian, mag for liis screen work.
.the European .Jazz Festival being
Joseph Bemhard, Film Classics ^toducers of educaitional films.
later this, summer. Strawhatter is
Bryan Foy- in. from Philadelphia
Albert and Else Bassermann to held on the Belgian coast Aug. mile from her Aquetong home.
heading
and Cinecolor prexy,
An- where lie huddled with Connie
14-17.
Coastwards to confer with studio appear at Volkstheatre in August
Sam Eckman, Jr., head of Metro other local actress, Sara Seegeir Mack about a baseball picture.
Diana Film co. screening prizeexecs on production matters.
(Mrs.
Ezra Stone) lined up for
here, sold his old Cadillac to J.
Frank Borzage^s Motion Picture
Max E. Youhgstein, Eagle Lion's winning script, "Last Perform- Arthur Rank
Made
In
Heaven"
July
5^
at a fabulous (for
Golf Tournament raised. $B,7dO for
ad-pub v^pee, addresses the Iowa ance."
&amon Biunyon Memorial' Fund,,
Ljuba Welitsch, local opera star, America) profit but considered a
State Chamber of Commerce meetWilliam Katzell returned from
inked for Metropolitan
Opera good-buy here, where motors are so:
ing in De.<j Moines today (Wed.).
scarce.
Atlantic City
Mexico where he lined up locations
Clark Gable due in from the Assn., N. Y.
~
Eddie
Knopf
to
Paris
to
meet
for his next iilm, "Border Patrol."
Yolkstheatre
will
produce CfaodBy Joe WiOker
Coast next month, en route to Euhis 20-year-old UCLA son and moJudy, Canova opened her nationFields'
orov
and
Sister
Ei"My
Victor Lombardo band on end -of
rope for a vacationv after complettoring to Italy for three weeks now
wide tour of one night 'stands at
Steel pier.
ing Metro's "Command Decision." leen" in the fall.
Civic Auditorium, Stockton, Calif.
Film star Use Werner married to that Knopf's produetion of "Ed500 club opened last Fiiday
Edward G. Robinson and son
ward My Son" (Spetacer Tracy) is
RobOrt Frost to Texas to round
night. Irv. Wolf is operator.
planed to London Monday (21) to American publisher M. de Forest, rolling.
up material for his next indie,
Sam
Singer
opened
his
Club
join Mrs. Robinson in Paris for the editor of Munich Neue Zeitung.
Lord Amherst, better known as
"Mr. Ghost Goes to Washington."
Mundus Film working on "Seal Jeffrey
opening of her art exhibit July 1.
Holmesdale when second- Harlem for the season last week.
John James
of "Countess of
MacAvoy, Unlversal's of God," directed by Alfred Stoe- string critic on the old N, Y. World, Acts include Joe Johnson's "Sen- Monte Cristo" out
J.
B.
cast wUh a broken
shorts subjects sales chief, nursing ger, in St, Veit an der Glan, Styria. veiy homesick for the U. S. His sations of 1948."
ankle< sustained in an auto crash.
Composer Richard Strauss exFinal Headliner Affair held at
» game foot. He was the innocent
last time over was in '29. Stated for
Jane Cowl will make her first
bystander when a railroad porter pected here from Montreux to di- a southern California visit this Bafoettes Sunday afternoon. Drew California appeai-ance in 11 years
rect Philharmonic Orchestra on
most of topflight writers here for in "The First
muffed a trunk.
year-end.
Mrs. Fraser," at La
Rutgers Neilson, RKO's pul>- disks.
Efrem Kurtz, conductor of the 14th annual shindig.
Jolta Playhouse:
Louis Jouvet's Parisian theatrical
International Industrial Exposilicity manager, reelected governor
Houston Symphony Orchestra, has
Mrs. Golda Myerson, first offiof the Circus Saints and Sinn^&at group appearing in Burgtheatre cancelled a guest conductor en- tion opens on Hamid's Million Dol- cial
representative of the* Jewish
playing
(Ronacher*;
Moliere's
(26).
Saturday
Feathe group's annual meet at the
gagement here, refusing to appear lar pier on
state of Israel,- in town on invitaL'Ecole des BVimmes."
tures exhibits from foreign' counAV aldorf -Astoria.
Actors Union ha9 scored a on a program with Walter Glesek- tries and big attraction is large tion of Dore Schary and Sami^el
Yvonne Wall,, secretary to Gold
ing, alleged Nazi; collaborator, as
Goldwyo.
television screen.
w.vn prexy Jmnes A. Mulvey, being victory in the tax battle here, with piano soloist.
Florence Thomas, executive asmarried Saturday (26) to Robert the finance ministry agreeing to a
'Present Laughter" closes at the
sistant to the late W. s: V«a X^ke
Siggelkoe, following his graduation deduc):ion of 25% on income.
Haymarket July 21 after 528 perfor 14 yeans, joined Lester Cutler
Lilian Moor^, American dansefrom college last week.
Beach
Mianu
formances. John Gielgud's producin
a similar capacity at National
S. Jay Kaufman recommended use, appearing with Aussie dancers tion of "The Glass Menagerie" will
PictttF«8
Corp.
By Larry SoHoway
to Mayor O'Dwyer for appoint- Evelyn Ippent and Bettina Vernon move in at the end of the month,
Seven new hotels, of 100-room
ment as commisaoner of licenses, at musical festivals this month.
with Frances Heflin, Phil Brown, capacity or over buUdtng on oceanbusiness and Hugh McDermott Supporting
Muehlbacher,
Paul
to replace Ben Fielding, who has
season.
front,
-for
next
manager of tlie state-controlled Helen Hayes in hei> English debut
resigned to .loin Loew's.
Swank Cadillac hotel sold fOr
Vern Caldwell, Walt Disney stu- Yolkstheatre, has been dismissed
Rita Del Campo, Mex singer, at
Gilbert Miller entertaining the 700,090 to group of Chicago, and
dio exec, arrived in New York this as result of investigations by of- Charles MacArthurs (Helen Hayes).
the Biarritat
week to talk ad-promotlon plans ficials of the Ministry of Property Latter has Bea LilUe's flat her6 New York hotel operators.
Lidicci new 350-seat film house,
Ned Schuyler and Bill Liebow
for Disney's "Melody Time" and Control.
while the "Inside U.S.A.'' star occuliie equipiwd mth bar.
Maj. Thomas J. Farrell, Jr., pies the MacArthur's Nyack manse. debuting Symmcr operation of
"So Dear to My Heart."
Broadway nowfeatures midnight
Beachcomber this week with Guy
Kenneth LeRoy, lead dancer in Signal Corps, has succeeded Capt. Bigimcertainty was Miss.Lillie for- Rennie and Ruth Clayton heading: ,show/ first in town.
the gettmg to give them the key but
Luna
Park, local carnival, booked
''Brig.adoon" (Ziegfeld), was Robert Cranston as chief of Blue
irevue,
occupation forces'
S.
the servants were there in full exstricken by appendicitis over_the U.
Copacabana's Murray Weinger for Dutch isle of Curacao in fall.
Luis Pimentel and Rafael Truweekend and replaced by his~un- Danube Network of army radio sta- pectancy. Miss Hayes to star in gave up idea of having* cocktail
tions in Vienna, Salzburg' and Kxlass Menagerie" here and Macderstudy, James Jamieson.
building
ready
tqr jiUo plan new $200,000 television
lounge
in
new
Linz.
Arthur plans visiting Ludwig Bem- early fall. Smaller room wiU be jsetup here.
Memorial services to be held for
"Trial of Mary Dugan" is among
her re ready
Julio
Yolanda, Spanish danpuppeteer R«no Bufano, who was the plays to be done this month at elmans in Capri durihg
in November with big room
hearsals.
cers, heading bill at the Sletro in
later.
killed in the DC-6 plane crash last the Schloss theatre In the Schon*.
Buster Collier, now ah indie pro-,
Five O'clock Club reopened last Maracaibo.
week, ^t the Music Box theatre at brunn Palace by students of the
ducer on his own, having left WesJack Reese, Bill Knapp and the
5 p.m. tomorrow (Thursday).
Max Reinhardt theatre Seminar, ley Ruggles and J. Arthur Rank, wreck. It's formerly the Blackamoor Mirths Ieaving"Stan; fee*' to reBuddy Rogers, Mary Pickford, which is part of the State Academy threw a big cocktailery for Louella room; Sam Barken completely re- turn to states.
Republic Pictures prexy Herbert J, for Music and- Representative Arts. O. Parsons, Doc Martin and Father built spot Show headed up by
Jeanette Kirwin, U. S. dancer,'
Raul
Eva Reyes and Jack MarYates, actress Yera Ralston and
.English, who are traveling together
rounding out three months' booknitery operator John Perona sailing
and just got in from Ireland. shalL'
ing at Martocs.
for Europe today (Wed.) aboard the
Spencer Tracy, Ben Goetz, Bob
Los KllScares- of Me»co and' Los
Detroit
America.
Woolf, Howard Stricklmg, Eddie
Zingaros, musical quartet, playing
By Stan Worris
Knopf, George Cukor, Michael
0
the neighborhoods.
Bob Weitman, Paramount theJo Stafford in town for series of Wilding, Arthur Christiansen (ediatre's managing director, goes to
Hotel Waldorf now using: acts.
Buster Crabbe's Aqua Parade
tor of the London Express), Percy
First in are Thelma Dix, Argentine
Chicago tomorrow (Thurs.) with hospital benefits.
Arena June 22.
Dancer -Rusty Darnell convales- Hoskins, the Val Parhells, LoU into
Mrs. Weitman to attend, graduation
Alda.
set dancer, and Balzan
Guild
has
Chicago
Stage
Wilson, Jimmy McHugh, Jr., Estelle
of her brother, Dudley, from medi- cing, at home after surgery.
its sunuwer
"The
t(&
Drunkard"
'
seriis
Nick"
WKMU's "Uncle
Brody, Lady Cedric (Pixie) Hardcal school.
week:
Gordell pinch- wicke, Tony Martin, Cyd Charisse production, opening this
Joe Freiberg, onetime owne#.of ously ill, with Bob
Booker Charlie Hogan trying to
Millar, HerMartin),
Mack
(Mrs.
hitting.
Somerset hotel, N. Y., familiar
Bob Hope for a week ai StratWavne University is offermg mione Gingold, among those pres- ink
By Hal Cohen
vauders' hangout, and now hotelford theatre. South Side house
Television,'' in coMel Tonne' pencilled into Copa
owner in Greeley, Pa., is ailing, course, "In.side WWJ-TV, starting ent..
where- Hope made his vaude bow
and wants to see any vauders pass- operation with
in lfl28. Part of receipts would go week of July 9, following Donald
JulylNovis.
ing through.
to charity.
Harold Black, radio scripter, and
' Schmitt
Jamie
heading, for
Bamum
&
Ringling
Bros,
and
Cal Swansea named by Columbia Leo Karczag. Hollywood composer,
Bailey Circus bypassing Chicago Cohasseti Mass., to do a lead in
to handle special promotion on reported negotiating sale of musiBy Glenn C. PuUen
"John Loves Mary."
thiii season because Soldier Field
"Loves of Carmen," Rita Hayworth cal comedv. "Send No Money,"
Bob Clayman, Dave RubinolT's
Bebe Sherman, singer at Main showgroimds will be occupied by.
starrer. Richard Condon was re- based on life of Sears-B«ebuck
Street Club, slipped and broke exhibitS'.of American Road Build- son-in-law and former bandleader,
cently appointed to handle the pub- founder.
in Chicago.
arm.
ers' Assn. when circus is in this now with
licity aspects.
Jan Murray, -who opened CarouHoUenden's Vogue: Room also territory.
Maurice Evans' sister, Mrs. Mary
sel lees than two years ago, back at
foing dark for redecoration in
Stutchbury; arrived in New York
Jackie Heller's spot for third time.
uly,'
last week with her 10-year-old son
Virginia Payne, radio's Ma PerLillian Roth closing Borsellino
for their first visit to the U. S.
Philadelphia
kins, will be gnest of. honor at local
with
By Les Bees
Club's
season
two-week
They'll suminer with the actor at
AFRA's Election Night party June
By Jerry Gaghan
Old Log. strawhatter, offering stand.
his place atN. Satem, N. Y.
George Young and Mike Abbey
Drake Room has changed name 25.
Thaw."
Messmore lEendaiUt t>artner with "January
Victor Duntiere, Civic Light Op"Duke Goes West" sold interests in Stage Door Club to the Ocean Room for the summer.
Monogram'.s
I..oew's in the Capitol, N. Y., planed
Phil Regan, who will sing- for the era dancer, fell on stage and- broke
preview at RKO-Or- to Pat and Benjamin Ehronstein.
to London yesterday (Tuesday) to given sneak
105th
dropped Democrats in July, will double at his nose imt didn't miss- a perRKO-Keith's
pheum.
join his wife, who sailed last week.
formance,
Ben Meshbesher, former Warner vaudeville as well as twin bills to Latin Casino the same week.
They're abroad to place son. Mess
Johnny Harris back from Coast
Willie Howard and his new
salesman, joined Columbia to fill go into single features for sumJiiore, Jr., in school In France.
stooge, Harold Gary, are in Cas- but will be-here'only few days- bemer.
sales vacanacy.
Howard S. GuUraaiit chairman of
band plus
Cleveland 500 operetta company, way's Celebrity Room for conven- fore shoving, oft' for two months in
Bernie Cummins
the Port of N. Y. AwtBority and Wiere Brothers and Gus Van open with Isaac Van Grove- as director, tion week.
Atlantic City,
Entertainers Welfare Society has
legit angel; actress Lily Damita, at Club Carnival tomorrow (24),
The new John Bartram hotel, foralready testing talent for fall tuneplaywright Jercane Chodorav and
merly the Walton (known for its given agent Sid Marke an honW. R. Frank, indie circuit owner shows.
Dolores Blyjjie^ daughter «f the- and film producer, to Hollywood
Fred Hotes appointed treasurer Walton Roof), teed off' last week ta orary life membnship in recognition of bis help.
late ifohn Batrymore. among those to start "Dan Patch," his next film, of Show-Folks'
Club, replacing snag convention trade.
Maiy Frances Ackerman quit>
fave
eating
spot
who sailed Monday (21) aboard the
The
Chanticleer,
nitery
owner,
Pirchner,
Herman
vet
Metro
salesBill Cameron,
for smart set, purchased by syndi- ting as head of publicity for "Iceman, resigned to run the recently who resigned.
About 30 members of Play cate headed by Benny Smollens, Capades" after five years- to take
Edward^ S. Golden, associated purchased Gem theatre, WaterViUe,
studio Job on 'Coast.
House staff making annual trek to late of Chateau Grillon. •
With bis son, Bobert, in production
.
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"Phil Spitalny's

new

revue stands out as
the most pleasant
musical expeiience
ever wilnessed by
this writer on the

Paramount stage..."
JAMES S. BARSTOW, Jr.

THE HOUR OF GHABM
ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA
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la(^ll^EA^UE CIRCUIT FOR TELE
Godfrey s$4m()WBiiigsPaff

.

starting Aug. 30, when he picks up two more sponsors for an
additional half-hour morning cross-the^board ride on CBS, Arthur
Godfrey will, single-handedly, accoimt for $4,500,000 of the network's gross billings. That makes him the No. 1 boxoffice pull
among personalities on the four webs, with Godfrey himself pock'
eting close to $500,000 as his share of the take.
ijodfrey's Monday night Lipton Tea "Talent Scouts" show brings
in $700,000 in annual gross billings to the web. His half-hour, fivetimes-A'-WQek Chesterfield programf^faccounts for another $2,000,000
gross. In August National Biscuit Co. and Goldseed Glass Wax are
plunking for $900,000 each for 15-minute segments, in the 10:30-11
morning stretch. Chesterfields has 11 to ll::{0.

imm
FOR
The

WWs Sdfims for Biftam Seal

PLfli

VIO

Too Odorons forLev^ Spwsor^

GHAIN

$10,000,000 gate for major

Lahr

seems now a more immediate realization. Following the
successful demonstration of its
full-screen theatre television at the
Fox theatre, Philadelphia, Friday
(25) night, 20th-Fox is making defprize fights

Ikm Study Ra£o-Tele 'Bugs' of GOP

"I've been typed ever since
I played the Timid' Lion in
'i;he Wizard of Oz' for Metro

plans to install similar TV
projection in its aifillated theatres
throughout the country.. In Philly
the Fox theatre televised the
Louis-Walcott fight Friday to set
the pace for its expansion plan

on page 2).
no 20th exec would
some

New

York last week why he hasn't
had many film parts recently:

inite

in 1939.
And you know how
few Timid Lion parts there

are in films these days."

Ry

Leatrice Joy Returns

One

-

thing they discovered was
the necessity for timing the convention better, providing better
staging and eliminating ckimsy
timegaps and general stoppiness
showman-wise on the platform.
They say inexperience here resulted in some poor impressions
going out via television. The
Pemocrats are anxious to correct
these as much as possible. The Republican National Committee sent
out information sheets to its delon page 38)
( Continued

Slice of

Fund

Convoition

HERMAN LOWE
Philadelphia, June 29.

Republican National Convention
here proved a test tube to teach
both video and radio how to do
better next time at this kind of
a show. Not only the networks
were interested in catching "bugs"
in the operation for correction
later on. The Democratic National
Committee kept the GOP show
uhder constant watch, to see what
could be improved for their own
bill shindig which opens July 12
In Philly. Jack Redding, publicity
director of the Democratic Nation'al Committee, and Ken Fry, tlie
committee's radio-tele expert, were
on hand to watch developments in
both radio and video.

'

Own

Facelift to

802's Record
to Finance N. Y.

Musical Therapy Test

An experimental month-long
program of musical therapy will
be launched July 7 by New York
Local 802, American Federation of
Musicians, in association with the
N. Y. Department of Hospitals, "to
aid children and adult psychiatric
patients at the Kings County Hospital. Projiict will be financed, acrecord
cording to" 802, by
and transcription royalties.

AFM

Under its free music program,
members have performed
for a number of charitable and
local's

Civic institutions.

However,

this is

the first time psychiatric patients
Jazz
will receive such benefits.
will be played for the juvenile in-

mates and semi-classics for

adults.

Concerts are expected to provide a
basis for studying music's Influence on various types of mental
and emotional coudiiion& „. ^
..

To Pix

After 30 Years

Althoiigh

permit an

official quotation,

Bellamy Trial" at Metro in 1928.

^k-Buyers

larly intrigues the trade.

ABC

the WW-Lever parlay Is one of
those things that cannot take

Film Reviewers

adinitted privately their conviction
that the time is ripe to establish
a tele network of their theatres,
through which as many as 1,000
houses could transmit top sports
events simultaneously. Question
remains, of course, of building
enough equipment to service the
theatres and to connect them.
While 20th's large-screen system
was developed in collaboration

cir-

U. S. to learn

can you reconcile that with the
fact that Lever Bros, is « Britisti
operation?

'

While Charles Luckman, the

%kt$

LB

prexy, as a diarp merchandising
man may fully appreciate the
Hooper payoff from such a deal,
Dallas, June 29.
it's
pointed out that Luclmani
Red Skelton is here On a cross- would never get att okay from the
RCA and Warners, RCA's tre- country personal survey, finding British bosses.
mendous manufacturing plant wiU
Who gets Winchell and for how
out
what
the
people
want,
whether
be avtiUable to Speed up the
his program, in whole or part, is much may be known soon «[ter
process.
July 1, when' ABC say* ii wiU foe
Houses would be connected, for offensive in any way, and jotting ready to tal^ tems.
the most part, via microwave relay down suggestions for improve^
Lever, it's veiMMrted lia» iOrettd^ments.
Next season when he goes
units, which were used successfully
on. the air for Procter Sc- Gamble, had expdrienee witit ««r «c«^|tdn->
Friday night by 20th in picking up
listeners will get what they want tion of the Attgtlo KBS^e In tht»
First interlocking systhe fight,
country,. Wa its 3L.W)t Sadio-lriteatre
as
near
as
he
can
give
it to them.
tem will probably be- set up in Los
Traveling leisurely in a station Monday night show. <m CBS., On
Angeles, where 20th owns more
the few occasions when Lux ThGathan 200 theatres in the metropoli- wagon, equipped for sleeping if
tre has chosen a British pix ada!><
tan area via its Fox-West Coast desired, he is accompanied by Lou
tation or starred British personaliQorzage.
subsidiary.
ties, letters of protest have been
As the 20th execs put it, a string:
This is the first time an actor
received, it's claimed, asking "how
(Continued on page 55)
or radio star has made such a trip
come?'' when there is so much
so far as He knows, said Skelton.

Nearly 50% of all film audiences
are influenced for or again^ seeing a picture by newspaper reviewers.
That estimate was given this
week by researcher Albert E. Slndlinger as a revision of a figure of
8%, which caused something of a
tumult in newspaper and picture
industry circles when it was released two years agoNBC's telecast of the Louis- WolEntire question of what makes cott fight last Friday night (26)
people see some films and not racked up the greatest Hooperatothers is reopened by Si'ndlinger's iftg, for either radio or video, in
reversal. The Critics' low estate has history. Special check made by
been harped on eve? since film Hooper in the N. Y. metropolitan
(Continued on page 55)
arfea gave the heavyweight bout an
86.7, topping by .7.6 the record
Hooper of 79.0 clocked by President Roosevelt's radio message to
SIGNS
the people on Dec. 9, 1941, car-

Ali-Time

H^h

Rating for Fight

CANTOR

MOPPET
AS AIR'SHOW REGULAR

imder existing

They point to the almost violent
anti-British attitude WincheU ha«
assumed on his Sunday night
broadcasts and say, in effect, how

Wants

.

Influenced By

Altiiough

network execs acknowledge

that the Lever outfit is interested
in picking up the Winchell tab
(whfch would give It 'the coveted
Sunday at 9 -slot), others believe

cumstances.

Skebon Tours

Hollywood, June 29.
Leatrice Joy, married and in retirement for 20 yeiars, resumed her
acting in "Red Stallion of the
Rockies" at Eagle Lion.
As a star of silent pictures. Miss
Joy's last appearance was in "The with

AM

,

•place, at least

(details of fight

To Give

The possibility that Lever Bros,
latch on to sponsorship of
Walter Winchell when the latter
parts company with Jergenfi nest
Jan. 1 is something that particu-

may
Ei£pl&itas

Bert Lahr explained in

They're too lazy or too contented

Toni Harper, nine-year-old Neyoungster whose recording Jessel's Video Exit
(Columbia Records) of "Candy
S t or e» Blues" has become a
Linked to 20th-Fox Nix
CRC bestseller, has. been signed
George Jessel cancelled out of
to a three-year contract by Eddie
(Cantor.
Comedian will use the the July* 6 stanza of the Texaco
youngster on .'lis Pabst radio show Star Theatre over NBC-TV. Reason ascribed to withdrawal is
when it resumes in the fall.
Cantor was one of the discov- orders to report back to the 20therers of tlie moppet. She worked Fox lot.
However, it's been known that
with him and Bob Hope on a broadcast last Xmas. Just about that 20th-Fox, along with other major
time she was brought to the at* studios, has forbidden its talent to
tention of Columbia Records and appear on television. While Jessel
the "Candy" song, owned by Leeds is a 20th-Fox producer, it's beMusic, was cut before the AFM's lieved the overall order would apdisk butt went Into «^ect.
ply to faim also.
:

.

;

American product and

t^lept avail-

.

to stay home by
pool, he avers.
.

the

swimming

able.

"That's the trouble "^th show
business today," staled Skelon. H'wood Brings Inflation
"They've thrown away their little
black books. We used to keep 'em
In Nigeria Wife-Buying;
when I was in minstrels and tab
shows. Every town we played was
Teaches Value of Love
listed with the names of the leadThe
cost of buybig a *ife in
ing druggist, merchant, doctor,
lawyer, banker and vai-lous of- Nigeria has gone up from £10 to
more
than £50—and American
ficials,
their hobbies and how
films are to blame. That's the re(Continued on page 55)
port of the Rev. Peter Moore, mis.sionary priest, who arrived in New
York last week from the African

$1,500,000

FOR

LIKELY VIA

(Continued on page 55)

gro

.

»IN

TARADF

Songwriter Irving Berlin stands
make about $1,500,000 for his
music and co-production stint on
to

Metro's "Easter Parade." In addition to the $600,000 flat sum he
received, Berlin will get 12'/j,% of
the gross. Metro expects "Parade"
to gross at least $5,000,0(f0 in tlie
domestic market alone.
Film is getting the biggest exploitation

m

femme's

father.

Since the advent of Clark Gable,

campaign of any Metro Lana Turner, et al., the gals are
demanding a voice' in seleetion of
their mates, Father Moore said.

since "Gone With the
Wind." Berlin has already appeared on more than 20 top radio
and television shows, in tieins on
his 60th birthday and 40th anniversary in show biz, and he also
plugs "Parade" at every opporpicture

colony.
Inflation in the price of a mate
has been brought about by HoUywood's implantation of the idea
that love can be all-important
choice of a husband.
Before
Nigerian women found out about
that angle, according to Ii'ather
Moore, the only thing that mattered was the size of the Sum vtut
prospective
groom offered the"

Mere coin paid

to their fathers is

no longer the sole factor—until

it

gets into the big money (£50 to
£70) category, when apparently
love is overruled by the gal's old
.unaa.

.

,

f
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Loais-Walcatt Both

Two

Bow to Punch

Of Theatres Televising
By HERB GOLDEN

Alternative Plans Biingii^

(Mmon Iifea Closer Into Being

Title Fight

By BOB STAHL

Fears expressed by fight promoters on What theatre television
might do to their gate have plenty
of basis, judging from results of
the Louis-Walcott Utle go on the
screen Of the Paramount theatre,
N. Y., last Friday (25) night. Reception was nigh perfect and, with
the fighters in full scale on the

Philadelphia, June 29.
television gives fight
fans a t>etter action view than a
ringside seat, then the best possible seat -is in a theatre equipped
with full-screen projection tele.
That fact was proved- conclusively here .Friday (25 ) night, when
the Fox (heatre helped make TV
Iheatre's regular 20x24-ft. screen, history by bringing the twice-postthere wasn't even a subtle grimace poned Louis-Walcott heavyweight
314tti
of their faces missed. Undoubtedly, chatTipionship fight to a packed
anyone beyond the sixth row at house of screaming enthusiasts.
the Yankee Stadium saw no de- Reception of the tele images, rer
"BLACKOUTS OF 1948"
tails to compare with what was produced on a specially-processed
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat
visible to the Paramount audience. l.'7X20'ft. .screen, was remarkably
Now Playing NaiioTiaiiy
seeing the battle, such a.i it was, good, with clarity and definition
"BILL
In the theatre had its advantages equal to practically any home tele.
Special Academy Award Winner
Most important consideration of
Friday's demonstration is the fact
this was the first large-screen
System that
intercity telecast. Success of the
Here's how the Paramount
showing proved it's posslbIe--^nd
Intermediate film system of
possible right now ^for a chain of
tiicatre television worlts, as
theatres throughout the country to
demonstrated in a picliup of
offer a major sports event on their
tiie Erftois-Walcott fight on the
ih aire
Screens
simultaneously.
itcreen of the Broadway Fara(Twentieth-Fox already has ambimount last Friday (25) niglit:
tious plans along those lines. See
Images are recorded on film
Washington, June 29.
story on Page 1.)
off the face of a cathode^ray
President Truman signed the
Second most Important feature
receiving tube throoffh means
of the showing was the audience $6,000,000,000 foreign economic aid
of a specially-developed camyesterday
(Monday), out of
bill
reaction^ Demonstration was witera. Film is then fe«>throueh
which the film and publishing ina rapid developing and printdustries will profit to the extent of
ing process. From there it is
Measure
provides that
$10,000,000.
theatre's
the
fed directly into
20th-Fox System
the Government wiU reimburse the
^•standard 3Snt projectors " and
'
induiitries to that extent ior coin
Philadelphia,' June 29.
flashed on the' full theatre
Here's how the 20th-Fox
frozen abroad.
System utilizes a
sereen.
ound-on-film technique, so
theatre television projection
It is expected that film producers
that both sight and sound are
win get about $4,000,000 of the
system works, as demonstrated
reeorded simultaneously. Acmoney. It is designed to encourage
in a pickup of the Xouis-Walcording to Par execs, the comcott fight on the- screen of
them to send their product into
plete time lag from the mo"
the Fox theatre here.
countries out of which they* can
went the first images are
System iheorporates probget no coin, but with which the
recorded until the finished
ably the largest Schmidt reState Dept. feels it would be adVrodnct hits flie screen is
flective optical system ever
vantageous to keep familiar with
seconds^
•bout 66
liuilt. (Schmidt optical system
Prothe American way of life.
Par engineers developed the
is the same as that -used in
ducers cannot be reimbursed l)ecamera. Because tele runs at
home tele sets.) Theatre proyond their actual out-of-pocket exthe rate of 30 frames per secpenses for sending pix into the
cess has a 42-inch spherical
ond and 3%n film at 2* frames,
mirror and a 36-Inch aspl(ericountries.
the camera must "drop" six
cal correcting lens.
frames every second without
reguThrough
showing a fliclcer.
lar cathode-ray receiving /tube
the use of a film interis installed in the unit backmediary between tele and the
wards, with its face painting
theatre screen, Par can store
away from the screen. Mirror
th» film and use it at a later
is set up behind the tube, retime if the TV show interferes
flecting the images forward.
"You don't try to walk on your
tvlth the regular theatre proImages are then reflected of
head .when it is easier to walk on
to
gram.
It's also possible
the mirror through the cor'
your feet."
edit the film, something which
recting lens, where they're
That was the answer this week
Can't be done, .of course^ with
blown up to full-screen size
by Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO thesimultaneous ducct projection.
and projected on the theatre
atres topper, to repeated reports
screen. According to 2flth enthat the Palace on Broadway would
gineers, the controls can be
return to two-a-day vaude. Kingsnot only over being in the park
If

home

WEEK!

Greta Gfit to HoDiwoad

as a result of the five-day conferGreta Gynt, British actress, has ence last week qt the Roosevelt ho»
been Inked to a five-year pact by tel, N. Y., when delegates of the
producer Robert, Siodmak, various components of the Asso"
who is slated to roll with her first ciated Actors and Artistes of AmerMiss ica adopted two alternative plans
U. S. pic in November.
Gynt'.s ticket permits her to make to put the one-big-union idea into
effect.
one film a year in England.
Actress planed to England MonThe conference worked out a
day (28) but will return to the plan to achieve the amalgamation
U. S. in August
on a regional basis and another on

indie

.

.

KEN MURRAY'S
AND COO"

The Paramount

umm

—

te Pix

Via Foreign Aid
-

The

-

A

.

DENIES

WmX FAIACE

WILL AGAIN GO VAUDE

•

but over seeing it on home
television. First advantage was the
obvious one of size. Thesre was
no eyestrain, no effort. It was- as
easy as seeing a standard feature.
Second advantage was that Par
did not take the fight off the air,
but piped it into the house from the
stadium via coaxial cable, so there
was no distortion whatsoever. This
was made possible through a deal
with NBC, Gillette, the video, and
radio sponsor; and the 20th Century Sporting Club, which promoted the bout. Par's projection
the previous night of presidential
nominee Thomas E. Dewey's ac
ceptance speech at the Pbiladel
phia convention was likewise piped
in by coaxial. That was via an
arrangement Par had with WPIX
the N. Y. Daily News station.
Although Par's deal to carry the
fight had been- set for more than
a week, according to Paul Rai(Continued on page 21)

handled by one man in tihe
booth. Regular tele sound is
hooked into the theatre's
sound system, giving ample

Itself,

UJA FETES

MAYM

FOR PHUANTHROFIES
Louis B. Mayer, production chief
for Metro, was presented last night
<Tues.) with an illuminated scroll
in appreciation of his public service and philanthropic activities and
in recognition of his film leader'

berg was emphatic that no changes

double-feature
the
Palace's
grind policy were contemplated.
Also that no switches in management or ownership were in the
wind.
It had been reported that the
in

coverage of the entire auditorijim.

System is thus direct vromeaning the images
are transmitted onto the tiiea-

Brandts were endeavoring to make
a deal with RkO by which they
would take over operation of the
Palace for two-a-day in return for
giving control of the Mayf air and
Globe on Broadway to RKO.
nessed by more than 2,300 paying Kingsberg said no such proposition
patrons, and it didn't take 'em had been presented.
long to get used to tele. After the
first round or so, they acted as
though they were actually sitting
Services for Earl Carroll
jection.

tre .screen simultaneously with
their actual occurrence.

.

at .the ringside, ajpipbuiding their
favorites and yelling advice. When
Louis opened his barrage in the
fateful 11th round, the audience
to a man jumped to their feet,

Nizer and Major Reuven Dafnl of
the Israeli army.
Ted Gamble, head of the Theatre Owners of America, emceed the
dinner. It was sponsored jointly
Paramount
1>y Barney Balaban,
proxy; SI Fabian, cinwit head, and
Bmil Friedlatider, board chairman
of Dazian's.

29.

Final services for Earl Carroll,
last week in a Pennsyivanian plane wreck, were held
yesterday (Mon.) at the Church of
sSreaming wildly. That means that the
Recessional in Forest Lawn.
the audience will accept theatre
His remains were cremated -and
tele if it's, technically as good as
laid to re.st in an urn beside that
this and if the event holdis suffiof actress Beryl Wallace, who was
cient interest. That, in turn, means
killed in the same cresh.
the field is Wide open for profitable
expansion.
N. Y. Memorial
Twentieth originally planned to
In New York Thursday (24), a
present the fight to a speciallydozen friends met in the offices of
invited audience, including Repubagent Miles Ingalls in the Astor
lican party delegates, both Wedneshotel for an informal Earl Carroll
day 23 ) and Thursday; Petmismemorial service. In addition to
sion had- already been obtained
Dr. Louis Wolfe, Carroll's personal
from both NBC and promoter Mike
physician in N. Y., and Ingalls,
Jacobs' 20th Century Sporting Club
those present included Herbert
to pick up the telecast without
Adams, Emil Friedlander, James
cost. Following the two postponeSlroock, Lou Walters, Abe Olman,
ments, however, the theatre manSamuel Reiter, Ed McGowan, Joe
agement threw its doors open to
Flamm, Jack Pulaski and Chris
the public Friday,

who died

.

(

Lautels. were handed Mayer
at ft fund-raising testimonial dinner: tendered by the United Jewish Appeal at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
running thfe
Affair was attended by over 1,000
show business, s]port!( and finance fight in with its regular show. As
tappers. Mayer was introduced by a result, 20th was forced to pay
an undisclosed sum for the rights
iEric Johnston, prez of the Motion
3»ioturft Assn. of America.
Other to Jacobs and Gillette, which sponspeakers were Bert Lytell, Louis sored bath the radio and regular

lihip.

Hollywood, June

:.

tele, airings.

fight was projected via a new
direct system developed jointly by
,

the 20th-Fox engineering depart-^
ment, under the supervision of
Earl I. Sponable; HCA and Warnors. Pictures were sent via NBGPhiko's microwave relay from

(Continued on page 21)
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Scaife.

N. Y. to Europe
Jack Benny
Maurice A. Bergman
Alice Faye
Greta, Gynt
Phil Harris

"

Cy Howard
Henry King
Hedy Lamarr
Lt. Audio Murphy
Mary Livingstone
William A. Scully

national basis. The national plan
calls for the creation of a board of
a

Gets

ids'

25 representatives from all the 4A
components, with national headquarters in New York. There would
be subsidiary regional boards in
Censorable for U. S. New York, Los Angeles and Chicago which can institute legislation
United Arti.sts. which had been
for national consideration.
considering "No Orchids for Miss
Under the regional plan, boards
Blandish" for U. S. distribution,
has given up the idea. It considers in the three major areas would foe
the British film too likely to run elected with membership in those
into widespread censorship prob- boards based on th^ per-eapita
lems from the standpoint of both strength of each union. Under the
regional setup there would he a
sex and brutality.
national board of 25 from elected
Picture is the Briti-sh idea of an
Ameriian gangster film, with all regional members to pass on all
legislation.
the cliches of the hot-gun era. It
Under both plans there would be
has sbecome something of a cause
celebre in Britain, with great criti- a central treasury, uniform ba.sic
cism voiced of it in Parliament and agreements and uniform collecby the press. It has been a surprise tions. Dues woidd be based on the
earnings of individual performers.
b.o; smash, however;
While UA, which has been Central housing would ultimately
take place.
screening ''Blandish" for its execs
recently, is passing it by, it is beInitiation Fee Setup
lieved very likely that an indie
On the question of initiation
distrib., will pick it up for Amerifees, conference decided thai once
can rci'lease. According to a
exec, "The picture is all right for the highest initiation fee of $150

UABruskrooasToe

.

•

UA

a distributo who wants to book it
into houses which don't worry
about their relationship with the

Johnston

office."

Pic, in the

phrey

manner

of the

Bogart-James

Hum^

Cagney-Ed-

was

paid, a performer would be
able to work in all fields. Under
present arrangements,
initiation
fees vary. The American Guild of
Variety Artists has a $50 scale; Actors Equity, $100, and Screen Actors Guild, $J50. An
member getting work in Equity would

AGVA
ward G. Robinson tradition, goes
heavily for gunplay and brupay $50 additional, which would
tality that no longer meets with
permit him to work in both fields
current interpretations of the inat any time. When be got screen
dustry's production code, in addiwork, he'd pay an additional $50
tion to its sex angles, in UA's
and thus would be permitted to
opinion. It was made and is being
released in England by Renown work in any 4A field.
It's planned to have a referenProductions.
Jack LaRue
and
dum of the board of ihe variou.s
Hugh McDermott are starred.
in

-

unions select the plan to be put
into operation. The adoption of a
Neil

L. A. to N. Y.
Agnew

Ahem

Fred

Lucille Bannister
Wallace Beery
Don Belding
Joseph Berntaard

John Bertiro
Scott Brady
George Burns
Bruce Caliot
Eddie Cantor
Buddy Clark
Jerry- Colonna
Dennis Day

central Constitution will also be
put up to Hie board.
The major consideration for
amalgamation purposes was the
Taft-Hartley Law, which, forbade
members of one 4A group from
coming to the aid of another in the

event of a strike. Under the T-H
such action would come
a secondary
boycott. Thus, if Equity members

Iegl.sIation,

under the category of

Carol Brandt
'

»

were called

out, it would be illegal
for SAG,
or
monbers
to provide Equity with help.

AFRA

SAG

However, underlying the confab
was the/essential realization that

Howard

television ^under the

Al Freeman '
Edward Golden
Lee Graliam
Toni Harper

medium.

Dietz
James Dillon
Jeff Donnell

Naney Hawkes
Henry King
Milton Krims
Cal Kuhl .

present

up might bring about a

set-

battle-

royal for the jurisdibtiQn of that

Truman Picks Capra
As UNESCO Delegate

McCuUough

Washington, .Tune 29.
Film director Frank Capra has
been given a recess appointment
by President Truman as an alternate delegate to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization meeting to be held
Oct. 18-Nov. 10. The meeting place
has not been set.
The President sent Capra's nom-

Joseph Nadel
William Nassour
Larry Parks
Ralph G. Pollock

ination as UNESCO delegate too
late for Senate confirmation, and
therefore gave him the interim
commission.

Frances Langford
Sohya Levien
Viveca Lindfors
Harold Lloyd
Joan Lorring
Louis B.

Mayer

Adolphe Men jou
R. H.

Charles M. Reagan
Edward Sherman
Charles P. Skouras

Jo Stafford
Jack L. Warner

Rhys

WUUams

Europe to N. Y.
Leonard Bernstein
Victor Borge
Jack Buchanan
Samuel Chotzinoff
Samuel Dushkin

N. Y. lo_L. A.
Ed Begley
Arthur Bergh
Jack Cohn
George Coulouris
Wick Crider

John J." Ganity
George Hickey
Danny Hollywood
Martita Hunt
Leo Jaffe
^Maurice Kallis

Clifford C. Fischer

BUi Maloney

Abel Green
Jack La Rue
Nathan Miistein

Irwin Margolies

Pierre
'

Amalgi^mation of all perfor)ner
unions into a one-card setup was
several notches nearer realization

Monteaux

Walter "ChieT' Palumbo
Natalie Schafer
Arthur Hays Sulzberger

Joseph McConviUe-

Ann Miner
Abe Montague
William Perlbors
Irene M. Selznick
A, Schneider

—

.
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YANKS' EMBARGO PLAN VS. RANK
The

Strike Threat

The current contract between the Screen Actors Guild and the
major studios expires July 31. Negotiations between the two groups
f Of a renewal have been frequently desultory and indecisive.
The
th reat of a strike hangs over the industry. That's a strike that must
.,'•....:,"..>.•
.not'happen.

lOLD

BE LEVER Record No. of Unreleased Pix Fmds

Some Studios Shuttering for Summer

.;

"

Reasons are many and obvious why a walkout in any industry is
unfortunate. There's a pervading reason applying to films at this
time, however, that both the producers and actors should keep
strongly in mind aS' they go about their negotiating. That's the na*
•
tion's present low esteem of Hollywood public relations-wise.
'

A strike by actors, with accompanying picketing, is the most obnews copy. It will be played up in millions of words
and thousands of photographs by the press and radio of the world.
every word and every picture will be another black eye for the
American film industry.
vious possible

And

The black eyes of the past-^previous labor troubles, the Thomas
committee allegations of communism, the questionable moral conduct of some Hollywood names, and a host of other items^are already being felt at the boxoffice. A highly-publicized walkout of
actors now could only add to the decline in grosses.
•

The picture industry is already faced with severe economic hardships ihrough actions, such as that of the British government, which
cannot control. It should avoid, at all cost, harmful actions which
can control. A strike at this time can do only cumulative harm to
the pocketbooks of the actoi's themselves, the producers and the
more than 200,000 other persons in the United States whose liveliit

it

:

hood depends on

films.

UA's British Theatre Circuit Project

Must

First Lick Pix

Supply Hurdles

Two

complications are holding -fArtists' decision to go
ahead in its endeavor to build a Natalie Schafer's Par
fourth national -theatre circuit in
Pic;
Legit
Britain.
If
present exploration
Natalie Schafer, who went to
shows these can be licked, UA
will give the green light to Sidney Europe on a theoretical two-week
with writer Katherine
Bernstein and other British ex- holiday
hibs who have signified intent to Brush but stayed two months,
heads for the Coast next week on
go along with the scheme.
First of the licadaches is ascer- a Paramount assignment.
Miss Schafer, who got in to N. Y,
taining that enough British-made
independeiit product will be avail- yesterday (Tues. ) on the Queen
able to the new circuit to permit Elizabeth, is reading a play which
Emile Littler wants her to do in
it to comply with the 45% quota.
'

up United

London

Mebbe

Latter means that a minimum of London.
24 pix a year would be needed—

which

more;, than British producers outside the J. Arthur
Rank and Sir Alexander Korda'
folds can turn out.
/
Second complications is getting
is

assurance from American companies that they will provide sufficient product to keep the houses
supplied with first-run pix the
other 28 weeks of each year.
In light of the stringent restrictions being imposed by Rank on
playing time for Yank pix in his
Odeon and Gaumont-Britisb circuit,
that
second complication
seems easy of disposal. It's not
quite that simple, however. For
one thing, the American companies which do business with the

Rank

circuits

(20th-Fox,

RKO,

Paramount, Universal and Eagle
Lion) are chary of making guaran(Continued on page 6)
:

Sciilaifer

Resigns AHIiPA

In Protest of Yoifflgstein

Rap
The

fuse

at hdusfry P.R.
lit

recently by

Max

E.
of

Youngstein,
pub-ad veepee
Eagle Lion, in a maiden speech
before the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers as its incoming
prexy has exploded into an open
feud over the industry's public relations.
In an exchange of communications s t e
i n g from
Youngstein's bombardment over
the way the film biz is being sold
to the public, Charles ScHlaifer;
ad-pub
topper
for
20thrFox,
slapped AMPA in a curt note this
week when he resigned from the

mm

Indie

Producers

Shaky as 20th-Fox
Execs Meet in La.

Hollywood, June 29.
Virtual shutdown of a number of
major company studios during th«:
summer
and
sharp decrease in
Talk in Juve Pix Poll tlie number ofapix
to go before the
40% of available playing time on'
In the first systematic attempt to cameras in others is regarded here
his vast English circuits, may soon
discover
what
are
the
needs
and
as
Inevitable
result of a recthe
find himself with no U. S. product
wants
of the juve trade, the Na: ord number of unreleased pix in
at all. Principal plan being disLibrary company vaults. Production is
cussed by Yank industry toppers tional Children's Film
c'ommittee is launching a research therefore expected to dip to a recto counter Rank's rec'ent moves
project among Icids eight to 12 ord low for the months of July,
calls for an embargo on sales to
years old on their reaction to so- August and September.
him.
'Universal, now gunning seven
Plan
envisions
putting
the called "recommended" filmSi
Committee, composed of promi- pix through the lot, for one, will
squeeze on the Briton's 560 houses
by selling around him and provide nent women's clubs, parent-teach- shutter Aug. 1 for six-to-eight
RKO has only two films
ing product only to independent er associations and preview groups, weeks.
theatres and the Associated Brit- will withhold all suggestions to being lensed at the current time
producers until "authoriative in- and plans only one starter in the
ish Circuit. Rank's Odeon and
next eight weeks. Other comGaumont-Brit^sh chains would thus formation is available."
panies with peak backlogs are
be pushed into an almost imposthinking along the same lines.
sible competitive situation.
The f^ct' that product is backing
Being discussed as a method of
accomplishing the lever on Rank'
up at a fast pace is the chief reason
for tapering production, and poswhicli, it is thought, might also
sibility of a strike by the Screen
cause tlie British government to
Actors Guild, which could catch
relent, on the new 45% quota—-is
at
some films half^made before the
establishment of a single organizacameras, is also a factor in redtion through which the product of
activities.
lighting
studio
SAG
all Yank companies would be sold
pact expires July 31 and there is
and distributed in England. New
outfit would be similar to the Mono telling at the present time
(Continued on page 25)
tion Picture Export Assn. or might
Further top-echelon exec changes
be a subsidiary of it.
Aim of the setup would be to at United Artists are expected to
gain power for the American in- follow the promotion this week of

J. Arthur Rank, who has announced as his aim the restriction
of American pictures to less than

entirely.

Baby

for

.

<

Other Changes

UA As

Due

'

Lazarus Ups

dustry by giving it centralized con- Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., publicity-adtrol of all product. It would thus vertising chief, tc the newly-creatbe' able to choose its customers in ed post of executive assistant to
Britain without fear that its posi- prexy Grad Sears. Howard Letion would be weakened by one
or more companies breaking the
embargo by selling to Rank or any

(Continued on page

Rocky Mountain
lliinks

'27)

Allied

It> Good

To Be Good

to

Biz

Worker

Denver, June 29,
Be kind to the workingman.
Tliat's tlie advice given to its theatre-owner members this week by

Rocky Mountain

Allied.

No

altru-

ism is involved.
It's just good
business, according to a bulletin
sent out by the organization, because, while "the owner of the
local mill is more apt t'o be found
at the country club," his employees are frequent filmgoers.
The two major principles of

—
—

unionism "more pay and fewer
hours"
"are right down our
Hollywood, June 29;
alley," Allied states.
"First beproducers making "B's"
cause movies .are entertainment
for 20th-Fox release may not be
(Continued
on page 25)
reoptioned when renewal dates arrive. Studio instead may take over
production itself. Also a possibility
is
that the program may be

dropped

Go

.

Indie

With eastern execs here this
week, confabs on subject are expected to get underway although

Researchers

Sieur,

pub-ad

assistant

-

has been upped to Lazarus' former
post,

•

With

Lazarus's promotion designed to relieve Sears of some
of ~his duties in connection with
supervision of sales, the new spot
may well lead to changes in that
department, it is understood.
Upping ot the pub-ad topper to
the new post was not unexpected.
He has worked closely with Sears

(Continued on page 21)

in

RKO GOES HOLLYWOOD
FOR STOCKHOLDER MEET
•

For

first

history,

United

for

New

the America accompanied by her

.said;- .

As

UA

as

ffir

Pickford

Miss

Is concerned.

out

pointed

the

that

Hollywood, June 29.
time in its corporate
will hold a directors

meeting here. Session, slated for
July 10, indicates that under new
management, the Gower street lot
really is going Hollywood.
Next stockholders' meeting is
due in about six weeks, when representative of Howard Hughes, the
new controlling owner, will be
elected

will be 30 years old next
January and in its existence had

survived many illnesses. Slie expressed confidence that it would
continue to weather its problems.
In a two-month European trip
'
(Continued on page 21)

RKO

-to

the board.

Trndo Marie RefflBtored
FOUNDED BY SIMK SItiVBJnMAN
rnbUshed We«kl.v by VARIETY, Inc.
Sid SUrerman, President
154 West 46th St., New Torlc 19, N. T.
IloUywood
-

M

'
8311 Yjjcca Street
Wailliinirtoii 4
lion National Press Bulldinc

Many Keys—'Waltz,'

ChleBKO

London
Martin's

PI.,

WCS

Trafalsnr Sq.

SUBSCBIPTION
Annual... ... $10

'Regards,' 'Seas,' 'Fuller' Set Pace

I

SBO No, Michli;.in Ave.
8 St,

'Apache,^

Apache" (RKO), which had lagged good in Detroit.
U.S.
"Years" shapes big in Ciney
in recent sessions, pushed ahead
and Denver, playing at pop scale.
to cop second spot.
INDONESIA "Waltz" not only is grabbing Film also is sock in Baltimore and
neat in St. Louis.
Matty Fox, veepee of Universal top coin but hit a new high in
"Street of No Name" (20th) is
Pictures, and board chairman of Denver, is sock inON. Y. for Secrated great in L. A. preem, being
U's wholly-owned subsid, United ond week at Music Hall, smash in
'World Films, has taken on an im- San Fi-ancisco, big in St. Louis, the outstaDding new picture. "So
This
Is New York" fUA) shapes
portant non-film biz job.
Fox is solid in Philadelphia and okay in
disappointing in Philadelphia and
now U, S. purchasing agent for the fifth L. A. round.

Foreign,

Single Copies^

..

.

.

.fn

Cents

.26
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average in Baltimore.
Third place goes to "Give My
"Summer Holiday" (M-G), conRegards to Broadway" (20th) large- tinues light currently. "Father
ly via the weight of numerous Dunne
(RKO) also looks mild.
playdatcs. But it is strong to great "Green Grass" (20th) is disapin only a few keys. "Romance on pointing this round.
High Seas" (WB) is climbing into
"Bill and Coo" (Rep) is doing
fourth position although not par- solidly in Chi. "Hazard
(Par)
ticularly big. "Fuller Brush Man" looks modest in Washington and
(Col) continues fine to land fifth mild in Louisville. "Duel in Sun"
place While "Pirate" (M-G) will (SRO) is torrid in Portland, "Old
wind up in sixth groove.
Los Angeles" (Rep) shapes okay
Remainder of biz is widely split in Cleveland and Indianapolis.
( Complete. Boxoffice Reporti on
upon the motion picture industry," loons, and World Wide Import Co^, up, with "On Merry Way" (UA),
"Best Years" (RKO), "Silver Biv- Pages 13-15)
an export-import firm.
(Continued on page 21)

Republic of Indonesia.
As such,
chairman of he is handling millions of dollars
the eastent committee of publicity worth of American commodities
heads formed last year to push grooved to that newly-formed sucpublic relations, addressed his res- cessor to the Dutch East Indies.
ignation to Evelyn Kay Koleman,
Purchasing chores are in addition to Fox's duties at U.
AMPA secretary.
He is
''While I am not questioning the also directing hand of Vitavision,
light of any group or person to Inc., manufacturer of photographic
spealt out on any subject, I am re- materials for tri-dimensional picsigning because it was my under- tures. At various times Fox has
stimding that it was toot the func- been interested in such diverse
tion of AMPA to engage in attacks things as Bubaloon, plastic bal-

outlook

husband, Charles (Buddy) Rogers.
"We're all in the doghouse," she

National Boxoffice Survey

Heat Sloughs Biz

UA Emerging OK

Sees
Current

Artists as well as the entire industry isn't particularly -favorable,
according to UA's co-owner, Mary
Pickford, who sailed from
York for Europe last week aboard

company

no decision is due at this time. The
studio is dissatisfied with general
Torrid weather, first of year in er" (WB) and "Up In Central
product indies have been making several sectors, is wilting the box- Park" (U) heading the, runners-up.
Two reissues are doing smart
though this doesn't apply to every
office generally this stanza, but is
Best is "Bring 'Em Back
biz.
picture. Execs hope something, can
be worked out for continuance of not holding back many of the big Alive" (RKO), which is faring bet"B's" from one source or other, pictures. "Emperor Waltz" (Par) is ter than many of new pix in runwhich may mean retaining certain taking a commanding lead as No. ner-up category. This oldie adventure thriller is strong in Boston,
Indies and dropping others.
1 boxoffice champ this week, supEastern group, headed by Spyros planting "Homecoming" (M-G) in sock in Cincinnati, great in BufSkouraSi meets Joe Schenck and first place after the Turner-Gable falo, nice in Providence and olcay
(Par),
Continued on page 52)
starrer had held top position for in Cleveland. "Crusades"
four weelcs in succession. "Fort the other, is solid in Chicago and

MATTY FOX NAMED
REP FOR

But Mary Fickford

director,

Organization.'
Schlaifer, erstwhile

'

"
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W<idn«wi»y, June 30.

A new Griant tate$
its

place

amon^

gcfreen's all-time

Great!

Irving Berlin's
"Easter ParaJe"

is a

isensation in its first

en^a^ement. Marking
an innovation in

BroaJway

presentations,

Ltoew's State Tlieatre kas

leen konoreJ witk tke
WorW Premiere of M-G-M s
remarkakle musical.
Already previewed ky tke press
and tte Lde, it i. aLlaJed
tke greatest attraction

of

its

kind ever made.
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BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
THE MOST IMPORTANT. ENGAGEMENT
IN THE HISTbRY OF

mm

0
Broadway

at 45th Street

e%9

NOW

PLAYING
of

METRCGOLDWYN.MAYER'S
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT THE MUCH
HERALDED MOTION PICTURE 5VENT
. . .

.

IRVING BERLIN'S
starring

nm fiARLAND

FRED ASTAIRE

•

PETER LAWFORD

•

I

ANN MILLER

Screen Play by Sidney Sheldon, Frances Goodrich and Albert HackeU
Original Story by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
Lyrics and Music

Musical Numbers Directed by

by

IRVING BERLIN
Directed by

'

•

CHARLES WALTERS

•

ROBERT ALTON
ARTHUR FREED

Produced by

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE,

WeAoMsSay^ June

PICTURES

GroHp on

UA Board Would Sue

Rdk

United Artists is listening to tlie-f
urging of a militant section of its
board of directors, which wants Scully,
the company to start legal action
In England against J. Arthur Bank.

VA

v?lio

recently returned to the U. S.

from London, refused

week

this

divulge- tl»e company!s

plans

to
re-

^rding Rank. However .^ritish
with

fwiunsel

whom

Kelly

con-

ferred in- London feel that. OA,
while not having an openrand-shut
case against lUnk, at least has an
even chance of winning.
British law differs from that of
the U. S. in giving, minority stockholders very little rights. UA's
position, however, is that' it is not
a minority stockholder in Odeon,
but a 50% partner, although Rank

Tnne

in the hope
tees elsewhere, living
favorthat they may yet make a
.

indie

Seuny-Bergmsn trek

similar to
recently by Wilis

completed
liam J. H«ineman'i disti-ibution
veepee for £a^e Lion, and Max
Youngstein, ad-pub v,p. As an
aftexnuith of Rank's product being
divided between U and EL, Britisher has asked for intensive ballying to precede release of bis newthat

.

turn, chief assets of the latter are
something' over 2,000,000. shares
(controlling interest) ia Odeon.
Theatres; Ltd. It is this- technicality of indhtsect' ownership in the
circuit' operating
company, that

»

Protesting

UA on

Ey

BritbhCNa
Washington, June

Italo Distrib

A

UA

Amerigo

B^neiico, American representative
of C-omnr, Caiamelli, who heads

AA. Back from huddles

29.

State Dept. insiders warned

thi.s

we^ that

recent pcopo.sal of Artisti As^
United Artists current
sociati,
Italian, releasing agency, to make
some or possiUy all of its payments
in -dollars is still in the negoto
tiation stage; according to

4S%

in

New York last week that the Italian agency is sending over its general director to confer on the situa-

UA forei^ topper Arthur
Negotiations betwetm UA and its

tion with
W. Kelly.

Italian francliia»>h<dder have been
going on since, early April as :m
aftermath to an offer Monty Banks

been received from him

yet,

how

ever.

M.

SLB)E

m[j£,cm

.

films

to

to

Italian

distribs.

When AA

followed with a dollar
offer to UA similar to that submitted by Banks, the American
firm decided to give the Italian distrib time to work out a deal, since
it was anxious to retain the services of Caramelli's releasing setup.

CINECOLOR,

CLH GIVE

UP ON BRITISH TINT LAB
NegotiiJtions between Cinecolor

the total

is

flgnred

to

come

and Sir Sidney Clift, British exhib,
are continuing on the prospect of
setting up a new distribution company in England to handle Film of April, 1947.
Classics product. Cinecolor and
Clift, however, have ail but given
up their idea of establishing a lab Bankers to Europe
for the tint process in Britain in
For Film Onceover
tlie near future.
FC, which is a wholly-owned
Alex Ardrey, v.p. in charge of
eubsid of Cinecolor, has no distrib film loans for the Bankers Trust
in
England currently. With a Co., N. Y., left last week for Euschedule of 37 new pictures com- rope. Likewise abroad is Giovanni
ing up next year, instead of re- Pagnamenta, who handles most of
stricting itself to reissues, as it did the loans to indie producers for the
in the past, the company is in need bank.
of a British setup.
They will gander the situation as
Thus Joseph Bernhard, prez of regards films in England and on
both Cinecolor and FC, has been the Continent, as well as handling
having long-distance discussions other business of Bankers Trust
with Clift on the prospect of his abroad. There's a possibility of
beading a British-financed outfit to Ardrey's
making
arrangements
build the lab and distribute FC with the British government to perpix.
Difficulties of getting con- mit advances being made against
struction
materials in England future unremittable funds for pronow; with severe governmental re- duction in England by tl. S. comstrictions in> force, has caused the panies. These advances would be
virtual abandonment o£ hope that made by Bankers' London branch.the lab can be built within the
Pagnamenta is due back next
next few years.
month and Ardrey hi August.
'

.

Lw^ (H[ Quota;

29.

Dodte FulTinent

If tlie quota is fixed so high that
nearly every exhibitor clauned ex-

getting

company

is

distributing 22i/^c

WB

and would be supported by pro

rata assessment on the members.
Latter would guarantee playing
time for the British indie and
American pix in return for the

guarantees made to them.
One of the difficulties, as
pointed out above, is that such
guarantees can be legally made for
only six jnonths ahead. This is a
problem to the circuit owners,
they'd

have to shift their

ing

during
London, It

his

KORDA, SEZNICK ADD

5TH

TO

DEAL

London, June

29.

Sir Alexander Korda and David
O. Selznick have added another
picture to the agreement made last
month for combined production of
lour films in England. Fifth pic,
which will go into production next
year, will be "Gone the Earth,"
from the story by Mary Webb.
Starred in it will be Jo.seph Cot*
ten, Jennifer Jones and David Farrar.

First
picture,
"Tess of . the
D'Urbervilles," is set for a September or October start. Script is currently being prepared at the Selznick studios in the U. S.
Miss
Jones will be starred.
Korda's similar production deal
with Samuel Goldwyn will see David Niven arriving liere about Aug.
1 to start work in "The Scarlet
Pimpernel." Script is being prepared here and will be sent ,to
Goldwyn fot his approval about
^

July 15.

.

.

London, June

29.

meet the quota could be excused
by the Board of Trade, but felt
unsatisfactory.
per that very

share.

is

Associated British, in which Warner Bros, is part owner. It plays
and Metro product, so those
companies would not be involved
in the fourth cu-cuit plans.
Fourth web. as Kelly has
worked it out with indie circuit
owners in Britain, would not entail
any pooling of ownership.
Each of the chains would keep its
name and independiait ownership

recent trips to
is believed that Bernfrom pictures. The Grovemment
take is $3,000,060 below the same stein is only awaiting word from
month of 1947, and nearly $3,000,- the UA exec before - pressing
000 below the previous month of vigorously ahead on the circuit
plan. His own chain of about 35
1948.
The 20% bite on nitery tabs was houses would be its nub, along
also on the skids. Here the tax with the approximately 40 theacollector got only $3,712,000, off tres of the Shipman & King in$1,000,000 from a year ago, and terests, Also involved in the vennearly $1,000,000 under the pre- ture, it is reported, is Sir Sidney
* Clift, Who
vious month of this year.
owns the most imporThe Broadway sector did no bet- tant Scottish circuit.
ter than the nation as a whole. Admissions taxes amounted to $5,399,867, off about .$400,000 from
the previous montli, and down substantially from the big $6,764,000
PIC
BRIT.
of

'47 Net

except EL, which will get two)
for the rest of this year.

the

existing

Brit.

Takes 50% Toboggan

I

since

TAX

Assoc.

House of Lords today (Tuesday)
approved the 45% quota on firsst
features and. 25% on second features, starting Oct 10. Lord Swinton, fottner president of the Board
of Trade, who was responsible for
the 1028 Quota Act, said he thought
the 45% quota physically impossible to fulfill. He declared he appreciated that exhibitors failing to

RETURN whole operation from the subseIN APRIL
American company
quent ruhs' that they generally
Washington, June 29.
whereby he would make all payThe boxoffice falloff; causing play now to first-run. Establishing
ments on Italian distribution in many exhibitors to claim that th.eir the changeover might well take
dollars in return for the franchise business is down to pre-war levels, six months, by which time their
there. Banks claimed he would is reflected in the latest tax return guarantee
of
first-run
product
back up his dollar deal by placing iigures issued by the Bureau of In- would have expired. Naturally,
$50,000 in escrow in a New York ternal Revenue.
they don't want either the trouble
bank as a guarantee of dollar payApril biz brought Uncle Sam or embarrassment of having to
ment in this country.
$28,309,290 from all sources pay- switch back to subsequents.
However, under Banks' arrange- ing the 20% admissions tax— theBernstein is the leader of the
ment 'he wovild merely be a middle- atres, sports, carnivals, dance halls, gi'oup of indie circuit operators
man and expects to farm out UA's swimming pools, etc. Nearly 80% with whom Kelly has been .speakmade

at their recent Isle of Man convention.
Exhibs are doubly up in arms over the new 45% quota, which
they think was put throuah largely at Rank's urging, and the fact
that the British distrib is setting new rental terms of 35% to 55';'o
sliding scale on all films. They claim he helped push through the
law forcing them to show a huge quantity of his six and then upped
prices to milk them of maximum rental.
Plenty of fireworks is expected when the ti^ati-e-men face Rimk;
and likewise whei) he starts fingerpointing at those who failed to
fulfill quotas in tlie past.

Net profits of Associated British
•Ohly Possible Solution*
The fourth chain is seen by Pictures in 1947 dwindled to $3,dive from
Kelly as the only pos.?ible solu- 824,686, almost a 50%
which the combined
tion to the present impasse, v/hich the $6,293,220,
producing and theatre outfit corfinds UA and Columbia with no
The dip
promise of playing time by Rank, ralled the year before.
Bros., which owns
and other companies with very affects Wamer
interest in the company's
limited guarantees. Hank is going a Z1V2%
That
beyond the official 45% quota of common stock outstanding.
estimated at $8,164,826.
British-made pix which he must interest is
Announcement of profits was
play. He'll exceed tltat figure as
dividend of
much as lie can with his promised coupled with that of a outstanding
par value of
increase hi output and generous 22^2% on
stock, compared to a 30% diwy
use of reissaes. Bach American
is fixed
company he deals with is reported hist year. Par on common
the
about five playdates at five shillings ($1), so that
only

the State Dept. is up to its ears in bine.
This would be incorporated with
work, beside which the film protest
nominal capital of perhaps £1,000
is considered almost trivial.

Ambassador Lewis Douglas is reported taking up with top British
officials- the squawk
filed with the State Dept. by the
American industry. No word has

Off

him

London, June

no quick action should
be expected on the protest again.;t
the new British 49% quota. With
deveIopiaeBt» in Berlin creating.
BonieOiing=' of a Russian crisis and
much activity ghiwing out of
President Truman's' signature of but, overall, would be imposed an
the new foreign econoniic aid bill, administcative and- booldng com>

Rome government

with Caramelli, Benelico said in

1948

London, June 29.
With both sides impatient to hurl charges face to face, J. Arthur,
Rank and the Cinematograph Kxhibitora Assn. have moved up to
"Thursday (1) their set-to, originally scheduled for mid-July. The
Briti.sh film topper accepted an invitation to address CEA members
and answer their questions following their strong condenmation of

U. S. law.

Third major British circuit

(Continued on page 23)

M

Columbia,

William A. Scully, distribution
veepee of Universal, and Maurice
A further complication to
Bergman, eastern ad-pub head, sail
of product by U. S.
for En^smd today (Wed.) aboard guarantees
that the British falms
the Queen Elizabeth. The duo are companies is
contracts lor
making the crossing to talk plans act prohibits any months ahead.
six
beyond
for long-range publicity buildups pictures
seen, however, by
is
on J. Arthur Rank product which Possibility
exec v.p.,
UA
Kelly,
U is distributing in the U. .S. Final Arthur W.
pushing tiie fourthreleasing and promotion program who has been
compact miglit
for Hank's "Hamlet" will also be circuit idea, tliat a
under
companies
the
be made by
on the agenda.

he Ids the casting vote. The catch
is that UA's ownership^ is not in product.
the Odeon circuit operating, company itself (OJeon Theatres* Ltd.)
hut in a Jiolding corporation,
Odeon Cinema Holdings Co., Ltd.
UA and. Bank eaoh owns half
of the- holding company stock, In

Donar-FaymeHt

cojild.

nothing to lose, would, of
course, be almost certain to go
along with UA.

with

&HFoy Doi^Ias

:

circuit

Spare

Rank, British Exhibs

Brit. Circuit
sa

Continued from paee 3

with
able deal for playing tmie
The
the, Odeon and G-B chief.
Hank houses in general would
an
provide more film rental than

Bergman To

England on Rank Biz

feels that tlie British film ty-

coon has not given it » fair shake
In denying It playing time on the
Odeon circuit, of which It is part
owner.
UA exec V. p. Arthur W. Kelly,

—

Plap%

Denying

for

UA's

30,,

cusal,

it

would put heavy onus on

Wilson, Board of Trade
prexy, Swinton added. The intenof Parliament was that' ex-

Harold

Fib Labor

Chief

tion

emptions should be the exceptioii.
not the rule, he said.

h Brkain Badb

Lotd. Sfa»lioIgi asked what guiff^
antee tberer was that there would
be a sufficient number of suitable
films tb fill the quota. Lord Chor}ey, replying for the Government,
.said the quota was fixed realistically on the basis' of what was
thought could be done. There is
London, June 29.
Fears of U. S. producers tliat no reason to suppose there would
they received the short end in re- be wholesale exceptions;: he stated
cent Anglo-American dealings have in urgmg the Lords to have eonbeen seconded by Tom O'Brien, fidence in the Briti.sh film industry.
general secretary of the National He declared that smaD halls, reAssn. of Theatrical and Kinemato- quiring 200 films annually, would
graph Employees, who told Brit- Imve to be excused.
ishers this week that "Americans
hold the sticky end of the stick."
Americans bowed to the dollar Rank Says BriL Neeib
crisis and agreed to earn less and
be told now to spend their smaller
'Good American Films'
earnings in Britain. 'That is a
great gesture." O'Brien Jttated in a
bylined article in the London Star.
"She- is entitled to object that we

cannot

produce enough British
films yet to fill our 45% of the
program in the new Quota Act."
O'Brien, however, supports the

Quota Act as a needed stimulus to
British film-makers. Harking back
to the first Quota Act of 1928,
O'Brien warned the British mdustry against turning out tawdcy
"quickies" as a means of filling
playing time with British pix. In
1928, he said,' such rix, when
shown alongside of first-class
American films, created a terrific
hostility against the home product.

"That must not happen again,"
O'Brien emphasized.
Britain's film labor chief predicts that the new act cannot be

(Continued on page 23)

Yates to Enrofie For
Frozen-Coin Onceover
Republic Pictures proxy Herbert
J. Yates sailed last week for Europe to study the frozen coin situation in various continental countries and make a first hand on-the-

scene

.J.

AmM.S.

Arthur

to

Rank

Ties
con-

the

believe

American
Britain needs "good
films to bring us closer together."
Rank makes the assertion in a
cable which he despatched to eight
Boston newspaper critics yesterday (Tues.) informing' them that
liis fitaa "Hamlet" will have its
U. S. preem at the Astor theatre,
Boston, August 18^

"To me here in England, I feel
that your enthusiasm for this Britfilm demonstrates my contention that the finest British pictures
should always play in the U. S.
.tnd the finest American pictures
should always play in Britain,"
Rank declared.
"I frequently read erronequs reports which might indicate that we
liere in England feel otherwise."
Rank continued^ "This is far from

i.sh

the

fact,.

We

want the

finest

Hollywood pictuces always for our
public as we hope you will always

want ours."
Tn.<.support, Rank cited the big
reception given Samuel Goldwyn's
"Best Years" in Britain. His cable
confirmed a promise made by him
to Boston newspapermen earlier
this year that the Hub would get
.

analysis
of Republic's
blocked remittances.
Republic chief said that although
the company has frozen rental
.

money

To Bind

Tilting at reports
trary,

in

most European countries,

"Hamlet"

first.

STOCKHOLDERS BACK

the organization has no immediate
production plans either on the
continent or in Britain. Company,
he revealed, doesn't contemplate
London, June 29.
acquiring any British-made prodWhile -his American partners.
uct for U. S. distribution even
though there's a strong link to United Artists and 20th-Fox, didn't
like it a bit, J. Arthur Bank apBritish Lion,
parently had no trouble lining ;UP
his British shareholders behind
Chi
Cuts Prices
him in pOoUng of the GaumontThe
Chicago, June 29.
British and Odeon cricuits.
RKO Loop theatres. Palace and stamp of approval put on Rank's
Grand, as predicted, slashed their action by the stockholders last
matinee prices to conform with week places the 564 houses of his
Balaban & Katz do wntowrf theatres. two circuits under centralized conPxice before 1 p.m. is 50c.; befora trol.
5, 65c. Previous b.o. was 67c, to 5
Odeon proxies in favor of the
o'clock.
move exceeded 95%. GB proxies
Essancss houses. Woods and were voted for 3,500,000 shares.
Oriental, still are 98c. straight.
With only 1,724 negative.

RANK ON POOLING

RKO

—

WcdbMdaj,

Nat'l

hum

picrrviiBS

30,

AU Hay Hang Up Qo¥es

Last

As NCA"Fox Peace Pko Qm& Support
West End, N.
Wltat
tacular

may prove
about-face

J., June 29.
to be a spec-

by

IIP

4

National

Allied, the perennial dissident in
exhib-idistrib relations, is sUwigly

Job

J.

Jones Confirnis

^Screen Guild

Qafttiiig
^

Since William Ainsworth, NaAUied's new prexy, is attending the convention, it is likely
that Lachman is voicing the for1110 r's views.
At any rate, a closed
nif'et.iiig of Allied members which
vs'iiids up the business end of the
convention tj^morrow (Wed;) will
la Ice up the question.
Regional
huddle will also talk about the
'

innovation.

Berger-Smith plan, now
confined to Minneapolis on disputes between Allied exhibs and
20th, provides for creation of a
six-man board made up of Allied
members appointed by Beiger.
They are to consider any question
which is^not purely personal, and
make recommendations to appropriate oflicials of 20th.
Latter
binds itself to give fair weight to
reco'mmendations and make evwy

The

won hands down in bargaining
flections at .all .of the major companies last Friday (25). Challenging 12 .film companies liefore the
National Juabor Relations Board,
Colosseum was nixed only by
saliesnen at National Screen Service, who voted 32 to 19 to reject

Philadelphia,

June 29.

Hearing on WiUiam Goldman's motion for an 9rder divesting Warner Bros,
and
other major companies of their
theatres in the Pbilly area has

been postponed until tbe^lL
This coui^ was agreed upon
,

;

after a discussion in Federal
Judge William H. K«rkpati'ick's
chambers today (Tues.) between William A. Gray, Goldman's lawyer,
and Morris
Wolf repping for .the defend<

•

ing back to await the final word of
the statutory court.
In all, eight majors have plunked
out $6,500,000 to date in damages
from these suits already tried or
settled. That is in addition to injunctive relief obtained on clearMinneapolis, June 29.
Members of North Central Allied ance and run, with the most dramatic of that type handed down
will hold ofC on threatened suits
in Chicago on the Jackson Park
'
against 20th-Fox. and probably
:
suit.
against all other distributors, pendPicture for distribs is not altoing the tryout of a "Minneapolis
gether a dark one. Recent develmediation plan'' conceived by Benopments in working out defensesj
nie Berger, the organization's preshave brought about raising of
ident, with 20th-Fbx.
counterclaims, wherever possible,
Designed to eliminate friction
for percentage-chiseling on film
and bring peace within the industry
rentals.
One of the most recent
and to halt the present and
settlements-^hat in the anti-trust
threatened flood of litigation, the
action brought by B, R. McLendon
plan calls for a North Central
in Dallas ^won not only a dismissAllied
grievance
committee to al
for the majors but also payment

Trial

Medatnn Plan

.

—

Cole

'Ab£ca%'

bourn maintained

NG

Change Ups Biz
EfTect of a picture's title
b.o.

on

MAJORS SEHLE SUIT
WITH THEATCO IN SJ.

its

draw was perhaps never more

clearly demonstrated than in the

ca.se of Benedict Bogeaus' "On Our
San Francisco. June 29.
Merry Way," formerly labeled "A
Pushing its strategy to cut down
Miracle Can Happen." Pic, being as mucii as possible
on costly antidistributed by United Artists, had
trust trials, which involve lengthy
three openings under the old tag. court
appearances by film .execs
It did fairish biz in Detroit, but
and lawyers, the majors have
Hopped miserably in New York and settled the $1^00,000 treble-damPhilly. Producer and distrib, as a age
action brought liere by Theat-

decided to pull it while they
figured out the reason,, since it
had plenty of name marquee value
-^Paulette Goddard, Burgess Mei-(3clitli. .lames Stewart, Hem-y Fonda.
Dofotiiy Lamour. Fred MacMurray
and Victor Moore, in addition to
a flock of secondary players.
It was decided that the title imist
be at fault, that the word "miracle"
was probably confusing people.

Texas

Mied

Ride

Dallas. June 29.
Moving to abdicate what he
termed his "one-man" rule of Allied Theatre Owners of Texas, Col.
H. A. Cole bas informed the unit's
directors that he would not serve
as head of the exhib organization
after the next annual convention
Nov. 1-2.
Cole said the present
setup of Texas Allied has left many
members cold and m'ged greater
participation of directors and member in the outfit's activities. He
offered to continue as Texas rep
on National Allied matters and
help both the national and local
boards.
Inaugurating a new election procedure. Texas Allied officers will
be named by directors who will be

elected as heads of districts. Preparations for the November conclave
were begun with the naming of
Phil Isley to be chairman of interim activities and to preMde at
the convention. Rubin Frels was
appointed finance chairman and
D. Leon, entertainment chairtion, with that decision determinman.
ing tliose points.
Case, filed in lOiH, was to be
tried before Federal Judge Michael
Thoy didn't know whether -it was .1. Roaclie next week. Theatco, op- Janet Blair Winner In
a .religious picture, or what. As erator of the Empire theatre,
one
exec declared! ''The word charged illegal refusal to sell that
Billing Brush on Toiler'
'miracle' in a title is like building house first-run pix.
a fence around the theatre."
It
demanded an order requiring
Hollywood, June 29.
Federal Judge Paul McCoi-mick
That was apparently the answer, Kox'\V<;st Coast to sell its El Rey
Park-side
theatres and ,be issued a restraining order enjoinfor the film has had about lii date.s Hiid
under the new tag since June 9 barred from buying, any other ing Columbia Pictui'es and Eddie
and ha.s done much better. Biz U houses west of Twin Peaks. Settle- Small from putting out further admeiit recognized that those ques- publicity material on "Fuller Bru.sh
still iiol extra-special, but the film
Jook^ like it might gross around Uons would be decided in the Man,'' unless Janet Blair's name
appears in the same size type as
$1,000,000 domestic, against the Government action.
Named as defendants, among Red Skeiton's.
under
headed
for
was
it
$000,00(1
Move i.s pending trial of $250,000
oUicrs, were 20th-Fox, Paramount,
' «aign has been
the old tag. Ad suit brought by the actress against
Univer.sal,
Metro
Warner
Bros.,
rewhen
as
s.,-!.*
the
vUttially
Columbia and Small last week.
land CoUiHibia.
the first time.

result,

co.

UA

i

i

j

I

I

;

j

•

!

!

Iea.sed

Inc.

While

exact

terms

of

.settlement have not been revealed,
understood Tlieateo was paid a cash
sum. Questions of run, clearance
and availability of product will be
tabled until the statutory court
rules on the main Government ac-

'

C

the guild.
Buttressed by a -powerful show
of .support in the majors, Colosseum execs are .preparing to hit
the indu-stry with a sweeping series of demands whe.n contract negotiations are begun. Talks ara
slated to open in about a month,
since the NLRB Washington office
has to certify the' election results
in a procedure that take6 three to
four weeks.
Major gripe of the salesmen is
the tevel of their take-home pay.
CBS is continuing its efforts to According to allegations made by
sell Hollywood the rights to some Colosseum
members, salesmen's
of the thousands of radio scripts salaries have remained virtually
it ovms, while NBC has all but static during
the past 10 years
dropped a similar project. Neither despite the wartime and postwar
net has sold anything to pictures infiationary movement.
Average
since the large-scale combing of wages of salesmen, it's claimed,
their properties for that purpose range between $75-$80, with little
was begun.
or no chances of promotion to
Figuring that picture sales could betteP'Paying posts.
Runiing a close second to salai-y
best be made on the Coast, rather
than via major companies' New beefs is the question of seniority
York story departments, CBS re- rights. During the economy wave
cently hired Harold (Het) Man- which was set in motion last sumheiip as its -Hollywood sales rep. mer, salesmen burned over the
Manheim formerly handled the fact that many vet pix peddlers
peddling of literary properties to were chopped oft' comnany payfilms
for the
William Morris rolls, Colosseum will demand "a
strict procedure whereby layoffs
agency in New -York,
are to be made from the bottom
Nathan L. Halpem, assistant to
of the year.s-in-service list.
the prez of CBS. and ui charge of
Colosseum sprung up in the midthe project, has been patting the
west two years ago in the first stirscripts into the most palatable posof llltn salesmen towards
sible form .for films.
He has a rings
union, -organization,
A. A. Van
staff headed by Arthur Heincman,
Dyfce/ Wii'FpK division manager
formei'ly assistant story ed of
Columbia Pictures, -choosing the in Chicago, is prexy of the outfit
and N. Provencher, in central
most likely yarns from the -stockbeadquarters in Milwaukee,^ is exec
pile
and doing wbat .almost
secretary.
amounts to film treatments of
Balloting, in favor of Colosseum
them.
at the varioii.s companies was a»
Peter Martin, who was to head follows: 20th-Fox, 76 to 8; Paraup a .similar operation at NBC, has mount, 66 to 15; Columbia. 81 to
left the company to become ah as- 19; United Artists. 61 to
10; Unisociate script editor at ABC.
He versal. 79 to 7; Metro, 43 to 30;
was formerly eastern story editor Warner Bros,, 80 to 8; RKO, 81
of Universal.
to 18; Republic, 61 to 0; Eagle
Martin had drawn up plans for Lion, 43 to 13; and Monogram, 11
a staff of about 15 people to cull to 1.
In additioh. there were
the NBC properties and prepare, several disputed ballots which will
prelinunary. film translations of not affect the results.
them, but there has been no activity on the project recently.
CBS staff, as well a.s looking into Sciiaefer in Switch
picture possibilities, is considering
suitability of the old scripts for
Exclusive Ent
video
adaptation.
It's
believed
likely that NBC will follow suit on
that score, even if it doesn't go
-ahead with film plans.
George .1. Schaefer, v.p. in

CBS Pushes Plan

,

tiiat video will lished on a permanent basis, Smith
help theatre returns rather than and Berger announced.
The mediation plan is non-particripple them. Exhibs were urged
by him to cooperate with the new san in its application, it was explained. The grievance committee
medium rather than fight it.
will meet at scheduled periods to
hear any complaints which any exhibitor in the Minneapolis territory
lirade' Tide
may have in his relations with 20thFox. "Only such complaints as the
ForB.O.,Bogeaiis
(Continued on page 18)

Aide

'

Delay Goldman Hearing

ants.

Work Oat

important unorganized

toThonpoB

•

NCA

last

Charles IVIcDonald, SKO diviaion
tceble-damage iMitions brought by manager in New TliaSf, has been
exhibs immediately following tlie named assistant to tlbiar I«sUe
U. S. Supreme Court decision, now Thompson, labor relations exec for
believe theatre operators ai« lay- the RKO theatre circuit.
Theatres formerly in McDonald's
charge will be taken Over by other
N. Y. division managers.

efl'oi't to rectify abuses.
Some 230 exhibs are at faaiid at
the Hollywood hotel which houses conciliate exhibitor-distributor disof .$5,000 on Lx>untcrclaims.
the convention. Besides Lachman, putes around the conference table.
Four actions were filed within
Here last week to work out the
these e.Thibs have also been briefed
the past week.
Most important
on telexision by Paul Raibourn, plan with Berger; Andy W. SmiUi, was brought in Philadelphia by
Paramount veepee who heads his 20th-Fox general sales manager,
(Continued on page 23)
said that if the plan succeeds he
company's video activities.
Raibourn, appearing yesterday and Berger hope to prove a pattern
(Mon.), stj-uck an optimistic chord for adoption by the rest of the
on tele. He discounted the widely industr.V. It will be given a fair
held fear that television will cut trial and. if found practical and
sharply into theatre grosses. Rai- proved successful, will be estab.

The

potential damages up to figure of
$47,500,000.
At the same time,
legalites who expected a deluge of

.

2l}|]hFox,

Pix

sector of the film industry—^the
1,000 film salesmen operating in
tlie nation's 32 excliange areas
have come into the union fold as
'the Ccdossenm of Film Salesmen

of directors. He's been prexy two
and a half years.

tional

<tf

(;aiiitiilati»as&

mUST JITS

crop of anti-trust suits filed
against the eight majors in the past
few weeks has brought the total of

>

his year's report, intimated that
his group will seek to put through
a parallel system^ He also backed
an extension of conciliation to
every Allied unit in the counti}'.

O^sd

Unopnized

New

indicated here at tlie annual conHollywood, June 29.
vention of New Jersey Allied.
John J. Jones .announced liijs
Nationwide adoption by Allied
units 'Of the conciliation plan put resignation as Screen Guild Prexy,
through in Minneapolis by Bennie confirming Variety story of a
Bei-ger, prez of Nortli Central Al- month ago. witich was denied at
lied, and Andy Smith, sales chief the time. He's bowing out to devote
for 20th-Fox, is apparently in the, all bis time to requirements of his
v.'orks.
Such a move could augur outside business interests.
Robert L. Lippert, exec veepee,
the end of name-calling and court
visits in iavor of an inclusive arbi- succeeds him, with second veepee
Arthur Lockwood moving into Liptration system for the industry.'
It is obvious here fbat the Ber- pert's post. Jones, head of Tones,
ger-Smith accord has received a Linick & Sciiaefer theatre chain
favorable reception from Allied Chicago, keeps his SG franchise
members. Edward Lachman, re- holdings in Chicago and Indianaptiring prexy of this local unit, in olis and also remains on the board

'

-

To Sefl Scripts To

PixasNBCBkws
.

•

•

As

Rep

'

REPimiC IN miDio
DEAL WITH WELCH
Second deal has been clo.sed by
Republic for use by an indie producer of its studio space and lab-,
oratory facili(;ies. New agreement,
is with Howard Welch, who will

make "Montana BeUe''

in

Rep

s

Triicolor process,

Welch's arrangement

charge of sales for Enterprise, is
switching from exclusive rep in tlie
east for the imit to general indie
sales representation.
With only
one more picture to be delivered
by Ent under its releasing deal
with United Arti.sts, Schaefer is
looking towax-d taking over eastern
representation of other indiesEnt's new distribution arrangement with Metro does not give the
unit the right to approve all exhibition contracts, as does the UA
deal.
Therefore, the services of
Schaefer's organization will no
longer be required. Schaefer will
continue, however, to supervise

is similar
recently made by Hunt
Stromberg. except that "Belle" will
be released by Republic. Stromberg'.s pic. "Too Late for Tears,"
liquidation of Ent's
pix.
will be distributed by United ArtWhole eastern organiization set
ists,
up by Enterprise will stick together
Ueals are identical in that they
as an independent unit in handling
call for
deferment by Rep of
other producers when the Ent deal
charges for the use of the studio
is finished, Schaefer said.
This inand for lab work, which includes
cludes Herman J, Lorber, who
proces.sing of daily shooting as

to

that

UA

moved over fi-om Paramount about
well as rolcaso prints. Rep will
a year ago to become'' Ent saleshave no financial participation in
manager, and Fred Polangin, Ent's
either film beyond payment to it
eastern publicity rep.
of Its fees, which it gets after the.
Schaefer's deal with the
producers have paid off their bank
Loew-Charlcs Einf eld unit calls for
loan.s. Studio and lab charges will
amouut to between $150,000 to liim to get 3</f of the gross for

DaWd

$200,000 on each film.
Rep's aim in the deals is to
bring down studio overhead by
.keeping space occupied to the
[maximum and to keep its lab busy.

supervisiug sales.

Under the new

WiUiam F; Rodgers, Metro's
charge of distribution, will
have the last word on sale of Ent
deal,

v.p. in
•pix,

WeJueiwlay, Jime 30,

ft

donald o'connor
feudin;
with

PENNY EDWARDS

*
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prove to
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KETTLE

OF "THE EGG AND

MARJORIE MAIN

FUSSIN^
Screenplay by D. D.

AND

BEAUCHAMP from

his Collier's

•

I"

Together Again!

PERCY KILBRIDE

A-FIGHTIN'

Magazine story

•

Directed by

GEORGE SHERMAN

•

Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

^

..

,

.

Waters

Hetep:

Dabney

tribe, gets

her

first

emotional shakeup when Heflin,
editor, decides she's the
girl for him.
There's plenty of
smoldering sex in their scenes, together— just about as much as the
screen allows. That fact lends itFarltara Mefjcan.
Tradeshown in Holly- self to exploitation, as does her
Tvood .rune 25, '48. Running time. 8« SUNS, sacrifice scene, when she goes to
Hod Stlli\vcli..,.,.,.,i...,.Dana Andrews spend the night with a former
... ..lean Peters
Ann Freeman. .J

Hollywood, June 25,
•Oth-Fox Mltaee of Samuel O. Engel uror
Stm« Da«a Andrews, .lenn Potera;
Cesar Ilomero, Dean Stookwell,
Directed by
HevGie, Kd Begley,
Hemy Kinii'. Screenplay, nichard Murphy,
based on noveJ, "Spoonhandle." by Kuth
Moore: camera, Jcveph La Shelle: .editor,

translation
passionate

Miniature Reviews

newspaper

"Deep Waters"

Som-

(20th).

bre juve-delinquency film will

Anne

need strong selling.
"Tap Roots" (U) (Color).
Romantic c o s t u m e r that
Civil
Swashbuckles through

:

,

, .

joe KauKiu'

i

.

,..

.Cesar

Romero

Dabneys more

fiance to give the

time to draw their battle lines.
Miss Hayward benefits from a
Leona Powers well-drawn character and plays it
Mae Marsh to the hilt. Heflin's ability oveiv
"Will Geor
Bruno "Wick comes difficulty of a role not

Danny Mitchell
Mary McKay

.Dean Stookwell
......Anno Revere
.Ed Begley

Josli Hov(>y
I'VeeiHan.

3ViTH.

Molly Thatcher

Nick Driver

.

Droggist.
Harris
Hopkln.i

.

Boris Karloff is
,,.C11« Clark clearly defined.
Harry Tyler excellent as an Indian friend of the
.Raymond Groenleal family.
Ward Bond misses on inof the Dabney family
"Deep Waters" will get by on terpretation
head, and a number of his scenes
strength of Dana Andrews' name
should be cut entirely.; Julie Lon*
and exploitation possibilities of its don, amorous younger sister who
juvenile-delinquency theme, but
steals Whitfield Connor, Miss Haywill need pairing with a strong sup
ward's fiance; Connor, Richard
port on double bill. As pure enterLong, Arthur Shields, Huby Dantainment film is too sombre-toned
dridge and Russell Simpson are
and subject as presented doe,sn't among
others who are capable.
always lend itself to more than
Smoky Mountains location in
«Verage appeal.
Judge 'miB.

.

...... ....

North

and

Carolina

Tennessee,

Story is set against lobster-iish- Where tlie Mississippi story was
Ing background of Maine, where filmed, F lends itself magnificently
Henry King troupe spent month or to the color lensing of Lionel Linmore filming exteriors. It is here don 'and Winton C. Hoch. Scenic
that Dean Stockwell, a "state boy' beauty makes for standout produc—an orphan taken over by state of tion dress.
Brog.
Maine is sent by juve authorities
to home of Anne ReverCi a hardbitten but tender-hearted woman, iUibott
Costello
eet
as chore-boy. Story follows him as
Fraafcenstein
he gets into trouble for stealing a
Hollywood, June 26.
camera and selling it to a second
XTnlversal release oC Robert Arthur prohand store, and efforts of Dana An duction. .Stars Bud Abbott, Lou Costelio;

—

M

&

drews, lobsterman, to straighten
bim out and later to adopt him.
are
Interesting
backgrounds
caught by camera, with whole film
done in sepia,- which gives it a par^
ticularly warm hue.
Exciting sequence shows lobster boat driving
tlirough a storm to rescue of youngster, who is clinging onto overturned launch, with element of susr
piense entering as Andrews and
Cesar Romero, his partner, nearly
crash onto rocks after boy is picked
up. Locations are fresh ana new
to movie-going public.
Subject has been presented too
leisurely.
Entire cast turns in
workmanlike jobs,, but fault lies in
there being few highlights. Whatever acting honors there may be
should go to young Stockwell. Andrews oilers a straightforward performance, and so does Jean Peters,
his co-star,
although her part
doesn't entirely ring true. Romero
is excelletCt as a Portuguese fisherman, and Miss Revere, as usual, is
persuasive. Ed Begley is good in
smaller role.
Samuel G. Engel gave film appropriate physical values as producer,
and King handled direction with
eye to best effects, but both were
somewhat stymied by subject:
Whit.

Tap Roots

.

(COLOE)

(oatHres faon Chaney. Bela I-usosi, Glenn
Strange; Leuore Aubert, ,Tane Randolph.
Directed by Charles T. Barton. Screenplay,
Robert Lees, Frederic L Rinaldo. .Tohn
>

Grant: cumer,T. (.'harles Van 13nger: editor,
Frank Gross: music, Frank Skinner. Previewed In Hollywood June 20, '48. Run*
ning time, 82 MINS.
Chick ........... .......
,Bua Abbott
.

. . .

"Williur.

....

.

.

.

Lou

, :..

Iiuwi-ence :rulbot
Draculft. ., ... i

Monster.

;..

. . , .

. ,

Costeilo

.Lon Chancy
Bela Lugosi

. .

.

.Glenn- Strange

4.

.So.ndra Mornay
......... .TiCnore Aubert
.loan Raymond
Jane Randolph
Mr. M,i-I)onga .............. IiYanlc Ferguson
i

Stevens,

tti^

Charles Bradstreet

Gen-

days in the South,

eral appeal
look okay,.

good and

b,o,

out-

&

Ctfstello Meet
"Abbott
Comedy
Frankenstein" (U).

Frankenstein's
battles
Monster, the Wolf Man, and
Dracula. Good b.o.
"Oliver Twist " (GFD).
Grade-A British version of
Dickens' novel.
"The Black Arrow" (Gol.)
Robert Louis Stevenson's adventure novel is an entertainthunder-roing blood and
mance.
"The Timber Trail" (Rep)
Average
Monte
(Songs-Color).
Hale oatuner for horse opera

team

,

Monster growing weak; His master,
Dracula, decides to transfer Costello's brain to the Frankenstein
creation. As a lure, the batman
uses wiles of Lenore Aubert to
soften the fat rnaii and maneuver

him

,

Ru.s3ell isimpaon

realism,

Story

is

straightforward depic-

tion of the foundling's life

apprenticeship to a mortician, escape to London, corruption in the
thieves' kitchen, rescue from the
magistrate's court by his unknown
grandfather, to his forcible return
to Fagin's gang and subsequent
rescue when BUI Sikes Is run to
earth for the murder of Nancy.
Alec Guinness gives a revoltingly faithful portrait of Fagin and
Kay Walsh extracts just the right
amount of viciousness overcome by
pity in her delineation of Nancy,
Robert Newton is a natural for
the bruti-sh Sikes and gets every
ounce out of his opportunities.
nenry Stephenson makes a gracious
figure of Mr. Browniow, who unwittingly befriends his own grandson.
Francis L. Sullivan is suitably obnoxious as the Beadle and
all other characters
reveal discriminating judgment hi casting.
_ Highlights of the production are
the opening and closing shots, the
dramatic
ending
showing the
masses of citizens and a squad of
police tracking down tiie murderer,
being led to his hideout by his dog.
And, of course, the famous "asking tor more" scene when the
poor
mite goes up with his bowl for
a
second helping of gruel.
Clem.

Seller,
eller. trom novel by
Robei-t Loni.s
ui„,.„„
S
ovenson;: c.-imera. Charles
Lawlon' a t
rE'""' --ll^Phen (Joc^son, A. Lcs e

Twist
spins a laet-fiction tale Of a Missis(BRITISH)
valley family that tried to
"
London, June 23.
stand against the South and the
OKM .rclpiise of J. Arthur' Knnk-(Mneguild
north at the beginning of the war Ronald
.\>aine prodiKHion.Stars Robert
between the .states.
Marshall's Newton: I'enturcs Alec Guinness, Kay l,awlpas
direction points up the pulp-fietion Waist]. Francis L. Sullivan, Meiiry .'^tephen- Mennclt
Fiiii.
sippi

of

the narrative, giving
the mass-action battle
scenes. Characters are colorful, if
unbelievable, and are generally
well played, with a few exceptions
bcript by Alan LeMay is based
/
on James Street's novel of the
same title, and has necessarily
watered down some of the book's
more salty moments, plot deals
With the Dabney family and its
efforts to maintain a neutral
valley
the south when the
War comes. No Union soldiersCivil
ride
through the footage, battle action
taking place between the diehard
recruits of the Dabneys and the
wearers of the grey.
.Romantic conflict springs from
^aracters of Van Heflin and Susan
Bayward. Latter, fiiety daug)^

m

to

Arrow

Thomas

Oliver

Directed liy David Ijcaii. .ScreenpinS'
Stanley Haynea, from Charlea

hy

T.ean,

Dicliens' novel. Editor. Jack Jlarris; rnusic.
Sir Arnold' Bax; <,'aniera, (luy Grten. Oswald Morris. At Odcon, Limtlon, Juno i;i
'48.
BuhMng time, JJ6 SUNS.
.

Hill

—

Hikes,,!.

Fagln ....

, . ,

.

. .

l^'ancv

Robert Newton
. Atec Guinness

Kay

,

Mr. Bumble.,...,;.
coriiey...,,

U'.ilsh

Prancia L, .Suliivun
Mary Clare
Henry stephen.soh

iVIr.H.

Mr. Brownlow.....

•'"""l"

'S""'"'

Art.i:ul Dorigcr..
Oliver's Mother.
Mr. Sowerbiirry.
M-ra. .Sowpriierry..;*.,

Mrs, Bedwln.

.

lioolisciur.. .,
Chief of Police
.

From

.

v.,

horses to the limit of sweat-flecked
They match scheme with
flank.
counter-scheme and boldness with
brawn. And although the scoundrel
tries to force the heroine to marry
him to save her father from death,
even he dies without a whimper

-

.

Tony Mrartinelli; musical director, Mort
Tradeshown N, T., June S4, '48,
Running time, 67 MIN8.
Monte Hale,
.Monte Hale
Gllckman.

Alice Baker,
Jed Baker...

Thon).s:

Bart
Roy Barcroft
;B'rancia Ford
Jordon -Weatherbtie. .Robert Kmniett Keaiie
Steve Davrell
Fred Graliani
Wade Crosby
Telegraph Operator.
.Eddie Aciitf
Themselves; Foy Willing and the Riders of
'
the: Purple Sage
.

. .

Ralph Baker.;;,,.,-,..-,.'
.Sheriff.

Frank.

. , ,

"The Timber Trail" is average
fare for the oatuner circuit.
Pic
has been cut from the same Trucolored cloth used for its numerous predecessors in the Monte
Hale series. It's filled with the
usual brace of hoof^beating, sixknuckle-scraping
and
mustang-vocalizing, all encased in
a corny yarn.
This item Will
neither surprise nor disappoint the
juve clientele.
Plot has the formula good guy
vs. varmint angles, with Hale playing an itinerant cowboy who stops
off in a badman's town to help a
lady in distress. Latter, played by
Lynne Roberts, is daughter of a
stagecoach operator who is being
driven out of business through a
conspiracy of the local banker and
a gang of toiighies. Hale, after being framed, jailed and slugged to a
f are-the-well, uncovers the culprits
in a complicated ruse and delivers
them slightly bruised to the sheriff.
Hale walks through his paces in
standard style, handling both the
action And crooning spots as a
.

cinema cowboy- hero .should. Miss
Roberts is adequate for the slight
romantic byplay, while Robert Emmett Keane and Francis Ford

make

hissable heavies.

Nortliwest Stainpeile
(COLOR)
Eagle Lion release pt -Altert

S. -Rbgell
.ytars .loan Leslie. .iames OralKreaturea Jack Oakie, Chill Wills:
Directed
Alberlr S. Rogell. Story a. U

pi-oduction.
liy

scii>Sv
Art Arthur, Lillie Haywai'd, auggestcd
bii
Saturday Bvening Post story, "WiM
Ilorse
Roundup
by Je,an Mulr; camera, John

W

'

«0>'>«; ,??'t'»'' P*-'"!* t'ahii; flnccilor
sup=r:
visor, wntoh Holm; special
effects,
o.
Bmger. Tradeahow.n in N: y. June •>BR. 'js
'
Running time;

79,MIJfS.-

Chris' Johnson.
i)an Beimett.

Kirby..
Mileaway. .-.
.VIiK:e

.

i'j'e-

Uhy»

.

n alter

.

vviiliams

Kingsford

.Lowell Giimoi-e
Hajliwell Hoblies
..Paul Cavanaugh
..
.Hay Teal
..

.

.

.

..

.

-

.

Uilssell HIcits
.Leslie -Denlaon

Hatty Fairfax
...William Bovon
,

.

.,

Foy Will-

ing and the Riders of the Purple
Sage contribute a trio of pat
prairie numbers in highly listenable manner,
fferm

Mel Ha-underH

Buchnnnn

JWigar

Hatch!;;!!!

Sir Oliver Oates. .;
of Gloucester.,
Bishop of Tilsl))>ty.i
Sir John Sediey.
Sick Applcy„,(i
..
Kir Hsn-y Sheltoii.
Sif WHUsin Calesby.
Dams Carter. .......
Jailer
,

Duke

.Lynjie Rgberts
.'..fames Burl;e

Walt

^,.;fiei,^e''MacSy

, ,

this

is

the country's greatness.
MPAAtsponsored film is a two-^
reeler labeled "Letter to a Rebel."
It

:

was produced by RKO-Pathe as
its "This Is America" series.

one of
fee,

his plot backfires. Naturally,
there's a proper clinch for the
fadeout.
The production, direction and
performances combine to carry out
the double intention, Louis Hayward is rightly vigorous as the
hero, while Janet Blair is the necessary eyeful as the maiden-ln<

,

, .

—

deep-dyed villainy
a knighthood - was - in

all

in

when-

flower terms.
superb
Dickens' de- Maybe it isn't exactly
votees'may object to condensing of good entertainment. art, but it is
the .stoi^ and omission Of some of
Of course, the romantic angle
the mibor characters. But what is has btien accented
heavily in the
-

munLstic."
Chief fault of the film is its com-,
plete .failure to touch on some of
the seamier sides of American life
and demonstrate that they, too, are
being slowly but surely cured in
the country's customary two-stepsforward-and-one-step-back manner.
Presentation of the idealized life of
America's "petit bourgeoisie" is no
convincer to disbelievers who Can
throw up slums, lack of veterans'
housing, jimcrowism and a dozen
other such items as proof that the
free enterprise system still has a
way to go before it can claim perfection.

State Dept.'s film, "Trailer 201,"

dustry currently, as telescoped by
a single trailer-truck, it will be
translated into 27 languages and
distributed to' State's missions for
exhibition, mostly non-theatrical,

throughout the world.
The film proves nothing and yet
proves a lot of things. It demonstrates that America (as exemplified by the trucking industry) is
highly efficient, that truckdrivers
are 'serious and hardworking, that
the U. S. landscape is- picturesque
and that America is certainly the
"have" nation of the world.
But whether these are the things
that influence people and win
As
friends is another question.
for the efficiency of the U. S. and
its
workers, the people of the
world^either fortunately or unfortunately for themselves, according to the side they were onfound that out during the years
1939 to 1945.
And it's a moot
point as to the effect of showing
how it is considered nothing in the
U. S. to ship a carload of radios
700 miles, to please a manufacturer.
It's a moot point as to
whether it can create goodwill or
envy that could turn to hate.
In,

any case,

it

would seem that

there are more basic advantages to
the American system than that to
get the peoples of the world to
Oakie emulate it rather than the com-''hill Wills
The four freedoms
Victor Klllan munist way.
-.Stanley AnilreWs still seem more attractive than a
...
Ray Bennett
.Lane. Chandler speeding truckload of radios; no
.

.

..Toan Leslie
lames <?ralg

. .

.

.

•

... ,\ ..lacic

.

.

-

-

-

"Northwest Stampede"

is

matter how efficiently delivered.
an out- That such freedoms are part of the
American way of life should be
less subtly suggested in. the State

door animal-story thriller, the plot
revolving around a white stallion
and a police dog,
Despite too
much attention on these, film ultimately develops a fairly vivid
man romance. Picture will hedelight the -youngsters,
It has some
exciting photography of the
Canadian Rockies, done in Cinecolor
But, boxoffice-wise, it does
not rate
much above the average western
because of lack of top names. lExhibitors will have to lean on Joan

Dept.'s output.

Forty-one minutes of following a
truck over the landscape, in any
case, seems an overgenerous helping of time-— and money to prove
whatever point the State Dept. is
trying to make.
Her*.

—

Wyman

in 'Serenade'

Ho'Uywood, June

29.

Warners handed Jane, Wyman
the top femme role in "Serenade,"
Photographed on location, for previously announced as a starrer
the most part, in the Canadian for Ann Sheridan,
Rockies, story concerns a star
Picture, based on the James M.
rodeo performer (James Craig) Cain story, will be produced by
who inherits his dad's big ranch Jerry Wald and directed by Mi(Continued on page 18)
chael Curtiz.
_

^

was produced for it by Unity Films,
Inc., and co-directed by Victor D.
Solow and Peter Glushanok. The
story of the American trucking in-

'

.

-

.

weapon, a handy item to throw in
the faces of Rep. Thomas' Uncommittee
American
Activities
members and others who have*so
loosely labeled Hollywood as "com-

'

..

Robert Louis Stevenson's
Howard D'avies «n^^^^,
The Black Arrow" for the takeoff,
Ralph iVuman
Anthony Ncwlcy Columbia has made an action-filled
.....roaephlne Stuart cloak-and-dagger
romance that
1-111)1) McLaughlin
should hold the customers for dual
.Ivathlecn Httrrison
bills and secondary solos.
.. .. .Amy Vcnesss
The pic- Leslie, James Craig and Jack
,...W. (J. Fay ture is virtually a western of lethal Oakie for marquee
decoration, and
Maurice Denhaiii combat, hard riding,
intrigue and It doesn't look like it's enough

every angle
achievement.

have much in common in that they
were both made to "sell" America,
both are glibly and technically excellent and both fail to get be-:
neath the superficial in detecting

when

Bowles .......

^

.

,

:

Kirkia,
Scrlvner,

Bracklsy,

Oliver Twist.. ........ ..John

Monks,

with bow - and - arrow, crossbow,
lance, battleaxe, sword and dagger.
They scramble through secret pasand
battlements
over
Sages,
through forests. They push their

from his shooting,

nameless birth in the workhouse,

The

The George Marshall production
for Walter Wanger Pictures, Inc.,

of America for showing in U. S.
daugliter.
.
,
theatres, and the other produced
The script properly emphasizes under State Dept. contract for exthe dual elements of turbulence hibition overseas, were screened
in
and love. The contending noble- New York last week. The pictures
men and their henchmen battle

;

lines ever allotted to so prominent
a character.
He has the wistful
air of the typical Dickens waif and
heads almost faultless casting for
this second of Cineguild's Dickens

Aubert, Dracula's tool; Jane Randolph, an insurance investigator;
^There ? enough swash and buckle Frank Ferguson, operator of a horabout "Tap Boots" to rate it good ror museum, and Charles Bradboxoffice in general situations. It street, a doctor, round out capable
casting.
never reaches epic proportions, is
The Robert Arthur production is
too long, and not always put together smoothly.
Blaek
However, the neatly tied together by Charles T.
'"'^^^^ "t Edward
{•lot's
high romance, the color Barton's direction. Latter realizes li,']!'''?™,^'''
(Grant
Whytock) production. Stars Sinali
i'/ou is
Hot'
ensing of the Civil War costumes, on all the fun possible and misses
sex implications and broad action no bets in sharpening blood-cur- ui- VZ:
^™hanan. Rlivs Williams
are salable values that will give it dling sequences. Lensing, editing W;a'*«n: KIngsford. Lowell t5i iLre iHiii'"
F°^l^^- J''^"^ Cavanaugh Ray 'i'ca
ticket-window attention to a good and other technical credits are Directed
"lUKlas. Sc«icni)las-;
good. Brog.
Richard J
degree.
Dabney...'

2 Documentaries On

blooded hero returns from the 30
Years War to leam that his uncle
Celling' America
has murdered his father to seize
the House of York and has had the
Glib But Superficial
neighboring Lord of the House of
Lancaster executed for the crime.
Pair of documentaries, one sponAnd he understandably tumbles sored by the Motion Picture Assn.
hard for the nifty Lancaster

The Timber

•

ster, the Wolf Man and Dracula,
presence is a boxolfice
perker, exploitation-wise. Production is showman ly shaped to take
advantage of ballyhoo angles, and
selling should be easy in general
situations.
Loosely-knit script depicts a

The

narrative.

dis-

red-

'

screenings.

Their

from Stevenson's

It's being sold at the regular rental
but can be spot-booked with^
out buying the series.
MPAA's interest does not go beyond having spurred RKO to make
"Northwest Stampede" (Colthe short and encouraging theatres
or) (EL). Joan Leslie, James
It did a similar stint
to play it,
Craig, Jackie Oakie in colorful
with "Power Behind the Nation,"
western; okay biz.
two-reel; Technicolor subject pro"The Twisted Road" (RKO)
duced by Warner Bros. Latter pie,
released last Oct. 11, has been
Somber story of hopeless
young love. Excellently done
distress.
George Macready, Rhys highly successful for a briefie, havbut no marquee values in title
Williams, Walter Kingsford and ing played more than 8,000 dates!
or cast' names.
Ray Teal are convincing luiaves, already.
"The Betrayal" (Astor). All"Letter" is an over-simplified
with -Paul Cavanaugh and Edgar
Negro film is an overlong,
Buchanan as rebels against in- effort by producer Jay Bonafield to
naive drama, with limited
sell the free enterprise system by
justice.
Hdbe.
audience appeal.
cataloging its advantages. This is
done via a letter by a father to a
Trail
college-boy son with some radical
left stUl runs close to two hours,
ideas;
(SONGS—COLOR)
to hold the internist and satisfy;
Picture wiU well serve to convince
Republic
release
Melville
Tiicker
proof
This one will win honors all duction. Mtars Monte Hale; l^^ynne Roberts:
those already sure that free enteraround.
features FOy Willing. Directed by Jthiiip
possible system.
One of its merits is the absence Ford. Screenplay, Bob Williaina: songs. prise is the bestfilm's
prime useTim
Otherwise,
the
Spencer, Ned Washington, Phil Ohraan
considerable
of
unnecessary dialog, camera (Trucolor), Reggie Lannlng; editor.
fulness is as a public relations
the child Oliver having the fewest

circuit.

.

.

,

War

"Abbott & Costeilo Meet FrankCamera work is on an exceptionenstein" is a happy combination
both for chills and laughs. The ally high level. Opening shots of
comedy team battles it out with the a storm-swept sky and heavy
clouds give an eerie quality that
studio's roster of bogeymen in a
rambunctious fracas that is funny immediately grips the imagination.
Josephine Stuart's delineation of
and, at the same time, spine-tina woman in labor pains, dragging
gling. Returns should please.
herself across rain-sodden fields to
Stalking, through the piece to
distant light that spells sanctuadd menace are such characters of a
ary, is unparalleled in its poignant
horror as the Frankenstein Mon-

into proper setup. The dimwit
Hollywood, June 27.
"nniversal release of Walter Wanger pro* finally catches on and, with expectduutkm. Htars Van HeAIn, Susan Hayward;
features Roris ICarioff. Julie London. Ward ed heroics, does in the heavies in a
Bond. Ricllitrd Long, Whitfield Connor. Di- hilarious chase finale. Through it
rected I'v George Marshall.
.Screenplay, all runs the Wolf Man as a symAlan r.cMny; added dialog. Lionel Wiggam; from novel hy James Street: camem pathetic character who. tries to
(Technicolor), Lionel Lindon. Winton C. warn the heroes against the plot
Hoch: editor, -Milton Carruth; music. Prank but, unfortunately, proves a bit of
Skinner, previewed in Hollywood June Sli,
menace himself whenever the moon
'48,
Running time, IDS MINS;
rises and changes him into a killer.
Keith Alexander.
I.. .4. ....Van Heflin
Mnrna Dalmey,
Susan Havwiinl
Abbott and Costeilo work with
TIshominBo
Boris Karloil
less of their standard routines than
Aveii Dabney
.lulie London
usual, but keep the fun at high
Clay Maclvor
."VVhltfield Connor
Hoab Jlabnoy.
Ward Bona level. Bela Lugosi as Dracula;
Bruce Dabney..........
Richard Long
Reverend Kirkland. ,; ... ..Arthur .Shiciaa Glenn Strange, the Monster, and
Lon Ghaney. the Wolf Man, bulDr. Macintosh..........
Clrifl Harnett
Sheilie
Sondr.t Rogers wark the chills and thrills.
Miss
Paliby
.Ruby Dandridge
.

quality

1
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Industry Encouraged

Despite extension of the Iron
Gurtain
around Czechoslovakia,
citizens of that country will probably go on seeing. American films.
That was the report sent to the
board of the Motion Picture Export Assn? in New York last week
by Irving Maas, v.p. and general

:

is

now

in

Prague

negotiating a new agreement with
the Czech film monopoly.
The new pact, it is understood,
will not be so favorable as the one
which expired last November, but
industry execs are encouraged by
the apparent willingness of the
Czechs to make any sort of new
agreement since they came completely under the Russian influence during the past winter.
Neither, the quantity of films nor
the percentage paid for them will
be as high as in the old agreement, Maas has informed the
board.
The former contract called for
80 films to be distributed in the
year ending last November. Fix
Avere so popular and received such
long runs, however, that there are
still a few new ones being, played

HHS

London, June 29,
If major U. S. film companies
stall much longer before embarking into 'commercial production of
pix for television exclusively, they
may find the field pre-empted by
their old rival, J. Aithur Rank,
After two years of test productions of telepix. Rank's CinemaTelevision, Inc, is now ready to
pu.sh off on a full commercial pro-

,

Hollywood, June 29.

—

.

likely to be a digestible tidbit thaa
a bone-in-the-throat Is entirely tea
bright to suit Lep F. Wolcott,
board chairman of Allied-'Ind»»

I

fullscale 'invasion of the, U.

By

Red Inflaence

Sorrell's Victory
Hollywood, June

market is expected, within ttie next
12 months.
With the American producers
experimenting but -not yet ready
to supply Yank tele stations, British magnate feels he can get the
jump in meeting, insistent demands
Ha
for a film diet by the nets.

prepared to turn out features,
shorts, serials and pix intended

29.

for children.

Herbert K. Sorrell's candidates

Robert

president; Ernie Hoffman, veepee;
"Vernon Mangold, recording secretary; Jack "Kistner, financial secretary, and Elmer Busk, treasurer.

For^nPixPttt

On Censor Pan-

New York fedcourt, meanwhile, in the protest, filed by Film Classics against
Sir Alex^inder Korda's London
Film Productions, which earlier
rights
had granted exclusive
to 24 Korda oldies to WPIX.
According to James Nicholson,
co-owner of the Coast reissue
chain, sale of the pix to tele will
He declared
kill reissue houses.
pix sold to
that many of the
pix were played in his theatres

units overseas created for that pur-

pose or by those orgs channelling
product.'
theatrical
regular
Second, the old puzzler, whether
to' make films specifically aimed
at the international market or
stick to the British scene and plot,,
depending on quality alone to sell
these video films abroad.
On the distribution poser, no
problem is presented in the U, S,
since it has already been decided
that United World Films, Universal's sufisid, will take on the job,
UWF, it is said, has been urging
that Rank give his telepix a thorough international angle to avoid
any feel that they are British.
his

Bill

.

Won

July 6 hearing in
ei-al

TV

UA

W

Dispute between projectionists
Local 306 and Universal over the
number of boothmen to be employed in the Park Avenue theatre,
N. Y., is still hanging fire as Richard F, Walsh, prez of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, declined an invitation
from botli sides to act as arbitrator.
Efforts are currently being made
by Local 306, lATSE atfiliate, and
the company to arrive at a settle:

ago and still have ment through direct negotiations.
Labor jfrietlon arose from the
potenUal gross. Five
he said, pay $150,000 in company's proposal to reduce the
He number of Park Avenue operators
rentals on reissues, yearly.
from seven to four. Pending settleCharged producers with accepting
in ment of the case union agreed to
a few dollars for TV rights
abide by the company's demand in
place of long-run money which
order to keep the'thea^e open.
eventually net them more.
a year

a strong
houses,

would

action, the

distribu-

outfit has obtained a show
cause order to have Hecuba Corp.,
the
also an indie distrib, produce
and
original contract between it
tion

That pact was signed July
exclusive
1946, giving Hecuba
3
pix
rights to the same 24 Korda
signed
sold to WPIX. Hecuba later
latter
the
giving
FC,
With
pact
a
distribution
theatrical
the
firm
the Hecurights, "According to FC,
a
ba-Korda contract contained
the pix
clause prohibiting sale of
after the
years
two
within
TV
to
.eontfact.
the
of
date

'TULSA' BUDGET PEOBLEM .
Hollywood, June 29.
Budget problems of the Walter

Wanger production, "Tulsa," are
the subject of hot discussion on the
lot, where Robert Benjamin arrived over the weekend
for huddleii with the producer and
Arthur Krim. EL prexy.
Understood the picture threatens
to break out of its original budget
of $750,000, and the studio does
not feel like tossing any more coin

Eagle Lion

into the iatty«

PactwitkPfo^.

currently

are

.

Clean H'wood

For Directors To

Rank toppers
Hollywood, June 29.
working out two problems which
Screen Directors Guild got toshould be settled in short order. gether with representatives
of the
First, whether distribution of teleRuck, pix will be handled by separate producers for the first time since
last April and re-

Paintets Local 644.

were

Chances Brighter

is

won a clean sweep in the annual
for Studio
election
of
officers
Winners

S.

Row

Korda.

Boon

The generally rosy view of most
exhibs polled by Variety on the
television question
that it is more

pendent Theatre Owners of Iowa<
Nebraska.
Wolcott believes "that television
can mean the virtual destruction:
determine who would rep the of motion picture theatres." To.
workers. lA got 108, lAM 22, five this belief he hinges an important
workers voting for no union.
"i£ and when it reaches like pei>
There are 58 former lAM mem- lection, ^nd depending on the .jw
gram of thi.«; vidto fare for all bers at the studio, indicating 36 'sition and action of film producentAs a result, voted for I A afTiliation.
parts of the world.
and distributors."

—

FC

In Techni Election

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees scored
a five-to-one victory over the Infernational Assn. of Machinists at
technicolor In an NLRB election to

UA

In the

lAM

The

ROBERTS

than

Taken By

Allied Exec; Others See Video as
lA Outscores

While ail Hollywood films have
been given a clean bi(l of health
by unofficial censorship bodies
since last Jan. 1, foreign pix have
oft".
1>EMILLE, ARGOSY,
Maas has been shuttling back been taking their turn on the "C
and forth to Budapest from Prague rating" hook in increasing numIN VIDEO
to complete an agreement with the bers. In the last seven months the
Hollywood, June 29.
Hungarian film monopoly. He goes unu.suaUy large number of four
French films and one Swedish film
Hopping on the video wagon, or
(Continued on page 27)
have been indexed as "condemned"
threatening to hop thereon during
by the Catholic Legion of Decency
reviewing board. The last U. S. pix the last week, were three film
5
to get its knuckles rapped by the producers Cecil B. DeMille, ArL. of D. was Charles Chaplin's gosy and Roberts Productions.
Beef on Sale of 38
"Monsieur Verdoux," in 1947.
DeMille announced a setup for
Legion of Decency officials have making television Alms apart from
Oldies for Television been directing closer attention to
his motion picture activities at
(Continued on page 23)
Exhibitor reaction to the group
Paramount, John Ford and Merian
of 38 United Artists oldies bought
Cooper formed Argosy Television
for television last week by WPIX
Corp. Rob Roberts, John Garfield
(N. y. Daily News) erupted as ex- U-Frojectionist
and Abraham Polonsky announced
pected this week with a protest
the formation of a company to
by the five Aeademies-offiled
Still Up in the Air
telecast 26 half^our subjects, to be
Pioven-Hits reissue theatres in
financed by the profits of the mo-r
Date was set for a
Lo.s Angeles.
t Ref tion picture, "Body and Soul;'^.
As Walsh

less

Effects

j

.

Likely CzechDeal Despite

manager, who

II

IN

a

U. S.

U. S.

29.

Jersey exhibs, bogged down in the hot-weather doldrums,
now find they have a new load to carry in their attempts to keep
boxolTiees in the black ink.
rash of open-air auctions is spreading through northern Jersey, drawing traffic from every main
road webbing the state. Public is going for it in heavy numbers
witji a consequent dip in theatre revenues.
Peculiar, new gimmick being w'orked is to invite people to bring
anything they want sold in their personal effects to these outdoor
auctions. Since inflation has boosted new goods to unprecedented
levels, public is avidly shopping among these vendors of the second*
hand. Besides, considerable showmanship is being displayed by
fast-talking auctioneers, and Jersey families like the give-and-take
of competitive bidding.
Auctions are just one more lure in this state to Tteep people from
tlieatres.
Night games of all sorts are an added factor heavily
concentrated throughout the state.
Besides which there is the
comparatively new threat of television, installed in .practically

.

Dim View of Tele s

r
June

11

Levathes Defends Fox
Reels as Distinct Units
Twentieth-Fox hasn't
a
lost
single exhibitor account for its theatrical neilsreel becayse of its television newsreel, according to 20tb
shorts sales mantTger Peter Levathes, who's in charge of newsreel
His statement is a direct
sales.

their breakoff
ported an agreeable meeting, with
a fair chance to settle their problems before the deadline.
Chief complaint of the directors
against the .studios.is the indiscriminate use of the title- "director" on
screen credits. Idea is that the^'dlrector has the chief responsibility
for a film, next to the producer,
and tliat there can be only one

"By the position and -action of
producers and distributors, I mean
whether they will furnish enters
tainment for tele," Wolcott writes.
"That material can be eitlier
film or flesh—-which is an important point because Hollywood
ctotrols most of the important
drawing personalities. If they are
going t'o, furnish, entertainment,
it will be impossible to compete
successfully with such televisioa
'

progr'anis."

-

Other communications

to

Va»

niExy this week saw tele more
likely to prove the exhibs' oyster'
than not. Le Roy Johnson, manager for the Liberty theatre, Seattle, believes spot releases of sched-^
uled events shown in theatres via
a large-screen will help draw folks
staying at home. Fred Danz of Seattle's Sterling theatre opines that
in the long run tele will work out
okay.
New, Stars
Danz thinks video will build new
.

stars

and

find

—

new talent

^thus !*»-

sening top name values. Tele will
stimulate personal

appearances, he
director. Financially,
demands
avers, while its detrimental impact
a scale of $2;500 for films costing
will fade as the public becomes
up to $50,000, ranging up to $10,used to the innovation.
000 for a picture with budget of beRalph D. Goldberg, head of the,
tween $175,000 and $250,000. BeGoldberg circuit in Omaha, holds
yond that budget the salary would to
the middle ground that "tele
be subject to individual negotiation
isn't going to ruin us, but it Isn't
'between the director and the studio.
a- benefactor by any means."
wants a
On weekly contracts,
''Television' lias some wealcnes»'
minimum of $750. Another de(Continued on page- 23)'
mand is the right to approve or
h
reject loanouts to other studios.

SDG

^

SDG

'

'

SDG contract with the majors
expired last March 12 and has been
continuing under an interim agreement based on the old pact signed

New

Theatre Tele

Screen

in 1939.

AiipUle

To film Projeetioo
Tele Study Sounds
Optimistic Note In

Actor-Studio Tiff
Hollywood, June 29.
to break the deadlock
between the Screen Actors Guild
and the film producers was the appointment of a joint sub-comtnittee
to study the problems of television
in relation to film production. Actors arc represented on the committee by Ronald Reagan, Walter PldFirst

move

geon, Boris Karloff, Laurence Beilensen, Pat Somerset and John
Producer reps are Y.
Dales, Jr.
Frank Freeman, L. K. Sidney, Hal

Roach, Jr., Anthony O'Bpuke and
Charles Boren.
Separation of the television issue
from the other negotiations was a
partial victory for the actors. One
of the causes of the break in nego-

A

new and improved theatn

screen developed by 20th-Fox engineers for theatre television Is
also revealed as applicable to- rpgular ntotion picture projection.
Through direetioftal 'lighting, ttie
screen hag a light intensity twice
that of the average screen now in

meaning that theatres installit ostensibly will be able t»
cut their electric power and light
use,

ing

bills

almost

in' half.

Screen was devised under the
supervision of 20th engineering
chief Earl T, l^ponable. He declared
that it represents a development ot
experinoiental work carried out by
the German film industry before
the war. Sponable declined to estimate what the cost to theatres
would be, declaring that would depend on the methods used for pniduction. It's believed^ hnwev6r,
that the raw materials involved
cost only a fraction of those used
for the standard theatre screens.
Screen is composed of a material
with minute <nodules spaced in
both vertical and horizontal rows.
Nodules reflect -the light in a directional beam back' into the theatre auditorium, so that very little

was the refusal
of the producers to accept the
guild's proposal that sub-commitpetition, were canceling their 20th tees be appointed by each side to
contracts and switching over 'to explore the issues involved.
S"irst meeting ended with a promother reels..
Referring to Vakiety's Stpry last ising note of optimism and indi- of the light intensity is lost. Acweek to the effect that exhibs gen- cated at least a hope that a new cording to Sponable, it was poserally not only aren't fearful of contract may be signed without re- sible to confine the angle of reflection on the. theatre tele screen
video but want to get in on the sorting to a strike.
installed iast week in the Fox theanewest phase of show biz, Levathes
declared that most theatre operaSIEGEL'S CENTURY AD POST tre, Philadelphia, to 30-degrecs
tors recognize that TV is a "coming
Myron Siegel will take over as horizontally and 60-degrees verthing." They recognize, he de- ad-pub director of Century circuit tically. Reflection is of sufficient
clared, that 20th's two reels are from Edward Schreiber when the width, however, to provide, for onl-'
two separate and distinct services latter steps out tomorrow (1). form vision from all parts «rf «
which aren't in competition with Siegel formerly held the top ad- theatre auditorium.
Twentieth to date has no plans
each other.
pub post but vacated it to act as
aide to Fred Schwartz, Century's to put the screen into mass proexec veepee, in vsoious Industry duction for sale to theatres. It's believed
that the company will turn
Other television news on projects.
Schreiber, who has held the job them out first for its own use in
pages 30-31.
for the past two years, is going into expanding its theatre tele eover*
industt^
age.
business out of the film

refutation of recent industry reports that many exhibs, angered at

what they considered unfair com,

tiations last April

;
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Visitors Boost

Anirews Sis-Martiii & lei#-lce^w

another in a long series of rainy
Sundays and kept would-be motor-

'4

Wow 125G/Apacb'-iorae Sod IISI

home. Biz is levelling of!
with Loew's State getting the bigists

Faces' lOG

at

gest take with

Chicago, June 29.
Whether it was cutting of Balaban & Katz matinee prices, tlie re-

but

strongest

"On Merry Way"
showing

End of school term, with release
of thousands of youngsters, plus
the influx of out-ol'-lowners arc
giving many Broadway delu.vers a
real boost this week. Summer heat
arrived with a wallop during the
past seven days, and managers now
are seelcing means of overcoming
this seasonal factor. However, it
was the number of visitors in town,
either for the Louis-Walcott fight,
up from the PJiilly GOP convention
or on vacation, that gave business a
push, especially at combo houses.
All theatres felt the competition
of having radio and video listeners
tuned in on the -fi^t last Friday
(25) night. Paramount was helped
by additional patrons who were attracted to full-screen TV of heavyweight title bout. Par flagship gave
this as an added attraction to the
regular show.
Outstanding new bill is at Roxy,
where the Andrews Sisters, plus
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis heading stageshow and launching of iceshow are pushing "Give My Regards to Broadway" to great $125,000. Capitol is not far behind at
smash $116,000 with "Fort Apache"
and a solid boost from Lena Horne
and Skinnay Ennis topping stage-

being

is

made by "Bring 'Em Back Alive"
Albee on reissue.
Estimates for Tills Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (RKO)
(reissue) and "Heart of Viirginia"
(RKO). Also Louis-Walcott fight
pics.
Nice $15,000. Ijast 'week,
"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and
"Docks-New Orleans" (RKO), same.
at the

turn of stageshows to tlie Chicago
or the seven new films; this week
sees biz soaring upward.
Biggest
thing on the street is the great

Estimated Total Gros5>
This Week
ffii.TJOO
iBased on 16 tlieatres)
Last Y«ar
$663,000
(Based on 18 tfteatre$)

business tliat Cliicago is doing at
reduced scale witli Billy DeWolfe
heading stage fare and "Fuller
Brusli Man." Shapes to loud $65,000.
Also on the strong side is
"Ml-. Blandings" with neat $23,000

-

Caflton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Ruthless" (WB) and "Close-Up"
(WB). Good $6,500. Last week,
"Broadway'^' (U) and "Flame of
New Orleans" (U) (reissiies), fair.

in first week at State-Lake.
Duo
bill of "Bill and Coo" and "Cage
o£ Nightingales" at World is heading for sock $5,000.

$5,000.

Oriental should do average $40.000 with "Gay Ranchero" and Tex
"VVillianis and George Givot topping stagebill.
Roosevelt with
Wallflower" looks medium $17,000._ Apollo with "Four Faces

B'way; legards' Plus

IN PROV., NICE $15,000
Providence, June 29.
Jupe Pluvius made his usual return engagement to give this spot

'Ranctoro'-St<p#e iG, 'BiarJngs'

Bi#

BRINGS 'Ei

'ALIVE'

3ii0

Frko

in

Fay's

(Fay)

(1,400;

"Noose Hangs High"
"Assigned to Danger"

44-65)—
and

(TJL)

vised on screen last Friday;
week was nice $68,000.

(EL) (2d
wk). Oke $5,000 after hitting nice
San Firancisco June 29.
$7,000 in first session.
Big news here this week is sock
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
West" also is fairish at $10,000. session b'^iiig registered by "Em- "Black Bart" (U) and "Are You
Garrick has "Big Punch" and peror Waltz" at Paramount, Bing With It" (20th), Steady $15,000.
"Whispei'ing
City,"
with
okay Crosby being a special favorite in Last week, "Green Grass" (20th)
$8,000 looming.
"Arch of Tri- city. Loiiis-Walcott fight pictures and "Counterfeiters" (20th), nice
umph" at the Woods, in third are helping lift tlie Golden Gate $17,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"On
week, shapes soHd at $20,000. liack into solid money, "Tarzan and
Second weekers are light except- Mermaids" and "So Well Remem- Merry Way". (UA) and "Jas.sy"
ing "Crusades" at United Artists bered" being the dual combo ther^. (UA). Barely good $17^00. Last
on reissue, which will hit an excel- "Coroner Creek" is getting no week, "Homecoming" (M-G) (2d
place at the. Orpheum but "Letter wk), good
lent $17,000.
$14,000.
from Unknown Woman"- looks
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) bill.
Estimates for Hiis Week
strong at United Artists.
"Emperor Waltz" U>ar). Opened
Distinctly' disappointing is the,
ApoUo (B&K) (1,400; 50-981—
Estimates for This Week
Monday (28). Last week, "Cru- Strand with "Romance on High
"Four Faces West" (UA). Fair
CJoldcn Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65- sades" (Par) (reissue), good $10,000. Seas" plus Bob Crosby heading
$10,000.
Last week, "Anna Ka- $1)—"Tatzan
Meraiaids"
(RKO)
stageshow. It does not look over
renina" (20th) (2d wk), light $8,000. and "So Well Remembered" (RKO)
$48,000. Another big disappoinler
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— plus fight pix. Okay $16,000. Last
is "Fighting Father Dunne," which
"Puller Brush Man" (Col) with week. "Berlin fixpir«ss" (BKO), dislooks very light $15,000 at Victoria,
Billy DeWolfe on stage.
Smash appointing $14,000.
which means
.
two weeks.
$65,000 in eight days. Last week,
Fox (FWC) (4,651: 60-85)—"SUStill in the blue chips is the
"Pirate" (M-G) (2d wk), $23,000.
Nice
ver River" (Wb) (2d wk).
Music Hall with "Emperor Waltz"
"Big $12,500. Last week, oke $23,500.
and hig Independence Day stageGarrick (B&K) (50-85)
Iffild
show. Hall wiU be terrific $153,000
Punch" (WB) and "Whispering
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
in second week ending today
Last "The Pirate" (M-G). lYim $21,000.
City" (EL).
Okay $8,000.
Minneapolis, Jun.e 29.
(Wed.) after new non-holiday week
week, "Will It Happen Again" (In- Last week, "Give Regards BroadMajor newcomers are few in num- high' of $161,000 ojpening stanza.
die) and "Argyle Secrets" (FO, way" (20th) (2d wk), 3 days, oke
ber
not
calculated
to
"Dream Girl," despite fine assist
and
overcome
$0,000.
$7,000.
here.
Phil Spitalny's all-girl band,
the
apathy
current
"Arch
from
of
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-fl8)—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60^85)— Triumph" is showing some box- is slip;ping
to barely okay $55,000
"Fighting Fatiier Dunne" (RKO) "Emperor Waltz" f(Par).
Smash office strength, but i-esponse to at Paramount
in sec«A,d week.
(2d wk). Light $7,500. Last week, $34,000 or near. Last week, "Raw
"Romance on' the High Seas" and "Foreign Affair," with Jo Stafi:dFa,
$12,500.
Deall' (EL) (2d wk), $12,500.
"Another Part of tlie Forest" iis Sam Donahue band heading stage50-85)—
St.
Francis
(Par)
98)—
(1(400;
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400;
very disappointing. Holdovers are bill, opens there today (Wed.).
Case"
(SRO)
{2d
wk).
"Paradine
Tex.
"Gay Ranchero" (Rep) with
paced by "Fuller Brush Man," in
Last week, sock
Most straight-film houses are
Williams and George Givot head- Good $15,000.
second week, and still big. Cool,
straggling along, whicli may be the
Average $40,000. $22,500.
lining vaude.
rainy weather continues and is
tip-off on what vacationeers are
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; helping
Last week, "Homecoming" (M-G)
some.
Creek"
buying in JV. Y. An exception is the
(Col).
plus Louis Jordan orch on stage 55-«5)—"Coroner
Estimates for This Week'
Palace, which is being helped by
Drab $12,000 or near. Last week,
(4th wki, big $41,000.
(Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
the fight films.
"On Merry Way" (UA) (2d wk), fair "Give Regards to Broadway"
(20th)
Palace (RKO) (2,700; 50-98)—
$11,000.
Estimates for 7hiS Week
(m.0.).
Fair $6,000.
Last week,
"All My Sons" {U) (2d wk). Mild
(Blumenfeld)
Artists
United
"Green
Grass"
(20th)
(2d
Astor (City Inv.) (1,800; 70-$1.50)
wk).
$14,000. last wedE, $19,000.
a, 207;- 55-85)—"Letter Unknown $4,500.
"Meloay Time" (RKO) (5th wk).
Roosevelt (B&IC) (1.500; 50-88)— Woman" (U).
Strong $9,000 or
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)
"Un- Present stan^ endiiJg today (Wed.)
"Wallflower", CWB). So-so $1*7,000.
(Contimted on pa^e 25)
der California Stars" (Rep) and perking up to $24,000 after nice
Last week, "Scudda Hoo" (20th)
"Little Tough Guys' (Indie) (re- $22,000 last week. Start of school
(2A wk I, $11,000.
issue).
Fair $3,500.
Last week, vacations lielpiiig fiiig film which
State-Lalic (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
"Polo Joe" (Indie) and "Way Out has special juvenile appeal. Con—Blandings" (SRO). Neat $23,- fleat^fefe flits Qeve.;
West" (Indie) (reissues), $2,800.
tinues.
Last"- week; "Winter Meet000.
Lyceom (Sehreiber) (1,900; 50BiioH (City Inv.) (650; 85-$1.50)
forest'
ing" (WB) with Itenny Youngman
$10,000, 70)—"Homecoming" (M-G) (3d wk).
"<;itizen Saint" (Indie) (5th wk).
and Rose Murphy (2d wk), stage
Winds up what's a good run for tliis Down to mild $2,500. and may not.
$28,000.
legitimate
roadshow
hoiise.
Satis$15,000
stay long after today (Wed.); fourth
factory $7,000 in prospect after week was (rioiy
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50$4v000.
Cleveland; June 29.
about same second week.
98i_"Crusades" (Par) (reissue) (2d
Caidtol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.80)
Everything is nosediving here
Last week,
Lyric (Ear) (1,000; 50-70)— "MatFine $17,000.
wki.
during first terriiic heat spell. ing of Millie" (Col) (m o.). Tepid -"Fort Apache" (RKO) with Lena
big $20,000.
"Summer Holiday" is going very $4,000 in sight. Last week, "Haz- Home, STsinnay Ennis orch, Paul
Woods (Indie) (1,037; 98)—"Arch slowly
while
"Another
Winchell,
at
State
others,
onstage.
First'
ard" (Par) (2d wk), $5,000.
of Triumph" (UA) (3d wk). Solid
the Forest" pushed Hipp
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)— week ending today (Wed.) looks
Last wedc, sock $26,000. Part of
$20,000.
the cellar. Reissues of "Flow- "Romance on High Seas" (WB). great $116,000. Naturally is holdWorld (Ijndie) (587-77)— "Bill and into
Country
and
Gold"
and
"God's
ing.
ing
Upped
scales
giving
this
a
Nightin$14,000*
Moderate
despite being
Coo" (Rep) and "Cage
Woman" are not doing too badly
big assist. Last week. "Bride G«es
gales" (Indie). Grand $5,000. Last for Palace, with, help via Walcott- well liked. Lasix week, "Regards to =Wild" (M-G)
plus Woody Herman
Broadway" (20th), $14,000.
week, "Father's House" (Indie)
films.
•

;

RivoU (tJAT-Par)
to

h

much

wk). First

fc).

Omaha, June

Einley

band

spots

are

aiid

the

.scale.
Last week,
days of third stanza for

was
scale,

okay $16,000 in second ses»

—

.

Victoria

(City

Inv.)

(720;

70-

$1.50)— "Fighting Father Dunne"
(REO). First week ending today
(Wed.) a disappointer at $15,000,
after nice opening.
Stays two
only.
Addition of Louis-Walcott
fight pix starting last Saturday afternoon helping some. In ahead,
second round of "Design for
Death" (REO), was only $10,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; S5>
.$1.25)— "Bad Sister" (U) (3d-fihal
wk). Down to mere $5,000 in final
five days after $8,500 for second.

Wound up run

last

Monday

(28)

with house being readied for preem

"Man-Eater o.f Kumaon"
tomorrow (Thurs.).

of

Biz is

way

(U)

Buffaio, June 29.
off tesne laurewtly, but'

Ohio (Loew's) n,200; 55-70)— $3,500.
World (Mann). (350;., ^0-85)-^
"Old' Los ^Uigeles" (Rep). Not too
breezy at $6,000. Last week, "All "Lady Surrenders" (U). Medium
$2,000. Last -we^ "Sitting Pretty"
My Sons" (U) (m.o.), $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)— (20th) (5th Wk), fine $2,500.
"Flowing Gold" (WB> and ,:'God's
Country and Woman" (WB) (reEstimates Are Net
Moderate $15,000. Last
issues).
"Wallflower"
(WB) plus
week,
Film gross estimates as reJack Benny and radio troupe on
ported herewith from the varistage, colossal $70,000 at $1.10 top,
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
and new house record.
without the 20% tax. DistribuState (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
tors share on net take, v/hen
"Summer Holiday" (M-G). Light
j)laying precentage, hence the
"

.

Ray

(Tristates) (2.800; 16<20th). Fair

65^3-Green Grass"

$11,000. Last wefik.^"Give Begarfs
to Broadway" (20th o^y
Oiaaha (Tristates) (2,100 16-^5

$11^-

Broadway'

(20th)

Last week.
(m.o.). Light $8,500.
"Sundovvn" (Mast) and ;'.The„Kantrun $8,000.
san" (Mast) (reissues),
16-65)—
State (Goldberg) (865;
and 'TWO
Greek''/20tly
"Fm-naCQ
Mugs From Brooklyn"
$4,500.
week,
Last
$3,000.
WkX Neat

—

U/mt-A

20-

,

$15,000. Last week, "Pirate" (MG), $18,000.
SliHman (Loew's) (2.700; 55-70)—
"Pirate" (IW-G) (m.o.). Extra nice
"Hazard"
$10jCOO.
Last week,
(Par), %5,«)0.
.

,

Stays.
•Iftdacc

(ItKO)

"Berlin

Express"

"Scudda Hoo"

(1,700;

Big $8,000. Last wei^, "Smugglers'"
35-80)-* (EL) and "Weh of Itengei^' ^llijp),

(RKO)

and about same.
Teck (Shea)

{20th) (2d runs) plas

(1,400; 4fl-'3'0)—"Pi-

"Who Killed 'Doc'
(m.o.). Routine$3,000
Last week, "Man from
Texas" (EL) and "Bel Ami" (UA),

Louis-Walcott fight pix (started last rate" (M-G) and

Robbin" (UA)

Friday).

Interest in fight films
helping this'to solid $12,000. In
ahead, "Iron Curtain" (20th) (2d

run)

and "Tender Years"

or

$3,000.

(20th)

run) with Zale-Graziano films

Paramount (Par)
—"Foreign

Affair'^

prices', howevei-, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

(3,664; 55-$1.50)

(Par)

I

I

less.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"River Lady" (U) and "Jassy" (U).
MUd $12,000. Last week, "Letter
and Jo UnJmown Woman" (D) and "Are
Stafford, Gcorgie Kaye, Sam Dona- You With It" (U), $12,500.
mh. Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
hue orch, Lane Bros, onstage.
Open« today (Wed,). Second week 40-70)—"Bring 'Em Back AUve"
of "Dream Giri" (Par) and Phil (RKO) (reissue) and "Ai^el's Alley"
Spitalny orch heading stagebill, (Mono) plus fight pix. Sock $15,000
just okay $55,000, being helped by or over. Last week, "Berlin Expreview of "Affair" last (Tues.) press" (BKO) and "Flame" (Rep),
night and Louis-Walcott fight tele- 'thin $9,000.
(1st

was $10,000, below hopes.

•

esdinated figures !«« net' income.
Tlie parenthetic admission

tax.

issue.

Third session

.

.

(Col), *6.8(».

,

(Col) (4th-£nal wk).

Estimates for .aaJs -Weds'ended last (Tues.) night was down
to mild $12,000 as against last
Buffalo (Shea) (3,S(^; 40-70)—
week's okay $17,000. "C^anon CMy"^ "On- Merry Way" (UA) and "Monby
(KL) is due in July 8.
Madness" (FFC). Not so merry $14,GloSie (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$l.S0) 000. Last week, "Give Regards to
—"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (11th Broadway" (20th) and •'Waterfront
wk). Tenth stanza completed last Midnight" (Par), $15,500.
Greal Lakes (Shea) (^400; 40-70)
Monday (28) night was down to
$13,000 after okay $15,000 for
"Gssea
Grass''
(2Qth)
and
ninth week.
"Fmy at Fojntiace "Citec^ered Goat" (20ai). Oismal
Ciieek" (20th) opens July 10.
$8,300. Last week, "Ptcate" (M-G)
'MayCaur (BranXt) (1,736; e0-$1.80) and "Who Killed 'Doc' Bobbin"
—"Time of Life" (UA) (5th wk). (UA) (2d wk), mild.$8,0D0.
Curre)At round winding up today
Hiro (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Give
(Wed.) looks to JUnd fine $21,000, Hoards to Broadway" (20th) and
not.fer &om last week's $25,000,.; "Waterfront Midnigiit" (Par) (m.o.).

"

McKinley orch on stage and Modweek
ernaiiTes. Nice $18,000. Last
"Smart Woman" (Mono pteShep
Blame,
Fields «fch with Vivian

—"Regards

4

Strand (WB) 2,756; 70-$1.50)—
^'Romance on High Seas" (WB)
plus Bob Crosby orch heading
stagebill.
First week ending tomorrow 03iars.) proving big dis-'
appointment at $48,000, barely
okay. Last week, second for "Wallflower" (WB) and Ed "Archie"
Gardner and "Duffy's TaveWi"
radio group, plus Jane Hussell,
heading stagebill, was $38,000.

—

Modern-

Ornheiutt (Tristates) (3,000
80)—"Mr. Reckless" (Par) and

,

and upped

final

after

—

Man"

Estimates lor Ibis Week
Bfandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)-"Silver River" (WB) and "Trapped
Fine
by Boston Blackie" (Col). "Tar$7,500 or near. Last week,
"Best
zan Mermaids" (RKO} and

%^amo1^i

bally

sion.

—

(reissue). Fairly satisfactory, -$10.- after socko $16,000- initial 'oanto.
Last week, "Fuller Brush Louis-Walcott fight, pictures added
000.
(Col) (3d.wk), exceUent $13,- this weele
KKO-Fan (RKO) (1.600: 50-70)—
500.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)— "Another Part Forest" (U). Lots of
"Another Part of Forest" (U). WUt- praise from crix but rush o'f cusing to $10,000. Last week, "Give tomers is missing. Only moderate
Regards to Broadway" (20th), oke at $8,000. Last week, "Son of
Dracdla" (U) and "Ghost of Frank$15,500.
Lake (Warner) (800; 55-70)—"Re- enstein" (U) (reissues), slow $6,300.
State (Par) (2.300; 50-70)—"Arch
gards to Broadway" (20th) (nuo.).
Mild $2,500. Last week, "Coroner of Triumph" (UA). Fancy $13,000
Creek" (Col) (m.o.), pleasant $3,500. looms. Last week, "Mating of IHHI-'
Lower Mail (Community) (570; lie" (Col), fair $8,500.
Uptown (Far) (1.000;
55-70)— "Man of Evil" (UA). Unexpectedly nice $4,000. Last week, "SitUng Psetty" eSBtto). Fixst>A]lMi
"Children of Paradise" (Tricolor), showing. Big $9^500. Lafet w^ek;
"Miracle of feclls" (UA)^ lijfehf
mild $2,500.

29.

airres.

Man Wins"

last (Tues.)

BKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50- orch heading stagebiU 13d wk), "Meny Way" Is passable. It is' taking '^Briittg 'Eta MtSt mMe" to «Ur
Gsi^ates for This Week
70)— "Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (2d $4&,0D0.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 70- up esBCitinitent, and haasg «ti> the top
Allen (RKO) (3.000.- 55-'J0)— wk). Has come through amazingly
"Lady From Shanghai" gross fn town <ABS0»lam^*ii':;iKi'
"Bring 'Em Back Mive" (RKO) well, being great $13,000 currently $1.85)

clipping
business for most theatres, the
Biandeis with "Silver River" being the exception via fancy takwith
ings, Orpheum is only fair
"Ml-. Reckless' plus the Kay^Mcair

week ended

Louis fight

$2,900.

ferVFast $7,500, Offlak
Open

just pass-

"Summer Holiday" (M-G)
dovm to $7iB00 at 55-$1.25

WiyMigbt

w

was

stagcbUI, $42,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—
"Easter Parade" (M-G).
Opens
today. (Wed.)) with world preem

Cent^

(4th

First

night went to great $125,000, innovation of ice revue here plus strong
stage layout boosting to this figurv.
Also helped by slight tilt of scale
all along line, with $1.80 top for
weekends. In ahead, 6 days of sec
ond week of "Green Grass" (20th)
plus Harry Richman heading

1%

Broopy

lonf?'-.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th)
with iceshow featuring Carol I^ynne
plus Andrews Sisters, Dean Martin
& Jerry Lewis, others, onstage (2d

ow

—

Belle" (Col) (2d wk). Off
slim $11,000. and not staying

able at $17,000.

;

—

(2,092; 60-$1.25)

—"Lulu

—

'Areh' Tfiwiilis

first

Radio City Music Mall (Rockefellers)
(5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Emperor
Waltz" (Par) with Independence
Daj' stageshow (2d wk). Still holding up remarkably well at $1153,000,
great, after new all-time high for
non-holiday week at $161,000 opening session. Stays on indcf. Getting
big sliare of out-of-town visitora.
With long July 4 hoUday weekend
to help the third week, this looks
good for five 6r six stanzas.
44-98)—
P.lalto
(Mage)
(594;
"Tower of London" (FC) and "Man
Who Reclaimed Head" (FC) (reissues) (2d wk). Still big draw «t
$10,000, after iine $13,600 openejf.
Holds again.
.
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DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

JOHN HUSTON 'JERRY WALD
Screen Play by dichara Brooks and John Huston
Based on th* Play by MAXWELL ANDERSON

As Produced on the Spoken Stag*, by the
Playwright^' Company . Music by Max Steiner

—
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Heat Bops Hub. bnt 'Pirate

lOGJ way'

'Alive

Boston, June 29.

mOOO;

Both Strong

Hub

''Give My Hegards to Broadway"
and Stace and Orpheum with "The
Pirate" being standout. "Bring
'Em Back Alive" also is strong at

the

RKO

Boston.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycocks) (1,300; 40-80)—
"Search" (M-G.) (3rd wk). Fair
$5,500 after okay $6,500 last week.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (RKO)
and "Open Secret" (EL). Strong
$19,000. Last week, "River Lady"
(U) and "Whispering City" (EL),
trim $16,500.
Kxeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75—
"Jassy" (U). Fair $3,500. Last
week, "State of Union" (M-G),

Key

City Grosses

.

theotres, chiefly first

cluding i\r.' y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year
(Based on 21

mm,

—

in-

Week
.

$2,7Si7,000

cities,

207

'New York' Prem
In

My Dun 18G
Philadelphia, June 29.

'

'

Woman"

Louisville,

pace

at

June

29.

downtown
week. With

(Standard)

National

Murder" (SG)

45"Call

(2,400;

(reissues).

Modest

Columbia (Loew's)

(1,263; 44-70)

—"Blood and Sand"
issue).

Fine

$8,000.

(20th)

Xast

(re-

week

—

—

may

Warner (WB) '(2,154; 44-74)—
"Bring Em
outlook. Last week,
"Arizona "Hazard" (Par). Modest $12,000.
Back Alive" (RKO) and
week,
"Letter
Unknown
(reissues), satis- Last

Ranger"

(RKO)

—

"Give

%

Regards

week.

r
Regards Broadway" (20th), and (11 days), li^t $12,400.
tTptown (FWC) (1.719; 60-$l)—
Broadway" "Winner's Circle" (20th) (4 days) "Street
No Name" (20th) and "Here
(m.o.), $1,800.

to

solid $18,000 in 8 days.

(20tfa),

in Park'

Chinese (Grauman-WC)' (2,048;
60-$l)— "Street No Name" (2(»th)
and "Here Comes Trouble" (UA),
Solid $18,000.
Last week, "Regards Broadway" (20th) and "Winner's Circle" (20th) i2d wk-10

Tops

Woman"

(U). fair $11,000.

'

days), $13,300.

Del

Culver

Detroit, June 29.
films are not doing much
bolster biz here except with
few exceptions.
Idieal
summer

New

Campus

to

$2,500.

Comes

Trouble"
(UA).
Hefty
Last week) "Regards
(20th) and "Winner's
(20th) (2d wk-10 da^ii),

$12,000>

Broadway"
Circle"'

slow.$8,300.

(FWC)

Vogwe

60-85)—

(885;

"Hatter's Castle" (Par) and "French
Leave" (Mono),
Slow $4,000 or
'

(FWC)

60-$l)—
'Hatter's Castle" (Par) and "French
Leave" (Mono). Mild $3,500. .Last
week, "Anna Karenina" (20th) and

at

(1,145;

Sleuth"

(Mono),

slim

'

^

Downtown (WB)

(1,800;

Last week, "Anna KareMna'"

less.

and

(20th)

"Campus

Sleuth'^

(Mono), mild $3,800.
Witehire (FWC) (2,296; 60t$1)—
"Pirate" (M-G).
Stout $15,000,
Last week, "Homecoming" (M-G)

60-$l)— (3d wk), okay

$6,300.

is not helping either. "Up "Romance High
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)—
Seas" (WB). Brisk
Park" .at the Michigan $20,000.
Last
week, "Arch "Romance High Seas" (WB).
doing top coin but is not sock. Triumph" (UA) (2d wk), mild Sturdy $15,000. Last week, "ArcU
Second stanza of "Homecoming" at $9,700.
Triumph" (UA) (2d wk), light
Fox looks mild. "Another Part of
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- $7,300.
Forest" shapes only fair at United

weather

in Central
is

feld) (872; 60-$!)— "Merry Way'
(UA) (43d wk). Light $6,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, fair $7,600.
Adiams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; eO-$l)—

Artists.

(M-G).
Good $13,000,
Last week; '/Homecoming" (M-G)
"Pirates"

$3,000.

Broadway
troit)

—

70-95)

In Denver;

New

High

Wow $24,500

Denver, June 29.
"Emperor Waltz" is packing th*
El Itey (FWC) (861; 66-$l)—"HatCastle" (Par) and "French Denham for whAt appears to be a
"Best Yesirs"
Leave" (Mono). Fair $3,500. Last sure new record.
also
is big at Broadway.
Rains
week, "Anna Karenina" (20th) and
over weekend helped business.
"Campus Sleuth" (Mono), $3,900.
ter's

Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)
- DeMirrors" (U) (3d wk)
"Green —"Corridor
Finales near

Capitol (United

-

(3,300;

Bing Waltzes

(3d wk), okay $0,800.

—

Last week, "Buffalo Bill "Homecoming" (M-G) (2d run),
Rides Again" (EL) with Mills Bros. okay $7,500.
Kathy Moore, Joe Venuti Orch. on
Dupont (F. W. Mann) (400; 50-85)
stage, strong $15,000.
"Parrebique" (Siritsky) (2d wk).
Rialto (FA) (3,400: 45-65)— "Give Fairish $2,500 after nice $3,500 last
Regards Broadway" (20th) and week.
"Counterfeiters" (20th). Looks best
Keith's
(1,939; 44-74)— "Up in
bet in town, good $lSfiOO. Last Central Park" (U). Not 3b hot $11,Mr.
week, "Hazard" (Par) and
000. Last week, "Fighting Father
Reckless" (Par), moderate $11,000. Dunne" (RKO), so-so $10,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)-Daughter" (M-G) and —"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (2d
"B.F.'s
"Trapped Boston Blackie" ,/Col). run). Smooth $9,500. Last week,
Slowish $11,000. Last week, Bride "Big Punch" (WiB), veiy slim $5,500
Said
"Port
and
for firstrun, and lowest in months
Goes Wild" (M-G)
for house.
(Coll, excellent $15,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
"I,
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)
"All My Sons" (U). Very mUd $12,Jane Doe" (Rep) and "Heart of Virbut
000, although crix went for it. Last
slow
Shapes
ginia" (Rep).
week, "Arch of Triumph" (UA) (2d
^opening
films
fight
Louis-Walcott
help. Flimsy $3,500 is wk), okay $11,000.

factory $5,000,

,

.

—

$4,000,

today

,

—

Last Week; "Wouldn't Be, in Your
Shoes" (Mono) and "French Leave"
(Mono), same.
(Fox
Tbvier - Uptown - Fairway
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043, 700; 45-65)
Moderate,
"River Lady" (U).
Last vi^eek,
$13,000 is about all.

50- —"Letter Unknown Woman" (UI)
(2d and "Bad Sistef" (U). So-so $7,000.
wk). Fine $21,000. Last week, nifty Last week,' "Summer Holiday"
$28,000 world preem.
(M-G) (3d wk), $8,000;
karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
Art Cinema (Marten) (459; 60"Summer Holiday" (M-G). Very 90)
"Father's House" (Indie).
(Continued on page 25)
Excellent $5,000. Last week, "Die
Fledermaus" (Indie) (2d wk), good

WASH.

It

Rosy (Durwood) (9fl0; 45-65)—
Rocky" (Mono) and "Tnacy Meets
Oke, -$3,500.
Gruesome" (RKO).

Goldman (Goldman) (1,000;
94)—"Island. With You" (M-G)

houses is listless this
one or two exceptions, looks to be
dullest stanza of year to date. Hot
STILL SUPPING;
weather of last few days is keeping
femmes home, and first runs are
'UP IN PARK' $11,000
missing- them. In spite of this sag.
Washington, June,29.
Rialto is drawing fairly good coin
Town's main sector is still reelwith "Give Regards Broadway."
"B.F.'s Daughter" is getting no ing from double sock of GOP convention and the twice postponed
place at the State.
heavyweight
bout. Dull weekend
Week
Estimates for This
indicated* the long sessions with
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; radio and tele had left natives in
45-65)—"Hazard" (Par) and "Mr. no mood for a downtown trek' to
Light
Reckless" (Par) (2d wk).
the theatres. Some houses, like
$3,000 or near. Last week, "Noose Loew's Capitol, complain of- worst
Hangs High" (EL) and "Green For take since before the war. SecondDanger" (EL) (m.o.), $4,000.
run of "Fuller Brush Man" at
30-40)
(1,200;
(Switow)
Kentucky
Metropolitan and reissue of "Blood
—"Sitting Pretty" (20th) and and Sand" at Columbia doing com"Winter Meeting" (WB). Fairish paratively better than the flrstruns
$2,800. Last week, "Bishop's Wife" at the big houses.
(RKO) and "Big Clock" (Par), about
Estimates for This Week
same.
Capitol (Loew's) (2.434; 44-80)Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; "Big City" (MrG) with vaude. Thin
45.65)— "Mating of Millie" (Col). $16,000 despite nice stage show.
Mild $5,000. Last week, "Wall- Last week, "Summer Holiday"
flower" (WB), neat $6,500.
(M-G), plus vaude, hefty $27,000.

65)—"Racketeers" (SG) and

'

average at $11,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
"Crusades" (Par) (reissue). Okay
$11,000. Last week, "Noose Hangs
High" (EL), first time for AbbottCostello in this house, $12,000.

$25,000..

But 'Daughter' Lean IIG
Boxoffice

Last week,
Mild $12,000.
"The Pirate" (M-G) and "Blondie's
Reward"' (Col), fine $18,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1.900; 45-65)—
"Silver River" (WB) and "Linda
Be Good" (EL) with Louis-Walcott
films thrown in Sunday (27). Nice
$14,000, and may hold. Last week,
"Tarzan Mermaids" (RKO) and "So
Well Remembered" (RKO), over
(U).

Perfect outdoor weather and an
oversupply of holdovers are proving
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— too much for biz this session. Tag"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Big end of GOP convention also was no
Punch" IWB). Moderate $6,000. help. "So This Is New York," with
Last week, "Flowing Gold" (WB) an added -assist from personal by
and "God's Country and Woman" Henry Morgan, one of stars of
film, is a major disappointment at
(WB) ( reissues), $3,600.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)^ the Earle on world preem' week.
"Give Regards to Broadway'' "State of Union" and "Summer
(20th) and "Cobra Strikes" (EL). Holiday" are both very dull.
"Give My Regards to Broadway"
Strong $28,000. Last week, "On
Our Merry Way" (UA), $15,000 in is Off sharply in second week partly
because the Fox, where playing,
6 days.
was used for television shows two
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40- nights in past week and not open
"
80)— "The Ci-usades" (Para) (re- to the public.
issue) and "Secret Service InEstimates for This Week
vestigator" (Rep). Fair .$19,000.
*
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—
Last week, "Smart
"Ruthless"
(EL)
(2d
wk).
Mild
(Mono) and "Wallflower" (WB),
$9,000 after great $15,300 opener.
weak $14,000.
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Silver
River"
(WB).
Muddy
at
"The Pirate" (M-G) and "Blondie's
Reward" (Col). Neat $22,000 Last $3,800. Last week, "Arch of Triweek, "Homecoming" (M-G) (2d un?ifjh" (UA), $3,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"LetV'k), fair $15,000.
Paramomit (M-P) (1,700; 40-80) ter Unknown Woman" (U) (3d wk)i
-^"Christmas Eve" (UA) and "Big Only $14,000 likely. Last week,
Punch" (WB). Okay $9,000 Last mild $16,500.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-94)— "This
week, "Flowing Gold" (WB) and
"God's Country" (WB) (reissues), Is New York" (UA). A real disappointment after fanfare and
avjsrage $9,300;
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)— Henry Morgan personal appearance
"The Pirate" (M-G) and Blondie's with $18,000, very mild. Last week,
Reward" (Col). Mce $16,000. Last "All My >Sons" (U) (4th wk), $15,week. "Homecoming" (M-G), mild 500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Re$9,000.
gards to Broadway" (20th). Dropped
sharply to $17,000. Closed Wed.
and Thurs. nights. Last week, nice

Gets Regards at $13,000

45-65)—

(3,500;

"On Merry Way" (UA) and "Jassy"

$3,000.

W

65)
"Drums Along Mohawk"
(20th) and "Mark of Zorro" (20th)
(reissues).
Pleasing $4,000. Last
week, "Tobacco Road" (20th) and
"Grapes of Wrath" (20th) (reissues)^ rousing $6,500 in 9 days.

Midland (Loew's)

theatresd.

m, 'Castle m, Botii Mild

Sleuth"
(20th)
and "Campus
Los Angeles, June 29.
Five new bill here this week are (Mono), slow $7,600.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)—
giving the overall gross outlook an
upswing currently although all 'Fuller Brush Man" (Col) and
newcomers are not sock. Pacing 'Thunder Hoof" (Col) ,(2d wk).
Last week, socko.
the field is "Street of No Name," Solid $24,000.
which looks great $83,000 in five $31,600.
Paramount (F&M) (8,398; 60-$n
theatres. "Romance on High Seat"
"Emperor Waltz" (Par) (5th wk).
shapes well above average' at $50,£'inales at $10,000. Last week, fair
000 in three situations.
"The Pirate" shapes to land okay $11,900.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
$47,000 in three spots, being oflf
downtown but strong in Hollywood (1,451; 60-$l)—"Emperor Waltz"
and Beverly Hills. "Up in Central (Par) (5th wk). .Good $8,000. Last
Park" is very disappointing at week, fancy $12,400.
RKO HiUstreet (RKO) (2,890; fl(K
"Hatter's
$28,000 in five houses.
Castle" al,so looks medium at $*23,- 80)—"Fuller Brush Man" (Col) an^
Thunder Hoof" (Col) (2d wk).
000 in. five locations.
Holdovers are dominated by Stout $25,000 or over. Last week,
"Fuller Brush Man," which is big great $33,200.
Rltz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)—"Cen$49,000 in second frame, two spots.
tral Park" (U) and "Devil's Cargo"
Estimates for This Week
(FC). Modest $7,000 or over. Last
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)— week, "Another Part Forest" (U)
"Hatter's
jCastle"
(Par)
and and "Angel's Alley" (Mono) (11
"French Leave" (Mono).
Slim' days), mild $10,500.
Last week, "Anna Kare$2,500.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60nina" (20th) and "Campus Sleuth" $1)— "Central
(U)
and
Park"
(Mono)> $2,500.
"Devil's Cargo" (FC). Slim $4,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- Last week, ''Another Part Forest','
Blumenfeld)
(826;
65-$l)
"On (U) and "Angel's Alley" (Mono).
Merry Way" (UA) (3d wk). Near (11 days),, slow $S,400.
United Artists (UA) (27100; '&h
$3,500. Last week, good $4,600.
Park"
(U)
and
Carthuy Circle XFWC) (1,518; 60- $1)— "Central
$1)—"Street With No Name" (20th) "Devil's Cargo" (FC). Dull $9,500.
and "Here Comes Trouble" (UA). Last week, "Another Part Forest"
(U) and "Ansel's Alley" (Mono)
Nifty $10,000 or over. Last

Estimates for This Week
Esquire IFox Midwest) (820; 45-

.

'

L'viHe Listle^; *B

m

okay at Tower-Uptown-PairAlso mild is "On Our Merry
Way" at Midland. Rainy weather
most of week did not hurt trade.
way.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....
$2,591,000
(Based on 22 cities, 206

47G;

'Street' Torrid $83.000, 'Pirate'

Orpheum, with "River Lady"

also

Only

biz is sagging.

K.C.; 'Crusades'
Kansas City, June 29.
is in mild groove this week.
Out in front is "Silver River" at
Biz

the

4

run
of
real
summer
woatlior and along stretch of night
baseball,

'Romance' H^h $50,000 in Brisk LA;

OkellG

With

three houses are dong much of
anything, Keith Memorial, with

$14,000,

'River' Swift

$2,000. Last week,
Grass" (20th) and "Anna Kare$2,200.
nina" (20th).
Average $12,000.
Poui' Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)
Last week, "Lost Horizon" (Col)
—"Lost One" (Col) (5th wk-4 days),
(Continued on page 25)
Slim $1,700 in 4 days. Last wefek,
oke $3,000.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)— "Up
in Central Park' "(U) and "Devil's
St. Loo Limping Albeit
Cargo" (FC). Only ^3,500. Last
week, "Another Part Forest" (U)
'Pirate' Loud at $19,000,
and "Angel's Alley" (Mono) (11

Estimates for This

Aladdin

(Fox)

Brush

"Puller

Week

(1,400;

Man"

35-74)—

and

(Col)

"Port Said" (Col) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Fancy $5,000. Last week, smash
$7,300.

Broadway (Cinema)

74)—"Best
$14,000,

.

Yeara"

and holds.

"Outlaw"

(UA)

(1,500:

35-

(BKO),
Big
Last week.

(6th

good

wk),

$6,500.

Denham

(Cockrlll) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Emperor Waltz" (Par). Record
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (1,106; $24,500 at this house for Bing
60-$l)— "Merry Way" (UA) (3d wk) Crosby starrer. Holds, Last week,
St. Louis, June 29
Fair $3,000, Last week, medium "Crusades" (Par), good $11,000.
With a nod from crix and a big
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
ad campaign, "The Pirate" at $3,800.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)— "Letter Unknown Woman" (U)-and
Loew's shapes solid this week. Biz "Romance High
Seas" (WB). Fancy "Are You With It?" (U), day-date
at big cinemas is limping slowly
with Webber, 'Ebxe $17,000. Last
$15,000.
Last
week,
"Arch
Trir,
along currently for most part. "The umph"
week, "Give Hegards to Broadway"
(UA) (2d wk), fair $8,000Emperor Waltz" is a .good draw at
Hollywood Music Hall (Biunien- (20th) and "Blonde Ice" (FC).•
Ambassador. *^st Years", is doing feld)
(475; 60-85)
"Merry Way" $16,000.
okay at pop prices in the Shubert.
Esquire
(Pox)
35-74)—
(742;
(UA)
wk). Near $2,500. Last
"Winter
Meeting"
Estimates fot This. Week
(WB)
and
week, neat $3,300.
"Woman in White" (WB), day-date
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "Central
Thin $2,000.
"Emperor Waltz" (Par) and Park" (U) and "Devil's Cajrgo" (FC). with Paramount.
Last
week,
"Give Regards Broad"Shaggy" (Par). Big $18,000. Last Dull .$3,500. Last week. "Anothes
^yCay"
(20th)
and
"Blonde Ice"
Part Forest" (U) and "Angel's Alweek, "Wallflower" (WB) and
(FC), good $3,500.
"
leji'"' (Mono) (11 days), $5,300.
Punch" (WB), $15,000.
j^Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
taiirel ,(Bosiener) (890; 85)
Fox (F&M) i[5,000; $0-75)-i?J
yBerlin Express" (RKO) and "Arimance on Higb.-Seas" (WB^?
,(:'.'y;eiitey Lainour!{.-(rndi^)
wk).
zona Ranger" (RKO) plus Louis"The Hunted"' (Mono)". Mfljd
$1;500. .I,ast>eek; $1 ,900.
Walcott pix.
Modest $13,000 or
000. 'Last week, "Hazard" .(Pftr^jpJid; -i-.-lEoew's .Stat*'-TLoew's-WC) (2,404:
Last week, "Bride Goes
"Big Town Scandal" (WB)5^$i8,OO01 605*l)«-'.'Stre«f. SfoT Name" (20th) near.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172? -WrTS)^ and i*JHere, CoifrieS' Trouble". (UA).; 'Wild" (M-G) and "Song of Idaho"
"The Pirate" "(M-G)" arid "Here Big $32,000, Last week, "Regards '(Col) (2d wk) fair, $13,000:
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-'!'4)—
Comes Trouble!' (UA). Solid $19, Broadway" (20th) and "Winner's
Meeting"
(WB)
and
Circle" (20th) (2d wk-10 days), oke "Winter
000. Last week, '.'All My Sons" (U
"Woman in White" (WB), also Esapd"Are You With It" (U) $17,000. $16,100.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; quire. Fair $10,000. Last week,
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"FugJtivfe^
(RKO) and "Fabulous
Slow
"Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and eo-$l) T- "Pirate" (M-G).
Joe"
(UA),
good
$12,000.
"tjive Regards to Broadway" (20th) $19,000. Last week, "Homecoming"
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"FugiLast week, (M-G) (3d wk), nice $12,200.
(m.oi). Okay $8,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 60-$!)— tive" (RKO) and. "Fabulous Joe"
"Ruthless" (RL) and "The Noose
Very mild $3,000.
"Street No Name" (20th) and "Here (UA) (m.o.).
Hangs High" (EL) (m.o.), $9,000.
Comes Trouble" (UA). Strong Last week, "Green Grass" (20th>
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)
"Regards and "King of Gamblers" (Rep)
Last week,
"All My Sons" (U) and "Are You $11,000.
With It" (U) (mfo.). Good $7,000. Broadway" (20th) and "Winner's (m.o.), same.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
Last week, "Black Bart" (U) and Circle" (20th) (2d wk-10 days), neat
"Letter Unknown Woman" (U) and
"Big City" (M-G) (m.d.), $6,000.
$9,300.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60- "Are You With It?" (U), also DenShUbcrt (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)
Dull $2,000,
Last week,
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Neat $1)— "Hatter's Castle" (Par) and ver.
"Give
Regards Broadway" (20th>
$7,000 after swell $9,000 second "French Leave" (iMono). Fair $9,500. Last week, "Anna Karenina'' and "Blonde Ice" (FC), ditto.
stanza.
'Waltz'

Smooth $18,000

days), dull $4,700.

'
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Chunibnsco, Tepeyac
Merge; Woram Out as Mgr.

Canada Squawks on U.S. Pk Onday;
Indies Claim
Vancouver, June

Monopoly by

Mexico

Distribs

City,

June

Anhouncement of Woram's
resignation coincided with that of
the merger of Churubusco with the
Tepeyac

studio;

which Theodore

Gildred, U. S. film man, and associates run.
Woram has opened an advertising agency here. Richard Tompkins is rumored here as the new
chief Of Churubusco-Teiieyac.

,

about Canada and whip up tourist
interest."

exhibs, meanwhile, are
to squawk over the alleged monopolistic practice's of the
major distribs. They claim they
are being frozen out of firstrun
l>rodjict. Odeon and Famous Play-

Indie

starting

Too Much Sex

In

U.S. Pix, Sez Can.

ers circuits, it's charged, take the
of the pix before they are
'Washington, June 29.
given a chance to bid on product.
Board of Censors of Quebec
An indie in, Victoria alleged he can
only buy. what the major exchanges Provinpe, Canada, finds most obean'°t slough off on the big circuits.
jectionable iii ^American pictures

cream

i

Only major distrilmting. company
without theatre tieups is United
Artists on whose product J: Arthur
Rank's Odeon circuit lias first call.
Indie exhibs are pressing for an
anti-trust suit along the lines of the
recent "U. S. Supreme Court de.

cision of theatre divestiture. Hawever, there would' have to; be a
ipSjor investigation before, anyactual governmental steps Were
taken.

Of French Radio Mgt.
Paris,

June

22.

'

divorce,

RaiA
S-AfricaSetup
London, .Tune 29.
J. Arthur Rank, who has already
extended his theatre empire into
South Africa, majr shortly, follow
with a production setup there. It
would be in charge of producer
Michael Balcon, who returned
from Johannesburg last Friday
(25) for discussions with Rank
concerning the project.
Balcon held preliminary talks
in South Africa with reps of the
African
Consolidated
Theabres,
which is interested in pushing the
venture. It's understood ACT may
put up a portion of the production

Management

of

Radiodiffusion

Is a charge that management is
setting up a mu^c publishing house

wnich would have a monopoly on
music supplied for broadcasts.
Deputy M. Anxionnax asked
about the niatter in the Assembly
and got what was regarded as an
unsatisfactory answer -from Pierre
-

mMex

.

MAPPED FOR ISRAEL

"Palestine is film-crazy and there
A.belln, Cabinet member in charge
«f radio.
A music publishers are now dozens of projects to progroup, headed by M. Malaxis, is duce
pictures
there,"
reports
pushing the matter further, with Meyer Levin, producer of the
fiie

press aiding

the report stated.

Business of collecting rights on
music aired on French-radio always
has been accompanied by ugly rumors here, and ttiis matter- is adding fuel to the fire.
'

.

Latest estimates of films shown
disclose that in 1946 243 XS. S. feature films were imported and 54
features produced in Mexico; 420

doc- newsreels

it;

Amaitine Pix Star Pay Soars
Buenos Aires, June

Directors' salaries have also spiraled. Lucas Demare gets $27,500
pic; Luis Cesar Amadori will receive $22,125 for directing
Sandrini in "Juan Globo"; Alberto Perojo, ace Spanish director,
was paid $22,185 by Emelco for "Bride of the Navy," and Mario
Soffici, also with Emelco, gets $19,250 for "Tierra del Fuego."

to Foreign Pix Dbtribs
Buenos

Few

Msm
Dedls in

Hm
'

Dublin, June 22.
,
Refusal of Irish bookers to be
panicked by dryup of flow of U. S.
films to British Isles during tax
stalemate has meant few deals for
distribs who picked up a flock of
oldies in the hope of cashing in.
Most Irish firstruns had a big
backlog of U. S. pix and were
screening product six months and

more

London

after

'

IN ENGLISH

FOR

PARIS THIS SUMMER
£ari6,

June

22.

Non-French-speaking tourists in
Paris will be given s Chance to go

summer. The dle of July, is the story of the
Jewish migration from Europe to
American and Palestine. It was shot by Levin
/Xlnglish plays, and also French under actual conditions suffered by
plays done in' English. Organiza- one. group of displaced persons.
Film, which is being presented by
iioa a. known- as Paris Theatre
the Americans for Haganah, is beGuild) founded and directed by
ing, released in the U. S. by MayerDaphne Dean.
;to legit
'

plays

Edward VII

thiis

will be. given over to

performances, of

Current London Shows
London, June 29.
(Figures thorn weeks of run)
"A La Carte," Savoy (2).
"AU My Sons," Globe (2).

:

Burstyn.

"Anna Lucasta/'

Initialer of the English-speaking
Paris- season has not been set yet.
It's likely to be either Thornton

"Annie

Americans in Paris
Town" or Eugene
"Anna Christie."
An
•parisi June 29.
English, adaptation of Jean Marc
The cocktail hoiir at the fashSauvageon's "Au Petit Bonheur" is ionable Hotel George V.
this past
being .pr'epped, and there is also week looked like a blend of
the
a jiossibility that "Joan of Arc" will Brown Derby, Stork and Savoy
be produced -this season.
(London) grill with the following

Wilder's "Our
O'STeitt's
-

,

Hope is: to Taise enough interest show biz personalities here:
bMre in English-speaking theatre to
Charles Boyer, Katharine Hepmake the venture a ]p6nnanant one; burn, Edward G. Robiifson and
Doris Lloyd (Mrs. Robinson), Mrs.
.T.
C. (Doris) Stein, Jed Harris,
AbduUs East-Westejr
Gabriel Pascal, Jean Dalrymple,
Hollywood; June 29.
Mrs.
Quentin
Reynolds,
Boris
Abdul Kader, Pakistan film lead- Morros, Borrah Minevitch, Tony
er, left for bis home in India after Martin and Cyd Gharisse (Mrs.
organizing East-West Productions. Martin), the Mack Millars, the
Company was formed to function Charles Marks (Dorothy HoUoway,
as a liaison between the two coun- of Variety's Washington bureau,
tries' film industries. The Holly- now honeymooning abroad), Belita,
wood end will be handled by Has- John F. Royal, Clifford C. Fischer
.

Mn

Khayyam.

.Majesty's (35).

and Alvarez (Florence

St).

..

(Set Gun," Col's'm (56).
"Bless the Bride,". Adelphi (62)
'.•Bob's Your Bn«le," Sav. (8).
Peacock,? Starand (2).

<.*Cage

"Caribbean Rhap.."^ Wales (4).
i'Carissima;" Palace (16),
^hiltern Hkudreds," Vaude (44)
"Mward My Sob," Lyric (57).
"Ftinr, Five, Six."

York

(16).

"Glaconda Smile," New (4).
"Happiest Days," Apollo (14).
"Lady Asks Help," Garrick (3).
"Linden Tree," Duchess (46).
"tittle Lambs," Ambass. (12).
"Never Can Tell," Wynd. (39).
"Off Record," Piccadilly

(52).

"Oklahoma!" Drury Lane

(61).

"Outrascous," W. Garden (33).
"Paragon," Fortune (8).
"Present Laushter." H'ymkt (63),
"Relapse," Phoenix (22).'
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (34).
"Travellem Jtoy," Grit. (4),
"Togettier Again," Vic. Pal, (M)

"Worms

Vieftr,"

WhitehaU

(61).

Aires,

June 24.

Foreign distribs in Argentina are
considerably encouraged by the
loosening up in Argentine exchange
regulations,
announced
June 23 by the Argentine Central

release.

The

Bank, which is taken' as a promise
of prompt unfreezing of funds held
locally since August, 1947, which
it had been impossible to remit
abroad. -Announcement of the unfreezing of dollar holdings came as
the climax of a fortnight of rumormongering and considerable unrest in business circles.

Easing of the situation should
in renewed importation of
foreign pix, it's felt here, but It's
too early to estimate how

result
still

soon this effect

may make

itself

as a great deal of .red tape
bottom of the barrel was almost
reached when the new tax deal may have to be cut before ex«
was set between U. S. and Britain. change permits are made available
for the new importations. MeanThis left independent distribs who

visioned fat deals in firstrun situations for cheaply-bought oldies
with their goods still in the can.
Their only hopes of collecting are
now in small houses with correspondingly small coin, with small
prospects of getting their dough
back.
Meantime, firstnms are now
right on top and, sometimes ahead
--of London dates for V, S. product.
Twentieth-Fox's "Kiss of
Death" has already played to big
biz at the Theatre Royal.
Other
product already screening includes
U-l's "Letter From An Unknown

—

Wonjan," "A Double Life," "Naked
City" and Par's "Golden Earrings."

Some

business for

reissues

tomers' coin, however, is on side
of new product although
overall
Eire picture shows a drop of
more
than 10% at the boxoffice
over the
past year.
,

SELZNICK PACTS ITALO,

MEX

felt,

while, the nationalist sections of
the press are now gunning repeatedly against the present system of
exploitation,,

advocating

govern-

ment measures to break up what
they term "monopolistic" practices
by the Hollywood distributors in
assuring
the

themselves

first-runs

more important theatre

In
cir-

cuits.

As though these headaches
weren't sufficient for the dLstribs,
there has also been a movement to
round up the personnel of distrib
offices, urging them to demand
higher wages, especially from the
U. S. distribs. The demand for increased wages has already been
set for the latter offices.
"

is

still being done by
distribs stiU
holding their original pix. These
and short subjects were
include "Boys' Town," "Mrs. Miniver" and "Up in Arms."
Cus-

umentary, ."The. Illegals," who re- imported from this country and
cently arrived in the U. S. after 179 were produced. According to
coijnpleting the picture in Haifa. the Mexican Producers Assn., 70%
Levin said the town of Nathanyah of the films shown are U. S. proin Israel is mapping a $4,000,000 duced, as compared with 22% for
modern studio to be built as soon domestic productions.
The report added that the deas the current turmoil ceases. Palestine has proper climate and suf- mand for film is beginning to exficient actors, technicians and coin ceed the supply because 'of the
to make a good start; he said. In rapid increase in new theati^s.
order to pay off, Palestine pix will Domestic producers cannot' meet
have to eschew propaganda and aim the increased demand, it stated,
for the world market, he saidi
because only IS of Mexico^s 63 pro"The Illegals," which opens at ducers can be considered active,
the Ambassador, N. Y:, in the mid- and of these only six are: strong.

'

Ease on Argentine ^[change Rules

-

PLAYS

22,

Argentine pix stars, or other Latin stars under contract to
Argentine studios, currently command much higher salaries per
picture than they did five years ago,
Luis Sandrini, for two pix to be made for Cinematografica InterAmericana up to end 1951, will get $75,000 per pic. Arturo de
Cordova also will get $75,000 per pic, plus a percentage of grosses
on distribution in Mexico or U.S.
Libertad Lamarque, working from Mexican studios, as she is
banned from work in Argentine studios, rates $37,500 per film.
Hugo del Carril gets $37,500. Nini lVtarshall, working for Argentino Sono Film, gets $22,500 and under her Spanish contract, another $52,500 per pic. Mirtha Legrand, Mecha Ortiz, Roberto
Escalada, Amelia Bence, Pedro Lopez Lagar, and Delia Garcas get
$17,500 per pic.
Amedeo Nazzari gets $250 per day from Emelco, which makes
an aggregate of ai-ound ^5,000 per pic in Argentina. Imperio
Argentina get $37,500 a film.

"'

-

Francaise, France's governmentowned, non-commercial radio setup,
has come in for much criticism
lately in both the National Assembly and in the press. Latest volle;^

8«imm

per

gangjsterism and murder, with the first budgets.'
two considered particularly bad;
Film-making there would add
reports Nathan D. Golden, chief still further to the woes of the
of the Commerce Dept. motion pic- American
companies,
since
it
ture-photographic branch. In this would give Rank just, that much
French Catliolic area, Golden more Empire product for his
points oiit the courts normally back houses.
up the censors when they kayo pix
for the above i^asons.
Censors in New Brunswick, CanHouses
ada, find loo much sex in Holly- Increase
wood fl.Ims, and complain of a
tendency to belittle marriage and
Causing Pix Shortage;
reflect ths acceptability of divorce
as an easy solution for maritdl difLocal Market Bfillish
ficulties.
CKairman of the New
Washington, June 29.
Brunswick board, according to the
Extended efforts to develop the
Commerce report, "expressed the
opinion that recently the trend in Mexican domestic film market have
United States film productions been reported by Nathan D. Goldseems to be to produce colossal en, chief of the motion picturepictures where length is .emphasiz- photographic branch. Dept. of Comed and that many parents object to merce. End bf the war-created
taking their children to pictures of boom period has brought about con«
such extreme length. The major templated moves to protect the inportion of criticism leading to the dustry by increased tariff restriccensorship of films comes from tions, the report declared, and the
chui-ch. and liareAt- groups."
planning of additional 35m, and
16m. theatres.
There are presently 1,246 motion
picture theatres In Mexico, with a
seating capacity of about 1,600,000,
suicide,' infidelity,

MiitUn'i Pliiiw, XwtfiUirnr

29.

Charles Woram quit as manager
of the Churubusco studios, operated by RKO and Productores Asociados Mexicanos, its Mexican partner,

29.

While the Canadian film Industry
viewing the future with rose- Toho Theatre Workers
tinted glasses as; a result of production deals with Hollywood, a
Stage 24-Hour Strike
sector of the public is sounding oft'
Tokyo, June 22.
critically at the industry's operations. Agitation is afoot to curb
Two-month-old Toho- Motion Picthe amounts of dollars spent on ture Co. labor dispute took, a new
TJ. S. Alms while such essential turn this week as workers in '12
^mports as citrus fruit and vege- ToSyo and 11 Nagoya theatres in
the Toho chain went- on 24-hour
tables are in short supply.
Trade Minister C. D. Howe had strike.
Closedown was a protest against
to quiet the opposition in the House
of Commons last week by stating the company's prolonged, differ"that the newly formed U. S.-Can- ence with the union which began
fidian cooperations project would when
Toho
management
ancontribute to "a solution of our nounced it would lay off 1,000 surexchange problem-, and more specify plus studio workers, many of
ically, spread general information whom had leftist inclinations.
Js

St.

DISTRIB DEALS

Selznick Releasing, Organization

has inked a percentage deal with
Comm Caralftelli. prexy of the

Italian distributing firm of
Artisti
Associati, calling for that
company to release three of its films
in the Italian market. Pictures
are

Spellbound," "Duel in the Sun"
and "I'll Be Seeing You."

Portugal Nix«s "Verdbnx'

Lisbon,.

June

Censors have been busy

22.
lately,

nixing "Monsieur Verdoux" (UA),
'The Outlaw" (UA) and "Fl.sme of
Barbary Coast" (Hep). "Verdoux"
v/as shown here, then its permit
suddenly withdrawn.

Sonoro Filmes, UA's Portugal
had "Vei^Joux" pa.ssed by
censorship after some cuts were
made. Release, was made simultaneously in Lisbon and Porto. The
Tivoli, Lisbon-deluxer, took the pic
for an unlimited run and 'neld it
for four weeks despite tepid busidistrib,

ness.

A few

Film

rail

one week in Porto,

days ago tlie>ceinsor asked
Meanwhile, SRO's Mexican see another prlnt of "Verdoux" and
branch will distribute the recentlv theii notified the distrib that the
license \vas withdrawn.
completed, Argentine-made
"His^la Dolores Del Mujer," starnng
Rio, in that
S. Africa Bans 'Fiieitive'
area. In partial payment
for her
Cape Town, June 22,
^''^
acquired
n?'
fh^'
South African Film Censors
the Mexican rights
from Sono
Jjilm,
the Argentine producinc Board has banned "They Made Me
a Fugitive" CWB) on grounds that
company. Deal with the
actress
rough handling Of women and
hKO s managing director for I.atin scenes of-'crime are depicted. This
is second film nixed in a week, preAlfredo Hoiguin"'^''
vious one being "Brighton Rock"
(ABP).
Acting Judge President of SuNorse Co/g Foreign Pix
preme Court, Justice J. E. de VilOslo, June 22.
„
liers, has applauded the banning of
Snorre Film has taken on
dis- gangster films, holding them to be
tribution of foreign pix in
addition the cause of increase in crime
to its own filmmaking.
among youth, claiming they model
It will introduce Portuguese
films their careers on screen villains.
to the Norwegian market
for the
first time when it releases
"Inez de
Hubert Marischka's and l^runo
Castro'^ here.
operetta, "Luck in
Firm is also handling imports Hardt Warden's music
by Ludwig
Carlo,"
from France, Italy, Denmark and Monte
Schidseder, had successful run in
Hungary.
Salzburg.
to

:
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Fihn Reviews

Hollywood, June 29.
Desi Arnaz pulled a one-man in-

Safe Bet;

$40,M n Haystack Set

Continued tram pate

surrection at Columbia and walked
off the lot where^ he was slated
for a top role in "Holiday in

U

j

The T«4s««d lUmd
<ONE SONG)

to

Havana."
near Calgary but continues
,
Hollywood, June 23.
Walkout followed a series of yearn a return to the rodeo arena.
Ittvd reWaue of Jphn Honseman ni'wluo.
arguments with producer Ted Rich- This bring;; him into conflict with liuir. Stai's Cathy O'Dtinnell, Farley tfraft.
Howard Da Siiva;, foaliires Jay o
mond-over proposed changes in the his ranch forwnan (Joan Leslie). SP1-,
belief that FHppen, Helen .CSalf, Wilt Wrli,'ht. t)il
the
in
stubborn
She's
script.
1-poi'ed
by
NicliQlas
Kay.
KoiVHnitlav
he should settle down and make ('harles Sqhnee; adaptation, I^ii'boia.., Hityfrom the novel, "Tbioves. I.ilce
iiy ir^^l
A suit brought by California atthe ranch a paying proposition. ward
Andcraon; camera, (iyortift
Ills,
torney Gordon W. Leroy to recover
Offshoot of main plot has the new leant: editor, Sherman Todd: niiisi,'.K. t.el^h
ranch owner striving to capture a fluriiDflMiang, Rtchatd U. ,louiw, i>o,i iiav„
'^,539 from Western Classics, Inc., EO. BLUES CONTiraiE
dePiuU. .Tradeahowu in Holh wnofi'
white stallion, king, of wUd horses GtiiiA
distributor of rnssues, came to
'48:
Jnan Sil,
Bunntnc time, its- AIINK.
that ranges the mountains, and Ketietai*.
light last week in N. Y. supreme
.Cathy
.

Hollywood, June 29.
Ri^ht now, with foreign statesgoing in for deep freei^ing
and domestic grosses going in for
•

.

men

Jreduetion

Hollywood

diets,

pro-

dticcrs are- galloping, along the old
trail with more than $40,^
OO&jOOO worth of budgeits riding
In
that away in the stagecoach.
tha next three months, the studios
will sow a tremendous crop of
oatars.
In short, it means: when
in doubt, shoot a western.
Most of the coin, about $30,000,000 will go into high-budget
westerns.
Three recent de luxe hoss tilm.s,
John Ford's "Fort Apachfr," Columbia's "Coroner Creek" and
20th-Fox "Fury at Furnace 'Creek'
•registered good grosses. As a result every major studio has instructed its story staff to corral
galloping, yarns.'
In fact, Metro
detoured from its metropolitan
route and snatchedr John Ford and
his forthcoming Death Valley pic-

canyon

ture,

"The Thee*

Qgd:fetheFd."

Sevea. expensive
rurrently shooting,
aslnted to start within,

are
mor« are
three months

saddlers
10.'

«nd

.seven are in the studio vaults,
awaiting release. Walter Wanger
went into wocic this week with

"Tulsa"

CHdahmna

in

with a
outdoor

$1,500,000 bankEon. Two
actioners,
"Teltow, Sky" and
"Sand" are shooting nt ZOIcb-Vws,

Warners is gaUosing with "The
Yoiinger Brothers," Universal - latcraational is doing "Black Vel^
vot," Republic is winding up "The
Plunders" and the King Brothers
are saddling "The Last of the
Badmen."
Waiting in the corral are Para"Streets
of Laredo,"
mooat's

Bagte Lion's '^d Stallion of the
Rockies," Universal-International's
"The Western Story" and "Sara
Bass»" Argosy's "Mission Without
Orders," Republic's "The Missourians," Pine-Thomas' "El PasOi"
Warners' "DaUas" and "MoiMana,"
Fritz Lang's "Winchester 73"

and

Harry

Sherman's "Tennessee's
Partner."
These are apart from
the steady gattc^ o£ low biidgeters
in the hills adjaeent to San Fer^

nando

Valley.

Among

the liigh-budget outdoor
adventure films ready for distribution are RKO's "Station West"
and "Retarn of the Badmen";
Howard Hawks' "Red River," a
Un.ited Artists release; Para-

monnt's "Whispering Smitii"; Republic's
"Gallant Legion" and
"Columbia's "The Walking Hills."

_

Sues for $5,539
On Formation of Co.

TO

'

py^UE NEWSREELERS

day (28), however, her motion was
adjourned until July 15.
Defendant company, according to the
complaint, is headed by veteran
film exec George A. Hirllman.
Leroy, the plaintiff assignor,
claims he was retained by Western
Classics in 1945 and rendered legal services in forming the company. He al.$o charges that he was
instrumental in seeming an option
agreement wliich resulted in the
defendant ublainiu.(; the- reissue
rights to some 3.5 Hapalong.Cassidy
westerns from Harry Sherman.

Contiiuied

from page

7

referred

to properly designated
20th-Fox film officials for con.sidcr.^tion," the

"As

announcement

regards

the

states.

committee's

How'fe-.
(

13

FC

.

WALLYFm, INTERVIEW

m

rable damage."
Suit charges PC's pic with inWally Ford has completed a 30minute audition telepic for Thomas, cluding ibotage taken in Rassia
and used unauthorizedly. The film,
Palmer & Cole Television Producwhile concentrating on Hitler's
tions titled "Homicide Squad."
private life, also takes a poke at
Ford has been set tqr finn- to play
Stalm.
lead in entire- series, first of which
was filmed on 35m and reduced to
16m. Jerry Thomas said telefilm,
Berg-Alienberg
which took 10 hours shooting time,
is being peddled in New York for
Agent Runy4>n Tarns
97,500 by Philip Palmer and
Hollywood; JiBie 2a
Richard Cole.
Executors of tha DamoA Runyon
Firm has also completed the pilot estate,
after holding ti^t reins on
numt>er of a breezy Interview, type
the author's property since his
program featuring Hollywood's top
celebrities.
Reel, was .shot at death two years ago, have desig29.'

scope," the announcement con^
tinues, "North Central Allied and
20th-Fox are agreed that the' cominittee will not heai! complaints or
licievances of a. purely private or
personal nature, noiT; will it attempt
in any manner to negotiate contracts- for any exhibitor.
Other- Charley Karrell's Racquet Club in
wise, it will hear all complaints Palm Springs. Thomas plans
to
without restriction."
cover premieres, parties and otiier
It& emphasized "there is nothing Hollywood events. Telefilm series
cofrcive Jn. the plan and no ex:- Will be handled by CBS announcer
liibitor is- required to forego any George Fisher. Audition reel, also
of the liegid rights which he may in N. Y,, features interviews with
have. "The imderlying principle Sam Goldwyn, Don Budge, Wally
agreed upon by both sides is that Ford. Paul Lukas, Diane Lewis and
all. disputes shall be presented and Marilyn
Nash.
Thomas asserted
considered in a spirit of fairness that firm has not set a price on this,
and Qpen-mindedness, and that series, entitled "George Fisher in
every. e.ffort would Tie made on both Hollywood."
sides to dispose of them amicably,
fairly and promptly."

'

Aires, .Tune 8.

EMFA

rel*aw «f ii3melc-o xiriidiiriion. T>i^
rected by Benlto.'PfTuJti. Rtin-s 15Ufa«. (inlve,
'I'luuimr:

f*»fi-

tiil-es HectoJ- (jalcas'no. SiiRana l^anul'^^. o«valUo Miranda. .Sfi'eeiuilay, tiprtti'do Rmal(U: RdaptGd by .ruaii .('arlO!« Mutiltu; (li.nUtK
by "Vrribaky and VJiIalba Welsh. Ahistc.

MuUer and

Afflrffarita
nc'l'tj.

I.ea lloti}it'.cky; I'liui-pb^rtfpUy,
fiiraot-a. I'ablo Taber-

Woninaii;

Uuiining lliw.

9ft

.niN8.

^

I

This

production

ran

for
five
weeks in firstrun. grossing as well
as any o&the most publicued, stai>
studded Hollywood features, mark-

'ra iir

.

.Mru'ic Ri-yiint
.

,

.

.

...

. . ,
,

. .

Wolfe

liio

,

•

WilllHiii .rhiDin

Harvey

.llan-y:

equally topnotch for his- delineation of a criminal. Helen Criug,
Will Wright and Ian Wolfe give
capable backing.
Production values supplie<l by
John Houseman are in keeping
with story background. The film's
title is derived from song of same
handle used in a nitery .sequence,
with Marie Bryant doing the vocals.
Brog.

:

The netrayal
Piotnre)j i-elease of

A.'^tui'

Dscar Mu-b'^ai**

.
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and

less

pompous pageantix

from

,

.
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,

,

because (a) it's an allNegro acted-and-produced pic, and
(b) because it touches honestly on
provocative ra«al themes.
But that's all. Its amateurishness
limits its appeal to Negro centers.
Oscar Michaeux, tripling -as
interest

some

scripter

-

director - producer,

has

turned out an overlong, dull domestic drama about the tribulations of- a youQg Negro farmer in
the northwest.
Film, cut down from 3V4 hours
to'

183 minutes,

long, especially

is still

when

it

presents long scenes
dialog and no action.

and

much too
constantly
of sheer
dialog
acting

The
The

is stilted
artiflCTal,
is also inhibited. There is

none

of

the natural, looserswinging acting

and speech which

invarialily

make

Negro personalities shine on

stage
or screen.
The film pierforms some service
in discussing:--^uietly rather than
sensationally
such matters as
white and black intermarriage,
caste system between light-skinned

^

m

pouncing

,

"The Betrayal" has some general

To

camera
quence

, .'.

No

Name

•

(

w i-lglit

Will

,

ing a record for an Argentine pro- lU'oduftitiiL
l>y
Scripted
and dirrolod
duction. Filmed at the (for those ,\ru'h**j(.iijc Features Leroy t'oUInyf. Myrti.
parts) unusually high cost of .'f2S0,- stanntn, Vcrlie CTonuii, Harris ^lainfs',
Vvonno Mac'lipn,- Alice ,B. liiismdl.^. (!iinieV.)v
000, picture is important as index .V. .Spun-. At Mannfleld, N. V'., June ^4,
what
major
4K.
of
local studios are
HuiminB time, .1»3 MiMS,
Tjoii v^rium
..
aiming at to substitute for foreign .N'ed AViiBbington..;..
Neltion tloudrt^aux.
.l']diVHrd Fno-rion
productions, now -that they can ,\f!irtin Kden,.
.l.erov i'fiUms
count on allout support from the I'rPble.
legale .lului.soii
.....
Williain H.V id
isiewart.
Peron government (including loans .lack
Dclwnih.
.Myry rttanlnn
up to 70% of production cost).
tkfrs.
Tlmvlets,
.Franre.s Itcfoniif;
....Arthur .vu-^'o"
Coin has been thrown away -l<je l;owles
Kunli'c
Vernpttle.<i Moore
prodigally on lavish (but not taste- .ri'ssic
.Bartiara l.ee
Verlle ro\mn
ful) decor, original costumes, crowd I.inda.
Allec H. lluswU
^nnt Mary..;....,...
scenes with hordes of extras, and rpi
1rvunm> Maclien
ry
a galaxy of front-rank talent. Ac- Mrs. t)ewey...i.......
Gladys Willlaws
cent is on making a big splash. Fb'dvle. ................. .Hiohard Lawrt'iice
Hnrrla ilaiavs
T.w. ,1 ......
Director Benito Peiojo is a master t)i-,
David .loncs
'rook
.1...
at megging crowd scenes, but he Duval
Vernon B. rviio'-iin
C.nrley Klli.'ioil
has overplayed here. Need is for f^bivis
.Kito. jVIcllrlile
Hcrnodjnf:.
more action, really blight dialog niehard.1.
Harold Aliia

value here for U. S. market.
Juan Carlos Thorry, who started
ms career as an orchestra crooner,
smgs several songs, dances and
monopolizes the best scenes. Eiisa
Galve is beautiful but wooden as
uie femme
lead,
wlule Tilde
Tnamar gwes. a stereotyped version
of tlie gold-digging vamp, helped
out by exotic costumes. Brightest
nated the PhU Berg-Bert AHenberg spot in this curious mixture is
Coast agency to handle all deals Susanita Canales, playing the ininvolving Runyon's literary works. genue schoolgirl sister of the
Paul Small, Runyon's close friend, herome.
Plot
ba.sed on the old Leo
had been agenting for the estate
until the switch was made last Benatzky operetta, with Benatzky
coHtributmg music, revolves around
week.
Runyon's yarns, one of the larg- thorry, famous singer, who is enlisted by impetuous schoolgirls
est single reservoirs for screento
boost custom at the White Horse
plays over the past 20 years, have Inn
run by
sister. Miss Galve
alrea^ been the basis of 16 films. inorry ;|oeselder
to the
Panaaannt is now shooting "Sor- and makes a hit, inn anonymously
both with patrons
rowful Jones," Bob Hope starrer
"nanageress. His ex-gUl friend,
which is a remake of "Little Miss JMjss lhamar, arrives
unexpectedlv
Marker," in which Shirley Temple- with another boyfriend
and creates
achieved her initial prominence. a rift
the lute, After some conFour more yarns Iiave been picked iusmg adventures all is cleared uo
up by major studios for possible the vamp departing and the lovers
production, with 20th-Fox having umted onstage.
"Bloodhound of Broadway," ParaContinuity is confusing,

Berger worked out and submitted 'Hieiress' Resfiffleis at Par^
the plaUi and; Smith came to Minneapolis accompanied by Martin
Mtfijkowitz, Sam Shain and Jack
Hollywood, June 29.
Loi-entz, also, company sales exProduction was resumed at Para- mount "Money From Home" and
ecutives, who conferred with Bermount after several days' of inac- "Broadway Financier," and Metro
£cr and North Central Allied ditivity
with the start of "The "The Snatching of Bookie
Bob."
rectors.
Heiress," with Olivia de Havilland,
Berg-Allenbefg is currently neMembers of the grievance com- Ralph Richardson^ Miriam Hopkins gotiating
a network pact in which
mittee appointed by Berger are G. and Montgomery Clift in
top roles. Runyon's stories will serve as ba"A. Peaslee, Stillwater, Minn.; Henry
Slated for starting in July are si.s for a radio
.series.
ArrangeGreen, Jr., and Ted- Mann, Min- "Streets of Laredo,"
a western in ments are currently being made
BeapoJis,
and alternates Jack color, and "One Woman," an,
Alair with Lippincott, the publisher, for
Wright, Red Wing, Minn., and Ladd sian-er. In
George Granstrom, St. Paul. S. D. early filming are preparation for a collected-works edition of Run"Easy Does It" yon.
Lippincott published five
Kanet North Central Allied exec- "A Mask for Lucretia,"
"Samson volumes of the columnist's yarns,
titive director, will serve as- counsel and
Delilah" and "Diamond in the with three
other books turned out
to tho committee.
Haystack."
by various other firms.

.

acters. It's a firstrate job of moody
storytelling.
Howard Da Silva
clicks as a ruthless, one-eyed bank
robber, and Jay C. FIipp«'n is

«:«lHriliAo
("White Horse Inn")

.T.

Hulf u
...

The script by Charles Schnee is
based on Edward Anderson's novel,
"Thieves Like Us," and tell.s the
story of a young^scaped convict
who falls in love and marries a
girl whose circumstances ai-e little
better than his own.
Nicholas Ray adapted the novel
and directed, demonstrating a complete understanding of the char-

Wear.

Buenos

.

towai-dsits inevitable, tragic climax
without compromise. Honesty with
which subject is treated, aiid the
theme itself, mitigate against
gros.ses, although development of
same exploitable factors may aid.
A gifted team of young players
stands out in making the perliormances thoroughly realistic. Farley
G. Rangfse and Cathy O'Donnell are
In the lead roles, selling, the por^
trayals with a sock. Both should
have bright futures.

Del
Btan«o

Juan (!^lov Thoriw, TiUla

...

Underneath "The Twi.stcd Road"
a movingj somber stoi-y of hupe<
young love. Appeal is limited.
There's no attempt at sugarcoating
a happy ending, and yarn moves

Itofiieria

(ARGENTINA)

.

less

SamMsffiii

La

.

is

:

si^po-vision.

... ,

.

^'nnnK V^pi'mer..
Uiigeiiliclmer.

felt,

Ssm Marx, head of- the company's -upswing when, a news event of
reeentiy-formed feature dociunen- extraordinary Importance arises,
tary unit, disclosed in- New York such as flie Zale-G'raziano fight.
that M-G currently has six of that
As far as competition from video
type film in various stages of prep- is concerned, Elson said "we
aration.
haven't felt it so we could notice."
^Marx declined to state how many
his unit would turn out yearly, or
What budget would be allocated to
in
each one, but declared the number
would be limited only by a "saturation point over which the studio
In N. Y. on
Release
may not wish to go."
Attempt by Artkino • Pictures,
Marx came east from the Coast U. S. distrib of Soviet>made
two weeks ago to scout two .stories to block Film eia.ssics fromfilms,
dison which he may turn out docu- tributmg "Will It Happen
Again?"
mentary features and to huddle feature-length compilation of newswith M-G*s homeoffice legal depart- reels and captured German footment on the legal problems in- age, lost out yesterday (Tues«)
volved in shooting such pix. Fn>- when N, Y. supreme court Justice
ducer James K. McGuinness, re- Bernard Botein denied a motion
cently assigned to an actual pro- for a temporary iirjuntfUon.
ducer berth from his former status
Court dumped the application
as exec producer, is to handle the after
holding
that
Artkino's
first one, he said, on which the claimed exclusive rights
in the
script has already been completed. U. S. to all footage shot in RusMaiTt returned to the Coast last sia, so far as "Happen" was conweek.
cerned, was not "sufficiently clear"
to warrant the drastic temedy.
Shelving the injunction until full
hearings could be held, Justice
Botein said granting of the motion now might cause FC "irrepaSERIES

.

. ,

Mobtey ......

situations in nine
thouglit the bottom

in cutting grosses in his

Burger

.

SlntCBiI r<n\ itlnK

While much is made of tiie stallion
and attempts to tame him. the po"We
states.
was reached three years ago when lice dog, Flame, comes close to
the war ended," he laconically de- stealing the picture.
Majestic views -of the Canadian
clared, ''but at present it's hard to.
predict just when attendance will mountains form a backdrop to the
become stabilized, for business is action. Albert S. Rogell directed
maximum of action on this
with
still going down."
fairly routine plot, but the dialog
Television hasn't been a factor

some

,

,;.

;

.Mriltie.

Alfred N. Burger, general man;%er events at this big Calgary rodeo
of Telenews Theatres which oper- dovetailing into the plot eifectively.
ate

KavlPy tlwingftp
liuwo I'd Tja sllva,
Jay c. i.''i(piwu

;

,

*hioUiu,uaw

I'-l'Viih.

is a- handicap.
houses.
Th» ranch foreman is neatly
since there are relaportrayed by Mis.s Leslie, who, as
tively few receivers in his opercowgirl-rodeo star,
the
ating' arcBi
He added that it's lends former
charm to a rather difficult
strictly a matter of conjecture,
Only a few inanely-worded
role.
whether the new- medium will hurt passa^S' slow up her fine perthe b.o. in the long run.
formance. Craig is too stilted in
Norman Vf. Elson, veepec' of many scenes. Jack OakiCj as his
Trans-Lux Theatres- Corp. vvith sid^ck, adds some droll humor,
some seven houses in New Yorki wbil» Chill Wills makes a splendid
Avers
Philadelphia, Washington and Bos- character comedian.
Camera work represents outNix of Piessiiiiste ton, whose product principally cone
sists or newsreels
reveals t hat staivding effort by John W. Boyle,
Despite protestations from some business in general is not im;- not only in following the plot careindie film producers that docu- proving
unless
something
of fully but in his remarkable shots
metatary-type illms are currently special interest comes up. Then, of wild horses. Wilton Holm takes
dying a slow death, Meftro producer he notes,
tliere's
always
an a bow for his strong Cinecolor

B¥ CO^T

committee will consider justifiable
In whole or in part will then he

u-lj,iinii.u

many times clashing with the girl.
Mavy C.
Those b.o. blues are still plaguing
scenes,
Monahanv sought summary judg- the newsreel houses, according to There are some authentic
of the Calgary Stampede, with
ment from the defendant. On Mon-

tiourt whesi his assignee,

Hiollywoedj Same

20tlhHCA

.

and dark Negroes, and economic
hardships, all from the point of
with view of the Negro. But the sure

one se- professoonal hand is missing in
to another, apparently
to treatment, .p«r£ormance or producof vivid action
tion.
entirely misfires.
Despite'
Leroy Collins, as the young
all theM defects this is a
fommend- farmer who brings his .schoolable effort on Emelco's part
and a teacher wife to his Dakota farm
welcome change from the luguto share his problems, is personbrious melodramas so dear to
local able,
but handicapped by script,
directors.
Hollywood should take
due note that this picture rates direction and apparent inexperihigh
comparison to some of the ence. Verlie Cowan, as the wife
not too successful pix exhibited who turns on him, and Myra Stanhere in the last months. The pic- ton, as the Creole Negro always
atture is. now running in nabe thea- in love^ with Collins, are also
trpftive but handicapped by .sinnilar
tres to record grosses.
Nid.
failings.
give

whi^

impression

m

I

!

Bron,
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HOWARD HAWKS'
«•

•should be one of the top grossing pictures of

ail

times!

BOBO'OONNELL

iSC.
The

' ^.'Sased

rtat the P''"!*? grossing

pi*=^

/

Red Hot from tIA

,

-

WcJncaJay,
jackpots with her personality and
held her
Dean Mar- songs. Laclc of rehearsing
Bob Crosby with Jerry Gray
)
to four songs, despite the customOrch (14), Clflric .S'isfers '.4>, youtin & Jerry Lewis, Ice Revue with
ers' clamoring for more;
Bros, k Frances, Paul Regan,
Carol Lynne, Arnold Shoda, Littc
Show opens with Dorothy Gray t man
"Ronmtx:e on the
<8): Roxyettes; H. Leopold Spital- Brother, with Earl & Sasha and Toy & Wing;
in Vabebty,
ivy Chorus, Paul Ash House Orcfi; Tommy Burke in a medley of slick High Seas" re«ictoed
"Give- My Regards to Broadway" balancing {«9ts. Len & Bill Lowe June 9, '48.
<20th), revievbed in Vawety May follow with good patter, song and
26, '48.
Bob Crosby's excursion into
dance routine. Freddie Sanborn,
the
making his first appearance here vauders this trip is more in
7he current Stoxy entertainment since 1937, gets nice reception in capacity, "of an emcee and enterl8 .a sapient blend of boxofflce his panto and xylophone act.
tainer rather than:as a maestro, a
estabrecently
values combining a duo of name " Riber ti Dantxer, graceful characterization
nets and the preem of the thea- dancers-, also making a return lished on the air. The musical
But, more im- visit,
tre's lee shiows.
were enthusiastically re- items are dished out by Jerry Gray
portant to the new show is the re- ceived.
Jimmy James, with his of the Club 15 airshow and Crosby
turn of customers to the house.
two stooges, produces comic touch merely exhibits the family charm,
It's been a comparatively long with skit of an inebriated groom affaUlity and abiUty to entertain.
time since the upper tiers of this on way home to his bride.
It's a good package for general
hnse emporium have been in use
Nicholas Bros, close the first half run of theatregoer, but to those
There's much ap- and raise the roof in audience re- with long memories, tliere's a de^
en. weelc days.
There's
plause that can come from a col- sponse to their solid dancing stint. gree of disapwiintment.
lection of customers of this magniMariora, on alter intermission, no mention of drosby's accomplishtude, and the combinaiion of the contribs her skilled juggling act,, ments as head man of the Bob
Andrews Sisters, Deem Martin and followed by Jimmy James and Cats, the outfit which sprung- numBlues"
St.
of
the
"Rampm-t
Lewis,
plus
the
bow
Jerry
partners in brisk comedy routine bers such as
»re probdoxy's new ice stage; is just the that, registers;
and "Maxixe."
show to bring out the manual pitThe Sepia Panorama, comprising ably many who came into the house
jazz
these
of
reprise
typats.
a
expecting
in
slotted
stars,
is:
colored
tile
While the major b.o. lure is con- closing and prov^ another sock- classics, and it's poor showmantained in. the Andrews Sisters- ontJTT for the biU.
ship not to oblige.
Clem.
maldng their first appearance M:
However, there's a sufficent
this house, plus the Broadway
amount of Crosbyana to compen-

/
flosy. Hi.
An drews Sisters 3
'

a.
,

1

'

.

.

There

'

,

mob's interest in Dean- Martin and
Jerry Lewis, it's the bow of the
Boxy's ice rinlc that' entices^ themajor interest, in ah. .academic
sense,

l^is

of'

course.

is tite first

permanent

Chleaga, Chi

Installation in. a vauder, altfaon^

the nearby Gentcr theatre in Radio
City is the only theatre exclusively with an ice- policy. The skating
surface' occupies more than bsdt
the stage-space- and- was installed

Return of vaude to the
ffagsliip after five

B&K

months' of

all-

pic peUcy was- weleomed by a full
Iioua» .at' the- opening show and,
that rare sight in the Loop so far
this year, a long waiting line at
noon. First day's b.o. was a sweet
Sadden upsurge of dsQir^0;0<M>.
tnne biz- comes from a. new price
scale 50e to 1, p.m.; 65c to 5 p.m.,
instead'
o£ the former straight
VM
tariff of 98e.
the Roxy.
Show that re-lit sfage is satisfyThe first ice tableau, is high- ing- on all counts. The Wbitson
lighted by top skaters Carol Lymiw Bros, teeeff ivith comic aoro stuff;
and Arnold Shoda, both of whom that draws laughs and gasps. Pair
are -equipped with pictures«]ue- and. work on a knee-liigh stand, 'with
applause-winning routines.. Shoda one seated: on the- other's shoe
Top man skips rope and
has' a fine assortment of spins and soles.
class terping, while Miss Lynne somersaults through- a hoop for
wins the faou&e< with graceful glides good returns and, for a punchy
«nd.a pleasing; personali^^ "Ehere's closer, flips off a box held aloft on
partner's
brogans.
his
sn unhilled: femme duo- to provide
Betty Bruce, blonde looker in a
a mild blend of dancing, and the
nicely CQstuxhed line of :B>ur mixed goldi-sequiiied halter and » billowy
eouptes carrying, out the masked- white i^act, opens with show tune
baU motif achieves a colorful, ef- diicping foe middling results, folfect with terps to the "Gaite Pari- lowed by neat terping that brings
good response. Dancer's show
siene" music.
The Andrews Sisters follow imr routines, stamped with her personmediately- with their songs and ality^ are- Choice merchandise. Best
clo\yning.
The trio, a standard hand went to her tap twirling, with
name on Broadway for 10 years, light accompaniment.
Despite Mlocycle conditioning
and firmly established as a singing
:team, have during the past few Georgia Gibbs is strong on giving
years added comedy routines. This the lyrics a visnat Uft. Songstress
-addition- is sufficient to keep them twists archly and uses ample geson top of the- heap for perteps tures in. sending over a standard
another decade. 'Ehey've (^sen a and two pops. Off to .salvos, she
likable assortment of tunes high- comes back with a. hep version of
lighted by a reprise of the songs "BalUn' the Jack" that cinches her
they helped popularize. With Patti rewards.
Billy De Wolfe opens as the
Anidrews sparking the comedy interplay, tliey get an encore and a comic who pines for serious drama.
After warning seat-holders to stop
begoff.
Martin and Lewis break up the tittering, he kooches, imitates a
Lon
Chancy horror role, and devhouse.
This duo, doubling from
.tiie Copacabana, were out for sev- astates femmes with takeoffs on
Routine ineral shows' when Martin got laryn- their mannerisms.
gitis.
At show caught he slowed cludes girdle-stretching, high-heel
up on his vocaliistics, but the net mincing, and a walk-around to illustrate the uncorseted, flat-foot
eifeet of their comedy is
a.cost of ai-ound. $75,000. Thne's
sufficient space for a -wide sweep
of motion and colorful presentar
tion: Once this policy is established, the blades section of the
show will constitute a steongieB
tor the family' trade- that fre^ents

lit

'

—

'

.

boil.

This

team is able to get across their sag.'
Comic 'satarizfis the emcee and
laperies even in this huge house.
Their ever-changing act is of the four-girl line of a tWrd-rate nitery,
type that never comes off twice then offs to sustained applause.
exactly the same way. They're still Return has him doing his film
the freshest comedy note around familiar "Mrs. Murgatroyd" for ad
though they exhibited at the near- ditional salvos.
Henry Brandon orch,
by Capitol a few months back and
are on a long-'term Copa engage- shifted over from the State-Lake,
Boast.
backs well throughout.
Hient.

which

With the

leer's installation,

Paul

Ash's house band has moved back
to the pit. The glass-topped pit
cover has been removed to make
room for the crew. It's the most
ccowded shelter for any band -on
IBfoadway. In addition to the musicians, the H. Leopold Spitalny
chorus is also housed there.
.There's scarcely enough room for
Ash to -swing his baton, bnt it
doesn't interfere with his ability
to back a show.
Jote.

Olympia, Ulianii
Miami, June 26.

Woolf Phillips &

.

Orcft.

Deprived of his own band because of union regulations, Duke
Ellington, after strenuous rehearsing with Woolf Phillips and the
resident Skyrockets Orchestra, put
on what is probably a shadow of
Ws own output. Nevertheless he
received a warm welcome after
nme years' absence and his pianoH»g won top applause. Kay Davis
cores with her vocalizing and Ray
wi**«?t displays energy and sluU In
Surprise sensa«?« *if\?l?°?"«fis Pearl Palley, who

M

He's a smooth performtalk.
a tune with ease, works
nicely with band's vocal group, the
Clark Sisian it), and does some
monology that's easy to take. -He
makes an aUrsrouna good impiesr

and

er, carries

sion.

The Gray orchestra dishes out a
good blend of music which is
highlighted by an arrangement of
the late Glenn Miller times. C^ay,
at one time arranger for that orch,
runs the crew through its paces in
a highly competent maimer that
garners applause. '
In. the band's retinue, the Clark
impress nicely with their
They're lookers and
harmonies.
One of them hits a
personable.
sisters:

nice stride in duets, witli Cro.sby,
especially on "I Put the Penny in
Another combo
Slot."
the

Gum

with the band is Youman Bros, and
Frances, youthful vocal and insixumental trio from radio. While
there are some gaucheries in their
preiscntation, they have okay routining and a mitt-winning tune assortment. The femme fiddler makes
a good splash with "Hora Staccato"
while the group in itself does well
with musical impressions of various maest.ri.
The surrounding biU is topped
with the grade A impressions by
Paul Regan, who ftecptently puts
vitality into standard takeoflis. His
characterizations have a iiigh degree of fldelitjr and his gab has a
spark of freshness.
The Oriental dance pair, Toy
and Wing, click with a good line ofnicely
terpss
They're a
fast
groomed pair, having plenty knowJose.
how with audiences.

\.

Leap.s In,"

"How High The Moon

and "Jumpin"
response.

boff

at

Woodside.

"

all to

Guitarist .F':™''"-

new show

This

at the Capitol

Lacy steps down to vocal What 11 starts out on a rising entertainment
curve from the opening bell until
I Do?" for .solid reception.
Both bandji and acts are grouped Lena Home's closing spot/ and
Biz then the eyes bave it. E^m thetw
in a fast finale for getaway.
in Miss Home's curves are the
day
openlm?
at
good, wfth standees
.

(Fridi^)

When

the entertainment curve
being displaced In a nice way,

thing,

Eaotf.

caiught..

liowevcr.
Show, slickly lighted
and dressed by Allen Zee's pro-

Capitol, Wafih.

duction crew, wisely is held to apWashington, Jwie 26.
proximately 40 minutes. That
Rudy Cardenas, Sijlma Froos, doesn't always 'mean a fast show
Terry & Ralph Rio. Richard Admr but in this case a well-paced, fast
(M-G).
City'*
"Big
Dancers;
moving production is the result.
Miss Horne has played this
Fast, attractive summer Liyout house several times, and on each
here doing little to bolster saggtng, date clicked solidly. This time,
seem
however, her material is over-arb.0., but payees who show up
^'aude
of
ranged
and delivery over-aeted;
to register appreciation
bill, 'rhree of acts are faves liere. She starts out with "One I Love,"
Sylvia Froos; hoadliner, is solid then a blues-type tune titled "111
Wind,"
Gypsy
In My Soul," and
has
stuff with a song. Chantoosey
Ilas a for ah eneore that wasn't too voa. new routine this trip.
hefty set of pipes, which she han- ciferously demanded, her best effort; her standby "Deed I Do."
sen.se
keen
with
eflecl,
good
dles to
of showmanship lielping. Opens There's no dissatisfaction, howwith "Shine on My Shoes." goes ever, with the appearance she.
on to a Jerome Kern medloy, with makes; namely in a pale-blue strap-'
less gown that emphasizes her
final tribidC' to tlie coinposer, .sung
classy chassis.
to tune of "Old Man River" impresi n c h e 1 1, ventriloqui.st
Paul
sing as corny and better omitted.
"Money, Money, Money," the new who works with a dummy named
calypso, shows strong appeal as Jerry Mahoney, walks off with
does a novelty called "A- Man Can the show. Since the last time he
worked Broadway, Winehell has beBe a Wonderful Thing."
come a more polished ventre and
Terry & Ralph Rio still get
he has considerably improved Iiis
laughs for their Baby Snooks rou.

'

Male plays

tine.

W

It's full of solid laughs,
despite the fact that he borrows
occasionally from other acts. He
does- a lot of things in the 20-odd
minutes he occupies, from excellent tafceoffs. through the dummy,
of Barry Mtzgerald's "Going My
Way" dialog, to "McNamara's"
Band." getting a lot out of ribbing
imaginary femme hats in the audience, etc. He gets the top hand of
all the show's doings.

his material.

straight to

rotund ftmi's infantics, with a few
duets between. The act is as old as
vaude, but this ver.sion, wiiich has
been here before, ^ill gets laughs,
some of the more streamlined
comics inight 'well envy.
Sur^se of bill is Rudy Cardenas, import from Mexico, who
raises the curtain with the slickest
juggling act town has seen here
and that goes for the Big Top
variety as welL Lad gives impression of terping as he whirls aroimd
the stage in neat rhythm. Uses
balls
equipment-clubs,
standard
'

and hats-but gives it all a new
which galleries go for in a
big way. Standout act on bill.

twist

DunhiUs, a trio of nice-looking,
dinner-jacketed tapsters, open the
show. They make a nice impression with unison, fast and rhythni
routines, challenge work and a few
brief aoro bits.
They could improve the turn considerably if they
were to shortMi the opening, which
runs much too long, and al.so if
they were to rearrange the accompanying music. It's much too
loud, very often dragging attention from the turn to the band.
Perhaps the simple expedient of
muting the heavy brass passages

The Richard Adair sextette of
terpers 4 gals and 2 men offer
their usually effective act. However, format is followed so closely
from one time around to another,
with hardly a. new .step added, that
customers accept it all pleasantly
but routinely. Seems that at this would accomplish better results.
point something new should be Ail in alL however, the Dunhills
added.
Lowe.
do an excellent job.
Skinnay Ennis hasn't much to do.
His combo of six brass, five sax
Oriental, Chi
and three riortlim open with EnChiccgoi June 24.
nis' "Angel" theme and then cool

—

—

'

Tex Williams' Orch (11> tinth oS with accompaniment assignSpriggins, Smokey Rogers; ments until' the break between
Winehell and Miss Horne. Then
Givot, Acromaniacs
3

Dmce

(

)

Elly Ardelty. Carl Sands Orch; an arrangement of "I Never Knew"
comes up. It's nicely, if uninspir"Gay Ranchero" (Rep).
Ennis
OliuerBond (15), loith Tom
ingly. played and written.
Roberts^ Janet Sayer, Lonnie
can do a lot more than he shows
With schools closing this week, liere. but time apparently doesn't
Johnson, Bunny Briggs, Lester
Wood.
Young Band i6), Apus, Sstrelita, current hill stacks up as perfect permit.
Sj/

Wiltshire

&

Willioms;

"J3«minfl juve fare.

Cross" iSG).

Acromaniacs are one of the
strongest acts of their type. Youth-

Current all-sepia revue at Harlem's ApoUo .stacks up as a formidable draw. What would seem an
unorthodox lineup for a downtown
vauder is perfect for patrcms here.
Repetition of similar acts might
pall ' on downtown audiences, but'
are okay here so long as they're
good. Current bill is in that cate^
gory and keeps show rolling at a
merry pace.
Sy Oliver band, playing a periodic repeat, at the Apollo, is given
top billing and measures up to it

ful

saxes, project slick and tricky arAverage assortment of acts gets rangements, on a .solid beat, to set
by in. fair enough fashion with the the mood for remainder of siiow.

TeeofI 'with

sizzling

versicn

of

their theme, "Dukin' With !?y" to
things for Tommy RoJsei-ts'
set

robust baritoning of "You Know
What the Trouble is Baby," "With-

out

A

Song" and "Old

Man

River"

trio'

scamp«' through

Hippmlvonie^

triple

pinwheels, three-highs and bit of
jitterbug for heavy hand.
Elly Ardelty, circus aerialist. is
unfortunate in following the acrobats as slow paced, difficult work
on the horizontal bar, while good,
drags a bit. However, she's surefire with audience;
George Givot, dialect comedian,
has added a new bit to his old

Italto'

BoWimore, JudiC

26.

Ken

GriSin, Pat Patrick (Ercil
Tioing), Jocfe E. Leonard, Emerald

Orch

Jo Lombardi House
(Ul; "So Well Remein-

hered"

AHKO).

Sisters

(Z),

setup plays well
multiplicity of male turns
ail in successive order. Only spot
of femininity is provided by. the
Greek. Ambassador act, which Emerald Sisters, duo of knockabout
should be a larger segment of his tumblers who supply a flashy getturn. He displays a fine baritone
away. Jack E. Leonard takes on
in closing with "Old Man River,"
emcee chores and keeps matters
and should encore with another moving at
a brisk pace to his own
tune; His comedy patter is stand
closing slot of solid comedy.
ard and wins yocks.
Pat Patrick, the Ercil Twing of
Tex Williams is smart foil for the Edgar Bergen show, gets a
the "Gay Ranchero" flicker. He ripple of recognition on Iiis encarries, a special drop plus un- trance and gives out with about five
usual bandstand, which adds to the minutes of his goofy radio charr
corral effect. Only change from the acter before switching to straight
standard orch setup is the substi- gags. Material is fair enough, a bit
tution of three guitars for the too fly for family audiences but
brass section. Rest of the band con- pleasing nevertheless. Stint points
sists of three fiddles, accordion a graphic example of the strength
drums, bass, Solovox, and piano.
of Bergen buildup and feeding
Western clad musicians open over the air lanes which adds to
with "Miss Molly" and then run the laugh-getting possibilities inthrough "Three-Way Boogie," spot herent in the Twing character
when coupled to expert foiling. On
hghtmg the sidcinen.
Smokey Rogers, guitarist, closes his own here, it's another job. his
Ken Griffin is cashing in on
with comedy on "Slap Her Down
recording of "You Can't Be True.
"

Rather good

albeit

'

,

.

for sock reception. Janet Sayer,
attractive lass in scanty costume,
gets over nicely in a routine of
rhythm, ballet taps and acro-contortiott
terping.
House comics
Apus, Williams, Estrelita and Wilt
shire take over for usual comedy
skit, this time a satire on mindreaders, with Apus and Williams
SCOITCS t)CSt^v
Don Cummings, emcees in slick hcclding from opposite boxes and Again Pa WilUams does niftily on
manner and in own slot gets by rolling 'em with blue-tinged atuflf 1 11 Hold You in My Heart," and
with a hoary routine of comedy: that always goes big with this type follows with a comedy tune. "Sus
picion."
audience.
Guy has the loxow-how and timing
Rogers switches to the banjo for
Band gives out ' on "Estrelita"
though, getting a goodly share o£
With fresh material his and swing vei*sion of Barcarole fast plunking on "Waiting For the
laughs.
stint would take on the potency from "Tales of Hoffman" as a pre- Robert E. Lee." Deuce Spriggins
lude to Bunny Briggs' slick hoofing gives out on "Temptation." Sprigcurrently lacking.
Harrison, Carroll and Ross con session. Youthful lad has person- gins and Rogers then team for
frib standard dance buiiesquings. ality and showmanship. Also imag- "Chattanooga
Choo-Choo."
WilGrace Drysdale makes for a neat inative tap routines tliat make him liams, aided by the duo, finales
twist In puppeteering, using hands seem a younger edition of Bill with his latest recording, "Smoke",
for the figurines.
Robinson. Kid will undoubtedly go Smoke, Smoke." Harry Nadell docs
Les Rhode and his muslckers places.
a fine job pacing house orch wliile
handle accomps in apt style. Laty.
Lester YouBg and band, consist- Carl Sands is on vacation. Zabe
,

IV.

my

,

regulars.

m

June 30, I94]|

Capitol,

Lima Horne, Paul Winchell The

dosing Slot Dunhills (3), Skinnay
the positive
Ennis 'orch
with a ton-id repertory ot solid (15); "Fort Apache" iRicOi re'
arrangements, including 'Lester
uieiued i'H Variety Morc/t lo, '48.
'
tiiates

George

Morqttez Sisters (3), Dow Cumon audience returns. Combo, commings, 3 Bentons, Harrison, Carroll
prising three rhythm, three tram& Ross, Grace Drgsdale, Les Rhode pets,
three trombones and four
House Orch; "Saigon" {Par).

Strongest in layout is the teeoff
sesh by the Three Bentons, who
exhib a flashy assortment of aero
I*lllladinjm, I.4>ndon
work for constant reaction from
London,, June 2.
stubholders. Lifts, flips and tumDuke Ellington, Sepia Panorama, bling are deftly routined.
with Pearl Bailey, Ray Davis, Ray
Cuban- imports, the Marquez trio
Nance and Skyrockets Orch; Nicho- are billed as the -"Andrews Sisters
las Bros. (2), Riber & Dantzer, of Cuba-" They're set harmonizers
Jimmy James & Co. (3), Freddie who could uiie more American
Sembom, Len & Bill Lowe, Dorothy tunes in their stint for more effecOne Yanqui number, "I
if Bro. Earl. Vicki & Sashs, tiveness.
Tommy Blake St Co.. Mariora. Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now''

Cmy

There's no denying tlxe vocal resemblance to D^r Bingle. a
fact which is stressed in his songs
sate.

Cfticogo, June 24.
BtUif Dc Wolfe, Gcorgio Gibb.'j,
Brttcc, Whitson iBros. (2),
Henrj* BrandoM's- House Orch (13 ) ;
tank? 'FuHer Brmh Man" (Col).

a^y

Iruming of three rhythm, guitar,
pet and the macsti'o on -sax, iiccen-

'

,

.

Dear" and he makes his p;a. count
with extra strong sesh at tlie
electric organ.
Gives out with
series of pops in addition to his

trade-marked tune with a b»
wrapped around Jack Benny and .a
concluding spot of boogie-wopgie
nice standouts.

.

^ i
One

comic.
of the hefty lads of his trade he
makes his material count above tnc
stereotyped references to size ann
handles a vocal well. Closing spot

Leonard

is

of hoofery is

Biz fair.

a smart

a pleasant

,

clincher.

Burm.

;

.
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Form Teiemount Corp

Hollywood, Jun« 29.
Orson Welles in Edward Small's
lifted its option on Jew "The Dark Page" ... Eagle Lion
MacDenaU for an additional will handle German, Italian and
toUuwing her worts in the Japanese distribution of "Make
recently completed "Sun in tlie Way for Youth," an Army docuMorning". .Charles Lau^ton took mentary narrated by Meivyn DouAncelo
bought
an option on "Proud Voyage," glas.. Edmoud
authored by Capt. A. V, 'Walters, "The YelloWi Door," authored by
lor possible indie film production Morgan Conway, for indie production.
Eagle Lion reported a loss of
«obcrt Florey will direct "Out$45,000 through heavy Oklahoma
rains which washed out sets -for the post in Morocco." Sam Bisehoff
Walter Wanger productioni "Tulsa," production for UA release. EdbuiU on Gov. Koy Turner's ranch gar Ulmer sails for Italy July 6
to direct "Boccaccio's Decameron"

Metro

nelte
film.

.

.

.Gail £u8sell signed to costar
With John Wayne in "Wake Of the
Ked Wiieh" at KepnbUc .. .William
Moss left for Cedar City, Utah, to
estal)lisii locations for 'The Big
Cat." wliich he wiU produce for
.

Ariete Productions .. Carole
Gallagher drew femme lead In the
Allan LaQc oater, "The Denver
Kid," at Republic
Selena .B«yle
spotted for "The Heiress" at Para m o unt
Paramount borrowed
iChanda Fleminp from: Selznidi: on
a three-picture deal, following her
appearance opposite Bing C^r*d>y
in"A Connecticut Yankee" . Lucille BaU returns to RKO for the
top femrac role in "Interference,"
a tale of pro football
Ja^ Cam*
minss, producer, and Soy Bowtand,
director of "The Story of Monty
Stratton," touring with Chicago
White Sox to shoot authentic baseball background:; and acquire a
biglcague atmosphere,
,
Dan Dailey and Martha Stewart
draw top spots in "Call Me Mister,"
to be produced by Georee Jessel at
20th-Fox
Next clifffaanger at Republic will be "The Ghost of Zorro." with Franklin Andreon producing
"Loser Take All," produced independently by Biohard
Quine and William Asher, will be
released by Columbia.. Gibraltar
Pictures, headed by Al Bosell and
for

.

.

.

Kagle Lion release.
Dennis O'Eeefe and
Sonny
Tufts organized an indie production unit to mstke 'Draw Sabei*s,"
a. tale of Indian fighting after the
Civil War.
Bepublic bought tlie
Sloan Nibiey story, "The l?ar Fron.

.

Ko£«r.s oater.
Rita Johnson and
Lorin ISaker drew featured roles
in "Family Honeymoon" at U-I
Lewis D. CcJUns wiU direct "Kentucky Mansion" and "Ex-Convict."
whic'ii Martin Momtey will produce
.

.

for

Classics release ... Vina
"Bad Girl," filmed 17

i'^ilin

nclmar's

year.? ago, Avil

be remade by

20th''

Fox. \vith>Bobert Sassier producing

and Dan DaOey and Jeanne Crain

.

in toy) roles.

Pine-Thomas has three screenplays ready for 1948-49 program,

.

.

.

for Pai-amount release . . Sbr Aubrey Smith returns to Metro after Manning Post, will start interiors
an absence of two years for "Little Aug. 3. on "Shadow of Time," on
Women"
Loran Tindell drew a the 20th-Fox Western avenue lot
foaliued part in Warners' "Fighter
Anthony Cam.so checked in for
Squadron"... Lou Gacdelhi form- one of the toj) roles in "Song of
ed iiidve unit to produce a series India" at Columbia
RobcrtiLight
ot oalcrs.
was signed as general manager of
Denis McCarthy shifted from Northern Bilm Productions, indie
staple to screen for Samuel Cteld- outfit, producing "Eternal Cliains,"
Wyn's "Enchanted". . .D « n. n i s with a Central American backO'Keefe up for a co-star role vnih .ground.
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

Par's Theatre Tele
CoDtiniied from

i>acr«

2

bomn, company's video chief, the News foriTat at beginning and end.
terms wovided that the theatre It started off with newsreel films
weighing - in ceremony
the
couldn't announce or advertise the of
fact. It was feared by the 20th Wednesday, breaking from there
Century Club that this would cut into the pre^fight proceedings in
the
Stadium
ring.
Into the Stadium seat sale.
As a result, the sole plugging
showing got, under the
Par's
asreemcnt, was a soundtruck sta.

tioned in

front of the house

UA-Lazarus

in

Times Sauare for an hour preceding (lie start of the bout. That \#as

Continued from page S

ever since he joined

sufficient, however, to fill every
seal not occupied by the regular

UA

in

(

Donovan,

pany

formerly

KTLA,

mount's

shove

tlie

with a 13-week
juve market.
Series will be titled "Magic .Lady"
and will feature femme magician
Gerry Larsen. Telepicts will be
open-end, running 12 and a half
minutes and shot on 35m.
Redmond is a special «ffects di^
rector and' Nelson was lormeafly
with Radiovision Corp. Teiemount
plans to rent studio space Jind start
shooting in three weeks. Firm
hopes to complete first series in
will

series

filmed

off

for

three wcieks.

On
YaBkFkPn^dOfl;

French Legislatbu

Fi^t 65^
Fi-ench

I

I

I

I

m Taxes

Paris, June 29.
legislation* tlireatening

h Apl fix

.system of projection, in contrast to
direct projection demonstration of the same event by 20tl>I'o.x at its Fox theatre in PhUy.

WAshiogton; June ?9.

$186,000 Film Divvies

Down

from *47
IMfoy,
Washington, June 29.
Publicly reported cash dividends
by picture corporations in May
were $186,000, as compared with
^217,000 in May, 1947, and $3,941.000 in April of this year, the Dept.
of Commerce reported i».st week.
For the three months ending
For

May

tions, since
is
month -for dividend

The

May

to

director*
10, as re?

ported last week by the Seduritie»
and Excliange Commission, were:
Columbia common—-The Jack

Cohn trust disposedof .2;000 shares,
leaving a total tff 21,fil&. His personal holdinss at the end of the
X>eriod totalled 47,969 shares.

Columbia common

slight falling off in dividend

Abo

sliares.

—

Monogram $1 common The

sale

payments fnnn the 1947 figure was of 4,600 shares in six transactions
caused in part by the iailufe of was reported by Oeocge' D-. BurLocw's Boston to declai-e a May di- rows, reducing his .holdings to

Schl^fer

3,033 Shanes.

Paramount $1 commoa—JJuncan
Harris increased his holdings to
2.600 shares through the purchase
of 200. Maurice Newton bought
and timn sold 150 shares in March,
leaving his holdings to 18,605,
tnist Aeld tuy-Jfewton was reported
as 18,380 iihar«s.

'G.

A

.

an ensemble of decisions nfl'ecting terably
Trans-Lnx $1 Goitiiiiilo»~-Hany
opposed to the washing of
domestic economy far beyoi^d the
Brandt purchased l,S0O~s1iflres, inlinen
intra-industry
in
public
realm of the motion picture in- view."
creasing his holdings to 88,569^'
dustry.

It is expected that it will be a
considerable time before the welter
of prospective legislation is
thrashed through.
This means
that the American industry is in.
the clear for a wbile and, by .tiie
time the portions of the measures
affecting it come up, they may l>e
considerably changed.
Principal measure frightening
U. S. distribs is the Gerraud-Jouve
bill,
applying two taxes which
MPAA chief Eric Johnston a few
weeks ago estimated would be the
equivalent of 65%. One is on admissions and the other, to be paid
directly by distribs, puts a footage levy on foreign films.
Also involved are French requests for revision of the film provisions of the Blum-Byrpes agreement to up playing time for .French
product from four to seveii weeks
per quarter in local cinemas. Tied
up with this are efforts of the
U. S, industry to got out about
$18,000,000 in frozen funds.
.

MAD SCURRY ON
FOR

Schlaifer's

from

AMPA

shares. Broadyork,' Inc., was reabrupt
departure ported as -holding 1,000 sliares
brought forth a coun- Harday Oiicratuig Co. .il,400. anql

The EL Brandt's wife, 14,700.
despatched a letter 'to
Universal of Delaware common
Schlaifer,
declaring: "We,
of
-rDaniei M. Shealfer sold 1,600
course, have no choice other than
shares in five transactions, reducto accept .your resignation."
ing his holdings to 13.207 .shares.
"You may be interested in knowWarner
ter-dig

from YPungstein.

biggie

Bros. $S t/mmaih-'^Smv
added, "while M. Womer s<dd '6,250 i^arfes £r
is the only one
four transactions..His holdings now
received since ray induction as total 284,350. sliares.
trust in his
president, we have increased our name
was reported as 16,000

Youngstein
your resignation

ing,''

A

.membership by more than 40 new shares.
members during the same period."
Radio and television' manufacturIn his diatribe, Youngstein had ing company transactions united:
characterized the public relations
Farnsworth Television and-Haditt
job of tlie industry as "one of the $1 common Philo T; S^stnswoi'th
worst butchered in history." "Prop- sold 400 shares in March, reducing

—

er public relations will, in my
opinion, never be established by
eight executives sitting in a room

his holdings to 13,693 shares.

Magnovox $1 common--:Edwin

—

—

WR DIRECTORS

the cameras and the rest are eitlier

able to
special

TOA and would set up a
committee with that target

readying stories or winding up
in mind.
production in the cutting rooms.
Filming are Michael Curtiz, "My

Dream

is

S.

Pi-idham bought one share, inand exchanging bromides," he had creasing his holdings to 154 shares.
declared later in his talk,
Meade Brunct
RCA common
Pushing his thesis that the in- bought 100. sliares, now bidds 200.
dustry should use "the brains and J, v. Heff6man bought -11 shares
talents of the men and women who, in five transactions, increasing hiB
on a day-to-day basis, really make holdings to 892 shares.
Other show biz transactions
the public relations of our industrj'," Youngstein this week lined listed:
Madison Square Garden capital
up a meeting with Gael Sullivan,
W. P. Chry.sler, Jr., bought 2,90(Jl
exec director of the Theatre Ownei:s of America.
He proposes that shares in five transaction,s, and now
TOA call on AMPA for help in the holds 15,500 shares.
unit's present campaign to better

Hollywood, June 59.
All the directors on Warners relations with the public.
payroll are busy this week for the
In this regard, Youngstein said
Seven are
first time this year.
he was making his manpower availworking on films actually before

Yours;!-'-

S

Name

Rep
'

'

and

officers

from April II

always a weak ing
10426 wiarrants, giving iiim the
payments, and right to buy an equal
number ot

April always stnmg.

David Butler,
"Silver Lining;" Edwin Ij. Marin.
niSary Pickford
"The Younger Brothers;" LeKoy
Prinz, dance sequences for "Silver
Continued Iron) iiagc 3
Lining;" P^ter Godfrey, "The Girl
from Jones Beach;" Raoul Walsh, Miss Pickford will look over the
block-remittances
problem both
"Fighter Squadron," and Brctaignc
for
the
company il:self and its proWindust, ".Tune Bride." Preparing
are King Vidor, "The Fountain- ducer members. She revealed that
Henry Ko-stcr. "Happy Rogers expects to turn out films in
head;"
Fraiwe
utilizing
UA's
frozen francs
Times;"
Delmar Daves, "Task
all his life.
Force," and Alfred Hitchcock, (in via a French-American producing
Lazarus, 'in. has been in the film England)
"Under
Capricorn." organization to be established for
industry
since
1933,
when he Working in the editing rooms are that purpose. No definite film-joined Warner Bros,
following Delmar Daves, "A Kiss in the making has been schednlod as yet
graduation from Cornell. It was Dark;" Vincent Sherman, "The Ad- until the coui)lc examines available
at WB. he met Sears, who was dis- ventures of Don Juan." and Rich- facilities.

.

Security transactions of picture

company

Montague sold 200 shares add
acquired 195, -for a net loss of five
May, announced pic company divi- shares, leaving his total biddings at
dends totalled .^11,704,000, a drop 8,027i In six transactions Abraham
of almost $2,000,000 itaai the Sdmeider .disposed of 726 shares,
$13,645,000 for the corresponding lowering bis faoldiiigs to 11,2,^3.
period in 1947. A department Donald S. Stralem' inciceaii«Ha his
spokesman emphasized that the holdings to 992 .shares by fbe pursteep decline from April does not chase of 24.
reflect any shift in business condiMontague was also listed af« hold-

estimated there was
about a 90-second lapse between
the actual occurrences in the Sta- tribution chief. Following 10 years ard Bare, "Flaxey Mai'tin."
MissjPickford also declared that
dium and the time the film was with the company, he joined the
she had a "large portfolio of
processed and projected on the Buclianau ad agenc>'. He l6ft
.stories" and may dispose of some
Par screen. New equipment whieh there to go with UA, following
Olson Press
of them in the European market
the company is now constructing Sears' switch.
although
she declined to name
Robert Olson, formerly of the
and which will be ready in about
LeSieur, 41, has been with the
prospective purchasers.
Among
weeks, Raibourn said, would distributing company for 14 years, 20th-Fox foreign publicity departsi,\
her properties, she said, are the
reduce the interval to 20 ^conds. starting as production manager in ment, has been named press rep novel, "Dorothy
Vemon of -Haddon
by the Alfred Hitchcoek-Sidney
Definition throughout was excelthe
advertising
department.
He
Hall,"
plus
her
self-written
yam,
Bernstein Transatlantic indie unit.
lent, but the picture wasn't quite
was later sales pfdmotion man- Olson leaves New York next Tues- "The
Demi-Didow,"
published
bi itliant enough to be 100% satisager and, about three and one^half day (6) for London, where the shortly before the war.
factory. Another shortcoming was years
advertising
ago,
beoame
"Under
Capiicorn,"
outfit now has
Wliile Rogers recently handled
that crowd noises were not picked manager. He
was upped from that
Ingrid Bergman and Jo- an acting stint in "An Innocent
up sufficiently strongly, nor could job to a.ssistant pub-ad chief about starring
seph'' Cotten, in production. He'll Affair," produced by James Nasof gloves be beard to
tlie thud
18 months ago. Prior to joining
.ser for UA release, he said that
complete tl>e illusion of being on (JA he was with the Hanfli-Metz- be abroad about four months.
will
Ol.wn's
job
be
contact
With
his
return to thesping for that film
the scene. That didn't have umcli ger (now Buchanan) ad agency,
U. S. press reps in I.<ondon and didn't necessarily mean that he
eJVeot on the Paramount audience, following gi-aduatiou from Rutgers.
the feeding of material to Trans- planned abandonment of his prohowever, because they reacted
Sears returned to his desk at the atlantic'-; New York rep. Albert duction activities.
possible
It's
completely as thougli they were
planting
in
D'argolies,
forAmerithe
he'll
homeoffice
(28)
after
Monday
combine them both. Meanthere, screaming instructions to
hospitalizing.
He is expected to can publications. David Golding, while, upon his return to the U. S.
the men in the ring and otherwise
p.a. in London, was
Korda
former
about
"Deliead
for
a
few
weeks
Sept.
launch
the
Coast
in
he'll
1,
indieatin;; gvcal enthusiasm.
recently appointed by the unit to linquent," with Jackie Cooper in
As ii\ previous video shows. Par to continue diKcit.<;sions on new
handle British publicity'.
the top role, for Ua release.
product and other matters.
sol the fight in the Paramount

Raibourn

Sbares

(jopaiiy

t,

tile

IM

Jad Coh Trust

vidend this year, the 'Conunerce
continued sho'wing of American declared.
pictures here has been pushed off
indefinitely.
Instead of dickering
with the French government on
the film legislation lalone, Gerald
Mayer, Motion Picture Assn. of
Continued fTom pufc 3
America foreign chiefs who is
here now, has succeeded in having
Schlaifer wrote in liis letter of resthe film negotiations included in
ignation. "Also, I have been unal-

)

I

with Para-

related that com-

1943

and, during Sears' confinement to
house for "Dream the New York hospital for observaPar and Phil Spitalny's tion the past two weelcs, Lazarus
Girl"
band on the stage.
has occupied his office and handled some of his functions.
One Commercial
LeSieur's post as assistant pub-ad
All but one Gillette commercial
wete deleted by Par. The one Ictl manager will be eliminated under
Francis Winikus
just a card announcing tlial lire new setup.
in
the airing was sponsored by tlie will coiitruie as advertising direcRaibourn iloi', A Tamai in as publicity chief
manufacturer),
ra/.or
in charge of
said, was a payoif for Par's uiic of and Mori Krushen
NBC's video announcer, for which (ield operations.
Par
the bill.
footed
In the sales department, Fred
Gi lette
sliowed plain, printed slides plug- Jack, southern division manager,
ging the next film at the house will take over temporarily as wcstHe'll' replace
and "Emperor Waltz," a Par pic- ei-n sale.smanager.
ture, at Radio City Music Hall, to Maury Orr. who has resigned, to
go into his faniily business. Jack
till the other three between-rounds
has luined down permanent apGillette commercial spots,
Kaibourn refused to disclose pointment to the job, since it
how much the company paid for would entail moving his headquarHe prefers to
ters to New York.
theatre Video rights.
Pal* used its' intermediate film stay in Dallas, where he. has lived

audience in

talized originally at 1^1,000,060.

.

.

tier." and turned it over to Edward
3. White for production as a Boy

Hollywood, June 29.
Teiemount Pictures Corp., video
firm, has been formed by Henry
Donovan, Harry Redmond, Jr„ and
Walter J. Nelson. Incorporation
papers fij.ed at Sacramento show
the new ctnnpany as beine capi-

20tlt Tele
Continued from paec 2

Yankee Stadium

to the relay termiIVom there
nus outside Philly,
they were beamed directly to the
theatre through a microwave unit

installed

by 20th.

Kxtreme longshots used at times
the NBC tele cameras were

by

on the giant theatre screen,
but the closeups used during most
of the action were excellent. Lighting was good enough for the audience to distinguish <tearly between,
the different foody tones of the
two Negro fighters, and even the
n.s.g.

faces of the ringsiders

were clearly

visible.

Screen suffered a slight distoron the extreme left. That
was e3(plained by 20th engineers
tion

as an "overlapping" of the electronic impulses as theV traveled
acros^ the- screen which, they
claimed, is "easy to correct."
There were also blurs around the
bald pate of one of Walcott's handlers when the Stadium Ughta
were on fuU. Once the fight was
underway, though, the pictures
were bright and dear.
Since the Fox system is .simultaneous and utilized the NBC
transmission directly, there was no
way passible of editing out the
Gillette commercials, which was
effected by the Broadway Paramount's intermediate film method.
As a result, the commercials, poorly produced
they were, showed
with as much clarity, on the screen
as the fight, giving the razor outfit
tremendous extra coverage for
their plugs. Audience accepted the
commercials in a kidding manner,
but showed no objection.
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i.inaies

Anti-Trust Suits

S5 Continued from pace t ssi
Philadelphia, June 29;
Leo Posel, retired indie exhibi- William Goldman, Philly exiiib,
tor, donated his SO-acre farm near who already
had won « $375,000

Worcester, Montgomery county, to verdict in a previous suit. Goldthe Variety Club, Tent 13. to lie man is asking the Federal court to
used as a summer home for liandi- compel Warner Bros, and other
capped and needy children. The major distribs tiiere to surixnder
Variety Club plans to begin work ownership of their houses in the
on camp soon, repairs being made Philly area.
out of charity fund of -$40,000.
Goldman maintains that the
The proposal for a summer camj) Supreme
Court decision tossing
for the needy, with full medical
out competitive bidding makes
care while the youassters are vadivorcement the only corrective
cationing. wj»B approved by Tent 13
measure in his sector.
In the
as a permanent charitable project.
alternative, he wants an injunction
Plans also are under way to enlist
barring the defendants from crossthe aid of the Philadelphia Daily
licensing films to eacli otjtter in
News into annual fund-raising, with Philadelphia.

%inNiritini^
John, N. B., June 29.
shows, 16m, are taking epidemic I'orra through the
mmitiiue provinces, being held
wpeknifslUs as well as Sunday afternoons and nights, for admission
jji ic es and "silver coUections."
AU
starlfd with the silver handoruts,
but the promoters found too many
<oiildn't penetrate above nicicels
and dimes, hence now ohly a few
adhei'e to the coUecti(ms. The admissions range from 25 to SOe, inSt.

:

Home Ulm

the newspaper as co-sponsor.

Alliauy Tent Picks

chisive.

from neighbors who fear the lire
menace or collapse of houses, witlv
floors and beams taxed beyond
their limits. In many instances as
many as 300 persons are jammed
into a couple of rooms ,with many

among them.

smoicei's

of the projection

ment

are
semi-pros.

places C. J. Latla, who
ferred by
from here to Eng-

WB

Operators

and

m

ki

Middle

Unicn

brought

UA

and
Professional
Employees
Guild,
is asking for a sliufdefendants in its $573,000 whose contract with UA expired

amount

i

:

May

add another seven who
ini.stakenly ejoduded.

31.

distributing

is

circulars

urging boycott of the two Alms on

grounds

tliat

the

company

is

carry-

ing on n -union-busting'' campaign.
UA refused to sign a new pact
witli SOPEG because the latter rehad been fused to file non-Communist affidavits
under the Taft-HarUey
law.

Motion requests elimination of
Paper cahnonade from SOPEG's
V. Weple.
rival. Local H-63. is blowing leafAndear. Anwell, Mansood. Bogel iets around
the Times Square area
„r,5.r».,«;,%c- -iVi/i
a nd Riclwe Amus compamp and ^^,,.
theatre-shoppers it s oliay
Lanioc Operating Cor
,„.,fn;r!to sec the t^^o UA pix. Signed by
P^
jfwinbt
supplemental summonses
..loi.vw.ri
nninritv
iia office
«H5/i
<-\^^mii<\
ina.iority
jority ol UA
^
A. M. Rapf. Micliael Hudin. Milrey workers, leaflet charges SOPBG
Amus. Corp., Bell Theatres. Ti-:i.y- witli being a "Communist-domiOpmoj-e Operating Corp.,
nated" union riot authorized to
erating Corp. and 62 Delancey .speak for tire conipany employees.

Woe Goldman, Raymond
1

i

R&M

;

Street Tlieati-e Corp.

Application
hearing.

is

set

for

Conflicting

Monday

MPAA, Produces feam
Disbis

of

SOPEG

be conducted by the National
Labor Helations Boar-d. Arthur
Younger, NLRB director, is calling
a meeting of the unions and comPa".v fins week to settle a date for
to

^ %orts

Motion Picture Assn. of Ameik-a-s program of propaganda shorts

Hie ejections.
has collided with its first major
>«'^>C.
and Screen Publicists
tangle on policy-a distrib-produlOiukl. meanwhile, are girding lor
cer liattle over the number of p;x
;a showdown battle with other mayearly.
released
be
sliould
whicli
companies, whose contracts
.lor
Ml'AA
the
and
film-makers
Coast
with the two CIO guilds expire
are holding out for 13 briefies anSept. 27. At a joint meeting Monnually while distribs are insi.sting
day
28
both unions affirmed
that the total be held down to
their determination not to comply
|

,

(

six.'

,.

a

New York meeting

,

ol

,.

di.s-

reps last week, proposal for

13 releases was nixed.

It

is

still

uncertain what furUier steps will
and its
be taken by the

I

,

with the Taft-Hartley law despite
industry hints tliat no negotiations
for new pacts will take place unless

tliey

do.

allies

to

push

MPAA

for

eiTective.
DLstrib.?

Flies Suit
June

25.

Central Avenue Tiieatre Corp.,
operator of Zaring, nottside nabe,
aslcs $.'522,000 dartiages in anti-trust

suit field in Federal court here last
six distribof
nine
theatres, cliarging conspiracy to
monopolize film relcasjes and fix adiilission prices. Suit attacks clearance set-up, cliarging monopoly is
created
firstruns
by
cA-hlsive
downtown and preferential treat-

Thursday (24) against
and operators
utors

Warns

'

Labor

Oiiief

and one month would be lower

than the pteceding period, hat boviT
tlic bottom apparently has been
reached. He opined tliat television will be « defidiie factor in
keeping people away. However,
the exec added that it's bard to
pick out any single Iheocj' and
say, "that's the reason why iliey
Defending the Anglo-U. S. tax didn't come."
Joseph Springer, general managreement, O'Brien said tliat the
U. S. embargo during the period of ager of the 37-house Cenlury loop
the 75% tax was spelling disaster in Brooklyn and Long Island, deWhen claredi "I don't tldnk that admisfor the British industrj''Sion
cuts are the answer to Hvt
tlie British failed to fill the gap,
confidence fell both on the produc- situation. Overiieiad, -rising wage
tion and esdiibiilion end. As a re- scales, among other things, prevent
such a move.
Everybody
sult, O'Brien said, banks and Investment companies refused to risk knows tliat business is off and
-when we get some decent pidluvcs
their money for finance because
it will pick up."
tiiey knew they couldn't recover
David Wcinstock, prexy ot
production in Britain
costs ol
alone.
He disclosed Uiat out of 'Raybond circuit, witiii some 16 theConilmied from

patce

6

.

enforced in (he first few years due
to a shortage of British product,
"The authorities," he, said, "will
have to turn a blind eye to a number of irregularities 11 they do not
want our cinemas to close.''

Uw

10,000 employees in
2,000 were laid ofT.

atres in ConnecUctit', frew -Jersey
also feels that casts
are too high to warrant any slice
in exLsliag prices. An up.'-.urge iui
attendance, he empliasizcd, would
not be fell unless product look m.

the studios,

and New Vbrk,

O'Brien also put the quietus on
British beefs over Oie Anglo-U. S,
pact to the effect Hiat American
producers would use frozen funds
to swamp Britisii production. The
facts,

sharp

iii

the

56 N.Y. RKO Flads
Get Pay Increases

quality.

its film

Young America

Elects

Klcctlons held last week at the
annual sto(ddiolders and dii>ectoni
meeting of Young America. Films,
Inc.. resulted in the naming; of
Godfrey M. Elliott as a board member as well as veepee. He's been
with YAF for the pa.st three yeats
as editor4n-«liief, in charge ot re-

Tele's Effects

Fereign fix

improvement

"Better pictures are the solution
because the pulilic is iiecomingl
more and more discriminaUng in

according to O'Briert, show

raent of St. Clair and Uptown, that all the nia.jor studios at Dennorthside competitoi-s. It clm-ges ham, Piiiewood, Islington, Elstrce
patronage loss of S147.000 since and Shepperton are conti-olled by
Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Aj)ril ], 1947, at Zaring because of J.
Korda and the Associated Britishsituation.
Go.
"Between 80, and 90% of
Distributors named are Loew's,
Britain's studios today are produc20th-Fox, Paramount. .Columbia,
ing British films," O'Brien said, as
Universal
and United Artists.
Other defendants are Amusement aguinsf only one American studio
in Britain,
Enterprises, Inc., operator of St.
Clair, Uptown. Sti-and and Oriental,
local nabes, and the FourtJi Avenue
Amus. Co.. Louisville and Greater
lndianapnU.s Amus. Co.. ioint operators of Indiiuia. CUrcle, Ijvric
i Centinueil ffom pag« II s
and Keith's. Loew's. also is listed.
es." Goldberg declares, "You can't
edit television newsreels. If your
camera is taking the Yale game,

search and production.

Company

is

one of the

.larger

producers .and distributors of cd»cational pictures,
Otiter ofTiccrs
re-elected at the conclave are:
Stuart Sclieftel, prexy; Alfred G.
Vanderbilt,' ciiairnum of the boiord;

grab Motie Dame. Filmed
newsreels art edited to give you
.vou can't

Richard Aciss. se«aretacy, and Joba
the highlights of all the games of Groves, treasurer.a particular Saturday and I meim
that's important. Telcvidon. moretheatres, Belore the war, when over, can never equal films in
foreign pix were confined to a smoothness. A film can have every
narrow circuit of arty houses, cen- flaw ironed out. You take video as
CnatiiiiieS tram vage C i
sorship groups didn't care one way it comes and it's bound to coino
rna'kes the American firm's legal
or anotlier how much "realism' badly now and then."
Most exhibs in liie New Haven position possibly dnublfai.
depicted
on the screen.
they
Despite its shareholdings in
Showing of tlie.se same pix in sector take the middle coui-.se, Vafamily theatres, however, have iHETV's correspondent there re- Odcon, Rank has refused an}* playperked up the guardians ot public port.'?. More considered opinions dates to UA. Gb the other hand,
in Connecticut feel video would lie is giving playing time, although
morality.
Large part of the blame for the definitely dent grosses under cer- limited, txi other U. S. disstribs.
board has been mullheavy craciulovi-n on foreign pix tain conditions, but fell that it Thus the
has been placed on the. sensational had compensating possibilities in ing the advantages of filing .suit.
educating the public to a wider
Some of the
directors feel
tvfie of advertising u.sed to promote theiu. Lurid and, in most range of entertainment-conscious- there may be another solution and
ness. An example of this line of liiat going fo court will just elimicases, false adverti.^iiig claims have
reasoning is the effect of radio on nate any possibility of a negotiated
stM'ved lo completely distort tlie
aim of several noteworthy' pix, it's concert attendance. It is argued peace. Other, more miUflhnt board
that the be-st music in the world members^ think the company has
felt. Chief danger of .the practice
is heard over the airwave."! but, notliing 'to lose, since tlicy see
of turning a fast dollar by sharp
I-athcr'lJiar beiiig a deterrent, this little possibility of a rapproacheadvertising is seep in the pos.sibilfactor has serve'd to boost concert mcnl with the Britisii film topper.
ily that all foreign pix will be
attendance.
Their idea is that the suit can't put
.iudged guilty and be forced to
U.'V in any worse position regardprove tiieir innocence firsL
Radio Comparison
ing Rank than it is biow, and it
Indie di.strifos of foreign pix.
Wolcott doesn't think the indu.s- may improve things. It is this line
however, are only mildly afraid of try can absorb the shock of tele as jof Uiinking which is now taking
the censorship raps just so long as easily and as quickly as it did ra- the ascendancy.
they have no official status. In dio. "At that." he adds, ".'imall
Oddly enough, Rank's crackdown
some cases the raps are welcomed towns fe}t the impact of radio for on playing time for the American
as additional lures for their films. a full three years, never fully re- companies ha,sn't been altogether
While bookings of "condemned" covering until sound pictures came unfavorable for UA. It owns the
pictures in nabe houses has. fallen in."
Loddon Pavilion, a house which
off as a result, the art houses still
"If producers and distributors much of the time in the past has
play them, and exploitation houtH?s will stand by their thousands of lacked for adequate product. Now
buy the ones with the most notori- theatre customers and if we our- it is being highly sought alter for
ous reputations.
selves can be given the op|>or- playdaies b.v Yank distribs. Tliey
Pix banned in the last seven tunlty of presenting television on want it for first-runs for the conmonths by the L. of D. include large screens in our theatres, we siderable number of films which
"Volpone,"
"The have a very good chance of coming won't play the Rank circuits, but
"Passionelle."
Eternal Ketum" and "Fric Prac," through. I believe the proposition will play the .subsequent'.nui indie
as siinple as that," Wolcott houses throughout London and
all French, and "Torment," the i.s

Following pattern set at other
voted down the promajor film companies, 56 flaclcs in
posal alter noting that producers
the homeoilice of 'RKO and RICO
had overlooked the fact that it Service Corp., have received pay
takes 12 months to play off one of hikes ranging from
$20 for senior
Since that is so. betlie.se shorts.
publicists to $5,50 for apprentices,
fore the year is up, six pix will be
through retroactive to Sept. 27. 1947. Salin release and circulating
ary iMiosts stemmed from a dispute
the theatres. To up the number
major between the company and Screen
to 13 would mean that a
Publicists Guild which was arwould be distributing more than bitrated under the guild contract's
one iVll'AA -short at Uie same time. wage reopenine clause.
Final arbitration case involving
Van Upp'a Fislier Bioff
the SPG is currently taking place
Hollywood, June 29.
with Pai-amount b<jfore the AmerVirginia Van Upp shifted from
ican Arbitration Assn. Deci-sion.
CoUinibia to 20th-Fox tx> smpt a
which is expected to parallel the
musical biography of Fred Fi-sher,
Jessel tilts given by the other companies,
the songwriter, with George
Swedish imiiort.
is slated fof next week.
producing.

Enough

^

i

UA

UA

'

MPAA

producer

feels that
larger number.
one per-naonOi release pace will
make the publicity program more

(jiret 6.0. Dip

Despite generally poor business,
several independent cimiit chiefs
Biz for AU,
in Uie New York metropolitan area
cuts
that
emphasized
have
HofolitsieUe
definitely
scales
in
admission
Dallas, June 20.
would not be resorted to in an efAccording to Karl Hoblitzelle, fort to stimulate attendance. F.xprez of Interstate Theatres Circuit, hibs in some .out^C-town situations
there's enough Xsiv. iu exhibition for were reported to have taken such
all, and no tlieatreman need use a .step.
conniving tactics to get his sliarc.
"We will tiy to hold the Hue on
Hoblitzelle and K. J. O'Donncll.
admission prices," declared Walter
v.p. and general manager of the
Beade chain
B0«d«. Jr., «t
circuit, spoke before a meeting of
with some 42 houses In New Jeriwy
the Dallas Independent Theatre and upstate Wew York, In face ot
Owners.
rising costs ha frankly stated tliat
"We ai-e going to fight for busi- he did not know how prices could
ness, and fight hard, but it will be be cut,
"Business in aur siluadone with clean liands, and 'vve lions," he. said, "iias levcle'l off,
-want you exhibitors to fight just *s but as yet we have not noticed
'
hard in the same manner,", said an uptrend/'
Hoblitzelle.
Analyzing thls.year^ grtms to
date, Bcade disclosed Umt in the
last six: montlis one week would
usually 'be lower tlian the piwviaus

by

*
is affiliated I
CcmtinueO from page 11
to the International Alliance of
'Tlieatrieal Stage Employees, will foreign pi.v since the end of the
be settled at union shop elections war due to their bookings in nabe

and Local H-63, wliich

(6'

Vs.

claims

Nabe

Indianapolis.

Msdk^B

r.nions contesting control over
white-collarites. Screen Office

WfllSEL SUIT

percentage-chiselling action against
Harry Brandt. 165 corporations
and 96 tlieatres now pending in tlie
New York supreme court. Par has
filed application to drop eight defondants mistak«nly included and

At

was

Vs. Six Major Distribs

Two United Artists pictures
showing on Broadway. "Arch of
Triumph" at the Globe and "Time
of Your Life!' at the MayJEair, are
now in the middle of piiblic leaflet
barrages set down by two rival

nil.

fling of

UA Pk

Indpls.

OfB'mylHspateOB

PAR ASKS RESHUFFLE

trib

action

rices Despit€

.

2

TI 10 home shows came into circulation last fall and have been
expanding in numlier and attendances ever since. Particularly appealing are Sunday shows, since
theatres are buttered that day and
tiie eniertammeiit ;»dtedu^e is al-

Pui

Third

'

the'equipment is owned,
other cases is rented, as

as tlie films.

most

Vicks-

of

in
I

of

Applebaum

E.

Monogram besides
all proceeds from Republic and
two appearances l)y Horace Heidt L. A. "Stein, competitoj- in Alma,
band to the club's chief proj- Ga. Suit claims plaintifl' was unect, Ifuilding of its new Blind able to buy better product. Fourth
Baby's Nursery.
Heidt is slated was bought for $522,000 in Indianfor July 2,5 at Civic Auditorium apolis by Central Avenue Tlieatre
here and Au«. 1 at Oakland Audi- Onrp.
torium Arena,

feature bill, at
25c |)er. There are two shows at
None of the promoters has
niHiilany provincial tax to contend witli.

Some

court

Joseph

win contribute

been doing tmnaway
Sunday afternoons and

liad

nigtits. for a single

vol

Miss.,

ville exliilw. liled

Ahna Amus. Co. in the Federal
Ilcidt Coast Dates for Variety Cl«ib court, Brunswick, Ga., for $21,000
and an injunction again.st alleged
Sjin Francisco.
violations
of monopoly laws. Named
Abe Blumenfeld announced that
the Variety Club of Northern Cali- as defendants are "Warners, 20tliiornia. Tent 32, wliich he heads, Fox, United Artists, Eagle Lion,

What they

.

moters

burg.

and Bertram

Simnis, Greenagainst the eight
majors and others -asking $600,000
triple-damages.
Plaintiffs chai-ge
conspiracy and claim unrea.sonabIe
clearance. They assert their house
was forced to follow Paramount
.was trans- theatre in Greenville by 60-90 days.

and sound equip- land.
amateurs and

mostly

don't linow
about tlie equipment is plenty.
A deluge of protests from neighbors forced a slowdown at one
spot, where, on the second floor of
an' ancient dwelling house two pro-

business

In the Federal

Smakwitz

Albany.
Charles A,
Smitkwitz,
acting
zone manager of Warner tlieatres,
appointed cluiirman of Aliiany
Variety dub's Heart Fund committee, operating a summer camp.
Smaliwitz, former -chief bju-ker, re-

The only complaints have come

wenttuc

;

.

. -

:

:

j

-
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CONSEQ
I

An audience of more than
60,000,000 heard the

I

I

nation-wide search for

Jane Doe""
weeks of smash
"'Miss

in three
publicity.

'Scrttn Ploy by

tAWRENCC KIMBLE

Adaptation by

Associate Produc«r-Direcfor--

DECLA OUNNING.

JOHN

H.

AU£R

PICTURBS
(Col) and "Love
(EL), sock $0,700.

from Stranger"

Orpheiim (H-E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Give Regards Broadway" (20tlj)
and "Woman in White" (WB), also
Oriental. Sock $9,000. Last week,
"Coroner Creek" (Col) and "Best
Man Wins" (Col), okay -$6,400.
Rains (^me io Indpk,
Paramount (H-E) (3.400; 50-85)—
(Continued from page 13)
and
better. Last week, "Time of liife" "Fuller Brush Man" (Col)
But Not Biz; *ilpaclie'
"Love from Stranger" (EL) (2d wk).
(UA) (4th wk), fine $8,000.
Stasedoor (Ackerman) (3,50; 60- Fine $9,500. Last week, terrific
Alone Fine at $12,000 85t—"Henry VIU" (SO and 514,400.
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
"Katharine
Great"
(SO
(3rd
wk)
Indianapolis, June 29.
"Coroner Creek" (Col) and "Best
Rains irnaUy broke heat spell (reissues). Oke $2,600. Last week, Man Wins" (Col) (m.o.\ Fair $1,800.
here, but film biz ig still only $3,300.
»
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— Last week, "Hazard" (Par) and
iiiotlerate at downtown first-runs.
"The Idiot" (Indie). Okay $1,800 Waterfront- at Midnight" (Par)

Picture Grosses

20 New Drive-hs for Pittsburgli Area
Id Last Seven MonAs; Other Projects

SAN FRANCISCO

!

i

Last week, fine $2,400.
Nations (FWt:)
1,149;

$2,000.

United

1

i

I

—

slow $10,000.
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44rC5)—
"Wallflower" (WB) and "Valley Of
Oiaiils"

tWB)

week,

I.,ast

(reissue).

Oke

$5,000,

"Miracle

of

Bells"

State (Par) (2,133; 60-85)— "I,
Jane Doe" (Rep) and "The Gallant Legion" (Rep).
Mild $7,000
or close.
Last week. "Arch of
Triumph" (UA) (5th wk) (m.o.i,

(RKOr

(m.o.), $3,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450;

'

"Woman

44-65)—
(M-G) and
Tangier" (CoU.

From

'REGAW

drive-ia

Closings

i

Shutdown Strategy
Complete shutdown of studios
rather than a crippled production
pace
is
the
likely strategy, film tap60)— "On Merry Way" (UA). Bare
Total cessation of
Last week, "Another Pari pers indicate.
$9,000.
film-making is considered more
Forest" (U), $9,600.
Hippodrome (Rappaport), (2,240; economical, and the emphasis,

SUN SLOUGHS SEATTLE;

;

Nice $9,000 after slick $17,000
oponer.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)— "Old
Lo.s Angeles" (Re^) and "Timber

new

starting

pix,

.

,

$5,000.

Wild"

Goes

Bride

Motion for summary judgment eign
sougiit

,

1

Oke

.;,

Local syndicate beaded by Gams
Rubin, Who owns and operates Art
Cinema, downtown home of for-

,

,

Estimates for This Week
Cirtde iGamblie-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

Motion Deferred

by Universal stockholders near Baden, Pa., about 20 miles'
Stephen Truncale and William from downtown Pittsburgh. Deal
Freiday against the company and went through recently and construction is under way, -with nn
certain of its directors was ad„,
opening scheduled before raiddltf'
journed last week by Judge John
,„ ,
of the month.
^i''!'''!-.
won:; -n
W. Clancy in N. Y. federal court.
„.y°J*«^
'^J^^f^i
That makes abobt the 20th new*
Ho'^o'io'"'^
Plaintiffs object to claimed stock drive-in
to spring, up this year 'in
Torrid $10,000. Last week, $14,200. transactions participated in by
the immediate metropolitan dt:;^^-.^^^—''^il: company
directors.
^Pf^^^ff'!^';
trit't.
As little .as three summers
Y^'"
^?v^,':"r/y'(^,^ ^1'^r. ^"Jif nJ?^
One action brought by the stock- ago, there was only one in existOlympics (UA) (m.o
Fair $1000
)
holders deals with alleged bu,ving ence here, Norbert Stem's at South
Arch of Iri- and
.V.^st week,
selling of Universal stock by Park, which is' still in operatton.
<2d wk) (m.o.). $1,()00.
"'"P'^
Joseph 'Farrell and IMward J.
five company directoj's in violation
of Securities & Exchange CommLs- Mulcahy will open the new Fairsion regulations, A'nother involves view Drive-in at St. Mary's, Va.,
Balto Not Boffo Albeit
option deals whereby U is charged within the next month;
'Years' Strong $12,500 with signing waivers for some 19
3 New Texas H&uses
directors. Latter arrangement, it's
Baltimore, Jiune 29.
Houston.
The bottom seems to have fallen claimed, is a waste of corporate
Oskar Kom, owner of O. IC. Cirout of most downtown spots here assets.
cuit, announced he will start conthis stanza.
The combo Hippostruction soon on two nabe houses
drome is laying it on heavily with
hoi-e.
One will 'be located ±n
"So Well Remembered," LouisGalena Park section, a 1,000)
Walcott fight films and vaude, and
sealer.
Other will have seating
Stuilfo
drawing fairly well. Better than
capacity of 750 and will be on
average activity also is reported
5 Continued from page s ^ssa
Lyons avenue. Gives circuit eight
lor preem of "So This Is New
nabe houses here.
York" at the Mayfair.
"Best whether a new agreement can be
Skelton
Brothers opened a new
Vears" is big at the Town on pop- made without a walkout.

"Fori Apache" looks tops in nearHd(!se shuttered beaverage week at Indiana, "Noose in 3 days.
Hangs High" is only fair at Cir- cause of fire on roof. Last week,
"Tristan and Isolde" (Indie) (2d
cle. "Bride Goes Wild" is holding
wk) nice $2 200
up nicely hi second stanza at
Larkin (Roesnerl (400; 65-85)—!
Loevv's.
".Icnny Lamour" (Indie) (3d wk).

65)— "Noose Hangs High" (EL) 60-85)—"The Lest One" (indie).
and "Cobra Strikes" (EL). Modest Nice S5j000 or close.
La.sl week
$10,000. Last week, "Best Years"
Regards to Broadway" (20lli),
(KKO», oke $11,000, in first show- $2,500.
ing at pop scale.
'Enquire (Blumenfeldl (955; 55Indiana (G'D) (3,300; 44-65)— 85) "Coroner Creek" (CoD. Neat
"Fort, Apache" (RKO). Nice $12,- $7,500.
Last week, "Flight LieuOOO. Last week, "All My Sons" (U) tenant" and "Coast Guard" (Col)
and "King oi Gamblers" (Rep), (reissues), $7,000.

Pittsburgh.

U

scale run.

.

l^stimates for This
Century (Loew's-UA)

DIM $8,000

Week

Tem-Bel

400-car

<}iive-in

near

Temple.

(3,000; 20-

2 Nev/ Arizona

Houses
Phoenix.'

•

.

'

Seattle, June. 29.
Malcolm White opened T-Bar-T
Okay $6,000. Last
Hot weather Sunday (27) put the
theatre in Scottsdale, Arii:., being
'Em Back AUve" skids
under biz generally this week.
that community's first house. He
and "Docks of Biggest
disappointments
are "Give 25-70)— "So
Well Remembered" right now, is on a method which also is building- a theatre tst.Sotttb
New Orleans" (Mono), solid $7,000. Regards to Broadway" and
"Raw (EL) plus Louis-Walcott fight films can save coin. This is particularly Phoenix with opening
likely thi*

Trail"

(Rep).

week,

"Bring

(RKO)

'

(j-eissue)

m BACr

^BRING

THAT

Deal,"
both doing surprisingly
slow trade.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Sloase (H-E) (800: 45-80)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO) and "Fighting Mad" (Mono) (m.o.i. Nice .$3.000 for third downtown week. Last
week, "Other Part Forest" (U) and
"Lead Soldiers" (20th) (m.o.), $2.-

DOES

and vaude.

Combo

ac(ivily

$13,1500.

"Tarzan

'

IN CINCY, $15,500
Cincinnati, June 29.

I

1

Downtown biz continues perky in
the face of an early heat wave and
outdoor opposish from parks, pools, 800.
summer racing meet at River
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 45-80)
Downs and baseball. Of the three
(20th)
hefty new bills, "Mr. Blandings" —"Regards to Broadway
and "On Our Merry V^ay," are in and "Counterfeiters" (20th). Verj/
"Remema photo run for front money, with mild $8,000. Last week,
"Rusty"
"Best Yeai-s of Our Lives" not too ber Mama" (RKO) and
far behind.
Another newcomer, (Col) (3d wk), nice enough $7,800.
Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Hatter's Castle," got off briskly on
Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (5th wk),
a Saturday opening under the
Nice $6,500. Last week, strong
Grand's I'evamped schedule.
100.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)--"Mr.
Music Bojc (H-E> (850; 45-80)—
Blandings" (SRO). Sweet $15,000. "Remember Mama" (RKO) and
Last week. "Give Regards Broad- "Rusty" (Col) (m.o.). Good $3,500
way t20th), $15,500.
for fourth downtown week. Last
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75) - week, "Miracle of Bells" (RKO) and
"Pirate" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay "Western
Heritage" (RKO) (m.o.),
'
$7,500 in wake of solid $13,000 $3,300.
shoveoff.
Music Hall (ll-E) (2.200; 45-80)^
"

.

.'63.400.

New
I

'

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Homecoming" (M-G) tSth wk).
"Hatter's Castle" (Par). Oke $9,000 Slow $4,000 after trim $6,800 last
01- near.
Last week, "Bring 'Em week.
Back
Alive"
(KKO) (reissue).
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Hel|)ed six days by
"Morning
4 Faces West" (UA) and "Cobra
Matinee"' program starring Rutli
Fair $7,000. Last'
Strike.?" (EL).
i

stage, Frank Buck p.a.
"River Lady" (U) and "Capopening day, tiein with Enquirer week,
mild $9,000 in

|

i

tain Boycott" (U),
and Zoo to supply a gorilla, and!
days.
sock overall campaign. Sock $15,-' 10
Palomar (Sterling)
500 in 10 days.
I

Keith's (City Inv.) (1.542: 50-75)

—"Best Years" (RKO). Big

$11,000.

I

i

(1,3.50;

45-80)—
wk). $6,500.
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Man from
Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
Te,\as" (EL). Very dim $ti,000. Last
"^'Fuller Brush Man"' (Col), Held on week. "Apache" ("BKO) and "Fight
moveover for four days into sixth ing Mad" (Mono) (2d wk), ^Hd

—

downtown

sesh, and "Sea Spoilers"
(Indie) and "Magnificent Brute"
(Indie) (reissues) in last half Average $5,500. Last week, "Fuller"
(Col), hot $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
.

I

i

$8,400.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)

(M-G) and "Exposed"
(Rep) (2d wk). Nice $5,500. Last
week, sock $8,400;

—"Pirate"

Port Up as Floods End;

i

PHILADELPHIA

i

|

I

,

|

,

Stanley
the Whistler" (Col> (2d
"Emperor Waltz" (Par) (2d wk). "Return-of
wk) (m.o.). Big $4,000. Last week,
Not living up i-o promise of whirl- $4 400
wind start, with $26,000 in view.
"(H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
Oriental
Last week, .soc'.w $32,500.
"Give Regards to Broadway" (20th)
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)-and "Woman in While" (WB), day"Raw Deal" (EL) (2d wk). ProiU- date with Orpheum. Good $4,5()().
$16,500
smash
able $9,700 after
Last week, "Fuller Brush Man'
opener.

Rocky

fall.

Harry Nace is building an 800seater in nearby Glendale. It wlU

he managed by Lawrence £agUn,
mansger of Glendale Community

theatres. Inc.

B'way
In

Stage Employees threattoed

Give Regards to Broadway" (20th) ered too high.
Holding up at $8,000
i2d wk).
Shutdown at Universal has been
after good $12;700 opener.
ordered because the company will
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
have 19 American pix ready with"Big Punch" (WB). Not much at
in a few weeks and at least a half$7,000. Last week.. "B. F's Daughdozen imports from J. Arthur
ter" (M-G). mild $9,100.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65) Rank. With two Yank pix a month
—"Best Years" (RKO). Back at planned for release for the rest of
Last the year, U is armed with etfough
pop prices, sook $12,500.
week. "Fighting Father Dunne" celluloid to'cai'ry it through February.
(RKO), $9,000.
U's studio will be able to give
employees a mass vacation while
endeavoring to rehabilitate its
All old
plant and machinery.
(Continued from page 15)
and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col) (re- problems and scripts wilt be
cleared up during the hiatus witii
issues). $10,000,
DowntoTO (Balaban) (2,863 70- ihe 'Valley lot getting off to a fresh
95)— "Fort 4pache" (BKO) (5th start Oct. 1. "Thunder on the
Oke $5,000 after same in. Hill," Joan Fontaine starrer, slated
wk).
as the last summer starter, has
fourth stanza.
Fox (Fox-Michlgan> (5,100; 70- been called off because of her apFair proaching motherhood.
95)
"Homecoming'.' (M-G).
19.000 after big $40,000 opener.
RKC) this week moved towards
70-95)—
(U-D)
(4,039;
Michigan
complete shutdown by cancelling
"Up in Central Park" (U) and three films, including "BattleTrim ground," Lasky-MacEwen produc"Fighting Mad" (Mono).
$20,000. Last week. "Pii-ate" (M-G) tion slated 1.0 be the year's biggest.
and "Rocky" (Mono) (2d wk), good Others killed off are "Bed of
$14,000.
Roses" and "Setup." "Roses" was
Palms fU-D) (2,716; 70-95)—
"Crusades" (Par) (reissue) and due to start July 12 and the set
"Assigned to Danger" (EL) (2d was already built
41 Now Rollintr
Wk). Good $14,000 after sock $21,Production has been tapering
000 first -week.
United Arti-sts (U-D) (2,976; 70- for some time. Some 41 features
95)__"Another Part Forest" (U) are now rolling through the stuand "Secret Service Investigator" dios against 47 a year ago and 58
Last week, two years back.
Fair $12,000.
(Rep)^
"Arch of Triumph" (UA) (2d wk),
Warner Bros, alone is apparently
fine S17,000.
heralding a rise in the piroduction
pace.
Faster playoff of pix may
be one reason for WB'i! whooping
it up; but it is felt that the Kur-

!

(2,950;

atrical
a halt

to production, these eiglit
companies had 129 pix in the cans.
Half year later, the total was down
(Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)— to 110, and that was still consid-

'Duel' Torrid $11,500
Portland, Ore., June 29.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
Flood damages are being re"Give Regards Broadway" (20th)
and traffic is slowly getting
paired
(m.o ). Par $5,000. Last week, "Arsh
normal here. Downtown
lit Aiiied
to
back
of Triumph" (UA) (m.o.), $4,500.
houses are showing a slight pickup
Continued from pace 3
this week, "Give My Regards to
Broadway" and "Duel in Sun," the
money a man gets
^
^
new entries, are coining money^ ^'^
„f
j^j
^
(Continued from page 15)
the more mohey he I,.,' for
thin $6,500. Last week, "Mating of ^rariT'^rCmemKama^f^rr'eilTv^ng
amusement
Millie" (Col), $8,500.
doing best on holdover.
continues,
bulletin
50-94)
"Second,"
Keith's (Goldman) (1,300;
Estimates for This Week
"the more time he has oflF from his
—"State of Union" (M-G). Very
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85) job the more hours he has to seek
light iB4,50b. Last week, "Big City"
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) and "Case entertainment."
(M-G), $7,000.
„
Baby Sitter" (SG). Torrid $11,Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)— of
After striking at Hollywood proscale. Last week, "Sil"Philadelphia Story" (M-G) (re- 500 at pop
for givmg out with violent
ver River" (WB) and "King of the ducers
issue). Modest $5,000. Last week,
propaganda while
(UA) (2d wk), excellent "anti-union"
"Kings of Olympics" (UA) and Olympics"
blaming the high cost of produc"Night in Casablanca" ,(UA) (re- $6i200.
50-85)-tion on organized labor, Allied conMusic Box (H-E) (1,000;
issue), fairish $5,500.
and
(RKO)
cludes:
50-94)-- "Remember Mama"

lively $12,000.

(WB)

so since grosses are. substantially
off in U. S. theatres.
The backlog is now at a terrific
high of J71 films completed and
unreleased by the eight majors
alone.
There- are enough pix to'
keep the octet going for a full year.
In Octol)er, 1946, when the jurisdictional squabble
between the
Conference of Studio Unions and
the International Alliance of The-

.

(UA), plus Louis-

WaJcott fight pix. Great notices for
the Goddaid-Mcredith pic and fight
reels, helping to wham $15,000.
Last week, "Furnace Creek" (20th)

and

."B

(3,039;

•

"On Merry Way"

week,

—

City" (M-G) and "Old Los
Angeles'" (Rep) (2d wk). Thin $5.500. Last week, fancy $9,000.

—"Big

Paramount (H-E)

Lasst

(RKO)

;

45-80)

•

and best grosser here in weeks.
Last week, "A^l My Sons" (U) (2d

attracting nice

Mermaids"

DETROIT

.

WLW

Lyons on

at

vaude, $14,200.
KeUh's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20601— "Dear Girl" (Par). Opeped
today (Tues.) after week of "Hatter's Castle" (Par) failed to attract
In ahead, "River Lady"
at $5,500.
(U) was steady $7,300;
>
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—
"So This Is New York" (UA). Sold
as world preem and pointing to
Last
better than average $5,000.
week. "Rebecca" ' (UA) (reissue),

bank studio can't push

'along' in-

Vtctorkt Iteatre

l[teive fac#t
For

Victoria

Liiirg^RiiiiFjpfi^
on Broadway

theatre

will shutter about July 15 for an
extensive facelift.
It
will
foe
closed until .ibout Oct. 1, v/hen
construction will be completed.
Policy then will be switched to
make it a leading long-runi show-

case for top product, with JDavid
O. Selznick possibly leasing' it.
City Investing Co., which owns
the Victoria and the Astor, next
door, is adding 400 seats to the
house's present 700-per5on ca-"
pacity.
Theatre also will get a
complete renovation job insid*; and
out.

.

This

is

indicative that CI'S plans

to tear

down the whole Broadway

block

between

45th

and

46tU.

streets to erect a pair of new theatres there has been shoved back
indefijutely.
It'* said that build-

ing costs.are too high currently for
the job City intended to do.

which has been ilk
months, would- be
of Samuel Goldthe Astor.
Goldwyn leases, the house and books it,
but actual physical operation is
handled by CI on a percentage

Selznick deal,
negotiation for
similar to that
wyn's pact on

basis.

Sues to Hold Paramount

Name

in Toledo

Area

Toledo, June 29.
Carl H. Sehwyn Theatres, Inc.,
Cygnet, O., has filed suit to retain
exclusive use of the Jpararaount
name for any Tofedo-arca theatre,

naming Paramount

Pictures, Inc.,

New

York; Balaban & ICatz and
oth^r individuals and firm? as defendants.
Sehwyn interests in August,
1946, leased the present Paramount, Toledo, for 10 years, starting July 1, 1^48. Suit stated that
on Feb. 24, 1948, the defendants
gave the Sehwyn interests exclusive right to use the Paramount
.

at its
present speed
without building a top-heavy backlog.
Warners now has 17 completed^.' eight before the cameras,
and^ jAtof to 10 &has ptanued to b^
in 'wor& simultdn^ously.
During the past 11 weeks, ac- name. However, on June 30. officording to Jack h. Warner, exec cials of Paramount and Balaban
producer, employment at Burbank & Katz notified the plaintiff they
has risen 42% to reach a total Of intended to use the Paramount
Warner -name on a new theatre to be
brackets.
in
all
4,188
promised that in July the studio built in ToletJo by them, or until
would be busier than ever and that its completion, on the Princess
employment, which has doubled theatre, Toledo, also operated by
on his lot since tlie beginning of B. & K., Sehwyn contended. Anthe year, Would continue its up- nouncing his intention of taking
over the present Paramount on
recommendnot
is
bulletin
"This
ward curve.
.luly 1 under terms of his lease,
and
bego
out
members
ing that
Sehwyn requested the court to deit
does
But
organizers.
come labor
New 750-Seater tn Texas
clare his right to the. theatre name
attitude
friendly
a
that
Houston.
believe
exclusive in this area, «nd prohibit
the
man
is
a
'working
constructing
the
toward
Long circuit is
the defendants from 'using it in
Texas,
to
that
you
can
at
Taft.
investment
750-seater
new
soundest
any manner.
Texas.
the
old
replace
make."
definitely

:

W«nlnc83ay, June 30, 1948-
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Ibps trom Film

NEW YORK
liam D. Gaddoni, Chict^o salesman
since 1946, named Omaha branch
manager, succeeding Gerald E.

McGlynn, who becomes Des Moines
manager.
McGlynn replaces D. C. Kennedy, who recently
resigned to handle his own theatre
interests.
Vincent Flynn, acting
manager at Omaha during recent
Illness of McGlynn, appointed Milwaukee branch manager. Hari-y
Buxbaum, former salesman in
Washington, was upped to assistant
branch manager in -San Francisco.
Joseph Minsky, Eagle Lion district manager, has resigned to enter outside industry. Mlnslcy has
beeri ih charge of the PhiladelphiaPittsburgh - Washington exchanges
and his district was recently enlarged to- include Cleveland and
branch

Cincinnati. He joined EL in 1946.
Donald L. Velde, an exec in Natipnal Screen Service's accessory

week. He had
been with NSS for over eight
years, going to the firm from Paramount' when tlie tetter's accessory
activities were absorbed by NSS.
Duties will be absorbed by Burton
E. Bobbins, assistant to prexy Herdept., resigned last

man

Bobbins. Velde's resignation
second withdrawal at NSS within
a week, Henry H. Kohn, national
supervisor of NSS branch opera-^
tions, leaving after 22 years with

is

company.
Universal is continuing to augits homeoffice publicity staff.
Following tJie addition of several
few weeks,
U ha$ now tapped Lowell Benedict

ment

jiacks within tlie past

publicity

who

last

chores.

Benedict,

•

served in the industry as
contact, will tem-

Metro magazine
porarily

replace

M

Commissioner of the new Kentucky State Police, was authorized
by the board to employ whomever
I he might desire out of his own salas

Yanks' Emi^rgo

nan

ary to conduct organization duties.
Continued ^(Om puse 3
Board's move was prompted' by
the belief that Crowe's new duties
other theatre operator put on the arises .concerning a 100% embargo
ing musical, "Carou.sel," looks ca- would prove rather heavy, thus reon Bank is the' fact that Univearsal
quiring services of an assistant for nixed list.
pacity both here and in Seattle.
Discuss
Plans
has a contract to 'provide him With
Odeon Tijeatres discontinuing at least two or three months.
The plans for withholding prod- product, so it is doubtful if it
policy of day-and-date -showings in
could
go along. Similar situation
uct from Bank and for the new
downtown Plaza and suburban
BritMPEA organization were discussed prevailed during the generalteportPark. Plaza will stay on iirstinm
Bank was
policy while Park will revert to oldBill Ainsworth, president of Na- by company heads at the meeting ish embargo .and
with legal acUireatening
policy of subsequent-runs and two tional Allied, will be headliner for of the MPEA exec board In New
backlog
the
with
However,
tion.
changes a week at lower scale.
prinlast
and
are
a
Week
Associated Theatres Owners of In- York
Sons of Pioneers into York, Vic- diana
summer convention at cipal item on the agenda for the of American product available durtoria, July 2-3, after date in Port- French Lick July 26-28.
all-day session scheduled at Mo- ing that period. Rank's situation
land's Stadium.
Bill Meloy, son of Paul Meloy, tion
Picture Assn. of America wasn't so critical as it would be
New angle in effort to spark de- operator of Strand and Alhambra headquarters in New York tomor- under the new circumstances.
clinging business adopted by local at Shelbyville, is recovering from row (Thursday).
The new Export Assn. woul4
drive-in via dancing every night. injuries in auto accident, expects
Both ^chemes have many aspects have many more complications.
to be out of hospital in 10 days.
that mi.ce them very difficult to First would be U's dlsinclinatioa
V. J. Mack, formerly with Amput into operation, and there's to, join. Secondly, Warner Bros,
bassador- and Avalon^ now managfar from unanimity in favor of and Metro, which normally sell to
Irving Werthamer, Milwaukee ing Bodeo.
directorate,
how- ABC rather than Rank, .are against
Paramount office manager, transIndianapolis's
newest theatre, them,
ferred to Chicago as administrative Carl Niesse's Vogue, celebrated its ever, is frankly at a Voss for other the idea. Thirdly, 20th-Fox, which
action-except a repetition of the has reportedly been able to get Ji
assistant to James Donahue, cen- tenth anni.
recently-ended
complete
embargo, slightly bettei? deal from Bank
tral division manager.
which is unacceptable to many' than other American companies
Jack Hess, former head of publicity for BICO, takes over flack
companies—for meeting the moves because of its part ownership o7
ST.
duties for Surf and Esquire theaof
Bank
and
the
British
govern- G-B, is opposed. Some of the miAn airplane landing field has
tres for Elmer Balaban.
nor companies also have distribubeen built near Air Park, 500-car ment.
LaSaUe theatre reooening set for drive-in near Highland, 111., reGrad Sears, United Artists prexy, tion pacts v/ith British .companiea
Aug. 1 after $60,000 remodeling cently opened. Joe Schrempp, the
tha^:
would prevent their adheis the standard-bearer of those who
job.
owner, invities plane owners to favor strong action against the rence.
....
United Artists district meeting visit his spot.
British a complete embargo, if
Most
directors think the
week was headed by J. J. linger,
B. Temborius, owner of Avon,
aided by Maurey Orr, western- sales Nreese, 111., completed $12,000 face necessary, Barney Balaban, Para- problems are too manifold to work
mount topper, is not far behind out. There is also a feeling that
manager, and Ralph Cramblet, lifting job on house.
enthusiasm for taking no the
midwest district head.
execs who pjropofied the
Gerland (Peck) Keith resigned as Sears
J.
Harold Stevens, Paramount manager of Empire, Chrisman, III., halfway measures. Leader of the idea originally haven't btokeni it
district manager, resting ,in Evans- because of ill health. Tumer-Far- conservative
block is 20th-Fox down into sufficient detail, so canton, 111., hospital after an opera- rar theatre interests, Harrisburg, topper Spyros Skouras.
not answer enough questions on
tion.
III., owners of 17 theatres in southExplaining
Skouras'
attitude how they'll operate the new orern Illinois, will, add to the string favoring continued sales to Bank, ganiz&tion if it is set up.
by erection of a new house in Al- oneboard member deboard was to have met
bion, Ul.
clared: 'Skouras has been brought Monday (28) on the proposals, to
Local Junior Chamber of ComGrand, a 600-:seater in Sullivan,
merce set up tables and display 111., relighted after a 100% face up as an exhibitor and is basically counter the British action. Not
and intrinsically more interested enough members' were available ini
poster.s in major downtown thea- lifting job.
in the exhibition side of the indus- New' York, however, and the sestres to get signatures on petitions
try than any other. Since his com- sion was put ovei- rmiil tomovi-nw.
calling for a change in Arizona
pany owns a large portion of the
workmen's compensation law. Move
followed in wake of report by
E. E. Cummings Theatre Corp. Gaumont-British circuit, it is natuChamber of Commerce that Ari- took over operation of Norwalk ral for the ZOth^ox president to
zona stands to lose $5,000,000 thiis theatre on long term lease from attempt to protect these exhibition'
year because Hollywood filmers are Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Menard. Latter interests."
ContUM^d liom: vaic#
giving this state the go-by, be- are retiring after operating theaSears, of course, has least to lose
ing dissatisfied with state cWip^n- tres in Los Angeles area for 41 and most to gain by
strong action, to W^raaw next week an^ is tilU
sation law Which boosts insurance years. Cummings group is also
since
has been denied all play- hopeful of going to Belgrade tO
costs.
building drive-in near Downey, ing time by Bank. Par is in a some- arrange for opening Yugoslavia to
star theatre, Nogales, will have Calif.
what more favorable posiUisi be- tl. S. pix. ^ttgoslavia ahd Russia
.an official opening July 4, with
Harry Vinnicof sold the Melvan
Buddy Bich band highlighting theatre, 824-seater, to Al dander, cause It has some playing time and are 'th« onUr two niations playing
has the power of the Par circuit In no .Yank films.
stage show.
Jack Chazum and Sam Suunis.
this country as a lever to use on
Bonded Television Co. wound up
Columbia anfl UnivefBat, at the
Rank's pix here.
chores oii first film ever made in
htmA meet last week, anSplit among the companies, howArizona for video' release. Tagged
nounced they would join thtJ new
"Koad to- Gold," picture is serial
George J. Schaefer Associates, ever, is highly significant and
service organization to opdealsequences
and incorporates
largely responsible for the lack of
Inc. changed corporate name to
erate in the Netherlands after
ing with Lost Dutchman Gold Mine Selected Films, Inc., according to action that has been taken to date
Sept. 1.
Each company vW.
in local Superstition mountains.
papers filed with thd Secretai^ to meet the British onslaught indiyiduaUy after that date, Wth
Dwight Harldns, manager of Col- of State here.
against U. S. films.
Continued the
merely, providini^ piiy^lege theatre, Tpmpe, will double in
The Scotia in suburb of Sche- differences of opinion could well cal facilWes,
brass wh'en he takes over as man- nectady bought by Charles L.
lead to complete inability to act ot
ager of staticin KTYL, Mesa. mOs Christey, who takes possessaon
Seven companies itave signified
action by just a few companies,
In for WilHaim Midbne, redgned. July 6. Jimmy La Farr operated
their
intent
of jusing MPEA's asrvwhich would be largely ineffective.
the house for three years and the
The embargo on Rank alone is ices. That leaves only two of the
Schine circuit had it for some thne.
Seen as ai compromise measure and nine member companies out. They
are
United
Artists
and Monogram"
is believed to have much more
Phonograph platters are supchance of passing than the move Allied Artists.
planting plates in new film giveaway gimmick making its appearnumA subcommittee under chairSack Amuse. Enterprises of Dal- for another Export Assn.
substftuting
of
Idea
ance here.
directors think manship of John J. Glynn, v,p. of
las will open a full-staffed New ber of the
disks for dishes stems from Berk- Orleans branch here July
the withholding of product from Warner Bros. Intel-national, was
19, folBecords are
shire Enterprises.
lowing arrangements completed by Odeon and Gaumont could be ac- named to formulate an operational
about six months to a y^r old.
complished without the drastic plan for the new Dutch setup.
Film houses give out records for Alfred N. Sack, general manager. move of setting up centralized sell* These slans wiU
be eonsldered
Alton Dureau, formerly with 20th11 successive weeks. Each holder
ing.,'
a board meeting in New Yotk
of 11 records is eligible to win a Fox, wil be branch manager, and
problem that immediately July B.
Gene Youngblood, former manager
|

Four changes in Metro field
sales force were made last week
at four different exchanges.- WiU

for

I «

Livingston.
Latter has-been' assigned special
duties as contact lOr 3, Arthur
.feffi

.

Bank's "Hamlet."

INDIANAPOLIS

.

U

^

CHICAGO

MPEA

LOUIS

—

MPEA

MPAA
.

MPEA

PHOENIX

MPEA

LOS ANGELES

U

UA

BUFFALO
The Vogue tformer' Telenews),
reverted to news-Blm policy which
was discontinued two years ago in
favor

of
features.

double

subscqnait-run

House resumes

its

for-

mer Telenews name.
Basil's Lafayette will close for
two weeks starting July 7 for re-

modeling and renovation, being
time the tlieatre has beien dark
gince its re-opening in 1930. Improvements will cost about ^'FS.oeo.

first

VANCOUVER
British Columbia theatres raised
$10,000 to aid those suffering
floods, ^ith Sunday
night shows;
Hope for repeal of Sunday closing of theatres was .dwttered when
the attorney - general reassured
ministerial delegation that the
houses would remain shuttered on
Sundays.
Despite slump in theatre and
nitery .grosses, husiness for inewn-

from recent

MPEA

ALBANY

MPBA

PHILADELPHIA

'

NEW ORLEANS

"

M

.

film colony's

Main Stem

here, re-

me

bridge decided to forget abottt
the thing. Cityhastogetnewbidsbe-

fore the project can get under Vifay
a^ain. Delay means a lease on lif e
for several exchanges on South
side of Vine including the Columbia Capitol «nd Hollywood companies.

MEMPHIS
11 Itours, ID

CHICAGO
hours
Ph»»a HAvamayar A-seOO
•r yovr travel tigant
Tid(.»t Officas:

Airlines Ttrminal

RocJt»fa«»r Center •

120 Broadway •

Hot*l
Hotel

N»w Yorker

SI.

Georg»

CHARLOTTE
North Carolina secretaiy of state
issued the following certificates of
incorporation:
Davie Theatre Co., Mocksville.
To operate open air pictures anfi
general fiUn business. Subscribed
stock $3,000 by Thomas W. Tutterer, .Ir., and Norman S. Chaffin
of Mocks\'Ulc and Marion A. Welch

^ringdale.
Grover Wray, former EKO salesman here, opened a new -Exhibitors
Services on Film Bow to book films

theatre in Baltimore,
corporation now. Operating nine
theatres in Washington, and 31
others in the soutli, all exclusively
for Negro audiences.
Sam Ward retai»ed as nianago*.

this area. Al;

-

.BUTTE

Bruce

Wendorff

moved

from

Lyric to Montana theatre
Nominating committee has been Billings
Robert Nolan, former assistformed here by the Kentucky Assn. here. Missoula WiUnja to Park theant at
of Theatre Owners to appoint the
here.
atre
for
nominees
of

number

Committee members con-

prexy Gutluie F. Crowe,
board chairman Freeman Smith,
Fred Dolte, Caiff Buechel and E. L.

sist

of

Ornstein. Ballots are scheduled to
be distributed to the membership
in the near future.
,
^ -

named by Gov,

^lon roNTMNC;

In

Color by

X£CaNIV0r>01C

A Pacaun^tUlt.iE'tolure

My Itagards to B'«My'
moth Century-Fox Piaanin I«lM>»cotai

'Give

On

Variety Stoge—Th# Andrew*' Sisleri
Dean Martin and Jerry lewi*
On Ice Sfqs*—
* Arnold Sboda

CorsI lyniie

:tttl

A1

^OHN vomits

SOth St.

mPEKSOH^

MASTMS'MCS

SALT LAKE CITY
To combat falloff in attendance,
Intermouiitain Theatre. Inc., (Paramount) has gone back to the sale
Books are being
of scrip books.
plugged at 10% discount, l»eing on

Meanwhile, Crowe, who s been
summer months only.
Earle C. Clements sale during
,

•

CkOSBY

NHE EMPEROR WAltZ'

'

Idaho.

LOUISVILLE

Rockeleller Center

('ins
»

.

-

directors.

CARSON^mifiEl hmtstm

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU -~

WASHINGTON
District Theatres Corporation Of
Washington purchased the 1,400-

seat Royal

ready has 18 houses in Mississippi
laanagetiid
Fox-Ihtermonntain
and Tennessee under contract. Be- realignments spot Bob Anderson as
placed at RKO by Tommy Bald- city manager, with Rialto headridge.
quarters. "He is from PocateUo,

required

I

of Greensboro.

Malco Curcuit has taken a longterm lease on four theatres operated by W. F. Sonneman, at FayetteviUe, Ark., effective July 3.
Sonneman, who has operated in
EayetteviU« for 23 years, will withdraw froin the town entirely but
continue to run houses in nearby

and serve theatres in

A

man.

ceived a setback when the bidder
who received contract for tearing
down the stone Beading railroad

FLAGSHIPS

A

MPEA

radio-phonograph set.
Plans foi- Widening Vine street, of Joy Theatre here, will be sales-

F1VX-&TAR

"

MPEA

fO«T

ruiimcBEu
.¥lNCK
btml

%m tmi sMf AIM
ia'i>EMS-'9;30

mnimmn
n' VMma AW

Wdb«Bday, June

RADIO

£8

Arabian (Kl Bn^s

ABC News

BBC (^ration

Show,

SO PROUDLY WC
Calling All Doctors

drainatizes Biblical stories set in
ZiOOO* years ago.
Order for the Arabian-American
deal was placed via the Kudner
agency, which also handles "Great«st Story.-"' But the agency, up to
yesterday (Tues.), claims not yet
to have been advised by the sponsor as to the nature of the commercials, if any, to be aired on the
program..
Agency execs huddled
with oil company reps Monday (28)
and expected to confer with them

the Jerusalem of

'

:

again tod^y (Wed.).
Inasmuch 9S Arabian-American,
however, has no products on sale
to the general public, it's expected
the pitcli \vill be to spread propaganda on the Arabs' side of the
Kear East troubles. Company is
American^Qwned
and
operated
jirnt closely allied with a num})er
of Arab states in development of
oil resources.

Godwin's A-A

stint can't

occupy

the 6:^0 Sunday spot longer than
10 weeks, as "Greatest Story" is
slated to return Sept. 12.' The oil
ordered full-network
coverage for the newscast.

vomp«ny

Mutual Fails to Unearth

Maxwell 'Treasure Chest'

Amid Lots of Hush-Hush

'

There's a great deal of hush-

hush around Mutual offices about
what happened to a new Robert
Maxwell kid .show which was to
have preemed the first of last week

'

•

Delivers the

regular telephone

Significant huddle of top brass
of the f«ur major networks with
NAB prexy Justin Miller regarding
the provisions of the new NAB
code is slated tomorrow (Thurs.).
The code becomes effective at midnight, tonight (Wed.), subject to
contracts in effect as of May 19,
1948, but in no case later than
of May 19, 1949.

News

BOB PETRE
-

-

KI-.Z aoe."! an exacting job
Code's curbs on giveaway shows
gathering and editing rhe news for
expected to get careful scruthe Denver area, tlien turn.-j it over are
other things. Also, it's
to veteran newscasters like Bol) tiny, among
over
listeners
that some attention will
expected
it
to
deliver
Petre to
be given to possibilities of rewritKUZ. DENVER.
ing existing contracts to conform
to code provisions.

service for its locating.

Experimentation will be conducted in the 72-76 mg. portion of the spectrum, providing it doesn't interfere with
television- channels 4 ^and 5,

WNBCsl%Hike

lass

Trailers

.

Uniform and continuing « improvement in American radio was
advanced by adoption of the new
Standards of Practice for U. S.
broadcasters, Miller said last week.
Although 85% of all stations on

On CBS Agenda

the air are NAB members^ three
copies of the Standards will be
all broadcasters, and nonSomething new in "mass trailer- sent to
members will be asked to cooperizing" of new network sliows to ate. LateV additional copies will be
whip up pre-'airtime enthusiasm available at a handling-charge

•

Ceiling

Hollywood, June
vrith music,

Comedy show;

29.
siinl-

lar to the Dennis Day setup, has
been bought by Philip Morris as
summer replacement for "Call For

.

Music." packaged by John Brown
and Deim Elliott, program is headed by Mel Torme,' Janet Waldo
arid

Sidney Miller.

Deal negotiated by Frank Stemple is for 13 weeks with a continuing option into fall.

WOR's luncheon at Sardr
To Get Mutual Weh Ride
WOB's (N. Y.) "Luncheon at
Sardi's," noondiiy cross-the-border
from Vittce Sardi's 44th street
Showbiz hangout,
tual's 3 p,m. slot

is going into MuMondays through

Fridays, replacing the

•

fiirst

half of

Martin Block's exltihg disk jockey

,.

"

hour.

Web

teeoif of tlie luncheon gab
*essi«)n, which Bill Slater emcees,
istCt slated, however, until around
Aug. 1.
edition, aired 1-1:30
p.m., will be recorded and local
participating commei'cials sliced
out for the net version.
Mutual'* tapping of the
jhow ia motivated by a proitiinent
iHinkroUer's interest.
,

WOB

WOR

•

probe into graft allegaBBC, and whose at-

.

tions in the
tacks finally

resulted in the Accent anti-plugging agreement between the. corporation and music
publishers, is asking Morrison to
bring BBC administration "into
line with best idealis and moist
honest principles of Socialism." He
wants an organization of which
the nation can be proud.
Ordinary radio listeners will
probably be asked to give evidence
at the Parliamentary inquiry into
radio administration and futute
broadcasting policy.
On the report of the investigating committee, will depend the
conditions under which the neift
BBC charter is' granted, when the
present interim arrangement finishes at the end of 1951.
The corporation's two pre-war
charters each covered 10 years,
but because of unsettled post-war
conditions, only a five-year charter was granted two years ago.
The next charter is likely to be
for another 10 years and will direct the broad outline of the manner in which Parliament considers
British
broadcasting should be
run. Members of Parliament will
pay special 'attention to future

on Stations

"

•

-

.

WPIK

SHOW

Freems;KMOX,

FCCs Clamp

Summer Network

Adelphi College Lineups

Washington^ June 29.
T?he
FCC yesterday (28)
abolished special temporary
authorizations
for
standard
stations. Commission said the
large number of daytime or
limited stations operating at
nighttime on s.t.a.'s was interfering with the night service

Premieres

(June aO-JuIv 10)

of fuUtime stations. Exception
made for actual emergency.

is

FM should decrease

for operating on
\

the need

s.t.a.'s,

com-

mission pointed out.

.

TORME AS DINAH SUB

last year's

AM

Wed.. June 30
ABC, from N.Y.; Sat., 10:45-11 a.m.,
"Tex and Jinx," with Tex Mc- EDT.
utilized a gimmick which webbers
Crary and Jinx Falkenburg ("DufDizzy Dean* with Frank £schen,
felt too greatly resembled one usee
fy's Tavern'" replacement); Bristol- guests; .John.son's wax (Needham,
on another, show: Maxwell insisted Myers (Young & Rubieam); NBC, Louis
& Brorby); NBC, from St.
«n retaining it, a -dispute aro$e, frpni N. Y.; Wed., 9-9:30 p.m., EDT. Louis; Sat., 5-5:15 p.m.,
EDT.
«nd Mutual }ust called the deal off.
"Appointment with Music," with
"Radio City Playhouse" (Kay
Owen Bradley orch', vocalists Kyser replacement); sustaining
(Jimmy
Durante
replacement); NBC, from N.Y.; Sat., 10-10:30 p.m.
PHILIP MORRIS BUYS
sustaining; NBC, from Nashville; EDT.

'

Cooper, M. P., Is also demanding
a public inquiry into the BBC and
Herbert Morrison, (.ord President
of the Council, is now considermg
the matter.
Cooper, who was respon.sible for

Minn. Star Asks

.

,

29:

full dress Parliamentary in-

within the trade is taking place at
Judge Miller denied a charge
CBS hdqs. in N. Y. tomorrow
that members' have resigned in pro(Thursday). Web program chief test against the code. "As a matRobinson has slotted the ter of fact; our .applications for
WNBC, N. Y., the flagship sta- 3Hubbell
to 5 afternoon period for a trade membership have increased marktion of the NBC network, is 30%
of audition disks of a
edly since the Los Angeles conahead of last year for the first six- press preview
vention," he said. "In some cases,
month period in billings. In ad- flock of upcoming CBS shows.
The net is narticularly excited new applicants have stated that
dition, the station's biz at the halfyear mark for '48 is at an all-time about three of Them, Cy Howard's they were joining the association
"The Little Immigrant," the new because the Standards had been
high.
television policy.
While this is significant in itself, Mickey Rooney "Hollywood Show- adopted," he stated;
what makes it doubly so is that it case" program (which replaces the
To obtain its evidence, the incomes in a year when the net- current Rooney vehicle, "Shorty
vestigating committee will queswork's counterpart in television Bell" starting next week) and the
tioni BBC governors and depart(WNBT, the TV flagship) "has situation comedy series, "Our Miss
mental chiefs, and call witnesses
started to hit the commercial big- Brooks."
from all sections of broadcasting
time, with probably the largest
Network wants the trade world
and also from a typical cross-secsingle station billings.
to know in advance that it's got
tion of listeners.
It's revealing to radio in general, something
worth crowing about
The committee will also have to
for it's the first absolute longrange and wants to invite suggestions for
consider whether the BBC should
Minneapolis, June 29.
evidence that TV billings (in this hypoing the stanzas in advance, if
be given an increased grant to
instance WNBT) are not being the trade press boys come up with
Slapping FCC for "going on enable it to present the best possiphoned off the sister
spawning radio stations" while at sible services, and whether finance
station's their own ideas. >
business, but represents supplethe same time pressuring the in- for such a rjse should be obtained
mentary income for the web.
dustry to raise its program stand- from either government
subsidies
AFRA Wage Hike at
ards, the Minneapolis Star edi- or increased radio
Ucenses.
>
torially calls upon the commission
COKE'S TEXAS
Washington, June 29.
San Antonio, June 29.
The Potomac Broadcasting Co., to limit stations in a community to
be
number
that
can
reasonably
a
The San Antonio Coca-Cola operating WPIK in Alexandria
Bottling Co. has been signed by has signed a staff contract witli expected to keep tfaek financial
KGOR for two 15-minute programs American Federation of Radio heads above water. Only then, the
editorial asserts, will the FCC be
Season
each week.
Artists, calling for wage boosts and
The programs will he in Spanish. extra fees for commercial shows.

In Face of Tele

in the 5 p.m. cross-the-board slot
preceding
"Superman," another
^
Maxwell show.
New show, titled "Capt. Tim's
Treasure Chest" and, highly bally^hooed by the web's flackery as a
jgiveaway extravdganza for moppets, was pitched' at the 11th hour
and a hastily whipped up juve
disk » jockfey stanza, with Bruce
'Elliott spinning platters and anec
dotes, was run in as replacement.
It suceeded a pretty well regarded
kid strip, "Adventure Parade."
What sijafued "Treasure Chest,"
If reports- are correct, wouldn't
seem cause for the mum stand
taken by MBSers when askedj^
about it. It appears the show
'

uses

London, June

A

quiry, into,, the operation and or-

Geoffrey

number, which would be repeated at intervals by a fixed
transmitter until he responded
by telephone. Telanserphone

now

HAIL*

ganization of the BBC is schedWeb Heads To Huddle With MiUer uled for the fall.
AS New Code Becomes Effective
Wing Commander

Washington, June 29.'
Those hurry-up calls from
the stork to -the doctor may
soon be made by radio. FCC
last week okayed a construction permit for' a Class 1 experimental radio station to
Telan^erphone of N. Y. to test
the feasibility ot, a radio paging service for medicos;
System would involve- a oneway transmission to contact
doctors carrying small port-able receivers. Each doctpr
would be assigned a code

Faces Fqll-Dress

Parliamentaiy Inquiry This FaD

But Agency Wants To Gander Plugs
The Arabian-American Oil Co.,+
apparently concerned over the bad
press it has been getting in con^nection with developments in the
•Arab-Israel war, is turning radio
•network spender.- Outfit has
'bought a 15-minute weekly news
show, with Earl Godwin, Washington correspondent, on ABC. Stanza
will tee tAt next Sunday (4) at
6:30 p.m.
V Oddly enough, the program will
take over the first IS minutes of
the half-hour being vacated for the
Eummer by the Goodyear-sponsored
"Greatest Story Ever Told," which

30, 1948

EDT.
"Let's Dance, America," with
Fred Bobbins, name band pickups
Thur., July 1
("Saturday Night Serenade" re"Armed Services Review," with placement); sustaining; CBS, from
Burgess Meredith, Roy Shield orch. N.Y.; .Sat., 10-11 p.m., EDT (first
*
Smoothies sextet ("Aldtich Family" broadcast 10-10:30).
replacement); sustaining, for Army
Sun., JvJy 4
and Air Forces recruiting; NBC,
"Life Begins at «0," with Jack
from N.Y.; Thur., 8-8:30 p.m., EDT; Barry; contestants "('.'Juvenile Jury'
"Dr. Standish, Medical Exam- replacement);
sustiiining;
-MBS
iner," with Gary Merrill,. Audrey from New York;
Sun., 3:30-4 p.m.
Christie ("F.B.I.. in Peace and EDT.
War" replacement); sustaining;
Jane Pickens, with Jack Kilty
CBS, from N.Y.; Thur,, 8-8:30 p.m., Norman Clothier orch; sustaining;
EDT.
NBC, from
York; Sun, 5:30-6
FrI., July
p.m,, EDT.
Earl Godwin; Arabian-American
"Sports Newsreel-,'' with John
Garfield, Fi%nk Sinatra, William oil (Kudner); ABC, from New York
Powell, Errol Flynu successive Sun., 6:30-6:45 p.m., EDT.
"Let's Talk Hollywood." with
guests (Bill Stern replacement);
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet (Sher- George Murphy, Eddie Bracken,
man
Marquette); NBC, from Edith Gwynn, Erskine Johnson
Hollywood;
Fri.,
10:30-11
p.m., (Jack Benny replacement); Luchy
Strike (BBD&O); NBC, from HollyEDT.
"Col.
Stoopnaglc's Academy," wood; Sun., 7-7:30 p.m., EDT,
Men., July 5
comedy quiz ("Information Please"
"Cabin B-13," with Arnold Moss
replaceihent); sustaining; Mutual,
("Talent Scouts" replacement); susFri., 9:30-9:55 p.m., EDT.
"Summer Spotlieht Revue," with taining; CBS, from N.Y.; Mon.
Djck Jurgehs orch, guest artists 8:30-9 p.m., EDT.
(Spike Jones replacement); CocaWed., July 7
"National Minstrels." .with AnCola Co. (D'Arcy)i CBS, from
nisteen Allen,, Bull Moose Jackson,
N. Y., Fri., 10:30-11 p.m., JgaJT.
Paul Breckenrldg«, Liicky MillmSat.» July 3
der orch and all-Negro cast (DenBuddy Weed trio, Gene Hamil- nis Day replacement); sustaining;
ton,- Jimttiy Blaine; White -Rose NBC,
from N.Y.; Wed., 8-8:30 ft-m.,
food produGtus (Tarchec.ii£en«^)j EDT.

Wed., 10:30-11 p.m.,

•

^

&

New

in a position to maintain higher,

though maybe
standards:

^

Editorial'

less

remunerative,

was prompted by the

new

radio ethics code going into
July 11. It calls the code
"a gesture toward the self-regulaand improvement the industry
needs, but which in its present
form will mean little to the aver-

St Louis, Jiine 29.
marms and college stu-

•

School

dents numbering 88 have enrolled
in the fourth annual
Teachers' Radio Workshop, a two-week
session here to provide elementary
and advanced training in modern
broadcasting. The number of registrants is larger than any of the
three previous- workshops.
The project, sponsored by
KMOX, was planned in co-op with
the University of Missouri, Lincoln University and the St. Louis
Public Schools.
Midwest experts

KMOX

.

(Continued on page 36)

STANDARD

OIL OF

m

effect

SETS FALL GRID SKED

tion

Chicago,„June 29..
Football skeds of six colleges »
and the pro games of the Chicago
age listener."
Bear$ .will be aired this fall with
It's pointed out in the editorial
Standard Oil of Indiana as bankthat part of the industry isn't in
roller. Station and team lineups
the earning class and that, under
such circumstances, it's impossible follow:
University of Colorado, KOA,
to ijnprove standards. Editorial
Denver; U. of Iowa, WHO. Des
cites statement of Justin Miller,
U. of Minnesota, WCCO,
NAB president, that many of the Moines;
Michigan, WJK,
newer station operators, now find- Minneapolis; U. of
KFAB,
ing the going tough, were persuad- Detroit; U. of Nebraska,
Scottsbliiff; U.
ed to go into business by "exag- Omaha, and KOLT,
and the Chigorated estimates of broadcasters' of Wichita, Wichita;
cago Bears, WIND, Chi.
profits Is&ued from government
Gas-and-oil firm also will -iBponsources."
sor "game-of-the-week" series via,

KMOX,
Wilson Exits

Due
Ward

"ft'ilson^

himself last

Top

This'

to 'Nan^e' Conflict
announcer, found

week in the unhappy
position of having two shbws
on
the air at the same time, with
the rescheduling.of NBC's "Can
Yoii Top This?" for 9:30
Saturday

nights, when "What's
also is on.

My

St. Louis.
'

Amsterdam-Ignorant'
A Sat. Nite CBS Parlay
The

Morey

show

Amsterdam

and "It Pays to Be Ignorant" are
that
being spotted back-to-back,

m

order,

by

CBS from

9 to 10 p.m-

Saturday nights, starting JU'y.
Idea is to give the evening's schedName?" ule a solid hour of comedy, as con«>'
trasted with the preceding hour
quiz giveaway, "Sing It Again.

Both comedy stanzas «re

co-op.

:

39

GOT HIS MITTS UP

'S
lusicV 2-Way Top

15 Parlay

Gidf

ABC's "Stop the Music" hit the Hooper jackpot this week. The
show Is in both seeond and fifth places in the new Top 15, for the
June 15r21 period, It is perhaps the most spectacular climb in
rating history and certainly one of the few times, if not the first,
one show has picked off two spots on the Hooper honor roll.
Another ABC property, Walter WinchelJ, is back on top of the
rating heap, giving the network its first 1-2 ride in the Hooper

The runnerup position was copped by "Stop' t>ie Music's" final
quarter-hour, which Old Gold signed only last week to sponsor
until Smith Bros, picks up the tab on Sept. 5. Giggle outfit also
bankrolls the opening 15 minutes of the show. Speidel Go 's 8:3045 p.m. segment grabbed the No. 5 spot in the Hoopers.
The ratings; Winchell, 16.4; Stop the Music (OG), 13.5; Stop the
(Speidel), 12.5.

Sale of the giveaway stanza by quarter-hour slices, resultitig in
the l.'S-minute periods being rated as separate shows, makes it
conceivable that the show may, if it continues its specta<;ttlltr climb,
ultimately occupy four of the Top 15 brackets.

ABC Thrown

New

Loss, But
ABC

did

a

fast

for

wrapup

Heavy Sponsor
PiHsbury Biz Helps

ABC

'

L

segments/

starting

'

ABC, which for months has
boasted of greater billings gains
(percentagewise) than any other
web, has been thrown for a netloss of two and a quarter hours of
commercial time lately, despite
speedy wrapup of full sponsorship
for the hour-long "Stop tJie Music."
There's no indication the web
won't catch up, comes fall sponsor
pacting time, but the flurry of
recent show axings has cut an appreciable dent in the current billings figure.
At the same time, there's no evidence that the cancellations are attributable, in general, to anything
more than a sea.son's-end stocktaking by sponsors, who'll be in the
market for new vehicles by
a tightening Of ad budgets

fall,

or

in sevfoodstuits.

eral
fields,
notably
the free-spending era is
playing out. While other webs have
been affected by the same trends,
including long solidly sold NBC,
ABC seems to have caught the
brunt of the slashings.
Latest to snip the pursestrings

where

on an
which

ABC

airer is

American

Oil,

will let "Professor Quiz"
out as of July 17. The Saturday
night stanza will fade with the loss
(Continued on page 34)

Y&R

Miifed

On

Howard Deal
Young

&

Rubicam has protested

CBS the network's intention to
use writer-director Cy Howard on
the new CBS series, "The Little
Immigrant."
This is the show
created by Howard which, on the

to

basis of a first audition, has already excited client interest and
has provoked virtual handspWngs
from top level execs, including
board chairman William S. Paley.
Y&tt takes the position that
Howard's time and talents will be
dispersed thereby to the possible
detriment of "My Friend Irma,"

the

CBS

package show" sponsored

by Lever Bros, and handled by

Y&R.

'

cies

,

<

LumnAbner

Fizz for Alky

After? Years

'Singiii'SainVaOOG Estate

.

Richmond, Ind„ June

:

'

29.

Harry A. Frankel, the "Singin*
utes of "Breakfast in Hollywood." Sam" of radio, who died June
12,
Millintr outfit, which also bank- left an estate estimated at $300,rolls ''Grand Central Station" on 000.
CBS, vas inked yesterday (Tucs.)
Most of the estate was left to
to take over the two cross-the- his widowi Helene, 'known on the
Ifoard
Sept.

Pabst to Blow?

It's reported that IPabst, which
sponsors the Eddie Cantor show on Ks broadcast series, "We, the
NBC, is mulling a switcli in agen- Pcople)i' the radio rating' has
from Warwick & Legler, to tumbled from a Hooper, of 9.2 to
Blow.
Latter agency, it's- known, 5.1.
So Gulf has notified the
has been after the account for Young & Rubicam agency that it
some time.
wants out, but pronto.
Nobody will comment on it, but
Oil company execs believe the
it's claimed that there have been chief factor ip the rating drop is
lots of huddles recently concern- not the loss of radio listeners to
ing the possible switchover, repre- video viewing--they could take
senting in excess of $1,000,000 in that, since they'd still be' registerradio billings alone.
ing their commercials with the
same size audience, though at a
greatly increased cost. The principal reason for the listener falloff, it figured, is that the necessarily slower pace qf television htis
forced the radio version to assume
the .^ame .snail-crawl. By-ear -dialHooper subscribers. But the Comers find the result a duU .show,^ lt
plete Report, covering 268 shows,
felt, and are tuning to other prowas made a thing apart, for sale
grams. Particularly for a vaudeto agencies and advertisers for
ville-freak type of presentation,
a sum equal to their monthly fee'
lethargic pacing is fatal, the oilto Hooper and to networks at a
men think. '
price at least 10 times that amount.
Hollywood, June 29.
It isn't known how soon ."We, the
As of the first of this 'Week,
The Jot 'em Down storekeepers, People" will revert tq straight
Abner,
will
clear
their
Lum and
broadcast, but presumably it will
Fraternity
shelves ,.of Alka Seltzer Sept. 24 be soon.' After that. Gulf is mullafter
seven
years
of
being
star
ing
the idea of finding a different
One »'of those rarities of a
salesmen for the fizz tablets. The series for tele. Like most radio
research man buying another's
parting is friendly and occasioned bankroUers,- the oil flrin plans
service has cropped up. with
by
a
combination
of
circuihstances.
eventually
to switch almost entiirely
C. E. Hooper subscribing to'
Chief reason is that Ghet Lauck to video, Al Sindlinger's new electronic
and Norris Goff are tiring of the
"Recordox"
audience
samr
daily
grind
and
will
what
they've
do
pling device.
been threatening for years—one
It's strictly on a month-tohalf hour show a week.
month basis, with Hooper
Rural comics have also been a
planning to study the Sindlittle unhappy with the network
linger rating method and ansetup, having been denied a Holalyze it in his Connecticut
lywood outlet for the past few
labs and compare it with a
Its
months because CBS couldn't clear
longrange view to determine,
time^
Other situations have also
how and if it could be inteInternational Silver plans to call
rankled them. Teamed for 17 years it quits with CBS and is negotiating
grated into future measurewithout changing characters, they a deal to move its "Ozzie and Harment patterns.
are yielding to an impulse that riet" comedy show over to NBC in
Sindlinger is springing his
has plagued them since Amos 'n' the Saturday night at 8 slot.
"Recordox" on Philadelphia
Andy embraced the half-hour for- That's the period being vacated by
audiences before launching it
mat with such amazing success. Procter
nationally.
Gamble's "Life of Biley,"
Record of the new show will be which winds up in the fall oh the
nearly 30 agencies and advertisers cut within'a few weeks, with a long NBC J'rlday. night comedy roster.
International
had sent in their checks, ranging line of agencies requesting the
Sflver,
unhappy
with its 9:30 Friday nigHt segment
from .$200 to $1,000 each. But the platter.
L & A have been on every net- on CBS this season, is anxious 'for
networks didn't bite, and it didn't
look as though they would. Hooper work but Mutual, and previous an earlier time slot to build up' its
wanted $15,000 each from NBC and clients have included Ford, Hor- kid audiencei CBS could only
come up with an offer for Sunday
CBS, $10,000 each from ABC and lick's and Postum.
night 9:30, but the client refused
Mutual. NBC claimed to be "mullAlka Mulls Daytime Expansion
to settle for tbat, finding the NBC
ing" the offer and no final decision
Alka-Seltzer is planning an ex- Saturday time more to
its liking.
made. CBS, reportedly planning
tension of its daytime radio activiOriginally, NBC had planned
to drop Hooper service entirely,
and has been talking a deal moving "Grand OI' Opry" up from
ABC ties
definitely wasn't interested.
with CBS for the. takeover of the 10:30 Saturday night
to 8, but
and Mutual couldn't see it, either.
3:15-3:30 afternoon cross-the-board
Cites Flock of Takers
R. J. Reynolds 'Prince Albert),
But Hooper claimed not to be. slot. A-S also sponsors "Queen for sponsor of "Opry," decided to stay
a Day" on Mutual.
-'^
»
put.
daunted. He pointed out that the
Show being considered for the
list of takers for. the Complete ReCBS five-times-weekly segment is
port, which he described as con"Hilltop House," currently a sustaining "more network, radio auditainer on the web and formerly
ence 'know-hojv' than has been acsponsored by Colgate,
v
quired previously by any single
advertiser, agency or network in
General Electric, which Sponsors
the 23-year history of network
Fred Waring Monday nights at
'FORD
radio," already includes:
10:30 on NBC, is negotiating a deal
Blow and Buchanan agencies,
with the web for the switchover of
(Continued on page 34)
the program to Thursday night at
"Ford Theatre" not only gets a 10:30 in the spot being vacated by
new network time lease next sea- Eddie Cantor. Later moves to' Frison, when it moves from NBC Sun- day in the fall.
IN
day, afternoon to CBS Friday
GE feels that, although the time
nigl^t, but the 60-'minute dramatic segment
remains the same, nevershow is also due for a format face- theless being bracketed with' the
Campana, sponsor of "First lift.
Thursday "Screen Guild Players"Nighter" on CBS, has had a change
When the show returns to the Kraft Music Hall-Sealtest-"Aldrich
of heart and is coming back in the air in the fall in its new time, it
Family" lineup adds up to a better
fall with the same show, same will go in for name stars, with a
break,
time, Thursday night at 10:30.
hike in the budget to $15,000 a
Deal \cill pro1)ably be dosed this
Originally inked in for 26 weeks week.
Ford intends to slug hard week.
this season, Campana rode along to get the show into the bigtime
for a full 39, then cancelled out. bracket, easing up on the artiness
AYER
YIELDS
MISSOURI
Last week, however, it served no- and evolving a format which will
tice it was coming back after a 13- combine the best features of "Lux
Switch of $5,000,000 U.S. Army Biz
week summer hiatus.
Radio Theatre" and "Theatre Guild
to Gardnev Raisies Eyebrows
of the Air."
'

with-f

PlUsbury Flour to fill the blUines
caps opened up by Kellogg's bowout of a couple of weeks ago on
the Galen Drake show and 15 min-

Pittsburgh, June 29.
As far as Gulf Oil is concerned,
television is a sight to give sore
eyes. Since the company has been
sponsoring simultaneous telecast of

It

sweeps.

Music

Of 'hople' a»^M

HISUilPDIlT
looks as though C, E. Hooper,
ever wary of challenges and, po^
tential challenges to his preeminence in the rating field, has decided to launch offensives, simulr
taneously, on several fronts^^all at
once doing battle not only >yith his
old arch rival, A. C, Nielsen; but
also with the Broadcast Measure-'
ment Bureau and CBS' instantaneous radar measurement system.
This month Hooper made a bid
to match the impressive statistical
outpourings of the Nielsen Index
by issuing his long-heralded U^ S,
Hooperatings report. 81 pages long.
It seemed to some, trade observers
that Hooper was taking a page
from Nielsen's sales book. Hooper
subscribers got a free "limited
edition" listing only the 106 programs of advertisers who are

Wants^^^^^^^^^^

'

stage as "Smiles".

'

Wide Open Bids

Silver

For Thackrey

Washington, June 29.

Warner Bros, is headed for competition in its effort to pui<chase
the Dorothy Thackrey radio prop-

KFWB

pany

is

expected to

file

its

formal

application for transfer of the
Thackrey property in a very few
days.
Under the deal, Warners would
advance $500,000 to Mrs. Thackrey
via the New York Trust Co., which
would be used toward the pur^
chase of KYA, Deal also calls for
immediate payment of 10% of the
$1,049,000 plus another 5% by
Dec. 1, providing the commission
has not acted on the sale by then.
Deal is void by May 1, 1949, providing sale is not approved nor an
extension agreed upon by that

Protest put CBS in an awkward
position since Howard had been
signed exclusively to CBS but not
exclusively to "Irma." At the same
date.
time, because of the excellent
popularity rating record of "Irma"
Blue Bonnet's Coast Spots
in its first season, the agency was
Blue Bonnet Margerine has exhardly free to pull the conventended its major announcement
tional agency "or else.''
Howard is meantime journeying campaign to markets along the
to Italy for a month's rest and re- west coast. They're being bought
searching of background material at the rate of JO a week, with July
for "Little Immigrant" with CBS 12 and 19 the starting dates.
Ted Bates is the "agency.
picking up the tab.

NBC

to

,

&

Los Angeles and Frisco.

Two

br three big outfits intend
to enter competing bids as provided under the AVCO rule of the
Federal Communications Commission, it is reported here.
This
would mean that FCC could determine which of the bidders it
considered best suited to operate
the properties and therefore the
one to get the stations.
The Warner deal calls for the
purchase of KLAC, Los Angeles;
KYA, iti Frisco, and the KLAC
television construction permit for
Los Angeles. Price is $1,045,000—
well within the means of several
groups which have been .hankering
to crash the lush L. A. and JTrisco
radio tele markets.
Warners already owns station
•KFWB in I^os Angeles. Hence
competing bidders plan to charge
that Warners is merely seeking to
buy a video frequency—something
forbidden by FCC law. Warners
wotild obviously have to get rid of
KLAC, or its own
on which
it has spent a fortune in the past
couple of years.
Warnefs filed its contract with
the radio commission last week,
and competitors have 60 days to
enter their bids. The picture com-

Thnads

Way

Coast Stations

erties in

•

•

.

I

.

.

GE PLANS TIME SWITCH

TO STRENGTHEN SPOT

'

THEATRE' DUE

FOR FALL FACEIFT

FALL
CAMPANA BACK
ON SAME SHOW & TIME

.

-

1

TO

WCOP Drops

Whether

Staff

Orch

Boston, June 29.
(ABC)
Staff orchestra of
under direction of Mario Mantini,
has been dropped as of June 26.

WCOP

George

Zachary

re-

turns as producer of the show is
restill undecided,, according to
ports.'

Ayer agency

lost the

U-

S.

Army

nearly

amounting to
$5,000,000, last week.
What lifted
industry eyebrows (particularly in
quarters which knew of a recent
report to the .^rmy that. Ayer was
account,

Skippy Switches to Y&lt
Skippy Peanut Butter, which doing well by the account) was
bankrolls a transcribed "Skippy that- the government plum went to
Theatre" show on various stations a Missouri agency, Gardner Adveracross the country, has shifted its tising, of St. Louis.
any definite date.
This action leaves only two chain account from the Garfield (e Guild
Account won't actually change
agency, San Francisco, to hands until' Oct. 1. Gardner
outlets, WBZ (NBC) and WEEI ad
already has the National Guard's
(CBS) employing local orchestras, Young it Rubicam.
WNAC fMBS) having dropped Outlets carrying the half-hour biz. About one-third of tlie Army
"Skippy" stanza include WNBC. billing £o«s into radio.
staff orch last falL
Negotiations between station and
local 9, AFM, have not resulted in
any promise to reinstate orch on
,

^ednesddy, June 30^ 1948

TELEVISMKN

30

Plans

fw Directimial Ant^i^

More Channels Spark TV

hdies Dominating Sports
Takeover last week by WPIX
.

(N. Y. Daily News) of all nine remaining night baseball games of
N. Y: Giants from WNBT
(NBC, N. Y.) iff believed to mark

the

(Maxon)

Paris, June 15.
French video, not out of the lab
and far from common
use, is now practically halted due

NBC

to lack of appropriations to build
up a real tele net. This, it was

estimated before the war, would
have then cost $30,000,000 and is
not only more expensive but
completely out of reach for the
French government.
Officials running it conceived
the idea of creating for five yeara
a corporation to which the government would have contributed its
are
current
facilities
(which
meagre), and the equipment manufacturers the whole amount of
which
they
money required, for
would have received half the profits.
Fully realizing that at the end
of the five years, after they would
have sunk a lot of money in the
project,
the government would
then nationalizie the industry as it.
did radio, and that they would be
left holding the bag, the equipment industry turned the project
down.

now

Lqiton Tea Tele

Won Snarl Brews
Decision of Lever Bros. (Lipton
Tea) to put the "Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts'' program on a dupli-

.

cating basis (video as well as AM)
when he returns to CBS in the fall
presents the network with an inter-union situation which it .hopes
it will be able to solve in the meantiijie. Web figures that the account
will want to continue airing from
its present studio. Playhouse No. 3,
the largest seater (1,300) in the
CBS string, and the problem involves
getting
the stagehands'
union (lATSE), which is in control
here to work: with cameramen
from the electrical workers' union

.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

—

Stop tha Music ABC
Pays to B«^lgnorant—CBS

It

Par Jabs at CBS

Washington, June 29.
Paramount squared off versus
CBS veepee Adrian Murphy here
today (Tues.) as the- fight among
five applicants for the two remaining San Francisco television
channels turned into the stretch
before'

FCC

examiner Jack Paul

Blume. With more CBSrj witnesses
yet to testify and Ed Pauley's
Tele-California and 20th-Fox yet
to take tlie stand, Blume warned
the participants that he was prepared to hold all-day and allnight sessions in order to wind
up before Friday (2) ioi the In-

dependence Day weekend.
Par counsel Karl Smith

carried the cross-examination against
Murphy, attempting to ascertain

for the record

why CBS must have

an owncd-and-operatcd station in
rather than settiing for a
(Continued on page 34)

p'risco,

Wash. Star Goes All-Out

On

Cirifo Tele Listings
Washington, June 29.

Last of the Washington dailies to
carry free television program listings is the Washington Evening
Star,
owner and operator of
.

IBEW WMAL-TV.

WNBT

P&G EXECS GEHING
TV INDOCTRINATION

WNBT

&

^

Gamble is putting its
Procter
mote crew. .Expense was all the
top radio executives through an
heavier because of the rebates
televiewing course. WilNBC was forced to hand to clients exhaustive
Uam Ramsey has been in from
when night ball games took prec- Cincinnati since last Thursday (24)
edence on WNBT.
looking via tele set at every live
As a result, the deal with WPIX show, including baseball, on the
was iflportedly received amicably New York stations.
by aU.coacoEcned. Indie station gets
Gil Ralston, of the same departcovchance
eiqiand
its
sports
-to
a
ment, was in New York the week
erage,
win be able to carry before going through the same curthe- regular KBC network shows
riculum.
and' Chesterfields is still assured of
last "week bought the
P
a good .audience for all -Giant "Fashions
on Parade" show on
games. With this- contract to set a
through Benton & Bowles
precedent, it's expected that. WPIX
and other indie stations taking the
air in N. Y. will grab off the majority of sports events in the :future.:
First of '.tbe nine games will be

WNBT

& G

WABD

telecast by WPIX, next Tuesday (6).
Station will use its own remote
equipment but will set up its
cameras in- the
positions at

NBC

the Giants' home polo grounds.'
Steve Ellis, who's been handling all
the pl^-by-play over WNBT, will
also handle the WPIX pickups.
Jack Murphy is slated to dii^ the
station^s iwtnote crew.

RCA'$

imF Espeimdal

Grant

Gds FCC Dkay

Washington, June 29.
Federal Communications Commission has approved a grant for
the installation of an experimental
ultra - high
frequency television
transmitter in Washington by RCA.

The new station will be installed at
NBC's .commercial television station at the Wardman Park Hotel.
The experimental transmitter
vMtl opente simultaneously with
ihe tele broadcast
tests wUl be mad«.

siirvice.

Field

The

ultra-conservative Star has
gone oveitioard and now gives
about eight times more space to
tele listings than the other three
papers. Listed by hour on each
station, teje's type is larger than
radio's, and tele highlights foUow
radio highlights on the comic page
where the listings are located. TEweviously only tele listings they accepted were paid ads.

Caroline Burke Back to Coast
Caroline Burke, who supervised
telecasts of the Kaiser
Friedrich paintings from the Sletropolitan Museum of Art, N. Y.,
returns to the Coast today (Wed.).
Miss Burke arrived in Gotham
some seven weeks ago to make a
survey of local televisian' among
other things.

NBC's

SbiA#vyon as a Stunt
Zanesyille,

—

O

,

June

29.

public demonstration of Stratovision ^retransmission of a
television broadcast by a plane in the stratosphere^worked well as
a stunt here last Wednesday (23) night, but for practical purposes
it doesn't seem a likely risk at this time because of the physical
uncertainties involved in sending up planes to achieve greater
'reception radius.
Invented by Westinghouse engineer C. E. Noble and developed
by the electric firm and the Glenn L. Martin Co., Stratovision
would compete with other methods of networking tele shows
through the use of a series of planes circling in fixed areas, jipread
more or less equi-distant over the nation. Wednesday night there
was one retransmitter involved, a converted B-29 Superfortress
circling Pittsburgh, 113 airline miles from Zanesville.
Show
emanated from WMAR-TV (Baltimore), was picked tip by the plane
and beamed on to Zanesville, 291 airline miles from Balto. Program
was a pickup from the Republican national convention in PhiladelFir.st

phia..

In tei-ms of audience this one imaginative blending of educational
least equal to television's and entertaining ideas for tlie kids.
greatest night. From the technical Thus far, video has shown encourac- aging signs that it will respect the
and presentation angles,
quitted itself in blue-ribbon fash- needs and tastes of the juve set.
"Pixie Playtime" is a good exion. Even the commercials, while
blazing no new path, were easy to ample of the TV trend. Although
course
it is difficult for an adult to meastake. But as for the main
of the telecast's menu, the return ure the impact on children, this
encounter between Joe Louis and show seems to have the requisite
Jersey Joe Walcott, it will prob- qualities of fantasy, humor, simpably go down in tlie viewer's mem- licity and variety. Basis of tbe
orybook as a midsummer night's program is Frank Paris' amusing
waltz. The knockout explosion in troupe of marionnett^s who create
the 11th round probably came as a bright little fairyland of <their
more of a relief to the screenites own. Sometimes the puppets' lines
seem too fast and subtle for the-;
than to the champ himself.
Bob Stanton, who mastered the kids' understanding but that's iar
mike during the 10 rounds of cake- better than' under-rating tlieir inwalk, must have earned himself a telligence.
Program also features ii ye
nice impression with the- viewers
more because of his omissions than sketching by the N. Y. Daily News'
what he did say. When he did put comic strip artists who appeal- on
in a few words they-were decided- a rotating basis. On the session'
him
caught (26), Walter Berndt, creator
ly appropriate and timely. For
to have attempted to wax humor- of "Smitty," delivered some pencil
ous would have been a case of gild- magic which was clearly picked up
ing the lily, and gratuitously so. by the cameras. Bill Goldman, pi'oThere could have been scarcely gram's science editor, showed the
any wedge of further appraisal for kids how to make a home-made telethe reporter on the video sideline phon» set with an elementary lesin that image of two gladiators en- son in sound frequency. Also hir
gaged in an almost uninterrupted eluded was a one-reeler cartoon
game of ring-around-the-rosy and which was integiated into the marthe loudspeaker report of boos ionnette playlet.
and other sounds of crowd deriMajor deficiency of the program
sion. The sustained inaction also is its length. It is unreasonable to
left Ray Forrest with little of im- expect youngsters to keep glued
portance to expatiate on between to a foot-square video screen fot
rounds.
almost an hour without beginning
Aside from the knockout mo- to squirm. Secondly, "Pixie Playment what probably gave the set- house" is not clearly pitched to a
owner qiiite a kick was the bedlam single age level and is trying to
that broke loose in the ring after cover a span from about six to 12
the vanquished Walcott was re- years old. It ought to be considturned to. his corner.ABC's blow- ered that
eight-year old's meat
caller, Don Dunphy, got into the is "hsually a 10-year old's boredom.
Hemi.
sound chamber of the TV set at
this point with his interviews of
the still-champ and the ex-chal- TALENT
lenger. The camera's pickup of With Bob Russell. Buddy Lewjui,
these last few moments were perGaye 'Dixon, Andy -Arcari. Jerry
haps the real highpotnt of the enand Jane Brandovv
tire 95 minutes' telecast. It was a Producer-Director: Greg Garrison
scene that would likely put HollyKROUSE
wood to quite a strain in the mat- WFIL-TV, Fbiladelphia
ter of matching.
One of the more ambitious liv«
The blurb interpolations were' shows in local video, the new "Talstrictly combination of film and ent. Show" marks a step forward
soundtrack all reasonably and un- over the same sponsor's previous
obtrusively spaced.
Odec.
The program
amateur tryouts.
Friday (18) proved to be a nicely
packaged set of floorshow talents
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
With John Tillman, moderator; presented in a roof garden setting.
Myron Salzberger, James Wat- It can bear favorable comparison
terman Wise, Meyer Goldbcrt, with similar network product.
All five acts are cafe standards
guests; otliers
Director: Clark .Tones
and know their own material. Russell did the emcee honors and
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.ni.
Sustaining
comedian Buddy Lewis came on as
WPIX n"
a waiter, presumably serving the
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, which rest of the cast seated at a table.
has been going great guns <mi pro- Acts made no pretense of being
gramming since it teed off two other than acts. Outside of Lewis'
weeks ago, came a cropper on this brief impersonation of the waiter,
show. Idea is a good one and the the format was that of the straight
public service angle is meritorious, variety show.
but the program was much too
Buddy Lewis made a definite imslow-paced and lacked dramatic pression. The comic used his sure^
impact. Plenty of polishing is in fire material, but his impersonaorder if WPIX hopes to build an tions also projected well on TV,
audience for it.
particularly his dual takeoff <m
Supposed to be a forum on con- Jimmy Durante and W. C. Fields?.
troversial current issues, "Voice of
Jerry and Jane Brandovkr, a pair
the People" presents a spokesman of dancers, know their way aroimd
from the Republican, Democratic a floor.' Gaye Dixon^ a nightclub
and Third (A/^Tallace) parties ex- chirper^ got -over .with 'Take Me
plaining and defending their parly Out to the Ball Game" and "Good
views. Subject on the preem show Day."
Bob Bussell is not only -a

was at

stage yet

step in the establishment
Of regular tele sports coverage in
metropolitan areas along the lines
initiated by radio. In the future,
(IBEW),
it's pointed out, the bulk of sports
CBS has an exclusive contract
telecasting will probably be done
on all electronic camera work with
by the indie stations, since a netthe
IBEW and liie lA has been
work outlet has too many web
contesting the right to such jobs
commitments to handle.
with the IBEW throughout the
'.
Bights to the Giants' games are
countiy, and has so far shown a
controlled by Liggett ilk Myers
disposition to let its own cardholdTobacco (Chesteifidds) thi-ough
ers mix on the job with
the Newell-Emmett agency, which
men. In other CBS TV studios the
pacted with NBC early this year
IBEW maintains dominance.
all
games.
televise
to
for
With weekly network shows to
games
usuliandle, however, night
feeding
studio
ally found
shows to its. affiliate stations with
one <^rew and airing the Giants'
contests locally with a separate retjie first

p.m.

GILLETTE KAZOR
NBC-TV, from New York

Deal on Giants

Games Seen Pattern For

(25), 9:45

t

by sight makes it
dispense with the
possible
to
purely aural pyrotechnics by which
the kids' attention had to be caught
and kept. As in adult programming, video opens a vast field lor
at values offered

.

With Bob Stanton, Kay Forrest

French Video Lagging

WTOP

WPIX

He^s

95 Mins., FrI.

Washington, June 29^
Fight for the. inauguration of directional televisioA antennas and
DuMont Labs', plan to provide
more TV channels on the present
frequency band are expected to
hi(^U{^t the hearings on reallocation and reduction «I tele channels,
which teed off before the FCC here
today (Tues.).
Illustrating the need for directional antennas is the bid of
(CBS, Washington) for switching
channel 12 from Fredericksburg,
Va. WMAR-TV, Baltimore, opet"ating 01) chaanel 12, is afraid a
station operating on the' same
channel in D. C. would create interference. As a result, WMARTV is opposing the switch, pending
the establishment of directional
beaming.
Also sparking today's session
was a bid' from A, Frank Katzenowner of ' WHAT (Miami
tine,
Beach) Miami Broadcasting Corp.
and the Port Industry for channels
11 and 13 to be added to the five
channels already granted Miami
Beacli. liatter two are now allocated to Pabn Beach and Lake
Worth. Since ' granting • them to
Miami Beach would give that city
the top number of seven, it's believed unlikely the bid will be approved.
Badio Diablols (Cal.) attempt to
get a television channel for San
Jose, Cal., and. FCC opposition to
the move sparked ffie opening sesWith some 126 petitions
sions.
and appUcations dealioc with chaniCantinued. on page 34)

Reviews

Tele^nision

\

LOUIS-WALCOTT FIGHT

.
,

Demonstration was fa^ilty chiefly because of what Westinghouse
engineers described as interference from other stations in the
eastern area from which the broadcast was picked up. There was a
constant flicker that made viewing difficult for any length of time.
Demonstration proved that the higher the altitude the clearer and
more extensive the pickup. For all practical purposes, though, the
specific pliysical certainty of the underground coaxial cable' or
through-the-air microwave relay would seem to have the networkibg edge for the time being.
Kahn.

_

.

m

-

SHOW

.

HARRY

'

y

.

•

(28) was civil rights, which is certainly Important and controversial
enough to rate attention. As it
came out, however, the program

merely gave spokesmen for the
three parties a chance to Indulge
in the usual political doubletalk
and mudTslinging. After a full
week of the GOP convention on
windy speeches were

personable emcee but a baritone «f
His finale of "Bring /Back
Those Minstrel Days" had strong

ability.

appeal, nostalgic as well as vocal.

Andy
ist,

film

'Arcati,

veteran accordion-

had a unique- bit in which a
montage device was used' to

make his face ap.pear on bife
own instrument. Gag ,seems «f
doubtfuL value since it takes away
the previous mood of straight
up some cabaret show by injecting pix note.

difficult to digest.
In addition to setting
control over subject matter, Commercials, showing the Stude^
must also revise the format bakers in the showroom and on the
to incorporate more dramatic qual- road, are filmed.
Gagh.
ity into the show. Viewers
will
Soon tire of watching a man apeak*

«,?.1.£*

WPIX

ing. Director

Clark Jones cut several times to views of the studio
audience during the preem show,
but that wasn't enough to take the
onus away from tbe speakers.
Jones' camera work on the whole
was uninspired, with his cuts too
often resulting in a blank screen
Stal.

PIXIE PLAYTIME
With Frank Paris.Marionettes,
^ Goldman, guest cartoonists
Writer: Frank Parts

Bill

Producer-Director: Ed Stashcff
55 Mins; Sat.. 4:05 p.m.
SiutainiuK

WPIX, N. r.
The pattern

of juve programming
is travelling in a happily
reverse direction from the mayhcm-and-murdcr type of cereal
radio fare. Evidently, the adiditi:on-

on video

LUCKY NIGHT

With Jess

Pwh, Hope

Siinimers,

Sidney
Breese
and Bverttt
Clarke, narrator; Adele Scvtt,
organist
Producer: Beulah Zachary
Director; ISherman Marks
30 Mins.; Sun.t 9;30-10 p.ni.
Sustaining

WBKB,

Chicago

Long step toward the ultimate
form of televised drama was taken
via this Sherman Marks adaptation
of a Russel Hughes script originally
produced on "The Whistler" radio
series'. Show, lensed in cooperation
with Music Corp. of America, was
without doubt tbe best of its kind
viewed in Chi to date. In adroit intei-weaving of film and live action,
along with synthesiiing tadio, legit
and motion picture techniques, it
proved that tele'ji fumbling, appren(Contlnued oiji'page. 3S)
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A CONVENTION

NBC-LIFE GOES TO
CBS-TV Show

Price Quotations

Mass

CBS television is quoting prices for its program packages on the
basis of the ad agency's 15% commission included.
Network figures that the method is of help to the agency in that it furnishes
the latter with a gross sum to cite to a prospective client, a simpliflcatlon that's often handy in clientragency relatibns.
The price tags on the GBS
available out of

SHOW

TV

WCBS-TV, New

packages, covering all shows
York, are as follows:

"Toast of the Town"
''To the Queen's Taste"
"What's It Worth?"
"Face the Music," three times a week
"Face the Music," five times a week
"CBS News," three times a week
''CBS News,'' five times a week

i.....
.

BIZ

Reshuffle of Viewing Habits

Due as New TV Shows Take

HONORS

By GEORGE ROSEN

Luckies Vs. Luckies

Televising of special events attained a long-pants maturity last

$6,975
1,160
1,400
4,000
5,000
3,500
5,385

week.

TV showmen

Luclcy strike will be competing
itself for video audiences for

are almost with

Of likely interest is the price comparison of a couple of the above
shows with similar shows on NBC-TV. The "Texaco Star Theatre,"
handled through the Kudner agency, stands at $5,750 gross, while

time when it resumes its
unanimously agreed that NBC- football operations this faU. The
Life's documentary - showmanship cig roller will have college games
coverage of the GOP powwow in telecasting over both WNBT and
Philly marks a giant stride forward WARD in the New York area.
in charting patterns that will serve
The supplement over last seathe industry in good stead.
son's alliance is WARD.
It's a cinch, it's conceded, that
the Life-NBC job copped all the
television 4iQnors last week.
/
Not all of it was perfect; a good
Files
deal was slipshod.
But on the
wliole the web-mag tieup, with a
sock assist from Young & Rubicam

NBC Newsreel costs Camel, a deal made direct with 20th-Fox,
figures $8,000 for five programs a week.
the

the

first

20th-Fox

CBS

Invitnig

NBC

ATiliates

To

production staffers, resulted in the
and techniques for on-the-spot political
special events that- teought to
video what
"March of Time"
newsreels.
brought to outmoded
NBC-Life was all over the lot,
spicing the politico maneuvering
with just the right dash of showmanship when things were getting
duU.
Ben Grauer's "Room 22"
(Convention Hall) ses.sions, paacticularly in the early days of the starspangled GOP rallying^ was as fine
a job of its kind as television has
e.stablishing of patterns

Take
Because

it is

Its

Sponsored

TV Shows

convinced that the

pattern as it prevails
between stations .and networks in
radio can't apply to television

exclusivity

AM

for a long time, CBS has begun
to approach NBC affiliates with
queries about taking sponsored
TV shows. Advertisers are being
advised by CBS that the network

prepared to make its programs
available in towns where as yet

is
it

has no affiliation and cooperate

in every way to get the coverage
>
the client elects,
CBS has already attempted to
put this policy into action. When
the network. last week got a bite
from a client interested in "Face
the Music" on the basis of three
times a week, provided Cincinnati
could be delivered, CBS' stations
relation department got in touch
with
and asked that outlet
whether it would takf a transcribed
version of the show. According to

WLWT

CBS, WLWT, an NBC affiliate,
came back with a firm nod.

CBS appears to have come to the
conclusion that, even when video
gets rolling in high gear wherever
there are markets with not more
than three stations such local operators will keep themselves open to
all sources of program supply and
will choose on the basis (1) volume

A.C. Gets Into Tele

Swim

Atlantic City, June 29.
Third group out for license to
build and operate television station here is Press,-Union Publishing
Co. which operates
and
WBAB-FM. Officers filed with produced to date;
FCC making announcement WedThe corraling of the convention's
nesday (23). Clarldge hotel and "top talent" and !'supporting cast'
already have bids in for for informal, adlibbed commenvideo.
tary, was as vitai.as a Page One
Sets are now going strong in headline, providing the necessary
town with many taverns having in- sparkle in an informal, casual and
stalled them with good results intimate series of presentations. Y
from Philly. Hotels are getting & R's staffers,' headed by Dave
ready to install sets in rooms, with Levy and Harry Carpenter, agency
Claridge expected to be first to veepee in charge of the Life acmake move in this direction, h^Kring countv brought to them a maximum
already installed huge antenna.
of production values to heighten
the dramatic tensions.
Particularly
appealing among
"Room 22" series was the
tlie
Harold Lloyd-Irene Dunne exchange with Grauer, which' struck
an exacting note of informality
and off-the-cuff breeziness as they
kicked around politicis, television's

WBAB

WFPG

Canadian

TV

Being Goaded

Toronto, June 29.
The Canadian government, with

ice.

NBC

Key Areas

There were'

approximately
354,000 television sets ill operation Charles Stark Heads
in the 18 metropolitan areas with
video service as Of June 15. That
Blaine-Thompson Video
was an increase of nearly 100,000
Those
sets, or 37%, since May 1.
Blaine-Thompson ad agency, a
figures Were obtained by Audience 46-year-old outfit, climbed on the
Research, Inc., in two recent sur-, television bandwagon during the
veys!
past week with the formation of a
Not only has actual set installa- new department devoted to video,
tion increased sharply, but there headed by Charles Stark, who rehas been a continued growth in signed several weeks ago as genthe demand for tele receivers. eral manager of N. Y. indie station
There dre a minimum of 1,100,000 WMCA. Stark previously was with
additional families who will ac- the J. Walter Thompson and Lenquire video sets within the next nen & Mitchell agencies.
year, making a total of almost
Mario Lewis, exec veepee of
1,500,000 in these 18 population Blaine-Thompson, also announced
centers by June, 1949, according to promotion of Moulton H. Farnham
Sam Northcross, ARI head.
from copy supervisor of the CeloThe indicated intent-to-buy fig- tex account to copy chief of the
ure has virtually doubled in the agency, and Richard Ash to head
last six weeks. Part of this increase of merchandising and marketing.
stems from the greater number of Paul Podges, formerly with Gardareas now receiving video service, ner Advertising, was named Fara-

Up

(Continued oa page 38)

Down, One

to

with renewed interest.
Fact that N. Y. already has five
stations on the air puts.it still farther ahead 'of other key' cities programwlse than It's ever been. As a
result, . the midwestern and Coast
station operators hope to profit
from the e.xperience 'gained by
N. Y. broadcasters by patterning
their programming after the New'

Go

Washington, June 29,
20th-Fox has filed its fourth
application for a tele channel with
the Federal Communications Commission. 20th now wants channel 9
at Kansas City for 20th-F6x of Mis-

ham's

assistant.

>

^

'video scfene

Four

Yorkers that emerge on

top.'

the
potential
Illustrative
of
switch In viewing habits, is the new
Sunday .night lineup. NBC has always snagged the lion's share of
the Sunday night audience with its
souri,-^ a corporation made up of legit presentation's, including its
20th and Fox Mid-West, Inc., sub- own Television Playhouse, thesidiary owning theatres throughout Theatre Guild and the American
the middle west.
National Theatre and Academy
Previously 20th asked for chan- shows. Two weeks ago, however,
nels in Seattle, Boston and San CBS came up with Ed Sullivan's
Francisco. It will file later for hour-long "Toast pf the Town," a
another, bringing' the number up variety show featuring top vaude
to the five allowed by FCfC. Attor- and nitery talent. Fact ..that it's
neys won't say where they will slotted opposite the NBC legiters

.

.

,

next, but state it will be sev*
weeks before the brief is
prepared.
20th will make the sixth bidder
for the 4 channels allocated to
Kansas City by the Commission,
Others who have requested tele
channels during the past week are:
Central Pennsylvania Corp., Nortli
Altoona, Pa., channel 9, and chan-'
nel 13 at North Williamsport, Pa.;
Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting
impact oh show biz, etc. It was Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., channel
4;
this sort of added fillip and supple- Tulsa
Broadcasting Co., Tulsa,
mentary: footage that gave the channel 8; Gifford Phillips, Den(Continued on page 38)
ver, channel 9; Press-Union Publishing Co., Atlantic City, channel
8; Corning Leader, Corning, N. Y,,
channel 9; Greensboro Broadcasting Co., channel 10 at Green-sboro,
N. C; WPTF Radio Co., Raleigh.
N. C, channel 5; and WMPS, Memfile

eral

that NBC will>xilmo8t certainly lose a share of its Sundaji'

means

.

night audience.

Monday
If

for

all

is

a weak night generalbut Tuesday

,

stations,

night competition should be especially heavy. Three of 'the top TV
shows in N. Y. tee off at 8 p.m.
Tuesdays. These include the "TexStar
Theatre,"
DuMont'S
aco
"Court of Current Issues" and Rube
Goldberg's "Drawing t Garoe" on
WPIX. How. these will line up in
the next Hooper or Pulse ratings
remains to' he seen.
.

'

GF EXPANDS SUNDAY

TEE TO

Tele Execs, too,

FULL HOUR

GetReshnfOed

General Foods has made it an phis, channel 9.
TV applications of B. Anthony
hour on NBC's TV web Sunday
nights.
It starts an audience par- and Sons of Boston, and Texas
Keeping step with the seasonal
of
Houston, were
ticipation show in the 8:30-9 period, Broadcasters
change in key exec positions In the
with Jack Bright as m.c, starting granted dismissal without preju- radio networks, television has edso

weekend (4). The setting of dice.
Hearst Radio of Baltimore was
the thing will be a Village Bam.
follows the same account's "The told by FCC that it could amend
Author Meets the Critics" (Jell-O). its application for an FM i^tation to
Benton & Bowles is the agency change its proposed antenna, systContinued on page 53)
on the new stanza.
this
It

Chi Feeling Mixed

35i00OTVSets
In 18

K.C.;

the N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, for
the first time has given broadcasters in the metropolitan N.' Y. area
some idea of the competition in
store for them. How the new shows
have cut into the established audiences of the TV standbys hasn't
yet been revealed by the various
program rating services, but there's
believed to be little doubt tliat a
mass reshuffle of viewing habits is
-in the works.
Broadcasters in other cities, consequently, are watching the N. Y.

-

Into Action

and (2) quality of 'servThat web, taking what it con- its system of 4iationalized radio,
must stop lagging on television and
siders a realistic appraisal of the
medium's likely development, sees start moving fast, the present Liberal administration was warned
the average client tying up with a
network mainly for the time fran- by the opposition. Meanwhile, the
Radio Manufacturers Ass'n of
chise but at the same time reservfederal
ing the right to expand his cover- Canada is awaiting "the
government's decision and will inage througli transcribed film.
stantly swing into high gear once
In one respect CBS' newly flextelevision transmitter applications
ible policy on TV program coverare approved and licensed by the
age hews closely to the
line.
Broadcasting Corp. AcCBS is insisting that it control the Canadian
cording to F. R. Deakins, president
placement of all shows filmed off
6f RCA- Victor of Canada, a full
the end of its studio tubes and that
year's release of home television
the non-CBS stations taking such
sets in this country would total at
commercial programs pay it a 15% least $30,000,000 and possibly''
commission.
$50,000,000.
Private station owners, vociferous in their complaints that the
CBC is refusing to grant any television
licenses until the
CBC
assumes the pick of the internationally allocated wavelengths, are
st'ill drumming their fingers—even
though they have the finances and
(Continued on paae' 38)
of service

For

to Air

Preem of a number of top new
television shows during the last
several months, coupled with the
start of dally TV. programming by

Its Effect

on

By JERRY BAXTER
(This

Variety

is

the third in

a series by
showing

correspondents

how

television is projecting itself
throughout the country.)

Chicago, June 29.
Tele still is in its beer-and-salad
days as far as it affects most ChiIts impact as mass atcagoans.
home entertainment is in the 'off'r
About 25,000, or 2% of the
ing.
more than 1,000,006 families in the
metro area, own tele sets. Nighttime programming as unfolded via
WGN-TV and WBKB smacks of
And why not? The avecsuds.
age evening audience of the 4,500
tavern sets tops the total of home
viewers by an estimated 40,000.
This coming winter is bound to
see barflies giving way to house-

in the CBS-TV setup.
In the CBS lineup, Charles U.
Underbill, production manager of
the RKO-Pathe commercial department, becomes the web's director
of TV programming; David Sutton,

Tele's Impact;

on B.O. May Show
will
000.

undergone a series of new appoints
ments and exec reshulfles recently)
Latest is the naming of Tony Krabet as program chief of WABD
(DuMont, N.Y.) and the creation
.and fllUng of four new exec posts

until

in 1949

have risen to upwards of

35,-

now an

account exec in

radio network sales,

CBS

becomes CBS-

TV

sales manager; George L. Mo.skovics,
commercial manager of

The average week night home WCBS-TV, the web's key N. Y.
audience will be hovering between outlet, is managei' of the tele net's
an estimated 150,000 and 200,000, sales development, and Worthingwhile tavern viewers stabilize at ton Miner, until now CBS director
(Continued on page 34)
the 140,000 mark., From there on

half-Nelsons won't: make .a whole
':
show,
The present low set count has
so
prevented other than
far
sketchy demonstrations of video's
power as a positive or negative
force at the Chi b.o.
Some evidence of this power has been
gUmpsed by sports promoters, but
their reports disregard longrange
views and neutralize each other.
They also overlook the potentials
of network tele.
Leo Seltzer, who' as manager of
the Chicago Coliseum cancelled
out on boxing bouts via
Four stations will be on last winter, believes that tele will
flics.
the air and the count of home sets empty the seats.
Says Selt:ser:
"Promoters all over the country
have learned, or will quickly learn,
Other televmon news on
that on the majority of events,
especially on inclement days, all
page 11.
,

WBKB

(Continued on page 38)

O'MERA TO NBC-TV;
SET FOR COAST SPOT
Carroll O'Mera, whilom manager
Young &c Rubicam's Coast office
and producer of "Silver Theatre"
and the Burns and Allen show, has
joined NBC's TV staff. After a
month or two around the New
York plant he will be assigned to
a permanent post with the netof

work's Coast video setup with the
status of producer.
ALSO Slated to make the western
trek about the same time is Eddie
Sobel, staff producer, currently doing the Texaco show. Both O'Mera
and Sobel will come under the authority of Hal Bock, NBC's west-,
coast program manager.

;
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SECOND HONEYMOON

THIS CHANGING WORIiB

With Bud Collyer. «m«ee; Mark With Bert Surks, studie eontest- With Harrison Wood; Edwin Reimera, announcer
Wainow orch, Mary Small, ttmi .niitji; Ed Mtcliael. announcer;
WHter: Harrison Wood
Emery; Stardiistera Quartet
Rosa Kio, oAanUt.
Prodncer: William Warwick
])ire«t«fr: Jack Bnliin
Writer; Mort Lawreneo
15 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
Director: John Cleary
Producer: Ed W<fl*»
TBAIIiERS
FRUEHAUF
Bead
Producer:
Wlsrtit
60 Mins.; Sat., 9 VJO*
30 Mins.; Mon.-thra-Fri., 3:30 p.m. ABC, from New York
Sustaining:
" (Zimjner'Kellcr)
Sustaining
Mutual, front New York
Time was when, by the mere ABC, from New York
Not much doubt, judging by the
This quizzer, developed on Newtwist of a dial, you could get a
second edition of this new quartercontinuous flow of Bing Crosby ark indie WAAT (which dropped hour last Sunday (27), that HarriMarch, however) and kicked
through
day and

.

night, it la.st
the
one' station to another. off on ABC' this week (28) as reVirtually the same situation ap- placement for the first 30 minutes
plies in radio today to the tele- of the Paul Whiteman disk jockey
show, ought to do all right esphonic giveaway fad.
Take, for example, the Saturday pecially if Bert Parks stays around
night situation, with the back-to- as emcee. (He may not, the web
back slotting (though on different says, as he has heavy chores al-

records

son Wood sees this spot as a fairly
bright opportunity to strike for a
place in the sun as a radio opinion
molder. His style is reminiscent,
at various moments, of a number
of top gabbers. But his material
offers them little cpmpetition.
Last Sunday, for instance, Wood
webs) of 120 minutes of cash pay- ready, including the high-flying devoted the first lialf of this period
offs via CBS' 8 to 9 "Sing. It Again" "Stop the Music" and "Break the to a rehash Of the GOP convention.
and now Mutual's S to 10 "Three Bank." Johnny Olsen was initially But rather than delving Into the
Assuming that slated for the "Second Honey- significance of that event, in the
for the Mttney."
some day a saturation point must moon" spot, but he also is carrying "interpretation" manner so deftly
be reached, that day obviously has a load of emcee chores, and Parks practiced by the better network
The sponsor, the was subbed at the last moment.)
J not arrived.
spielers, he offered little more tlian
Parks really sparked the getaway a warming over of convention
agency man . and the network exec,
alerted To listeners' taste, have proceedings. His effervescence gen- speeches and other old news, with
reconciled themselves to the fact erates a hilarity in the studio some
sidelights
inconsequential
He
that, in this year of grace, 1948. which gets across to dialers.-.
thrown in. In the last half of the
the top radio, comedy writer can't can kid contestants without in- period, Wood turned for a few mocompete with a vefrigeratort or sulting them—-a neat technique ments to the Berlin situation, took
could
contemporaries
some
which
100 bucks in cold cash.
a number of broad swipes at
The latest bigtime entrant, afford to learn and he has an Stalin, and wound up with some
Mutual's "Money" preemed last impish, intimate manner which spot news ticker items.
Saturday (26) and, in contrast to enlivens nearly every moment of
Wood's delivery is of the clipped,
the other home-slanted giveaways, the sequence. He^S one of the best rush-of-words school (Winchell, et
it's
worth sticking around that things that could happen to a quiz al), while his inflections have
telephone, if you think you' got a Show,
touches of Heatter and Kaltenbom:
The quizzing on "Second Honey- His enunciation is clear, but so
chance." For here, in a sense, is
the giveaway to end all give- moon" is a- negligible ingredient bombastic as to incline a dialer
aways a crack at $5,000 every (happilyi in view of radio's current toward the volume control.
time the phone rings, with not even flood of it), serving as a bare exFruehauf gave Its middle comthe slightest suggestion of skill in- cuse for shoveling out gifts and mercial to a plug for motor truck
volved.
It's
100% chance, and "qualifying" contestants for the transportation In general, without
"second honeymoon" _compeUtion. a mention of the sponsor's 'name,
tuft's giving it away in spades.
"Money" goes like this: Mark (On the preem, a woman answered and made only passing mention of
Wamow'S orch pl&ys a tune. A wrong, got her prize anyway, and its own product in the si^ooff.
cotttestant is called and <QualifiH was assured by Parks that all she
Doan.
to play 1)y ansnreiiiiig att litndcuous really had to do was "breathe in
query about the tune. Bud Coll- and out.") Having thus qualiSed,
yer, as emcee, lists three tunes each of the seven femme contest- MYSTERY CHEF
.about to be played by the talent ants tells why she wants a second With John MacPherson
lineup (Wamow's orch, Mary Small, honeymoon, and at the windup a 15 Mins.; Sat., 7:45 aJn.
Kuss Ornery, Stafdosters vocal committee of five judges picks a Participatinsr
quartet).
If the at-home partici^ winner. Latter and her husband WNBC, New York
pant can guess how those three (they have to leave any kids home)
This is a familiar program which
tunes line up. numerically on a stu- get "a week's all-expense trip to a has been heard for years at various
dio blackboard, he gets $300, plus resort hotel, plus a new wardrobe spots Ota the dial, but now has the
a crack at a second bracket of for the wife and other giveaways. virtually uncatchable niche of 7:45
Inltialer uncovered several really Saturday, mornings. Maybe people
three tunes.
If he guesses the
second lot, thei<e's ah adcHtional .amusing or touching stories .by actually are up and around the
$500 and he can hang ..around for women as to why they never got house at that heretical hour, but
the third, grouping which, if around to a honeymoon. The con- are they In the humor to listen to
(and a straight gab show? Presumably
obviously
were
guessed accurately,, pays off. $3,000, testants
plus the previous $800.
lot of wisely) well screened in advance. the mail puU: Will tell.
The show offered a refreshing
coin for guesswock.
For last Saturday's (26) preWhat invariably happens, how- variation of the giveaway formula, miere, the participation series had
ever (or at least did- on the initial depending so little as' it did on the sponsors for two of the three availbroadcast), is that -the participant pointless and monotonous quizzing able spots.
They are Campbell's
gets one tune- in aie proper order featured by so many of. these pro- soup (Ward Wheelock agency) and
.and hangs, up $100 richer. Which grams.
Church
Dwight's baking soda
As with most giveaways, how- (Brooke, Smith, French & .Dorpasres the wjQf for smother phone
will
Honeymoon"
"Second
ever,
call.
(It would
interesting to
rance).
The conunercials are In
estimate how much coin the phone have to ease up on the product the folksy manner, with the Myscompany is hasvesting these days plugs anent the loot if a sponsor tery Chef himself (John MacPherfrom the multiple array of give- is to get much identification.
son) readin^g what isounds like perDoan.
awaysj.
sonsdly^prepared copy.
To the credit of the Mutual
In ^addition to the lavish plugs
stanza is that, in between phone
for Campbell's tomato soup and
calls, there's a lot of damceable B3LUES FOE FItlBAT
C & D baking soda, both of which
entertainment being tossed around, With «iyIUs Marsiiall, Bill Brady were specified in the' recipes menMcHjiyfs
orch
Cliff
male quintet,
as th«- Wa»w-S^ll-E«»ery-Startioned, the home cookery expert
dusters combo wrap tip each Prodncer-'IMreetor: Dick Gluns
presented himself as having prebracket of three times as desig- Wrlter-AnMouncer: Bynir WMttekcr pared all the meals for himself and
nated by the contestant before the ?0 Mins.; Fri., 9 pjn;.
his wife during their 40 years of
Sustainins
blackboard lineup is unveiled.
marriage, and who promises to tell
Collyer is glib and on a par with CBC, from Toronto
the listener not only how to preAs producer of "Blues for Fri- pare tasty and nourishing
the other phone boys.
Rose.
meals,
day," a very unima.ginative pro- but also
how to save $10 a week on
.gram tagger, Dick Gluns had the food
buying for a family of four
SING AliONG
idea that the pickup should be dis- (and still have
more luxurious and
With Landt Trio, Carol Ames
tant and not right on the mike. healthy
ingredients).
That
Producer: Jack Carney
On ear..soothing softness, the idea pretty much the* substance of was
the
SMrector: Phil McHn£h
is successful.
initial broadcast
30 Mins.: Mon. thru Fri. 10:30 a.m.
More important, it centres the
Despite his radio experience,, the
Sustainins
attention on Phyllis Marshall. Un- Chef is
'
a shaky mike performer.
CBS, 'from New York
til this rich-voiced contralto came
This is one of those shows that back to Toronto to have her baby, His script-reading still doesn't
help local indies to snag a fair she was vocalist with Cab Callo- sound even slightly extemporaneportion of the listening audience way's band for 18 months. After ous. And although he rushed (and
for disk jockey broadcasts. It's her convalescence, she is now fill- stumbled) through the spiel, he
ahout as bald a giveaway as any- ing the presumable interim in still had to be cut off by the station.
Hobev
one could devise to achieve a Canada.
studio and dialer rating. ImaginaHere is a throaty and sexy voice,
tion is so lacking that at one point '\vith perfect phrasing control and POP CONCERTS
in the initial broadcast, at which diction.
Her essentially pleasant With the Cleveland Summer Ora cedar chest was to be handed to and honest manner comes over the
chestra; Wayne Mack, announcer
the person who could identify the airwaves with sentimental over- 30 Mins. Wed
and Sat. I0;30 p.m.
title Of H tune via the reading of tones that, i{ this Were not a sum- Sustaining
lyne lines (which contained the mer sustainer, tiiight reach fad proi=- WGAE, Cleveland
title), a spieler frankly pointed out portions.
(The program from
30 minutes of the de,V ^^P,
"we have to, have some reasoil" for CJBC, Toronto, is being carried by lightful
refreshing "Pops" as pregiving this thing away;"
34 stations of the Dominion net- pared and conducted by
Rudolph
tater in the show, there's an- work.)
Rmgwall with the Cleveland Sumother type of giveaway idea. This
Misis Marshall opens the pro- mer Orchestra.
With a feature perinvolves someone in the audience grapi cold in slow blue style with former
at each show, for the atreaching into a bowl of silver "Oncfl in a While," with the fine tendmg
audience if not for the
coins, grabbing a handful and, if sotto-voce backgrounding of Cliff radio
audience, the
he can estimate the amount he McKay's orchestra, and the celeste theless. Is a sparklingstanza; neverperiod In the
scooped up within 15 seconds, the taking the basic harmonics. This summer
programming for the
coin is doubled. If he can't he gets slow-time delivery by all Is impres* Greater
Cleveland audience.
to keep his grab and the next day's sively successful, particularly with
The "Pop," which include the
fast-count Award is tripled. In re- the all-the-way-back niellowness of bulk
of the regular Symphony
turn for the coin, the grabber is the brass. McKay has achieved an group,
again poses Cleveland's $64
asked to solo a melody. That's exquisite and intriguing softness question:
"why can't a sponsor be
about the simplest method Of dol- that will be copied.
found?" for such
ing out coin that unimaginative
For a singer, any 3Q-minule seg- ensemble. Certainly,anIf outstanding
a full-hour
radio could possibly have devised, ment is too long but Miss Marshall
program Is too heaVy, than a halfexcept for indiscriminately spading carries the program without lis- hour
of the better-known, lighterIt to the aud from the stage.
tenerrboredom, -Tops in intriguing
could captivate an audiWhen one can iwget the painful softness were "Talk of the Town." selections
ence.
twist of ideas, this show fcn't bad. "These Foolish Thingd." "Do it
On
evening reviewed (26) "A
The Landt Trio and Carol Ames, a Again" and "Honey, I'm in Love Night the
In Old Vienna" was featured
fair singer, do some nice things With You." The Brady male quinand among the clinking beer botWith standard melodies such as tet was in for effective vocal back- tles of
the
"For Me and My Gal," "1 May Be grounds and Cliff McKay's orches- admirably audience. Dr. Ringwall
Wrong," etc.. and the audience is tra lent excellent melodic tohe- of Strauss. conducted a full session
The soloist for the occafrequently worked into the thing sion; but Miss M^nhall and her
sion was Boris Goldovsky, pianist,
Via A community sipg idea.
distinctive song-styling can slaitd long'-standmg
favorite for Cleveaitonsk
McStasf,
landa
,
Mark.
flitting

from
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BILL HENRY ANP THE

WE LOVE AND LEARN

NEWS

With Barbara Weeks, Arthur Vin- 5 mna., Mon.-thnirFri;, 9:55 pSmi'
ton, Sarah Burton, Ann Thomas, Sustaining:
Sbs Read, Jse.HeIj;e«>n, Charme MBSr from Washington
Allen, Dick Dunham
Mutual starte^d warming up this
Writer: Lilliam Spinner
spot last Monday, night (28) for'
Director: Chet Gierlach
Johns Manville's ' tenancy around
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11:15 a.m., EDT 'the middle of August, or after Bill

MANHATTAN SOAP

CO,
Heni-y has given himself a look-see
at the Olympics. For Henry the
(Duane Jones)
occasion marked the first switch In
Under the same title, "We Love network alliance since CBS brought
and Learn," of another old suds him to New York from the Coast
NBC, from New York

.

»

Manhattan Soap Co. is now
sponsoring a daytime serial on
NBC, In behalf of its Sweetheart
brand. The new show, which has
been offered around the ad agencies the last couple of years under
a different tag, is about a foreignbom New: York milliner and the
emotional dramas that stem from
hei- staff and patrons.
For the
initial sequence, the. romantic insaga,

,

smalltown schoolteacher
who's trying to become a model.
Even by daytime serial standards

terest

it

is

seems

a

mild.

Besides the central character,
supposedly French but played by
Barbara Weeks with an incredible
accent, Arthur Vinton enacts a
purportedly suave lawyer-heart
breaker, Sarah Burton is the millinery shop manager he jilted for
the boss, Ann Thomas is an outspoken model, Sue Read is the
ingenue, .Tim Carlton the juvenile

about seven years ago to do this
same news capsule job acrosS' the
board. Johns Manville took over
th^ Monday-thru-Friday tab in
1942, and it would have still been
CBS had not that network decided to drop the capsule on the'
ground that it bad "outlived its

on

usefulness."

During

its

CBS Johns

run on

JWanville was considered to have
about the best buy in radio. The
across-the-boarder cost the account
around $750,000 a year, giving the
building supply outfit potent ni^tly ratings, which when multiplied
by frequency, placed it particularly during the peak span of news
interest, among the top levels of
the Hooper weeldy courfs.
Henry's easy-flowing, j-'/en-toned
and unemotional delivery hasn't
changed In the slightest through
the years. EditorialSIng with him
is a rarity, although he doesn't shy

and Charme Allen his possessive away from terse, graphic charaemother.
terlzation. something akin_but not
The previous "We Love and too closely, to the style of Time
Learn" went off the air four or five magazine. 'Through the years he's
years ago, after being produced also become a master at crowding
several seasons by Transamerican much into little time without in
for General Foods, through the the least sounding hurried or inYoung & Rubicam agency. It was volved. H>s is a "standard act" that
originally called "As the Twig Is has become as integrated a part of
Bent."
There's apparently only network radio as any other memthe nominal connection between tionable feature and he'll likely
that serial and the present pro- continue with this five-minute rougram.
.
tine so long as a network makes
For this stanza jthe Sweetheart the periods a«idlabte.
.Qdec.
commercial copy is, at least so far,
comparatively restriuned. Hobe.

NATURE SKETCHES
With Edwin' C, Alberts
(86), 3 pjM.

MYSTERY PL AYHOnSE
With

Ian

IS Miqs,, Sat.

Edgar StehU,
Anne Seymour. Henry Neeley, NBC, from Denver
Long a summertime standby on
Steve Chase, Inge Adams
NBC, "Nature Sketches" returned
Producer; Herbert Rice
to the net Sat. (26) for the elj^tli
Director: Mert Koi^n
successive year. Originating from
30 Mils., Sun., 7 pjn;
Rooky Mountain National Park in
Sustaining
Colorado, the program is intended
MBS, from New York
The teeoff event (27) didn't seem to whet the interest of dialers in
to square precisely with the ambi- nature as a form of recreation.
Martin,

tions of this series, a summer filler
for the perennial
Holmes-." The plan, as publicized,
was to present herein choice scripts

Stanza, itself, Is a "public service"
presented by NBC In cooperwith the' U. S. Dept. of In-

"Sherlock show
ation

terior.
Opening shot had park
which had previously done service naturalist Edwin C. Alberts supon the four networks and larger ervising .an informal q. & a, forum
indie stations around the cofitntry. witli a dozen-odd children, chiefly
The same announcement did idlow of grade school age.
for some hedging in that it qualiAn NBC walkie-talkie unit tried
fied the promise with the
words, to sustain an air of informality by

best available.''

"The -Story of Elizabeth Ross"
by Jay Bennett was .the initial exhibit.
As psychological crime
drama it fell far short of being representative of the better stuff heard
in radio in recent years. There was
nothing piquantly polished about
the characterizations or the devel-

picking up the conversation of
Alberts and his youtiiful interviewees who were on a roving tour of
the- park. Unfortunately the sfelay
at times was a trifle faulty with
some voices blurry and difficult to
understand. However, on the basis
of Saturday's airer, which discussed
the park's glacial features, the
series has a high educational value
especially for the juvenile audience. Alberts is a competent guide
who talks it. a down-to-earth style.
Program Is scheduled for a 12-week

opment of its suspense. The story
developed its punches at each step
of the way, and the bravura dialog
made it a field day for the cast,
especially Anne Seymour in the
name role. A. tale of unrequited stay.
love, "Elizabeth Ross" traces the
attempts of a psychology teacher to
destroy the marriage, and then
of his sister through the
suggestion.

life,

Gilb,

MERBY-GO-EOVND

power of With Joe 3?cnsee

15 Mins.; Sun., 10 B.ni.
Ian Martin is spotted as the host FLASH WEEKLY .
of the series, but the opening show CKEY, Toronto
allowed him but a very brief par- ' As a reporter who got fed up
ticipation, since the script required with the conservative and" bushits own character-narrator, none hush policy on news-happenings in
other than old man Death himself. Canada''! social and business world,
The vaporings Of the sideline char- Joe Tensee has kicked the traces
acter rated as the most sophomoric with an aU-out chatter critique, on
touch of all.
political inefficiency, the narcotics
Odec.
traffic,

DESTINATION FREEDOM
With Fred Pinkard, Janiccv Kinsslow, Don Gallagher, Jess Pugh,
Art Peterson, Maurice Copeland,
Marvin Peisner, Arthur McKoo,
narrator; tBIyn
Owen, organ,
Bobby Christian, drums, and
Gregory Paschal, vocal; Hugh
Downs, announcer.
Writer: Richard Durham
Director: Homer Heck
30 Mins., Sun,, 10 ajn.
Sustaining:

WMAQ,
New

'

Chicago

series dramatizing the role

Negroes in the historical expansion of American democracy got
off to an okay start via the littleof

phoney Canadian mining

promotions^ police-protected gambling and such hindrances to forthcoming American tourist trade as
the current closing down of sill
gasoline stations at 7 p.m:
It's a hefty task for the 15-minute segment but Tensee's rapidfire delivery and lucid enunciation
make for a courageous clinical a|>proach to the news that mast Jolt
'ocal politicians and the evM-doets.
Swiftly interspersed are flash Items
on society's doings; current theatre; radio, sports,

news-notes.

Current

He

band and

nitery

uses guest-artists.
Interview with

was an

Norman Matthews, K. C, Crown
prosecutor

in

narcotics fight.

the present antiThis byplay praised

known
of Crispus Attucks,
the MbUnUes, etc., and bitterly
in the Boston Massacre
the Canadian narcotics
Preem (27), subtitled "The Knock- blasted
Kneed Man," ionized the dust of ring.
Tensee's cleanup
story

killed

crusade

is

out-

glowing spoken and courageous, with no
^f"was^'"^
'Treatment
simple and apparent fear or favor. His warmimaginative, in contrast to the
Major Hoople pomposity that often voiced delivery also lends listener
conviction to his current familypasses for historical drama.
exposes and other items
Drama consisted of a dozen skeleton
in which he nanies names In posscenes linked together by a narsible news stories the dailies would
rator whose lines drove the action
forward without waste motion shy from. Apart from such "scoops"
which
Show opened with Gregory Pas- city titillate the general listener,
editors Should listen to this
chal
anging' a cappelia, then
program. Tensee luils courage; so
(Continued on page 34)
'i
taas tUe station.
MeStay.
stuff._

-
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Bordffl^s Jr.

AdHevanent Con^etitiM

in the operation tliat can benefit
the entire TV lndu.stry.
Counsel for Edwin H. Pauley's
Tele-California, which is bidding
> CdBtinaetl trom paf* 31 $5b
ConiiuUed ifxm l>age 2S
for a channel in San Francisco, attempted to oppose the granUng of of tele, becomes CBS-TV manager
BBS&O,
Williamson,
Brown &
channel 12 to Stockton on the of program development.
D'Arcy
Co.,
Brewer
Beechnut. Bruce
grounds that it woidd interfere
Kraber is to head up WABD's
agency; Carter Products; Doherty,
with tlie available Frisco channels. studio remote crews and the staClifford & Shenfield; E.sty agency;
Testimony was ruled out, however, tion's entire programming stall'. A
Federal Advertising; Gardner Adit was offered after tlie former
because
CBS exec assistant in
Bclding;
'Cone
&
vertising; Foote.
FCC-imposed deadline for the charge of shortwave division operHenri, Hurst & McDonald; Lever
This would indicate, ations, he fills a post at DuMont
hearings.
Bros.; Lipton Tea; Knox Mills;
consequently, that the FCC will at- that's been vacant for some time.
Mills;
McGeneral
Kudner agency;
to wind up the hearings rap- Job has been handled recently by
Cann-Erickson; Lennon & Mitchell; tempt
let them drag out.
James L. Caddigan, program chief
Orr & Associates; Maxon agency; idly and not
Next to take the stand was for the DuMont web, who's doubled
Pedlar & Ryan; Keedham, Louis &
New Haven, Conn., in the
WNHC-TV,
job. Caddigan wilt
Advertising;
Piedmont
Brorby;
which
is operating on channel 6. now devote his entire attention to
Cleary;
Frederic
Williams
&
Koche,
FCC proposes to convert the chan- longrange network programming
W. Ziv, and Young & Rubicam.
nel from a community to mctrp= policies.
The ''major objective" of the politan status, which would give
CBS appointments, according io
U. S. Hooperating project. Hooper WNHC-TV a chance to boost its
the web's tele veepee J. L. Van
said, is to ''get broader participapower. Move i.s opposed, however, Volkenburg, point up CBS plans
tion by advertisers" the group
by Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) News- for intensive expansion of its netwho, it's noted, constitute tlie big^ papers. Inc.; which claim that chan'r
work TV activities. New developmoney clients in Nielsen's fold.
nel 6 is the only one available to mental jobs held by Moskovics and
Hooper hasn't finalized his plans Pougbkeepsie and a 'boost in the Miner will give the web a chance
regarding future U. S. Hooper- New Haven power would overlap to service fully all .sponsors, while
ating reports, but it is reliably re- and cause .interference in Pougb- experimenting in new program and
ported that he is considering issu- keepsie.
sales ideals. Duo will also aid the
ing three a year and makii^ them
If the switch in status is made, web in eifecting closer cooperation
a part of the overall Hopper
the newspaper chain -wants to re- with CBS-TV affiUates.
for which suDsmtters
subscribers would
*5!'^^''"'«"
serve channel 6 in Pouglikeepsie
be billed Jan. 1. Obviously, this until such time as directional TV
would 'entail a boost in current antennas are feasible.
If New
rates to cover the costs of the U. S.
Haven remains on a' cQmmnnity
iiz
Hooperatings.
basis, however, its power would not
Continued from pate 29
On the front versus BMB, Hoop- be
with chan-

Tele Execs

Hooper

—

i

\m

for 'County

in

Teenagei^

In a full-scale promotional swing "County Fair" will originate from
that week.
towards the teenage audience, Bor- its area
Promotion of the stunt will beden's "County Fair" series on CBS gin on an "oHthe-air" basis Imwill boost the Junior Achievement, me^tely through existing Junior
pronational
into
movement
inc.,
Achievement groups. In Septemto reportions via a plug campaign and ber, the prdgram will begin
volve around JA with new groups
a, close tie-in with the program's
to be invited to form their own
and participation fomat. corporations. Junior Achievement
aiid
Scheme has been openly mapped was launched in 1»26 under the
CBS and Borden's agency, sponsorship of business organiza|

by

Keiiyon St Eckhardt, to counter
the giveaway craze by building a
grassroots audience among the
juves on a something-for-something
basis.

tions.

from pace 30;

(Continued
Under current plans, Bmrden
company will sponsor a four- network affiliation. Par has

al-

months' competition -among IRJ ready testified for the record that
"corporaUons" operated by the it would enteitain affiliation bids
Junior Achievement group. Latter from networks if it obtained a
outfit is a non-proiit outfit aiming TV grant.
to give boys and giris from 15 t«
Smith also tried to point up
21 years of age scrimmage prac- CBS's apparent lack of interest in
tice in busiftsss organization, and rJle prior to the Jast six months,
management through lactual ex- since its bid for commercial color
perience «» a small scale.
TV fell through before the ConiEach of the corporations will put «nission 18 months ago. Murphy
on a "county fair" in their own Offered four reasons why CBS
area during the week of Oct. 23-30 wants an o. &o. station:
to exiubit their products. Winning
Because of the competition
1.
gr6u|it which will be announced from other major networks, winch
in November, will be showered are already establishing regional
with inet«handise awards, and webs on tlie Coast.
2. Because of the added revenue
such a station would deliver.
3. Because it's needed for local
ptckup purposes.
4. Because if CBS succeeds in
buying full control of KQW, web's
V

AM

outlet in Frisco,

Legrate

the

AM

it

•

WABD

.

—

Par Jabs

j

.

would

operation

iu-

-

ABC

,

Listening Area Coverage Index, unveiled officially at the NAB
convention in Los Angeles last
mouth, shapes into a station service which .is not at all unlike that
offered by the tripartite bureau.
It looks, to those who were in radio in the '30s, like a revival of
the old NBC-CBS battle, with
employing a variation or refinement of Uie old Columbia mailer's

BMB

ballot

system

with adaptation of

Radio Reviews

- Continued from page S2 j

and Hooper an
the NBC all-county

TV.

(Jostcard survey.

KROW (Oakland) counsel John
attempted to di.sprove
Murphy's authority to speak for
tiie CBS board on matters of proposed spending, lie pointed out
that 'KROW owners were present

As for how this newborn index
is doing, Hooper reports^ completion of Surveys, on station order,
in "14 or l."} areas'' and points out
that two major stations, KSL of
Salt
Lake, and
of Dcs

Heame

enough to interfere
nel 6. in Pougbkeepsie. WNHC-TV of bankrolling, but a new show'
engineer Garrojy Hay, testifying in hasn't been slotted.
direct examination, said the boost
It is also learned that General
in power would permit his station Mills, ABC's heaviest spender, may
more tlian 300,000 drop the axe on both "Green
sei"Vice
to
peoples
Hornet" and "Famous Jury Trials,"
although a final decision ha.sn't
been reached. The cereal packag«T
has just picked up a quarter-hour
of ABC's "Breakfast Club" (which

WHO

switched to a British redcoat who
sounded the hunt with Altucks as
quarry. In flashbacks to Attuck's
progress from slavery 20 years
earlier, the drama sprinted on to
the point where redcoat bullets
dropped him on the Boston snow.
Several anachronisms' cropped
up but they were minor and obscure. Drum and organ worked

Moines, have launched promotibn

hearings, impljring then:
campaigns exploiting their showaren't Frank Stanton and
ings in the indexes for their ai-eas.
William Paley here?" Murphy deBoth stations are
members.
clared, however, he's been desigAs for the front versus CBS
nated by the board to handle the
radar, Hooper has just pacted a
hearings land has full authority.
month-to-mdnth deal with Albert
owner Sheldon F. Sack- Sindlinger of Philadelphia for use
ett finislied his testimony yesterof the tatter's radar tccimique,
day (Mon.), He was followed by which is claimed to have
CBS Coast veepee Don Thorn- tages over the CBS device. advanburgh, wlio described his own and
Nor is this all Hooper -has up his
the web's public service record.
sleeve.
Still another project is
Apparent setback sufTered by afoot, but still is very much under
ui its bid for one of the wraps. It sounds like a new attack

the

at

"Why

BMB

KROW

.

:

KROW

two

remaining Fri-seo channels on the BMB front, _but Hooper
highlighted the hearings last week.
isn't uncorldng it yet.
Both station manager Sheldon F.
Sackett and general manager William Gunzendorfer we're forced to
concede repeatedly under heavy
Reallocations
cross-ex mination that theirs would
Continued trom page 30
b{! an extremely small-budgeted operation in contrast to the ambitious
nels in 12 states and the District of
plans of CBS. 20U)-F4ix, Paramount
Columbia, the hearings are proband Ed Pauley's Tele-California,
ably the most important for the
competing.
"

;

against whom it is
Earlier during the

week, Par
veepee Paul Raibourn and William Eddy, manager of WBKB
(Balaban t^ Katz, Chicago), carried Par's fight to the FCC. Judge
Samuel Rosenman, chief counsel
for CBS, trained his lieaviest guns
on Raibourn. trying to pin him
down on the possibility of home
tele hurting the boxoffice of Par's

entire TV industry yet conducted.
States are listed' alphabetically

on

effectively

music by

original

Richard Shores. iSeries, produced
cooperation with the Chicago
Defender, a Negro newspaper, will
use both white and sepia actors.
in

•

Baxt.

CONVENTION REPORT
With Phil Roster. Malvin Schcchter; Jack O'BeiUy, annonncer

Toni dropped) and is reported mulling whether the budget will stand
this addition without parings elsewhere.

Coming

in the

wake

of KellogR's

sudden lopping off of "Gnlcri
Drake" and a 15-minute tab on
"Breakfast in Hollywood," the
American Oil cancellation and
General Mills' uncertainty jolted
ABC'ers. Otlier recent bankioUer
losses sustained by the Web include
Rayve (for Henry Morgan), American Express (for "Vox Pop"), Noxema (for "Mayor of the Town"),
Red Heart (for "Lassie"). .Tohn
Hancock (for "Point Sublime"),
Bosco-(for "Land of the Lost"),
Wesson Oil, Camels, Nestle's and
National Biscuit Co. (for, Paul
Whiteman).
The axings add up to four and a

Producer; Bill Hems
quarter hours. Against this, the
15 Mins.; Sunday (27), 10.45 a.m. web has
inked new bankrolling for
Sustaining:
two hours of time, selling out
WOB, N. Y.
"Stop the Music" to Bversbaicpi Old
Spurring on the next generation Gold, Speidel
and Smith Bros..
of newspapermen, WOlt ai'med a
pacting General Foods for a new
couple of winners of the N, Y.
Herald Tribune school' journalism Meredith Willson show, and Fruchauf
Trailers
and
the Arabianawards with a wire recorder and
gave them carte blanche to pro- American Oil Co. for quarter-hour
duce a show out of the Republican newscasts. .
National Convention.
Result was
this
15-minute program which
didn't even have freshness to compensate for the amateurishness of
'

the youngst-ers.
The kids just

didn.'t

have an an-

on the docket. With a pass from gle for their approach to the conAlabama. Ari;:ona and Arkansas, vention. They missed a great op-

was first to enter the p'ortunity in failing to use the
Republican
cliairman's
proceedings. Under direct exam- Young
ination. Radio Diablo, w^iich oper- greeting to them as a takeolT for
ates a 50.000-watt FM transmitter a murderous lampoon on the
blarney, buncombe and bombast
on Mt. Diablo, near San Jose, de- that ran
riot at Philadelphia. The
tailed its bid for
San
California'

a
.lose TV
channel. BD prez Orrin H. Brown
explained that the studio would be
located In San Jose but that the
transmitter would be constructed
potent ad medium for pictures via with tlie station's FM transmitter
televised trailers and using their atop Mt. Diablo.
Under the FCC reallocation prostars to ballyiioo film.s.
Harried by Rosenman on why posals, San Jose would get channel
Par hasn't -permitted either WBKB 13. with channels ftand 12 reserved
or KTLA, its Los Angeles outlet, for Stockton, Calif. RD's proposal
to use Par features, he testified for a strong TV transmitter, which
that "r'glit now we're beset by would blanket that section of
too many problems of rights." He northern Califdmia, would interdenied that Barney Balaban, Par fere with channel 12 at Stockton
both
channels,
it's
prez. ever voiced a fear of 4ele's absorbing
inroads, claiming he'd always led claimed. FCC engineer Hart Coopthe discussions with Balaban on' erthwaite, as the first witness, apthe subject. Under further ques- peared to oppose the ^RD bid on
tioning, he declared it's obvious the grounds oC mutual interference.
televising features will hurt their This interference would be so
b.o., but declared: "Thercll be a great, he testified, "as to render the
point where tele can pay enough two applications mutually exclufor features to make it worth our sive."
Brown listed the principal .stockwhile' to sell them to video as
tele grows, that point will come holders in his outfit as himself. J.
closer to where we can show newer A. McCullough and W. W. Eitel.

Raibourn
holdings.
hedged the question continually,
Par expects tele to
through offering a
vast theati-e

.stressing that
aid film biz

kids were on the verge of treating
this affair as a circus but were
trapped by rej;pectability and conservatism.
Their elders perform
in that style more effectively.

'|i|-0r|Hy..;;ii-

tteMoMt wiili You'
"This Time for Keeps"
M9t.: LOU CLAYTON

'On

Herm.

'

...cdls the tune
and on WATV it's the merry
iingle «f tash registers

when your |)roduet reaches
the thousands of JUNIOR
FROLICS television fans

who

daily at five line

up

to

follow Uncle Hal's film funnies

ond

cartoons.

WAT VI
c h

a n

ft

e

—

films."

McCullough

At that propitious moment, Ros^
enman submitted as evidence a
recent Vamettt story, which quoted
Balaban as saying that Par reis-

control

and

Eitel,

he

said,

recently set up on ?:SBR-FM, nsTV ing a 50 kw. transioiitten which is
kill now the only one on a regular FM
Haibourn de- band anywhere in the counti?. If

would never be sold to
because such a move would
•sues

their, theatre value.

clared
I

'

Inc.,
Eitel ' McCullough,
Which manufactures Eimac radio
Firm has developed a tube^

lubes.

ho agreed completely with
Rosenman dvopped

Balaban, and
the subject.

BD gets its iv channel, Brown

de-

clared, not only will it npe;rate the
station bnt will also devetov tii|ie$

"UlMm will •hortily f«wr» telepfcameiiofe iai itatf
--Mitiitlttidd^f «liiHi«M, ali

•
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NO TIE

Client

FOR 'GET RICH QUICK'

V

WKat's referred to around ABC
the daylight-:
as ^'Hynd time," being
saving schedule of tape-recorded
playbacks worked out by veepee
Charles B. Rynd, snafued the web's
department plan to run in a "Get
Hich Quick" giveaway as one of
two 30-minute replacements for
Paul Whiteman's afternoon hotir.

Wants Lnre

On Upper

Phantom Sponsor

Sbw

NX State Web

Joe Weed, of Weed & Co., has
advised a group of upper New
York stations that he has a client
for a live show on a regional network if they can get together and
furnish the lines. Al Godwin, of
WNDR, Syracuse, is heading up
the inter-station discussions on
Weed's proposition.
,

phone

Group

Springfield,

Wilford
his

"Upon

111.,

June

Kramer

J.

is

NAB Blueprints Series of Workshops

29.

doing

Reflection" gab

on

WGVS

here for a twice-a-weefc
sponsor who has gone out of
business, at least temporarily.
BankroUer is the John Bres-

mer
ment

Co., Springfield departstore, who.se establish-

ment

burned to the ground

calls to
dialers, listen-

to feed it live to the Coast. Meantime, a musical show out of Chi-

cago teed of^

4

m.

p,

Monday
The

slot.

(28) in the
3:30-4 period, as

planned, was taken over
by "Second Honeymoon."
Latter show, scripted by the
Charles King Productions office
and directed by ABC staffer Jack
Cleary, is being emceed temporari-

'initially,

ly by Bert Paries. He may not continue, as he already has a heavy

^mceeing sked, including "Stop the
Music" and "Break the Bdnk."

Bob Buckley

to

'

se-

nior account executive with Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, joined
Benton & Bowles Monday (28). He
is slated to replace Ted Steele in
the business management of B&B's
radio department.
Steele,

a

v.p.,

who has been man-

AFRA-WCKY

Settle

National Assn.

casters plans

May

workshop sessions

ort

programs, sales, employee-employ-

2.
Store won't reopen its
doors until at least next Janu-

7SG
A

Suit Out of Court er

and

relations, research, music
legal problems this summer
fall at district meetings.

$78,270 breach of contract suit

andi,

brought by announcer Don GodNAB staffers will include; HanHd
dard against NBC was settled out
Fair, program department director?
of court, according to papers filed Richard P. Doherty, employee-emin N. Y. federal court last week. ployer relations department direc*
withdrawing t h e action, tor; Don Petty,^ general counsel;
In
the plaintiff's attorney, Alfred S. Hugh M. P. Higgins, broadcast adthe next move is for the outlets
Julien, stated the settlement was
to work out a line cpst» sharing
Following Agency Splitup amicably agreed to by ail parties vertising department assistant director; and Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
arrangement.
Schenectady, June 29.
concerned. No amount was stipu- research department director. PresThe Leighton and Nelson Agen- lated in the papers.
ident Justin Millerrexecutiv^ vicecy, formed in 1936 by two men
Goddard's suit came as the after- president A. D. wuiard, Jr., and
50G
wlio had been WGY's first commer- math of his alleged dismissal in secretary-treasurer C. E. ATney
cial managers, dissolved last week 1946 by NBC after he made rewill attend some sessions.
(23), George R. Nelson opening marks on the air against the late
'PRESIDENTIAL
Divided into t^vo series, the flirst
his own advertising concern and Congressman Rankin. At that time
A .$50,000 cash (in savings bonds) Winslow
meetings will begin July 26 for
R. Tiny) Leighton assum- the announcer was pacted for four
giveaway with an election - year ing
District 4 at the Greenbrier, White
six-year-old air shows and his $78,270 damage
operation
of
slant is getting serious gandering
Sulphur Springs, W- Va. The rest
WSNY.
action represented the monies due
from WOR, N. Y.
of the schedule is: District 3 at the
Nelson announced that he would him Had he remained an NBC Bellevue-Stratford hotel, PhiladelStanza, called "Pick the President" and owned by a 'Jackson contest before FCC Leighton's tak- spieler in good standing.
phia, July 29-30; District 1, SomHeights, N. Y., resident named ing control of the 250-watt inde^
erset hotel, Boston, August 2-3;
William A. Jones, involves phone pendent station. He has engaged
District 2, Hotel Sheraton, Rochesformer Judge Daniel H. Prior, of
calls to listeners on which an event
ter, N. Y,.Aug. 5-6; Districts 7 and
Albany, as attorney. WSNY, which
is recalled, or an old song played,
8, French Lick Springs, French
Nelson managed,' has been a conetc., and the dialer asked to guess
Lick, Ind., Aug. 9-10; District 9,
who was President at the time. A sistent profit producer, according
Palmer House, Chicago, Aug. 12local radio circles. Y.
N.
Herald Tribune-WOR 13; Districts 1 and 12, Meuhlebach
$20,000 "Presidential kitty" and a to
Leighton appointed Wally Dun- (N. Y.) Annual High School Jour$30,000 "Presidential purse" (both
hotel, Kansas City, Aug. 16-17;
sums in bonds) would be posted and can, once with WGY and later with nalism Award contest may develop District 11, Radlsson hotel, MinWNEW, as general manager of a four-way One World Flight next
$100 bonds divvied out of the kitty
neapolis, Aug. 19-20.
each week to listeners answering WSNY. Ed Flynn resigned as pro- year. Plans are in the talk Stage
Available details on the second
gram manager to go with Nelson; between the station and newscorrectly;
did Bob Cragin, onetime
paper to send the four 1949 win- series are: District 14, Mammoth
On election night next Novem- so
assistant farm director, and oldest ners
(selected from
graduating hotel, Yellowstone National Park,
ber, or during election week if the
classes of New York City public Wyo., Sept. 8, 9, 10; District 17,
show didn't air that night, entire employee of Leighton & Nelson.
and parochial schools) on a globe- Davenport hotel, Spokane, Wash,^
balance in the purse and kittycircling junket. They would send Sept. 13-14; District 15, St. Francis
something in excess of $30,000
hotel, San Francisco, Sept. 16-17;
worth of bonds would be awarded 'Better Half* Expanding back articles for the Herald. Trib
WOR's (N. Y.) "Better Half," and wire-record material for WOR District 16, Los Angeles, Sept 20*
to a lucky listener.
21.
starring Tiny Ruffner, will debut broadcasts.
Meetings will be Interrupted by
on
the Mutual web Aug. 19 for a
Winners
of
this
year's
competiHouston -Duncan Coffee Co., is
the NBC affiliates session at Sun
sponsoring a new quarter-hour month's warmup prior to its spon- tion, recently concluded, were Valley, Ida., week Sept. 26, and
series each day Monday through sorship by Volupte, Inc., manufac- dispatched to the Republican convention in Philadelphia last week resume Oct. 4-5 in District 13,
Friday which originates from the turer of compacts.
Show will take over the 8:30 .to wire-record and put together, Blackstone -hotel. Forth Worth;
studios of KPRC here and carried
by member stations of the Texas Thursday spot currently occupied as they saw fit, a half-hour docu- District 6, Buena Vista hoteU
Quality Network.
Programs are by "Talent Jackpot." Volupte will' mentary stanza for WOR, They'll Biloxi, Miss., Oct. 11-12; and Distitled "Coffee Shop" and m.c.'d by pick up the tab Sept. 16. Agency do the same at the Demo conclave trict 5, Biltmore hotel, Atlanta,
Oct. 14-15.
next month.
.Jim Sanders.
is Jlir.shon-Garrield.

WOR'S

GIVEAWAY

'

,

KITH'

PROVE GLOBAL JUNKET

.

.

>

WGY

,

ager of the agency's radio operations for seven years, has been
assigned to take over for B&B on
the Coast Aug. 1;

Dismiss

NBC

TRIB-WOR AWARD MAY

B&B

Robert W. Buckley, formerly

Washington, June 29.
of Broad-

The

Goddard,

would include WBET,
ary---but has extended KramRochester, and WEBR, Buffalo,
listeners and Coast
er's contract through 1949.
ing to the show on a delayed play- Mutual affiliates, whic> Weed repback, consequently would Ue cut resents in the selective radio field.
Stations interested have come up
out of competition.
Leighton,
Nelson Wrangle
There's a possibility the stanza with three periods, all of which
have been, according to Weed,
will be skedded, however, as a
okayed by the unnamed client, and OnWSNY(Albany)Control
nighttimer, when it may be possible
involves

Qulzzer

H^iilight of District Meetings

As

Suit

—

.

Suit

Cincinnati, June 29.
by the American Federation

cf Radio Artists against L. B. Wilson, inc;, operator of WCKY, over
s labor controversy was dismissed
last

week when U.

Judge John

K

S.

District

Druffel refused the
appeal of the union's Cincy Locdl
X109 from the court's recent ruling

•

•

•

—

I

of dismissal.

GABE.

in

a new

|n person,

hit.

in the daytime.
GENTLEMEN,- we're not

Come

Fall

.

.

,

selling.

Gabe the Great

We're

will

telling.

go daytime

(along with his two evening prdgrams) for the
first

time in his colossal career!

Says Variety: "Heatter
. .

.

.

.

,

one-man topdrawing card

with the upcoming 5-times-a-week program

estimated he's in line for

art

millions." Gentlemen, we're not selling.

We're

"Gabriel Heatter's Mail Bag", live, 12:45 to

won't need fancy
about
is

it,

the

,

.

.

it's

audience of additional

selling. Still, if

telling.

1 daily,

you'd like to chin

number

LOngacre 4-8000.

-Aeard by tfi« most peopto
wA«r« tfw most peopf
miffvaf

WOR

..
.

.

«

»

From Ae Production Centres

*»»»
' FOKU
#

fi\

c/ry ...

jvEr

Two web proisrain veepees, "Bud" Barry of ABC and Phil Carlin of
.George Monaghan is getting
Mutual, taJring their summer siestas.
his wife, Norah, English model and actress, up with him these ayems
show
WOR's DoroOiy Dick
to trade banter <m his eariybird
don't UJce the "Brunch" title of thcsLr Sunday airer and are running a
WSBC* and WNBT's Bob Smith silenced by
contest for -a new tag
Niclci Burnett, nat'l exec secretarj' of the Radio Directors
laiyHgitid
Guildi praying for an alarm, now that he's a volunteer fireman in upHal Davis. Kenyon & Eckhardt's chief flack, commutstate Brewster- .
.Comedy whodunit, "The Man
ing to -Brewdter for tlie summer.
From Oklahoma," now going the agency rounds, stars Gal I'inney as
a hick dick prowling in Manhattan. Peter Dixon scripts.
Evelyn
Freelance icripter Sylvia Berger at Martha's Vineyard
Peirce, Compton a&SDUss daytime radio head, i»ck to work after recovering 'from «oiieustWKU and teee injuiy received in an auto accident
WUB, vrhich reeontiy aired an all-day salute to Israel, prepping
Wedding bells soon
a similar splui^ *or "My America" on July 4
Other CBSers
for Hank Jansen of CBS photos and Betty Hart
headed up middle aisle are linda Casazza, sec'y to press info chief
George Crandall, in AugiLst, and Maiy CaparelU, aide to CBS mag
.Sidney Slon has joined Ruthdivision head Dorothy Leffler, in July
.BBDO's Len Carey back from a Maine
rauff & Ryan as script editor.
Bob
honeymoon with his bride, former Slurley .W«Iton of Calif
Davis, radio director of Carl Byoir & Associates, and Virginia Todahl
manied Friday (25) at Hiverside Church. They're on a fishing honeyCBS' "You Are There" vacations for six
moon at Saianac Lake
weeks following its July 4 episode. Replacement will be "Return
Engagement," which Tvill present four dramatic stanzas selected from
the web's outsstanding performances of past years, pl^s two "actuality"
aircrs based on material gathered by special events chief Lee Bland
during recent tour of the Caribbean. ..Biow's John Hamm off to the
Coast with Martin Straus, Evershai-p prexy, to discuss new jaclqppt
gimmick with Gany Moore for "Take It Or Leave It." Hamm also wiU
look over 1411 lin«ip.
WillMUn Wallace, recently with .Tohn E. Pearson radio reps, has joined
Jo^tsi Sylvester, lead
Frederic Ziv e.t. opefation as Minnesota agent
in Toni's "Nora Drake," taking fortnight oft to play lead in Elia Kazan's
The
"Sundown Beach" at W«stport, Conn., and Marblehead, Mass.
Ron Dawsons (he's announcer on '"Joy^e Jordan" and "Young Dr.
.Malone" and she^s actress Ruth Miller) expecting in October. -.John
Staats
Kieman and .family will spend the summer in Kent, Conn..
Cotsworth on fifth anni airer of "Casey, Crime Photographer July 8,
will present Grafleat Camera's "diamond awai-d" to Boston Herald's
Cotsworth also will get a
Pulitzer-winning leaser Frank Cushing.
Murial
Graflex citation for stimulating interest in shutter-snapping
Canipana, sec'y to John Hunlcy in CBS Shortwave, wed to Stanley J.
Mutual sent out shiny pennies to blurb its "Three
Suiy Sunday (27)
disque
.
Jacques Pray,
for the Money" teeoff Saturday (26)
jacquey, has-picked up his third French ,sp«msDr, Noilly Pratt vermouth.
Already has the French Line and French Nat'l Tourist Office, and adds
:Coty in the fall. . "Dr. Christian" tonight (Wed.) to pick up Jean
Her^olt and Louella Parsons via shortwave from Denmark. Arthur
Richardson, Chesebrough (sponsor) proxy, also ticketed to speak.
Grove Labs, a heavy spot spender, has shifted its billings from Duane
.Robin Morgan, WOR-Mutual moppet, to
Jones to Gardner .agency.
N. Y. friends just getting
do a record album retailing kiddie stories
word of the death of Tommy Townsend, CBS flack during the war, at
Dick Dudley's new 11:15 p.m.
Wellfleet, Mass., three weeks ago
Red Benson is taking
Monday show on WNBC going to three-a-week
.over the emcee diores on WOR-Mutual's "Movie Matinee" quiz, owing
to Johnny Olsen's heavy commitments on ABC and elsewhere. Show,
which initially originated from the Palace theatre, Times Sq., but lately
has come out of WOR's Guild Theatre studio, \yill tour RKO nabe film
hou.ses
Peter Martin, associate script editor at NBC, has sliifted
over to a similar post at ABC. He's handling continuity on "The Sea
Hound," new half'-hour show heard three times weekly and two times
weekly on alternating weeks.
WHN's Jo Ranson getting away from it all for a couple of weeks up
Murray Bay (Canada) way
Seaman Bros, picking up the tab on
WOR's "Boston "Blackie" show, which R&H Beer recently dropped
Paul Wliiteman escaped with a few cuts when his car hit a tree in N. J.
while he was en route to Philly. for an engagement at the Click restaurant.
His ABC cross-the-iboarder had already been waxed for tlie
term of his .absence
Morris Novik talking on "Labor in Radio" tomorrow (Thurs.) at NYU's Radio Workshop.
Lois Green, ex-WNEW,
and Arnold Peyser, Dave Alber flack, wed last Sunday (27).
James P. O'Neill, "We, the People'* scripter, due home today (Wed.)
from New Tork hospital, after appendectomy. He'll work on next
week's script from home.
Kay Brown, formerly with the Young &
Rubicam radio department, has quit her Chicago magazine job and is
summering at Providence
Blanche Gaines and Tom Taggart have
obtained radio rights to tlie "Pollyanna"' and "Aim of Green Gables"
stories and are readying them as kid serials.
.
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head of Ruthrauff & Ryan. Lnrie's work Is cot out fqr him—HMwe
shows from Hollywood for the network—and he's flne-combin« every.Andy Potter of the Esty production staff is
thing that's around loose
Continued Irom l>»ge Zt
now a full-fledged "ham," havmg been licensed by FCC. His call letBetty
ters are W6YS, which he signatures as "yours sincerely"
in radio education are- on the fao
M«ai3i. for the past two years on NBC writing\taff, moved over to ulty and include Dr. I. Keith Tyof radio education,
director
ler,
Russel Seeds agency, where she'll develop ideas and programs for teleState IS.; Mrs. Kathleen LarCal Kuhl heading Ohio
vision. She's the first femme to go all out for TV
.
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CHICAGO ...

Russ Stebbins, formerly with Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, added to
sales staff
Frank Browne, who used to pound a beat for a
mag here, now commercial manager of WENK, Union City. Tenn.
... .The Lone Ranger (Brace Beemer) stopping over to visit hospitalMartin

trade

ized kids Monday (28) while en route from Detroit to the frontier celebration at Cheyenne, Wyo.
.B'nai B'rith presenting its first annual
Humanity Award to Don McNeill, m.c. of "Breakfast Club".... Ed

.

been

Manger,

NBC

producei"

Flora Schreiber, radio writer andi
critic of the Playei-a
and Howai'd Kester,

former drama

.

magazine,

Hoerstman, ABC's midwest engineering chief, off to N. Y. for a week's
tutoring in tele .... Hot feud raging between WBBM and WENR baseballei-s, following latter's protest over WBBM use of "ringers." Officials
of the Hucksters league upheld WENR, but WBBM sporiscaster John
Harrington told listeners that the WENR players weren't sportsmen.
ABC-WENR announcer John Biyson has since penned stiff notes to
Harrington and others at WBBM ... Herb Dover, Earl Waller, BiU
Easley and Howard Driver added to NBC's engineeriUg Staff. <. .Dr.
Alexander EUett, director of Zenith Radio's engineering research,
kudttsed with the Presidential Medal of Merit for wartime services.
Myron Wallace and the Honey Dreamers quintet teed off with a new
five-a-week and participationer. "For the Love of Mike," via ABC

Monday

scripter, lately has

a writer on CBS' "You Are There."
Victor Jacoby, legit director, is
directing the seminar. In addition
to Jacoby and Liss, the list of
lectures at daily sessions includes
Burton Rascoe, on creative writing;
Charles Harrell, eastern program
manager of the ABC network;

WBBM's

writer.

One-shot lectures are scheduled
be delivered or already have
been made by Robert Shayon, Joha
Golden. Eddie Dowling, Rockwell
Kent, Rise Stevens, Earle McGill,
Norman Rosten, Paul Creston,
Wynn Wright, Herbert Graf and
to

Sterling Fisher.

Five radio dramatic shows will
be produced during the seminar
and aired over a L. I. s t a t i o n.
Stanzas will be Fletcher Markle's
"Sometime Every Summertime,'''
Lucille
Fletcher's
"HitcWiiker,'"

.

.

(28).

Cynthia Clinc, former Quiz Kid, wed Henry Curme Saturday (26\
Couple wiU reside at Berkeley, Cal., where the groom attends the U. of
C
Ten shows of "Welcome Travelers" being recorded so the cast Nelson Bond's "Johnny Cartwrighf
can vacation, July 12-26
Members of the Cardinals pro football team and Liss' "Story in Downtown
and Chi radio rowei-s play a benefit Softball game at Bidwill Stadium Commons and "Fanny Kemble."
July 17, with proceeds going to the Fund for Spastic Children
Ed A full-length play byUss, "Time
Kobak, MBS prexy, in town last week for huddles with Mutual account is a Kind Friend," also will be
execs
Radio eds throughout the country will receive baseballs auto- produced.
graphed by Dizzy Dean, who starts his sportscasting series on NBC July
3 ... Ed Borroff, former ABC veepee, set for a Lake Michigan jaunt in
Hub Workshop Appointments
his new cruiser early in .luly
Bob Hope guested on tlie WIND disk
Boston, June 29.
show of his old chum, Marty Ho'gan, during his stopover here
FiveBen. A. Hudelson, WBZ-WBZA
a-weeker, "Let's Have Fun," has been renewed on WGN by Goldblatt educational director and Thomas C.
Bros..''Sawyer, WBZ-TV producer, have
been named instructors in Boston
College Summer Workshiq>, givisK
six-week course at School of Ex-,
FRY,
.

'

.

.

.

AYERS EI£VAT£D
ABC SiyLES SETUP

IN

ABC

further realigned its radiotole sales setup yesterday by upping Tom. Fry, eastern sales manager, to director of network radio
sales.
Charles Ayers, who went
over recently from Rutiirauff &
Ryan to an account exec's position
at ABC, was appointed eastern

manager.
Last week the net named Slocum
"Buzz" Chapin eastern television
lA
.sales managers
Both the tele and
Walter Luric, Mutual's executive producer, has ordered a new com- radio sales staffs are being augoAy Cormat for Jim Backus, which is being wliipped up by a passel of mented, sales veepee Fred I'hrowjoiti iu'vman wits and to be produced by Sam Pierce, late coast radio cr aimounced.
,

Top Tdlent at Adelphi
Impressive array of radio, music,
drama and other creative arts figures has been lined up for lecture
roles in a summer seminar which
got under way last week at Adelphi
College in Garden City, L. L, N.V.
nil be a six-week series of daily
sessions, the first to be held on
this Long Island campus.
In conjunction, half a dozen
scholarships in radio writing have
been set up. They'U entitle recipients to study at Ailelphi during
the coming fall-winter terms. Applicants are asked to write to Joe
Liss, care of Adelphi. Lijss, play-

.

.

,

.

radio director of Detroit,
die,
Mich., public schools: Miss Marguerite Fleming, radio consultant
of St. Louis public schools: Mrs.
Martha May Boyer, radio director
of Lindenwood College, St. Charles,
Mo., and Ben Wilson, KMOX's
continuity director.
Students of the course will receive two hours of college credit.

New York to take a coupla shots at directing tlie televised Kraft
dramatic show. Earl Ebi, who has been east boning up on TV, returns
to HoUywood for vacation and then to ready the Charlie McCarthy
Elkan Allen, who has done about everything there
piece for the fall
is to do on BBC in London, trailered in with his wife in quest bf
material for his tome, "American Way of Radio," which will be tested
John Hamm rubbing noggins with Jack Runyon
for the British trade
at the Blow agency on new program ideas for the fall.
James Stewart and David Butler will be the visiting experts on "Let's
Talk Hollywood." summer standby for Jack Benny starting off with a
bang July 4 .... (311 Faust, lat<! of Chicago serials, on sununer relief at
Truman Bradley completed a real estate
KECA as writer-pi-oducer
Les Mitchel
project with his brother and back at the microphones.
moved his production headquarters to the broad acres of his Sunland
.Bill Lawranch, far from the madding distractions of the urbans.
rence made tracte for Minneapolis after his last Screen Guild Players
broadcast to attend a class reunion at U of M. . .Steve Allen not only
ribbed the CBS commentators on his KNX comedy show but had a
couple of them. Nelson Pringle-'and Chet Huntley, help him out,
Jack Fine closed his artists agency here and will concentrate on his
N. Y. operation,
Don Bernard takuig his first vacation in six years,
turning over summer direction of "Blondie" to Glenhall Taylor
Ciiarles Luckman stopped over for a visit wlQi Bob Hope and then
headed south for a vacation on his -ranch
Larry Bems auditioning
every type of talent for the Mickey Rooney "Hollywood Showcase,"
which he produces. He also cut a recoiid of Eve Arden's "Our Miss
Brooks," which may take over half of the Lux time this summer.
Paul Dudley's "Steve Canyon," based on the Milton Caniff^comic strip,
gets the wax treatment as half hour dramatic show. Dudley writes
and produces, with -Jim. Burton directing.
for

.

Workshops

—

.

sales

HOLLYJFOOD ...

pressional Arts.

Randy

Minneapolis, June 29.
one of the

Merrinian,

Indiana

KSTP

IT.

Blooraington,

announcers and emcees, has
been placed in charge of the statime spot five
days a week to use tor any kind
of show he wishes to develop. He

Conference
Ind..

,Iune

29.

Wayne Coy, FCC chaiiman, wiU
be the principal speaker at the
second annual conference of radio in education at Indiana University July 29-30. Other speakers

tion's 6:30-6:4S p.m.

was given the deal as an uiduce- will include Sterling Fisher, NBC
adviser in public affairs and edument to remain with KSTP after cation programs,' and Ben Park,
having received an offer from Com- public service program productn-.

peting station WCCO.
Conference will be split into
Deal provides that whatever pro- four panels in which broadcasters
gram Merriman develops he'll own and educators will discuss radio's
and he's .guaranteed control of the impact on the elementary schobl,
choice time spot.
adolescent and adult levels. Exhibits,
featuring latest developments in radio and sound equipment, will bet set up by numur
facturers

and

distributors.

NBC's News Quizzer

A

Thank You

sort of "Information Please"

on current news, with Bob Trout
as the question thrower, is being
whipped together in the NBC

newsroom
Friday

(2)

to

as a

preem on the Web

summer filler

in the

8:30-9 segment.
I

jm MMEH
MaBogMicwl: FRAIIK

COOKR

ASSOCIATES

Panel of four will try to guess
the authors, of quotes from the
news of the past week. In the initialer, the quartet will be Leland
Stowe, author and foreign correspondent; Robert Ruark, Scripps-

Howard colunuiist, and NBC's
Mary Margaret McBride and John
Swayze and Ruark or

Swayze.

Stowe may be permanent panel
members.
Fred Friendly, who cooked up
the show, wUl script.

—

Rochester, N. Y.
WARC, local
outlet, has signed a contract
with the American Federation of
Radio Artists, coveting staff an-

ABC

CHICAGO

nouncers

June

15.

and fingers,
'

effective

—

'
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Bumper Crop

hside Sbiff-Ra£o
The section in the new CBS presentation on relative network listener
costs which seoHfts to have made nuite an impression on agency men
the shift of local audiences toward non-network
Ij the one riiowlng
gtotioBS. For this woilc CBS staked off the station shares ot audiences
la the Nielsen Iladio indicies. fronv January. 1947, through February
1948, during which 600 new outlets came on the ahr> and found that
the stations collectively that didn't lose out to non-affiliates were
lltose oa the CBS roster.
Hete's haw those station shares ol total listeners stood:

4an.'47

NBC

V

...........

...................

CBS

,

28:4
23.6

ABC
MBS

17,8
13.0
17.2

Unaffiliates

Fel».'48
25.7
24.5
16.4
12.7
20.7

Twnt so that WNEW, N. Y., with its upcomiag "You Can Lose Your
Shirts' show (which cmtestants will pay to get on), initiated the idea of
« chaiities-benefitJng "takeaway," retorts John S. Hayes of WINX,
Washington, D. C. Hayes (ex-WQXR, N Y.) reports Jay Owen is emcee-

Ing a WINX stanza called "Anything Goes" in which listeners, called
on the |dHme» have to send him a gift if he cannot answer any question
they ask. So far he's contributed two tmekloads of stuff to the Salvation Army. Sequence has been running about five weeks.
In rebnttal, WNEWers point out that "Anything Goes" happens to
fee the title (and has for months) of Raebum & Finch's eariy ayem
ahow on the N. Y. indie and that, 'way back last Maivh, F&H ran a
•^takeaway" which netted them 1,500 gifts from dialers.
Jfosef^ A. Morao, yiee-presideat oC Young & Subicani, who got into
the radio husinesff becanat^ of his phenomenal record as a slogan-contest winner, has been debunked in bis own household. Recently, when
his two children, Tonny, ll, and Nikki, 7, wondered, about the old
Bian's feat, Mrs. Moran suggested they enter a contest themselves.
After some discussion, it was agreed that the whole family would
compete.
Besult: Tony won an Indian arrowhead for identifjing Indian headdresses and tribal marksr Nifald collected a Dagwood sandwich (an
alleged musical instrument) for coloring a Blondie-Dagwood picture
distributed by a film house; Mrs. Moran (actress Tfeelma Hitter) won
•ix months* £r^ lUidio Registry service for a 5(K-w«rd essay on same,
«iid the vjce-preit failed to get even honorable mention in a slogan
contest

Mutual sales boys aire maldng sure prospective bankrollers and
bMid an ear to the web's new .'Three for the Money"
giveaway. Hal Coulter and other briefcasers last Saturday. (26), during the show's preem, got seven N.Y. advertiser and agency execs en
the phone and engaged them in » little side game of tbree-fer-the-

their agencies

Prizes consisted of fountain pens; golf balls^ table Utters,

etc.

Ei^ry one of the contestants won sometbing-^atdi.

Many ABC

burned the wires

Thursday

when

the
net failed to carry the second ballot of the GOP presidential nominaInstead of "Alabama casts nine votes for Dewey and five votes
for Taft," ABC listeners beard Paul Wbiteman's platter chatter. Situation was aggravated by the fact that the three other nets were all
pouring it on fimm Philly. Whitcmau was highly expendable, claimed
ABC etaticNot manasers, since his disk sessiw was set for Kridaar (25)
affiliates

last

(24)

Hollywood, June 29.
Johnny Appleseed might

sound

like

something

off

MomNiigtkFar^Coimtrie^

the

farm, but to Dennis Day it
big bu.siness. Booked
twice on Carnation program
at guest fee of $5,000 to sing
the cliaracter number he did
for Walt Disney, NBC preempted the time on both
broadcasts for the politicos.
The tab was on the network
as Day did bis turn for the
studio
audience while 'the
mikes stood cold.
spells

ACKERMAN IN LANDRY
ON PLANS fidARD

(FoUouiins is news of radio in
Mriotts natioTis as monitored from
their official broadcasts by t'le
17.

S.

Government)

Washington, June 29.
Japan: Japan will set up its own
Federal Communications Commission, according to U. S. monitors;
the bill has been sent to the National Diet A conuttittee of five
will be appointed by the Fmnier,
subject to approval by the Diet;

shortwave

lengths

for

Europeao

stations.

Aryentiwu The

first

Inter-Amer-

ican Conesrcss on radio broadcasting will convene in Buenos Aires

tomorrow (30).
ChUe: The Ministry of Interior
has named a commission to' study

some changes in the present njles
on radio transmissions. These services are no longer under the juris-

diction of the Secretary General of
Terms will be for five years. Con- Government, and in the future will
sent of the committee will be re- be subject to new rules.
quired for the license or construe^
Willianii C. Ackerman, director tion of new broadcasting stations.
of the CBS reference division, is
Broadcasting is divided into two Heatter Talent Sebutine
now sitting with the program plans categories, public and. private. The For
Curtain*
board, acting as secretary but so bill provides 'for a special corporaGabriel Heattcr^s yen to emcee
tion,
Japan Broadcasting Corp.
far without the title. This is tlie
with president and vice pnsident an amateur hour show is so keen
title recently
that he's going to devote his upand temporarily
appointed by the committee.
coming vf ition to final prepping
held by Robert J. Landry.
The Brojtdcasting Corp. carries of the "Magic Curtain" talent
Chairman of the board is William S. Paley and present mem- on public broadcasting, and at the audition stanza long in the works
bers include prexy Frank Stanton, same time the interitational broad- at WOK, N.Y.
castinjt', and collects the listening.loseph Ream, Davidson Taylor,
Richard OuBoiSr a niaeician bs
William Fineshriber, William Git- in fees from' those having the equip- pr«fessi<Hi> is woiking as talent
tinger. James M. Seward, Robert ment for receiving broaidteasts: The scout for the show ancF auditions
Man, Hubbell Robinson. Robert P. corporation is ptobtbited. from .all are being conductedl «n « daily
broadcasts
for
business
enterprises.
Heller, Jack Van Volkenberg and
The present corp. is to be dissolved basis. Trial sequence of the show
Oscar''Katz.
to cut an audition platter is slated
and succeeded by a new one.
to be run off July 7. Stanza may
Private broadcasting must re- bit
ether late in Jnty or
ceive the permission of the com^ early in August.
on the Prowl For
mittee which examines applications and grants stations only when
their legality has been recognized.
Philadelphia— Michael BitienRobert Johnson, prez of Johnson Private Iffoadcasters cannot collect house resigned as night manager
veeepOoa fees^ but will be run of WIP recently to accept a posi& Johnson, manufacturers of gauze the
and other medical supplies, wants solely on advertising fees.
tion handling sales promotion in
The broadcasting bill limits the
to bankroll a radio program which
Uiis area for the Bcrliar 'Vending
would bring labor and manage- term of v^idity of permits for
Co., theatre refr»lm)ent concesment leaders together to discuss broadcast' stations to five years.
previtheir mutual
problems toward
Beleimn: 'l?he radio commissions sion outfit. Contrary to a.
ous report; Boyd' Lawlor was not
reaching a better understanding.
of eight countries' which met reappointed as Hitteniiouse's success
He's talking such, a deal with cently in Brussels have reconvened mv; but steppedt in tempwsaiily to
WOR, N. Y.. tentative idea being at Copenhagen. The meeting open- assist WIP in. pcodtielwit dmifng'
for JSrJ to sponsor « .IS-minute ed last Thursday (24) and is ast the convention. Lawlor has. sinee
eross-the-board
program. Details international conference in charge left for Detroit to become produ^
not yet set, however.
of the distribution of medium and Uon manager of WXYZ.

mi

WOR migic

—

WOR

J&J

:

'

tions.

,

cancellation.

Broadcast Measurement Bureau estimates that between January, 1946,
and January o£ this year, the number of V. S. radio-owning families
rose from 33,998,000 to- 37,623,000, a gain of from 90.4% to 94.2% of

CONNIE HAINES

the total population.
Ma.ssachus<!Us le.ids the states, percentage-wise, with 98.9% radio
ownership. New York is on top numerically with 4,001,700 sets.
No new accurate count of radio fanuUes will be available until the
V. S. Census in 1950, and not then unless the Census Bureau agrees to
and other
In«dnde the question in its survey, which it hasn't yet
Industry groups are urging it

BMB

WNBC's

program director Tony Provost was both puizled
and amused last week by a telegram received from a Mary Jane Morgan,
of Cedar Itapids, la. Wire read exactly as follows: "I hereby give
WNBC permission to broadcast song I need a loving man for limited
(N.Y.)

time without remunerationi"

CheckuiT showed no station request tor permission to use such a
•ong. It looked to WNBCeis as though the Iowa femme had cooked
a novel way to caQ attention to her ditfy^

up

SPONSOR TO

ST. LOUIS

I^Sr TYRO ATIMTES

1 Like It Here' Legiter
As Radio-TV Package

Radio and tele rights to A. B.
comedy, "I Like It
St. Lottis, June 29.
Shiffrin's
Peld Chevrolet Co., Maplewood, Here," ~ have been acquired by
Louis County, will bankroll a
new type of sports program over Arthur Ehi-lich and Sheelah O'MalKW.K, local Mutual outlet The ley, who aie packaging it as a
15-minute program every Sunday half-hour series to star Oscar K^rlp,Hf. will be devoted to boosting
weis, who created the leading part
amateur sports in St Louis and
in the Broadway production two
the adjacent county.
Johnny O'Hara, KWK's sports seasons ago.
gabber, will interview outstanding
himself adapted the
Shiffrin
tbw. athletes. Middle commercials piece for radio » year or more
will be eliminated.
and WUliam Todman offered
St.

JOINS'

THE VAUGHN MONROE SHOW
FOR CAMEL CIGARETTES
listen Every

Monday Evening on CBS Begiimin^iofy 9

ago,

KONO

B^e

it

Taleirt

San Antonio. June

29.

Lew

Fay, director
"Talent Parade"
Which is heard on the outlet for
a qiiarteivhour each week day
Monday through Saturday, more
than 50 young boys and girls have
1>een showcased co the program,
«me each week. Program is not an
amateur hour program but is aired
Accoi*ding to

of

the

KONO

around the agencies.

Himt

.

"YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU" - "WILL YOU SJIIL BE MINE"
Cmey'sIthSetforPreem
Cincinnati, June 29.

Greater Cincy's seventh AM staWNOP, Newport, Ky., is slated to start daytime airings July
15 with Tri-City Broadca-sting Co.
as the operating name and Dick
tion,

WttsboEgfa

— The
renewed

KQV,

manned by the county

local Mutual

has

its

Meat*

WKBC

sportscaster,
Nesbitt, vet
general manager.
to uncover available local talent. as president and
Stailers announced by Nesbitt
Deal has been arranged with
Ijury Herman, orchestra leader to are Jack Baker, program director;
and
stwtlight outstanding singers with Bay GilUgan, Paul Laumann
Dick
his band when he appears at vari- Paul Cowley, announcers;
ous local night ellabs. Fay has Adams, chief engineer, and Don
engineers.
stated that similar deals are being Hulse and Al Clary,
ananged with other local bands.
Board of directors is chair-

Station,

Jirfy 1st

"WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO JOE" - "AH, BUT IT HAPP&IED"
"DARK TOWN STRUTTER'S BAIL" - "IITTIE BOY BLUES"

sheriff,

James G. Lang.

.-rfaff

contract with American Federation
Dalla»—Don Payne has joined
for
J* Radio Artists. The pact is
on the
two years and calls f<ff etneral the staff^ of entertainers
"Early Birds" proglraiB.
salary raises.

WFAA

PersoHol

Manaomwiih GEORGE "Bv^MtT MIRGOM

.
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terly

Tab

$1,000,000

for Radio:TV

Dems Study
~-

Spread at PhiDy
•

I

Philadelphia, June 29.
It <;ost the four imajor radio networks And the four major television' webs well in excess of
$1,000,000 to cover the GOP -convention. They gave it a total of
120 hours, 34 minutes of aural time
and 166 hours, 38 minutes of video
time.
Expectation is that by the time
fhe- Demo meeting is concluded
next month, the overall outlay for
coverage by the webs, plus both
radio and tele indies, of both conventions.'will easily top the $2,000,OOO mark, despite the fact that

GOP

It's

June

toltttid,

$60,000.

CBS—AM time, 28
tele time, 39
AM operating

tninutes;^

hours, 30
hours, 15

TV

AM

'Gayel to Gavel'

TV

Philadelphia, June 29.

Warner Brds.

DuMont—TV

time, 34 hours, 35
time canminutes; overall cost of

commercial

minutes;
.celled, six

kept commercial

•

.

about.

coverage,

(Web
$28,000.
cancellations to a

KFWB

turned in

another one of its super special
events job in connection with the
GOP powwow here, recording
.

—

AM

proximately

cancellations,
apoperating
$25,000;

costs, $30,000.

NBC—!AM time, 25 hours, 49
TV time, 50 hours, 18
AM and TV cancellations,
AM and TV operating

"minutes;
-minutes;
$300,000;

'

(latter

the Washington
three-way

of

staff)

doing a
'.'gavel to gavel"
job on the convention highlights,

manager Harry Maizlish cancelled

out all commercials for the week's
convention for a triphammered
programming continuity that from
costs, between $150,000 and $200,all accounts set tjie Coast on its
OOO. (Web estimates operating costs
tuned-in
ears.
^
for: the .two conventions will total
With California's "favorite son,"
.$300,000.).
Gov. Warren, getting the vicepresidential nomination, it was a
"natural" for KPWB's staffers,
Tabloid Technique Gels
with Lewis "crashing" the California caucus on the floor as they
Initiation During
decided to throw their votes individually to
Dewey., Station
Philly
Convention scored again by having Gov. Warren come in to send his greetings
Philadelphia, June 29^'
both before making his acceptance
Flashy job of converting thfe

WPIX

GOP
•

'

,

tabloid technique to tele was initiated at the
convention >by

GOP

speech

and

directly

after

speech.

'

—

.

Air Thrillers, Comic Books

Lambasted by Adventists
.

•

Albert L. Warner, Mutual newsbumped into a literal version of the old "pride goeth' before
fall" adage at Convention Hall.
Sporting a ^super-duper GOP convention badge because of his role
as prexy of the Radio Correspondents' Assn., Warner proudly presented himself right before the
gavel opened the powwow, only to
be asked by a cynical guard,
"What's that?
page's badge?"
... .At climactic session, when
Dewey arrived to make his acceptance speech, CBS lenser Byron
Paul spotted actress Geraldiiie
Fitzgerald in the galleries and
swung his camera long enough to
get a tele smile from the star
caster,

A

'

ni£bt«

CBS found

its

.

.

Tele Reviews

Continued from pace 30

i

WGN-

rights to all comers. Both
TV. and
are televising

WBKB

Cubs

'

WGN-TV

extra electric fans and some
additional lights, they promise.
stall

Robert L. Bendick, CBS director
of television news and special
events, said that in general the
TV pool worked well and the
cameras Were well-placed in Convention Hall.

used expertly throughout.
Show, staged Sunday (27), may
possibly be the first of a series under the title of "Boomerang/I If
so, MCA and WBKB will have
given tele a new level for professional achievement, granted the followups are on a par witii "Lucky
Night."
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Convention Shorts
Philadelphia, June 29.
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imd biographies."
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Minneapolis, June 29.
Charles Denny, NBC veepee and
Laymen of the Minnesota Sev- frau, arriving for final sessions
enth Adventist church. In conven- held corridor reunions with their
tion here, were urged by,, Elder D. C. friends, who go back to
H. W. Lowe, Washington, tol»ban Denny'st FCC days
FCC Comladio "thrUlers" from their homes. missioner Rosel £^de a guest of
^^^^ lambasted comic books CBS veepee Earl Gammons in the
. J**
itod asked fathers
and mothers to net's air cooled video control room
^"te-.^W ^Ith "wholesome ad- ...During the nomination crush

WMW* «t»tte8

and

to be smaller and easier to handle by that time. Lowell Thomas

However, he said the two video
cameras looking out from the
his speaker's platform would be lifted
and braced. Their platform oc-

—

'

chair

home."

WGN-TV

.

Inquiring Reporter, Jimmy Jemail;
analyst Ben Gross and his convent'
tion meter, straight entertainment,
emceed by Rex Marshall, and news
from a staff commentator.
Stunts ran the gamut of the
vaude routine, Standont was a
•'man on the .street" interview
which featured a corps of service
trades people in uniform—a cop, a
waitress, a taxi driver etc. giving
their side of the convention.
In addition to its own- two a day,
WPIX fed into the pool.

easy

{

television sets

a big, comfortable
will definitely stay

sit in

^

AS

straight interviews were virtually
abandoned. The 30-minute pre-pool
programs, ayem and p.m., were
broken up into four parts.— a star
guest interviewed' by the News'

who can

AM

'

,

who have

home games, using camera techtlceship period was in this instance
niques aimed to whet the interest
a thing of the past.
Drama opened with stock shots of non-fans. No particular plus or
to establish mood, using storm minus ha& been noted to date at
Wrigley is counting
clouds and waves dashing against the Wicket.
the shore, while the narrator on a payoff in seasons ahead^ If
sounded an ironic, foreboding note. his formula pans out, every day
Of the nine scenes that followed, will look like Ladies Day.
four were film and five were live.
Ernie Byfield, prominent hotelCut-ins from one to the other were ier, also believes that tele can hypo
so skillful as to defy detection at the nitery biz.
His two tries in
Boys Also Alerted
some points. So, too, was the dub- that direction have unfortunatel.v
Sound radio arrangements also bing, required by the fact that the been short and inconclusive^. At
came in for a share of attention film (all exterior> had been shot the College Inn of the Hotel Shersound.
without
last week from those planning for
Constant use of closeups in the man he installed large screen tele
the Democratic show. Microphones
live scenes guarded against loss of as a fill between dance sets and
were scattered all over Convention expression by the actors. Sidney stage shows. Bugs in the equipHall. Every so often a mike would Breese, as a cynical, mocking artist, ment, aside from humdrum propick up background profanity or with Jess Pugh and Hope Summers gramming, led to early discard of
a buzz of conversation right in as miserly, pinch-souled operators this pioneer venture.
the midst of a commentator's re- of a rooming house, gave excelled"
More impressive was '-'Sunday
marks. This, of course, Went out performances. Ditto Everett Clarke Night at the Pump Room," a halfover the airways. Redding points as the unseen narrator. In one film hour
show originating
to this as something which must sequence there seemed to be over- at Byfleld's elegant cabaret in the
be corrected for the Democratic use of narration, but its purpose Ambassador East.
This program
was to bridge lack of a sound track. of celeb interviews and "imconvention.
The studio set realistically dupliPerhaps the hottest section of cated a squalid bedroom-kitchen- promptu" entertainment had all
the sweltering auditorium was the sink interior, opening on a hall and the pi'omise of a fine comeon. Its
section of seats allotted to the stairway. One of tJie most effec- untimely suspension was brought
radio people high and in the rear tive live shots, right out of Holly- about by the fact that
of the stage, under the broadcast- wood's book, caught Pugh as he left was hard pressed for time in shifting booths. It was also the worst by one door and emerged on the ing i-emote facilities from baseball
Two orthicons were coverage preceding the Pump
lighted. The Democrats will in- other side.

.

FM

Chi Tele
Continued from page 31
those

Wrestling's 100% Gate Increase
In th6 other corner Fred Kohler,
whose wrestling cards are televised
three times per week, credits tele
with a 100% gate increase during
recommended hidden mikes and the last year. Kohler backs his
cameras. He says the present set- statement with attendance records
up makes the speakers and dele- filed with the Illinois. State Ath*
letic Commission during 1947.
gates self conscious.
Phil Wrigley, owner of the Cubs,
believes that tele will eventually
fill the stands at Wrigley field.
Early this year he offered free tele

each web
own cameras which
Instead,

also will

To achiey^e its "10-strike" cover- casionally shook, creating a
TVPIX. the infant N. Y. Daily News
age, KFWB used a dii-ect line blurred picture on the tele screens.
station which hit the airwaves
from Convention Hall here.
In addition, they were so set that
exactly one week .before the Philly
still
cameramen were forever
'confab,
crossing the line of View of the
Under directorship of Carl Warbig machines. These soft spots
ren, station manager of news and
POINTS
PHILLY
will be eliminated at the Demospecial events, the WPlXCrs, augcratic convention. Bendick adds
mented by the Patterson news
'PROOF POSITIVE that the experience of last week
staii', operated a full studio on the
will enable the webs to pre-plan
Philadelphia, June 29.top floor of the Bellevue Stratford
The FM boys are crowing over their shows and coverage much
hotel.
Complete with dressing
.rooms and five, movable stages,, the quality of reception they of- better.
Mutual, with a sound radio
studio was the scene of some of fered from Philadelphia during
the most unorthodox news pro- last week's Republican National problem only, feels there will be
grams yet to be developed by the Convention, claiming that it pro- little for it to correct for the
vided a dramatic way to prove the Democratic convention. It felt that
medium.
Slanted to glamorize the politi- superiority of FM for clarity.
a little smoother cooperation* in
The Eastern seaboard storm of covering stories between the nacal scene, and to "give the autograph hunters the news of the Thursday night when Gov. Dewey tional people and local affiliate
convention," to use director War- was nominated and made his ac- staff would shape up by the next
ren's .own words, the two daily ceptance speech provided the break convention.
programs originating from WPIX for FM, according to Everett L.
iSeveral independents were covstudio departed sharply from the Dillard, president of the Conti- ering the GOP convention with
standard
armchair
newscasting nental FM Network.
sound radio. They complained bitformat. On the theory that nothing
counted with their audience except
the top names of the confab,
.

The Democratic National Committee has promised to take better care of them.
Broadly speaking, the radio people talk in terms of 1952 for real
improvements. Then, they say,
there will be no television pool.
of.

-

'minimum by juggling sponsored more than 44 hours of convention
shows, temporarily.)
coverage.
With Clete Roberts,
Mutual AM time, 34 hours, 45 George Lewin and David Karr

.minutes;

The Democrats

after

something about the long
pauses on the speaker's platform,
everybody stands around
waiting for. something to^ happen.
Television cameras brought all this
to the public for the first time
last week. The Demmys say they
can improve on this. They say it
shows the need for conventions to
move with more clocklike precision, now that video is here.

KFWBs44-Hoiir

costs, "in
ei^cess of" $100,000;
costs, $15,canciellations, $155,000;
OOO;
cancellations, $6,150.

ss

when

scene..

minutes;

'
1

egates, fuU of good advice. The
delegates were urged, Ioj: example, to appear attentive to the
proceedings and not to read news-

solution.
try to do

SO minutes;

AM

Continued from page

papers while Important speeches
were being made. This advice was
almost completely ignored as those
in front of television receivers
knov^. The Democrats say it is important to assure the far-flung
public that a national convention
is a solemn affair.
But they admit that policing
delegates is a tough job and say
they have not found a surefire

29.

qthers, Dewey and Stassen,
principal opponents of Sen.
Robert A. Taft for the presidential nomination.
McCarthy's direct and recorded pipings far exceeded
'those of other Gincy station
men on the Philadelphia

AM

ABC—

as

Cincinnati,

•

In covering the Republican
national convention, Tom McCarthy, chief newsman for
WKRC, did not allow ownership of the station by a wing
of the Taft family to prevent
him from interviewing, among

somewhat less time probably wrill
be devoted to the upcoming session.
The scoresheet, by webs:
time, 31 hours,
total
TV time, 42 hours, 30
minutes; total cancellations of commercial programs, $25,779.31; cost
of
and tele operations com-

GOP Powwow

A$ Long

their workrooms and
were what was left over
the nets had been taken carfe
that

facilities

show.
Operators of nabc film houses
are naturally pessimistic in their
outlook on tele. Although the b.o.
has given no warning signals, the
new medium can only be regarded

WGN-

as a real economic threat.
TV. for example, is currently unreeling British feature films that
have plenty of boxoffice juice.

still

WBKB, owned by
31

the

Paramount

&

Canadian TV
Continued from page

;

equipment to jump into the television field and have program
series already set.
Submitted private television applications have received flat rejections by the CBC, on the notification that the CBC is studying
the entire Canadian situation. The
CBC, however, has announced that
private Canadian stations, even if
granted television licenses, will
not be permitted to carry American
television
programs.
This,
the
Canadian private stations, claim, is
a further tightening of the shackles

subsid, Balaban
Katz, offers
oldies that have historical, if no
other, interest.
Big three-way push for Chi tele
comes this fall. ABC's WENRTV is set for a September teeoff,
followed in October by NBC's
WNAQ. Purchase of sets, now
averaging 1,000 per week, will be
hypoed by the Electric Assn's first
National Television and Electrical
Living Show Sept. 18-26. Backed
by this impetus and subsequent
network ties, tele will begin- to
tell at the Chi b.o. in '49.

NBC-Life

enjoyed by the CBC's present radio
monopoly in Canada.
SB Continued rrom page 3l .sa
Under the present nationalized
show its distinctive
radio setup, Canadian listeners pay NBC-Life
a $2.50 annual fee per, set in flavor.
Trip-hanunered Invasion
homes, automobiles and motor-

Wisely, the Y&R-Life-NBC
This tariff will manifestly
have to be tilted once television combo established a running conCanada become general. This tinuity for its Sunday-to-Friday
one problem on which CBC trip-hammerdd invasion, of the
officials are currently huddling; GOP stronghold, with a carefullybut private station owners: believe edited series of background pix of
the federal authorities must be the leading personalities to supplespurred
on—and immediately. ment Convention Hall-"smoked*
Eight now, the television outlook filled rooms" activity. Thus when
in Canada is vague.
the convention accent was on
Dewey, Stassen or Vandenberg, et
NBC-Life moved in with a
al.,
documentary roundup that not only
filled in all the gaps, but succeeded
Sets
in the total effect in wrapping up
ss Continued from page 31
a .panoramic reprise of the pagwith three additional areas recent- eantry of the Republican Party
ly getting commercial tele. There since its inception.
boats.
in
is

,

was picking up

ABC

on

its shortwave. Apparently antennas of ABC and CBS engineers
were touching. Since all this happened during a test period, signals
didn't get crossed on the air....

Gimmick planned by ABC flacks to
have Edward Arnold, as "Mr.

354,000

—

President" of the' air, greet the are 11,000,000 families living in
nominee for video as soon as he the areas now receiving tele
was selected, was nixed by the pol- service.
The ARI surveys show that at
makers .... High spot of the
tense political show was George an -average price of $200 per set
Murphy's circus barker technique 5,400,000 families would be in the
as he led the cheers for the demon- market for receivers, and it's exstration
Warren pected that installment buying will
following the
nomination
At the
Ted Gamble per-' increase this number.
sonaUy staged the Stassen demon- present average price of $400 per
stration, which showed 'the touch set, there Is a potential market of
of the consummate showman .... 2,000,000 tele homes, iii addition
Erie Johnston, convention spectator to those now having sets.
According to the ARI samplings.
from the "distinguished visitors"
section
Will Hays quietly ob- C8% of the adults in television
areas have seen video in operation,
serving from the galleries
Irene Dunne the "glamor girl" of and 19% had seen at least one tele
the powwow, blotting out the po- show within the previous week.
Nearly three-quarters of those had
litical brass wherever she went ....
The net's walkie-talkie mobile units seen the 'visual programs in a pubpaid off in great shape, getting all lic place or in a radio-video showaround the town.
window.
•

icy

—

,

.

.

(From tiie viewer's standpoint,
perhaps the only criticism to be
offered was in the repetition of
the biographical-plx documentaries
throughout the week.)
There's no doubt, however, that
in its coverage of the
courclave, NBC-Life vested the continuing show with top show biz values. Out of it should emerge definite patterns that wiU. put television special events in the programming bigtime.

GOP

Kansas City-^New songstress at
no longer is the

KMBC-KFRM

.

"Personality Girl" as she was
known for several weeks. Now she
is Sunny Daye, name conferred on

her by listeners. Station ran a conasking listeners to suggest a
suitable name, and. got mail ilcom

test

nine states.

'
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Mes Draws

'idire foy

BIZ FELLS

ffear^tIb!abllpN.Y.i2llleet

Arnsteb as Addbd barter; Asks
from

11

Defendets

Songwriter Ira B. Arnistein,*charginft infringement, last week
Ankles RCA<Victor;
of
filed suit against the puWishers
Arnstein. entered
'Nature Boy."
Concentrate as 10%er
N. Y- supreme court,
action
Hollywood. June 29:
against- Eden Ahbez, writer. King
Art Rush ends 10 years with
Cole, Crestview Music, Burke-Van
RCA-Victor Aug. 1, resigning his
Heasen, Morris Music, American latest
portfoUp ais head: of artists
Composers, Authors and

Bush
To

m

Society of
publishers. Music Publishers Protective Assn., Deems Taylor, as
ASCAP prez (he -was replaced
tveeks back by Fred Ahlett), Louis

relations in llEoUywooid.
He'll devote full time to his- own corporation, which handles among per'

formers- lioy

Rogers and Nelson

Eddy, the latter for radio.
Frohlich and Herman FinWestein,
Walter Heebner moves into the
(feneral-and resident counRush post to add to his duties as
and 'Signuind Spaeth, tune de^^ recording director,
tective ejnployed by J. tT. Kammen,
publisher of yiddish music, who is
also suing the publishers of "Nature Boy."
Arnstein asserts that "Boy" is an
Infringement of an operatic work
written by him under the title "A
Song of David," perfanned at
Aeolian HaU, Town Hall, and
AtaiUson Squace Garden, N. Y. He
vaBts an injunction and damages
of Sli«00,000 from the "Boy" publishers as well as $1,000,000 from
suit
against
Taylor. Frohlich and Finkelstein.
Music s
Leeds
In his papers, Amstein got rather United Music over the rights to
nasty in giving his- opinions of Tay- t he "Sabre Dance" song was setASCAP and! tied Thursday (2+) when .lustlce
and Spaeth.
lor
in
the
into
suit
Bernard Botein signed a consent
MIJPA are drawn
permanent injunction in N. Y. sur
search of performance and
chanical and synchroniiiation roy- jpreme court. Final disposition of
Ities earned by "Boy."
|the case, which stirred up considIncidentaily, Lee Eastman, at- erable controversy .?everal months

There- is considerable agitation
individual major and minor

among

music publishers over the failure of
the music business to get off its
collective seat and do something
about the dipping sales graph. As
soon as sales totals begin to skid,
the inclination of

all is to lay

down

t

Growing, bitterness, between the
reigning Blue Ticket and the- contending Unity Party, which will
culminate at'next December's eleetion of officers, .erupted Monday
(28) in one of the most disorderly
member meetings New Yorkr tiocw
802 of the American Federation 6{ >
Musicians, has ever held. Near riot
occurred when president Hicfaard
McC-mn, secretary Charles lucci,
and other officers walked out of
the meeting, claimhig again that
'^^ sTtendance
paeked" by therival party made- it imposntde in
control the- confab. Unity men, in
^55^^ they ^yill irttempt tp-

Marjorie Hughes Cannot
Travd, Oat of Carle Band

Hollywood, June 29.
and whine rather tlian try to do
Marjorie Hughes, vocalist with
something about the situation. It's
pointed- out by executives, who Fraukie Carle orchestra, will leave
raise their blood pressure in'so do- band aftei- crew winds month stand
ing, that the music industry as a .starting July 16 at Casino Garwhole has never made- even a feint dens. Miss Hughes, Carle's daughhas medico orders not to
at attempting to develop new mer- ter,
cliandjsing methods as- a means of travel. After eight-month hospital

.siege, chirp rejoined orcheislra in
stimulating sales.
early April.
For, years music publishers and
Band heads cast, starting Sept.
jobbers have followed the identical
10 in Omalia, playing chiefly tliepattern, dtanged only by shiftingatres until its »;eturn to Penn ho^ incumbent officers at .
avenue of performance-exploitatel. New York. Dec. 29.
f„tm.e meeting.
tion. It's a simple question of getCurrent bad'feeling betw^een the
ting songs played or recorded by
two parties^ wtdcli has biei^ in exthe best artists available and then
istwwse libr yeftrSi, was storpeneA
wait for the public to buy copies.
more- tliaii a tuonili ago wben the
It's- pointed out that
since radio
Blue omeetK tmoved 'Al Sfanutt,
came into beingi even the^ old pracHenry Maccaro, Max AmmIs, 4nd
tice of singing salesman at large
Herman Tivin ffbin t)iino)r local
retail counters, who in the otd da.vs'
jobs. At that time McCiinn and his
M^ere often responsible themselves
ticket walked out of a Palm Gar!for launching a tune into national
den meeting and the Unity coun(Continued on page 53)
tered by ealltng a meeting at the
local's exctaaniee^fiooi* for June 14
|At this, meetingj the Unity firoup
V. I..- 1
«
i
V,
Music Publishers Contact Em- forced through by weight
of numployees union is continuing its bers a resolution to restore the
campaign: to secure the removal of four dismissed men to their jobs,
Dr. John Peatman's method of and another designed to prevent
the executives from distributing
Its
measuring radio song perform- between Oct, and'Dec.
t
15, monies
ances, from music trade papers. from the ftmd allotted 802 by the
discussions
toraey for Burke-Van Heusen and ago, was arranged via
from the lattep's Srecordii^
Union insists that it has gotten the
It
precompanies.
Morri.s, being sued by Kammen, between the two
and ti°anscriptien royalty iiiincl.
1.1 major music puliapproval
of
again
exever
conducted an examination before! vents United from
McCann and his officers comlishcrs on the idea, and has conploifing or se Img muac under the
irial of plaintiffs at his N. Y. office
plained to James C. Pet;rillo that
Atlantic City, June 29.
,
^
,
titles
Kammen and Herman -Sflbre" or Sword Dance
last week.
Convention shows come and go vinccd tliem to cancel their sub- the June 14 meet was "iliegal" in
from ittt.erfering
7<tblokolT contend Ahbez lifted the and to refram
Not all that it was "packed" by the opposihere, but the one put on by Colum- scriptions to the service.
ownexclusive
their
in
'
v ith Leeds
melody
^' and lyric of YaWokofT's .ership of the tune, which springs bia Records last Tuesday (22) at of the publishers the union names, tion and objected to the pasisin^ of
•Papiros.seii" operetta:
the Ambassador hotel, for almo.st however, concur. At least one the resolution, and -also, that the
from Arahi Khachaturian'is Gaync 700 CRC distributors
and salesmen, claims to have had a change of exchange floor was' 'an illegal site
Ballet.
of the meet. Petrillo advised 802
was agreed by the local press, etc., heai't.
ju
Leeds entered its suit against to be one of the best ever staged.
Warner Bros. Packed or not the meeting mus^t be
United early in the spring and it In fact, CRC executives had to call firms, Metro's Big Three, Mills construed as legal, but gave no dewas due to come to trial June 7. upon A. C. police to ride herd on Music, Santly-Joy, Bregman, Voc- "sum yet on McCann's objections
[Discussions toward the settlement several uundred outsiders who at- CO, Conn: .Sam Fox, Ii-ving Berlin to the resolutions passed,
had akeady begun when the trial tempted to crash the affair, lured Broadcast Music, E. B. Marks, the
MeCann'.s. objections were that
date caitnie up and the case was set by tlie name artists present. Even Di'eyfus combine. Jewel Music, 802's executives had a perfect right
aside pending a final aereenrient. the Ambassador's kitchen staff and Laurel Music, Paramount, Bourne, to dismiss Maccaro, et al... from
Leeds feels that the dispo'sition of waiters and waitresses stole away and Morris as those who agreed their jobs in the event It was felt
of
Signatdre Records expects to the case will have the effect
from their jobs elsewhere in the with the idea 'of dropping Peatman. they were not doing that chore
deposit $100,000 Friflay (2) in fed- psotecting its hold oa "Sabre" from hostelry to take -it in.
Tommy Valando, who recently es: properly. Also, that to forbid disThough
encroachments:
eral coui't. New York, and achieve further
Show climaxed a two-day meet tablished Laurel, asserts he will tribution of recording money bethe
designated
confirmation of an airangement the tune has just about run its of Columbia disk-salesmen, which not drop Peotman, and so, does tween
periods
which
previously made with creditors, course as a pop hit, during
cost the manufacturer in the neigh- Leeds, which says it has changed would work hardship on the muproportions,
and to ba discharged from chapter it reached good sales
borhood of .$50,000 (Tuesday's din- its stance, and will continue ac- sicians wlM would benefit from it,
especially just before Xmas.
11 of the Chandler Act within 15 jit is a valuable sta ndard.
ner alone set the company back cepting the compilation.
All these factors- came, to a. head
days tiiercafter. Firm has secured
Meanwhile, the gist of thoueht
nearly $8,000, the hotel getting $11
Monday (28) when the Fatal Garthe $100^000 needed and has it on ,^
.
«m
, , .
per plate for over 700 guests). in the music business is that if is
meet convened with 1,000
deposit in a
Y. bank for transMain item on the agenda was the useless to drop the Peatman sheet
l&nHS Oil
®
attendance, and when
fer to the court. .
demonstration by CRC of its new and allow tlie Accmate Reporting Ji^^Pf^"
LP Microgroove disks, which had compilation to remain in business McCann and his men couldn't
In the event that the procedui-e
been shown to radio and>. press (Accurate- logs plugs emanating achieve ordlKP, they wtdked out
wocks out and the company repeople in New York the previous from New York and turns its findEumes operation uninterrupted by
Looks Acceptable to
ings over to Peatman for incorweek.
legal proceedin-gs involving crediIn fact the LP disks were the poration into the the latter ) It's
torsi the Latter will receive imaift'
A-l Porgie and Nick Campbell,
pointed out that lopping off the
diately all liabilities incurred since partners
in Carapbell-Porgie, have basis of a skit CRC staged as part
^_
the
I)ec. 13 last.
On debts piled up ju.st about completed arrange of its Monday evening shows at the Peatman sheet and retaining purProfessional radio actors, Accm-ate log would serve no
before that date, the company has raents under which their partner- hotel.
arranged with 'creditors to accept ship will be brolcen up. Porgie is were brought here from N. Y. by pose. And it would be worse to
operation without any sheet at
55% on the dollar, 5% payable in buying GampbeU's portion of the CRC to kid the new disks. They try
all, since the music industry needs
Eddy Duchin intends returning
cash immediately and the rest over company's stock arid will continue put on a script show titled "Censome method of keeping tab on pop to f ulltime mjiestroing this falL
18 months.
There were alterna- to operate the publishing firm tury of Music," the theme of which
song performances.
He has been signed for 25 split
tive plans, involving taking stock himself. GampbeU's plans aren't was that record-lovers could get
weeks at the Hotel Waldoi^rAsone-year of continuous music if
In lieu of cash and many Signatuie established, he says.
toirta, N. Y.; with an 11-piece band
CRC's LP disks were inserted in
artists are said to havii taken this
C-P is affiliated \vith Broadcast
es Only 1 Cuffo
erganizect and operated for him by
opportunity to wipe out royalty Musift and of course the latter had one of the new Seeburg record
Hank Ross, saxist whfl befdre th6
players, which can spin 400 sides;
sums owed them.
to be consulted in the split. Porgie
Broadbstfor Treaiairy disk ban contracted for intisieiithii
without repeating. Gene Krupa's
covering
Imade BMI a proposition
for Columbia Recdrds.
orchestra and a list of CRC artists
publisher
his activity as a solo
Duchhi opens Sept. 30 and runs
filled out that evening.
If Played in Off-Hours
acbeing
and apparently it is
unta Dec. 15, reopening the hotel's
,
,
Tuesday's affair, however, was
r.
LOUIS
American
Federation
of Mnsicepted. BMI states that Campbell
Launched by Tony eians last week issued a new ruhng do„,nstairs Wedgwood Room for
executives the big one.
AVEiRCIiAII^ 17 AI I TrtllR [has not spoken with its
Pastor's orchestra in an hour or relative to the performance of the sea.son. He returns March 31,
of
firm
r
.49, u„tii July 6.
concerning a pubUshing
Whetiier he itamore of entertainment during din- rreasury Department broadcasts,
tends working, theatres or other
l^uis Armstrong's small combo, his own and has not made him ner, the lineup consisted of m.c.
apparently following complaints. type band dates between
which has been having unusual any offers iBMl does not go look- Arthur
the two
Godfrey,
Charioteers, In the future, the Ai'M will allow
^valdorf runs is undisclosed,
success since it was formulated ing for new affiliates any more; Christopher Lynch; Hazel Scott,
only
week
one
free
broadca.st
a
by
but
more than a year ago, may go over- it will listen to proposition.';
Morton Gould, name bands in the event those
Davis,
.tonette
« ntfio >pa rtirr MPPrnir
seas the first week in September. does not press for any).
Richard Tucker, of Met Opera; broadca.ste are scheduled to be
Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
Campbell - Porgie originally Toni Harper, Eddy Duchtai. Isaac
working!
outside regular
Corp, has received numerous bids started out, by the way, as a Stern, Iti.se Stevens, and Buddy done
for the outfit from European pro- three-mnn partnership. It was first Clark, wlio flev.' from the Coast for hours. No limit has been placed on
during
moters since it did so weU at the called Campbell-Loft & Porgie. the shindig. Strangely enough, the those -shows perfonncd
Chicago, June 29.
working
hours.
_
Jazz Festival, Nice, France, and in Solly Loft was bought out by the longhair artists virtually walked
Jfoe
E.
Lewis, nitery comic,
In the pa.st few vears. since the
Paris earlier this year, and in. all other two a couple years after Off with the .show until Clark, on
AFM
executive board pennittcd signed last week with Gala Records
probability
Glaser will accept launching. Now Porgie buys out last, tied up the conventioneers members to do Treasury shows to <lo six .sides of his bistro routhem.
Campbell.
l.witJi a .Htring of pop tunes.
Show without pay, many broadca.sts have lines. Digits will be cut this fall
While no itinerary has yet been
was corraled and laid out by Manie occurred during afternoons and when Lewis appears at the Copalaid out, Armstrong would go into
Teddy Phillips band drew 2,400 Sachs. CRC arti.sts head, Ben Sel- oarly evenings. This meant musi- cabana, New York,
I'^ance,
Czechoslovakia, people to Peony Park. Onaana. at vin, and Mitch Ayres, CRC rautd- cians with the band-S involved had
Comic is also s\ipposed to be set
Italy,
big
Switzerland, Belgium, Scandana- S1.75 per. Gross of $f .200 i.s
cal director, who conducted for the
to report for broadcasts during ofl- for bistro-background picture fer
Vian countries, etc. He'd be gone at this .spot for a band under the acts.
J'asle I''""'
hours.
top layer.
tihree months at the least.
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i
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ORCnESTRAS-MlTjiaC
Oberstein to Spring His

iocks, Jukes and Disks

a9c Disk Next Week

I

Eli Obersteitt expects to

'

By Ben Bodec

Majestic Tossed Into

I

1

41

Bai^ptcy

have

new Wright Record company

his
disks

By Cln Court; Gene Tracey RemoYed

on the market sometime next weeii.
Initial
pressings will be made
under the Varsity label to sell at
39c and they'll carry pop songs,
the backgrounds of which were
made in England. Vocals will be
"Bubble- dubbed here by comparative unI

Spike Jones Orcli—"I Kiss

Hand, Madame,*"
Sentimental Over
If Spike

"I'ln

You"

Your torch

Getting
(Victor).

Jones had foregone his
in

characterized

pattern

stance, "Kiss"

would perhaps have

this

in-

rated as one of the finer musical
things that has come out of the
pop end of industry in some time.

Hecord wouldn't have been "Spilce
Jones" but it would bear the
stailip of upper bracket conception
instrumentally and chorally. The
Item, however, will take well with
the Jones addicts; it's loaded with
the usual sound effects, explosions
and marked with an amusing fadepunchline.
"Sentimental"
out
gravitates more around the Jones
fldir for screwball verbal enactment of the lyrie. Tenor Paul Judson makes a nice impression during the straight passages.
,

Hoagy

—

Carmichael

I

i

i

j

>

]

-

Kay—"At

Hollywood, June

and easy

style

of

comedienne.

memorial to

Perry Como—^"There Must Be a
Platter Pointers
Way," "Rambling Rose" (Victor).
"Way" finds the crooner at his
Count Basis (Victor) offers a
suaver deportment,-, drawing out
choice slice of blues in "Hey,
Ihe tune's romantic sentiments
Pretty Baby" and a slick sample of
torch vocalizing by Jeannie Taylor
on the theme of "Baby, Don't Be
Favorite Five
Mad at Me." Jimmy Rushing's
SOLITAIRE
vocal on "Baby" is also on the
By BERT
beam
Billy Butterfield (Capitol)
(KRE, Berkeley, Calif.)
pits his trumpet against the tom"South Rampart St. Parade"
toms via "Malaguena" and' the re(Bob Crosby).
sult is super melody and rhythm
"The Blues"— A & B (Artie
Bruce Hayes (DeJiUxe) l4tches
Shaw).
his backroom baritoning on "Lone"Down Soutb Camp Meetsome for Someone" in a way that
iii' " (Benny Goodman).
makes this ballad a good possi"Honky Tonk Train" (Bob
bility
Ann Vincent (Mercury),
Crosby).
linked with a male quartet, and
"Ain't Misbehavin'"
(Fats
'

My

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

Jock Mauri

,

.

Near You

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cinephonic
.

LEEDS SHBIffiAL FOR

MEDITATION OF

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

i

Tree in Meadow
Wintertime
Miranda

.

1

.

Connelly
Cinephonic
Kassner
Chappell

.

.

.

.

—You Do
How Soon

Wood

Who's Kissing Her
Wishing Waltz

Feldman

.

Noel Gay

Chi Jocks Burn Over

Records was a wholly onmed
and operated subsidiary of MB&T
and placed their v petition" to opseparately aside; lumping
tic

'Stuffed' Balloting In

erate

Harrison Column Poll

Records, Classic Records* and Chicago 'Majestic, all under parent
company. Chancery report showed
assets of $e,816,59&dgalnst $4,18S,985 liabilities. Company was operated at a $514,372 loss during 1947
—firm has not had. profitable year
platter-patter gentry. Poll, they assince 1941, with the exeeption of
sert, was not an accurate gauge
the war period. (194345) when
of popularity. Formal protests will
it was working od governmeiit conbe made to the Trib this week.
tracts..
Nettled focks charge that stufEdward McGuire, counsel for
fing the ballot box was not only
the Securities
winked at but encouraged. Accord- sion, present Exchange Commisat the hearing, aning to one dee-jay, Harrison told nounced
that the
him that any kind of ballot would duct investigation SEC woiild conof stoek. manipube counted, even those on which lations by Tracey
and other offithe voter's name was printed or cers.
Also scheduled to be probed
This, says the
mimeographed.
is the newly-formed distributing
jock, was an invitation to get busy
outfit,
Remco, which took over
with names picked from the teleoperations Of Chicago Majestic, the
phone book.'
distributing division of iSx^mic
Other jocks charge that at least
Court set bond for trustees at
one of their 'colleagues among the
$100,000 each and approved the
first ten in the poll printed up
appointment
his own ballots,
High scorers in Nash. Ahem of the^ law firm of
& McNally^ as fsOunsel
the poll insist that the balloting for
them.
was reasonably honest and that
the present hue and cry is just
sourgrapes. Al Benson was firiit
with 17,211 votes, followed by
Ernie Simon, 7,645, and Linn Burton, 3,658. Total of votes cast>was
36,926, of which 18,237 arrived in
Jim ConkUng, head of Capitol
the closing week.
'

:

2S

•f

Columbio

Rondo

Domon

—

Ma««aret Whitins— "A Tree in
the Meadow," "I'm Sorry But I'm
Glad" (Capitol).
Cloying senti-

6.

WM. TELL OVERTURE

7.

TOOLIE OOLIE DOOUE

9.

10.

t4)

K. Harris)

(16)

CUCKOO WALTZ

(Chas. Hansen)

IT'S

MAGIC

(1)

(2)

(Bvc)

dued background. American tearjerker on the reverse side is like-'
wise in good keeping vocally. For
"Sorry's"

instrumental

Frank DeVol rips

ofE

interlude

,

.

PUT 'EM IN BOX (Remick)
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN'
HEARTS WIN (Miller)
BLUE SHADOWS (Saatly-Joy)
BLUENRD OF HAPPINESS (T.
HAUNTED HEART (Williamson)
DICKEY BIRD SONG

HEARTBREAKER (Leeds)
SERENADE (Leeds)
MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE

—

"Star

Be Asking Too

Much"

(Decca).
The bass lead
lends a particularly enticing polish
t« the Hoagy Carmichael standard.
Tins etching merits stocking in a
station's library as well as the

nichelodeons. Equally show paced
."Asking" adds up to delightfully

smooth harmony,

—

Billie Holiday
"Lover Man,"
"That Old Deba Called Love," "No
Good Man," etc. (Decca album). A
superb treat by the .queen of the

.

.

.

.Columbia

.Capitol
King Cole. \, . .
.
Al Trace ............... .Regent
Petty Trio
Universal
,

(Mayfahr)

B. Harms)

\

{

Andrews

.

(
(

(Bobbins)

(Preview)

i

.

.

.

-

««« «tl

(

Ames Bros

.

number

.

,

....

.

,

.

.

.

.Victor

.Decca

Decca

,

,

Palda

Columbia
.

t

.

.

.

.

.

..... Decca
.... .Victor

.Decca

.Decca

Louis Jordan.
ot

weeks tono has been

ltttttttt f-**^^-**-*-*^

in the

Doc Says
Is

Top

10.1

Music

'

Muscular Exercise

Austin, Tex, June 29.

JM.-G-M

Copitol
Victor
. i . .

.

Victor
Tony Martin
Victor
Vouglm Monroe
Tony Pastor ......... Columbia
'

i|

Sammy Kaye.

md

the possibilities •dt establishing a
Capitol distributing deal oVerseas,
particularly in England, and also
did some background recording
for use in conjunction with Cap
singers here.
Details of the results of the trip
must await Conkling's return to
Coast.
He leaves sometime neat
week by motor. Meanwhile,. "Nature Boy," which Cap launched in
the U. S, via King Cole's recording, is gathering sales speed in
England via rival recordings of it,
i»nce Cai* doesn't distidbHte there.
Dick Haymes' Decca disk is in the

,

.

,

,

Sisters.

(

Records .artists and repertoire, and
Sandor Porges, head of the company's foreign divisto, returned
to New York last week after almost
two months ia EatOantl
on the
continent. They made a survey of

Decca

Gordon Jenkins

(BVC)

IFiffures in pdrenmesfit indieaie

t*t «t t

,

Ferko String Band
Buddy Clark

TELL MB A STORY (Laurel)
FOB EVERY MAN A WOMAN (Melrose)
MAHARAJAH OF MAGIDOR (Mutual)
RUN, JOE, BON

,

Bing Crosby
Art Mooney
Jo Staiford
Perry Como
Freddy JMortin.
Larry Clinton. .

(

passagefs fortissimo, especially via
It sounds nice but

Boys

.

,

Coming Up

off-mood.

»elta
Rhythm
Dust," "Would It

Gri/^n. ............ .Rondo
... Decoct

jjDo^i,

some fancy

a tenor sax.

T^^Trsev
Ken

.

(Witmark)

—

mentality of the British hit is
.hasted with the right" touch of
tenderness, all to an unusually sub-

{
,

Victor

'^^to«*!'''^:.VcimineS

j

LITTLE WHITE LIES

Copitol
Coluttibio

Spike Jones

(Tune'town)

(10) (Chas.

.

CONKUNG/POMESBACK

WOODY
YOU CANT

X

activities of Majestic Records, Hit

Chicago, June 29.
Recent disk jock popularity poll
conducted, via Dale Harrison's Chicago Tribune column has brought
irate beefs from many of Chi's

.^^..10 Best Sellers on Coin-Madmiesri^ 4

(Decca). This represents a quick
hop on a couple of promising bandwagons, each tune having emerged
since the recording ban.
Lewis
pipes seem to blend better with
the equally promising quartet on
"Apple Blossoms" than they do via
"Hundred," but the jukes will be
stocking both sides. Each goes well
Mfith suds and pretzels.

•

Acting
on master-in-chanccry
Charles McDonald's report, Judge
Sullivan denied the petition of the
company to continue to operate
under chapter 11 of the' C!hancUer
Act, and placed them under the
provisions of Chapter 10. Trustees
appointed are: John Dwyer, Sr.,
v.p.. of
Otis & Co., investment
house, and. Donald Walsh, former
circulation manager of the Chicago
Sun. Trustees wilt report hack to
the Court Aug, 2 with a revised
list of creditors and financial report on the company. 0» Aug. 9
Judge Sullivan will hear arguments againsfr the trustees. *
Sept. 10 has been set as the date
when trustees sh|ill present 3 plan
of reoreanimfioh lof the company.
Judge SuUi!lran found that Majes-

Wood

.

.

.

Second 12

with instrumental backing, gives
Waller).
every evidence of a rushout job in
THAIS'
"Coo-Coo Bird Waltz," .which numwith ingratiating intimacy, while ber was the underside of Ken
After more than 18 months of
the coupling allows for a change of Grifllen's initial hit, "You Can't Be negotiation, Leeds Music has comSatisfiers inject a bit of True, Dear"
pace.
Leslie Scott, pleted a deal with Heugel Et Cie,
Douncey harmony in the latter' Victor stylist, carves out a grand Paris music publisher, and Jules
V
side.
bit of heart-singing from Gordon- Massenet,
French writer, under
Arthur Godfrey.^"Turkish De- Revel's "Never in a Million Years." which the U. S. firm- will publish
Accompaniment
by
Coleman
Haw- a U. S. version of "Meditation de
*light,"
"Trail of the Lonesome
jPine"
tColumbia).
Neither side kins here and the coupled "How Thais.'' Leeds has had an EngDid
She
Look"
stocks
up
brightly
eatls for rolling out the red carpet.
lish lyric written by Harold Rome
Godfrey's fans may squeeze a defined and imaginative daqsa- and the song will be launched
Chuy Reyes (Capitol) within 10 days under the title,
modicum of humor' out of. the pation
chalks
another
up
sparkling
per"Whisper a Word of Love."
rambling and almost
pointless
Though Leeds actually hadn't
Oriental
narrative.
With the formance on the 88's with "Los
Mariners quartet in support, the Hijos De Buda," an attractive mix- completed . the deal with Heugel
ture
of
Latin-American
rhythm
such was .the
until
last Week,
dusted-off "Trail" is put through
and
bagpipes
effects
Decca
of the negotiations that it
's
course
its
original
tracings.
songslide
Nothing has been added or taken torch personality, Lee Morse,' is had begun laying the exploitation
available with two .vibrailt and ro* groundwork for the tune before
away.
Connie
"Darktown bust laments, "Careless Love" and the first of the, year. Due to this
Haines
"Sing Me .a Song of Texas"
there are recordings available by
Strutters Ball," "Little Boy Blue"
The Three Suns compound a win- Dick 1-Iayraes (Decca), George
(Signature). Petite chirper proves
quality Of melody out of "A Paxton (MrG-M), Jack Fina (Merherself quite versatile as a trouper ning
Lonely
Rainy
Afternoon"
and
cury), Johnny Bradford-Russ Case
on this combination. "Boy" is enriched with' a captivating' beat, make it a solid parley with the Orchestra (RCA-Victor), Russ Carlively Dick Redmond composijtion; lisle (Bullet) and Herb Jeffries
wljile the refurbished "Ball" will
V
"Just
for
Now."
(Exclusive).
both tickle the older element and
perk the attention of the younger
generation. With Si Oliver furnishing special patter for the duet,
'Miss Haines and Alan Dale take
the oldtime favorite on a sort of
interpretive circuit linking a past
1.
WOODPECKER (5) (Leeds)
Kay Kyser
idiom with the new. Etching is
2.
BE TRUE DEAR (12) (Kltmere). ,
Griffin-Wayne
Worthy of extra spinning.
Jon & Sandra Steele
3.
MY. HAf'PINESS (7) (Blaseo)
Monica Lewis and the Ames
King
4.
NATURE
BOY
(11) (Burfce-VH)
Cole
Bros. "Where the Apple Blossoms
D. D03/-B, Clark
5.
LOVE SOMEBODY (2) (Kramer-W.)
Fall," "If I Live to Be "a Hundred"
.

,

... Morris
t ......
Reflections on Water Maurice
Laroo ................. Dash
Unit
Silver Wedding Waltz

Cliffer,

'

tees to investigate Tracey's transactions with company stock,

.

.

.

Civilization

who died several weeks ago. Proceeds of
less
$4,000
$22,000
taxes, $4,000 expenses, will build a
memorial gymnasium dedicated to
use of Red Shield Boys Club of
Salvation Army. ,
Inability to get later date forced
jocks to arrange show in eight
days. Gross would have been higlier except that a majority of tlx
were at $1 to enable Cliffer's juve^
fans to attend.
Talent lineup presided over by
Gene Norman with 30 jocks emceeing, included Frank Sinatra, Mickey Rooney, Dinah Shore, Perry
:Como, Danny Kaye, Frank Devol's
30 piece OEch.

week

.

.

After All

29.

last

'

Cotmelly
Morris

.

.

court,

age the business. He removed Eugene A. Tracey, president and
chairman of the board, from active
participation and asked the trus-

Leeds
Leeds

>

district

Majestic Radio and Television Corp. into full bankruptcy
and appointed two trustees to man-

threw

.

.

17,000 people turned out
at Hollywood Bowl for a threehour show staged by diskjocks as

She
humorous licks on "Cowgal."

federal

Ballerina ........ P. Maurice
Four Leaf Clover
F. D. & H.
Dream of Olwen .... Wright
Serenade of Bells .... Morris
Connelly
My Achin' Heart

Some

Ihe energetic
get? in more

.

,

Time May Change
Nature Boy

Benefit for Late Jock

the Rodeo,''

Want to be a Cowgal" (ColumTwo snug fits for the free

bia).

.

Heartbreaker
Teresa

Up 14G

Beatrice

British Best Sheet Sellers
ending June 24)
( Wec/c
London, June 25.
Galway Bay
Box & Cox
Golden Earrings .... Victoria

—

.

m

Judge Phillip Sullivan,

j

1

Loo, Bubble-Loo," "The- Sad Cow- known voices,
boy" (Decca). Even with that sandOberstein has set up offices for
paper larynx Carmichael weaves his new organization in. New York
the
most
ingratiating
version and is doing his pressing at the
around his own woodlands ditty Sonora plant in Meriden, Conn.
that has yet come off the platter Distribution
will be hasdled indeImes. Background is kept under pendently.
wraps which works in the song's
favor.
Cowboy lament, another
script of his, should get a warm Como, Sinatra, Shore,
reception in the sage country, and
probably will wind up as standard
£t al, Rack
the libraries of stations that
cater to prairie and hill folks.
"I

Chicago, June 29.
in Chi-

i

stylists is in this package of
eight sides, with Tutti Camarala
contributing his batonic shine to
three of them,

Here's one answer to those
"swing and sweat" jam scssiops
teenagers storm up.
Dr. Archie
N. Jones, U. of Texas professor of
music education, says the appeal of
jazz music lies ia its alulity to
stimulate respiration rather than
inspiration.

The "excitability" of jazz stimumuscular activity and the mubecomes a source of physical
recreation, he says. Dr. Jones lists
six catagories in which the appeal
of a musical selection usually falls
tunefulness, excitability, sentilates

sic

—

mentalism, picturesquenessi drama

and astonishment
Jiizz and swing are in the second
catagory.

Wednesday, June 30, 1948
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Bands

Tops of the Tops

S@ngs

I

wh Largest Radio Audience

"You

Survey

A

Week

of

June

.

.

.

Crawford

1'

.

—

Santly-Joy

.

Monaco
Encore
Robbing

....

.

Heartbreaker

.

.

.

.

It's

.

.

Witmark

B VC

Love Of My, Life—t"The Pirate"
Nature Boy
Now Is the Hour
Put 'Em In a Box t"Romance On High Seas"
Rhode Island Is Famous For You—*"Inside U.S.A."
.

.

T. B.

.•

Harms

,Burke-VH
Leeds

—

Remick
Crawford

.

Sci-enade (Music Played On a Heartstring) ........ Duchess
Laurel
Tell
a Story
;
C. K. Harris
Toofie Q63ie DooUe
«

Me

We

Just Couldn't Say Goodbye

........ .....Words-Music

.

When the Red Red Robin Comes Bobbin Along .... Bourne
......Leeds
Woody Woodpecker ..................
BiltmoreYou Can't Be True Dear
,

The renuiirCing J^O iopgs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Avdiem^ Cov&rage index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast
Over Radio Networks^ Published by the

A

Boy From Texas
Baby Don't Be Mad at Me
Beyond the SeaBride and Groom Polka ...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

Chillicothe,

.....

.

.

.

—

. .

.

.

i

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

Southern
Jay Dee
Oxford

Foolin'

Give a Million Tomorrows
I'm XiQoking Over a Four Leaf Clover
It's a Most Unusual Day .....
I'd

You Or No One
Long After Tonight .............
Love Somebody"
NoBody But You
Pecos Bill t"Melody Time"
'

.

Remick

BMI

i

BOWL FORGET

ASCAP,

Kramer-W
Duchess

mSMITHS'

Santly-Joy

Laurel

.-

,

entitled to.

is

estimated the MPCE treasury
contains about $50,000.

It's

Bobbins

—

Rambling Rose
Sabre Dance

non-working member

Remick
>

It's

;

Simon
Burke- VH

Ohio ............................... Mellin
: ......
....... Famous
...
Famous
f'Dream Girl"

Dream Girl
Dream Peddler

Sat.

Paramount

..Chappell

But Beautiful-<-t"Road to Rio"
Dolores

to retain the possibility of
effective at a later date.nullified by the vote of
cardholders present.
MPCE idea was to 'have members kick in 2% of salaries under
S75 weekly and 3% over $75, with
a weekly limit of $25 on each contribution.
This idea did not appeal to working members, especially since the MPCE's treasury was
deemed large enough to take care
of the $200 relief allocations each

making it
This was

Shapiro-B
...... ...^

•

SALUTE

Hollywood, J^une 29/

—"Make Mine Manhattan" Leeds
T. B. Harms
,

"ASCAP

Night Central Park

Steppin' Out With My Baby— f 'Easter Parade" .... Berlin
Time and Time Again
.i
...... London
What Do I Have To Do—1 "Are You With It". .... BVC
... ..... . ....... Robert
Worry Worry Worry
You're Too Dangerous Cherie
.... ....
Harms
.

Yorker, ice show.

Cliicago.

Room

closes July

4.

but

Office of Research, Inc.,

'

Dr. John G, Peatman, Director.

12,250
12,500
10,950
76,650
22,375
23,630

•

Shapiro-B

•

825
1,525
3,950

Total
CoT«rii
Oil Data

:

Berlin

.

.

.

6.

H'Gt-k

Chuck Foster (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Headquarters for American Medical Assn. convensfa. Strong 5,800 tor
Foster and ice revue.
min.) P6or
Jaiz at thilharmonic (College Inn, Sherman, 650; $3.50
900.

Advanced

You— i "Easter Parade"
^
Magici-^t"Romance On High Seas" .... ...
Laroo Laroo Lilli Bolero
Uttle White Lies

Only Happens Dance With

Gets Nix

.

AstOf (700; $1-$1.50)

Cuvera
Pnsl

3,450
1,575
1,500

ployees

Melrose
Williamson
Leeds

:

May Be Wrong

Idle

Cavallaro

..

Music Publishers Contact Em*
Bay Morton (Mayfair Room. Blackstone, 300; $3 min.-$2 cover). Buntcardholders, in meeting
ing at the joints with Kay Thompson and the Williams Bros. Boff 4,000.
last Thursday (24) evening in New
George Olsen (Beacbwalk, Edgewater Beach; $1.50-$2.50 min.). SevYork, voted down a resolution by eral rainy nights cut into take of this outdoor spot. Still fine 6,500.
the organization's council to deEddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
duct percentages of members who Hlldegarde has ropes up. Sock 6,000. Liberace heads new revue openare working as a means of aiding ing July -B...
those who are not. Early last week,
MPCE executives had stated to
Los Angeles
Vahiety that the entire idea for
the creation o£ an emergency fund
MiguelitD Valdes (Ambassador; 900; $1.50-$2), Good 2,400 tabs.
for jobless members had been
Jan Garber (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1,50). Strong 2,650 covers.
dropped. It was stated that there
was no need for it, that the MPCE
treasury contained ample funds'.
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
At the meeting of the MPCE
(Chicago)
body, which drew, incidentally, a
Gay Claridge (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 rain.). .Maestro into final week
much larger attendance than most
such meets in the past, attorneys with excellent 3,200. Al Trace opens tomorrow (Thursday).
for the organization sought to table
Paree:
$3.50 min.). Conventioners flocking
(Chez
500;
Gould
Marty
the resolution. It was their idea, to Joe E. Lewis. Grand 6,200.
it was pointed out, to defer action
Henry King (Aragon; $l-$1.15 adm.). Fair 12,000.
on the proposition at the moment,
George <ifiiislow (Trianon; $1^$1.15 adm.). Winslow drawing neat

'

Warren

Haunted Heart— ''Inside U.S.A."
I

For

Martin Music

;

.

.

New

.

4

5
Pennsylvania
8
New Yorker
Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) ..... 85
15
.....
$1-$1.50)
RoosevPlt (400;

'

Feist

.

Delilah

Dickey-Bird Song—1"3 Daring Daughters"
Don't Blame Me
For Every Man There's a Woman— f'Casbah"

MPCE2%Nick

Remick

.

(500; $1-$1.50)
(400; $1-$1.50).

.

Carmen
.«

Shapiro-B
Bobbins

.

.

Lawrence
Ray Eberle*
Johnny Pineapple
Lawrence Welk

Elliott

Feist

.

•

.'.

.

Xavier Cugat

"Galway .Bay"

At a Sidewalk Penny "Arcade
*
Baby Face
Best, Things In Life Are Free
Better Luck Next Time— "Easter Parade" ......
Blue Shadows On the Trail t "Melody Time"
Caramba It's the Samba
........ ... ....
Crying For Joy
.... ....

Waldorf (400; $2)

.

1948

B.(>.'s
i*l»VC(l

Rami

British Best Seller

lS-'24.

H At el

at

WeebK

ciImw
^.uiiCr

Aiv....:-

it<iu51C

Can't be True, Dear'*

"Most Requested" Disk
"Nature Boy"
Seller on Coin Machines
"Woody Woodpecker"

*

With an Umbrella—-fEaster Parade".

Fella

A Tree In the Meadow

£.1,...,^

oliCct

jtvctaii

"You

Thirty songs 6f the week (more in case of ties), based on the
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music
Broadcast Over Radio Netovrrks. Published by the Office of Re?
search. Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
-i

Retail Disk Seller
Can't be True, Dear"

i

Night," wl}ich the Hol-

lywood Bowl planned as part of

.

its

"Symphony Under the Stars"

14,000.

(Let Angeles)
Lcs Brown (Palladium B., Hollywood, 4th wk.). Strong af,800 callers.
Charlie Barnet (Casino Gardens B., Santa Monica, 4th wk.). Weak
3,700 takers.

Inside

Orchestras-Mudc
Tommy

Tucker (temporarily
Joe Galkin, manager of Blue Barron,
retired) and others, set out from New York one day last week to drive
to Bridgeport, Conn , to the Columbia Record factory, to pick up -200
copies of a new Tucker record to distribute for exploitation purposes.
On the way Galkin's new convertible developed ignition trouble and
passed out on the highway. He got a teenager in a jallopy to push him
and in the process their bumpers got tangled, ruining the yoimgster'*
radiator grille and twisting Galkin's bumper. He got to a garage where,
while his car was being repaired, the owner sold him a set of the new
low-pressure whitewall tires. Back in N. Y. after taking over hlne
houKi to make the 120-mile trip, Galkin opened the package of records
and found 200 Arthur Godfrey disks instead of the Tucker records he
went after. It cost him over $200 and his insurance company has to
fix the grille oh the kid's car, which probably will boost his premiums.

-

.

.

.

.

Yours..
*

season, has been cancelled. Bowl
Cincinnati record dealers are participating in promotion of a radioand executives of American Sociepromotion manager,
ty of Composers, Authors and Pub- jukebox deal cooked up by Joel W; Stovall,
lishers, which was to, have been with the Automatic Phonograph Owners' Assn., who operate 1,400 jukes
in
Gincy. Sam E. Chester, head of the association, is to name the
saluted, concluded that the event
platter
would have brought bii more head- "top number of the month," which is played first on all
sessions
and
calls
for
top
spotting
on all jukebox selection cards, in
aches than profiit and gl<MFyV s0 the
Aug. 28 date has been «xpunged different color than the others and adding this line: "Hear this on

—

WKRC

..Marks

Legit Musical,

'

t Filntttsical.

AUSTRO DISK BIZ LOOKS
SET
COMEBACK BID

WKRC

off

Italy Sets

m

Huge Music

•

,

Agency,
British,

early this month in N. Y, federal
court by cornetist ^len Moore
against bandleader Fred Waring
was answered by the maestro with
A general denial and a request for
dismissal, according to papers filed
with the court last week. Cornetist, who says he was with Waring
from 1939 to 1947, is seeking extra
payment- for his services as a vocalist

and

lyricist,

Moore claims Waring agreed

to

pay additionally for supplementary
contributions to the organization.
How.ever, in answering the action,
the, m^aestro states that he eniCOttraged all members ol his band
TO submit ideas for Improvement.
But* he added, anything th* musi«itof were to get was entirely up

WKRC also."
WKRC provides
•

"

display sheets for juke spots, the one for June
Some tinle ago when the stunt
was announced, if \vas planned reading: "Play 'You Call Everybody Darling' the top number o\ yoiuBowl woul* make "ASCAP key juke box." Record dealers are displaying the cards in their winNight" an annual event, with So- dows, reporting that the idea boosts their sales of the plugged tune.
ciety names conducting their com-

that

and 'singing their songs.
Stan Kenton's orchestra must gross at least $7,000 weekly before he
.to have rounded up
members, the Bowl was tb have personally can make any profit. This, at a time when most name orthose whom it had to and chestras have trimmed their cost sails. As Kenton's band constantly
is touring, with but few location dates, he is saddled with transparent
reaped wliat profits accrued.
costs, 10% kickbacks to local Unions in towns where he pauses and
Immediately
after
idea
was kindred assorted
costs.
To keep his men constantly nn trek, he must
broached, ASCAP members began
pay top coin, too, far above scale. His trumpeter, Ray Wetzel, gets $22."l
suggesting what they \Yould singly
weekly, as does bassist Eddie'Safranski, and others aren't getting much
do." 'It became obvioi^s that all 341
ASCAPers residing on Coast less. Vocalist June Christy draws $250. Additionally, Kenton keeps a
flack working for him dn each coast, and by the time he pays booking
couldn't put on- -individual acts,
although many seemed to want to. commissions, his nut Ys^hovering around that $7,000 eveiy seven days.
Rather than dfrend' any single
positions

Saciety was
its

paid

•

member^

.it,,

was, .determined that

Skiteh Hendersons press a^ent caine up with an idea last week that
apparently is co.«':mg the maestro coin which he feels is woi-thwhiie.
Brainstorm is t'dd in with the riSe tomorrow (Thursday) of New York
subway fares .rom five cents to lOc.' Henderson mailed cards last week
to some 2 jO people in the music biz pointing the' fare jump' and ennew FDR dime with which to "take your first ride on me."
be necessary to produce a two- closmg
In a('-,..tion Henderson pl;ms to do a Rockefeller at the Penn station of
liour program, so the idea is off.
the subway tomorrow (Thursday) morning. He'll hand out the ca»-ds
with new dimes to people entering the subway at that point. Cards of
course point out he's at the Pennsylvania hotel's Cafe Rouge. Stunt
.

Fred Ahlert.^'newly elected prez
J. H, International
of Society, should come to Coast
is arranging a number of
and map the concert. Now, it deAmerican and French at- velops, Ahlert
can't spend the
tractions for the occasion, which
month here that he believes would

manager for

Waring Answers Tooter's
Suit for 24G Extra Pay
A $24,900 damage suit brought

slate.

first

Festival to Benefit Kids

Vienna, June 22.
London, June 29.
The disk business is one AusGeraldo is to take a 29-plece ortrian industry that is now well, on chestra to a festival of jazz and
the road to recovery.- Elite, big- melody to be held July 15 to Aug.
gest recoM makers, lust turned 1 in Naples, under the sponsorship
out its tnilliontii record since the of the Italian government.
Dr. Baoni,' noted Italian theatrifirm was founded two years ago.
They have over 700 titles. Elite cal prexy, has been appointed by
his government to run the festival,
studio', in the Konzerthaus, is one
and Jack Hylton, English maestro,
of the best in Europe.
.Incidentally, business has been may present, the show.
Baoni has already contacted
helped by two things. Prices are
lower thani-they have been in a British agent,. Gino Arbib, and
long time, and it's no longer placed the bookings for the festival
in his hands. .: Afblb, general
necessary to turn in old disks to

buy new jiOttes.

the Bowl

will

be held

in-

aid -of Italian

war

orphans.

Two British bands to be featured will be Geraldo and Ramon
Lopez, from London's swank Ciro's
and

Embassy Club'. There
two dancing troupes

also be
British,

will

—

Archer Back to

Wm. Morris

one
one French.
Show will As Roving Band Salesman
be staged in the -open air at the
Jack
Archer,
who recently
Orange Grove theatre, Teatro
dropped out of the new ContinenTegli Aranci.
tal agency setup, rejoined the WilJosephine Baker, Lucienne Boy- liam Morris band department in
er, Edith Piaf, American dancing
Chicago Monday (28). His assignteams of Cabot & Dresden and ment calls for him to b"e a roving
Betty & Freddy Roberts, Mabel salesman in the midwest territory,
Lee, comedian Chaz Chase and attending to one-niters, locations
Rita Hay worth are among stars set Sfnd anything that comes up. He'll
to work.
work from the field, not from Morris Chi office.
Archer was'ivith' WilMani MorGeorKc Temple, Shirley's Temple's brother, professlOnel wrestler, ris' Hollywaad .office .as .one-night,
has turned songwriter. He col- head, before he quit to join Contilaborated with Freddie Van on a nental. He was a partner in the
tune called "Prairie in the S^," latter and Mlt Deutsdi, A co-partbelilg jpjdttllshea .toy;B0Uttie Music, l>p|-, bought him out.
...
'

.

.

f;

figures to cost

him

close to $500.

What may. be one

Of those sleepers is the Four Knights' version Of
Walkmg with My Shadow." Decca released it some time ago and the
record showed no signs of garnering attention until three weeks ago
when Harvey Hudson, WLEE, Richmond, Va. jockey, happened to poll
it out of a pile of platters and give it a .spin.
Requests poured, in and
the course of a week -Decca dealersVaround Richmond felt the pressure in no small way. Decca is now concentrating on the jilatter in
other locales to find out whether the interest is Umitett to Richmond^
Bemie Wayne and Ben Raleigh wrote the ditty.

m

Warrwi Music is not being deactivated
Firm is simply retrenching, but

week.

entirely, as pointed out last

will he maintained undesr
ot Harry Warren, songwriter who's partnered
"T"'?^^''
Music
the firm.. C. Warren will remain in New Yorfe
indefinitely #s operator of the company, while Chicago arid Coast
offices of the outfit will be consolidated with Bobbins, whose staflPs
la both cities will handle Warren tunes.

•^M"S*^ff?"\"'
with Robbins

m

W«iJnegday, Jug* 80, 1948
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V«cal by Bud Brccs and The Galli Sisfcrs
Poem Recitation by Art MooHcy
,

,

Bacl(*d

by

SUNSET TO SUNRISE
CART MOONEY'S THEME}

ON

MGM RECORD
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Dambnan, BMU Gen. Sec,

Ireland a PushoTer

BETJUL SHEET BEST SELLOIS

For Jock Idea, Says

London, June

among women

Ireland's top pash
listeners

and bo>)bysocker

a disk

Survey
tales, based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities,
and showinsr cpmpanative sale*
rating for this And Unt ueefc

sponsor, Louis Spiro. of Imco,I;td.,
Dublin cleaning and dyeing outfit,

Week Ending

National

This Last
wk. wk..

Title and

'

.

.

.

which,

I

What Andrew has
sponsorship.
been up against so far, according
to Spiro, is the small library with
which he's bad to operate. Record
companies in London aren't inclined to cooperate on Oie pre-release thing and the only way Spiro
caB-£ive Irish listen^ things that
havent already been played over
the
BBC is to import disks

3

3

"Yon Can't Be True" (Biltmore)
"Nature Boy" (Burke-VH)
"TooSe 0«Ue Doolie" (C:Kjaarri5)

4
5

5

"My

6

7

'^Uttle WIrite Lies"

7

6

8A

9

"Now Is the Hour" (Leeds)
"Baby Face" (Remick)
"Dickey Bird Song" (Robbins)

&om

No account todate, Spiro related,
has gvne in for live production on
Eareen and it's his plan to be the
first in
ing still

by importof radio Amer-

that direction

another bit

8B

2

.

8
13
10

1

1

5
2
6 10

(Leeds)....

(BVC)

i

1

1

1

1

2

2

*.

6
3
9
8
4
5

9

5
3

A"
6

3
5

, . .

6

T
"Haunted Heart" (Williamson)..
"Love Somebody" (Kramer^W)
to
"Sabre Dance" (Leeds)
"Put "Em in a Box" (Remick)
"Blue Shadows Trail" (SanUy-Joy)

12
11

2

3

Haptrfness" (Blasco)

"Woody Woodpecker"

9
10
11
12
13
14

.

3

5

2

2

1

3

108

'4

1

1

2

1

100

show.

10

5'

.,5-.

3

7

3

5
V

S

57
SB
54
48

4

8

2
4

1

1

3

3
7

8

.0

6

7
*;

7

4

5

8

8

10

6

7

10

9

.

9
8

BMU

tive
Committee
although
Uie
union's retiring age is 65.
Diffi*
cult strike negotiations have told

and he says "The
now come when 1 feel
must retire. The work in the
past few years has become increasingly heavy, and I feel that
while I am able to get about I
heavily on him,

time has
I

'

should have the opportunity of
being able to relax."
Dambman will continue his
duties until his successor takes
over, which is likely to be early
September.
His present
chief
union assistant is Hiaidie Bat-

13

9
2

9

11

9

7

7

38
36
36
23
19

3

6

10

6
10

7

9

5

8

cliffe.

brown by emanating the show dl" Seattle Boosts Music Fund
from his. firm's canteen, servSeattle, June 29.
ing studio audiences (ea and arBudget of local. Park Board for
ranging with Irish manufacturers
Sunday concerts in city parks has
to contribute products as .prizes,
been upped this year to $10,000,
and working up eventually to the- with Ainerican Federation of
rect

giant jackpot.

With the idea also of expanding
Into the soap opera and cops^andFobbeis field, S^iro is also scouting
aroundT on bis present trip for
transcribed rights to a soaper and
a crime show that have been hits
in American radio.
Bis biggest

the imion over the impendaU orchestras as

68, has been associated with the
for 46 .years,
and he has been considering retiring for over a year: - He stayed on
at the special request of the Execu-

'

•i

'

10

T

.

4
,6

2
5
6

the audience participation
Spiro intends to do it up

icana,

Musicians local donating approximately a like amount from recording and transcription fund.
liast year's Park budget was
$7,500; musicians' donation $9,480.

Jane Pickens has been si^ed to
a term contract by RCA-Victor,
handicap in. making a deal on this one of the few artists, vocalist or
angle so far has been the; fact that otherwise, to be put under conit's so tough to take dcdlaxs out of tract by a recording company since
Ireland.
the start of the disk ban.
.

New York

continues
July 11.

Skitch
Henderson
orchestra,
which opened at the Pennsylvania
hotel, Monday (28), to be handled
henceforth by Gabbe, Lutz &

mm mimmi mm mnm
MTE THESE ANY GOOB?

,

.

.

:

.

.

,

.

.

.

former name band

.vocalist
.

know that you me m9
fool me, criwie aie
At timBs miOteot me, do things to

I

.

.

A

.

at Plaballroom Saturday (26) with
sturdy advance sale ... Julia Lee
and Baby Lovett back at Milton's
Tap Room after theatre and radio
dates in the east .
.
Larry Beifnett ochestra option picked up in
Drum Room, President hotel . . .
Hank Long orchestra has summer
assignment mt Wildewood Lake,
eastern Jackson County outdoors

Mor

.

LAUREL MUSIC CO.

.

.

spot.

Max Mayer, John Sengstack and
Sammy Stept, pub members ...

.

Wakdy

1(19 Iroadway

New York

..

TOMMY VALANDO

Sues Sterling

'

Peter Kent orchestra began 12th
For Misuse of
Sides
year at New ^Yorker hotel, N. Y.
Oatuner .star Jimmie Wakely
Harmonia Records took over U. S.
representation of Ukranian Amuke filed a $15,000 damage suit in New

ABA

York

•

federal court
last
week
against Sterling Record.s, Inc. He
charged the .defendant with reproHollywo"«I
ducing recordings of four masters
Tex Beneke orchestra playing
he
had
made
lor
the
defunct
one week at Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, starting July 4, then to As- Records wiUmut his knowledge or
faury Park, N. J., for one week at consent.
Sole and exclusive rights to press
Convention Hall, beginning ^ July
14, and on to Eastwood Gardens, the quartet of masters, Wakely
Detroit for two weeks, commenc- claims, reverted to him after ARA's
ing July 23
Connie Jordan has demise. Disputed sides are "It
You
broken up his combo and will sin- Can't Go Right, Don't Go
Wrong "
gle. First date is on the July 14-19 "Cool
Water," "Nugget.s in
bill
at MilUon Dollar theatre^
Pocket" and "Saddle Pal." An inwhich Roy Milton orchestra will
junction
and an am^ounting of tlie
topline ... Jack McVea combo will
'backstop Nellie Lutcher at Million profits are also sought.
Dollar week of July 7. Also on
bill will be Joe Wong, who just
closed out a long stretch in Ken
label,

Verse:

.

and chestra played onerUighter

lately a Boston disk jockey, conducting a band on WBZ
Nona
MacDonald, one of the line skaters
in the current New Yorker hotel
blade show, doubles on vocals with
Ray Eberle's orchestra at the
spot. .Balloting of American Society of Composers, .Authors and
Publishers members reelected all
incumbent members of Appeals
Board, including -Peter de Rose,
Abel Baer, Douglas Moore, writers;

.

"SO EASY TO SAY, SO HARD TO DO"

commutes by plane), Goday
was onv teulsed In the finasli.
usually

Kansas City

Ernie Hechsher orchestra a new.Frank Dailey closes his comer
to
the
Terrace
Grill,
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Muehlebach hotel ... Wibbey Fishfor the summer, Sunday (5), wliile er combo at Crown Room, liaSalle
the spot goes into a strawhat' pol- hotel
Playhouse, local night
icy until late August. .Mickey spot, has an all musical Hoor show
Goldsen shifts his music publish- with Tito Cavalaro, Myra Taylor
ing activities to California for good and Lillian Russell with Curtys
next week.
Foster band
Anita O'Day sexSigmund Spaeth singles out tet, with Max Miller, back at
Leeds' "Now Is the Horn'" tune as Tootie's Mayfair
Bill Snyder
a 1948 contribution to standard Band returned to El Casbah, Belletune lists, in the AFM's Inter- rive hotel where crew holds long
national Musician. ..Bay Dorey, run record
Hal Mclntyre orHeller.

.

I
Can understand why legitimate publishers can't
accept them and 1 won't send them to song sharks.
So for several weeks 1 will run a different lyric here
to see if any {lublisher or music writer thinks they
have any value. I do not write music; 1 have hun*
dreds of lyrics; noturally I have pidced what I thipk
best, but they may not be.

Happy Goday, Leeds Music veepee, was aboard the Super Chief
which crashed in V^nslow, Ariz.,
through yesterday (Tuesday) morning. On
his way east by train for the first
tune in tlu-ee or four years (he

at Sillmtiette

.

ABA

.

me

that

I wouidri't

do

And

then you are so tender
can't hetp but surrender
guess that you low me, but not the way that I
love you
I swear I'll forgiet you
Forget I e'er met you
lt'$ so easy to say, but so hard to do.
I

.

split in

ing radio strike of
of July 31.

Dambman,

1

States.

Dambman's resignation is in any
way connected with, rumors of a

N
T

PubUsher

though Government-owned, allows
two hours a day Of its time for

2

wiU be held.
Union emphatically denies that

election

P

o

June 26

Ratine

records ahead of release dates.
One of Spina's missions over
Dublin,

T

O
T
A
h

currently visituig the U. S., said
last week that, judging from the
reaction to Andrew, disk jockeying
could become a big thing in Ireland if such programs could get

here is to buy a large stock of
American records for his show on

music

oj retail sheet

who^ doubles from comEamon
mahtinK on prizefights.
Andrew is the spinner-spotter. His

Eareen,

29.

A communique circulated to all
branches of the British Musician's
Union cites the resignation of Fred
Dambman, union's general secreBranches^ have been Intary.
structed by the Executive Com^
mittee to summon special meetings
by July 24 to receive nominations
for the vacant post. If more than
one nomination is received, an
:

is

jockey

Irish

hmm Rear

Dissensios

Backer of Lone Show

/

.

.

.

.

.

My

.

Murray's

Chorus:
/Hs so-easy fo soy, but so hard to do
Gonna pat- love away, forget about

you

It's so easy to say, just fashion the- W0rd$
Just like.a lay, is eosy for birds
Seems so simple: ttt say, try. carrying thru.
I pass by a rose, it reminds me of you
I watch the day close, the sfjars in the blue
Ccme Ptfinkling thru, so Iwely too
Exactly like you.
It's so eosy to soy, but darling I know

Whatever
I won'-t

"Blackout". . .Dick LaSalle orchestra set for four weeks
at Utah hotel, Salt Lake, starting
July 16. ..King Cole Trio
at
Balboa Beach ballroom Aug. 7.

Del Courtney orchestra into
Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, for
five weeks July 7. . .Billie Holiday inked for a concert at Kansas
City Aud., July 5.
Favorite disk
joek
poll
by Dale Harrison's
(Chi Trib) column closed last week
with Al Benson sprinting into the
lead
Ray Pearl into Schroeder
hotel, Milwaukee, for four weeks

—

Currently BLUE .NOTE, Chicago

.

.

.

Strand TiMalr»,

early in August
Heavy exploitation set by Capitol for Peggy Lee;
who opens at Chicago theatre
July 2
Danny O'Neill at Lookout House, Covington, Ky.T .Disk
jock Dirk Courtenay aet for a new
.

F. S.

STALLINGS

NOnCK:

Tfeh wl. itri*

iNrii ly?lB

too hard to do.

BOWIE, TEX.
MW Mag

caiiyrigha i.

Y«rlc

Decca Records

.

.

It's

Mew

(Starting Jaly 16)

.

.

I do, wherever i go,
forget aboift you.

The Sultry Side of the Beat

Chicago

tXCLUSiVE

two-hour Monday through Friday
show on WJJD, starting today
(Tuesday),
Sesb will sigtt-oo at;
2:00 «.m...B«d Allen •owhestca.i
with J. C. Higgeub'otham» con-'
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TaTcrn-oB-Green

Blue Barron Date

Wi^

Blue Barron's orchestra goes
Into the Tavern - On ' the - Green,
Central Park, N. Y,. Oct. 13, for
four weeks, to test the value of a
name band policy/ at the spot,
Tavern is in a most unusual posithe summer it
tion In that during
doesn't, need the lure of entertainment to draw capacity biz due to
the natural draw of its outdoor
restaurant and bar, set in the Park
In colder weather,
surroundings.
fiowever, it does need extra bait.
Barron's four weeks will determine the value of name music
Nothing has
(he'll have wires).
been set to immediately follow.
BiChard Himber played the Tavern

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores
in
12 cities, and shominq comlast

This Last
wk. wk.
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"You
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"Woody Woodpecker"

Latin

Quarter, New York, for two-week
stand, starting July 18, at $1,250
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"Little

per frame. .James BuUeit purchased 40 masters from indie
labels. Wonder and Lauret, for his
Bronislau Kaper
Bullet Records
will do music score for "Act of
.
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"William Tell Overture"
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JON-SONDRA STEELE (Damon)
"My Happiness"
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"Nature Boy".
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Concert July

17.
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Ava Gardner io warble
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"Confess"
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Goodman-Hanna Schism
Goodman

and Mark
Boston, June 29.
Can. Music-Disk Distrib Hann^, his personal manager for
Bay Dorey, disk jockey and
the past couple years, have split.
Chicago, June 29.
singer on WBZ, has branched out
.Toe Whalen, Chi manager of Hanna and Goodman decided to
band leading field.
the
into
Opened last week at Moseley's, Bregman, Vocco, & Conn for the end their assoeiation Avi^ to the

Benny

'

dance hall, on three-night a past three years, has resigned to fact that the maestro intends re15-piece establish a Canadian musical dis- turning to the Coast in the fall and
stint fronting a
disks and sheet will spend llje majority of his time
band. Deal was set by Jack Mar- tribution office for
to be in Toronto. there while Hanna must stay in the
shard, ^Vaughan Munroe's man- mu.sic. Offices are
Whalen has been in the music east.
*
ager.
,
for the past 25
It's emphasized that this is the
Dorey has been disk-jockeymg publishing business
years. .Toe Bennett takes over the sole cause of the parting, that no
in Boston for months. He once
differences caused it.
with Benny Goodman. BUC Chi branch.
local

week

.

OXFORD MUSIC CORPORATION
161* ramiway. New York

.

JIMHY McHUGH

MilUr

'

I

Ray Dorey a Maestro

opens

7

(Algene)

(M-G-M)

orcliestra

at the Seven Giiibles Hotel, Greenfield Park, New York, Friday (2)
for the summer.
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Bells"

DICK HAYMES
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EMIL COTE

might have had

wise.

(Capitol)

"Maybe You'll Be There"
PIED PIPERS (Capitol)

"Wedding

fl

(M-G-M)
7

..

benefits he,

his own compdsition were
Weissman charged, when thji
defendants came out with their
"Dig You Later." Defense counsel, Julian T. Abeles, -produced as
a witness musical authority, JohnTasker Howard, who stated that the
form used in both songs is com-,
mon.
Another authority, conductor Charles Lichter, who testified for the plaintiff, held other'
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(M-G-M)
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trial of

from

(Victor)
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15B

an infringement'
brought by Irving Weissman, writer of "Hubba Hubba,"
against RCA-Victor, Bobbins, 20th.
Fox and 20th Century Music Co.
wound up in N. Y. federal court
last
week with Federal Jifdge
Si mon H. Rifkind reserving decision.
'ICase was heard by the
court without a jury.
jn^eissman sought an injunction
against the defendants to restrain
them from using a tune called "Dig
You Later," advertised as the
"Hubba Hubba" song and featured
in the 20th-Fox film, "Doll Face."
He testified that prior to 1942 he
wrote "Hubba Hubba" and copyrighted it in 1945 when he had promotional plans for the number.
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GORDON JENKINS
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You Later'
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federal law, but Associated Transcriptions has withdrawn its gripe,'
Firms filed the charges in midMay, backed in the fight by a
$46,000 war-chest allocated by National Assn. of Broadcasters.
According to local attorney for
the
Government,
investigations
concerning^ Standard and LangWorthyare still proceeding. Final
decision will be made at NLRB

top level in Washington.
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Rag"

ART MOONEY

Garet IComero, l*ri>f. Mfr.
,0109 Suiiiiet Blvd.
1676 Broadwny
Hollywooil *6, Col. New Ifork, N. IT.
Clt«stview
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"Dickey Bird Song"..

"The

in

.David Rose inked by
Hollywood Bowl as guest conductor for a "Symphony Under the
§MglLprogram Jubr 31. .
.

(Columbia)

SISTERS

FREDDY MARTIN

is

U-I
musical
director
Metro
signed Nacio Herb Brown and William Katz to do song number for

.

.

ELLA FITZGERALD

.
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.

"TooUe Oolie Doolie"!
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Stevens makes Hollywood Bowl
debut directing Gershwin Memo-
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ANDREWS
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TEX BENEKE

(Jreek theatre's series of light
operas, which bows July 5 with
"The Merry Widow," starring Anne
Jeffreys.
It will be his second
season with group
Paramount,
Sah Francisco, booked King Cole
Trio, at $4,500 gujirantee, week of
Aug, 19. .Nellie Eutcher inked for
week of Aug. 20 at Giro's Philly,
at flat $1,750 for f rame ... Leith

,a.
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o
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"Count Your Blessings,"
"Do You Believe in Santa Claus?"
«nd "The Friendly Polka". Frank
Tours set as music director for

s

1
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SPIKE JONES

Stevens scoring
Leith
"The Countess of Monte Cristo" at
VI. Chorus of 40 male voices will
background six ice skating sequences in the Sonja Henie starrer
with three Jack Brooks-Saul Chap-

Game"
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Adolph
Violence," at Metro
Deutsch set as music director for
M-G's "Take Me Out to the Ball
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Be True, Dear".
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June 26

Music Notes
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KAY KYSEK
Torme

Co.)

week.

Wcek

National

o
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parative sales rating for this

and
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sellers,

From Transcription
Battle

ft

thi$ past spring.

Mel

Associated Withdraws

BETJUL DISK BEST SELLERS

To Test Name Band Policy

was

MILLFR MUSIC

CORPORATION

vocalist

D

KRAMER-WHITNEY,
Ed McCaskey
New York

Inc.. leso

broadway.
Wally Brady
Hollywood

n. y. is

'
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Latin Quarter Releases
Torme for Ciggie Airshow

3(^Wk Rute Attnu^ Many Standard
Acts to Veterans Hospital GrcHit
|

many

standard .acts to tlie Veterr
a ns Hospital Camp Show Circuit.
Many acts are willing to take less
coin for these dates because of
steady work and goodwill aspects.
Most turns find they're iinancially ahead at the end of the tour
despite Working at sliced salaries. spot while the p^riorinance wa»J«iVHCS circuit pays all traveling progress/-;:'
Kitlian, immediately after cashexpenses; and majority of oiher.
costs, so most of the salary is clear, 'ef Dusty Bruce was taken for $300
•..v.virivwt by the armed mobsters, gave chase
A«,„^« acts «..^.o..,ti<r
currently woik.ng
Among
^^j.
„e was joined by two
VHCS are Jack Powell, Jean, Jack j(jete<.tivcs in front of the Ro.xy
& Judy, Bobby Walters, 'Sam Hearn, theatre and nabbed tlie driver of
Frankie Conville, Joe & Jane Mc- ] the getaway car. The two holdup
Kenna, Tommy Trent, the Bkla- men escaped,
banows, George Church & Marilyn
Hale, Paul Le Paul, Jack Waldron,
JEleanor Sherry, the Kemmys, Joe
Termini, Three Rays, Harry Mar?
's
tin and David Powells
VHCS plans to change its shows
around September. Some units
will be withdrawn at the end of
July and will be replaced with
I

i

I

i

!
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For Slim

I

Wks. of Vanders

HELD OVER
!

Club Normian,, Toronto

THE

Benny's Detroit date was a
straight percentage arrangement

K LEON

50% of the gross .up
and 65% beyond that

of

.

Lithe dancing..

.

.

•

excellent

tumbling and acrut>atios
get
sliow'away to fast start—-"
-^Toronto Globe and Mail.
,

.
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COMEDY

champ

twice.

Walcotfs end this time approxi-

MEMBERS
SEND IN YOUR

CORRECT MAILING ADDRESS IMMEDIATELY
Delegates to the
a

new

historic- ftrst national

a referendum vote and als<)
officers

cpnvention adopted

memberthip tor
nomrnated mcmbert for national

and a national

bo«rd'.

'

member who is paid through July
become o member or has placed, himself
Every

since, will

be

31, 1947, or bos
in

good standing

eligible to vote.

USE YOUIt VOTE TO SAY WHO
SHALL GOVERN YOUR UNION !
Insure your vote in this democratic referendum

immediately sending

in

by

meh

m

BLUE EXTENDING

AUS^ YAIH)£ TOUR
•

Sydney, .lune

23,

Martin.

Blue may play more dates for
Martin if prior U. S. commitments
can be set back.

Phil

R^an

to

cratic National

VARip

ARTISTS

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

19, N. Y,

Now

Appoorliiq

II Copilwii

HaHfWMMl. C«i.

WILLIE

SHORE
Laiin Quocfer

Nmw

-

to

BLADES
UNDER PERSONA! MANAGEMENT

open

its nominating Convention July 12
with "The Star Spangled Banner."
Regan dittoed at the 1940 and 1944

conclaves.
At the same time, Regan goes
into the Latin Casino for six days,

day-and-date \vith the Convention.

York

GAY
NOW

'

MRAMOUNT
'
'

IBE5

THEATXE BUILDINe
». lOWit

MOIMES

It

"KEN MURRAY'S
BLACKOUTS OF 1948"

THE
THREE

Open

Committee

H

Now York

Phil Regan for the third straight
time has been named by the Demo-

NATIONAL OFFICE

1697

S.M I T

NICK LUCAS

despite sale

Democratic Convention

AMERICAN GUILD OF

PAULA

20* W. Mtfa HIrMt,

been known for some time
that Smith's illness kept him
in
Arizona and New Mexico for long
periods at a time during which
Wilson was in charge of the office
and negotiated most of the talent
deals. Union may rule that there
is no change in
management of

Ben Blue, American comic, a rave agency

here on the Dave Martin TivoH
loop, winds up a "two weeks run
June 26, then does two weeks in
Adelaide at the Majestic, swinging
over to Tivoli, Melbourne, July 12,
with the bowout of "Marinka,"
after a so^so seven weeks' span for

.

'

N«> €.O.I>.'S

EDI^ SMITH AGENCY
Control of the Eddie Smith
agency, N. Y., has been sold to Al
Wilson, who for many years has
been associated with the agency.
Smith, who has been in ill-health
for some time, will retain an interest in the office but will not be as
active as formerly.
The sale of agency is expected

yoor correct mailing ad-

>dressiov/

|>3.<M> tnlnliiHim i»ril«r.
lOv for Uiiti of ottier ramriiy
mmikm. l>»nMUetf, mbuttrcil
imiter^ blnvk-outN, ttv.

Srnil

inatfn*ln1,

ALWILS(»I TAKES OVER

mated $125,000, as against double
that for the champ.
When the fight was postponed
from Wednesday, then from Thursday to Friday, all because of the
rain, hundreds of tickets held by
out r of - towners were refunded. to raise some interesting problems
Ticket sale had slowed down so with the American Guild of Variemuch that at the Stadium on fight ty Artists.
According to AGVA regulations,
night $5 got tlie customer a $20
an agency's- management
or $30 ticket, $50 tickets were cut once
to $15, and there still were vast changes haiids, acts so desiring can
obtain a rejease from their pact
empty spaces in the ballpark.
with that outfit. However, in the
Bars and restaurants with telecase of Smith's sale to Wilson,
vision sets did a landoffice busiAGVA may find that this rule will
ness, and in some spots the doors
not apply.
were closed because of the crowds.
It's

1>« fubtnitted to the

tonstitufioti

@

WKAT

the

tMPMTANT! IMPORTANT!

RffATERIAL

FUN-MASTER

000 gross.
Benny's payroll comprised Eddie from Jersey, sidestepped, moved
"Rochester" Anderson, Phil flar- bat;kward^.and occasionally threw a
Marilyn Maxwell, and the counterpunch, mostly left-jabbing,
Sportsmen quartet.
because of which ringsiders gave
Benny sails for England today him an edge on points. He always
(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth to seemed afraid of Louis' wallop, but
open at the Palladium, London, in the first fight Walcott floored

lJuly 19.

.

MUSIC HALL

I

iris,

Avidiiablt July 9

Tr^e

•

I

j

to $60,000
point. In

Cleveland, it's believed that the
Palace deal was at the same terms,
but an alternative deal,- terms of
which were not discIos«id, went into
eif ect.
Under that arrangement,
Benny took out $41,000 of the $70,-

StSTQtS
.

1

I

;

"Those Dancing D'arllngs"
".

Cleveland, drew down the
highest amount ever paid a performer for a- fortnight's engagement. Comic's take was $92,000.
In both instances, Benny topped
previous house records. In Detroit,
gross amounted to $93,000 beating
record held by Kay Kyser since
1942 witfi a $70,000 take. Cleveland's intake was $70,000, $14;000
over the previous high mark established by Betty Hutton..
atre,

.

:

|

,

Jack Benny -in a two week tour
comprising one each at the Fox
theatre, Detroit and the Palace the-

:

CcH^ietish

Two

1

spenders.
The boff business from college
Spots such as the Copacabana, kids is causing bonifaces to wonder
Versailles, Latin Quarter, Diamond whether the cafes are supplanting
the Riviera at Ft.
With Joe Louis' official retire- Horseshoe and near-capacity busi- the hotel spots as after-prom rendid
N.
J.,
Lee,
'I'he
niteries have had
ment from the ring the era of
„ dezvous.
mgbt. C«te opb ^on the greatest revenue from thathigh-priced fights is seen coming ness every
source during June. Bonifaces de<
During the 11-year
to an end.
Clare that they're good spenders,
stretch that the colored punching
too.
marvel remained in action as
champion,
heavyweight
The hotel entertainment spots
world's
similarly had their share of the
fancy prices for fight tickets were
university set, but there was no
the established rule, and not until
another Jack Dempsey or Louis is
general increase in patronage
developed is it likely that prothat kind over last year. ^
Stiff
moters will be able to put on tlie
Despite the very good takes for
price slug again.
June, there's little prospect that
July revenues will be as high. The
Indications were clear last Frigeneral exodus to the resorts preday (251 night at the Yankee Sta.cludes the speAding jubilee.
dium that the $50 top for the scr/tp
was too much, for the gate for the
Miami Beach, June 29,
match between Louis and Jersey
Niteries are going all out to at.Joe Walcott was way under expec- tract the as yet sparse trade vacatations.
Fight itself was on the tioning here during the "off" seaverge of being the fiasco of the son, With more spots open, this
second Louis-Billy Conn affair, summer than in previous yeare,
which was a $100-per-ticket bus- and with not as many tourists as
teroo. Recent $30 top for the Tony expected, all sorts of stunts are
Zale-Rocky Graziano event for being employed to lure trade.
the middleweight title was no
Five O'clock club is featuring a
wonder of a boxoffice draw in Jei'- midnight broadcast with live musoy either.
sic, and chatter by the host-emcee,
Except for a few seconds in the Nini Yacovino. Club Bali has its
.Tomeil}'' DmiM AntiCH*
third rouild; when Walcott belted broadcast in the ayem with Harvey
nciLII OVfCli iSnl WKKK
Louis to the canvas, last week's Bell, host-operator, at the mike.
RADIO CITY
session of sock was very tepid, un- Clover Club is installing a disk
NEW YbRK
til the champ went into action in jock and interview show from the
Thnnks to I.KON I.KONlnOFF
the 11th, when it was quick cur- adjoining Vagabond room featuring
Dir.: HATTY liOStN
tains for the colored Camdenite. Jack Williams, WGBS' chief anThat Walcott always was a second- nouncer, and Jay Jayson, the club's
rater was thus- verified.
Most comic.
sports figures seemed to forget
Even the smaller clubs and resthat fact, doubtless because Jersey taurants have their jockey-interFor AH Bfanthai of ItnalriMfi
Joe stayed 15 rounds with the De- view shows. Barry Gray, who introtroit Brown Bomber at Madison duced that type of show to this
Square Garden last winter.
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gog File"
But area with great success, though
his actions in the ring for the sec- burned out of the Copacabana, is
Not. I fo 2?
$1.00 oach
ond encounter were unmista.kably holding, the fort from the
3 DIFFEKENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
not of class calibre.
Studios until the club, is rebuilt,
(10 in ooch book) $10 por book
Instead of coming to the champ nixing many offers to go into rooms
FKKK <'OPV OF "HIIMO.R BIISINRNN:" TItn ShuH'-BIz ftumixine wHh
as a real challenger should, Joe around town.
i

I
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Jack Benny

niteries had one of
„f *h»
voar MS
as a
the year
weeks of

New York
"

With Louis Retiring
By JACK PULASKI

.

pkrted 30-wedc tours.
Casting for the new units is slated
to start shortly. The bookers committee, made up of talent pacters
for the top vaude bouses, will again
act as advisers, and producers for
the Broadway vauders will routine
the- units.'
Ben Piermont, head
booker for VHCS With Bert Wishnew Assisting, will handle the talent t^r the~PurpI^' Heart circuit.
Jn addition to standard acts, it's
planned' to have top names play a
round of hospitals as a contribution to soldier entertainnuint.

Top Coin

N.Y. Niteries, Hotel Biz to

ceded that it wasn't the headlines
the mobs. It wal
who brought
^ir best weeks
their
.^^^^ ^^^^ converging of
entertaingiven an out when the airsliow
consequence of the two postpone- ment-hungry mobs.
Bandits Get $300 ]»
cropped up.
ments of the Louis-Walcott fight
Cafes did terriftc business deCross and Dunn will substitute.
revenue
continued
fact
that
spite
the
hotels
reported
Friday (25) and
Pickup of Old Knkkj N.Y.
from college kids on post-prom a huge number of checkouts ThursPaul KiUian, who provides comMany could not
diffi- day' and Friday.
dates. In many spots, it was
mentary for the silent films at the Era of H^|h-Priced
hang around until the weather percult to tell which contributed more mitted the fight to take place.
Old Knick Music Hall, N. Y ; early
patronage, although it's conceded There
Monday morning, piloted a chase
were comparatively few
Fights Seen Ended
that the light fans were better checkins the- day of the bout.
for two iTjOibsters who held up the

Th6 prospect of 30 consecutive +weeks playing time is attracting

new

Hypo

fight Fans, College Kids

Mel Torme has been released
from a dat« at the Latin Quarter,
N. v., in order to do a radio show
Torme was
for Philip Morris.
slated to open July 18, but was

'

-
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Bock

& Bubbles-Nazarro

MineTilch's Multi-Plans

Pact Held

„

Personal

management pact

be-

Bubbles and Nat

tween Buck and
valid this
Nazarro was ruled
Y. supreme court
in the N.

week
when
Lee
Justice Hecht enjoined Ford
Washington (Buck) from breaking
with the agent. SimultaneHecht ruled against
ously Justice
in his
Bubbles <John W. Sublett)
injunction forbidsuit to get an
ding Nazarro from intervening in
his pact

hi.< affairs.
,.
,
,.
^ ^
Suit attracted wide attention
Oie theatrical trade, inasmuch as
sought to establish the inequities

m
.

.

it

which called for the performers to surrender 40% of their
earnings in management and boolcing fees. The entertainers declared
this to be in violation of the general business law of New York. It
was further argued that under
terms of the contract, Buck and
Bubbles obtained a $100 weekly
guarantee each for 28 weieks, and
Nazarro collected his Salary, and
of a pact

made

Suit

it

that Nazarro didn't exercise his
best efforts to procure work for

them.
Court stated: "Despite the discrepancy between the guai'antecd
income provision and the alleged
earning capacity of the defendahts,
the mutual promises are good con-

Write or wire M. SEDWAY
or MAXINE LEWIS

FLAMINGO HOTEL
Nevada

Las Vegas,

Longhair Concerts
Chicago, June 29.
Hildegarde may desert the bistro
circuit after next year if test concert to be given Sept. 18 in her
home town, Milwaukee, is a success
Chantoosey has been remarking
hereabouts, that she would like to
do something in the
serious
vein and would like to. do mote

mwe

classical pianoing.
Concert will be at the

Muny

Auditorium,

'

people. First half will be
and second, piano. She'll be
backed by an augmented orch and
Salvitore Gioe, her piano accompanist Incidentally, it's her first
appearance in hometown, in 11
previous time
years,
being a

6,000

ARTHUR

.BORAN
ACE MASTER OF CEREMONY. CURRENTLY PRESENTING HIS NOTED COMIC
IMPERSONATIONS AT THE EASTMAN K O D AK BALL PARK,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
m
•

Dir.:

GEORGE HAMID AGENCY

theatre date.

>

ftomantfc Borffone

FEATURED SINGER
Spile*

Jonei Ravu*
Rcva*

C.B.S. Spotlight.

R.C.A, Victor Recording!

NOW

APPEARING

iHaffllRgo Hotel.

La* Vogat, Nov.

Ptrmancnt Addrcti:
«/• H. Uindon,

-

2n
W.

N. Loytaii Dr.,
Los AagclM 24.

Ca».

and Lewis reroutined his act at the
Roxy so that the headlining Andrews Sisters took over some of

Prior to vaiide date, Thomas will
play niteiy stmt at the Chez Paree,
Chi.

WNEW

3-3:15 P.M..

Petfonal Management:

JOE MARSOLAIS

RCA
VICTOR

MVORITES

N. J,

D. 8.

wa

C'lob*,

1

BOYS

canailo
•

•

rmoMi

ert

&

Rene, trompoline

Five

act;

acrobats;
Victor
Taylors,
juve
Blaine's Trio, dancers; Joe Mole,
Pansy the Horse; Eight Ann
Garrl Girls and a 12-piece orchestra directed by frank Konyi.
cyclist;

Litigation, Stock

May

Deal

Delay Opening

Of

&

The Harem, now closed

New

Copa, Miami

•Olr««"—KB'

tlie

Ritz Bros, at $12,500, which until
then was the top price ever shelled
out by a Broadway boite.

The Abott and .Costello show will,
probably follow Sophie Tuclter
layout which starts early October,
and will thus give the LQ a beadliner. Setup that will garner mo.st
of the Broadway trade unless the
down-the-block Harem comes up
with a topliner of equal potency,
The Harem's Nat Harris is not expected -to capitulate to Lbu Wal'*
ters' hospice in that i'espect and
consequently; a major, booking
-

Miami Beach, June 29/
battle may ensue. The Copacabana
Copacabana, to be built on
may also join the tussle in order' t0
recently destroyed by fire,
entice trade to the other side,' of
not open until late winter if
town where it's located.
current troubles cropping up are
Until the Bitz Bros, booking*' top
not clearned by Murray Winger,
(Continued on page 48)
operator and owner, within the
next month.
Though insurance claim was
speedily adjusted, the settlement
did not come as high as the $200,Screen Children's Guild naming 000 claimed. Odd note came when
film "the outstanding motion pic- Barry Gray, who was featured in
ture of 1948."
the swank spot, since shifted to
Murray gifted his comedienne, studios at WKAT, told his radio
Marie Wilson, with $5,000 in bonds audience on Friday night (25) that
for her support in the show since the Copacabana management was
its inception in 1942 as part of offering stock at $100 per share to
birthday ceremonies.
Goal, according to
the public.
New acts, in keeping with the Gray, was $100,000, with the stock
"Blackouts" standard of plenty of buyers to be a "preferred" group
variety, line up as follows:
for all Copa openings and shows.
Alphonse Berge, lightning drape Sales, however, are limited to 10
artist, wlio returns alter four year shares per person at 6% interest
IS
"HIT OF THE
absence; George Andre Martin and and 10% bonus on recall.
BY CAPPELLA
his dancing fingers; Harry Ward
Estate which owns the property
and his comedy fiddle Al ' Mardo has been in litigation but which
PATRICIA."

New

Birthday marked the 3,233rd performance and the 314th consecu^
tive week, giving show a long run
record for the legitimate theatre.
Stage ceremonies at the l. rthday
party saw Murray accoladed for
his first film production, "Bill and
Coo," with a plaque from the

,

may

'

.

CAPPELLA
and

PATRICIA
SHOW

AND

;

and

canine; Three
imported act featuring

unintelligent

BEHY HUnON

was

clarified this

week when

y

cir-

cuit court ruled that Mrs. Fredonia
Evalyn Ford was mentally compewhen she deeded the Copa
property to a corporation. Attorneys involved told the court that
the lease to Weinger is to be attacked as "overreaching." Under-
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tent

,

UNIT SET

FOR GOLDEN GATE,

S.F.

"Oanee with qMuine dl(HnclIon,«Md
almost

nccMd

ih«w

•

.10

In

M'op'."

LONDON

stood that the rental is $9,000
yearly withoanother 17 years to go.
Figure is probably the lowest in
the area for a property of this

'

'briiigliig

jam

which, In th« teeoiid

curtafH tell*.'!

By

BRIOHTON.

E. L.,

Juii* 12.

of men he's taken into a
Starting date is July 14,
bill with Jackie Miles and
Vivian Blaine. Carol Lynne, Three
Bruises and Arnold Shoda will be
in the ice section of the show.
Dick Haymes is slated to top the
succeeding bill. Buster Shaver and

midget trio and Tommy Trent have
been signed for that layout.

also

ClifTord C. Fischer is back from
his Paris residence for a month's
business in New York, taking his
wife back to France until Septem-

With the

R«vm

"A LA CAftTE"

weeks at .$4,000, upped from $3,000.
She did the nitery's peak business
during lier previous engagement
there, following the closing of her
U. S. legit tour for whicil Fischer
liad imported her.
Miss Piaf's 12 weeks calls for an

additional eight weeks' option.

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY
«iNHAi fxccurivf orriCM
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
; IM

W. 4M

1948

NOW SAVOY THEATRE

Roxy July 14

on same

IMi

half of the

Cab Calloway has been set at
the Roxy theatre, N. Y., with a
quartet instead of his usual band.
Maestro of late has been, playing
dates with an abbreviated crew, but
this quartet will be the smallest
theatre.

14.

(how, took the aHdIenct by (term
and won thtm Mvtral •iieor«( and

Calloway's Small Band (4)

number

.Hi«

V

riMES,

"The high «pot. hewcvtr. t* the
dancint) of Cappella and Pcitrici«

estimated that the new building
will cost a half-million dollars.

Into N. Y.

'

for the

site

the oldtimers.

ber when both return with Edith
Chanteu.se returns to the
Piaf.
Versailles, N. Y., in the fall for 12

Currently

SURF CLUB
Maior Dctnork*.

three-night stands in theatres, ball
parks,
sports arenas
and fair
grounds from coast to coast.

A

'

Record,

Cliff Fischer in N. Y.

VhcRtn* and

.

size and location. Weinger, howHollywood, June 29.
ever, is confident of judicial susMartin returned to show Mon-r
Betty Hutton and her new vaude- taining of the agreement it any atday (28) but will remain out of the ville troupe will open tomorrow tempts to break the lease are
(Wed.) at the Golden Gate theatre, made.
Copa until pipes are stronger.
San Francisco, with future bookMeantime, Weinger, who was one
ings in Atlantic City and Detroit.
of the finst to bring big names
Thomas' Chi Date
Unit, in addition to the star, con- here in the postwar years, is conDanny Thomas has been booked sists, of Ziggy Elman, tlie Lelol'arks tinuing consultations with Norman
for the Chicago theatre, Chicago, quartet, the Liphan Four, a juven- Bel-Geddes on designs for the new
starting Sept. 3. It's not yet set ile acrobatic act, and an orchestra Copa. With current sky-high conwhether comic will play any other of 18 pieces.
struction costs in this area, it is

•

WILOWOOD,

York. The Latin Quarter and

Harem are expected to shell
tlie heaviest sums in Gotham
nitery history during next fall and
winter.
deal is on for the Latin
Quarter to play Abbott
Costella
sometime in January at the highest
cafe salary ever paid in a N. Y.
nitery for an act. It's reported duo
will get $15,000 weekly.
the

Hollywood, June 29.
Judy Canova, after a test tour of
four West Coast towns, led: her
vaudeville troupe out of town on
an eight-week tour of one, two and

Martin's^ songs.

CURRENTLY
PENT HOUSE CLUB Indefinitely, New York

'All

New

Easting for 1-Nighters out

up of Bert Henderson, emcee; Rob- during the past season booked

Oxfords,
Doubling can be pretty strenuous basketball on bicycles; Nick Lufias,
on a vocal act as Dean Martin and troubadour; D'Vaughn Pershing,
Jerry Lewis learned last week. Duo standout boy pianist, and Maurie
were doubling between the Roxy Ruben's line of eight moppet
theatre and the Copacabana, N. Y., "Babylovely" dancers.
when Martin developed a case of

MAXIME
SULLIVABif
RADIO: Sundays,

Judy Canova Troupe

MADE

Doubling Taxes Mai-tin's
Pipes; Out of N.Y. Copa

laryngitis. Henny Youngman was
rushed into the breach at the Copa,

PAUL JUDSON

New

A

booking rivalry approaching
that of the Florida cafes during the
winter season is seen coming in

,

Milwaukee
which seats

vocal,

AMERICA'S
MOST VERSATILE
ENTERTAINER

Sets

I Cafes

Cues Talent Splurge iu N.

Unit is headed by Miss Canova, summer, is expected to counter
her brother Zeke and her sister with other top-flight attractions
Anne. Rest of the troupe is made without regard to salary. This spot

lackoutsIlhYr.

into its seventh record
year last Thursday with appropriate birthday ceremonies and a
gross of estimated $5,000,000 be«
hind it.
Seventh year saw the
start of the show's 10th edition,
with eight new acts woven in with

ATTENTION

W« will b» pitascd lo negotiate
dirtet with any artUt or agent.

LQ.S Bid for Abbott &Co$tello at ISG

moving

ACTS and AGENTS

'

29.

5 Million Gross

Hfld^arde May

office.

June

Paris,

siderations for the contract. The
court will not interfere with the
price a person places upon his
ability and productive capacity unless there is some showing of overHollywood, June 29.
reaching or other inequitable conKen Murray's "Blackouts of
duct at the time contract was
1948". keeps up its longrun pace,

collections

Tht Flamingo Hotel at Las
Vegas Is NOT booked exclu*
sivciy by any one agent or

,^

may

m

disbursements. Nazarro
was in his right to make made."
inasmuch as his guar-"
an annual salary put him

all

claimed
antee of

,

Horrah Minevitch, whose Harmonica Rascals' tour has been extended in England until Augu.%t,
continue in other local activities.
Jie has recorded some new
the employer class. Court
upheld this contention on the ground native talent; he may take over the
basement grillroom of the Hotel
that as employer it was within
his
province to do so. Justice Hecht George V or Les Ambassadeurs
for
an American-type riiterv, with
tound thai; there was "mutuality of
respon.sibility" with the current Yank showgirls, in view of the
French predilection for the Amercontract. The contract has
two ican idea.
years to run.
He
is also planning to make loHowever, Justice Hecht left tho
way open for further litigation cal television shorts with Parisian
when he declared that issue would talent with an eye to video's uphave to go to trial if defendants surge in America.
wanted to pursue their contention

Way^ Left OpeB for

Vafid;

47

St.,

N. Y.e

•

MrM Vtm

.

'

"
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Variety Bills

N^it Qab Reviews
Ina Roj/ HmWoh's Orch, 'WiXXie leans too much to the. blue stuff.
Shore, MarteU Trio & Mignon, Don His version of a singing cowboy,
Saxou, The Promenad^n (6), Al utilizing bass fiddle for the horse,
Morgan, Costello Tvmis, Gail Ben^ is an hilarious and smartly staged
nettyDorothy Reed, Litiegirls, Bud- piece of foolerj'- The takeoff on
Chevalier, is another topper. Tedidj/ Barlow Orch; $3.50 minimum.
ous though, is his constant referTheFe are enowgh diversified in- ence to baMing pate and ad libbing
gredients in the new Liatin Quarter with the ringsiders. Some of it is
sliow to satisfy most tastes of the funny, but: much of it contains
out-of-towiiers a.i wliom this layout tired lines that take the edge off
There isn't any pretense his talents. The guy >jias potenis aimed.
that this show could be projected tialities and confidence, plus a
at any other type of audience. Lou flair for Comedy.
SuDporting show is also solid.
Walters, through the years, has always been quick to bow low to Wayne Marlin trio paces nicely
their controUed-acro work.
tile visitor, and the re.sults point with
up hi.s good judgnjent. The L.Q. Routined to gamer mitting and.
still
J.s
in business while other gasps, they cliek. Xton Dennis, who,
Broadway ca£«s have come- and in his own spot after the -production
numbers, and despite an almost too
gone, and thcsrc's the payoff.
casual stance at the mike, scores
Here's a show, carefully worked with his full ranging versions of
out' for general .standard appeal
(Continued on page 55)
and with budselary acumen. This
Isn't nighlclub-going weather, after
.

W

all.

There's Ina
E.a.

I>lus

.

li&e

a

AGVA FINES
FOR

Ray Hottdn

for the
of kickers who

EMdE
AMATEURS

muster for looks; and with
enough decolletage to keep tlie
Los Angeles, June 29.
glimmers always well peeled.
Thad Swift, nitery emcee, was
Willie Shore is a young comic fined SlOO by the American Guild'
out of Chicago v;ho's been around of Variety Artists, for putting on
pa.ss

tha l^.stros 'ior years;
fi-om- the. comedy end.

he

satisfies

a iloor -show of amateurs at

Som-

erset House.

10...

i

(

booked

Galli'-Galli

for

Copa-

Summer

.

and Bill Liebow of then' huge
Beachcomber with as lavish a production as any presented during
Jer

lush winter period.
Withal, the package is highly en-

tlie

terliiining

and

ftillsome,

running a

fast paced 90 minutes..

Clayton is a smartLy
gowned thrush with an elfective
style. None of her numbers is
over arranged. Opens'with a fast
version of "It's Delightful." si?gues
into "Nature Boy and special on
"Carmen." sequence winding into
"That's Love" for sock effect. Follows -with "Caln't Say No," comedy
number on gals from "Jojuh, and
"Brooklyn"' and encores with
"Oklahoma!" medley.
Though
tending to stay on ovcrlong,^ proves

Ruth

'

"

standout.

Guy Rcnnie shapes up

as a com-

ic wjtli plenty of possibilities, once
Jje finds material that will rate

MnKtn Malt

(1)

MtUs

Ross.'

t'yvil

'NAMES' CHALLENGED
Jimmy Lyons, campaigning for
election to the national board of
the American Guild of Variety Artists, is raising the issue on the
desirability of electing

name

formers to the board.

It's

per'-

Lyons'
contention that the top acts in the
profession contributed little to the
deliberations of the recent AGVA
convention, inasmuch as their work
too fi-equently makes it impossible

out.

'Holiday'

IVIild

Lake

June

Bet

.1

Andrews

Si?»

Fr'iices

BHONX

Orotann

&

.

(1) S^O

Art

Biiviiiii

;

Grays

Ei

!Ml.liMI

Olyinpia (f)
•lamiuca
1i

R *

(1>

Beverly A.riiold

fiiaiiimoiid'u
l.pon 'Kielda

& AH .Ir
Kaye 4- Naldo
JHilii-

The

KOCKVORI)

29.

IfiklHeo (l> 1-3
tlli^tiland
Kt:andals
l^Iiidys Valnier

BAI.TIMORK

nippoilri»m«
tl
<

1

(1)

Worlnjian

Tl

A-

tlold Tins! Twins
6 Ilyercttefi

Ilarjier

By Happy Benway
June 29.
Club Of the Rogers

Saranac Lake, N.

The P-B

Cy

.1.11

&

ami

.Kiiryl

Betty

(Par)

who is
Kay Bolger

Blessing,

Charlottsville,

2»

D

Alelotly Uiderw
\Valil4irr^ANlorlF»

Xavier

Barrle

CuKut Or«r
Borr Ore

Mificlia

iS-

1-

a

Sr.

i) Tturjiard

P«t.

KiikwooU

ri'i-iMl

,M a,i'i I y Tl
M-liael

M

Dorolhy

Bemfine
AirUrewa

.lufitt

Ol»on

&

Sea

Nifhnhij*

my

f*t;ar!

lUmuUl B Ktuiirt
Merry Maea
Afa.ur\v>&

.tunniy

KlalB

Bower

F'rbes

&A

C

"B'rrip

JaneJ.ane

i>KnTiia

Co

iVMuny Burke

.layne \\*aH<»n

(*»

Terry
MiUe Young

Co

firay

Egano, liypnotist, and Pat CVBriftn
E»lc l»laTit
the Stylists, nuisic combo.
5 SpPodtHAcs
A special salute to Patrick J.
Maxwellsi
Crowley, of San Francisco, for the Kobi^rio
('l)leaa Ctt
books donated to our library.
Seyuioin* Ifovlle.s
Ki>iNniiK(;H
Joe Mitzley and Pete Schmidt,
iJ

II

^lANCIlKSTKIl
HiiHiofJnmi*

iSH

S(au Kjji varia^h
ChtkoluM

Skatint;

Bivdnwra

.

^

»

rTildcRanlf

Kdd.e Oliver Oro

D6BE, ONLY CANADIAN
Empire
Toledo
Klly

A

ZH

(1*1)

-

BULLFIGHTER. SmCIDC

.»oan

Borrab MihcviU'h

C

Madison

KoR-pl

:,

to visit

Ulga Vartnia Co,

Square Garden C'raclrprjaplc
ilack Ttartclirre
Margie Regan.
Beji Tost. <'o
Jatnes Wotton planed back to Hervvn f4annd«rB:
the lodge after a 10-day vacash in }rftlf*n Koj'inan
Tallin. ('ii'H.y
Albany and N.Y.C.
.laciRUPly.Ti l>nfiljar

O

M

Bobby May
Artdrea Diicra S
Boko t.bp l>og
Hetly Oray

TIevtjp

Himies

.re:in Arleii
It inir
(fpelnmn

BclK<*wat<rr fVemrli
*>lsen Ore

f Jeo

(8>

ihili'Ji:

XMiilb'irriv

runf:lc .f»'l^Mte^ Orm
Budy Biobarda
The PreMl«n« (2')

Chftndler Ore

Bill

Yvonntj W'atta

Jiiv.'A

Ilelon

Cart .Marx

I<l\r*'ly«

I»ui(>thy

has" Great

il4»(el

.Baekwai'd*

C^tinbo
Sliffrmnn

Clnet^ta

.I>arlen«

HelBinir*
I'rof

iVt<«riara

i'm-ni*

&

[*

Baridolplv

liowe

Harvey

Dorben BrvH (10)
Al Oould Ore
(.10)
Adainw

(Uark

I)u.tit7.er

BiJl

lA

AiiHlin ftluelt
Parlf & CJHl'iivd

Morton Ore

I'bmife

t

(t»>

iiewia

Bark Ore

Han born

tiddie

I^ftjn

TbfrouH
Joe

Blai'kcitoii«

tiny TJiompKon
WlllianiB Bros

Will

BrOBf

Itaiifty
.NiTTira

&

lill)«r

I'ollenno

D(i r a t h y R
Ham'M'w: ( t2)

Bros

Klieriuan
Jftay

rallutlitiMi <M)
t)»lie KUiniston

KinUHTON'
iiti»p»iinki»ft

-

Oay ClaridKO Ore
Thelnwi Orncen
llttfel

Don

2 Rftdli(*.ads

;

V

Blanfelimgvit

Kniiiey
Melucliiino l>j*o
1 1.i»rli t o wer

CaiitiiiLa

f;

'

Mexico

City. ,hine 22.

Strain of bullfighting as well as
Ai-nlev A CJIoritt (effects of war service were cited
i:
.iirnuiy Fiobblnu
R l^arlft &• Hnbftfte as reasons tor suicide here (19) -of
Raymond' Dube, 23. world's only
j.si

& C

'?

•

-

.

•

Jfk

.

^

CHICAGO

DlJver

Vii*

'

A

."

Irviug'

"
Al.-iok Vo
BICAI>FOKn
Allminbm (W)

Hill

iKiibrniife
Ftlisst
Albert Bagdasarian, WNBZ an- ivttvo J:it'ldcy
T'reHton
fliii'olil Bp.iies
V &
nouncer, back after two weeks in niyv Allen
(51arty« Bay
Alicbael Moortt
12 SltirIi»(B
Boston and Marblehead. Mass.
MiiU Ni:f(m
Walter (Par) Romanik. cheered
If'Miibaniittuic Ore
for
by surprise visit from the David Rontie Conn
.lock ,T>urant.
,B BliOiamn
Roinaniks and Irwin Bart.
Continued from page 47
Afli'ial Konwaya
Among Rogerites attending re- WlioPlpr * WMlaoti ManrJ(!;i&
French
.tiinniy Klliott
priee for headliners prevailed at cent banquet at the Jewish ComG WooU-4'> TlHriiier ) & M KinMOM
the now defunct Carnival which munity Center were Mary Mason, P
TIolli-l
*
M
paid Milton Berle and George Mabel Burns. George Powers, Carl Balju Knn
Kinptt-v <K> Sft
Walter Romanik, Moe
OanchjK: Vonv«
.Tessel $7,500 guarantee plus 50% Kessler,
Han-y Binclair
of the take beyond $42,000. Olsen Gould, Ben Schaifcr and Frank Robh W^ilton
Ni('ol«ito BoeK
HIIKPII'Bim Bl'SH
and Johnson, who also worked the Kaplan.
Andy Grainger, former manager (1 Ililey &' Tl >TPll*»r
Kmp1r« <1) S8
Carnival got a higher guarantee
B Rf*J(l A D'SduircH
of the Lawler theatre, Greenfield. ATkluvol OMMiffv
Max Bai'on
because of its large stooge payroll Mass., visited by the Andrew (Srttlfrpy A Kerbv
Valors^
Arnaiit Broi)
Should the anUciiiated bookinji Gr"arngeir"who Sotored iSTfrom 2BarilPtt
<V A!:i«Mev
Bai «oMifi
Artlinr Ddwler
battle come to New York, partici- Boston
Bobbin KJml»*»r
fiflKOS
Klylnft Coiiicfn
paling, Manhattan clubs will nail
Hugh Carney, Colurtibia Bi*oadOnpnlar
Bell
only have to compete with eacJi casting staffer, in from Lake Placid
VaJjiiiar S'
srM1iKftl./\NI>
other but also with, the Miami to mitt the gang; ditto for. Ovid
B l.lnyii Vfr "HMiy
Beach niteries which have never Ledoux. theatre manager from
pprc! nu'h
jftva
V ^
spared the budget to entice top Ottawa.
iMiticau » T»uke«
names*
Write to those who are ill.
Btn> VMxoik Ba*

LQ's Bid

.

Bourbon * BHnwCrowley

lUvlera
Miles

tJraiMo

*t DoriH
& (Virwood
l,ONI>0!V

Moi'a:t>ii

Ulclifinlo ('«

Va.
N<*)W (S) 2H
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birthday party for Sig
Mealy, who reached 68. A large
cake inscribed "Greetings to the
Last of the Oldtime Acrobats" and
a radio topped the gifts. Arthur
Slattery, Bill Lalis. Andy Grainger,
Al Michalski, Arthur Proffit -and
G. Albert Smith were amoiig patients attending party. Mealy was
former member of Welch, Mealy &
Montrose, comedy aero act.
Among medicos who attended
the National Tuberculosis Assn.
meeting at tlie Hotel Pennsylvania,
N.. Y., was our own Dr. Homer
McCreary of the Will Rogers staff.
Many thanks to Tim Gayle. publisher of Hollywood Lead Sheet,
for placing us on mailing list;
ditto lor Al Munroe's newsy sheet
tosseiJ
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'Holiday: On Ice" wound up a Mnl <'lu-isti>l>lior
10-day stand at the Coliseum last AfroiTrianiaes
Hoynl (1) S
week (20) with a mild $40,000 on Rliylil 1)1 H.w'thpartH
run. The icer was a wow last year, J.oTiiiie .iDluitton
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but couldn't get the customers in I'lia Mae Carlisle
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has a kisser that is quick to projeopardized the standing of his felmote laughs, and, what is probably
most important, he keeps punch- low agents.
Segal is slated to ai^eal the
ing ingratiatingly even when a gag
falls
flatter
ilian
a MacArthur Boai-d ouster to the AAA memberwrite-in vote.- But -he needs mate- 'Ship at its next meeting. Even if
rial—badly.
raemljers sustain the board, Segal
'£he Martell-Mignon
act
com- will still be able to maintain ius
prises three males in tails and a agents fi-anchi.se from the Ameridiminutive gal whom they toss can Guild of "Variety Artists bearound as if she wei-e a Democrat cause of his membership in Artists
at a GOP convention. It's a flash
ilopres.entatives Assn. and Enteract. a good pace-changer of its sort.
Don Saxon used to be a produc- tainment Managers Assn.
AGVA, it's believed, may not be
tion singer here, then went into
th(? "Street Scene"' musical, the re- able to take punitive action against
sult being a spot here on his own. Segal inasmuch as the union proHe gets by.
vided Segal with a waiver which
Al Morgan got a good opening- permitted him to board his talent
nigUt hand with his slam-bang in a hotel he purchased several
rhythmics at the black-and-whites, years ago for the purpose.
but actually he's mwe of a cockAAA spokesman decalai'ed that
tail-lounge type of singer-instruunless AGVA backs up their action
.mentaiist. He needs intimacy, and
the L.Q. is certainly not intimate, in the Segal case, the organization
may vote to ignore AGVA's unfair
enough for his brand of corn.
The Promenaders are six males li.st.
who do okay precision dancing,
Tiie show has been staged by
Walters himself, with the finale Roosevelt, Glass Hat, N,Y.,
"Bolero" being best of the ensemToss Talent for
ble numbers.
New York hotels are pruning
Miss .Hutton's band' supplies the
mii'ic for show and dancing, with their talent budgets for, the sumBuddy Harlow's outfit being the mer, nie- Roosevelt hotel dropped
its band policy Saturday (26) with
alternate,
Kahn.
the end of the Lawrence Welk engagement, while the Glass Hat of
the Belmont Plaza hotel drops its
Miami Beach, June 2fi.
floorshow tonight (Wed.) and will
Ruth
Clayton,
Gun Remde, continue through the summer with
JVfarliii!
Wayne
Trio, Don Denvis. the Eddie stone band.
Rosanne, Serina Hall, Line (14),
The Glass Hat will add a conFrank Linale Orch, * Don Osiro
cert group for the dinner trade and
Orch; minivium $1.
during band lulls will have a. girl
"
Current belief among nitery ops pianist. Spot will resume its floorthat there'll be a good summer shews in the fail and the Booseseason reached its crux this week velt will reinstate its band policy
with the reojjening by Ned Scliuy^ at the end at summer.

narrndK-Knii

ill

bilia

whrtlier fun or.milH w«nk.

i

May Apeal

,

depended tlic
Board of directors of Associated
hit to pay the weekly nut. The
visitor from Utica is still the major Agents of America, organization of
independent agents, voted Monday
factor in footing the bills.
28
to expel booker Jack Segal on
I'liss Hutton wears gowns that
ara revealing, and .she sings a lit- charges of unethical, conduct. AAA
tle, in addition to loading her oi'ch. board liad maintained that Segal's
Of providing, the acts he
practice
Standard stuiT, maybe, but it's the
kind of stuff she's been giving 'em booked in N. Y. mountain -resorts
for years in cafcfi and theatres with room and board gave him an
tlu'oughout the nation.
unfair advantage over the other
Shore has an insouciant quality bookers in getting business. It also
to ius varied comedy talents that, charged that Segal's setup gave
perhaps, clicks far better than his him employer status inasmuch as
material-.
He does softshoe hoof- he paid unemployment insurance
ing that's better than most, he for acts he hired, and. consequently

f.et<<<r
<i>)

NKW VOBK

with

la connerllnn

<)niiit«l (lA
Senor Wences signed for the .Lena
ilorne
Pierre hotel, N.Y.. starting Oct. 15. I'aul WiliriidJ
Landre and Vema into the Latin .lerry Mahon«y
Quarter, N. Y July 2.'5.
SJdnnay Knni« Oit

From

foii

Kumernla

(Thurs.).

Molly Picon into the Hunting
and Fishing dub, Pittsburgh, Aug.

Supporting ^performers include
AGVA: committee, headed by for them to serve.
Florine Bale, ordered Swift indefThe bulk of the work, he claims,
initely suspended unless he pays was done by rank^and ftle- performturn; Don Saxon, production and
the fine -and offers an explanation ers who have not achieved name
solo singer; Ai Morgan, a pixiC'-ish
status.
piano petsosality, and tb^ Costello within 10 days.
Contention is upheld by the fact
Twins, femme aa.'O'-hoafers,
that only three top names, Henry
Nothing spectaeular here, per3A's;
Dunn, Rus.sell Swann and Phil
haps, but then again this is no Segal Ousted
Foster, were delegates to the conbill booked foi- the Broadway sowhal crowd. They're not the ones
to Memberstdp vention. Othei-s nominated bowed

VDon whom can

WEEK OF JUNE

Dunningor has been sj^ed lor
the Chase hotel, St. Louis, starting
July 9.
Kred Kassler opens at the Park
Plaza hotel, St. Louis, tomorrow

sucJi varied ta^lents -as the MarteU
Trio and Mignou, a standard aero

a

June 30, 1943

W«!dbui«]|i7«

Canadian bullfighter. Buriiil
in ti»e local French cemetery.
Dube, native of

lilastview.

was
Ont.,

where his mother lives, was an exRCA.F land crew member. He came
to Mexico about three years ago,
married and became star salesman
of the Encyclopedia Brttannica before taking up bullfighting.
'

Stageshows for Par, Tole
Toledo, June 29.

Stageshows will return to the

Paramount under new opcratoi-s,
the Carl H. Schwyn Theatres, Inc.,
whose ten-year tenacy begins July
1.
Opening show on Friday (1)
will have Vaughn Horton and his
Five Polka Debs headlining bill.
Uonel Hampton band set for
,'

.

foUovrin^ week.

VcdneBday, Jnnc 30, 1948
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ENAGERS ASK TAX FIGHT FUNDS
m
Retain

Dullzell to

Hb Non-Salary

Equity Treas. Post to June
Paul Dullzell

is still the
treasurer of the actors' union, a
non-salaried job which he intends
to retain until the end of the elec-

sefXeisty

tive

term next June

TORONTO MUSHROOMS
WITH STRAWHAT SETUPS
Toronto, June 29.

He was

1.

Toronto summer resort area

is

League of
is

Changes Keep Managers at Boil

SEiyP

PflfiTNER

Although he has withdrawn ashead of Equity, executive

active

Equity's 49 Proposed Contract

RULING ON

'49

Second negotiation meeting between League of N. Y. Theatres
(managers) and Equity commits
tees for the purpose of entej-lng
AUCTIONED
79iG into a new contract was held Monday (28) and, as expected, sharp
Baltimore, June 29.
differences were .argued. Actors'
Maryland theatre, one-time
demands number 28 and in addihome of two-a-day vaude and legit tion therg are 21 from the.- chorus
attractions, was sold by auction union, for a total of 49 proposed
Thursday (24) to Michael Fox, local contract changes. Most of the de-

New York

Theatres
preparing to contest the Inter-

BALTO'S MARYLAND

nal
Revenue contention that
limitea partnerships
should be

FOR

classified

as virtual corporations
and taxed in the same way, which
has alajmed many producers of

mushrooming with strawhat ven- poteiitial shows slated for the comtures. Most ambitious is that of ing, season. For that purpose, proAssociated Actors and
of the
Brian Doherty, who has now cre- ducers and theatre owners have
Artistes of America but is not par- ated a "wheel" in which
he'll have been a.sked to
contribute to a
Four
A's
efforts
to
ticipating in the
•

prevailed to continue as president

fuse all
union.

talent

groups into

four companies continuously ro- speci,->l legal fund, although the realtor, for $79,500.
Last of the
one tating in
four resort spots. They'll exact total sought has not yet been onetime amusement empire
amassed by James L. Kernan,,.the.
Maryland was acquired some years
ago by C. William Hicks, operator

use town halls, dance pavilions and indicated.
The executive secretaryship is high school auditoriums.
Producers of attractions which
But
a salaried, appointive post.
For greater novelty, the city are now operating on Broadway or
because of his health and warn- fathers of nearby Midland started on tour are expected to put in
ings by his doctor, Dullzell felt proceedings some weeks ago to $500 each and the same amount
'unable to act with the Equity com- lure in a summer theatre organiza- is sought from showmen who will
mittee now negotiating with the
managers for numerous contract
changes, because of arguments
sure to attend the huddles with
Dullzell intends
the managers.
Coming to his office several days
weekly but may signature checks
at his home, feeling that after a
delayed rest he may be able again

mands

of the two unions are duplications but the chorus wants the

same

-

miui|num

p^:^

1^75

oiE

on

Broadway and $100 '6n the road,
as actors have, and both seek reof a string of film theatres, for hearsal pay of $50 \yeekly, from
possible addition to his Mayfair, the first day of rehearsal.
located in the rear of the l,2S0«seat
After a three-hour session MonV
house.
day (28) it was decided to meet
Hicks .died shortly after his ac- again tomorrow (Thurs.) and negoquisition and the auction last week tiate point, by pointj after strong
was ordered by his estate. Restric- differences, of ppinioii vtite aired.

with Jack Blacklock, director present shows during the new seaof dramatics at Forest Hill Col- son. Theatre operators are asked
lege,
Toronto, taking over the to help finance the fund, as they
chore:
Blacklock is financially would be affected directly, were
backed by the mayor, chamber of the number of productions de- tion in the bill of sale forbids use It's understood the managers asked
commerce and parks commission, pleted as much as some showmen of house fpr films for ja iS-year Equity to withdraw all demands
League period. New owner is undeter- which would increase •operating
these sponsoring the project as a already say is indicated.
received $1,500 from one mined as to future use of prop- expenses because of declining boxtourist attraction,- Troupe Will play has
owner, indicated to represent the erty...
office. Idea was rejected. Equity
in an outdoor theatre.
to be at least partially active in
Shubert theatre string.
was asked to give evidence to suphis
With
Ernest
Rawley
dropping
Equity's interests.
Reason for the move by the tax
port the boosts.
annual summer season at the Royal
compensation
was Alexandra, Toronto, after eight department against Broadway has
DuUzell's
Equityites contend that the innot been explained. While it may
approximodest,
comparatively
creases constitute a small peryears, Stanley Bell has jumped
mately $6,500 salary annually. Sev- into the breach with a new com- take some time before a test case
centage of the cost of production,
eral years ago he was offered an pany and has taken over the Royal is decided in court, backers whose
while the manager; can't see It
increase to $10,500, which he re- Ontario Museum basement theatre multiple investments made it posthat way, countering by pointing
fused to accept, and he also more here; which seats 600. He will have sible, for any number of shows to
out that production.' is a one-time
outlay, while higher company salrecently declined full salary for a resident company and bring in have been produced during recent
He is en- guest stars. Director is Peter seasons, have been given legal adaries sought would be a weekly
•the rest of his days.
When playing Boston or any addition to the operating budget.
vice that government claims may
titled to a pension, the ampunt to
Boyne.
be retroactive for at least four stand in 'Massachusetts, actors will Equity wants protection for illbe fixed by Equity's council. Small
years.
weekly sums are generally granted
be i-equired to register their right nesses both when the star forces
New Administration to Help?
cancellation of performances befrom pension funds but it's exOn that ground Broadway mana- names according to a statute cause of ill health, or when the
pected an exception will be made
gers decided to meet the issue adopted by the state legislature. supporting player cannot appear
for Dullzell.
now. It's pointed out that if there Those not complying would be sub- for the same reason. New contract
Equity sought to keep Dullzell's
It's believed would extend from Aug.
is a change of administration in ject to a fine of $100.
15, '48 to
resignation secret, for some reaWashington, a new tax commis- that a majority of professionals use Nov. 15, '49, to be annually negoson, when it was proft'ered .June
sioner would be logical, one who stage names, a custom that has tiated tliereafter.
but the following week his withmight agree with Broadway legal- been prevalent in show business
There are to be no more sevendrawal was known in Hollywood,
almost
since
its origin.
Purpose
ists that the limited partnership
day stands, if the actors have their
Washington, June 29.
before the office staff was aware of
which of the law, which was signatured way. AH shows are to be
"Oklahoma!" will be the final at- method of financing, one in
>n a
Ms action, Some of his aides
the backer (angel or Investor) not by the governor early this month, six-day week basis,
all to have ,.a
didn't seem to know what it was traction in Washington at the Nabe financially liable for more than hasn't been clearly explained.
layoff of 24 hours weekly, as reall about.
Not tintil word was re- tional before the house goes over the amount invested, is pi'oper
It's not expected that local au- quired in New York.
Shows playceived from the Coast was it indi- to pictures early in August, the
business procedure.
thorities will publicize the listings ing Sundays in town or out would
cated that Dullzell was withdraw- champ musical playing the capital
Randolph Paul, retained as required to be filed. Interpreta- have to lay off Mondays or some
It will follow
for the third time.
counsel by the League to tion of the statute so far is that other weekday. Right to lay off
"Harvey," which will complete its special
the t9x situation, has been the law is a protective one since it shows without salary the weeks
record local run in D. C. next week. solve
from
of $5,000
pertains to all persons appearing before
Christmas
and
Easter
"Oklahoma!" now in Boston, is paid a retainer fund
general fund. He is in a "public exhibition, public would be out for companies
Agents Protest League
on
scheduled for three wpeks* at the tlie managers'
associated With the legal firm show, public amusement or other tour 'few arie dark on Broadway),
National starting July 12, house
by John Wharton, who is public performance under an as- and if performances are not given
then losing road shows because of headed
Plan for an Outsider In
Playwriglits
the
of
member
sumed name". if for compensation, all in the company would get exthe Negro segregation situation. also a
up
any
drawn
has
which would include outdoor shows
Co., and who
(Continued on page 51)
Plea Plan to switch "Born Yesterday"
Goodwill
of limited partnership and boxws.
Law states that all
from its Broadway berth (Lyceum) number
agreements. Wharton's office, too, shall file with the Commissioner of
In addition to the League of New to the National was scratched.
represents some of the leading Public Safety the true name, leYork Theatres special fund to conIt was reported that one of the
while
Paul
productions,
of
backers
gal
address
and
assumed
name.
Shukrt-Lafayette Suit
test a governmental threat to the
"Born" leads objected to the Wash- is a former assistant Internal RevEquity asked the purpose of the
present method of limited partnerington date on the grounds that enue commissioner and familiar law but an explanation was not
ship taxation, additional money is
For
Vs.
Dropped;
the National's color line policy with the department's, acti^rities.
forthcoming and whether the statbeing raised for a general goodwill
had been opposed by Equity, but
ute
applies
to
producers
and
othpublicity campaign. Publicity work
House Takes
Musicians
there was no such objection. Stageers connected with productions
is supposed to start this summer
hands ruling stymied th'e capital
'LIZZIE'
isn't
clear.
Actors
with
Detroit,
and
others
June 29.
but League plans have been styWhen
showing of the comedy.
shows are advised to inquire their
Miied by a protest from the Assn.
Shubert>Lafayette theatre has
"Born" goes on tour a road crew
status when playing Boston and to nixed its $10,000 suit against DeIN
of Theatrical Agents and Manwill be required and the proposed
be
guided
by
their
own
judgment.
troit
local and American Federaagers, objection being registered
Los Angeles, June 29.
National date would have put the
tion of Musicians and agreed to
to the proposal that a public relaPaul Lukas signed for the male
attraction in that category, so that
carry three union musicians under
tions specialist outside of show
Plays Mulled
were the Skip date played and the lead in "Time for Elizabeth," leg- Three
contract, according to Milton Mad.business be-engaged.
show returned to Broadway as iter written by Norman Krasna and
'48
Theatre
Schedule
den,
attorney
for Lafayette Dracontends that by so doing planned, a double crew would be Grouclio Marx and slated for openmatic Productions.
Dallas, June 29.
the Le&gue would be in violation on the payroll.
ing at San Francisco's Geary theTheatre '48 will open its third
Action also involved Jack Ferof the basic agreement between
atre Aug. 9, with Russell Lewis and
Dallas season Nov. ft in the Gulf entz, president, and George Clancy,
th? two groups. Union .points out
Howard Young producing.
Oil
Playhouse
at
Fair
Park.
Mansecretary, of the Detroit branch. It
Theatre Guild subscription play
..that the' pact stipulates that any Herbert to Direct For
aging director Margo Jones an- was filed last February after thea«nd all publicity for legit attracwill be shown at the Biltmore,
Operas L A., in September before moving nounced she may produced Jean- tre was forced to cancel Maurice
Three Fort
tions shall be handled only by
Paul Sartre's "Passion of Proces- Chevalier because of union dispute.
ATAMers. Some showmen are
Fort Worthy June 29.
to N. Y.
sional." It will be the first time
known to have ^favored obtaining
Singer brought own accompanist
"Carmen," Nov. 10 and 11; "La
one of his plays has been produced and theatre
the services of a» outsider, but it's
dropped musicians for
Feb. 23 and 25, and "The Dallas Little Theatre
in Dallas.
"Cross Purposes," by run of
argued that such procedure is il- Boheme,"
engagement. Taft-Hartley
Camus, also is under t:onsideration. law violations
March 28 and 30,
Angles for Fix
logical, since tho.se not in show Bartered Bride"
were charged in the
A
manuscript
"Skoal"
play
titled
Dallas, June 29.
business are only supei'ficially ac- will comprise the 1948-49 Fort
suit, which was filed in federal
Vivian
Johannas
by
is on the Dallas
quainted with theatricals. Who- Worth Civic Opera Assn. producThe Dallas Little Theatre hopes schedule along with revivals of court.
*ver handles the goodwill cambegin its 1948-49 season with a
In announcing out-of-court settion schedule, the most ambitious to
Chelchov's
"The
Gull"
and
Sea
paign must have the support of
of its own, according to
tlement, Madden said no money
"Bride" playhouse
Shakespeare's -"Twelfth Night."
agents and managers on the road, of its three-year history,
Edwin Tankus, chairman of the
In the f:ast of Tennessee Wil- was involved but theatre agreed to
something a so-called "public rela- will be the only one given in Eng- house committee. Negotiations are
liams' "Summer and Smoke" which carry three musicians at all times.
tions counsel" may not readily se- lish.
being conducted with two local pix Miss
Before the row, six were employed
Broadway
Jones
will
direct
on
sure.
where the Little theatre
but none has been carried oa con^
Leon Varftas, premier danseur of theatres,
in October so far are three-former
tion,
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being the
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.
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necessary
tonually.
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on

a
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Metropolitan Opera
basis for a few nights and films
tentatively scheduled to assist in shown the rest of the time^
No more than six major producselecting players and producing the
tions Would be presented tliis seaballet o£ "Carmen" and "Bride.
Walter Herbert, who also directs son, with a system of rotating diagwn rectors until a pe)Fmanent one can
the New Orleans Opera, V/ill
conduct the productions here, with be secured.
singers from the Met and other
Producers Ned Warren and Bili
companies in leading roles and
roles and the Steuer have pacted David Mordecai
pressagent and local artists in minor
forthcoming
their
maestro
will be given to
estimated as chorus. Performances
Memorial Audi- Broadway musical, "The Happiest
is

Co.,

is

raised by doubling the dues to $20
weekly from producers and theatre
owners. According to the plan $10
foes to the League for its administration costs and an equal amount
to the publicity campaign. It's
ngured that $500 to $600 weekly
Should be available by autumn for
the proposed
new department,

approxiwating

$30,000

m

the Will Rogers
torium.

Day."

Theatre
drews,

members: Tod AnGreene Little and

'4ff

Betty

Raymond Van

Sickle*

Wilson Brooks, who spent last
summer and winter with Theatre

tract usince.

Wings

for 'Angels'

Los Angeles, June 29.
John O'Harris was granted perDecision,"
is be- mission by the Police Commission
ing considered for the part of to reopen his legit production,
Glenn Campbell in the Broadway "City of Angels," at the Musart.
Play, written by John Bright and
production of "Leaf and Bough" by
Joseph Hayes. He created the role dealing with racial discrimination,
in its initial production here last had been closed for a week because
it lacked a permit.
winter.
'48, is

now

in

"Command

on Broadway. Jack Warden

—

'

WtidneaAvfj June 30, 19lt

50

M Kgm

in A.C. Convention

Robert Webber, Marylin ©'Conner,
Marie Paxton, Marion Leeds, Arthur Lovejoy, Mary Lee. mips
,

and Hugh Williams.

Pluhp Tonge

directing; Eddie McHugh is
stage manager; Robert Lowen, art
dhrcetor, and G«orge Meister, managing director. Opening show is
"First Mrs. Eraser," starring Jane
house, has arranged a concert pro- Cowl, with Reginald Mason as her

Ex^

Gm^TJRi^t
Atlantic City, June 29.
Huge; ballroom of Convention
Hall will again bie converted Into

a

summer

for

.a

4;heatre

with David Lowe
presenting

«ecojid -season

Broadway successes. Lowe made a
£0 of it last season despite some
bad weather breaks.

BJet Pmi

for the summer, opening leading man,
.
Sunday (27) with Glady's SwarthElitch stock opened to a filled
out.
She also has boolced otlier house Sunday (27) night, and seanames .wtists for the season.
son reservations and ticket demand
Offerings last week, did fairly indicates a brisk season.
only
.although
good
business,
Bucks could claim capacity at each
^Partitiion^ For MOntteello
performance.
Monticello, N. Y., June 29.
"Partition." a drama by C. Hart
Benninston TeeofT
Schaaf about current world affairs,
Bennington, Vt., June 29.
will be tried out at tlie Forestburgh
Bennington Scama Festival, di- summer theatre here the week of
i-ected by Row^d Shaw, Will be- Aug. 8 by the company from the
Srani

,

'

The present surge of censorship
may destroy the vitalil^r and character of American slww business
and tlie arts, says Gilbert W.
Gabriel, author of "I Thee Wed"
and other novels, and former New
York drama critic. "Censorship has
Minneapolis, June 29.
Minnesota Summer Session, a 50- got to be stopped; Maybe, by this
piece professional orchestra spon- time, it's already past the stage of
sored by tlie Univ. of Minnesota in merely hoping and has reached
cooperation with the Minneapolis definite organizing and fighting,"
AFM, will present free concerts
The novelist-critic is particuarly
tliis smnmer in the Northrop Audi- aroused over the recent book-seiztorium on the campus.
ures and arrests of booksellers by
Dr. Paul M. Obcrg, chairman of Pliila'delphia police. He feels it's

+

U.

W MDIN. TO SPONSOR
FREE FRO

CON(BIS

u^wn

Two

3-Wk

time

that
authors,
dramatists, producers

people in

Leclerc, Saturday

matinee

'

audience

in-

Francisco cluded Elmer Rice and wife. Betty
Field, who debuted at Stockbridge
Moneion featuring a roinuetto.
Two other ballets, "Commedia as a maid in "First Mrs. Frasscr.''
BaLletica"
and "Mother -Goose Id 1933. Miss Field will appear
Suite," preceded "Variations" and with -Wilder in "Skin" at Westport.
the company also included Bea- Conn., probably the week of July
trice
fompkins, Herbert BUss, 26.
Kendall Clark, a Berkshire PlayFrank Hobi, Rita Karlin, Margaret
Walker, Janice Roman and Joan hoasc standby, and Pat Papert, a
tiewcomor from Texas, have the
Bovtrman.
witir

Luis

Lopez and

That the venture went over financially was indicated by the Saturday night sellout and a healthy
b.o- for Sunday.
Latter included
a busload of New 'York dance addicts who made the six-hour rounds
trip hegira into the sticks for
gander at the new ballet.

Denison Group Is Set
Granville, O., June 29.
With more than $10,000 in the
kitty

from,

XJniv.'s

Stimmer Theatre counts

sponsors,

Denison
its

second season a success already
even if the group is only in the
third
week of a seven~weck
schedule. Thirty-five of the sponpledged to pay up to $100
each to cover any deficit. With
this working capital the troupe
purchased its own tent, which has
been erected on the lower campusProf. Edward A. Wright, head of
Denison s theatre arts department.
Is the director and Paul £. Randall,
sors

director

drama

at

Temple

Univ.,

is co-diiector.

Keen Competition in Pa.
Strawhat competition v/ill be
keen in this section Uiis summer,
with five theatres within a 40-mile
radius of Easton.
Bucks County
Playhouse at New Hope had the
fi:;ld all to itself for a while, with
filled houses nightly.
Plavhouse
appears Uttle affected by the competition which has grown up since,
.

Seattle,

June

29.

roles

which

.

Brattleboro Bows Jnly 13
Brattleboro, Vt., June 29.
HaiTy Young, who will open the
Lenawee Players, mo.st of whom Brattleboro Opera House for the
are or have been students in the eighth season of summer stock
di-ama
department of Catholic July 13, has signed Lois Wilson
Univ. in Washington, will offer a .md Eddie Nugent to guest in "Yes,
six-week season in a barn five My Darling Daughter" find Julie
miles north of Adrian, Mich., on Haydon for her original role in
52.
Route
Dorothy Chemuck, "The Glass Menagerie."
Young
who heads the drama department probably will make his only apof Trinity College. Washington, pearance in "Menagerie,"
Ellen
James Brennan, Chi- Hardies, of the acting company,
is director.
cago, formerly witli the Touring who directed the Tennessee WilPlayers, is technical director. The liams drama at the Playhouse in
ham will seat 225 persons.
Albany last month, with Young in
Season will open July 7, witli the ca.st, is slated, to stage it at
Performances Brattleboro.
"Kiss arid Tell."
will be given Wednesday through
Other plays to be ofSunday.
Cambridge Pacts Sands
fered are- "Night Must Fall,"
Boston, .lune 29.
"Charley's Aunt," "Our Town,"
Dorothy Sands has been signed
"Angel Street and "Importance of by tte Cambridge Summer PlayBeing Earnest."
house to star in "Tlie Circle." week
of July 13 and "The Devil's DisDenver Rep Re-skeds
ciple," week of July 27. Also newly
Denver, June 29.
signed is Mary Manning Howe,
Heavy advance sales has caused formerly of the Abbey and Gate
Repertory Theatre, theatres, to appear
the
Artists

Lenawee's Six-Week Season
Adrian, Mich., June 29.

in

"Shadow and

-

.

part ot a

Gabriel..

"And when a newspaper

to stand up and say how unfair it i,s as one newspaper did, to
ti'ie.s

—

—

sorrow ei]aaUy strange thuigs
liave been known to happen to its
its

and

advertising

its

subseripticra

list."

Ilammeistein Gets Besidts
Gabriel related how Oscar Han*^
merstein, 2d, as Authors League of
America president, sent a telegram
ot protest on the book seizures to
mayor,
with
Philadelphia
the
copies to the Philly and New York
Unexpectedly, tlie New
papers.
York dailies generally ignored the
statement, but the Philly iwpei's
gave it a big spread.

bad the town—^md the mayor

"It

—
by the
those

JOIN

ears," said Gabriel.

"And

raids, which they'd threatened to keep up during the next
few days, summarily stopped. The
matter, it was blandly announced,
would be left for the courts to de-

cide."

"The current wave of suppression of ideas must be halted
before the magazine editors
and book manufacturers agree witli
the Hollywood decree that bankers,
for instance, mustn't be portrayed
as villains any more."
"The stopping," said Gabriel;
"will have to be done by several
strong and banded agencies. One
lialted

won't be able to fight it through
alone against such automatically
cohesive forces of reaction. The
Authors League is only one."

appearances at C^vent Garden,
London. July 5. They're planing
from England, to an-ive in N. Y.
July 14. They have summer dates
at
the
Hollywood
Bowl and
Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y.

'Annie' Sets a

lii

'

"Motion pictures get strangely
cut or rebuked by powerful, if unofficial,
boards in PhiUy," said

season at the Met, N. Y., this fall.
be Dolin's first appearance
with the group.
Miss Markova
danced with Ballet Russe about a
decade ago.
The two will finish current guest

M

.

It is

letters.

It will

NCACShnffles

V

general trend. There have been
oUier similar actions- in Philadelphia and elsewhere, he says. And
the whole devel(H>mcnt thraatens
the freedom which Is the- essence of
the American theatre and arts and

RU^EFORFALL

coming to Denver this year, to Substance," with cast headed
by
cancel the projected two days a Julie Hayden.
week in the Colorado Springs audiMrs. Boris Goldovsky. wife of
The plan originally was the New England
torium.
Opera head, will
to give five jsbows each week (four make her legit
debut, also in
despite new competition from four nights and a thatinee) in phipps
'Shadow ano Substance," here,
strawhats. auditorium, Denver, and two nights
^
Last^week was an indication of in Colorado Springs. The seven ^e'll appear in other spots during
the season, too.
the bid each made for tash customers. While Bucks showed "The
Teeing off Thursday (1) night
George Apploy," with Gfant with a gala opening, advance sale
UnioBvilte Gets Group 20
ti!^^,
Mitchell, the Clinton Music Hall, indicates
Unionvillc, Conn., June 29.
near capacity crowds.
less than 20 miles away, had Sid- Prices are $1.20 and $2.40 for
Thesp organization calling itself
ney Blackmer in "AU My Sons." niglits, and $1 and $1.80 for the the Group 20 Players will ofler
Hunterdon Hills theatre at Jut- matinee. The final show, a new strawhat repertory at the Town
land, tliree miles from Clinton, had mu.sical,
"Sounds Like Music," Hall here for the season of July 27
Alan Baxter in "Voide of the Tur- will be $3.'60. Elitch stock is get- to Labor Day.
tle";
the Pocono Playhouse at ting 60c to $1.30 for Sunday night
Running a different play each
Mountainhomc bad William Van and Wednesday matinee, and 80c week, on a Tuesday-Saturday
in "Jobn. Loves Mary," and to $2 for other nights.
schedide, list includes "Barretts of
Hayloft, near Allentown, had John
Artists Repertory is using the Wimpole
Street,"
"Winterset
Carradine in "20th Century,"
guest star setup with a re.sident "Importance of Being JSaraest,"
In addition, lone Hutaine, who company, made up of Frances Mit- "The Warrior's Husband"
and
owns the Huntei^on Hills Pl^- chel, David Durston, Frank Mosier, "Night Must FaU."
.

DU

publishers,
creative
entertain-

and

fields of

an isolated event.

Newest strawhat here is the Surrey Playbarn, which opened last
BALLET
week with a production of "Night
Must Fall." Playbarn, on east side
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolm,
of Lake Washington, near Beilevue, who have been touring with their
is operated by a community group own ensemble the past few seasons,
and uses a drawing room setup, will be guest stars with the Ballet
with no stage. Plans call for four Russe de Monte Carlo for latter's

productions this summer with
plays to be put on alternately in
in "John Loves repertory. Second production will
tees off
toniglit be "Kiss and Tell."
Decorations are by Gerald Grace
( Tues. )
Gage Clarke, who made
Milo
his debut here a dozen years ago, and Mrs. Phillip von Phul.
returns for the first of three plays; Ryan is general manager.
in which he will appear.
nrincipal

Mary,"

MARSOVA,

.all

ment and the arts realize tliat what
happened m Philadelphia was not

.

Tannaquil

Ail

6b to F#t Vs. Cmodlq^

His shows will have competition
in the John Harris "Ice-Cairades,"
which' «peBS July fl, with a benefit
porfonftance.for the Press Club of
Atlantic City Boy Scouts fund. So
far Lowe has the only tegit in town gin its third- season at the Benning- Provlncetown playhouse, N. Y.
though burlesque is doing bu: at ton tUt)]) School auditorium to"Thiee Votes for lAive." comedy the uaiversity's music department,
Globe.
the
night (29) in "Dear RuHi."
by Paul Cutler, will be tested later will conduct.
Lowe will open his season July
Opening performance is spon- in August.
12 jmd will run shows through Sept. sored by B'nai B'rith.
5. First scheduled is "John Loves
•Never!' In Cape May Say
Maiden Bridse Rinsinjr Up
"Mary," to be followed* by "For
Cape May, June 29.
Maiden Bridge, N. Y., June 29.
Love or Money," with Janet Blair,
"Never Say Never," comedy by
The Maiden Bridge Playhouse Effie Young, will be tried out Sept.
and then "Life With Father."
FestHFal Prqts
Othei- jplays tentatively scheduled wll open its third .season tMuorrov/ 6 (Labor Day) at the Cape theatre
are "Kind Lady," with Sylvia 'Sid- (Wed.) with "Yoaara Ago." Kalph here. Howard Bailey, RolUns ColSk«d
Operas for
ney, who appeared here last year. Browne, Dorty Harris and Mary lege drama prof, will stage it.
Central City, Col., June 29.
"Tonight or Never," with.EUsabeth S]i;!abeth Aurelius are featured.
Play, based on a mag story by
Direction is by Eunice Osborne. Myna Lockwood, has tivice betiii
The Central City music play
Bdrgner; "The Little Foxesi" and
Performances run through Sunday. Optioned for Broadway, but never festival will open Saturday (3) in
possibly "Bloomer Girl."
Appearing also are Peggy Deane, produced.
the 70-year-old opera house here,
llicalre will again be rampod
Steve Christian, Marjorie Butterwith "Cosi E:m Tutte" and "Tales
with seats for 2,200. Lease- is the worth, Tlieodora Landess, Marland
of Hoffmann" to be given in alterCape Strobes Season
same as last year, the city to get Messner and William Sturgess.
nate performances for three weeks.
Boston, June 29.
6% of the first $10,000; 8% of the Elizabctli Grefe desired the cosr
With Signing of Joan Caulfield Frank St. Leger is producing; Emil
next .$5,000 and 10% of everything tumes; .-Monte Gillespie, the stage
to appear in "Voice of the TnrUe," Cooper conducting; Herbert Graf
above that. .Terms are based on settings.
week Of Aug. 30, the season at is stage director, and singers ingross receipts, with the producer
Richard Aldrich's Cape Cod Play- clude Laura Grauer, Jane Hobson,
to pay all expenses. Top to run
Bar Harbor Vre^s *Wonl'
house, Dennis, has been, extended Claudia Pinza, Joseph Laderoute,
Bar Harbor, June 29.
from $2.d0 or
"Word to the Wise," a new play to ten weeks instead of nine as Thomas Haywai-d and Mario Berini.
by Maurice Dolbier, will be pre- originally scheduled,
The state of the stage and music
Soutiibury '%cds Ballet
miered Monday (5.^ at the Bar Harwill be discussed at a seminar to
Southbm-y'. Conn., Jime 29.
Dumke in SaU Lake 'Boat'
be held at the theatre July 22, with
The Connecticut strawhat circuit bor playhouse.
Alexis Luce and Theodore LeavSalt Lake City, June 29.
George Somnes, New York and
has now seen eveiything. After
itt are featiured.
Ralph Dumke has sianed to play Denver tl^eatre producer and direcserving for- years as the testing
Captain Andy in "Show Boat," tor, as moderator. Others slated to
ground of barns-to-Broadway hopeLake Georg'e Hayloft
completing the University theatre attend are Virgil Thomson, N.Y.
fuls in the field of straight plays,
Lake George, N. Y., June 29.
cast for the opener of the summer
the Nutmeg state has now come
Joe Crosby's Bam Playhouse at festival, July 14. Kenneth Spen- Herald Tribune music critic; Howup with tlie world premiere of a Bolton Landing will lift the curcer,
Peggy Engel and Richard ard Taubman, N.Y. Times music
ballet paced by -some of tlie art's
Gypsy Rose Lee, and
tain tonight (Tues.) with "Yes, My Charles have other leads.
Origi- editor;
cla.ssie.st prima ballerinas.
Darling Daughter."
nally scheduled for 15 perform- Martha Scott, who will be in DenSpot for this unfurling was Jack
Spot, a new one, is advertised as ances of "Show Boat" and "Mid- ver starring in "Our Town," one
Quinn's Southbury Playhouse and "the only summer theatre
on Lake summer Night's Dream," the fes- of the Ai-tists Repertoiy Theater
the occasion was tlie initial per- George."
Performances extend tival has been cut to 13 perfoi-m- productions bemg staged in Denver
formance of a 20-minute ballet through Sunday.
showings of this, summer.
with two
ances,
titled "Variations," by Todd* Bo"Dre.am" dropped.
Miss Le» is coming to Denver
lender, to the music of Mozart. It
Stockbridee's 4i/iG 'Skin'
"Dream," unlike "Boat," will be this summer with her husband,
was extremely well received.
Stockbrtdge, Mass., June 29.
produced with a local cast, but
Diego, painter who will
With costumes by Robert Davi"The SMn of Our Teeth," with with two of the leads from "Boat" ,Julio de
teach at the Univ. of Denver, which
son and musical direction by Nico- Thorton Wilder and Carol Stone,
doubling in "Dream."
classes will be; held in Central City.
las Kopeikine, theme was executed did an estimated $4^500 in seven
by Ruthanna Boris, Maria' Talh performances at the Berksliire
Seattle's New Strawhat
chief, MarieJeanne, Mary Ellen Playhouse.
At $1.20-$2.92 scale.

Moylan and

On

Gabiiel Cidis

is

Record

Looks Like Sydney Click
"Annie

Ems

New Aussie

in Adelaide; 'Boy'

Adelaide, June 16.
Your Gun," with

Get

Webb

Morton D^arture

National Concert & Artisits Corp.
has made several exec changes
since departure of former, prez
Alfred H. Morton to head up tele-

Tilton and Evie Hayes, after
running for nine months solid in
Melbourne, has hit eight weeks in
this' modeistte size spot-r-^ record
for any musical-—and may run 10

weeks.

"Annie"

is

expected

to" run

a year

activities
for 20th-Fox. solid in Sydney when it bows in
Marks Levine, former veepee, is there later in the year. Show is
now prez and O. O. Bottoril, jilso one of the best coin-grabbers pre-

vision

former veapee, is now chairman sented by
of the board.
(The two bought out
Morton's, interest,
trol

and now con^

NCAC).

J. C.

Williamson.

'Boy' Set for

Rim

Sydney, June

16.

Terence Rattigan's "The Winslow
D. L. Cornetet was elected veepee and will remain as head of Boy" ' has been given a brilliant
the Chicago oflfice. Alexander F. production at the Minerva here by
Haas was also chosen veepee, and Whitehall Productions (Kathleen
will continue tt> head up the Coast Robinson. Roland Walton and RichofficeThomas M. Reilly, sec- ard Parry). Drama should click off
treas.. wiU be head of NCAC's pop a solid run.
division in New York. Three execs
Acting honors go to John Sykcs,
were also made members of the who also directed the show. He
board of directors.
came from London some time back
to do actmg and directorial chores
for Whitehall. Excellent cast in'BURLESaUE' rOR TEXAS
cludes Kathleen Robinson. Richard
Dallas, June 29.
Parry. Jessica Noad and Jolm
"Burlesque," with Bert Lahr
Mcllion.
starred, has been booked by InterOlivier Opens in Sydney
st-ate Theatres Circuit for a Texas
Vivien

m

circuit run
December,
It will start its run at the

here.

Melba

Laurence Olivier <md
Leigh open in Sydney June 29 at
Tivoli in "School for Scabdal.
Couple are resting presently after
long Melbourne mn.

Lincoln, Neb., Picks Director
There's terrific interest in Ta.sChicago', June 29.
Hobart
George Randall, formerly with mania for two weeks' run in
by
road company of "Anna Lucasta," of the Old Vic Co., headed
at
liecomes director of the Civic the- Olivier and Miss Leigh. Seats
run
atre, Lincoln, Neb. Group will nse $4. are at a premium for the
the Circle theatre as presentation <>"^r the British Cultural Councilbouse.
Id. O'Connor combo.

2

IJHSlTniATB

Best Summer

Week io Yrs. at Chi B.O.;

'Harvey' Gets

In Its Sixth D.C. Week
Washington, June 29,
week which saw films and
wtenes take it on the chin from
jg^.WJP convention plus the Loiiis-

'SI»e$'38g,'foat'27G,lrry'18G
June

ChitiagOi

Vlood of
hraui#it In

wMW- iK

Uie> past decade- at

the

delegates,
plus
brougiit out the

Assn.

visitors,

•wid out" signs, "for Love or
Money" B«t Kood reviews from
most of the dailies when it opened
stay around.
TtJBe 22' and looks to
"Annie Get Your Gtui" comes into
the Shubert July 5, and, depenUon the length of stay for "Anttie
next
musucat
is
"Allegro"
M^"

w

due

to bit Chicago.
SltttitatM for- Last

Good

$18,000.

"Show Boat," Shubert UVth wk)

Iff

S4M.

fine take.

Last week brought
Closed Saturday (26)

vrithf 7,000.

HS^mSUE FOR
Toronto/ June
'

Dropping: plans f0r

Dlrc^pi^ (M,

Contlmw*

29.

new uptown

Exits

Due; "Howdy leer Looks CEcko
Broadway goes into July with 22
attractions- on the boards, same
total as' the corresponding week a
year

Business

ago.

in memory; professionals as enthvsiastie about it as averatse' playgoers; $84;50O and more' every

dropped for week.

nearly all shows and closings are
"Strangle Bedfeltaws;" Moroeeo
looked for any weekend. Ex- (24th wk) (C-935; $4.S0). Has-been
pected influx from the- <K>F con- Using bargain tickets'for same- time
Oklahoma!" doing a three^week
vention in Phila.- did' not material- and netting profits; but slipped to

return. The Guild musical vrill
ring "curtain" for the house unless

49

froidr ipase «t

.

'

Northern (6th wk> 11,500; $6.18).
of the take, mOOO.
Harris
"JMm* Loves- Mary.
Went up
<20th wk) (1.000; $3.71).
"

(3,100;

Bdaess

ize
and the- Louis-Walcott iight
fans didn't help either, although
a last minute miracle save* it from
the contest was postponed two
.^sssf closmg.in
answer to Equity's' ulti- days . because of weather. Heavy
pense money equid t<t the min- matum on house^s Negro exelusion rain on Thursday (24) evenin,i$
policy.
continued until
imum salary of $100.
theatre time,
.so. caf 3S' and
bars got whatever
'niei' Askod For It
benefit there- was. Almost an inch
Equity asked members to make
of 'rain within an hour dmted box-'
offices
of' most shows more than
suggestions: for new^emamis and
takings improved earlier in the
got plenty.
When stars or feaweek% Radio and telecast of the
tured piajrers arC' ill or die; the
fight definitely ailected shows Fri-^
cast would set (ane^ighili of the
day night. Humidity along with wet
minimum pay for each, missed p«p'weather wavs ^prevalent t hro ugh
formance. If an actor cannot ap<June.
pear because of his'. own illness,
"Howdy Mr. Ice," skating revue
Los Angeles, June 28.
he would receive- half salai'y or the
Near-capacity was- again the at the. Center, was cordinlly reminimum, whichevra: Lr greater. order at the Philharmonic, where (seived, some reviewers rating it
After appearing- for one year in Bobby Clark
"Sweethearts" the best, of ail the ice- sbows prea production, an actor' shall be- opened a three-vreek run in the- .«>nted in the Radio City spot for
entitled to' two< weeks' vacation or Civic Light Oeeca. series. Figure of the-'past eight seasons,
minutes For Last Week
.minimum .pay, at his diseretion, $43,500 is just short* of a sellout,
same to apply to stage managers, the matinees being- slightly off.
fCevs: C idymedy), D (Drama),
Across the street at the BHtmore CD (eomedi/rDramo), K OKecup),
assistants and understudies, vaca'The Winslow- Boy" cau^t the
iMmieal), O (Operetta).
tions to be staggered so performtown's fancy as one of the bestr
s'Allejpwr,"
Majeirtie. (37th
wk)
ances may not lie aifectcd. Num- -acted plays
of the season but the
ber of actors' cannot be- reduced $15,500 take on the first week (M-1,095; $6). Another musical !»
slated for this house in the fall,
after playing- N. T., Chicago; Los failed to show its strength.
Angeler or Sair Francisco witiiout
"Lend An Ear," Bill Eythe"s» dependent on whetlier tliis one is-*
the
road
eased
ofl"
ready
for
then;
consent of E(0iity's' cuts, board.
revue at the Las Palmas, has defito around $30,000.
Managers are responsible: for se- nitely caught on and.looks.set for
"Ansel in the Wines," Coronet
curing hotel reservations and upon a run. First full vreek caught $0,250

Equity's

"'

'

Week

"For Lo^e OF MoncT>" Selwyn
(1st wk) (1,000; $3.71). Good fff.OOO
foe- stX' performances.
Great
"ffifb Biittoa Shoes,"

asain- this -weelc.

Walcott fight, "Harvey," in its sixtli
stanza at the National, was sole
segment of town's show biz which
weathered the blitz. Tl» Frank
Boston, June 2B.
_
Popularity of "Oklahoma!" sti)l l!ay starrer grossed a neat $20,000,
contmues to cU-aw Urge audiences which was' $4,000 under the take
of
the previous session, but still re^
at Hub's spacious Opera Ifi>use.
niarkably soUd, considering stage
last week, it
^1^™,?*^
of ran and competition.
still pulled.* hefty $31,000.
'Harvey's" -all-time record run
for the house mds July 10, with
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11 Shows on B way, Same as Year Ago;

In a

I

Over 30,000 American

hoxoflice.

Medical

29.

Coiive>nti«neers
one of the best .summer

$20,000

p^

Clark 431^6,

W

IPiC LA
m

M

apfiroxintately.. $9^500' last'weetE.

NasMd

"Streetcar

Barrymore

(30th

D*si«e."

Wk)

(D-1.064;

Leads goings-on vacation
$4^0).
but indications are that attendance
will not toe affected; standee<^- always; $27,000.
"The HefaNMs," Biltmore- (3MH
>

wk) (D-»2a; $4.20). Still making
mtmey; was overestimated previous
week; rated aroimd $16;000. wtiicb
is

plenty for this one.

"The Respectful -PMwtttnte" and
"The HanxF Jotanwy." Cort (IStb
wk) (c-i,«e!»$ f^istw.
Busiuns
varies-but ftValways-nrofilftlift^-f^
tdays; slipped under

shertN»ist
$11,000.

RKVIVAI^.
"The Clay's fiie TMnr/' Booth
(9lh wfc) (C0-712; $4i80).
Oafly
revival survivor; .'sbonld'jia'througa

snmmer; somewltat' off'
approximated

last

week;

$13,1)00.

Neifitto(4HM«

"Ufe

With. KMher."

conoert because of current high
Brooklyn.
eeastruetlon costs; the trustees of
"John
Uassey Hall have shuttered the
Braax.
sud'for the summer and will spend
some $400,000 in modernizing it.
Hall will open its' 54th sea.son Oct.
2Zi mfti tl» T(Mront» Sympiliony
for. a- sellout and the*- advance as- (29th wk) (Rr998; $4.80). M&kinK
unEier Sir JBraest MacMiUsa and arrival, if such reservations- are not .sures another
clesoi. ticket' rack. money right along and manage^
the 'uniid- concert season followup. acceptable to the actor, he slisdl "KUickouts," going into it» seventh ment -now plans on playing^ into
Deeti^on to shelve t«Hnporarily not be required to- rehearse or per- year, pulled iu>; with smother the faU; takings off however to
form un^U such arrangements- are $17,100 and. that's about all the $16,000.
the i«opesed-^E>to«m c<Mieeet centre

Flatbush.

Loves Mary." Windsor,

'

forthcoming. Names: of' all mem- house will hold;.
bers ot' tlie easts are to aiipear on
the house board in front of. the
committee set up by
theatre.
Equity, the League, and the Assn.
of Theatrical Agents and ManFor l%r»fhate
agers would investigate sanitary
estate- meeting
the forthcoming conditions of theatres- and hotels
throughout the country.
$400,000 cost of reconversion.
While the tw»weeks' notice- rule
More regulation of summer
applies to both actor and man^iger, stocks as the result of new rulesno Equity deputy can be dismissed adopted by Equity may extend
finHsbm Ai Fresco Opera for any reason without Equity's backstage next year and already is
written consent. Five-day proba- indicated. At least;one unioa sttcge'Fledennaiis' tionary, period renutas, but not for haad is used by the bettef<ecEalpiwd
dedEhahds
stage^ managers. or assistants. Stage strawhats
and the
Houston, June 29.
Johasn Strauss' "Die Fleder- managers must be engaged two locals have been inclined to be
maus," playing six. performances weeks prior to start of rehearsals lenient in demands. In some strawsalary and hats the actors and apprentices
half
less
tlian
at
not
Monday (21) thi-ough Saturday (26),
opened the Summertime Light any work done previously shall be work on fashioning the scenery,
making scenic changes, handling
Opera Go's, third annual season pro-rated.
Minimum wage for stage man- the electric light board. Stagehere.
Operetta starred
straight shows would hands in those localities are startBtownlee, Met opera baritone. agers on
ing to objectT
for
and
Broadway
$175
on
be
$150
With* Nancy Swinford, loc-»l soOne complaint made to Equity
tryout and road. For musicals the
prano, featm-ed as Bosalindu.
the local
Second production will be Sig- minimum would be $200 in N. Y. by the business agent of
mund Romherg!s "The Desert and $229^ out of town, there being at Wilmington, DeL, protested
Dell,
the Robin Hood
against
both
in
assistants
for
scates,
too,
S(mg," July a-ia
It wiQ star
Edward Boecker. Margaret Rob- classifications, in N. Y. and the nearby Arden showshop. He complained that the management reerts^, soprano, and John Shanks ami road. There would be not less than
the suggestion that
Betty Hairston, comedians, will be one stage manager and assistant fused to act on
'smong the local artists featured. for dramas and there would be at a union deckhand be hired. Underthe
Gewge Gershwin's "Girl Crazy" least two assistants for musicals. stood that Equity adviseddeckthan unless a
will be the third and final prodnc- Neither stage managers nor as- strawhatter
handle the
vea. Starring Harry Stockwcll, the sistants would be required to play hand was engaged to
**t 'Will also include local actor parts, except in an emergency, nor scenery, he also to operate the
board, the actors would be inJerry Harv^.
to understudy.
structed to hand in their notice
Virginia Plunkett is producer.
Understudy Limits
•Choreography is by Vivian Altfeid
All parts must be understudied
and Julie Rozan of this city while
no understudy may cover more
wc orchestra is under direction of but
than three parts. Actors having
Orlando Berrera; assistant con- small parts shall need not to unThe following summer theatres,
duetor of the Houston Symphony
derstudy more than two other not previously listed, are slated to
Orchestra. Local group is designed parts and understudies may be
Derate this season. Equity-franto provide opportunity for local
used in only one attraction. No chised spots are designated (E.) and
talent to gain experienee in comactor shall be dismissed or "other- non-Equity ones (N.). This brings
l|««jr with outstanding professional wise penalized" for fulfilling his the total number of strawhats to
duties or obligations as an Equity 189 so far.
CALIFORNIA
member, that provision having
Highschool
Newport Harbor:
been inserted because claims of
that nature were made recently in auditorium; Repertory Productions;
Cnrreiit
One week's notice must Ben Kamsler. (E.).
letouts.
auditorium,
Highschool
Tustin:
all
(J«ne 28.Juli/ 10)
be given for all benefits and
Anna Lucasta"—Royal Alex., requests for benefits must be made
CANADA
Tor. (28-3).
through EquUy. Cast shall vote
"Annie Get Your Gun"— Aud.,
Toronto: Brian Doherty, local
proposed beneDenver (28-3); Shubert, Chi, (5-10). by secret ballot on
producer, will present his Strawhat
other than for the Actors PI ayers at various Canadian resorts,
'Blackouts of 1948"—El Capitan, fits
Y.
Fund, Stage Relief Fund and.N.
Gravenhurst,
Banie,
*^ A. (28-10).
including
city school benefits.
Iluntsville, Port CarUng and BeaTJ^?f*™s'="''—Met, Seattle (28-3);
•nt., Vancouver
^.Managers would be required to verton.
(5-10).
ILLINOIS
For Love or Money"— Selwyn, hire four extra people referred to
Cm. (28-10).
Dcerfield: Tent Show theatre; H.
as "swing couples" for the chorus,
iN.)
Nat'l, Wash. (28-10).
to cover dancers and singers for M. Rogers.
was. adso .governed by the fact that
Jfassey Hall will be at the junction
of two new subway arteries when
these are completed. Massey Hall
war built by the ©^ndfather of
Actor Raymond Mi^ey, and presented to the city, with tlie Massey

A

VMf

.

Bows

M

John

Road Shows

.

.

.

I

;

"Hteh Button Shoes"--Gt North•ttn,

relief work,

and their names would

be programmed along with the
Mary"—Harris, Chi. others in the ensemble. Choristers

Chi. (28-10).

^''^

Gs'lO)
,2^'^^Wahonia!"— Opera

Who understudy

principals would

NEW YORK

Lake Pleasant: Tamarack
house; Leon Matevosian. (E.)
lUonticello:

Forestburgh

play-

summer

Bos. get $10 weekly more than the high- theatre; PiovincetoWn players;
Grahame, Alexander
F.
est paid in the ensemble. Minimum John
iN.)
salaries for the chorus shall be the Maissel.
OHIO
San Diego (5-10).
and one-eighth
,,„*"vate Lives"—Curran, Frisco same as for actors
Cairi Park amphitheaCleveland:
of a week's pay per performance
Biltmore, L.A. (5-10).
Dina Rees Evans. (E.)
of $5 per day subsistence tre;
^weethearts"
Pfatilharmonic, in.stead
WISCONSIN
**^A^.<28-10).
pay would be due In ca.se illness of
Lake Zurich: Lake Zurich playWinslow Boy"—Biltmore, L. A, star or feature player caiuses canbou,se; Bella D, Itkin. (N.)
wff-d); Geary,
cellation.
Frisco (5-10).
Use.,

/,"OMahoma!"—Aud., Long Beach

—

"Annie Get ¥«ar Gnu." Imperial
(111th wk) (M-1,472; .$ff.60); Class
San syancisco,.JjUBe> 29.
<^ run mtisieal proven by thae high
A wceit ol inimmcr temperature,
level of {geoBseSf last week taldngsplus radio appeal of Republican
were in. the $40,000 zone-.
"BaUet BaUadte" Music Box (6tii National Convention, hit all leirtts,
Vic) (M-OTT; $4.80). Gross slumped; "Annie Get Your Gwn," af the
two for one. tickets dis^pessed with Opera House eAtuttered Saturday
last week and. count dropped under (26) after a terrific two weriis and
slipped only a little for. the third
$11,000.
Lyceum stanza, with a stUt smdt $59,000.
Yesterday,"
"Bom
"La^ WlndffiFmOTe's Fan," vet its
(125th wk) (C-993; $4.80). Was
ahead untU Tborsday, vilien terri- second week- at' the Geary, did a
fic storm' -kept customers from the tliin $»,50». "Private Lives," to its
•third week at the Curran, had a
boxoffiee; laied mround $12,000.
fine $21,000.
"BricadMn," Ziegfeld (G8th wk)
(M-1,628; $4.80). Booked thnmgli
summer; still one of the popular
tune shows and has made- exceparound $28,000.

tional profits;

"Command

Dectston,"

Fulton

(28th wk) (D-963; $*.80). Eased
somewhat but business very profitable and use of some bargain
tickets helping plenty; $13,000 hidicaied.

"Finlan's Bainbow," 46th Street
(76th wk) (M-1,319; $6). Was weU
ahead of previous week until the
downpour but was' rated nearly
$30,000.

W$55^

Sets St.

Lor Record

&OSS

St. Louis,

An

for

Week

June

20.

all-time attendance record for

a single performance by the Municipal Theatre Assn. was hung up
Saturday (26) when 11,039 people
jammed the newiyvcntargM smpnitheatre to see the next to last performance of "Rio Rita." The previous high, 11,407, was registered

in 1943 for -a performance of "The
Great Waltz."
"Rio" drew TS^dOO payees for an
estimated ^oss <tf.|S5,0flfrfor seven
performances.
"Hit the Deck," presented in
"Hish Bntton ,Shaes," Shubert 1942 and 1944, has" been
brought
(28th wk) (M-1,387; $6). Some cast back for the
fotuth week of the

48th St. (192 wk)
Another long-staythat would have fared
better if the rains had not come so
heavily; $12,000.

"Harvey,"

(C-902;

ing

$4.20).

hit

changes, but that should not aKect current' season.

-

Hie

one of the ILst's most popular musi- a seven-night run lastpiece teed oil
night be£ore
cals,, which plays to standees; gross
a crowd of 9,500 with a gross of
around $38,000.
approximately $4;000,
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (1st
Opened
wk) (R-2,994; $2188).
Clinton Strawhat Has
Thursday (24) and drew excellent
press- for the most part; indications
OpetaipCoiieeri-Ballet
are that Radio City house has anClinton, Conn., June 29.
other click.
Andrews Memorial Hall,
"Inside U.SJu", Centuiy (8th
operated
benefit
previously as a straight
Eariy
wk) fR-1,670; $8).
.sellout parties have been absorbed play strawhat, will offer opera,
and business of revue click con- concert and ballet in a schedule
extending from July 4 tJirough
tmues over $47,000.
"Joy to the WorJd," Plymouth Labor Day. Spot will be handled
(l.5th wk) (CD-1,063; .54.80).
An- by Edward Dudley, Howard Demother .show which may stick; Holly- ing and Albert Kay. Dudley and
wood comedy has done compara- Deming will double as vocalistsKay is a New York
tively well but slumped to $10,500 managers.
teacher of languages to .show biz
last week.
Dancm'," perjionalities.
"Look,
Ma,
I'm
Adelphi (21st wk) (R-1,434; $4.80).
Series opener will be Josephine
One of the musicals included Antoine, Metopera soprano. In a
among those figured to extend into single recital July 4. Following
the new season; dipped down to will be Iva Kitchell, dance satirist,
-

$22,560.

offering three different
8-9-10..

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broad- July
hur.st (24th wk). (B-1,160; $6).

programs

An-

show

mentioned for this
house in fall but, judging from
business, revue will do well during that period here or elsewhere;
eased off to $33,000.
"Me and Molly," Belasco M8th
wk) (C-1,077; $4.80). Has been on
cut-salary basis for some time and
on .summer basis making some
profit; estimated at around $9,000.
"Mijster Roberts," Alvin (19th
wk) (CD-I ,357; $4.80). One of the
most i>opuIar comedy dramas withother

'Escape' lOG, Detroit
Detroit, June 29.
v
Summer theatre sea.son at Shubert-Lafayette did a fair $10,000
with

la.St

week

its initial offering,

"Escape Me Never," with Elisabeth
Bcrgner in the title role.
Current is "20th Century," with
Mischa Auer and Haila Stoddard.
Next attraction is Ruth Chattertcm
in "The Little Foxes."

.

Play on
Howdy Mr. Ice

and Arthur M. Wirlx pro-

Ronja

Eileen SelBh,
Features SKlppy Baxter,
Freddie Trenkler, Cissy Trenholm, Jinx
<'l»rlc, HaiTtaon Thojnsftn, Rudy RIcliardii,
Paul Castle, Jamea SIsk. Fred Wernir,
Buster Grace, Suck PennlnBton. Pnllonlierg'a bear. Vocals: Nola Fairbanks, I>tck
SeiCra,l(r, Fred Martell, William. DouBlas.
tlnKB, Bruno Maine.; costumes. Billy I*lvIngston and Katherlne ICuhn; llelittiiff. Kilfone Braun; score. Al StlUninn ana Alan
loran;
akatlnn direction, Mny JudelB.
Opened Center (Radio Clty). .N. Y.. June '24.

The pinsemi-military design.
wheel evolutions are some of Miss
liittleileld's best direction.
Comedy interludes are domi^nated by Freddy Trenkler, who is
on several times and always welcome. " Master clown of the skates
is using the firemen number that
was in Miss Henle's show. He
bounds all over the place and
sometimes offstage if not into the
orchestra pit. From vaude is "Sir"
'

.

Frederick Werner, with his trick
From the
••48! ;«a.88 top.:
cello but sans skates.
circus come the Pallenbergs and
Again a couple of Chicago show^ their little black bear, "Snookums."
men are the headmen in putting The turn is amusing. On early
Jolm
Melenare
Eddie
Berry
and
on a clicic skating revue at the
Center theatre— Art Wirtz, who dez, in a' fair act.
Counting in other lighter numteams with Sonja Henie in the
of
bers
are
Paul
Castle,
smallest
boss
Bill
Burlce,
presentation, and
of production, they again haying all; Buster Grace, Buck Penningthe clever Philadelphian, Catherine ton^ James Sisk, John Farris, John
Kenneth Leslie, John
Littlefleld, directing the ice chore- Kasper^
Walsh and Arthur Erickson. Some
ography.
of the familiars in other Center
"Howdy, Mr. Ice" is the attrac- shows are absent, replaced by new
tion, this being the eighth consecufaces and talent. "Howdy" is all
tive season for steel-runner revues
year around entertainment in one
in the house that was a booking of the
town's roomiest, best airproblem prior to this type of diver- conditioned theatres,
ibee.
sion.Scenically
seems to top
the others, to the credit of Brand
Maine, who usually does his stuiT
across the street in the Music Hall.
PIay$
Abroad
Center's shows have always been
forte in costuming and this time
the duds are something to see.
while lighting effects are also most
Cage Afe a
effective.
There are half a dozen
London, June 19.
special songs, one or two standing
Jjlnnlt & Dunfee presentation of muptoal
out, Four vocalistsf are used, someIn two acts by Noel Langlfty, adapted Droni
times seen and just as often his
novel. Directed by Charles Hickman.
screened in the pit.
Music by Eve Lyna, At Strand, Iwnilon,
At the preview; a production June 18, '48.
'

,

Peacock

number, "Celebration." that

indi-

Althea.

. .

.Tolande Oonlan

,

Mercury.

.Bill O'Connor
cates JBaster,
Fourth of July, Cassandra. ........
.I^iniUi Gray
Thanksgiving and the Yuletide, Kextus .........
;.
^
Simon LacK
.
... .Mai Bacon
looked so good that it was spotted A^'olumnla.
Caxso
.Koy IJean
i.,;.. ,,. ,.
to open after Intermission, Especi- Renma
.Bernard Ansell
ally effective are the costumes for Dionysus
IJttledale
,i .Richard
I.uctus
CoUua
......"Ti .Philip J'eartnan
the Christmas section.
It was
Octaviua.
.. ...
.".Georffe Bmdfm'd
switched with "The Princess' Birth- Collatlnus.
.Ballard Berkeley
.

, , .

, . i

.

ors on the distaff side, with her
characterizations wittily topical.
Cappella and Patricia score
two diverse dances. Marcel le Bon
his
is a likeable youngster with
half-French, half-English songs put
over in a pleasing manner. Irlin
Hall, Joy O'Neill, Myrette Morven and Jean Telf er give a delightful number, "Ladies-in-Waiting,'
depicting Mary Queen of Scot,s

hside

m

Broadway

Ilonio
duc'llon of ice-skntiiis revue In two p»ri»
WlHlam H. Burke, production
(11 snenCB).
Staged by Gtttliorliie Uttlelleld.
dheotcir.

;

Wwlnesday, June 30, 1948
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. . . ,

. . .

. ,

four Marys.
Dick Henderson, Jr., uses
pleasing voice in one or two numbers partnering the talented sup- trend."
Miss Stone had planned to go mto musicals but after seeing Lunt and
porting girls, most attractive of
which is "'Dawn in (Jovent Gar- Fontaine in "Elizabeth and Essex," she decided to go in for drama. Her
"Later dad
den," showing the fruit market father believed in learning things thoroughly, she said.
men contrasting with young ballet said he had hoped we would select some other activity, because he
thought show business a very difficult life, especially for girls, with
fans outside the Opera House,
Clem.
troiiping 'and all that,"
ijk.

•

Les Espagnols au Dane-

mark

(SpanUrds in Denmark)
Paris, June

1.

Comedle' Fran'calse production of couiedy
Directed by Jean
by Prosper iStetimee.
Meyer. Musto, Loula Beydts; sets and cos.,
tumes, Joan Donia Malcles. At Coniedie
Francaise, Paris.

.Jean Plat

Poet
Clara. Gazul."...'. ..............

.Mony Dalnies

I'oimel
Marauls Bomana.
.Jean Meyer
Charles Leblanc.
French Bcaldent,... ...... .Joan Debuconrt
.Michel Vadet
I,aneur
Jucaues Clancy
Wallls
,

.

.

;

.:.

.

.

,

the

first-act

fiinale.

Standout too is "Trinidad Wharf,"
with Ruay Richards as a Calypso
SPclalist, one of the show's top
skaters, scoring, along with Cissy
Trenholm. Latter has come along
nleely.
•Eileen

'
•

.

Seigh, who was on the
Olympic skating team sent abroad
last winter and then turned pro, is

the first femme feature. A small
blonde, she's adept at spins and a
whizz at fancy work.
She does

,

solos and skates with Skippy Baxt,er» last year's,, male star^ who's a
vwonder in spinning jumps. Jinx
Clark and Kay Corcoran are also
from former Center performers
now having major assignments.
Harrison Thompson, who paired
with Miss Henie in her "Hollywood
Ice Revue" during the winter, is

.

In a personal postscript to a publicity release this week from the
Starlight Operettas at the Texas State Fair, Dallas, Henry Senber reports his reaction to the shows: "This is an amazing operation, and I
Production of the 80-year-old still don't believe it. The customers come in by the tjusload from cities
comedy by the favorite writer of miles away from Dallas—quite a revelation, to me, at least, as to the
Napoleon III, never staged before, possibilities of community-sponsored entertainment when pre$ented
is a decided hit at the Francaise. with a crack production staff and 'name' actors on a large scale.
.

—

Play has been given everything—
"We have a very intimate theatre 5,23gf seats. Ideal for' Broadway
nice sets and costumes, fine direc- producers who like to pace back and forth at the rear of the orchestra
tion and a generally excellent cast. on opening nights, Down here they could start at one
side of the theThere are no acts, but a succes- atre and run like hell to reach the other end of the
semi-circle before
sion of about 14 tableaux with
the end of the first act."
blackouts between, and some back-

ground music. Story, which shows
an island in Denmark occupied by
a division of Napoleon I's army

made up of

.

,

. , .

. .

.

tragic

muse, and

P'Connor,

Bill

Canada.
Some excellent
dancers are headed by David Paltenghi; Joan Blake and David Dulac. who score notably in a bull-

from

fight

number.

Sprightly
wanton role suits
Yolande Donlan's personality and
will add to her laurels. Roy" Dean
makes a realistic study of an ador^
ing shepherd turned soldier and

MELVILLE RUICK
Now

Appearing

fCennebiiAkport Playhouse

MAINE
Limited EngagcniMf Starting July 5
Met.: I>£X£B WITT
Building, M«Mv Talk

gttcill

JOHN

and ELIZABETH

CHADWICK
Apptaring in "Hit th*
Deck" at the St. Louis
Municipal Opora

Wook

of June 29th
DlrMtiev:

muss

INftAllS.

Now York

City

Catholic Actors Guild issued its 34th anniversary issue of Callboard
week, with articles bylined by wellknowns and ads from same.
insertion was Eddie Cantor's, copy being a one-liner

last

One such page

which read: "Ida's Husband,"
An essay headed "The Play

Is Not the Thing" was written by George
which ended with a warning
about Hollywood. Other contributors mcluded Arthur Hopkins; Louis
Soboi, columnist for the Journal American, and Gene Buck.

E. Sokolsky, columnist for the N.Y. Sun,

English-made miniature theatres, equipped with settings, model players and scores and librettos for Gilbert, and Sullivan operettas, will be
distributed by the publishing firm of Duell, Sloan
Pearce, beginnuig
early in October. The price will be $10.
"The Mikado" will be the first "production" available. The units

&

will be about 12 inches high, 18 inches long and 10 deep. It's figured
they can be used by kids and even a few adult G&S fans, in Conjunction
with phonograph recordings.

.

Indie Producers
ssi

credit of the direction of Charles
.

'

A La

•
'

Clem.

C'arte

3

^

clever «rtist, carries off chief hon-

,

'

New
I.ouia

Milford, Conn., June 24,
Tuwnsend production Of comedy

in

ihrt'a acts by Archie N. Menzles.
Stars
Keller.
Directed by Fred Stewart.
Setting by John Matu&. Opened at TheatreIn-the-Dule, New Mllford, June 2», '48; t'.!

tireta

,

top.,

Artlilir

part as the valet and he masticates
efficiently.
Fredric
Martin's
naivete makes the son an importarft entity and Philip Robinson's

it

playwright is credible. Cele McLaughlin gives sincerity to the

mother character.
Play is well paced and moves

'WiUIam Robertson. along interestingly within its limiPhilip Robinson
tations. Single set of a Mayfair flat
Greta Keller
..Cele McLaughlin is a bit on the drab side from the
Fredflo Martin wallpaper
angle, but otherwise
attractive.
Bone..

Charles

waring..,.

Louise Dexter.,..,

Anne Hunter..
Peter Hunter

Back in 1938 this opus enjoyed
fair success in London. Two years
later Michael Todd gave; it a whirl
Skouras on Stand
a strawhat tryout at Ivoryton
Twentieth-Fox prez
Spyros in
in a production featuring Celeste
Skouras is due back from the Holm.
Nothing came of the effort.
Coast today
(Wednesday). He's Now the "Ostrich" has'
withdrawn
slated to attend a special screen- its head from
the sand in order,
ing of 20th's "Street With No once again, to scan
the theatrical
Name" foi: the FBI in Washington horizon, this time in the bucolic
tonight and Will take the stand surroundings of New Milford. The
there tomorrow in the FCC hear- view it got from here is not too
ings to further 20th's bid for a San optimistic and a reinterment of the
cranium will probably be the
Francisco television channel.
Skouras flew to the Coast Sat- wisest step as far as a Broadway
urday (26) night, accompanied by attempt is concerned.

new

product.

As set forth here, production is
Andy W. Smith, Jr.;
International prez Murray by no means a dull one but when
Silverstone; assistant sales man- all the chips are down, the capable
ager William C. Gehring, and ad- playing, competent staging and
publicity chief Charles Schlaifer. satisfactory physical layout total
okay pasture diversion, period.

'Anna' 8G,< Toronto
Toronto, June 29.

On

second week of return engagement, "Anna Lucasta" grossed
a tepid $8,000 at the Royal Alexandra (1,525),. scaled at $2.50 top.
Current "Lucasta" troupe also
broke up here for the season^ coincidental with summer shuttering of
the Royal.
(ADVKKTISIilllBNT)

SEALED PnOPOSALS
by.

the

l''ederal

Will bo received

Works' Affency, Wiwilir

sales- chief

Ington,

20th

Eastern Daylight Savings Time, J'uly I,
19.4]j, and then opened 'publicly^ to lease
the Bolauco 'I'hoater Building, WashlngT
ton, D. c\, except the fltth lloor, that

Play has a certain amount of
Alperson Pix for FC
warmth and interest in its, story
Doesn't Alfect Fox Deal of a playwright who, at 40, suddenly finds himself

l>.

c„ up

to

2:00 o'elooh, PiM.,
:

of the fourth floor containintf
approximately" 2,125 su. ft. and located

portion

immediately in front of the storage
over the

stag-e,

loft

'

unknown son steps, skeleton-style, out of the author's closet.

hitherto

Boy's mother

i

who had married a

servant of the playwright's family
in order to give the lad a name

when

it became apparent that'she
could not marry the author himself, tags along. When it develops
that the playwright's valet is the
man who had married and deserted
her 17 years before when he
learned of her physical condition,
stage is set for a standard finale of
the author marrying his mistress,
the mother and the valet again
combining forces, and the boy
choosing to tie in with his stepfather rather than with his newfound actual parent.
More to the fore recently as a
vocal entertainer than' in thesp
circles, Greta Keller gives a competent reading of the mistress role;

,

and- that portion of the
,

basement containing approximately

700

aq. ft. and lying south of the main south
,wall Of the building,' which are reserved
to the United States and to which there

the father of
Series of three films which a
are direct means of access from the tiA^
17-year-old boy.
threads joining Treasury Department
Annex: No*
Edward L. Alperson is going to of this yarn have Tangled
the playwright 1, for a. lerni :o£ years commencing on
makei for Film Classics will have proposing marriage to his
current September 1, ISiS, and ending on August
no bearing on his releasing deal mistress just at the time' when the n, X9S»: PROVIDED that if the con-

with 20th-Fox. He'll make pix for
London, ..Tune 18.
Firth Shepherd presentatli^n oil .re\'«e by both distribs simultaneously, with
Alan Melville, musl.c by Charles Siwar in the FC product
budgeted at $125,two parts (27 scenes). Sets, dancea by William 'Chappell. Directed by Norman Mar- 000 to $150,000 and his next 20th
Stars Hermlone Baddeley, Henry release to cost
shall.
about $500,000.
Kendell: features Cappella & Patricia,
The
FC
unit,
to be known as
Bon,
Dick
Marael'4s
Henderson, Jr., irtin
Hall,
Pflm Trevers, Gordon Bell, Joy Burwood Pictures, has been set up
O'Xsill, Mlcliaer Anthony, Nigel Neilson,
Myrette Morven. At Savoy. London; June in partnership with Sam Burkett.
17, '48.
Initial film will be "Alaska Patrol."
FC does not share in financing, but
Alan Melville, co-author of pre- Alperson has a very favorable revious ;successful trio of sophisticat- leasing
deal, which he got as part
ed revues, "Sweet and Low Low- of
the consideration when he reer—Lowest," has provided whole
book for this new Firth Shepherd tired from active partnership in
the
company.
He received at that
Henry Kendell, who
production.
scored so heavily in the first three time about 33,000 shares of stock
shows, supplies outstandingly good in Cinecolor, of which FC is a
wholly-owned
subsid.
this
caricatures in
sparkling, wellHis next film for 20th will be
varied offering. This one should
"Rose of Cimarron." It will go
fill the Savoy for months.
Hermlone Baddeley, always a into production at the end of this

—

self assurance is a solid prop
her several scenes. William
Robertson gets the play's meaty

for

The Astonished Ostrich

Darryl Zanyck today. (Tuesday) for
first of huddles. Also will gander

Simon Lack is. attractive. Mai Bacon turns in a rich characteriza- 3
tion as an 'Old campaigner. Sliow
runs effortlessly and is all to the
Hickman.

Continued from page

Her

Strawhat Reyiew

,

another addition to the "Howdy"
contingent and his performance is
a close runnerup to Baxter's. He's
the main man in "The World's
Greatest Show," which rings down in passing.
the curtain. It's an elaborate cirAfter some years her real huscus number which will get better band tracks her down; she disowns
with more performances.
him and charges him with rape,
"Cradle of Jazz" is particularly hoping husband No. 2 will slay No.
good, and here again Richards 1. Instead they both decide even
scores. Tops in ensemble numbers she isn't worth killing, so they
Js "48 States," with all the line ship her oft to become the bride
skaters in glittering uniforms of of a very modern Foreign Officetype Briton.
All this is beautifully mounted
and smoothly accompanied by a
Greek chorus of real charm and
artistically blended voices.
Witty
and tuneful performances are given
by Linda Gray as Cassandra, the

(24)

....Georffes Mai-chal
Mine. ae Tourvllle.. ........ Beatrice Brnlty
.Mony- Palmes
Mine, de Coulangea

.

. .

now

flay,"

Pennsylvania Railroad honored Samuel Reiter last Thursday

for 50 years of service with the line and after a simple ceremony he
was presented with a gold lapel pin by Barle R. Spmer, passenger
traffic manager, the event getting unusual space in the dallies, Reiter,
dubbed PRR's "ambassador to show business," has been handling itineraries of road shows for many years, also other traveling attractions
including grand opera companies, orchestras, ice revues and circuses.
Reiter, who is PRR's district passenger agent, started as a telegrapher and ticketseller, but has been in his present capacity since
1929. He is past president of the Hot Air Club, whose members art,
agents and managers of legit attractions.

•Inan Diaz.

Spaniards, is as modern as can be. Troops have only
,
one desire-^to return to Spain to
free their country from the man
who is supposed to be their Emperor when they are in Denmark.
Jean Debucourt, as the French
A gay, inconsequential satire of resident,
and Beatrice Bretly, as
ancient Rome, sprinkled with mod- the mother df the adventuress, supern wisecracks, with theme remi- ply some excellent comedy. Georges
niscent; of "The Rape of Lucrece"
Marchal, as leading man in the
and James Layer's "Nympii Er- Spanish grandee part, makes a
rant."
Its appeal here will hinge
very auspicious debut at the
primarily on the author's popularFrancaise. Jean Meyer, as a rake,
ity as a novelist and the success of
does exemplarily. All other parts
his tWo other plays, "Edward, My
are well cast, except for Mony
Son^' (in collaboration) and "Little
Dalmes, who fails to register.
Lambs Eat Ivy." In the U. S. its
Comedy includes a very fancy
chances would be slighter.
ballet, which lends some color.
Althea is an, amoral ljutterfly Direction
by Jean Meyer is
who flits from male to male with excellent. Louis Beydts, wlw wrote
conscienceless abandon.
Eluding the score, has contributed some
the goatish clutches of lier guard- tunes that fit beautifully.'
ian, she casually weds a Roman
Costumes by Jean Denis Macles,
soldier, Sextus, passing through who also made the sets, are most
her village to some distant cam- colorful and make the production
paign.
Enroute to his home, her a feast for the eye as well as mind.
money and virtue go sadly astray
Maxi.
and, changing her name to Lucrece.
she becomes the wife of the head
of the army, after several amours
.

.

Stnflf-r-Legit

Fred Stone's wife, who lost her shiging voice in a throat operation
"about the age of 20," started to warble "against the music, and more
or less introduced that kind of singing in the original 'Red Mill'," So
her daughter, Carol, said in an interview (25) via tape recorder, with
Louise Banay of WROW, Albany, who went to Stockbridge, Mass., to
make a pickup at the Berkshire Playhouse. Miss Stone was appearing
there in "The Skin of Our Teeth" with the author, Thornton Wilder.
against music," said Carol, was necessary for Mrs. Stone
a The "talking
because "she no longer had the range ... so it started a whole new
"

gress shall approt>rlate funds for the
eonstructlon of a new building on the
site of the Bclasco Theater Building during the term of the lease, the Government shall have the right to cancel the
lease on one ye.ir's notice in writing;
PKOVIUED FUItTHBB that at the expiration of tlie tlrat llvo years of the term
o^ the lease, the Government shall have
the right to cancel the lease for any
cause whatsoever on one year'a notice
in writing.
AH propoSaLi must ho accompanied by the required deposit and niual
be submitted on the form ot propos»l
which may be obtained In Room 702S
the Sodefal Works Agency Building, Win
and "!"' Streets, N. W., Washington,
D.

The

c.

li"ederal

Works Ageney

re-

serves the right to reject any or all proand to waive any Informality In
proposals received when such rejection
or waiver Is In the Interest of the United
posals,

States.
offered

name

It more than one proposal be
by any one party, by, or in the

of his or their clerk, partner, ngonu

or other person, all such proposals may
bo rejected.
Prospective bidders may
view the proKerty by appointment only
by cnlllng Bseoutlva WOO, Branch 3727.
or by addressing a letter to :the CornlUiaaloner of Public Buildings, WasWn*ton US, t>.

C

'

:

—

a

WMlneedaf, Jane 30, 1941t

5S
the Negro's role in the film industry, written by Peter Noble, will
be published by Harcourl Brace &
Co. in the fall.
True Police Cases, Fawcett publication,
goes bi-monthly. Sam
staff fealuring Ralph Morse, of Schneider now edits, after resignaFrank Scully
Life; Thomas Orr, picture editor of 'tion of Horace Brown, formerly
Newsweek: T. S. Mathews, man- also editor of True, editorial head
Murray Hill, .Time 26.
aging editor of Time; and Red of which is taken over by Bill
Once a .year I go to Ken Murray's frequently refurbished "Blackouts'*
Smith, N. Y, Herald Tribune-sports Williams.
and endure the humiliation of backstage guffaws at the news that tbcFe'c
department.
John Wilstach has sold an article a Variety mugg- in the house ("one of those dolts who gave us six
on rackets dealing, with death, weeks to live liaek in 1942!"). I usually follow this up by retreating
Douglas Scowls at Fix
"Preying On Death," to Hillman to. a monactery in the mountains back of Malibu where I spend three
Lloyd C. Douglas Is reported Periodicals, and a western article, days in prayer and fasting in expiation of Ihis-most magniiicoiit'ol our
steering clear of motion picture "The Fifty's Great Stand." to Pop- many misses.
"Blackouts" went into its seventh big year Thureday (24), and liavlng
producers with his new novel. "The ular Pubs. Also a serial, "Horoscope
For Murder," to American been one happy family from lire beginning the- cast threw themselvesBig Fisherman/' which will be
published in November by Ilougli- Astrology Magazine.
a party that was really unconfined. Tiie- screams and lan^tter could
William Lindsay Gresham, au- be too well heard in the Vartexy office, whicli. was- acnMii»-.th«. street
ton-Mifflin.
thor
of
"Nightmare Alley," has from El Capitan when this "Palace" of ilie Pacifhs first presented its
Understood the author is dissatisfied with the handling of his been visiting carnivals in New Jer- streamlined vaude at fl.50 on the eve of June 24; 1942, but bas since
cliai-acters in the screenplay of sey and Pennsylvania, for an arti- moved- around the comer'to get away from a lifetime of leers.
"The Robe" and at the six-year de- cle for summer number of Life. He^
As of -its annivM-saj? night, Rlchavd- Hunt, who has been kee{»ng
lay in getting the story before the has been- accompanied by several pressbaoks' on tliis variolous phenomenon since the beginning, claims
cameras. He is reported to have staff photographers. His deal was "Blackouts" has now pa.ssed its 3,223 consecutive performanecv ttwreby
made by Brandt & Brandt agency,
said he would never sell another
which h.is also contracted his next topping "Life With Father's" 3,210 and "Tobacco Road's" 3,I«t—the
book to a film studio.
novel, as yet imtitled, with Rine- generally accepted champ and runnerup in the- legit field.

Literati

i

South Vend Driuciits Ban Comics
Drive Bgainst "obnoxious" comic
books in Minneapolis;, started by
Mayor Al Feeney in banning 40
from local sale, was taken up by
South BMid (Ind.> Pharmacy Club,
which announced Thursday (24)
that all comic books will be reinoved from 45 members' shelves.

Move puts teeth into club's resodemanding a moratorium on
comic book sales until standards of
decency can bfr guaranteed by publution

Albert

lishers,

Dougherty, secre-

J.

tary ot club, said.

South Bend outfit plans to present its resolution to Indiana Pharmaceutical Assn. for action at
French Lick convention July 6, 7

and

banned

It

8.

all

comic books

temporarily because "the druggist
should not be placed in the position of being a censor of a free

One South Bend

American press,"

distributor said he'Waaf- caught with
150)060 comic books, although outthrough chain- stores presumSouth. Bend
ably remains open.
let

SCULLY'S SCSUPBOOK
By

'

'

.

.

:

hart. Theme is said to be around
One 'Man's Champ
Screen Bfar Pnbs Name Dawson
a T. B'. sanitarium. Gresham's wife,
Completely ignoring "The Drunkard," now in Its l,^th year at the
Hal Dawson, film representative Joy Davldman, has a new novel,
Mart, which claims some .'),.'500 consecutive performances; and Elsa
the Dell Publishing Co., has with same lit agency, contracted
Lanchester and the Yale Puppeteers, now in their eighth year in a
quaint crackerbox called- the- Turnabout, maestro Murray disallows- the
claims of his rivals because oner serves beers- awl p^^tsets and itepnw
tlcally a nitery, while- the other uses pu|9«te wbb^ .pay no dim- to
either AGVA, Equity or Petrillo and theref«w«v by biS'euqtiric standards,
He replaces Homer Rockwell, the
are not legit shows- at all.
organization's former prexy.
Continued from pjiKe M
Conceding his point for the mo, that means his "Blackouts" actually
Now in its second -year of operTliat was the day a President of the
ation, ASMP supplies data to fihn tern peirnritting coordinaiion with passed "Father" on June 14.
United States came to Xos Angeles for the first time in 10 years, and.
producers on audience trends and
the facilities of WBAlrTV.
more tlian 1,000,000 peasants and 1,100 motorcycle cops' turned out to
facts relating to screen mags. ReConstruction permit requests for cheer him oit hiS' way. But on reaching H6ll:ywood seme smart as^tieakov
sults of a five-year an^sis of fihugoing habits by Dr. Paul F. Lazars^ standard stations have been sent to turned the Pres. south and he ended at thfr- Ambassador, hotel stooging
Had he turned north and visitted -tl»- El
feld, psycholostr professor at Col- the Commission by Chester County for a flock of Republicans.
umbia Univ.i were' given under its Broadcasting Co., Coatesville, Pi.-; Capitan. he- would not only have pulled the. sniai'tcst- switch of the. year
auspices.
.Tames
Madison
Broadcastings but he' would have witnessed a- new theatrical record in the-.moment .of
Orange, Va.; and Quincy Broad- its making.
casting, Quincy, 111.
Now in its 314th week, the- "Blackouts" has .played to excess of
.Anna Bocttiser Sells Daily
Arizona Times, owned and pubThe Commission said a consoli- 3,500,000 patrons. The show, currently in its 10th edit^it» is esttniated
It* hsis'
lished in Phoenix by Anna Roose- dated hearing for commercial TV to have grossed more than $3,000,000 in its six^yeaP run.
velt Boettiger, was sold. Monday stations in Frenso would be held, weekly- nut of $10,000 and does around $17,000, come -wars; peace- or
It -employs 125 persons.
To dat6» 44. girls have
(28) to a group headed by Colum- and designated Donroy Broadcast- frigid friendships.
bus Giragi, Times columnist. Mrs. ing Co., California Inland Broad- been signed to studio contracts from the- line, Of ' the- original cast
Boettiger, daughter of ther late casting Co., Television
Fresno Co:, only Marie Wilson and Murray remain.
President, look over control of the KARM, The GeorgeMiss Wilson ("My Friend Irma") appeared in 2.332 consecutive perHarm Station
paper several months ago from her to take part.
formances- before- talcing- a we<:k's' vacation. In six years she has- been
husband, .lolm Boettiger, former
all but 25 performances.
She's the Lou Gehrig of show biZ'
Guy Gannett Broadcasting Serv- in In
Seattle, Chicago newspaper executhe war years the- show's patrons set a naUonal record. They
ices and Oliver Broadcasting Corp,,
tive.''
bought $9,509;'300 in war bonds in five special matinees. One shAW
In a .statement announcing- sale are to appear for consolidated hear- alone took in $2^0,000.
of the paper, Mrs. Boettiger said ing for a channel in Portland, Me.
Twenty-five members of the cast have bovght 'and paid for HoUywiMHl
New York Hearing'.
additional capital would be inhomes during the singularly .sweet siege.
vested in Times by Giragi and a.sAnother consollciated heai-ing has
Firemm Mun»igr Saves the Child.
sociates.
Understood Fred A. El- been ordered for Class. B FM staAbout everybody who is anybody (and in Hollywood, who isn't?) has
dean, New York public relations tions in New York
City. New York seen and praised Mortician Murray for Ihe- lifelike way he- has- emcounselor, is among principal inhas 20 channels with aU but four- balmed an otherwise dead era of show biz.
vestors.
Now in Phoenix, Eldean granted
and five applicants. They
Guest artists pop up almost ni:ghtiy. Among those' who. liave tried
refused (o comment on sale. Sixty
employees, eight in editorial de- are: Debs Memorial Radio Fund, their hand at topping Murray have been Rudy Vallee^ Kd;gar Bergen,
partment, were notified by regis- Inc.; Rajiio Corp. of the Board of Jack Oabiie, Alan Ladd, Charles Coburn. Walter Huston. Errol Flynn
tered mail this morning that their Missions and Church E-xten.sion of and Hugh Herbert. Few hav,e succeeded. By the end of 'the year even
Methodist Church, Crosley The Saturday Evening Post will have dLseovered Murray.
services terminated immediately. the
I'imes, New Deal sheet, went daily Broadcasting Corp., Atlantic BroadHow did this guy succeed in lus,';ing (his Lazarus of .show biz from
14 months ago. Under new policy. casting Co. and Ebbetts McKeever the dead? Mainly by taking the vaude formula of eight or nine acts
Times will be operated independ- Exhibition Co. (Brooklyn Dodgers). running from 12 to 20 minutes each, and stepping the number' of acts*
ently and will not be affiliated with
FM applicants during, the week up to 20 and Umiting their time from one to five minutes. That way
any political party.
were: McClatchy Broadcasting Co., nothing was^ longer than Mickey Rooney's- shoirtsi and tbe bla<tout8
Bakersfield,
Cal.,
and Mohawk went by. so fast the blue gags were lost in the btttei He- opgncd--witb a
Klinir Tells All
Broadcasting Co., Mason, la.
b.r. of $12,!500', supplied mostly by Dave Siegol, a Clevel;md -attorney.
''How I Pick Winner.s," Ken
FCC granted petition of Philco Of the 12ViGs, one-third went immediately into a bond with AGVA and
Kling's inanual on hor.se racing, is Television Corp., and
Allen B. is still there gathering its well-beamed dust So the siiow really opened
an informative, humorous tome DuMont Labs., leave to
intervene on $8,000, which makes $5,000^,000 a nice ihteresfc-on-investnieiit' fttr
published by the Greystone Press.
^
and participate in proceedings in six years.
,
Kling has been selecting horses in
Murray himself is a tenacious trouper who drives toward improvethe matter of Ainerican Telephone
his cartoon strip ",Ioe and Asment if 'not perfection. I have seen him coaching dog acts, between
bestos" for over 15 years, his and Telegraph Co., and Western
shows. I have- seen him telling a line of 12-yeatH>td tap dancers- hovir
sketches and comment appearing Union Telegraph Co.. charges and
in the N. Y. MiiTor and syndicated regulations for television transmis- to tap louder than the drummer in the pit. I have seen him practiciog<
play a clarinet less well than a 12-:year-old prodigy .so as to keep
to other dailies. In mentioning the sion services and faciliticsj Hear- to
"tricks of the trade," Kling says ings on this matter were held June himself in the role- -of stooge to his latest wonder boy-,-^ descendant
of General Pershing named D'Vaughn Pei'shing and a kid of unques*'
that "only knowledge and experi- 15 and postponed' until Sept. 28.
tioned talent.
ence can spot the aces up the
Tarns Birds Into Acrobats
sleeves of the horsemen." He avers
that his cartoon characters in makHe showed a similar drive toward perfection when be took an act
ing imaginary bets never have had
out of his "Blackouts" and built it into one of the unusual pictures of
a losing year since he started in
j
the sound-on-filin era. That was George Burton's "Bill and Coo." which
™
;s CoittiBuea' from
1926.
Murray produced £or Republic on a $200,000 budget. It' dealt with
Kling contend.? that the best hitdom, has disappeared, and that lovebirds, and is destined to make plenty, since- lovebirds -will not be
horse seldom wins the Kentucky today the only personal contact, affected by future caprices of Parisian coutourieres. Murray
protected
Derby (Citation excluded) and cites witli the. public is through retail himself by shooting it on 16m as v.'ell. So he is ready for television,
too.
instances of winners of the Louifj- clerks -who don't care if sales are
That he can make smip judgments that really .snap is attested by
ville- clas,sic who never copped anmade or not.
the way he hired .Tack Miilhall, third in line to hiraself and Mi,ss 'VV'il.son
other stake.
His most successful
Exactly what methods can be as the performer longest with the show. Murray spotted Mulhall in
day of selecting was a card at Belmont Park, he naming six straight used to impi-ove outmoded mer- the audience one night and a.sked him to take a bow. People who
v/inning longsliots, accounted for chandising methods are not always remembered Jack as co-star of the Mulhall and Mackail silent come•
by
"personal
connections
and readily advanced by those who dies gave Jack a nice hand.
'"Wbatcha doing nowv. Jack?" Murray asked from the stage.
plenty of luck." Sport&-Gartoonist spiel loudest about the need. But,
Mulhall mumbled that he was between pictures:
thinks lhat without betting, race- it's pointed out that other industrack would have a "va.st crowtl of tries hire experts at such tasks to
"You mean you're not working?"
10 people or less daily" and says tell them the most likely paths toMulhall meant he was not working.
his book 'is "not intended to be an ward improving the attractiveness
"Well, you're working, now," said the maestro,
inducement to patronize the horse and saleability of anything from
Murray extended his h;ind iind Mulhall climbed over the- footlights.
courses strictly for the purpose to .soup to nuts, and there's no reason They made the deal right in front of the audience. People laughed,
purchase peanuts, hotdogs or clam why such an' internationally de- thinking it was part of an act. Mulhall has been doing the straight
chowder, or kid yourself that you
manded ^commodity such as music rotitihes 'evcr .since.
can get the same exercise or sunSounds Like Campaign Oratory
bum available at any beach or golf couldn't do the same.
Practically every animal act which survived vaude. has shown up in
Many publishers insist that the
course." Kling observes that more
women play the ponies than ever current slump is caused as much time in Miurray's "Blackouts." lie even dragged an elephant on stage
by the public belief that there are tor a while. The circus attraction had been wintering at Culver City.
before.
Ibea,
no new songs being marketed be- Later he look on a baby elephant. Though three ycitrs old, the b.e.
cause of the AFM ban, as by any- was neither housebrokcn, .sUigebroken nor b.'ickstagebi.'oken'. A cutie
CHA'rrKR
that it isn't up to pie, it would walk with its front paws on a ball, a hard trick. Murray
Thomas Mitchell switched from thing, el.se, .\ndcompanies
alone to worked with it as he has worked with wrestlers, acrobats, dancers;
recording
actor to author with a piece on the the
painter, Picasso, in Art Digest mag. convince the public otherwise. That juggtcrs and even actors.
One night the b.e/s paws slipped off the ball. It became frightened,
the music bu.ver is still available.
"Tell Us a Funny Story," fiction
Is pointed out by the sale of Leeds led out a squeal, lo.st all control and ia.shed out with its trunk to save
piece by Metro flack Bill Omstein,
Murray was hit .smack in the chest with the bludMu.sic's "Now is The Hour," which, itself from falling.
in current Southern Jewish Outlaunched before Jan. 1, has sold gon, sending the maestro sailing into the audience. Attendants picked
look.
up the maced m.c. more dead than alive. From then on Mui-ray di.Toe Van Cotton, publisher of the more than 800,000 copies and is
Belgian magazine. Cine Revue, still going at this late ddte. Tho.se rected the elephant from the wings, lest he be reduced to joining
wound up a seven -week stay in are wartime-tjoom figures in com- Pegrlieg, Bates in a novelty dance.
Some day hiis "Blackouts" m&y grow so big and he .so old he will
Hollywood and .sails July 2 for Rot* parison to lite pOst-ban sales piled
up by "Nature Boy," which hasn't have to direct from a wheelchair. But If that ever happens leave it
tcrdam.
to.Murray to tum it into a comedy cyclip£.a(d:«...... .
"The Negro in Films," history bf surpassed 300,000 to ditte.

for

been named managing, director for with MacmUIaa.
Pharmacy Club is inaite- ttp of in? the Assn. of Screen Magazine Publishers,
according to an ASMP
dependent druggists.
announcement last week.
In Detroit, the Catholic Church board

won

battle agaMi.st ^ale; bait of

a.

comic book, "Is Tliis Tomorrow."
Ruling handed,down Saturday (26)
A.s8istant

-by

Prosecutor

Gteorge

Gray permits- sale as a supplement
to Catholic Digest. Gray's mUng
eliminated possibility of arrests of
priests- wha said th^ intended to
sell Digest and banned' domic to
parishioners from pulpits despite
ban.
Lev Gleason Publications sought
aa injunction, last week in Chicago
cii'cuit court to
prevent police

from

interfering, with the distribu-

of t he comic book, "Crime
Does Not Pay." Distribution was
by police commissioner

tion

stopped

last October.
Suit states'^

Court

a

decision

recent^
calls

Supreme

unconstitu-

tional slate' laws prohibiting sale of
magazines' containing stories of
.

bloodshed and crime.

{

.

Beef on Crime News Hobbling
Newspaper and radio men of sub?
urban Montgomery and Prince
George's Counties^ Maryland, are
in arms over court-suggested
which would hobble
newspapers and radio .stations in
covering crime news. A standing
committee on rules and procedure
of tlie Maryland Court of Appeals

up

proposiUs

in elf^t, make statewide
certain restrictions now in force
In Baltimore.
The proposals would (1) prevent
publication of the picture of an
accu.scd person without his consent this now affects newspapers,
but would aLso liit television and
facsimile in the future; (2) prohibit
>vould,

;

—

anyone

officially

connected with

a.

from releasing statements made by the accused, or
criniinal case

telling of the accused's actions, or
predicting the future course of a
trial; and 13) prohibit officers from

giving and newspapers, from publishing-—would also affect radioevidence brought to light after the
accu.sed is arrested.

'

;

'

.

:

:

.

Overall Writers Conferences

More writers conferences

will

be held this summer, than ever before-, with every part of the country represented in gatherings.

,

Middlebury College's Bread Loaf
will be held at Middlebury, Vt.,
Aug. 18 to Sept. 1, under the direcThe
tion of Theodore Morrison.
staff of teachers and lecturers includes Bernard De Voto, Louis Untermeyer, Fletcher Piatt and Robert Frost.

The Bocky Mountain Conference
July 26 and continues to

starts

Aug.

Harry Shaw, of Harper

13.

Bros.,

will

direct

gathering,

this

and Mark Sehorer.
The Huckleberry Mt. Workshop

Camp

will be held at

N.

Henderson-

C, with three three-weeks'

terms between .lune 28 and Aug.
The Southwestern Writers
Conference, to b^ held at Corpus

29.

Cliristi, Tex.,
ca.sh
awards.

July

The

6-9,

includes

.

'

Midwestern

Writers Conference, July 6-10, has

the Stud'cbaker theatre, in Chicago,
aa a meeting ground, with $7,000
in prizes.
The Univ. of New
Hampshire has a writers conference, Aug.' 9'20, under direction of
Carroll S. Towne, at Durham,
N. H.
In the east the two big summer
courses are at Columbia and Ford-ham. Columbia Univ.'s, July 6 to
Aug. 13, has a large staff, including Martha Foley on advanced fiction writing. At Fordham Univ. a
course will run July 6 tc Aug. 14,
with an e.Ktensive workshop plan
journalism, creative writing, typography and layoutr Life magazine
and photography, with a

technic|ue

<

'

held at the Univ. of Colorado, and
will feattire .Tohn Mason Brown,
John N. Tunis, Vincent McHugh

ville,

MerchamKsi^

—

.

'
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(Wed.)

at

the

United

London
Children's Relief Benefit program
on invitation of the French govRomnev Brent due here July 9.
Dulcie Cooper has replaced Viola ernment. Slie returns to the Coast
Raymond Massey in town for a
Hoach in I'JVagel In The Wings" inJaKajveeks to prepare for her
short vacation.
.
^
(Coronet).
role ThTiiHiJfiss&~-+'Samson and
Carol Reed and Graham Greene
Jeti'tsh Theatrical Guild's annual Delilah."
location hunting in Vienna for
meeting and election to be held
Ben Bodne, new owner of the fllmization of latter's hovel, "The
'

Friday (2).
Skitch "Henderson sent out dimes
to the press in a tieup on the new
10c subway fare.
Dorothy Kirstein, of Hal Wallis
Productions, back from two-week

Mexico City vacation.

Guy Lombardo adding

helicopIsland-

Long

ters for service on his

to-Manhattan airlines.
Viveca Lindfors, currently vacationing in New York, returns to
the Warner lot next week.
Actor Marc Lawrence to the
Coast after winding, up in Tower
Productions'
saw;"

locally-made

"Jig-

his first novel, "Quick Sand,"
ccepted for publication by E. P.
Dutton. It'll be out around the
end of August.
,
Julius Monk openmg cabaret
season at Atlantic House Thursday
1) with Imogcne Coca, Daphne
Hellman, Monica Boyar, Fletcher
& Shiedy and Hugh Shannon.
Dennis King came down for a
look at P-Town while rehearsing
N. Behrman's "Second Man" for
Dick Aldrich at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., next week.
Frances Kessler, ex-Baltimore

had

Nations

Algonquin hotel, sails Friday (2) Third Man."
for France with his wife and two
Howard Thomas, producer in
daughters, to try to sign Marcel chief of Pathe Pictures, appointed
Cerdan for a middleweight title assistant' to William Moffatt in
bout with Tony Zaie, under Tour- charge of public relations.
nament of Champions sponsorship.
Metropolitan Ballet* which regisIncidentally, Jerry O'Rourke is tered a big hit at the Scala renow manager of the Algonquin, cently, is to visit Scandinavian
succeeding John Martin.
capitals in August and September.
Victor Borge, just back from two
T. S. Eliot to supervise screenmonths in his native Denmark ing of his' play, "Murder in the
where he did 32 concerts, was on Cathedral," scenes of which will be
the verge of a knighthood ceremony mostly shot in Canterbury Cathewhen a ship's explosion in the dral.
Copenhagen harbor cancelled out
Pianist Harriet Cohen has canall such ceremonies. Comic, who celled her summer concert bookheads for the Mounds Club, Cleve- ings due to an accident in which
land, while his wife treks to their she severed' an artery in her right

(Cal.) home; will get wrist.
Rhys Williams in from the Chatsworth
honor through Danish consular
To benefit continental visitors
Coast enroute to Ogunquit, Me., the
officials in the U. S.
here for the Olympic Games, most
v>here he'll handle some strawhat
theatres are following the example
stints.
of the Criterion in reverting to
Film producer Joan Harrison
pre-war opening hours.
planed into N. Y. Monday (28) from
Margaret Lockwood to costar
London after talks with Alfred
Maxwell Sweeney

Actrfr

'

By

.

Hitchcock.
Actor Eddie Byrne to London on
Max Schosberg, retired head and film
deal.founder of Paramount Theatres'
Louella O. Parsons planed to
planed to
confectionary dept.,
London after brief visit.
Geneva for the summer.
20th-Fox Irish
Maurice
Monroe E. Stein, film attorney, manager,, to Moss,
London on promotion
partnering with Maurice A. Gellis,
circuits booking manager.
former U. S. assistant attorney to Baritone Maurice Kearney inked
division.
general in the anti-trust
for new BBC air show, "Songs
Dorothy Lawlor, the Long Island Through the Years."
hatcheck girl who put herself on
Tommy St. John Barry joins Bart
the marriage block for $10,000,
jockey for Hosmaking appearances in niteries in Bastable as disk
pitals' Trust sponsored air shows.
that area.
Staffs of Dublin cinemas seeking:
Louis "Gigi" Molinari, maitre
pay
dee of the Hotel Plaza's Ren- $2.25 (male, $1.50 (female)
dezvous Room, managing the Surf hike, and claim, rejected by exhibs,
go to Labor Court.
dub, Montauk Point, L. I., during will
Hugh Hunt, onetime Abbey prothe summer.
direct
Bristol
Old
ducer,
back
to
Paramount's
Adolph
Zukor,
board chairman, officially cut the Vic Co's. presentation of J. B.
tape yesterday (Tues.) at a cere- Priestley's '"The Linden Tree."
'

'

with Sid Field in his period com
edy, "Cardboard Cavalier" (Two
Cities), from script by Noel Langley.
She'll play Nell Gwynri.
With arrival of Ingrid Bergman,
Alfred Hitchcock hopes to start
shooting "Under Capricorn" early
in July and to complete the production in 10 weeks at the Metro
:

studios at Elstree.
Patricia Roc to star in Sydney

:

'

mony
drug

Box's Grand National pic, "Beecher's Brook," after seven months'
idleness following her refusal to

appear in '.'London Belongs to Me,"

Theatre Royal, 3,750-seater,
rec^ening the Walgreen
store in
the Paramount broke pix-vaude tradition for pres-

entation of UI's "Naked City" starDonald O'Connor, Universal star, ring ex-Abbeyite Barry Fitzgerald.
South Africa for Reissue" of "Hellzai>Oppin" was
personal appearances along with Second feature.
preem of U's film, "Are You With
It?" in Capetown and Johannesbuilding.
:

sailing July 9 for

.

He's star of pic.
Caracas
Flock of Columbia Pictures
magician,
at
Coney
Carver,
homeoffice 'execs, including Jack
Cohn, Abe Schneider, Abe Mon- Island.
heads new 16m
Francisco
Porras
tague and Joseph /McConville,
distrib company.
leave this weelc for the annual midRadio Popular signed the Jack
summer studio conference.
orchestra of Argentina.
The Albert 'Moores (Pamela Linen
Elsie Albin, Swedish actress, in
Robinson)^ formerly actors in Eva
Hollywood to do personals.
Le Gallienne's Civic Reportory from
Carla and Joseph, accordiontheatre, visiting N. Y. for first time
piano team, at Johnny's Music Box.
since leaving show biz 14 years
Atlas Films start grinding July
ago. They're in business in Seat
5 on "Mision Atomica" With allburg.

:

,

.

Vtle.

Bernie Kamber, eastern rep of local cast.
Eduardo Valecillos building new
producer Benedict Bogeaus, and
N. Y. Post columnist Earl Wilson 800-seat pix theatre at Tovar,
commuting from Kamber's Wayne the state of Merida.
Boyaca, firstrun pix house, susCountry Club in Tyler Hill, Pa.,
where Wilson's family is summer- pends 5:15 p.m. openers because
"

m

claiming part unsuitable.
Helen Hayes and Charles MacArthur have Beatrice Lillie's Park

Lane apartment here on a swap
with their Nyack, N. Y., place for
the summer. Miss Hayes due to
open in "Glass Menagerie."
Robert Morley leaving "Edward,

hotel tonight (Wed.).
Natalie Schafer occupying

Name" Wednesday

(30) night.

Gene Krupa, here for a one^
Quentin Reynolds' River House nighter at Chesapeake Beach Park
apartment while the writer is took time out for a guest spot oh
abroad covering the Olympics. Miss WOL-Mutual's "Mike Hunnicutt
Schafer's own apartment is under Sliow."
Cast of "Harvey," topped by
sublease, because of her protracted
slay abroad. She just returned on Frank Fay and including Nation
al's house orch, gave a perform'
the Queen Elizabeth.
Director Irving Rapper search- ance last week at Walther Reed
ing Broadway legiters for an Army Hospital for vets and GI's
actress to play the lead role in

.

the

•

David O.

Selznick's forthcoming
pieturization of the novel, "If This
Harvest." Meg Mundy, star
Be
of "The Respectful Prostitute," is
the leading candidate so far.

My

Philadelphia

By Jerry Gaghan
Jo Stafford came in to put on a
Film producer Bryan Foy handed show for the vets in Valley Forge
Hospital.
special
citation
from
Denver
a
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hildebrand, of
University Motion Picture Founda
tion in connection with his pic the New Look cafe, celebrated their
"Canon City," for bringing a ttiue 25th anni June 25.
Phil Regan, who -will sing for the
life story to the screen and devel
oping "new techniques in the preS' Democrats in July, came over to
case the GOP' show.
A entation of documentary films."
Actor Franchot Tone returns to
Margaret Whiting, the Andrews
New York today (Wednesday) from Sisters and Walter O'Keefe, in
the Coast for a final week of re- Camden for the Campbell's Soup
takes and pickup shot on "Jigsaw," pai-ty, went on the town after the
,

'

indie production being lensed entirely on location in N. Y.
Film

show.
Edward Arnold, who plays "Mr,
being produced by Edward and President" on the radio, stopped
Harry Danziger as their first indie off %t Convention Hall to see how
recognized

is

venture.

onA is picked. Nobody
to the film actor as he sat in shirtover the sleeves, chatting -with several memtoday bers of tlie Q^lifo/r];i{i del^sj^J^POi

\*

Hedy Lamarr, who planed
Pari$ from Hollyvraod,
.weekend, guest, o|

,

video, ;staging television broadcasts
in lobby of Miami theatre.

Harbor, Me.
Burt Lancaster starts next Sep-

tember on stage tour, featuring

b.o.

for

first

time in years despite

of

attraction

Grant Mitchell in

"Late George Apley," which drew

his

old acrobatic act.

Joan Fontaine returned to
after three days in a dark
with "kleig eyes."

work
room

Donald O'Connor leaves for
South Africa next week for Joaround town; with
expected hannesburg Diamond Jubilee
the
James Stewart will do narration
year.
last
behind
Cuban influx far
short for the benefit of Lou
New film house in Little River on
Costello, Jr., Youth Foundation.
to be built by Bernstein (Indiana
Friars Club turning over a perexhibs) interests, who built Dixie
centage of receipts from its Saturtheatre here last winter.
night charity affairs to Motion
Rosemary Carpenter, of Miami day
Picture Relief Fund.
Beach, won Florida contest and
Roy Mack shifted from Fredwill go to Atlantic City for "Miss
ericks Bros,
America" contest. She's an expert of America to Artists Corporation
as general manager
pianist.
bookings for acts, bands, fairs
Swank new Delano hotel will in- of
and club dates,
clude a nitery, also dance terraces
and cocktail lounges. Spot will be
one of biggest oceanf rent spots
here. Saxony hotel, another skyParis
Biz

still

hotels

ofl'

reporting

,

:

By Maxime de Beix
Elen Dosia, opera singer,

off to

N. Y.

Cynda Glenn expected back

in

Paris scan.

Peggy Brown in American hos*
pital for checkup.

The Harry Novaks back
after a South

to

town

American and N.

Y..

trip.

Jed Harris here for a short visit.
Flandre Palace cinema in Paris
shuttered by the police for not observing safety ukases.

American

f

Forces Network

{orchestra to play at gala in the
Louvre sponsored by -President
Vincent Am-iol, organized by Matt
'

Sam Bekeris, Eagle Lion proxy
for confab with publicist Phyllis for Latin America, clippers from
Buenos Aires to Rio de Janeiro.
Perlman.
Screenwriter Nicolas Olivari cast
Johnny Sokol's orchestra, playing:
for New Hope Street Fair opening by Aldo Fabrizzi for; major role in
"Immigrant,"
being
tomorrow (Thurs.) for Recreation Fabrizzi's
filmed locally.
Center benefit.

Washington

Irwin Margolies, film attorney
By Florence S. Lowe
to the
Louis Armstrong sextet at Club
Coast to establish a branch office
In Beverly Hills, being associated Bali.
Gladys
Swarthout, inked for
there with Edward M. Rose, former
assistant N. Y. district attorney final Watergate (outdoor) concert
of National Symphony, July 30.
under Thomas E. Dewey.
Sidney Lust, indie exhibitor,
Richard Griffith, exec secretary
of the National Board of Review, staging a benefit show at one of
and Willard Van Dyke, documen- his nabes for a local policeman
tary producer, guest speakers at killed in line of duty.
J,
Edgar Hoover and Spyros
the monthly meet of the Motion
Picture chapter, American Vet- Skouras jointly hosting at a brass
erans Committee,, held in .the Taf hat preem of "Street With No

and former Metro counsel,

By Larry SoHoway
Jay Jayson holds over with the
Ramirez show at Clover
Club this week.
Wometco, theatre licensed for
Carlos

coming "Leaf and Bough," down

ass't

.

citizen.

Arthur Treacher to Dallas for
two strawhatters,
Bill Thomas to Guaymas, Mex.:

for deep-sea fishing.
Mitzi Green opens July 21 at
Lake Tahoe Biltmore.
Martita Htmt in from England
for role in "The Fan."
Larry Stevens opens July 5 at
Billy Gray's Band Box.
Frank Borzage planed to MexSymph violinist, back at Flagship, ico City to scout locations.
also
this time leading a trio which
Tom Alfred resumed flackmg
includes Audrey Lee on bass and after week in the hospital.
Maricarol Hanson at the keyboard.
Fritz Feld finished his 175th
Provincetown Playhouse g o t film role in "Mexican Hayride."
started this week with Eugene
Lloyd Gough to Lake ArrowO'Neill's "Gold," under direction head to recuperate from a shoulder
of Keith Chalmers, and Charles injury.
Moore, Adele Thane, Virginia
Jimmy Durante installed as hon>
Thoms, Jay Davis, Norman Beim, orary mayor of Arrowhead HotStanley Jay,, Joseph Miron, Justus Springs.
.
Ralph Jester to" Algeria to .film
Shapiro, Jim Davis and Dan Drew
in cast. Jean-Paul Sartie's "Ho backgrounds
for
"Samson and
Delilah."
Exit" follows.
Charles Korvin slated for straw<^
hatters in Gilford, Conn., and Bar

My Son" cast to sail for its New scraper under, construction further
York production. John Clements uptown.
replaces him July 19. Ian Hunter,
who plays the part of the doctor
friend in the current screening,
Buenos Aires
will do same character in the
Spanish cellist Gaspar Cassado
Broadway production.
concertizing on Mundo Web.
Metro's Stuart Dunlap back in
Buenos Aires after U. S. trek.
^ucks County, Pa.
Sigwart Kusiel. Columbia superJack Kirkland and- spouse back visor, planes into Buenos Aires.
Michael Havas, new RKO superat Springtown farnu after honeyvisor for Latin^America, in Buenos
moon in Europe.
Kitty Carlisle singing for pre Aires.
Italian warbler Alberto Rabagllmiere of New Hope Street Fair
atti in for Radio Belgrano broadtomorrow (Thurs.).
Justin Herman, shorts -producer, casts.
Exhibitor Clemente Lococo, Jr.,
commuting daily from Lumberof Gran Cine Opera circuit, underville to Paramount bldg., N. Y.
Charles Heidt, producer of forth goes appendectomy.

of lack of electricity.
La Pompadour, new east side
Franklin Heller has taken home
Jerry Pickman, Eagle Lion's
ad-pub chief, in Canon City, spot, ordered closed for 15 days outside New Hope on Huffnagle
neighbors complained of road for summer. Heller is stagColo., to polish off details on the when
ing Playhouse attractions.
world preem of EL's "Canon City," noise after midnight.
storms and re
Conventions,
which opens there Monday (6) at
peated postponement of Louisthe Paramount and Webber theaWalcott fight rocked Playhouse
ti'es.

ing.

Ida Lupino became an American

•

Duffin.

Danielle Darrieux marrying (her
George (Midi) Mitslnkides,
writer-actor who was with her in
the cast of the French adaptation
of "Design for the Living."
Jean Dalrymple and Gabriel
Pascal huddling with Jean-Paul
Sartre as to who will direct fliis
third)

"Dirty Hands" in N. Y. Publisher
Louis Nagle propping trip to see
_ ai
the Sept. 27 opening.
By Hal P. Mills
Bill and Edith Goetz and Bob
Miss China of 1948 contest set Goldstein, here after a week in
here, with first^prize a trip to
London, going to Rome, SwitzerHollywood and a screen test.
land, Brussels and Amsterdam, reThreat of pix distributors to turning to U;
S. July 23 on the
withdraw from the Shanghai and Queen Mary.;
China market because of low fixed
admission prices has thus far

elegant set of notices. Even ticket
holders didn't show Friday (25).
failed to materialize.

Municipal

Provincetown, Mass.
By Hal Cohen

authorities

have

Montreal

clamped down on theatres and
amusement places having air-conditioning.

power.

Reason

is

shortage of

No new air-conditioning
may be used; others are

Annual Beachcombers Ball, with plants
an "Infamous People" theme for limited.
'48, set for July 30.
Protests when a local nitery adLarry Richmond, head of Music -vertised
that it was shortly bringDealers Service in N. Y., here with ing
to the spot Manuela, Japanese
his family for the summer.
Queen of Rhumba, from Tokyo,
Moors restaurant has unshuttered caused prompt
cancellation of enits nitery with Mrae. Pumpernickle,
gagement. Manuela rose to starDon Karlin and Bob Panofsky.
dom in Shanghai during the Jap
Playhouse- will try but a new occupation.
T
one near end of the season, "The
Bostonians," by Bernard Evslin
Novelist Truman Capote due in
Mexico City
nearby Wellfleet shortly to spend
By DOUGLAS L. GRAHAME
the summer working on a new
Frank Morgan and Nicky Soma
book.
Wayne Evans and team of Hum at the Hotel Reforma.
& Strum into Breakwater Room of . Mexican Pullman strike denting
Provincetown Inn, opening with biz, including show biz, by dearth
of tourists.
Fourth of July weekend.
Station XEOY (Radio Mil) giving
Betty Williams, ex-Vaughn Monroe vocalist, entertaining at Sea half-hour weekly of songs in EngDragon Club with Frank M. Foley lish sung by Rita Elliott.
Sofia Alvarez, Colombian who is
and John Daniels at the twin
a Mexican film name, to N. Y. for
pianos.
Mrs. Harvey Gaul, widow of four weeks, then back here for a
famed organist, composer and pic.
music critic, ,has reopened her „La Cucaracha (The Cockroach),
home on the East End for the Mexico's pioneer Cocktail lounge,
now owned by Jose Barona De La
summer.
Provincetown Art Assn. has O, wealthy young lawyer.
Frank Morgan, Robert Mitchum,
scheduled summer series of revivals of arty pic hits, both foreign Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jourdan and
and domestic, starting -with "Long Ricky Soma presented to President
Miguel Aleman by Mayor Fernando
Voyage Home."
Glamour mag doing picture story Cases Aleman.
Stations XEMU and XEMJ at
on Candelight Concerts (recorded),
which John and Adelaide Gregory Piedras Negras, on the central
hold three evenings a week at their Texas border, closed by a wage
Oldest Houste.
strike. They're ovmed by Alfonso
William Brinkley» a localj.bas L. Bress anpi Jesus <Blizondo.

By Max Newton
Carl Brisson slated for August
date at Normandie Roof.
Bob Lyon, an "Oklahoma!" grad,
opens at Ruby Foos this week.

American

tourists kiting biz

up

at all clubs, with heavy crowds eicpected over holiday weekend.
Quebec Productions, producers
of "Whispering City," are set for
a whodunit scripted by ex-Mont-

Ted Allan.
Marina Than, wife of producer
Joseph Than, of newly organized
Canadian Internationl Screen Prorealer

;

ductions, slated to . start talent
school for future Rlmsters. Mi"s.
visit larger Canadian
search of likely actors.

Than plans to
cities in

Detroit
By Stan Worris
Ruloff Trio off for date at La
Patio in Mexico City.
.Nancy Carroll opened strawhat
season at Will-O-Way Playhouse in
Bloomfield ^ills with "Years Ago.''
Nancy Carroll opened straw hat
season at WlU-O-Way Playhouse in
Bloomfield Hills with "Years Ago."
WXYZ's 300-foot radio tower

demolished to make room for new
TV and FM tower to rise hi its
Woodward avenue in Sep'

place on
tember.

Ground broken Saturday

,

(28)

for

United Auto
first
station,
radio
<CIO)
owned and operated by
which Walof
Corp.
Broadcasting

WAIW-FM,
Workers

ter Reuth^|;.is president.

UAW

—

'

MARRIAGES
Virginia Rocke to Edmund C.
Gniinger. Jr., Rye, N. Y., June 26.
He's .son of prez and general manager of the Shea circuit,

Night Club Reviews
Continned from

pjife Ai

OBITUARIES

'

Dawn Thomas to Ralph Hayden,
house conductor in la(e 1944, Ross
had held down stints at several Seattle, June 5. He's office man"Sorrento" and a jive limning of
for
Paramount exchange
other New York hotel rooms as ager
"or Man River."
well as doing arrangements for there;
was
windup
of
stop
Near show
Hildegarde and Jean Sablon upon
Mildred E. Wolfe to Jack Grood,
acro-dancer Rosanne's act. Looks, occasion. .Petrillo recording
ban Buffalo, N. Y., June 22. Bride is
enhances,
that
costuming
arid
figure
now affords him ample sparetime asst. director at Kleinhans Music
both plus her spins, twists and' to take on the Sheraton chore.
Hall; he's manager of Chez Ami
flips' had them palming throughout.
Roof itself seats some 250 diners nitery there,
Production wise. Boots MeKen- on its outside terrace while an inRosemary Ward to Joseph Calna has costumed the line tastefully door adjacent room accommodates velli, Chicago, June 26. He's 20thIn three imaginative stagings. Tap- about 150 more. Peculiar zoning Fox Chicago office manager.
stress Serina Hall works with en- regulations in this area prevents
Kay Albers to Carl Warner
semble handling the vocals along the band from playing outside
with Dennis and in own spot, de- after U p.m. It shifts Indoors after Holmgren, Chicago, June 26. Bride
livers nifty spin-taps. Frank Linale that, with the music piped to the is with ABC central division nmsic
orch handles backgrounding in terrace via a tinny pa. system staff; he's an announcer with
WJD,
Chicago.
Lory.
highly effective fashion.
which fails to do justice to Boss'
Helena L. Schwyn to Burt T.
efforts. It^s the spot's sole disad-

UoacHlicoinber, Afiami
.

-

.

,

vantage.

Walnnt R«om, Chi

Gilb.

€lo%'er Club
(PORTLAND,' ORE.)

.

.

cover

Satur4iiiys.

WU

,

PoTtland, Ore, June 26.
Radio Rarhblers (3) , Billj/ Bishop,
Russ Gralxain Orch {6) no cover,
$1.50 ininiviwn.
.

When,

slumped all over town
Messrs,
O'Hara and Ferguson,
Clover, Club operators, took off
cover charge and substituted nominal minimum. New policy Is paybiz

ing off.
Current lineup opens with Billy
Bishop, magico, who keeps his
tricks at a minimum, but interlards the hocus-pocus with clever
patter.
Guy gets plenty of laughs
with audience participation rope

romping through card manipula- trick. Other stunts are sufficiently
tions and prop: dlsaepearances to soUd to win a beg-off.
steady retui^s. When he off s for
Radio Bamblers score-with their
eiitra apparatds, femme assistant songs and mimicry.
Their burnicely with a haywire try to
duplicate a previous trick.
Best-selling sequence* has Randolph producing 8' duck on a plat"
ter that holds a broken egg until
he claps on th^ lid. For cute
closer magieo~uses a hadfipuppet
rabbir to turn up the right car4
»
in a silk hat.

fills,

lesque of radio shows are solid.
Irving. Lane handles the vocals,
while partners Sammy Vine and
George4i{larvin do the comedy bits.
Trio works -bard and wins solid re*>

turns.-

.Graham

Russ

tempo

orch

for dancers

capably.

sets

the

and backs show
Feve.

.

Dennis and Darlene. go well in
this room where' dueting is traditional fare. Pair trills effectively
in operetta standards, with top rePix-Buyers
spouse drawn by "New Moon" voCoqUnued from page 1
cals.
Brought back, ihey close
warmly with "Cosl Gosa." Baxt.
students became convinced that
grosses and reviews have little
relationship. Only foreign pix are
Samovar, Montreal
supposedly dependent on the plauMontrcol, June 29.
Nype & Cote, hloyd & WilK.s, dits of the pundits.
Sindlinger said that additional
Jfic/c Byron, Bill Skinner orch; ^2
research on the subject recently
rtuni'inxi,m.
had proven his original 'findings,
Youth takes over in the new when he headed Dr. (Jeorge GalSamovar revue. Only reminders of lup's Audience Research Institute,
this
Q.-and-A. expredominately Old -Russian were 'far too low.
spot are the murals and impresario pert declared that the 8% figure
Gar<)l.
Top biiring goes t8 Nype is correct on those whose theatre^
and Cote, two youngsters new to going is aflected directly, but the
• the club circuit with plenty of
had shown
research
additional
style
and presentation.
Voices that rcviewer-s indirectly influence
blend well and choice of numbers,
almost half of all potential patrons.
mainly from current legit musicals,
Sindlinger, who now heads his
is good.
Business around mike
sometimes interferes with projec- own company, is along with the
tion but charm and self-assurance trend of most other pollsters now
win solid retu;-ns.
leaving the straight statistical surTapsters Lloyd and Willis give veys behind, in favor of 'JqualitaIt was thus he
out with much enthusiasm and tive" research.
talent on their routines.
Dances learned, he said, that; "people say
are sometimes brittle but never one thing, but do another as far
lacking In energy. A change of as their fllnigoing or any other
pace would help numbers, best of habits are concerned."'
which is a softshoe by' Lloyd. Both
Original figures were obtained by
are teamed for smash finish.
querying patrons in lines at New
Opener' is Jack Bryon, who York boxoftices on what brought
sprinkles his songs with a few of
This disclosed only
there.
them
the simpler sleight-of-hand tricks
those ready to slap their
familiar to the steady clientele. 12% of
had read a
Presentation is good but act needs coins on the b.o. sill
smoothing out of the magic rou- review of the picture they were
tines.
Usual finale, a ti-adition at about to see, and 4% of them said
this -spot. Is taken over by, princi- they'd be there whether they repals backed neatly by Bill Skinner view had been good or bad.
orch, which also beats out danceWhat these people didn't disable tempos for customer dansapa- close, Sindlinger said, his new reNewt.
t!on.
search reveal.s, Is that they werethere because someone else had
read a good review o£ the picture;
S)h<>!raAoii Roof, N. li.
Only through long questioning, he
(HOTEL SHERATON)
stated, was it possible to make
Roy Ross Orch; .$2 ntinimum; filmgoers recall from whom they

50%

•

.

—

—

.

.'

$2.50 sat.

Off the beaten path is the Sheraton Roof. But with Roy Ross' band
along with an attractive ivy-covered terrace as double lure, this
sky top layout should do well
through the hot weather months.
neat setting for al fresco
diners what with the midtown skyline and a Vista of the East river
as a patural background.
from
Ross,
doubling
who's
WNEW, N. Y. where his crew is
the house band, supplies an infecIt's

a

tious

rhythm for dancers. His six

five
comprising
combo,
•rhythm and one reed, is primarily
built around the leader's piano
accordion. Latter instrument is relied upon to carry the melody although occasionally the burden is
'sUftetl to the lone sax. Strictly a
sweet combo, the unit leans to
Gershwin and tttfi quiet standards.
WNEWs
ttecomiiig
Prior to

piece

got the information that sent them
By tracing back
to the boxoffice;
who influenced
the person
(0

them, it was di-scovered that he
had read a review or had, in turn,

been influenced

by.

someone

else

who had. Sometimes the perfion
who bad aetoally made up the mind
of a whole series of people a| to
desirability or undesirability of
seeing a film was five or six Steps

Sindlinger maintains it is not
the reviews them.selves which afwordbut the
filmgoing,
It is
of-mouth on the reviews.
through this w.-of-m. that critics
fect

momentum for their opinions.
The original survey, Sindlinger
declared, had caused many Hollywood producers to say: "To heck
That attitude,
with the critics."
based on the later research, he asgain

serted, needs revising.

111.,

in

coming

organist at Dublin ProCathedral ami conductor of famous

Palestrina Choir.

McCormack was one of his voice
pupils and he made a world tour
with him in 1913. Madame Margaret Burke-Sheridan and tbe late
Walter McNally were also among:
his pupils. When Eire state-owned

EVERETT G. OPIE,
Everett G. Opie, 44, radio produJune 25. He
was affiliated with several stations
and during last World War was

cer, died in Chicago,

chief of radio transcriptions for
the Treasury department.
radio station was established he
Survived by «rtf« and son.
its first director of music, retiring in 1941 alter 15 years.
1. K. IIERETTA
Ryan, Jr., Toledo, June, 24. Her
O'Brien was .also an operatic
father is head of Carl H. Schwyn conductor, professor at St. PatJ. K. Beretta, 86, Texas banker,
Theatres, Inc., in that city.
rick's College, Maynooth, and a died at his. home in San Antonio,
Mariias Pedersen to Charles Doctor of Music of National UniRondeau, Jr., Las Vegas, June 25. versity of Ireland,
IN MEMORY OF
He's an indie film producer,
Survived by a
son,
Opver
Carolyn Walker to Freddy Mor- O'Brien, also a well-known mugan, Las Vegas, June 19. He's sician.
former member of banjo team of
1900-1947
HENRY (IIY) SANDERS
Morgan & Stone, now with Spike
Henry (Hy) Sanders, 65, retired
My Friend and Teaehsr
Jones Band.
motion picture theatre owner and
DA,ViD
Teri Gold to Leo Jaffe, Elkton, film salesman,
RICH
died after a heart
Maryland, June 23. He's asst. attack June 16
in Reno, while entreasurer of Columbia Pittures.
route to his home in Little Bock, une 21. Until List montli he was
Marguerite Koppl to John K. Ark.
part owner of. KPAB, .Laredo' and
Butler, J^s Vegas, fTune 19, Bride
Sanders started in Cape Girar- KAIR (FM) there. He sold bis inis -a story analyst; he^s a screen deau, Mo., as owner of the Orterest to Mar^ Perkiie,
writer at Republic.
pbeum, which he later .sold and enSheila O'Reilly to Donagh MaclUSZiK D;. AtaeEEAN
Donagh, Dublin, Ireland, June 2.
Rezin D. MacLean, 89, veteran
Bride is an actress.
Charlotte Learn. Gorrity
Shakespearean actor, died in HolMary Louise Lantz to Bob MerryHe starred in
lywood, -Jtine 27.
UolV 6. 1947)
man, Cincinnati, June 24. Bride is
the "Mission Play" in Los AQgeles
radio actress; he's an announcer on
from 1924 to 1^37.
We Ml« You Darling "
station
and Crosley's video
YoHr Sitltn mi Niece,
WLWT.
Wife, 59. of Samuel B. PettenEHY. ALICE end lEHE gill, ABC commentator and newspaper columnist, died in Tarrytown hospital, Tarry town, N.. Y.,
tered film sales in St. Louis. He
>
Mr. and Mrs. Ilolger Ilarthem, later returned to theatre operation, June 28.
daughter,
Hollywood, June 20. associated with the Dubinsky interMuriel Weichselfelder; 60, Stages
Mother is Sarah Shelby, radio ac- ests in Kansas City houses and
hand in Fort Wayne, Ind., died
with
Steve
Brody
in
the
ownership
tress.
of three Little Rock houses which June 20 in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lasker, he disposed of. His wife and
Mother of Harold Schuster, film
son, Hollywood, June 23. Mother is daughter survive.
director, died jTune 23 in Hollyscreen actress; father is a film
wood,
TAY STONE TONEY
•
producer.
.lay Stone Toney, baritone, memMr. ai\d Mrs. D. A. Doran, daugh- ber of the Southernaires, Negro
Stepmother, 71, of Clark Gable,
ter, Burbank,. Cal., June 22, Father ensemble heard weekly over ABC, died June 19 in Encino, Cat,
is Paramount studio director.
died June 23 at Marshalltown, la.,
Wife of Vladimir Sokoloff, actor,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Mills, following a heart attack. His body
son, Chicago, June 20.
Father is was brought back to New York for died June 22 in Hollywood. .„
program coordinator of WGN-TV, burial.
Toney was born In Columbia,
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Sharp, son, Tenn., where he sang in church
Glendale, Cal., June 23. Father is choirs before bcKoming a member
of the vocal {,'roup.
a radio writer.
Contimied from pace t.i
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Easton, son,
JOSEPH MABUCA
Seattle, June 18. Father is singerJoseph Maruca, 51, former band- of 200 such bouses, with an aver-'
announcet on KOMO, -Seattle.
seating
capacity o£ liSOO
leader and one-time saxophonist »ge
Mr. and Mrs, Jim N. Kendall, with Paul Whiteman's orch, died could thus play to a simultaneous
.
twin daughters, Seattle, June 10. in Norwalk, Conn., June 23. Since audience of 360,000 people. TheFather is assistant manager of retiring from the podium he had atres could be shuttered during the
Coliseum theatre in that city.
operated a musical Instrument day of an event, opening only for
business in New York;
the tele show.
They could then
Survived by parents, three charge as much as $5 per -head,
brothers and three sisters.
which is still far less than (lie best
All
seats at sports arenas for the top
BERTHA VAN DEN BEKG
fights, and gross more than $1,Continued frqm page I
Bertha van den Berg, 70, former
They plim eventually to
500,000.
concert piani.sl. died .lune 25, at
ried by all four networks and most
extend the tele string to IjOOO
indie stations.
20th theatres throughout the counABC's radio airing of the title
try which would, in time; insure a
In Loving Memory of
fight copped a .sock nationwide
With such figures to play around
Chorlott* Learn Garrity
rating of 59.3, the share-of-audiwith, a <4fcuit of tele theatres
who iiiiKNCd nway
ence being 92.4.
(The highest
could offer fight promoters, or
July 6, 1947
commercial Hooper on record, 67.8,
promoters of other sports events,
Garrity,
Sr.
John
J.
was achieved by ABC's broadcast
enough to more than compensate
John J. Garrity, Jrof the second Louis-Billy Conn'
for any loss in the stadium gate.
Patri<!ia Garrity Gibaudan
Potential sponsors of such events
bout.)
via home tele could never afford to
-The 86.6 tele rating—- which
means 86.6% of the N. Y. tele the Beverly Hills home of her son, meet such a bid from a string, of
theatres.
homes were looking, 'wasn't the- Richard Abbott, actor.
Events, in fact, would
Berg
appeared
for
den
Mrs.
van
only record-smashing audience figprobably, not be available to home
and
Toscanini
with
several
seasons
receivers, since their transmisnon
ure scored by the fight. The purpianists
via microwave relay could be in a
vey showed 86.9% of C^tham's was'one of the few femme
to play under his directing at N. Y. higher
frequency,
video sets were in use, the highest
outside
the
Philharmonic.
range of home sets. In that way
total ever recorded by Hooper in
the string of theatres would be
either radio or tele; 99.7% of the
LOUIS H. BRUSH
assured
of
capacity
total of those looking and listen.Louis H. Brush, 76, chairman of virtually
ing were tuned to WNBT, NBC's the board of the Brush-Moore houses.
There is already talk. In fact, of
N. Y. outlet, although all N. Y. tele Newspapers, Inc., Salem, O., and
and radio stations were on the air president of the Ohio Broadcast- a circuit of theatres promoting its
According to a 20th
at the time'; and an average of 12 ing Co., operators of WHBC, Can- own fights.
spokesman,
there would be notliing
Portsmouth,
persons per set watched the tele- ton, O.. and WPAY,
Of this number, seven were O., died after a heart attack in to prevent his outfit from signing
cast.
June
24.
Philadelphia,
an
exclusive
-pact
with boxing titlefour
were
women
one
and
men,
contenders. Championship flints
was a child.
ALLEN CHAPMAN
could then be staged in a small
Alien L. Chapman, 47, mu.sician, gymnasium, shice the usual arena
died ,in San Antonio, June 24. gate would be only added gravy for
Known as Allie Chapman, he had what the string of theatries would
been playing, in various bands in gross.
Because of the difficulty
- Continued Itina pare 1 t
the San Antonio area since he was
of a film outfit entering the- busi18.
Recency he has been pianist
many kids they had. When we got with Pat MUIer's band at -Helotes, ness of grooming fighters, however,
it's expected that they'll probaibly
back it was like old home week. Tex.
prefer to work with established
We talked on level ground; Show
promoters.
business has gotten away from
NIEL J. KIRCHBAUM
It's recalled, incidentally, that.
On this trip, I'm trying to
that.
Niel .1. Kirchbaum, 46, former
Foote,
Cone & Belding tele veepee
get a little of it back."
died
Akron, O., theatre owner,
Edna Stillwell, Skelton's exrwife, June 20 in Canton, O. He former- Ralph B. Austrian had predicted
making a similar survey for ly operated the Norga and Rialto this exact course of action more
is
than three years ago.
Austrian
Skelton in the midwest, and the theatres in Akron.
Wife, sister, and three brothers .did his crystal-balling in a speech
two parties will join forces to ganbefore the Society of Motion Picder the east. Miss Stillwell, now survive.
ture Engineers in October, 1944,
wife of director-producer Frank
when he was still prez of
VIRGO, MEBSirr
Borzage, produces her ex-mate's
Viriiil Merritt,-32, owner of the Television Corp.
airer.

was

;

;

First offering under new policy
of a changed bill every four weeks
should wear well during the allotShow
ted brace of fortnights.
opens via the orch route, with
Back in neat accordion fronting
on a Strauss waltz, followed by
Eunice Clark's so-so vocal of "You
Can't Be True, Dear."
Bajndalph links his tricks together by puffing on a series of
cigs thai pop itato his hand. Deft
Ulusioner. bypasses partter while

Kincaid theatre, TaylorviUe,

Vincent O'Brien, 79. Irish music association with Dominic Frisina of
teacher who discovered John Mc- the Frisina Amus. Co., died in that
Cormack, died at his home in Dub- city, June 14.
lin, Ireland^ June 27.
He became
His wife and son will continue
a church organist at 14, later be- the mana^;ement of the house.

-

(BISMARCK HOTEL)
Chicago, June 24.
Randolph St Co. \2) Denms Si
Barlene, Will Bacfc Orch (10) with
Exmice Clark; $2.50 minimum, $1
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